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THE AUTHOR'S CLOSING WORDS.

In these frank, closing words I may be allowed, for the first and only time, to

speak directly in the first person.

In the Preface to the work (0. T., vol. 1, p. C) I have briefly outlined the

motive and the aim which constrained me at the outset of this undertaking. Now,

at the close, I can affirm that this motive and aim have actuated me in all these

eighteen years of almost unintermitted toil. And I can now also thankfully affirm

that not only the origin and general inception of the plan, but its many diverse de-

tails have been so consciously impressed upon my thought as successive insj^irations

that throughout I have simply felt and toiled as one whose task had been assigned

and gratefully accepted. That the toil has brought its own reward, the apprecia-

tive reader will understand ; while there has been a perpetual encouragement in the

added conviction of helpful service to all who desire a larger and more complete

knowledge of the Living Word. In the interest of the great body of English-read-

ing Christians I have sought to furnish an intelligent reply to every reasonable in-

quiry pertaining to the entire text of the Bible. This, indeed, has been the one

ever-present thought in the labor of all these years. For this great end the material

of these seven thousand pages has been gathered from the matured thought of more

than twelve hundred devout scholars, of the past and present, and has been chosen

simply with reference to its intrinsic worth as explanatory and interpretative of the

meaning of the Inspired Text. The late Dr. Koswell D. Hitchcock accurately esti-

mated the purpose and method of my entire work :
" First of nil, the exact sense of

Scripture is carefully sought for, and then the innermost practical meaning of

every passage is elucidated and enforced." And the late Donald Fraser, D.D., of

London, justly said : "Although it makes no show of technical criticism, the ex-

positions it furnishes proceed, as all interpretations worthy of attention must pro-

ceed, on careful, critical study of the text."

No attempt has been made fully to discuss the mooted points of interpretation

or of literary criticism. With but few exceptions the only form of antagonism to

what may be regarded as error is a counter-statement of what is believed to be trutli.

One notable exception respects the theories of the self-styled " Higher Criticism."

The main questions introduced by its leading advocates in Great Britain and

America have been, in place, compactly but fairly presented and as fairly refuted

throughout the Old Testament. The presentment and the refutation are mainly

designed for the average student and teacher, and the intelligent reader, with the

single motive of guarding their faith against the difficulties and doubts that natu-

rally spring from the many complicated and confusing theories of the modern divi-

sive school. / earnestly commend to every interested reader the thoughtful perusal

of the many pages and paragraphs in which these theories are impartially treated.
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And, in this place, I cannot refrain from a passing reference to certain impressions

whicli have resnlted from the large study and comparison that I have been con-

strained to make between the two opposed schools of criticism. 1. Among equally

advanced English and American scholars there seems to be an immense preponder-

ance in numbers of conservative criticism over that which may be reasonably char-

acterized as destructive. 2. The same preponderance appears in the superior quality

of the pemonal judgment of leading critics, a fact which has a vital bearing upon

the final issue of the conflict. The superiority of conservative criticism in this

quality of Judgment is strongly emphasized by the definite and harmonious con-

clusions of one class and by an utter diversity of views and by constantly sliifting

and altogether unsettled conclusions of the other. 3. A further comparison

and a like contrast is suggested by the spirit and method in which the discussion

is conducted. On one side, there is modest and reverent carefulness, as dealing

with divinely given words ; on the other, a self-assertive boldness which seems to

ignore the Divine source and element in the words. 4. But a far graver charge lies

against the modern school of criticism. It is that from first to last, in its essential

and discriminating points, it exalts the form and framework far above the spirit and

substance of the Sacred Writings. It is that in all its theories and discussions it

utterly eliminates and virtually rejects the great spiritual truths whose embodiment

in History, Psalm and Prophecy constitutes the single aim, the sublime scope and

the supremo end of the entire Old Testament Eevelation.*

* Upon this vital point I cite paragruplis from Prof.

James Robertson's " Early Religion of Israel," a book

that will well repay its careful reader :

" The books of the Old Testament themselves, though

subjected to the most harassing criticism, and character-

ized as ' spurious narratives of late date,' smile at all

such criticism, and give forth with confidence their testi-

mony to a faith which is independent of time, and in-

different to modus of literary composition. , . . The self-

styled ' higher" criticism is indeed not high enough, or,

we should perli^ips more appropriately say, not deep

enough f(.r tlie problem before it. The strongest objec-

tion, in fact, to the theory ' as a whole ' is, that it hard-

ly at all touciies the religion round which the whole his-

tory properly turns. . . . Take, for example, the treat-

ment of the Book of Psalms now in vogue in the higher

circles of criticism. One would have thought that if any-

where the inquirer into the history of religious thought

and life would find valuable 'sources,' it would be in this

collection of the sacred and national songs of Israel. But

Wellhausen, for example, who boasts that he could nndcr-

stand the history of Israel without the Book of the Law,

can also dispense with the Book of the Psalms. In the

'index of passages discussed' appended to his 'History

of Israel,' there is only one reference to one psalm (Ps.

73), which, too, of course, is placed very late in d:ite.

'I think it a positive objection to the theory, not so much
that it brings down the bulk of the psalms to post-exilian

times, but that it is able to dispense with them as mate-

rials for a history of the older religion of Israel, and to

relegate them to a time at which, according to its own
showing, the religion had taken a more mechanical and

formal phase. . . . Thus, by one stroke, the tongue of

ancient Israel is struck dumb, as the pen is dashed from

its hand ; these artless lyrics are deprived of their sponta-

neousness, and a great gulf is fixed between the few which

a niggardly criticism admits to be of early date, and the

full TOlume of devotional song which in many tones was

called forth by the shifting situations of olden times. Of
course the hypothesis of a low religious stage in pre-exilic

times demands itijs. ... In the glowing periods of the

earliest writiiiL' |)i<>|iiM'^, \\c iiave unmistakable evidence

of the dee]) I'li-bMi-iit -< ilmi MilTused the minds of those

who from the lir-t miiilr.l ih.- nligious life of the nation.

But all that side of the early religious history—and how
much is that all !—might almost as well never have ex-

isted, for all that the modern historians make of it. The
deep spirituality of Hosea, who stands like the Saviour of

mankind weeping over Jerusalem, full of the very love of

God ; the strong ethical tone of Amos, and his enthusiasm

for God ; the lofty aspirations of Isaiah for righteousness,

and his rapt visions of future glory—these surely are not

isolated phenomena in the centuries that rolled over Israel

when all that was best in the history was being achieved,

but indicate a strong undercurrent of perennial religious

life. Yet for all these, even taken in their isolation, how
little sympathy do our modem critical historians exhibit I

Whereas Ewald, in a past generation, came to the Old

Testament books with a sympathetic spirit, and Delitzsch,

in our own generation, with a piety pardonable in the

circumstances heard in these prophetic voices the echo,

thrown backward over the centuries, of the Gospel of

Christ, we get nowadays some dry analysis of the 'idea'

and the ' conception' of each prophet, and a grudging dol-

ing out of the attributes of might and holiness in the

character of God, and reluctant admissions of nascent

monotheism here and there ; but we catch no fire from the

prophetic words as they are weighed and measured out in

the scales of the critics. These men, whose words are the

fittest found even yet to express all that we can think

loftiest of God, are represented as groping after the idea

of -.ne God, contending for the honor of a deity that is

little better than a Chemosh or a Moloch ; and when they

cease to write and become men of action, they are set be-

fore us as moved by paltry motives of expediency, uphold-

ing the dignity of their order against the priesthood, or
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As a final word, strongly emphasizing the inestimable value of the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures, I would plead for their continuous thoughtful reading in alterna-

tion and yet always in close connection with the writings of the Xew Testament.

They are one in their Divine source, one in their great and vital themes, in their

disclosures of God, in His nature, His working, His ways and His dealings with all

His creatures ; one also in their showing of man's heart and his doings ; and one in

their revelation of a Race Redemption procured and proffered through the self-

offering of a Divine-human Redeemer. But an essential feature in the method of

the inspired Revelation is its historical as well as progressive character. And this

fact it is that gives the Old Testament a special value and helpfulness that cannot

be overestimated, and that demands for it, equally with the New Testament, care-

ful and thorough study ; for, in very truth, its pages present one continuous series

of living object-lessons, actually existent illustrations, on the one jjart, of God's

character and jaurposes and the principles of His dealings with men, and, on the

other, of man's nature and treatment of God and of his fellow-men. On the one

side, the recorded history of every individual and of every people, especially and

largely the story of Israel, sui^plies abundant evidence in every particular of the

sweet yet awful truthfulness of Jehovah's self-disclosure to Moses (Ex. Si : 6, 7).

On the other side, equally numerous and deeply affecting are its testimonies to the

faithfulness of the Divine portraiture of man, as these are found in definite state-

ments scattered throughout its pages.

And now, with a renewed expression of deep and ferveni gratefulness that " to

me this grace" of helpful service has been " given," I close my long-protracted task

in the hopeful assurance and with the prayer that through the crowning favor of

God these volumes may long continue to bring light and help with every reading

of their pages. J. Glentwoeth Butlek.

conspiring with them to bring about a masterly movement
for the concentration of religious worship directly under

their own supervision. Feasts, sacrifices, incomes of the

clergy—in such things, and in the centralization of the

worship at Jerusalem, the history of religion is made to

consist ; but the heart of the religion is hardly looked at,

or rudely torn out of it.

" Let their literary analysis be ever so thorough, one who
will read the Old Testament books as he would read any

other ancient documents must remain convinced that jus-

tice is not done to them by a criticism which ignores their

most characteristic element. The biblical theory says

there was a course of history quite unprecedented, or cer-

tainly most extraordinary ; the modern theory says that

the history was nothing icmarkaljle, but there was quite

an unprecedented mode of ima^'iiiiiig and writing it. . . .

We ought gladly to welcome any help that comes to the

aid of faith in such a (kid as the patriarchs and prophets

are represented as making known—a God whose revelation

of Himself has been advancing with brighter radiance, till

it culminated in the manifestation of His Son Jesus

Christ, who was the ' light to lighten the Gentiles, and the

glory of His people Israel.' Such a faith as Old Testa-

ment prophets possessed has been the blessing and the

guide of the best of mankind in their achievement of the

best up til! this hour ; such a faith is more than ever need-

ed just at the present moment, to save the human race

from losing respect for itself, and to rekindle hope and
aspiration for the future."— Ja*. Robertson.

I add two brief paragraphs :
" Criticism cannot touch

the vital heart of the Bible. So far as criticism is revo-

lutionary and destructive, it is not scientitic ; and so far

as it is scientific, it is perfectly harmless, and in the main

purely conjectural. . . . There is the Bible—potent in

the past, and potent now. There, in its records, lies the

broad line of revelation, in law and psalm and prophecy,

growing more and more luminous until the day dawns in

Jesus Christ. It is all clear and consistent, and history

has crystallized around it. The heart of the world beats

in it. The energies that have shaped the advancing cen-

turies are here brought to view. It can never be outgrown

;

and it can never be discredited. There is an actual history

behind it. There is a deathless life within it. And these

are driving it with irresistible momentum into the present

and the coming years."—^. J. F. Behrends.

" To theological students I would give the advice, as the

best safeguard against the danger of scepticism, to master

first and last the contents of the Bible, and never to lose

sight of its spiritual truths, which are immeasurably more

important than alt the questions of lower ana higher criti-

cism."— Philip Schaf.



EZEKIEL AND HIS PROPHECIES.

EzEKiEL, as the book which bears his name

stands in our own and the Hebrew cunuu, is

the first propliet who proclaims his message

from the land of his captivity. The Book of

Daniel opens with the third year of Jehoiachin,

but Eiiekiel begins with the fifth year of Jehoi-

achiu's captivit}'. Daniel, therefore, had prob-

ably preceded Ezekiel into exile, and undoubt-

edly outlived him, but they were in exile

together, though far distant from each other.

Ezekiel was of priestly family, the son of Buzi.

As, however, the name of his father is not

otherwise mentioned in Scripture, we know no

more about him. Ezekiel was partly contem-

porary with Jeremiah and Daniel, but Jeremiah

had begun to prophesy thirty-four years be-

fore Ezekiel, and continued to do so for some

six or seven years after his first vision ; and as

Daniel lived till the third year of Cyrus (Dan.

10 : 1), he in all probability long survived Eze-

kiel. Leathes.

Ezekiel, the son of Buzi, the great prophet

during the Babylonian captivity, was, like his

predecessor Jeremiah, a priest. He was taken

captive in the captivity of Jehoiachin, eleven

years before the destruction of Jerusalem. He
was a member of a community of Jewish ex-

iles who settled on the banks of the Chebar, a

" river" or stream of Babylonia. It was by

this river " in the land of the Chaldaeans" that

God's message first reached him (1 : 3). His

call took place "in the fifth year of King
Jehoiachin's captivity," b.c. 595 (1:2), "in
the thirtieth year, in the fourth month. " P. S.

In the fifth year of the reign of Zedekiah,

and therefore the fifth after the second deporta-

tion from Jerusalem, prophetic visions began

to be sent to Ezekiel, on the banks of the

Chebar. These visions spread over a consider

able period. Among the earliest were those of

the complete destruction of Jerusalem, and the

desolation of Jud»a. The treacherous conduct

of the Egyptians, deserting the Jews in the

extremities of their distress, furnished occasion

for a blast against Pharaoh-hophra, whose de-

struction, with the desolation of Egypt, is also

foreseen and foretold. Tyre also, which had
latterly been a bitter enemy of the Jews, was
doomed to speedy destruction. But Ezekiel's

later visions were full of mercy and peace.

They not only foretold the restoration of the

captive people, but also the far higher and
richer mercies of the Gospel ; and his sun, like

that of Isaiah, went down pouring both on

Jews and Gentiles the golden lustre of Mes-

siah's reign. Mercy was thus graciously min-

gled with judgment; and while the people

were faithfully reproved for their sins, the

penitent and believing were encouraged to hope
in the not very distant advent of better times.

W. G. B.

Of the four greater prophets, two were priests

and were contemporary. These were Jeremiah

and Ezekiel. But while the former took an

active part in the stirring circumstances of the

times, and was subjected to much personal in-

jury and wrong, the latter, already in the land

of exile, regarded from afar and in personal

quiet the strange events transacting in the land

from which he had been taken, and took part

in them only in mind and spirit. Hence less

of the man appears in the prophecy of Ezekiel

—less of personal history, of individual char-

acter, of human emotion. We know, in fact,

very little about him.

Ezekiel was, in his exile, stationed in the

northern part of Mesopotamia, at Tel Abib, on

the banks of the river Chebar. His family also

were with him. It should not escape notice,

that at this place the exiles from Judah, of

whom Ezekiel was one, would meet the earlier

exiles of the Ten Tribes, some of whom had been

stationed there. This fact gives increased em-

phasis to the frequency of the prophet's warn-

ings, from the example of desolated Israel. It

was not, however, until Ezekiel had been five

years at Tel Abib, that he was called to the ex-

ercise of the prophetic office. The embassy

that King Zedekiah sent at that date to Baby-

lon, and the letter which Jeremiah sent by that

embassy (chap. 29), falls in with his call, and

may be regarded as connected with it. Then,
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iu a remarkable vision, he receives bis com-

missioQ to come forth among his people as a

prophet, with a disclosure of tlie principal mat-

ters to be announced to tUem. Commencing
from this time, the functions of the prophet

appear before us in his book as forming a

beautifully complete, a stately and harmonious

whole. They fall into two grand divisions, of

which the destruction of Jeriisalem forms the

turning-point (chaps. 1-34 and 35-48). Dur-

ing the period before this catastrophe, the

prophet chiefly uses the language of rebuke

and condemnation ; afterward, of consolation

and promise.

The influence which Ezekiel exercised upon

his contemporaries is of the highest importance.

As in the days of Elijah and Elisha, the proph-

ets supplied, in the kingdom of Israel, the ab-

sence of a true sanctuary, and sought, as far as

possible, to occupy the place of tlie lacking

priests of Jehovah ; so the priest Ezekiel, by

virtue of his prophetic calling, afforded to the

deserted e.xiles a living witness that the Lord

had not abandoned them, and that even for

them a sanctuary existed, in which they might

perceive the gracious presence of God. The
more imposing the public appearance of Eze-

kiel was, and the more desolate and troublous

the lime of his appearance, the more power-

ful must have been the influence he exercised.

We see proof of this in those accounts which
show that the people and their elders, even

from the earliest period of his ministry, gath-

ered around the prophet, and listened to his

words. In the words of God to the prophet,

it is implied that the people were accustomed,

at appointed times, to come to Ezekiel, to sit

before him, and to receive his instruction with

reverence. He was considered as a piblic

teacber, who appointed meetings in his house

as at a p'lhlic school, and there, before a crowd-

ed assembly, interpreted the Divine will. Nor
was this influence transitory or confined to his

own generation, but was one that continued,

and was much more comprehen.sive. If the

Book of Daniel be considered as having had
much influence in the formation of the views

of later Judaism, it belonged to Ezekiel to ex-

ercise an analogous influence during the period

of the Exile. Kitto.

In reading Ezekiel it is always to be borne

in mind that he was distant in npnce from the

scenes he describes

—

e.g., in chap. 34 he is bid-

den to name a particular day, which was found

afterward to be the very day when the siege

of Jerusalem began, he being then in the land

of his captivity by the river Chebar. In like

manner, in chap. 8 he describes in detail the

idolatrous abominations perpetrated in the Tem-
ple at Jerusalem, which he is shown in vision,

tliough far away. The latest date given in the

book is the twenty-seventh year of Jehoiachin's

captivity, 537 b.c. (chap. 39 : 17). This is sev-

enteen years later than the date of the first verse

of the same chapter. The vision of the restored

Temple (chap. 40) is dated In the twenty-fifth

year.

We learn incidentally from chap. 34 : 18 that

Ezekiel was married, and that his wife died iu

the ninth year of his exile, 590 B.C.; also from

3 : 34 ; 8:1, that though in exile, he neverthe-

less had a house of his own. Probably, there-

fore, the condition of the captives, at all events

in certain cases, was not an oppressive one ; but

its bitterness consisted In exp itriation from the

land of their fathers, which was itself intoler-

able to the Jew, with his higldy developed and

sensitive patriotic feeliags. Of Ezekiel's later

history nothing is known. There is every rea-

son to believe that he died in exile, where it is

evident that he was recognized as a prophet

and held in honor by his fellow-countrymen,

as we see by the fact of the elders of the na-

tion often assembling themselves to receive his

prophetic counsels and admonitions. Leathes.

Ezekiel is, among the prophets, what Michael

Angelo is among painters and sculptors. Vast

and colossal in his imagery, majestic in his

diction, copious in fancy, he nevertheless often

transcends in his ideas the powers of language,

and becomes obscure and difiicuU to under-

stand. This is well exemplified in the vision

by which he was called to his office. R. P. S.

Ezekiel holds a place among sacred writers

like that of Bach among musicians or of Chau-

cer among poets—less understood and appreci-

ated by the general public, but the storehouse

and inspiration of later authors—the musicians'

musician, the poets' poet. Ballantine..

According to the prophet's own record of his

life, his heart was not in the land of his exile,

but "in the land of his nativity." His own
home, where he dwelt with his wife, and guided

the counsels of the small community of the

Cliebar, faded from his eyes. Across the rich

garden of that fertile region, across the vast

Euphrates, across the intervening desert, his

spirit still yearned toward Jerusalem, still lived

in the Temple courts, where once he had min-

istered. Though an exile, he was still one with

his countrymen ; and in the sense of that union,

and in the strength of a mightier power than

his own, the bounds of space and time were

overleaped, and during the seven years that
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elapsed before the city was overthrown, lie

lived absorbed iu the prophetic sight of the

things that were to be, and in the prophetic

hearing of the words that were to be spoken, in

this last crisis of his country's fate. Stanley.

The Lord began to fulfil His good word,

given to the exiles through Jeremiah, b}' caus-

ing Ezekiel to appear in the midst of them,

who raised his voice like a trumpet and showed

to I'sracl his misdeeds ; whose word, like a

threshing machine, passed over all those sweet

hopes and purposes and ground them to the

dust ; whose whole manifestations furnished

the strongest proof that the Lord was still

among His people ; an energetic, gigantic na-

ture, who was thereby suited effectually to

counteract the Babylonish spirit of the time,

which loved to manifest itself in violent, gigan-

tic, and grotesque forms ; one who stood alone,

but was yet equal to a hundred of the scholars

of the prophets. The e.\tent of his influence

appears from the fact that the oldest of tlie

people were accustomed to assemble in his

bouse in order to hear the words of the Lord
through him—a sign of the public and formal

acknowledgment of his spiritual dignity in the

colony. Ucngstenberg.

As inflexible as Jeremiah, and tenacious of

his duty, Ezekiel was more stern and unflinch-

ing. To Jeremiah it was often pain and misery

to obey God's commands, and his nature led

him to brood over his own feelings and look

into himself, while Ezekiel threw his whole
heart into the struggle with an iron steadfast-

ness that felt pleasure in the struggle itself.

R. P. S.

The prophet is distinguished by uncommon
strength and energy. We see in him an indi-

viduality naturally endowed with great intel-

lectual strength, penetrated and sanctified by a

higher power to which it is made subservient.

The appearance of Ezekiel as an inspired mes-

senger of God must have been among the most
impressive of any of those who under the Old
Testament dispensation spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost. The glow of Di-

vine wrath, the holy majesty of Jehovah, the

mighty rushing of the Spirit of the Lord, as

the seer himself had seen and heard them, were
reflected in his discourse. He opposed with
abruptness and firmness the corrupt spirit of

the age in which he lived. When he had to

contend with a people of brazen brow and stiff

neck, he also on his part is of imbending na-

ture, opposing presumption with unwavering
boldness, and denouncing abominable deeds

with words of consuming fire. This glow of

discourse is united with a clear and constant

prudence. The prophet never passes hastily

from one subject to another, he occupies him-

self entirely with the one before him, embraces

it with all his power, views it in all its aspects,

and docs not rest till he has completely exhaust-

ed it. Hence he often returns to the great lead-

ing thoughts that ainmate him. In these he

lives and moves. Unceasingly he presents to

the harde^ied ears and hearts of the people

what the necessity of the case requires. And
to this union of perseverance and strength the

great efficacy of his eloquence is to be ascribed.

Bibliothcca Sacra.

His strong sense of responsibility produced

in him a spirit of obedience ; a firm, unflinch-

ing, and faithful obedience to every word of

the Lord comes out as the constant habit of

the prophet's life. With the simplicity of a

child and the earnestness of a man, he did

what he was bidden. That which, in relation

to any human master, would have been degrad-

ing, became, in submission to a Divine llaster,

a principle of mental and moral elevation. He
is an abject slave whose will is entirely sub-

ject to that of another man's ; he only is free

whose will is entirely subject to that of God.

The grand lesson of this portion of Ezekiel's

history is obedience to the Infinitely Wise and

Good—obedience, even where it may seem fruit-

less ; obedience in the minutest particulars, and

the strangest service ; obedience, though in-

volving self-denial in our dearest affections,

even to the very crucifixion of the heart.

J. Stouyhtoii.

His Prophecies.

The writings of Ezekiel are distinguished

from those of the other propliets in this, that

his prophecies are full of images, of compari-

sons, of allegories, of parables, of personifica-

tions, and of descriptions, in which the prophet

depicts his objects with such abundance of de-

tails and richness of colors, as leave little or

nothing for the imagination of the reader to

supply. When he launches the thunders en-

trusted to his hand against the crimes and pre-

varications of an apostate people, it is always

with a vehemence and a warmth of feeling

which no other prophet equals. In the ardor

with which he burns, the crimes which arrest

his attention are represented iu all their black-

ness and deformity, and his diction seems then

to take the hideous hues of the vices which he

censures. We owe to him the clearest account

of tlie forms of idolatry among different na-

tions, to be found in any one portion of the
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Bible ; the fullest and most interesting account

of early commerce, and the productions of dif-

ferent countries, that exists in all ancient litera-

ture, and which to this day forms the basis of

all historical speculation on the subject ; and

he has furnished us with a remarkable descrip-

tion of the usages of sepulture in nations far

apart. All this admits of interesting corrobora-

tions from modern researches ; and they cannot

fail to suggest that Ezekiel was a man of culti-

vated mind and enlarged observation, who had

noted, with a degree of interest unusual for a

Jew in that age, the circumstances tending to

illustrate the condition and sentiments of dif-

ferent nations, which he could ascertain by in-

quiry, which had been given to him by report,

or which enforced and voluntary travel had

brought under his personal notice. Eitto.

The prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel both

speak of the fearful judgments on Amnion,

Tyre, Edom, and Egypt, to which list Jeremiah

adds Babylon and many others. The main ob-

jects of these prophecies seem to have been to

assure the Jews that their own God shaped the

destinies of all these heathen kingdoms, and

that He had His own plans in mind beforehand,

and, therefore, could predict them through His

servants ; but especially to impress them with

a more deep and vivid sense of God's sure retri-

bution on guilty nations for their national sins.

This sense of certain retribution would be of

the utmost moment in its bearings on their own
case. H. C.

Though the voice of the prophet may have

sounded back to the country which he had left,

Ezekiel 's special mission was to those among
whom he dwelt. He had, in the first place, to

convince them of God's utter abhorrence of

idolatry, and of the sure and irrevocable doom
of those who practised it, and thus to persuade

his hearers entirely to cast out idols from their

homes and from their hearts. He had to show
that the Chaldeans were the instruments of

God, and that therefore resistance to them was
both hopeless and unlawful, and so teach his

people to endure with patience the lot which
their own sins had made inevitable. He had

next to destroy their presumptuous confidence

in external privileges, and so to open their eyes

to a truer sense of the nature of the Divine

promises, and. lastly, to raise their drooping

hearts by unfolding to them the true character

of the Divine government, and the end for

which it was administered.

The Book of Ezekiel may be said in this re-

spect to be the moral of the Captivity. For the

Captivity was not simply a Divine judgment.

but a preparation for a better state, an awaken-
ing of higher hopes. The state of exile brought
with it longings for and expectations of res-

toration. These longings and expectations it

was Ezekiel's part to direct and satisfy. It

was his to teach the progress of the kingdom
of God from the first call of Abraham to the

establishment of the kingdom of David, and to

show that this most triumphant period of his

people's history was but a shadow of still

greater glory. B. C.

Ezekiel is emphatically the prophet of the

moral significance of the Law and of personal

responsibility. He is full of the subject in its

definite shape. The crimes and transgressions

of his people are moral crimes. The tremen-

dous disasters of Israel are the direct result of

gross rebellion against the moral law. The
burden of his teaching is that the history of

nations, whether in Tyre, or Egypt, or Jerusa-

lem, is no chance accident ; that their ruin is

the natural and inevitable consequence of their

disloyalty to righteousness and truth. Church.

One of the immediate effects of the Captivity

was the reunion of the severed tribes of Israel.

For although the place of Ezekiel's abode may
not have been identical with that of the exiles

of the Ten Tribes, still the exile of the Jews

brought them into contact with their brethren

of the earlier exile. The political reasons which

had sundered them were at an end ; a common
lot begat sympathy in the sufferers ; and those

of the Ten Tribes who even in their separation

had been conscious of a natural unity, and could

not but recognize in the representative of David

the true centre of union, would be naturally in-

clined to seek this unity in amalgamation with

the exiles of Jiidah. Accordingly we find in

Ezekiel the terms Judah and Israel applied

indiscriminately to those among whom the

prophet dwelt ; and the sins of Israel, no less

than those of Judah, are summed up in the re-

proof of his countrymen. All descendants of

Abraham were again being drawn together as

one people, and this was to be effected by the

separated members gathering again around the

legitimate centre of government and of wor-

ship, under the supremacy of Judah. This

will account for the name of Israel being lost

in that of Judah, for the decree of Cyrus being

addressed to the fathers of Judah and Benja-

min (Ezra 1 : 5), and for the people's returning

under the name of Jews, while we find in much
later days mention of members of other tribes

(Luke 2 : 36). Paul also speaks of the twelve

tribes of Israel (Acts 36 : 7). The time of cap-
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tivlty was the time of reunion. Ezokiel's mis-

sion was to the house of Inrael, not only to tliose

who came out with him from Jerusalem or

Judah, but to those also of the stocli whom he

found residing in a foreign land, where they

had been settled for more than one hundred

years (37 : 16 and 48 : 1).

The period during which Ezekiel prophesied

in Chaldea was signalized by the miserable

reign of Zedekiah, ending in his imprisonment

and death ; by the destruction of the Temple,

the sack of Jerusalem, and the final deportation

of its inhabitants ; by Gcdaliah's short regency

over the poor remnant left behind in the coun-

try, his treacherous murder, and the flight of the

conspirators, conveying Jeremiah with them,

into Egypt ; by Nebuchadnezzar's conquests in

the neighboring countries, and especially his

prolonged siege of Tyre.

The year in which Ezekiel delivered his

prophecies against Egypt corresponds with the

first year of the reign of Pharaoh-hophra, the

Apries of Herodotus. The accession of this

king to the Egyptian throne affected very ma-

terially the future of the kingdom of Judah.

Since the first capture of Jerusalem by Nebu-

chadnezzar the Jews had found the service of

the Chaldeans a hard one, and were ready at any

moment to rise and shake off the yoke. Zede-

kiah, though the creature of the Babylonian

monarch, shared the burden, and could not but

share the feelings of his subjects. Nor was the

character of cither people or king such that

they were likely to be restrained by the re-

peated oaths of fidelity which they had made
to Nebuchadnezzar. It was, however, clear

that there was no hope of success from any

combinations with small neighboring States en-

slaved like themselves. Egypt was the only

power from which they could hope for effect-

ual support. And Egypt had long been in-

active. The power of Necho was broken at

Carchemish (Jer. 46 : 3 ; 2 K. 24 : 7). Psammet-

ichus II. (the Paammis of Herodotus), his son

and successor, seems to have been a feeble

prince ; he was, moreover, occupied in an

Ethiopian war during part of his reign (which

lasted only seven years), but Hophra was of a

very different stamp. Herodotus tells us (ii.

161) that no former king of Egypt except his

great-grandfather, Psammetichus, was so pros-

perous in his undertakings as Apries ; that he

reigned twenty-five years, in the course of

which he marched against Sidon and conducted

an expedition by sea against the king of Tyre.

It Is clear that he was minded to recover the

ground which his grandfather and father had

lost in Palestine and in Syria. Rumors of these

designs had no doubt reached the Jews, both

in Jerusalem and in captivity, and they were

watching their opportunity to break with Baby-

lon and ally themselves with Egypt. Against

such alliance Ezekiel came forward to protest.

He told his countrymen that their hopes of

safety lay not in shaking off a yoke, which
they could pot do without the grossest perjury,

but in repenting of their sins, and turning to

the God of their fathers.

The fallacy of the hopes entertained by the

Jews of deliverance through Egypt was soon

made manifest. In the course of the final siege

of Jerusalem Hophra attempted a diversion

which proved unsuccessful. Nebuchadnezzar

left the siege of Jerusalem to attack the Egyp-

tians, who, if not defeated in battle (as Josephus

says they were, Antiq. Jud., x. 10), were at

least forced to retreat over the borders, and

offered no further resistance to the captor of

Jerusalem (Jer. 37 : 5-8). It was at this time

that Ezekiel commenced the series of prophe-

cies against Egypt (29-32), which were con-

tinued until the blow fell upon that country

which ended in the ruin and deposition of

Pharaoh-hophra. B. C.

The leading characteristics of Ezekiel 's

prophecies are, first, his use of visions ; sec-

ondly, his constant reference to the earlier writ-

ings of the Old Testament. The second of

these characteristics is especially seen by his

application of the Pentateuch. He represents

and enforces its lessons, recognizing therein the

word of God, that will make itself heard and

obeyed. It is not merely the voice of a priest,

imbued with the law which it was his profes-

sion to study. It is the voice of the Holy Spirit

Himself, teaching us that the Law, which came

from God, is ever just, wise, and holy, and

preparing the way for the enlarged interpreta-

tion of the ancient testimonies, which our

blessed Lord Himself afterward promulgated ;

and instructing us to read, in the spirit of its

commandments and of its ordinances, those

moral truths and those mysterious doctrines

upon which is founded and established the sal-

vation of man. These ordinances were but the

shell, containing within the kernels of eternal

truth ; these were the shadows, not the sub-

stance ; and when the Spirit of God would re-

veal by the mouth of Ezekiel spiritual realities.

He permitted the prophet to clothe them in

those symbols with which he and his country

were familiar. How far they were permitted
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to interpret the symbols is uncertain ; but there

is quite .cnougli in the prophecies of the Old

Testament, and in the declarations of the New,
to convince us that such linowledge was not

entirely withheld ; and the vision of the Tem-
ple, with which tlie book closes, difficult in-

deed in many points still, would be utterly

strange and incomprehensible, were we to see

in it no more than a material fabric, and in its

service nothing beyond the reorganization of a

Levitical priesthood and worship.

The opening visions of Ezekiel and of John
can scarcely be otherwise than substantially

identical. In each, the prominent object is a

throne, and He that sitteth on it ; the throne is

surrounded by ineffable brightness, lightnings

flash forth from it, and a rainbow encircles it,

while in constant attendance upon it are four,

called by Ezekiel Hiring creatures, by John liv-

ing ones. In Ezekiel He who sits upon the

throne is described as the likeness or tlie appear-

ance of a man ; in John He is to look upon like

ajasper and a sardine stone, and is addressed in

adoration as the Lord (Rev. 4 : 11), being no
doubt the same person described more fully in

Rev. 1 as like unto tlie Son of man, and as lie

that liveth and was dead, and is alive for ever-

more. As there can be no doubt who is desig-

nated by John, we are led by an irresistible

conclusion to recognize in the vision of Ezekiel

the manifestation of the glory of God in the

person of our Lord Jesus Christ, made man, in

whom dwelt all the fulness of the Oodhead bodily.

But while the central object is the same, there

are in the two visions marked differences. In

John we have no cloudsfrom tlie north, and no

firmament. The wheels, which are so striking

a feature in Ezekiel, are altogether wanting,

the eyes being transferred to the bodies of the

four beasts. The four differ considerably.

While in Ezekiel the fourfold variety is com-
mon to all, so that each of the four is precisely

similar to the others, in John the varieties are

distributed, to one being given that of a man,
to another that of a lion, and so forth. The
peculiar motion of the four, all together mov-
ing to all quarters of the earth with no change

in their relative positions, occurs not in John
;

and, in short, while unity is a characteristic of

Ezekiel 's four, actuated by one spirit, so as to

be called, not only living creatures, but the liv-

ing creature (1 : 30), in John the four seem more
lilte four persons offering, like the twenty-four

elders, common adoration. These differences

bear directly upon the subject of the two vis-

ions. The cloud from the north localizes the

vision to a spot upon the earth's surface. The
wheels connect the chariot with the earth, the

movements are to do service on the earth, the

firmament is the medium between earth and
heaven. The various particulars are parts of

one whole, which represents the manifestations

of the glory of God upon earth, and in all the

creatures of the earth. But in John the scene

is lieamn. Visible creation is indeed repre-

sented, but it is translated to heaven. No ser-

vices are required on earth, but the employ-
ment of all creation is to render perpetual wor-

ship to Him who is enthroned in glory, having

taken His manhood into God.

The book forms a complete and harmonious
whole. It is evident that the parts have been

studiously arranged, and there can be no doubt
that this was done by the prophet himself, who,
at the same time, prefixed the dates to the sev-

eral prophecies. The precision of these dates

affords a clear proof that the prophecies were
in the first instance orally delivered. Ezekiel

very generally speaks of himself in the first

person, and uses the historic past to describe

the occurrence of each particular vision or com-
munication from God. The prophecies were,

no doubt, written down at the time of their

delivery, and afterward, under the directions

of the Holy Spirit, put together into one vol-

ume, to form a part of those Scriptures which

God has bequeathed as a perpetual inheritance

to His Church. B. C.

The burden of the Old Testament is to ex-

hibit, first, the only living and true God as the

Creator and Governor of the world, in His holi-

ness, justice, and spontaneous love, unwea-

riedly occupied with some effort of grace ; and,

secondly, men in general, and the Jews in par-

ticular, as inexcusably wicked, swinishly tread-

ing under foot the pearis of privilege which

Heaven again and again offers. The Old Testa-

ment closes with tliis vivid impression of a God
infinitely glorious and gracious, but who has

up to that point failed to try any remedy pow-

erful enough for the inveterate backsliding of

men. The servants sent to the vineyard all

fail. Some are beaten, some are stoned. It

remains only for God to send His Son. The
strongest proofs of the inspiration of the Old

Testament are the perfection of the Divine char-

acter portrayed and the profound view of hu-

man wickedness, both leading up to the expec-

tation of One whom the love of God shall send

to save His people from their sins. AVas there

ever a book so granil, so sad, so hopeful as the
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Hebrew Scriptures ? Ezekiel has all this to

express.

The prophet's first task is to give to Israel

and the worlii a fresh conception of the Divine

majesty. This he does in tlie sublime vision of

the cherubim chariot. Isaiah had done some-

thing of the same kind in his sixth chapter.

But liere at the outset the characteristics of the

two authors are strikingly contrasted. Isaiah's

description occupies but four or five verses,

and it has the Miltouic indcfiniteness. No de-

tail of the seraphim is given, except that they

have each six wings. Not a single fact about

the throne is mentioned but its height. While

the seraphim cry. Holy, holy, holy, the thresh-

olds are moved and the house is filled with

smoke. The marvel is that so much can be

suggested while so little is told.

Ezekiel's method is wholly different. Two
whole chapters and parts of others are crowded

with minutife. All that is great or strong or

brilliant or beautiful or sublime in nature is

combined. The four great representatives of

the animal kingdom, the eagle, the os, the lion,

and man are there. There are startling com-

binations of faces, eyes, hands, feet and wings,

reminding us of the winged bulls and other

mythological figures of Assyria. There are the

metals and jewels and crystals ; burnished

brass and glowing amber and terrific ice masses

and beryl and sapphire. There is fire in all its

forms of flame and coals and torches and light-

ning flashes. There is the splendor of the rain-

bow and the rush of the storm-wind, and wheels

like whirlwinds, and the roar of the cataract or

the breakers of the ocean. Out of all these ele-

ments a chariot is built for the Almighty. It

is a sapphire throne encircled by a rainbow,

borne aloft upon a pavement of crystal sup-

ported by four four-faced, four-winged cher-

ubim, themselves moving on beryl wheels of

awful height and full of eyes. Each wheel is

composed of two, set at right angles, and is

thus fitted to move straight forward toward
any quarter of the heavens without turning

the chariot. The whole glows with fiery

brightness, dazzling coruscations flash from
part to part, and lightnings dart abroad. As
the chariot moves the rush of wings and the

whir of wheels are like the tumult of a host or

the thunder of the surf. Isaiah presents and
finishes his whole vision in one brief chapter of

thirteen verses. Ezekiel keeps his before his

readers by dramatic references through eleven

long chapters, and in the overpowering light

of it makes them look upon the sins of Israel.

We take it that the vision of the cherubim

chariot, in spite of its exactitude of details, is

not to be regarded as anything more than a

symbolical representation of God as enthroned

over all the elements and powers and forces of

creation, whether animate or inanimate. If

such an attempt was to be made, no imagery

could have been found more appropriate than

that which Ezekiel has employed.

In contrast with the majesty of God, Ezekiel

had to desfribe the apostasy of Israel. This,

as we have seen, is one of tlie three chief bur-

dens of the Old Testament. It is part of the

proof of the absolute need that the world had

of Christ. The completion of this demonstra-

tion was necessary to that " fulness of time"

in which God should send His Son. The Old

Testament, in so far as it touches man, is a rec-

ord of utter failure.

The sins of Israel in Ezekiel's day were vio-

lence, bloodshed, uncbastity, disobedience to

parents, oppression. Sabbath-breaking, bribery,

extortion, and in general an extraordinary hardi-

hood in wickedness. False prophets, profane

priests and wolf like princes, all deceived and

preyed upon a populace which shared their

vices. Idolatry of all kinds, copied from the

abominations of all the nations from Egypt to

Assyria, a perfect syncretism of revolting rites,

culminating in that last triumph of supersti-

tious infatuation, child sacrifice, had displaced

the worship of Israel's covenant God, Jehovah.

Ezekiel's view of the religious history of

Israel is that which pervades the Scriptures

from Deuteronomy down. It is just the op-

posite of that view which sees in the Hebrew
religion an evolution of the religious genius of

the people themselves. Ballantine.

Analysis and Contents. There are four main

divisions of the book. 1. Chaps. 1-24, chiefly

directed against the Israelites and specially the

inhabitants of Jerusalem ; the only exception

is the discourse against the Ammonites in chap.

21 : 28-33, or in the Heb. 21 : 33-37. There is

often a date given of the year, month and day,

reckoning, as has been said, from Jehoiachin's

captivity. In this section the people are re-

proached for their sins, idolatry, sun-worship,

etc., which was carried on by the elders, espe-

cially Jaazaniah, the son of Shaphan (8 : 11).

Zedekiah is reproached with his Egyptian alli-

ance (17 : 15, etc.), which is so far evidence of

Ezekiel's acceptance of Jeremiah's prophetic

authority, who had consistently discouraged

this alliance with Egypt. The prophet threat-

ens him with captivity (verse 20), as he had

previously done with dying in the land with-

out seeing it (13 : 13). In 21 : 25 he is also
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severely threatened and virtually deposed in

language which is at once a distinct reference

to the prophecy of Jacob (Gen. 49 : 10), and the

basis of the angelic announcement (Luke 1 : 12-

33). Chap. 20 is that which so mysteriously

foretells the dispersion among " the wilderness

of the peoples," not " people," as A. V.; a dis-

persion which had already begun in the proph-

et's own day, but which was to be continued

for long ages, till our own and our children's

days possibly, to be followed (veree 41) by some

signal manifestation of Divine action which

should declare God's ways as plainly as the

first return from captivity, which was distinctly

promised (6:8, 9 ; 22 : 16). Chap. 21 repre-

sents the king of Babylon as hesitating whether

to go up against Jerusalem or Rabbath first.

He decides for the former (verse 22), but the

prophet assures the Ammonites that thej' shall

not escape (verse 28). This accounts for the

apparent interruption of a series of prophe-

cies otherwise directed wholly against Israel.

Chap. 23 declares the judgment of the " bloody

city. " Chap. 23 relates the idolatrous apostasy

of Aholah, "her tent," and Aholibah, "my
tent is in her," or of Israel (Samaria) and Judah

(Jerusalem), under the image of two women
thus named. Chap. 24 contains the death of

the prophet's wife.

This ends the first division of the book ; the

second includes chaps. 25-82, which are chiefly

prophecies against foreign nations ; that in chap.

25 against the Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites,

and Philistines is without date. Chaps. 26, 27

and 28 are against Tyre and Zidon, and are

dated in the eleventh year. Chaps. 29-32 are

against Egypt and Pathros, and dated in the

tenth, eleventh and twelfth year, with the ex-

ception of 29 : 17, which is dated the twentj^-

seventh year, and is the latest in the whole

book. It is probably inserted here for the sake

of uniformity, and to bring together prophecies

relating to the same subject. The prediction

in verses 13-15 cannot be understood literally,

but must be taken as showing that Egypt shall

be dealt with .somewhat after the analogy of

Israel with a definite period of political extinc-

tion.

The third section extends from chap. 33 to

chap. 39. Chap. 33 : 1-20 declares the office

of a watchman ; chap. 34 reproves the shep-

herds of Israel and promises to raise up one

shepherd, even David. As it is utterly impos-

sible that this could have been understood, or

meant to be understood, literally, it is the more

remarkable as a witness to the hope that still

centred in the house of David, and the more sig-

nificant in relation to Christ. Chap. 35 relates

to the ancient enmity of Edom, which broke

out against Israel when the troubles of the Ex-

ile fell upon the nation, as is so often alluded

to in Scripture, and threatens the desolation of

the country. (Cf. 25 : 12-27 ; Ps. 137 : 7 ; Oba-

diah 10 ; Mai. 1 : 2, etc.) Chap. 36 continues

the promise of God's care for Israel with that

of the new heart and the outpoured spirit.

Chap. 37 has the vision of the resurrection of

the dry bones, and Tmder the figure of the

union of two sticks (verse 16) is prophesied the

restored union of Israel under one head, " my
servant David." Chaps. 38 and 39 are occu-

pied with the promised overthrow of Gog and

Magog. The latter name is found in Gen.

10 : 2 ; but Gog is only known elsewhere as the

name of a Reubenite (1 Chron. 5 : 4). Both

names are adopted by John (Rev. 20 : 8).

We now come to the last division of Ezekiel's

prophecies, the most obscure and enigmatical

of all—his vision and description of the restored

Temple (chaps. 40-48), about which certain

facts must be borne in mind. First, It is per-

fectly certain that the details of this vision were

not accepted as the basis of the restored Tem-
ple. It is quite certain that the Jews who re-

turned must have been acquainted with Eze-

kiel's prophecies and with this portion of his

book. It is no less certain that when the Tem-

ple was rebuilt by Zerubbabel, he was guided

by wholly different plans and directions—in

fact, that he followed the main features of Solo-

mon's Temple, that original edifice which many
of the returning captives still remembered.

This of itself is no slight evidence of the exist-

ence at that time of prescriptions and regula-

tions which were then regarded as of higher

authority even than Ezekiel's. It is hard to

believe that the plans and directions which

were followed in the building of the second

Temple were themselves of no more ancient

origin, if those of Ezekiel's vision were set

aside in favor of them. But, secondly, it is no

less clear that the arrangements of Ezekiel's

vision were physically impossible to be com-

plied with. For instance, the boundaries of

the city and Temple in the vision are quite dif-

ferent from what they were actually, and the

Temple was outside the city. The Temple

was several miles north of the city, and the

city several miles north of the site of Jerusa-

lem ; the natural boundaries of the western sea

and the Jordan were too narrow by several

miles to allow of the assignment made for the

Temple and the priests and Levites.

The portions of the tribes were arranged in
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total disregard of the allotments made by

Joshua. Each tribe was to have a portion of

equal width. The seven tribes of Dan, Asher,

Naphtali, Mauasseh, Epliraim, Reuben, and

Judali were to be on the right of the Temple

and its precincts—" the oblation ;" and the five

others, Benjamin, Simeon, Issachar, Zebulun,

and Gad, on tlie south. The restoration of ani-

mal sacrifices is provided for in the ordinances

of the Temple in the prophet's vision. The
Ark of the Covenant is not mentioned, and

there is no high-priest ; onlj' the Passover and

the Feast of Tabernacles are named, not Pente-

cost nor the Great Day of Atonement ; but a

new feast is instituted on the first and ninth

days of the first month, when a solemn purifi-

cation for the sanctuary was to take place for

those who had sinned through error (45 : 20).

It is remarkable that Ez.ekiel speaks in this

chapter of a new functionary, whom he calls

the prince, nad, to whom a large portion of

land east and west of the oblation for the priests

and Levites is assigned, and whose duty it is to

provide the sacrifices. Here again it is only

possible to interpret these features spiritually.

In later times the head of the Sanhedrim, who
filled a very different office, was called by this

name. The mediatorial function which is as-

signed to this personage in the vision of Eze-

kltl is very remarkable.

In the forty-seventh chapter we have the

vision of the living waters which, flowing east-

ward from under the altar, rapidly become an

impassable stream, which flows into tlie Dead

Sea and makes it sweet. This is manifestly

the original of John's vision in the last chapter

of the Revelation. It is to be observed that all

the latter chapters of Ezekiel, whatever may
be their interpretation, are only to be under-

stood on one assumption, that, namely, of the

restoration of the Ten\ple and the reoccupation

of the landj When we bear in miud that the

latest date in Ezekiel's prophecies was some
three years before the release of Jehoiachiu

from prison, this expression of confident hope

is the more remarkable, and is certain proof of

the influence of Jeremiah's promise of the res-

toration. (Cf. Dan. 9 : 2.)

Ezekiel's writings as a whole have probably

commended themselves to a more limited circle

of readers than those of Isaiali and Jeremiah,

in consequence of the detailed accounts of his

visions, which are at all times difficult to re-

alize, but they nevertheless abound in passages

of permanent and universal interest, and when
regarded as a whole with reference to the time

and conditions under which they were penned

they fill a conspicuous and important part in

the economy of revelation, and are of no incon-

siderable value for the clear evidence they af-

ford of the acquaintance with the law of Moses
which the children of Israel must have car-

ried with them into the land of their eiile.

S. Leaihes.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER I.

VISION OP THE GLORY OF GOD.

1 : 1 Now it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, in the ^fth day of the
month, as I was among the captives by the river Chebar, that the heavens were opened, and

2 I saw visions of God. In the fifth day of the month, which was the fifth year of king
3 Jehoiaehin's captivity, the word of the Lord came expressly unto Ezekiel the priest, the

son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans by the river Chebar ; and the hand of the Loud
4 was there upon hira. And I looked, and, behold, a stormy wind came out of the north, a

great cloud, with a fire infolding itself, and a brightness round about it, and out of the

5 midst thereof as the colour of amber, out of the midst of the fire. And out of the midst
thereof came the likeness of four living creatures. And this was tlieir appearance ; they

6 had the likeness of a man. And every one had four faces, and every one of them had four

7 wings. And their feet were straight feet , and the sole of their feet was like the sole of a
8 calf's foot : and they sparkled like the colour of burnished brass. And they had the hands

of a man under their wings on their four sides : and they four had their faces and their wings
9 thiLS ; their wings were joined one to another ; they turned not when they went ; tliey went

10 every one straight forward. As for the likeness of their faces, they had the face of a man ;
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and they four had the face of a lion on tlie right side ; and they four had the face of an ox
11 on the left side ; they four had also the face of an eagle. And their faces and their wings

were separate ahove ; two wuids of every one were joined one to another, and two covered

12 their bodies. And they went every one straight forward : whither the spirit was to go, they

13 went ; they turned not when they went. As for tlie likeness of the living creatures, their

appearance was lilce burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torclies ; it went up and
down among the living creatures : and the fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth

14 lightning. And the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of light-

15 ning. Now as I belield the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth beside the

16 living creatures, for each of the four faces thereof. The appearance of the wheels and their

work was like unto the colour of a beryl : and they four had one likeness : and their appear-

17 ance and their work was as it were a wheel within a wheel. When they went, they went

18 upon their four sides : they turned not when they went. As for their rings, they were high

19 and dreadful ; and they four had their rings full of eyes round about. And when the living

creatures went, the wheels went beside them : and when the living creatures were lifted up
20 from the earth, the wheels were lifted up. Whithersoever the spirit was to go, they went

;

thither was the spirit to go : and the wheels were lifted up beside them ; for the spirit of the

21 living creature was in the wheels. When those went, these went ; and when those stood,

these stood ; and when those were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up beside

22 them : for the spirit of the living creature was in the wheels. And over the head of the

living creature there was the likeness of a firmament, like the colour of the terrible crystal,

23 stretched forth over their heads above. And under the firmament were their wings straight,

the one toward the other : every one had two which covered on this side, and every one had

24 two which covered on that side, their bodies. And when they went, I heard the noise of

their wings like the noise of great waters, like the voice of the Almighty, a noise of tumult

25 like the noise of an host : when tliey stood, they let down their wings. And there was a

voice above the firmament that was over their heads : when they stood, thej let down their

26 wings. And above the firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, as

the appearance of a sapphire stone : and upon the likeness of the throne was a likeness as the

27 appearance of a ma;n upon it above. And I saw as the colour of amber, as the appearance

of fire within it round about, from the appearance of his loins and upward ; and from the

appearance of his loins and downward I saw as it were the appearance of fire, and there was
28 brightness round about him. As tlie appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day

of rain, so was the appearance of the brightness round about. This was the appearance of

the likeness of the glory of the Lord. And when I saw it, I fell upon my face, and I heard

a voice of one that spake.

Cliap. 1. The remarkable vision recorded

in this chapter served to introduce Ezekiel to

his prophetic work. It was a species of the-

ophany analogous to that made to Isaiah, as

recorded in his sixth chapter, and to John (Rev.

1 : 10-20). How admirably it was adapted to

prepare Iiim for his mission will be better seen

when we have carefully studied its import and

in some good measure comprehended its syra

hols. We shall find them richly significant.

H. C.

Walking by the river Chebar in deep medita-

tion, probably upon the deslinies of his coun-

try, the " hand of Jehovah" rested upon Eze-

kiel, and, closing the avenues of his mind to

the ordinary impression of the senses, displayed

to his tranced sight the most wonderful specta-

cle ever presented to mortal eyes. Prom the

dark north a whirlwind appeared like a vast

cloud, formed of blazing fire, shooting out rays

and tongues of flame on ever)' side, aiid enclos-

ing at its centre an appearance as of amber, or

rather dark blue, like polished steel. From
this dark centre there came forth four living

beings, each four-sided, and having on each

side four wings, making for each sixteen in

all. Their feet were not like those of men, set

at right angles to the leg, but came straight

down and ended, like those of a calf, in a flat

sole. On each side under tlieir four wings

the)' had human hands, and as thus each side

was perfect with its face, four wings, and four

hands, they needed not to turn, but faced every

way, and moved ever straight onward. Each

one apparently had on the right hand the faces

of a man and of a lion, and on the left those ol

an ox and an eagle, signifying the union in

each one of intelligence, courage, strength, and

piercing vision, or spiritual insight. Their

wings were so arranged that two on each side
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were elevated, enclosing the face between them,

while two covcreil the body, but they needed

them not for motion. Wherever they willed

to go, thither they weut ; and such was their

brightness and the rapidity of their movenients

that they seemed to go hither and thither lilie

the lightning flash.

Beneath these living beings were wheels

bright as of beryl, shaped wheel within wheel,

but each wheel of equal size, placed trans-

versely to one another, so as to form globes.

And the circles or tires of these wheels were

full of e3'es, the symbols of intelligence ; and

as each living creature liad beneath it one of

these globes of wheels, which moved ever with

it as it willed, the whole represented the rapid

intelligence with which God's ministers instan-

taneously do His behests. For these beings

formed the throne of the Deity. Above their

heads was an expanse of dazzling crystal,

whence came a voice ; and as they moved the

prophet seemed to hear a mighty rushing of

wings, like the sound of many waters, and of

rolling thunder, and of the din of an army
;

but when the voice came from the expanse, all

was still, and the living creatures drooped their

wings. For the voice came forth from a throne

of sapphire, circled around with the same deep

blue color as had formed the centre of the cloud

of whirlwind, while above it was the rainbow,

and in the midst the Deity seated in human
form, but as " the appearance of fire round

about ivithln." And the voice was Ezekiel's

commission to speak in Jehovah's name to

Israel's rebellious house.

When we contrast this vision, so intricate,

so minute in its details, so complex, and withal

so awful and mysterious, with the calm sublim-

ity of the glorious spectacle which greeted

Isaiah's eyes in the Temple, or with the peace-

ful simplicity of Jeremiah's imagery, we un-

derstand sometliing of the reason which made
St. Jerome characterize Ezekiel as

'

' the ocean

and labyrinth of God's mysteries," and which

made the Rabbins forbid their pupils to read

his writings till they were thirty years of age.

Well might his name be called Ezekiel—that

is, " the strength of God." R. P. S.

The vary essence of the vision of the living

creatures was that the Jews were taught to

look for a new covenant, for a spiritual restora-

tion. The vision of Ezekiel is not a dead and

dying story, it lives still as the very charter of

the Church of the future. Any work for Christ

which shall be real, solid, abiding, must follow

on the lines here marked out for us—mobility,

spirituality, universality ; these three ideas

must inspire our efforts, not to cling obsti-

nately to the decayed anachronisms of the past,

not to narrow our intellectual horizon, not to

stunt our moral sympathies, but to absorb new
truths, to gather new ideas, to adapt, to en-

large, to follow always the teaching of the

Spirit. This is our duty as Christians ; remem-
bering meanwhile that there is the fixed cen-

tre from which our thoughts must spread and

to which ohr hopes must converge — Jesus

Christ, tlie same yesterdaj', to-day, and for-

ever. Bp. Lightfoot.

1-3. I find this " thirtieth year" in the new
Chaldean epoch of Nabopolassar, father of Neb-
uchadnezzar, which reckoned its years from
the fall of Nineveh, B.C. 625. This is natural,

and meets all the condiiions of the case ; for

the very brevity of the allusion shows that the

epoch must have been well known, and goes

far to prove that it was the common epoch of

the place, the people, and the age—in other

words, that it was Chaldean. A prophecy

written in Chaldea should naturally, first of

all, connect itself with the current Chaldean

epoch. So much deference to their national

history would seem due to that people. Yet,

since the prophecy was chiefly for the Jews,

no more than this brief connecting link could

be demanded. This would enable the Chal-

deans to compare Jewish dates with their own,
and thus locate each several message. For his

common epoch Ezekiel would manifestly pre-

fer the Jewish.

These captives are, of course, the Jewish ex-

iles, located, as shown in the introduction, along

the royal canal of Nebuchadnezzar, the great

and long rircr. as the word Chebar without

much doubt indicates. These" visionsof God"
are not merely visions given by God through

His revealing Spirit, but visions of God, the

special purpose of which was to reveal God
Himself in certain great aspects of His provi-

denti.al agency. The " fifth year of King .Jehoi-

achin's captivity" follows the Jewish epoch,

dating from the captivity of Jehoiachin, son of

Jehoiakim, and last king of Judah save one,

his uncle Zedekiah. This captivity occurred

B.C. 600. Hence both this epoch and the Chal-

dean locate this first vision of Ezekiel n.c. 595.

(See 3 Chron. 36 : 9, 10, and 2 K. 24 : 1-16.)

The words "came expressly" translate the

usual emphatic Hebrew phrase which repeats

the infinite absolute before the finite verb
;

" coming, it came"

—

i.e., it certainly came
;

came with the clearest demonstrations of its

actuality. ' The hand of the Lord was there

upon him," is the usual phrase to indicate the
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special agency of the Divine Spirit in revealing

Himself to His servants the prophets. (See

other cases of its use in chap. 3 : 14-22 and

37 : 1, and in the same sense, though with vari-

ous phrase, Jer. 1 : 7, 10 and 20 : 7.) H. C.

2. The fifth year of King Jehoiachin's cap-

tivity. This was the thirteenth year of Nebu-

chadnezzar's reign ; for Jehoiachin was canied

captive in the eighth (2 K. 24 : 12). It was also

the fifth year of the reign of Zedekiah In Jeru-

salem, and the sixth before the destruction of

the city and the Temple. Ezekiel was made a

captive with Jehoiachin, and he computes the

succeeding parts of his prophecy from that

event. W. Lowth.

3. To speak comfort to those that feared.Gtod

and trembled at His word, and humbled them-

selves under His mighty hand ;
" Let them

know that though they are captives in Baby-

lon, yet they have God nigh unto them
;

though they have not the place of the sanc-

tuary to be their glorious high throne, they

bave the God of the sanctuary." Dr. Light-

foot observes :
" Now that the Church is to be

planted for a long time in another country, the

Lord shows a glory in the midst of them, as

He had done at their first constituting into a

church in the wilderness, and out of a cloud

and fire, as He had done there, He showed
Himself, and from between living creatures, as

from between the cherubims. He gives His ora-

cles." H.

4. In the general import of this wonderful

vision I suppose it to be a symholic representa-

tion of tlie vvnahle base of the throne of Ood in-

carnate—this incarnate God being considered

as manifesting Himself in His providential

government of our world. As here represented,

His throne rests on a lofty, magnificent plat-

form or solid floor, which floor itself reposes on

the bodies and wings of " the living creatures"

that are so graphically portrayed in this vision.

The whole representation contemplates the va-

ried agencies of God's providence as combining

the utmost energy, wisdom, celerity, efficiency

and grandeur, and is designed to show how
He moves among the nations of men, lifting

up and casting down at His will, scourging for

sin and purifying by discipline, evermore just

and righteous, and making His movements
conspire to the exalted and worthy ends of His

own glory and of human salvation. The vision

opens with surpassing grandeur. A whirlwind

rolls up from the north with a great cloud and

afire which perpetually takes hold of itself {so

the Hebrew), making one vast, continuous sheet

of flame. A brightness invests the whole, of

the color of " amber," or, as many modem
critics prefer, of " burnished brass." All the

ideas of that age seem to have located the home
of the gods in the north—a sentiment due per-

haps to the Aurora Borealis. which they seem to

have thought of as the occasional illumination

of the palace halls of the gods. Thus Isaiah

(14 : 13) makes his proud Lucifer (the great

monarch of Babylon) say, " I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God ; I will sit also

upon the mount of the congregation, in tha

sides of the north." Perhaps it was with some

reference to those ideas that this magnificent

vision of Jehovah's moving throne comes forth

from the north. H. C.

Out of the north. It was frequently foretold

that the Divine judgments should proceed //wwi

the north (Jer. 1 : 14 ; 4:6), because it was
from the north that the Assyrian conquerors

came upon the Holy Land, and it may be that

for this reason the irhirlwind proceeded mit of

the north, for the vision, though seen in Chaldea,

had reference to Jerusalem, and the seer is to

contemplate judgment as it is coming upon the

Holy Land. But we observe in the vision of

Zechariah that the horses go toioard the north

(Zech. 6 : 8). Mount Zion and the Temple were

on the sides of the north (Ps. 48 : 3 and Isa.

14 : 13). Thus tlie north was felt by the Jews

to be the peculiar seat of the power of Jehovah.

I'urther, tlie high mountain range of Lebanon

that closed in the Holy Land on the north natu-

rally connected to the inhabitants of that coun-

try the northern region with the idea of height

reaching to heaven, from which such a vision

as this would probably come. B. C.

5-9', Now there came forth from the blaze

of this effulgence what seemed like four living

creatures in whom the human form predomi-

nates. Yet each one had four faces and also

four wings. Their feet, moreover, were not

those of a man, but of a calf or ox, yet spark-

ling with radiance like that of burnished brass.

They had also the hand of a man under their

wings. Two of these wings, making one pair,

were joined together. Remarkably they made

no turn in their movements, but went in straight

lines, evermore straight forward. Probably

this fact takes its significance from that law of

mind which associates moral perversity with

turning from a right line. The path of right

and duty is thought of as being straight, but

never crooked. God's providential agencies

are evermore true and righteous altogether. It

may indicate that in both discipline and retri-

bution God moves straight on to His purposed

I

end. The symbol oi the calf or ox may have
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a place here to indicate tlie solid,

strength requisite to support so vast a structure

!us the tlirone of the Almighty. The reader

will note that many of these symbols appeared

to the Jews in artual life in the vast " molten

sea" connected with Solomon's Temple. This

sea stood on twelve oxen, and, moreover, had

in its ornamental work sculptured lions, oxen

and cherubim, coupled also with wheels, as in

this vision of Ezekiel. (See 1 K. 7 : 33-33.) In

some respects, therefore, this grouping of sym-

bols was Hebraic, while in others it was Chal-

dean. The grouping of diverse animal figures

in one nondescript symbol is very common, as

above shown, in the Chaldean monuments of

that age. H. C.

9. That, whatever service they went about,

they went every one straight forward (verses 9,

12), which intimates : First, that they sincerely

aimed at the glory of God, and had a single

eye to that in all they did ; their going straight

forward supposes that they looked straight for-

ward, and never had auj' sinister intentions in

what they did. And if tlius our eye be single,

our whole body will be full of light ; the sin-

gleness of the eye is the sincerity of the heart.

Secondly, that they were intent upon the ser-

vice they were employed in, and did it with a

close application of mind ; they went forward

witli their work ; for wliat their hand found to

do, they did it with all their might, and did

not loiter in it. Thirdly, that they were unani-

mous in it ; they went straight forward, every

one about his own work ; they did not thwart

or jostle one another, did not stand in one an-

other's light, in one another's way. Fourthly,

tliat they perfectly understood their business,

and were thoroughly apprised of it. so that

tliey needed not to stand still, to pause or hesi-

tate, but they pursued their work with readi-

ness, as those that knew what they had to do,

and how to do it. Fifthly, they were steady

and constant in their work ; they did not fluc-

tuate, did not tire, did not vary, but were of a

piece with themselves ; they moved in a direct

line, and so went the nearest way to work
in all they did, and lost no time. When we

go straight, we go forward ; when we serve

Go;l with one heart, we rid ground, we rid

work. II.

10-I2. This account of the location of the

several faces is not quite explicit, but there can

scarcely be a doubt that these four diverse faces

looked each in its several direction, the human
face in front, the lion face to the right, the face

like the ox to the left, and that of the eagle

backward to the rear. Of their four wings,

two were joined and stretched upward, while

the other two fell and covered their bodies.

Somewhat like this were the wings of the cher-

ubim as seen by Isaiali (chap. 6 : 2). They had

each six wings : one pair covering the face, one

the feet, and tlie other used for flight. Here

again we may note that all movement is straight

forward, with no turning. They go as the

spirit in them impels ; this wliole representa-

tion being designed to show that the magnifi-

cent agencies of God's universal providence are

everywhere and forevermore permeated and

controlled by His own ever-present will—the

one Infinite Mind guiding and ruling all.

13, 14. To heighten the grandeur of this

magnificent portrayal, these living creatures

now seem to have the appearance of coals of

fire that burn like lamps. One clause seems

to say that this fire shoots and darts among
these living creatures—a fire invested with a

glorious radiance out of which lightnings

flashed ; while another clause has it tliat tiie

living creatures themselves ran and returned

like flashes of lightning. Probably both were

seen in the vision. How grand and sublime

must that scene have been I

15-17. Wheels are an expressive symbol of

power and rapid motion. As to the number of

wheels in tliis combination of symbols, verse 15

seems to indicate but one ; but verses 16 and 18

both speak of four, and so also does the co-ordi-

nate description in chap. 10 : 9, 10. These

wheels were sparkling and brilliant, shining

like polished gems. But the most remarkable

feature was their combination, said to be " as

it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel. " Ac-

cording to this description, they might be con-

centric and in the same plane, or they might

be concentric and yet in different planes, say,

at right angles. From the account of their mo-
tion in any direction without turning, the lat-

ter seems to have been their form. This is the

view of the ablest modern commentators. We
need not trouble ourselves with the fact that

no a.xletree could be made to work in two such

concentric double wheels, so that tliey could

run in planes at right angles to each other. For

this movable base for the throne of God was
seen in prophetic vision, and not in the actual

world ; was constituted to be seen—not to run

in the business of real life ; and had for its ob-

ject a certain impression on the mind of the

prophet, and not any particular result in the

meclianical world.

18. " Rings," as used here, mean the rims.

the periphery, or felloes of the wheels. Their

height, so great that they seemed " dreadful,"
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represents the wheels as of immense size, tow-

ering aloft in the air with magnificence fear-

fully sublime. Then the periphery of these

wheels was full of eyes all round about, indi-

cating perfect intelligence, and giving the im-

pression of piercing thought and most vivid

expressiveness.

19-21 . Next we have the same elements of

life and self acting inspiration in these wheels

as in the living creatures themselves. The
wheels constantly attend the living creatures

as if moved by one common impulse and will.

This was one of the most striking features in

this wonderful combination of symbols. It

could not signify less or other than that God's

providences always have a meaning ; alwaj's

aim at some wise purpose ; are evermore guid-

ed by one and the same supreme and all- per-

vading Divine will. H. C.

20. The reason given of this is, because the

spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels
;

the same wisdom, power and holiness of God,

the same will and counsel of His, that guides

and governs the angels, and all their perform-

ances, does, by them, order and dispose of all

the motions of the creatures in this lower world,

and the events and issues of them. God is the

soul of the world, and animates the whole, both

that above and that beneath, so that they move
in perfect harmony, as the upper and lower

parts of the natural body do ; so that whither-

soever the Spirit is to go, whatever God wills

and purposes to be done and brought to pass,

thither their spirit is to go. II.

22, 23. Here we begin to reach the purpose

and work of this remarkable combination of

symbols. The living creatures bear upon

their heads and upon their straight wings a

firmament

—

i.e., a solid expanse, platform, or

elevated floor. Its appearance was in color

" like the terrible crystal''—so brilliiint and

dazzling as to be even fearful to behold. Upon
this base, as we shall soon see, reposed the

throne of the incarnate God. The prophet

again refers to the position of the two sets of

wings, one set straight and joined together, as-

sisting to support the firmament, somewhat
like the wings of the cherubim in the most

holy place. When the living creatures stood,

the other set fell gracefully down and protected

their bodies.

24, 25. As if to combine every element of

grandeur and sublimity, and appeal to every

sense, the sound of their wings, when in mo-
tion, was as the roar of great waters, like the

voice of the Almighty God Himself. In the

clause, " The voice of speech as the noise of an

host," the Hebrew does not imply the utterance

of articulate words, but should rather be ren-

dered, " The sound of their noise was as the

sound of an host"

—

i.e., of an army rushing to

battle. There may have been the voice of ar-

ticulate words from above the firmament—z.e.,

from the glorious personage who sat on the

throne ; verse 25 seems to imply this. The
reader will readily recall the manifestations

made by the " Alpha and Omega," by Him
who is both the first and the last, to John, the

Revelator, as in Rev. 1 : 10-16, " His voice was
as the sound of many waters, and His face as

the sun when he shineth in his strength."

26, 27. The vital points in this description

are plain, and they are also richly significant

and sublime. Here is the throne, for the sake

of supporting which, and of moving it also,

•vve have seen a wonderful combination of liv-

ing creatures, wings and wheels, with various

accompanying symbols of intelligence, energy,

splendor and majesty. Here also—more really

sublime than all the rest—is the appearance of

a man upon this throne. From his loins up-

ward, and from his loins downward, he seemed

as one begirt with fire—the brightness of fire,

and the effulgence of the most magnificent

pearls and gems, combining to invest him with

ineffable glory. This personage can be no

other than the incarnate Son of God, the great

Lord of universal providence, appearing in this

majestic form to His servant Ezekiel, much as

the same personage appeared to Isaiah (chap. 6),

of which case, John in his Gospel (chap. 13 : 41)

tells U3 that Isaiah then and there " saw the

glory of Jesus, and spake of Him. " Numerous
proofs might be adduced to show that repeat-

edly, during the course of the Old Testament

age, Jesus Christ anticipated His incarnation

by appearing in human form to His people.

He appeared thus to Manoah and his wife

(Judges 13 : 2-23), giving them His name,
" Wonderful" (not " secret"), using the identi-

cal word which Isaiah gives as one of His names

(Isa. 9 : 6),
" Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty

God," etc. "This is also He who was with

His Church in the wilderness," as Stephen

affirms (Acts 7 : 38), and as the narrative (Ex.

23 ; 20-23) most plainly indicates. It was there-

fore only a subsequent appearance of the same

glorious personage which was vouchsafed to

John in Patmos with a lustre and effulgence

of glories closely analogous to what we have

here. H. C.

All the other parts of this vision were but a

preface and introduction to this. God in them

had made Himself known as Lord of angels and
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supreme Director of all His affaiis of this lower

world, whence it is easy to infer that whatever

God by His prophets either promises or threat-

ens to do, He is able to effect it ; angels are

His servants, men are His tools. But now that

a Divine revelation is to be given to a prophet,

and by him to the Church, we must look higher

than the living creatures of the wheels, and

must expect that from the eternal Word, of

whom we have an account in these verses.

Ezekiel, hearing a voice from the firmament,

looked up, as John did, to see the voice that

spake with liim, and he saw one like unto the

Son of man (Rev. 1 : 13, 13). The second Per-

son sometimes tried the fashion of a man, occa-

sionally, before He clothed Himself with it for

good and all ; and the spirit of prophecj' is

called the Spirit of Christ (1 Pet. 1:11) and

the testimony of Jesus (Rev. 19 : 10). H.

26. The appearance of a man. Deeply sig-

nificant is the form of this manifestation. Here

is no angel conveying God's message to man,

but the glory of the Lord Himself, and when
we remember liow in the fulness of time the

Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and

we beheld His glory as the glory of the only

begotten of the Father (John 1 : 14), in the per-

son of our Lord Jesus Christ, we recognize in

this vision the prophetic annunciation of the

Holy Incarnation. Yet we observe the mani-

festation was such that the prophet did not see

a di.stinct human form, such a.s an artist might

have portrayed to represent his God. We are

told little of the extent to which the human
form was made evident to the prophet. There

was the likeness of a throne, and the Ukemss as

the appearance of a man above it. For the vis-

ion of the prophet was rather to the mind than

to the bodily eye, and even inspired language

was inadequate to convey to the hearer the

glory which eye hath not seen nor ear heard,

and which only by special revelation it hath

entered into the heart of man to conceive. In

Revelation the form of one like unto the Son of

man as revealed to John is one minutely de-

scribed, but the characteristics are not such as

admit of visible representation. They are all

highly symbolical—and it is upon the sub-

stance, not upon the symbol, that the mind is

invited to dwell. B. C.

All the dispensations of providence, as well as

the various departments of creation, are under

the dominion of the Mediator. It embraces

men, not only in all their characters, but in all

their concerns, in all their affairs, and iu all the

vicissitudes that can befall them. This is

proved, not only by the universal language to

which we have before adverted as employed
by the inspired writers when speaking of

Christ's rule, but by the express terms of Scrip-

ture with reference to this subject, and also by
the necessity of the thing itself. The vision of

the wheels, in the first chapter of Ezekiel's

prophecy, is generally understood to refer to

the dispensations of Divine providence in their

nature, aspects, intricacy and perfect consis-

tency and wisdom. These dispensations were

represented to the prophet as under the direc-

tion of one who sat upon a throne, and whose

likeness was as " the appearance of a man above

upon it." We are not left to doubt that " the man
Christ Jesus" is here meant ; for it is afterward

said,
'

' This was the appearance of the likeness

of the glory of the Lord." We have here,

then, an explicit proof from Scripture that the

affairs of providence are managed by the Media-

tor ; managed, too, with perfect wisdom, and
with special reference to the covenant of grace,

as indicated by the rings of the wheels being
" full of eyes round about, and by the appear-

ance of the brightness being as the day of rain."

Si/mington.

His throne, as represented in Ezekiel's vision,

is erected over the wheels of providence, which,

though in the higliest degree complicated, like

wheels within wheels, do, to those who atten-

tively and filially observe them, furnish abun-

dant evidence of Divine goodness. The sacred

history throws great light on this department

of God's government. There we trace His

dealings with nations and with individuals for

several hundred years, and view His provi-

dence irradiated by a column of light from

heaven. There we see the benevolent designs

of His judgments upon wicked nations and in-

dividuals, and His agency in all the comforts

bestowed on His people. There we trace His

faithfulness to His saints, His sudden Interpo-

sitions to supply their wants, to deliver them

from their enemies, to arrest evils on their way
to assail them, and to turn all their afflictions

to a good account. There the most mysterious

and complex dispensations are analyzed, and

the use of every part explained before our eyes.

These are exhibited as specimens, to enable us

to understand the designs of Providence in

every age. Instructed by these disclosures, we
may dally read the goodness of God, not only

in those great events which concern nations,

but in those which relate to families and indi-

viduals. The wliole skein of Providence, from

the falling of a sparrow to the revolutions of

empire—the whole skein of Providence in all

worlds is nothing but the constantly repeated
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action of Divine goodness and the universal

extension of Divine care. E. D. Griffin.

- 28. The prophecy of Ezekiel opens with the

magnificenit vision of the four living creatures,

the cherubim, and over them the throne of God,

and upon the throne the appearance of a man
above vpon it, and round about an appearance

of brightiuns, as of the rainbow. The seer de-

scribes the glorious appearance of Him who sat

on the throne in terms that closely correspond

witli John's description of the same Divine ob-

ject in the opening of the Apocalypse. This,

he tells us, was tlie appearance of the likeness of

the glory of tlie Lord; words that might seem

to have suggested to the author of the Epistle

to the Hebrews the language in which he

speaks of the Eternal Son as the brightness of

the Father's glory and the express image of His

person. And when he saw it, he, as John, fell

upon his face, and heard the voice of one that

gpake. The Speaker, wlio is later on spoken of

as tli£ Ood of Israel (Ezek. 10 : 30), and whose

presence is indicated and accompanied by the

visible Shekinah, tlie glory of the Ood of Israel,

speaks throughout in the person of the Lord

Jehovah ; and declares Himself the Divine

Being against whom the house of Israel had

sinned in all their rebellious history. Medd.

The pupilage of the Chiirch, as well as of the

nations, stretched over long and dreary centuries

before it pleased Him to send into the world

the grand element of rectification and progres-

sion in the person of His incarnate Son. He is

from everlasting to everlasting, and, speaking

reverently, can afford to be slow and misunder-

stood till the time of the end. Movement is

slow, usually, in proportion to its majesty.

The wheels of Ezekiel's vision were so high as

to be dreadful to contemplate. Yet the spirit

of the living creatures was in the wheels and

high above, in the firmament, like the terrible

crystal, the appearance of the throne, and upon

it the likeness of the appearance of a man, even

the glory of the Lord. Happy he who, amid

the noises and mysteries of the wlieels of a

providence so slow and majestic, is able to keep

his eye and faith fixed on Him who is at the

centre of power and motion, working all things

according to the counsel of His own will.

D. U. Riddle.

Thus the Shekinah revealed Himself to Eze-

kiel to impress his soul witli the magnificence,

the energy and the glory of Him whose work

he was now to undertake, whose mission as a

prophet he was to fulfil, whose words he was

to hear and then to bear to his people. What
an installation this into his prophetic work !

No wonder he fell on his face as one over-

whelmed with reverence and awe ! Let it be

noted yet further that this portrayal was spe-

cially pertinent in view of the fact that God's

providential agencies were then intensely ac-

tive among the nations, and especially toward

the Jews in both discipline and judgment—the
discipline that chastened to reclaim, and the

judgments that scourged in stern and awful

retribution. Into the midst of these agencies

Ezekiel was thrown. He was commissioned

as a prophet of God to co- operate by the use of

moral agencies with tliose providential agen-

cies of the Almighty. He was to interpret the

significance of those judgments. He was to

warn the people to repent, as they would es-

cape such inflictions. He was to press them to

repentance by the promise of pardoning mercy.

In every appropriate way he was to supplement

those agencies of providence with the concur-

rent influences of God's revealed truth. Hence

nothing could be more vital than to impress

upon his mind the qualities of that fearfully

glorious and energetic Divine providence which

in its intensified forms was now being mani-

fested toward the chosen people. Moreover,

nothiug could have been better adapted to im-

part to him a baptism of reverence, docility,

energy and self-sacrificing devotion. Under

the influence of such views of the glorious

Being whose behests he is commissioned to

bear to the people, how could he falter before

hardship or danger ? How could he fail to

carry with him through life a sense of the glory

of his Divine Master, sa> ing evermore :
" /

eenrvethe ineffably glorious, incarnate Ood; and

I must he true and faithful !" This interpreta-

tion ineets all the conditions of the case. It fits

every circumstance. It is pertinent to an in-

auguration of Ezekiel to his proplietic office, as

it should be ; it fits his relations as a prophet

to the captives at Babylon ; fits their relations

to the Omnipresent and then specially active

agencies of God's providence over nations ; fits

the style of illustrating the attributes of God

which prevailed in Chaldea, and also that

which was developed to some extent in the

Jewish temple ; in short, tliis construction fits

in all possible points. H. C.

Visions of the First and Tenth Chapters.

Ezekiel himself tells us that he saw the like-

ness of tlie glm-y of Ood. We must distinguish

between the visions of the tenth and of the first

chapter. The two visions are identical in form.
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but different in circumstances. There the vis-

ion is in distinct connection with tlie Temple,

the place in which the Shckiuah had a local

habitation. Here the vision has the most gen-

eral relation and application ; the glory of God

arising to visit the earth. The first idea is that

of judgment, hence the lohirlwind (Jer. 23 : 19),

the great cloud, and Xhefire (Ex. 19) ; but at the

same time there is the clear brightness, the sym-

bol of God's purity, truth, and the rainhoir, the

token of His mercy. The glory of God is mani-

fested in the worlcs of creation ; and as light

and fire, lightning and cloud, are the usual

marks which in inanimate creation betoken the

presence of God (Ps. 18 : 6-14), so the four liv-

ing ones symbolize animate creation. The

forms are typical, the linn and the ox of the

beasts of the field (wild and tame), the eagle of

the birds of the air— some have thought that

the eagle represents the angelic nature (wings

being the constant mark of angels), but we are

rather concerned with the works of creation

upon earth—while man is the rational being

supreme upon the earth. And the human type

predominates over all, and gives character and

unity to the four, who thus form one creation.

Further, these four represent the constitutive

parts of man's nature : the ox (the animal of

sacrifice), his faculty of suffering ; the lion (the

king of beasts), his faculty of ruling ; the eagle

(of keen eye and soaring wing), his faculty of

imagination ; the man, his spiritual faculty,

which actuates all the rest. Christ is the per-

fect man, so these four in their perfect harmony

typify Him who came to earth to do His Fa-

ther's will ; and as man is lord in the kingdom

of nature, so is Christ Lord in the kingdom of

grace ; and as the word of His commandments
goeth forth into all lands through His Gospel,

so the reference which Irena;us discovered in

the four living creatures to the four Gospels is

not without its significance (Lange).

The wings represent the power by which all

creation rises and falls at God's will ; the one

spirit, the unity and harmony of His works
;

the free motion in all directions the universal-

ity of His providence. The numherfour is the

symbol of the world, with itsfoiir quarters ; the

teiled bodies, the inability of all creatures to

stand in the presence of God ; the noise of

tlie wings, the testimony borne by creation to

God (Ps. 19 : 1-3) ; the icheels connect the vis-

ion with the earth, the wings with heaven,

while above their heads, separated by the bright

expanse, is the throne of God in heaven.

As the eye of the seer is turned upward, the

lines of the vision become less distinct. He de-

scribes what he sees as the likeness of a throne,

the appearance of a sapphire stone, the likeness

as the appearance of a man, the appearance of

fire, the appearance of his loins, as if he were

struggling against the impossibility of express-

ing in woifls the object of his vision
;
yet on

the summit of the throne is He who can only

be described as, in some sort, the form of a

man. That Jehovah, the eternal God, is spoken

of, we cannot doubt, and herein we recognize

the necessity under which we lie of ascribing

to the Deity the attributes of man, just as we
speak of His anger, jealousy, love, mercy and

the like, and even of His hand. His eye and His

ear, figures all, but the only ones which we
can employ, being borrowed from the attri-

butes of the being who was created in the im-

age of God. But in thus contemplating God
under the form of man there is something more.

In the Hebrews we read that Christ is the bright-

ness of God's glory and the express image of His

person (Heb. 1:3); and John tells us that the

Word was made flfsh and dwelt among us, and

ice beheld His glory, the glory as of the only be-

gotten of tlie Father, full of grace and truth (John

1 : 14) ; while a similar vision in Isaiah (6) is

explained by John to refer to Christ : TJiese

things said Esaias when he saw His glory and

spake of Him (John 12 : 41). We are therefore

justified in maintaining that the revelation of

the Divine glory here made to Ezekiel has its

consummation or fulfilment in the person of

Christ, the only begotten of God, a conclusion

which is borne out and indeed established be-

j'ond dispute by the identification of Him, of

whom Ezekiel saw the appearance upon a

throne, with the Ancient of da3's, whom Daniel

saw enthroned, and described in terms em-

ployed afterward by John to describe Him who
announced Himself thus : lam the first and the

last. I am He that liveth and was dead, and

behold lam alive forevermore (Rev. 1 : 17, 18).

The vision in the opening chapter of Ezekiel

is in the most general form—the manifestation

of the glory of the living God. It is repeated

more than once in the course of the book. The

Person manifested is always the same, but the

form of the vision is modified according to

special circumstances of time and place. 3. C.



EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS II., III.

CALL AND COMMISSION.

2 : 1 And he said unto me, Son of man, stand upon thy feet, and I « ill speak with thee.

2 And the spirit entered into me when he spake nnto me, and set me upon my feet ; and I

3 heard him tliat spake unto me. And he said unto me. Sou of man, I send thee to the

children of Israel, to nations that are rebellious, which have rebelled against me : they and
4 their fathers have transgressed against me, even unto this very day. And the children are

impudent and stiff-hearted ; I do send thee unto them : and thou shalt say unto them, Tlius

5 saith the Lord God. And they, whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear, (for

they are a rebellious house,) yet shall know that there liath been a prophet among them.

6 And thou, son of man, be not afraid of them, neither be afraid of their words, though briers

and thorns be with thee, and thou dost dwell among scorpions : be not afraid of their words,

7 nor be dismayed at their looks, though they be a rebellious house. And thou shalt speak
my woi-ds unto them, whether tliey will hear, or whether they will forbear : for they are

8 most rebellious. But thou, son of man, hear what I say unto thee ; be not thou rebellious

9 like that rebellious house : open thy mouth, and eat that I give thee. And when I looked,

10 behold, an hand was put forth unto me ; and, lo, a roll of a book was therein ; and he
spread it before me ; and it was written within and without : and there was written therein

3 : 1 lamentations, and mourning, and woe. And lie said unto me. Son of man. eat that thou

2 findest
; eat this roll, and go, speak unto the liouse of Israel. So I opened my mouth, and

3 he caused me to eat the roll. And he said unto me. Son of man, cause thy belly to eat, and
fill thy bowels with this roll that I give thee. Then did I eat it ; and it was in my mouth as

honey for sweetness.

4 And he said unto me. Son of man, go, get thee unto the house of Israel, and speak with
5 my words unto them. For thou art not sent to a people of a strange speech and of an hard

6 language, but to the house of Israel ; not to manj' peoples of a strange speech and of an
hard language, whose words thou canst not understand. Surely, if I sent thee to them, they

7 would hearken unto thee. But the house of Israel will not hearken unto thee ; for they will

not hearken unto me : for all the house of Israel are of an hard forehead and of a stiff heart.

8 Behold, I have made thy face hard against their faces, and thy forehead liard against their

9 foreheads. As an adamant harder than flint have I made thy forehead : fear them not, neither

10 be dismayed at their looks, though thej' be a rebellious house. Moreover he said unto me,

Son of man, all my words that I shall speak unto thee receive in thine heart, and hear with

11 thine ears. And go, get thee to them of the captivity, unto the children of thy people, and

speak unto them, and tell them, Thus saith the Lord God ; whether they will hear, or

whether they will forbear.

13 Then the spirit lifted me up, and I heard behind me the voice of a great rusliing, saying,

13 Blessed be the glory of the Lobd from his place. And I heard the noise of the wings of the

living creatures as they touched one another, and the noise of the wheels beside them, even

14 the noise of a great rushing. So the spirit lifted me up, and took me away : and I went in

15 bitterness, in the heat of my spirit, and the hand of the Lord was strong upon me. Then I

came to them of the captivity at Tel-abib, that dwelt by the river Chebar, and to where they

dwelt ; and I sat there astonied among them seven days.

16 And it came to pass at the end of seven days, that the word of the Lord came unto me,

17 saying, Son of man, I have made thee a watchman unto the house of Israel : therefore hear

18 the word at my mouth, and give them warning from me. When I say unto the wicked.

Thou shalt surely die ; and thou givest him not warning, nor speakcst to warn the wicked

from his wicked way, to save his life ; the same wicked man shall die in his iniquity ; but Ms
19 blood will I require at thine hand. Yet if thou warn the wicked, and he turn not from his

wickedness, nor from his wicked way, he shall die in his iniquity ; but thou hast delivered

20 thy soul. Again, when a righteous man doth turn from his righteousness, and commit

iniquity, and I lay a stumbling-block before him, lie shall die : because thou hast not given

him w-arning, he shall die in his sin, and his righteous deeds which he hath done shall not be
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31 remembered ; but his blood will I require at thiue hand. Nevertheless if thou warn the

righteous man, that the righteous sin not, and he doth not sin, he sliall surely live, because

he took warning ; and thou hast delivered thy soul.

23 And the hand of the Lokd was there upon me ; and he said unto me. Arise, go forth into

33 the plain, and I will there talk with thee. Then I arose, and went forth into the plain : and,

behold, the glory of the Lord stood there, as the glory which I saw by the river Chebar :

24 and I fell on my face. Then the spirit entered into me, and set me upon my feet ; and he

35 spake with me, and said unto me, Go, shut thyself within thine house. But thou, son of

man, behold, they shall lay bands upon thee, and shall bind thee with them, and thou shalt

26 not go out among them : and I will make thy tongue cleave to the roof of thy mouth, that

thou shalt be dumb, and shalt not be to them a reprover : for they are a rebellious house.

27 But when I speak with thee, I will open thy mouth, and thou shalt say unto them. Thus .saith

the Lord God : He that heareth, let him hear ; and he that forbeareth, let him forbear : for

they are a rebellious house.

Chaps. 2, 3. In these two chapters is con-

tained the direct commission conveyed to Eze-

kiel ya connection with the vision just record-

ed. The commission was repeated more than

once, at what intervals of time we are not told.

We have first the direct commission (3 : 1-8),

next the vision of the roll (3 : 9-3 : 3), followed

by fresh instructions to the same effect, and

partly in the same words ; then a second ap-

pearance of the great vision (3 : 12), and the

sadness which it occasioned (3 : 14) ; then the

prophet's visit to Tel-Abib, his mourning there

and fresh instructions (3 : 15-21) ; and lastly, a

third appearance of the vision, and a communi-

cation showing that the seer is dependent on

the Spirit of God for every utterance which he

is enabled to make (3 : 34^37). We have here

recorded visions and words of God. Whether

these visions were seen by the natural eye, and

the words heard with the natural ear, the

prophet probably knew not. The senses are

not the only means of conveying images to the

soul, and it may have pleased the Almighty to

impress these images without the intervention

of the senses. In any case the communication

is equally from without, the vision and the

words are from God.

2:1. Son of man. This phrase (which occurs

elsewhere in Scripture) is applied especially to

Ezekiel and Daniel, the prophets of the Cap-

tivity. In Eastern language son of man is sim-

ply equivalent to man. In Syriac Adam is

called the firitt son of man (1 Cor. 15 : 4.5). Eze-

kiel is thus reminded of his humanity, at the

time when he is especially permitted to have

intercourse with God. B. C.

a. Because he had not strength of his own
to recover his feet, nor courage to face the vis-

ion, the Spirit entered into him and set him
upon his feet. God is graciously pleased to

work that in us which He requires of us, and

raises those whom He bids rise. We must stir

up ourselves, and then God will put strength

into us ; we must work out our salvation, and

then God will work in us. H.

6, 7. The general sense is clear. Tho\igh

they are hostile, malign, severe, and even sav-

age toward thee, yet be thou firm and fearless

before them, and do thy duty. The Lord would
have him anticipate stern opposition and a pain-

fully trying life, and gird his soul to meet it.

So evermore, he who will live godly in Christ

Jesus and for Christ Jesus must suffer more or

less peraecution. Let him expect it and seek

grace to meet it with Christian fortitude. H. C.

7. It is not merely as a subtle and difiused

influence that the Gospel establishes a perma-

nent effect upon us. It is presented to each of

us here individually, in the definite form of an

actual offer of salvation lor each, and of an

actual demand of trust from each. The words
pass into our souls, and thenceforward it can

never be the same as if they had not been there.

The Gospel once heard is always the Gospel

wliich has been heard. Nothing can alter that.

Once heard, it is henceforward a perpetual ele-

ment in the whole condition, character, and

destiny of the hearer. A. M.
§-10. This eating was in vision, and not

done in the actual world. As a thing of vision,

it was admirably significant, implying that he

must take the messages of God to his heart and
shrink not from any service for God which they

might involve. This roll, like the ancient book,

was a long strip of parchment, fitted to roll up,

which was written upon both sides (" within

and without' '). Its contents, the matters there-

in written, were wholly of "lamentation, and

mourning, and woe"—all mournful exposures

of guilt and crime ; messages of swift judg-

ment and of awful doom ! How sad to Ezekiel

must have been this pre-intimation of his pain-

fully trying work ! Must his messages to his

own people testify only to their guilt and
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shame ; speak but rarely of promise and liope,

and mainly of judgment without mercy and of

woe " too wide to see beyond !" H. C.

The life of God's Word must be felt, other-

wise it cannot be proved, and we know nothing

of it. The grand high priests of truth in all

ages have been those who have received the

truth from God, and according to His own
direction for the prophet Ezekiel, have eaten it.

They have fed upon it, as the Bread of Life,

and have grown thereby. They have gathered

it for themselves, as the Israelites of old had to

gather their manna daily, every morning, for

themselves, in their own vessels. CJteever.

Chap. 3. This chapter continues and com-

pletes what pertains properly to Ezekiel's Intro-

duction to his prophetic work. The Lord ex-

plains and defines his commission ; warns him
of the opposition he has to encounter, and girds

him with the requisite firmness and energy to

meet it ; discloses the great responsibilities of

his work as bearing on the life or death of

souls ; and finally signifies to him that he is

not to speak on his own motion, but only as

the Lord shall give him a message from Him-
self for the people.

1-3. As already Indicated, the eating of this

roll, done only in vision, signified that he should

take the messages of God home to his very

heart, give them his most solemn attention,

make himself thoroughly master of their con-

tents, and hold himself at God's command to

deliver them faithfully as directed. That they

were in his mouth as honey for sweetness, im-

plied his joy in accepting his prophetic mis-

sion, showing that at least his first impressions

in receiving this honor were those of willing

and cheerful obedience. H. C.

John has the same vision. Rev. 10 : 8, but

there that is expressed which is here left to be

inferred—that as soon as he had eaten it his belly

was hitter. The sweetness in the mouth denot-

ed that it was good to be a messenger of the

Lord (cf. Ps. 19 ; 10), but the bitterness which

accompanied it denoted that the commission

brought with it much sorrow, for the tidings

were sad and evil. B. C.

4-7. "Strange," as usual, means /o»'e«^«.

The Lord says to His prophet, " I send thee

only to the house of Israel ; not to a foreign

nation of an unknown language ; not to many
tribes or people of unknown tongue. If I had

sent thee to such a people, they would have

hearkened to thee, for such perverseness and

obduracy of heart could be found nowhere

amon^ the heathen." L'nderneath this state-

men' lies a great law of human sinning. It is

only by the long abuse of great light and of

rich mercies that men reach such a degree of

moral hardihood and such depths of intense de-

pravity. It is appalling to think of the in-

fluence of resisted light, of mercies abused,

of obligations seen yet repelled and finally

scorned !

8, 9. These are bold figures, but are readily

understood. The Lord was preparing His ser-

vant to confront the most brazen-faced sinners

with firm, unflinching heart. This is said with
a double purpose—to forewarn and to forearm

;

to signify to him what he must expect, and to

gird his soul to meet it.

10, II. Verse 10 seems to express without

a figure what the act of eating the roll implies.

The expressive clause, " whether they will hear

or not hear" (" will forbear"), seems to be not

merely a part of the Lord's instructions to His

prophet, but a part also of His message to the

people. The prophet must give them to under-

stand that God lays on them the fearful respon-

sibility of deciding whether they would hear

or would not. They must determine this ques-

tion for themselves, and bear its consequences.

H. C.

14. Lifted me up. It is the same word as

is rendered took me up in verse 13 and carry in

I K. 18 : 12. We are not, however, to suppose

that the prophet was miraculously transported

from one place to another in the land of his cap-

tivity. He went and came. (Cf. verse 33, also

II : 1, 34 ; Matt. 4:1; Acts 8 : 39.) He had

been in ecstatic vision (1 : 1), and now, guided

by the Spirit, he goes forth among hia country-

men. B. C.

15. Here we pass from scenes of prophetic

vision to scenes not visional, but purely in the

actual world. He comes to the exiles, and soon

begins to speak to them from the Lord his God.

As they were in the real world only, and not at

all in prophetic vision, so must his words and

acts, relating to them, be understood as in the

actual and not the ideal world. H. C.

16. The priests and ministers of the Lord

were often called watchmen. Habakkuk speaks

of standing upon his watch (Hab. 2 : 1). Eze-

kiel is especially distinguished by this title

(38 : 7). The duties of a watchman are twofold :

to wait and watch what God will order, to

watch over and superintend the people. Isaiah

describes and censures unfaithful watchmen

(Isa. 56 ; 10). B. C. The duties of a watch-

man are to take notice and to give notice. H.

16-21. These words were specially ad-

dressed by the Lord to His prophet. They

may or may not have been announced by the
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prophet to the people. Essentially the same

ideas are drawn out somewhat more fully in

chap. 33. There they are rehearsed to the peo-

ple. Their intensely solemn import is plain.

The watchman or sentinel stands guard in war
to give notice of impending danger. If he does

his duty faithfully, and the people disregard

Ills warnings, his hands are clear of their blood
;

they perish in their own folly. If he neglects

his duty, and the people perish unwarned, they

perish indeed but their blood is required at

his hand. So of the propliet. So of all Chris-

tian ministers, and indeed of all Christians in

every sphere In their relations to the people

among whom the Lord in His providence may
place them. They must admonish those who
are in their sins of their danger, as they would
free themselves from blood-guiltiness in the

death of unwarned souls. The case of a right-

eous man apostatizing fiom a pious life falls

under the same law. Every good and true ser-

vant of God is bound to admonish him of his

peril, else his blood may be required of those

who have neglected to give him such warning.

The " stumbling-block" spoken of here (verse

20) is not a temptation to sin, but a means of

destruction, an agency employed of God to de-

stroy the sinner. H. C.

1 7. Warning- from Me. No preaching

can be complete that does not, now and again,

remind the people of the terrors of the law. It

is no light thing to sin ; and, come to what
conclusion you may about the future of the

wicked soul, there can be no doubt that that

future is one of tremendous agony. Who will

dare it ? Who will willingly go forward to it ?

I know of no theory of the future of the soul

which by some point or other does not bring in

the righteous punishment of offending man.
You can only affect some persons through fear.

Without imagination of the better kind, with-

out high sentiment, without noble education,

without generous impulses—they can only be

touched along the line of fear. Upon such per-

sons high discourse about the nobler spaces,

the infinite liberties, the glorious sanctuaries

yet to be revealed and enjoyed, would be lost.

J. P.

lS-21. This passage anticipates the great

moral principle of Divine government, enlarged

upon and enforced in chap. 18. that each man
is individually responsible for his own actions,

and will be judged according to these and these

alone. They who are appointed to watch the

souls of others must render their account of

their performance or neglect of this their duty,

but the man who sins shall die for his own sin.

Thou shalt iurely die. The primal sentence

(Gen. 2 : 17) is reinforced (cf. Rom. 6 ; 23). But
the penalty of sin is not simply natural death

;

so a righteous man, thougli involved in the

general calamity and even perishing with the

rest, may live and not die. B. C.

The condemnation that God pronounces on

sin is the condemnation of the law against

every violation of it. It is the sentence due to

a disregard
J
of the end for which man was

made ; due to treason against God's authority
;

due to the abuse of His goodness ; due to the

contempt of His mercy ; due to the debasement

an',': degradation and ruin of a aoul entrusted as

an infinite treasure to our keeping. And let

the sinner himself say what that ought to be.

Say what is due to your own guilt for defeat-

ing the end of your being ; for having trans-

formed God's temple into an idol's shrine ; for

having stifled in the dust of worldliness, aspira-

tions that should have stopped at nothing short

of a heavenly birthright as a child of God 1

What do you deserve for restraining prayer and

withholding praise, for giving to the creature

what is due only to the Creator ; for spurning

the duties and the privileges of an heir of

heaven ; for disqualifying your soul utterly

for the service and worship of the sanctuaiy

above ! Oillett.

No man will be condemned by the All-right-

eous Judge for the want of that which he could

not have had. One condemnation will be, and

is, that we have not that which we might have

had, and that we have a clinging, crushing

weight of sin, which we have gathered and

heaped upon ourselves, which benumbs all our

efforts and palsies all our faculties, and from
which, if we had given ear to the exhortations

of our better monitors, inward and outward,

we might have been free. Hare.

Put it down as a fact that there is a law of

penalty in the universe, and you can neither

suspend it nor evade it. This is a law and not

a caprice, a necessity of goodness and not a

burst of passion. It is the very security of the

universe ; without It we could not pray, with-

out it we could not live. A man cannot touch

fire and not be burned. The stars in their

courses utter God's testimony ; the winds as

they fly are vocal with His name ; the light-

ning as it comes will be harmless as a blessing

if you make a highway for it, but oppose, and

you oppose it only once. J. P.

The God of heaven has said and does say to

every wicked man, that if he go on still in his

trespiisses he shall surely die ; his iniquity shall

undoubtedly be his ruin—it tends to ruin and
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will end in ruin. Dying thou shalt die ; thou

Shalt die so great a death, slialt die eternally,

be ever dying but never dead. The wicked

man shall die in his iniquity, shall die under

the guilt of it, die under the dominion of it.

That if a wicked man turn from his wickedness

and from his wicked way he shall live, and the

ruin he is threatened with shall be pievented
;

and that he may do so he is warned of the

danger he is in. The wicked man shall die if

he go on, but shall live if he repent. Observe :

He is to turn from his wickedness and from his

wicked way. It is not enough for a man to

turn from his wicked way by an outward ref-

ormation, which may be the effect of his sins

leaving of him rather than of his leaving his

sins, but he must turn from his wickedness,

from the love of it and the inclination to it

by au iiiwaid regeneration ; if he do not so

much as turn from his wicked way there is

little hope that he will turn from his wick-

edness. The ministry of the word is con-

cerning matters of life and death, for those are

the things it sets before us, the blessing and

the curse, that we may escape the curse and

inherit the blessing. H.

The law of God denounces eternal death as

the punishment for all sins, not because they

are all alike in moral guilt, but because they

are all alike indications of the same condition

of the sinner—one of enmity to God. The very

lightest transgression proves, as clearly as the

very greatest, the innate lawlessness of the per-

verted and therefore sinful will. Bp. Magee.

When God throws upon man the fearful re-

sponsibility of the issue of his course, and he

examines the testimony of his own conscious-

ness upon the subject, it tells him that in a

moral point of view he is precisely what he

chooses to be ; that the path upon which he is

travelling, leading him, as he sees it does, away
from the forgiveness, and peace, and hope of

the Gospel, is the one which, upon the whole,

is preferable to his mind ; and thus, out of def-

erence to the desires of his own heart, which

cling to the vanities and pleasures and honors

of this perishable world—in the face of mo-

tives infinite as God can make them, forceful

as the retributions of a coming scene, bright as

the fascinations and dark as the forbidding

gloom of an eternal world, he turns away from

an offered salvation, and with bis own hand

closes against himself the gate of heaven and

puts the seal upon his everlasting destiny. For

this controversy between God and man God
has the human spirit on His own side, and no

one can wring from It a testimony in contra-

diction of the statement of the Saviour, " Te
will not come unto Me, that ye might have
life." E. M.

Fearful is even one instance of the rejection

of the offer of life eternal. How long can it be
persisted in without an interminably fatal re-

sult ? If men will go on, over and over again,

putting from them the cup of immortality, in ev-

ery way ministering to the disease of sin, and re-

taining its leprosy in the soul, refusing the aid

of the Great Physician, the elements of an ever

lasting character are all the while forming. If

men will exclude the gracious influences of the

Divine Spirit, and prefer their alienation from
the life of God, no wonder if God at length re-

tires from them, and leaves the completion of

the sinful creature for eternity to the hands of

the master workman. Death ! G. B. C.

The dormant sense of liability for the conse-

quences of our conduct ought surely to be

awakened by considering how we hold other

men responsible in common life. Society is

pervaded by the law of personal responsibility
;

the weight rests on every head, on every heart.

It is the burden of life which every man must
bear. Every man's sphere of action is much
wider than he imagines. The punishment of

sin always seems to a habitual transgressor dis-

proportionate to the offence. There is not a

sinner who will not be astounded when God
" sets in order before him" the factsof his case.

These considerations should impress the mind
with a new sense of the infinite bearings of our

thoughts, words, and actions, and should make
us

'

' swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.
'

'

Let to-day be the day of salvation by becoming

the day of judgment, for " if we would judge

ourselves, we should not be condemned with

the world." E. White.

Our toic-e^ should ever be heard on earth. A
solemn message is committed to us, by the very

fact of our belief in Jesus Christ and His work.

With that faith come responsibilities of which

no Christian can denude himself. To warn the

wicked man to turn from His wickedness ; to

blow the trumpet when we see the sword com-

ing ; to catch ever gleaming on the horizon,

like the spears of an army through the dust of

the march, the outriders and advance guard of

the coming of Him whose coming is life or

death to all, and to lift up our voices with

strength and say, " Behold your God ;" to peal

into the ears of men, sunken in earthliness and

dreaming of safety, the cry which may startle

and save ; to ring out in glad tones to all who
wearily ask, " Watchman, what of the night ?

Will the night soon pass ?" the answer which
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the slow dawning east has breatlied into our

else stony lips, "The morning cometh ;" to

proclaim Christ, who came once to put away
sin by the sacrifice of Himself, who comes ever,

through the ages, to bless and upholil the right-

eousness which lie loves, and to destroy the

iniquity which he hates, who will come at the

last to judge the world—this is the never-end-

ing task of the watchmen on the walls of Jeru-

salem. The New Testament calls it " preach-

ing ;" proclaiming as a herald does. A. M.

Every person is in one sense or another an

appointed watchman in behalf of others. Every

man is in one sense or another his brother's

counsellor, even if not his brother's keeper. In

just so far as he knows the better or the more

perilous way which opens before his brother

—

especially his younger brother—is a man in

duty bound to give a word of counsel or of

warning to that brother. When we have faith-

fully and in loving tenderness given good coun-

sel to those whom God has privileged us to

teach or to reach, then, and not until then, are

we to leave the responsibility with them as to

their action in the direction of our counsel. If

they go wrong without our good advice, we
are sharers with them in the blame of their

wrong-going ; but if they go wroug in spite of

our good advice, they alone must bear the

blame of their wrong-going. S. S. T.

20. I lay a stumbling block before him. 1

bring him to trial by placing difficulties and

temptations in his way. Thus in 7 ; 19 the sil-

ver and gold which the people possessed are

said to be the stumbling-block of their iniquity.

See 44 : 13, they caused tlie house of Israel to fall

into iniquity, lit. as in margin, they were for a
stumbling-block of iniquity to the liouse of Israel.

In 14 : 3, 4 the people are said themselves to

put the stumblingMock of their iniquity before

tlveir eyes. It is true that God tempts no man
in order to his destruction, but in the course of

His providence He psrmits men to be tried in

order that their faith may be approved, and in

this trial some who seem to be righteous fall.

(See on chap. 18.)

Because. This is not the sole cause—the in-

dividual was tried and found wanting ; but so

far as the prophet was concerned, the neglect of

his duty is reckoned as the cause of the seem-

ingly righteous man's fall. B. C.

The best men in the world have need to be

warned against apostasy, and to be told of the

danger they are in of it and the danger they

are in by it. God's servants must be warned
(Ps. 19 : 11), that they do not neglect His work
and quit His service. One good means to keep

us from falling is to keep up a holy fear of fall-

ing (Heb. 4 : 1), Let us therefore fear ; and

(Rom. 11 :20), even those that stand by faith

must not be high-minded, but fear, and must
therefore be warned. H.

Righteous turn. (Also Ezek. 18 : 24, 36
;

33 : 13, 13, 18.) All these passages are hypo-

thetic :
" If a, righteous man should turn," or

when the righteous doth turn—which means.

If he should. Hone of them directly affirm

that a truly righteous man does in fact turn

back to utter sinning. They do sqinirely affirm

that, if he should, he would die in his sins. So

in Heb. 6:4-6: " If they shall fall away," all

is over with them ; it is impossible to renew
them again. Yet this falls short of affirming

that any one does apostatize utterly from the

true Christian state. H. C.

21. There seems to be an intimation that sin

is alien to the character of a righteous man.

The words might be rendered if thou warn the

righteous rimn that he sin not as beeometh a

righteous man. (Cf. 1 John 3 : 7-9.) B. C.

22. 23. This " plain" or valley stands con-

trasted with the hill (Tell Abib) where the peo-

ple resided. The spirit of the call is, Go down
to a retired place ; I have another personal

charge to give thee in private. The prophet

obeyed ; and tliere he saw again the same mani-

festation of the glory of the Lord which he had

seen by the river Chebar. Here also, as there,

he falls prostrate on his face. This going to

the valley seems to have been done in the ex-

ternal world. What followed there was said

and shown to him iu prophetic vision. H. C.

23. A fresh revelation of the glory of the

Lord, to impress upon Ezekiel another char-

acteristic of his mission. By eating tlie roll

(verse 2) he was taught that his words should

be those of the Spirit of God—by being a watch-

man, that he must speak boldly and without

fear of consequences; now he is to learn that

there is a time to be silent as well as a time to

sjieak, and that both are appointed by God.

This represents forcibly the authoritative char-

acter and Divine origin of the utterances of the

Hebrew prophets. B. C.

27. The likelihood of men obeying the Gos-

pel is usually diminishing in proportion to the

frequency with which that Gospel is preached

to them and its appeals ministered upon them.

The blessing may be undervalued because it

is within the reach of all ; and while an out-

ward regard to it may be the marked charac-

teristic of a whole community, they may be no

less distinguished by a practical indifference to

it ; and thus a people who have enjoyed the
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clearest liglit of the Gospel may. as they be-

come hardened under its influences, convert

their very privileges into the grounds of their

more certain and severer condemnation. And
so the clearness of Gospel light, and the multi-

plicity of Gospel advantages, may be not only

the precursors, but the instruments of a gen-

eral blindness of mind, and deadness of heart.

And a people subjected to the well-arranged

and well-plied machinery of religion may, by
reason of this fact, be fast falling into that

state into which we may suppose the hearers of

Ezekiel to have been, which rendered his min-

istry to them more ineffectual and hopeless

than it would have been among a people as

ignorant and superstitious as tlie men of Nine-

veh, to whom Jonah preached with such effec-

tiveness and success. E. Mason.

It is not strange that God should act upon
the souls of His converted cluldren in these

two lines of influence—viz., upon their Iwpes,

through rich promise ; upon their/«ai'«. through

warnings against apostasy. Upon their hopes,

for they often sadly need this assurance of His

love and of His gracious help ; upon their /«a7s,

for their own utmost vigilance must be secured

and kept in exercise, their own constant en-

deavors, their own watchfulness, prayer, and

faith in God. Doubtless the interworking of

these two lines of influence—appeals to hope

and appeals to fear—are delicate and critical,

and require a careful adjustment of promise

and warning ; but this should not militate

against the fact that both these influences are

provided for in the plan of God, and are both

brought in the Scriptures to bear on the Chris-

tian heart. Botli are involved in the ministra-

tion of one and the same Divine Spirit. He
uses each and both as means for securing the

perseverance of the saints.

It may be well to consider that warnings

against danger are one of the necessary and

natural means of protecting moral agents

against tliat danger, and so are among the

necessary means of fulfilling the promise of

their ultimate salvation. To omit warnings

against danger because Divine promise has

pledged final victory would be extremest

folly. For us to ask it would be equivalent to

proposing to the Almighty—not to say, de-

manding of Him—that He save His people

without any activities or agencies of their own
—without their own prayer or faith or watch-

fulness. Let us remember that God's plan con-

templates dealing witli free moral agents, and

proposes to save them only as such agents—i.e.,

by keeping alive their faith and prayer and

watchful endeavor. So that the gist of our

problem is simply this : Is it in the power of

the Infinite God to keep alive this faith, prayer,

and watchfulness of His people to such a de-

gree as will insure their ultimate salvation 'i

Can He apply this power of His Spirit behind

and back of the appropriate Christian effort,

so as to keep alive those holy impulses, and

thus preserve truly converted souls from fall-

ing fatally ? On this point we must say : His

promises plainly indicate that, in His view. He
can. He would not have promised if He had
foreseen that He could not perform.

The outcome of this interworking of Divine

with human agencies is that God is able to de-

termine, and therefore can fitly promise, a given

result—tills result involving the free moral

agencies of man, yet without infringing upon
man's moral responsibility, without overriding

it or in any wise dislionoring it. Else it were

in v.iin for God to foretell future events in

prophecy and at the same time depend upon
the free moral action of men to bring those

events to pass. " The Sou of man goeth as it

was determined ; but woe to that man by whom
the Sou of man is betrayed ! It had been good

for that man if he had never been born." For

the fact that his deed was foreknown and fore-

indicated of God could neither abate from his

freedom nor lessen his guilt.

This subject ought not to be dismissed with-

out the remark that the doctrine of saints' per-

severance is capable of being abused. It may be

used wisely and well ; but doubtless also it has

sometimes been abused, and may be again.

When a professed Christian says to himself,

" Once a Christian, always a Christian ;" I

made my salvation forever sure when I was

converted, and I can go in the strength of that

assurance the rest of my days—without watch-

fulness, without fear of falling, without much
if any prayer ; with little if any real endeavor

to live and labor for Christ—he is manifestly

on the high road to perdition. Who has guar-

anteed th',' soundness of his conversion ? How
does he know that he is one of Christ's sheep ?

The test given by the Good Shepherd Himself

is, " My sheep hear My voice, and I know tliem,

and they follmjo Me;" but this man does neither.

H. C.



VUAPTERS IV., V.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS IV., V.

4 : 1 Thou also, son of man, take thee a tile, and lay it before thee, and pourtray upon it

2 a city, even Jerusalem : and lay siege against it, and build forts against it, and cast up a

mount against it ; set camps also against it, and plant battering rams against it round about.

3 And take thou unto thee an iron pan, and set it for a wall of iron between thee and the city :

and set thy face toward it, and it shall be besieged, and thou shalt lay siege against it. This

shall be a sign to the house of Israel.

4 Moreover lie thou upon thy left side, and lay the iniquity of the house of Israel upon it

:

according to the number of the days that thou shalt lie upoij it, thou shalt bear their iniquity.

5 For I have appointed the years of their iniquity to be unto thee a number of days, even three

6 hundred and ninety days : so shalt thou bear the iniquity of the house of Israel. And again,

when thou hast accomplished these, thou shalt lie on thy right side, and shalt bear the iniquity

7 of the house of Judah : forty days, each day for a year, have I appointed it unto thee. And
thou shalt set thy face toward the siege of Jerusalem, with thine arm uncovered ; and thou

8 shalt prophesy against it. And behold, I lay bands upon thee, and thou shalt not turn thee

9 from one side to another, till thou hast accomplished the days of thy siege. Take thou also

unto thee wheat, and barley, and beans, and lentils, and millet, and spelt, and put them in

one vessel, and make thee bread thereof ; according to the number of the days that thou shalt

10 lie upon thy side, even three hundred and ninety days, shalt thou eat thereof. And thy meat
which thou shalt eat shall be by weight, twenty shekels a day : from time to time shalt thou

11 eat it. And thou shalt drink water by measure, the sixth part of an hia : from time to time

12 shalt thou drink. And thou shalt eat it as barley cakes, and thou shalt bake it in their sight

13 with dung that cometh out of man. And the Lord said. Even thus shall the children of

14 Israel cat their bread unclean, among the nations whither I will drive them. Then said I, Ah
Lord God ! behold, my soul hath not been polluted ; for from my youth up even till now
have I not eaten of that which dieth of itself, or is torn of beasts ; neither came there abomi-

15 nable flesh into my mouth. Then he said unto me, See, I have given thee cow's dung for

16 man's dung, and thou shalt prepare thy bread thereon. Moreover he said unto me, Son of

man, behold, I will break the staff of bread in Jerusalem : and they shall eat bread by weight,

17 and with carefulness ; and they shall drink water by measure, and with astonishment : that

they may want bread and water, and be astonied one with another, and pine away in their

iniquity.

5 : 1 And thou, son of man, take thee a sharp sword, as a barber's razor shalt thou take it

unto thee, and shalt cause it to pass upon thine head and upon thy beard : then take thee bal-

2 ances to weigh, and divide the hair. A third part shalt thou burn in the fire in the midst of
the city, when the days of the siege are fulfilled ; and thou shalt take a third part, and smite
with the sword round about it ; and a third part thou shalt scatter to the wind, and I will

3 draw out a sword after them. And thou shalt take thereof a few in number, and bind them
4 in thy skirts. And of these again shalt thou take, and east them into the midst of the fire,

and burn them in the fire ; therefrom shall a fire come forth into all the house of Israel.

5 Thus saith the Lord God : This is Jerusalem : I have set her in the midst of the nations,

6 and countries are round about her. And she hath rebelled against my judgements in doing
wickedness more than the nations, and against my statutes more than the countries that are

round about her : for they have rejected my judgements, and as for my statutes, they have
7 not walked in them. Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Because ye are turbulent more
than the nations that are round about you, and have not walked in my statutes, neither have
kept my judgements, neither have done after the ordinances of the nations that are round

8 about you ; therefore thus saith the Lord God : Behold. I, even I, am against thee ; and I

9 will execute judgements in the midst of thee in the sight of the nations. And I will do in

thee that which I have not done, and whereunto I will not do any more the like, because of
10 all thine abominations. Therefore the fathers shall eat the sons in the midst of thee, and the

sons shall eat their fathers ; and I will execute judgements in thee, and the whole remnant of
11 thee will I scatter unto all the winds. Wherefore, as I live, saith the Lord God, surely, be-

cause thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all thy detestable things, and with all thine abomi-
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nations, therefore will I also diminish thee ; neither shall mine eye spare, and I also will

13 have no pity. A thirtf part of thee shall die with the pestilence, and with famine shall they

be consumcil in the midst of thee ; and a third part shall fall by the sword round about thee ;

and a third part I will scatter unto all the winds, and will draw out a sword after them.

13 Thus sliall mine angt-r be accomplished, and I will satisfy my fury upon them, and I will bo

comforted : and they shall know that I the Loud have spoken in my zeal, when I have ac-

14 complished my fury upon them. Moreover I will make thee a desolation and a reproach,

15 among the nations that are round about thee, in the sight of all that pass by. So it shall be

a reproach and a taunt, an instruction and an astonishment, unto the nations that are round

about thee, when I shall execute judgements in thee in anger and in fury, and in furious

16 rebukes : I, the Lord have spoken it : when I shall send upon them the evil arrows of

famine, that are for destruction, which I will send to destroy you ; and I will increase the

17 famine upon you, and will break your staff of bread ; and I will send upon you famine and

evil beasts, and they shall bereave thee ; and pestilence and blood shall pass through thee
;

and I will bring the sword upon thee : I the Lord have spoken it.

Ctaaps. 4, 5. The coming siege of Jerusa-

lem and dispersion of its inhabitants foretold

under divers symbols. If we accept the fifth

year of Jehoiachin's captivity (as is most proba-

ble) for the year in which Ezekiel received this

communication, we may observe that it was a

time at which such an event would, according

to human calculation, have appeared improba-

ble. Zcdekiah was the creature of the king of

Babylon, ruling by his authority in the place

of Jehoiachin, who was still alive ; and it could

scarcely have been expected that Zcdekiah

would have been so infatuated as to provoke

the anger of the powerful Nebuchadnezzar.

It is indeed to infatuation that the sacred his-

torian ascribes the act (3 K. 24 : 20), God in this

way carrying out His purpose of punishing the

iniquity of the people by the folly of their

king. B. C.

4. The object of the symbolic transactions

recorded in this chapter was to impress the

exiles with the facts that Jerusalem was soon

to be besieged ; that this siege would be ex-

ceedingly severe, involving great famine and

distress ; and that It was to come upon the city

and the people for their great sins. The date

of the prophecies in chaps. 4-7 cannot be much
later than the fifth year of Jehoiachin's captiv-

ity, since no new date appears between chaps.

1 : 2 and 8 : 1. The latter was the sixth year

and sixth month. Zedekiah's reign began very

soon after the captivity of Jehoiachin. The

siege of Jerusalem commenced in the tenth

month of his ninth year (Jer. 53 : 4). Hence

this prophecy preceded the beginning of the

siege by some four or four and a half 3'ears

only. The two significant symbolic transac-

tions recorded in this chapter are closely related

to each other—are indeed parts of the same

whole — viz., (1) the delineation of the city of

Jerusalem on a tile, and formally laying siege

to it ; and (2) the prophet's lying on his left

side three hundred and ninety days, and on liis

right forty, and taking his bread and water by
measure during those periods—to indicate both

the straitness of the siege and its moral causes

in tlie nation's great sins. H. C.

Ezekiel, having prepared his representation

of Jerusalem, proceeded to conduct the opera-

tions of a siege against it. Having finislicd his

fort, his mount, and set his battering rams, the

prophet proceeds to l.iy close siege to the city,

with an iron baking-pan between him and it.

This pan must be taken as a symbol of the Di-

vine wrath—like the seething-potin Jer. 1 : 13 ;

and it seems to stand for an iron or metallic

wall, set up against the too late prayers and

complaints of a people given over to destruc-

tion. Before this symbolic wall the prophet

irapensonates another set of symbols, in which

he represents the condition of the besieged :

thus undergoing a double representative action

—a thing not unusual in Scripture. In doing

this he is enjoined to lie first upon his left side

for three hundred and ninety days, bearing the

iniquity of the house of Israel ; and then to

turn and lie upon his right side forty days,

bearing the iniquity of the house of Judah. As
this lying upon the rigid side is connected with

the immediate action, whereas the lying on the

left side repressnts, in part at least, that which

had already passed, it seems designed to bear a

peculiar significance and to denote the severer

calamity of the two. This significance lying on

the right side still retains in the East, although

it is, we think, contended by our medical au-

thorities that men in general lie naturally on

the right side, and that it is most wholesome for

them to do so.

Tlius lying, the prophet has to represent the

famishing condition to which the besieged sliall

be reduced, by the nature and quantity of his
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food anl by the mode in \vhioh lie prepares it.

He is directed to tulce dilTereiil liinds uf sub

stances capable of being made into bread, from

tlie best to the worst—from wheat to lentils

and beans—and to mix them together for his

bread, as if to show that the people should be

reduced to the mere sweepings of their stores,

and get so little even of this that they should

be constrained to mix them together to form a

loaf of bread. This is further shown by the

careful weighing out every day of the small

quantity of this food he may take, and measur-

ing out the water he may drink. Further, to

indicate the sf-arcity of fuel in a besieged town,

when supplies from the country can be no

longer brought in, the prophet was directed to

bake his food by the heat of the most offensive

kind of fuel. Against this his soul revolted,

and he allowed liimself to remonstrate ; and

that the burden of his representative commis-

sion might not be too onerous to liim, he was
graciously permitted to use the dried dung of

animals to dress his food. Kitto.

1-3. The ruins of Nineveh and of Babylon

have furnished the world during the present

century large quantities of " tile," sun-baked

or kiln-burnt brick, covered with inscriptions.

Hence this symbol was perfectly familiar to

Ezekiel and to his fellow-exiles. To portray a

city on a tile and let it represent Jerusalem was
altogether in harmony with the usages of the

Chaldean people. This symbolic transaction

was throughout in keeping with the modes of

ancient warfare. Towers were built, mounds
raised, often to the full height of the walls of

the besieged city ; a camp was fitted up, bat-

tering-rams provided. Then, to protect the

besiegers, strong ramparts were raised between

them and the city, indicated in this transaction

by the " iron pan." All this was for a " sign"

to the house of Israel, a thoroughly symbolic

process, to signify the siege of their beloved

city. Tliere can be no reasonable doubt that

this was really done as liere stated, and not

merely seen in iiision without being done in

fact. For the record has none of the usual in-

timations of a vision—(^.jr., " I looked;" "I
saw ;" " the Lord showed me ;" "I was in

the spirit and saw," etc. H. C.

3. The prophet here applies the general term

Israel to the kingdom of Judah. So also 3 : 7,

17 ; 5:4; 8:6, and elsewhere. So in the Books

of Chronicles written in the time of or after the

Captivity, 2 Chron. 21 : 2, JelwsJiapMt, king of

Ixrael. and 28. After the Captivity of the Ten
Tribes the kingdom of Judah represented the

whole nation, and we find both Hezekiah and

Jo';i.i!i calling on such cf the tribes of Israel as

had been left in the land to join their brethren

of Judah in keeping a most solemn Passover

(2 Chrou. 30 : 1 ; 35 : 18). Hence prophets writ-

ing after this event constantly address their

countrymen as the house of Israel without

distinction of tribes. It is only on such

occasions as below (verses 5, 6) that the dis-

tinction between Israel and Judah is kept up.

B. C.

4-6. In the same strain as the previous sym-
bol, it is a sirftple command to do. Manifestly

this lying on either side, as well as the prepara-

tion and eating of his food, were to be done
" in the sight of the people" (see verse 12). Now,
since the people are in the external world oul}',

and not in prophetic vision, this must have
been an actual proceeding, and not a thing of

mere vision. It cannot be supposed that this

lying on one side was absolutely continuous

and unbroken by any rising up during the en-

tire thirteen months in the former case and one

and one third months in the latter. For, ac-

cording to the record, the prophet prepared his

own food and ate it from to time. The three

hundred and ninety years of Israel began with

the revolt of Jeroboam. In that revolt Israel,

as diatinctfrora Judah, was prominent. There,

in her revolt and in the idolatrous decree cf the

golden calves, the terrible relapse of the whole
nation into idolatry began. On the other hand
the forty years' period related specially to

Judah, marking the period of her last guilty

relapse from God, and suggesting the great

light she had sinned against. That God's spe-

cial appointment shoiild make each day's lying

by the prophet on his side symbolic of one

year need occasion no surprise or difficulty.

Once indicated, the significance was clear and
unmistakable. But, that interpreters of proph-

ecy should find here authority for the theory

that in all prophetic notations of time, "day"
means " year," and " year" means three hun-

dred and sixty years, is in the last degree capri-

cious and unfounded. How can those who
embrace this theory fail to see that throughout

this passage the words " day" and " year" are

used evermore in their ordinary and common
sense, and not at all with the special extension or

rather multiplication which they claim for

them ? Did the prophet lie on his left side

three hundred and ninety years, and on his

right side forty years ? In the
;
present case

the only reason why each day's confined pos-

ture on the side represents a year lies in the

symbol (not in the word day), and is there by
special Divine arrangement. It is not at all in
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the sense of the words "day" and "year."

The Lord told the prophet and also the people

that his lying a certain number of days on either

side should remind the people of so many yearn

of their national sin. II. C.

All this that the prophet sets before the chil-

dren of his people concerning the destruction

of Jerusalem is designed to bring them to re-

pentance, by showing them sin, the provoking

cause of this destruction—sin, the ruin ot that

once flourishing city, than which surely noth-

ing could be more effectual to make them hate

sin and turn from it ; while he thus in lively

colors describes the calamity with a great deal

of pain and uneasiness to himself, he is bearing

the iniquity of Israel and Judah. " Look here,"

says lie, " and see what work sin makes, what
an evil and bitter thing it is to depart from

God ; this comes of sin, your sin and the sin of

your fathers ; let that therefore be the daily

matter of your sorrow and shame now in 3'our

captivity, that you inay make your peace with

God, and He may return in mercy to you." H.

7, 8. This is a remarkable combination of

symbols—a man lying prostrate on one side, to

signify that he bears the iniquity of the house

of Israel
;
yet setting his face toward his tile,

which represents Jerusalem, to indicate that he

is (in symbol) besieging the city, and having

his arm bare and his loins girded to show that

the assailing party is alert and unimpeded in

his assault.

16,17. The phrase, "to eat bread with

care,
'

' should take the stronger sense of extreme

anxiety, dreadful apprehension. Famine and

tenor should consume them—a fearful doom !

Before we pass from this chapter let us note the

fact that the scenes it describes tilled out (at

three hundred and sixty-five days per year) one

year, two months and a fraction of five days

over, while the interval between the dates in

chap. 1:1, 2, and in chap. 8 : 1, is one year and

two mouths. As the numbers in chap. 4 are

obviously round numbers, it can scarcely be

doubted that the two periods are identically the

same. That is, the symbolic transaction, repre-

senting the siege of Jerusalem and the bearing

of the iniquities of Israel and Judah, filled up
the first stage of his prophetic life—the entire

interval between his call, with the vision accom-

panying it, and the second great vision record-

ed (chaps. 8-11). This sj'mbolical scene, there-

fore, was properly his introduction before the

people in his new character as a prophet. As
such, it was adapted to make strong impres-

sions on their minds. Let us also note that

these symbolic transactions recorded in this

chap. 4 are the text for the sermon which fills

chaps. 5, 6 and 7. These latter chapters for

the most part drop all symbol, and announce in

plain but terrible words the judgments of

siege, conquest and destruction, then within

four or five years of being realized upon the

long guilty and doomed city of the Jews. These
lessons wore full of terrible significance to their

captive brethren now in Chaldca, as we shall

see.

Chap. 5. This chapter presents a new sym-
bol, but continues the same course of thought.

Manifestly, the destiny of the doomed city and
people of Jerusalem is the theme illustrated

here by tlie prophet's cutting off the hairs of

his head and of his beard, dividing the mass
into three equal parts, and then by a triple

process destroying them. The body of the

chapter explains this symbolic transaction and
unfolds in various forms this revealed destiny

of ruin to the people and the city. H. C.

1-4. We have here the sign by which the

utter destruction of Jerusalem is set forth ; and

here, as before, the prophet is himself the sign,

that the people might see how much he affect-

ed himself with and interested himself in the

case of Jerusalem, and how near it lay to his

heart even then, when he foretold the desola-

tions of it ; he was so much concerned about it,

as to take what was done to it as done to him-

self, so far was he from desiring the woful

day. II.

1, 2. This cutting of the prophet's hair was
a real transaction, having a symbolic import to

the people. The balances were to divide the

hair into three equal parts, each of which was
to liave its own peculiar mode of destruction.

" The days of the siege" form a connecting

link between this chapter and the preceding

one. Verse 12 is God's own interpretation of

this symbol. One third part of the people are

to die with pestilence and famine in the city
;

another third by the sword in the siege and

capture ; and the remaining third were to be

scattered to every wind of heaven, and the

sword of the Lord would pursue even these to

their destruction. H. C.

3, 4. Of the third part a few are yet to be

taken and kept in the fold of the garment (rep-

resenting those still to remain in their native

laud), and yet even of those few some are to

be cast into the fire. Such was the fate of

those left behind after the destruction of Jeru-

salem (Jer. 40, 41}. The whole prophecj' is

one of denunciation. We are not therefore

to think so much of a remnant preseryed by

grace as of the number exempted from the
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cape ; though, as not nil are cast into the fire,

the sentence is not without some reservation.

B. C.

A small remnant were to be gathered care-

fully and bound up in his skirts, yet even of

them some would be cast into the fire, and a

fire go forth from them into all the house of

Israel. If this has special reference to any par-

ticular portion of the Jewish people, it would

naturally be to that small remnant -who re-

mained in the land, but were either cut off with

Gedaliah, or went down into Egypt to perish

there. The general sen.so is, manifestly, that

only the smallest part of a small remnan': should

survive these sweeping calamities. A better

remnant were saved out of the exiles in ChaUiea

—this revelation of exterminating judgments

on those who remained in Judah being one of

the divinely ordained means for their moral

culture and restoration to piety and to their

own land. H. C.

4. The siege being thus represented, the con-

dition and suffering of the inhabitants are to be

prefigured. They are exhibited by the condi-

tion of one who, bound as a prisoner or op-

pressed l)y sickness, cannot turn from his right

side to his left. The prophet was in such a

state. Shalt bear their iniquity. The scape-

goat was to bear upon him all their iniquities

unto a land not inhabited (Lev. 16 : 21, 22), in

order that their sins might thus be removed and

be remembered no more— so was the prophet,

in a figure, to bear their iniquities for a fixed

period, in order to show that, after the period

thus foretold, the burden of their sins should

be taken off, and the people be forgiven. B. C'.

5. Here the interpretation of the symbols

begins. This represents the doom of Jerusalem

—the long-loved and honored city of the exiles

in Chaldea, to whom Ezekiel is prophesying.

He is setting before them the judgments about

to fall on her—long and richly due tor her great

sins. That she is "in the midst of the nations

and countries about her," looks to her centnU

position among the nations of Western Asia

and Northeastern Africa, and to her promi-

nence before all those nations as a people gov-

erned and judged by the only living God. H. C.

The middle place was in tlie East the place

of honor, and it was not unusual for nations to

regard the sanctuary, which they most revered,

as the centre of the earth. In the case of the

Holy Land this was both natural and appro-

priate. Egypt to the south, Syria to the north,

Assyria to the east and the Isles of the Gentiles

in the Great Sea to the west, were to the Jew

proofs of the central po.sition of his land in the

midst of the nations (cf. Jer. 3 : 19). The hab-

itation iissigned to the chosen people was no

doubt purposely chosen by Jehovah. It was

suitable at the first for separating them from

the nations ; then for the seat of the vast do-

minion of Solomon, carrying his arms and com-

merce in every direction ; then when they

learned from their neighbors the idol- worship,

against wliich they wore specially called to

protest, their, central position was the source

of their punishment. Midway between the

mighty empires of Egypt and Assyiia the

Holy Land became a battlefield for the two

powers, and suffered alternately from each as

for the time it became predominant. B. C.

Theodoret explains these words thus : "He
gave them, he says, the middle of the earth for

a dwelling-place. To the cast and north of

them lay Asia ; to the west Europe, linked

with them by the sea ; to the south Libya.

That was done that the nations might be able

to learn from the Jews piety and the ordinances

of the law." On the same text Jerome makes

the comment :
" The prophet bears witness

that Jerusalem lies in the middle of the world,

and is the navel of the earth. That city is

placed among the heathen, that all the nations

which dwell round about Jerusalem might fol-

low the God who is known in Judea and whose

name is great in Israel." The exposition of

the words of Ps. 74 : 13 (according to the Septua-

gint and Vulgate versions) agrees well with

this :
" God, our King, has wrought salvation

in the centre of the earth." This centre, it is

said, is the place of the cross of Christ, with

reference to which these same words from the

Psalms are inscribed in the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre also. In this sense an ancient Chris-

tian poet says ;

victory's sign.'

And Victoriuus of Poitou :

Jerusalem and all Palestine belong practically

to a peninsula, which lies in the centre of the

Old World, and to which Ararat also belongs.

Let one take on the globe the distance from

Ararat to the south of Suez, with a pair of com-

passes, and make a circle with that as a radius
;

the circle so made will cut the Red Sea, the

Persian Gulf, the Aral, the Caspian Sea, the

Sea of Asoph, the Black Sea, the Sea of Mar-

mora, and finally, the eastern part of the Medi-

terranean. On the height of that peninsula, at
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the sources of the Tigris and tlie Euphrates,

lay Paradise, according to the Mosaic story
;

near thereto, ou Ararat, the ark rested, at an

equal distance exactly from the northeastern

extremity of Asia (at Behring's Straits) and

from the Cape of Good Hope—in the middle of

the longest land-line of the Old World. This

central spot, the plateau of Armenia, was the

original seat of the human race, the starting-

point for the first Adaraic dispersion as well as

for the second Noachic dispersion. Von Ranmer.

5-17. We have here the explanation of the

foregoing similitude : This is Jerusalem. The
prophet's head, which was to be shaved, sig-

nified Jerusalem, which by the judgments of

God was now to be stripped of all its orna-

ments, to be emptied of all its inhabitants, and

to be set naked and bare, to be shaved with a

razor that is hired (Isa. 7 : 20). The head of

one that was a priest, a prophet, a holy person,

was fittest to represent Jerusalem, the holy city.

Now the contents of these verses are much the

same with what we have often met with, and

still shall, in the writings of the prophets. H.

11. " Mine eye shall not spare, neither will

I have pity, but I will recompense their way
upon their head." In this vision God showed
Ezekiel that He would bring down His fearful

and unsparing wrath upon His own Church,

which had gone away from Him and identified

itself with the world. The vision is meant

equally for us. God never changes. He will

treat the Christian Church as He treated the

Jewish. His fierce anger will be felt both by
ministers and people who turn His truth into a

lie and use the Christian name as a cover for

lust and greed. R. Crosby.

13-17. These verses expand and reiterate

the thought that these judgments are the stern

demand of Divine jvislice and the outburst of

irrepressible indignation, designed not only as

a fearful retribution upon the guilty Jews, but

as a lesson of solemn instruction and admoni-

tion to all currouading nations. This assumes

that the principles on which God dealt with

the Jewish nation were not unique and special,

but general, and applicable, therefore, to all na-

tions of every age and clime, and hence to our

own nation and people. This fact deserves to

be seriously pondered. In the case of the Jews,

God has taught us how He will judge and pun-

ish every other guilty nation, including, of

course, our own. If it be asked. Why such

threatenings against Jerusalem and the Jews of

Judea, in the prophecies of Ezekiel, borne only

to the exiles in Chaldea ? The answer is at

hand. Those Jews in their native land were

their own brethren and fathers ; that city was
their own loved home. These judgments,

therefore, appealed to their tenderest sympa-

thies, and were brought thus vividly before

their mind for their moral good. The Divine

hope and purpose '.vcre to impress them with

God's abhorrence of idolatry, to open their eyes

to its guilt, and turn their heart effectually

from this great national sin. H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS VL VII.

6 : 1, 2 Anb the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, set thy face toward

3 the mountains of Israel, and prophesy unto them, and say. Ye mountains of Israel, hear the

word of the Lord God : Thus saith the Lord God to the mountains and to the hills, to the

watercourses and to the valleys : Behold. I, even I, will bring a sword upon you, and I will

4 destroy your high places. And your altars shall become desolate, and your sun-images shall

5 be broken : and I will cast down yoiir slain men before your idols. And I will lay the car-

cases of the children of Israel before their idols ; and I will scatter your bones round about

6 your altars. In all your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste, and the high places

shall be desolate ; that your altars may be laid waste and made desolate, and your idols may
be broken and cease, and your sun-images may be hewn down, and your works may be abol-

7 ished. And the slain shall fall in the midst of you, and ye shall know that I am the Lord.

8 Yet will I leave a renmant, in that 3'e shall have some that escape the sword among the na-

9 tions, when ye shall be scattered through the countries. And they that escape of you shall

remember me among the nations whither they shall be carried captives, how that I have been

broken with Iheir whorish heart, which hath departed from me, and with their eyes, which

go a whoring after their idols ; and they shall loathe themselves in their own sight for thT
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10 evils which they have committed in all their aboiiiinatinns. And they shall knowr that I am
tlie Lord : I have not said iu vain that I would do this evil \into them.

11 Thus saith the Lord God : Smite with thine hand, and stamp with thy foot, and say, Alas !

because of all the evil abominations of the house of Israel : for they shall fall by the sword,

12 by the laminc, and by the pestilence. He that is far off shall die of the pestilence ; and he

that i:* near shall fall by the sword ; and he that remaineth and is besieged shall die by the

13 famine : thus will I accomplish my fury upon them. And ye shall know that 1 am the Lord,

when their slain men shall be among their idols round about their altars, upon every high

hill, in all the tops of the mountains, and under every green tree, and under every thick oak,

14 the place where they did offer sweet savour to all their idols. And I will stretch out my
hand upon them, and make the land desolnle and waste, frpm the wilderness toward Diblah,

throughout all their habitations : and they sliall know that I am the Lord.

7 : 1, 2 Moreover the word of the Loud came iiiiti] me, saying. And thou, son of man, thus

saith the Lord God unto the land of Israel, Au end ; the end is come upon the four corners of

3 the land. Now is the end upon thee, and I will send mine anger upon thee, and will judge

4 thee according to thy ways ; and I will bring upon thee all thine abominations. And mine

eye shall not spare thee, neither will I have pity : but I will bring thy ways upon thee, and

thine abominations shall be in the midst of thee : and ye shall know that I am the Lord.

5, 6 Thus saith the Lord God : An evil, an only evil ; behold, it cometh. An end is come, the

7 end is come, it awaketh against thee ; behold, it cometh. Thy doom is come unto thee. O
inhabitant of the land : the time is come, the day is near ; a day o/ tumult, and not f/ joyful

8 shouting, upon the mountains. Now will I shortly pour out my fury upon thee, and accom-

plish mine anger against thee, and will j udge thee according to thy ways ; and I will bring

9 upon thee all thine abominations. And mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity : I

will bring upon thee according to thy ways, and thine abominations shall be in the midst of

10 thee ; and ye shall Know that I the Lord do smite. Behold, the day, behold, it cometh : thy

11 doom is gone forth ; the rod hath blossomed, pride hath budded. Violence is risen up into

a rod of wickedness ; none of them shall remain, nor of their multitude, nor of their wealth :

12 neither shall there be eminency among them. The time is come, the day draweth near : let

13 not the buyer rejoice, nor the seller mourn : for wrath is upon all the multitude thereof. For

the seller shall not return to that which is sold, although they be yet alive : for the vision is

touching the whole multitude thereof, none shall return ; neither shall any strengthen him-

14 self in the iniquity of his life. They have blown the trumpet, and have made all ready ; but

15 none goeth to the battle : for my wrath is upon all the multitude thereof. The sword is

without, and the pestilence and the famine within : he that is in the field shall die with the

16 sword ; and he that is in the city, famine and pestilence shall devovir liim. But they that

escape of them shall escape, and shall be on the mountains like doves of the valleys, all of

17 them mourning, every one in his iniquity. All hands shall be feeble, and all knees sliall be

18 weak as water. They shall also gird themselves with sackcloth, and horror shall cover them
;

19 and shame shall be upon all faces, and baldness upon all their heads. They shall cast their

silver in the streets, and their gold shall be as an unclean thing ; their silver and their gold

shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the Lord ; they shall not satisfy

their souls, neither fill their bowels : because it hath been the stumbling-block of their in-

20 iquity. As for the beauty of his ornament, lie set it in majesty ; but they made the images

of their abominations and their detestable things therein : therefore have I made it unto them

21 as an unclean thing. And I will give it into the hands of the strangers for a prey, and to the

22 wicked of the earth for a spoil ; and they shall profane it. My face will I turn also from

them, and they shall profane my secret place : and robbers shall enter into it, and profane it.

23 Make the chain : for the land is full of bloody crimes, and the city is full of violence.

24 Wherefore I will bring the worst of the heathen, and they shall possess their houses : I will

25 also make the pride of the strong to cease ; and their holy places shall be profaned. De-

26 struction cometh ; and they shall seek peace, and there shall be none. Mischief shall come
upon mischief, and rumour shall be upon rumour

; and they shall seek a vision of the

27 prophet ; but the law shall perish from the priest, and counsel from the ancients. The king

sliall mourn, and the prince shall be clothed with desolation, and the hands of the people of

the land shall be troubled : I will do unto them after their way, and according to their deserts

will I judge them ; and they shall know that I am the Lord.
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Chap. 6. This chapter is in the same strain

with chaps. 4, 5 and 7—predicting fearful judg-

ments on the land and people of Judah—this

strain being broken only by a brief reference to

a remnant tliat should survive and repent

(verses 8. 9). H. C.

The former prophecies concerned the city of

Jerusalem and the inhabitants of Judea. The

present is addressed to the whole land and peo-

ple of Israel, which is to be included in a like

judgment. The ground of the judgment is

idolatry, and the whole rests on De. 12.

There an injunction was given to the people of

God to root out and utterly destroy idols and

idol worship. This they had not done ; nay,

they had themselves joined in this false wor-

ship. Therefore Jehovah will bring about that

destruction, which they had failed to inflict,

and will include those who have thus joined

themselves to the heathen. Hence the force of

/, even I. " I will Myself do what you should

have done." The prophecy is against the

mountains of Israel, not so much because the

land of Israel was characterized by mountains

and deep valleys, as because the mountains and

valleys were the seats of idol worship. B. C.

1-7, With a bold personification, the moun-

tains, hills, ravines and valleys, desecrated by

the horrid rites of idolatry, are here addressed

as if intelligent and conscious of guilt and dan-

ger. The Lord threatens to bring the sword

upon those desecrated places, and to cut down
the guilty idolaters so that their dead bodies

shall lie unburied around their altars and be-

fore their idols.

8-10. The destruction of the covenant peo-

ple will not be universal and utter. A small

remnant of the captives will be spared and

ultimately brought to repentance. This pre-

cious truth is interposed here for the comfort of

those who still retained some fear of God, and

for the encouragement of those who could be

moved to serious thought toward repentance.

H. C.

9. The product and evidence of their re-

pentance :
" They shall loathe themselves for

the evils which they have committed in all

their abominations." Thus God will give them

grace to qualify them for pardon and deliver-

ance. His gxodness takes occasion from their

badness to appear the more illustrious. Those

that truly loathe sin cannot but loathe them-

selves because of sin ;
self-loathing is evermore

the companion of true repentance. Penitents

quarrel with themselves, and can never be

reconciled to themselves till they have some

ground to hope that God is reconciled to them
;

nay, then they shall lie down in their shame
when He is pacified toward them. 11.

Since Ezekiel is addressing the Church of

God through Israel, we are to note htre that the

general principle of the Divine administration

is laid down. Sin leads to judgment, judg-

ment to repentance, repentance to forgiveness,

forgiveness to reconciliation, reconciliation to a

knowledge of communion with God. B. C.

11-14. The same threatenings which we
had before in the foregoing chapter, and in the

former part of this, are here repeated, with a

direction to the prophet to lament them, that

those he prophesied to might be tlie more affect-

ed with the foresight of them. H. The peo-

ple would have convincing proof that God had

spoken these words of doom when they should

see the idol worshippers lying dead among
their idols and around their altars in every

place where they had made offerings to idol

gods.

Cbap. 7. This chapter continues and closes

this particular message, and announces the fear-

ful doom of the guilty Jews and of their city.

The points made specially prominent are : that

this day of judgment is iiery near, and that the

ruin it shall bring upon the city, the land, and

the people shall be extreme and utter. H. C.

This chapter is a dirge rather than a proph-

ecy. The prophet laments over the near ap-

proach of the day wherein the final blow shall

be struck, and the city be made the prey of the

Chaldean invader. Supposing the date of the

prophecy to be the same as that of the preced-

ing, there were now but four, or perhaps three,

years to tlie final overthrow of the kingdom of

Judah by Nebuchadnezzar. B. C.

1-4. A terrible emphasis is laid upon the

oft-repeated words, "the end in come." The

land is to be made utterly desolate. Its beauty

and glory will go down in the darkness of

night. God will pour out His wrath upon them

and requite them for all their abominable idola-

tries. " Thine abominations shall be in the

midst of thee," implies that they will be there,

not as sins being committed and enjoyed, but

as sins calling loudly for retribution and bring-

ing It down terribly upon the long-sinning peo

pie.

6. The end is the predestined, long-predict-

ed and deserved end. In the next clause read,

it awaketh and riseth up against thee—as if it

had been a slumbering giant, but now starts

from its slumbers and puts itself on the alert to

do its work. H. C.

The end cometh of that " now" in which
" God commandeth all men everywhere to re-
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pent. " But with the end of time comes not tlie

end of duration or being. With the end of

tliese employments comes not the end of the

soul's activity. With the end of tlwae posses-

sions, tJiem enjoyments and these struggles and

afflictions comes not the end of all possessions,

of all pleasure and of all pain. All the plans,

the experiences, the achievements, the hopes of

this earthly life, are but the beginnings of end-

less lines and endless issues. And with this

ceaseless continuance of being, the formed char

acter abides unchanged. He that is holy shall

be holy still. He that is unholy shall be un-

holy still. The soul forgiven, renewed, trans-

formed, made pure by Divine power through

grace, shall be forever maintained in its posses-

sion of holiness, in its perfected likeness to and

oneness with God, and abide forever with the

Lord. The soul imforgiven, unrenewed, and

unsanctifled shall be forever abandoned to its

chosen heritage of fellowship with lost angels

in the dark realm of guilty despair. Nor in

these differing states and spheres shall there be

an end of action. Every energy of mind, heart,

will, judgment, memory, feeling, all shall find

ceaseless employ. Upon the past, without ob-

livion of aught, upon the experiences of the

present, upon the prospects of the future, the

holy and unholy soul alike shall be forever

actively employed, with every energy absorbed

in its appointed work, its work of grateful

memory, of praise and holy service in the pres-

ence of Gtod, or its work of self-accusation, of

ever-prolonged, unhallowed thought, of un-

gratified, sinful desire and unrestrained evil

purpose. B.

lO, II. The cycle of the Divine order brings

thee thy day of doom. " The rod hath blos-

somed"—the rod for thy scourging hath devel-

oped itself and is in readiness for service ; the

pride of thy conquerors flowers out

—

i.e., into

action and life, impelling them on to war and

destruction against thee. The figure in regard

to pride follows the previous figure of the rod.

Violence becomes a rod to scourge and punish

thy wickedness. H. C.

Two sins are particularly specified as provok-

ing God to bring these judgments upon them,

pride and oppression. God will humble them
by His judgments, for they have magnified

themselves. The rod of affliction has bios

somed, but it was pride that budded (rerse 10).

What buds in sins will blossom in some judg-

ment or other. The pride of Judah and Jeru-

salem appeared among all orders and degrees of

men, as buds upon the tree in spring. Their

enemies shall deal hardly with them, for they

have dealt hardly with one another (verse 11^ ;

violence is risen up into a rod of wickedness
;

their injuriousness to one another is protected

and patronized by the power of the magistrate.

The rod of government was become a rod of

wickedness ; to such a degree of impudence
was violence risen up. I saw the place of judg-

ment, that wickedness was there (Eecles. 3 : 16 ;

Isa. 5 : 7). Whatever are the fruits of God'?
judgments, it is certain that our sin is the root

of them. H.

The expression is in everj- way remarkable,

and is very full of meaning. The rod is to be

understood as denoting the instrument by which
the sins of the people were to be punished. In

this instance it was Kebuchadnezzar ; but the

consideration to which it directs us is appli-

cable to any case of judgment. It illustrates

the Lord's deliberatencss in executing His

judgments, as contrasted with man's haste,

impatience, and precipitancy. Man, so liable

to err in judgment and action, and to whom
slow deliberation in inflicting punishment upon
transgressors might seem naturally to result

from his own consciousness of this, is in liaste to

judge and prompt to act; whereas He who
cannot err, and whose immediate action must
be as true and right as His most delayed pro-

cedure, works not after the common manner of

men, but after the manner of a husbandman in

sowing and planting. When the sin comes to

that state which must in the end render judg-

ment needful for the maintenance of righteous-

ness upon the earth, and for the vindication of

the Lord's justice and honor, the rod of pun-
ishment is planted ; it grows as the sin grows,

and it attains its maturity for action at the ex-

act time that the iniquity reaches maturity for

punishment. When Israel entered upon that

course of sin which ended in ruin, the rod of

the Babylonian power was planted ; and as the

iniquities of Israel increased, the rod went on
growing until, under Nebuchadnezzar, it be-

came a great tree, overshadowing the nations
;

and when the full term was come it was ripe

and ready for the infliction of the judgments
upon Israel, which had so often been de-

nounced, and were so greatly needed.

Exactly the same course was followed in the

case of the Canaanites whom the Israelites su-

perseded in the possession of Palestine. In that

case Israel was the rod of Canaan. The rod

was planted long before " the iniquities of the

Canaanites were full" for judgment ; hut when
that time arrived, the rod of judgment had
grown to blos.soming, and the long-predicted

punishment was no longer withheld. All was
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ready; the sinners were ready for judgment

—

the rod was ready to inflict it. Tiie same was

tlie course with Baliylon itself, in tlie present

case the rod of Israel. For her pride, her arro-

gancy, and her unrighteousness she was doomed

to be brought low. The prophets foretold it

;

and they indicated the yet unplantcd Medo-

Persian rod as tlie future instrument of her

chastisement. The rod was planted—it grew
;

and when it blossomed in strength the Lord

brake in pieces therewith many nations, as He
had threatened—great Babylon being the first

and the chief.

God does not now deal any differently with

mankind. As signal instances might be given

from the modern history of nations, as any that

ancient history can produce. No century of time

has been more replete with them than the pres-

ent. To produce instances would lead into the

field of politics, which we avoid. But this we
can say, that so sure as any nation enters upon
and persists in a course of unrighteousness, or

addicts Itself to any particular sin, so surely the

rod of judgment is planted ; so surely will it

blossom for chastisement at the set time.

To come nearer : as God deals with nations,

so does He deal with individuals ; there is the

same law for both. Whether a man professes

to be in Christ or not, if lie follow any unright-

eous course—if he clierish any bosom sin, men-

tal or personal, of thought or action—let him be

assured that the rod of judgment is planted, and

will in due time bear the bitter fruits of shame,

fear and sorrow to him. Because God waits

till the rod has blossomed, the poor sinner may
think that God tolerates him—that he may sin

"without dread—and that even to the end his

peace shall flow like a river. But there is a sad

and terrible hour to come, which shall teach

liim—perhaps too late^that the rod of judg-

ment has all the while been growing, although

he heeded it not, until it sheds over him all its

blossoms of irourning, lamentation, and woe.

Nothing is more certain than God's judg-

ments ; nor is there any help for us, any ref-

uge, unless, before the rod lias blossomed, or

even while it is yet blossoming, we flee to Christ,

and, in that love and pity which redeemed us,

seek rest for our souls and pardon for our sins.

" Grant, Almighty God, since Thou hast re-

called us to Thyself, that we may not grow tor-

pid in our sins, nor yet become hardened by the

chastisements ; but prevent in time Thy final

judgments, and so humble us under Thy pow-

erful hand that we may seriously testify and

really prove our repentance ; and so study to

obey Thee, that we may advance in newness of

life, until at length we put off all the defile-

ments of the flesh, and arrive at the enjoyment
of that eternal rest which thine only-begotten

Sou hath acquired for us by His own blood."

Such is the beautiful prayer with which Cal-

vin concludes his consideration of the passage

(verses 9-18), which includes the text before

us. Kitto.

12, l!l. The customary business transactions

of life will cease, and with them the consequent

feelings of joy or sorrow which they occasion.

Let not the buyer rejoice in his purchase and

new acquisition ; it shall avail him nothing.

Let not the seller mourn as one compelled to

part with things of fond endearment ; it is all

the same to him. for none can retain the choice

things they prize most. The wrath of God is

upon all the people, to poison all the enjoy-

ments of life. To see the force of this passage,

one needs to bear in mind the wide distinction

between the business dealings of Oriental and

Hebrew life, and those of our own age and

country. Selling, especially of real estate, was

then not a business, but a necessity. Men sold

only when poverty or necessity compelled

them. Hence the presumption that the seller

would mourn and the buyer rejoice. The

seller's returning to what he has sold contem-

plates that provision of the Hebrew law by

which real estate, having been sold, returned

to its former owner at the jubilee (Lev. 25 : 23).

The prophet says that although the seller

should live to the next jubilee, yet the country

would then be desolate ; there would be no re-

turning to the possession of land sold. This

prophetic vision relates to the whole people,

and not one shall escape this visitation of judg-

ment and doom. It could avail nothing for

any man to make himself strong in his iniquity.

H. C.

Death in its various shapes shall ride tri-

umphantly, both in town and in country, both

within the city and without it. Men shall be

safe nowhere, for he that is in the field shall die

by the sword, every field shall be to them a

field of battle ; and he that is in the city, though

it be a holy city, yet it shall not be his protec-

tion, but famine and pestilence shall devour

him. H.

16. Here, as often elsewhere, amid the most

terrific threatenings of universal doom, there

breaks forth a glimmering ray of hope for a

very small remnant—a few who shall (as said

here) be mourning over their great sins, even

as doves of the valley are noted for mourning

the loss of their mates.

19, 20. Gold and silver will not avail them
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to witlistand the wrath of God or to satisfy

their personal wants, because it has been their

temptation—in this sense " the stumbling-block

of their iniquity"—an occasion of their falling

into sin. I understand verse 30 to say, The

people made use of their beautiful ornaments

for purposes of pride and display. They also

made their images of idols and abominations

out of this gold and silver (as in Ex. 32), and

therefore God made this wealth a thing loathed,

abhorred, and cast away. Thus God is wont

to. send judgments so plainly in the line of

men's sins as to remind them perpetually of the

sins which they were sent to scourge. H. C.

19. Their gold and silver could not protect

them from the judgments of God ; they shall

not be able to deliver them in the day of the

wrath of the Lord, they shall not serve to atone

His justice, or turn away His wrath, or to

screen them from the judgments He is bring-

ing upon them. Riches profit not in the day

of wrath (Prov. 11 :4) ; they neither set them

so high that God's judgments cannot reach

them, nor make them so strong that they can-

not conquer them. There is a day of wrath

coming, when it will appear that men's wealth

is utterly unable to deliver them or do them

any service. What the better was the rich man
for his full barns when his soul was required of

him ; or that other rich man for his purple and

scarlet, and sumptuous fare, when he could not

procure a drop of water to cool his tongue ? H.

28. Those that break the bands of God's

law asunder and cast away these cords from

them will find themselves bound and held by

the chains in His judgments, which they can-

not break or cast from them. The chain signi-

fied the siege of Jerusalem, or the slavery of

those that were carried into captivity, or that

they were all bound overto the righteous judg-

ment of God, reserved in chains.

24. Since they had filled their houses with

goods unjustly gotten and used their pomp and

power for the crushing and oppressing of the

weak, God would give their houses to be pos-

sessed, and all the furniture of them to be en-

joyed, by strangers, and make the pomp of the

strong to cease, so that their great men should

not dazzle the eyes of the weak-sighted with

their pomp, nor with their might at any time

prevail against right, as they had done. And
since they had defiled the holy places with their

idolatries, God would defile them with His

j udgments ; since they had set up the images

of other gods in the Temple, God would remove

thence the tokens of the presence of their own
God. When the holy places are deserted by

their God, they will soon be defiled by their

enemies. S.

26, 27. Like King Saul when the Lord had

forsaken him, they shall seek some vision from

the Lord, but He shall make them no reply.

He shuts His car and gives them no counsel in

the day of their imploring cry. So He said

(Prov. 1 ; 28), " Then shall they call upon Me,

but I will not answer ; they shall seek Me early

[earnestly], but they shall not find Me." These

terrible judgments would reach the throne and

carry terror and woe to all hearts. Then the

nations abroad, and the Jewish people no less,

will know that the Lord Jehovah is indeed the

Lord, the King of nations and the righteous

Judge and Avenger of the guilty.

Thus closes this section of Ezekiel's prophe-

cies, including chaps. 4-7, freighted with threat-

enings of terrific judgments upon Jerusalem

and Judah for their grievous idolatries and

utter apostasy from their own God. Let us

bear in mind that these announcements are

made to the Jewish exiles in Chaldea, now only

some five years out from their native land, and

up to tliis moment, doubtless, full of hope for

the future of their countrj', and very probably

with high anticipations of themselves returning

at no distant day to enjoy peace and good

there. Over these fond hopes, such predictions

must have passed rough-shod like the terrible

threshing sledge of Oriental times, crushing

them down into shapeless ruin. Yet this bitter

wreck of their cherished hopes was kindly pur-

posed on God's part to give them a new sense

of the awful sin of idolatry and to open their

eyes to the wrath of God against their nation

for this great national sin. H. C.
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8 : 1 And it came to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth month, in the fifth day of the

month, as I sat in mine house, and the elders of Judah sat before me, that tlie hand of the

3 Lord God fell there upon me. Then I beheld, and, lo, a likeness as the appearance of fire ;
-

from the appearance of his loins and downward, fire : and from his loins and upward, as the

3 appearance of brightness, as the colour of amber. And he put forth the form of an hand,

and took me by a lock of mine head ; and the spirit lifted me up between the earth and the

heaven, and brought me in the visions of God to Jerusalem, to the door of the gate of the

inner court that looketh toward the north ; where was the seat of the image of jealousy, whicli

4 provoketh to jealousy. And, behold, the glory of tlie God of Israel was there, according to

5 the appearance that I saw in the plain. Then said he unto me. Son of man, lift up thine eyes

now the way toward tlie north. So I lifted up mine eyes the way toward the north, and be-

6 hold northward of the gate of the altar this image of jealousy in the entry. And he said

unto me. Sou of man. seest thou what they do ? even the great abominations that the house

of Israel do commit here, that I should go far off from my sanctuary ? but thou shalt again

7 see yet other great abominations. And he brought me to the door of the court ; and when I

8 looked, behold a hole in the wall. Then said he unto me. Son of man, dig now in the wall

:

9 and when I had digged in the wall, behold a door. And he said unto me. Go in, and see the

10 wicked abominations that they do here. So I went in and saw ; and behold every form of

creeping things, and abominable beasts, and all the idols of the house of Israel, pourtrayed

11 upon the wall round about. And there stood before them seventy men of the elders of the

house of Israel, and in the midst of them stood Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan, with every

13 man his censer in his hand ; and the odour of the cloud of incense went up. Then said he

unto me. Son of man, hast thou seen what the elders of the house of Israel do in the dark,

every man in his chambers of imagery ? for they say. The Loud seeth us not ; the Lord hath

13 forsaken the earth. He said also unto me. Thou shalt again see yet other great abominations

14 which they do. Then he brought me to the door of the gate of the Lord's house which was
15 toward the north ; and behold, there sat the women weeping for Tammuz. Then said he

unto me. Hast thou seen this, O son of man ? thou shalt again see yet greater abominations

16 than these. And he brought me into the inner court of the Lord's house, and behold, at the

door of the temple of the Lord, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty

men, with their backs toward the temple of the Lord, and their faces toward the east ; and

17 they worshipped the sun toward the east. Then he said unto me. Hast thou seen this, O son

of man ? Is it a light thing to the house of Judah that they commit the abominations which

they commit here ? for they have filled the land with violence, and have turned again to pro-

18 voke me to anger : and, lo, they put the branch to their nose. Therefore will I also deal in

fury : mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity : and though they cry in mine ears

with a loud voice, yet will I not hear them.

9 : 1 Then he cried in mine ears with a loud voice, saying. Cause ye them that have charge

2 over the city to draw near, every man with his destroying weapon in his hand. And behold,

six men came from the way of the upper gate, which lieth toward the north, every man with

his slaughter weapon in his hand ; and one man in the midst of them clothed in linen, with a

3 writer's inkhorn by his side. And they went in, and stood beside the brasen altar. And the

glory of the God of Israel was gone up from the cherub, whereupon it was, to the threshold

of the house : and he called to the man clothed in linen, which had the writer's inkhorn by

4 his side. And the Loud said unto him. Go through the midst of the city, through the midst

of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the

5 abominations that be done in the midst thereof. And to the others he said in mine hearing,

Go ye through the city after him, and smite : let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity :

6 slay utterly the old man, the young man and the maiden, and little children and women : but

come not near any man upon whom is the mark ; and begin at my sanctuary. Then they

7 began at the ancient men which were before the house. And he said unto them. Defile the

house, and fill the courts with the slain : go ye forth. And they went forth, and smote in the

8 city. And it came to pass, while they were smiting, and I was left, that I fell upon my face.
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and cried, and said, Ah Lord God 1 wilt thou destroy all the residue of Israel in thy pouring

9 out of thy fury upon Jerusalem ? Then said he unto me. The iniquity of the house of Israel

and Judah is exceeding great, and the land is full of blood, and the city full of wresting of

10 judgement : for they say, The Lord hatli forsalsen the earth, and the Lord seeth not. And
as for me also, mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity, but I will bring their way

11 upon their licad. And behold, the man clothed in linen, which had the inkhorn by his side,

reported the matter, saying, I have done as thou hast commanded me.

10:1 Then I looked, and behold, in the firmament that was over the head of the cherubim,

there appeared above tliem as it were a sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a

2 throne. And he spake unto the man clothed in linen, and said, Go in between the whirling

wheels, even under the cherub, and fill both thine hands with coals of fire from between the

3 cherubim, and scatter them over the city. And he went in in my sight. Now the cherubim

stood on the right side of the house, when the man went in ; and the cloud filled the inner

4 court. And the glory of the Lord mounted up from the cherub, and stood over the threshold

of the house ; and the house was filled with the cloud, and the court was full of the bright-

5 ness of the Lord's glory. And the sound of the wings of the cherubim was heard even to

6 the outer court, as the voice of God Almighty when he speaketh. And it came to pass, when
he commanded the man clothed in linen, saying. Take fire from between the whirling wheels,

7 from between the cherubim, that he went in, and stood beside a wheel. And the cherub

stretched forth his hand from between the cherubim unto the fire that was between the cheru-

bim, and took thereof, and put it into the hands of him that was clothed in linen, who took it

8 and went out. And there appeared in the cherubim the form of a man's hand under their

9 wings. And I looked, and behold, four wheels beside the cherubim, one wheel beside one

cherub, and another wheel beside another cherub : and the appearance of the wheels was as

10 the colour of a beryl stone. And as for their appearance, they four had one likeness, as if a

11 wheel had been within a wheel. When they went, they went upon their four sides : they

turned not as they went, but to the place whither the head looked they followed it ; they

12 turned not as they went. And their whole body, and their backs, and their hands, and their

wings, and the wheels, were full of eyes round about, eeen the wheels that they four had.

13, 14 As for the wheels, they were called in my hearing, the whirling wheels. And ever}' one

had four faces : the first face was the face of the cherub, and the second face was the face of

15 a man, and the third the face of a lion, and the fourth the face of an eagle. And the cheru-

16 biin mounted up : this is the living creature that I saw by the river Chebar. And when the

cherubim went, the wheels went beside them : and when the cherubim lifted up their wings

17 to mount up from the earth, the wheels also turned not from beside them. When they stood,

these stood ; and when they mounted up, these mounted up with them : for the spirit of the

18 living creature was in them. And the glory of the Lord went forth from over the threshold

19 of the house, and stood over the cherubim. And the cherubim lifted up their wings, and
mounted up from the earth in my sight when they went forth, and the wheels beside them :

and they stood at the door of the east gate of the Lord's house ; and the glory of the God of

20 Israel was over them above. This is the living creature that I saw under the God of Israel

21 by the river Chebar ; and I knew that they were cherubim. Every one had four faces

apiece, and every one four wings ; and the likeness of the hands of a man was under their

22 wings. And as for the likeness of their faces, they were the faces which I saw by the river

Chebar, their appearances and themselves ; they went every one straight forward.

11:1 Moreover the spirit lifted me up, and brought me unto the east gate of the Lord's

house, which looketh eastward : and behold, at the door of the gate five and twenty men
;

and I saw in the midst of them Jaazaniah the son of Azzur, and Pelatiah the son of Benaiah,

2 princes of the people. And he said unto me. Son of man, these are the men that devise

3 iniquity, and that give wicked counsel in this city : which say. The time is not near to build

4 houses : this city is the caldron, and we be the flesh. Therefore prophesy against them,

5 prophesy, O son of man. And the spirit of the Lord fell upon me, and he said unto me.

Speak, Thus saith the Lord : Thus have ye said, O house of Israel ; for I know the things

6 that come into your mind. Ye have multiplied your slain in this city, and ye have filled the

7 streets thereof with the slain. Therefore thus saitli the Lord God ; Your slain whom ye have

laid iu the midst of it, they are the flesh, and this city is the caldron : but ye shall be brought

8 forth out of the midst of it. Ye have feared the sword ; and I will bring the sword upon
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you, saith the Lord Goi). And I will bring you forth out of thp miflst thereof, jind deliver

you into the hands of strangers, and will execute judgements among you. Ye shall fall by

the sword ; I will judge you in the border of Israel ; and ye shall know that I am the Lord.

This city shall not be your caldron, neither shall ye be the flesh in the midst thereof ; I will

judge you in the border of Israel ; and ye shall know that I am the Lord : for ye have not

walked in my statutes, neither have ye executed my judgements, but have done after the

ordinances of the nations that are round about you. And it came to pass, when I prophe-

sied, that Pelatiah the son of Benaiah dfed. Tlien fell 1 down upon my face, and cried with

a loud voice, and said. Ah Lord God ! wilt thou make a full end of the remnant of Israel ?

15 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, thy brethren, even thy

brethren, the men of th)' kindred, and all the house of Israel, all of tliem, aTu they unto whom
the inhabitants of Jerusalem have said. Get you far from the Lord ; unto us is this land

given for a possession : therefore say. Thus saith the Lord God : Whereas I have removed

them far off among the nations, and whereas I Ifave scattered them among the countries, yet

will I be to them a sanctuary for a little while In the countries where they are come. Tliere-

fore say. Thus saith the Lord God : I will gather you from the peoples, and assemble you
out of the countries where ye have been scattered, and I will give you the land of Israel.

And they shall come thither, and they shall take away all the detestable things thereof and

all the abominations thereof from thence. And I will give them one heart, and I will put a

new spirit within you ; and I will take the stony heart out of their flesh, and will give them
an heart of flesh : that they may walk in my statutes, and keep mine ordinances, and do

them ; and they shall bo my people, and I will be their God. But as for them whose heart

walketh after the heart of their detestable things and their abominations, 1 will bring their

way upon their own heads, saith the Lord God. Then did the cherubim lift up their wings,

and the wheels were beside them ; and the glory of the God of Israel was over them above.

And the glory of the Loud went up from the midst of the city, and stood upon the mountain

which is on the east side of the city. And the spirit lifted me up, and brought me in the

vision by the spirit of God into Chaldea, to them of the captivity. So the vision that I had

seen went up from me. Then I spake tinto them of the captivity all the things that the

Lord had shewed me.

Chaps. S-I9. A date is prefixed to the 8tU

(fourteen months after the date of the preced-

ing visions) ; the next date given is in the 20th

chapter. The prophecies contained in the in-

tervening chapters must therefore fall within

eleven months. Although they were not all

delivered on the same day, they may be regard-

ed as a whole. They contain, in fact, a review

of the condition of the people of Judah, includ

ing those who were still in the Holy Land, and

those who were with the prophet exiles in

Chaldea.

This is first represented by a vision in

which the seer is transported in spirit to the

Temple of Jerusalem, and sees there idolatry, so

often openly practised in that city (8) ; the pun-

ishment of all except such as had received God's

mark (9). He sees the glory of the Lord quit the^

Temple (10), punishment fall upon the princes,

and the g\m-y of the Lord leave the city (11).

This vision ended, and the prophet having

again taken his stand as a man among men, he

by a symbolical act expresses to his fellow-

exiles the coming removal of their countrymen

from Jerusalem and the Holy Land and the

doom of their king (13), and addresses a warn-

ing of false prophets, whether in .Jerusalem or

in Chaldea, who were holding out false hopes

that the doom of the city would be averted (13).

The prophet next turns a searching eye to the

exiles themselves. These might at first seem

free from the charge of idolatry (for the out-

ward sin was not committed by them as it was
at Jerusalem), but there might be, and unhap-

pily was, a spirit of idolatry which called for

stern rebuke (14). He then, by the parable of

an unfruitful vine, depicts the state of God's

people (15), and reviews under another fig\ire

their past liistory, showing how the nation had

fallen, and yet holding out hopes of restoration

(16). By a striking figure he illustrates the

doom of the nation, warns them against their

false hopes of delivery from Egypt, and shows

that their future hopes rest not on the present

ruler (Zedekiah), but on the family of him who
has been displaced (17). Lest, however, the

recital of the sins of past times should lead the

people to imagine that they were to su ffer, not

for their own, but for others' faults, the prophet

corrects this misapprehension (18), and closes

this section of his prophecy by a lament over

his ruined country (19). B. C.
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Chap!). 8-1

1

. These chapters contain but

one i'i«i(iii. of wliich I .ffive a fjenenil idea, that

the attention of the reader may not be too much
divided.

The prophet in the visions of God is carried

to Jerusalem, to tlic nortliern gate of tlic Tern

pie, wliicb leads by the north side to the court

of the priests. Tliere he sees the glory of the

Lord in the same manner as he did by the river

Ciiebar. Ac one side he sees the image of jeal-

ousy. Going thence to the court of the people,

he sees, through an opening in the wall, aerenty

elders of the people who were worshipping all

sorts of beiusts and reptiles, which were paint-

ed on the wall. Being brought thence to the

door of the gate of the house, lie saw women
v.eeping for Tammuz, or Adonis. As he re-

turned to the court of the priests, between the

porch and the altar, he saw tioenty-fite men with

their backs to the sanctuary and their faces

toward the east, worshipping the rising sun.

Tin's is till' substance of the vision contained in

the ((;//(//( chapter.

About the same time he saw six men come
from the higlier gate with swords in their

liands ; and, among them, one with an ink-

h'lvn. Then the Divine Presence left the cheru-

bim and took post at the entrance of the Tem-
ple, and gave orders to the man with the ink-

horn to put & mark on the foreheads of those

who nighed and praj'cd because of the abomi-

nations of the laud ; and then commanded the

men with the swords to go forward and slay

every person who had not this mark. The
prophet, being left alone among the dead, fell

on his face and made intercession for the peo-

ple. The Lord gives him the reason of His

conduct ; and the man with the iuk-horn re-

turns, and reports to the Lord what was done.

These are the general contents of the ninth

chapter.

The Lord commands the same person to go

in between the xelieels of the cherubim, and take

his hand full of live cu..ls and scatter them over

the city. He went as commanded ; and one of

the cherubim gave him the live coals ; at the

same time the glory of the Lord, that had re-

moved to the threshold of the house, now re-

turned, and stood over the cherubim. The
cherubim, wheels, wings, etc., are here de-

scribed as in Wvt first chapter. This is the sub-

stance of the tenth chapter.

The prophet then finds himself transported to

the east gate of the Temple, where he saw
tirenty-flee men, and among them Jaazaniah, the

son of Azur, and Pelatiah, the son of Benaiah,

princes of the people ; against whom the Lord

commands him to prophesy, and to threaten

them with tlie utmost ciilamities, because of

tlieir crimes. Afterward God Himself speaks
;

and shows that the Jews who should be left in

the land should be driven out becau.se of their

iriiquit es ; and that those %vho had been led

captive, and who acknowledged their sins and

repented of them, should be restored to their

own land. Then the glory of the Lord arose

out of the city and rested for a time on one of

the mountains on the cast of Jerusalem, and

the prophet being carried in vision by the Spirit

to Chaldea, lost sight of the chariot of the Di-

vine glory, aud began to show to the Captivity

what the Lord had shown to him. This is the

substance of the eleventh chapter.

We may see from all this what induced the

Lord to abandon His people, His city, and His

Temple—the abominations of the people in

public and in private. But because those car-

ried away captives with Jeconiah acknowl-

edged their sins, and their hearts turned to the

Lord, God informs them that they shall be

brought back and restored to a happy state

both in temporal and spiritual matters ; while

the others, who had filled up the measure of

their iniquities, should be speedily brought

into a state of desolation and ruin. This is the

sum and intent of the vision in these four chap-

ters. A. C.

Chap. 8 opens a very extraordinary vision,

the details of which fill four chapters (8-11). It

has its well-defined date—precisel}' one year

and two months later than his first vision (chap.

I), which brought to him the Lord s call into

his prophetic office. The symbolic transaction

of besieging Jerusalem and bearing the iniqui-

ties of Israel and Judah, filled up the interval

between that vision and this, and was now just

closed. That the transactions recorded in these

four chapters were all seen, in vision and not done

in the external world is made abundantly clear

bj' the language which records them. " The
hand of the Lord fell upon me ;" "I saw a like-

ness ;" " He put forth the form of a hand and

took me by a lock of mine head, "and" the Spirit

lifted rae up between the earth and the heaven,

and brought me in Hie visions of God to Jerusa-

lem." There he saw the Sheldnah—the visible

manifestation of tl:e glory of the Lord. The
scene closes with the statement (chap. 11 : 24,25),

" After that, the Spirit took me up and brought

me hack in a vision by the Spirit of God into

Chaldea to them of the Captivity. So the vis-

ion that I had seen went up from me. Then
I spake unto them of the Captivity all the

things that the Lord had showed me. " All this
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is perfectly explicit to the point that the scene

here is purely prophetic vision. None of his

fellow-captives saw it. Every feature in this

description conspires to make a clear and un-

questionable case of a pure prophetic vision.

The great moral purposes of this vision are ob-

vious. The Lord aimed to reveal to Ifis prophet,

and through him to the exiles : (1) The horri-

ble abominations of idol worship in various

forms as they existed in Jerusalem and within

the very Temple of Jehovah ; and (2) the dis-

criminating judgments by which the Lord

would assuredly sift out and cut down in Ilis

unsparing vengeance all the guilty idolaters

among His people. These points it was of the

utmost consequence to the captives in ChaUlea

to understand. As bearing on tlieir own moral

state, it was vital that they should know how
deeply guilty the masses of the people in their

native land had become ; how much the elders

and the priests were involved in this guilt as

indeed the prime leaders in it by their position

and example ; and how terribly the Lord would

destroy them for such horrible apostasy and de-

pravitj'. These things would show the exiles

that they had no occasion to sympathize with

their suffering brethren as if punished too se-

verely in the terrible calamities of siege and

ruin then closely impending. They would

also be a forcible and most pertinent warning

to themselves to turn away from those same

sins as they would escape a like terrible ven-

geance. H. C.

God transports him in spirit to the land of

mountains ; so does the beloved home of his

childhood and youth present itself to his mem-

ory in the midst of the vast plains over which

his eye now wanders. He imagines himself

present at the idolatrous abominations, of which

Jerusalem, and even the Temple itself, is the

scene. He contemplates in a vision the Israelit-

ish women celebrating, in the sanctuary, the

feast of the Phoenician god Tammuz, the Adonis

of the Greeks. In the inner court the high-

priest, at the head of the chiefs of the twenty-

four classes of sacrificers, is worshipping the

sun. Then, following upon these profanations,

he beholds the mysterious cloud, symbol of the

presence of God, rising from over the Holy of

Holies, and moving off to the threshold of the

Temple. Thence it once more rises, and now

takes up its position upon the Mount of Olives,

to the east of the city—thus abandoning Jeru-

salem and the Temple into the hands of the

enemy, in order to shelter that portion only of

the natiou which had been carried away to the

East, and which was thenceforth to be the sole

hope of the kingdom of God upon)earth. Won-
drous picture, fitted to make the exiles ac-

cept the approaching destruction of the city

and of the Temple, and at the same time to

kindle in them faith in their future restoration I

Godet.

1-3. As already shown, the days of his lying

on his side (cliap. 4) have just closed. He is

now at home, sitting quietly in his own house.

The elders of Judah are sitting there before

him, deeply impressed (we may suppose) by
the strangeness of that scene, by its fearful sig-

nificance, and by the threatenings of judgment
on the guilty city which we have been reading

in chaps. 5-7. The Lord proceeds now to an-

other method of presenting, first to the prophet

and then through him to the people, essentially

the same ideas—tlie sin and the doom of the

Jews yet remaining in Jerusalem. The method

of presenting these truths is obviously varied

in the hope of more effectually securing there-

by the desired moral impression. This method
of presenting to the prophet and to his fellow-

exiles the sin and doom of Jerusalem reveals

emphatically and precisely Ood's fiew of them.

The facts are shown from God's own stand-

point. Hence this vision teaches us how God
looks upon such sins as those, among His own
covenant people, within His very sanctuary,

and also how He discriminates between the in-

nocent and the guilty ; by what marks He
knows and points out the innocent, and with

what unsparing vengeance He punishes and

even exterminates all save those who bear His

mark. The glorious personage present to the

mind's eye of the prophet in this vision is the

same who was seen on the movable throne in

chap. 1, bearing essentially the same descrip-

tion as in chap. 1 : 36-28, all begirt with fire, and

with a resplendent radiance as of polished

brass ; the word rendered " the color of amber,
'

'

being the same as in chap. 1 : 4. The impres-

sion of being transported through the air is not

unknown in the phenomena of dreams. How
closely analogous this case of prophetic vision

may be to the experience of dreams, it is im-

possible for any to say save the prophets tliem-

selves. Let it suffice us to rest in the fact that

He who made the mind of man must have

ample means for making any impression upon

it which He may wish to make. " The door of

the inner gate thatlooketh toward the north" is

the Temple. This " image of jealousy" is an

idol image which provoked the jealousy of Al-

mighty God. The thought looks toward the

second command, " Thou shalt not make unto

thee any graven image," etc., " thou shalt not
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bow down thyself to them nor serve thcm./oc

1 tfte Lord thii Gwl am a jealous Oud." H. C.

2. As Ezekiel sits among the elders who had

come to consult liim—the same Person who had

been seen above the throne appears to him in.

visioM of Ooil, but no mention Is made of t/w

chariot, of the living creatures, of the firmatnent

,

or of the throne itself. He is caught up bj' the

same Spirit as had been manifested in the living

creatures and in the wheels. Here the inspira-

tion of the prophet himself is the predominating

idea. The Person who is to speak to him

stands forth prominently, and for a moment
the general purpose of such communication,

judgment, and the revelation of the Divine

glory is kept, as it were, in the background.

The prophet is lifted in spirit between earth

and heaven.

4. When the prophet appears in spirit before

the Temple all the previous features of the

original vision come into notice—the glory of

God was there according to the vision which he

saw on the plain. For now is to be the appli-

cation of the general revelation of the Divine

justice and wrath. B. C.

4-6. The " vision seen in the plain" refers

to chap. 3 : 23, 23. Here he meets again the

same glorious personage as there, in the form

of the ancient Shekinah. This personage speaks

to him and leads him on through the scenes of

this vision. Standing in the Temple at Jeru-

salem and looking toward the north, he sees at

the Temple gate, near the great altar of burnt-

offering, this idol image which pi-ovoked the

God of Israel to jealousy. His Divine Guide

calls his special attention to this first abomina-

tion. H. C.

7. They were not willing that those who
saw them in God's house should see them in

their own, lest they should see them contradict

themselves, and undo in private what they did

in public. But, behold, a hole in the wall

(verse 7). When hypocrites screen themselves

behind the wall of an external profession, and

with it think to conceal their wickedness from

the eye of the world, and carry on their designs

the more successfully, it is hard for them to

manage it with so much art but that there is

some hole or other left in the wall, something

that betrays them to those who look diligent-

ly, not to be what they pretend to be. H.

9-12. There is now opened to the prophet's

view a secret " chamber of imagery," the walls

of which are covered with delineations of all

unclean beasfs and insects, portrayed here as

objects of idolatrous worship. This species of

idols and the manner of delineating them were

obviously Egyptian, borrowed from that land

where almost every known animal was includ-

ed among their objects of reverence and wor-

ship. It would seem that this base form of

idolatry was kept somewhat back from public

view, in the secret chambers of the Temple.

These seventy men of the ancients of the house

of Israel were obviously the Jewish Sanhedrim,

the well-known supreme council of the nation,

always chosen from the elders of the people.

It was their sacred duty to suppress all idola-

try
;
yet here they are in their retired chambers

with every man his censer in his hand to burn

incense to every abominable creature ! It was
for many reasons a strong case that Jaazaniah,

the son of the good Shaphan, and now the presi-

dent of the Sanhedrim, hoary with 3'ears, should

be leading on his younger brethren of this great

council in these most base and debasing idola-

tries. Alas ! how were the noble fallen ! And
how manifestly hopeless of reform must the

nation have become ! The Lord saw their deeds

of darkness, and revealed them in vision to His

prophet. " Sou of man, hast thou seen '?"

Take note of it, for it testifies to the deep and

hopeless corruption of the people. H. C.

The eighth chapter of Ezekiel exhibits the

prophet's portraiture of the prevailing idola-

tries of his time. He here clearly and graphi-

cally sets forth that in the age of Jerusalem's

doom the Jews had fallen into all the idolatries

of their Egyptian, Phoenician, and Assyrian

neighbore, and simultaneously practised them,

apparently at the Temple of the Lord in Jeru-

salem, producing hy their combination, and

with a profession of allegiance to Jehovah, an

abomination worse than any of these idolatries

taken singly could have been, and forming a

most cogent justification of their condemnation,

and an awful elucidation of the causes of their

ruin. We knew this before, from the dispersed

intimations of the other prophets ; but not so

as to impress the fact deeply on the mind, as is

done here by Ezekiel, who brings the matter

visibly before us, and makes us, with himself,

spectators of the awful scene.

In the visions of God he conceives himself

taken to Jerusalem, where, in the inner court

of the Temple, his attention is directed to a

chink or hole in the wall, which he is ordered

to enlarge ; on doing which he finds a door

which had not before been obvious.
'

' I went
in," he says, " and looked ; and behold every

form of creeping things, and abominable beasts,

and all the idols of the house of Israel portrayed

upon t!ie walls." This is clearly the Egyptian

form of idolatry. The Rev. W. Jowett (
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this text as furnishing an exact description of

the " chambers of imagery" in that country
;

adding, " The Israelites were but copyists, the

master sketclies being to be seen in all the tem-

ples and tombs of Egypt." In that country

the walls of the inner sanctuaries of the tem-

ples, as well as the tombs and mystic cells, are

to this day covered with representations, sculp-

tured or painted in vivid colors, of sacred ani-

mals, of gods in human form and under various

circumstances, or in various monstrous combina-

tions of the human and bestial shapes. The tem-

ples alone would furnish sufficient illustration,

but that of the tombs seems the most exactly

appropriate, for they furnish just such cham-

bers as the prophet gained access to, decorated

in the same manner ; and there is little doubt,

from the nature of these decorations, from their

connection with the temples, and other circum-

stances, that they were not merely tombs, but

were also used for the celebration of the darker

mysteries and superstitions of the most debas-

ing idolatry the world has ever witnessed.

Eitto.

Think of the dark and painted chamber which

we all of us carry in our hearts. Every man is

a mystery to himself as to his fellows. With
reverence, we may say of each other as we say

of God :
" Clouds and darkness are round about

him." After all the manifestations of a life,

we remain enigmas to one another and mysteries

to ourselves. For every man is no fixed some-

what, but a growing personality, with dormant

possibilities of good and evil lying in him,

which up to the very last moment of his life

may flame up altogether unexpected and aston-

ishing developments. Therefore we have all

to feel that after all self-examination there lie

awful depths within us which we have not

fathomed ; and after all our knowledge of one

another we yet do see but the surface, and eacli

soul dwells alone.

There is in every heart a dark chamber.

There are very, very few of us that dare tell all

our thoughts and show our inmost selves to

our dearest ones. The most silvery lake that

lies sleeping amid beauty, itself the very fair-

est spot of all, when drained off shows ugly

ooze and filthy mud, and all manner of creep-

ing abominations in the slime. I wonder what

we should see if our hearts were, so to speak,

drained off, and the very bottom layer of every-

thing brought into the light. Do you think you

would stand it ? Well, then, go to God and

ask Him to keep you from unconscious sins.

Go to Him and ask Him to root out of you the

mischiefs that you do not know are there, and

live humbly and self-distrustfully, and feel that

your only strength is :
" Hold Thou me up,

and I shall be saved. " " Hast Thou seen what
i\\ey Ao in ihe dark f" . . .

By our memory, and by that marvellous fix-

ulty that people call the imagination, and by
our desires, we are forever painting the walls

of the inmost chambers of our hearts with pic-

tures. That is an iwful power which we pos-

sess, and, alas ! too often use for foul idolatries.

I do not dwell upon that, but I wish to drop

one very earnest caution and beseeching en-

treaty. You, young men and women, espe-

cially you young men, mind what you paint

upon those mystic -v. alls ! Foul things, as the

text says, " creeping things and abominable

beasts,
'

' only too many of you are tracing there.

Take care, for these figures are ineffaceable.

No repentance will obliterate them. I do not

know whether even Heaven can blot them out.

What you love, what you desire, what you
think about, you are photographing on the walls

of your immortal soul. And just as to-day,

thousands of years after the artists have been

gathered to the dust, we may go into Egyptian

temples and see the figures on their walls, in

all the freshness of their first coloring, as if the

painter had but laid down his pencil a moment
ago ;

so, on your hearts, 3'outhful evils, the

sins of your boyhood, the pruriences of your

earliest days, may live in ugly shapes, that no

tears and no repentance will ever wipe out.

Nothing can do away with " the marks of that

which once hath been." What are you paint-

ing on the chambers of imagery in your hearts ?

Obscenity, foul things, mean things, low

things 1 Is that mystic shrine within you
painted with such figures as were laid bare in

some chambers in Pompeii, where the excava-

tors had to cover up the pictures because they

were so foul ? Or is it like the cells in the con-

vent of San Marco, at Florence, where Fra An-

gelico's holy and sweet genius has left on the

bare walls, to be looked at, as he fancied, only

by one devout brother in each cell, angel imagin-

ings, and noble, pure, celestial faces, that calm

and hallow those who gaze upon them ? What
are you doing, my brother, in the dark, in your

chambers of imagery ? A. M.

14. Tamimiz wonJiip. The word Tammuz
occurs nowhere else in Holy Scripture ; but

Tammuz in found among the names of the

months in use among the Jews after the return

from Babylon. The month Tammuz was that

of the summer solstice. The name as it occurs

in Ezekiel is literally The Tammuz. This was

probably a contemptuous form of expression.
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as designating a thing rather than a person.

The word is acknowledged to be Semitic, and

various derivations have been suggested, none

of which are very satisfactory. The more an-

cient versions (among which is the LXX) sim-

l)ly reproduce the word itself. The Vulgate

renders it by Adonis, and Jerome expressly says

that the festival of Tammuz was identical with

the Greek Adoniaos. This may be accepted as

the most ancient tradition, for other legends of

Tammuz given in rabbinical writers seem rather

to be inventions of commentators upon this

passage in Ezekicl. We know indeed for cer-

tain that the worship of Adonis had its head-

quarters at Byblos, where at certain periods of

the year the stream, becoming stained by moun-

tain floods, was popularly said to be red with

the blood of Adonis. From Byblos it spread

widely over the East, and was thence carried to

Greece. Zedckiah had endeavored to engage

the Moabite.s, the Syrians and other peoples in

a league again.st Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 27 : 3),

and the intercourse thus opened with heathen

nations may very well have led to the introduc-

tion of au idolatry which at this time was espe-

cially popular among the eastern nations. This

solenuiity was of a twofold character : first,

that of mourning, in which the death of Adonis

was bewailed with extravagant sorrow ; and

then, after a few days, tlie mourning gave

place to wild rejoicings for his restoration to

life. This was a revival of nature worship

under another form—the death of Adonis s}'m-

bolized the suspension of the productive powers

of nature, which were in due time revived.

Accordingly the time of this festival was the

summer solstice, when in the East nature seems

to wither and die under the scorching heat of

the sun, to burst forth again into life at the due

season. At the same time there was a connec-

tion between this and the sun worship, in that

the decline of the sun and the decline of nature

might be alike represented by the death of

Adonis, and so we are told by some that Adonis

was the sun. But although in this way mys-

tical interpretations might bring together the

two forms of idolatry, nature worship and

planet worship, the essence of the Adoniac rites

was nature worship. The excitement attendant

upon these extravagances of alternate wailing

and exultation were in complete accordcince

with the character of nature worsiiip, which

for this reason was so popular in the East, espe-

cially with women, and led by inevitable con-

sequence to unbridled license and excess. Such
was in Ezckiel's day one of the most detestable

forms of idolatry. B. C.

I6-IS. rierc are twenty-five men, tlieir

backs to the Temple of the Lord, and their

faces eastward, worshipping the sun. As tlio

other special forms of idolatry were Egyptian

and Syrian in their origin, this is nationally

Persian, yet was in most ancient times wide-

spread, and very probably was the earliest form

of idolatry. Nor was their sin limited to idol

worship. Under the influence of idolatry the

people had become grossly immoral. They
had " filled ifye land with violence"—the usual

phrase to indicate assaults and murders. Idola--

try is the legitimate mother of extreme immoral-

ity. It discards the fear of God, and breaks

down all the restraints that come upon the

minds of men from just vieivs of the great, the

pure, and the ever-glorious Jehovah. Thus it

opens the floodgates of human depravity. For

all these grievous sins the Lord will surely

scourge and punish His apostate people ; He
will not spare ; and however imploring their

cry, He will not hear ! There is a time for

prayer ; but that time once past, there comes
another hour which is not the time for prayer.

H. C.

1 6. Fhe-and-tirenty men. It was not an in-

definite number taken at random, but the num-
ber of the heads of the twenty-four courses,

with the high-priest presiding over them.

These then were the representatives of the

priests as the seventy were of the people. In

the Temple the seat of the Divine Majesty was
at the west, perhaps appointed for this very

purpose, to guard against the idolatrous adora-

tion of the rising sun. Therefore the idolatrous

priests must, in worshipping the false sun god,

turn their backs upon the true. It was a fur-

ther aggravation of their daring impiety that

they took a position scarcely permitted in the

worship of Jehovah. The ordinary place of

the priests was in the forecourt to the east or

north of the brazen altar where they sacrificed.

It was only in times of extraordinary calamity

that they drew near to weep between the porch
and the altar (Joel 2 : 17), turning of course to

the west of the Temple.

Chap. 9. The sin has been described. This

chapter portrays (he punishment of the dwell-

ers in Jerusalem. B. C. This chapter con-

tinues the subject of the chapter preceding.

The prophet is shown in vision how the Loi-d

discriminates between His friends and His ene-

mies, to spare the one and to slay the other

without mercy. H. C.

1-6. In the preceding chapter the prophet

had got a full view of the abominations that

were done in the midst of Jerusalem ; and here



he gets a visionary representation of their pun-

ishment. He beholds six men approaching the

city, each of them armed with a destroying

weapon, who are expressly commanded to slay

the inhabitants, both old and young, beginning at

the sanctuary. But before they proceed to

execution, one, distinguished by his garb, being

elotlied with linen, and having a writer's ink-horn

by his side, receives the gracious commission

recorded in my text, to separate the precious

from the vile, by setting a mark upon their fore-

lieads. that they might not be involved in the

ruin of their fellow-citizens. R. W.
i , 2, These men represent the executive

agents or ministers of the Lord's providential

government over the city. The object of this

vision is to set before the eye of the prophet tlie

fact of God's retributive judgments upon the

city, and the manner in which His ageats per-

form their mission. The " man clothed with

linen" is not attired for slaughter. Linen, so

commonly worn by the priests, would have

been out of place on the men who bore the

" slaughter weapons. " It was the custom of

official scrilies to attach their ink-horn to their

girdles. The executioners take their stand first

beside the brazen altar, to begin their work at

the point which best indicated the great sin of

the people—the desecration of God's holy altar.

H. C.

God has ministers of wrath always within

call, always at command ; invisible powers by

whom He accomplishes His purposes. The
prophet is made to see this in vision, that he

might with the greater assurance in his preach-

ing denounce these judgments. God told it

him with a loud voice that it might make the

deeper impression upon him, and that he might

thus proclaim it in the people's ears. H.

It is still customary in the East to wear the

inh-lwrn in the girdle. Scribes wear them con-

stantly in their girdles, and ministers of state

wear them in the same manner as symbols of

their office. B. C.

3, 4. This " glory of the God of Israel" I

take to be the Shekinah of the Mosaic economy.

(See Ex. 29 : 43 ; 40 : 84, 33 and 1 K. 8 : 11.) Its

resting-place was over and upon the cherubim,

whose outspread wings covered the mercy-seat

or lid of the ark of testimony. This removal

to the threshold seems to have the twofold ob-

ject of indicating that He was soon to with-

draw from this desecrated and doomed Tem-

ple and of placing Himself in nearer proximity

to the executioners of His vengeance, as if to

supervise and direct their movements. Chap.

10 : 18 notes the return of this Shekinah to His

usual position. The godly men of the city

must first bo discriminated and marked before

the wicked are slain. So in the end of the world

(Matt, as : 32). The man with the ink-horn asks

for no one's professions or claims or hopes.

He asks only for these most reliable tests of the

heart—the tears and outcries of bitter grief by
which those whose hearts were really with God
must indicate the anguish they feel in view of

such awful abominations. Man may look on
the outward appearance ; God looks on the

heart. H. C. Those who keep themselves

pure in times of common iniquity God will

keep safe in times of common calamity. They
that distinguish themselves shall be distin-

guished ; they that cry for other men's sins

shall not need to cry for their own afEictions,

for they shall be either delivered from them or

comforted under them. God will set a mark
upon His mourners, will book their sighs, and

bottle their tears. H.

5-7. The destroyers followed—did not pre-

cede—the man with the ink horn. But they

followed close behind him. They spared every

man who bore the mark, but none other. Who-
ever Avas not/oc God decidedly, strongly, with

his real heart, was adjudged to be against Him,

and was cut down accordingly. There was no

recognition of any neutral class. The commis-

sions given respectively to the man who marked

and to the men who slew utterly precluded the

possibility of any neutrality in the case. The

men who did not care for the honor of God,

and who had no tears to shed over these abomi-

nations, were at once cut down as God's ene-

mies. H. C.

6. Begin at THy sanetuary. Let those

who have sinned against most mercy and most

privileges be the first victims of j ustice. Those

who know their Lord's will and do it not shall

be beaten with many stripes. The unfaithful

members of Christ's Church will be first visited

and most punished. But let not those who be-

long to the synagogue ofSatan exult in this ; fo.'

if judgment begin at the house of God, what

will the end be of them who obey not the Gos-

[
pel ? However, the truly penitent of all de-

scriptions shall be safe. The command of God
is, Set a mark on all tliem that sigh and cry ;

and His command to the destroyers is, Come

nut iiear any man on whom is the mark. A. C.

The first to be punished were those who had

brouglit idolatry nearest to the holy place.

Tlie twenty-five men who had stood with their

backs to the altar were the first to be slain.

B. C.

The wickedness of the sanctuary was of all
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otlicr most offensive to God. ami therefore there

the slaughter must begin :
" Begin there, to try

if the people will take warning by the j udgments

of God upon their priests, and will repent and

reform ; begin there that all the world may see

and know th;it tlie Lord, whose name is Jeal-

ous, is a jealous God, and hates sin most in

those thiit are nearest to Him." 11.

S-IO. The impulses of the prophet's human-

ity and love for his coimtry and people stand

out here with beautiful simplicity. Seeming

to himself to stand almost alone, one living man
among the heaps of dead, his natural thought

and utterance are, " Ah, my God ! Wilt Thou
destroy the whole nation ? In this scene of

retribution on the guilty Jews, are there none

at all to be spared ?" The Lord answers that

their iniquity is cxc/icding great ; that the land

is full of the blood of personal violence, out-

rages, and murder ; and the city full of per-

verseness—the wresting of judgment, the vio-

lation of every personal and sacred right—these

sinners practically saying, " There is no God
here ; He does not see us ; He has gone up from

the earth" (see 8 : 13). Because of these out-

rages and horrible immoralities the Lord cannot

pardon.

II. The man with the ink-horn reports the

fulfilment of his commission. It is not inti-

mated that the men with slaughter weapons

made any report. The difference in the two

cases indicates the special interest felt by the

Lord in the men who are to be saved and in the

faithful execution of His commission in their

behalf. Judgment, here as ever, is His strange

work ; mercy, His delight. The spirit of ven-

geance does not for one moment eclipse His love

for His people or abate from His wakeful and

never-waning interest in their welfare. The
moral force of this entire scene is of the very

highest order, and is scarcely surpassed by any

thing found in the sacred Scriptures. The
Jerusalem of that age represents the corrupt

Church of God—the case of His chosen people

when fearfully apostate from God, so utterly

corrupt indeed that the Lord can spare no

longer, but turns to terrible judgment. One
of the points of most vital significance (as al-

ready shown) is the principle on which the dis-

crimination is made between God's friends and

His enemies. This cannot be studied too care-

fully or with too much close and thorough self-

application. H. C.

Chap. 10. The prophet's eye has been

directed in the two preceding chapters to the

sinning people and to the ministers of Divine

wrath. It is now bent, as in chap. 1, on the

vision of the glory of the Lord, the particulars

given identifying the two vLsious. B. C.

This chapter is a continuation of the same
vision. The scene presented here is substan

tially a reappearance of that recorded in chap.

1. The glorious Sliekinah, the cherubim, their

wings, bodies, the wheels attending them, the

common inspiration that moved them all, are

the leading features. The scenes of chap. 1

were specially adapted to the inauguration of

the prophet into his work. Those of chap. 10

were adapted to the purposes of this vision

(chaps. 8-11), particularly to show that the con-

suming fire cast upon the guilty city came
forth from underneath the throne of God,

wielded by the omnipotent agencies which

underlie that moving throne.

2. This fire taken from between the wheels

underneath the cherubim, to be cast upon the

guilty city, indicated that terrific judgments
from the agencies of God's providence were

about to consume it. It is a significant fact

that the executive agent here should be the

man in linen who, in chap. 9, has no other

function save to mark in their foreheads the

men who bewailed the abominations of the

guilty people. But God has no class of ser-

vants too holy or sacred to act as His agents,

if need be, in the execution of His righteous

judgments. It certainly corresponds with His

arrangements in this world to use them in repre-

senting, symbolizing, and setting before the

minds of the people these most fearful judg-

ments. The Gospel minister who wears lioly

linen in God's temple must not shrink from

proclaiming to the wicked both their guilt and

their fiery doom.

3-5. That the Shekinah removed from the

mercy-seat and stood over the threshold indi-

cates that He was preparing to depart from

that polluted Temple. It may also have been

a more appropriate position from which to di-

rect and observe the movements then at hand.

The sublime and impressive sound of the wings

of the cherubim when they moved was promi-

nent in the vision of chap. 1. (See chap. 1 :

21, 25.)

9-15. The points made here were mostly

presented in chap. 1. The cry, " O wheel !"

seems intended to recognize them as inspired

with intelligence and consciousness—the Spirit

of God dwelling within them and energizing

all their activities. This view is given also in

chap. 1. H. C.

16, 17. The attributes here assigned to

them show that they were pervaded by one will

—the spirit of the Uring creature was in them.
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20. I knew that tliey were cherubim. The

glory of tlie Lord had now manifestly departed

from the Temple, and in this departure the seer

recognizes for the first time the full meaning of

the vision which he had seen on the banks of

Chebar. When he saw it there, he doubtless

understood that the symbolical forms and the

glory which rested on them resembled the glory

of the Lord seated between the cherubim in the

Temple. He knew it to be the manifestation

of the same God. But this did not yet imply

that Jehovah had forsaken His house. Now
this is made clear ; the glory has left the Holy

of Holies, has appeared in the court, has been

enthroned on the living four, and with them

has departed from the Temple. It is now clear

that these four (in form similar to, yet differing

from the cherubim of the Temple) are indeed

the cherubim, In the midst of whom the Lord

dwelleth. B. C.

It only remains to suggest that these symbols

are repeated in this vision of judgments on

Jerusalem to show that the agencies for its de-

struction were precisely those which were sym-

"bolized by the wonderful phenomena of the

moving throne of God. In His government

over the nations of men, God wields the agen-

cies of judgment and retribution at His pleas-

ure, with resources ineffably vast and glorious.

If we might only see them with unveiled eye,

it might liefall us as it befell tlie servant of

Elisha when his master prayed, " Lord, open

his eyes that he may see." "And the Lord

opened the eyes of the young man and he saw,

and behold, the mountain was full of horses

and chariots of fire round about Elisha" (3 K.

6 ; 17). H. C.

Cliap. II. This chapter continues the same

vision, and brings it to its close. While the

prophet is in vision at Jerusalem, he sees some

of the princes of leading influence in wicked-

ness, and is directed to prophesy to them.

While doing so, one of them, Pelatiah, falls

dead. From this point the str,ain of the vision

changes. In answer to the prophet's expostu-

lation, the Lord shows him that although the

Jews in Jerusalem are proud, exclusive and

hopelessly hardened, yet it is His purpose to

save a precious remnant from among the exiles

and give them wholly a new spirit and a ten-

der heart. With this the vision closes.

1-3. A new scene opens. The Divine Spirit

puts the prophet into a new i^osition at the cast

gate of the Temple, where he sees twenty-five

men of leading influence, among whom he

recognizes and names two who were princes

among the people. .• These are the men who

had seduced the people into deeper sin, per-

petually counteracting the labors of the Lord's

faithful prophets. Verse 3 quotes some of their

language. H. C.

I, Fire-and-ticenty men. The number car-

ries us back to 8 : 16, but they are not the same
men. The five-and-twenty there were repre-

sentatives of the priests, these of the princes.

The number is, no doubt, symbolical—made
up, probably, of twenty-four men and the king

(Kliefoth). The number twenty-four points to

the tribes of undivided Israel.

3. Let us build hmiscs. To build houses im-

plies a sense of security. Jeremiah bade the

exiles build houses iu a foreign land because

they would not soon quit it (Jer 29 : 5 ; ef.

Jer. 35 : 7). These false counsellors promised

to their countrymen a sure and permanent

abode in the city which God had doomed to

destruction. No need, tliey said, to go far for

safety
;
you are perfectly safe at home. B. C.

The twenty-five are represented as teaching

the people a false security ; as instructing them
to build houses in perfect confidence that their

generation would at least be safe ; that Jerusa-

lem was indeed the caldron and they the flesh
;

but that the fire would not consume them, who
were only to be prepared and perfected by the

process, and would remain in safety to a ma-

ture old age. Abp. Newcome.

5-11. Thus have ye said, etc. Ye have ad-

vanced the assertion maintained (verse 3). You
have riglitly said what you say :

" The city is

the caldron, and we are the flesh," shall be ful-

filled, but not as you understand it ; many of

you will perish in the city. For those it will

be the caldron, and they will be the flesh boiled

in it. But yourselves shall not be the flesh in

the caldron ; but you shall be taken out and

elsewhere cut in pieces. Michaelis.

It is supposable that this slaughter was then

yet future, but near and thought of as certain,

and as the legitimate fruit of their pernicious

influence. Hence they might well be cliarged

with the responsible guilt of it. The prophet

turns their figure (verse 3) to a terrible signifi-

cance. The heaps of slaughtered men soon to

fill this city are to be the flesh, held by this

city as a caldron holds animal flesh. The liv-

ing God will bring them forth out of this city

into a bitter exile. " The hands of strangers"

will bear them far away. When the lord said

(verse 11), " This city shall not be your cal-

dron," etc., He meant, it shall not be so in your

sense of that figure. For they would surely be

driven out of their city and land.

13. In order to confirm this propliecy to the
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people, and not least, to give the prophet him-

self an impressive sense of the terrible signifi-

cance of the things now shown to him and an-

nounced by him, all suddeuly, while he is

speaking, Polatiah falls dead ! The prophet

falls on his face and cries out, " Ah, Lord God,

wilt Thou make a full end of the remnant of

Israel V" Shall none be left ? Are the people

of God to be exterminated and no seed be left

to replant the land and rebuild the Ziou of the

Lord ? The shock of such au appalling death

impresses him with this painful fear, to which

the Lord kindly responds in the verses follow-

ing.

16. The exile should be short. Through its

brief duration God would be their sanctuary.

Although they were cast forth from the out-

ward sanctuarj- at Jerusalem, j-et God would

be their re;d sanctuary in their e.xile. His pres-

ence was inlinitcly more and better than the

Temple walls reared by Solomon. Shortly

afterward the prophet sees the Lord leaving

the earthly Temple (verse 33). H. C.

Iwill be to thou for a little tchile a sanctuary.

The blessing was provisional ; they were to

look forward to a blessing more complete.

Canaan was still the Holy Land, the proper

place of God's presence. For a little while

they were to be satisfied with His special pres-

ence in a foreign land, but they were to look

forward to a renewal of His presence in the re-

stored Temple of Jerusalem. Sanctunry does

not mean here refuge or asylum, but strictly the

holy place, the tabernacle of the Most High
;

Jehovah will Himself be to the exiles iu the

place of the local sanctuary, in which the Jews
of Jerusalem so much prided themselves.
" We have here the germ from which is devel-

oped (40^8) the picture of the kingdom of

God in its new form, in its majestic perfection,

with its boughs, branches, leaves and blos-

soms. The Lord is set forth as the sanctuary

of Israel iu Isa. 8 : 14 and in many passages iu

the Psalms, which show how universal was the

spiritual view of the Temple, which, looking

through the husk, fixed its regard upon the

kerne], and upon the all-merciful presence of

the Lord Himself " (Uengstenberg). B. C.

I will be to them as a sanctuary in the coun-

tries where they come. They at Jerusalem

have the Temple, but without God ; they iu

Babylon have God, though without the Tem-
ple. Gi)d will be a sanctuary to them, a place

of refuge ; to Him they shall flee and in Him
they shall be safe, as he was that took hold on

the horns of the altar. Or, rather, they shall

have such communion with God in the land of

their captivity as it was thought could be had
nowhere but in the Temple ; tliey shall there

see God's power and His glory so as they used

to see it in the sanctuary ; they shall have the

tokens of God's presence with them, and His

grace in their hearts shall samlify 1 1 nir pray-

ers and praises, as well as evi r tli<- altars sanc-

tified the gift, so that they sliall pKasc Ihr Lord

better than an ox or bullock. H.

This is a text fur all our changes ofplace, for

our journeys, for our absences. It is a text to

take round the world with us if we are going.
" I will be to them as a sanctuary." Where ?

" In the countries where they shall come." He
builds a sanctuary for us just where we are,

and as we are, into which, the moment we feel

ourselves in any need or with any real heart

desire, we may enter, and in which the more

we desire and ask the more we shall behold,

receive, and have. And this is more than trust-

ing God for everything, it is—we may say it

reverently

—

using God for everything, for He
has said that He will " serve" us in everjthing

except sin. For all our needs, through all our

history, we may avail ourselves of God for

those very ends and uses to promote which He
has come down.

As this is a promise for all places, so it is for

all states. In the coming time, when you will

be sick, here or far ofE ; when you will be glad

to keep to the one room ; when you will not

know how it is to be with you ; when
"thoughts" will "arise in your heart"—not

about yourself only, but generous and tender

anxieties about wife and children, or husband

and children, when you are gone—then remem-

ber this promise of your God and enter into it,

and be at rest.

Or when, although physically well, you feel

the forces of life too strong for you, and you
are driven hither and thither ; when change

disturbs your peace, and loss upsets your cal-

culations, and Adversity begins to blow his

boreal blasts about you, and to darken your

house with his wintry wing, then try to think,

strongly, of the house he cannot enter, where is

always warmth and always joy and plenty—
this house, " I will be as a sanctuary."

Or when troubled In mind, althovigh well

enough in health, and quiet and prosperous as

to outward estate ; when you have declined

and fallen back, although perhaps you know
not how it has been ; when your lamp is smok-

ing and giving little light, although the night

is so dark about you ; when you cannot see the

new name written on the white stone ; when
the stone itself seems no longer white, but dark-



ening rather into the black stone o( condemna-

tion, and the murmur of your distressed soul

is :
" Hath God cast me off ? Hath He forgot-

ten to be gracious 1 Is His mercy clean gone ?"

then try to think (think it now, that you may
think it then) that God once gave you this

promise, and that He gave it you for such a

time and for sucl\ a trouble as yours.

For all times, and for all troubles, and for all

needs, there is a present gracious God, with all

His grace also present, to heal, to help, to love

unto the end. A. BaMgh.
17-20. The Lord will bring this remnant

home to their native land. They shall extermi-

nate every vestige of idolatry and put away all

those abominations which had been the ruin of

their nation ; and to crown all, God will give

them " one heart"—not a heart divided between

God and Satan—the holy Temple and abomina-

ble idols ; but one heart, true and pure ; and
" a new spirit," all unlike what they had be-

fore. These precious promises, clothed In

strong but plain words, reappear somewhat
amplified in chap. 36. Their rich and precious

significance lies in the point that the Lord will

put His own hand to the work of their thorough

reformation ; that He will reach their very

hearts ; that He will radically cure their horri-

ble propensity to idolatry, and will turn their

heart wholly to Himself. So turned and so re-

newed in heart and spirit, they will walk in His

statutes and keep His ordinances with a will-

ing, loving heart. They will be truly the

Lord's people, and the Lord Himself will be

their God. As these words stand here, their

first installment of realization must be assigned

to the restoration under Zerubbabel—their first,

but not their last. For, beyond a question,

these promises in their ample range are Mes-

sianic, and pertain to the Gospel age, and pre-

eminently to those latter times of this age when
" all shall know the Lord, from the least to the

greatest." H. C.

19, 20. " And I will give them one heart,

and I will put a new spirit within you ; aud I

will take the stony heart out of this flesh, and

will give them a heart of flesh"

—

that is regen-

eration—" that they may walk in My statutes,

and keep Mine ordinances and do them"

—

that

is conversion. This difference is plain, compre-

hensive, far-reaching, and compels the follow-

ing distinctions : Regeneration is internal, con-

version external. The one is hidden except as

manifested in the other. Each is a change.

The one applies to character, the other to con-

duct ; one applies to the heart, the other to the

manner of life. Regeneration is a change inter-

nal, moral, spiritual ; and the text shows how
needful and thorough the change is. Conver-

sion is a change in the whole life, affecting

one's entire manner of living, especially his

bearing toward God and God's law and all Di-

vine things.

The world's plan, in all its schemes for ref-

ormation, is to work from without to within
;

God's is just the opposite. Make the fruit

good, says the world ; mi>ke the tree good, says

God. Mend the life, says the world ; renew
the heart, says God. Regeneration requires

aud guarantees conversion. A new life within

gives a new life without. There is a principle

within that becomes a governing principle.

Have you been born again ? Is your heart

right in the sight of God ? These are supreme

questions. It is sad to see one supposing his

heart right when it is wrong, as God sees it

;

striving after a right life, perhaps boasting

that his life is right when his heart is all wrong.

Better go to the bottom, and at once. We
need heart back of life ; regeneration back of

conversion. J. M. Frost.

The evangelical doctrine affirms that man,

as originally created, was like God in nature

and like Him also in moral perfection ; having

the true knowledge of Him, and standing in

intimate communion with Him through the

sympathy of supreme and holy love ; that no

one of his constitutional powers was lost in the

fall, though their activity was perverted, and

their development hindered ; but that the change

which then took place was in the essential tem-

per of his heart—selfish idolatry and sinful pas-

sion supplanting the Divine love which had

preceded, and the inmost dispositions and ten-

dencies of the soul being thereafter averted

from God, and directed to selfish pleasure and

gain.

The change now needed, therefore, is in this

dominant spirit of the heart ; to alter the dis-

positions, to fix the supreme affection upon

God, and to restore the spiritual discernment

which was possessed, but has been lost. And
this is effected by the Divine Spirit, through

the truth as His instrument, aud especially

through the revelation of God's love, as de-

clared, with transcendent fulness and tender-

ness, in His Son. When this is accomplished,

no direct addition is Implied to the inherent

properties of the soul, but a change is realized

in its temper, tastes, and spiritual activities, in

its relations to God and its personal destiny ; a

change so radical, vital, complete, and so en-

during in consequences, as to constitute a true

regeneration. Conversion to the loving obe-
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dience of Christ is its sign and fruit. The

beauty of lioliness flows from it into life. It

is completed in sanctitication. And, on the

ground of Christ's atonement, he who has not

yet reached that sanctity, but in whom its

principle has been implanted, is reconciled to

God, and is treated as if he had been righteous ;

is, in other words, justified. R. S. S.

20. I will be their Ood. That God
should give us some blessings as His creatures,

though we be fallen creatures, may seem rea-

sonable from what we know of His abundant

mercy ; that He should give us even many and

great spiritual blessings through Christ may
seem to be but the due reward of His suffer-

ings anil obedience in our behalf ; but that He
should give us ifi'»i.i('?/—that He should be

what He is and have what He has and do what

He does for us—that we should have the same

benefit of His infinite perfections, so to speak,

as if they were our own, so that we may call

them ours—all that He has ours as respects the

use and benefit of it— this is a vastness of

Divine bounty which exceeds our utmost

thoughts. We shrink from aiDpropriating it
;

we try to live on something less for happiness.

But He who knows the souls that He has made
knows that nothing beneath Himself can ever

fill their boundless desires and capacities for

enjoyment. No gifts of nature, no, nor even

the highest and largest gifts of grace itself, can

I

supply the place of Him who is the Author of

them all. Oonde.

21. Some will repel the Divine mercy, and
will still walk after their detestable idols. All

such must receive the terribly fearful but just

retribution of God upon their guilty heads. It

was of the utmost importance for its moral bear-

ings that this statement should be made, fasten-

ing on every man his own responsibility for his

own moral conduct. Even this great baptism

of regenerating mercy and power does not shut

off the perssinal agency of the people. Those
who thrust God away and will " always resist

the Holy Ghost," giving their heart still to their

abominations, must perish in their sins. H. C.

23. The slor}' of the Lord went up
fl-oni the niidiiit of the citj. This vision

is no mean proof of the long suffering of God
He did not abandon this people all iit once. He
departed by little and little. He left the Tem-

ple. He stopped a little at the gate of the city.

He departed entirely from the city and went to

the Mount of Olires, which laj^ on the cast side

of the city. Having tarried there for some
time to see if they would repent and turn to

Him, He departed to hearen. The vision being

now concluded, the prophet is taken away by

the Spirit of God into Chaldea ; and there an-

nounces to the captive Israelites what God had
showed him in the preceding visions, and the

good that He had spoken concerning them. A. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XII.

12:1, 2 The word of tlje Lord also came unto me, saying. Son of man, thou dwellest in the

midst of the rebellious house, which have eyes to see, and see not, which have ears to hear,

3 and hear not ; for they are a rebellious house. Therefore, thou son of man, prepare thee

stuff for removing, and remove by day in their sight ; and thou shalt remove from thy place

to another place in their sight : it may be they will consider, though they be a rebellious

4 house. And thou shalt bring forth thy stuff by day in their sight, as stuff for removing :

5 and thou shalt go forth thyself at even in their sight, as when men go forth into exile. Dig

6 thou through the wall in their sight, and carry out thereby. In their sight shalt thou bear

it upon thy shoulder, and carry it forth in the dark ; thou shalt cover thy face, that thou see

7 not the ground : for I have set thee for a .sign unto the house of Israel. And I did so as I

was commanded : I brought forth my stuff by day. as stuff for removing, and in the even I

digged through the wall with mine hand ; I brought it forth in the dark, and bare it upon
8 my shoulder in their sight. And in the morning came the word of the Loud unto me, say-

8 ing. Son of man, hath not the house of Israel, the rebellious house, said unto thee. What
10 doest thou ? Say thoii unto them, Thus saith the Lord God : This burden concerneth the

11 prince in Jerusalem, and all the house of Israel among whom they are. Say, I am your

sign : like as I have done, so shall it be done unto them : they shall go into exile, into captiv-

12 ity. And the prince that is among them shall bear upon his shoulder in the dark, and shall
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go forth : they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby : he shall cover his face, be-

13 cause he shall not see the ground with his eyes. My net also will I spread upon him, and he
shall be talveu in my snare : and I will bring him to Babylon to the land of the Chaldeans

;

14 yet shall he not see it, though he shall die there. And I will scatter toward every wind all

that are round about liim to help him, and all his bands ; and I will draw out the sword after

15 them. And they shall know that I am the Loud, when I shall disperse them among the

16 nations, and scatter them through the countries. But 1 will leave a few men of them from
the sword, from the famine, and from the pestilence ; that they may declare all their abomi-

nations among the nations whither they come ; and they shall know that I am the Lord.

17, IS Moreover the word of the Loed came to me, saying. Son of man, eat thy bread with

quaking, and drink thy water with trembling and with carefulness ; and say unto the people

19 of the land. Thus saith the Lord God concerning the inhabitants of Jenisalem, and the land

of Israel : they shall eat their bread with carefulness, and drink their water with astonish-

ment, that her land may be desolate from all that is therein, because of the violence of all

20 them that dwell therein. And the cities that are inhabited shall be laid waste, and the laud

shall be a desolation ; and ye shall know that I am the Lord.

21, 22 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, what is this proverb that

ye have in the land of Israel, saying. The days are prolonged, and every vision faileth ?

23 Tell tliem therefore, Thus saith the Lord God : I will make this proverb to cease, and they

shall no more use it as a proverb in Israel ; but say unto them. The days are at hand, and the

24 effect of every vision. For there shall be no more any vain vision nor flattering divination

25 witliin the house of Israel. For I am the Lord ; I will speak, and the word that I shall speak

shall be performed ; it shall be no more deferred : for in your days, O rebellious house, will I

speak the word, and will perform it, saith the Lord God.

26, 27 Again the woril of the Lord came to me, saying, Son of man, behold, they of the house

of Israel say. The vision that he seeth is for many days to come, and he prophesieth of times

28 that are far off. Therefore say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God : There shall none of my
words be deferred any more, but the word which I shall speak shall be performed, saith the

Lord God.

Chap. 12. In this chapter the prophet by

Divine direction makes himself a suggestive

sign of the people going into captivity (verses

1-16) ; eats his bread with trembling to denote

the terror of the inhabitants of Jerusalem and

Israel (verses 17-20) ; and rebukes their pre-

sumption in assuming that the predictions of

judgments borne to them by the prophets re-

ferred only to some far distant time. H. C.

The whole ar'count of this transaction marks

it as a real act. The prophet was to be a sign

to his countrymen, and the exiles as well as

those that remained in Judea had need to be

taught this lesson, for though themselves far

away, they looked to Jerusalem as their home,

and were scarcely less eager for its safety than

the inhabitants themselves. All the particulars

which Ezekiel here foretold then actually oc-

curred, but at this time Zedekiah seemed to be

prosperous, and the Jews at Jerusalem expect-

ed, it is clear, a long continuance of his pros-

perity. The prophetical character of the pas-

sage is undoubted (tlie prophet is declared to

be a sign)—the genuineness of the book and of

the passage, and the position of the passage in

the book, are beyond dispute ; in the historical

event we have an exact fulfilment. The only

legitimate inference is that the prophet received

his knowledge from above. B. C.

1,2. This propensity to self blindness is ad-

duced here as a reason for one more effort to

put the near impending captivity of Judah and

Jerusalem palpably before the eyes of the exiles

in Chaldea, in the hope that so they will be

made to see and apprehend it as true. It is

well here to note definitely how the subject

matter of this chapter stands related on the one

hand to the exiles among whom Ezekiel was

living, and on the other to the people yet re-

maining in Judah and Jerusalem to whom those

prophecies referred more or less directly. We
must assume the closest sympathy between the

exiles and their brethren yet in their native

land. The exiles clung to the belief that the

city and the nation were safe, and that they

themselves were soon to return. Now there

was practically no hope of their being brought

to repentance till these illusions were dispelled.

Hence these varied and persistent efforts of the

Lord through Ezekiel to impress the exiles with

a sense of the incorrigible wickedness, the

damning guilt, and the certain and near im-

pending doom of the lioly city and of the peo-

ple of Judah. Here "the rebellious house"
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(verse 2) is primarily the body of the exiles

among -wliom tlie prophet then lived. This

significant symbol of removing into captivity

was placed before them in order to malie a

strong impression on tlieir mind. The captiv-

ity referred to was that of Zedelviah, then king

of Judah. In like manner the prophet (verses

17-20) eats his bread with trembling to give the

exiles a more impressive sense of the condition

of the people of Jerusalem in the approaching

siege. The proverb referred to (verse 22) was

in vogue " in the land of Israel ;" but its re-

buke and refutation were Immensely needed for

the exiles in Chaldea. These points are impor-

tant toward a clear apprehension of the scope

of this chapter.

3-7. This is a thing done in fact. The
prophet is commanded to do it in sight of the

people ; and he testifies that he did do it. Its

symbolic import was to represent the going

forth of the prince and people of Jerusalem

from their city into captivity. Tlie special

points of the representation were : 1. Provid-

ing for himself the requisite apparatus for car-

rying a few iadispensable thiags—his knapsack

or travelling-bag—for this is the meaning of

the Hebrew word rendered " s<«jf," which is

not his baggage, but his ha;]—that in which he

carried his baggage. 2. lie was to go out of

his house, not through the door, but through a

hole which he dug in the wall. This repre-

sented the mode of Zedekiah's escape from the

city as given by Jeremiah (chap. 39 : 4) ;
" And

when Zcdckiah the king of Judah saw them

(the Clialdean ofiicers) and all the men of war
(i.e., saw them to be really within the citj'), then

they fled and went forth out of the city by
night by the way of the king's garden, be-

tween the two walls (a private exit), and he

went out the way of the plain." This corre-

sponded to digging through the wall of one's

house instead of going out at the door. (Cf.

also Jer. 52 : 7 and 2 K. 25 : 4-6.) 3. He was
to go out by night, bearing his valuables on his

shoulder. This corresponds also with the time

of Zedekiah's flight. 4. He covered his face so

as not to see the ground, to indicate the bitter

grief of the king and of his people when at last

their hopes were crushed and they were com
pelled to leave—he his throne and they their

city and homes—for the doubtful chances of es-

cape, and the probable doom of death or cap-

tivity. So David, fleeing from Absalom, " went
weeping and with his head covered" (2 Sam.
15 : 30).

8-1 1. Has this symbolic and strange transac-

tion failed to excite the attention of this stupid.

Eelf-blindcd people ? This seems to be the im-

plication in this question (verse 9). But if so,

let us still persist in the effort to get this truth

into their mind. Go therefore and say unto

them, "This burden" (always a prediction of

calamity) " refers to the Icing of Jerusalem"

(Zedekiah) " and to all the house of Israel that

are among them"—the house of Israel being

the people of the city, and the word " them"

among whom they were, referring perhaps to

the army largely drawn from other parts of the

country. Jt therefore related especially to the

king and his army, not excluding tlie people of

the city yet surviving. Ezekiel is accustomed

to call the king by this name, "the prince."

(See chaps. 7 : 27 ; 21 : 25.) Say also, " I am
your sign." The Lord directed me to do this

thing to represent to you the doom of Jerusa-

lem, and of its king and people. They are des-

tined to go into captivity.

12-13. The symbol was to have its precise

fulfilment in Zedekiah, who should in like man-

ner bear away his little parcel of valuables ; dig

through the wall for a luivate exit, and go

away in the sadness i.f his -lid' as cue whose

face is covered ami wlio si is nnt the ground.

Remarkably Ezekiel makes no mention of Zede-

kiah's loss of his eyes, and gives no clue to ex-

plain the apparent enigma of his being brought

to Babylon and dying there, yet never seeing

it. Jeremiah solves this enigma by recording

that the king of Babylon put out his eyes at

Riblah, and afterward bound him with chains

to carry him to Babylon (Jer. 39 : 7). Ezekiel

had no solicitude to make out the truth of his

own predictions by showing their fulfilment.

To this fact of his not seeing Babylon, the

prophet's going forth with his face so covered

that he saw not the ground, seems to have had

a somewhat special reference. God did scatter

His army widely, first over the country of

Judah and ultimately into Egypt and else-

where. (See Jer. 39 : 4, 5 ; 40 ;'7-10
; 41 : 11-

18; 42:44.)

16. One purpose in sparing a small remnant

was that they might testify among the heathen

nations that the destruction of Jerusalem and

Judah was a judgment from God for their

great sins of idol worship. They might bear

this testimony either orally and purposely, or

indirectly and without purpose, by what was

apparent in their life and in their doom.

17-20. This too was a symbolic act. The

prophet was to eat his bread and drink his

water with manifest perturbation, as one trem-

bling in dread of some direcalamit.v. This the

Lord Himself applies to the people of Jerusa-



lem and of the land of Israel. It indicated the

terror they were doomed to feel. The compre-

hensive thing here named as the mural cause of

this terror is " the riolenceol all" the people in

the land. II. C.

2l-2§. Various methods had been used to

awaken this secure and careless people to an

expectation of the judgments coming, that they

might be stirred up, by repentance and refor-

mation, to prevent them. The prophecies of

their ruin were confirmed by visions and illus-

trated by signs, and all with such evidence and

power that one would think they must needs

be wrought upon ; but here we are told how
they evaded the conviction, and guarded against

it—viz., by telling themselves and one another

that though these judgments threatened should

come at last, yet they would not come of a long

time. This suggestion, with wliich they bol-

stered themselves up in their security, is here

answered and showed to be vain and ground-

less, in two messages which God sent to them
by the prophet at different times, both to the

same purport ; such care, such pains must the

prophet take to undeceive them ! H.

21-25. It had passed into a proverb, so per-

sistently was the delusion cherished that the

days of predicted evil had been postponed far

into the future, and every vision was failing as

to any practical application to the generation

then living. The prophet is commanded to

confront this delusion and assure the people

that every prediction would soon be fulfilleil.

In verses 26-28 essentially the same thought

is repeated with greater emphasis and fulness.

H. V.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XIIL, XTV.

13 : 1, 2 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saj'ing. Son of man, prophesy against

the prophets of Israel that prophesy, and say thou unto them that prophesy out of their own
3 heart, Hear ye the word of the Lord ; Thus saith the Lord God : Woe unto tlic foolish

4 prophets, that follow their own spirit, and have seen nothing ! O Israel, thy prophets have

5 been like foxes in the waste places. Ye have not gone up into the gaps, neither made up

6 the fence for the house of Israel, to stand in the battle in the day of the Lord. They have

seen vanity and lying divination, that say. The Lord saith ; and the Lord hath not sent

7 them : and they have made men to hope that the word should be confirmed. Have ye not

seen a vain vision, and have ye not spoken a lying divination, whereas ye say, The Lord
saith ; albeit I have not spoken ?

8 Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Because ye have spoken vanity, and seen lies, there-

9 fore, behold, I am against you, saith the Lord God, And mine hand shall be against the

prophets that see vanity, and that divine lies : they shall not be in the council of my people,

neither shall they be written in the writing of the house of Israel, neither shall the)' enter

10 into the land of Israel ; and ye shall know that I am the Lord God. Because, even because

they have seduced ray people, saying, Peace ; and there is no peace ; and when one buildeth

11 up a wall, behold, they daub it with untempered mortar : say unto them which daub it with

untempered mortar, that it shall fall : there shall be an overflowing shower ; and ye, O great

12 hailstones, shall fall ; and a stormy wind shall rend it. Lo, when the wall is fallen, shall it

13 not be said unto you. Where is the daubing wherewith ye have daubed it ? Therefore thus

saith the Lord God ; I will even rend it with a stormy wind in my fury ; and there shall be

14 an overflowing shower in mine anger, and great hailstones in fury to consume it. So will I

break down the wall that ye have daubed with untempered mortar, and bring it down to the

ground, so that the foundation thereof shall be discovered : and it shall fall, and ye shall be

15 consumed in the midst thereof ; and ye shall know that I am the Lord. Thus will I accom-

plish my fury upon the wall, and upon them that have daubed it with untempered mortar

;

16 and I will say unto you. The wall is no more, neither they that daubed it ; to wit, the proph-

ets of Israel which prophesy concerning Jerusalem, and which see visions of peace for her,

and there is no peace, saith the Lord God.

17 And thou, son of man, set thy face against the daughters of thy people, which prophesy

18 out of their own heart ; and prophesy thou against them, and say. Thus saith the Lord God :

Woe to the women that sew pillows upon all elbows, and make kerchiefs for the head of
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persons of every stature to hunt souls ! Will ye hunt the souls of my people, and save souls

19 alive for yourselves? And ye have profaned nie among my people for handfuls of barley

and for pieces of bread, to slay the souls that should not die, and to save the souls alive that

20 should not live, by your lying to my people that hearken unto lies. Wherefore thus saith

the Lord God : Behold, I am against your pillows, w herewith ye there hunt the souls to

make tliem fly, and I will tear them from your arms ; and I will let the souls go, even the

21 souls that ye hunt to make (hem fly. Your kerchiefs also will I tear, and deliver my people

out of your hand, and they shall be no more in your hand to be hunted ; and ye shall know
22 that I am the Lord. Because with lies ye have grieved the heart of the righteous, whom I

have not made sad ; and strengthened the hands of the wicked, that he should not return

23 from his wicked way, and be saved alive : therefore ye shall no more see vanity, nor divine

divinations : and I will deliver my people out of your h^nd ; and ye shall know that I am
the Lord.

14 : 1, 2 Then came certain of the elders of Israel unto me, and sat before me. And the

3 word of the Lord came unto me, sajing, Son of man, these men have taken their idols into

their heart, and put the stumblingblock of their iniquity before their face : should I be in-

4 quired of at all by them ? Therefore speak unto them, and say unto them, Thus saith the

Lord God : Every man, of the house of Israel that taketh his idols into his heart, and putteth

the stumblingblock of his iniquity before his face, and cometh to the prophet ; I the Lord
5 will answer him therein according to the multitude of his idols ; that I may take the house

of Israel in their own heart, because they are all estranged from me through their idols.

6 Therefore say unto the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord God : Return ye, and turn your-

7 selves from your idols ; and turn away your faces from all your abominations. For every
one of the house of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn in Israel, which separatcth himself

from me, and taketh his idols into his heart, and putteth the stumblingblock of his iniquity

before his face, and cometh to the prophet to inquire for himself of me ; I the Lord will an-

8 swer him by myself : and I will set my face against that man, and will make him an aston-

ishment, for a sign and a proverb, and I will cut him off from the midst of my people ; and
9 ye shall know that I am the Lord. And if the prophet be deceived and speaketh a word,

I the Lord have deceived that prophet, and I will stretch out my hand upon him. and will

10 destroy him from the midst of my people Israel. And they shall bear their iniquity : the

11 iniquity of the prophet shall be even as the iniquity of him that seeketh unto him ; that the

house of Israel may go no more astray from me, neither defile themselves any more with all

their transgressions ; but that they may be my people, and I may be their God, saith the

Lord God.

12, 13 And the word of the Lord came unto me, sa3ing. Son of man, when a land sinncth

against me by committing a trespass, and I stretch out mine hand upon it, and break the

14 staff of the bread thereof, and send famine upon it, and cut off from it man and beast ; though
these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, they should deliver but their own souls

15 by their righteousness, saith the Lord God. If I cause noisome beasts to pass through the

land, and they spoil it, so that it be desolate, that no man may pass through because of the

16 beasts ; though these three men were in it, as I live, saith the Lord God, they shall deliver

17 neither sons nor daughters ; they only shall be delivered, but the land shall be desolate. Or
if I bring a sword upon that land, and say, Sword, go through the land ; so that I cut off

18 from it man and beast ; though these three men were in it, as I live, saith the Lord God,
they shall deliver neither sons nor daughters, but they only shall be delivered themselves.

19 Or if I send a pestilence into that land, and pour out my fury upon it in blood, to cut off

20 from it man and beast : though Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, as I live, saith the Lord
God, they shall deliver neither son nor daughter ; they shall but deliver their own souls by

21 their righteousness. For thus saith the Lord God : How much more when I send my four

sore judgements upon Jerusalem, the sword, and the famine, and the noisome beasts, and the

22 pestilence, to cut off from it man and beast ? Yet, behold, therein shall be left a remnant
that shall be carried forth, both sons and daughters : behold, they shall come forth unto you,
and ye shall see their way and their doings : and ye shall be comforted concerning the evil

23 that I have brought upon Jerusalem, even concerning all that I have brought upon it. And
they shall comfort you, when ye see their way and their doings : and ye shall know that I

have not done without cause all that I have done in it, saith the Lonl God.



Chap. 13. This chapter must be read to-

gether with the twenty-tliird of Jeremiah. The
identity of phrases aod ideas force upon us tlie

conclusion that the autlior of the one must liave

had tlie other before him. We liuow tliat Jere-

miah's writings were forwarfed to tlie Jews in

Chaldea (Jer. 29), and there is therefore no rea-

son to doubt that Ezeliiel took up a well-known

prophecy lo enforce and apply it to his com-

panions in exile. They probably had read Jere-

miah's words as referring to others than them-

selves. Ezekiel now would teach them that it

is not at Jerusalem alone that false prophets

are to be discovered and reproved. B. C.

In this chapter the Lord rebukes the false

prophets (verses 1-16) and the false prophetesses

(verses 17-23), denouncing wars and judgments

upon them, and pledging Himself to deliver

His people from their pernicious influence.

1-3. False prophets were a fearful curse to

the people in this corrupt age. Jeremiah had

occasion to expose and rebuke their devices

repeatedly. (See Jer. 14 : 13-16 ; 23 : 9-40
;

27 and 28.) It appears, even in Jeremiah,

that there were false prophets not in Judea

only, but among the exiles in Chaldea. (See

Jer. 29 : 15-32 and notes there.) Consequently

they withstood Ezekiel's influence in Chaldea

as they had Jeremiah's in Judea. The Lord,

therefore, sends them by His prophet this

caustic and scathing message. They are here

described forcibly and truly as those who
prophesied out of their own heart and not from

God ; following their own spirit, and not the

Spirit of the Lord ; foolish in the sense of lying

and impious ; men who pretended to have seen

visions from God, but who had seen nothing.

H. C.

4. These false prophets are represented as

the foxes who, having got their prey by great

subtlety, run to the desert to hide both them-

selves and it. So, the false prophets, when the

event did not answer to their prediction, got

out of the way, that they might not be over-

whelmed with the reproaches and indignation

of the people. A. C.

4, 5, False prophets are pertinently com-

pared to foxes, since Israel was the Lord's vine,

and " the little foxes spoiled the vines" (Cant.

2:5); and because they came in through the

breaches in the garden wall, and the rents in

the enclosing hedge, and thus did the more

mischief because of these weak points in the

gardener's means of protection. They never

set themselves to repair these breaches, as

God's true shepherds would have done ; but

they either perpetrate the more mischief, or

slink away into the desert, reckless of all re-

sponsibility for repairing the vineyard walls

and hedges. (See Ezek. 23 : 30.) " And I

sought for a man among them, that should

make up the hedge, and stand in the gap be-

fore me for the land, that I should not destroy

it : but I found none." In ver.se 5 there seems

to be a double figure ; a breach in the enclo-

sure of the vineyard, as above explained ; and

a breach in the city walls through which the

enemy are forcing 'their way in battle in the

day of the Lord's vengeance upon the city.

In the latter emergency all true patriots rush

to the breach, to repair it if possible, or at least

to confront the foe at this point of chief peril.

These false prophets had no such patriotism.

6, 7. " Vanity" here (as usual), in the sense

of falsehood. They claimed to be sent of God,

and made use of the established formula of

prophecy, " the Lord saith ;" when in fact the

Lord liad said nothing to them at all. Yet

they made some of the people believe them, or

at least hope that their words would prove true.

In verse 7 the interrogative repeats the thought

in a stronger form, appealing to themselves to

say if this charge of lying were not true.

10-I6. The false prophets seduced the peo-

ple by promising them peace from God when
God had not promised peace, but had predict-

ed ruin. The figure of a wall, built up and

plastered with worthless mortar, looks some-

what to the similar allusion in verse 5. The

false prophets did not rush into the deadly

breach and breast the foe there, nor did they

labor to close up the rent hedge ; but they did

build up a miserable wall of protection for the

people and plaster it with mortar that had no

cohesive power ; in other words, their lives

allayed those fears of the people which God
sought to arouse, and also inspired hopes of

peace which God sought to dispel, that He
might press them to look to Himself alone for

refuge. A " wall" should naturally be a sym-

bol of strength and protection—here, against

the judgments with which God had threatened

the nation. The figure of the worthless wall

and its treacherous mortar is carried out fully.

It shall surely fall. The Lord will overwhelm

it with terrific showers, great hailstones and a

furious wind ; its very foundations shall be

laid bare, and its builders (even all these false

prophets) shall be titterly comumed uiuki- its

ruins—iov verse 16 is entirely explicit in apply-

ing this figure. H. C.

These are the very agencies by which the

Lord now overthrows iu a night whole villages

thus built with untempered mortar. " So will
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I lireak down the wall tlmt ye liavc fiaubcd

with uutoinpered mortar, and bring it down to

the ground, so that the foundations thereof

sliall be discovered, and it sliall fall, and ye

shall he consumed in the midst thereof." A ca-

lamity, this, of very frequent occurrence. 1

have known many such during my residence

in this land, and this whole passage is so

graphic and true to experience that the proph-

et, beyond a doubt, drew the picture from

scenes with which he was personally familiar.

W. AI. T.

The builders ot the wall, and those that

daubed it, will themselves be buried in the

ruins of it
—

" It shall fall, and ye shall bo con-

sumed in the midst thereof " (verse 14). And
thus the thrcatenings of God's wrath, and all

the just intentions of it, shall be accomplished

to the uttermost, both upon the wall and upon

them that have daubed it (verse 15). The same

judgments that will prove the false prophets

to be false will punish them for their false-

hood ; and they themselves shall be involved

in the calamity which they made the people

believe there was no danger of, and become
monuments of that justice which they bid de-

fiance to. Thus, if the blind lead the blind,

both the blind leaders and the blind followers

will fall together into the ditch. Those that

deceive others will, in the end, prove to have

deceived themselves ; and no doom will be

more dreadful than that of unfaithful minis-

ters, that flattered sinners in their sins. H.

To temjit another is worse than to sin thyself.

When you tempt, you do that which you can-

not undo with your repentance. Ournall.

It is devils' work to seduce simple souls

from allegiance to Christ. There are busy

hands today laying stumbling-blocks in the

way, especially of young Clhristians—stum-

bling-blocks of doubt, of frivolity, of slack-

ened morality and the like. It were better,

says one who saw clearly into that awful realm

beyond, if the big millstone were knotted about

their necks, and they were flung into the deep-

est place of the lake that lay before him as he

spoke. He does not speak exaggerated words
;

and if a solemn strain of vehemence, unlike his

ordinary calm, is audible here, it is because

what he knew, and did not tell, gave solemn

earnestness to his veiled and awe-inspiring

prophecy of doom. What imagination shall

till out the details of the " worse than" which

lurks behind that " better" ? A. M.
17-19. Some women also as well as men

were guilty of this horrible sin of lying proph-

ecy to deceive souls to their ruin. To such the

remainder of the chapter relates. The figures

which represent their seductive influence be-

long to their sex, being drawn from things

which women manufacture. The male proph-

ets are builders of walls ; the female sew pil-

lows, cushions, quilts
;
providing every luxury

in that line to allure people away from God
and into deeper sin. The word rendered " arm-

holes" clearly means the finger-joints. Pillows

for the head are not deemed extravagant
; but

cushions for the elbows savor of luxury, and

much more pillows for every finger-joint. The
prophet intended to make a strong case of ef-

feminacy. " The head of every stature" means
the heads of people of every height, boys and

men of all ages. By " kerchiefs" our trans-

lators probably meant head-coverings. The
original word favors the sense of qidlt, mat-

tress or spread. In the clause rendered '

' upon
the head," perhapsi the thought may be that

they are large and long enough to cover the

entire person, however tall, even to the head.

The general sense is, who provide luxuries for

the tastes of the people and use their feminine

skill to ensnare souls. By yet another special

figure, they are thought of as hunters of game,

meaning, however, hunteis of human souls, to

kill those whom they should let live, and to

promise life to those whom God would destroy.

H. C.

22. They discouraged those that were hon-

est and good, and encouraged those that were

wicked and profane ; You slay the souls that

should not die, and save those alive that should

not live (verse 19). This is explained (verse 22),

" You have made the heart of the righteous

sad, whom I have not made sad ; because they

would not, they durst not, countenance your

pretensions, you thundered out the judgments

of God against them, to their great grief and

trouble
;
you put them under invidious char-

acters, to make them either despicable or odious

to the people, and pretended to do it in God's

name, which made them go many a time with

a sad heart ; whereas it was the will of God
that they should be comforted, and by having

respect p>it upon them should have encourage-

ment given them. But, on the other side, and

which is still worse, you have strengthened

the hands of the wicked, and emboldened them

to go on in their wicked ways, and not to re-

turn from them, \«hich was the thing the true

prophets with earnestness called them to. You
have promised sinners life in their sinful ways,

have told them that they shall have peace though

they go on, by which their hands have been

strengthened and their hearts hardened. " H.
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The evil of their doings, how they deceived

others, and were themselves deceived ; the

points which alone concern us practically,

these are set before us plainly. " With their

lies they made the heart of the righteous sad,

whom God had not made sad ; and they

strengthened the hands of the wicked, that he

should not return from his wicked way, by
promising him life." Where the way of life

was broad, they strove to make it narrow ; and

where it was narrow, they strove to make it

broad : by their solemn and superstitious lies,

they frightened and perplexed the good, while,

by their lives of ungodliness, they emboldened

and encouraged the wicked.

It may not, at first sight, seem necessary

that these two things should go together ; there

might be, it seems, either the fault of making

the heart of the righteous sad, without that of

strengthening the hands of the wicked ; or

there might be the strengthening of the hands

of the wicked, without making sad the heart

of the righteous. And so it sometimes has

been : there has been a wickedness which has

not tried to keep up superstition : there has

been a superstition, the supporters of which

have not wilfully encouraged wickedness.

Yet, although this has been so, with respect

to the intention of the parties concerned, yet in

their own nature, the tendency of either evil to

produce the other is sure and universal. We
cannot exist without some influences of fear

and restraint, on the one hand, and wiihout

some indulgence of freedom, on the other.

God has provided for both these wants, so to

speak, of our nature ; He has told us whom
we should fear, and where we sliould be re-

strained, and where, also, we may be safely in

freedom—there is the fruit forbidden, and the

fruit which we may eat freely. But if the re-

straint and the liberty be either of them put in

the wrong place, the double evil is sure to fol-

low. Restrained in his lawful liberty, debarred

from the good and wholesome fruit of the gar-

den, man breaks out into a liberty which is un-

lawful ; lie eats of the forbidden fruit, whose

taste is death ; or, surfeited with an unholy

freedom, and let to run wild in a space far too

vast for his strength to compass, he turns crav-

ingly for that support to his weariness which a

narrowed range would afford him ; and he

limits himself on that very quarter in which

alone ho might expatiate freely. Superstition,

in fact, is the rest of wickedness, and wicked-

n'iss is the breaking loose of superstition.

But, however true this may be, are we con-

corned lu it ? First of all, when we find an

evil dwelt upon often in the prophets, and find

it dwelt upon again by our Lord and His apos-

tles with no less earnestness, there is, at least,

a strong presumption, that an evil of this sort

is nothing local or passing, but that it is fixed

in man's nature, and is apt to grow up in all

times and in all countries. Now, the double

evil spoken of in the text occurs again in the

Gospel ; there we find men spoken of who, in

like manner, insisted upon what was trifling,

and were careless of what was important ; and

in the epistles we find, again, the same charac-

ters holding up as righteous others than those

who worked righteousness—men who spoke

lies in hypocrisy, having their conscience seared

with a hot iron. We may presume, therefore,

that this evil is of an enduring character ; but

if we look back to the history of the Christian

Church, or look around us, the presumption

becomes the sad conviction of experience.

T. Arnold.

It was a fearfully solemn responsibility as-

sumed by those lying men and women in Eze-

kiel's day, when they sought thus to thwart

the benevolent efforts of the great and lioly

God. No less solemn to-day is the responsibil-

ity assumed by men who abate from the doom
threatened against all persistent sinners and

encourage men to make the most of sinful

pleasures while they can, till the day of mercy

ends all suddenly in the night of eternal death !

Chap. 14. Again certain of the elders of

Israel come and sit before the prophet, and the

Lord gives him another message in continua-

tion of the subject of the previous chapter.

The Lord will not let men come to Him asking

favors, with their idols enthroned in their

hearts. If they do, He will answer them ac-

cording to their idols and abominations. If

they seduce a prophet to inquire of the Lord

for them, God will let that prophet be deceived

and then deceive those who try in this way to

make use of His prophetic functions. The

only right thing a guilty people can do is to

repent of their sins and put away all their

abominations. Another turn is given to this

leading thought in verses 12-21. If, for the

great wickedness of the land, God shall send

upon them His sore judgments. He will not be

entreated in their behalf. Though even those

great and good men, distinguished as interces-

sors high in favor with God, Noiih, Daniel and

Job, were in it, they should save their own
souls only. Their prayers or their presence

could not save so wicked a people. H. C.

The preceding prophecy was a reproof of

false prophets, this of those who consult them.
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The claims of Ezekiel as a prophet are now rec-

ognized by his coimtrymen. Some of the chief

exiles come to him as to one who has author-

ity. They look for encouragement and com-

fort. But Ezekiel with the genuine prophetic

spirit sees deep into their hearts, and finds them

at variance with devotion to tlie true God.

The idols of self-will and unsubmissivcness are

set up therein. The prophet warns them that

God will not be inquired of iu such a spirit as

this. B. C.

1-3. "Then came," etc. This seems to

have been shortly after the prophecy narrated

in the previous chapter. This chapter and

that are closely connected in thought. That

denunciation of the false prophets may have

made some impression upon certain of the eld-

ers, and they may have been consequently in

an attitude to listen to something further on

the same and kindred points. The language,
" these men," etc., somewhat strongly implies

a reference to the elders then before him. " To
set up their idols in their hearts," is precisely

to euthroue them there—to give them a stand-

ing, a tixed position in their very heart as in a

temple prepared for the purpose. " Stum-

bling-block" is used here in the sense of temp-

tation to sin, put directly before their own face,

so that it shall have its greatest power to en-

snare and thus destroy their own souls. While

they are in this moral state, God asks, " Shall

I be inquired of at all by them ?" Of course

He will not be.

4, 5. If such a man shall go to a prophet to

engage him to intercede for himself with God,

God will answer him through that prophet

according to his sing—that is, will give him no

such answer as he desires ; but will let him be

deceived to his ruin. " That I may take," etc.,

means, that I may take hold riokntly and effec-

tually of their heart—j.«., by spurning them
away and visiting them with sore judgments,

grasping their heart so that they shall feel it

—

taking hold, not to restore or to comfort, but

to chasten or punish.

6, " Therefore say" this—that there is no

evading this manifest and imperative duty of

repentance. Seeking God with your abomina-

tions still in power in your hearts can be of no

avail save to curse you the more fearfully.

The effort to reach God through His prophets

by seducing them to your aid will only involve

those wicked prophets as well as yourself in

deception and calamity. "Therefore say to

the house of Israel, Repent and turn from all

your idols." H. C.

" Ye cannot serve God and mammon." To

follow the one is to be estranged from and re-

nounce the other. He, therefore, that would
repent, must necessarily change his course, and
quite turn back again from the broad way, be-

fore he can enter into the way of life ; he must
cast out the idols (of vanity, pleasure, etc.) out

of his heart before he can be reconciled to God.

For this is a rule in religion which admits of

no exception. Repentance is no repentance

without a total change, a thorough renovation

and real turn of mind. But on these terms a

pardon is op^n to the greatest offender. God
is too good and gracious to strike without

warning, without a call, without an invitation

to repentance ; and yet too just and holy to

accept a partial conversion, a piece of the heart

—He will have the whole or none. Wognn.

Bi-pi'idanci', taken as a translation of the com-
pound Greek word used in the New Testament

to express the same thing, points to an internal

alteratiun, or a thinking differently from some
former way of thinking. It means a changed

mind, an altered ruling purpose, a new way of

looking at things. Used as it is here, it means,

of coui-se, a new way of looking at the deepest

and greatest thing, the central thing, the ob-

ject of life, or our relation to God. This

change of mind affects the whole judgment,

intention, spirit of our being. It implies a

turning about in the direction, the drift of a

man's innermost life. If he regarded the

world, before repentance, as a place merely lo

get the greatest amount of bodil}' pleasure in,

after repentance he will regard it as the place

to get the greatest amount of goodness in ; he

repents of his sensuality. If he looked upon it

before as only a shop for makiii;:- inr.ney, after-

ward he will look upon it as a inissidii li; Id for

cultivating righteousness ; he rejieiils u( his

sordidness. If he treated his position before as

only a dressing-room for ostentation, he will

afterward treat it as a vineyard for honest and
useful labor ; he will repent of his vanity and

idleness. If he esteemed men and women be-

fore only as beings made to promote his com-

fort and advance his interests, he will after-

ward esteem them as beings that he is to com-
fort and whose interests he is to serve ; he will

repent of his cupidity and selfishness. And so

through the whole circle of virtues and vices.

His inmost purpose is changed. Literally, he

thinks the other tcay.

Furthermore, as this change of the mind, or

of the inner man, affects one's views of the past,

as well as of the present and future, it must of

course be accompanied with a palpable sorrow

that the past life has been what it has, and has



not been what it so plainly ought to be. In a

true repentance, this sorrow will be intense and

bitter. A sincere and spiritual man cannot but

loathe himself for having done those shameful,

vicious, ungrateful things. Paul's vivid lan-

guage of self-condemnation becomes actual and

natural to us. We are disgusted with our spir-

itual meanness. Looking up to Christ and His

redeeming love, we are smitten with the dis-

grace that we should so long have been wound-

ing and insulting Him. Looking to the Holy
Spirit, so infinitely tender and forbearing, we
feel that the firet utterance of prayer must be

a confession of unworthincss—a cry for pardon

and deliverance from a deserved ruin. And if

this grief is not a mere dictate of selfish fear

or mercenary calculation, but a spiritual peni-

tence becaiise the pure God has been offended

and the crucified Christ wronged, then it is

that godly sorrow, needing not to be repented

of or changed from, which purifies and brings

peace and pardon to the heart. This is repent-

ance. F. D. H.

7, 8. The meaning of these verses is plain,

and has been already brought out. Whether
tlie inquirer be an Lsraelite or a foreigner, if he

sever himself from God and give his heart to

idols, and then shall go to a prophet to learn

something respecting God, or to gain some
favor from God {e.g., like King Saul in his dis-

tress), God will answer him in His own way
and for His own righteous ends.

9-1 1 . What is said here affords no good rea-

son for impugning the justice or even the good-

ness of God. All candid minds will see this if

they carefully consider and dul)' appreciate

these three points : 1. That the case supposed

is that of a wicked man, seducing and bribing

a prophet to give him a favorable answer from

God, while he yet cleaves to his sins. God de-

clares that He will not be tampered with bj' a

wicked man for so vile a purpose. He will let

both the prophet and the sinner who tries to

bribe him be deceived and ruined. 3. No other

form of Divine agency need be implied here

than what is properly permiss-ice. God will let

that prophet be deceived. He will leave him

to make mistakes—leave him in the darkness

of his own perverse heart. God will not reveal

truth to his mind ; will not help him carry out

the wicked purpose and desire of the sinner

who has bribed him to try to extort something

from God for his own selfish advantage. The

usage of all Scripture, and indeed of all human
language, sustains this construction. God is

said to do what He only suffers or permits to be

done. And in this case, who can say that God

does not most righteously and justly leave the

sinner to be frustrated in his impious purpose ?

3. The Divine intent in this proceeding is in

finitely wise and good. As declared by Him-
self in this very connection, it is " that the

house of Israel may go no more astray from

Me, neither be polluted, any more with all their

transgressions ; but that they may be My peo-

ple, and I may be their God." H. C.

9. like Lord have deceived that prophet. That
is, permitted him to be deceived and to deceive

the people, as a just judgment upon them for

their infidelity, with respect to His true proph-

ets. This He threatens at the fifth verse :
" I

will take the house of Israel," etc.; because

they have chosen to them.selves false gods, I

will suffer them to be deceived with false

prophets ; and that this is the meaning appears

by the threatening added, " and I will stretch

out My hand upon him, and will destroy him
from the midst of My people." Now God will

not punish that whereof He is the Author.

Ahp. Tillotson.

Evil as well as good is under His direction

who turns it as He will, employing it to test

the sincerity of men, and thus making it ulti-

mately contribute to the purification of His

people, to the confirmation of the righteous, to

the increase of their glory and felicity. This

principle of Divine government may be traced

elsewhere. In De. 13 it is declared that those

who listen to false prophets are responsible,

even though the prophets confirm their words

by wonders that come to pass. God's people

were tried by the presence among them of false

prophets just as they were by the presence of

idolaters. So John bids men try the spirits be-

cansc many false pivjyfiets are gone out into the

world (1 John 4 : 1), and it is of the days of the

Messiah that Zechariah predicts, I will cause the

(false) prophets and unclean spirit to pass out

of the land (Zech. 13 : 2). The case of the false

prophets who deceived Ahah ( 1 K. 22) is a strik-

ing representation of this principle. The Lord

sends forth an evil spirit to persuade him to his

ruin.

Toward the close of the kingdom of Judali

false prophets were especially rife, the sign and

the punishment of corruption. In this way tlie

thoughts of men's hearts were revealed, the

good separated from the bad, and the people

(the remnant of them) purged from the sins by

which of late years the whole nation had been

defiled. So Paul makes the sending of false

prophets a leading part of the Divine dispensa

tions in the last days

—

God shall send them strong

delusion, that they should believe a lie (2 Thess.
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2 : 11). Yet this delusion does not operate by

a magic irresistible force—tliey wlio listen to

the f;ilse proiiliets do so of tlieir own will, and

will therefore be justly liable to the wrath of

the true God. B. C.

12-23. The scope of these verses is to show :

1. That national sins bring national judgments ;

when virtue is ruined and laid waste, every-

thing else will soon be ruined and laid waste

too (verse 13) : When the land sins against Me,

when vice and wickedness become epidemical,

when the land sius by trespiissing grievously,

when tlie sinners are become very numerous,

and their sins very heinous, when gross impie-

ties and immoralities universally prevail, then

will I stretch forth Mine hand upon it for the

punishment of it ; the Divine power shall be

vigorously and openlj' exerted, the judgments
shall be extended and stretched forth to all the

corners of the land, to all the concerns and in-

terests of the nation. Grievous sins bring

grievous plagues. 2. That God has a variety

of sore judgments wherewith to punish sinful

nations ; and He has them all at command, and
inflicts which He pleases. H.

12-21. The points of this case are made en-

tirely plain. It is presented for tlie most part

as a case supposed in a hypothetical way. If
any land should become grievously wicked,

beyond the Divine endurance, then would I

scourge them with My four great and sore

judgments— famine, destructive beasts, tlie

sword of war and pestilence—and then, though

these three men, pre-eminent for their availing

intercession— viz., Noah, Daniel and Job, were
in that land, tliej' should save themselves only

;

they could not save that land from My judg-

ments. They could not save from any one c*^

these forms of judgment coming singly—how
much less from all combined t Of the godly

men named liere, the reader will recall in the

case of Noah the fact that God forewarned him
of the flood one hundred and twenty years be-

fore it came, during which time we may sup-

pose that his prayers were unceasing that the

Lord would defer this judgment and spare the

guilty race. So far " the long-suffering of God
waited iu the days of Noah." The fact was,

that the sins of the Jewish people liad become
such that God could not pardon, but must pun
ish. So He had said of tlxe sins of Manasseli

(2 K. 24 : 4). Repeatedly through Jeremiah the

Lord had signified that He could not hear pray-

er in their behalf to turn from His purposed

judgments. (See Jer. 7 : 16 ; 11 : 14 ; 14 : 11,

13, and not least, 15 : 1.) " Though Moses and
Samuel stood before Me" (i.e., as intercessors),

"yet My mind could not be tow»ard this peo

pie ; cast them out of My sight and let them go

forth."' Fearful is the doom that awaits luther

a nation or an individual when the point is

reached where prayer avails nothing ! H. C.

When a nation is loyal to Us God, by putting

away sin and nurturing righteousness it will

insure the Divine blessing and its own perma-

nence (verse 9). God reserves the entry through

the gates of honor to " the righteous nation

which keepeth the truth." The elevation en-

sured and given to nations which promote

righteousness is the one which, if we see as

God sees, wo shall value most. Godless men
may covet an ascendency backed by guns and

swords, armies and fleets. The believer in God
covets only an uplifting that comes of the Di-

vine blessing on " a wise and understanding

people." If loyalty to God and truth is want
ing, a nation ensures its own downfall (verse

10 ; see Ezek. 17 ; 27 : 3 ; 28 : 2-10 ; Amos 2:9;
Obad. 3, 4). Christians are the " salt" of the

earth. Their value is in their " savor," not in

their name. And if thej' let the "savor" die

out, no name of discipleship will be of any use

to them. Christians may not separate their

Christianity from their citizenship. They are

to be Christian citizens ; and do we not learn

by abundant teachings in the Old and New
Testament that God spares many a guilty city

for the sake of the righteous that are therein ?

xVnd can we forget the teaching of the prophet

Ezekiel, that nations may become so corrupt

that even the righteous element therein avails

not to stay the ruin (Ezek. 14 : 12-21) ? C. C.

14. Though these three men, Noah, Daniel

and Job, were in it. Daniel was then in captiv-

ity ; he was taken in the third year of Jehoia

kim ; after this Jehoiakim reigned eight years ;

and this prophecy, as appears from chap.

8:1, was uttered in the sixth year of Jehoia-

chin's captivit}', who succeeded Jehoiakim.

and reigned only three montlis ; therefore at

this time Daniel had been fourteen years in

captivity, and was little more than thirty years

of age. It is observable how early the fame

of his piety had spread over Chaldea. Ahp.

Keircome.

All these persons were eminent for their

piety. Noah and his family were saved from

the universal deluge, and obtained a promise

from tlie Most High that He would never again

destroy the world by an inundation of water.

Daniel interceded with the Almighty for the

whole nation of the Jews, and obtained a prom
i,se of tlieir restoration (Dan. 9). And Job was
appointed by God Himself to make intercession



for his three friends. But when the Almighty 's

irrevei'sible decree is gone out against a nation,

even the prayers of such favorites of Heaven

would be ineffectual to procure their deliver-

ance. Tlie prophet, in this allusion to Abra-

ham's intercession for Sodom, declares from

God that when His judgments come out against

the land of Judea, the righteous found in it

should only save themselves ; which plainly

shows a providence extending to particulars.

Bp. Warburton.

What makes that testimony more striking is

that it was borne when Daniel was still in early

manhood. When he was about twenty-niue

years of age Ezekiel uttered in the course of a

prophecy these words: "The word of the

Lord came again to me, saying, Son of man,

when the land siuneth against Mo by trespass-

ing grievously, tlien will I stretch out Mine

hand upon it, and will break the staff of the

bread thereof, and will send famine upon it,

and will cutoff man and beast from it : though

these three men, Noah, Daniel and Job were

in it, they should deliver but their own souls

by their righteousness, saith the Lord God."

Four times are these saints introduced to give

point and terror to Divine threatening. A few

years later, when Daniel was about thirty-five

yeai-s of age, his name was introduced into a

rebuke, ironical in form, of the then king of

Tyre. The king had all but deified himself,

and placed his human, heathen wisdom in an-

tagonism with that of God. He had forgotten

his dependence upon God ; and so the prophet,

with biting irony, thus addresses him :
" Be-

hold ! thou art wiser than Daniel ; there is no

secret that they cannot hide from thee." These

references to the then living statesman and

prophet are very remarkable. Piiscy.

From this account we may infer that Job

was as real a person as Noah or Daniel ; and of

their identity no man has pretended to doubt.

When God, as above, has determined to punish
a nation, no intercession shall avail. Personal

holiness aXone caw prevent these evils; but the

holiness of any man can only avail for him-

self.

21. My four sore judgments. Sword, war.

Famine, occasioned by drought. Pestilence,

epidemic diseases which sweep off a great part

of the inhabitants of a land. The noisome

beasts, the multiplication of wild beasts in con-

sequence of the general destruction of the in-

habitants. A. C.

22. 23, He says to these elders now before

him :
" When ye see this last company of cap-

tives, and learn from personal observation the

horrible corruption of their hearts and lives, ye
will be comforted concerning the evil which

God has brought on Jerusalem, for ye will see

that it must have been richly deserved, and

that God did not scourge that city to its utter

destruction without good cause." If they had

felt any inisgiving in view of a judgment so

terrible, they would surely see in the character

of the captives that God had amply justifying

cause for the severity of those judgments. It

is a comfort to the people of God to see that

His most terrible judgments are not excessive

or in any wise unduly severe. The Lord is

careful to show His confiding people that what-

ever else He may do, He never can punish too

severely. He may punish less than man's iniqui-

ties deserve ; but never more. H. C.

23. Te shall know that I have not done witJi-

out cause. There is no part of the conduct of

I

God toward man that is not dictated by the

purest principles of justice, equity and truth.

He does nothing but what is right ; and what-

ever is right to be done, that ought to be done.

In Qod'a justice there is no severity ; in God's

mercy there is no caprice. He alone doth all

things well; for He is the Fountain of justice

and mercy. A. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XV., XVI.

15 : 1, 2 And the word of the Lokd came unto me, saying. Son of man, what is the vine

3 tree more than any tree, the vine branch which is among the trees of the forest ? Shall wood

be taken thereof to make any work ? or will men take a pin of it to hang any vessel thereon ?

4 Behold, it is cast into the fire for fuel : the fire hath devoured both the ends of it, and the

o midst of it is burned ; is it profitable for any work ? Behold, when it was whole, it was

meet for no work : how much less, when the fire hatli devoured it, and it is burned, shall it

6 yet be meet for any work ? Therefore thus saith the Lord God : As the vine tree among the
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trees of tlic forest, which I have given to the tire for fuel, so will I give the inhabitants of

7 Jerusalem. And I will set my face against them ; they shall go forth from the Are, but the

fire shall devour them ; and ye shall know that I am the Loud, when I set my face against

8 them. And I B'ill make the land desolate, because they have committed a trespass, saith the

Lord God.

16 : 1, 3 Again the word of the Loud came unto me, saying. Son of man, cause Jerusalem

3 to know her abominations, and say, Thus salth the Lord God unto Jerusalem : Thy birth and

thy nativity is of the land of the Canaanite ; the Anlorite was thy father, and thy mother

4 was an Hittite. And as for thy nativity, in the daj' thou wast born thy navel was not cut,

neither wast thou washed in water to cleanse thee ; thou wast not salted at all, nor swaddled

5 at all. None eye pitied thee, to do any of these unto tl\ee, to have compassion upon thee
;

but thou wast cast out In the open field, for that thy person was abhorred, in the day that

6 thou wast born. And when I passed by thee, and saw thee weltering in thy blood, I said

unto thee. Though thou art in thy blood, live
;
yea, I said unto thee. Though thou art in thy

7 blood, live. I caused thee to multiply as the bud of the field, and thou didst increase and

wax great, and thou attainedst to excellent ornament ; thy breasts were fashioned, and thine

8 hair was grown
; yet thou wast naked and bare. Now when I passed by thee, and looked

upon thee, behold, thy time was the time of love ; and I spread my skirt over thee, and cov-

ered thy nakedness : yea, I sware unto thee, and entered into a covenant with thee, saith the

9 Lord God, and thou becamest mine. Then washed I thee with water
;

j'ea, I throughlj'

10 washed away thy blood from thee, and I anointed thee with oil. I clothed thee also with

broidered work, and shod thee with sealskin, and I girded thee about with fine linen, and

11 covered thee with silk. I decked thee also with ornaments, and I put bracelets upon thy

13 hands, and a chain on thy neck. And I put a ring upon thy nose, and earrings in tliine

13 ears, and a beautiful crown upon thine head. Thus wast thou decked with gold and silver
;

and thy raiment was of fine linen, and silk, and broidered work ; thou didst cat fine flour,

and honey, and oil : and thou wast exceeding beautiful, and thou didst prosper unto royal

14 estate. And thy renown went forth among the nations for thy beauty ; for it was perfect,

through my majesty which I had put upon thee, saith the Lord God.

15 But thou didst trust in thy beauty, and playedst the harlot because of thy renown, and

16 pouredst out thy whoredoms on every one that passed by ; his it was. And thou didst take

of thy garments, and madest for thee high places decked with divers colours, and playedst

17 the harlot upon them : the like things shall not come, neither shall it be so. Thou didst also

take thy fair jewels of my gold and of my silver, which I had given thee, and madest for

18 thee images of men, and didst play the harlot with them ; and thou tookest thy broidered

19 garments, and coveredst them, and didst set mine oil and mine incense before them. My
bread also which I gave thee, fine flour, and oil, and honej', wherewith I fed thee, thou didst

30 even set it before them for a sweet savour, and thus it was ; saith the Lord God. Moreover

thou hast taken thy sons and thy daughters, whom thou hast borne unto me, and these hast

81 thou sacrificed unto them to be devoured. Were thy whoredoms a small matter, that thou

liast slain my children, and delivered them up, in causing them to pass through the fire unto

33 them ? And in all thine abominations and thy whoredoms thou hast not remembered the

33 days of thy youth, when thou wast naked and bare, and wast weltering in thy blood. And
34 it is come to pass after all thy wickedness, (woe, woe unto thee ! saith the Lord God,) that

thou hast built unto thee an eminent place, and hast made thee a lofty place in every street.

35 Thou hast built thy lofty place at every head of the way, and hast made thy beauty an

abomination, and hast opened thy feet to every one that passed by, and multiplied thy whore-

36 dom. Thou hast also committed fornication with the Egyptians, thy neighbours, great of

37 flesh ; and hast multiplied thy whoredom, to provoke me to anger. Behold therefore, I have

stretched out my hand over thee, and have diminished thine ordinary food, and delivered

thee unto the will of them that hate thee, the daughters of the Philistines, which are ashamed

38 of thy lewd way. Thou hast played the harlot also with the Assyrians, because thou wast

unsatiable ; yea, thou hast played the harlot with them, and yet thou wast not satisfied.

39 Thou hast moreover multiplied thy whoredom jn the land of Canaan, unto Chaldea ; and

30 yet thou wast not satisfied herewith. How weak is thine heart, saith the Lord God, seeing

31 thou doest all these ihngs, the work of an imperious whorish woman ; in that thou bulkiest

thine eminent place in the head of every way, and makest thy lofty place in every street
;
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32 and hast not been as an harlot. In that thou scornest hire. A wife that committeth adultery !

33 that taketh strangers instead of her husband ! They give gifts to all harlots : but thou

givest thy gifts to all thy lovers, and bribest them, that they may come unto thee on every

34 side for thy whoredoms. And the contrary is in thee from other women in tliy whoredoms,

in that none foUoweth thee to commit whoredom : and whereas thou givest hire, and no hire

is given unto thee, therefore thou art contrary.

35, 36 Wherefore, O harlot, hear tlie word of the LoKD : Thus saith the Lord God, because thy

filthincss was poured out, and thy nakedness discovered through thy whoredoms with thy

lovers ; and because of all the idols of thy abominations, and for the blood of thy children,

37 which thou didst give unto them ; therefore behold, I will gather all thy lovers, with whom
thou hast taken pleasure, and all them that thou hiist loved, with all them that thou hast

hated ; I will even gather them against thee on every side, and will discover thy nakedness

38 unto them, that they may see all thy nakedness. And I will judge thee, as women that

break wedlock and shed blood are judged ; and I will bring upon thee the blood of fury and

39 jealousy. I will also give thee into their hand, and they shall throw down thine eminent

place, and break down thy lofty places ; and they shall strip thee of thy clothes, and take

40 thy fair jewels : and they shall leave thee naked and bare. They shall also bring up an as-

sembly against thee, and they shall stone thee with stones, and thrust thee through with their

41 swords. And they shall burn thine houses with fire, and execute judgements upon thee in

the sight of many women ; and I will cause thee to cease from playing the harlot, and thou

43 shalt also give no hire any more. So will I satisfy my fury upon thee, and my jealousy

43 shall depart from thee, and I will be quiet, and will be no more angry. Because thou hast

not remembered the days of thy youth, but hast fretted me in all these things ; therefore be-

hold, 1 also will bring thy way upon thine head, saith the Lord God : and thou shalt not

commit this lewdness above all thine abominations.

44 Behold, every one that useth proverbs shall use this proverb against thee, sa3'ing. As is

45 the mother, so is her daughter. Thou art thy mother's daughter, that loatheth ner husband

and her children ; and thou art the sister of thy sisters, which loathed their husbands and

46 their children : your mother was an Hittite, and your father an Amorite. And thine elder

sister is Samaria, that dwelleth at thy left hand, she and her daughters : and thy younger

47 sister, that dwelleth at thy right hand, is Sodom and her daughters. Yet hast thou not

walked in their ways, nor done after their abominations ; but, as if that were a very little

48 thing, thou wast more corrupt than they in all thy ways. As I live, saith the Lord God,

Sodom thy sister hath not done, she nor her daughters, as thou hast done, thou and thy

49 daughters. Behold, this was the iniquity of thy sister Sodom
;
pride, fulness of bread, and

prosperous ease was in her and in her daughters ; neither did she strengthen the hand of the

50 poor and needy. And they were haughty, and committed abomination before me : therefore

51 I took them away as I saw good. Neither hath Samaria committed half of thy sins ; but thou

hast multiplied thine abominations more than they, and hast justified thy sisters by all thine

53 abominations which thou hast done. Thou also, bear thine own shame, in that thou hast

given judgement for thy sisters ; through thy sins that thou hast committed more abomi-

nable tlian they, they are more rigliteous than thou : yea, be thou also confounded, and bear

53 thy shame, in tliat thou hast justified thy sisters. And I will turn again their captivity, the

captivity of Sodom and her daughters, and the captivity of Samaria and her daughters, and

54 the captivity of thy captives in the midst of them : that thou mayest bear thine own shame,

and mayest be ashamed because of all that thou hast done, in that thou art a comfort unto

55 them. And thy sisters, Sodom and her daughters, shall return to their former estate, and

Samaria and her daughters shall return to their former estate, and thou and thy daughters

56 shall return to your former estate. For thy sister Sodom was not mentioned by thy mouth
57 in the day of thy pride ; before thy wic'kedncss was discovered, as at the time of the reproach

of the daughters of Syria, and of all that are round about her, the daughters of the Philis-

58 tines, which do despite unto thee round about. Thou hast borne thy lewdness and thine

59 abominations, saith the Lord. For thus saith the Lord God : I will even deal with thee as

60 thou hast done, which hast despised the oath in breaking the covenant. Nevertheless I will

remember my covenant with thee in the days of thy youth, and I will establish unto thee an

61 everlasting covenant. Then shalt thou remember thy ways, and be ashamed, when thou

shalt receive thy sisters, thine elder sisters and thy younger ; and I will give them unto thee
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1)3 for daughters, but uot by tliy covenant. Ami I \vi

tiS thou shalt know tliat I am the Lokd : that tliou uia

never open thy mouth any more, because of thy sh:

thou hast done, saith tlie Lord God.

stablish ray covenant witli thee ; and

t remember, and be confounded, and

; wlien I have forgiven thee all tliat

Cliap. 15. This short chapter makes but

one point, and makes that plainly. Jerusalem

anil Israel had often been thought and spoken

i)f as a pj'/ie under the culture of their own God.

(See Isa. 5:1-7; 27 : 2 ; Jer, 2 : 21 ; Ps. 80 :

8-16.) But now she has altogether ceased to

Itriug forth grapes. She bears no fruits of holi-

ness ; renders to God no acceptable service.

The wood of the vine was too slender for tent

nails or pins. It might, however, answer to

burn for fuel. It was used for this purpose,

and was fit for nothing else. So of the people

of Jerusalem. They might serve as an exam-

ple to illustrate God's justice in punishing the

incorrigibly guilty. They might answer some

useful purpose to burn itp. To this purpose

the Lord would consign them, and would lay

their land utterly desolate. A fearful truth is

this, as applied to all sinners who will bear no

fruit of obedience and love to God ; from whom
He can extract no other service in His universe

save to make them an example of His righteous

justice in their damnation ! Actively, of their

free will and honest intent, they will do noth-

ing for God, or for His creatures and the gen-

eral good ; hence, passively, by suffering, and

against their will, the Lord will turn them to

the only good account possible in their case,

and make them fuel for His justice to burn—

a

living, eternal testimony before the universe to

His holy and intense abhorrence of rebellion.

They shall know, and all intelligent beings In

God's kingdom shall learn in their case, that

He is the Lord God Omnipotent, holy and

righteous forevermore ! H. C.

The vine is a noble plant in respect to the

fruit it bears ; but in regard of its wood, no

shrub is so mean ; it is so far from affording

any useful timber, that not even a pin can be

made from it on which any vessel may be

hung. Lo, such is Israel ! if it bore good fruit

it would be dear and precious to me, but in it-

self it is but mean and base in comparison of

other nations, and unfit for any service : it is

only meet to be cast into the fire for fuel. Bp.

nail.

The vine-tree is weaker than most trees, so

as to be unfit for any work, and would there-

fore be very contemptible but for that property

it possesses of bringing forth a valuable and de-

licious fruit. On this account it is highly

prized and diligently cultivated. But if it fail

of producing fruit, the only purpose to which

it can be applied is to turn it to fuel. Such is

the figurative representation which the prophet

gives- us, in this passage, of man, considered

especially as the object of Divine care and cul-

ture. He is naturally capable of yielding a

precious fruit ; in this consists his sole excel-

lence ; this is the sole end of his existence ; and

if he fails in this he is of no use but to be de-

stroyed. Man is naturally capable of yielding

a most precious fruit ; this fruit consists in liv-

ing to God. M. Hall.

7. The condition of the people is here depict-

ed. The people of Israel had already become

worthless, useless as instruments for carrying

out God's work. The separated kingdoms had,

in turn, been laid waste. Israel was entirely

broken up. Judah had suffered the captivity

of her king (Jeconiah), and with him no incon-

siderable part of the commonalty. The branch

torn from the living stem had truly been cast

into the fire, which had devoured both ends of

it ; what remained was a brand plucked from

the burning. Those who had escaped the gen-

eral calamity were reserved for a like fate.

They had gone forth from the fire, so they

deemed, but tlte fire should yet devour tliem, so

God had decreed. Compare the parable of the

vine in John 15, where the worthlessness of the

vine-branch severed from the true stock, and

the consequent casting of it in the fire, illus-

trates this prophecy of Ezekiel. B. C.

Chap. 16. This chapter embraces one gen-

eral theme—the idolatry of Jerusalem, set forth

in vivid, glaring, appalling colors under the

figure common to the prophets, by which idola-

try is thought of as adultery. The key-note is

struck in verse 2 :
" Cause Jerusalem to know

her abominations." Set them before her eyes

in forms and figures so expressive that she can-

not but see them, and so sickening that, seeing,

she cannot fail to loathe and abhor herself for

all she has done. Let us also bear in mind that

this expose of Jerusalem is made before the ex-

iles in Chaldea to show them how righteously

that city is about to suffer utter destruction ; to

impress them with the enormity of their great

national sin, in which themselves were deeply

guilty ; and to urge them to deep self-con-

demnation and bitter repentance. H. C.

Israel's proneness to idolatry is depicted by

the prophet under the figure of a wife's infidel-
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Ity. This he does in the long 16th chapter and 1

in the almost equally long 23d chapter. In

these chapters the relentless realism of our au-

thor's methods is most startling. The subject

is a loathsome one. The instinct of delicacy is

to escape from it as speedily and euphemisti-

cally as possible. But Ezekiel means not mere-

ly to suggest the picture, but to make us see it.

We feel tliat we might be spared some of the

ranker words, some of the more revolting situa-

tions, some of the more indecent exposures. It

is dreadful to read, but the result is such an

expression of the odiousness of apostasy from

God as is without a parallel iu literature. Bal-

lantine.

1-43. Idolatry is frequently represented by
the prophets under the figure of a wife's un-

faithfulness to her husband. This image is

here so portrayed as to exhibit the aggravation

of Israel's guilt by reason of her origin and

early history. The original abode of the pro-

genitors of the race, the land of Canaan, de-

nied with idolatry and moral corruption, is in-

troduced to heighten the picture. The prophet's

first aim is to show how utterly destitute tlie

people was from the first of anj' claim to the

kindness lavished upon it. Israel was like a

child born in a polluted land, abandoned from

its birth, left by its parents in the most utter

neglect to the chance regard of any passer by.

Such was the state of the people in Egypt
(verses 3-5). On such a child the Lord looked

with pity, tended, adopted it, decked it with

all that could grace and adorn it. Under such

<are it grew up to be comely and beautiful,

(ind the Lord joined it to Himself in that close

union which is figured by the bonds of wed-

lock. The Lord adopted her not only as His

child, but as His spouse. Tlie covenants made
under Moses and Joshua represent this alliance

(verses 6-8). The prophet does not dwell upon
the sins and punishments of Israel which fol-

lowed so close upon the first covenants, but

passes on to the season of greatest prosperity,

the reigns of David and Solomon, when Israel

shone with all the glory of temporal prosperity,

and became a kingdom mighty and prosperous

(verses 9-14). The remainder of the liistory of

the people now divided is, in the prophet's eye,

a succession of defection and degradation mark-

ed by the erection of high places (verse 16),

by the worship of household idols (verse 17),

by the abominable rites of Molecli (verse 20).

And all this was followed by unholy alliances

with foreign nations : Egypt (verse 26), Assyria

(verse 28), Chaldea (verse 29), which nations the

people courted with presents and called in to

their ruin (verse 38). Such sins were soon tc

meet their due punishment. As an unfaithful

wife was brought before the people, convicted,

cast out of her home, and stoned, so should the

Lord make His people a gazing-stock to all the

nations round about, deprive them of all their

possessions, and of their city, and cast them
forth as exiles to be spoiled and destroyed in a

foreign land (verses 35-43). B. C.

1-5. Ezekiel is now among the captives in

Babylon ; but as Jeremiah at Jerusalem wrote

for the use of the captives, though they had

Ezekiel upon the spot with them (chap. 29), so

Ezekiel wrote for the use of Jerusalem, though

Jeremiah himself was resident there. Jeremiah

wrote to the captives for their consolation,

which was the thing they needed ; Ezekiel here

is directed to write to the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem for their conviction and humiliation,

which was the thing they needed. H.

S. No one will take this allusion to her
" birth and nativity" in tlie literal sense. Men
and nations are spoken of as the children of

those whose ways they follow, as our Lord ac-

costed the Pharisees, " Ye generation of vipers"

(Matt. 23 : 38), and " Ye are of your father the

devil" (John 8 : 44). Isaiah (chap. 1 : 10) ad-

dresses the Jews as " rulers of Sodom and peo-

ple of Gomorrah." H. C.

Tliy birth and thy nativity is of tlie land of

Canaan. It would dishonor Abraham to say

that you sprung from him; ye are rather

Uanaanites than Israelites. The Canaanites

were accursed ; so are ye. Thy father was an

Amorite, thy mother a Hittite. These tribes

were the most famous, and probably the most

corrupt of all the Canaanites. A. C.

6-14. These figures are plain, and refer

manifestly to the early development of the re-

ligious life and of the national strength and

wealth of the Hebrew people in the wilderness

and in Canaan. God's first interposition broke

the yoke of Pharaoh and brought them forth

from their national bondage. Tlien He entered

into the solemn marriage covenant with them,

and they became truly and avowedly His own
people. The entire Book of Exodus is a special

comment on these verses. In verse 6 the orig-

inal word is not precisely "polluted," but

rather trodden xtnderfoot—indicating their state

in Egypt. The announcement, "

' Live," Is sol-

emnly repeated for emphasis. It was this ma-

jestic and pateiTial voice which restored their

national life, when else they had died nationally

under Egyptian servitude. The reader will

not fail to note that this setting forth of God's

loving-kindness to the nation iu its birth and
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youth is intcudcd to show (and does) how deep-

ly indebted the Hebrew nation were to their

own coveuiiut God, and hence, how intensely

lliig-rant, mean and wicked was their apostasy

from their own God to idols, their spiritual

adultery. H. C.

15-34. In these verses we have an account

of the great wickedness of the people of Israel,

especially in worshipping idols, notwithstand-

ing the great favors that God had conferred

upon them, by which, one would think, they

should have been forever engaged to Him. This

wickedness of theirs Is here represented by the

lewd and scandalous conversation of that beau-

tiful maid which was rescued from ruin,

brought up and well provided for hy a kind

friend and benefactor, that had been in all re-

spects as a father and a husband to her. H.

Tlie prophet now describes the idolatries of

the time of the kings. The earlier offences in

the time of the judges are not noticed, that

being an unsettled time. The conduct of the

people after they had prospered into a kiurjdom

is to be described.

15. Because of thy rcnoirn. Thou didst make
use of thy renown to court idolatrous nations.

The marriages of Solomon with heathen wives,

and his consequent idolatries, are a clear in-

stance of such misuse of glory. B. C.

18. Mine oil and Mine incense. The oil was

the product of the land, the incense received in

exchange for such produce, and so both were

the gifts of Jehovah, and belonged to Him. Be-

sides, the oil and the incense prepared for the

service of God were used in idol worship. Oil

was a special ingre<lient in the offerings pre-

scribed in the service of the Temple ; for anoint-

ing, for lights, and forthe meal-offering. B. C.

20, 'i I . Was this crime of making and serving

other gods too small a thing to satisfy thy wick

cd heart, that thou shouldst needs go on to more

horrid guilt, and burn thine own sons and

daughters in the fire to these cruel idols ? With

equal force and beauty the Lord says, " Thou
hast slain My children"—as if His parental

heart yearned over the innocent little ones

hurled by their unnatural fathers and mothers

into the deadly Are to Moloch and Saturn !

H. C.

God's covenant with Abraham was " with

him and his seed after him." The severest

charge against Israel which Ezekiel was com-

mis.s.inne(l to utter was this ;
" Thou hast taken

thy sous and thy daughters whom thou liast

home unto Me, and these hast thou sacrificed

unto them. Thou hast slain My children."

Take now these facts and principles : Christian

families as families are in covenant with God ;

God claims the children In such families as His

children ; the family is, practically, whatever

may be our theories, the unit of organization

in the Church as in the commonwealth, lying

as it does at the foundation of them both.

These principles furnish strong a priori or pre-

sumptive evidence that the cliildreu of believ-

ing parents are to be acknowledged as mem-
bers of the Christian Church. T. P. Steven-

son.

22. It had' aggravated her guilt all along

that she would not suitably remember the

goodness of her God manifested toward her in

the early days of her national life. In this

chapter (verses 4^14) the Lord has been pressing

this urgently upon her attention. This was

the burden of many an earnest exhortation

from the Lord through Moses and the prophets.

(See De. 8 ; 3 ; 5 : 15 ; 15 : 15 ; 16 : 12 ; 24 : 18,

22.) She did not love to remember how abject

and forlorn she was in the day when the mercy

of the Lord met her in Lgypt. So sinners are

slow and reluctant to remember the special

favors shown them by that Great Benefactur

whose name they revile, whose law they dis-

card, and whose love to them they will not

think of requiting with responsive love in re-

turn. H C.

27. The Philistines, occupying the southern

borders of the land of Canaan, were from the

first, and continued through the whole of Is-

rael's history, thorns in the sides of the people ;

in the times of the judges, of Samuel, of Saul,

of David, and in much later times (see Isa. 14 :

39) they were the instruments eraploj'ed by the

Lord to punish His disobedient people. (See

2 Chron. 28 : 18.)

35-43. The punishment of Judah is repre-

sented by the same figure as her sin. She has

been portrayed as an adulteress and a mur-

deress. She is now represented as undergoing

the punishment adjudged to an adulteress and

murderess. .The scene is a court of justice, be-

fore which the Lord Himself appears to arraign

the guilty woman. There are present those

who are now her lovers, and those whom she

has loved and deserted (the idolatrous nations

with whom Judah has had guilty intercourse),

to witness, to share, or to exult in her disgrace.

In proportion to her former honor shall be her

present shame. As a woman suspected of in-

fidelity to her husband had her head uncovered,

by way of disgrace, so this convicted adulteress

shall be stripped bare, exposed to utter shame,

shall be stoned and slain, and her house shall

be made desolate. Only in her utter destruc-
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tion shall the wrath of the Lord, the jealous

God, cease. B. C.

In this passage, verse 38 alludes with terrible

power to the jealousy and fury with which
men often avenge the crime of adultery when
their own hearts are torn and their own homes
ruined by it. So God will shed the blood of

Jerusalem in His fury and jealousy ! What
could be more fearfully expressive ! He will

make an example of her before many cities and

nations. H. C.

The question is, how these two, God is love

and God is a consuming fire, are to be harmo-

nized. And the answer is, that the vinculum

is found in this conception of the jealousy.

Through that medial factor, the wrath is seen

to be of love or accordant with it. The capital

passage here is De. 4 : 24, where the one is

given as exegetical of the other :
" The Lord

Ihy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous

God ;" and other passages (Zech. 8:2; Ezek.

16 : 38 ; 36 : 6 ; 38 : 19, etc.) place the two in

such juxtaposition that sometimes they appear

well-nigh synonymous, and sometimes the jeal

ousy seems given as the operative cause of the

wrath. This jealousy is, therefore, the Divine

love bearing no rival, demanding a perfect re-

sponse, asserting its disowned claims ; in short,

the love that will be loved, and that with an

undivided affection, in turn. Salrnond.

46, 47. To humble the national pride of

Jerusalem and set forth her monstrous guilt,

she is compared to Samaria as her sister on the

left hand, and to Sodom, her sister on the right.

Jerusalem sits geographically between these

two cities, with her face to the east. " She did

not walk after their ways," for she had done

indefinitely worse than they. So utterly had

her crimes surpassed theirs, as to throw them

quite into the shade. In verse 47, the original

word, rendered " a very little thing," means a

thing of disgust, as if it disgusted her as too

smull sinning. Jerusalem piques herself upon
sinning on a grander scale, with more daring,

horrible impiety !

4§-50. This comparison with Sodom is full

of intense significance and power. There stood

the history of Sodom and her fearful doom be-

fore the very eyes of the Jewish people. The
record of it lifts up its columns of smoke and

flame before the generations of history, stand-

ing on their own sacred page, and it would

seem that they must have learned from their

childhood to abhor such crimes and dread such

a doom ! Yet here the burning tongue of their

prophet puts it to them that their own guilt is

indefinitely greater 1 H. C.

[
49. Abundance of idleness. In places where

I

there is least work the worst sins do most pre-

vail ; and idleness therefore is by the prophet

reckoned one of the three great sins of Sodom,
parents of the rest. It seldom happens in any
way of life that a sluggard and a profligate do
not go together, or that he who is idle is not

also dissolute. Isaac Barroic.

51,52. Jerusalem in her abominations had
justified Samaria only in the sense thirt her

greater crimes made the sins of Samaria appear

to be almost virtues. Verse 52 might be trans-

lated, " Bear thou (Jerusalem) that disgrace

which thou hast adjudged to thy sisters, for

thy sins in which thou hast been more abomi-

nable than they," etc. Jerusalem had con-

demned her sisters, Sodom and Samaria, ad-

judging to them deep disgrace. Let her bear

all this herself and more, for her greater abomi-

nations. H. C.

53. When I shall hring again their captivity.

The meaning is. When the fulness of the Gen-

tiles shall come into the Church (some of whom
may be compared to Sodom for wickedness),

then will I also remember you who are My an-

cient people. The conversion of the Gentiles

is expressed in Jeremiah by the returning of

the captivity of Moab, Ammon and Elani

(chaps. 48 : 47 ; 49 : 6, 39) ; and by the Egyp-
tians, Ethiopians and Syrians acknowledging

themselves His servants in the prophecy of

Isaiah (chaps. 19 : 24, 25 ; 23 : 18). And by the

same analogy we are to understand the return-

ing of " the captivity of Sodom," here, of the

Gentiles coming into the Church. Abp. New-

come.

56-59. Her guilt in despising her oath and

breaking her covenant with her God was that

especially which so greatly surpassed the guilt

of Sodom and Samaria, and which made her

doom so dreadful. H. C.

60-63. Here in the close of the chapter,

after a most shameful conviction of sin and a

most dreadful denunciation of judgments,

mercy is remembered, mercy is reserved for

those who shall come after, as was when God
sware in His wrath concerning those who came
out of Egypt, that they should not enter into

Canaan. "Yet," says God, " your Httle ones

shall ;" so here. This mercj' should take rise

from God Himself and His remembeiing of His

covenant with them (verse 60). Nevertheless,

though they had been so provoking, and God
has been so provoked, to that degree that one

would think they could never he reconciled

again, yet " I will remember My covenant with

thee, that covenant which I made with thee in
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the days of thy youth, and will reTiveit again.

Though thou hast broken the covenant (verse

59), I will remember it, and it shall flourish

again." II.

What unutterable compassion and forgiving

love are in these words ! Thou. Jerusalem,

wilt not remember the daj's of thy youth and

of My mercy to thee then ; but I will remem-

liur My covenant with thee, made in those days

of thy youth, and I will establish it with thee

for an everlasting covenant ! Is not such love

as this sovereign— a love that owes nothing to

antecedent love on the part of His people, but

lifts itself high above the mountains of sin and

spans the deep aby.sses of guilt and the sinks

of human abominations to find subjects on

which loving-kindness and Divine compassion

mayrest ! Oh, indeed, this is the loving-kindness

of the ever-blessed God ! Well ma}' it be said,

" The Lord is pitiful and of tender mercy. He
hath not dealt with us after our sins, nor re-

warded us according to our iniquities." H, C.

63. God's assurance, " I have forgiven," the

assurance that we do not need to plead with

Him, to bribe Him, to buy pardon by tears and

amendment, but that it is already provided for

us -the blessed vision of an all-mighty love

treasured in a dying Saviour, the proclamation

God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto

Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto

them"—oh, these are the powers that break, or

rather that melt our hearts ; these are the keen

weapons that wound to heal our hearts ; these

are the teachers that teach a godly sorrow that

needeth not to be repented of. Think of all the

patient, pitying mercy of our Father, with

which He has lingered about our lives, and

softly knocked at the door of our hearts

!

Think of that unspeakable gift in which are

wrapped up all His tender mercies—the gift of

Christ, who died for us all ! Let it smite upon
your heart with a rebuke mightier than all the

thunders of law or terrors of judgment. Let

it unveil for you not only the depths of the

love of God, but the darkness of your own
selfish rebellion from Him. Measure your
crooked lives by the perfect Tightness of

Christ's. Learn how you have missed the aim

which He reached, who could say, " I delight

to do Thy will, O my God." And let that

same infinite love that teaches sin announce

frank forgiveness and prophesy perfect purity.

Then, with heart fixed upon Christ's cross, let

your cry for pardon be the echo of the most

sure promise of pardon which sounds from His

dying lips ; and as you gaze on Him who died

that we might be freed from all iniquity, ask

Him to blot out your transgressions, to wash
you throughly from your iniquity, and to

cleanse you from your sins. Ask, for you can-

not ask in vain ; a.sk earnestly, for you need it

sorely ; ask confidently, for He has promised be-

fore you ask ; but ask, for imless you do, you

will not receive. Ask, and the answer is sent

already :
" The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth

from all sin." A. M.

EZRKIEL, CHAPTER XVII.

17:1,2 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, put forth a rid-

3 die, and speak a parable unto the house of Israel ; and say. Thus saith the Lord God : A
great eagle with great wings and long pinions, full of feathers, which had divers colours,

1 came unto Lebanon, and took the top of the cedar : he cropped off the topmost of the young
.5 twigs thereof, and carried it into a land of traffic ; he set it in a city of merchants. He took

also of the seed of the laud, and planted it in a fruitful soil ; he placed it beside many waters :

6 he set it as a willow tree. And it grew, and became a spreading vine of low stature, whose

branches turned toward him, and the roots thereof were under him : so it became a vine, and

7 brought forth branches, and shot forth sprigs. There was also another great eagle with

great wings and many feathers : and, behold, this vine did bend its roots toward him, and

shot forth its branches toward him. from the beds of its plantation, that he might water it.

8 It was planted in a good soil by many waters, that it might bring forth branches, and that

9 it might bear fruit, that it might be a goodly vine. Say thou, Thus saith the Lord God :

Shall it prosper ? shall he not pull up the roots thereof, and cut off the fruit thereof, that it

may wither ; that all its fresh springing leaves may wither ; even without great power or

10 much people to pluck it up by the roots thereof ? Yea, behold, being planted, shall it
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prosper ? shall it not utterly wither, vvlien the cast wind touclieth it ? it shall wither in the

beds where it grew.

11, 13 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Say now to the rebellious house.

Know ye not what these things mean ? tell them. Behold, the king of Babylon came to Jeru-

salem, and took the king thereof, and the princes thereof, and brought them to him to Baby-

13 Ion ; and he took of the seed royal, and made a covenant with him ; he also broiiglit him
14 under an oath, and took away the mighty of the land : that the kingdom might be base, that

15 it might not lift itself up, but that by keeping of his covenant it might stand. But he re-

belled against him in sending his ambassadors into Egypt, that they might give him horses

and much people. Shall he prosper ? shall he escape that doeth such things ? shall he break

16 the covenant, and j'et escape ? As 1 live, saith the Lord God, surely in the place where the

king dwelleth that made him king, whose oath he despised, and whose covenant he brake,

17 even with him in the midst of Babylon he shall die. Neither shall Pharaoh with his mighty
anny and great company make for him in the war, when they cast up mounts and build

18 forts, to cut off many persons. For he hath despised the oath by breaking the covenant
;

and behold, he had given his hand, and yet hatli done all these things ; he shall not escape.

19 Therefore thus saith the Lord God : As I live, surely mine oath that he hath despised, and

20 my covenant that he hath broken, I will even bring it upon his own head. And I will spread

my net upon him, and he shall be taken in my snare, and I will bring him to Babylon, and

31 will plead with him there for his trespass that he hath trespassed against me. And all his

fugitives in all his bands shall fall by the sword, and lliey that remain shall be scattered

toward every wind : and ye shall know that I the Lokd have spoken it.

23 Tims saith the Lord God : I will also take of the lofty top of the cedar, and will set it ; I

will crop off from the topmost of his young twig; a tender one, and I will plant it upon an

23 high mountain and eminent : in the mountain of the height of Israel will I plant it : and it

shall bring forth boughs, and bear fruit, and be a goodly cedar : and under it shall dwell all

24 fowl of every wing ; in the shadow of the branches thereof shall they dwell. And all the

trees of the field shall know that I the Lord have brought down the high tree, have exalted

the low tree, have dried up the green tree, and have made the dry tree to flourish : I the

Lord have spoken and have done it.

Cliap. 17. Ezekiel, after describing by a

figure the circumstances and conditions of the

Jews and Zedekiah, the vassal of tlie Assyrian

monarch, warns them of the delusive character

of their hopes of help from Egypt, protests

against tlie perfidy which must accompany

such alliance, and points out that the restora-

tion of the people of God will be effected under

a very different prince from Zedekiah. There

will indeed in future times be deliverance, and

a free and mighty kingdom governed by a son

of David, under whose shadow all the inhab-

itants will gather themselves as subjects. The
close of this chapter is a most striking predic-

tion of the kingdom of the Messiah. B. C.

The riddle or parable which constitutes the

subject throughout this chapter is explained in

the chapter itself, verses 11-31. This e.xplana-

tion makes the significance entirely clear and

certain. The first eagle (verses 3-6) is Nebu-
chadnezzar of Babylon ; the second (verse 7) is

Pharaoh of Egypt. The highest branch of the

cedar cropped by tlie firet eagle and carried to

a land of traffic, etc. (verses 3, 4), was Jehoia-

chin, taken from the throne of Judah into cap-

tivity to Babylon. Then " the seed of the land.

planted in a fruitful field, by great waters, and

becoming a spreading vine of low stature

(verses 5, 6), was Zedekiah, made king by Nebu-

chadnezzar over the remnant left in the land.

He was, of course, bound by solemn covenant

to a faithful allegiance to his conqueror and

sovereign. Turning toward Egypt to solicit

help thence that he might maintain himself in

breaking faith witli the king of Babylon was

base treachery and rebellion, which God will

punish.

1-4. This representation partakes of the na-

ture of both the riddle and the parable. In its

points of analogy it is a parable ; in its enigma

—in the fact that its significance is somewhat

recondite and obscure—it is a riddle. The

eagle, king of birds, not unfitly represents the

kings of Chaldea and Egypt. So also a tree,

whether the cedar or the vine-tree, with its

magnificent foliage and abundant fruit, making

homes and furnishing food for whole families of

birds, not unaptly represents a great king, the

father of his people. This figure was not alto-

gether foreign to Chaldea, for we find it applied

beautifully to Nebuchadnezzar in Dan. 4. H.C.

4. "A land of traffic, a city of merchants."
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This allusion to the commercial character of

Babylon does not stand alone and unsupported

in Scripture. Isaiah speaks of the Babylonian

merchants" (Isa. 47:15), and describes the

Chaldeans as persons " whose cry is in their

ships" (chap. 43 : 14). Ezekiel mentions Can-

noh (Calneh) and Chilmad, Babylonian towns,

among the places that carried on commercial

dealing.s with Tyre (27 : 23). In the Revelation

of John, Babylon is made the type of a city,

which is represented as eminently commercial

(Rev. 18 : 12, 13). The notices of Babylon in

profane writers and in the inscriptions fully

bear out the character thus assigned to her,

showing that she was the centre of an enor-

mous land and sea commerce, which must have

given occupation to thousands of merchants,

and have necessitated the employment of nu-

merous ships. G. R.

5. lie took nUo of tlie seed of the la nd. Zede-

kiah, the king's uncle, not a Babylonian satrap,

was made king. This shoot is not planted like

a cedar on the top of a mountain, but in low

ground, hij great waters, like a mllow tree, to be

fruitful indeed and no more. (See verse 14.)

B. C.

5, 6. This eagle (Nebuchadnezzar) now takes

of the seed of the land a scion of the royal

family of Judah, and plants it under favorable

auspices in a fruitful field and by abundant

waters, where it might become, not indeed a

great cedar, but a humble yet useful vine. If

Zedekiah had remained true to his sovereign,

and especially, if true also to God, he and his

people might have enjoyed a career of honor

and prosperity. His comparatively humble
condition—a vine of low stature—looks to the

fact that all the chief princes and the more
active, intelligent and useful citizens had been

taken to Babylon as captives. (See 2 K. 24 :

14-16 ; Jcr. 24.)

7, 8. The historical facts represented here

are simply that Zedekiah rebelled against Neb-

uchadnezzar and sent ambassadors to Egypt
for aid. This policy the Lord by His prophet

sharply condemned. It was the burden of re-

peated remonstrances through Jeremiah.

9, 10. The Lord now begins to make the

moral application of this parable. Shall such

treachery prosper ? Can such ingratitude and
baseness result well in the end ? Will not the

first great eagle (Nebuchadnezzar) take revenge

upon this vine (Zedekiah), tear it up by its

roots and leave it to wither and die ? The
pa-ssage intimates that this will be done easily.

Judah was now greatly reduced in military

strength by the loss of her citizens already

taken captive ; by her immoralities ; and not

least, l)y God's wrath against her. The king

of Babylon could easily punish her " without

great power or many people to pluck her up

b}' her roots."

11-16. This explanation is itself plain, and

most amply unfolds the meaning of this riddle

or parable. The great facts of Zedekiah's

treachery were just about transpiring now iu

the sixth year of his reign. It was essential

that the exiles in Chaldea should know these

facts, and showtld see the justice of God's wrath

against Zedekiah and his people for this rebel-

lion against the king of Babylon. Hence this

representation held a vitally important place in

Ezekiel's prophecies to his captive brethren.

Verse 16 disclosed to them the pertinent proph-

ecy that King Zedekiah should be brought to

the place where his real sovereign lived, under

the power of the king against whom he had

perjured himself and whose covenant he had

broken, and should die there in Babylon. This

announcement must have sufficed to crush out

any fond hopes they might have had as to the

reign of Zedekiah.

17-21. The help of Egypt, though prom-

ised him, should avail nothing. Deservedly

this passage lays stress upon the treachery and

rebellion of Zedekiah as the ground of the

Lord's last judgments on himself, liis family

and his throne. So true and right it is that

God holds even kings to the morality of good

faith in their solemn compacts. H. C.

Zedekiah's breaking this oath and covenant

is the sin which God will recompense upon His

own head (verse 19), the trespass which he has

trespassed against God, for which God will

plead with him (verse 20). Perjury isa heinous

sin. and highly provoking to the God of heaven.

It would not serve for an excuse . 1. That he

who took this oath was a king, a king of the

house of David, whose liberty and dignity might

surely set him above the obligation of oaths
;

no, though kings are gods to us, they are men
to God, and not exempt from His law and judg-

ment. The prince is doubtless as firmly bound

before God to the people by his coronation oath

as the people to the prince by the oath of al-

legiance. 2. Nor that this oath was sworn to

the king of Babylon, a heathen prince ; no,

though Nebuchadnezzar was a worshipper of

false gods, yet the true God will avenge His

quarrel when one of His worshippers breaks

his league with him ; for truth is a debt owing

to all men ; and if the professors of the true

religion deal perfidiously with those of a false

religion, their profession will be so far from
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excusing, much less justifying them, that it ag-

gravates their sin, and God will the more sure-

ly and severely punish it because by it they

give occasion to the enemies of the Lord to

blaspheme ; as that Moliammedau prince who,

when the Christians broke their league with

him, cried out,
'

' O Jesus, are these Thy Chris-

tians ?" 3. Nor would it justify him that the

oath was extorted from him by a conqueror,

for the covenant was made upon a valuable

consideration. He held his life and crown upon
this condition, that he should be faithful and

bear true allegiance to the king of Babylon
;

and if he enjoyed the benefit of his bargain, it

is very unjust if he do not observe the terms.

Let him know then that, having despised the

oath and broken the covenant, he shall not es-

cape. And if the contempt and violation of

such an oath, such a covenant as this, would

be so punished, of how much sorer punishment

sliall they be thought worthy who break cove-

nant with God (when lo, they had given their

hand upon it that they would be faithful), who
tread under foot the blood of that covenant as

an unholy thing ? Betwixt the covenants there

is no comparison. H.

22. There is a contrast between the dealings

of Nebuchadnezzar and of Jehovah. Nebu-
chadnezzar cut off, Jehovah will set up the top

shoot ; Nebuchadnezzar carried it into a land

of traffic, Jehovah wiW plant it in the mountain

of the height of Israel. Nebuchadnezzar set his

favorite as a vim, lowly though not poor, in the

place where such trees as the humble willoia

grow and thrive. Jehovah's favorite is like

the lofty cedar, eminent upon a high mountain.

B.C.
22-24, There can be no good reason to

doubt the application of these verses to the

then future Messiah. All the kings of David's

line were in the succession of promise between
him and his greater Son. Hence the sad fall of

the two last prior to the Captivity afforded a

pertinent occasion for thus alluding to the

greater glories—never to be despaired of—that

were sure to the future Zion iu her blessed

King. The hopes of God's people need not go
down in the eclipse that came over the royal

house of David through the crimes, the captiv-

ity, the death of these two kings. Their doom
forcibly suggested tlie contrasted destiny of
" the righteous branch" that should reign and

prosper and fill the earth with His blessings.

The Lord could not forego such an opportunity

tor promises so timely, so refreshing, so inspir-

ing to His true people in all ages. H. C.

Whereas the judgments threatened in this

chapter might seem to indicate the utter extir-

pation of the seed of David, the Lord is here

pleased to assure its continuance, and the rais-

ing of the Messiah from that house, according

to promise. And thus this prophecy, as well

as that contained in the last chapter, closes its

denunciation of woes with a striking passage

relating to the kingdom of Christ. Poole.

God Himself will herein be glorified (verse

24). The setting up of the Messiah's kingdom
in the world shall discover more clearly than

ever to the children of men that God is the

King of all the earth (Ps. 47 : 7). Never was

there a more full conviction given of this truth,

that all things are governed by an infinitely

wise and mighty Providence, than that which

was given by the exaltation of Christ and the

establishment of His kingdom among men ; for

by that it appeared that God has all hearts in

His hand, and the sovereign disposal of all

affairs. H.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XVIII.

18 : 1, 2 The word of the Lono came unto me again, saying. What mean ye, that ye use

this proverb concerning the laud of Israel, saying, Tlie fathers have eaten sour grapes, and

3 the children's teeth are set on edge ? As I live, saitli the Lord God, ye shall not have ocea-

4 sion any more to use this proverb in Israel. Behold, all souls are mine ; as the soul of the

5 father, so also the soul of the son is mine : the soul that sinneth, it shall die. But if a man
6 be just, and do that which is lawful and right, and hath not eaten upon the mountains,

neither hath lifted up his eyes to the idols of the house of Israel, neither hath dyfiled his

7 neighbour's wife, neither hath come near to a woman in her separation ; and hath not

wronged any, but hath restored to the debtor his pledge, hath spoiled none by violence, hath

8 given his bread to the hungry, and hath covered the naked with a garment ; he that hath not
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given forth upon usury, neither hath taken any increase, that hath withdrawn his liand from

9 iniquity, hath executed true judgement between man and man, hath walked in my statutes,

and liath kept my judgements, to deal truly ; he is just, he shall surely live, saith the Lord
10 God. If he beget a sou that is a robber, a shcdder of blood, and that doeth anyone of these

11 things, and that doeth not any of those duties, but even hath eaten upon the mountains, and

12 defiled his neighbour's wife, hath wrongod the poor and needy, hath spoiled by violence, hath

not restored the pledge, and hath lifted up his eyes to the idols, hath committed abomination,

18 hath given forth upon usury, and hath taken increase : shall he then live ? he shall not live :

14 he hath done all these abominations : he shall surely die ; his blood shall be upon him. Now,
lo, if he beget a sou, that seeth all his futlirr's sins, which he hath done, and feareth, and doeth

15 not such like, that hath not eaten upon tlir mcjuutains, neither hath lifted up his eyes to the

16 idols of the house of Israel, hath not ilelilcd his neighbour's,wife, neither hath wronged any,

hath not taken aught to pledge, neither hath spoiled by violence, but hath given his bread

17 to the hungry, and hath covered the naked with a garment, that hath withdrawn his hand
from the poor, that hath not received usury nor increase, hath executed my judgements, hath

walked in mj- statutes ; he shall not die for the iniquity of his father, he shall surely live.

18 As for his father, because he cruelly oppressed, spoiled his brother by violence, and did that

19 which is not good among his people, behold, he shall die in his iniquity. Yet say ye. Where-
fore doth not the son bear the iniquity of the father ? When the son hath done that which is

lawful and right, and hath kept all my statutes, and hath done them, he shall surely live.

20 The soul that sinneth, it shall die : the son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither

shall the father bear the iniquity of the son ; the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon
21 him, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him. But if the wicked turn from all

his sins that he hath committed, and keep all my statutes, and do that which is lawful and
23 right, he shall surely live, he shall not die. None of his transgressions that he hath com-

mitted shall be remembered against him : in his righteousness that he hath done he shall live.

23 Have I any pleasure in the death of the wicked ? saith the Lord God : and not r'.ither that he
2-1 should return from his way, and live ? But when the righteous turneth away from his

righteousness, and coramitteth iniquity, and doeth according to all the abominations that the

wicked man doeth, shall he live ? None of his righteous deeds that he hath done shall be

remembered : in his trespass that he hath trespassed, and in his sin that he hath sinned, in them
25 shall he die. Yet ye say. The way of the Lord is not equal. Hear now, O house of Israel :

26 Is not my way equal ? are not your ways unequal ? When the righteous man turneth away
from his righteousness, and committeth iniquity, and dieth therein ; in his iniquity that he

27 hath done shall he die. Again, when the wicked man turneth away from his wickedness
that he hath committed, and doeth that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul alive.

28 Because he considereth, and turneth away from all his transgressions that he hath committed,

29 he shall surely live, he shall not die. Yet saith the house of Israel, The way of the Lord is

30 not equal. O house of Israel, are not my ways equal ? are not your ways unequal ? There-

fore I will judge you, O house of Israel, every one according to his ways, saith the Lord
God. Return ye, and turn yourselves from all your transgressions ; so iniquity shall not be

31 your ruin. Cast away from you all your transgressions, wherein ye have transgressed ; and
32 make you a new heart and a new spirit : for why will ye die, O house of Israel ? For I have

no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the Lord God ; wherefore turn yourselves,

and live.

Chap. 1 8. The last verse of the preceding

chapter declares that God is wont to abase the

lofty and to exalt those of low estate. This

gives occasion for a declaration of the principle

upon which these providential dispensations

proceed—viz., that every individual shall be

equitably dealt with—a principle that pre-

cludes the children from either presuming on
the fathers' merits or despairing on account of

the fathers' guilt. A further link between the

two chapters may be derived from the exem-

plification of this principle in the alternations

of fortune and character in the later kings of

Judah, from the time of Jotham downward.
This chapter is an enlargement of Jer. 31 : 29,

B. C.

This chapter refutes the implication of injus-

tice in God, involved in the use of the proverb,
" The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the

children's teeth are set on edge." The whole

subject demands careful attention and candid,

intelligent discriminations. For it should be



remembered that in the standard moral law em-

braced in the Ten Commandmepts the Lord ap-

pends to the penalties of the second command-
ment, forbidding idolatry, these words :

" Vis-

iting the iniquities of the fathers upon the chil-

dren unto the third and fourth generation of

those that hate Me ;" and further, that the

prophets had declared that God would and

did send the Jews into captivity for the sins

of Manasseh—Cff., 2 K. 34 : 3, 4 ; 23 : 26, 37
;

21 : 11-16. But these judgments fell not on

Manasseh himself, but on his sons of the third

and fourth generation—Josiah being in the

second ; his sons Jehoiakim and Zedekiah in

the third, and Jehoiachin in the fourth. It

need not surprise us therefore that this proverb

should come to the lips of men who sought to

justify themselves in their sins, and who were

gratified to have even the least apology for ar-

raigning the j ustice of God and for persisting

in their sins, refusing to repent. The chapter

will show us how the Lord meets this implica-

tion and how He enforces upon the people their

personal duty. H. C.

The chief intention of this chapter is to show
that God's dealings with mankind would be

regulated b}' the good or ill behavior of each

individual, it being the invariable rule of His

providence that punishment should follow

guilt, and happiness be the reward of inno-

cence. There was, it seems, a proverb or com-

mon saying among the Jews which implied a

censure upon the justice of God, as if the ca-

lamities T-hich befell the present generation

were inflicted on them merely for the sins of

their forefathers. God is pleased therefore to

declare here that however children may be in-

volved, in respect to this world, in the conse-

quences of their parents' guilt, impartial jus-

tice would ever be the rule of his conduct

:

temporal death was the declared punishment

of sin to every man ; and without repentance

eternal death would follow. Travell.

The exiles m;ide bitter complaint of the words

of the second commandment, that God visits

upon the children the sins of the fathers. They
had repented, were idolaters no longer, and j-et

they had to suffer the consequences of the

crimes of their forefathers. Now it is the law

of God, in nature and in providence, that the

children are affected for good and evil by the

doings of their parents. Aptitudes gained by

the parent are bestowed upon the child ; sins

and the diseases which result from them are

constantly matters of inheritance ; while the

fortunes of the parent, his success or failure,

his industry or his unthrift and profligacy, can-

not but affect the temporal position of his off-

spring. But Ezekiel shows with bold hand
that this' entail is strictly limited, and does not

affect the moral probation of the individual.

Each one in life makes his own choice, and
both in things temporal and things spiritual re-

pentance may reverse the past. A pious son

may spring from a profligate father, a prosper-

ous son from one overtaken by misery. Nay,
even in a man's own life, the future may be

the reverse of what has gone before. A lapse

into sin may destroy the bright promise of

former yeara (18, 33). R. P. S.

In this chapter Ezekiel anticipates in a re-

markable manner some of the leading precepts

of the Gospel, and we are not simply to regard

this as a message of instruction given accord-

ing to God's pleiiaure, but to connect it closely

with the time and circumstances under which
it was delivered. 1. Taken in conjunction with

what has gone before, it contributes to the gen-

eral ijurpose and harmony of the whole book.

The prophet having given a summary of the

history of God's people, and shown how con-

tinued apostasy had brought and was bringing

upon them national judgment (16) ; and hav-

ing warned king and people of the delusive

character of their hopes of escape, feels it need-

ful to guard them against attributing their ca-

lamities simply to the sins of their forefathers,

and against merging individual in national re-

sponsibility. 2. The situation of the people

was such as to call for and suggest such in-

struction. The judgments, in the approach of

which they had long refused to believe, were

at last making themselves too manifest to be

overlooked. But the people were ready to

evade the lesson which they should have learnt,

by having recourse to the heathen principle of

a blind fatality of retribution, which offered

no means of escape either to the nation or to

individuals, and so prevented consciousness of

guilt and of responsibility. They had indeed

a certain apparent ground to rest upon in the

second commandment, where God declares that

He will visit the sins of the fathers upon the chil-

dren ; but it was only apparent. Here God
enunciates that which He declared throughout

the Law, and which had been illustrated in the

whole history of the people, that national sins

should be followed by national judgment.

(See Jer. 10 : 11, 13 ; 33 : 18.) This did not in

fact interfere with the principle that each indi-

vidual should be answerable for his own con-

duct, and should be equitably dealt with, any

more than the fact that in all times temporal

consequences of the acts of a nation or of in-
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(lividuals extend beyond themselves and their

own times. The state of exile was intended to

develop tliis principle, and so the prophet of

tlie Captivity was led to anticipate in a remark-

able manner the subliuier morality of the Gos-

pel.

In this chapter Is set forth fully the doctrine

of indiridiial responMbility . Already the same

truth had been partially displayed with special

reference to teacher and taught (3 : 18 foil.), in

the deliverance of those upon whom the mark
was set (9 : 4), and in the scrutiny of those who
came to inquire of the Lord (14 : 3 foil ). But

here the enunciation is mire systematic and

complete. The question is made to rest upon
the fundamental proposition. All souls are Mim.
ilan is not siraplj' to ascribe his existence to

earthly parents, but to acknowledge as his

Father Him who created man in His own im-

age, and who gave and gives him the spirit of

life. The relation of father to son is merged

in the common relation of all (father and son

alike) as sons to their heavenly Father.

The proposition is illustrated by special ex-

amples of the just man. And liere the notion

of justice or righteousness is enlarged from the

letter to the spirit of the Law. The duties

done and the sins avoided are those which are

particularly noticed in the Law, and were the

special duties and sins of his countrymen ; but

the Law is passing into the Gospel, and the

duties upon which stress is laid are just those

which our Lord in the vision of Judgment re-

<iuires of those who are to give an account to

Him at the Ia.st day (Matt. 25 : 35, 36). But
the contrast of the wicked and the j ust leads

up to a further development of evangelical

doctrine—repentance and forgiveness of sins.

This doctrine is based upon the love and merci-

fulness of God, not indeed forgotten in the

Law, but more fully revealed in the Gospel.

(Cf. John 3 : 16 ; 1 Tim. 2 ; 4.) If he who has

been once just turns to wickedness, his pre-

vious justice shall be of no avail. On the other

hand, the sinner who turns from his sin shall

be welcomed and forgiven. It is out of place

to inquire whether the person described as just,

who afterward turns to wicked ways, was only

apparently and not really what he seemed.

The case is put simply as it is seen in the out-

ward action, the inner motives and principles

must be left to the judgment of God. The
case of the fall of one who was once righteous

is put first because man is in general ready

enough to recognise the worthlessness of for-

mer virtue, when one has departed from it, and
God grounds upon this recognition of the law

of j udgment the assurance of His law of mercy.

The lessons of this chapter are repeated dis-

tinctly in 33 : 1-20, where the application is

made (1) to the nation generally, and then (2) to

the individuals composing it, with the view of

awakening theni to repentance.

The corollary of this doctrine is the efficacy

of repentance, and the call to it is in a form

characteristic of Gospel teaching, ^fllke you

a new Jieart and a new spirit. (Cf. 11 : 19 ;

36 : 26.) B. C.

i-3. The original rendered, "What mean
ye ?" demands rather the reason than the mean-

ing. The sense is. Why should ye thus impli-

cate the j ustice of God ? The Lord would set

the case in a light so clear that they must see

the injustice of the implication which it in-

volved. It does not by any means appear that

the Lord proposes to change His policy

—

i.e.,

either His principles or His practice in His gov-

ernment, so that henceforth there should be no

more occasion for using this proverb, while

previously there may have been occasion. Its

meaning as a proverb is simply, The fathera

sin and the children suffer its penalty. H. C.

3. Ye shall not have occasion any more to

use this proverb ; or, as it may be read. Ye
shall not have the use of this parable. The
taking away of this parable is made the matter

of a promise (Jer. 31 : 29). Here It is made the

matter of a threatening ; there it intimates that

God will return to them in ways of mercy ;

here it intimates that God would proceed against

them in ways of judgment. He will so punish

them for this impudent saying, that they shall

not dare to use it any more ; as in another case

(Jer. 23 : 34, 36). God will find out effectual

ways to silence those cavillers. Or, God will

so manifest both to themselves and others, that

they have wickedness of their own enough to

bring all these desolating judgments upon
them, that they shall no longer for shame lay

it upon the sins of their fathers that they were

thus dealt with :
" Your own consciences shall

tell you, and all your neighbors shall confirm

it, that you yourselves have eaten the same

sour grapes that your fathers ate before

you, or else your teeth had not been set on

edge." II.

4. This is the first point of the Lord's reply.

The affirmation, " are Mijw," implies not only

ownership, but parental care and responsibil-

ity, and especially the governmental responsi-

bility of dealing with them according to justice

and never in violation of justice. The sinning

soul and he only shall die. for his own sins and

not for another's. The words "die" and
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" death" are used in the Seriptures in at least

three diverse senses : 1. For tlie well-known

dissolution of soul and body—natural death.

2. For a state of heart in which sin has absolute

domiuion and the soul is committed to sinning

past all hope of recovery by its own exertions

—a state often called spiritual death. 3. For
the penalty of the Divine law for sin—an

amount of suffering and evil thought of as in-

definitely great, and called death because this

word stands for the greatest earthly evil—the

ultimate infliction possible for man to inflict ou

his fellow -man. The two former are not to be

thought of in this connection. Only the third

meets the conditions of the case. See the term

used in the same sense by jeremiah (31 : 30 ;

Hos. 18 : 1). These principles, " all souls are

Mine ;" and " the sinning soul shall die," are

immutable and eternal. They had not been

adopted siiic-e the Jews had begun to u.se this

proverb aud in consequence of this use. H. C.

He asserts and maintains His own absolute

and incontestable sovereignty ; Behold, all

souls are Mine (verse 4). God here claims a

property in all the souls of the children of men,

one as well as another : First, Souls are His.

He that is the Maker of all things is in a par-

ticular manner the Father of spirits, for His

image is stamped on the souls of men ; it was
so in their creation, it is so in their renovation.

He forms the spirit of man within him, and is

therefore called the God of the spirits of all

flesh, of embodied spirits. Secondly, all souls

are His, all created by Him and for Him, and

accountable to Him. As the soul of the father,

so the soul of the son, is Mine. Our earthly

parents are only the fathers of our flesh, our

souls are not theirs, God challenges them. Now
from hence it follows, for the clearing of this

matter; 1. That God may certainly do what
He pleases both with fathers and children, and

none may say unto Him, What doest Thou ?

He that gave us our being does us no wrong
if He takes it away again, much less when He
only takes away some of the supports and com-

forts of it ; it is as absurd to quarrel with Him
as for the thing formed to say to Him that

formed It, Why hast Thou made me thus ?

2. That God as certainly bears a good will both

to father and son, and will put no hardship

upon either. We are sure that God hates noth-

ing that He has made, and therefore (speaking

of the adult who are capable of acting for

themselves) He has such a kindness for all

souls, that none die but through their own de-

fault. All souU are His, and therefore He is

not partial in His judgment of thera. Let us

subscribe to His interest in us and dominion
over us. He says. All souls are Mine ; let us

answer, " Lord, my soul is Thine, I devote it

to Thee, to be employed for Thee, and made
happy in Thee." It is with good reason that

God says, " My son, give Me thy heart, for it

is My own :" to which we must yield ;
" Fa-

ther, take my heart, it is Thy own."
Though God might justify Himself by insist-

ing upon His sovereignty, yet He waives that,

and lays down the equitable and unexception-

able rule of judgment by which He will pro-

ceed as to particular persons ; and it Is this :

First, the sinner that persists in sin shall cer-

tainly die, his iniquity shall be his ruin. The
soul that sins, it shall die, shall die as a soul

can die, shall be excluded from the favor of

God, which is the life and bliss of the soul, and

shall lie forever under His wrath, which is its

death and misery. Sin is the act of the soul ;

the body is but the instrument of unrighteous-

ness, it is called the sin of the soul (Micah 6 : 7).

And therefore the punishment of sin is the

tribulation and anguish of the soul (Rom. 2 : 9).

Secondly, the righteous man that perseveres in

his righteousness shall certainly live. If a man
be just, have a good principle, a good spirit

and disposition, and, as an evidence of that, do

judgment and justice (verse 5), he shall surel}'

live, saith the Lord God (verse 9). H.

The analogies of nature, applied to the mora!

government of God, would crush all hope in

the sinful soul. There, for millions of ages,

these stern laws have reigned supreme. There

is no deviation, no modification, no yielding to

the refractory or disobedient. All is harmony,

because all is obedience. Close forever, if you

will, this strange book claiming to be God's

revelation ; blot out forever its lessons of God's

creative power, God's superabounding provi-

dence, God's fatherhood and loving guardian-

ship to man His erring ofEspring, and then un-

seal the leaves of that mighty volume which

the finger of God has written in the stars of

heaven, and in those flashing letters of living

light we read only the dread sentence, " The
soul that sinneth, it shall die." 0. M. Mitchell.

A pure benevolence never exists except

where there also exists a pure rectitude and a

pure holiness ; and when guilt receives its con-

dign punishment, benevolence is silent, while

holiness approves and rectitude rejoices. In

the clear and indisputable sayings of Scripture

we are told that the wages of sin is death
;

that the soul which sinneth shall die. And
there we find that from the moment a man be-

comes a transgressor he is under condemnation.
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He occupies a new relation toward God—a re-

lation of ever-augmenting remoteness—a re-

moteness which has no tendency to lessen itself,

and which every new sin increases. In other

words, Scripture to all intents teaches that sin

ij an infinite evil, meriting an enduring punish-

ment, and that every sin deserves God's wrath

and curse both in this life and that which is to

come. Hamilton.

5. l>o that which is ri|;lit. In all the

great acts of life we have to subordinate mere

feeling to conviction, impulse to principle,

lively sensibilities to a law of right, and, pro-

vided we have just feeling enough to begin a

commanded work honestly, we are to make
the beginning. Put yourself directly where

God has tolii you you ought to be, and then

you will be in a position where the touching

and inspiring objects which naturally rouse de-

vout emotions will e.xert their power. Instead of

waiting to feel more before 3'ou act at all, be-

stir yo\irself to act as you are, and your indif-

ferent Iieart will be like coals of dulled fire

under a rising wind. F. D. H.

The Bible says little of feeling directly, and

appeals to it for the most part indirectly. This

is like the grandeur of its reticence on many
ideas, which are simply assumed, as are all the

capital facts of man's nature. All is biised on

the elementary ground that eveiy man is capa-

ble of emotion. But with no attempt at the

tragic or pathetic rendering of events, the Bible

is of all books that one which most powerfully

affects the feelings. And in this way it not

only pays the strongest tribute to the power

of human feeling, but it ennobles emotion by

expecting much from it, and by showing how
much God values it. But it never brings upon

us that deadly malady of over emotion which

is caused by mtiny a book. All feeling awak-

ened by the Bible prompts to action. The far

larger proportion of human emotion, for lack

of consequent action, is fruitless. Emotion is

like the sap that runs through the vine. Un-

less the result of the flow be fruit, it would be

as well that no flow of the sap took place. Cer

tainly there would be less disappointment in

the end. Much sap pours into barren shoots.

Much emotion evaporates in the subjective feel-

ings of pity, distress or indignation, where it

should turn into the precious fruits of hearty

helpfulness, real assistance and strenuous labor

to change the conditions which cause the need

of commiseration or indignation.

A man's resources for the purchase of life's

opportunities are his character, his time, his

energies, his powers of mind and heart. The

more he pays out these in opportunities for

doing good and for growing wiser and better,

the richer man he is. His wealth rises in a

multiplying ratio. But if a man puts his ener-

gies into something which brings him only

temporary pleasure, and no ultimate good
;

worse still, if he invests time and energy iji

what harms him, he is a moral spendthrift,

and no matter what his natural gifts, he will

exhaust himself at length, and turn out a

bankrupt, a beggar at the last. If we buy the

treasures of pure thought, high aims, a chaste

imagination, helpful associations and habits,

nothing can ever rob us of them. No panic or

disaster can touch them, and we shall have

treasures in heaven which corruption can never

waste or change ever take away. S. S. T.

Money melts away, pleasure palls on the

senses, the very world is in constant change.

Our thoughts and feelings, our love and faith,

are the only possessions which are permanently

ours. These last forever, and only these. Thi'

soul which rests on the unchanging love of the

Saviour is anchored in security amid the

"wreck of matter and the crash of worlds."

Truth, purity, righteousness, love, self-sacrifice

—these are facts in the nature of God ; they

are "eternal in the heavens." But nothing

else is eternal. J. F. Stevemon.

5-9. This is a description of a good man,
drawn for those times, in view of the morals

and immoralities of that age, and also of the

precepts and prohibitions of the Mosaic law.

Of this just man, thus described in detail, the

Lord declares, " he shall surely live
"—i.e., he

shall not die in the sense of death as used in this

chapter. He shall have the favor and blessing

of God, and not His frown and curse. The
point of the affirmation is that God deals with

individual men on principles that never violate

simple justice. H. C.

9. He shall surely live. By life is meant, in

the Old Testament, all that happiness which is

contained in the literal sense of the promises

belonging to that covenant ; and under these

were comprehended the promises of a better

life, wherein God will bestow upon His servants

the peculiar marks of His favor. W. Lowth.

The true way to live is to bring to each duty

that comes to our hand our wisest thought and

our best skill, doing what appears to us at the

time to be the right thing to do, and then leav-

ing it, never regretting nor fretting about re-

sults. God has promised to guide us, and if

we are living in true relations to Him we may
expect guidance moment by moment as we go
on. J. K. M.
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10-13. The case here supposed is that of au

apostate and recreant son of this just and good
father. He is wicked—all the more so for the

light of a godly and just example which he

perpetually sins against. Shall this man live ?

By no means. He shall not live because his

father was so good a man. For this very rea-

son is his guilt the greater, and therefore for

this reason all the more shall he die. His blood

shall be on his own head. This is justice, and

thus God evinces Himself just. H. C.

Gradually the mind that is familiarized with

the notion of injustice grows unscrupulous

and faithless. That is the history of all the

gigantic public oppressions that have sent up

their cry till the cry has entered into the ears

of the Lord of Sabaoth. The warnings of the

Old Testament prophets, through the periods

of national decline, are almost constantly di-

rected to uneven balances—to oppression and

exaction, to legalized wrong, to the making of

the poor poorer, and the burdens of the weak
liarder to be borne. F. D. H.

14-17. Here this wicked son becomes a

father, and has a son who sees, abhors and

forsakes his father's sins. This case came di-

rectly to the main point of the proverb. The
father has eaten sour grapes : shall the son's

teeth be blunted thereby ? Shall the upright

son die for the sins of his wicked father ? Nay,

verily. His virtue is really the greater because

of the unpropitioui circumstances under which

and despite of which it has been developed.

1§. To make the application of this case to

the proverb the more palpable, the prophet re-

curs again to the ungodly father, described

fully verses 10-13. He, being a wicked man,

must die in his iniquity. His own sins demand
this terrible doom ! His doom is in no sense

mitigated by his having a godly son. Ahaz

and Amon were none the more favored of God
for having such sous as Hezekiah and Josiah.

19, 20. The prophet here supposes the peo-

ple to reaffirm their position, though somewhat
modestly, and in the form only of a question.

But after all you have said, is it not true that

xoiis bear the iniquity of their fathers? The
Lord answers : When the son, even of a wicked

father, does right, he shall live. The soul that

sinneth (and he only) shall <lie. The son shall

not bear the iniquity of the father, nor the

father the iniquity of the son. The righteous-

ness of the righteous shall determine his des-

tiny : the wickedness of the wicked shall de-

cide his doom.

21, 22. The people doubtless made use of

this proverb and of its unjust implication of

wrong on God's part, to relieve their conscience

from the pressure of obligation to repent. Hence
the tone of these and the following verses bears

directly to the point of counteracting this in-

fluence and of persuading them to repent.

Though you have sinned, yet if you will turn

from all your sin and do only right, you shall

live and not die. All your transgressions shall

be forgiven and not be mentioned any more
agaiust you. Because of the new moral course

unto which ye turn, ye shall live. It wns vital

to the best moral results that the people should

see that repentance brings salvation, even to

the chief of sinners.

23. Is it any pleasure to Me that the wicked

man should die ? Is it not rather My supreme

pleasure that he should turu from his wicked

ways and so should live ? The people may
have thought otherwise. It may have seemed

to them that God took delight in visiting the

penalties of an awful death on the wicked. If

they had thought so, they did not know the

heart of God ; they had entirely misappre-

hended His nature ; they had never seen and

appreciated His deep, eternal love ! For the

most glorious, most blessed truth ever revealed

of God to this sinning world is here—that God
has compassion toward even very guilty sin-

ners ; is pained and not pleased when He must

punish ; is delighted, even to infinite joy, when
the sinner turns from his waj's and lives.

H. C.

He is almighty to pardon ; but He will not

use it for thee, an imjienitent sinner. Thou
hast not a friend on the bench, not an attribute

in all God's name will speak for thee : Mercy

itself will sit and vote wUh the rest of its fel-

low-attributes for thy damnation. God is able

to save and help in a time of need ; but art

thou so bold with God as to expect His saving

arm to be stretched forth for thee ? That al-

mighty power of God which is engaged for the

believer's salvation is as deeply obliged to

bring thee to thy execution. God Himself is

under an oath to be the destruction of every

impenitent soul. That oath which God sware

in His wrath against the unbelieving Israel-

ites, that they should not enter into His rest,

concerns every unbeliever to the end of the

world. Ghirnall.

24. Still another phase of the general ques-

tion requires notice. Suppose a man has lived

righteously a long time and has accumulated

what might be accounted a stock of righteous-

ness. If then he turns from his righteousness

and commits iniquity, shall he live ? By no

means. All his stock of accumulated righteous-
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ness goes for nothing
—

" shall not be men-

tioned ;" in his sins he must die. So men must
abandon all hope of God's favor on the ground

of having once done right—if they turn from

that righteousness and commit iniquity. H. C.

The threatenings imply there is a possibility

of the saints falling away considered in them-

selves ; but not that they are ever totally de-

perted by the Holy Spirit and left under the

reigning power of sin. The threatenings are

intended to awaken their care, are preservatives

of them from ruin, and have a singular influ-

ence on their perseverance. A vigilant and

cautious fear establishes the certainty of their

hope. Indeed from the relics of weakness and

corruption in the saints they sometimes act-

ually fall into presumptuous sins, and by re-

bellious relapses wound conscience, and let out

nmch of the vital spirits, their graces and com-

forts. But though the Divine nature is miser-

ably wasted by such sins, yet it is not abol-

ished. The new creature may decline in beauty

and strength, yet life remain. Between a lively

and dead faith there may be a fainting faith
;

as in Peter, for certainly our Saviour was heard

in His prayer for him that his " faith should

not fail" in his dreadful temptation. The
saints do not by a particular fall extinguish

the first living principles of obedience, faith

and love ; nor change their last end by an en-

tire turning from God to the world. In short,

a single act of wickedness does not reduce them
into a state of unregeneracy ; for it is not the

matter of the sin singly considered, but the

disposition of the sinner that denominates him.

If grace in the saints should utterly perish, as

some boldly assert, their recovery would be

impossible; for the apostle tells us, that "if

those who are enlightened, and had tasted of

the heavenl}' gift," that had been under some
common workings and lower operations of the

spirit, if such/(;M mcay tinirersally, and live in

a course of sin opposite to their former illumi-

nations and resolutions, it is impossible to re-

new them by repentance ; how much more
then if those who were truly sanctified by the

Holy Spirit should entirely lose all those gra-

cious habits planted in them in their regenera-

tion ? But David, though guilty of adultery

and murder, sins of so fouj a nature as would
dishonor paganism itself and "made the ene-

mies of God to blaspheme," was restored by
repentance. The Gospel propounds a remedy
not only for sins committed before conversion,

but after it. " If any man sin, we have an ad-

vocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the right-

eous. " God does not revoke the adoption nor

reverse the justification of a believer, but upon
scandalous disordei-s the effects of justification

are suspended with respect to the new con-

tracted guilt until there be sincere and actual

repentance. He is not disinherited, but his

right to the kingdom of heaven is eclipsed as

to the comfortable sense of it, nay suspended

till by renovation he is qualified and msuie fit

for the enjoyment of that pure inheritance.

Bates.

25-2S. Here the implication, tacitly in-

volved in the proverb, is brought out palpably

—a charge of injustice in God. They say the

course of God's moral administration is not

equitable. It violates justice. This is the

charge of the people against God. To this the

Lord replies, squarely asserting the perfect

justice of His own ways, and the injustice of

theirs. It is your ways that are unequal :

Mine are always equal. The points of argu-

ment made here arc these two : 1. That a right-

eous man, turning from his righteousness and
doing wrong, shall die for his iniquity. 2. That
a wicked man, considering his waj's and turn-

ing from his wickedness, shall surely live and
not die. These great features of God's moral

administration over a sinning world are so ob-

viously equitable ; they so plainly cover the

whole ground of justice and of mercy, and so

commend themselves to every man's conscience

and moral sense as intrinsically right and good,

that they are naturally the end of all argument.

More is superfluous.

29-32. His perfect justice is reaffirmed in the

same terms as before (verse 25) ; declares that

He -will judge them every one according to his

ways
;
and exhorts them therefore to repent

and turn from all their transgressions : else

iniquity must be their ruin. So doing, it shall

not be. "Casting away all transgression," is

here essentially equivalent to " making to

themselves a new heart and a new spirit."

The putting away of sin supposes sin to be ab-

horred, supposes that the heart turns to God to

obey and to love Him supremely. This and

nothing less than this God implies in this ex-

hortation ; this and nothing less God demands
of every sinner, and demands it with infinite

reason. This reasonable duty God presses here

as the only alternative to the doom of datth.

Do this—for why will 3'e die, O house of Israel ';

Do this

—

(Ise you must die, past all mercy, past

all possibility of salvation. And irhy should

yon choose death ? Why doom yourselves to so

dire an end when life is before j'ou, and when
God so earnestly longs to see you turning from

your sins to accept and insure it forevermore !



In the second command the recital of the pen-

alty has these words :
" Visiting the iniquity

of the fathers upon the children unto the third

and fourth generation of them that hate Me"
(Ex. 30 : 5). This special statement was pre-

cisely fulfilled in the fact that the sins of Manas-

seh are repeatedly represented to be those which

the Lord " could not pardon" and must pun-

ish ; while }'et the punishment in the form of

dethronement, captivity and a violent death

fell upon his children of the third and fourth

generation. Now it was probably in view of

these facts that the people brought into cur-

rent use this proverb—cited also by Jeremiah

(chap. 31 : 29, 30) and rebutted there in the

same way as here. IIoio does the Lord reply

and rebut this allegation ? Not by any at-

tempt, even the least, to explain the philosophy

of the penalty attached to the second command-
ment ; not by showing why He governs nations

with much long-suffering and waits through

many generations of individual men, far down
in the nation's life, still pressing His agencies

for reform and laboring to save the whole peo-

ple from the ruin toward which they are tend-

ing. Not thus docs He condescend to debate

this matter, although He might have done so—
but He makes His response directly and square-

ly pmctical, to the heart and conscience of the

people. He says to them virtually. There is

no need just now that ye concern yourselves

with the policy of God in His government of

nations as such. Suffice it for you that ye per-

sonally stand or fall before God on your in-

dividual life. With every individual man,

whether king or subject, I deal in perfect

equity, never punishing any one sinner for the

guilt of another sinner ; never the son for the

sins of his father. Do right and you live ; but

persist in sinning, turn from righteousness to

sin, and you surely die. I have no pleasure in

your death ; I long to see you repenting and

living righteously with a new heart and a new
spirit. So shall my heart be cheered and glad-

dened in your eternal peace and life. This was
the vital thing that needed to be said. This

was all that the Ciise really demanded. This

rebutted the allegation of injustice on God's

part, and broiight the greatest possible press-

ure iipon the heart and conscience toward re-

pentance and salvation. Let us recur to the

fact that the sins of Manasseh were made promi-

nent as involving the nation in guilt which the

Lord could not pardon ; also, that in the event

the national ruin fell on his children of the

third and fourth generation ; and that this fact

may have had some influence to bring into

vogue the proverb which leads the discussion

in this chapter. Here then note that this dis-

cussion brings out the very principle on which
the Lord spared Manasseh. lie repented; bi-oke

off his sins by righteousness ; and found mercy.

The case was one of exceedingly great and rich

moral power as an encouragement to the vilest

of sinners to return to the Lord their God. Was
it not, at least mainly, for the sake of affording

scope for the influence of this example that the

Lord delayed the infliction of His judgments
upon the nation, and yet prolonged their space

for repentance I In this point the Lord has the

same policy with nations as with individuals,

suddenly arresting His judgments at the very

moment when they are ready to smite the

guilty, if any new circumstances inspire fresh

hope or develop some yet untried influence

which may possibly lead to repentance. Manas-

seh's long-continued wickedness had depraved

and almost sunk the nation ; his late repent-

ance cast a gleam of hope athwart the dark-

ness ; and God therefore not only spared him.

but postponed His annihilating judgments for

the sake of one other earnest effort to reclaim

and save a guilty people. H. C.

30-32. We have here the conclusion and

application of this whole matter. After a fair

trial at the bar of right reason the verdict is

brought in on God's side, it appears that His

ways are equal
;
judgment therefore is next to

be given ; and one would think it should be a

judgment of condemnation ; but behold a mir-

acle of mercy ; the day of grace and Divine

patience is yet lengthened out ; and therefore,

though God will at last judge every one ac-

cording to his ways, yet He waits to be gra-

cious, and closes all with a call to repentance

and a promise of pardon upon repentance.

Here are four necessary duties that we are

called to ; all amounting to the same. We
must repent ; we must change our mind and

change our ways ; we must be sorry for what

we have done amiss and ashamed of it, and go

as far as we can toward the undoing of it again.

We must turn ourselves from all our transgres-

sions (verse 30) and again (verse 32), Turn your-

selves, face about ; turn from sin, naj', turn

against it as the enemy you loathe, turn to God

as the Friend you love. We must cast away

from us all our transgressions, we must aban-

don and forsake them with a resolution never

to return to them again
;
give sin a bill of di-

vorce, break all the leagues we have made wilh

it, throw it overboard, as the mariners did Jo-

nali, for it has raised the storm ; cast it out of

the soul, aud crucify it as a malefactor. We
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must make us a new heart and a new spirit.

Tliis was the matter of a promise (chap. 1 1 : 19).

licre it is the matter of a precept ; we must do

our endeavor, and then God will not be want-

ing to us to give us His grace. St. Austin well

explains this precept ; God does not enjoin ini-

]K)ssibilities, but by His commands admonishes

us to do what is in our power, and to pray for

what is not.

Here are four good argunaents used to en-

force these calls to repentance. It is the only

way, and it is a sure way, to prevent the ruin

which our sins have a direct tendency to. So

iniquity shall not be your ruin ; which implies

that if we do not repent iniquity will be our

ruin here and forever, but that if we do we arc

safe, we are snatched as brands out of the burn-

ing. If we repent not we certainly perish, and

our blood will be upon our own heads. Why
will ye die, O house of Israel ? What au ab-

surd thing to choose death and damnation rather

than life and salvation. The reason why sin-

ners (lie is because they will die, they will go

down the way that leads to death, and not

come up to the terms on which life is offered
;

herein sinners, especially sinners of the house

of Israel, are most unreasonable and act most
|

unaccountably. The God of heaven has no de-

light in our ruin, but desires our welfare ; I

have no pleasure in the death of him that dies

(verse 32). which implies that He has pleasure

in the recovery of those that repent ; which is

both an engagement and an encouragement to

us to repent. We are made forever, if we re-

pent ; Turn yourselves, and live ye. He that

says to us. Repent, thereby says to us. Live,

yea. He says to us, Live ; so that life and death

are here set before us. H.

SO. The limitations of God's pardoning love

are regulated by the contrition and faith of its

recipients. Repentance and forgi vencss always

go hand in hand throughout the Bible and hu-

man cxpenence. The least sin unconfessed

and unforsaken shuts a man out from hope.

The greatest sin, if sincerely and honestly

mourned over and acknowledged, is no barrier

to a full forgiveness. E. M.
It is not unworthiness, but unwillingness

that bars any man from God. Thousands have

missed of Him by their unwillingness, but He
never put off one soul on account of its unwor-

thiness. Flavel.

Responsibility and sovereign grace receive

equal and balanced emphasis in the Scriptures.

No theory of responsibility is biblical which
makes man competent to save himself. No
theory of grace is biblical which makes man

passive in regeneration, supematurally acted

upon without his knowledge and election, irre-

spective of the moral temper of his personal

life. The bondage of the will is not its paral-

ysis or extinction. There may be only a de-

spairing cry, like that which escaped from Paul

when he pictured the man in whom the Divine

law had ma<le its living authority felt ; but

there is life in a cry. Neither responsibility

nor grace may be reduced to a thing of me-

chanics. The Bible does not do that. It affirms

both with eqhal boldness, with an utter ab-

sence of conscious contradiction
;
and, in its

ever- blending homage to the behests of moral

law and the confession of moral weakness, in

its language of mingled self condemnation and

appeal for mere}', the soul of man but re-

peats and confirms the speech of inspiration.

BehremU.

31. God promises (chap. 36:26) to "give

them a new heart," and to " put within them

a new spirit ;" here He exhorts them to make
themselves a new heart and a new spirit.

Which difference of expression is thus to be

reconciled, that although God works in us to

will and to do, and is the first mover in our

reformation, yet we must work together with

His grace, at least willingly receive it, and not

quench or resist its motions. W. Lowth.

It must never be forgotten, the repentance of

the sinner is the demand of God. Even the Al-

mighty can only bestow life on the condemned

sinner on condition of repentance
; yea, the

being who obstinately has pleasure in his own
death must finally receive that which, in op-

position to God's pleasure, he has chosen as his

portion. Repentance, how should it be possi-

ble, if the glad tidings of the merciful forgive-

ness of sins were not first brought and given ?

But, on the other hand, how should we be

able to boast of the unparalleled love to sinners

of a compassionate God, and yet, unrepentant

in heart, persevere in the old sinful course ?

Van 0.

Why will ye die ? Every word is em-

phatic. Why—show God or man one reason.

1F«'K—obstinacy alone—a determination not to

be saved, or a BoluntaryMstiesavess about salva-

tion—can prevent you. Te—children of so

many mercies, fed and supported by a kind

God all your life
;
ye, who are redeemed by the

blood of Jesus Christ
;
ye, who have made many

promises to give up yourselves to God
;

ye,

who have been dedicated to the ever blessed

Trinity, and promised to renounce the devil

and all his works, the pomps and vanities of

this wicked world, and all the sinful lusts of



the flesh. FAy will ye die? Die! what is

this ? A separation from God and the glory of

His power forever ! Die—forfeiting all the

purposes for which your immortal souls were

made. Die—to know wliat the worm is that

never dieth ; and what that fire Is that is never

quenched ! Why, then, will ye die ? A. C.

The clearest, the most dreadful declarations

of the eternity of the unbeliever's ruin are

those uttered by Jesus. Men sometimes babble

of a difference, even a contrast, between the

theology of Paul and of his Master. They talk

of Paul as tlie austere logician, excogitating a

rigid system of dogmas ; they prefer, they say,

to turn to the teachings of the " meek and

lowly Jesus," whose tlieology is that of love.

Well, one thing do we know : never was there

love like unto His love ! It surpassed the love

of woman. " Greater love hatli no man than

this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends." He laid down His for enemies ! Ko
man can see one trait of cruelty in this Jesus

;

for His life was a ministration of kindness, not

to the deserving, but to the "publican and

sinner." Never did the cry of human woe
strike His ear in vain ; never did human an-

guish appeal in vain to His soul while on earth.

And He knew, also, the real facts ; for He
came from the world of spirits and thither He
went back. How comes it, then, that this

meek and loving Jesus uttered His warnings

against hell, in words sevenfold more frequent

and solemn than the " austere" Paul ? Is tliis

also done in love ? Yes ; the beauty of His

beneficent life and death permits us to think

notliing else. If, then, it is the tenderest heart

in the universe which comes out to us most

fearfully, " Beware of the pit !" what shall we
think ? Is it because He who knows best, and

loves us best, is most fully informed of its in-

evitable certainty and its intolerable pains ?

Hoar this Divine pity, tlien (Mark 9 : 43, 44
;

Matt. 18 : 34 ; 13 : 41. 43 ; 25 ; 30-46 : Luke

16 : 33-36 ; Rev. 6 : 16, 17). Dabney.

When the portals of this world have been

passed, wlien time and sense have been left be-

hind, and this " body of death" has dropped

away from the liberated soul, everything which

clouded the perceptions, whicli dulled the vis-

ion, which drugged the conscience while on

earth, will be cleared off like a morning mist.

We sliall see all things as they really are—our-

selves and our sins among the number. We
shall judge ourselves as God has always .iudged

us. Our missed or lost opportunities ; our for-

feited birthright ; our glorious possibility—in-

effable in its glory ; our awful actuality—in-

effable in its awfulness ; the nature which God
gave us—the nature we have made ourselves ;

the destiny for which He designed us—the des-

tiny to which we have doomed ourselves ; all

these things will grow and fasten on our

thoughts, till the contemplation must termi-

nate in madness, were not madness a mercy be-

longing to the world of flesh alone. But there

is yet another retributive pang iu wait for the

sinful soul, which belongs to the very natiu'e

of the future world—namely, the severance

from all those we love, who on earth liave

trod the narrower and better patli. The affec-

tions do not belong to the virtuous alone : they

cling to the sinner through all the storms and

labyrinths of sin ; they are the last fragments

of what is good in lum that he silences or lays

aside or tramples out ; they belong not to tlie

flesh, but to the spirit ; and a spiritual exist-

ence, even if a suffering one, will but give them

fresh energy and tenacity, by terminating all

that has been antagonistic to them here below.

Then will begin a retribution indeed, the ap-

propriate anguish, the desolate abandonment

of which who can paint, and who will be able

to bear 1 To see those eyes, never turned on

us before save in gentleness and trust, now-

giving us one last glance of Divine sadness

and ineffable farewell ; to watch those forms,

whose companionship cheered and illuminated

all the dark places of our earthly pilgrimage,

and once and again had almost redeemed us

from the bondage and the mire of sin, receding,

vanishing, melting in the bright distance, to

join a circle where they loill need us not, to tread

a path to which ours bears no parallel and can

make no approach ; and then to turn inward

and downward, and realize our lot, and feel

our desolation, and reflect that we have earned

it—what has poetry or theology pictured that

can compete with a Gehenna such as this !

Oreg.

Let the fairest star be selected, like a beau-

teous island in the vast and shoreless sea of the

azure heaven, as the future home of the crimi-

nals from the earth ; and let them possess in

this material paradise whatever they most love,

and all that it is possible for God to bestow ; let

them be endowed with undying bodies, and

with minds which shall forever retain their

intellectual powers ; let them no more be
" plagued with religion ;" let no Saviour ever

intrude His claims upon them, no Holy Spirit

disturb them, no God reveal Himself super-

naturally to them ; let no Sabbath ever dawn
upon them, no saint ever live among them, no

prayer ever be heard within their borders ; but
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let human beings exist there forever, smitten

only by the leprosy of hatred to God, and with

iitler selfishness as the all-prevailing and eter-

nal purpose ; then, as sure as tlie law of right-

eousness exists, on which rests the throne of

God and the government of the universe, a so-

ciety so constituted must worlc out for itself a

hell of solitary and bitter suffering, to whieli

no limit can be assigned except the capacity of

a finite nature. Norman McLeod.

32. For I have no pleasure in the
death of him that dieth. Tiie Holy

Scriptures iu general expressly declare that tlie

good and gracious God was from tlie beginning

and is still using the best, fittest, and wisest

means to render all His creatures, one as well

as another, blesssd and happy ; and if any of

them through their own self-willed obstinacy

and perverseness miss of these joys, it will be

greatly contrary to His inclination and desire.

Thus when Adam was in paradise, the good

God kindly cautioned him against the danger

of disobedience. And when man by transgres-

sion fell He immediately comforted liim, by

telling him of the remedy He had prepared for

his reconciliation and recovery, even the Seed

of tlie woman which was to bruise tlie serpent's

liead ; that Seed in whom all tlie nations of the

earth were to be blessed ; and who in the ful-

ness of time was to " give His life a ransom

for many," to "taste death for every man."

And in consequence of this first promise, liow

gracious, yea, how compassionate, is the tenor

of every declaration, which He made from

time to time on this head. " Have I any plea

sure at all that the wicked should die ? saith

the Lord God : and not that he should return

from liis ways, and live ? Make you a new
heart and a new spirit : for why will ye die,

O house of Israel ?" Why will ye die, O sons

of Adam ? seeing that God would have all men

to be saved, and is not willing that any should

perish, but that all should come to repentance.

Dean Tucker.

God could cause all transgressors to perish

in and on account of their iniquities, witliout

any one having a right to complain of injus-

tice. And yet He has no pleasure in that wliicli

He has essentially a right to do ; He makes no

use of that right ; He would much ratlier

mourn it, if the ungodly must needs perisli.

Assuredly, we must not understand that which
the Scripture reveals to us of Divine sorrow

and repentance in a manner unworthy of God
;

no human representation may be taken but in

a Divine sense. The Infinite One is indeed in-

finitely exalted above human motives and aJIec-

tions ; but as little sliould we represent the

Merciful One as seated on the throne of the

universe in, immovable, unchanging repose,

which would not be disturbed although a whole

guilty world sank down into perdition. Nay,

a lost sinner is a pearl the less in the glorious

crown of Christ ; another victim for tlie insati-

able powers of darkness : how should all this

not concern the Father, from whom the whole

race in heaven and earth are named V Van 0.

The great lesson to be learned from this chap-

ter is the necessity of a good life in order to the

attainment of everlasting happine.ss. Sincere

piety toward God, kindness and charity to our

neighbor, temperance, soberness and chastity in

the government of ourselves, these are the quali-

fications required by God. The inbred corrup-

tion of mankind and the infirmity of our nature

are lamentable hindrances to our strict perform-

ance of these duties ;
" the corruptible body

presseth down the soul," so that " in niany

things we offend all." But God lin.s mercifully

provided a remedy for our weakness, and even

for our grievous sins. Hearty repentance and

amendment of life were the conditions required

from the Jews for regaining the Divine favor.

From us also are they strictly required ; but

thanks be to God, we have a " Mediator of a

better covenant," through whose blood we
have remission of our sins ; and by persevering

in a righteous course we shall not fail to find

acceptance with God. Let us, then, put our

trust in God through the merits of this merci-

ful Redeemer, let His law be the constant rule

of our lives, and whenever we err from it, let

us immediately repent and turn unto the Lord

our God, ' so iniquity shall not be our ruin."

Travell.



EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XIX.

19 : 1, 2 Moreover, take tliou up a lamentation for the princes of Israel, and say, What
was thy mother ? A lioness : she couched among lions, in the midst of the young lions she

3 nourished her whelps. And she brought up one of her whelps ; he became a young lion :

4 and he learned to catch the prey, he devoured men. The nations also heard of him ; he was
5 taken in their pit : and they brought him with hooks unto the land of Egypt. Now when

she saw that she had waited, and her hope was lost, then she took another of her whelps, and

6 made him a young lion. And he went up and down among the lions, he became a young
7 lion : and he learned to catch the prey, he devoured men. And he knew their palaces, and

laid waste their cities
;
and the land was desolate, and the fulness thereof, because of the

8 noise of his roaring. Then the nations set against him on every side from the provinces :

9 and they spread their net over him ; he was taken in their pit. And they put him iu a cage

with hooks, and brought him to the king of Babylon ; they brought him into strong holds,

that his voice should no more be heard upon the mountains of Israel.

10 Thy mother was like a vine, in thy blood, planted by the waters : she was fruitful and full

11 of branches by reason of many waters. And she had strong rods for the sceptres of them that

bare rule, and their stature was exalted among the thick boughs, and they were seen in their

12 height with the multitude of their branches. But she was plucked up in fury, she was cast

down to the ground, and the east wind dried up her fruit : her strong rods were broken off

13 and withered ; the fire consumed them. And now she is planted in the wilderness, in a dry

14 and thirsty land. And Are Is gone out of the rods of her branches, it hath devoured her fruit,

so that there is in her no strong rod to be a sceptre to rule. This is a lamentation, and shall

he for a lamentation.

Chap. 19. The scope of this chapter is much
the same with that of the 17th, to foretell and

lament the ruin of the house of David, the

royal family of Judah, in the calamitous e.xit

of the four sons and grandsons of Josiah—Je-

hoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jeconiah, and Zedekiah, in

whom that illustrious line of kings was cut off,

which the prophet is here ordered to lament

(verse 1). And he does it by similitudes. The

kingdom of Judah and house of David are here

compared to a lioness, and those princes to

lions that were fierce and ravenous, but were

hunted down and taken in nets (verses 2-9).

That kingdom and that house are here com-

pared to a vine, and these princes to branches,

which had been strong and flourishing, but

were now broken off and burned (verses 10-14).

This ruin of that monarchy was now in the

doing, and this lamentation of it was intended

to affect the people with it, that they might

not tliittcT themselves with vain hopes of the

lengthening out of their tranquillity. H.

This chapter sets before the exiles the fall of

the royal house of Judali and ultimately of the

nation. With high poetic beauty this is done

by conceiving of the whole people as " thy

mother ;" of this mother as first a lioness who
puts her young lions one after another on the

throne : and next, as a vine whose strong

shoots become sceptres for her kings, but which

is finally itself plucked up in fury, dried by

the east wind, and burned in the fire. So per-

ish the kings of Judah, the people also, and the

whole frame of organized society and govern-

ment—a cluster of painful facts taken up here

for a lamentation among the exiles of Chaldea.

Some of these events had already transpired :

the rest of them were near at hand. There was

no hope of saving these exiles morally and

spiritually without bringing to bear upon them

the entire moral power of those judgments with

which God was scourging and wasting their

mother people and country. Hence these topics

appear in Ezekiel " line upon line," reiterated

with wonderful variety of representation, and

we might say, in foi-ms which exhaust the en-

tire wealth of symbols and figures known to

Hebrew or Chaldean literature. H. C.

A dirge or lamentation for Jehoahaz and Je-

hoiachin. We have seen in chap. 17 that Eze-

kiel regarded Zedekiah as an interloper. It is

in accordance with this view that here he passes

over Jehoiakim and Zedekiah as mere creatures

of Egypt and of Babylon, and recognizes Je-

hoahaz and Jehoiachin as the only legitimate

sovereigns since the time of Josiah. But this

dirge in referring to the past looks forward to

the future, and warns the usurper Zedekiah of

an approaching fate similar to that of the tw»

earlier kings. B. C.
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3, 4. This first young lion-king was Jelioa-

haz, recognized by tlirce marlia. He was the

first among tlie sons of Josiali to succeed him

on his tlironc, and is the first in order here. He
was put on the throne by the jicople, as tlie his-

tory specially affirms (2 K. 23 : 30 ; 2 Chron.

36 : 1). He and he only, having been deposed

by Pharaoh Necho, was carried (as here stated)

to Egypt, and died there. The figure is carried

out to the life. This young lion caught the

ways of lion-kings ; he " learned to catch the

prey and devoured men."
5-9. This second young lion is not Jehoia-

kim, the immediate successor of Jehoahaz, but

is Jelioiachin, his son. For the former (the

father) was put on the throne, not by the peo-

ple, but by the king of Babylon ; and he seems

not to have been carried to Babylon, but to

have died in disgrace at Jerusalem. (See Jcr.

22 : 18, 19 ; 36 : 30.) On the other hand, Je-

hoiachin was in favor with the people, and for

aught that appears was put on the throne by

them ; was taken captive to Babylon and re-

mained there in captivity at least thirty-seven

years ; and finally his fall was specially afflic-

tive to the exiles. They had many fond hopes

of his restoration. (See Lam. 4 : 20.) The peo-

ple hoped that Jehoahaz might be restored

to them, till this hope perished (ver.se 5). H. C.

5. Slie took anotlier. Jehoiachin, who was

not appointed by a foreign prince out of order,

like his father Jehoiakim, but succeeded regu-

larly with the consent of the people (2 K. 24 : 6).

The waiting of the people was during the ab-

sence of their rightful lord .Jehoahaz, a captive

In Egypt while Jehoiakim, whom they deemed
an usurper, was on the throne. It was not till

Jehoiachin succeeded that they seemed to them-

selves to have a monarch of their own.

6. Jehoiachin soon showed himself no less

unworthy than Jehoahaz ; he should have been

a royal lion reposing In majesty and strength
;

he became a ravening beast of prey (2 K.

24 : 9).

§. TJien tlu nations set against him. The
nations are here the Chaldeans ; Nebuchadnez-

zar was the instrument in God's hands for pun-

ishing the wickedness of Jehoia<:-hin, who in

Ezekiel's time still lived a captive in Babylon

(2 K. 24 : 10 foil.).

10. The metaphor is changed. The excel-

lency of a vine is in her fruitful branches ; the

glory of a mother in her noble children. For

the sense iij which Jeremiah is to write Jehoia-

chin childless, see on Jer. 22 : 30. Ezekiel here

takes a general view of the king and princes of

the blood royal. B. C.

10-14. By a sudden change of figure the

Jewish people become a tine—a figure of some-

what frequent occurrence in the Scriptures and

recently used by Ezekiel himself. (See chap.

15 : 6 ; 17 : 6. See also Isa. 5:1-7; 27 : 3-7 ;

Ps. 80 : 8-16 ; Jer. 2 : 21.) Her strong shoots

are sceptres for kings, and virtually in the fig-

ure represent kings themselves. She rose to

prominence among the nations, but she was

suddenly plucked up by the fury of the Al-

mighty. The east wind, terribly withering in

that climate, dried up her roots ; her strong

rods (sceptres) were broken, and the fires of Di-

vine judgments consumed both kings and peo-

ple. A few of her people had been taken into

captivity—a fact represented here by her being

transplanted to a wilderness and set in a dry

and thii-sty ground. Her last king, Zedekiah,

by his treachery to the king of Babylon, had

brought down the final stroke of vengeance

—

corresponding to a fire going out from one of

the rods (sceptres) of her foliage, which de-

voured her fruit, so that she had no successor

for her throne. The royal house is utterly

broken down. The throne of Ji'dah is in ruins.

To the Hebrew exiles this was and should still

be " for a lamentation." H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XX. 1-44.

20 : 1 And it came to pass in the seventh year, in the fifth month, the tenth day of the

month, that certain of the elders of Israel came to inquire of the Lord, and sat before me.

2, 3 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, speak unto the elders of

Israel, and say unto them. Thus saith the Lord God : Are ye come to inquire of me ? As I

4 live, saith the Lord God, I will not be inquired of by 3'ou. Wilt thou judge them, son of

5 man, wilt thou judge them ? cause them to know the abominations of their fathers ; and say

unto them. Thus saith the Lord God ; In the day when I chose Israel, and lifted up mine
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hand unto the seed of the house of Jacob, aud made m3'self known unto them in the land of

6 Egypt, when I lifted up mine hand unto them, saying, I am the Lord 3'our God ; in that day
I lifted up mine hand unto them, to bring them forth out of the land of Egypt into a laud

that I had espied for them, flowing with milk and honey, which is the glory of all lands :

7 and I said unto them. Cast ye away every man the abominations of his eyes, and defile not

8 yourselves with the idols of Egypt ; I am the Lord your God. But they rebelled against

mo, and would not hearken unto me ; they did not every man cast away the abominations of

their eyes, neither did they forsake the idols of Egypt : then I said I would pour out my
fury upon them, to accomplish mj' anger against them in the midst of the land of Egj'pt.

9 But I wrought for my name's sake, that it should not bo profaned in the sight of the nations,

among whom they were, in whose sight I made myself known unto them, in bringing them
10 forth out of the land of Egypt. So I caused them to go forth out of the land of Egypt, and

11 brought them into the wilderness. And 1 gave them my statutes, and shewed them my
13 judgements, which if a man do, he shall live in them. Moreover also I gave them my sab-

baths, to be a sign between me and them, that they might know that I am the Lord that

13 sanctify them. But the house of Israel rebelled against me in the wilderness : they walked
not in my statutes, and they rejected my judgements, which if a man do, he shall live in

them ; and my sabbaths they greatly profaned : then I said I would pour out my fury upon
14 them in the wilderness, to consume them. But I wrought for my name's sake, that it should

V) not be profaned in the sight of the nations, in whose sight I brought them out. Moreover

also I lifted up my hand unto them in the wilderness, that I would not bring them into the

land which I had given them, flowing with milk and honey, which is the glory of all lands
;

16 because they rejected my judgements, and walked not in my statutes, and profaned my sab-

17 baths : for their heart went after their idols. Nevertheless mine eye spared them from de-

18 stroying them, neither did I make a full end of them in the wilderness. And I said unto

their children in the wilderness. Walk yo, not in the statutes of your fathers, neither observe

19 their judgements, nor defile yourselves with their idols : I am the Lord your God ; walk in

20 my statutes, anil keep my judgements, and do them : and hallow my sabbaths ; and they

21 shall be a sign between me and you, that ye may know that I am the Lord your God. But
the children rebelled against me ; they walked not in my statutes, neither kept my judge-

ments to do them, which if a man do, he shall live in them ; they profaned my sabbaths : then

I said I would pour out my fury upon them, to accomplish my anger against them in the

23 wilderness. Nevertheless I withdrew mine hand, and wrought for my name's sake, that it

should not be profaned in the sight of the nations, in whose sight I brought them forth.

23 Moreover I lifted up mine hand unto them in the wilderness, tliat I would scatter them
24 among the nations, and disperse them through the countries ; because they had not executed

my judgements, but had rejected my statutes, aud had profaned my sabbaths, and their eyes

2.5 were after their fathers' idols. Moreover also I gave them statutes that were not good, and

26 judgements wherein they should not live ; and I polluted them in their own gifts, in that

they caused to pass through tlie fire all that openelh the womb, that I might make them
desolate, to the end that they might know that I am the Lord.

27 Therefore, son of man, speak unto the house of Israel, and say unto them, Thus saith the

Lord God : In this moreover have j'our fathers blasphemed me, in that they have committed

38 a trespass against me. For when I had brought them into the land, which I lifted up mine

hand to give unto them, then they saw every high hill, and every thick tree, aud they offered

there their sacrifices, and there they presented the provocation of their offering, there also

29 they made their sweet savour, and they poured out there their drink offerings. Then I said

unto them. What meaneth the high place whereunto ye go ? So the name thereof is called

30 Bamah unto this day. Wherefore say unto the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord God :

Do ye pollute yourselves after the manner of your fathers ? and go ye a whoring after their

31 abominations ? and when ye offer your gifts, when ye make your sons to pass through the

fire, do ye pollute yourselves with all your idols, unto this day ? and shall I be inquired of

by you, O house of Israel ? As I live, saith the Lord God, I will not be inquired of by you :

33 and that which cometh into your mind shall not be at all ; in that ye say. We will be as the

33 nations, as the families of the countries, to serve wood and stone. As I live, saith the Lord

God, surely with a mighty hand, and with a stretched out arm, and with fury poured out,

34 will I be king over you : and I will bring you out from the peoples, and will gather you out
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of the countries wherein j'e are scattered, with a miglity hand, and with a strctclicd out arm,

and with fury poured out : and I will bring you into the wilderness of the peoples, and there

will I plead with you face to face. Liivc as I pleaded with your fathers in tlie wilderness of

tlie laud of Egypt, so will I plead witli you, saith the Lord God. And I will cause you to

pass under the rod, and I will bring you into the bond of tlic covenant ; and I will purge

out from among you the rebels, and them that transgress against me ; I will bring them forth

out of the laud where they sojourn, but they shall not enter into th(! land of Israel : and ye

shall know that I am the Loud. .Vs for you, O house of Israel, thu5 saith the Lord God : Go

ye, serve every one his idols, and hereafter also, if ye will not hearken unto me : but my
holy name shall ye no more profane with your gifts, aud with your idols. For in mine holy

mountain, in the mountain of the height of Israel, saith the Lord God, there shall all the

house of Israel, all of them, serve me iu the land : there will I accept them, aud there will I

require your offerings and the firstfruits of your oblations, with all 3'our holy things. As a

sweet savour will I iiccept you, when I bring you out from the peoples, and gather you out

of the countries wherein ye have been scattered ; aud I will be sanctitied in you iu the sight

of the nations. Aud ye shall know that I aui the Lord, when I shall bring you into the land

of Israel, into the country which I lifted up mine hand to give unto your fathers. And there

shall ye remember your ways, and all your doings, wherein ye have polluted yourselves ;

and ye shall loathe yourselves iu your own sight for all your evils that ye have committed.

And ye shall know that I am the Lord, when I have wrought with you for my name's sake,

not according to your evil ways, nor according to your corrupt doings, O ye house of Israel,

saith the Lord God.

Chap. 20. Another visit from the chieftains

of the people. Ezekiel in reply to their in-

quiries sets forth their national history, the

national judgment and the hope of Divine

mercy. This leads up to the prediction of the

kingdom of the Messiah. B. C.

This chapter, with a new date, has its spe-

cial occasion—the coming of certain elders of

Israel to inquire of the Lord through the

prophet. It lias also its special strain of reply

—essentially a resume or historical review of

the great trials which the Lord experienced

with the Hebrew people on the point of their

propensity to idolatry, showing that, over and

over again. He had forbidden them to worship

idols, had solemnly sworn that He would ex-

terminate them with His judgments for this

siu, but had spared them for His great mercy's

sake. As a historical sketch the chapter corre-

sponds somewhat closely with Neh. 9 ; Ps. 78,

and the speech of Stephen in Acts 7. Here pre-

eminently the historical facts cited bear on the

great points now present and prominent—viz.,

that the people were strangely infatuated tow-

ard idolatry, that they had been on the verge

of national ruin repeatedly for this sin ; and

that they had been spared only through the

great mercy of God and to save the honor of

His throne before the heathen ; and not at all

for their own sake or merit.

1. This new date is about eleven months

later than the last named (8 ; 1). H. C. In

the seventh year. Of Jehoiachin's captivitj-.

(Cf. chap. 1:3; 8 ; 1.) All the prophecies re-

corded from the eighth chapter to this proba-

bly belong to the sixth year of the Captivity.

W. Lowth.

The elders of Israel. These were as in 14 : 1,

from Ezekiel's fellow-exiles, designated in gen-

eral terms by the name of Israel, though more

properly belonging to the kingilom of Judali.

The use of the word Israel is the more appro

priate here, because in his reply the prophet

refers to the history of the people from the very

beginning. B. C.

2, 3. The doom of the guilty people and

city was fixed, and no prayer could reverse it.

God "would not pardon." (See 2 K. 34 : 4 ;

Ezek. 14 ; Jer. 15 ; 7 : 16 ; 11 : 14 ; 14 : 11.) On
the clause, " I will not be inquired of by you,"

Jerome has this fine comment: " To the holy

and to those who ask for right things, the prom-

ise is given :
' While they are yet speaking, I

will say. Here I am.' But to sinners, sucli as

these elders of Israel were, and as those whose

sins the prophet proceeds to describe, no an-

swer is given, but only a fierce rebuke for their

sins, to which He adds his oath ;

' As I live,'

to strengthen his solemn refusal. " II. C.

4. Wilt thou judge them ? We should rather

say. Wilt thou not judge them?

—

i.e., pro-

nounce sentence upon them? (Cf. 22 : 2.) The

repetition of the phrase is expressive of a

strong desire that the act should be begun, and

thus gives the force of an imperative. B. C.

5. Instead of allowing himself to be inquired

of in prayer to avert His threatened j udgments

against the Jews, the Lord directs the prophet
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to set before these elders the long record of

their national sins and provocations (verses

5-33). H. C.

5-9. The history of the ingratitude and re-

bellion of the people of Israel here begins as

early as their beginning ; so does the history of

man's apostasy from his Maker. No sooner

have we read the story of our first parent's

creation, than we immediately meet with that

of their rebellion ; so we see here it was with

Israel ; a people designed to represent the body

of mankind, both in their dealings with God
and His with them. II.

, The state of the children of Israel in Egypt.

They were taken thither to be formed into a

nation, and were warned to abstain from the

idolatry of the heathen. This purpose they

entirely lost sight of in Egypt, j'et God spared

them and brought them into another state of

probation. B. C. They would not hearken

to the Lord : hence while they were in Egypt

the Lord solemnly threatened to pour out His

fury and to exhaust (" accomplish") his anger

upon them. But He spared and saved His peo-

ple then for His name's sake, that the heathen

might not reproach Him as unable to save His

own people. H. C.

10-26. The history of the struggle between

the sins of Israel, by which they endeavored to

ruin themselves, and the mercies of God, by

which He endeavored to save them and make
them happy, is here continued ; and the in-

stances of that struggle in these verses have

reference to what passed between God and them
in the wilderness, in which God honored Him-
self and they shamed themselves. The story of

Israel in the wilderness is referred to in the

New Testament (1 Cor. 10 ; Heb. 3) as well

as often in the Old, for warning to us Chris-

tians. H.

12. A quotation from Ex. 31 : 13. The Sab-

bath was a sign of a peculiar people, was com-

memorative of the work of creation, and hal-

lowed to the honor of Jehovah, the covenant

God. As man honored God by keeping the

Sabbath holy, so by the Sabbath God sanctified

Israel, marked them as a holy people. There-

fore to profane the Sabbath was to abjure their

Divine Governor.

13. My Sabbaths tlwy greatly polluted. We
have no record of the actual non-observance of

the sabbatical rest in the wilderness except at

the first giving of the manna (Ex. 16 : 27) ; and

in the case of the man who gathered sticks on

the Sabbath day (Num. 15 : 33) ; but these were

corrected on the spot, and the perpetual mir-

acle of the cessation of the manna probably

secured the formal observance of the day. The
pollution of the Sabbath then must have con-

sisted in failing to make the day holy in deed

as well as in name by earnest worship and true

heart service. B. C.

13-22. The strain of this chapter is that the

Lord's patience was lepeatedly tried to the ut-

most, so that He was often on the point of ex-

terminating the guilty people by His swift

judgments; but restrained Himself through

His great mercy, and to save His holy name
from reproach before the heathen in whose
sight He had brought them forth from Egypt
and adopted them as His own peculiar people.

This view of their national history was emi-

nently forcible for Ezekiel's time and for the

circumstances of both the exiles and their breth-

ren then just on the brink of exterminating

ruin in their native land. H. C.

18. The Book of Deuteronomy contains the

address to the children of those who perished in

the wilderness. The whole history of Israel

was a repetition of this course. The covenant

was made with one generation, broken by them,

and then renewed to the next. B. C. But

I said unto tlieir children in the icilderness.

This refers to the man}' pathetical exhortations

contained in the Book of Deuteronomy, par-

ticularly those in chaps. 39, 30, 31 and 33,

which were uttered after that rebellious gen-

eration were all consumed, as God had threat-

ened them (see Num. 14 : 32, 33 ; 26 : 64, 65),

and were designed as warnings to succeeding

generations (De. 31 : 16-21). IK Lowth.

20. It admits of ample proof that the rea-

sons given of God for enjoining the observance

of the Sabbath—given specially in the fourth

command itself, and iu the passage Ex. 31 :

13-17, which is specially under Ezekiel's eye in

our text

—

are of universal application. The

Great Father of the race wrought six days in

the creation and rested the seventh. He puts

His own example not before Israel only, but

before the race, and invites, nay more, com-

mands them to follow it. He signifies to them

that He would be remembered as their Creator

and Father, and would have them set apart

time for an object so vital. Then Ex. 31 : 13-17

develops yet more fully the thought that in the

Sabbath God aims to sanctify His people and

to make it a visible sign of a special relationship

between Himself and them. Yet here let it be

carefully noted, it is His relation to them not as

Hebrews, but as His children. His people. All

these points are general, not special
;
good for

the race, not restricted and of value to the He-

brews only. Indeed they show the Sabbath to
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be a glorious boon which no tribe or nation or

age can afford to forego. Thus far the discus-

sion of tliis great question respecting the uni-

versal obligation of the Sabbath as a Divine

institution comes fairly within the province of

the expositor of Ezekiel because it is legitimate-

ly involved in the sense of his words. Other

points bearing on the question are : its institu-

tion in Eden ; the traces of it in the seven-day

periods during the deluge ; its existence among
the Hebrews prior to its announcement from

Sinai (sec Ex. 16 ; 33-30), and the proofs of its

re-endorsement in the beginning of the Chris-

tian ago. II. C.

Its very place in the Jewish Decalogue is by
no means an obscure intimation that its author-

ity is altogether superior to that of the merely

Jewish ordinances. The ceremonial law was
merelj' Jewish ; the details of legislation again,

whereby the equitable principles of Jewish

jurisprudence were carried into specific enact-

ment, were merely Jewish. But all these are

very broadly distinguished from that Decalogue

in which the fourth commandment has a place.

The ten "words" announce principles; they

are not of the nature of national statutes ; they

do not prescribe penalties. And accordingly,

as a body of Divine principles, as a summary
of human morality, of duty toward God and

man, they occupy a position of glory and su-

premacy amid the ordinances of Israel alto-

gether unique. As Sinai, the holy mountain,

was fenced off from the camp of the congrega-

tion by bounds which none might pass and

live, so arc the ten words of Jehovah fenced off

from the enactments of the Mosaic law. These

ten words, and the.se ten only, were spoken by
the Most High Himself. These, and these only,

were written by the finger of God on two tables

of stone. These two tables were placed in the

lioly ark called " the Ark of the Covenant,"

which itself was placed within the second veil,

in the midst of the Holy of Holies, and under-

neath the cherubim of glory, in the innermost

heart of the most holy and most secret shrine

of the Divine presence and glory. Surely all

this bespeaks an essential distinction and supe-

riority in the Decalogue as compared with the

merely national and the necessarily temporary

laws and observances of the Mosaic econo-

my. ... It is not easy to imagine a more ap-

parently incredible paradox than that one com-
mandment of a merely national scope and

temporary obligation should have been asso-

ciated, in a summary of moral duty, with nine

others of perpetual obligation ; that it should

have been placed in the very central niche of

all the commandments, as on one side directly

touching the honor and worship of God, and

on the other the rights and well-being of man
;

that equally with all the other commandments
it should have been spoken b}' the voice of the

Most High and written by the Divine finger on

one of the tables of stone ; and yet that this

one "word" alone of all the ten should be

merely ceremonial and temporary, the rest

being all of a moral nature and of permanent

obligation. Surely it must be felt as if no

arguments could establish such a paradox as

this. Ri(j(J\ (See Vol. H., pp. 174-183.)

If the seventh-day rest formed part of the

grand plan, not only of creation, but also of

revelation and redemption—to which the whole

after-development of that plan was made con-

formable, and therefore running through the

entire Scriptures, as veins and arteries through

the human body—it cannot be rooted out with-

out marring the entire Scriptures and destroy-

ing the whole plan. If it has been formally

blessed and hallowed of God, no matter when
and where, and that blessing and hallowing

nowhere recalled, then those Divine acts of

blessing and hallowing forever establish its

perpetuity. If founded in the example of God,

that example being eternal, the appointment

must be eternal likewise ; and that example
being set at the beginning, in the presence of

the world, is the common property and stand-

ard of the world, and therefore must be univer-

sal in its obligation. If this seventh-day rest

be the only rest created for man, being alike

the prophetic germ and foundation of the

whole, all the other rests being but its develop-

ment, and the rest of heaven its termination

and completion, then this seventh-day rest must
ever remain that it may stand as the prophecy,

pledge, and perpetual witness of that coming
rest, until its full and complete realization here-

after. If ordained at the beginning, and hav-

ing an antecedent existence prior to the organi-

zation of the Jewish commonwealth, and after-

ward entering into the national constitution of

that people as the principles of morality enter

into the legislation of any Christian country,

the subsequent overthrow of that common-
wealth has no bearing upon the question of its

existence, and having survived that wreck,

there remains nothing else to endanger its per-

petuity. If the Incarnate Son—by whom the

Father created all things, and who ended His

work on the seventh day by resting ; who was
the rock that followed Israel through the wil-

derness ; who, in such glorious epiphany from

the summit of the burning mount, authorita-
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who afterward so clearly asserted this as His

high and sole prerogative, being " L,ord of the

Sabbath"—if He sliould proclaim the law re-

IJealed, then it would be repealed indeed !

But instead of this. He at all times recognized

its binding authority ; He obeyed it Himself
;

He interpreted it, and died leaving it, with His

interpretation annexed, as the expressed statute

of His kingdom, as much so as He left the l.r.v

of murder or adultery or profanity, with His

interpretation annexed, as the law of that king-

dom. Instead of repealing. He actually en-

tered into argument with the Pharisees to

show that His acts were all conformable thereto.

And instead of removing. He positively assert-

ed that He did not come to destroy, but to ful-

fil, or, in other words, to maintain. Stacy.

The Old and the New Sabbath.

How that former seventh day pales in the

effulgence of the resurrection morning ! Where,

in all that is known of the history of man,

where, in all that is known of God, is there an

event at once so great in its own elements, so

important as a manifestation of the Divine to

man, so transcendent in its relation to man's hap-

piness and hope ! How could it be possible that

Christ's redeemed should live in slavery to the

day He spent in the tomb and neglect the day
of His rising ! Their joy, their hope, their

heart, was iu the first day, the Lord's day,

which they and all the Church kept from the

resurrection. The seventh day, whatever it

represented, gradually faded aud was forgot-

ten. The day of the Lord's rising was the one

day for the hopes of man. It and no other

could possibly be the Lord's Day. . . . When
the old land-bound Sabbath passed into the

world-wide Lord's Day it girdled the earth with

universal brotherhood iu the Lord. In what-

ever strange land, of whatever strange tongue,

the believer now joins in that day's worship-

ping assembly, the sense of brotherhood glows

within him. Over all the world, from the

western skirts of the Pacific around with the

sun to its starting point, that day, dotting the

whole globe with gatherings in the name of

our Lord, busied alike in prayer and praise and

promise in His name, makes a testimony to the

unity and brotherhood of Christian faith which

no man, without wilfulness, can gainsay.

Like the old, the new Sabbath is a day of

rest. From the urgency of bread-winning and

the often more coercive spur of ambition, it is

a respite, a vacation. But it speaks, as Israel's

could not, with a plain and positive utterance

of a better rest—a perpetual release from all

urgency and spurring, aud fn>m every wearing
or wearying infliction whatsoever ; an epoch
of holy, blessed and perfectly free activity

;

the rest—much more than rest, the unbroken
ease, busy, loyal, joyous ease, that shall per-

vade the Messianic kingdom of the Lord. . . .

By her sociality, pure and beneficent, spring-

ing spontaneously from the feeling of common
relationship to her redeeming Lord ; by her in-

struction, sound, comforting and stimulating,

having as its premise that man lives by and

through and for God, and edifying and build-

ing up the minds of believers through medita-

tion on the whole Word of God ; by her leisure,

detached from merely earthly and personal

affairs, busy with the activity of holy love,

and inspired to private prayer and public wor-

ship, and every Christian word and work
through love to the Lord, and to tliem who
love the Lord, and to them for whom the Lord
died—thus the Church, in a wider aud happier

sense than did Israel, does remember the Sab-

bath day to keep it holy—her own Sabbath, the

holy festival of the Lord's day. The tongue of

the Church is this day given to her Lord. She

tells His story, she declares His purposes, she

confesses her faith on Him, she expresses her

loyalty. For all that the Church is, for all she

may do and for all she may become, each mem-
ber has his owu responsibility and his own free

spontaneity. Whatever he does counts as his

heart moves him. So on this day he lays his

heart against the millionfold heart of the Church

to feel her vast, deep, triumphant life. He sees

with the mental eye, as the framing and the

background of all the instruction, comfort and

encouragement which precept and promise and

prophecy afford, a view of the thronged city of

God, of the splendid capital and mansions of

the redeemed, of the magnificent harmony and

busy ease and consummate civilization of the

Lord's ki igdom. He breathes while lifted up
the fragrance of many-voiced prayer that on

this day enwraps the earth as a film of the reso-

nant air of heaven ; and iu this bracing atmos-

phere his veins tingle with consciousness of

unlimited desire and capacity and destiny

—

his own and the Church's own when the Lord

shall come.

And so on the day that marks God's author

ity over human times, on the day our Lord has

honored as His oflScial day before His Church,

on the day which the Holy Ghost has sealed as

the epoch of the new covenant (the New Testa-

ment), on this day believers come together as a

public body to give their public testimony of
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loyalty, and that they may together cominuno

with tlie Lord. While aglow before the mys-

tery of His person, wherein the brotherhood of

man blends with Divine Sonship, while absorbed

in the wonder of His love, which, stronger than

death, by the intensity of its sacriliee, trans-

mutes the universal ourse into a universal privi-

lege, while transtigured with the beauty of His

nature, reflected somewhat within each one and

diffused over the spiritual aspect of the world-

circUng commemoration, atender awe falls upon

the assembly ; the Lord is there. Then, like the

early patriarchs, and like Israel at Pentecost,

the feast of weeks, the Church partakes together

of the sacrificial meal. Each one realizes that

it is the Lord who died for him, a sinner ; who
redeemed, reconciled, saved him by giving His

own body to be bruised for him. His own blood

to be sprinkled on the soil for him. Each uiu'

perceives that the whole aggregate of like-

minded souls who commune thus with their

Lord are inseparably joined together by this

communion in one body, and this body is the

Lord's own body, living, growing, the organ

of His spirit, the eternal and the holy temple of

His own Divine humanity. And each one ap-

prehends that the Lord of all is the man Jesus.

He whose quivering body was torn, whose

warm blood was shed, who rested in Joseph's

tomb, and awoke in immortal humanity, and

rose above man's observation or comprehension

before the apostle's eyes, and dwells now in

occupation that we can only most dimly con-

ceive as we lift our uneducated eyes with lov-

ing awe and dependent reverence toward His

majesty—Jesus, the very man, our brother ;

Jesus enthroned at the right hand of God—Him-
self incomprehensibly transfigured with the

outshining of His own divinity, but Himself

the Lamb slain through the ages ; Himself the

heiul over His own body, the Church ; Him-
self the same Jesus who ascended from Olivet,

who will come again in His own day (who

knows how soon ?) to put down all enmity, to

establish all authority, to reign in righteousness

over His Church, and with His Church over the

universe ! Even so, Lord Jesus, come quickly.

We wait Thy day. Chrey.

25. Equally remarkable and bold is the state-

ment that the whole of the Mosaic law was not

equally good. When first the Israelites came
out of Egypt, God gave them " statutes and

judgments, which if a man do, he shall even

live in them." But when they rebelled, and

despised God's judgments, and polluted His

Sabbaths, which He had given as a special sign

of His covenant with them, then He "gave

them statutes which were not good, and judg-

ments whereby they should not live" (20 : 11,

35). Such teaching is the more remarkalile as

coming from a priest, and one who was in gen-

eral so strict himself in the observance of the

Levitical precepts. (See 4 : 14.) Paul himself

did not more plainly teach that much of the

law was a burden too heavy for men to bear.

R. P. S.

In what sense did God give the people these

statutes ? Only in the sense of suffering their

wicked kings to enjoin them. Not unfrequent-

ly God is said Jn the Scriptures to do what He
only permits to be done. He was said to harden

Pharaoh's heart, when, in fact, according to the

record. He only suffered him to harden his own
lirart, and wlien the most direct agency which

He (.xiiiiil inwanl that irsult was in removing

I!,, I'hKjihK uiidiT whii'li that proud king quailed

and relented. For (rlml j.,,rji.isr in this case did

the Lord give the pi'upli- "si iintrs not good

and judgments whercliy tiny shciil,; not live V"

The passage itself supplies the answer. Be-

cause they did not execute His judgments, but

despised His statutes, polluted His Sabbaths

and set their eyes on their father's idols, there-

fore God suffered them to be ensnared into

deeper idolatry by the royal influence of Jero-

boam, Ahab, Omri and Manasseh. It was a

Divine judgment upon them for their per-

sistent love of idols. The Lord gave them

their way to let them see and to let all the

world in coming ages see what idolatry is ;

what it leads to ; how fearfully it curses a peo-

ple of itself, and how tr'rribly God will punish

it. Oil tin- saiiir jiiiiM ipli,' God gave up the

heatlK II iiitiiiiis til iliiliiry and to deep moral

corniiiliuu. So Paul ullirms (Rom. 1:21, 24,

26, 38 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 11). H. C.

Civil laws, whatever be their source, to be

adapted to the wants of any given community,

must arise out of circumstances, and be rela-

tive to certain specific ends ; which ends, under

other circumstances, it might be the height of

folly to pursue. Wlien Solon was asked

whether he had prepared the best laws of

which he was capable for the Athenians, he

replied :
" I have prepared the best that they

were able to receive." Of much the same na-

ture is that declaration of Divine wisdom to the

Jews, which has so perplexed biblical inquir-

ers : "I gave them also statutes that were not

good" —that is, laws not absolutely the best,

though they were relatively so. Montesquieu,

with that penetration which belongs tn all his

philosophical reflections, has observed that the

passage cited above is the sponge that wipes
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out all tlic difficulties which are to be found in

the law of Moses. This view of the meaning
and force of the passage is confirmed by the

words of our Saviour, lie has told us that

Moses tolerated divorce among the Jews he-

cause of the hardness of their hearts. It is rea-

sonable to conclude that he permitted the con-

tinuance of other social evils on the same prin-

ciple. It is implied in our Lord's declaration

that if the Jews of Moses' time had been less

hard-liearted or prejudiced, less wedded to old

notions and usages, several of His statutes

would have been different from what they

were. Is it not also involved that the excel-

lence which Moses claims, and most justly, as

belonging to his laws is, as it respects some of

them at least, a relative rather than an absolute

excellence?

The principle that laws must be relative to

circumstances, that they must grow out of the

state of society and be adapted to Its wants, is

founded in reason and confirmed by experience.

It is, therefore, a just and solid principle, and

must commend itself as such to every enlight-

ened judgment. But it involves this clear and

certain inference that God never intended the

Mosaic laws to bind any nation but the He
brews ; and that it would be quite foolish to

detach particular parts from the rest, and to

attempt the ingrafting of them on other sys-

tems, to which they must prove incongruous.

The fundamental principle of the Hebrew polity

—the suppression of idolatry and the mainte-

nance of the worship of the one true God—so

diverse from that of every other government

ever known among men, could not but enter

essentially into the frame of the laws. Besides

this, the circumstances of climate, soil, situa-

tion, political relations, character and power of

the neighboring nations, customs, mode of life,

prevalent notions as to honor and disgrace, and

the nature and severity of punishments, species

and sources of crime, kinds of disease, etc.,

would modify a Divine quite as much as they

would a human legislation ; and still more,

perhaps, in proportion to its superior wisdom.

If God were now by special revelation to enact

a code of civil laws for every nation on the

globe, it is not likely that any two of them

would agree in every particular. It is certain,

for example, that in such a code framed for the

United States, there would be wanting the old

Hebrew laws respecting divorce, polygamy,

blood-avengement, usury, the double portion

of the first born son, the exclusion of daughters

from tlie inheritance, the marriage of a de-

ceased brother's childless widow, and the sump-

tuary laws in general ; for none of the reasons

on which these laws were based has any exist-

ence among us ; and to separate a law from its

principle is like sundering the body from the

head or heart. E. C. W.
29. Bamah. The Hebrew word for high

place. Another instance of the perversion of

God's laws. When the Israelites first entered

Canaan they were to set up the tabernacle on a

hiffh place, and upon this and upon no other

they were to worship Jehovah. This was the high

place (1 Sam. 9 : 13 foil. ; 1 K. 3 : 4). But the

Israelites followed the custom of the country,

and set up idol worship on every high hill, and

the word high place (Bamah), or in the plural

high places {Bamoth), hecntne a by-word. (Cf.

Bamoth Baal, Josh. 13 : 17.) Bamoth occurs

on the Moabitic stone, which records the erec-

tion of high places in honor of Kamos (Che-

mosh). B. C.

The significance of this verse 29 seems to be

that God protested against those localities for

worsliip ; but the people insisted and still kept

up the usage under that name well known
among themselves and deeply offensive and

odious to their God. In harmony with this

the psalmist says (78 : 58), " For they provoked

Ilim to anger with their high places." H. C.

The threatenings which are prononunced

against the Jews in this chapter should act as

a warning to all who read it. God had given

them a law which was holy, just and good ; but

their disobedience and want of faith converted

into a curse what was intended for a blessing.

On us also has God bestowed a still more valu-

able blessing, even the promise of redemption

and sanctiflcatiou through Christ Jesus. But
in order to attain this blessing certain condi-

tions must be fulfilled ; we also must walk In

His statutes, keep His judgments and hallow

His Sabbaths. If we examine our hearts and

lives, it will but too plainly appear how greatly

we have failed in fulfilling our part of this holy

covenant. Let us then earnestly entreat the

Lord to pardon our innumerable transgressions,

and to loathe ourselves in our own sight for all

the evils that we have committed. So shall we
escape the heavy vengeance with which we are

threatened, the mercy of God will pardon our

past backslidiugs, and our perseverance in a

righteous course will, through the mercies of

our Redeemer, entitle us to a share in that

heavenly Canaan, of which a land flowing with

milk and honey gives but a faint resemblance.

Travell.

33-3S. Here the tone changes to exhortation

and promise. God would yet put forth His
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mighty hand to redeem a remnant and restore

them to piety and to consequent prosperity.

Tlie temptation to be like the heathen must bo

withstood and its very thought repelled. Verses

35, 36 are a beautiful analogy between this

process of discipline and that by which the

Lord sifted, proved and tried His people in the

wilderness of Sinai. So also in IIos. 2 : 14-33.

The cases are not only analogous in the princi-

ple involved, but in the means used and even

partially in the minute point of a wilderness

life, for these exiles were led forth through a

long wilderness route from Canaan to Chaldea.

" I will cause you to passunder the rod, "looks

to the usage of shepherds in numbering their

flocks, perhaps nightly as they entered the fold,

or after a purchase, to verify the number. So

God will bring His dear people carefully into

His fold, taking pains to see that all are there,

and consecrating them to Himself. The sifting

processes of His providence will expel the

rebels of unsubdued heart. They will never

return to His land.

39-44. The scope of verse 39 I take to be.

Play the hypocrite with Me no longer. If ye

will persist in serving idols, go on ; but cease

to mix up the worship of idols with the wor-

ship of the living God ! No more pollute Me,

My name and My temple, with your gifts and

I

idols. For lo, in My holy mountain Wwtk shall

be none but pure hearts and true lives, llypo-

I crites can have no place there. There I will

accept the honest and faithful worshippers

;

they shall penitently loathe and forsake their

abominations, and shall know in their own
blessed experience that I am the Lord Iheir

Saviour and Redeemer. This strain of promise

is eminently precious after so long and so terri-

ble a recital of God's holy displeasure against

His apostate people. His grievous heart-trials

with them, aijd His f( arful iudgmcnts upon
them. At this point our Hebrew Bibles close

this chapter. It is manifestly the close of this

special theme and strain. The remaining verses

(45-49) belong properly to the next chapter. H.C.

44. And ye shall know that I am the Lord.

As in the height of God's vengeance on the sins

of this wretched people, the distant prospect

always terminated in a mercy ; so with a mercy
and a promise of better times the whole of this

prophetic scene is closed, in order that those to

whom it is addressed should, however crimi-

nal, not be left in an utter state of desperation,

but be afforded some shadow of repose in the

prospect of future peace and tranquillity. The
idea of mercy is naturally attached to that of

repentance and reformation
; and with mercy

the prophecy ends. Bp. Warburton.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XX. 45-49; XXI.

20 : 45, 46 And the word of the Lokd came unto me, saying. Son of man, set thy face

toward the south, and drop thy word toward the south, and prophesy against the forest of the

47 field in the South ; and say to the forest of the South, Hear the word of the Loud ; Thus
saith the Lord God : Behold, I will kindle a fire in thee, and it shall devour every green tree

in thee, and every dry tree : the flaming flame shall not be quenched, and all faces from the

48 south to the north shall be burnt thereby. And all flesh shall see that I the Lord have kin-

49 died it : it shall not be quenched. Then said I, Ah Lord God ! they say of me. Is he not a

speaker of parables ?

21:1,3 And the word of the Loud came unto me, saying. Son of man, set thy face toward
Jerusalem, and drop thy word toward the sanctuaries, and prophesy against the land of Israel

;

3 and say to the land of Israel, Thus saith the Loud : Behold, I am against thee, and will draw
forth my sword out of its sheath, and will cut off from thee the righteous and the wicked.

4 Seeing then that I will cut off from thee the righteous and the wicked, therefore shall my
5 sword go forth out of its sheath against all flesh from the south to the north : and all flesh

shall know that I the Loud have drawn forth my sword out of its sheath ; it shall not return

6 any more. Sigh therefore, thou son of man ; with the breaking of thy loins and with bitter-

7 ncss Shalt thou sigh before their eyes. And it shall be, when they say unto thee. Wherefore
sighest thou ? that thou shalt say. Because of the tidings, for it cometh : and every heart

shall melt, and all hands shall be feeble, and every spirit shall faint, and all knees shall be
weak as water ; behold, it cometh, and it shall be done, saith the Lord God.
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8, 9 AikI the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, prophesy, and say, Thua
saith the Lord : Say, A sword, a sword, it is sliarpened, and also furbislied : it is sharpened that

10 it may malcc a slaughter ; it is furbished that it may be as lightning : shall we then make mirth ?

11 the rod of my son, it contemneth every tree. And it is given to be furbished, that it may be

handled : the sword, it is sharpened, yea, it is furbished, to give it into the hand of the slayer.

12 Cry and howl, son of man : for it is upon my people, it is upon all the princes of Israel

.

13 they are delivered over to the sword with my people : smite therefore upon thy thigh. For
there is a trial ; and what if even the rod tliat contemneth shall be no more ? saith the Lord

14 God. Tliou therefore, son of man, prophesy, and smite thine hands together ; and let the

sword be doubled the third time, the sword of the deadly wounded : it is the sword of the

15 great one that is deaaly wounded, which entereth into their chambers. I have set tlie point

of tlie sword against all their gates, that their heart may melt, and their stumblings be multi-

16 plied : ah ! it is made as lightning, it is pointed for slaughter. Gather thee together, go to

17 the right ; set thyself in array, go to the left ; whithersoever thy face is set. I will also smile

mine hands together, and I will satisfy my fury : I the Lord have spoken it.

18, 19 The word of the Lord came unto me again, saying, Also, thou son of man, appoint thee

two -vyays, that the sword of the king of Babylon may come ; they twain shall come forth out

?0 of one land : and mark out a place, mark it out at the head of the way to the city. Thou
Shalt appoint a way, for the sword to come to Rabbah of the children of Amnion, and to

31 Judali in Jerusalem the defenced. For the king of ISabylon stood at the parting of the way,

at the head of the two ways, to use divination : he slmok the arrows to and fro, he consulted

22 the teraphim, he looked in the liver. In his right liaud was the divination /«/• Jerusalem, to

set battering rams, to open the mouth in the slaughter, to lift up the voice with shouting, to

23 set battering rams against the gates, to cast up mounts, to build forts. And it shall be unto

them as a vain divination in their sight, which have sworn oaths unto tliem : but he bringeth

inicjuity to remembrance, that they may be taken.

24 Thnet'ore thus saith the Lord God: Because ye have made your iniquity to be remem-

bered, in that your transgressions are discovered, so that in ell your doings your sins do ap-

23 pear ; because that ye are come to remembrance, ye shall be taken with the hand. And
thou, O deadly wounded wiclied one, the prince of Israel, whose day is come, in the time of

26 the iniquity of the end ; thus saith the Lord God : Remove the mitre, and take off the crown :

27 this shall be no more the same : exalt that which is low, and abase that which is high. I will

overturn, overturn, overturn it : this also shall be no more, until he come whose right it is
;

and I will give it Mm.
28 And thou, son of man, prophesy, and say, Thus saith the Lord God concerning the chil-

dren of Ammon, and concerning their reproach ; and saj' thou, A sword, a sword is drawn,

29 for the slaughter it is furbished, to cause it to devour, that it may b' as lightning ; wliilts

they see vanity unto thee, whiles they divine lies unto thee, to lay tlue npon ilie mcks of the

wicked that are deadly wounded, whose day is come, in the time of tlir ini(|;iily nt' the end.

30 Cause it to return into its sheath. In the place where thou wast crcatcil, in tlic land of thy

31 birth, will I judge thee. And I will pour out mine indignation upon thee ; I will blow upon

thee with the fire of my wrath : and I will deliver thee into the hand of brutish men, skilful

32 to destroy. Thou shalt be for fuel to the fire ; thy blood shall be in the midst of the land ;

thou shalt be no more remembered : for I the LoitD have spoken it.

45-49. This paragraph, which in the He-

brew text, LXX. and Vulgate, commences the

twenty-first chapter, has been by our transla

tors attached to the twentieth. It belongs to

the following chapter, as it contains a prophecy

delivered in a form which is there explained.

It may, however, be regarded as a link between

the foregoing and following prophecies, being

a general introduction to ww/i words of judg-

ment about to bo pronounced in development

of that which has just been delivered {KlUfoth).

B. C.

45-4§. Remarkably the prophets set the

face toward the country or the people to whom
their prophecies were addressed. (See chap.

6 : 2 and 13 : 17, etc.) " The south" and " the

forest of the south field," as here used, are

manifestly Jerusalem and Judah, thought of

as " the south" for the same reason that Baby-

lon—Ezekiel 's residence then—was " the nortli."

Judah and Jerusalem are thought of as a forest

which is combustible— fit material for the fires

of Jehovah's judgments. A terrible figure of

a ruin before which nothing can stand ! H. C.
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46. There are three Hebrew sj-noiiyms. whieli

ill English we must render by tlie one word

south, denoting the region on the right hand

(47 : 1), the region of midday, the region of

liriglitness. The variety of terun lielps the

force of tlie application. Ezekiel is dwelling

by Chebar in the north of Babylonia, from the

north tiie Chaldean army is to come upon Judca.

(See on 1 : 4.) B. C.

49. Doth lie not speak parables ? A feeling

of sad discouragement comes over the prophet

as he thinks of delivering this message (verses

46-48), for he remembers how the people re-

ceived his threatenings from the Lord befoie,

when they were clothed in strongly ligurativu

language. Is it not altogether figurative, say

Ihey ? How then can we know much about

its real meaning ? Does not the whole descrip-

tion bear the aspect of great exaggeration ?

To questions like these it may be replied briefly

but most truthfully. Figures of speech are used

in every human language, in all ages of time.

Thej' come nearer to the idea of a universal

lamjuarjc, clearly intelligible to all, than any

otiier form or mode of speech.

Chap. 21. In this description of judgments

from God upon Jerusalem (verses 1-35), and

upon Animon (verses 28-32), the sward is made
signally prominent—drawn out from the Lord's

scabbard, sharpened, polished, gleaming, flash-

ing, and coming down fearfully for its work of

slaughter ! It is the chapter of the sword. If

we suppose a connection with the closing words

of the chapter previous, we shall see a special

pertinence in this figure. The people are say-

ing : These figures and symbols, parables and

things of that sort—who can tell how much
they mean ? To which the Lord replies : "Ye
must certainly know what the sword means : ye

have seen and heard of the sioord ; let the

sword therefore be the figure—yet scarcely a

figure so much as a terrible reality—in the

prophet's foretelling of your doom !" H. C.

1-7. The prophet had faithfully delivered

the message he was intrusted with in the close

of the foregoing chapter, in the terms wherein

he received it, not daring to add his own com-

ment upiin it ; but when he complained that

the people found fault with him for speaking

parables, the word of the Lord came to him
again and gave him a key to that figurative dis-

course, that with it he might let the people into

the meaning of it, and so silence that objec-

tion. For all men shall be rendered inexcusable

at God's bar, and every mouth shall be stop-

ped. H.

1-5. Set thy face toward the city to which the

predicted judgments pertain, as in verse 40 and

elsewhere. Tlie destruction must be general,

(mhraeing both the righteous and the wicked.

Since no discrimination is made on the ground

of moral character, there can be no discrimina-

tion whatever (verses 4, 5), but the sword shall

cut down all the living from south to north in

the land. The Lord's sword is drawn, and will

not return to its scabbard till this work is done.

II. C.

3. If Goil hud permitted n-one to be carried

off cai)tivc but tlie incked, their case would be

utterly hopeltss. as there would be none to set

a good example, to preach repentance, to re-

priivu sin, or to show God's willingness to for-

gi ve sinners. But God in His mercy permitted

many of the righteous to be carried oil also, that

the wicked might not be totally abandoned or

put beyond the reach of being saved. Hence

both Ezekiel and Daniel, and several ot/iers.

prophets and righteous men. were thus cut off

from the land and carried Into captivity. And
how much was God's glory and the good of

men promoted by this ! What a seed of salva-

tion was sown, even in the heathen countries,

b3' thus cutting off the righteous with the wicked!

To this we owe, under God, many of the

Psalms ; the whole of the Book of Ezekiel ; all

the ]irnpliffios of D.iniel ; the bright example

of Sli;Hlr:iili, Misli;icli, imd Abednego ; the de-

erii.-< piis^ril //' ,/;'/"/ ';/ the religion of tlie true

God by ^"ebu^lladuezzur, Cyrus, Darius, etc.

And to this dispensation of God's mrrciful

providence we owe the books and exumphi of

Ezra and Nehemiah. Where then is the injas-

tice, so loudly declaimed against, of God's thus

cutting oQfroni the land of Judea the righteous

with the wicked ? The righteous were not cut

off for the crimes of the wicked (sec chap. 18)',

nor were these crimes visited upon them
;
yet

several of them shared in the common calam-

ity, but none perished. Those that were re-

moved by a violent death—and we shall find

few such—got a speedier entrance into eternal

glory. A. C.

9-17. This passage may be called tlie Lay

of the Sword ; it is written In the form of He-

brew poetry, with its characteristic parallelism.

It may be translated and arranged as follows :

A sword, a sword, it is sharpened and furbished.

Sharpened for sore slaughter.

Furbished for a lightning-flash ;

Shall we then make merry ?

It contemneth the rod of My people,

It contemneth every tree ;

It was given for furbishing to be handled.
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It is sharpened and furbished to be given into

the hand of the slayer
;

Cry aloud and howl, O son of man.
The sword is upon My people,

Upon all the princes of Israel,

They are given up to the sword witli My peo-

ple
;

Therefore smite upon thy thigh.

For it is put to the proof, aud if it contemneth

even the rod,

AVhat shall not be ? saith the Lord God.

And thou, son of man, prophesy and strike

hand upon hand.

And let the sword be thrice doubled
;

This is the sword of the slaiu,

The sword of the mighty slain, which presseth

hard upon them,

That the heart may faint

And ruin be multiplied.

Against all their gates have I set My threaten-

ing sword.

Ah ! it is prepared for a lightning-flash.

Drawn for slaughter.

Gather thyself up, O sword, to the right or to

the left,

Whithersoever thy path is determined.

I also will strike hand on hand.

And will cause my fury to abide,

I the Lord have said it.

B. C.

18-27. The prophet, in the verses before,

liad showed them the sword coming ; he here

shows them that sword coming against them,

that they might not flatter themselves that by
some means or other it should be diverted a

contrary way. H.

IS-20. The object here seems to be to indi-

cate the process by which the king of Babylon
would decide by a sort of lot which course to

take first, whether toward Ammon or toward

Jerusalem. The statements imply that the

prophet was to go through the usual ceremo-

nies symbolically, to make a stronger impres-

sion of the facts upon the people. Taking his

position at the head of the way leading to the

city, he marked out one way leading to Jerusa-

lem ; another to the country of Ammon. Both
led out from the one land of Babylon. In the

last part of the verse the sense is better given

by reading or instead of " and ;" " To Rabbath
of the Ammonites, or to Judah in Jerusalem."

21, 2!J. This refers to ancient customs of

learning the will of the gods (as supposed) by
various forms of divination. Three forms are

here. Shaking the arrows (previously labelled)

in a bag, and then drawing out one, the label

of which would give the desired answer.

Numbers 2 and 3 are noticed frequently in the

old classic authors ; consulting images of the

gods, and examining the liver of an animal slain

for the purpose. If the indications led toward
the right baud, then the king of Babylon would
(not " appoint captains" but) " put up batter-

ing rams"—the same word which the last

clause renders in this way. He would also give

command for slaughter, or, perhaps, open the

mouth in outcry. (So Oesenitis.) H. C.

21. At the head of these two roads the king

of Babylon is depicted as standing at the en-

trance of the Holy Land from the north. To
his right is the road to Jerusalem, on the left

that to Rabbath-Ammon : these are the two
roads by one or other of which an invading

army must march from Babylon to Egypt. He
is meditating his campaign, taking divinations

after the common fashion of the heathen.

Shook the arrotvs. This mode of divi-

nation is one much in practice with the Ara-

bians. Pocock (quoted by Roseumuller) de-

scribes it at length. Before undertaking a

journey, marrying a wife, and entering upon
any important business, it was usual to place

in some vessel three arrows, on one of which
was written, "My God orders me;" on the

other, " My God forbids me ;" on the third

was no inscription. These three arrows were
shaken together until one came out ; if it was
the first, the thing was to be done ; if the sec-

ond, it was to be avoided ; if the third, the ar-

rows were again shaken together until one of

the arrows bearing a decided answer should

come forth. This method of obtaining an omen
by shaking lots together in a helmet was famil

iar to the ancient Greeks. (See Hom. "II.,"

iii. 316.) .

He looked in the liver. It was the practice

both of the Greeks and the Romans to take

omens from the inspection of the entrails (espe-

cially the liver) of animals oifered in sacrifice.

The Romans derived this practice from the

Etruscans. These Etruscans seem to have

shown their Eastern origin in various ways—
their writing was from right to left—the Etru-

rian chiefs, from whom the young Roman nobles

received instruction in the sacred sciences of

divination, formed a warlike sacerdotal caste

like the Chaldeans. B. C.

Archbishop Potter notices the practice among
the Greeks, in which divination was made by

arrows shaken together in a quiver. The meth-

od of divination practised by the idolatrous

Arabs, but forbidden by the Koran, is too sin-

gular to be unnoticed. " Seven divining ar-
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rows were kept at the temple of Mecca ; but

generally in divination, the idolatrous Arabs

miule use of three only ; on one was written

' My lord hath commanded me ;

' on another,

' Jly lord hath forbidden me ;

' and the third

was blank. It the first was drawn, they looked

upon it as an approbation of the enterprise in

question ; if the second, they made a contrary

conclusion ; but if the third happened to be

drawn, they mixed tliera, and drew over again

till a decisive answer was given by one of the

others." Abp. Neiccoine.

22. Ill Ms right hand was the divination for

Jerusalem. His divinations show that he was

to go to the right hand— that is, toward Jeru-

salem. Dathius. -Supposing the face tow-

ard the cast, the southern branch of the two

roads, which was toward the right hand, led

toward Jerusalem ; for this city lay to the south

of Rabbah. You must represent Nebuchad-

nezzar as coming from Dan, and marching

along the Jordan. Here Rabbah was situated

at the left hand, and Jerusalem at the right.

Abp. Neweome.

The Ammonites appear to have revolted

against the Chaldean sway at the same time

with the Jews ; and when the king of Babylon

commenced his march with the purpo.se of re-

ducing them to obedience, he seems to have

been undecided whether to direct his march

against Jerusalem or against Rabbah. When,
however, lie came to " the parting of the way,"

to the point where it became necessary to de-

cide in which direction to lead his forces, he re-

sorted to divination to determine the question

for him—a favorite resource among the an-

cients in doubtful contingencies, to save them-

selves the trouble and responsibility of decision,

by casting it upon their gods and theirdiviners.

It is at this point the prophet sets the great

king before us. " Appoint a way that the

sword may come to Rabbath of the Ammon-
ites, and to Judah in Jerusalem the defenced.

For the king of Babylon stood at the parting of

the way, at the head of the two ways, to use

divination : he shook the arrows, he consulted

the teraphim, he looked in the liver." The
result was that he should go against Jerusalem,

for " At his right hand was the divination for

Jerusalem, to appoint captains, to open the

mouth in slaughter, to lift up the voice with

shouting, to appoint battering-rams against the

gates, to east a mount, and to build a fort."

Kitto.

2S, 24. I understand these verses to mean
that this divination, taken by the king of Baby-

lon and directing him to besiege Jerusalem,

would be held by the Jews as false and of no

account because they had been in sworn alle-

giance to that king and assumed that they

could have peace with him on easy terras again.

But that king remembers their iniquity in vio-

lating those oaths, and this exasperates him to

sterner vengeance. It should be borne in mind

that this very king placed Zedekiah on his

throne (3 Chron. 36 : 10, 13 ; Jer. 53 : 3 ;
Ezek.

17 : 15, 18) under a solemn oath of fidelity to

himself as his liege lord. H. C.

25-27. The principal passage of any len'gth

in this prophet that is amended is the remark-

able prediction to Zedekiah, of repeated over-

throws in Judah, until the true rightful mon-

arch came (31 : 35-27). In verse 35 the prince

of Israel is called " deadly wounded" instead

of " profane," for this the original means, indi-

cating that the blow is final. In verse 26,

" Remove the diadem and take off the crown,
'

diadem is changed to mitre, showing that both

priestly and royal dignities are destroyed.

" This shall not be the same" becomes " This

shall be no more the same," which is a plainer

statement of the perpetuity of the change.

Then after a repeated announcement of changes

and revolutions, there is added in verse 37 a

new assurance, not " and it shall be no more,"

as the Authorized Version, but " this also shall

be no more"—that is, even the apparently final

OTitcome of successive revolutions shall not en-

dure. Nowhere shall there be permanence, but

constant fluctuations, until at last the rightful

priest upon his throne shall appear. Cham-

bers.

From a view of the intense depravity and

horrible idolatry of the king and his people,

now culminating in perjury against the king

of Babylon, the course of thought passes sud-

denly to direct address to the guilty king now
to be slain and of course deposed and stripped

of his crown. The passage might be translat-

ed, almost literally, thus :
" And thou, most

wicked prince of Israel
;
pierced through with

the sword, whose day lias come in the time of

fatal sin : Thus saith the Lord God : The sa-

cred headband is removed ; the regal crown is

taken off ; this shall be no longer this (what it

has been) ; the lowly is exalted ; the lofty is

brought down : I will utterly overturn, and

even then it shall not be permanent until he

comes to whom it belongs ; then I will give it

to him." In Zedekiah's utter fall the crown of

Judah is vilely cast away : the ancient throne

of David seems to be fearfully subverted ; but

the Lord's hand is in these revolutions ; He will

push them on for His own purposes until the
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greater Prince of David's line shall come to

whom the eternal promise of David's throne

stands sure. Then God will give him that

crovcn and kingdom. It was specially appro-

priate that this prophecy should indicate the

suspension of the functions of the high priest

as well as those of the king. Remarkably both

were restored by special promise according to

the prophecies of Zechariah (chaps. 4 : 14 ; 6 :

13) after the return from captivity, both were

united under one head and given to the great

Messiah when He ultimately came. Both went

down together in this fearful Judgment upon

the nation for its sin. Both returned together

when, through the repentance of the people

and the Divine mercy, they returned again to

become the Lord's. I will overturn utterly.

He to whom " the judgment" or the right is

can be none other than the great Messiah. The

idea of His " comiiuf' may tacitly refer to Gen.

49 : 10, " Until Shiloh shall come." The term

"come" is in Hebrew used to designate the

Messiah as "He that should come"—e.y., " Art

thou He that should come, or look we for an-

other ?" (Matt. 11 : 3). Onkelos, the best of the

Chaldee paraphrasts, gives us his paraphrase of

Gen. 49 : 10, with his eye on our passage :
" Un-

til Messiah come whose is the kingdom. " Thus

the prediction of fearful ruin ou Jerusalem and

her king and high priest suggests the consum-

mation of the kingdom of God on earth under

that great Personage, both King and Priest,

who fills the throne of David forever—a glori-

ous Priest on His throne for the joyful salva-

tion of His redeemed people. This passage is

rich in its suggestive resources

—

e.g., that none

need fear the results of the revolutions of earth-

ly thrones, determined in the providence of

God ; that the helm of universal dominion is in

hands equal to every emergency, guided by

a far-seeing wisdom and evermore evolving

events toward the sublime and blessed consum-

mation of God's great purposes of human re-

demption. These lessons bear toward a peace-

ful, joyful ti'ust in our Divine Father and Lord,

and bid us wait on Him in faith and prayer,

and with such labor as we may, till He bring

forth His righteousness as the light and His

faithfulness in promise as the noonday ! H. C.

2S. And tliou, profane, wicked prince of Is-

rael. The words are addressed to King Zede-

kiah, whom the prophet calls " profane" and

"wicked," chiefly with respect to his break-

ing that solemn oath uttered in the name of

God, whereby he had engaged himself to be

tributary to the king of Babylon (chap. 17 : 19).

W. Lowth.

27. / irill otiertiirn . . . it : and it shall be

no more, until He come whose right it is ; and I
will give it Him. This is a threat that the king-

dom should never recover its former glory and

strength, but consume, till the sceptre should

be quite taken away from Judah, and way be

made for the Messiah, who is He that was to

come, whose was the dominion, and to whom
the Father would give it ; so that the final

desolation of the temporal kingdom of the seed

of David is here threatened, and the eternal

kingdom of the Messiah is promised. The'

triple use of the word " overturn" expresses

the certainty of the event. Poole.

It is only redemption now that carries on the

counsel of Providence and opens the seals

thereof. John's Book of Revelation is a book

of Providence all through, celebrating as the

crises arrive all the overturnings of Christ's

advancing empire, with successive hymns and

acclamations ; chanting everywhere the Lamb,
the Lamb, the Lamb that was slain ; sometimes,

when public wrong is incorrigible and fierce,

the wrath, and always the victory, of the

Lamb ; closing off at the river that proceedeth

out of the throne of God and the Lamb ; and

showing there installed and everlastingly estab-

lished a glorious and complete Lamb- Provi-

dence for the world. Bushnell.

AVe learn through the living lessons of our

own experience that the eternal Gospel covers

the facts of life, its sorrows, its needs, its joys,

its wealth. Through every conflict the truth

is seen in the majesty of its growing vigor.

Shakings, shakings not of the earth only, but

of the heaven, will come ; but what then ?

We know this, that all that falls is talcen away,

that those things which are not shaken may re-

main. Bp. Westcott.

28. The burden of the Song of tlie Sword is

directed now against the Ammonites, who, ex

ulting in Judah's destruction, fondly deemed

that they were themselves to escape. But over

them too the like doom is spoken, only with

this difference, that for them is no prospect of

recovery. For Judah there is yet hope, for

Ainmon irremediable ruin. B. C.

28-32. It was indicated (verses 19-22) that

the king of Babylon sought divination to deter-

mine which city to attack first in order, Jerusa-

lem or Ammon. Both were in his plan and in

God's plan. The one being finished, the other

follows as here. Perhaps it stands in this con-

nection with the fall of Jerusalem to show that

the Lord tenderly remembers His true people
;

that He resents the reproaches cast on them by

the heathen under their great calamities ; and
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that it is only ns apngtates tliat God seourgfs

Ilis ow u city and nation ; wliile His synipatiiies

are none the less against the wickeii heallu'n

nations round about them and with His own
chosen people. Anotlicr pmiiliccy against Am-
nion, similar in its ^iiinnil i^n. , Mjipears (chap.

25:1-7). In foriiiiiiis im-Ni^c is legitimately

a continuation of tUu swcjnl cliapler (30), the fig-

ure of the devouring sword being prominent

throughout. H. C.

The prediction of the destruction of the Am-
niouites. which was effected by Nebuchadnez-

zar about five years after the destruction of

Jerusalem, seems to come in here upon occa-

sion of tlie king of Babylon's diverting his de-

sign against Rabbath, when lie turned it upon

Jerusalem ; upon this the Ammonites grew

very insolent, and triumphed over Jerusalem ;

but the prophet must let them know that for-

bearance is no acquittance ; the reprieve is

not a pardon ; their day also is at hand ; their

turn comes next, and it will be but a poor sat-

isfaction to tliem that they are to be devoured

last, to be last executed. H.

30. Cause it to return into it§

slicatit. The verb is to be taken as impera-

tive. Let the sword return back to ita sheath.

Its work is over. Here ends the stanza of the

Lay of the Sword, which, like the other part,

is in the form of poetry :

The sword, the sword is drawn
;

It is furbished to slay,

To consume, to flash forth,

In spite of thy false visions and lying divina-

tions, '

To give thee over to the heaps of the slain.

Of the wicked whose day is come, the time for

the close of their iniquity.

Back, back to thy sheath.

The prophet in the name of Jehovah now
turns to address the Ammonites, and reverts to

the metaphor of a consumim/ fire which he had

employed before (20 : 47). B. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXII.

22 : 1, 2 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. And thou, son of man,

wilt thou judge, wilt thou judge the bloody city ? then cause her to know all her abomina-

tions. And thou slialt say, Thus saith the Lord God : A city that sheddeth blood in the

midst of her, that her time may come, and that maketh idols against herself to defile her !

Thou art become guilty in thy blood that thou hast shed, and art defiled in thine idols which

thou hast made ; and thou hast caused thy days to draw near, and art come even unto

thy years :. therefore have I made thee a reproach unto the nations, and a mocking to

all the countries. Those that be near, and those that be far from thee, shall mock
thee, thou infamous one and full of tumult. Behold, the princes of Israel, every cue

according to his power, have been in thee to shed blood. In thee have they set light

by father and mother ; in tlie midst of thee have they dealt by oppression with the stran-

ger : In thee have they wronged ili.- fnih.ii.ss and the widow. Thou hast despised mine

holy things, and hast profaned iii\ -iMiiilis. Slanderous men have been in thee to shed

blood: and in thee they have I nieii uiinu tin mountains: in the midst of thee they have com-

mitted lewdness. In tliei- have tliiN (liMiixen (1 tiieir fathers' nakedness: in thee have they

humbled her that was uik lean in lei- se]i:ii:ii iiMi. And one hath committed abomination with

his neighbour's wife ; and amiilier IkiiIi le-.vuly ilililed his daughter in law ; and another in

thee hath humbled his sister, his father's daughter. In thee have they taken brilies to slied

blood ; thou hast taken usury and increase, and thou hast greedily gained of thy neighbours

by oppression, and hast forgotten me, saith the Lord God. Behold, therefore, I have smitten

mine hand at thy dishonest gain which thou hast made, and at thy blood which hath been in

the midst of thee. Can thine heart endure, or can thine hands be strong, in the days that I

shall deal with thee ? I the Loud have spoken it, and will do it. And I will scatter thee

among the nations, and disperse thee through the countries ; and I will consume thy filthi-

ness out of thee. And thou shaft be profaned in thyself, in the sight of the nations ; and

thou shalt know that I am the Lord.

18 And the word of the Loud came unto me, saving. Son of man, the house of Israel is be-
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come dross unto me : all of them are brass and tin and iron and lead, in the midst of the fur

nace ; they are the dross of silver. Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Because ye are all

become dross, therefore behold, I will gather you into the midst of Jerusalem. As they

gather silver and brass and iron and lead and tin into the midst of the furnace, to blow the

fire upon it, to melt it ; so will I gather you in mine anger and in my fury, and I will lay you
there, and melt you. Yea, I will gather you, and blow upon you with the fire of my wrath,

and ye shall be melted in the midst thereof. As silver is melted in the midst of the furnace,

so shall ye be melted in the midst thereof ; and ye shall know that I the Lokd have poured

out my fury upon you.

, 24 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, say unto her. Thou art a

land that is not cleansed, nor rained upon in the day of indignaHon. There is a conspiracy

of her prophets in the midst thereof, like a roaring lion ravening the prey : they have de-

voured .souls ; they take treasure and precious things ; they have made her widows many in

the midst thereof. Her priests have done violence to my law, and have profaned mine holy

things : they have put no difference between the holy and the common, neither have they

caused men to discern between the unclean and the clean, and have hid their eyes from my
sabbaths, and I am profaned among them. Her princes in the midst thereof are like wolves

ravening the prey ; to shed blood, and to destroy souls, that they may get dishonest gain.

And her prophets have daubed for them with untempered mortar, seeing vanity, and divin-

ing lies unto them, saying. Thus saith the Lord God, when the Lord hath not spoken. The
people of the land have used oppression, and exercised robbery

;
yea, they have vexed the

poor and needy, and have oppressed the stranger wrongfully. And I sought for a man
among them, that should make up the fence, and stand in the gap before me for the land,

that I should not destroy it : but I found none. Therefore have I poured out mine indigna-

tion upon them ; I have consumed them with the fire of my wrath : their own way have I

brought upon their heads, saith the Lord God.

Chap. 2'i. The word of the Lord in this

chapter sets forth the varied and enormous

wickedness of Jerusalem and of Judah. It

shows that they were guilty of other sins be-

sides idolatry—indeed, of every other sin named
in the Decalogue or known in this depraved

world. Here let us bear in mind that this re-

hearsal and expose of the sins of the Jews still

resident in Jerusalem and Judah and now on

the eve of their destruction are made before the

exiles in Chaldea for the sake specially of the

resulting moral influence toward the reforma-

tion of those exiles. God would have them
understand ichi/ those terrible judgments were

sent on their brethren and fathers and on the

city and land of their early homes and earlj'

love. H. C.

1-16. In these verses the prophet, by a com-

mission from heaven, is set as a judge upon

the bench, and Jerusalem is made to hold up
her hand as a prisoner at the bar ; and if proph-

ets were set over other nations, much more
over God's nation. This prophet is authorized

to judge the bloody city—the city of bloods.

Jerusalem is so called not only because she had

been guilty of the particular sin of bloodshed,

but because her crimes in general were bloody

crimes (chap. 7 : 23), such as polluted her in her

blood, and for which she deserved to have blood

given her to drink. Now the business of a

judge with a malefactor is to convict him of

his crimes, and then to pass sentence upon him

for them. These two things Ezekiel is to do

here. H.

The sins which have brought ruin upon Jeru-

salem. In this catalogue of sins special refer-

ence is made to Lev. 18, and this because the

sins there mentioned were especially those

which disgraced the heathen inhabitants of

Canaan, whom the Israelites were to cast out.

The very fact of the commission of like sins

would insure like judgment. B. C.

7. In thee have tliey set light. The children

do not reverence their parents. Parental affec-

tion and filial respect do not exist among you.

The stranger is not only not succored, but he is

oppressed. The widows and fatherless are vexed

by wrongs and exactions.

8. Thoa hast despised. All My ordinances

are not only neglected, but treated with con-

tempt ; and My Sabbaths profaned. A. C.

13-15. " Smitten My hand at thy dishonest

gain" is a significant gesture, indicating His

purpose to scatter those gains to the winds of

heaven and to make solemn requisition for that

blood. It was God's own intimation that He
would call her to accoimt for those horrible

sins. When the hour of her judgment should

come, 'Could her heart endure or her hands

be strong" against the Infinite Oud ? Alas, she
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would find tliat God never lacks agencies and

resources for terrific punishineut ! Uow vain

for frail, weak creatures to stand up against

the Almighty ! How surely will sinners learn

this to their unutterable consternation when the

wrath of God shall fall on them to the utter-

most ! H. C.

14. Estrange yourself from God by neglect

of prayer, and He will estrange Himself from

you : this is to shut out the fulness of God

from your soul, to thrust away from you

the overture of eternal life ! The deathbed

reserves its keenest anguish for those who,

in the midst of religious advantages, never

pray. How shall your heart endure or your

hands be strong in the day when He shall

deal with those who have thus neglected Him ?

li. Hall.

I7-S4!J. By a new and expressive figure the

people are all said to be mere dross ; not gold

and silver, but only the refuse matter which is

mixed with those precious metals and requires

to be expelled by intense heat in the furnace.

So the Lord would gather this wicked people,

put them into His great furnace, blow upon

them in the fierceness of His wrath, and expel

all the impure, worthless matter.

23, 24. By yet another figure, the land of

Judah is like a field not cL-ansed of its briars,

thorns and weeds, which are fatal to the pro-

duction of useful plants—nor had it been rained

upon. Of course it can be only barren. H. (".

30. We are not so to press these words as to

assert literally that there was not one righteous

man in Jerusalem. Ezekiel speaks in general

terms and says that there is not in the city suffi-

cient righteousness to save it from utter destruc-

tion. Princ9, prophet, priest, all fail. B. C.

30, 31. The moral power of the people to

recover themselves from their horrible corrup-

tions is prostrate ; there is no recuperative

force left. Not a man appeared to stem the

torrent of this corruption. If the Lord could

have found one such strong man to work with

himself for the salvation of the people, he

would at least have deferred this final outpour-

ing of His wrath in exterminating judgments.

But He found none, and hence their ruin was

Inevitable, and uo reason existed for its being

longer delayed. H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXIII.

23 : 1, 2 The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying. Son of man, there were two
women, the daughters of one mother : and they committed whoredoms in Egypt ; they com-

mitted whoredoms in their youth : there were their breasts pressed, and there they bruised

the teats of their virginity. And the names of them were Oholah the elder, and Oholibah

her sister : and they became mine, and they ban
names, Samaria is Oholah, and Jerusalem Oholil

she was mine ; and she doted on her lovei-s. on
clothed with blue, governors and rulers, all of llum il

upon horses. And she bestowed her whoredoms u\inv.

of them : and on whomsoever she doted, with all tin

d daughters. And as for their

Aii.I (^hiiliiii played the harlot when
,\ss\ri;ins A. /• mighbours, which were
li -i'liililr yoiiim" men, horsemen riding

llicni, tliV clioiccst men of Assyria all

idols she defiled her.self. Neither

hath she left her whoredoms since the days of Egypt ; for in her youth they lay with her,

and they bruised the teats of her virginity : and they ponred out their whoredom upon her.

Wherefore I delivered her into the hand of her lovers, into the hand of the Assyrians, upon
u]](iin she doted. These discovered her nakedness : they took her sons and lirr ilaniihters,

and lirr Uii-y slew with the sword : and she became a byword among wonu n
;

I-m lln \ cxe-

ciili'd jiidiienicnts upon her. And her sister Oholibah saw this, yet was sh. hmhv , h lupt in

licr (Iniiiii;- tlian slic, and in her whoredoms which were more thiin the whnnd(.nis nf licr sis-

ter. Slir iliili'd ii]inn the Assyrians, governors and rulrrs, /n r niiL'hliiiuis, cluthrd most

giiruTDiish . liorscuiin riding upon horses, all of them dcsiralili- > huiil: mm. And I saw that

she'waschlilcd ; tlnv both took one way. And she incn use 1 li' r u hnndtinis ; for she saw
men iiourtrayed upon the wall, the images of the Chaldeans pourtrayed with vermilion,

girdled with girdles upon their loins, exceeding in dyed attire upon their heads, all of them
princes to look upon, after the likeness of the Babylonians in Chaldea. the land of their nativ-

ity. And as soon as she saw them she doted upon them, and sent messengers unto them into

Chaldea. And the Babylonians came to her into the- bed of love, and they defiled her with

their whoredom, and she was polluted with them, and her soul was alienated from them.

So she discovered her whoredoms, and discovered her nakedness : then my soul was alienated

from her, like as my soul was alienated from her sister. Yet she multiplied her whoredoms,

remembering the days of her youth, wherein she had played the harlot in the land of Egypt,
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And she doted upon their paramours, whose flesh is as the flesh of asses, and whose issue is

like the issue of horses. Thus tliou calledst to remembrance the lewdness of thy youth, in

the bruising of thy teats by the Egyptians for the breasts of thy youth.
Therefore, O Oholibah, thus saith the Lord God : Behold, I will raise up thy Jovers against

thee, from wliom thy soul is alienated, and I will brine; them against thee on every"-''"-
-

the Babylonians and all the Chaldeans, Pel

them: desirable young men, governors ami nil. is all

all of them riding upon horses. Ami lhr\ shall (nm
and wagons, and with an assembly ol |h upli s ; the \

bucklrr and shield and halmct round alu.ul : and \\

and tlicv shall juil-e tlicr la-iMnliii- lotli.'iv jud-rnicn
thee, a.nl Ihrv' shall .h-al wiili thrrin I'lirv ; llicv sl.al

and thy residue shall fall by the swonl : tl'iey shall tak,

residue shall be devoured by the tire. They shall a

away thy fair jewels. Thus will I make thy lewdness
brought from the land of Egypt : so that thou shalt m
member Egypt any more. For thus saith the Lord
the hand of them whom thou hatest, into the hand of i

and they shall deal with thee in hatred, and shall tak

thee naked and bare : and the nakedness of thy win
lewdness and thy whoredoms. These things shall I

gone a whoring after the heathen, and bec.au.-o thnu ar

walked in the way of thy sister ; therefore will I \i'\\r

the Lord God : Thou shalt drink of thy sisters i up. \

launhiil I I sioni and had in derision ; it containeth nii

cnncss and si.rniw, with the cup of astonishment and
Sainaiia. Th ni shalt even drink it and drain it out, a

and sinill tear thy breasts : for I have spoken it, saitli

the Lord Goo : Bccii

thou also thy lewdn

all Ih Assy
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sluinin Mini si'lf-loathing. In a few passages

our translation fails to give the full strength of

the original, but the nature of the subject

ought i)erliaps to excuse the omission of any

more amplifying details. The ultimate sense

of the whole is plain. Samaria and Jerusalem

are called " Aholah" and " Aholibah." As bar

lots, they began tlieir harlot life with Kgypt
;

continued itwith Assyria, the Chaldeans and

the people of the desert
;
pushed their idolatry

even to the extent of burning alive tljrir chil-

dren, God's own sons and dautiliiiix, and of

desecratingHis very sanctuary -wilb lluir idols
;

and then, being put on trial under Hebrew law

before righteous men, they suffer the doom of

adulteresses, on wliose hands is the blood of

murder also ; they are stoned with stones and

their houses burned with Are. Thus the laud

is cleansed of the abominations of its spiritual

whoredom ; it bears the sins of its idols, and

Desolation sits upon the ruins of those cities

—

a living memorial of God's righteous jealousy

against His apostate people ! H. C.

In this chapter there are many of what we
would call indelicate expressions, because a

parallel is run between idolatry and jiroHtitu-

tion ; and the circumstances of the latter illus-

trate the peculiarities of the former. Ezekiel

was among the Jews what Juvenal was among
the Romans—a rough reprover of the most

abominable vices. They both spoke of things

as they found them ; stripped vice naked and

sco!irged it publicly. A. C. The style of

this chapter, like that of chap. 16, is adapted

to men among whom at that time no refinement

.subsisted. Large allowance must be made for

language addressed toaa ancient Eastern people,

in the worst period of their history ; all whose

ideas were sensual, and whose grand inducement

to idolatry seems to have been the brutal im-

purities which it encouraged. Ahy. Ncwcome.

1-10. God had often spoken to Ezekiel, and

Ijy him to the people, to this effect, but now
His word comes again; for God speaks the

same thing once, yea twice, yea many a time,

and all little enough, and too little, for man
perceives it not. Note : To convince sinners

of the evil of sin and of their misery and dan-

ger by reason of it, there is need of line upon

line, so loath we are to know the worst of our-

selves. The sinners that are here to be exposed

are two women, two kingdoms, sister-king-

doms, Israel and Judah, daughters of one moth-

er, having been for a long time but one people.

Solomon's kingdom was so large, so populous,

that immediately after his death it divided into

two. H.

4. And the names of them were. Both ol'

these divided people had their names from a

tent or tabernacle. Israel, which is the greater

part of the Ten Tribes, is Aholah, " her own
tabernacle," which she would needs erect ac-

cording to her own device, to draw away clients

from My Temple. Judah is Aholibah, " My
tent or tabernacle in her ;" because of the place

of My worship settled there. Bp. Hall.

II. Jerusalem was worse than Samaria as

havingsinned against greater light, more sacred

vows and obligations, and especially in the

presence of tlie very Temple of the holy God !

H. C.

14. Portrayed upon the wall. The monu-
ments of Nineveh recently discovered show
how the walls of its palaces were adorned with

figures precisely answering to this description.

These figures represented princes and kings,

warriors and battles ; the head-dresfes of the

princes were high turbans, and the striking

countenances and majestic appearances of the

kings as thus represented accords well with

EzekieVs words, all of them jwinces to look upon.

There is evidence that these sculptures were

highly colored with vermilion, or, rather, red

ochre. (See Layard's " Monuments of Nine-

veh" and Vaux's " Nineveh and Persepolis.")

The Babylonians and Assyrians were so closely

connected in origin and in customs, that there

can be little doubt that the magnificent palaces

of Nebuchadnezzar were similarly adorned, and

that the Nineveh remains faithfully represent

the sculptures of Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar

was no less distinguished for his mighty build-

ings than for liis vast conquests, and it is re-

markable that the records of Nebuchadnezzar,

hitherto d<'ciphered, contain full particulars as

to his liiiililiiiii>. but do not (as in the Assyrian

palncr-i ivirr 111 foreign conquests. These con-

quests are undoubted, and may be recorded in

inscriptions yet to be discovered—but the prom-

inence given to works of architecture is in ac-

cord with Dan. 4 : 30. (See Mfenant's " Baby-

loneet la Chaldee," p. 197 foil.) B. C.

14-16. This representation was specially

pertinent from the lips of Ezekiel to the Jewish

exiles then in Chaldea, being well adapted to

make them abhor these seductive temptations

which addressed themselves not unfrequently

(we must suppose) to their eyes. H. C.

19. Egypt. The kings of Judah played alter-

nately Egypt against Babylon, and Babylon

against Egypt. Jehoahaz was displaced by
Necho for Jehoiakim, who then turned to the

Chaldeans, and afterward in his rebellion sought

aid from Egypt. So Zedekiah was continually
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meditating help from Egypt, against Trhith

Jeremiah and Ezekiel were continually protest-

ing. B. C.

38, 39. The figure is here in part dropped

and literal statements appear, perhaps because

no possible turn of the figure could adequately

represent the enormity of burning their own
children in the fire, or of desecrating tlie very

Temple of the living God with their idols.

The view given of the dreadful guilt of the

Jews is heightened by the repeated statement

that after burning their own children to idol

gods they went on the same day into God's holy

Temple, and with bloody hands profaned His

sanctuary.

Abating the intensely revolting nature of

this description and the repugnance of its de-

tails to our sense of delicacy, the whole descrip-

tion is pungent and thrilling, and must have
been full of moral power upon the heart and
conscience of the men to whom it was originally

spoken. One may well suppose it would make
their cars tingle and their cheeks crimson with
a sense of shame for their people and their be-

loved city. We naturally incline to pass by
such a chapter unread

;
yet let us not forget

that to the Jewish exiles of Ezekiel's day its

features that are revolting to us would be

scarcely if at all objectionable, and then that

its caustic and terribly truthful severity must
have made its testimony against the guilt of

Jerusalem burn itself into the very heart and

soul of the people. The siege was within a

few months of its commencement. These were
the last words of the prophet prior to his an-

nouncement that the siege had begun. H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXIV.

24 : 1 Again, in the ninth year, in the tenth month, in the tenth day of the month, the

word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, write thee the name of the day, even

of this selfsame day : the king of Babylon drew close unto Jerusalem this selfsame day.

And utter a parable unto the rebellious house, and say unto them. Thus saitli the Lord God,

Set on the caldron, set it on, and also pour water into it : gather the pieces thereof into it,

even every good piece, the thigh, and the shoulder ; fill it with the choice bones. Take the

choice of the flock, and pile also the bones under it : make it boil well
;
yea, let the bones

thereof be seethed in the midst of it.

Wherefore thus saith the Lord God : Woe to the bloody city, to the caldron whose rust is

therein, and whose rust is not gone out of it 1 bring it out piece by piece ; no lot is fallen

upon it. For her blood is in the midst of her ; she .set it upon the bare rock ; she poured it

not upon the ground, to cover It with dust ; that it might cause fury to come up to take

vengeance, I have set her blood upon the bare rock, that it should not be covered. There-

fore thus saith the Lord God : Woe to the bloody city ! I also will make the pile great. Heap

on the wood, make the fire hot, boil well the flesh, and make thick the broth, and let the

bones be burned. Then set it empty upon the coals thereof, that it may be hot, and the

brass thereof may burn, and that the fllthiness of it may be molten in it, that the rust of it

may be consumed. She hath wearied herself with toil : yet her great rust goeth not forth

out of her ; her rust goeth not forth by fire. In thy fllthiness is lewdness : because I have

purged thee and thou wast not purged, thou shalt not be purged from thy fllthiness any

more, till I have satisfied my fury upon thee. I the Lord have spoken it : it shall come to

pass, and I will do it ; I will not go back, neither will I spare, neither will I repent ; accord-

ing to thy ways, and according to thy doings, shall they judge thee, saith the Lord God.

16 Also the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, behold. I take away from

thee the desire of thine eyes with a stroke : yet neither shalt thou mourn nor weep, neither

shall thy tears run down. Sigh, but not aloud ; make no mourning for the dead, bind thy

headtire upon thee, and put thy shoes upon thy feet, and cover not thy lips, and eat not the

bread of men. So I spake unio the people in the morning ; and at even my wife died : and

I did in the morning as I was commanded. And the people said unto me. Wilt thou not tell

us what these things are to us, that thou doest so ? Then I said unto them, The word of the
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21 LoBD came unto mo, 8aying, Speak unto the house of Israel, Tlius saith the Lord God : Behold,

I will profane my sanctuary, the pride of your power, the desire of your eyes, and thai

which your soul pitieth ; and your sons and your daughters whom j'e have left behind shall

22 fall by the sword. And ye shall do as I have done : ye shall not cover your lips, nor eat the

23 bread of men. And your tires shall be upon your he;ids, and your shoes upon your feet : ye

shall not mourn nor weep ; but ye shall pine away in your iniquities, and moan one toward

24 another. Thus shall Ezekiel be unto you a sign ; according to all that he hath done shall ye

do : when this cometh, then shall ye know that I .im the Lord GoD.

25 And thou, son of man, shall it not be in the day when I take from them their strength, the

joy of their glory, the desire of their e3'es, and tliat whereupon they set their heart, their

26 sons and their daughters, that in that day he that escapeth shall come unto thee, to cause

27 thee to hear it with thine ears ? In that day shall thy mouth be opened to him which is

escaped, and thou shalt speak, and be no more dumb : so^shalt thou be a sign unto them
;

and they sliall know that I am the Lokd.

Chap. 24. This chapter hears a new date

—viz., the very day in which Kebuchadnezzar

commenced the siege of Jerusalem, and two

years and five months later than the last pre-

ceding date (20 : 1). It is in two parts—the

first part (verses 3-14) presenting the confirmed

wickedness of Jerusalem and God's efforts to

cleanse it out, under the figure of a pot foul

with rust, yet not cleansed by use, and incapa-

ble of being cleansed till it is set empty upon

a hot fire and the very brass Itself thoroughly

heated and burned. In the second part (verses

15-37) the prophet's wife suddenly dies ; he is

forbidden to manifest his grief in the usual

modes, showing the people thus that the ca-

lamities of their nation will be too great to ad-

mit of the common public manifestations of

mourning. H. C.

Ezekiel is commissioned to announce to his

fellow-e.xiles that the destruction of Jerusalem,

which he had so long foretold, was now in

course of execution, that the siege had actually

begun. This he is to declare (1) by a parable

—of the boiling pot (ver,ses 1-14), (2) by a sym-

bolical act—the abstaining from the usual out-

ward mourning for his wife's death.

1. The day mentioned here was the very day
on which Nebuchadnezzar completed his ar-

rangements for the siege, and closed in the city

(2 K. 25 : 1 : Jcr. 53 : 4). After the captivity

this daj' was regularly observed as a fast day

—the fast of Vie tenth month (Zech. 8:19). B. C.

The precise day on which the siege of Jeru-

salem commenced is on record 3 K. 25 : 1 and

Jer. 53 : 4 ;
precisely as here. Omitting only

the day of the month, the same date appears in

Jer. 39 : 1. Of course this was one of the ever-

memorable days of Jewish history, long ob-

served as a day of fasting. (See Zech. 8 : 19.)

It was an impressive fact to the exiles. They
must have seen in it new proof of the failure

of their long-cherished hopes. H. C.

2. "Jerusalem this same day." It was many
miles, it wa.s many days' journey from Jeru-

salem to Babylon
;
perhaps the last intelligence

they had from the array was that the design

was upon Rabbath of the children of Ammon,
and that the campaign was to be opened with

the siege of that city. But God knew, and
could tell the prophet, This day, at this time,

Jerusalem is invested, and the Chaldean army
is set down before It. As all times, so all places,

even the most remote, are present with God
and under His view. He tells it the prophet

that the prophet might tell it the people, that

so when it proved to be punctually true, as

they would find by the public intelligence in a

little time, it might be a confirmation of the

prophet's mission, and they might infer that,

since he was right in his news, he was so in

his predictions, for he owed both to the same

correspondence he had with heaven. H.

That Ezekiel on the banks of the Chebar

knew what w'as taking place at Jerusalem on

the very day of its occurrence may be a diffi-

culty to those expositors who deny that God
can make any prophetical communication, but

need not incline us to discover with them in

this passage a prediction after the event.

Kliefoth.

3. Set on a pot. This figure bears allusion

to the sacred rites of the Temple, and therefore

nothing low or mean was associated with it in

the ideas of the Jews, to whom the prophecy

was directed. Bp. Loicth. Under the same

image of a boiling pot, Jeremiah had represented

the siege of Jerusalem (1 : 13). Ezekiel was a

priest ; the action of boiling pots was familiar

to him, as these things were much in use in

the Temple service. A. C.

3-5. Inasmuch as this is distinctly declared

to be a parnhle, we cannot suppose it to have

been a real symbolic transaction performed be-

fore the eyes of the people, nor yet a vision
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shown to the prophet by the Divine Spirit. It

is rather a supposed transaction, designed to

represent certaia analogous points In the case

of the city of Jerusalem, its people and its pol-

lutions. The pot of brass represents the city ;

its contents of flesh and bones are the inhab-

itants ; and the rust (" scum") and foulness of

the pot stand for the abominations of the city,

the deep pollutions of society which had hard-

ened aud become incrusted upon the inner sur-

face of the pot, and could be removed by no

ordinary process. The first step in the opera-

tion is described in these verses. Fill it with

water, flesh and bones ; set it over a hot Are,

and boil it thoroughly. See what discipline

will do toward reform.

6-10. Verses 6 and 11 intimate that after the

failure of this effort the pot is entirely emptied

of its flesh and bones

—

i.e., the city is emptied

of its people, and then the city itself (the pot)

is subjected to intense heat, to burn off its pol-

lutions.

11-14. Verse 13 should be read, " It," the

pot, has wearied itself, not with "lies," but

witli its great
'

' labor"—i.e., to cleanse itself of

its rust and filth ;

" but its great filth will not

go forth from it, not even by the fire." This

verse aims to say that this long protracted and

varied effort of God in His providence to re-

form the people and cleanse the city had been

in vain. So verse 13 teaches. In thy filthi-

ness is purposed wickedness (so the Hebrew im-

plies)—the deep, ])ersistent, malign purpose to

push madly on in rebellion. Because I have

sought to purge thee, yet with no success. I

shall make no further effort till I pour out My
wrath on thee to abide upon thee, througli a

long captivity. God has spokeu and will do

it! This is the outcome of the "parable."

The Lord despairs of cleansing the city from

its fixed incrustations of corruption—the re-

siduum of crime hardened on at the bottom of

society, and consequently leavening the whole

mass with its pollution ; and withal adhering

so tenaciously that no ordinary heat and no

other possible appliances will remove it and

cleanse the vessel. So the city must be emp-

tied of all its inhabitants and then be thor-

oughly burned to the ground. H. C.

15-27. These verses conclude what we have

been upon all along from the beginning of this

book, to wit, Ezekiel's prophecies of the de-

struction of Jerusalem ; for, after this, though

he prophesied much concerning other nations,

yet he said no more concerning Jerusalem, till

he heard of the destruction of it, almost three

years after (chap. 33 : 21). He had assured

them, in the former part of this chapter, that

there was no hope at all of the preventing of

the trouble : here he assures them that they

should not have the ease of weeping for it. H.
16-27. The death of Ezekiel's wife took

place in the evening of the same day that he

delivered the foregoing prophecy. This event

was to signify to the people that the Lord

would take from them all that was most dear

to them—temple, home, friends and posses-

sions. The behavior of the prophet was to

show his fellow-exiles that the condition of the

people would be such as to give no room for

the common expression of mourning. Com-
pare Jer. 16 : 5, they sJiall not lament or bemoan

the dead ; they would grieve for their sins and

their punishment, but the times that were com-
ing were so extranrdiniiry as to leave no room
for the quiet laimntution fi)r the dead accord-

ing to the usual forms of mourning. B. C.

16, 17. This beautiful descriptive epithet,

" the desire of thine eyes," is shown (verse 18)

to mean his wife—an object ever grateful to

the eye and dear to the heart. The Lord says,

I am about to take her away at one stroke, and

you must refrain from all the usual manifesta-

tions of grief. The shock of a sore calamity is

sometimes too great for tears, too overwhelm-

ing to allow one thought upon the forms and

manifestations of sorrow. When men die by
tens of thousands on the field of battle, who
finds time or thought for sighs or for the dra-

pery of woe ! So, in the destruction of the

Temple aud the fall of the great city of their

fathers' sepulchres, in the slaughter by thou-

sands of their own fathers, brothers, sisters

—

they might well spare the habiliments of grief

and omit all its usual symbols. Such seems to

have been the lesson intended in this startling,

appalling scene. Verse 17 defines and for-

bids the usual indications of public mourning.

H. C.

17. Bind Vie tire of thine head jipon thee.

The tire was the mitre worn by the priest.

One of the signs of mourning was to cover the

liead (3 Sam. 15 : 30 ; Jer. 14 : 3) ; another was

to sprinkle ashes upon the head (37 : 30 ; 1 Sam.

4 ; 13 ; 3 Sam. 15 : 32). It was forbidden to

the high-priest to U7icover his Iiead (Lev . 21 : 10),

because the anointing oil had been upon him

—

that is, he was not to defile his head with ashes

sprinkled upon it. The covering of tlie head

adopted by mourners must have been different

from the usual dress, and so in either case the

ordinary covering was removed, to be replaced

either by ashes or by a mourning veil. Al-

though the high-priest was to abstain from out-
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ward signs of mourning, and in a particular

cast- a similar course was prescribed to thc^

jirirsls Kkazar and Ithaniar (Lev. 10 : 6), the

priLSt ill giiural was to mourn for his dead

(Lev. 31 : 1 foil.), and so Ezckiel was to be an

exception to the rule. Another sign of mourn-

ing was to go barefoot (2 Sam. 15 : 30), see on

Jer. 13 : 33 ; another to cover the lower jxirt of

the face (Micah 3 ; 7).

Eat not the bread of men. It was customary

at funerals to have food supplied for the com-

fort of the mournei-s, and this is the origin of

the funeral feasts, so common among all na-

tions. Bread of men—i.e., bread commonly

used by tneii on such occasions. Jerome,
" bread of mourners." From such food Eze-

kicl is to abstain. Compare Jer. 16 : 7, neitlier

k/iiiII nil II ijii-i Ihini tlic cup of consolation to

drill/.- fir /III ii-fither or motlier. B. C.

A strange and deep interest belongs to one

of the incidents in the personal history of Eze-

kiel which the course of this prophecy discloses.

His wife was very dear to him ; for she is

called " the desire of his eyes." He knew that

they must one day be jiarted. He must die
;

she too must die—which first was known to

God only. But there was nothing in his age

or state of health, nor anything iu hers, to sug-

gest that tliis hour of calamity was near ; and

probably Ezekiel, although a prophet, did as

most men do in regard to this matter—refused

to let his mind rest upon it, or to contemplate

it with any steadiness. Doubt not, therefore,

that EzL'kiel felt as any one of us would feel

on recL'iving the intimation :
" Son of man.

behold I take away the desire of thine eyes

with a stroke." The very terms in which it is

conveyed aggravates, the agony it is suited to

inflict, by reminding of the value of that which

he was thus suddenly to lose. She was de-

scribed to him as " the desire of his eyes ;" and

she is to be taken from him—not through the

painful but soothing warnings of the sick-bed,

by which the mind is gradually prepared to

meet the worst, but suddenly " by a stroke,"

quick and sharp. Consider what that loss was

to him. That she was a good and loving wom-
an is Implied throughout. Besides, he was

now in captivity among the Babylonians ; and

his wife was no doubt a sweet companion and

comfort to him in the midst of all the re-

proaches, troubles, and difficulties he met with.

And she was to be taken by one of those strokes

which wound the survivors so deeply that but

for the slight preparation this very intimation

offered, it may well be thought that even Eze-

kiel, being, though a prophet, a man such as

we are, might himself also have sunk, heart-

smitten by the stroke. Hence there was gra-

ciousncss to him in this intimation, hard thougli

it were.

Do we not hear the exceeding sharp and bit-

ter cry which this intimation drew from him V

Do we not sec the hot tears which it wrung
from eyes unused to weep, and for that reason

more hot and bitter ? We hear nothing of this :

we see nothing. The desire of his eyes is not

only to die, but must die unlamented, save in

his heart. He must " make no mourning" for

her; he must " bind the tire upon his head"

as usual, and not suffer his locks to float wild

for her ; he must "put on his shoes upon his

feet," and not walk " softly and barefoot for

her"—nor for her " cover his lips," nor " eat

the bread of men." These were acts of mourn-

ing from which he was interdicted ; and it was

hard to omit them. The world might look

upon it as a heartless indifference to the mem-
ory of one so loved ; and the neglect of cus-

tomary observances of mourning on the part

of the living was deemed an insult to the dead.

This was hard. But there was something

harder 3-et. " Thou shalt not mourn nor weep,

neither shall thy teare rundown." The other

inhibitions had been easy to this. Those

touched but the outer mourning ; these the

inner—the mourning of the heart.

And what did the prophet say to all this V

He said nothing. It was of the Lord. And
what did he do ? He knew that this was for a

sign ; and with this doom over the wife of his

youth, so soon to be accomplished, he girded

up the loins of his mind to his public dutj-, and

told the ])eople of this strange and solemn mat-

ter, which it is needful they should understand.

And what then ? " In the evening my wife

died." And what more? "And I did in the

morning as I was commanded."
These simple intimations reach the utmost

sublimity of moral grandeur—nay, more than

that, of devout, and therefore absolute sub-

mission to Him who doeth all things well. It

was in this conviction, in the firm persuasion

that the Lord laid this burden upon him not

needlessly, but most wisely ; not in anger, but

with love and pity for the soul He wounded,

that, like another of old, he could say,
'

' I was

dumb, I opened not my mouth—because Thou
didst it ;" and followed the great example of

him of whom it is said, " And Aaron held his

peace," when his sons died before his eyes.

Nay, more. It is not enough to say that he

submitted to this dispensation. He acciuii'sced

iu it ; because he knew that it was intended for
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the benefit of his people, as completing by the

most signal and impressive of all that series

of literal and symbolical warnings by which

he had labored to gain the attention of his peo-

ple, and to stay their downward course to ruin.

Observe well that all commentators perceive

un interval of time between this chapter and

those that follow—this being the last of the

prophecies delivered before the destruction of

Jerusalem. He is allowed to rest awhile in his

sorrows, public and private ; and when he

comes forth again, it is to speak in an altered

strain, denouncing the doom of the nations

which had afflicted Israel, or had exulted in

her fall ; and to declare the glory and blessed-

ness which the great future had in store.

Now he was to stand as " a sign to them"

from the Lord :
" According to all that he hath

done, shall ye do ; and when this cometh, ye

shall know that I am the Lord." They also

should lose " the desire of their eyes"—the city

and Temple of their fathers should be brought

low unto the dust ; and their beloved ones

should perish by the sword. Yet they should

not dare, nor find occasion to satisfy their

griefs with customary mournings, though they
" might mourn inwardly, and pine away for

their iniquities."

That this deep and sad lesson might be the

more efEectually taught, the devoted prophet

was willing even to yield up " the desire of

his eyes." He knew it would not be lost or

fail of its effect. For although it should avail

not for anterior warning, it would for subse-

quent conviction. When these things had be-

fallen them, they would remember these fore-

warnings, and be constrained to acknowledge

that their doom had indeed come from God,

and had been most righteously inflicted ; and

would be among the agencies tending to that

reformation that actually took place, which

the prophet himself lived to witness, and in

which he found the rich reward of his labors

and sufferings. For these results, which it is

clear he was permitted to contemplate, this

great prophet was willing to take up this cross

—the heaviest, one may say, that man was ever

called to bear.

" Let the Lord's servants in every age copy

after this instructive example. Let them come
here from time to time and contemplate one of

Heaven's noblest witnesses, struggling to the

last, if haply he might do something to stem

the swelling tide of evil ; and even at the last,

when all has proved ineffectual, still readily

offering himself upon the sacrifice and service

—not, indeed, of the people's faith, but still of

their highest well-being, which he sought with

a fervor and devotion unknown to themselves.

With such a lofty spirit of consecration to the

work of God, what enterprises of philanthropy

might not be undertaken, and what triumphs

ultimately won !" (Fairbairn). Kitto.

18. Since it was to be done before the peo-

ple for a nign to them, the morning of the en-

suing day would be the earliest time possible,

and the proper time for obeying this Divine

command.
19-21, The attention of the people is ar-

rested, and they inquire what all this signifies

to themseltes. The answer is definite. Re-

markably it makes special account of the de-

struction of the Temple and of the slaughter

of their own sons and daughters left behind in

their fatherland.

24. " A si()n unto you ;" a visible, signifi-

cant symbol of what is to befall you, and of

what you must do and also of what you may
not do under an infliction of calamity analo-

gous to his. H. C.

25. The great desolation which the siege of

Jerusalem should end in. In that day, that ter-

rible day, when the city should be broken up, I

will take from them that which they de-

pended on ; their strength, their walls, their

treasures, their fortifications, their men of war,

none shall stand them instead. That which

they boasted of ; the joy of their glory, that

which they looked upon as most their glory,

and which they most rejoiced in, the temple

of their god, and the palaces of their princes.

That which they delighted in ; which was the

desire of their eyes, and on which they set their

minds. Their sons and their daughters were

all this, their strength, and joy, and glory :

and these shall go into captivity. H.

27. In view of this case of the death of the

prophet's wife, let us not omit to note that the

Lord spared no pains and shrunk from no sac-

rifices to make deep and solemn impressions on

the minds of the exiles. H. C. He was sus-

pended from i:)rophesying against them in the

mean time, because, Jerusalem being besieged,

his prophecies could not be sent into the city
;

because, when God was speaking so loud by

the rod, there was the less need of speaking by

the word, and because then the accomplish-

ments of His prophecies would be the full con-

firmation of his mission, and would the more

effectually clear the way for him to begin

again. It being referred to that issue, that

issue must be waited for. Thus Christ forbade

His disciples to preach openly that He was

Christ till after His resurrection, because that
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was to be the full proof of it. But then Miou

slnilt speak with tlie greater assurance, ami the

more efifectually, either to their conviutiou or

to their confusion. H.

Til tluit diiy shall tliy mouth be opened. That

is, when some one who shall have escaped from

Jerusalem, having arrived among the captives,

shall inform them of the destruction <il' tlic

city, the Temple, the royal family and tlie

l)eople at large ; till then he might .sup]ircss

his tears and lamentations. And we find from

chap. 33 : 21 that one did actually escape from

the city, and informed the prophet and liis

brethren in captivity that the city was smitten.

Thus he was not only a prophet to foretell such

things, but he was also a dgn or portent, shad-

owing them out by circumstances in his own
person and family ; and thus the jirediction,

agreeing so perfectly with the event, proved

that the previous information was from the

Lord. A. C.

Ezekiel was a sign to the house of Israel in

various instances, and described by sensible

representations the miseries which God was
about to bring upon that people. That his

preilictions were fully accomplished we learn

from the conclusion of the books of Kings and

Chronicles ; from the 39th and 52d chapters of

Jeremiah ; and most particularly from the

Lamentations of that prophet, wlio was an

eyewitness of the desolations of his country

and the captivity of his people. Anon.

At this point, the first part of Ezekiel s

prophecies ends and tlie second begins. He
closes a long series of messages, varied in their

forms and modes of revealing truth, but scarce-

ly varying at all in their grand theme and pur-

pose—viz., to set before the exiles the enormity

of their national sin, the great wickedness and

the deep corrvfption of Judah and Jerusalem
;

the certainty that the Lord would abandon His

Temple, city and people there to destruction,

and the terribleness of that doom. The mani-

fest purpose of God in these revelations to the

exiles was to convince them of His justice in

those j udgments ; to give them a full sense of

those sins, and to lead llnia to [h rsniial and

sincere repentance anil railieal n ruriiiaiiini, un-

til they should themsLhc^ In- a.haiue 1 and cnn

founded, and never open their moulli any more

for shame for their own sins and those of their

people and land. So a remnant are to be re-

claimed and made the nucleus in future years

for replanting the land of promise, and for re-

storing both their political and religious insti-

tutions. H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTEE XXV.

25 : 1, 2 And the word of the Loud came unto me, saying, Son of man, set thy face toward
the children of Ammon, and prophesy against them : and say unto the children of Amnion,
Hear the word of the Lord God ; thus saith the Lord God : Because thou saidst. Aha, against
my sanctuary, when it was profaned ; and against the land of Israel, when it was made deso-
late : and against the house of Judah, when they went into captivity : therefore behold, I

will deliver thee to the children of the east for a possession, and they shall set their encamp-
mcMits in thee, and make their dwellings in thee ; they shall eat thy fruit, and thev shall

drink thv milk. And I will make Kabbah a stable for camels, and the children of Aninion
aeouelii'n- placr foHl,„ks : and yr sliall know that I am the Lord. For thus sailii tiir I.i.rd

Odd : ISia nisc tlnai lia-i i1:i;.|h il tliiiir hands, and stamped with the feet, ami ri jni. i i\ w iili

all the di-piii' nl' tliy mhiI ai;:iiii-.t llif land of Israel ; therefore behold, I h-.wr sHcirliid (Uil,

mine hand n|i'in llier, and will ilr liver thee for a spoil to the nations ; anil 1 will (ill lime nlV

from the iHiiplis. and I will cause thee to perish out of the countries : I will destroy thee
;

and thou shall km.w that I am the Lord.
Thus sail h I \\r 1,1 inl (ioD : Because that Moab and Seir do say. Behold, the house of Judah

is liki^ unto all the nations; therefore behold, I will open the side of Moab from the eilies,

from his cities which are on his frontiers, the glory of the country, Beth-jeshimoth. liaal

meon, and Kiriathaim, unto the children of the east, to go against the children of Aiiniinn,

and I will give them for a possession, that the children of Ammon may not be renuiiitu red

among the nations : and I will execute judgements upon Moab ; and tliey shall know that I

am the Lord.
Thus saith the Lord God : Because that Edom hath dealt against the house of Judah by

taking vengeance, and hath greatly offended, and revenged himself upon them : therid'ore

thus saith the Lord God. I will stretch out mine hand upon Edom, and will cut off man and
beast from it : and I will make it desolate from Teman ; even unto Dedan shall they fall by



14 the sword. And 1 will laj' my vengeance upon Edom by tbe hand of my people Israel ; and
tliey shall do in Edoni according to mine anger and according to my fury ; and they shall
kniiw my vengeance, saith the Lord God.

15 Thus saith tlie Lord GuD : Because the Philistines have dealt by revenge, and have taken
16 vrni:;an(e with dcsi>ite of soul to destroy it with perpetual enmity; therefore thus saith

the 1.(11 I Ciiii, !!( hi.lil, I will stretch out mine hand upon the Philistines, and I will cut ofi
17 tin- ( III II ihiii >, ;iii(l ilistrijy the remnant of the sea coast. And I will execute great ven-

gcaiir, ii|i(,ii ih. ni u iih furious rebukes ; and they shall know that I am the Lord, when I

shall lay inj- veugeaucu upon them.

Words of Judgment to He.\then Nations.

Chaps. 2.5-33.

It was a distinct part of scriptural prophecy
to address heathen nations. This was various-

ly done by the several prophets according to

the varieties of time and place. Some, as Oba-
diah (to Edonijand Nahum (to Nineveh), ad-

dressed cine suili nutinu and no others. More
commonly I lie lunjihecies to the chosen people

and to till- licathi-n wire intermixed, as by Amos
and Joel. In Isaiah (13-19) and Jeremiah

(46-51) and Ezekiel, one section is specially

devoted to a collection of such prophecies.

Besides the special message to the nation ad-

dressed, every such prediction had the general

purpose of exhibiting the conflict ever waging
between the servants of God and the powers of

the world, and of declaring the Divine decrees

as to the issue of this conflict. This general

purport is that which concerns us. Tyre and
Egypt are overthrown, but there Is still a war-

fare between good and evil, between God and
Satan, and in the old prophecies against heathen

nations we are to read of the struggle in which
the Church of Christ has still to wrestle against

her foes (Eph. 6 : 13), but will surely prevail.

The series of prophecies, with one exception

to be noticed in its place, contained in these

chapters, was delivered at the time of the fall

of Jerusalem, some shortly before and some
shortly after the capture of the city. They
were collected together to illustrate their orig-

inal purpose of warning the nations not to

exult in their neighbor's fall. In the times of

Jerusalem's greatness, the surrounding nations

had been her vassals, and when, from time to

time, they became independent, they were no

doubt regarded by the Jews siniiily as success-

ful rebels. It is proliaiili- Ui;it .lusiali, in the

days of his prosperity, niisMiiiil his right of

dominion over Edom and Jloab, and that this

circumstance increased their pleasure to see the

proud city degraded, even though they had

often combined with her against a common and

greater enemy. The prophet is now commis-

sioned to warn these nations that judgment is

coming upon them too, so that they shall be

like Jerusalem in her ruin, unlike her in being

without hope of recover}'. Seven nations are

addressed, which have had most intercourse

with the children of Israel—on their eastern

borders Moab and Ammon, to the south Edom,
on the southwest Philistia, northward Tyre,

the merchant city, and the more ancient Sidon

(all these encroaching more or less on that

which had once been David's and Solomon's

kingdom—the full possession granted to Israel,

but maintained only for a short time), and lastly

Egypt, alternately the scourge and the false

stay of the chosen people. Kliefoth lays stress

on the number seven, symbolical of complete-

ness. Seven nations, seven prophecies against

Egypt the chief of the seven, denote the com-

pleteness of the overthrow of the heathen

power, the antagonist of the kingdom of God.

It is remarkable that while other prophets hold

out to these heathen nations some prospect of

future mercy {e.g., Isa. 16 : 14 ; Jer. 49 : 6, 11),

Ezekiel speaks of complete ruin ; the closing

burden, tJiey shall know that Iam the Lord, pre-

dicting not so much that they will recognize

and turn to Jehovah, as that they will find out

by experience His power and j udgments (verse

14, they shall knoio My vengeance). Ezekiel

prophesied at the time of Jerusalem's over-

throw, and so was contemplating national ruin.

In the case of Jerusalem there would be

national restoration, but in the case of the

heathens no such recovery. The nutional ruin

was irretrievable ; the remnant to whom the

other prophets hold out hopes of mercy were

to find it as individuals to be gathered into

God's Church, not as nations to be again set

up. Ezekiel does not, like other prophets,

prophesy against Babylon. Schrader supposes

that the seer abstained from prudential reasons

from prophesying against the Chaldeans, among
whom he dwelt, but there is little ground for

having recourse to such an explanation. The

Jews were ready enough to see in Babylon an

enemy of God, but it was Ezekiel's mission to

show that for the moment Babylon was on the

side of Jehovah, the righteous instrument of

the Divine wrath, doing God's work in punish-

ing His foes. These seven nations are all men-

tioned by Jeremiah (25 : 15 foil.) as bidden to

drink of the cup of the fury of the Lord ; for
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liv(. of thorn (E-ypt and Philistia being cx-

coptwl) Jfremiah was to make bonds and yokes

(.Ii>r. 27 : 3). B. C.

Chap. 25. Exterminating judgments are

announced against Ammon (verses 1-7) ; against

Moab (verses 8-11) ; against Edom (verses 12-

14) ; and against Philistia (verses Lj-H)—uni-
formly for the same national sin— viz., proud

exidtation over the fall of Judah and Jerusa-

lem, and reproach cast on the name of Israel's

God by rciiscm of their fall. Obadiah, nearly

at the .same time, wrote in the same strain

against Edom ; E/.ek. :3"> expands this prophecy

against Edom. Jeremiah prophesied against

the same four neighliMiini;- iniw.is, yet with a

somewhat broader vi.w of tli^ir ii,itii)nal sins

and especially of their inide— vi/,.. ai^aiust

Ammon (chap. 49:1-6); .M ial> (rh.ai.. -IS);

Edom (chap. 49:7-32); and l'liili>lia uliap.

47). So also Isaiah and somr of ihr minor

prophets. The scope of tln-c jir.i.hi li, s is

designedly consolatory to thi- iru:' |i nple of

God, assuring them that He sliU n numbered

Zion with tender affection, regarded her true

interests as His own ; and therefore would

avenge her upon her proud and scornfi;l foca.

In this point of light, these prophecies hold an

important place among the messages sent of

God by Ezekiel to tiie exiled Jews in Chaldea.

Their city in ruins, their nationality prostrate,

and themselves in exile and under circum-

stances of the deepest national discouragement,

they needed precisely such assurances of the

Lord's tender mercy and of His identity of in-

terest and sympathy with their people as still

bearing His name and yet to luar il luforc all

the nations of the earth. All tlic mmr did tliey

need such words from Ezekiel. linaus.' tlmsfar

his messages had spoken of little else than na-

tional sin, judgments, and ruin. From this

point their subject and tone change. Hence-

forward, with scarce an exception, his messages

are encouraging and consolatory to true hearts.

H. C.

The four nations most closely connected with

one another by geographical position and by
consequent intercourse are grouped together in

this chapter, each being addressed in a few

brief sentences concluding with the same re-

frain : Ye shall know that I am the Lord. The
lime of the delivery of this joint prophecy,

though not defined by Ezekiel, is made clear

by the terms of the prophecy, and by the date

of the following chapter. The sanctuary has

been profaned, the house of Judah has gone

into captivity. For although it is true that

these words might have been spoken by pro-

I
phetic anticipation, there is no need to assume

this. In chap. 24 we were told that tlie siege

was begun. The date of chap. 2G is that of its

close. We may therefore suppose that this

prophecy was delivered immediately after the

capture of the city by Nebuchadnezzar, and so

is later, in point of time, than some of the

prophecies that follow it.

1-7. The Ammonites were inveterate foes of

the descendants of Abraham. They had joined

Eglon, had oppressed Israel in the time of

Jephthah, had fought against Saul, David, Je-

hoshaphat aal Jotham. Tiiey had joined the

JFoabites in Nebuchadnezzar's army when he

lirsiegid Jerusalem in the reign of Jehoiakim

I (2 K. 24 : 2). In the time of Uzziah Amos re-

proves their cruelty (Amos 1 : 1, 13) ; in the

time of Josiah, Zephaniah predicts their pun-

ishment for boasting against Judah (Zeph. 2 :

8, 9). Their exultation was against the sanctu-

ary of the Lord, and should therefore the more

certainly be punished. Prophecies against

Ammon : Amos 1 : 13-15 ; Isa. 11 : 14 ; Jer. 49 :

1-6 ; Zeph. 2 : 8-11. B. C.

The sin for which Ammon is doomed is here

made very definite—exulting triumph over

God's polluted Temple, desolate land, and cap-

tive people. There the record stands, equally

in prophecy and in their history, witnessing

that the Lord Almighty will let no people, how-

ever powerful or however proud, contemn His

name with impunity. " The men of the East"

—God's executioners of vengeance upon Am-
mon—were the Chaldeans, raised up in His

providence for judgment, not on Judah and

Jerusalem alone, but on those contiguous na-

tions which had long been deeply sunk in the

same forms of debasing idolatry, and had now
filled up the cup of their national sin by malign

hostility against Israel and scornful exultation

over her fall. They would seize the whole

country of Ammon and make her proud capital

a stable for camels—significant of an utter over-

throw of her nationalit}'. II. C.

5. The doom, once denounced, was surely

though not immediately executed. Indeed, we
do not know exactly when it was executed. We
only know that it has been done ; for, as the

prophets foretold of this city, so at this day it

lies. Meanwhile, however, itenjoyed anew lease

of prosperity and wealth under the name of Phil-

adelphia, which it derived from Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, who, when the country was annexed

to the Egyptian crown, restored or greatly im-

proved the city, and called it by his own name.

These foreign names have rarely, however,

been permanent in that country ; for, while the
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iuid in all State matters, and on coins, the old

name remains in use among the great body of

the people, and sometimes survives in the ruins

long after the foreign name has been forgotten.

So, at the ruius of this city, the name of Phila-

delphia is altogether forgotten, while the orig-

inal name of Rabbath-Ammon exists in the

shape of Amman. The very site of the place

was unknown until discovered about the begin-

ning of this century by a German traveller

called Seetzen. It was visited about twelve

years after by Burckhardt, an accomplished

Swiss traveller in the service of an English so-

ciety, and who gave a very full and satisfac-

tory description of the place. Other travellers

have since been there —as Captains Irby and

Mangles, Mr. Buckingham, M. Laborde, Lord
Lindsay, Lord Claud Hamilton, and others

;

but this district lies so remote that the ancient

sites are much less frequented by travellers

than those on the nearer side of the Jordan.

The ruins lie la a valley about twenty-two

miles east of the Jordan, through which flows

a stream of very clear water, full of fish. The
remains are very extensive ; but there are few
of important buildings except an amphitheatre,

which is of great size, and is said to be the most

perfect in Syria. There is also an anrient cas-

tle, and some vestiges of Roniiin liuiliiiniis and

Christian churches. Altogetlu-r. tin ir is siilli-

cient to evince the former iniiiortaiicc (if ilie

city, suggesting to the mind a niilniicliuly rnu

trast with the desolation in whii li it imw liis.

The Arabs, who come up periodically into these

parts, like to harbor in such forsaken sites for

the sake of the shelter they can find among the

ruins for themsel ves and their flocks, with the

additional inducement that water of good qual-

ity is usually found in such localities. This is

an old custom, and the prophets frequently al-

lude to it !is one of the incidents marking the

desolation of cities bordering on Arabia. The
stream of fine water at Amman doubtless forms

an additional attraction to the parties of Arabs
who resort to this site of ruins. KMo.

Southeast of Es Salt are the extensive ruins

of Amman, situated on either side of a small

stream, which has its source iu the old town
and flows through it. Amman is the Kabbah
or Rabbath-Ammon of the Bible, but it after-

ward received the name of Philadelphia from
Ptolemy Philadelphus. The ruins are among
the most remarkable in Palestine, and include

an immense theatre partly excavated in the

rock, a mausoleum, odeum, temples, a church,

a citadel, and other public buildings, but they

date from the Roman period, and no traces

have yet been discovered of the presence of the

Israelites. The whole place is now desolate,

and only visited by wandering Bedouin with
their flocks, recalling the prophecy of Ezekiel,
" 1 will make Rabbah a stable for camels, and
the Ammonites a couchiug-place for flocks"

(35 : 5). Rabbah is the only city of the Am-
monites mentioned in the Bible, and its chief

interest is derived from the long siege which it

sustained during the reign of David ; at the

end, apparently, of about two years the lower

town was taken by Joab ; but the citadel re-

mained, and the honor of its capture was re-

served for David himself. The importance at-

tached to the operations against Rabbali is

attested by the unusual fact of the presence of

the ark with the army, and the length of the

siege shows that it must have been a place of

very great strength. During the period be-

tween the Old and New Testaments the town
became of great importance, and, as we gather

from Josephus, was the scene of several con-

tests. To the southwest of Amman (Rabbath-

Ammon) is Hesban (Heshbon), the royal city of

Sihon, king of the Amorites, standing on a hill

which rises above the general level of the

plateau. The existing ruins are of little inter-

est, but there are numerous cisterns and a large

reservoir, which may call to mind the passage

in the Song of Solomon, " Thine eyes are like

the fish-po'jls in Heshbon." Wilson.

§. Prophecies against Moab (Nmn. 24 : 17 ;

Isa. 11 : 14 ; 15 : 16 ; Jer. 48 ; Amos 3:1-3;

Zeph. 3:8-11. Moab lay south of Ammon.
Akin to Ammon, this people shared Amnion's

implacable hostility to the children of Is-

rael.

And Seir. Seir was close to Moab, and there-

fore mentioned together, as in De. 3 : 29. Je-

rome tells us that the LXX omitted the word

Seir, feeling probably that the mention of Edom
was here out of place. But Edom is identified

with Mount Seir in chap. 35, and it is therefore

more probable that Seir is here coupled with

Moab because, being near neighbors closely

leagued together, they expressed a common
exultation at Jerusalem's fall.

10. With the Ammonites. In addition to the

Ammonites. (See verse 4.) The Bedouins were

not to be conquerors, but the land, having been

laid waste by Chaldean armies, was to remain

unoccupied except by nomadic hordes. Am-
mon and Moab, of common origin, whose lands

had so often been interchanged, shall now share

a common ruin. To the men of the East shall

Moab with Ammon be given, that Ammon may
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be remembered no more, and judgment be exe-

cuted on >Ioab.

12. Prophecies against Edom : Num. 24 : 18,

19 ; Is:i. 11 : 14 ; Jer. 49 : 7-22, where see notes ;

Ezek. 35 ; Joel 3 : 19 ; Amos 1 : 11, 12 ; Oba-

illah. Edom, so named from Esau, consisted

of various tribes enumerated in Gen. 36. The

Edomites became a powerful nation before the

Israelites came out of Egj'pt. They were ruled

over by Isings till David conquered them. They

remained subject to the kingdom of Judah till

the reign of Joram, when they rebelled and

were not again subdued (2 K. 8 : 20). Edom
took active part against Jerusalem at the time

of its siege and destruction. After this they

captured many cities in the south of Palestine,

and gave the name to Idumea. These Idu-

means were conquered by John Hyrcanus,

when many of them adopted the religion of

the Jews. In later times the Idumean Herod

liecamc king of Palestine as a Jew. B. C.

Becaiine (Juit Edom hath dealt against the house

if Judah. The Idumeans, being the posterity

of Esau, bore an ancient grudge against the

.lews on account of their ancestor's losing his

right of primogeniture, and the subduing of

Edom by David afterward (2 Sam. 8 : 14).

Upon both these accounts they took all oppor-

tunities of venting their spite toward the Jew-

isli nation particularly. (See 2 Chron. 28 : 17.)

TIk' ill-will tlicy showed them in the time of

their cajjtivity was very remarkable, as appears

by those pathetical words of Ps. 137 : 7, " Re-

member the children of Edom, O Lord, in the

day of .Jerusalem, how they said, Down with it,

down with it, even to the ground. " W. Loicth.

12, I S. Special stress is laid on the spirit of

retaliation and revenge manifest against Israel

in Edom. Of all the nations adjacent to Israel,

none seem to have cherished a deeper animosity

or a meaner revenge than the descendants of

Esau. It was a national spirit, and was spe-

cially offensive to God because of their early

relationship. Moreover as a Great Father of

nations, bound to promote fraternal relations

between them. He could not but frown on tliis

unnatural, supremely selfish and hateful spirit.

Let it stand and be understood as God's rebuke

against this spirit, whether in nations, fami-

lies, or individuals. H. C.

15-17. Prophecies against the Philistines :

Isa. 11 : 14 ; 14 : 29-32 ; Jer. 47 ; Joel 3:4;
Amos 1:6-8; Zeph. 2 : 4-7. The Philistines

occupying lands to the south of Judah were a

Hamite race (Gen. 10 : 14), but of a different

branch from the Canaanites. They were a

thorn in the side of the chosen people through-

out. In the»time of the judges they oppressed

Israel (Judges 10 : 6, 7). Repeatedly defeated

by Samson, they again got head ; they over-

threw Israel In the time of Eli. slew his sons,

and carried off the ark of God. Held in check

by Samuel, they had Israel in subjection in the

time of Saul, though not without checks and

disasters. At Saul's death they were predom.i-

nant in the south,but David conquered and made
them tributaries. We read of their defeats by

Jehoshaphat and Uzziah, and of their conquests

in the time of .Jehoram, showing that they were

still formidable neighbors. In the reign of

Ahaz they aL'ain waxed strong, but were

checked by Ilivckiiili ; in the evil days that

followed thry 1m rami- ai:ain very powerful, and

joined in attacking Jerusalem in the day of her

trouble. They were much reduced bj' the As-

syrians (Isa. 14 : 31) and Egyptians (Jer. 47),

before the time of this prophecy, but further

destruction came upon them in the general ruin

of the inhabitants of Canaan, which commenced
with the destruction of Jerusalem by Kebuchad-

nezzar. B. C. ,

The fatal sin of the Philistines also was their

spirit of revenge, animosity, and proud disdain

toward Israel. They occupied the country of

the sea coast

—

i.e., along the eastern shore of

the Mediterranean. In the fulfilment of this

prophecy the Lord's vengeance was visited

upon them first by the hands of the Chaldeans.

Prom this devastation they never rose again to

power. H. C.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XXVL, XXVIL, XXVIII.

26 : 1 And it came to pass in the eleventh year, in the first day of the month, that the

2 word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, because that Tyre hath said against

Jerusalem, Aha, she is broken thai lea^ the gate of the peoples ; she is turned unto me : I

8 shall be replenished, now that she is laid waste : therefore thus saith the Lord God : Behold,

I am against thee, O Tyre, and will cause many nations to come up against thee, as the sea

4 causeth his waves to come up. And they shall "destroy the walls of Tyre, and break down
5 her towers : I will also scrape her dust ifrom her, and make Irt a bare rock. She shall be a
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plaoc for the spreading of nets in the midst of the sea ; for I have spoken it, saith the Lord
6 Goo : and she shall become a spoil to the nations. And her daughters which are in the field

7 sliall be slain with the sword : and they shall know that I am the Lord. lor thus saitii the
Lord God : Behold, I will bring upon Tyre Nebuchadrezzar king of Bab3-lon, king of kings,
from tiic north, with horses, and with chariots, and with horsemen, and a company, and

8 much people. He shall slay with the sword thy daughters in the field : and he shall make
forts against thee, and cast up a mount against thee, and raise \\\i the buckler against thee.

9 And he shall set his battering engines against thy walls, and with his axes he shall brealt
10 down thy towers. By reason of the abundance of his horses their dust shall cover thee : Ihy

walls shall shake at the noise of the horsemen, and of the wagons, and of the chariots, when
11 he shall enter into thy gates, as men enter into a city wherein is made a breach. With the

hoofs of his horses shall he tread down all thy streets : he shall slay thy people with the
12 sword, and the pillars of thy strength shall go down to tlie ground. And thev shall make a

spoil of thy riches, and make a prey of thy merchandise : and they shall break down thy
walls, and destroy thy pleasant houses : and they shall lay thy stones and thy timber and thy

13 dust in the midst of the waters. And I will cause the noise of thy songs to cease ; and the
14 sound of thy harps shall be no more beard. And I will make thee a bare rock : thou shalfc

be a place for the spreading of nets ; thou shalt be built no more : for I the Lord have
spoken it, saith the Lord God.

1.5 Thus saith the Lord God to Tyre : Shall not the Isles shake at the sound of thy fall, when
16 the wounded groan, when the slaughter is made in the midst of thee ? Then alt the princes

of the sea shall come down from tlu'ir tlunncs. and lay nsiilc thiir robes, and strip olV their
broidered garments: they slmll (loihc ilicmsi 1\ rs wiih IriMiiblinL,' ; lluy shall sit ujinn the

17 ground, and shall tremble every iiii'iiunt, uml In- u^icnislinl at thci'. Ami they shall take up
a lamentation for thee, and say to thie, How art thoii dLStroycd, that wast inhabited of
seafaring men, the renowned city, which wast strong in the sea, she and her inhabitants,

18 which caused their terror to be on all that haunt it ! "Now shall the isles tremble in the day
19 of thy fall

;
yea, the isles that are in the sea shall be dismayed at thy departure. For thus

saith the Lord God : When I shall make thee a disnlate city, like tlie cities tliat are not in-

habited ; when I shall bring uji tin- iln]! ii]ii.ii ih-r. and tlii' i;:irat w;ilcrs shall cmcr thee;
20 then will I bring thee down w iili tin ni iliai drx cnil into iln.' iiii. to thr ]ieo|.li of old time,

and will make thee to dwell in thi- iictlnr pans of ihc cartli, in the jilaci s that -.iw iksolate

21 of old, with them that go down to the pit, that thou be not inliabiled ; and I will set glory in
the land of ihc living- : I will make thee a terror, and thou shalt be no more : though thou be
souglit for. yd shalt thou never be found again, saith the Lord God.

Il47 : 1, 2 Tlie Word of the Lord came again unto me, sayinir. And thou, son of man, take
3 up a lamentation for Tyre ; and say unto Tyre. O thou that dwellest at the entry of the sea,

which art the merchant of the peoples unto many isles, thus saith the Lord God : Thou, O
4 Tyre, hast said. I am perfect in beauty. Thy borders are in tlie heart of the seas, thy build-

5 ers have perfected thy beauty. They have made all thy planks of lir trees from Senir

:

6 they have taken cedars from Lebanon to make a mast for tine. ( >!' the oaks of Bashan have
they made thine oars; they have made thy benches of i\ory inlaiil in boxwood, from the

7 isles of Kittim. Of (ine linen with broidered work from Ku\ pt was thy sail, tliat it might
8 be to thee for an ensign ; blue and purple from the isks of Ei'ishali was thine awning. The

inhabitants of Zidon and Arvad were thy rowers ; thy wise men, O Tyre, were in thee, they
9 were thy pilots. The ancients of Gebal and the wise men thereof were in thee thy calkcrs :

10 all the ships of the sea with their mariners were in thee to occupy thy merchandise. Persia
and Lud and Put were in thine army, thy men of war : they hanged the shield and helmet in

11 thee ; they set forth thy comeliness. The men of Arvad with thine army were upon thy
walls round about, and the Gammadim w^ere in thy towers : they hanged tlieir shields upon

12 thy walls round about ; they have perfected thy beauty. Tarshish was thy merchant by rea-

son of the multitude of all kinds of riches ; with silver, iron, tin, and lead, they traded for

13 thy wares. Javan. Tubal, and Meshech, they were thy traffickers : they traded the persons
14 of men and vessels of brass for thy merchandise. They of the house of Togarmah traded
15 for thy wares with horses and war-horses and mules. The men of Dedan were thy traffick-

ers : many isles were the mart of thine hand : they brought thee in exchange horns of ivory
16 and ebony. Syria was thy merchant by reason of the multitude of thy handyworks : they

traded for thy wares with emeralds, purple, and broidered work, and fine linen, and coral,

17 and rubies. Judah, and the land of Israel, they were thy traffickers : they trailed for thy
18 merchandise wheat of Minnith, and pannag, and honey, and oil. and balm. Damascus was

thy merchant for the multitude of thy handyworks, by reason of the multitude of all kinds
19 of riches ; with the wine of Helbon, and white wool. "Vedan and Javan traded with yarn
20 for thy wares : bright iron, cassia, and calamus, were among thy merchandise. Dedan was
21 thy trafficker in precious cloths for riding. Arabia, and all the princes of Kedar, they were

the merchants of thy hand ; in lambs, and rams, and goats, in these were they thy merchants.
22 The traffickers of Sheba and Raamah, they were thy traffickers : they traded for thy wares
23 with chief of all spices, and with all precious stones, and gold. Haran and Canneh and Eden,
24 the traffickers of Sheba, Asshur and Chilmad, were thy traffickers. These were thy trafflek-

ere in choice wares, in wrappings of blue and broidered work, and in chests of rich apparel,

25 bound with cords and made of cedar, among thy merchandise. The ships of Tarshish were
thy caravans for thy merchandise : and tiiou wast replenished, and made very glorious in the
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26 heart of the sciis. Thy rowors have brought thoe into great waters: the east -niiicl halli

'^7 Ijroken tlice in thu li.'arl of tliu seas. Tliy riches, and thy wares, tliy mfrflnuKlise. thy mari-

ners, and thy pihjts, thy calkers, and lli.- n.cu|.i.T« .>f I'hy iiHirh.in.li-,., arid all thy ii,.n n(

war, that arc in thee, with all thy (M.in|>aiiy wWuU is in tlie midst ..t Iht !, shall l.dl i the

28 heart of the seas in tlie day of tin ruin. At the snnnd dl the (r\- .i| tin pilots ih, suhurhs

29 shall shaUc. And all that handle the ,.ar, the niai iiiets. ,/;,-/ .all tlu' pilnis tit liie sea, shall

30 come d.v>vii frnin Iheii- ships, thev shall stand upon the l,in,l, a'nl -hall < ,u,e iheii' \ nie,. to he

heard over tiire, and shall erv hilleilv, and sh.all .aisl n|. dusl upon iheir l„ ads. Ihev shall

31 walhnvtnenisrives in the ashes : an.l tiieysliall makc^ Ihemsrl v.^s l,,ald h.r llHT,and -ini them
33 with s.iekeloih, and they shall weep lor I'hee iu bitterness ol soul with hi iter mnumiii^'. And

in th -ir \\ ailim; ilie\ sli'all take up a lamentation for thee, and lament, omt tin e, .vw,///«,y. Wlio
33 is th' le like I'yi-e, like her that is brought to silence in the midst of the sea v \\ hen thy wares

ueiU linlli ni'it ot' the seas, thou flUedst many peoples ; thou didst enrich the kins^s of tlie

31 earth witli the iniiltiltide of thy riches and of thy merchandise. In the time that thou wast
broken by the seas in tlie depths of the watere, thy merchandise and all thy company did fall

3.") in the midst of thue. All the inhabitants of the "isles are asjtonished at thee, and their kings

36 are horribly af raitl, they are troubled in their countenance. The merchants among the peo-

ples hiss at thee ; thou "art becoure a terror, and thou shalt never be any more.

28 : 1, 2 The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying, Son of man, say unto tlie

prince of Tyre, Thus saith the Lord God : Because thine heart is lifted up, and thou hast

said, I am a god, I sit in the seat of God, in the midst of the seas ; yet thou art man, and not

3 God, though ihou didst set thine heart as the heart of God : behnkl. tluni art, « iser than

4 Daniel ; there is uo secret that they can hide from thee : by thy wisdnm ami h\- thini' undi^r-

standiug thou hast gotten thee riches, and hast gotten gold and sil\er into ihy tnasnres;

5 by thy great wisdom and by thy traffic hast thou increased thy riches, and tliiue heart, i.s lift-

6 ed up because of thy riches : therefore thus saith the Lord God : Because thou hast set thine

7 heart as the heart of God ; therefore behold, I will bring strangers upon thee, the terrible of

the nations : and they shall draw their swords against the beauty of thy wisdom, and they

8 shall defile thy brightness. They shall bring thee down to the pit ; and thou shalt die the

!) deaths of them that are slain, i"n the heart of the seas. AVilt thou yet say before him that

slayeth thee, I am God ? but thou art man, and not God, in the hand of him that woundeth
10 thee. Thou shalt die the deaths of the uncircumcised by the hand of strangers : for I have

spoken it, saith the Lord God.
11, 13 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, take up a lamenta-

tion for the king of Tyre, and say unto him, Thus saith the Lord God : Thou sealest up the

13 sum, full of wisdom, aud perfect in beauty. Thou wast in Eden the garden of Gotl
; every

precious stone was thy eo\criii,-. the sardi'ns, tlu' toiiaz, and the ilianiond, the benl, the onyx,
and the jasper, the sapphire, i he eMLei-,a|il, ami the eai'linnele, aiel i;ohl :

I he worknuinship of

thy tabrets and nllhy pi|Hs \\,as in thee ; iji t he ,la\- thai thou was] eivated I hey were pre-

14 pared. Thou wast tiie anointed ehernlj that eo\-eri'ih : and 1 set thee, .^- tlmt thmi wast upon
the holy mountain of God ; thou hast walked up aud do'.vn in tlu- iniilst of the stones of lire.

15 Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast created, t ill unii- hieoiisness was
16 foimd in thee. By the multitude of thy traffic they filled the midst of ilie,' «iih vi.ihnee,

and thou hast sinned : therefore have I cast thee as profane out of tin- mcmiitain ol t^loil
; ami

17 I have destroyed thee, O covering cherub, from the midst of the stones of fire. Tliiue heart

was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy bright-

ness : 1 have cast thee to the ground, I have laid thee before kings, that they may behold

18 thee. By the multitude of thine iniquities, in the unrighteousness of thy traffic, thou hast

profaned thy sanctuaries ; therefore have I brought forth a lire from the midst of thee, it

iiatli devoured thee, and I have turned thee to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all tliem

19 that behold thee. All they that know thee among the peoples shall be astonished at thee ;

thou art become a terror, and thou shalt never be any more.
20, 21 And the word of the Lord cams unto me, sa\ ini; ,

Son of man, set thy face toward Zidon,

23 and prophesy against it, and say, Thus saith the i.oni God : Behold, I am against tliee. O
Zidon ; and 1 will be glorified in the midst (if t In !•

; and they shall know that 1 am the Loud,
23 when I shall have executed iud;iements in her, and shall be sanctified in her. For I will

send into her pestilence and blood in lei' si n ets
; and the wounded shall fall in the midst of

her, with the sword upon her on e\i ly -i-h ; and they shall know that I am the Lord.
24 And there shall be no more a priekinLr Inier unto the house of Israel, nor a grieving thorn of

any that are round about them, that did despite unto them ; aud they shall know that I am
the Lord God.

25 Thus saith the Lord God : When I shall have gathered the house of Israel from the peoples
among whom they are scattered, aud shall be sanctified in them in the sight of the nations,

26 then sUall they dwell in their own laud which I gave to my servant Jacob. And they shall

dwell securely therein
;
yea, they shall build houses, and plant vineyards, and shall dwell

securely ; when I have executed judgements upon all those that do them despite round
about them ; and they shall know thatl am the Lord their God.

It is the common doctrine of the Hebrew i nounced most at length by Ezekiel are Tyre

prophets that Jehovah rules all lands, and that and Egypt. The discourse upon Tyre affords

He will chastise the heathen. The nations de- I
the prophet another extraordinary opportunity
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for lieaping up particulars. Tyre is the com-

mercial metropolis of the time. She is the

queen of the seas. Ballantine.

Prophecies against Tyre : Joel 3:4; Amos
1 : 9, 10 ; Isa. 33, where see notes. Tyre is men-

tioned in Josh. 19 : 29 as a strong city ; Isaiah

called it the daugliter of Sidon (Isa. 33 : 13) ;

Josephus says that it was huilt two iiimdred

and forty years before the Temple. Josephus's

date is not correct, but may mark the time of

the commencement of Tyre's special greatness.

B. 0.

From Ezekiel's standpoint of view at Baby-

lon, the great nations of tlie west and south-

west were Tyre and Egypt—Tyre, the mistress

of the seas, the great emporium of commerce
for the civilized world of that age ; and Egypt,

then as through all ancient time, the powerful

sovereignty of Northeastern Africa, sitting

upon her fertile Nile, and enjoying a civiliza-

tion even at that time hoary with the lapse of

centuries. Amnion, Moab, Edom, and the Phil-

istines were subordinate powers, closely con-

tiguous to Palestine indeed, but far less formid-

able to the great central power at Babylon.

Hence a very few words only sufficed to note

their fortunes and their fall ; while the prophe-

cies against Tyre and Egypt are expanded with

verj' considerable detail—thi-ee chapters being

devoted to Tyre and four to Egypt. Terri-

torially Tyre had little more than a foothold

upon the soil of Western Asia. The city was

the empire ; but that city, built partly on the

main-land yet mostly on a small island which

it completely covered, was exceedingly strong

by its maritime position ; strong by its absolute

control over the waters which embosomed it

;

strong in its vast wealth and consequent ability

to hire soldiers and maintain a large army with-

out drawing upon its own population. It must
have been strong also through its commercial

and intimate relations

—

e.;/., with Carthage, a

colony of its own citizens, and with Tartessus

in Spain, another of its great trading outposts.

Convincing proof of the great strength of Tyre

lies in the fact that she withstood the assaults

of Nebuchadnezzar during a siege of thirteen

years. H. C.

This prophecy respects the same siege of

Tyre which is foretold in the 47th chapter of

Jeremiah. The profane authors extant in the

time of Jerome said nothing of this siege ; but

the ancient writers of the Phoenician history,

which had been read by Josephus, related that

Nebuchadnezzar had besieged Tyre in the reign

of King Ithobal, and that the siege had lasted

thirteen years. Berosus and the Phccnician his-

tory also stated that the king of Chaldca had
subdued Phamicia and Syria ; and lastly. Phi-

lostratus had spoken of this siege by Nebuchad-
nezzar. The sole object of this and the two
following chapters is the destruction of the city

and of the kingdom of Tyre. Calmet.

When we consider the extent and effects of

the Phoenician commerce, the scanty informa-

tion concerning it, which we receive from an-

cient writers, must on a first view appear sur-

prising. But when we recollect that all the

Greek liistorians, Herodotus excepted, who give

any account of the Phoenicians, published their

works long after the destruction of Tyre by
Alexander the Great, we shall cease to wonder
at their not having entered into minute details

with respect to a trade which was then re-

moved to new seats, and carried on in other

cl'.annels. But the power and opulence of

Tyre, in the prosperous age of its commerce,

must have attracted general attention. In this

and the two following chapters of Ezekiel, who
flourished two hundred and sixty years before

the fall of Tyre, there is the most particular

account of the nature and variety of its com-

mercial transactions that is to be found in any

ancient writer, and which conveys at the same
time a magnificent idea of the extensive power
of that State. Dr. Robertsoii.

1. The eleventh year mentioned here is the

very year of the taking of Jerusalem. It was
the eleventh year of the reign of Zedekiah, and

of the captivity of Jehoiachin. The particular

month is not mentioned. ^Y. LoiHh.

Comparing this date with that of the fall of

Jerusalem, as in Jer. 43 : 6 and 39 : 2, it will be

seen that this was within the same year. Here

the month is not given
;
yet partly for this rea-

son it is supposed to have been the first, since,

if it had been any other, the month would have

been named. Jerusalem was " broken up'' and

burned in the fourth month and ninth day in

the same year. II. C.

ij. Ezekiel here begins his prophecy against

the Tyrians with a declaration that it was occa-

sioned by their insulting over the Jews upon

the taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

The prophets Joel and Amos had before de-

nounced the Divine judgments upon the Tyrians

for their wickedness in general, and in particu-

lar for their cruelty to the children of Israel,

and for buying and selling them like cattle in

the markets (Joel 3 : 5, etc. ; Amos 1 : 9). And
the Psalmist reckons them among the most in-

veterate and implacable enemies of the Jewish

name and nation (Ps. 83 ; 6, 7). Bp. Xorton.

I shall be replenished. As Tyre was
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a noted market for all sorts of trade, so wlien

Jerusalem was taken aud sacked, the spoil of

the city was carried thither for sale ; and proba-

bly several of the Inhabitants, being made cap-

tives, were sold there for slaves—a traffic the

Tyrians dealt in very much (chap. 27 : 13).

This interpretation may be confirmed by com-

paring it with Joel 3 : 4, 5, n. wIk ic Wu- \n-t<\>hv\

upbraids the Tyrians for in:ikiii^ m. icliinnlixr

both ot the persons and .suh^ianc. nl 1 h, .h ws,

when they came into their liauds. To the same

purpose we read (1 Mag. 3 : 41) that when Lysias

came with great forces to subdue the Jews, the

merchants of the country took silver and gold

and came into the camp to buy the children of

Israel for slaves. W. Lowlh.

3-6. God would bring up many nations

against her, even as the great sea heaves up
its mighty waves against the bulwarks that

feeble men rear. This maritime figure is en-

tirely in place in a prophecy against Tyre.

The island cit)' was built on the top of a huge

rock. When the citj' became utterly desolate,

and all its vast walls, forts and structures were

demolished, the surface of this rock was laid

bare, and became precisely a place for fishermen

to spread and dry their nets. This prophecy

has long since been literally fulfilled. Her
great wealth, accumulated during ages of

lucrative commerce, became a spoil to the na-

tions. H. C.

4, 5, 12. The prophecies of Ezekiel seem on

the spot like histories of Tyre. Its capture by

Alexander the Great exhausted to the letter

these inspired predictions. The first fulfilment

may have been complete centuries ago. T3're

may have arisen again and again from her

ruins, and may rise a fifth time. The Phoeni-

cian power which Isaiah and Ezekiel denounced

has long since perished utterly ; and though

the later Tyres have had no connection save a

geographical one, yet their successive doom,

and the wretched present, at least add force

and power to the scriptural warning. Tristram.

5. It shall he a place for the spreading of nets.

Passing by Tyre for curiosity only, I came to

be a mournful witness of the truth of that

prophecy " that Tyre, the queen of nations,

should be a rock for fishers to dry their nets

on ;" two wretched fishermen with miserable

nets had just given over their occupation.

Bruce. On the north side of Tyre there is an

old Turkish ungari'isoned castle ; besides which
you see nothing here but a mere Babel of broken

walls, pillars, vaults, etc , there being not so

much as one entire house left. Its present in-

habitants are only a few wretches harboring

themselves in the vaults, and subsisting them-

selves chiefly upon fishing, who seem to be

preserved in this place by Divine providence,

!vs a visible argument how God has fulfilled His

word concerning Tyre. Munndrcll. The

Jesuit Hadrianus Parvilleriaa resided ten 3'ear3

in Syria ; and Huetius heard him say that

wliin lie apiu'oiirhed the ruins of Tyxe and be-

li-M tlir riH k. stretched forth to the sea, and

ihr LiiL-il stiines scattered up and down on

the shore, made clean and smooth by the sun,

waves and winds, and useful only for the dry-

ing of fishSrmen's nets, many of which hap-

pened at the time to be spread on them, it

brought to his memory this prophecy. Bp.

Sewtnn.

7-l!i. This passage predir-ft: the celebrated

siege of Tyre by Ni I'm li [<liir/,::ii-. which oc-

curred not long alti r. -Im^iiiIhis refers to it

in two distinct pas.sages (\ut. 10 : 11 : 1, and

against Apion 1 : 21) ; in the former, citing Phi-

lostratus as saying that " this king besieged

Tyre thirteen years while Ethbaal reigned at

Tyre;" and in the latter, quoting in general

from the records of the Phoenicians to the same

effect. Precisely how this siege of Tyre termi-

nated, whether with its absolute subjugation,

or by capitulation, or by the withdrawal of the

besiegers, is still in dispute among antiquarians.

The testimony of Jerome, in his commentary

on Ezek. 29 : 8, is quite explicit to the point

tliat Nebuchadnezzar did capture the city, but

found nothing of any account within it, because

the Tyrians had previously removed everything

valuable in their ships. H. C.

7-l§. It is evident, from the entire char-

acter of the description, that the city attacked

is—mainly, at any rate—not the island Tyre,

but the ancient city upon the continent, Pal»ty-

rus, as the Greeks called it, which occupied a

position directly opposite to the island, upon

the sea-shore. Nebuchadrezzar, as he is cor-

rectly named, fully established in his empire,

not merely a " king of Babylon," but a " king

of kings," comes with such an army as Poly-

histor described him as bringing against Judea,

to attack the Phoenician town. He brings

" horses and chariots, and horsemen and com-

panies, aud much people." He proceeds to in-

vest the city after the fashion commonly adopt-

ed by the Assyrian monarchs, and inherited

from them by the Babylonians. Having con-

structed a movable fort or tower, such as we
see in the Assyrian bas-reliefs, he brings it

against the walls, while at the same time he
" raises a mount" against them, from which to

work his engines and shoot his arrows with the
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better effect. His men " lift up tlie liuclvlor,"

as tlie Assyrians do wliile thej' iniuc tlie walls

or fire the gates ; while his " engines" ply their

strolies, and his bravest soldiers, " with axes."

or rather "swords"—often used by tlie As-

syrians for the purpose—seek to " break down
the towers." His efforts are successful, and a

breach is made ; the horsemen and chariots, as

well as the footmen, enter the town ; there is

the usual carnage and plundering that accom-

pany the storming of a stronghold ; and, finally,

there is a destruction or dismantling of the

place, more or less complete.

It is remarkable that the siege and capture of

the island city obtain no distinct mention.

Some have supposed that it was not taken
;

but this is scarcely compatible with the words
of the " Lament for Tyre," or with the " isles

shsking at the sound of her fall" (verses 15, 18).

Probably the two cities, island and inland, were

so bound together that the conquest of the one

involved the surrender of the other. G. R.

15, 14. Her " songs" and " harps" indicate

that music was in a somewhat advanced stage

of cultivation. " Thoushalt be built no more"
—i.e., with like magnificence and strength.

The city rose again—to be besieged more than

two centuries later by Alexander—after which

it never regained its independence nor its former

magnificence. H. C.

14. Be built no more. This is true of Old

Tyre ; it has been built no more. New Tyre,

taken by Alexander, was built upon an island.

Nebuchadnezzar quite destroyed Old Tyre, and

the ruins were made use of by Alexander to

effect the destruction of New Tyre. The proph-

ecy was also fulfilled upon New Tyre, whose

inhabitants were quite destroyed by Alexander

when he took the city, and afterward the city

itself became desolate. W. Lmcth.

15-18. The term " isles," as usual, stands for

all maritime countries reached by sea, and here

has special reference to Carthage, Tartessus,

and all those regions of Northern Africa and

Southern Europe which had sustained close

commercial relations with Tyre. At the sound

of her fall those isles would shake ; their

princes would come down from their thrones,

lay off their robes, and put on trembling, and

sit on the ground as men brought down, de-

."spite of all their honor, to their mother dust 1

H. C.

16, 17. Then all the princes of the sea, etc.

All the princes and rich merchants of Sidon,

Carthage and other maritime cities that main-

tained a trade with Tyre, and got great wealth

by that means; they whose "merchants are

princes." as Isaiah speaks of the merchants of

Tyre (chap. 23 : 8) ; they shall express a deep

sense and concern for her misfortunes. (Cf.

chaps. 27 : 30-32 ; 32 : 10.) W. Loieth. The
commerce of Tyre extended from Abyssinia

and Arabia on the south, to Armenia and Geor

gia on the north, and from the frontiers of

India to the utmost islands of Greece, and, in-

deed, far beyond both, came to this little spot

—the caravans by land and the ships by sea—

a

commerce rarely exceeded in extent and variety

—a concentration of wealth and luxury which

few cities of any age or country could boast.

No doubt her merchants were princes, and her

trafflckers the honorable men of the earth.

How impressive the change ! Well might

the isles shake at the sound of her fall. Her
present utter prostration and poverty are abun-

dantly sufficient to meet the demands of proph-

ecy, even without reference to continental

Tyre, which has been literally wiped off the

map of the earth. She has sunk down to the

dust beneath the heavy " burden" of proph-

ecy ; nor can she ever recover her ancient glory

without a succession of mighty physical, moral

and political miracles, such as the world has

never seen, and which we have no reason to

expect.

The Hebrew historians, prophets and poets

constantly allude to her power, wealth, luxury

and vices, and Ezekiel seems to tax the entire

geography of the known world to set forth the

extent of her commerce and the multitude of

her riches. It would take a volume to trace

the varied fortunes of Tyre through Egyptian,

Chaldean, Macedonian, Roman, Saracenic,

Frank and Turkish dynasties, down to the

present wretched representative of so much
greatness and glory. With but few excep-

tions, it is now a cluster of miserable huts,

inhabited by about thirty-five hundred im-

poverished Metawelies and Arab Christians,

destitute alike of education, of arts, and of en-

terprise, carrying on with Egypt a small trade

in tobacco from the neighboring hills, and of

lava millstones from the Hauran. This is a

sorry schedule for the name of Tyre, but it is

about about all she can exhibit. W. M. T.

19-21. The idea is that Tyre goes down to

the under-world, to live no more among the

nations of this fair earth, while the Lord will

raise up Judah and make her again the glory

of all lands. This conception of the grave or

pit as an under-world, where the ancient dead

have their long abode, is applied here beauti-

fully to cities and kingdoms which go down to

ruin to rise no more. Over against thia doom of
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Tyre, thus perislipii and gone, never to rise in

hei- glory ugrtin, the Lord promises to malie the

laud of His own people Israel once more the

glory of the earth. H. C.

20. Compare Isa. 14 : 9, where Babylon, rep-

resented by her king, Is depicted as going down
to join in Hades the departed monarchs of old

time. It is remarkable that the image which is

used by Isaiah and Jeremiiili of Babylon is by

Ezekicl applied to Tyre, as if to show that Tyre

and Babylon alike represent the world-power,

and so in the Apocalypse Babylon is the king-

dom of Antichrist. Here the prophet unites

the figure with that of a desolate and uninhab-

ited city.

I shall set glory in the IfnidoftJie living. The

land of the living is tin- laiul (if (lie true God, as

opposed to the land nl \}ir il( ad, to which is

gathered the glory nl \Ur umld. Here then,

together with the utter ruin of Tyre, rises the

vision of renewed glory to Jerusalem. The

coming Messiah is thus prophetically pointed

out. The overthrow of God's enemies shall be

accompanied by the establishment of His true

kingdom.

Chap. 27. The dirge of Tyre. Tyre is

compared to a fair vessel, to whose equipment

the various nations of the world contribute their

stores, launching forth in majesty, to be wrecked

and to perish. The nations enumerated point

out Tyre as the centre of commerce between

the eastern and western world. This position,

occupied for a short time by Jerusalem, was

long maintained by Tyre, till, after successive

sieges, the erection of Alexandria to supplant

her in this traffic completed the ruin which war
had begun. This dirge is grounded upon the

dirge of Babylon (Isa. 14 : 3-21) ; the connec-

tion shows that in each case the city named
represents tlie world-power antagonistic to

God. B. C.

This remarkable chapter is a sort of inven-

tory of the wealth, greatness and glory of an-

cient Tyre, showing the sources whence she

drew her materials and men for the commerce
and the carrying trade of the world. No an-

cient historian has ever appro.ximated toward

the statement so full and complete as this of

the business relations which existed in that age

among the nations of the world. Here is Tyre,

the commercial centre of the world, reaching

forth her arms in every direction to make every

land contribute its best products in men, in

wisdom, martial prowess, nautical skill, and in

every sort of material to stock her markets, or

to minister to her facilities for transportation.

It is a wonderful description
;
yet it stands

here, not to give us the barren facts of so much
commerce and so much splendor in the arts,

but to show how much human greatness and

glory went down in one fearful fall when the

Almighty arose in His wrath to smite her bul-

warks and sink all her glory in the depths of

ruin. By how much the more sublime the

height of her glory, by so much the more as-

tounding was the crash of her fall ! The reve-

lator John had his eye on this chapter in his

magnificent description of the fall of Babylon

the Great (Rev. 18). H. C.

Tyre itself, Tzor of the Hebrew, Sur of the

modern Arabs, signifying " rock," is first men-

tioned in Scripture among the cities of the dis-

trict of Asher, "the strong city Tyre," bat

does not occur again till the time of David. It

was up to this period probably the dependent,

as it was certainly the daughter city of Zidon.

It was originally a rocky islet, separated from

the main -land, on which also stood another city,

called Pala?tyrus, or Old Tyre. The main city

continued thus insular until united to the main-

land by a mole, by Alexander the Great.

Tyre scarcely occurs again in Bible history

as distinct from Zidon, till the times of the

later prophets, when the relations of the king-

doms had much changed (Joel 3 ; Amos 1),

when we find Tyre denounced for its cruel

trade in Hebrew captives to the neighboring

nations and to the Greeks. After the over-

throw of the kingdom of Israel by Assyria,

Shahnaneser vainly attempted the siege of

Tyre, then the chief city of Phoenicia, and

blockaded it for five years. This is probably

referred to by Isaiah (chap. 23). It soon recov-

ered its prosperity, until Nebuchadnezzar again

laid siege to it. It resisted his arms for the

long space of thirteen years, during which it

was blockaded by land. As Ezekiel says (29 :

18), " Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon caused

his army to serve a great service against Tyrua.'

'

Yet it does not clearly appear that he actually

stormed it. The passage in Ezekiel (29 : 18-20)

would seem rather to imply the contrary. It

seems probable that without an actual capitula-

tion Tyre submitted to the supremacy of Baby-

lon, and thus purchased her commercial free-

dom.

The 27th chapter of Ezekiel presents a won-

derful picture of the vast trade, manufactures

and commercial connection of Tyre, embracing

every quarter of the then known world, and

every commodity which wealth and luxury

could command. Her trade extended from Per-

sia, and perhaps India, to Spain : her mercena-

ries and mechanics were drawn alike from the
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three oontiucnts. Ilcr merchandise embraeed all

the then kuown metals : gold from India ; sil-

ver, iron, lead and tin from Spain ; copper from

Cyprus ; wheat and cereals, honey, oil and

balm from Palestine ; wools from Arabia

;

ivory and ebony from the far East ; linen fab-

rics from Egj-pt ; dyes from Greece ; wines

from Syria, and every kind of jewelry from

Damascus.

Tyre submitted on easy terms to the Persian

superiority, and assisted in building the second

Temple, as it bad the first (Ezra 3 : 7). After a

practical independen(-e of two hundred years.

Tyre alone of the Phusniciau cities refused sub-

mission to the third Greek empire, and cost

Alexander the Great a siege of seven months

before he took it, which he only accomplished

by making a causeway from the main-land. He
sold thirty thousand of the free women and

children as slaves, and slaughtered its defend-

ers.

The Romans gave Tyre municipal privileges,

and it continued to flourish, and escaped de-

struction at the hands of the Mohammedan in-

vaders on condition of its submission to the

conquerors. It was taken b}' the Crusaders in

A.D. 1124, and William of Tyre, the celebrated

historian and a Frenchman, became its bishop.

In A.D. 1391 it surrendered to the Saracens, and

has ever since continued to decline. A century

ago It had fallen so low that it contained but

about ten fishermen, its only inhabitants ; but

has lately risen to a comparatively flourishing

town of about four thousand inhabitants.

At present a desolate ridge of sand connects

Tyre with the broad plain beyond, heaped by

the sea-drift upon the causeway which Alex-

ander made to connect the island with the

main-land. Though Tyre has riseo again within

a century, yet the filth and squalor of the little

towns are unsurpassed in Syria. Scanty ba-

zaars, about five feet wide, wattled over at in-

tervals with decayed sticks and palm leaves
;

dilapidated, wiudosvless hovels, raised among
huge frai,nneiits of pnlislicd uranite and por-

phyry cohimiis iiroslratu in rubbish—such is

modern Tyre. For half a mile the sea flows to

the depth of a foot or two over fiat rocks, cov-

ered by one mass of broken columns, leaning

or prostrate, in bewildering confusion, as if

pitched pell mell into the water. This is insu-

lar Tyre, "the waters have covered her."

" She is a place for fishermen to spread their

nets on." The columns, blackened by the salt

water, appear to have been smooth, and not

fluted, but they are now fretted and perforated

by ages of exposure to storm and tempest.

They are still quite suflicient to attest the

grandeur of the later or Roman Tyre, to which,

doubtless, they belong. TrUtram.

3. " At the entry of the sea. " Tyre was the

coiiimmial p., it for the whole eastern shore of

the :\lr.liicnaii(:m. This vast body of water
was ]ua( lirilly in those times what its name
indicates, the 'iiiiilland scaoi the nations, begirt

on every side with the civilization, the indus-

try, and the wealth of the known world. The
word rendered "merchant" implies that she

had the carrying trade of the world, transport-

ing the commodities of the great East to the

West, and of the great West to the East. H. C.

Its geographic position of necessity made it

the chief point of connection, commercially and
otherwise, between the Eastern and the West-

era world. That position also constrained it

to become a manufacturing and maritime rather

than an agricultural State. Under such con-

ditions it rose from century to century to a

higher point of culture, wealth and influence

than it was possible for either the nomadic peo-

ples of Central Asia or the secluded States of

Southern Europe to attain. Its commerce far

surpassed that of any contemporaneous power,

extending to India on the east, and to Spain,

and possibly Gaul and Britain, on the west.

Its manufactures of glass, of purple cloths, and

other articles both useful and elegant, com
manded the patronage of the known world. It

became the prolific mother of numerous colo-

nies in the East, in Cyprus and Sicily, and

along both the northern and southern shores of

the Mediterranean as far as Carthage and Tar-

sliish. In literature, in art. and other kindred

elements of a high civilization, it attained like

eminence, and gained for itself a commanding
influence among the peoples and nations of that

early day. E. D. Morris.

lO, II. The prophet here leaves the allegory

of the ship to describe the military resources of

the Tj-rians. We note that their armies were

composed of mercenary soldiers, as was the

case with Carthage, and is common with all

merchant States, with whom money is more
plentiful than men.

10. Persia (Heb. Paras). The name of this

people does not occur in the more ancient books

of the Old Testament. Their place is occupied

by the Elamites ; but in the books of the Exile

and after the Exile it is frequent (Ezek. 38 : 5
;

2 Chron. 36 : 20, 22 ; Ezra 4:5; 6 : 14 ; Esther

1 : 3, etc.). This exactly corresponds with the

record of history. It was just at the time that

Ezekiel wrote that the rude and warlike people

of Persia were rising into notice, soon about to
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seize, under ("ynis, the empire of tlie Asiatic

worlil. Tlic niiiiie PCiralin oectirs ou the in-

scription of Behistan. B. C.

She hired her soldiers from Persia in the far

Eiist ; and from Lud and Phut, countries of

Northern Africa, lying west of Egypt, descend-

ants of Ham. Shields and helmets were hung
up when not in immediate use. These men
were perhaps her standing army on garrison

duty for home defence. They heightened her

splendor (" comeliness"). In vei-se 11, " Gam-
madim" is a common (not a proper) noun, mean-

ing (by etymology) the hmee witrriors who cut

down the enemy as the woodman fells trees.

12-1 6. " Tarshish," Tartessus in Spain, sup-

plied largely the minerals most used in the arts.

So ancient history testifies. The last clause

means : they replenished thy markets with

these commodities. " Javan," strictly ancient

Ionia; "Tubal and Meshech," also countries

of Asia Minor, sold slaves in her market.
" Togarmah" was a region yet farther north,

supposed to be Armenia, peopled with descend-

ants of Gomer through Torgom. They abound-

ed in horses. Dedan on the Persian Gulf, far

ill the south, is supposed to have been an an-

cient Phoenician colony. The maritinic places

adjacent are referred to here as the "many
isles" which supplied merchandise to the hand

of Tyre. Ivory and ebon)' were their products.

17, IS. Judahand Israel supplied the staple

articles of food. The same view as to the na-

ture of the trade between Tyre and Israel ap-

pears in the negotiations between Hiram and

Solomon (1 K. 5:9-11). Hiram said, "Thou
shalt accomplish my desire in giving food for

my household." " Solomon gave Hiram twenty

thousand measures of wheat for food for his

household and twenty measures of pure oil year

by year. " Damascus was even then celebrated

for her manufactures. Her skill in fine cloths

anil especially in silks has given the term
" iJdiniifks" an enduring place in human lan-

guage.

21, 22. That herds and flocks were the com-

modities of Arabia and Kedar Is in harmony
with all antiquity. Isaiah sang of " the flocks

of Kedar" (chap. 60 : 7), and in the same con-

nection, of " the gold and incense of Sheba."

H. C.

25. The metaphor of the ship is here re-

sumed. The break should be at the 25th, not

at the 26th verse. The 25th verse represents

the good ship Tyre, sailing in all her glory, in

order to introduce by way of contrast her wreck

and ruin. B. C.

26, 27. Here the discourse turns from her

glory and greatness to her fall. It was as if

her rowers had brought her into great waters,

to be sunk there with all her wealth by the

mighty cast winds of that inland sea. Then
by how much the greater her freight of wealth,

merchandise, mariners, mercenary soldiers, men
of all business and population of every sort

;

by so much the more terrible the fearful fall

that would engulf her in the mighty deep to

rise no more ! II. C.

29. As Tyre is figured by a large vessel, so

are the subject States by smaller boats which
accompany thi^ great ship. These, terrified by
the storm, approach the land, and their crews
disembark to gaze in consternation on the wreck
of their mistress. We are not to suppose that

the sailors leave the ship which represents Tyre
itself. That ship is hopelessly swallowed up,

crew and all, in the midst of the sea. The
small crafts escape to shore. Hdivi-nick.

28-32. Thisisthemouinin-Mii.l the wailing

over her fall. The prcjihi t urnups together all

the usual Oriental symliols and modes of ex-

pressing the most intense grief. The last clause

of verse 32 is specially expressive, where in-

stead of, "like the destroyed," etc., I would
read, " asone hushed to dead silence in the midst

of the sea," in contrast with the hum and noise

of her busy commerce and the myriad sounds

of a great city of trade. H. C.

35. The dirge of the neighbors ends with

verse 34 ;
but the news of Tyre's ruin shall

reach farther, to distant isles, to merchant cities

who trade with her. These, in their selfish love

of gain, shall rejoice over her who was once

paramount over them, hissing out against her

not lamentatiorji, uke her neighbors, but curses

and scorn, llmii, shalt be a terror, and shalt

neeer be any more. Nearly the same words
which the prophet spoke (26 : 21) are now put
in the mouth of exulting foes. B. C.

33-36. Once so great, enriching kings from
thy stores of wealth ; now broken, impover-

ished ; the isles astonished at thy fall ; the

kings of the earth appalled before such retribu-

tion, and the merchants of the earth, once joy-

ous in thy trattic, now hissing contemptuously

over thy ruin—what a scene is this ! How-

fraught with impressive lessons ou the frailty

of human wealth and grandeur, and the folly

of human pride ! No securities are too sub-

stantial to be utterly broken down. No guar-

antee for the permanence of wealth and glory

will stand when God arises to call men to their

moral account ! H. C.

No one can visit Tyre without being remind-

ed at every step of the prophecies uttered
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especially by Ezekief—her walls are
'

' broken

down ;" her " pleasant houses" destroyed ; her

stones and timber lay " in the midst of the

water ;" it is a place " for the spreading of

nets in the midst of the sea ;" and we may well

exclaim with Ezekiel, " What city is like

Tyrus, like the destroyed in the midst of the

sea ?" or, " How art thou destroyed, that wast

inhabited of seafaring men, the renowned city

which wast strong in the sea '!" Wilson.

There yet remains one solitary specimen of

Tyre's great sea wall, that mighty bulwark

which no enemy could overthrow. At the ex-

treme northern end of the island, a stone nearly

seventeen feet long and six and a half thick

rests just where Tyrian architects placed it

thousands of years ago. As iu every case that

I have examined, the foundation laid for these

gigantic blocks is made with stone compara

tively small. Should any one ask where arc

the stones of ancient Tyre—where, at least,

the remains of those lofty towers and triple

walls which so excited the wonder and admira-

tion of the Crusaders only some seven centuries

ago, there is a satisfactory reply. They are

found in this depth of ruins, spread over the

Island, and over the causeway of Alexander.

They are found in her chokedup harbor, and

at the bottom of her sea. They are at Acre,

and Joppa, and Beirut, and in the rubbish of

all those cities. In fact, the only wonder is

that so much still remains to reveal and confirm

the ancient greatness of this Phoenician capital.

W. M. Thomson..

The blow which levelled insular Tyre was to

terminate its maritime glory forever. What
uninspired writer could have foreseen such a

consequence ? It had rallied once, and why
not rally again ? No ! The commerce of the

whole world must be changed ; and a new port

and mart be founded in a land the least accessi-

ble to strangers—the most averse to maritime

affairs, and which must first be conquered, in

order to complete the maritime ruin of Tyre.

But all this was done. The erection of the port

and city of Alexandria did, iu fact, accomplish

it ; and henceforth the supremacy of Tyre

disappeared. Pliny, in describing it a few

centuries later, after extolling the ancient re-

nown, observes :
" But at this day all the glory

and reputation thereof standeth upon the dye

of purple and crimson colors." Tyre con-

tinued still to be a frequented port ; but its

commerce was ever after limited and provin-

cial. Beldam.

Since first the dominion of men was asserted

over the ocean, three thrones, of mark beyond
all others, have been set up on its sands : the

thrones of Tyre, Venice and England. Of
Tyre, the first of these great powers, only the

memory remains ; of the second, the ruin ; the

third, wliicli iiihirii-^ their greatness, if it for-

get their cxainiilr, may be led through prouder

eminence to less-pitied destruction. The exalta-

tion, the sin, and the punishment of Tyre have

beeu recorded for us in perhaps the most touch-

ing words ever uttered by the prophets of Is-

rael against the cities of the stranger. But we
read them as a lovely song, and close our ears

to the sternness of their warning ; for the very

depth of the fall of Tyre has blinded us to its

reality, and we forget, as we watch the bleach-

ing of the rocks between the sunshine and the

sea, that they were once " as in Eden, the gar-

den of God." Buskin.

Chap. 2S. In this chapter judgraents on

Tyre continue through verses 1-19
; then on

Zidon through verses 20-26. The judgments

against Tyre are specially directed to " the

prince of Tyrus" (verse 3), and to "the

king" (verse 13) for his great pride. The king

is probably a representative man ; first, the

embodiment of the nation's pride ; then the

symbol of her doom. H. C.

2. / sit in t/ie seat of God. The words are

put in the mouth of the speaker to denote his

arrogant pride, but the situation of the island-

city, full of luxury and beauty, in the midst of

the blue water of the Mediterranean, gives

force to the expression. So there is a fitness

in describing the lot of Tyre as having been in

Eden, thx garden of Ood, though the words are

mainly chosen to denote the glory of man in

his primal innocence. B. C.

3. Behold, thou art wiser than Daniel. In

thy own conceit. Bp. Hall. The fame of

Daniel's wisdom was quickly spread over Chal-

dea upou his being advanced to several posts

of honor and dignity by Nebuchadnezzar. (See

Dan. 3 : 48.) The Phoenicians, of whom the

Tyrians were a colony, valued themselves for

their wisdom and ingenuity, as being the in-

ventors of navigation, of letters and sciences.

(Cf. Zech. 9 : 2.) W. Lowth.

6-S. These "strangers," "the terrilile of

the nations," are primarily the Chiddeans.

whose fearful onslaught and siege of thirteen

years' duration brought death to multitudes of

her sons and daughters, and ruin over her fair

city. " Against the beauty of thy wisdom"
is beauty in the arts, such as manifests pecuhar

skill, "wisdom." In verse 8 the sense is.

Thou Tyrus, although iu the midst of the seas.
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and tlicroforc supposing thyself safe, shalt yet

die tlie death of those who are pierced through

with tlie sword. H. C.

1 1-19. The dirge of the prince of Tyre, an-

swering to the dirge of the State. A strong

vein of irony runs throughout the passage, but

the main purpose is to depict all the glory, real

or assumed, of the prince, of Tyrun, in order to

show hnw (leiilorable should be his ruin. B. C.

13. " Ellen, the garden of God," man's pri-

meval paradise, fills the conception of beauty.

Such in her own esteem was the state of Tyre

when she sat proudly, enriched with the wealth

of tlie nations and shining in their concentrated

splendor. This accumulation of terms for gems

and precious stones shows at least that a great

variety of them were well known and much
valued as objects of enduring beauty. The

general idea is. Thou wast ordained to this

wealth and splendor from the day when thou

wast founded as a city and nation. Tyre had

always been a great mart of commerce and a

home for Us wealth and glory.

15. Up and down amid these the king of

Tyre had walked. In all his ways this mon-

arch had enjoyed the perfection of earthly glory

and splendor from the very foundation of the

city and kiu^dora until iniquity was found in

him and the hand of the Almighty came down
upon him in righteous judgment.

16, 17. The language which describes her

doom is transferred from the account of her

previous splendor. Once a cherub sitting in

glory in the holy mount of God amid gems
spai-kling with lustre ; now the Lord will cast

her as a profane thing down from His own holy

mount and destroy her. Beauty and wisdom
had been her snare, and now became her

curse.

19. " And never shalt thou be any more."

The full measure of this doom did not come
with the siege by Nebuchadnezzar, for Tyre

recovered in some degree from this first blow.

Another blow fell on her from the hand of

Alexander, two hundred and fifty years later.

Saracen and Turk have finished the work of

her destruction. She has come at last to be

only a naked rock on which fishermen dry their

nets, as the prophet said.

20-24. Zidon, the subject of this prophecy,

lying but twenty miles north of Tyre ; herself,

like Tyre, situated on the Mediterranean, yet

never, like Tyre, distinguished for trade, but

rather for skill in manufactures, was the more
ancient, appearing in Bible history. Gen. 10 :

15, 19 ; Josh. 11:8; 19 : 38—in these two lat-

ter cases as " Great Zidon." The references to

it in Judges 1 : 31 and 18 : 28 indicate its mili-

tary strength. This prophecy against Zidon ia

brief ; does not specify her sins particularly,

but declares that God will be glorified and

sanctified in His judgments upon her. II. C.

21. ZUloR. Prophecy against Zidon : Joel

3 : 4. Zidon was more ancient than Tyre, and

was the original metropolis of Phoenicia ; it is

mentioned in Gen. 10 : 19, where the name of

Tyre docs not occur, but in the times of Pha?ni-

ciau greatness it ever played a subordinate part.

Only once (Judges 10 : 12) do we find the Zido-

nians in conflict with Israel. The evil which

they did was the seducing them to idolatry, a3

in the case of Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal,

king of the Zidonians. This is implied in verse

24, referring, no doubt, to Num. 33 : 55 and

Josh. 23 : 13. The capture of Tyre by Nebu-

chadnezzar increased the importance of Zidon,

which was a wealthy and flourishing town

when Artaxerxes Ochus destroyed it. It has

rallied from time to time, but has never at-

tained to any great consequence, but its ruin

has not been so complete as that of Tyre. The
terms of this prophecy against Zidon differ

widely from those in which Tyre is denounced.
" The modern Saida must be considered not so

much a direct successor of the ancient Zidon as

a small group of fortified houses which espe-

cially since the time of the Crusades has col-

lected round the port of the old town. It ia

made up of ancient debris which are scarcely

to be recognized, with the exception of the

never-ending shafts of columns built into the

walls, the gigantic blocks in the old port, and

the cuttings in the rocks. Saida, like Sour, has

preserved above ground no other vestige of its

Phcenician history. Until the discovery of the

great Necropolis situated around Mugharet

Abloun, in 1855, it might have been said that

the ancient Zidon, the mother in Canaan, had

totally disappeared" (" Mission do Phenicie,"

pp. 361, 362).

25, 26. The contrast of the future of Israel

with that of the surrounding nations. As we
have seen that the prophecies against the

heathen reached, not merely to the particular

nations, but to the world-power which they

represented, as the same predictions are direct-

ed against Tyre by Ezekiel, against Babylon

by Isaiah, and against the Apocalyptic Baby-

lon by St. John ; so this prophecy reaches far

beyond a mere temporal restoration. It points

to times of more permanent security, when
from all nations and kingdoms the Church of

Christ, the Israel of God, shall be gathered in,

when the power of the world shall be forever
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broken, and the kingdom of Christ shall be es-

tablished forever. B. C.

25. Wften I shall hare gathered the house of

Israel. In their long captivity, God had been

preparing the land for them so as to make it a

safe dioelUng ; and hence He executed judg-

ments on all the heathen nations round about

by means of the Chaldeans. Thus Tyre and

Sidon were destroyed, as were the Ammonites
and others who had been the inveterate ene-

mies of the Jews. Judgment first began at His

own house, then proceeded to the heathen na-

tions ; and when they were brought down,

then He visited and redeemed His people. Thus
God's ways are proved to be all equal

;
par-

tialities and caprices belong not to Him. A. C.

25, 26. So true is it that God stands with

and for His people, and will surely prove Him-
self their Redeemer and Saviour. The world

shall yet know His power to save His trusting

children, befriend His own cause, and fill all

the earth with His glory. H. C.

One who reads the graphic records in the

three chapters of Ezekiel (26-28) referring to the

history of Tyre must be blinded in mind or in

heart if he does not discern in them the pres-

ence of a Divine mind which foresees all the

future, and of a Divine will which is able to

bring every prediction to a sure and distinct

and sublime fulfilment. . . . Can any thought-

ful student of the remarkable series of predic-

tions respecting Tyre found in the Bible, and

of its equally remarkable history, have any seri-

ous doubt as to either the reality or the impor-

tance of prophecy as a supernatural element in

Scripture ? In this case both the fact and the

function of prophecy stand out before us with

peculiar clearness. It cannot be that these pre-

dictions are fraudulent interpretations inserted

in Scripture in order to deceive men into belief

in a fraudulent Book, pretending to be from

God, but written by human hands alone. Nor
can it be said that these were merely the acute

generalizations of wise men familiar with the

course of human affairs, and competent to guess

at what might happen under certain specified

conditions. The only possible hypothesis in

the case is that there was a mind which, before

Amos and Isaiah and Ezekiel were born, dis-

tinctly saw the entire future of Tyre, which

looked with undimmed vision down through

the twenty-five centuries that have intervened

since they lived and wrote, and which in some
true sense not only foresaw the whole, but has

brought it to pass. But that foreseeing and

determining mind is God. the God who by the

twofold evidence of miracle and prophecy con-

finns His Word and proves Himself to be the

providential Sovereign and Lord of mankind.

We see in the verifications of history the proof

that the predictions are genuine ; and in the

verified predictions we see conclusive evidence

that there is such a God, and that all His dec-

larations are " yea" and " amen." And so, in

the crushed and perished city by the sea, stand-

ing In silent desolation through the centuries,

we find a mute yet solemn witness to the truth

that God rules in history, and by that sovereign

rule has set to His seal that His revelation is in-

finitely worthy of all human acceptation.

It is also obvious that the desolated Tyre is

divinely designed to be not only a corrobora-

tion of the Bible, but also a solemn lesson to

the world respecting the sinfulness of sin and

the certainty of its final and terrible doom.

History here confirms prophecy, and both join

their voices in testifying to the moral govern-

ment of God in the world. So long as history

continues to paint on its canvas the awful pic-

ture which the pen of Ezekiel first portrayed,

it will be known and realized that a Divine

power that works for righteousness is always

present among men, rebuking and overthrow-

ing evil as well as confirming good. And we
may well meditate in this connection on the

words with which Bishop Newton clases his

dissertation on Tyre as an illustration of the

nature and scope of prophecy :

" Such hath been the fate of this cMy, once

the most famous in the world for trade and

commerce. But trade is a fluctuating thing.

It passed from Tyre to Alexandria ; from Alex-

andria to Venice ; from Venice to Antwerp
;

from Antwerp to Amsterdam and London. All

nations, almost, are wisely applying themselves

to trade ; and it behooves those who are in pos-

session of it to take the greatest care that they

do not lose it. It is a plant of tender growth,

and requires sun, and soil, and fine seasons to

make it thrive and flourish. . . . Liberty is a

friend to that, as that is a friend to liberty.

But the greatest enemy to both is licentious-

ness, which tramples upon all law and lawful

authority, encourages riots and tumults, pro-

motes drunkenness and debauchery, sticks at

nothing to supply its extravagance, practises

every art of illicit gain, ruins credit, ruins

trade, and will in the end ruin liberty itself.

Neither kingdoms nor commonwealths, neither

public companies nor private persons can long

carry on a beneficial, flourishing trade without

virtue, and what virtue teacheth—sobriety, in-
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dustry, frugality, modesty, honesty, punctual- I how the Tyrians lost it ; and the like causes

ity, humanity, charity, the love of our country will always produce the like efiects." E. D.

and the fear of God. The prophets info'-m us
|
Morris.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XXIX., XXX., XXXI., XXXII.

29 : 1 In the tenth year, in the tenth inonth, in the twelfth day of the Month, the word of

3 the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, set tliy face against Pharaoh king of Egypt,
3 and prophesy against him, and against all Egypt : speak, anU say. Thus saith the Lord God :

Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst
4 of his rivers, which hath said. My river is mine own, and 1 have made it for myself. And I

will put hooks in thy jaws, and I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy scales
;

and 1 will bring thee up out of the midst of thy rivers, with all the fish of thy rivers which
5 stick unto thy scales. And I will leave thee thrown into the wilderness, thee and all the lisli

of thy rivers : thou shalt fall upon the open field ; thou shalt not be brought together, nor
gathered : 1 have given thee for meat to the beasts of the earth and to the fowls of the

6 heaven. And all the inhabitants of Egypt shall know that I am the Lord, because they
7 have been a staff of reed to the ho\ise of Israel. When they took hold of thee by thy hand,
thou didst break, and didst rend all their shoulders : and when they leaned upon thee, thou

8 brakcst, and madest all their loins to be at a stand. Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Be-
9 hold, I will bring a sword upon thee, and will cut off from thee man and beast. And the

land of Egypt shall be a desolation and a waste ; and they shall know that I am the Lord :

10 because he hath said. The river is mine, and 1 have made it. Therefore behold, I am against
thee, and against thy rivers, and I will make the land of Egypt an utter waste and desolation,

11 from the tower of Seveneh even unto the border of Ethiopia. No foot of man shall pass
through it, nor foot of beast shall pass through it, neither shall it be inhabited forty years.

13 And I will make the land of Egypt a desolation in the midst of the countries that are deso-
late, and her cities among the cities that are laid waste shall be a desolation forty years : and

' " )ng the nations, and will disperse them through the countries.

At the end of forty years will I gather the Egyptians from
14 the peoples whither they were scattered : and 1 will bring again the captivity of Egypt, and

will cause them to return into the land of Pathros, into the land of their birth ; and they shall

15 be there a base kingdom. It shall be the basest of the kingdoms ; neither shall it any more
lift itself up above the nations : and I will diminish them, that they shall no more rule over

16 the nations. And it shall be no more the confidence of the house of Israel, bringing iniquity
to remembrance, when they turn to look after them : and they shall know that I am the Lord
God.

17 And it came to pass in the seven and twentieth year, in the first mouth, in the first day of
18 the month, the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, Nebuchadrezzar king

of Babylon caused his army to serve a great service against Tyre ; every head was made
bald, and every shoulder was peeled : yet had he no wages, nor his army, from Tyre, for the

19 service that he had served against it : therefore thus saith the Lord God : Behold, I will give
the land of Egypt unto Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon ; and he shall carry off her multi-

20 tude, and take her spoil, and take her prey ; and it shall be the wages for his army. I have
given him the land of Egypt as his recompence for which he served, because they wrought
for me, saith the Lord God.

31 In that day will I cause an horn to bud forth unto the house of Israel, and I will give thee
the opening of the mouth in the midst of them ; and they shall know that I am the Loud.
30 : 1, 2 The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying. Son of man, prophesy, and

3 say. Thus saith the Lord God : Howl ye. Woe worth the day ! For the day is near, even
4 the day of the Lord is near, a day of clouds ; it shall be the time of the heathen. And a
sword shall come upon Egypt, and anguish shall be in Ethiopia, when the slain shall fall in

Egypt ; and they shall take away her multitude, and her foundations shall be broken down.
5 Ethiopia, and Put, and Lud, and all the mingled people, and Cub, and the children of the

land that is in league, shall fall with them by the sword.
6 Thus saith the Lord : They also that uphold Egypt shall fall, and the pride of her power

shall come down : from the tower of Seveneh shall they fall in it by the sword, saith the
7 Lord God. And they shall be desolate in the midst of the countries that are desolate, and
8 her cities shall be in the midst of the cities that are wasted. And they shall know that I am
9 the Loud, when I have set a fire in Egypt, and all her helpers are destroyed. In that day

shall messengers go forth from before me in ships to make the careless Ethiopians afraid
;

and there shall be anguish upon them, as in the day of Egypt ; for, lo, it cometh.
10 Thus saith the Lord God : I will also make the multitude of Egypt to cease, by the hand of

11 Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon. He and his people with him, the terrible of the nations.



shall be brouglit in to destroj- the land ; and they shall draw their swords against Egypt, and
13 fill the land with the slain. And I will make the rivers dry, and will sell the land" into the

hand of evil men ; and I will make the land desolate, and all that is therein, by the hand of
strangers : I the Lokd liave spoken it.

13 Thus saith the Lord God : I will also destro}^ the idols, and I will cause the images to cease
from Noph ; and there shall be no more a prince out of the land of Egypt : and I will put

14 a fear in the land of Egypt. And I will make Pathros desolate, and will set a fire in Zoan,
15 and will execute judgements in No. And I will pour my fury upon Sin, the strong hold of
16 Egypt ; and I will cut off the multitude of No. And I will set a tire in Egypt ; Sin shall be

in great anguish, and No shall be broken up : and Noph shall have adversaries in the day-
17 time. The young men of Aven and of Pi-beseth shall fall by the sword : and these cities

18 shall go into captivity. At Tehaphnehes also the day shall withdraw itself, when I shall
break there the yokes of Egypt, and the pride of her power shall cease in her : as for her, a

19 cloud shall cover her, and her daughters shall go into captivity. Thus will I execute Judge-
ments in Egypt : and they shall know that I am the Lord.

80 And it came to pass in the eleventh year, in the tr&t month, in the seventh day ot the
21 month, tliat the word ot the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, I have broken the arm

of Fliar;i(>h king cif Egypt ; and, lo, it hath not been bound up to apply healing medicines,
22 to put a roller to l)iiul if, that it be strong to hold the sword. Therefore thus saith the Lord

G(ii) : l!ihol(i, I am auaiiist Pharaoh king of Egypt, and will break his arms, the strong, and
23 that Aliich w;is hrnkiii : ami I will cans- the sword to fall out of his hand. And I will scat-

24 tir thr I;l;\ |ili ins aiiioiiu tlic nations, anil « ill disperse them through the countries. And I

will sii-cniillirn the arms of till' kin^- <il lialiylon, and put my sword in his hand : but I will
break tlir arms of I'ljafaoh. ami lie shall groan before him with the groanings of a deadly

25 wounded man. And I will hold up the arms of the king of Babylon, and the arms of Pharaoh
shall fall down ; and they shall know that I am the Lord, wlien I sliall put my swonl into

26 the hand of the king of Babylon, and he shall stretch it out upon the land of Euy-pt. And I

will scatter the Egyptians among the nations, and disperse them through the countries ; and
they shall know that I am the Lord.
31 : 1 .Vud it came to pass in the eleventh year, in the third month, in the first day of the

2 month, that the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, say unto Pharaoh king
3 of Egypt, and to his multitude ; Whom art thou like in thy greatness ? Behold, the Assyrian
was a'cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, and with a shadowing shroud, and of an high

4 stature ; and his top was among the thick boughs. The waters nourished him, the deep
made him to grow : her rivers ran round about her plantation ; and she sent out her channels

5 unto all the trees of the field. Therefore his stature was exalted above all tlie trees of the
field ; and his boughs were multiplied, and his branches became long by reason of many

6 waters, when he shot tliem forth. All the fowls of heaven made their nests in his boughs,
and under his branches did all the beasts of the field bring forth their young, and under his

7 shadow dwelt all great nations. Thus was he fair in his greatness, in the length of his

8 branches : for his root was by many waters. The cedars in the garden of God could not
hide him : the fir trees were not like his boughs, and the plane trees were not as his branches

;

9 nor was any tree iti the garden of God like unto him in his beauty. I made him fair by the

multitude of his branches : so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of God, en-

vied him.
10 Therefore thus said the Lord God : Because thou art exalted in stature, and he hath set his

11 top among the thick boughs, and his heart is lifted up in his height ; I will even deliver him
into the hand of the mighly one of the nations ; he shall surely deal with him : I have driven

12 him out for his wiekeduess. And strangers, the terrible of the nations, have cut him off, and
have left him : upon the mountains and in all the valleys his branches are fallen, and his

boughs are broken by all the watercouraes of the land ; and all the peoples of the earth are

13 gone down from his shadow, and have left him. Upon his ruin all the fowls of the heaven
14 shall dwell, and all the beasts of the field shall be upon his branches : to the end that none of

all the trees by the waters exalt themselves in their stature, neither set their top among the

thick boughs, nor that their mighty ones stand up in their height, even all that drink water :

for they are all delivered unto death, to the nether parts of the earth, in the midst of the chil-

dren of men, with them that go down to the pit.

15 Thus saith the Lord God : In the day when he went down to hell I caused a mourning : I

covered the deep for him, and I restrained the rivers thereof, and the great waters were
stayed : and I caused Lebanon to mourn for him. and all the trees of the field fainted for

16 him. I made the nations to shake at the sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with
them that descend into the pit : and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of Lebanon, all

17 that drink water, were comforted in the nether parts of the earth. They also went down
into hell with him unto them that be slain by the sword

;
yea, they that were his arm, that

dwelt under his shadow in the midst of the nations.

18 To whom art thou thus like in glory and in greatness among the trees of Eden ? yet shalt

thou be brought down with the trees of Eden unto the nether parts of the earth : thou shalt

lie in the midst of the uncircumeised, with them that be slain by the sword. This is Pharaoh
and all his multitude, saith the Lord God.
S2 : 1 And it came to pass in the twelfth year, in the twelfth month, in the first day of the

2 mouth, that the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, take up a lamentation
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for Pharaoh king of Effypt, and &a,y unto him, Tliou wast likened unto a yonne: lion of thi;

nations : yi't art tliou ;is a draj^on In the seas ; and thou braliest fortli witli lliy rivers, and
3 troubledst tlie waters wiili thy feet, and fouledst their rivers. Thus ^:lith Ihe l',onl God : I

will spread out inv lei (un- ihi'C with acoinpany of many peoples ; aiil ihe\ sliall brin.i? tlice

4 up in iny net. Ami 1 will leave thee upon the land, I will casl tlire hirih uiimi the o])eu

field, and will cause all the. fowls of the heaven to settle upon thee, and I will satisfy the
5 beasts of the whole earth with thee. And I will lay thy flesh upon the mountains, and fill

6 the valleys with thy height. I will also water with thy blood the laud wherein thou swim-
7 mest, even to the mountains ; and the watercourses shall be full of thee. And when I shall

extinn'iiish thee, I will cover the heaven, and make tlie stars thereof dark ; I will cover the
8 sun with a el.)ud, and the moon shall not give her light. All the bright lights of heaven will

9 I 111 ike dirk over thee, and set darkness upon thy land, saith the Lord God. I will also vex
the hearts of many peoples, when I shall bring thy destruction among the nations, into the

10 ODiintries wliich thou hast not known. Yea, I will make many peoples amazed at thee, and
th'_'ir kings shall be horribly afraid for thee, when I shall brandish my sword before them

;

and they"shall tremble at every moment, every man for hif own life, in the day of thy fall.

11 For thus saith the Lord God: The sword of the king of Babylon shall come upon thee.

13 By the swords of the mighty will I cause thy nmltii u le tn fall ; the terrible of the nations
are they all : and they shall spoil the pride of EuNpi. and all the multitude thereof shall be

13 destroyed. I will destroy also all the beasts there. i| I lom li. ^ide many waters ; neither shall

14 the foot of man trouble them any more, nor the IiomIs nf beasts trouble them. Then will I

15 make their waters clear, and cause their rivers to run like oil, saith the Lnid (Inn. Whi'ii I

shall make the land of Egypt desolate and waste, a land destitute of that wherent it, was riill.

when I shall smite all them that dwell therein, then shall they know that I ,ini the I.uhd.

16 This is the lamentation wherewith they shall lament ; the daughters of the nations shall

lament therewith : for Egypt, and for all her multitude, shall they lament therewith, saith
the Lord God.

17 It cams to pass also in the twelfth year, in the fifteenth day of the month, that the word of
18 the Loud came unto me, saying, Son of man, wail for the multitude of Egypt, and cast them

down, even her, and the daughters of the famous nations, unto the nether parts of the earth,

19 witli them that go down into the pit. Whom dost thou pass in beauty ? go down, and be
20 thou laid with the uncircumcised. They shall fall in the midst of them that are slain by the
21 sword : she is delivered to the sword : draw her away and all her multitudes. The strong

among the mighty shall speak to him out of the midst of hell with them that help him : they
22 are gone down, they lie still, even the uncircumcised, slain by the sword. Asshur is there

and all her company ; his graves are round about him : all of them slain, fallen by the sword :

23 whose graves are set in the uttermost parts of the pit, and her company is round about her
grave : all of them shiiu, fallen by the sword, which caused terror in the land of the living.

24 There Is Elam and all her multitude round about her grave : all of them slain, fallen by the
sword, which are gone down uncircumcised into the nether parts of the earth, which caused
their terror in the laud of the living, and have borue their shame with them that go down to

25 the pit. They have set her a bed in the midst of the slain with all her niullitude ; her graves
are round about her : all of them uneirenmcised, slain by the swonl ; for their terror was
caused in the land of the living, and they have borne their shame with tliem tliat go down to

26 the pit : he is put in the midst of them that be slain. There is Meshech, Tubal, and all her
multitude ; her graves are round about her : all of them uncircumcised, slain by the sword

;

27 for they caused their terror in the land of the living. And they shall not lie with the miglity
that are fallen of the uncircumcised, which are gone down to hell with their weapons of
war, and have laid their swords under their heads, and their iniquities are upon their bones

;

28 for then ""'''<'' tlie terror of the mighty in the land of the living. But thou shalt be broken iu

29 the midst of the unaircumcised, and shalt lie with them that are slain by the sword. There
is Edom, her kings and all her princes, which in their might are laid with them that are slain

by the sword : they shall lie with the uncircumcised, and with them that go down to the
30 pit. There be the princes of the north, all of them, and all the Zidonians, which are gone

down with the slain ; iu the terror which they caused by their might they are ashamed ; and
they lie uncircumcised with them that are slain by the sword, and bear their shame with

81 them that go down to the pit. Pharaoh shall see them, and shall be comforted over all his

33 multitude : even Pharaoh and all his array, slain by tlie sword, saith the Lord God. For I

have put his terror in the land of the living : and he shall be laid in the midsi of the uncir-

cumcised, with them that are slain by the sword, even Pharaoh and all his multitude, saith

the Lord God.

Chap. 29, With this chapter commences a

series of prophecies against Egypt, filling four

chapters. The first begins with the date of
" the tenth year, tenth month, "etc., one month
and ei-hierii days earlier than the date of the

preieilin:; prM|iheey against Tyre. Both fall

within the period of the siege of Jerusalem.

The grounds assigned for these judgments

upon Pharaoh and Egypt are : 1. That he had

been very proud, had practically disowned God,

and put himself in His place. 2. That he and

his people had been a frail, treacherous staff of

help to the Jews—enticing them away from

their sworn allegiance to the Chaldeans, to their
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own ruin. 3. To reward Nebuchadnezzar for

liis unpaid service for the Lord against Tyre.

H. C.

Ezeliiel delivered seven prophecies against

Egypt, all of them having more or less refer-

ence to Babylon as the power which was to

bring ruin upon the country, and two of them

mentioning Nebuchadnezzar by name, as the

monarch who was to inflict the chastisement

(29 : 18, 19 ; 30 : 10). These prophecies are

chiefly remarkable as declaring the complete

desolation of Egypt, and as fi.xing a term of

years during which her degradation should

continue. In chap. 30 we find among the

places which are to suffer. Sin or Pelusium,

Zoan or Tanis, On or lleliopolis, Noph or

Memphis, Tahpanhes or Daphnse, Pibeseth or

Bubastis, and No-Ammon or Thebes. In chap.

29 an even wider area is included. There we
are told that the land of Egypt was to be " ut-

terly waste and desolate from Migdol to Syene,

even unto the border of Ethiopia" (verse 10).

The time of Egypt's affliction is fixed at " forty

years" (verses 11-13), after which it is to re-

cover, but to be a " base kingdom," " the

basest of the kingdoms" (verse 15), no more
" exalted above the nations," no more a ruler

over nations external to itself. G. R.

Prophecies against Egypt : Isa. 18 ; 19 ; 31
;

Jer. 46 ; Joel 3 : 19. This and the three follow-

ing chapters uttered (with the exception of

chap. 29 : 17 to end) in regular succession pre-

dict the downfall of Pharaoh-Hophra and the

desolation of Egypt. The form is much the

same as in the denunciation of Tyre : (1) A
prophecy against Egypt and her allies (29, 30) ;

(2) an image of Egypt's greatness and her fall

(31) ; and (3) a dirge over Egypt (32). This

prophecy (1-16) was delivered some months be-

fore the preceding prophecies against Tyre (see

26 : 1), the prophecies against the nations being

given, not in their chronological, but in their

geographical order, according to their nearness

to Jerusalem.

1 . The tenth year. Jerusalem had been be-

sieged, but not taken. It was about the time

that Jeremiah delivered his prophecy against

Egypt, when the approach of Pharaoh-Hophra's

army caused the Chaldeans for the time to raise

the siege (Jer. 37 : 5). Tliis was the solitary in-

stance of Egypt meddling with the affairs of

Palestine or Syria after the battle of Carchemish

(of. 2 K. 24 : 7), and it met with a speedy pun-

ishment. But for a time there seemed a pros-

pect of help from one like Pharanh-Hophra,

who was evidently disposed to revive the mili-

tary glory and conquests of Egypt, and regain

the footing in Syria which his ancestor Necho
had obtained by the battle of Megiddo. B. C.

2. Against Pharaoh. Pharaoh being a com-

mon name to all the kings of Egypt, this prince

was called Pharaoh-Hophra by Jeremiah (chap.

44 : 30) and Apries by Herodotus. W. Lowth.

3. The great dragon. The crocodile is allud-

ed to. Bochart remarks that the word Pharaoh
signifies a crocodile in the Arabic tongue.

Among the ancients it was a symbol of Egypt,
and appeal's so in Roman coins. W. Lowth.

MichaeUs.

The " great dragon" is the crocodile—almost

a specialty to the Nile. But the crocodile of

course represents here Egypt's proud king, who
lies basking in the midst of his rivers, as this

animal is wont to do. It scarcely needs be said

that the Nile tnakes Egypt—is the source of all

its fertility ; the channel for all its commerce
;

the fountain of all its wealth and subsistence.

10-I2. The duration of this desolate condi-

tion (" forty years") would reach forward into

the wane of the Chaldean empire, some years

later than the death of Nebuchadnezzar, whose

reign began with the fourth year of Jehoiakim,

and continued forty-three years. But this sub-

jugation of Egypt, if it followed the fall of

Tyre, must have been past the middle point of

his reign. II. C.

14. A base kingdom. Egypt has sunk

to be base among the nations, and to be ruled

by foreigners or strangers. That kingdom
which was long the most powerful and most

honored among the nations of the world has

become the helpless victim of successive op-

pressors. Assyria first rivalled her splendor,

and, after lessening her power for a season,

humbled her. Three hundred and fifty years

before the Christian era, the Persians reduced

her to a comparatively degraded condition, and

in succession the Macedonians, the Romans, the

Saracens, the Mamelukes, and the Turks, have

trodden her fertile plains and greatly embar-

rassed her. W. Fraser.

15. What is said here of the " baseness of

this kingdom" as contrasted with its former

greatness and glorj', and also in chap. 30 : 13,

" there shall be no more a prince of the land of

Egypt," has its fulfilment in history in the fact

that " from the second Persian conquest, more

than two thousand years ago, until our own
days, not one native ruler has occupied the

throne." (See Smith's Bible Dictionary 1 : 512.)

When the prophet wrote, Egypt had been a

first-class power from the days of Abraham.

Since the fulfilment of this prophecy it has

been pre-eminently " a base kingdom"—for
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long ages past, scarcely known in the world's

history as a kingdom at all. What a testimony

is this, not to the truth of prophecy alone, but

to the tearfulness of God's judgments against

kings and nations for their proud impiety in

disowning their great Creator and King ! H . C.

It follows in the next chapter, " there shall

be no more a prince of the land of Egypt'

'

(verse 13). It is now a great deal above two

thousand years since this prophecy was first

delivered ; and what likelihood or appearance

was there that the Egyptians should for so

many ages bow under a foreign yoke, and

never in all that time be able to recover their

liberties, and have a prince of their own to

reign over them ? Up. Newton.

In Egypt the human mind had made its ear-

liest and most auspicious efforts. It was long

the general opinion that there the laws of so-

ciety had been discovered, and the fountains of

science opened. Unquestionably that ingenious

people were very early distinguished by an

ardent spirit of enterprise and a peculiar hap-

piness of invention. The stupendous monu-
ments of art which lie scattered over the banks

of the Nile attest the vastness of their designs

and the extent of their power. The earliest

professors of literature, and the first founders

of civil polity in Europe and in the more west-

ern provinces of Asia, travelled into Egj'pt,

and there acquired a knowledge of the funda-

mental principles of science and government.

Egypt was possessed likewise of natural ad-

vantages, while its uncommon fruitfulness

promised to secure the country which it en-

riched from poverty, baseness, and subjec-

tion. Yet after a long course of grandeur, and

in contradiction to its natural advantages, Eze-

kiel pronounced that " the kingdom should be

the basest of kingdoms," and that" there should

be no more a prince of the land of Egj'pt.

"

Jiichards. As is the prophecy, so is the event.

For not long afterward Egypt was conquered

by the Babylonians
; and after the Babylonians,

by the Persians ; and after the Persians, it be-

came subject to the Msicedonians ; and after

the Macedonians, to the Romans ; and after the

Ilomans, to the Saracens ; and then to the

Mamelukes ; and is now a province of the Ot-

toman Empire. Bp. Newton.

Rome made her a province with a certain

separateness, under regulations which were

peculiar. Under the Mohammedans, whether

Arabs, Saracens or Turks, she has still for the

most part been secondary, either an actual de-

pendency on some greater State, or at any rate

overshadowed by rivals of superior dignity. A

veil hangs over the future ; but, so far as hu-

man sagacity can forecast, there seems to be lit-

tle likelihood of any vital change in her posi-

tion. With peculiar characteristics and an

isolated position, she must almost of neces-

sity maintain her separate and distinct indi-

viduality, even though she become a depen-

dency on a European power. On the other

hand, she has exhibited under recent circum-

stances no elements of greatness, and remains

emphatically " a base kingdom"—if not even
" the basest of the kingdoms." There seems

to be no elements out of which her revival and

reconslitution as a great kingdom could be pos-

sible. G. R.

I7-20. Second prophecy against Egypt. A
special prediction of the ruin of Egypt by
Nebuchadnezzar. In putting together the vari-

ous prophecies which he had delivered against

Egypt, the prophet places this out of chrono

logical order, that he may point out that which
iiad not been stated in the foregoing prophecy

— viz., that the agent which should strike the

first blow on Egypt should be the Chaldean

king, Nebuchadnezzar. Compare a similar or-

der in chap. 26 : (1) a general prophecy against,

(3) a special prophecy that Nebuchadnezzar
should eflfect the ruin. B. C.

1S-20. The fact of Nebuchadnezzar's siege

of Tyre having lasted thirteen years throws

considerable light on this passage of Ezekiel.

The extraordinary length of the siege, in which
men grew old and wore themselves out, ex-

plains the phrase :
" Every head was made

bald, and every shoulder was peeled ;" and at

the same time accounts for the fact that Nebu-
chadnezzar was considered to have received no

wages

—

i.e., no sufficient wages, for his service,

which had been very inadequately repaid by
plunder found in the exhausted city. G. R,

l§. The "hard service" in which "every
head was made bald and every shoulder peeled"

is accounted for by the manner in which the

work was done—viz., by building immense
mounds as near the city walls as possible, and

high enough to enable the assailants to disman-

tle or breach the walls, or at least throw their

missiles into the city. In the state of the arts

at that time, the transportation of stone and

earth for building these mounds was done on

the heads and shoulders of men—reason enough
why "every head should be made bald" and

the skin of " every shoulder be peeled" and
worn. The Lord speaks of this service as being

done for JJiimelf—quite in keeping with those

passages in which He calls Nebuchadnezzar
" My servant. " (See Jer. '25 : 9 ; 37 : 6 ; 43 : 10.)
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The Lord wished the Jows to understand that

He had important ends to ansvver by this great

king of Babylon, as was indeed the case. He
was God's Instrument for a fearful retribution,

not on Judea and Jerusalem alone, but on all

the nations of Western Asia and upon Egypt.

H. C.

Tet had lie no wages, nor Ms army. This was
literally true ; for when the Tyrians saw tliat

the works for carrying on the siege were per-

fected, and the foundations of the walls were

Bhaken by the tattering of the rams, whatso-

ever precious things in gold, silver, clothes

and various kinds of furniture the nobility

had, they put them on board their ships, and

carried them to the island ; so that the city

being taken, Nebuchadnezzar found nothing

worthy of his labor. Bp. Neicton.

iiO. Because they wrought for Me. The de-

struction of cities and countries is a work of

God's providence, for the effecting cf which

He makes use of kings and princes as His in-

Btruments. Upon this account He calls Nebu-

chadnezzar His servant (Jer. 35 : 9), because " he

wrought for Him," as it is here expressed

—

that is, executed His judgments upon Tyre and

tlie other cities and countries which God deliv-

ered into his hand. W. Loitth.

In this service God owns that they wrought

for Him (verse 20). He set them at work for

the humbling of a proud city and its king
;

though they meant not so, neither did their

heart think so, who were employed in it. Even

great men and bad men are tools that God
makes use of, and are w^orking for Him,

even when they are pursuing their own covet-

ous and ambitious designs ; so wonderfully

does God overrule all to His own glory. For

this service he had no wages, nor his army. He
was at a vast expense to take Tj're ; and when
he had it, though it was a very rich city, and

he promised himself good plunder for his army

from it, he was disappointed. The Tyrians

Bent away by ship their best effects, and threw

the rest into the sea, so that they had nothing but

bare walls. Thus are the children of this world

ordinarily frustrated in their higliest expecta-

tions from it. He shall have the spoil of Egypt
to recompense him for his service against Tyre.

God will be behindhand with none for any ser-

vice they do for Him, but, one way or other,

will recompense them for it ; none shall kindle

a fire on His altar for naught. The service

done for Him by worldly men with worldly

designs shall be recompensed with a mere world-

ly reward, which His faithful servants, that

have a sincere regard to His will and glory.

would not be put off with. This accounts for

the prosperity of wicked men in this world.

God is in it, paying them for some service or

other in which He has made use of them.

Verily they have their reward. Let none envy
it them. The conquest of Egypt is spoken of

as Nebuchadnezzar's full reward, for that com-
pleted his dominion overtlie then known world

in a manner ; that was the last of the kingdoms
he subdued ; when he was master of that, he

became the head of gold. H.

21. Egypt being tlie antagonist of the peo-

ple of God, her overthrow inaugurated the tri-

umph of good over evil. The prophet as usual

sees the fruit in the germ, the perfect building

in the ruin of the edifice cleared away to make
room for the new structure. The destruction

of heathen powers was leading up to the estab-

lishment of Messiah's kingdom.

Iwill gire thee the opening nf the mouth. When
these things should begin to come to pass the

prophet's mouth should be opened to declare

their meaning, and to make known the end to

which all was tending. B. C.

Chap. 30. In this chapter the one theme is

judgment on Egypt, yet there are two mes-

sages of diverse date ; the first comprising

verses 1-19
; the second, verses 20-26. The

date of the latter is given definitely (in verse

20) ;
probably that the reader might locate it

shortly after the defeat of Pharaoh-Hophra,

when he approached to aid his Jewish friends

by an effort to raise the siege of their city, then

in progress by the army of Nebuchadnezzar.

Critics are not agreed as to the date of the first

portion, some connecting it in time with the

message (chap. 29 : 1-16)— viz., in the tenth

year and tenth month, etc. ; others connecting

it with the message (chap. 29 : 17-21)— viz., in

the twenty-seventh year.

4, 5. Not Egypt alone, but her allies, those

powers on the soutli and west that had been

usually associated with her in her great con-

flicts with the Asiatic powers, now suffer in

her fall. Ethiopia on her soutliern border ;

Libya and Lydia on her western, are well

known as her ancient allies. H. C.

5. Ethiopia, and Libya, and Lydia. The

names in the Hebrew are " Cush, Phut and

Lud, " who are mentioned together as the Egyp-

tian allies (Jer. 46 : 9). Cush probably signifies

Ethiopia here (see chap. 29 : 10) as being joined

witli Phut and Lud, who were people of Africa.

W. Lowth.

13-1 7. From general statements, the prophet

comes to particulars, specifj'ing the several

cities that are to feel the weight of this crush-
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ing calamity. This is designed and well adapt-

ed to strengthen the impi-essiun of the fearful

facts. The principal cities of Egypt are here

enumerated. They are known by other names

also—Greek or Egyptian. These are mostly

Hebrew. " Noph" is also called Memphis
;

the great city of Lower Egypt, near the pyra-

mids. " No," or No-Ammon, is Thebes or

Diospolis ; the great city of Upper Egypt, cele-

brated for its hundred gates, and even now
great in the ruins of its mngnifieent temples of

Lu.\or, Karnac, etc. " Pathros" is the Egyp-

tian name for Upper Egypt, as Mizraim was
sometimes for the lower province. " Zoan" is

known in Greek as Tanis, one of the cities of

Lower Egj'pt. " Sin," known by the Greeks

as Pelusium, was in the northeastern extremity

of Egypt, the point where tlieir Asiatic enemies

would naturally strike first. Hence it was forti-

fied so as to become " the strength of Egypt."

Its Hebrew name means a marsh, and such

it was. and perhaps the stronger therefor.

"Aven," doubtless the city "On" of Gen.

41 : 45, 50, from which word it differs onl}' in

its vowel points, received this form from the

Hebrews in contempt for its idols, nothings, or

vanities—which is the significance of the word
thus pronounced. The Greeks called it Heliopo-

lis, city of the sun, which the Hebrews some-

times translated into Bethshemeth, house of the

sun. " Pi-beseth," by the Greeks, Bubastis,

was on the lower waters of the Nile. Tehaph-

nehes, the Daphne of the Greeks, was near Pe
lusium, and seems to have been in these times

the residence of the king and his court. (See

Jer. 43 : 8-13.) Jeremiah has a prophecy (chap.

46) somewhat analogous to this of Ezekiel.

H. C.

13. Although Egypt temporarily revived

under the vigorous rule of the Ptolemies, they

were " foreigners," and the predictions held

true, " There shall no more be a prince of the

land of Egypt ;" " The sceptre of Egypt shall

depart away." For more than two thousand

3'ears the degradation of the kingdom has been

painfully visible amid a profusion of nature's

benefits. Its comparatively ignominious state,

its acknowledged baseness among nations in

the midst of which it is still lingering, enfeebled

and paralyzed, so distinctly fulfil the bold

prophecies of Isaiah and Ezekiel, that we are

justified in demanding the acceptance of super-

natural teaching as the explanation of Egypt's
varying history. Every fact which travellers

describe, and the past and the present historical

photographs by which modern inquiries have

assisted the student of prophecy, vindicate and

confirm the truth of the predictions, ir. Fra-

20-26. As said above, this prophecy was
probably suggested by-tlie defeat of Pharaoh-

Ilophra when he attempted to force Nebuchad-

nezzar to raise the siege of Jerusalem. See

Jer. 44:30, "I will give Pharaoh-Hophra,

king of Egypt, into the hands of his enemies

and into the hands of them that seek his life, as

I gave Zedekiah into the hands of Nebuchad-

nezzar," etc. Suggested by this defeat, it

probably followed it closely in time. This was
only some thfee months before the fall of the

city of Jerusalem—the latter event being in the

eleventh year and fourth month and ninth day

(Jer. 53 : 5, 6), and this, in the eloventh year,

first month and seventh day. The breaking of

Pharaiih's sword-arm first, hopelesslj' pastcure
;

then the breaking of both his arms, and the

strengthening of the arm of Nebuchadnezzar

and putting the sword into it for the execution

of God's judgments, are the leading figures of

this passage. Some critics interpret the two
arms of Egypt's liing to be two portions of liis

territory ; others, two royal families ; but tlie

general sense, his military power, his means of

resisting his great Chaldean enemy, is more

natural and probable. Tlie sword is the ap-

propriate emblem of military strength. Here,

as often elsewhere, we have the king of Baoy-

lon " the servant of the Lord." Tlie curse of

Egypt includes a great slaughter of her people,

aud their dispersion into foreign lands.

Chap. 31. This chapter is one distinct and

entire message, presenting under the figure of a

cedar of Lebanon the case of Assyria, as a les-

son of warning to Egypt. If Assyria, so splen-

did aud magnificent in her greatness, yet went

down with a crash that astounded the nations,

what, O Pharaoli, shall be thy doom? This

message dates only one month and a fraction

before the fall of Jerusalem. The fall of As-

syria, referred to liere as a fact of past history,

occurred B.C. 635

—

i.e., thirty-seven years be-

fore the date of this message. Hence it was
still fresh in the minds of Ezekiel's readers.

The figure which is finely sustained through-

out the chapter is one of exquisite beauty. The
Assyrian power was a noble cedar of Lebanon,

lofty and fair, of far outspreading magnificent

foliage ; his roots reaching out to living waters
;

all the fowls of heaven nestled in his boughs ;

all the beasts of the field made their homes

under his shade ; but he became proud, and

God laid him low, and brought him down to

tlie under-world, even as mortals die and go

down to the shades beneath. Art thou, O
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Egypt, great like this Assyrian cedar? If in

thy vanity thou liast compared thyself to proud

Assyria, think whether for thy pride thou shalt

not suffer an equally terrible fall I II. C.

The Assyrian empire, after having been su-

preme in Asia for four centuries, had teen over-

thrown by the united forces of the Babylonians

and Medes, in the year of the battle of Carche-

mish (B.C. 606), which had broken the power of

Egypt. This gives force to the warning to

Egypt from Assyria's fall. B. C.

6, 7, In a few instances the prophet drops

his figure and gives his thought in literal terms
—e.g., " under his shadow dwelt all great na-

tions"

—

i.e., enjoying his military protection

and paying hiai tribute. This was the relation

sustained in tliose ages by the smaller power.s

to the great central one. Assyria, Chaldea and

Persia were successively such central powers.

§, 9. The prophet thinks of Eden, the gar-

den of God, as a model of superlative fertility

and beauty. This and similar allusions (e.g.,

chap. 28 : 13) show that the Jews of that age

liad some knowledge of the primeval state of

man, doubtless as much as has come down to

us in the account given by Moses in Genesis.

It is safe to assume that they had this. H C.

Iti. All the trees of Eden sliall be comforted.

The deceased princes, his allies and tributaries,

described here as so many stately trees and

cedars, shall feel some mitigation of their calam-

ity, in considering that this king, so mighty

and so powerful, is brought like themselves to

the nether parts of the earth ; or that he is be-

come their equal in the pit, in the grave, in the

place of darkness, from which all distinctions

of quality and condition are entirely banished.

(Calmet.) W. Lowth.

18. The mighty God before whom great

Assyria could not stand is equally able to bring

down thy greatness, paralyze thy power, and

cast thee into that under-world where the silence

of death reigns supreme ! So puny are the

mightiest nations when they measure arms with

the great God ! So vain it is for any of them,

even the most magnificent in splendor, to lift

themselves up against their Infinite Maker and

Lord !

Chap. 32. This chapter in two distinct

messages—viz., verses 1-16 and verses 17-32,

with each its distinct date, completes the proph-

ecy concerning the fall of Egypt before the

arms of Nebuchadnezzar. The date of the first

portion is a year and seven montlis after the

fall of Jerusalem ; the second portion is still

fifteen days later ; for the month not being

mentioned, we must assume it to be the same

as in verse 1. The danger to Egypt from the

Clialdean arms was manifestly greater and
more obvious after the fall of Jerusalem than

at any time before. Whether the Chaldeans in-

vaded Egypt near this time and before their

long siege of Tyre remains in some doubt.

Profane history at this period affords only the

most scanty records. That they swept over

Egypt with terrible devastation after their work
on Tyre was finished admits of no doubt. It

is not improbable that they made a raid upon
their old enemy before they invested Tyre.

H. C.

About one year and seven months after the

destruction of Jerusalem. In the mean time

had occurred the murder of Gedaliah and the

flight into Egypt of the Jews left behind by
the Chaldeans under Johanan, the son of Kareah

(Jer. 41-43). Jeremiah, who had accompanied

them, foretold their ruin (Jer. 44) in a prophecy

probably contemporaneous with the present

prophecy of Ezekiel, which is delivered in the

form of a dirge, as in the case of Tyre (chap. 27).

B. C.

The prophet walls over the fall of Egypt,

and In vision sees her multitudes in the under-

world as one who should walk at nightfall after

a battle over a vast and desolate plain covered

with the heaps of dead. As he walks onward
wailing he reaches that part of the field where

the Assyrians lie ; then he finds further on the

Elamites, then Meshech, Tubal and all her mul-

titude, then Edom, then the Zidonians. Last

of all, he returns to contemplate Pharaoh again.

In each of these wide regions of death the kings

and princes lie with all their slain warriors

about them. Their swords lie in soldier fashion

under their heads. Even in death and fright-

fully mangled, the brawny strength and grim

ferocity and military prowess that they wore

in life is still plain enough. But now they lie

vanquished, unburied, horrible. Nothing that

Dante ever wrote surpasses the dreary ghastli-

ness of this appalling scene under the murky
skies of Sheol. The slow, monotonous move-

ment of the funeral march, which will not be

hastened from detailed inspection of a single

acre of that limitless Waterloo plain, power-

fully enhances the Impression of the uncounted

multitudes of the dead to be reviewed. " Dull

and heavy" (Ewald) we should not call this

dirge, but grim as the clank of chains and

dreadful as the knell of doom. Ballantine.

I, 2. " Take up a lamentation"—prepare a

mourning elegy which may be sung as a dirge

over his fall. It was appropriate in such a

dirge to celebrate the valor and recount the
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great deeds of the dead. In the prcsi'iit case

tie prophet is not excessively eulogistic. God
loves truth. H. C.

To the preceding funeral panegyric over As-

syria, the fate of which was past, Ezekiel pro-

phetically subjoins a similar panegyric over

Egj'pt, though its fate was still future ; mak-

ing plainly bore a happy variation in the fig-

ure. In the former case past events are brought

down and represented as now present before

our eyes ; whereas, on the contrary, by this

prophetic figure future events are anticipated,

and represented as already past. Abp. Neiocome.

3, 4. Consequently, with the aid of many
people (the Chaldeans), the Lord will take up
this monster crocodile, Pharaoh, in his net, and

leave him cast out upon the land in the open

field, meat for fowls and beasts.

7, 8. The figure changes. Calamity is here

represented by darkness, perhaps with a tacit

reference to the plague of darkness (Ex. 10 :

21-23). " When I shall put them out ;" mean-

ing, extinguish them from being a light among
the nations. Cloud and eclipse combine to shut

off the lights of heaven and to doom the land

to thick darkness. This figure appears fre-

quently in the poetic portions of the Bible,

sometimes in the strong form of " turning the

sun into darkness and the moon into blood."

(See Isa. 13 ; 10 ; Joel 3 : 10, 30, 31 ; 3 : 15.) The
general sense is the same throughout all these

variations of the figure—viz., exceeding great

calamity, fearful ruin. Light is a natural em-

blem of joy and prosperity ; darkness, of what-

ever is fearful and appalling. H. C. The
downfall and destruction of kingdoms is denot-

ed by the strong figurative language of these

verses. Kings and rulers are expressed by the

sun, moon and stars. God's judgments upon
particular countries being earnests of a general

judgment, they are described in such terms, as

if the whole frame of nature were dissolved.

Abp. Newcome.

9, 10. This is the effect of Pharaoh's fall

upon other nations, even those whom he had

little known, lying out beyond the range of his

influence. This reference implies that the fall

of Egypt would impress the fear of the Chal-

dean arms upon remote nations.

11, Vi. The prophecy is here entirely defi-

nite. The conquering, wasting power is the

Chaldean. They shall spoil the glory of Egypt,

waste her treasures, pillage her cities, break

down her national strength, and lay her laud

for the time quite desolate, fl. C.

14. Tlien will I make their waters deep, and
crime their rivers to run like oil, etc. The

prophet, in the second verse, compared the dis-

turbances the Egyptians gave their neighbors

to the troubling and fouling of waters ; in allu-

sion to which metaphor he suith here, that

when Egypt is made desolate, and the number
of men ami beasts diminished by their ware

and confusions, then their neighbors will enjoy

such quietness as a river does, that smoothly

glides along and never hath its streams fouled

or disturbed. W. Lowth.

1 7. This entire second message commencing
here constitutes another elegy over the fall of

Egypt. .

21. The sense is, The strongest of his mighty

ones shall accost him and his helpers, from the

midst of hell. They have already gone down
and are lying there, the uncircumcised, slain

with the sword. The reference here to Isa. U
is obvious.

22, 23. The general statement, " the strong

among the mighty," here becomes specific, and

first names Assyria, the ancient ri val and enemy
of Egypt. She has been destroyed already, and

lies there with her hosts.

24, 25. Elara has suffered overthrow ; her

nationality has been smitten. Let her be added

to the list of the great nations in the under-

world, ready to meet Eg3'pt when she comes

down to the same abode. Elam has had her day

of power, a terror to the living nations ; but

she also beare the shame of those who go down
to a dishonored national grave.

31, 32. The prophet marks the contrast be-

tween the terror he once impressed on the na-

tions, and his utter powerlessness now in his

final house in the under-world. This poetic

drapery thrown round the idea of an extinct

nationality—a nation itself dying out from

among the powers of the earth under the right-

eous judgments of God—is grand and impres-

sive. Its lessons belong to all time. The
nations of our own age who become great in

military power, magnificent in their wealth and

splendor, and then forget God, disown His

authority, and plant their foot upon His higher

law and oppress Ilissufiering poor, have ample

cause for fear and trembling. Let them ponder

the lessons lie has given them in His holy

Word, confirmations of which are written also

on all the face of the world's history since na-

tions began to be, to this hour. Can there be

a greater madness than to dare Jehovah's

wrath ? H. C.

Of fidfilkd propheeie.i, in these chapters and

those of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Zechariah, a few
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suggestive instances may be mentioned. The

sceptre has departed Irom Egj-pt, the " son of

Ham," and the land has been hxid waste by the

hand of strangers (Zech. 10 ; 11 ;
E/.ek. 30 : 12).

The arm of Pliaraoh has been broken and the

s-A'ord has fallen out of Iiis hand, and all the

nations that dwelt under his shadow have been

shaken at the sound of his fall (Ezek. 30 : 20
;

31 : 16). The heart of Egypt has melted, and

all that work for hire have been grieved in soul,

for in truth she has been for centuries groaning

under the hand of a cruel lord. The fishermen

lament ; for the canals are emptied and dried

up (Isa. 19), and the reeds and flags have with-

ered. The paper industry has utterly van-

ished, and scarcely a solitary specimen of the

papyrus plant can be obtained, even for a mu-

seum—according to the specific declaration of

the prophet (verses 6, 7). " Moreover, they that

work in combed flax and they that weave white

cloth" are made " ashamed" in the presence of

English merchants who, to-day, monopolize the

l.rade, where, at the date of this prophecy, the

Theban looms were sending forth fabrics which

were then the pride as they are now the aston-

ishment of the v,-hole earth (Isa. 18 : 9). Truly,

this has become " aland destitute of that where-

of it was full" (Ezek. 32 : 15). The " cloud"

has covered lier (Ezek. 29 : 3). She has become

the " basest of kingdoms," no more to " lift

herself up above the nations" (verse 15). More

than this, every one of the seven original out-

lets of the Nile has been dried up (the two
present outlets being arliflcial ones), and the

tongue of the Egyptian sea has been smitten

and the waters of the gulf have been driven

back as by a mighty hand a score of miles since

the days of Isaiah " according to the Word of

the Lord" (Isa. 11 : 15). The " obelisks" and
" pillars" of On have fallen ; only one remains

upright amid the vast ruins of the " houses of

the gods," which have been " burnt with fire"

(Jer. 43 ; 13). Of Memphis, beautiful for situa-

tion, the joy of the whole earth, it was written,

" Noph shall become a desolation and shall be

burnt up, without an inhabitant" (Jer. 46 : 19).

To-day not even a single obelisk, or prostrate

pylon, or shivered temple wall marks the site

of that famous capital. It has sunk into ob-

livion. It is but a pile of dust and crumbled

brick. Unlike other ancient cities of Egypt,

in a peculiar sen.se, it has became a " desola-

tion." " Destruction out ot the north is come

—it is come !" (Jer. 46 : 19.) Of Thebes also,

that wonder of the world, the pen of the

prophet wrote: "No shall be rent asunder,"

"shattered," "broken in pieces" (Ezek. 30:

16), and, as if struck by the fist of the Al-

mighty, those massive colunms have been cleft

and torn asunder as nowhere else in Egypt.

Historically, the cause was an earthquake.

But before the earthquake came the solium

warning, " The Word of the Lord is against

vou.
'

' 0. M. Cuburiu

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXXITI.

33 : 1, 2 Akd the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man. spenk to the chil-

dren of thy people, and say unto them. When I bring the sword upon a land, if the people

3 of the land take a man from among them, and set him for their watchman : if, when he seeth

4 the sword come upon the land, he blow the trumpet, and warn the people ; then whosoever

heareth the sound of the trumpet, and taketh not warning, if the sword come, and take him

5 away, his blood shall be upon his own head. He heard the sound of the trumpet, and took

not warning ; his blood shall be upon him : whereas if he had taken warning he should have

6 delivered his soul. But if the watchman see the sword come, and blow not the trumpet, and

the people be not warned, and the sword come, and take any person from among them : he

7 is taken away in his iniquity, but his blood will I require at the watchman's hand. So thou,

son of man, I have set thee a watchman unto the house of Israel ; therefore hear the word at

8 my mouth, and give them warning from me. When I say unto the wicked, O wicked man,

thou Shalt surely die, and thou dost not speak to warn the wicked from his way ;
that wicked

9 man shall die in his Iniquity, but his blood will I require at thine hand. Nevertheless, if

thou warn tlie wicked of his way to turn from it, and he turn not from his way ; he shall die

in his iniquity, but thou hast delivered thy soul.

10 \m\ thou, son of man, say unto the house of Israel : Thus ye speak, saying. Our transgres-
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11 sinns and our sins nre upon us, and wo pine uway in tlit'm ; how tlicn should we live ? Say

uuU) thciu, As 1 live, saiUi tliu Lonl God, 1 liavc no pleasure in tlie death of tlie wieked ; but that

the wicked turn from his way and live : turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways ; for why will

12 ye die, O house of Israel ? And thou, sou of man, say unto the children of thy people. The

righteousness of the righteous shall not deliver him in the day of his transgression ; and as

for the wickedness of the wicked, he shall not fall thereby in the day that he turueth from

his wickedness : neither shall he that is righteous bo able to live thereby in the day that he

13 sinneth. When I say to the righteous, that he shall surely live ; if lie trust to liis righteous-

ness, and commit iniquity, none of his righteous deeds shall be remembered ; but in his

14 iniquity that he hath committed, therein shall he die. Again, when I say unto the wicked,

15 Thou shalt surely die ; if he turn from his sin, and do that which is lawful and right ; if the

wicked restore the pledge, give ag';ii)i tli;it he had taken by robbery, walk in the statutes of

16 life, committing no iniquity ; he .sluill sun ly live, he shal^ not die. None of his sins that he

hath committed shall be remembeivd a;; liiist him: he hath done that which is lawful and

17 right ; he shall .surely live. Yet the eliiMnii of tliy people say. The way of the Lord is not

18 equal : but as for them, their way is not i i|ual. WUvw llir righteojis turneth from his right-

19 eousness, and committeth iniquity, he shall even die tluiiin. And when the wicked turneth

20 from his wickedness, and doeth that which is lawful and right, he .shall live thereby. Yet

ye say. The way of the Lord is not equal. O house of Israel, I will judge you every one after

liis ways.

21 And it came to pass in the twelfth year of our captivity, in the tenth month. In the fifth

day of the month, that one that had escaped out of Jerusalem came unto me, sa3'ing. The city

23 is smitten. Now the liand of the Lord had been upon me in the evening, afore he that was
escaped came ; and he had opened my mouth, until he came to me in the morning ; and my

23 mouth was opened, and I was no more dumb. And the word of the Lokd came unto me,

31 saying. Son of man, they tliat inhabit those waste places in the land of Israel speak, saying,

Abraham was one, and he inlierited the laud : but we are many ; the land is given us for in-

35 heritance. Wherefore say unto them. Thus saith the Lord God : Ye eat with the blood, and

26 lift up your eyes unto your idols, and shed blood : and shall ye possess the land ? Ye stand

upon your sword, ye work abomination, and ye defile every one his neighbour's wife : and

27 shall ye possess the land ? Thus shalt thou say unto them. Thus saith the Lord God : As I

live, surely they that are in the waste places shall fall by the sword, aud him that is in the

open field will I give to the beasts to be devoured, and they that be in the strong holds and

28 in the caves shall die of the pestilence. And I will make the land a desolation and an aston-

ishment, and the pride of her power shall cease ; aud the mountains of Israel shall be deso-

29 late, that none shall pass through. Then shall they know that I am the Lohd, when I have

made the land a desolation and an astonishment, because of all their abonunations which

30 they have committed. And as for thee, son of man, the children of thy people talk of thee

by the walls and In the doors of the houses, and speak one to another, every one to his

brother, saying. Come, I pray you, and hear what is the word that cometh forth from the

31 Lord. And they come unto thee as the people cometh, and they sit before thee as my peo-

ple, and they hear thy words, but do them not : for with their mouth they shew much love,

33 but their heart goeth after their gain. And, lo, thou art unto them as a very lovely song of

one that hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument : for they hear thy words.

33 but they do them not. And when this cometh to pass, (behold, it cometh,) then shall they

know that a prophet hath been among them.

Chap. S3. This chapter has a manifest

unity of purpose throughout, its aim consid-

ered as a series of revelations from God to the

prophet being first to impress his own mind
with a just sense of his responsibility for the

souls of the people, and then to give him cer-

An earnest rebuke and refutation of the charge

against God of crushing the people down under

His j udgments in a way to crush out all hope

from their souls (verses 10-20). 3. A message

respecting the survivors in the land of Judah,

designed to slay their false hopes and open their

tain messages which demanded precisely this i eyes both to their own sins and to the certain

conscious sense of responsibility, and this true ruin of their o\\h\ land (verses 31-29). 3. A
fidelity in their deliverance to the people. The l rebuke of the heartless but nicely critical hear-

to be borne to the people were : 1. iiig of the people in exile (verses 30-33). In a
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moral and spiritual point of view, the chapter

is one of tiie highest interest and value, bear-

ing witli immense power on the spiritual life

of the people among whom Ezekiel labored,

and applying with equal force to the spiritual

state of multitudes in every Gospel land. H. C.

I-IO. The first ten verses of this chapter are

the same with chap. 3 : 17-23. Here, the peo-

]ile choose the watchman ; there, the Lord ap-

points him. When God chooses, the people

should approve. A. C.

1-6. In view of the predator}- and nomadic

habits of that age and country, the l)usiness of

the watchman is drawn here to the life. He
does not stand on some lofty tower or battle-

ment of the walled city ; but he is a scout, far

out on the bordere of the land, on the moun-

tain tops, where his practised eye will com-

mand a sweep of the great travelled routes

which an invading foe must take. Then, trum-

pet in hand, he is ready to give the shrill and

long notes of danger when he sees the sword

of some invading foe approaching. The same

illustration of the moral duty and responsi-

bility of the Lord's prophets and indeed of all

His ministering servants appears chap. 3 : 17-

21. The case supposed and its application are

entirely clear. When it Is made a man's spe-

cial duty to give warning of danger, when the

life of a nation depends on his faithfulness, he

has but one course to think of ; he must be on

the alert to mark approaching danger, and

must be faithful to make it known to his peo-

ple. Else the blood of souls will be required

of him. If he does this duty faithfully, and

the people, duly warned, give no heed to his

warnings, their blood will be on their own
head. Ho has done his duty and they die in

their folly and under their own righteous curse.

So every minister of the Gospel, and indeed

every Christian man or woman, each in their

own sphere, bear responsibilities for others'

souls. If they see others in sin. exposed to per-

dition, they are solemnly bound to give them

warning. Special circumstances may intensify

this responsibility, but no possible circum-

stances can exempt any human being, intelli-

gent of obligation, from the duty of warning

faithfully whomsoever he may see in this dan-

ger. H. C.

3-6. In heathenism, prediction was abso-

lute ; in the Old Testament, prophecy was
never absolute, but always subject to moral

conditions. Commenting on the 33d chapter

of Ezekiel, which declared that the prediction

of death to the wicked and life to the righteous

were not absolute, but would be reversed on

their moral change, Jerome aptly observes :

" Nordoes it follow that because a prophet fore-

told, that which he foretold should come to

pass ; for he does not foretell in order that it

might take plaoe, but lest it should take place.
'

'

It is in this sense that Holy Scripture, taking

the human point of view, so often speaks of

God's repenting. All the prophets who an-

nounced judgment also called to repentance,

and all such calls— as so many in the prophe-

cies of Isaiah ; in .ler. 4 : 3-5 ; Ezek. 18 : 30-32
;

Joel 2 : 12-14, and in other passages—were

accompanied by the promise that in case of

obedience the predicted judgments would be

averted. More especially do we refer to tlie

words of Jeremiah (18 : 7-10). A. E.

7. God hath hired servants to fight against

sin. He hath employed advocates to plead

against it ; He hath made laws and decrees

against it ; He Iiath despatched prophets to

warn us of it ; and Iiath established an order

of men, men of His own family, and who are

fed at His own charges, whose office is, like

watchmen, to give an alarum at every ap-

proach of sin with as much afifrightmeut as if

an enemy were near, or the sea broke in upon

a flat country. Bp. Taylor.

10. " Therefore," implies that the prophet's

responsibilities come into play at once as a

watchman in rebuking this slanderous imputa-

tion. This plea of a hopeless doom assumed that

God was heartlessly severe and which ignored

His repeated promise of mercy to the penitent.

Hence the Lord replies as one abused and

wronged by an unjust implication. H. C.

11. As I live, saith the Lord Ood, I hare no

pleasure in ilie death of the wicked. From this

to the tinentieth verse inclusive is nearly the

same with chap. 18. A. C.

The implied charge (verse 10) touched the

character and the heart of God in a tender

point. Nothing could be so cruelly unjust!

Had not their own God and Father loved them

and borne with them in all long-suffering and

with exceedingly great compassion ? Had lie

ever said or done anything which could with

any fairness be construed to imply that He had

pleasure in the death of the wicked 1 Never !

On the contrary, He had always shown that

His heart was with the penitent, and His high-

est joy in those who turned, sorrowing for

their sins, to implore His mercy. Had He not

besought them to turn from their wicked ways

and live ? Had not His heart and' hand labored

for this result ? Had He ever turned coldly

away from those who humbly sought His

mercy ? Never. So He declares here, under
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the solemnities of His oath, affirming His inno-

ceuce of the cruel charge which the people had

by implication brought against Him, and again

placing the issue between themselves and Him
on its true merits—Himself entreating them to

turn and live. H. C.

See also Isa. 5:4; Hos. 13 : 9 ; Isa. 65 : 2 ;

Rom. 10 ; 21 ; Jer. 7 : 31 ; Prov. 1 : 34, 29 ; Isa.

65 : 13 ; 66 : 4 ; 1 : 18 ; Jer. 6 : 10 ; Zech. 7 : 11,

12. Which passages, and many others of the

like importance that occur, do imply the large

extent of God's merciful intentions, and the

competency of the means, which God affords

for the salvation of men ; that He wants no

affection or inclination to save them ; that He
neglects no means proper for effecting it ; that

He draws them into the way leading thither by

serious and earnest invitation, directs them by

needful light and instruction, e.xcites them by

powerful arguments and persuasions ; and, as

Ambrose speaketh, that " God hath showed to

all, that, wliat was in Him, He did will to de-

liver or save all men. " Whence He may truly

and properly be called the Benefactor and Sa-

viour even of those who by their wilful malice

or neglect do not obtain salvation. Imac Bar-

And upon this foundation of God's mercy we
may build our assurance that God's will is not

then done when His creatures are undone ; but

tliat, as it was His pleasure at first to make us,

so it is His pleasure still to preserve us ; and

as from His everlasting will we all have our

life, so by His will we should all have everlast-

ing life. When as j'et we were not, His will

was we should be ; now that we are. His will

is that we should be holy. And if any man
sin, His will is He should repent ; an^l if a man
repent, His will is he should be saved. Let

this will, O Lord, be as Thy last will, which
yet can come but as streams from the fountain

of Thy first will ; for, as it was merely Thy
will that at first made Thee to make us, so it is

merely Thy will that must make us to be holy,

that must make us to repent, that must make
us to be saved. These wills in God are as the

chain of His mercy, whereof every link is fast-

ened to one another, and all of them firmly

fastened upon us, unless by the violence of our

sins and the sinfulness of our wills we do wil-

fully break them. O God, so frame our wills,

that they may be fit links to be fastened to this

chain of Thy will. Sir Richard Baker, 1645.

If there be any one thing true in the Bible, it

is that God welcomes the very first approach

which man makes to Him. Tlie Bible has no
other end than to give men the invitation to re-

turn to God, Christ, who fills the Bililo from

first to last, has no word on His lips l)ut

" Come ;" and God Himself has declared. " As
I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure

in the death of the wicked ; but that the wicked

turn from his way and live." Kcr.

Death means here eternal death. For why
or how can God address mortal men, and ask

them why they should die and be laid in their

graves ? To ask us " whyvm should die," and

be consigned to the grave, and moulder back

to dust, as if we could avoid it, would be to

tantalize and ,mock us—and God would not,

could not do it. But to ask us whij we will

persevere and go down to hell, when we might

be saved ; why we would dwell with devour-

ing fire when we might dwell amid the glories

of heaven, is a question worthy of a God, and

fit to be pondered by every traveller to eter-

nity. Barnes.

" Sinner, turn I" says God. " Lord, I can-

not attend to it," says the sinner. " Turn or

burn," says God. " I will venture that," says

the sinner. " Turn and be saved," says God.
" I cannot leave my pleasures," says the sin-

ner. But what grace is it in God thus to par-

ley with the sinner ! Oh, the patience of God to

a poor sinner ! What if God should now say,

" Then get thee to thy sins, get thee to thy de-

lights, get thee to thy pleasures, take them for

thy portion ; they shall be all thy heaven, all

thy happiness, all thy portion '?" Bimyaii.

The Bible did not make sin the parent of sor-

row. It did not make certain that every trans-

gression and disobedience should reap its just

recompense of reward. We are the causes of

their coming upon ourselves ; and the Bible

but proclaims the end to which the paths of sin

must lead, and beseechingly calls to us all,

" Turn ye, turn ye 1 why will ye die ?" And
yet how many of you shrink from its merciful

knife, that cuts into all the wounds of the fes-

tering spirit I How many of you feel as if " the

truth that is in Jesus" was a hard and bitter

truth ; when all the while its very heart's blood

is love, and the very secret of its message is the

tenderest compassion, the most yearning sym-

pathy, for every soul among us I A. M.

12-20. See chap. 18, where the same points

are made with even greater fulness and more

ample repetition. The bearing of these state-

ments to the point now in hand is obvious.

The Lord insists that He holds the door most

fully open for the repentance of every sinner.

If he will turn from his wickedness to cordial

obedience, he shall surely live. If he turns

from a just and upright life to sin, he shall cer-
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tainly die. If the people charge their God T\'itU

injustice in Ilis ways. He denies tlie charge,

and avers that their ways are utterly unjust

and unequal toward Himself. His judgments

of them will evermore be precisely according

to their ways. H. C.

14. When I say unto the wicked. Thou shalt

surely die, etc. In t-he whole course of Scrip-

ture God's threatenings, and so His promises

too, have ever a condition annexed to them in

God's purpose ; which though it be but seldom

expressed, yet is it ever included, and so to be

imderstood. All God's promises, how abso-

lutely soever expressed, are made on condition

of obedience ; and all His threatenings, how
absolutely soever expressed, on condition of

impenitence. This is plain from the passage

before us. Bp. Sanderson.

15. Restitution and reparation for damage.

Under the Levitical law, reconciliation could

be obtained only by repentance, and no repent-

ance was accepted which did not prove its sin-

cerity by practical reformation For every

transgression the law ijrescribed a trespass-

ofiering. Where the transgression was of a

mere ritual precept, and committed without

deliberation or design, when discovered, the

trespass-offering was sufficient alone ; for this

showed that the offender acknowledged the

authority of the law which he had unintention-

ally violated. But where the transgression in-

cluded any encroachment on the rights of an-

other, the trespass-offering could not be received

unless it was accompanied by a public acknowl-

edgment of the offence, a resignation of the

usurped property and a restitution to the per-

son injured if he or his heir could be found ; if

not the usurped property was to be consecrated

to pious uses, as the offender could not procure

pardon while he retained it. No regulation

could point out more clearly the inefflcacy of

sacrifice where guilt was not unfeignedly re-

pented of, and all the advantages which had

tempted to its perpetration renounced and re-

signed ; and where full restitution to the in-

jured individual did not accompany humilia-

tion before God. Graves. This shows us the

absolute necessity of making restitution for any

wrong or injury that we have done. By this

law he that had done the wrong was obliged to

make restitution to the injured person ; and he

is directed what to do in case the injured per-

son could not be found. It was not his confess-

ing his sin. not his sacrifice with that confes-

sion, that would procure his pardon if he

did not make restitution as he is directed there.

This is the doctrine of the law, and of the

prophets also (Ezek. 33 : 15), as well as of the

New Testament (Luke 18 ; 8 ; Rom. 13 ; 8, 9).

Bp. Kidder. Tliere is one doctrine relative

to the economy of Divine Providence little heed-

ed among men : I mean the doctrine of restitu-

tion. When a man has done wrong to his

neighbor, though on his repentance and faith

in our Lord Jesus, God forgives him his sin,

j'et He requires him to make restitution to the

person injured if it lie in the compass of his

pouter. If he do not, God will take care to

exact it in the course of His providence. Such
respect has He for the dictates of infinite jus-

tice that nothing of this kind shall pass unno-

ticed. A. C.

2i. The date shows an interval of one and

one half years from the taking of Jerusalem

(Jer. 52 : 12) to the arrival of the messenger.

The confusion which followed the capture of

the city may have retarded the arrival of one

who would furnish full and authentic particu-

lars. The general news that the city was taken

must have reached them, but it was only when
the messenger arrived that the prophet's mouth
was opened (24 : 26). B. C.

It should be noted that the word revealed

from the Lord (verses 24-29) came to meet a

feeling among the scattered remnant in Judea

whicli developed itself some time subsequent

to the fall of the city. Hence the date as here

given is doubtless correct. Verse 22 implies

that during the evening and night previous to

the arrival of this messenger the Lord had re-

markably opened His mouth to speak— perhaps

by impressing His own solemn responsibilities

as a prophet-watchman, in the line of the

thought in verses 1-9 ; and perhaps also in an-

ticipation of the effect of these tidings upon

the people. The fall of the city could scarcely

fail to make solemn impressions on the exiles.

It would create a crisis, demanding the most

urgent pressure of truth upon their heart and

conscience. H. C.

2i. The prophet was under the hand of God

in ecstatic trance (cf. 3 : 22 ; 8 : 1 ; 87 : 1 ; 40 : 1)

on the evening preceding the arrival (in which

trance it was communicated to him that his en-

forced silence should cease) and continued in

this state until the arrival of the messenger.

23-33. The exhortation to repentance. So

the preaching of repentance by John the Bap-

tist prepared the way for the Messiah's king-

dom. Before God speaks comfort He searches

the heart ; for only those who truly repent shall

receive the blessing. Ezekiel first addresses the

remnant that still linger in their ancient home,

and warns them against presumptuous hopes
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resting on false grounds (33-29), then he turns

liis e3'e to those neiir liim, aud points out tlmt

their apparent attention to his words was illu-

sory. B. C.

24. Those who were then " inhabiting the

wastes of the land of Israel" were the small rem-

nant of poor meu that survived the fall of the

cit.y. Jeremiah has given their history in chaps.

40-44. They are seen here deluding themselves

with tlie hope tlmt the land was given them for

their permanent inlieritance. Their argument

ran thus : Abraliam was but one man
;
yet God

gave him this wliole land by promise, and all

he could use, in fact. We are many ; certainly

he will give it to us to repeople and to restore

to its former greatness. Ah, how could they

overlook the contrast between Abraham's faith

in God and their unbelief : Abraham's conscien-

tious, consistent, most exemplary piety, and

their persistent, deep-rooted, and unutterably

loathsome iniquity ! They seem not to have

had the slightest sense of the moral grounds on

wliich God gave Abraham the land of Canaan.

25-39. The Lord's reply is in two parts :

1. To show them their sin and appeal to their

moral sense whether they could or ought to

possess the land (verses 25, 26). 2. To declare

most solemnly that He would give them to the

sword and the land to utter desolation, until

they should know that He is the Lord, the

righteous Ruler and Judge of His apostate peo-

ple (verses 27-29). H. C.

30-33. The foregoing verses spake convic-

tion to the Jews who remained in the land of

Israel, who were monuments of sparing mercy,

and yet returned not to the Lord ; in these

verses those are reproved who were now in cap-

tivity in Babylon, under Divine rebukes, and

yet were not reformed by them. They are not

indeed charged with the same gross enormities

that the others are charged with ; they made
some show of religion and devotion ; but their

hearts were not right with God. The thing

they are here accused of is mocking the mes-

sengers of the Lord—one of their measure-fill-

ing sins, which brought this ruin upon them,

and yet they were not cured of it. H.

H^re is an inside view of the moral life of the

people among whom Ezekiel lived and prophe-

sied in Chaldea, showing how they talked about

him between themselves and behind his back
;

how they sat and heard his messages ; how
they enjoyed his rich, lively, highly cultivated

and finely poetic style, and said very compli-

mentary things about it and about him, but

never thought of doing tlie things wiiieh the

Lord through him enjoined as their duty, and

only let their heart press on recklessly after

their unrighteous gain. The whole description

is beautifully graphic and finely drawn, but in

its moral showing is exceedingly painful, re-

vealing among that people an intense deprav-

ity, and suggesting the fearful truth that other

mj-riads in Gospel lands arc using the preach-

ing of the Gospel in the same way, for the same

ends of amusement, the same gratification of

literary taste, and the same pride in displaying

their critical skill in making comments on ser-

mons. H. C.

32. And, lo\ thou art unto them as a very late-

ly song. They were struck with his eloquence

without regarding his exhortations and admoni-

tions. It is no unusual thing for people to

listen to discourses from the ministers of God,

only to enjoy the satisfaction which a well-

composed discourse naturally affords. Their

ears are gratified, their sentiments are enlivened,

agreeable emotions of various kinds are excit-

ed. So the hearer is pleased, the speaker is

commended and followed ; but with no thought

of practising one word that he hath said. This

is the turn of mind so admirably described

many ages ago by the prophet Ezekiel in this

passage. But religious instruction could never

be appointed to give such empty, insignificant

delight as this : nor doth it in the least attain

its proper end unless it influences men to for-

get the preacher and think of themselves ; un-

less it raises in them not a superficial compla-

cency or an idle admiration, but an awful and

a durable solicitude about their eternal welfare.

Abp. Seeker.

Many come to the Word only to feast their

ears ; they like the melody of the voice, the

sweetness of the expression, the newness of the

notion. This is to love the garnishing of the

dish more than the food ; this is to desire to be

pleased rather than edified. Like a woman
that paints her face, but neglects her health ; so

they paint and adorn themselves with curious

speculations, but neglect their souls' health.

This hearing doth neither sanctify the heart

nor the Sabbath. Watson, 1696.

There is something inexpressibly mournful

in the thought of one who, week after week,

month after month, year after year, comes to

the place of worship, and hears and sees as if

he heard and saw not ; the convenient season

constantly recurring. Sabbaths dawning and

setting, the weeks and months and years mov-

ing him steadily onward toward eternity, but no

voice breaking the frightful silence of his soul,

no light discovering to his view the scenes that

hide in the eternal darkness before him. Anon.
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Never is man brought into that state in wlifch

he becomes the subject of a spiritual change,

except as liis conscience is roused to action

under the intluence of heavenly truth. While

it slumbers, all our demonstrations, however

clear, and all our appeals, however forceful,

are but " like a lovely song of one who hath a

pleasant voice and can play well on an instru-

ment"—as pleasing it may be to the ear, but

as evanescent in their impression upon the

mind ; and when we know that stifling con

science is but throwing it into a stupor, we
can easily understand that he who has been

able to keep it down, and to smother its remon-

strances, under the clearest light of the Gospel,

has, in so doing, triumphed over his better self,

and over all that is powerful in the means of

grace, and all that was hopeful in his condition

—and when you look at him, after having thus

mastered his conscience, sitting unmoved when
the messenger of truth takes his stand for God,

and clearly illustrates and enforces with mighty

urgency the claims of his Saviour, it seems as

though all that was impressible about him had

been turned to ice and iron and adamant ; and

we do not hesitate to say that as he has ren-

dered himself more Inaccessible to recovering

influences, he has to the same degree rendered

his spiritual condition hopeless. The most

hopeless of God's creatures in this world is not,

necessarily, the man of the greatest outward

deformities of character, not necessarily the

man of the fewest spiritual advantages, but the

man of the most ; the man who has been the

subject of the deepest and most pungent con-

victions of truth and duty, which he has mas-

tered ; the man who has been brought nearest

to the kingdom of heaven, yet has never en-

tered it. Better for him that his conscience

never should have been roused to action than

that it should have awakened only to drink the

anodyne which he himself had mingled for it.

E. Mason.

Christianity did not come from heaven to be

the amusement of an idle hour, to be the food

of mere imagination ; to be as a very lovely

song of one that hath a pleasant voice, and

playeth well upon an instrument. No ; it is

intended to be the guide, the guardian, the

companion of all hours, the food of our im-

mortal spirits, the serious occupation of our

whole existence. Bp. Jebb.

Count yourself no Christian because you

like thoughts and discourses about God. Be

jealous of any gospel that merely pleases you,

and puts your natural sentiments aglow. See

God m the flowera if you will, but ask no gos-

pel made up of flowers. Look after a sinner's

gospel—one that brings you God Himself.

Doubtless you are hungry ; therefore you want
bread, and not any mere feeling after it. Un-
derstand the tragic perils of your sin, and think

nothing strong enough for you but a tragic

salvation. Require a transforming religion,

not a pleasing. Be enticed by no flattering

sentimentalities, which the children of nature

are everywhere taking for a religion. Refuse

to sail in the shallows of the sea ; strike out

into the deep waters where the surges roll

heavily, as in God's majesty, and the gales of

the Spirit blow. Man your piety as a great

expedition against God's enemies and yours,

and hope for no delicate salvation, not to be

won by great sacrifices and perils. Bushnell.

Remember that God sent both priest and

prophet. The law made nothing perfect.

Men got used to the priestly function, and saw
no other aspects of truth. The priest went in-

to the holy place for them. They asked noth-

ing, and reasoned about nothing. They were

saved as they were. The3' were in the king-

dom of God without effort of their own. The
prophet taught more. He corrected impres-

sions that were superfieial. He showed how
thoroughly the whole ethical life had gone

astray, and everything was secularized and

nominalized. The heart went after covetous-

ness, and there was no God there. They made
light of the name of God, which at firet to them

was too holy a word to utter. They heard His

truth as it were a lovel)' song, and a pleasant

voice, and a well-played instrument. It pro-

duced no genuine effect on their life. No sin

was slain, no appetite was rebuked.

We need to be warned against the same sen-

timentalism to-day—a shallow and superficial

life that is satisfied with merely outward forms

or transient emotions ; with that which is dra-

matic, which makes one " feel good," but does

not go down into the very blood and fibre of

one's moral being, and does not affect charac-

ter. The apostle John, who approached near-

est of any of the apostles to what might be

called emotional experience, knocks flat all

these fictitious and sentimental ideas, when he

says, " If a man love not his brother, whom he

has seen, how shall he love God, whom he has

not seen ?" God has brought in the prophet.

His stern utterances of truth go down into the

marrow of life. A touch of His hand crumbles

to dust the mere manikin of a formal profes-

sion. J. B. Thomas.

We are passing out rather now into a kind
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of holiday freedom, talking piety as a natural

taste, enjoj'ing our fine sentiments of reverence

to God, and protesting our great admiration of

Christ and His beautiful lessons—all in the

plane of nature itself. Multitudes of us, and

especially of the young, congratulate ourselves

that we are about as good Christians, on the

groiuid of mere natural sentiment, as need be.

Nay, we are somewhat better Christians than

there used to be, because we are more philan-

thropic, better reformers, and in that are so

easily up to the level of Christianity, in a fash-

ion of piety so much more intelligent. Our
doctrine of the Gospel grows flashy, to a large

extent, in the same manner. High sentiments,

beautiful aspirations, are taken, sometimes wit-

tingly and sometimes unwittingly, as amount-

ing to at least so much of religious character.

Where we shall be landed, or stranded rather,

in this shallowing process, is too evident.

Christianity will be coming to be more and

more nearly a lost fact. A vapid and soulless

naturalism will be all that is left, and we shall

keep the Gospel only as a something in Divine

figure and form, on which to play our natural

sentiments. Bushnell.

Amid all that illusion which momentary vis-

itations of seriousness and of sentiment throw

around the character of man, let us never lose

sight of the test, that " by their fruits ye shall

know them." That you hear and are delight-

ed is not coming up to this test. It is that

you hear and do. This is the ground upon

which the reality of your religion is discrimi

nated now ; and on the day of reckoning, this is

the ground upon which your religion will be

judged then ; and that award is to be passed

upon you, which will tx and perpetuate your

destiny forever. Chalmers.

The Gospel message leaves no man exactly

as it found hiii. The difference may be very

imperceptible, but it will be real. One more,

almost invisible, film, over the eyeball ; one

more thin layer of wax on the ear ; one more
fold of insensibility round heart and conscience

^or else some yielding to the love ; some finger

put out to take the salvation ; some lightening

of the pressure of the sickness ; some removal

of the peril and the danger. The same sun

blinds diseased eyes and gladdens sound ones.

The same fire melts wax and hardens clay.

" This Child is set for the rise and fall of many
in Israel." " To the one He is the savor of life

unto life ; to the other He is the savor of death

unto death." Which is He, for He is one of

them, to you ? A. M.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXXIV.

34 : 1, 2 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, prophesy against

the shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and say unto them, even to the shepherds. Thus saith the

Lord God : Woe unto the shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves ! should not the shep-

3 herds feed the sheep ? Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill the fatlings
;

4 but ye feed not the sheep. The diseased have ye not strengthened, neither have ye healed

that which was sick, neither have ye bound up that which was broken, neither have j'e

brought again that which was driven away, neither have ye sought that which was lost ;

5 but with force and with rigour have ye ruled over them. And they were scattered, because

there was no shepherd : and they became meat to all the beasts of the field, and were scat-

6 tered. My sheep wandered through all the mountains, and upon every high hill : yea, my
sheep were scattered upon all the face of the earth ; and there was none that did search or

7, 8 seek after them. Therefore, ye shepherds, hear the word of the Lord : As I live, saith

the Lord God, surely forasmuch as my sheep became a prey, and my sheep became meat to

all the beasts of the field, because there was no shepherd, neither did my shepherds search

9 for my sheep, but the shepherds fed themselves, and fed not my sheep ; therefore, ye shep-

10 herds, hear the word of the Lord ; Thus saith the Lord God : Behold, I am against the shep-

herds ; and I will require my sheep at their hand, and cause them to cease from feeding the

sheep
; neither shall the shepherds feed themselves any more ; and I will deliver my sheep

11 from their mou'h, that they may not be meat for them. For thus saith the Lord God :

12 Behold. I myself, even I, will search for my sheep, and will seek them out. As a shepherd

sceketh out his flock in the day that he is among his sheep that are scattered abroad, so will
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I seek out my ehcep ; and I will deliver them out of all places whither they have been scat-

tered in the cloudy and dark day. And I will bring them out from the peoples, and gather

them from the countries, and will bring them into their own land ; and I will feed them
upon the mountains of Israel, by the watercourses, and in all the inhabited places of the

country. I will feed them with good pasture, and upon the mountains of the height of

Israel shall their fold be : there shall they lie down in a good fold, and on fat pasture shall

they feed upon the mountains of Israel. I myself will feed my sheep, and I will cause them
to lie down, saith the Lord God. I will seek that which was lost, and will bring again that

which was driven away, and will hind up that which was broken, and will strengthen that

which was sick : and the fat and the strong I will destroy ; I will feed them in judgement.

And as for you, O my flock, thus saith the Lord God : Behold, I j udge between cattle and

cattle, as well the rams as the he-goats. Seemeth it a small thing unto you to have fed upon
the good pasture, but ye must tread down with your feet the residue of your pasture ? and

to have drunk of the clear waters, but ye must foul the residue with your feet ? And as for

my sheep, they eat that which ye have trodden with your feet, and they drink that which

ye have fouled with your feet.

Therefore thus saith the Lord God unto them : Behold I, even I. will judge between the

fat cattle and the lean cattle. Because ye thrust with side and with shoulder, and push all

the diseased with your horns, till ye have scattered them abroad ; therefore will I save my
flock, and they shall no more be a prey ; and I will judge between cattle and cattle. And
I will set up one shepherd over theni, and he shall feed them, ev(Mi my servant David ; he

shall feed them, and he shall be their shepherd. And I the Lord will be their God, and my
servant David prince among them ; I the Lord have spoken it. And I will make with them
a covenant of peace, and will cause evil beasts to cease out of the land : and they shall dwell

securely in the wilderness, and sleep in the woods. And I will make them and the places

round about my hill u blessing ; and I will cause the shower to come down in its season ;

there shall be showers of blessing. And the tree of the field shall yield its fruit, and the

earth shall yield her increase, and they shall be secure in their land ; and they shall know
that I am the Lord, when I have broken the bars of their yoke, and have delivered them out

of the hand of those that served themselves of them. And they shall no more be a prey to

the heathen, neither shall the beast of the earth devour them ; but they shall dwell securely,

and none shall make them afraid. And I will raise up unto them a plantation for renown,

and they shall be no more consumed with famine in the land, neither bear the shame of the

heathen any more. And they shall know that I the Lord their God am with them, and that

they, the house of Israel, are my people, saith the Lord God. And ye my sheep, the sheep

of my pasture, are men, and I am your God, saith the Lord God.

Chap. 34. The prophet, proceeding on his

theme of restoration, has yet to pronounce a

j udgment, but not now upon the whole nation,

but upon unfaithful rulers, who.5e very punish-

ment will but further the good of those whom
they have misguided. He shows what the

rulers should have been, what they have been,

and what in the coming times they shall be

when the True King shall reign In the true

kingdom. Hence follows a description of Mes-

siah's reign. B. C.

In this chapter the Lord's people appear as

His "flock." The figure of the shepherd and

his sheep is maintained throughout. The cor-

rupt priests, false prophets, and wicked princes

of Israel and Judah stand here as the shepherds

who have long had the care of the Lord's flock.

They arc denounced ; their wicked and ruinous

policy is portrayed ; and they receive their

doom. The Lord Himself assumes the care of

His flock ; wil' raise up His servant David to

be their shepherd and their prince ; and so the

highest prosperity shall ensue. As to date, it

must be assumed that this prophecy follows

the period named chap. 33 : 31

—

i.e., follows

the arrival of the tidings that the city of Jeru-

salem is smitten. Probably it was brought out

immediately after. Remarkably in both Jere-

miah and Ezekiel, the strain of prophecy is

that of warning and denunciation before the

fall of the city, but of consolation and promise

after that fall. The reason of this is obvious.

Before, the people were vainly self-confident

;

after, they were desponding. Before, they

needed stern rebuke ; after, the inspirations of

promise and of hope. So Goil is wont to deal

with His people.

1-6. Shepherd life wns familiar in all the

East. Whole tribes and nations subsisted

mainly upon their flocks anil herds. No won-
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(ior therefore that it appears as a figure to illus-

trate the spiritual care of the Lord's people,

.ler. 33 : 1-4 gives the outlines of this entire

fhiipter of Ezekiel. The reader will readily

recall the frequeut allusions to the shepherd

and his flock in the discourses of our Lord,

especially in Jolui 10. Nothing else in human
life could furnish illustrations of this thing at

once so simple, so beautiful, and so pertinent.

Those men of leading influence in the Jewish

State—the priests, the false prophets and the

princes—(for all these are included here) had

fed themselves only and never the flock. Self-

ish men, they had sought only their own ag-

grandizement, and not at all the spiritual good

of the people, or the honor of the God of Israel.

The case of the flock affords many apposite il-

lustrations of this selfishness. A bad shepherd

neglects the feeble, the sick, the maimed and

the wandering, and appropriates the fat and

well-conditioned for his personal use. So had

these vile men utterly neglected the spiritual

culture of the people and sought only their

own personal self-indulgence. H. C.

4. They did not do their duty to those of the

flock that were distempered, did not strengthen

them, or heal them, or bind them up. When
any of the flock were sick or hurt, worried or

wounded, it was all one to them whether they

lived or died ; they never looked after them.

The princes and judges took no care to right

those that suffered wrong, or to shelter injured

innocency. They took no care of the poor to

see them provided for. The priests took no

care to instruct the ignorant, to rectify the mis-

takes of those that were in error, to warn the

unruly or to comfort the feeble-minded. The
ministers of state took no care to check the

growing distempers of the kingdom which

threatened the vitals of it. Things were amiss

and out of course everywhere, and nothing

was done to rectify them. H.

7-12. The two great points made here are :

(1) That God is against those vile shepherds and

will hold them to a strict accountability ; and

(2) that He will depose them from their place

and assume the service Himself. He will do
this work faithfully. He will seek out the

wandering and the lost. Be His name praised

for this promise ! H. C.

1!2. Humiliating as the fact is, it is, with the

great majority of us, only when we are pushed

on to that sense of impotence that either reason

or faith so wakes up in us that we begin to cry,

as we ought to have cried in thankful confi-

deace and devout dependence all along, to our

Lord. God's love is too loving to let us alone.

We would not begin right, or come right, in

prosperity and health and youth ; we set our

best parts against the Providence of Life, and

are conquered. We would not grow up Chris-

tians in the fold, under the Shepherd's hands,

and hence the Shepherd lets us run on the

sharp stones, the barren ledges and thorns of

the mountains, till we arc quite certain we are

lost, before He comes after us ; but then He is

sure to come. F. D. H.

Frequently spiritual clouds are the result of

falls from the narrow path to the darker way
of sin. Indulgence of known sins and neglect

of known duties grieve the Holy Spirit, and

His influence is withdrawn. The pilgrim ceases

to regret the lost sunshine. Thus he might re-

main until death sealed his doom ; but the

Good Shepherd lias said, " I will both gather

My flock and search them out from all places

where they have been scattered in the dark and

cloudy day." Those who have been once fold-

ed in His arms by regeneration to everlasting

life can never perish. He seeks out the sleep-

ing pilgrim, and arouses him by some salutary

chastisement. Then the backslider is left to

prove the error of his wanderings, the sinful-

ness of his slumber ; he finds, by painful ex-

perience, that his sins have cast a separating

cloud between him and his God. He gropes

his way in chilling shadows. But by the up-

holding influence of the Holy Spirit he is en-

abled to persevere, until at length—perhaps

not till after a tedious and painful probation-

his reconciled Father addresses to him the joy-

ful invitation, " I have blotted out as a cloud

thine iniquities, and as a thick cloud thy sins ;

return unto Me, for I have redeemed thee."

How gladsome, then, is the return to the sun-

shine of joy and blessedness ! Moore.

13-16. Scattered now in exile, the first

promise is restoration to their land. This is

natural. And it W'as true in its literal sense.

The Lord did promise to restore them to their

mother-land—and fulfilled it. But He prom-

ises here more than He fulfilled then and there

in the restoration under Zerubabbel. This will

appear more fully when we compare other

prophecies of Ezekiel parallel with this

—

c.i}.,

chap. 36 : 24-38 ; 37 : 15-28. H. C.

13. While every other ancient nation on the

face of the earth has been scattered, mingled

and lost its nationality among the vast masses

of the nations of the earth, there stands one

nation, in its unbelief and rebellion, blindness

and sin, most accurately fulfilling the words of

prophecy, in maintaining its distinct nationali-

ty ! God, in His wonderful dealings with the chil-
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(Iren of men, haa taken the most perverse peo-

ple on earth and, during the time of their worst

perversity, their most terrible blindness and

unbelief, and, without their designing it or

knowing it, made them bear testimony to the

truth of the words of the prophets, in main-

taining their distinct nationality, while all the

other ancient nations have mingled in the vast

sea of humanity till their nationality is lost.

How wonderful are thy works, O thou King

of saints ! Anon.

17-31, The piophet has no more to say to

the shepherds, but he has now a message to

deliver to the flock. God had ordered him to

speak tenderly to them, and to assure them of

the mercy He had in store for them. But here

he is ordered to make a difference between

some and others of them, to separate between

the precious and the vile, and then to give

them a promise of the Messiah, by whom this

distinction should be effectually made, partly

at His first coming, since for judgment He came

Into this world (John 9 : 39), to fill the hungry

with good things, and to send the rich empty
• away (Luke 1 : 53). But this distinction shall

be completely made at His second coming,

Avhen He shall, as it is here said, judge between

cattle and cattie, as a shepherd divides between

the sheep and the goats. H.

17. This is a discrimination between the

morally good and Ihe morally bad. The radi-

cal distinction between sheep and goats in their

temper and in their habits suggests the dis-

crimination as to moral character which the

Lord will bring to light in His judgment. Is

not this passage the foundation of that remark-

able language of our Lord in reference to the

final judgment (Matt. 25 : 31-33)?

18, 19, Here appears yet another illustra-

tion of the spirit and ways of the vile shepherds

who are now the he- goats, leaders of the flock,

or the fat ones, leading the lean. They not

only eat up the good pasture themselves, but

trample down all they do not eat, reserving

nothing good for the feeble ; and they drink of

the deep, placid and pure waters, and then foul

the rest with their feet—so that they leave for

the Lord's flock no grass but what they have

trodden down, and no water save what they

have made foul. Was this a small thing?

Was it not more than merely mean f Was it

not supremely loicked f H. C.

20-31. Jehovah having promised to be a

Ruler of His people, the administration of the

Divine kingdom is now described as carried on

by One King, the representative of David,

whose dominion should fulfil all the promises

originally made to the man after God's own
heart. David fell short of the obedience re-

quired as a condition, and so even his kingdom
did not reach the promised limits, much less

acquire that solid peace which should have
been its chief glory. To understand fully the

scope of the Divine promises we must refer,

first, to the terms in which under the law they

were made to Moses, to David, to Solomon,

with the conditions of their fulfilment ; next,

to the passages in the prophets, in which these

promises are reasserted in the very same words

with additions and enlargements. The con-

stant repetition of the same phrases shows that

the subject is the same, and that the promises

in the law were not merely such as should

fall to the ground in case of a failure of the

conditions, but living promises that should

take effect, though not for those who might

have attained, but by their own fault did not

attain to them. (Compare Paul's reasoning in

Rom. 11.) The prophet thus seems not so much
to add to as to explain and develop the orig-

inal promise ; and a.s the complete fulfilment

of the spiritual blessings, which the prophets

were guided to proclaim, was manifestly never

realized in any temporal prosperity of the Jews,

and never could and never can be realized in

any earthly kingdom, we recognize through-

out the Sacred Volume the one subject of all

prophecy—the Righteous King, the Anointed

Prince, the Son and the Lord of David. B. C.

23. One shepherd over them, even My servant

David. Jesus Christ, the true Shepherd, to

whom the title of David is given by the proph-

ets, and attributed by Himself in the Gospel,

and who has fulfilled all the duties, after hav-

ing faithfully described all the chai'acters, of

the office. The Scriptures call this Shepherd

David, because He was born of David after

the fiesh, and possessed in reality and eminently

all those qualities which the Scriptures give to

David under the figure of the Messiah. Calmet.

He shall feed them, and lie shall be their sliep-

lierd. This prophecy was remarkably fulfilled

when Christ, by the preaching of the Gospel,

" gathered in one the children of God, that

were scattered abroad" (John 11 : 53 ; Eph.

1 : 10) ; among whom were many " of the lost

sheep of the house of Israel." But it will re-

ceive a further completion at the general con-

version of the Jews, when the time will come

that they shall say, " Blessed is He that Com-

eth iu the name of the Lord" (Matt. 23 : 39)

;

and this signal event will usher in or complete

the fulness of the Gentiles. (See Rom. 11 : 12,

15, 25, 32.) W. Lowth.
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35-28. The figure of the flock is still kept

up with great beauty and force. God will

make with them a covenant of peace, binding

tlie wild beasts (outside enemies) to keep the

peace with them and do them no harm. So

the flocli will be safe anywhere, in the wilder-

ne.ss or the forests. The last part of verae 26

should read, " I will bring down the great rain

in its time ; floods of blessing shall it be."

The Hebrew word used here always means a

great rain. The figure of rain as a symbol and

pledge of all Divine blessings appears in Lev.

36 : 3-6, 19, 20. H. C.

25. Concerning the great charter by which
the kingdom of the Messiah should be incor-

porated, and upon which it should be founded

(verse 25) : I will make with them a covenant

of peace. The covenant of grace is a covenant

of peace. In it God is at peace with us, speaks

peace to us, and assures us of peace, of all good,

all the good we need to make us happy. The
tenor of this covenant is :

" I the Lord will be

their God, a God all-sufficient to tliem (veree

24), will own them, and will be owned by
them ; in order to this My servant David shall

be a prince among them, to reduce them to

their allegiance, to receive their homage, and

to reign over them, in them, and for them."

Note, those and those only that have the Lord

Jesus for their Prince have the Lord Jehovah
for their God. And then they, even the house

of Israel, shall be My people. If we take God
to be our God, He will take us to be His peo-

ple. Prom this covenant between God and Is-

rael there results communion : "I the Lord

their God am with them, to converse with

them ; and they shall know it and have the

comfort of it. " II.

29. The reference is probably to the Garden
of Eden. It promises that the Zion of the

Lonl shall be a second Eden in beauty, fertility

and glory. The idea of renown, a good name,

stands opposed to " the shame of the heathen"

which they sliall bear no more. They shall be

no more reproached as a broken-down nation-

ality, nor shall the name of the Lord be any
more blasphemed on their account. The fer-

tility of this plantation will sustain a great

people and a strong nation ; its splendor and

beauty will liVt them high above the reproach

of the heathen. H. C.

31. " Ye are men;" then God knows what
kind of persons we are, whom He has loved

with an everlasting love. We are Adams, not

angels. If you come into the Church of God,

and expect to get among angels, you will be

mightily mistaken ; and if the brethren should

receive you, and hope tliat they are receiving

angels unawares, they will be mistaken, too.

We make absurd mistakes through foolish ex-

pectations. We shall not find that our breth-

ren and sisters are male and female cherubim,

for they are men and women, and nothing

more. They are fallen men, too, bearing about

them traces of the ruin of their nature ; they

went astray like lost sheep, even the best of

them. They are men—that is to say, they are

only men ; for the best of men are but men at

the best. God's people are true men ; when
tlie Spirit of God is in them they quit them-

selves like men ; they come to the front and

bear the brunt of the battle. Spurgeon.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XXXV., XXXVI.

35 : 1, 2 MonEOVEU the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, set thy

3 face against mount Seir, and prophesy against it, and say unto it, Thus saith the Lord God :

Behold, I am against thee, mount Seir, and I will stretch out mine hand against thee, and

4 I will make thee a desolation and an astonishment. I will lay thy cities waste, and thou

5 Shalt be desolate ; and thou shall know that I am the Lord. Because thou hast had a per-

petual enmity, and hast given over the children of Israel to the power of the sword in the

6 time of their calamity, in the time of the iniquity of the end : therefore, as I live, saith the

Lord God, I will prepare thee unto blood, and blood shall pursue thee ; sith thou hast not

7 hated blood, therefore blood shall pursue thee. Thus will I make mount Seir an astonish-

ment and a desolation : and I will cut off from it him that passeth through and him that

8 returneth. And I will fill his mountains with his slain : in thy hills and in thy valleys and

9 in all thy watercourses shall they fall that are slain with the sword. I will make thee per-
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petual desolations, and thy cities shall not be inhabited : and ye shall know that I am the

10 Loud. Because thou hast said, These two nations and these two countries shall be mine,

11 and we will possess it ; whereas the Lord was there : therefore, as I live, saith the Lord
God, I will do according to thine answer, and according to thine envy which thou hast shewed
out of thy liatred against them ; and I will make myself known among them, when I shall

12 judge thee. And thou shalt know that I the Lohd have heard all thy blasphemies which
thou hast spoken against the mountains of Israel, saying. They are laid desolate, they are

13 given us to devour. And ye have magnified yourselves against me with your mouth, and

14 have multiplied your words against me : I have heard it. Thus saith the Lord God : When
15 the whole earth rejoiceth, I will make thee desolate. As thou didst rejoice over the inherit-

ance of the house of Israel, because it was desolate, so will I do unto thee : thou shalt be

desolate, O mount Seir, and all Edom, even all of it : and they shall know that I am the

Loud.

36 : 1 And thou, son of man, prophesy unto the mountains of Israel, and say. Ye moun-
2 tains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord. Thus saith the Lord God : Because the enemy
8 hath said against you. Aha ! and, The ancient high places are ours in possession : therefore

prophesy, and say. Thus saith the Lord God : Because, even because they have made you
desolate, and swallowed you up on every side, that ye might be a possession unto the residue

of the nations, and ye are taken up in the lips of talkers, and the evil report of the people :

4 therefore, ye mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord God ; Thus saith the Lord God
to the mountains and to the hills, to the watercourses and to the valleys, to the desolate

wastes and to the cities that are forsaken, whicli are become a prey and derision to the residue

5 of the nations that are round about : therefore thus saith the Lord God : Surely in the fire of

my jealousy have I spoken against the residue of the nations, and against all Edom, which
have appointed my land unto themselves for a possession with the joy of all their heart, with

6 despite of soul, to cast it out for a prey : therefore prophesy concerning the land of Israel,

and say unto the mountains and to the hills, to the watercourses and to the valleys. Thus
saith tlie Lord God : Behold, I have spoken in my jealousy and in my fury, because ye have

7 borne the shame of the heathen : therefore thus saith the Lord God : I have lifted up mine

hand, aayiny. Surely the heathen that are round about you, they shall bear their shame.

8 But ye, O mountains of Israel, ye shall shoot forth your branches, and yield your fruit to my
9 people Israel ; for they are at hand to come. For, behold, I am for you, and I will turn

10 unto you, and ye shall be tilled and sown : and I will multiply men upon you, all the house

of Israel, even all of it : and the cities shall be inhabited, and the waste places shall be

11 builded : and I will multiply upon you man and beast ; and they shall increase and be fruit-

ful : and I will cause you to be inhabited after your former estate, and will do better unto

12 you, than at your beginnings : and ye shall know that I am the Lord. Yea, I will cause men
to walk upon you, even my people Israel ; and they shall possess thee, and thou shalt be

13 their inheritance, and thou shalt no more henceforth bereave them of children. Thus saith

the Lord God : Because they say unto you, Thou land art a devourcr of men, and hast been

14 a bereaver of thy nation ; therefore thou shalt devour men no more, neither bereave thy

15 nation any more, saith the Lord God ; neither will I let thee hear any more the shame of the

heathen, neither shalt thou bear the reproach of the peoples any more, neither slialt thou

cause thy nation to stumble any more, saith the Lord God.

16, 17 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Son of man, when the house of

Israel dwelt in their own land, they defiled it by their way and by their doings : their way

18 before mc was as the uncleanness of a woman in her separation. Wherefore I poured out

my fury upon them for the blood which they had poured out upon the land, and because

19 they hud defiled it with their idols : and I scattered them among the nations, and they were

dispersed through the countries : according to their way and according to their doings I

20 judged them. And when they came unto the nations, whither they went, they profaned

my holy name ; in that men said of them. These are the people of the Lord, and are gone

21 forth out of his land. But I had pity for mine holy name, which the house of Israel had

22 profaned among the nations, whither they went. Therefore say unto the house of Israel,

Thus saith the Lord God : I do not this for your sake, O house of Israel, but for mine holy

23 name, which ye have profaned among the nations, whither ye went. And I will sanctify

my great name, which hath been profaned among the nations, which ye have profaned in the
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midst of them ; and the nations shall know that I am the Loud, saith the Lord Gon, wluii

I shall be sanctified in you before their eyes. For I will take you I'roin among tlie nations,

and gather you out of all the countries, and will bring you into your own land. And 1 will

sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean : from all your filtliiness, and from all

your idols, will I cleanse you. A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put
within you : and I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you an
heart of flesh. And I will put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes,

and ye shall keep my judgements, and do them. And ye shall dwell in the land that I gave
to your fathers ; and ye shall be my people, and I will be your God. And I will save you
from all your uncleanncsses : and I will call for the corn, and will multiply it, and lay no

famine upon you. And I will multiply the fruit of the tree, and the increase of the field,

that ye shall receive no more the reproach of famine among the nations. Then shall ye re-

member your evil ways, and your doings that were not good ; and 3'e shall loathe yourselves

in 3-our own sight for your iniquities and for your abominations. Not for your sake do I

this, saith the Lord God, be it known unto you : be ashamed and confounded for your ways,

O house of Israel. Thus saith the Lord God : In the day that I cleanse you from all your

iniquities, I will cause the.cilies to be inhabited, and the waste places shall be builded. And
the land that was desolate shall be tilled, whereas it was a desolation in the sight of all that

passed by. And they shall say. This land that was desolate is become like tlie garden of

Eden ; and the waste and desolate and ruined cities are fenced and inhabited. Then the

nations that are left round about you shall know that I the Lord have builded the ruined

places, and planted that which was desolate : I the Lord have spoken it, and I will do it.

Thus saith the Lord God : For this moreover will I be inquired of by the house of Israel,

to do it for them ; I will increase them with men like a flock. As the flock for sacrifice, as

the flock of Jerusalem in her appointed feasts ; so shall the waste cities be filled with flocks

of men : and they shall know that I am the Lord.

Chaps. 35, 36. The devastation of Edom
and the restoration of Israel. Edom was in-

cluded among the nations against which Eze-

kiel prophesied (35 : 12-14). But the fuller

doom of Edom was reserved for this place, be-

cause Edom M-as one of the surrounding nations

that profited at flrst by Judah's fall, and be-

cause it helps by way of contrast to bring out

in a marked way the better future designed for

Israel. Edom is the God-hating, God-opposing

power, for Edom was ever distinguished for its

bitter hatred against Israel, and so the ruin of

Edom is the triumph of Israel in the power of

God. B. C.

Chap. 3.5. This chapter records a prophecy

of judgments on Mount Scir and the people of

Edom. Of all the contiguous nations none

seem to have cherished more intense and invet-

erate hatred against Israel than Edom. Hence

the prophecy against her, put in brief terms

before(chap. 35 : 13-14) is resumed and amplified

here, manifestly in part for the interesting pur-

pose of bringing into connection with it the

greater mercies which God had in store for His

own Israel. The next chapter (36) develops

the nature and the force of this connection,

showing how the jealousy of the Lord was en-

kindled against the ancient enemies of His peo-

ple, and how His soul was aroused to great

achievements in their behalf out of regard for

the glory of His name which Zion's enemies

had blasphemed.

5, 6. The personal ill-feeling of Esau toward

his brother Jacob seems to have become the in-

heritance of his posterity age after age with

scarce any perceptible abatcinent. The sec-

ond clause of verse 5 refers tn the day when
the Chaldeans broke up their city, ami tlie peo-

ple fled for their lives. Obadiah (verses 10-15)

implies that in this day of chief calamity upon
the Jews, Edom was bitter and revengeful as

even the proud Chaldeans ; looked exultingly

upon the fall of his brother as of an old en-

emy ; "spake of them proudly in the day of

their distress ;" " entered into their gates in

that day of their calamity" for pillage and ex-

ultant joy ;
" stood in the crossways to cut off

those that were escaping," and "delivered

them up" to their Chaldean foes. To this

great, damning sin the last clause refers as

" the end-sin"—that crowning iniquity which

God could bear no longer, but must punish

with e-xemplary severitj'—the last sin in the

scries, and lying next beyond all those which

God could bear in the sense of long-suffering

delay to punish. This one He could not

"bear." Verse 6, "I will prepare thee unto

blood," is better read, " I will appoint or des-

tine thee for blood." Edom had not been

averse to blood in the day of his brother's ca-
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lamity ; now let him have his fill of it. Let it

pursue him, even as his greedy sword thirsted

for the blood of his Jewish brother, and chased

him down to drink it 1

7-9. " Him that passeth out and him that

returneth,
'

' is the usual Hebrew phrase for the

travel incident to traffic in those ages. This

prophecy is the more noticeable because Edom
and its great capital, Petra, had been for ages

the great thoroughfare of commercial travel

between Central and Southern Asia on the east,

and Egypt and North Africa on the southwest.

Her capital had amassed great wealth and had

risen to splendor by means of trade and travel
;

yet under the curse denounced in this proph-

ecy, no spot on this wide earth ever trod by

human foot is less frequented to day than this

same Petra ! Desolation has made her deepest

imprints of ruin there. H. C.

14. When the wlwle earth rejoiccth. After

the return from the Captivity, when all thy

neighbors, conquered by the king of Babylon,

shall be restored in peace and prosperity, thou

Shalt be reduced to distress and desolation.

C'almet. The Edomites never recovered their

country after their expulsion from it by the

Nabathoans, who drove them out of their an-

cient habitations in the time of the Babylonish

captivity ; they then settled themselves in the

southern part of Judea, where they were after-

ward conquered by Hyrcanus, and obliged to

embrace the Jewish religion, and so become in-

corporated with that nation. Prideaux.

Cliap. 36. This prophecy is the sequel of

that contained in the last chapter. Calmet.

The Edomites have made tlieir boasts (chap.

35 : 10) that they should become masters of the

mountainous parts of Judea, where the ancient

fortresses were placed which commanded all

the rest of the country. W. Lowth. When
the prophet speaks Judea is waste. The

heathen nations around, and Edom in particu-

lar, rejoice in scorn ; but the land of Israel is a

holy land given by Jehovah to His people, and

it shall he theirs. The promises are those of

temporal blessings—the rebuilding of the cities,

the peopling of the land—the fruitfulness and

increase. Although these temporal blessings

were typical of Messiah's reign, yet we may
not doubt that this prophecy had for its first

object the return of prosperity to the land and

to the people after their return from Babylon.

In fact, the Jews did, after their return, enjoy

considerable wealth and prosperity, especially

under the Maccabean rulers. At the same

time, since peace and plenty were ever char-

acteristic of the kingdom of Messiah, we may

believe that here, aa elsewhere, the full con-

summation of all blessings in His kingdom is

delineated and foretold. B. C.

The central idea of this chapter is that God's

people having brought reproach on His name
before the heathen, He will retrieve it from

this disgrace. For the sake of His own glory

He will restore His people to their land, renew

the fertility of its soil, rebuild its long-time

wasted cities, and (more and better than all)

will renew the hearts of His people, taking away
the stone and giving flesh instead ;

" putting

His own Spirit within them, and causing them
henceforth to walk in His statutes and do
them." 'i'et l3'ing back of this idea of inter-

posing to retrieve His name from reproach be-

fore the heathen, is doubtless the more funda-

mental one

—

the Ditine purpose and promise oj

salvation to His people ; that in His own eter-

nal counsels He had purposed to have a people

saved unto holiness, and therefore could not

and would not be frustrated in His purpose by
their waywardness and sin, but would press

the agencies of discipline and the yet mightier

agencies of His Spirit to reclaim, renew and

save. Thus He would show His people that

He is really the very God, ever faithful to His

promise, ever abiding in His love for His peo-

ple. H. C.

8. For they are at hand to come. They, My
people Israel, are near the time of their coming
from Babylon into their own land. Abp. New-
come. The most sensible interpreters seem

to agree that there are several expressions in

this chapter, particularly in the latter part of

it, which cannot be literally understood of any

event excepting of the reign of the Messiah, of

the freedom that He has procured for His

Church, of another promised land and of a

chosen people, different from that of the Jews ;

but at the same time that there may be recog-

nized in it certain forms of speech which have

had their literal accomplishment since the re-

turn of the Jews from the Captivity. Calmet.

12-15. The general thought is that the land

will be depopulated no more. Bui the real ful-

filinent of this promise appears only in its spir-

itual significance as relating to the true Zion of

the living God. For Palestine has long been

forsaken of the seed of Abraham and has long

since ceased to be the local home of the organ-

ized people, worship, and institutions of God.

But God's true Zion lives ; has not been de-

populated, but has been exceedingly multiplied

even already, and doubtless is yet to be far

more. (Cf. Isa. 54 : 1-8.) H. C.

16-36. In this section the subjugation of
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the -world is contemplated in the overthrow of

nations (Edom in particular) which immedi-

ately surrounded tlie Holy Land—the triumph

of the kingdom of God in the restoration of

the children of Israel to their native soil, a

hint, but only a hint, being given at the close,

of a more extensive and enduring dominion.

In the following chapters to the end of 39 the

conflict between th(> world and God is described

in its most general form, and the absolute tri-

umph of the kingdom of God fully depicted.

The honor of God is asserted in the gather-

ing together and the purification of His people.

Dispersion is the breaking up of nationality.

The flret step to%vard the re-establishment of a

kingdom must be the gathering together of the

scattered members. As the dispersion of the

children of Israel was far wider and more last-

ing than the sojourn in Chaldea, so the reunion

Iiere predicted is far more extensive and com-

plete. The dispersion yet continues, the re-

union will be in those days when Israel shall

be gathered into the Church of God. The re-

union shall be accompanied by repentance and

conversion by the working of the Holy Spirit

making them indeed the people of God. B. C.

2!S, iJS. It W!is vital to the best moral im-

pression upon the people that tney should see

that this interposition of God to deliver them
from their captivity and restore them to their

land was not done for their sake—had none of

its causes or grounds in their goodness or mer-

its ; but was done entirely for His own holy

name's sake, to redeem His character and throne

from dishonor before the nations. These state-

ments uniformly rest the case here, although

(as suggested above) we may well go deeper,

even to the eternal love of God for lost men
and to His glorious purpose of redeeming a

people unto Himself. H. C.

22. Have you ever thought what a wonder-

ful and blessed truth there lies in the old words

of one of the Jewish prophets, " I do not this

for your sakes, O house of Israel, but for mine

holy name's sake" ? The foundation of all

God's love to us sinful men, that passage tells

us, lies not in us, nor in anything about us,

not in anything external to God Himself. He,

and He alone, is the cause and reason, the mo-
tive and the end, of His own love to our world.

And unless we have grasped that magnificent

thought as the foundation of all our accept-

ance in Him, I think we have not yet learned

half of the fulness which, even in this world,

may belong to our conceptions of the love of

God—a love that has no motive but Himself
;

a love that is not evoked even (if I may so say)

by regard to His creatures wants ; a love,

therefore, which is eternal, being in that Di-

vine heart before there were creatures upon
whom it could rest ; a love tliat is its own
guarantee, its own cause—safe and firm, there-

fore, with all the firmness and serenity of the

Divine nature—incapable of being affected by
our transgression, deeper than all our sins,

more ancient than our very existence, the very

essence and being of God Himself. If you
seek the source of Divine love, you must go
high up into the mountains of God, and learn

that it, as all other of His (shall I sayj emotions,

and feelings, and resolutions and purposes,

owns no reason but Himself, no motive but

Himself ; lies wrapped in the secret of His na-

ture, who is all-sufiicient for His own blessed-

ness, and all whose work and being is caused

by, and satisfied, and terminates in His own
fulness. "God is love:" therefore beneath

all considerations of what we may want—deeper

and more blessed than all thoughts of a com-

passion that springs from the feeling of human
distress and the sight of man's misery—lies

this thought of an affection which does not

need the presence of sorrow to evoke it, which
does not want the touch of our finger to flow

out, but by its very nature is everlasting, by
its very nature is infinite, by its very nature

must be pouring out the flood of its own joyous

fulness forever and ever ! A. M.

25. The conception of cleansing by sprink-

ling clean water comes from the Mosaic cere-

monial system. (See especially Num. 19 : 17-19

and also Ps. 51 : 9.) As looking to the exiles

in Chaldea to be restored to Canaan, it makes
prominent the filthiuess and abominations of

idolatry. From these the Lord would effec-

tually cleanse them. This became a great his-

toric fact. The nation as such was cured of

idolatry, at least during several generations.

But this promise Is good against all the filthi-

ness and all the abominations of human hearts.

The gracious promise of the Lord covers all.

A..d there is a wealth of blessedness in this

broad, magnificent promise I By what power
performed and how applied, the Lord proceeds

to show.

26, 27. Compare chap. 11 : 17-20, where in

briefer statements the same general ideas ap-

pear. The "heart" and the "spirit" repre-

sent what is most radical in human character

—what is farthest removed from hypocrisy or

from the merely external life. Comprehen-

sively they embody man's deepest purposes

and intentions—the governing will that ani-

mates his whole activities, and morally consti-
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tules the man. To make these wholly new is

to breathe into the soul of man a new moral

life. It changes tlie great drift and aim of his

endeavors
;
gives him a new object to live for

;

inspires his soul with new motives, and brings

him under new influences. It is made promi-

nent here that this change is wrought by the

Spirit of God ;
" I will put My Spirit within

you, and (so) will cause you to walk in My
statutes," etc. God Himself becomes' a con-

trolling power in the hearts of meu unto a holy

life. This is the great doctrine of the New
Testament, taught forcibly by our Lord Him-
self in Ilis statements respecting the new birth

(John 3 : 3-8), and everywhere presented as

pre-eminently the work of the Spirit of God.

The heart of stone, contrasted with the heart

of flesh, is forcible imagery, yet wonderfully

true to human consciousness. Its significance

applies appositely to the sensibilities—cold and

dead, apart from the living, quickening power
of God in the soul—but tender, flowing and

free when the Spirit touches the soul and even

makes His abode there. And yet we must not

restrict the Spirit's work to the sensibilities.

The intellect also—the mind's apprehension of

Divine truth—is by no means unaffected in this

great change from stone to flesh. The dullness

of apprehension, the resistance to truth, which

appears where God is not in the heart, may
fitly be called " stony ;" while the sharpened

thought, the quick apprehension, and the ge-

nial welcome of truthattach the qualities of liv-

ing flesh even to the intellect. Yet these terms

were never intended to be acutely metaphysi-

cal. They address the popular mind. Con-

sidered as so addressed, they are exceedingly

forcible and happy. I cannot forbear to add

that they reveal a most blessed, glorious truth

—viz., that Ood Himself becomes an effective

power in the souls of men vnto real holiness.

While all merely external agencies forever fail,

this Divine agency is forever efficacious. It

does for man the very thing he needs. His

own unaided endeavors, his firmest resolutions,

prove unavailing. Under his bitter experience

of their failure, this promise comes to his soul

as the dawn of day upon the thickest darkness.

When God says, " I will put My Spirit within

you and will cause you to walk in M}' statutes,"

his heart responds, That meets my soul's great

want. It is enough. If God will grant me
Ihat effective spiritual aid under which I shall

wholly obey and please Him, I can ask nothing

better ; I aspire to nothing higher and nobler.

As already suggested, this is the Gospel. These

are the provisions of Gospel grace for the re-

generation and sanctification of unholy men.
They are large promises. Nothing larger,

broader, or richer appears in the whole New
Testament. H. C.

God would give them a new heart ; a dispo-

sition of mind excellent in itself, and vastly

different from what it was before. God will

work an inward change in order to a universal

change. All that have an interest in the new
covenant and a title to the new Jerusalem have

a new heart and a new spirit, and these are

necessary in order to their walking in newness

of life. This is that Divine nature which be-

lievers are by the promises made partakers of.

Instead of a heart of stone, insensible and iii-

flcxiblc, unapt to receive any Divine impres-

sions and to return any devout affections, God
would give a heart of flesh, a soft and tender

heart, that has spiritual senses exercised, con-

scious to itself of spiritual pains and pleasures,

and complying in everj'thing with the will of

God. Renewing grace works as great a change

in the soul as the turning of a dead stone into

living flesh. Since, beside our inclination to

sin, we complain of an inability to do our duty,

God will cause them to walk in His statutes,

will not only show them the way of His statutes

before them, but incline them to walk in it,

and thoroughly furnish them with wisdom and

will and active powers for every good work.

In order to tiiis He will put His Spirit within

them ; as a Teacher, Guide, and Sanctifier.

God does not force men to walk in His statutes

by external violence, but causes them to walk

in His statutes by an internal principle. And
observe what use we ought to make of this

gracious power and principle promised us and

put within us : Ye shall keep My judgments.

If God will do His part according to the prom-

ise, we must do ours according to the precept.

The promise of God's grace to enable us for

our duty should engage and quicken our con-

stant care and endeavor to do our duty. God's

promises must drive us to His precepts as our

rule, and then His precepts must send us back

to His promises for strength, for without His

grace we can do nothing. H.

It would be to form a very false idea of the

conversion of the heart to imagine that the

finest examples and the gravest lessons are able

to convert any individual. If conversion is at

once a death and a birth, the death of the old

man and the birth of a new man ; if conver-

sion is in principle and in fact a victorj' over

the world
; if conversion, giving us eyes to

discern things invisible, makes us strangers on

the earth by convincing us that so we are by
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origin aud destiny : if conversion is all Ibis

and nothing less, it supposes so eoniplete and

serious an abjuration of all the principles of

the natural man, an abjuration not merely of

his vices, but of his virtues ; it supposes sucli

a general, unreserved, and unqualified sacrifice,

without any expected recompense from God
excepting God Himself, that it would be abso-

lutely irrational to attribute to any instruction

and example, of what kind soever, the power

of producing a revolution so thorough and

fundamental. Viiiit.

Self-culture is what a man may do upon him-

self ; mending his defects, correcting his mis-

takes, chastening his faults, tempering his pas-

sions, putting himself into the charities he has

learned from Christ, perhaps to admire, finish-

ing himself in tlie graces that have won his

approval or commanded his respect. But the

work is a far mure hopeless one than he im-

agines, and is almost sure to result, even visi-

bly, iu more affectations of character tlian are

likely to be much approved. Besides, it holds

him to a continual self-contemplation which is

selfish, and keeps him all the while filing and

polishing on his nature by his will ; which is,

in fact, the most wearisome possible, or rather

impossible, kind of self-attention. The old

faults conquered, too, will be coming back on

Iiim just when lie is conquering another set.

And turning round to fight them off, he will

find the whole swarm loose upon him again
;

till, finally, getting worried and vexed and

soured and discouraged, he virtuall}', though

perhaps not consciously, gives over his whole

undertaliing. Oh if he could have gone up

to Christ, or to God, in a true faith-culture,

and let his faults fall off, as blasted flowers

fall off the trees, dislodged by the life-principle

in them, his beautiful tliought of finishing a

character would have been how easily put for-

ward—without a care, too, and in the sweetest

liberty. No man finislies a chai-actcr who does

not go above himself and take the culture of

God's own Spirit ; by that growing out a char-

acter from within, which cannot be manipu-

lated inwardly from without. If tliere be any

good gift that cometh from above, and cannot

be made below, it is character. Busliaell.

There is but one Being that can make a

change in our position in regard to God, and

there is but one Being that can malie the change

by which man shall become a " new creature."

And He has come, and lie has dwelt with us,

and He has walked in the midst of this world,

and He knows all about our human agonies and

depression.^ and lowliness, and He has carried

in the golden urn of His humanity a new spirit

and a new life wliieh He has set down in the

midst of the race ; and the urn was broken on

the cross of Calvary, and the water flowed out,

and whithersoever that water comes there is life,

and whithersoever it comes not there is death !

A. M.

The spiritual change upon which the Bible

insists is a change of feelings and passions,

hopes and joys, rules and ends of action. The
Spirit of the living God, in translating a man
from the kingdom of darkness into that of His

dear Son, does not give him a heart, but a new
disposition of heart—does not give a man affec-

tions, but new objects of affections. The Spirit

acts upon the heart, and man becomes " will-

ing in the day of God's power"—and the dif-

ference between what ne is and what lie was,

the secret of his wondrous change lies in this,

that he loves what formerly he hated, and hates

what formerly he loved. E. M.

There is no goodness without the imi)ulse

and indwelling of the Divine Spirit, and tliere

is no Divini' Sjiirit to dwell in a man's heart

without that man trusting in Jesus Christ.

The condition of receiving the gift that makes

men good is simply and solely that we should

put our trust iu Jesus Cnrist the Giver, that

opens the door, and that Divine Spirit enters.

There are convincing operations which He ef-

fects upon the world ; but these are not iu

question here. These come prior to and inde-

pendent of faith. But the work of the Spirit

of God, present within us to heal and hallow

us, has as condition our trust in Jesus Christ,

the Great Healer. If you trust in Jesus Christ,

He will give you the new life of His Spirit,

which will make you free from the law of sin

and death. That Divine Spirit " wliich they

that believe in Him should receive" delights

to enter into every heart where His presence is

desired. Faith is desire, and desires rooted

in faith cannot be in vain. Faith is expecta-

tion, and expectations based upon Divine

promise can never be disappointed. Faith is

dependence, and dependence that reckons upon

God, and upon God's gift of Ills Spirit, will

surely be recompensed. A. M.

O Christian ! renewed by grace, dost thou

indeed believe that God inhabits thee with His

holiness and makes thee His temple '? Be thou,

then, a temple indeed, a sacred place to Him.

Exclude covetousness ; make not thy Father's

house a house of merchandise. Deem every

sin a sacrilege. Let all thy thoughts within,

like white-robed priests, move round the altar

and keep the tire burning. Let thy affections
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be always a cloud, filling the room and enwrap-

ping thy priest-like thoughts. Let thy hal-

lowed desires be ever fanning the mercy-seat

with their wings. Bushnell.

The comforts of the Gospel in the New Testa-

ment have their rise fiom the Old. The great

promise of the Messiah is 'in the Old Testa-

ment, " A virgin shall conceive and bear a

son." Nay more, the moral law speaks Gos-

pel, "I am the Lord thy God;" here is the

pure wine of the Gospel. The saint's great

charter, where God promised to " sprinkle

clean water upon them, and put His Spirit

within them," is to be found primarily in the

Old Testament (Ezek. 36 : 25, 36). So that

they who take away the Old Testament do as

Samson, pull down the pillars ; they would

take away the pillars of a Christian's comfort.

Watson.

28. Ye shall he My people. (Cf. 2 Cor. 6:16-

18 ; Heb. 8 ; 10.) The writers of the Nev?

Testament appropriated these and similar

phrases of the Old Testament to the Church

of Christ. The restoration of the Jews to their

native soil which did actually take place was

a step, a preparation, as well as a type of the

establishment of the kingdom of Christ ; and

80 the hills and the valleys of Israel, in the

most enlarged sense of prophecy, are that bet-

ter laud which is to be the seat and the posses-

sion of the universal Church of Christ. Be-

tween the restoration of the Jews (the first step)

there are many steps toward the end—the

spread of Christ's Church throughout the

world, the conversion of the Gentiles, and the

a<;knowledgment of the true God—and we are

justified in looking forward to a time when

the Gospel shall be preached in all the world,

and the earth become the kingdom of God in a

fuller sense than it has ever yet been. But all

these are steps. Our prophecies look beyond

all this to the kingdom of God in the heavens.

The reference to the Garden of Eden, the con-

dition of the earth before man's fall to be re-

newed after his recovery, confirms us in this

view of our prophecy—which is further sup-

ported and illustrated by the closing Revelation

of John, when a new heaven, and a new earth,

and a new Jerusalem marked the time when

the tabernacle of Ood shall be with Ttien, and He

will dwell with them, and they shall be His people

(Rev. 21 : 3). B. C.

33-3C. In these verses the temporal side

(so to speak) of these promises stands forth

prominently. They needed to have a temporal

side for the special encouragement of the e.xiles

in Chaldea, and perhaps I might add, for the

verification of the promises themselves. But

the spiritual side furnishes the richer install-

ments and stands guaranteed to us by the fu!

filment, already past, of the temporal part in

the restoration from Babylon, and in the ex-

ternal prosperity which succeeded that great

event.

37, 3§. It is fully implied that the people

were to pray for the great blessing just proui-

ised, a point of great moral significance. Def-

inite promise should encourage prayer and

never be held to relieve God's people from the

duty, or exclude them from the privilege. But

while this is implied here as often elsewhere,

the precise thing affirmed in the text is that

the previous prohibition of prayer for Jerusa-

lem is now removed, and God is again accessi-

ble " to be inquired of by the house of Israel."

In the words that follow stress is laid upon the

great increase of population as being the cen-

tral thing. It was central among the temporal

blessings here promised. The word " flock"

comes from the previous figure which accounts

the people as the Lord's sheep and Himself as

their shepherd. The population would crowd

the cities densely, as the throng filled Jerusa-

lem in the great national feasts. The general

import is, You ma}' rest assured it is in the

heart of your God to do great and glorious

things for His cause and people. If He names

Canaan and corn and hosts of men, let it be

that He thereby condescends to an earthly con-

dition of things then present—to a style of

wants then pressing and uppermost—but really

means not these things alone, but things far

purer, higher, and better. (See also Amos
9 : 13-15.) H. C.

37. To the arguments against prayer, that

God knows our requests already, and that

God's decrees are immutable and cannot be

altered by our prayers, I answer, prayer is not

for Ood's information, but the creature's sub-

mission ; we pray for His permission and His

blessing. Gods decrees do not exclude the duty

of creatures and the work of second causes.

The Lord, by the prophet Ezekiel, says, " I

will yet for this be inquired of by the house of

Israel ;" and in Jeremiah (29 ; 11, 12), " I know
the thoughts of peace that I have toward you,

yet ye shall call upon Me, and I will hear you."

Manton.

I will yet for this be inquired of by the house

of Israel. God has spoken and He will do it,

and He will be sought unto for it. They must

pray for it, for by prayer God is sought unto

and inquired after. What is the matter of
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GoU's promises must be tlie matter of our pray-

ers. By asking for the mercy promised, we
must give glorj' to the Donor, express a value

for the gift, own our dependence, and put hon-

or upon prayer, which God lias put honor

upon. II. Prayer is the channel through

which the Lord is graciously pleased to convey

spiritual blessings to the soul. He knows all

our wants, and without our asking Him, could

suppl}' them in the best possible time. But

He will be inquired of by the house of Israel

to do for them according to the exceeding great

and precious promises He hath given. Ihi niiah

More. Power, with God and with men for

God, whether in the preaching of the Word,
in the service of Christ's poor, or in the varied

ministries of every private disciple, comes al-

ways and only in the measure of faith and of

the Holy Ghost, in answer to prayer. The
word of Christ stands unchanged to-day : Ac-

cording to your faith, be it unto you ! And,
How much more shall your heavenly Father give

the Holy Spirit to tJiem that ask Him ! B.

The clouds of revival which pass from laud

to land, who can predict their course or trace

their laws, and say why they pass on, and why
they fall in blessing ? This one thing we do

know, and it is the most practical, that prayer

is closely connected with the outpouring of the

Spirit. He who has bidden us ask our daily

bread from our heavenly Father, and the rain

tiiat is to give it, has bidden us ask, also, from

Him this good gift of His Holy Spirit, and has

assured us that He will not deny it. The spirit

of prayer is Itself, indeed, the spiritual rain

begun, but we may detain it, and increase the

refreshing showers. We can lift up our voice

to the clouds, that abundance of waters may
cover us. Ker.

Praj'er touches the only spring that can pos-

sibly ensure success. By speaking we move
man ; but by prayer we move God. It is

through the medium of prayer that the little-

ness and meanness of man prevail with Omni-

potence. " The prayer of faith" is the only

power in the universe to which the great Jeho-

vah yields ; He looks upon every other power
as more or less opposed to Him ; but He looks

upon this as a confession of man's dependence,

as an appropriate homage to his greatness, as

au attraction which brings down His Divine

agency to the earth. Here every one may as-

sist missions ; and every tear in the closet,

every pang in the heart over the miseries of

tho.se who are dead in their sins, every prayer

lifted up in that retirement where no eye sees

but the eye of Him " which seeth in secret,"

affords a most important benefit. These are

the elements of success ; these the pledges of

final triumph. R. Hall.

The promise is, " According to your faith,

be it unto you." Feeble infrequent, formal

prayer will not meet the demand. It must be

earnest, fervent, persevering, mighty in faith,

abundant in strong crying and tears, the off-

spring of a deep spiritual agony. The minis-

try needs to confide with more childlike sim-

plicity in the Divine promises. If they pledge

what is impossible with men we are not to

stagger at it, but believe that with God all

things are possible. He can bring light out of

darkness, make the parched ground a pool,

give songs in the night, harvests in the desert,

and turn the shadow of death into eternal day.

This needs to be seen and felt in order that the

throne may be boldly approached, the horns of

the altar seized, and held fast till the heavens

open and pour down righteousness. Such a

thing as the salvation of a world is not to be

achieved without fervent, effectual prayer,

travailings in spirit and groanings unutterable.

K Thurston.

If thou canst not help the great cause of God
in any other mode, at any rate there is open to

thee that of fervent prayer. How much may
be done for the Master's kingdom by the
" king's remembrancers," who put Him in

mind day by day of the agonies of His Son,

and of His covenant and promise to give Him
a widening dominion ! I doubt not that many
sick beds in England are doing more for Christ

than our pulpits. Oh, what showers of bless-

ings come down in answer to the prayers and

tears of poor godly invalids, whose weakness

is their strength, and whose sickness is their

opportunity ! Spurgeon.

Little do we know often of the secret origin

of the dews of blessing tint descend on the

churches of God. In the leeesses of some lowly

cottage, in the depths of some humble heart,

may be going on the work of pious interces-

sion, in answer to which the grace of heaven

descends on us and on our children, on the la-

bors of the wondering and joyful pastor, and

on the hearts of the far heathen, until the wil-

derness and solitary place are glad for them.

The time is to come when from every home
such prayer shall arise. Let us sustain and

swell, in our day, the ascending volume of sup-

plication that is yet to roll around the globe,

and never to fail, until over a world regener-

ated and purified the morning star shall again

shout for joy, and the earth, emerging from

her long and disastrous eclipse of sin and w rath.



shall yet again walk the heavens in her un- 1

sullied brightness

—

a new heaven and a new
.

earth wliereiu dwclleth righteousness. Till then
'

we have no reason, no right to intermit our
j

supplications ; and it is only when, in the final
j

accomplishment of David's prayer. His greater

Son shall have come to reign over all lands and

to have dominion from sea to sea—it is not un-
|

til that prayer shall have been made for Him
continually, and He shall daily have been

praised, that the believer remaining on earth

will be warranted to adapt to his own lips the

touching and triumphant close appended to

the supplications of the crowned singer of

Israel :
" 'I'he prayers of David the son of Jesse

are ended."

The real reason of our reluctance to practise

intercessory prayer is a want of sympathy
with others, a want of love. He who prays

with the largest sympathy, he who embraces

in his prayer the widest circle of his fellow-

creatures, is most in sympathy with the muid
of God when he prays, has the key of God's

lieart, and therefore of God's treasury. Goul-

burn.

Here is a declaration and a pledge of the liv-

ing God concerning a great duty resting upon
His people ; a declaration and pledge whose

truth has borne the test of many centuries
;

which has stood, which stands to-day firm,

fresh, which is uttered still to us and for us,

a special incentive and leading encouragement

to meet this specific leading duty. "Thus
saith the Lord God, I will yet for this be in-

quired of by the house of Israel, to do it for

them ; I will increase tliem with men like a

flock, as the flock of Jerusalem in her solemn

feasts." To apprehend fully all that is in-

cluded in the " this" which He will be inquired

of to do, look at the context before and after.

Mrst, read the words before and central in the

whole connection :
" I will sprinkle clean water

upon you, and ye shall be clean : from all your
filthiuess and from all your idols will I cleanse

you. A new h*art will I give you, a new spirit

will I ptit within you : and I will take away
the stony heart oui of your flesh, and I will

give you au heart of flesh. And I will put my
Spirit within you, and cause yon to walk in my

I

statutes, and ye shall keep My judgments and

do them ; and ye shall be My people and / will

be your God!" Then read on in the words that

follow after.

I

Read through the strange vision of the mul-

I

titudinous skeletons parching in the open val-

ley, how sinews, flesh, and skin came upon and

covered them, and how the breath from the

four winds came upon them and they lived,

\ read through all until you reach the plain

i
words in which are interpreted and repeated

j

the truths set forth in the vision. " Thus saith

I

the Lord God, Belwld, O My people, I will

open your graves, and cause you to come up

out of your graves. And I shall put My spirit

in you, and ye shall live !"

This, then, is the thing which He will be in-

j

quired of to do, the exertion of His quickening

Spirit upon stony, dead hearts to make them
live, the application of His sanctifying Spirit

to unclean hearts to make them clean, the put-

ting His guiding, strengthening Spirit within

quickened, cleansed hearts, and so enabling

them to know and causing them to walk in Hisi

statutes ; thus makinij them His people, and so

increasing His spiritual house of Israel with

men like a flock, in number as the multitude

that thronged the sacred city at the solemn

yearly festivals. This is the thing promised,

and for the fulfilment of the promise the simple

declaration is, " For this I will be inquired of,

be besought by the house of Israel to do it for

them"—the plain meaning being that He or-

dains such inquiry, such fervent entreaty on

our part as the condition of His so doing. B.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTER XXXVIl.

37 : 1 The hand of the Lokd was upon me, and he carried me out in the spirit of the

3 Lord, and set me down in the midst of the valley ; and it was full of bones ; and he caused

me to pass by them round about : and behold, there were very many in the open valley
;

3 and lo, they were very dry. And he said unto me. Sou of man, can these bones live ? And

4 I answered, O Lord God, thou knowest. Again he said unto me, Prophesy over these bones,

5 and say unto them. O ye dry bones, hear the word of the Lokd. Thus saith the Lord God

6 unto these bones : Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you, and ye shall live. And I
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will lay sinews upon you, and wifl bring up flesh upon you, and cover you with skin, :\.w\

7 put breath in you, and ye shall live ; and ye shall know that I am the Lokd. Bo I prophe-

sied as I was commanded : and as I prophesied, there was a noise, and behold an earthquake,

8 and the bones came together, bone to his bone. And I beheld, and lo, there were sinews

upon them, and flesh came up, and skin covered them above : but there ^vas no breath in

9 them. Then said he unto me. Prophesy unto the wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to

the wind, Thus saith the Lord God : Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon
10 these slain, that they may live. So I prophesied as he commanded me, and tUe breath came
11 Into them, and they lived, and stood up upon their feet, an exceeding great army. Then he

said unto me. Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel : behold, they say. Our
12 bones are dried up, and our hope is lost ; we are clean cut off. Therefore prophesy, and say

unto them. Thus saith the Lord God : Behold, I will open your graves, and cause you to come
13 up out of your graves, O my people ; and I will bring yo'u into the land of Israel. And ye

shall know that I am the Loud, when I have opened your graves, and caused you to come
14 up out of your graves, O my people. And I will put my spirit in you, and ye shall live,

and I will place you in your own land : and ye shall know that I the Lord have spoken it,

and performed it, saith the Lord.

15, 16 The word of the Lord came again unto me, saying. And thou, son of man, take thee

one stick, and write upon it, For Judah. and for the children of Israel his companions : then

take another stick, and write upon it, For Joseph, the stick of Ephraim, and/«?' all the house

17 of Israel his companions : and join them for thee one to another into one stick, that they may
18 become one in thine hand. And when the children of thy people shall speak unto thee, say-

19 ing. Wilt thou not shew us what thou meanest by these ? say unto them, Thus saith the Lord
God : Behold, I will take tlie stick of Joseph, which is in the hand of Ephraim, and the tribes

of Israel his companions ; and I will put them with it, even with the stick of Judah, and

20 make them one stick, and they shall be one in mine hand. And the sticks whereon thou

21 writest shall be in thine hand before their eyes. And say unto them, Thus saith the Lord

vGoD: Behold, I will take the children of Israel from among the nations, whither they be

23 gone, and will gather them on every side, and bring them into their own land : and I will

make them one nation in the land, upon the niountaius of Israel ; and one king shall be king

to them all : and they shall be no more two nations, neither shall they be divided into two
23 kingdoms any more at all : neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, nor

with their detestable things, nor with any of their transgressions : but I will save them out

of all their dwelling places, wherein they have sinned, and will cleanse them : so shall they

24 be my people, and I will be their God. And my servant David shall be king over them ;

and they all shall have one shepherd : they shall also walk in my judgements, and observe

25 my statutes, and do them. And they shall dwell in the land that I have given unto Jacob

my servant, wherein your fathers dwelt ; and they shall dwell therein, they, and their chil-

dren, and their children's children, for ever : and David my servant shall be their prince for

26 ever. Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them ; it shall be an everlasting cove-

nant with them : and I will place them, and multiply them, and will set my sanctuary ia

27 the midst of them for evermore. My tabernacle also shall be with them ; and I will be their

28 God, and they shall be my people. And the nations shall know that I am the Loud that

sanctify Israel, when my sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for evermore.

Cliap. 37. The strain of rich and glorious

promise still continues, looking primarily to

the immediate case of the exiles to whom the

message first came, but stretching its view far

onward into the great sublime future of the

Zion of the Lord our God. As to its figures

and symbols, the chapter is in two parts. The
first (verses 1-14) is a vision of dry bones brought

back to life, vigor and beauty—to represent

the restored nationality of the captive, dispirit-

ed Jews and their renewed spiritual life : while

the second part (verses 15-30) gives us by a fig-

ure the enduring union of the two kingdoms,

Israel and Judah. Then verses 31-38 e.vpand

into a rich promise of the future peace and

purity of Messiah's kingdom. The first section

is prophetic vision and not symbolic transaction

in real life. But the second section is manifest-

ly a real transaction, of a symbolic character.

H. C.

I, 2. By a prophetic impulse and a Divine

power he was, in vision, carried out and set in

the midst of a valley—probably that plain

spoken of (chap. 3 . 28)—where God then talked
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with him ; and it was full of bones, of dead

men's bones ; not piled up on a heap, as in a

charnel-house, but scattered upon tl ; face of

the ground, as if some bloody battle had been

fought here, and the slain left unburied till all

the flesh was devoured or putrefied, and noth-

ing left but the bones, and those disjointed

from one another and dispersed. He passed by
them round about, and he observed not only

that they were very many {for there are multi-

tudes gone to the congregation of the dead),

but that, lo, they were very dry, having been

long exposed to the sun and wind The bones

that had been moistened with marrow, when
they have been any while dead, lose all their

moisture ; the body is now fenced with bones,

but then they will themselves be defenceless.

The Jews in Dabylon were like those dead and

dry bones, unlikely ever to come together, to

be so much as a skeleton, less likely to be

formed into a body, and least of all to be a liv-

ing body. H.

2. Before him on every side is the absolute

victory of death over life. It is like the scene

of some bloody battle, which no human foot

has trodden during the ages that have passed

away since the day of that terrible conflict.

Nature has completed her work of destruction.

Every vestige of life has disappeared in these

dried up remains. Godet.

S. The Jews were at this time captives in

Babylon, and so dispersed through that vast

empire that they said of themselves, in the lan-

guage of despair (verse 11), " Our bones are

dried, and our hope is lost ; we are cut off for

our parts." Even the prophet himself looked

on their case as so irrecoverable by human
means that when God gave him a visionary

representation of their state, by a valley cov-

ered with dry bones, and put the question to

him. " Son of man, can these bones live ?" his

answer was. "O Lord God, Thou knowest."

With Thee indeed all things are possible : Om-
nipotence may do this great thing ; but whether

it shall be done, or by what means it may come

to pass. Thou, O Lord God, and Thou only

knowest. M. Walker.

4-6. The pertinence of prophesying to dry

bones becomes fully apparent when we get the

true idea of their significance in this vision.

These dead and dry bones, according to the

Lord's own interpretation (verse 11), " are the

whole house of Israel," as they lay in their

captivity. They were saying, " Our bones are

dried and our hope is lost ; as for us, we are

utterly cut off"

—

i.e., from being a nation ; we
are nationally annihilated. So the hearts of the

exiles had sunk into despair of ever returning

to their native laud and becoming again a na-

tion enjoying the favor of God there. Now,
despondency does not preclude reasoning, al-

though real death does. Despondency does

not shut off preaching—does not make it ab-

surd to proclaim the word of the Lord. These

exiled Jews were dead only in figure ; they

were dry bones only in the sense of being ut-

terly discouraged, and of having lost heart and

hope in their nation's future. Preaching and

prophesying to them the word of the Lord was
the legitimate remedy. It might perhaps have

the aspect of an absurdity while they are

thought of only as dead and dry bones. The
absurdity comes of forcing the figure, not of

understanding the fact it represents. A spe-

cial interpretation has been sometimes put upon

this entire vision whereby these bones are spir-

itually dead sinners, and their resurrection is

regeneration by the Spirit of the Lord. In this

view of it, the prophet (Gospel minister) prophe-

sies (preaches) to sinnere void of spiritual life,

only because he is commanded to do so, and

not because there is any natural adaptation of

the means to the end proposed—their resuscita-

tion to life. When this view of the sinner's

death is pushed to the extreme of denying^to

him intelligence to understand God's truth and

conscience to feel its force, the absurdity be-

comes glaring. Yet the thing to be said here

of these views is that whatever may or may not

be true in regard to them, they are entirely for-

eign from the doctrine of this vision. Any
effort to make this passage teach the laws of re-

generation is altogether gratuitous. The Lord

should be allowed to put His own interpreta-

tion upon the visions which He gives. When
He has done this we have but one duty—viz.,

to abide by it, and resist all abuse and perver-

sion of God's Word. H. C.

7, 8. No sooner has Ezekiel uttered the Di-

vine command to these bones, than over the

whole extent of the plain, movement succeeds

to stillness, and a mysterious sound to the pro-

found silence. These bones begin to stir—to

come together ; they form into skeletons ; then

appear the sinews -and the flesh covers the

sinews, and clothes itself in skin. But here the

whole process ends. The organs of life are

there, but life itself is wanting. They are no

longer mere skeletons, but still they are only

dead bodies
—"there is no breath in them,"

says the prophet. This is but the first phase

of a resurrection. Oodet.

8. Formalists are like the troops in Ezekiel 's

army before they were quickened : covered
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well with plump flesh and fair skin, j-et no

breath was in them ; at distance a famous

army, but on near approach, all dead men—no

life in them until the Spirit breathed upon

them. Benidge.

10. The weapons of our warfare are not car-

nal, but mighty through God, God the Spirit,

to the pulling down of strongholds. Without

His benediction the ministry of an archangel

would never convert one sinner from the error

of his way. But when He descends, with His

life-giving influence from God out of heaven,

then " foolish things of the world confound the

wise ; and weak things of the world confound

the things which are mighty ; and base things

of the world, and things which are despised,

yea, and things which are not, bring to naught

things which are." It is this ministration of

the Spirit which renders the preaching of the

Gospel to men dead in trespasses and sins a

reasonable service. When I am set down in

the valley of vision, and view the bones, very

many and very dry, and am desired to try the

effect of my own ability in recalling them to

life, I will fold my hands and stand mute in

astonishment and despair. But when the Lord

God commands me to speak in His name, my
closed lips shall be opened ; when He calls

upon the breath from the four winds to breathe

upon the slain that they may live, I will proph-

esy without fear, "O ye dry bones, hear the

word of the Lord ;" and, obedient to His voice,

they shall come together, bone to His bone

—

shall be covered with sinews and flesh—shall

receive new life, and stand up upon their feet,

an exceeding great army. /. M. Mason.

11-14. The words i?iese bones are tlie whole

house of Israel say plainly that what follows is

the explanation of the vision. In the vision,

the bones were scattered on the earth ; in the

explanation, they are to be raised from their

graves. But the difference is easily explained.

The bones must have been seen in the vision,

in order that the process of revivification might
be exhibited. In the explanation, the dead
condition of the people is described by the

usual figure of bodies gone down to the grave.

The restoration of the people to the land of Is-

rael had reference to a primary fulfilment in

the return from Babylon, but the chief piiprort

of the vision was the promise of restoration

from a death in trespasses and sins to a new
life of holiness, fulfilled in the Gospel dispensa-

tion (John 5 : 23), but having its consummation
in the general resurrection at the last day.
B. C.

The simple meaning of the words requires

that we should regard these verses as the ex-

platiation of the preceding vision ; and since

at least verse 11 (" these bones are the whole
house of Israel"), which declares the condition

of Israel to be that of dry bones, must be sym-
bolically understood, it seems quite arbitrary

to take verse 13, where it is declared to those

who have said. Our bones are dried, " I will

open your graves," etc., literally. In any case,

however, the vision is of the greatest impor-

tance in the development of the doctrine of the

resurrection, which, though not resulting there-

from as itfe direct explanation, is yet implied

by ils (.In-ioiis „,,,,l/,;ition. Tertullian had al-

icnly jiisily r.iniirkid ((inceming this passage :

(A r,i,->i,i xiniilitnih.i I, nil coinpetit ; de nullo para-

IkiIii iiim conn nit. That the power of God care,

against all human thought and hope, reanimate

the dead, is the general idea of the passage,

from which consequently the hope of a literal

resurrection of the dead may naturally be in-

ferred, though the context shows that this is

not what is here spoken of. The resurrection

of the dead is, however, decidedly taught in

Dan 12. O.

Those who find dark or doubtful passages in

the Word of God should mark God's own inter-

pretation of them and regard that as absolutely

decisive ; discarding all speculations of their

own at variance with God's explanations. " O
3fy people," breathes the tone of kind, parent-

al recognition. Compare chap. 13 : 17, where,

as if God would disown them, He calls them,

not My people, but " t?iy people." The change

from i/iy to My betokens the tenderness of re-

turning love. It indicates that deep spiritual

blessings are involved in this promised revivifi-

cation and restoration of their own land. The
reader will notice with interest that this vision

assumes the doctrine of a resurrection of the

dead from their graves. It is based precisely

on this great idea. The figure is drawn from

the fact of a resurrection, and of course as-

sumes not merely that the resurrection of the

body is a truth, yet to become reality, but that

this doctrine was currently known by the Jews
of Ezekiel's time. Figures, legitimately used,

always draw their analogies from things known.

Else they would only make darkness yet more

dark. There is no law of language more ra-

tional, universal, and fixed than this ; that fig-

ures of speech are legitimate and useful only

when drawn from things palpable and visible,

or from facts understood and believed. The
thing we would explain or set in yet stronger

light, we compare with something better known
than itself ; else our figures and analogies avail
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notliing. In the case before us, it should be

borne in mind that the resurrection is not a doc-

trine of nature Nature never has taught it,

and it never can. It comes to men only through

revelation. Tile Jews had this revelation ; else

Ezekiel in these allusions to it would have been

as one who speaks in an unknown tongue.

Hence this reference to the resurrection irresisti-

bly implies the general belief in that doctrine

among the Jews at that time. A similar use

of this figure appears in Isaiah (chap. 26 ; 14, 19),

applied first to the godless nations
'

' They are

dead ; they shall not live ; deceased ; they

shall not rise ; because Thou hast visited and

destroyed them and made all their memorj- to

perish." Next he applies it to the penitent and

trustful nation :
" Tliy AcaA shall live ; beiug

my own dead body, they shall arise : awake

and sing, ye dwellers in dust, for thy dew is

the dew of herbs" (fertilizing and life-inspir-

ing), " and on the earth, on the dead. Thou
wilt cause it to fall." Hence the doctrine of

the res\irrection was certainly current among
the Jews in the time of Isaiah. H. C.

12-14. Here we have the picture of a double

restoration
;
primarily an external and political

elevation of the people, of which the first phase

of the resurrection is the image ; this is the re-

turn from the Captivity. But a national res-

toration can give to a people only the organs of

life—civil and social institutions—not life itself.

For what is the most brilliant and prosperous

8t<ate without life, without the Divine breath,

the spirit of holiness ? The return of Israel

into their own country, if it was truly to de-

serve the name of a resurrection, must culmi-

nate in the kingdom of God ; but this can only

be by means of a gift from heaven—that of

spiritual life. In Pentecost, then, we see the

second act represented in the vision, and one

which, while effecting the spiritual regenera-

tion of the nation, will also inaugurate the new
era of a salvation for all mankind. Oodet.

This vision of the dry bones coming together

at the word of the prophet, and then breatlied

upon by the breath of life, and by that quick-

ening breath made to stand upon their feet and

transformed into an army of living men, won-

derfully represents to us that work of the

Lord which began at Pentecost when the word

of the Lord went forth, and the Spirit of the

Lord with that word breathed mercifull}' and

mightily on a dead world, renewed the moral

force of the earth, and commenced that won-

drous transformation, that regeneration which,

having its beginning in the hearts of men, shall

not cease till all tilings have been made new, a

new heaven and a new earth, in which right-

eousness shall dwell. Trench.

That the vision of the valley of dry bones re-

lates ultimately to times yet future may be

seen by a glance either at the context preced-

ing or following. When the prophet had sur-

veyed the dreary Golgotha, and beheld in the

withered fragments of mortality with which it

was filled, what was and what would be the

hopeless condition of his people, he was com-
manded to prophesy upon these dry bones, and
to say unto them, " O ye dry bones, hear the word
of the Lord." And having delivered to them
that word, consisting of a promise of life and

salvation, he is next commanded to prophesy

to the wind, and to say, " Thus saith the Lord
God, Come from the four winds, O breath, and

breathe upon these slain that they may live."

In other words, having preached to the politi-

cally and spiritually dead the glad tidings of

deliverance, and invoked on them the vital in-

fluence of the Spirit, a moral resurrection en-

sued, which filled the valley with life and

activity. It follows, then, that the same in-

strumentality will be made conducive to the

conversion of the Jews, which will be em-

ployed with success for the conversion of the

Gentiles— the ministry of the Gospel of

Christ. . . .

If the house of Israel is to experience a spir-

itual resurrection, it is because the Spirit,

whose emblem is the wind, will descend on

the moral Golgotha, and replenish it with spir-

itual life. If the wilderness of the Church is

to be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field to be

counted for a forest, it is not until the Spirit be

poured upon us from on high. If the world is

to be convinced of sin, the Spirit alone is ap-

pointed and adequate to the office. But the

only medium through which He operates in the

discharge of His office is that of the truth ; on

which account He is designated by Christ Him-
self, " the Spirit of truth." The Gospel is the

only weapon He employs in His aggressions on

the territories of darkness, and hence it is called

" the sword of the Spirit." And when by the

successful employment of that instrument. He
shall have convinced the world of sin, and have

become the great animating Spirit of mankind,

I

tliat which He has promised to write on the

I

gener.al heart is, the "laws" of God, and the
" ways" in which He will cause them to walk

are, in His " statutes." So that, when at length

He shall be poured out upon all flesh, and when,
I as the one Soul of the whole, He shall have led

I

them to crown the Saviour " Lord of all," it

' will be found that no moral conquest has ever
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been achieved but by the agency of the Spirit,

and that in achieving it, no weapon has ever

been directly employed but the Gospel—that,

from first to last, the sword of the Spirit was

never laid aside.

Though the progress of the kingdom of

Christ to the universality and glory which

await it may be attended by a series of provi-

dential judgments, that progress will be made
and that ultimate glory attained, by the diffu-

sion of the Gospel directed and made efficient

by the agency of the Holy Spirit. Lot us " not,

then, be moved away from the hope of the Gos-

pel," and expect that judgments and provi-

dential occurrences are to produce effects which

are promised only to the diffusion of the Word
of God. That judgments will accompany and

pioneer its march through the earth, as they

ever have done, we freely admit. But they are

not to be regarded as forming an order of means

distinct from the Gospel economy, and superior

to it. They wait on its steps. So vast is that

economy in its sweep and design, that it in-

cludes and appropriates every kind of agency
;

presses into its service the angel of wrath, as

well as employs the angel of mercy ; and lays

under tribute all the revolutions of time, and

all the dispensations of Providence. J. Harris.

While the agent of renovation is the Divine

Spirit, and the condition of renovation is our

cleaving to Christ, the medium of renovation

and the weapon which the transforming grace

employs is
'

' the word of the truth of the Gos-

pel," whereby we are sanctifled. There we get

the law, and there we get the motive and the

impulse. There we get the encouragement and

the hope. In it, in the grand, simple message

—

" God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto

Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto

them," lie the germs of all moral progress.

And in proportion as we believe that—not with

the cold belief of our understandings, but with

the living affiance of our hearts and our whole

spiritual being—in proportion as we believe

this, in that proportion shall we grow in

" knowledge," shall grow in " righteousness,"

in the " image of Him that created us." The
Gospel is the great means of this change, be-

cause it is the great means by which He who
works the change comes near to our under-

standings and our hearts. So let us learn how
impossible are righteousness and holiness, mo-
rality and religion in men unless they flow from
this source. It is the truth that sanctifies. It

is the Spirit who wields that truth that sancti-

fies. It is Christ who sends the Spirit who
sanctifies. A. M.

16-28. A prophecy of the reunion of Israel

and Judah, the incorporation of Israel under

one Ruler, the kingdom of Messiah upon earth

and in heaven. B. C.

15-22. This scene is a real transaction.

These " sticks" were rather rods than tablets,

yet such rods that a name might be written

upon them. The import of this transaction ia

fully explained in verses 21, 23—viz., the per-

fect and enduring union of the two kingdoms,

Ephraim and Judah, in one. The revolt under

Jeroboam was one of the saddest facts of He-

brew history. It occasioned terrible and de-

structive wars ; it mainly severed the Ten
Tribes from the sanctuary and from the entire

Mosaic institutions, and precipitated first that

northern kingdom, and ultimately the southern

as well, into the depths of a most guilty and
debasing idolatry. It then led on by natural

result and rapid step to the national ruin of

both kingdoms, and to the captivity of the

masses who survived the shock under which
the nations fell. Hence most naturally that

rending asunder became a symbol of the sorest

calamity ; and in like manner the reunion of

the two kingdoms into one became the symbol
of the best, the largest, most enduring prosper-

ity. So the figure is to be taken here—not so

much a prediction of the gathering up of the

scattered Ten Tribes, their literal restoration

and actual reunion with Judah, as a general

symbol of the greatest and best prosperity.

H. C.

16. Take thee one §tick, and write
upon it. That is, one rod : the expression

alludes to Num. 17 : 2, where Moses is com-
manded to take twelve rods, one for each tribe,

and to write the name of the tribe upon the

rod. W. Loirth. For Judah, and for
the children of Israel his compan-
ions. When Jeroboam at the head of his

companions withdrew from his obedience to

the house of David, the tribes of Benjamin,

Judah and Levi still adhered to the govern-

ment of Rehoboam. Besides these three tribes,

many Israelites from the other tribes joined

themselves to the same party, as appears from

2 Chron. 11 : 12-16 ; 15 : 9 ; 30 : 11, 18. Hence
the expression, " For Judah, and for the chil-

dren of Israel his companions." Calmet.

For Joseph, the stick of Epiiraim.
Upon Reuben's forfeiting his birthright, that

privilege was conferred upon the sons of

Joseph, of whom Ephraim had the precedence

(1 Chron. 5.1; Gen. 43 : 20) ; which caused

him to be reckoned the head of the Ten Tribes.

Samaria, the seat of that kingdom, was like-
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wise situated in the tribe of Ephraim, and Jero-

boam, tlicir iirst king, was an Ephraimite.

Upon these accounts the name of Ephraim sig-

nifies in the prophets the whole liingdom of

Israel as distinct from that of Judah. W.

Loicth.

22. One king shall be king to Ihem
all. The Messiah is described as King of the

Jews in most of the prophecies of the Old Tes-

tament, beginning with that of Genesis (chap.

49 : 10), concerning Shiloh. From David's time

He is commonly spoken of as the Person in

•whom the promises relating to the perpetuity

of David's kingdom were to be accomplished.

This was a truth unanimously owned by the

Jews (see John 1 : 49) ; to which our Saviour

bore testimony before Pontius Pilate, when the

question being put to Him, " Art Thou a king?"

He made answer, " Thou sayest" (the truth)

" that I am a king." Paul, alluding to these

words, calls them " a good confession" (1 Tim.

6 : 13). The same truth Pontius Pilate himself

asserted in that inscription which, by the direc-

tion of Providence, he ordered to be written

upon the cross ; so that the chief priests im-

piously renounced their own avowed principles

when they told Pilate that they had no king

but Cssar. W. Lowth.

Compare Zecli. 13 : 8 to the end of the book.

The reign of the one King David is the reign

of Christ in His kingdom, the Church. First

will come the restoration of Israel (por-

tions of the united Israel under the name of

Jews) to their native soil. That will lead the

way to the coming of the promised King, the

Son of David, who will gather into His king-

dom the true Israel, the term including not

only the converted descendants of Abraham ac-

cording to the flesh, but all who shall by faith

be acknowledged as the Israel of God. B. C.

23-2§. That this passage is Messianic, look-

ing far down, not only to, but into the Gospel

age, can admit of no question. " David My
servant' ' is here (as in chaps. 34 : 23, 24 ; Jer.

30 : 9 ; Hos. 3 : 5) the greater Son of David, to

whom " the Lord God will give the throne of

His Father David." So the inspired angel ex-

plained and applied these prophecies in Luke
1 : 32, 33. The designation " My servant" iden-

tifies Him fully and beautifully. (Cf. Isa. 43 :

1 ; 49 : 3, 6 ; 53 : 13 ; 53 : 11.) The most pre-

cious fact of His reign is the moral purity of

His people under His redeeming, sanctifying

power. They shall defile themselves no more

with their idols, nor with any of their trans-

gressions ! Let us not fail to notice the force

ful repetition of the idea that God dwells among

His people in these latter days. " I will set My
sanctuary in the midst of them forevermore ;"

" My tabernacle also shall be with them ;"

" the heathen shall know that I the Lord do
sanctify Israel when My sanctuary shall be in

the midst of them forevermore." Ezckiel had

seen the visible glory of God go up from the

midst of the city as if to depart from the Tem-
ple (chap. 11 : 23). With the fall of that Tem-
ple this sj'mbol of His presence had of course

disappeared from among them. But here the

Lord pledges Himself to return and indeed to

dwell with His people in forms and manifesta-

tions far more rich, effective and perfect than

ever before. The ancient Shekioah w:is rather

a symbol than itself a power. It prophesied

of the glorious presence of God by His Spirit

in the future days of Zion. But here those

days are drawn up near the eye for a more dis-

tinct and impressive view. Christian hearts

become the temple of the living God. Here

are the germs of those precious thoughts which

our Lord unfolded so richly when He opened

His mouth to speak of the Comforter (John,

chaps. 12-16), and which Paul grasped with so

clear a view of their spiritual power in his let-

ter to the brethren at Corinth (2 Cor. 6 : 16-18
;

7 : 1). " For ye are the temple of the Hving

God ; as God hath said ; I will dwell in them

and walk in them, and I will be their God, and

they shall be My people." The reader should

not fail to notice that this very blessing—God
dwelling with and in His people, making His

presence manifest as a power unto their holiness

and blessedness—is the great comprehensive

promise of both the Old Testament dispensa-

tion and the New. It had the Shekinah in the

most holy place as its symbol under the old dis-

pensation ; it was embodied in the promise and

gift of the Holy Ghost in the Gospel age. To
Moses the Lord said (Ex. 29 : 45, 46), " I will

dwell among the children of Israel and will be

their God ; and they shall know that 1 am the

Lord their God who brought them forth out of

the land of Egypt that I may dwell among
them : I am the Lord their God." And again

(Lev. 26 : 3, 11, 12) :
" If ye walk inMystatutes

and keep My commandments and do them, I

will set My tabernacle among you, and my soul

shall not abhor 3'ou, and I will walk among
you, and will be your God, and ye shall be My
people." These are specimen passages from

the records of the ancient economy. As to the

Gospel age it may sufiice to refer to the prom-

ises of our Lord ;
" He that loveth Me shall be

loved of My Father, and I will love him, and

will manifest Myself unto him." " If a man
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7ovc 5Ic, he will keep M}' words, and My Fa-

ther will love him, and -we irill rmnf unto him

and nmke our ahode icil/i him." " It is expedi-

ent for you that I go away, for if I go not away,

the Comforter will not come ; but if I depart,

1 will send Him unto you." " He shall teach

you all things, and bring all things to your re-

membrance whatsoever I have said imto you."

"He shall testify of Me." " He will guide

you into all truth. He shall take of Jline and

shall show it unto you," etc. (John 14 : 21, 23,

26 ; 15 : 36 ; 16 : 7-15). From Paul come these

expressive words :
" Know ye not that ye are

the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwclleth in you ?" " Know ye not that your

body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is

in you which ye have of God, and ye are not

your own V " And what agreement hath the

temple of God with idols ? For ye are the tem-

ple of the living God," etc. (1 Cor. 3 : 16 ; 6:19;
2 Cor. 6:16). "In whom (Christ) ye are builded

together for an habitation of God through the

Spirit" (Eph. 2 : 22). Paul speaks of this doc-

trine as specially well knotcn—one of the obvi-

ous and fundamental truths of the Gospel sys-

tem.

Briefly, mj' views of these chapters of Eze-

kiel (34, 36, 37) are these : They are general,

not specific ; comprehensive rather than mi-

nute. Their central thought is promise—the

assurance of God's love and faithfulness to

His Zion, especially in His pledge of His pres-

ence as a power unto her sanctification. " I

will be with you to sanctify and to save j'ou

from all your sins," is the elementary and pre-

cious truth which they bear. Now let it be

carefully noted : This great central truth ap-

plied -under the old dispensation while it lasted,

in harmony with the genius of tliat dispensation.

It applies -under tlie iisw, in harmony with its

genius and spirit. Under the old, it promised

restoration to the literal Canaan and the re-

establishment of the Mosaic ritual system. It

came to the exiles with these cheering promises

and hopes, in terms which they could not mis-

understand. To them these promises in this

sense were the very thing they needed, for the

Zion and kingdom of God had not yet cast off

the forms of the Mosaic system. But for the

Gospel age, under the New Testament dispen-

sation, these same promises had a new and dif-

ferent specific sense. Their general sense was
and is still the same ; but their external, spe-

cific sense has changed. To explain this change

and to bring the practical views and the actual

Christian life of the Church into harmony with

it were the great struggle and labor of the

apostolic age. To induce converted Jews to

let go the ritual and joyfully accept the spir-

itual ; to forego what was exclusive and na-

tional in Judaism, and still retain all that its

symbols signified and its promises pledged,

cost the apostles whole years of intenscst labor.

That labor should suffice to give us the clew to

the interpretation of these prophecies as ap-

jdi,,] In th, (io.tpd age. That part of their sig-

niliriiure wliiili j-et remained to be fulfilled

allrr thu diMtli of Christ—no small part surely

—must be seen in the light of New Testament

ideas. We have the Gospel idea in the pas-

sages alreifdy quoted from Paul. Comparing
Paul (2 Cor. 6 : 16) with Ezekiel in this passage,

we shall see it. In Ezekiel's sanctuary, God's

temple of wood and stone, God dwelt in the

visible glory over tlie ark. In the new dis-

pensation, according to Paul, every Christian

becomes "a temple of the living God," "an
habitation of God through the Spirit." II. C.

26. Covenant of peace, an ever-
lasting covenant. The God who makes
peace between heaven and earth, between law

and conscience, between Himself and sinful

men. How does He make it ? Through " the

blood of the everlasting covenant." If there

is a way between heaven and earth, an open
way for hopes and prayers, for departing souls

and descending angels ; if troubled consciences

are pacified and cleansed ; if thunders of broken

law are hushed into silence, it is because this

blood was shed, because Christ died, " the just

for the unjust." If men cease to fret and

worry themselves with the troubles of life, for

that they believe that all is well ; if they lay

aside all animosity, and wrath, and anger, and

clamor, and all evil speaking, and seek really

to love their neighbor as themselves, all this

is through the blood of the everlasting cove-

nant. That is the fountain of all true jieace.

A. Raleigh.

27, 28. Israel is the prophet among the na-

tions, and its day is not yet over. The history

that no theories can explain away, which binds

us with the past, and looks on to the future,

will not end less miraculously than it began.

As Heine says with entire truth, the Jews who
decline to practise any form of idolatry, and

have followed after a law during more than

three thousand years, are " the people of the

Spirit," and even their worshio of wealth, for

which not they, but their Christian persecutors,

must answer, cannot destroy the passion or the

hope with which thair teachers are still in-

spired. Yet again they may be spoiled and

scattered ; but enlightenment, civilization and
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the growth of democratic equality have in

them no elements, so far as we can discern,

wliifh will absorb Israel. He remains, as in

harder tinius than our own, " the everlasting

Jew." Wliat we could de.sire for him is that

he should fling aside his delusive Kabbala and

his armor of the Talmud, and recognize in the

New Testament such a law, embodied in a per-

fect and Divine life, as will set him free from

ctisuistry , and reconcile obedience with the in-

ward light of love and reason. It is strange,

indeed, that he should hesitate to claim as his

greatest inheritance the Christ who has estab-

lished above Greek wisdom and Romau law an

order of things which the prophets beheld in

vision, but which only a Divine strength could

have made victorious and a present reality.

Nor need the Jew renounce, in acknowledg-

ing his true Master, anything which the noblest

of his race would, at all events in these days,

insist upon preserving. To " modern thought,"

as it is called, his other sacred books, Talmud,
Yetsira, Zokar, and the rest, will doubtless yield ;

but not the Bible. He has learned so much
from Mendelssohn. Let him learn from " t'ho-

zari" that the olive and the wild olive, when
Providence grafts them into one stem, will

flourish together ; and that the two covenants,

which have a common past, were intended to

work out between them, in friendship and not

by antagonism—in love and not in hate—the

future of mankind. Lua. Quai-teiiy, 1893.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XXXVIII., XXXIX.

38 : 1, 2 And the word of the Loud came unto me, saying. Son of man, set thy face toward
Gog, of the land of Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against
him, and say. Thus saith the Lord God : Behold. I am against thee. O Gog, prince of Rosh,
Meshech, and Tubal : and I will turn thee about, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will

bring thee forth, and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed in full armour,
a great company with buckler and shield, all of them huiidlinn' hwords : I'iTsi;i, Cusli, and
Put with them ; all of them with shield and helmet : Gnmi-r. and all lii.s lionU-s ; the house
of Togarmah in the uttermost parts of the north, and all his hordes ; even many peoples with
thee. Be thou prepared, yea, prepare thyself, thou, and all thy companies that are assem-
bled unto thee, and be thou a guard unto them. After many days thou shalt be visited : in

the latter years thou shalt come into the land that is brought back from the sword, that is

gathered out of many peoples, upon the mountains of Israel, which have been a continual
waste ; but it is brought forth out of the peoples, and they shall dwell scciinlv, all of tliera.

id,
'"' ...And thou shalt ascend, thou shalt i ike a storm, thou shalt

d V,10 land, thou, and all thy hordes, and many peoples with thee. Thus

11

12

13 nations, which have gotten cattle and goods, that dwell in the middle of"the earth. Sheba.

shall come to pass in that day, that things shall come into thy niii

an evil device : and thou shalt say, I will go up to the land of u;

to them that are at quiet, that dwell securely, all of them dwell!
ing neither bars nor gates : to take the spoil and to take the prey

;

the waste places that are now inhabited, and against the people th;

;es ; I will go
alls, and hav-
hand against

lutliered out of the

and Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof, shall say unto
thee. Art thou come to take the spoil ? hast thou assembled thy company to take the prey ?

to carry away silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to take great spoil ?

Therefore, sou of man, prophesy, and say unto Gog, Thus saith the Lord God : In that day
when my people Israel dwelleth securely, shalt thou not know it ? And thou shalt come
from thy place out of the uttermost parts of the north, thou, and many peoples with thee, all

of them riding upon horses, a great company and a mighty army : and thou shalt come up
against my people Israel, as a cloud to cover the laud ; it shall come to pass in the latter

days, that I will bring thee against my land, that the nations may know thee, when I shall

be sanctified in thee, O Gog, before their eyes. Thus saith the Lord God : Art thou he of
whom I spake in old time by my servants the prophets of Israel, which prophesied in those
days for many years that I would bring thee against them ? And it shall come to pass in

that day, when Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith the Lord God, that my fury
shall come up into my nostrils. For in my jealousy and in the fire of my wrath have I

spoken. Surely in that day there shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel ; so that the
fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the heaven, and the beasts of the field, and all creeping
things that creep upon the earth, and all the men that are upon the face of the earth, shall

shake at my presence, and the mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep places shall

fall, and every wall shall fall to the ground. And I will call for a sword against him unto
all my mountains, saith the Lord God : every man's sword shall be against his brother. And
I will plead against him with pestilence and with blood ; and 1 will rain upon him, and upoa
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his hordes, and upon the many peoples that are with him, an overflowing shower, and great

23 hailstones, fire, and brimstone. And I will magnify myself, and sanctify myself, and 1 will

make myself known in the eyes of many nations ; and they shall know that I am the Lokd.

39 : 1 And thou, son of man, prophesy against Gog, and say. Thus saith the Lord God :

3 Behold, I am against thee, O Gog, prince of "Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal : and I will turn thee

about, and will lead thee on, and will cause thee to come up from the uttermost parts of the

3 north ; and I will bring thee upon the mountains of Israel : and I will smite thy bow out of

4 thy left hand, and will cause thine arrows to fall out of thy right hand. Thou slialt fall

upon the mountains of Israel, thou, and all tliy hordes, and the peoples that are with thee :

I will give thee unto the ravenous birds of every sort, and to the beasts of the field to be de-

5 voured. Thou shalt fall upon the open field : for I have spoken it, saith the Lord God.
6 And I will send a fire on Magog, and on them that dwell securely in the isles : and they shall

7 know that I am the Lobd. And my hply name will I make known in the midst of my people

Israel ; neither will I suffer my holy name to be profaned any more : and the nations shall

8 know that I am the Lord, the Holy One in Israel. Behold, it cometh, and it shall be dune,

9 saith the Lord Gdd ; this is the day whereof I have spoken. And they that dwell in the

cities of Israel shall go forth, and shall make fires of th3 weapons and burn them, both the

shields and the bucklers, the bows and the arrows, and the haudstaves, and the spears, and
10 they shall make fires of them seven years : so that they shall take no wood out of the field,

neither cut down any out of the forests ; for they shall make fires of the weapons : and they

shall spoil those that spoiled them, and rob those that robbed them, saith the Lord God.
11 And it shall come to pass in that day, that I will give unto Gog a place for burial iu Israel,

the valley of them that pass through on the east of the sea : and it shall stop them that pass

through : and there shall they bury Gog and all his multitude : and they shall call it The
13 valley of Hamon-gog. And seven months shall the house of Israel be burying of them, that

13 they may cleanse the land. Yea, all the people of the land shall bury them ; and it shall be

14 to them a renown, in the day that I shall be glorified, saith the Lord God. And they shall

sever out men of continual employment, that shall pass through the land to bury them that

pass through, that remain upon the face of the land, to cleanse it ; after the end of seven

15 months shall they search. And they that pass through the land shall pass through ; and
when any seeth a man's bone, then shall he set up a sign by it, till the buriers have buried it

16 in the valley of Hamon-gog. And Hamonah shall also be the name of a city. Thus shall

they cleanse the land.

17 And thou, son of man, thus saith the Lord Gn.l ; Spiak u:it.. tin- liinls of every sort, and
to every beast of the field. Assemble yourselves, :iii 1 r,Hiic

,
-:itliri-y

to my sacrifice that I do sacrifice for you, even a l;iv:iI sn riii .^ iiium t

18 that ye mav oat flesh ami drink blood. Ye shall cm i i li.' Il.sh of tli. mi-i
of the priihTS of thr eartli, of ram-;, of lambs, ami ..f -oats, of Imllocks

19 Bashau, Ami v,' shall cat I at till vr U- lull, aiul iliiiik hlond till vr In- 1

20 which 1 have sa, i-iliccl f:,r vou. Aii.l v shall he lillcl at mv tal.k' w
21 with mii;iil>- men, and \n itli All men cif war, sailli the Lord Goi). And I

'

the natidiis^ and all the natinns shall see my judgement that I have i

23 tlnit I ha^e laiil upon tlieni. So the house of Israel shall know that I am the Lokd theirGod,

23 from that day and forward. And tlie nations shall know that the house of Israel went into

captivity for'thcir iniquity ; because they trespassed against me, and I hid my face from them :

24 so I gave them into the hand of their adversaries, and they fell all of them by the sword. Ac-

cording to their uncleanuess and according to their transgressions did I unto them ; and I hid

my face from them.
25 "Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Now will I bring again the captivity of Jacob, and

26 have mercy upon the whole house of Israel ; and I will be jealous for my holy name. And
they shall bear their shame, and all their trespasses whereby they have trespassed against

27 me, when they shall dwell securely in their land, and none shall make them afraid ; when I

have brought them again from the peoples, and gathered them out of their enemies' lands,

28 and am sanctified in them in the sight of many nations. And they shall know that I am the

Lord their God, in that I caused them to go into captivity among the nations, and have
29 gathered them unto their own land ; and I will leave none of them any more there ;

neither

will I hide my face any more from them : for I have poured out my spirit upon the house of

Israel, saith the Lord God.

use JVC,



division, however, is broken up lilve a poem
into stanzas, where the subject is from time to

time reintroduced and treated with variety,

while the same phrases recur, giving force and

unity to the whole. B. C.

These two chapters are essentially one in their

subject-matter and aim, and are closely con-

nected with chaps. 34, 36 and 37 preceding, and

with chaps. 40-48 following. They are mani-

festly part of the .series of prophecies recorded

in the three preceding chapters—refer to the

same great future of Zion, and are in the same
sense general rather than specific in their ulti-

mate meaning. The one great truth which
they teach is expressed forcibly by Isaiah (54 :

17, 15). " No weapon that is formed against

thee shall prosper. " " Behold, they shall gather

together (i.e., against thee), hntnoi by Me; who-
soever shall gather together against thee shall

fall for thy sake." II. C.

The predictions of Ezekiel respecting Gog
present many difficulties ; but one thing we
may at least say, that they have not yet been

fulfilled. Whether by Gog we are to under-

stand an enemy distinct from the Antichrisl

who wars against the Church, or that the Anti-

christ is here described in his special relations

to the Jewish people, it is impossible to say
;

but the manner of his destruction and the na-

tional blessedness that follow it seem to point

to one and the same chief and last enemy.

Andrews.

2-6. " Meshech and Tubal," the countries

of the Moschi and the Tibareni, lay on the south

of the Caspian, the home nf tln' ])ei)pl(> known
by the ancient Greeks as ilir Si\ iliiaiis. Jo-

sephus (Antiquities 1:0: lisays tli:ii " .Magog,

second son of Japheth (Geu. 10 : 2), founded

those who were called by the Greeks Scyth-

ians." " Gomer," named first of the sons of

Japheth (Gen. 10 : 3), probalily the father and

founder of the Cimmerians, helped to swell the

great Scythian horde. " Tagarmah" was a

kindred tribe, thought by some to be the Ar-

menians. Persia, Ethiopia and Libya are named
here with them to fill out the representation of

an immense aud countless horde. These names

do not occur again. H. C.

§. This verse does not speak of the punish-

ment and overthrow of Gog's army, but of

their attack upon Israel ; but as Gog was drawn
on to this attack in order to his ultimate ruin,

his preparations and his advance were in truth

the first step in his visitation from the Al

mighty.

AJtei' many days. Many a long day shall the

hand of God be upon thee, drawing thee on to

thy ruin, and in the latter days shalt thou

come. B. C.

14-17. The points made here are not intri-

cate. Shall not these combined nations know
their time for assault on my defenceless peo-

ple ? They will. They are to come from the

northern parts, analogous to the avalanche

from Northern Europe that overran the old

and effete Roman empire ; or in later times,

the sweep of the Tartar hordes under Tamer-
lane." It should be " in the latter days," here

quite indefinite and very probably referring in

part, perhaps in large part, to events yet fu-

ture. Verse 17 intimates that this onslaught

upon the kingdom and people of God is the

same which His prophets hiid predicted in

years then past. Since no prophet up to that

time had named precisely these enemies, we are

compelled (as above indicated) to give these

names a general and not specific sense, account-

ing them to represent not those nations in par-

ticular, but any and every form of hostility to

the kingdom of God. Only in this sense could

it be said to have been the burden of previous

prophecy . In the clause, " In those days many
years," the word " many" is superfluous, the

sense being, " in those days and years." H. C.

17, Gog is not mentioned by name in any
existing prophecy before Ezekiel's time. The
reference here shows (1) that the conflict with

Gog does not represent a particular event, but

one of which the prophets in general had to

speak
; (2) that in the interpretation of Old

Testament prophecy we are to look bej'ond

special fulfilments. Events in the world's his-

tory come within a prophet's ken as parts of

the Divine administration whereby evil strug-

gles against but is overcome by good. As
every such conflict is a prelude to the final

struggle, so its prediction has reference ulti-

mately to the consummation here foretold.

B. C.

19-23. The visible creation takes part in

this great catastrophe. A dreadful scene of

confusion ensues, and ruin bursts forth from

every side upon the head of sinners. In fierce

bewilderment they draw their swords one upon
another. All conceivable plagues work to-

gether for their destruction, and so Jehovah is

manifested as the Holy God. lliivernick.

19. Jealousy in Hebrew Is literally " a glow-

ing fire," from a root meaning deep red. It is

one of the most fruitful of Old Testament ideas

in relation to the reconciliation of man to God.

It is two-sided. The fire of love has for its

obverse the fire of wrath. For jealousy con-

tends for the object of its love against every-
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thing that touches either the object or the love

itself. Dditzsch.

" My fury shall come up in my face," refers

to the usual manifestations of intense excite-

ment—a flushed countenance, the blood rush-

ing to the head and imprinting the marks of

strong feeling upon the face. The indignation

of the Almighty is intensely aroused against

these iieathen hosts who are combined to pil-

lage and destroy His people.

22, 23. The exalted purpose of God in these

judgments is shown— viz., to magnify His

power ; to make His name great ; to vindicate

His holiness and His righteous justice, and to

make all the nations know that He is the Lord,

the glorious Ruler of all kingdoms, and the no

less glorious Deliverer of His people.

Cliap. 39. This chapter continues and

closes the subject of the preceding one, ex-

panding its descriptions and reiterating its mo-
mentous truths. H. C.

The present chapter proceeds to describe the

defeat of Evil and the triumph of God and His

people. We must bear in mind that Ezekiel is

not predicting the invasion of an actual army,

but the advance of Es'il under that j?5i«)'e. So

he declares the overthrow of Evil by IXk figure

of a host routed and slain, and the consequent

purification of a land, partially overrun and dis-

turbed. It is the manner of Ezekiel to dwell

upon the details of the figurative acts which he

portrays, bringing them before the mind as

vivid pictures, and employing, so to speak, the

strongest coloring. This has led some so to

rest on the picture as to forget that it is a fig-

ure. Thus they have searched history to find

out some campaign in the land of Israel, some
overthrow of invaders, on which to fix this

prophecy. B. C.

9, lO. To measure the vastness of this grand

armament and give the reader some conception

of its magnitude, their weapons of war are said

to have supplied fuel for all Israel seven years.

Now is the time for Israel to rob and plunder

those who have long robbed and plundered her.

These " weapoiia" made thus prominent remind
us of Isaiah's words : "No weapon that is formed

against; thee sliall prosper."

1 1-14. Still further to aid the mind to con-

ceive the vastness of this slaughter, the prophet

describes the burial of their dead. It occupied

seven months—seven, the round number oc-

curring here again in its long, indefinite sense.

At first all the people of the land seem to have
been engaged in this work.

17-20. Here is another of the usual features

in a description of great slaugliter—a summons

to every beast and fowl, to the hycna.s and
vultures that ilelight in human flesh, to gather

to lliis ;:ii':[i Irast prepared of God for them,

or ciiursr, this aims to fill out and heighten the

description of an immense slaughter.

21, 22. Sublimely will the Lord Jehovah
" set His glory before afl the heathen" by means
of this appalling destruction of their armed

hosts. They shall know that this is the work
of His hand, and shall see that indeed He is

mighty to save His people and to avenge them
on their proudest foes. The house of Israel too

shall see anjl know God's hand. This grand

display of it will suffice from this time forward

and forevermore I They will never again have

occasion to doubt whether God loves Zion and

will defend her against whatever may assail.

25-29. The nearer fulfilment of verses 2.5,

26—the first instalment of blessings—came in

the restoration from Babylon under Zerubbabel.

Its subsequent instalments belong chiefly or

wholly to the Gospel age, and take the form

peculiar to this age—Gospel blessings. That

great restoration was a pledge and symbol of

all future deliverances that God would achieve

for His people. The perpetuity of His favor

and love is insured by the mission and work of

His Spirit. " Far I have poured out My Spirit

upon the house of Israel' ' is the unfailing guar-

anty and pledge of abiding and glorious pros-

perity to Zion (verse 29). Of course this prom-

ise looks down to the Gospel age, of which the

mission of the Comforter is the grand, distinc-

tive characteristic.

These two chapters depict the intense antago-

nism of the powers of evil in this world against

the Church and kingdom of God. In costume

Jewish, to make it readily intelligible to the

people of whom Ezekiel wrote, it is yet, in

thought and bearing, mainly Christian, belong-

ing to the latter days of the reign of Satan. It

does not show that the land of Israel (Palestine

proper) shall be the battle-ground ; it does not

teach that this malign onset shall be with bows
and spears and horsemen ; it does not even

show that Zion's enemies shall come out of

" the north parts"—all these are features of

costume, drapery, representation. The real

truth lies under all these features, and should

be carefully kept distinct from them all. This

truth is that sin and Satan will assail God in

the form of an assault upon His truth and His

people. The conflict will be terrible. What
precise form it shall assume this passage did

not aim to show. The forms of Satan's onsets

change from age to age. Their name is legion.

It is quite in vain to speculate beforehand as to
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the form they will assume in any given age,

present or future. It rather behooves us to

Study all his vrilcs and never be ignorant of his

devices ; but especially to rally round the ban-

ner of our King and accept His leadership in

the mighty conflict. So fighting and so trust-

ing, victory is sure to Zion, for the mouth of

the Lord hath spoken it ! H. C.

29. Iluive poured out My Spirit. Compare Joel

2 : 28 ; Zech. 12 : 10 ; Acts 2 : 17. There Peter

distinctly appropriates these prophecies to the

outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of

Pentecost, and the inauguration of the Church

of Christ by that miraculous event. But this

was the beginning of the fulfilment of these

verses of the prophets. They shall find their

consummation when time shall be no more.

B. C.

The kingdoms of light and the kingdoms of

darkness are coming into conflict every hour.

Armageddon is occurring in some part of the

world every day. Wickedness always grows
more wicked till it meets the sword of judg-

ment. The devil must be either converted or

crushed. Jerusalem had either to accept Christ

or be razed from the face of the earth. Slavery

had to be abolished by the sentiment of justice

or by the cannon. Where disease has taken

hold of the body there must be either a com-
plete cure or complete corruption. That is the

law of the universe ; and Jesus emphasized it

in His prophecies of the " coming of the Son of

man." The world is not growing better ; but

millions of saved people in it, a number
every year increasing, are growing better, bj'

the grace of God implanted in their hearts.

All not saved shall by the very law of their na-

ture "grow worse and worse." We do not

know whether the world as a whole will have

its Armageddon, but as to individuals, cities,

races, we know that they have because we have

seen them, and if we live we shall continue to

see them. Intenm;

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XL., XLI., XLII.

40 : 1 In the five and twentieth year of our captivity, in the beginning of the year, in the
tenth day of the month, in the fourteenth year after that the city was smitten, in the s

2 day, the hand of the Lord was upon me, and he brought me thither. In the visions of God
brought he me into the land of Israel, and set me down upon a very high mountain, whereon

3 was !is it were the frame of a city on the south. And he brouglit me thither, and behold,
there was a man. whose appearance was like the appearance of brass, with a line of flax in

4 his hand, and a measuring reed ; and he stood in the gate. And the man said unto me. Son
of man, behold with thine eyes, and hear with thine ears, and set thine heart upon all that I

shall shew thee ; for to the intent that I might shew them unto thee art thou brought hither :

declare all that thou seest ta the house of Israel.

5 And behold, a wall on the outside of the house round about, and in the man's hand a meas-
uring reed of six cubits long, of a cubit and an handbreadth each : so he measured the tliick-

6 ness of the building, one reed ; and the height, one reed. Then came he unto the gate which
looketh toward the east, and went up the steps thereof ; and he measured the threshold of

7 the gate, one reed broad : and the other threshold, one reed broad. And every lodge was one
reed long, and one reed broad ; and the space between the lodges was five cubits ; and the

8 threshold of the gate by the porch of the gate toward the house was one reed. He measured
9 also the porch of the gate toward the house, one reed. Then measured he the porch of the

gate, eight cubits ; and the posts thereof, two cubits ; and the porch of the gate was toward
10 the house. And the lodges of the gate eastward were three on this side, and three on that side ;

they three were of one measure : and the posts had one measure on this side and on that

11 side. And he measured the breadth of the opening of the gate, ten cubits ; and the length
12 of the gate, thirteen cubits ; and a border before the lodges, one cubit on tins side, and a bor-

der, one cubit on that side ; and the lodges, six cubits on this side, and sis cubits on that

13 side. And he measured the gate from the roof of the one lodge to the roof of the other, a
14 breadth of five and twenty cubits ; door against door. He made also posts, threescore cubits

;

15 and the court reached unto the post, the gate being round about. And from the forefront of

the gate at the entrance unto the forefront of the inner porch of the gate were fifty cubits.

16 And there were closed windows to the lodges, and to their posts within the gate round
about, and likewise to the arches : and windows were round about inward : and upon each

post were palm trees.

17 Then brnught he me into the outer coiirt, and, lo, there were chambers and a pavement,
18 made for the court round about : thirty chambers were upon the pavement. And the pave-
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ment wns bv the side of the gates, answerable unto the length of the gates, even the lower

19 pavement. "Then lie measured the breadth from the forefront of the lower gate unto the fore-

20 front of the inner court without, an hundred cubits, both on the east and oil tlie north. And
the gate of the outer court whose prospect is toward the north, he measured the length

21 thereof and the breadth thereof. And the lodges thereof were three on this side and three on
that side ; and the posts thereof and the arches thereof were after the measure of the first

32 gate : the length thereof was fifty cubits, and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And the

windows thereof, aad the arches thereof, and the palm trees thereof, were after the measure
of the gate whose prospect is toward tlie cast ; and they went up unto it by seven steps

;

23 and the arches thereof were before them. And there was a gate to the inner court over
against the ntlier gate, both on the north and on the east ; and he measured from gate to gate

24 an hundred cubits. And he led me tow ard the south, and behold a gate toward the south :

25 and he measured the posts thereof and the arches thereof according to these measures. And
there were windows in it and in the arches thereof round about, like those windows : the

26 length was fifty cubits, and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And there were seven steps

to go up to it, and the arches thereof were before them : and it had palm trees, one on this

27 side, and another on that side, upon the posts thereof. vVud there was a gate to the inner

court toward the south : and he measured from gate to gate toward the south an hundred
cubits.

28 Then he brought me to the inner court by the south gate : and he measured the south gate

29 according to these measures ; and the lodges thereof, and the posts thereof, and the arches
thereof, according to these measures : and there were windows in it and in the arches thereof

30 round about : it was fifty cubits long, and five and twenty cubits broad. And there were
31 arches round about, five and twenty cubits long, and five cubits broad. And the arches

thereof were toward the outer court ; and palm trees were upon the posts thereof : and the

33 going up to it had eight steps. And he brought me into the inner court toward the east

:

33 and he measured the gate according to these measures ; and the lodges thereof, and the posts
thereof, and the arches thereof, according to these measures : and there were windows therein

and in the arches thereof round about : it was fifty cubits long, and five and twenty cubits

34 broad. And the arches thereof were toward the outer court ; and palm trees were upon the

35 posts thereof, on this side, and on that side : and the going up to it had eight steps. And he
36 brought me to the north gate : and he measured it according to these measures ; the lodges

thereof, the posts thereof, and the arches thereof ; and there were windows therein round
37 about : tlie length was fifty cubits, and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And the posts

thereof were toward the outer court ; and palm trees were upon the posts thereof, on this

side, and on that side : and the going up to it had eight steps.

38 And a chamber with the door thereof was by the posts at the gates ; there they washed the
39 burnt offering. And in the porch of the gate were two tables on this side, and two tables on
40 that side, to slay thereon the burnt offering and the sin offering and the guilt offering. And

on the one side without, as one goeth up to the entry of the gate toward the north, were two
tables ; and on the other side, which belonged to the porch of the gate, were two tables.

41 Four tables were on this side, and four tables on that side, by the side of the gate : eight
43 tables, whereupon they slew </(« sncrificfs. And there were four tables for the burnt offering,

of hewn stone, a cubit and an half long, and a cubit and an half broad, and one cubit high :

whereupon they laid the instruments wherewith they slew the burnt offering and the sacri-

43 lice. And the hooks, an handbreadth long, were fastened within round about : and upon the

44 tables was the flesh of the oblation. And without the inner gate were chambers for the sing-

ers in the inner court, which was at the side of the north gate ; and their prospect was toward
45 the south : on3 at the side of the east gate having the prospect toward the north. And he

said unto me. This chamber, whose prospect is toward the south, is for the priests, the keep-
46 ers of the charge of the house. And the chamber whose prospect is toward the north is for

the priests, the keepers of the charge of the altar : these are the sons of Zadok, whicli from
47 among the sons of Levi come near to tlie Lord to minister unto him. And he measured the

court, an hundred cubits long, and an hundred cubits broad, foursquare ; and the altar was
before the house.

48 Then he brought me to the porch of the house, and measured each post of the porch, five

cubits on this side, and five cubits on that side : and the breadth of the gate was three cubits
49 ou this side, and three cubits on that side. The length of the porch was twenty cubits, and

the breadth eleven cubits ; even by the steps whereby they went up to it : and there were
pillars by the posts, one on this side, and another on that side.

41 : 1 And he brought me to the temple, and measured the posts, six cubits broad on the
one side, and six cubits broad on the other side, which was the breadth of the tabernacle.

2 And the breadth of the entrance was ten cubits ; and the sides of the entrance were five

cubits on the one side, and five cubits on the other side : and he measured the length thereof,

3 forty cubits, and the breadth, twenty cubits. Then went he inward, and measured eacli post
of the entrance, two cubits : and the entr.ince, six cubits ; and the breadth of the entrance,

4 seven cubits. And he measured the length thereof, twenty cubits, and the breadth, twenty
5 cubits, before the temple : and he said unto me. This is the most holy place. Then he meas-
ured the wall of the house, six cubits ; and the breadth of every side-chamber, four cubits,

6 round about the house on every side. And the side-chambers were in three stories, one over
another, and thirty in order ; and they entered into the wall which belonged to the house for
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the side-chambers round about, that they might have liold therein, and not have hold in the
7 wall of tlie house. And the side-chambers were broader as they encompassed tlie house

higher and Iiigher ; for the encompassing of the liouse went higher and liigher round about
the house : therefore the breadth of the liouse continued upward ; and so one went \i\>from

8 the lowest chamber to the highest by the middle chamber. I saw also that the house had a
raised basement roimd about : the foundations of the side-chambers were a full reed of six

9 great cubits. The thickness of the wall, which was for the side-chambers, on the outside,
was five cubits : and that wliich wa.s left was the place of the side-chambers that beloriged to

10 the house. And between the chambers was a breadth of twenty cubits round about the
11 house on every side. And the doors of the side-chambers were toward tlie plaoe t\\a.\. vias

left, one door toward the north, and another door toward the south : and the breadth of the
13 place that was left was live cubits round about. And the building that was before the sepa-

rate place at tlic side imvaid the west was seventy cubits broad ; and the wall of the build-
13 ing was five luliii-; ilii. 1^ round about, and the length thereof ninety cubits. So he measured

the house, an liuinlv. .1 mliits long ; and the separate place, and tlie building, with the walls
14 thereof, an hu;iiln d cnliiis long ; also the breadth of the face of the house, and of the sepa-

rate place toward the east, an liundrcd cubits.

15 And he measured the length of the building before the separate place which was at the
back thereof, and the galleries thereof on the one side and on the other side, an hundred

16 cubits ; and the inner temple, and the porches of the court ; the thresholds, and the closed
windows, and the galleries round about on their three stories, over against the threshold,
cieled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the windows ; now the windows

17 were covered ; to the space above the door, even unto the inner house, and without, and by
18 all the wall round about within and without, by miasure. And it was made with cherubim

and palm trees ; and a palm tree was between cherub and cherub, and every cherub liad two
19 faces ; so that there was the face of a man toward the palm tree on the one side, and the face

of a young lion toward the palm tree on the other side : thus was it made through all the
20 house round about. From the ground unto above the door were cherubim and palm trees

21 made : thus was the wall of the temple. As for the temple, the door posts were squared ;

and as for the face of the sanctuary, the appearance thereof -was as the appearance of the tcm-
22 pie. The altar was of wood, three cubits high, and the length thereof two cubits ; and the

corners thereof, and the length thereof, and the walls thereof, were of wood : and he said
23 unto me. This is the table that is before the Lord. And the temple and the sanctuary had
24 two doors. And the doors liad two leaves apiece, two turning leaves ; two leaves for the one
85 door, and two leaves for the other. And there were made on them, on the doors of the tem-

ple, cherubim and palm trees, like as were made upon the walls ; and there were thick beams
26 of wood upon the face of the porch without. And there were closed windows and palm

trees on the one side and on the other side, on the sides of the porch : thus were the side-

chambers of the house, and the thick beams.
4ii : 1 Then he brought me forth into the outer court, the way toward the north : and he

brought me into the chamber that was over against the separate place, and which was over
2 against the building toward the north. Before the length of an hundred cubits was the north
3 door, and the breadth was fifty cubits. Over against the twenty cubits which belonged to

the inner court, and over against the pavement which belonged to the outer court, was gal-

4 lery against gallery in the third story. And before the chambers was a walk of ten cubits
5 breadth inward, away of one cubit ; and their doors were toward the north. Now the upper
chambers were shorter : for the galleries took away from these, more than from the lower

6 and the middlemost, in the building. For they were in three stories, and they had not pil-

lars as the pillars of the courts : therefore the uppermost was straitened more tlian the lowest
7 and the middlemost from the ground. And the wall that was without by the si(ie of the

chambers, toward the outer court before tlie chambers, the length thereof was fifty cubits.

8 For the length of the chambers that were in the outer court was fifty cubits : and, lo, before
9 the temple were an hundred cubits. And from under these chambers was the entry on the

10 east side, as one goeth into them from the outer court. In the thickness of the wall of the
court toward the east, before the separate place, and before the building, there were cham-

11 bers. And the way before them was like the appearance of Wit' w«y </ the chambers which
were toward the north ; according to their length so was their breadth : and all their goings

13 out were both according to their fashions, and according to tlieir doors. And according to

the doors of the chambers that were toward the south was a door in the head of the way,
13 even the way directly before the wall toward the east, as one entcreth into them. Then said

he unto me. The north thambersand the south chambers, which are before the separate place,

they be the holy chambers, where the priests that are near unto the Loud shall eat the most
holy things : there shall they lay the most holy things, and the meal offering, and the sin

14 offering, and the guilt offering ; for the place is holy. When the priests enter in, then shall

they not go out of the holy place into the outer court, but there they shall lay their garments
wherein they minister ; for they are holy : and they shall put on other garments, and shall

approach to that which pertainelh to the people.
15 Now when he had made an end of measuring the inner house, he brought me forth by the

16 way of the gate whose prospect is toward the east, and measured it round about. He meas-
ured on the cast side with the measuring reed, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed

17 round about, lie measured on the north side, five hundred reeds, with the measuring reed
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18 round about. He measured on the south side, five hundred reeds, -with the measuring reed.

19 He turned about to the west side, and measured five hundred reeds with tlie measuring reed.

20 He measured it on the four sides : it had a wall round about, the length five liundred, and
the breadth five hundred to make a separation between that which was holy and that which
was connnon.

Chaps. 40-48. The vision of the Restored
Temi'le .\nd the Reiniiabited Land.

A development of the promise contained in

37 ; 27. The subject of the closing chapters of

Ezekiel is the restitution of the kingdom of

God. This is expressed by a vision, in which

are displayed not only a rebuilt temple, but also

by a reformed priesthood, reorganized services,

a restored monarchy, a reapportioned terri-

tory, a renewed people, and, as a consequence,

the diSusion of fertility and plenty over the

whole earth. The return from Babylon was

iudeed the beginning of this work, but only

a beginning, introductory to the future king-

dom of Christ, first upon earth, finally in

heaven. The vision must therefore be viewed

as strictly symbolical; the symbols employed

being the llosaic ordinances. These ordinances

had indeed in themselves a hidden meaning.

The tabernacle in the midst of the tents of the

tribes, and afterward the Temple in the capital

of the land of inheritance, was intended to sig-

nify the dwelling of Jehovah among His peo-

ple ; tlie priesthood was to denote the mediation

between God and man ; the monarchy, the sov-

ereignty of God ; the people, the saints of God ;

the territory, their inheritance. So that the

symbols here employed have an essential pro-

priety, yet they are truly symbols, and as such

are they to be regarded. B. C.

These chapters are the more to be regarded,

because the two last chapters of the Revelation

seem to have a plain allusion to them, as Rev.

20 has to the foregoing prophecy of Gog and

Magog. Here is the vision of a glorious tem-

ple (in this chapter and chaps. 41 and 43), of

God's taking possession of it (chap. 43), orders

concerning the priests that are to minister in

this temple (chap. 44), the division of the land,

what portion should be allotted for the sanc-

tuary, what for the city, and what for the

prince, both in his government of the people

and his worship of God (chap. 45), and further

instructions for him and the people (chap. 46).

After the vision of the holy waters, we have

the borders of the holy land, and the portions

assigned to the tribes, and the dimensions and
gates of tlie holy city (chaps. 47, 48). The gen-

eral scope of it I take to be : 1. To assure

the captives that they should not only return

to their own land, and be settled there, which

had been often promised in the foregoing chap-

ters, but that they should have, and therefore

should be encouraged to build, another temple,

which God would own, and where He would

meet them and bless them. 2. To direct them
to look further than all this, and to e.xpect the

coming of the Messiah, who had before been

prophesied c^f under the name of David, be-

cause He was the-man that projected the build-

ing of the temple, and that should set up a

spiritual temple, even the Gospel Church, the

glory of which should far exceed that of Solo-

mon's Temple, and which should continue to

the end of time. The dimensions of these vis-

ionary buildings being so large (the new tem-

ple more spacious than all the old Jerusalem,

and the New Jerusalem greater than all the land

of Canaan) plainly intimates, as Dr. Lightfoot

observes, that these things cannot be literally,

but must be spiritually understood. And the

Gospel temple, erected by Christ and His

apostles, was so closely connected with the

second niatirial temple, was erected so care-

fully just at the time when that fell into decay,

that it might be ready to receive its glories

when it resigned them, that it was proper

enough that they should both be referred to in

one and the same vision. Under the type and

figure of a temple and altar, priests and sacri-

fices, is foreshown the spiritual worship that

should be performed in Gospel times, more

agreeably to the nature both of God and man
;

and that perfected at last in the kingdom of

glory, in which perhaps these visions will have

their full accomplishments ; and some think

in some happy and glorious state of the Gos-

pel Church on this side heaven, in the latter

days. H.

In this long section Ezekiel foretells the con-

summation of Israel's hopes under the figures

of a restored nation, a new and symmetrical

division of the Holy Land among the Twelve

Tribes, a rebuilt temple and a re-established

worship. Here are the indefinite glories of the

golden age conceived under the precise forms

of geographical surveys, architectural specifi-

cations and ritualistic rubrics. It is hard for

most readers to believe that the author has any

larger thought beyond the details. But the

geographical arrangements are practically im-

possible ; and the symbolical meaning comes

out clearly enough where he describes the river
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whicli flows from the temple to make sweet

the Dead Sea. The measuring tape is still

used, but the figurative purpose is plain. This

beautiful dream the prophet never could have

thought of realizing in the parched wadics that

gash through the desert mountains of Judea
down to the Dead Sea. It is the River of Life

which John has further spiritualized and placed

in the New Jerusalem. Ballantine.

Fourteen years after the conquest of Jerusa-

lem, the destruction of the Temple, the desola-

tion of the land, the deportation of its inhabit-

ants, Ezekiel describes in this section the res-

toration of all that was lost, and gives, at the

same time, in chap. 47 : 1-13, a glance into the

distant future, in which from the restored Is-

rael salvation for the whole world goes forth in

fulfilment of the ancient prediction, "In thee

and in thy seed shall all the families of the

earth be blessed." In the older theology it

was customary to regard the wliole section as a

prophecy of the Christian Church. There is

truth at the foundation of this view. Although
the restoration of the city and the temple is

first predicted, yet this special announcement
rests on the general ground of the firm convic-

tion of the livfng power and indestructibility

of the kingdom of God, the symbol of which
was the temple, according to a view pervad-

ing the whole of the Old and the New Testa-

ment. And as the prophecy reaches beyond
its first fulfilment, it guarantees that within the

kingdom of God life shall arise out of every

death—that the old covenant cannot go down
without rising again gloriously in the new.
Ilengstenberg.

Under the particulars detailed by Ezekiel,

we discover the economy of a spiritual temple,

wliich should again be filled with " the glory

of the Lord coming from the East" (43 : 2, 4).

Dr. Oray. This concluding vision of a new
city and temple was shown to Ezekiel at the

close of his ministry for the consolation of his

brethren, who were then commemorating by
the waters of Babylon the fate of their former
city and temple, which had that day been ex-

tinguished just fourteen years. But the Spirit

of God, as in other prophecies on the same oc-

casion, looked to a period beyond that event,

which became evident when the Jews were re-

stored to their land and the second temple was
completed. For neither the extent and mag-
nificence of the building nor the privileges and

ministry of that temple did by any means cor-

respond to this representation ; and, in the

glory of the Divine presence, it was entirely

deficient : whereas the prophet here tells us.

" The Spirit took me and brought me into the

inner court ; and, behold, the glory of the Lord
filled the house." He adds further, "And I

heard Him speaking unto me out of the house
;

and He said unto me. The place of My throne,

and the place of the soles of My feet, where I

will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel

forever" (chap. 43 : 5-7) ; which last circum-

stance of perpetual duration could not belong

to any temple under the Mosaic economy, but
is the peculiar attribute of that nobler dispen-

sation to which it led. Such an interpretation

of this mystical vision is agreeable to the usage

of the prophets, who speak of the future dis-

pensation under the image of a temple or city.

(See Isa. 2:2; Zecli. 6 : 13, 13.) At the con-

clusion of this very vision we are told that the

name of the city should be, "The Lord is

there" (48 : S.'j) ; a name of the same import

with that given by Jeremiah to the city of

Christ, " The Lord our righteousness" (Jer. 33 :

16). The whole vision, whatever difllculties

there may be in the explication of particular

parts, must be considered as a mystical repre-

sentation of the Messiah's government. On
this general application, that there should still

be partial difficulties is exactly what ought to

be expected : neither will those difficulties en-

tirely vanish till the whole scheme is complet-

ed ; for the true and accurate interpretation of

all prophecy is only to be had from the accom-

plishment. Bp. Bagot.

The remaining nine chapters constitute one

vision, given to the prophet in the twenty-fifth

j'ear of the Captivity

—

i.e., about fourteen

years after the fall of Jerusalem. It is entirely

unique in its character, yet closely connected

in its leading thought and purpose with chaps.

36-39, immediately preceding. I regard this

vision as an ideal representation of the glorious

future of Messiah's kingdom. The mode of

representing it corresponds with the external

character of Christ's Church and kingdom

under the Mosaic economy. This correspond-

ence is natural, and should be expected. Eze-

kiel and his people, the exiles in Chaldea, were

familiar with no other form of Divine worship

and with no other organization—no other ex-

ternal life for the people of Gnd. Hence there

was the same reason for using this class of sym-

bols to represent the future kingdom of Christ

as for using the Hebrew language in speaking

to them, rather than the Greek, the Latin or

the English—viz., the fitness of using figures

and symbols as well as words which the prophet

and his people would readily understand. Let

it be borne in mind that Ezekiel was by birth,
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training and proiession, a, p7Wt. Of course he

was perfectlj- at home in all that pertained to

the temple, the priesthood, and the prescribed

forms of Mosaic worship. In the world of

symbols, therefore, this was his vernacular

tongue. Approximately and in general, the

same ma}' be said of the Jews of his time, his

captive brethren. In the next place, let it be

remembered that the people had now been in

exile twenty-five years, and their beloved city

in ruins fourteen ; long enough to awaken anx-

ious fears lest their people should never return,

the temple never be rebuilt, and lest the Zion

of their God should never rise again from its

ruins. These fears are amply indicated in chap.

37 : 11. To meet precisely this great fear, and

to inspire a precious confidence in a future for

Zion far more glorious than its past had ever

been, this vision came. It describes with great

minuteness (chaps. 40-43) the new temple

yet to be ; then the return of the glorious

Shekinah to fix His abode once more in this

temple, henceforward to be there perpetually

(chap. 43) ; next the altar and its laws of wor-

ship ; then, regulations for the prince and for

the priests (chap. 44) ; then the assignment of

territory for the temple, the priests, the Levites,

and the adjacent city (chap. 45). Next, various

ordinances for the people, and for the prince

(chap. 46) ; then a vision of holy waters issuing

from the sanctuary, and of the blessings they

bear where they go ; then the boundaries of

their land (chap. 47) ; and finally the appor-

tionment of territory to the several tribes, to-

gether with a great reservation for sacred pur-

poses—for the temple, the priests, the Levites

and the prince—all culminating in the one com-

prehensive fact, embodied in the name of the

city," Jelim'ah Shaiiimnh ;" " the Lord ist?iere."

I regard this vision as a magnificent panorama,

thoroughly S3'mbolioal, and setting forth in

Jewish costume and drapery the future pros-

perity, the order, beauty and moral power of

the Church in those days when God shall dwell

forever with His people by His Holy Spirit, a

power unto holiness in their hearts and lives,

making the institutions and agencies of the

Gospel excee<lingly effective for evangelizing

the world and bringing the nations to know
the Lord. H. C.

Each prophet has contemplated under some

one particular aspect the final scene of the pic-

ture, the latter days. Ezekiel, the priest, sees

this final consummation under the image of a

temple of admirable purity of form. This sanc-

tuary, which he describes in the nine last chap-

ters of his book, is not a reproduction of Solo-

mon's Temple, now destroyed. It is distin-

guished from that by very significant differ-

ences ; the ark and the mercy -seat are no longer

seen in the Holy of Holies and the Holy Place
;

there is no golden altar in the latter ; a simple

table, like that around which a father gathers hia

children, has replaced the altar of incense. But

the most remarkable feature is a stream which

issues from the threshold of this new sanctuary.

It is of no great depth at first ; when Ezekiel

crosses it fn the inner court, the water only

reaches to the ankles. But this mysterious

stream, although receiving no tributary from

without, increases visibly as it advances in its

course. When Ezekiel crosses it a little lower

down, the water already reaches to his knees.

Further on, the water rises to his loins ; and

when he has passed still lower down along the

river, he can no longer cross it on foot, he must

swim over it. These wonderful waters seem to

increase in bulk by some internal virtue of their

own, and each drop possesses the strange prop-

erty of becoming in its turn a spring.

The stream runs eastward toward the low

plains which extend to the north of the Dead

Sea. As it crosses the barren lands to the east

of Jerusalem, it transforms them into fertile

orchards. Fruitful trees, like those of Eden,

grow upon its banks. Arrived at the valley of

the Jordan, the stream crosses it, and jjours it-

self into the Dead Sea. It is well known that

this lake, saturated with salt and asphalt, can-

not give life to anj' fish ; and that its banks,

covered w^ith white saline emanations, and in-

tersected by black streams of asphalt running

down from the neighboring mountains, are al-

most entirely uninhabited. But the stream that

issues from the sanctuary no sooner reaches the

watei-s of this sea than it heals them. Soon the

fish begin to live and multiply in them. Colo-

nies of fishermen establish themselves upon its

banks ; and in these solitudes the stir of indus-

try and social life succeeds to the stillness of

death.

Some have attempted to interpret these pic-

tures literally. They have maintained that

Ezekiel intended to paint the actual temple

which Israel should rebuild at the return from

the Captivity. But how can we suppose ho

would have allowed himself to make such radi-

cal changes in the ordinances of the sanctuary

established by Moses 1 And how could a literal

river flow out of such a building ? Who ever

saw a stream running down from the top of a

table-land, commanded by no height above it,

and this stream increasing witliout receiving

any tributary by its own inherent force ? Be-
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sides, are not the spiritual meanings of tlie

modifications introduced into tlie ancient forms

of the sanctuary sufficiently evident ? The
substitution of a simple table for the golden

altar ; the suppression of the veil between the

Holy Place and the Holy of Holies—are not

tliese expressive emblems of that perfect com-
munion with God, in which the faithful under
the new covenant may draw near to Him with-

out restraint, and where God receives them at

His table as a fatlier does his children ? The
stream of healing watere which issues from the

sanctuary—is it not an image of that ever-ris-

ing stream—the Word and tlie Spirit of the

Lord—which, just so far as it effects an en-

trance into humanity, makes all things in it

new, and becomes in every heart which re-

ceives it a living spring of new life ? Tliese

fruit-trees, growing upon either bank of the

river, do not they represent those beneficent

institutions which ever mark the course of the

Gospel in the midst of a believing population
;

and this Dead Sea, purified and healed, does it

not typify the heathen world, that unclean

sewer, becoming, by means of the life which
flows from Christ, the scene of the noblest

works of God ?

One last touch completes the beauty of this

picture. That cloud wliich Ezekiel had beheld

in the beginning, withdrawing itself from the

desecrated temple, he now sees making its sol-

emn entry into this perfected sanctuary. God
comes to dwell in the midst of His renovated

temple. In fact, even while sometimes God
gives up to destruction the visible institutions

which have temporarily served as instruments

for His work, He never abandons the work it-

self. He reserves to Himself the power of re-

newing it after each failure, under a form more
spiritual and more holy. It was by means of

these glorious visions that Ezekiel labored to

revive the courage of the exiles, and made them
fitted—them and their descendants—to preserve

for some centuries longer the ancient theocratic

institution, of which the mission was not yet

accomplished.

The omnijMtence of the living God—that is

the idea which predominates in the whole minis-

try of Ezekiel. It was that which was de-

manded by the condition of a people in whom
the sense of tlieir weakness was in danger of

becoming an overwhelming discouragement.

Oodet.

BkekieVs Priest Code (Chaps. 40^8) and the

Pentateuch. Taking the Law simply by itself.

and the sayings of the prophets by them-

selves, it will be admitted that the latter mark

a progress upon the bare text of the former.

Their views of the Law, as spiritual and in-

ward ; of the priesthood, as one of holiness ; of

circumcision, as of the heart ; and of sacrifices,

feasts and fasts, as not merely outward ob-

servances, unconnected with a corresponding

state of mind, mark an advance on a former

state of externalism. We can understand it, if

the Mosaic Law had already existed ; but not,

if the main part of the so-called Mosaic legisla-

tion originated afterward. For, in that case, it

would mark a retrogression from the more spir-

itual standpoint of tlie prophets to that Law,
wliich yet was evidently connected with their

activity.

This connection will at least not be denied in

regard to Ezekiel. What has been called his

" priest code" (chaps. 40-48) may be viewed as

a symbolical and ideal presentation of the
" New Jerusalem"—the form of the vision

being determined by the peculiar modes of

thinking and the then circumstances of the

prophet and the people. But even so, and still

more—viewing it, from the standpoint of our

discussion, as a piece of legislation—it bears ref-

erence to the Pentateuch order, and more espe-

cially to that portion of it known as the " priest

code." Historically speaking, it stands, ac-

cording to our opponents, midway between the

Jehovist and the Deuteronomist on the one

hand, and the priest code on the other. In-

deed, it is said to have formed the model, and

in part the kernel, of the " priest code." This

is a decisive position to take up, but also one

wliich has been proved indefeasible. No other

part of the controversy has been more exhaus-

tively treated than this of the relation between

Ezekiel and the priest code, whether Ezekiel

looked back on the priest code, or the priest

code on Ezekiel. The contention of Wellhausen

is the latter ; but it has been shown on conclu-

sive evidence that Ezekiel looks back on the

priest code, which, therefore, must have been

prior to the prophet. But, in that case, wo
shall have to put the priest code a long way
back, since, according to our opponents, there

is the widest difference between it and the other

documents in the Pentateuch, which mark a

very different stage and a very different date

from the priest code. In proof that Ezekiel

had known the priest code, Hoffmann quotes

not fewer than eighty-one passages from the

priest code which have exact verbal parallels

in eighty-three passages in Ezekiel. These

prove, even if we were to make some deduc-

tions from them, that the one document must

have referred to the other. And this is further
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confirmed by the peculiar use of a particle

(" wlicu"), which only in the priest code in the

Pentateuch, and, with few isolated exceptions,

only in Ezekicl, is placed after the subject

which it determines. In evidence that Ezekiel

had derived all tliis from the priest code, and

not the reverse, Hoffmann adduces these two

facts : first, that Ezekiel employs a number of

other expressions which occur in writings that

are undoubtedly older than his prophecies,

while the priest code contains no other pas-

sages in which such parallelism with other por-

tions of Scripture occurs ; and, secondly, that

the priest code has merely such parallelisms to

Ezekiel as occur only in the latter, but none of

those which Ezekiel has in common with other

writings, such as Jeremiah and Deuteronomy.

We have to submit yet another consideration,

which, indeed, is not new, but will, we believe,

have its due weight with those who view the

subject, not so much from the technical stand

point, iis from that of general considerations

and common sense. Let it be remembered that

the ritual portion in Ezekiel differs in many
and important particulars from the laws and

arrangements of the so-called priest code. We
can understand such modifications by a prophet

in his vision of the future, if the arrangements

of the priest code had been already in exist-

ence ; but a later composition by priests of a

code, professedly Mosaic, which contravened

the arrangements of an acknowledged prophet,

seems incredible. And this the more, when we
remember that, according to our opponents,

tlie arrangements of the priest code were also

inconsistent with an earlier legislation, which

also professed to be Mosaic—so that the priests

who, to speak plainly, foisted the priest code

upon Moses, also made Moses contradict him-

self as well as Ezekiel. And yet it is admitted

on all hands that the " redaction," which weld-

ed into one whole the various parts of which

the Pentateuch is composed, displays extraor-

dinary skill. Indeed, the dilemma becomes

even more acute. Let it still be borne in mind
that the difference between the earlier legisla-

tion and that of the priest code is said, on cer-

tain points, to be very great. If so, how are

we to account for the introduction of the priest

code as the Law of Moses, long after the differ-

ing institutions of the earlier legislation had

been received as Mosaic ? Or, again, if the

priest code which modified the earlier legisla-

tion was the latest production, and intended to

be finally binding, how is it that the priest code

was not placed after Deuteronomy in the Penta-

teuch, when they had the arranging of it ? We

can understand that Deuteronomy may have

been a second and popular version of the earlier

Law, when, in view of the immediate entrance

»nto the land, certain of the ordinances, given

thirty-eight years before, had to be modified,

or, rather, adapted to the new circumstances

of the people. But we cannot imagine the

publication by the later priesthood of a code

professedly Mosaic, by the side of one more an-

cient, and also professedly Mosaic, which taught

differently. Why retain the older code at all,

after it had become antiquated for so long a

time 1 why c^U it Mosaic ? why insert it in the

Pentateuch ? If the priests were able to intro-

duce such an entirely new code, in which the

privileges of their order and other arrange-

i-enti were so much more emphasized than in

tiie old legislation, why retain the latter, and

insert it into the canon ? or why should Ezra,

for example, have read it in the hearing of all

the people—or, did he read it ?—and why should

he have told them that the Exile had been the

punishment of their transgression of the Mosaic

ordinances, when, according to our opponents,

he was himself bringing in a new code, on

many points inconsistent with the old one ?

Such questions might easily be multiplied.

A. E.

It is evident that Ezekiel's description differs

too widely from the past to allow the sup-

position that it is historical ; and written at

a time when the temple lay in ashes and the

land desolate, it cannot refer to the present. It

must then have reference to the future. The
presumption is certainly that it portrays an

ideal future, because the whole was seen " in

the visions of God" (40 : 2), an expression which
Ezekiel always applies to a symbolic repre-

sentation rather than to an actual image of

things. (Cf. 1:1; 8 : 3 ; 11 : 24 ; 43 : 3.) More-

over, if it is to be literally understood, it must
portray a state of things to be realized either

in the near future, or else at a time still in ad-

vance of our own day. If the former, as is

supposed by a few commentators, it is plain

that the prophecy was never fulfilled, and re-

mains a monument of magnificent purposes un-

accomplished. The attempt to explain this by
the theory that the returning exiles found them
selves too few and feeble to carry out the

prophet's whole designs, and therefore con-

cluded to postpone them altogether to a more
convenient season, must be regarded as an en-

tire failure. For one of two suppositions must
be adopted, both of them leading to the same re-

sult : either that of the negative critics—that cer-

tain great features of the Mosaic law, such as the
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distinction between the priests and Levites and

the general priestly legislation, had their origin

with Ezekiel ; and in this case it is inconceiv-

able that, while adopting this, no attention

should have been paid to the authoritj' of this

great prophet in other matters ; or else we must

accept the commonly received view, that the

Mosaic law was earlier, and is here profoundly

modified by Ezelsiel. In the latter case, how-

ever much the returning exiles might have been

disappointed in their circumstances, yet if they

understood the prophet literally, they must

have looked forward to the accomplishment of

his designs in the future, and would naturally

have been anxious to order the restored theoc-

racy on his plan, as far as they could, from the

first, to avoid the necessity of future changes
;

and a large part of the scheme, such as the

cycle of the feasts, the ordering of the sacrifices,

etc., was quite within their power. In either

case, if the vision is to be taken literally, it is

inexplicable that there should be no reference

to it in the historical books of Ezra and Nehe-

miah and the prophecies of Haggai and Zecha-

riah, which all relate to this period, and describe

the return and settlement in the land, and the

rebuilding of the temple. P. Gardiner.

[Professor Gardiner then refers to " state-

ments which admit of definite tests in regard

to their literalness. " Among these are the im-

mense dimensions and relative positions of the

temple and city ; the description of the " obla-

tion," as physically impossible ;
" the division

of the laud among the tribes, the assignment to

the priests and Levites of large landed estates,

the enormous size of the temple precincts and

of the city, with the small allotment of land for

its support—all singular and entirely destitute

of either historical precedent or subsequent

realization ;" the physical impossibility of a

literal interpretation to the description of the

waters issuing from the temple. He adds that

the whole vision is so intimately bound together

that objections against one part lie also against

the whole. And he concludes this point as fol-

lows. B.]

Ezekiel's purpose was so far understood by
his contemporaries that they never made any
attempt to carry out his descriptions in the re-

building of the temple and the reconstruction

of the State. The idea of a literal interpreta-

tion of his words was reserved for generations

long distant from his time, from the forms of

the Church under which he lived, and from the

circumstances and habits of expression with

which he was familiar, and under the influence

of which he wrote. Gardiner. (See Jour. So-

ciety of Bib. Literature and Exegesis, 1881, pp.
172-305.)

Chap. 40. There seems to be no occasion

for extended comments on this description of

the temple. Let it sufiice to suggest to the

reader the remarkable regularity and uniform-

ity of dimensions that prevailed throughout,

indicating, we must suppose, the beautiful

order that shall prevail under the final triumph
of the Gospel in our world. Then everything

will be in its place ; whatever is shapeless,

rude, uncouth, will be discarded ; all will be

morally right, and the whole external world

will be in beautiful harmony with the- perfect

moral order and purity that will then rule in

human hearts and in all society.

Chap. 41. This continued description em-

braces the most holy place ; the chambers also,

and the altar, pointed out to the prophet par-

ticularly as the table of the Lord, with fre-

quent allusions to the ornamentation of these

apartments and walls by means of engraving

upon them figures of palm trees and cherubim.

The same wonderful regularity obtains here as

in the previous chapter, and with the same sig-

nificance.

Chap. 42 : 1-20. The point of chief and

special interest in this part of the description is

the manifest care taken and tlie arrangements

made to isolate holy things from profane, as

if to guard henceforward forever against de-

basing the worship of God and against all con-

tamination of God's people by contact with sin

and its temptations. Thus (verses 13, 14) the

priests have special chambers, where none but

themselves may eat the most holy things.

Their sacred ministrations are to be performed

in holy garments, to be laid off when they come
before the people. Verses 15-30 describe an

area outside the holy place enclosed by a wall,

designed to "make a separation between the

sanctuary and the profane place." It may fit-

ly be noticed that while the temple proper cor-

responded precisely in dimensions with that

built by Solomon, this wall-enclosed area was
vastly larger— viz., a square of Jine hundred

reeds, or nearly one English mile on each side
—" considerabljf larger than the whole area of

the city of Jerusalem, its temple included !"

This fact goes far to show that this temple and

its surroundings were simply ideal; seen in

vision only, and never designed to be devel-

oped into actual reality. Taken ideally, its

significance is obvious and pertinent, and is

forcibly expressed. So carefully and jealously

will God guard His church in the future days

against being contaminated with sin. Once
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redeemed and sanctified unto Christ and lioli-

ness, they will be " kept by the power of God
througli faith unto salvation." Blessed truth I

Obviously, in the nature of the case, this must

be one of the grand features of the millennial

age

—

tlie Church preserved from relapsing into

jcorldliness and kept near to Ood. What is in-

dispensable in the nature of the case to a glori-

ous millennial state, it is plesisant to find spe-

cially indicated here in this figurative vision.

H. C.

The reader who is interested in the detail of

this temple vision is referred to the Bible (or

Speaker's) Commentary, pp. 160-184. B.

EZEKIEL, CHAPTERS XLIIL, XLIV.

43 : 1 Afterward lie brought me to the gate, e^en the gate that looketh toward the

2 east : and behold, the glory of the God of Israel came from the way of the east : and his voice

3 was like the sound of many waters : and the eartli shined with" his glory. And it was ac-

cording to the appearance of the vision which I saw. even according to the vision that I saw
when I came to destroy the city : and the visions were like the vision that I saw by the river

4 Chcbar : and I fell upon my face. And the glory of the Lord came into the house by the
5 way of the gate whose prospect is toward the east. And the spirit took me up, and brought
6 me into the inner court ; and behold, the .glory of the Lord filled the liouse. And I heard
7 one speaking unto me out of the house : and a man stood by me. And he said unto me. Son

of man, this is the place of my throne, and the place of "the soles of my feet, where I will

dwell in the midst of the children of Israel for ever : and the house of Israel shall no more
defile my holy name, neither they, nor their kings, by their whoredom, and by the carcases

8 of their kings in their high places ; in their setting of their threshold by my threshold, and
their door post beside my door post, and there was l^ut the wall between me and them ;

and they have defiled my holy name by their abominations which they have committed :

9 wherefore I have consumed them in mine anger. Now let them put away their whoredom,
and the carcases of their kings, far from me, and I will dwell in the midst of them for ever.

10 Thou, son of man, shew the house to the house of Israel, that they may be ashamed of their

11 iniquities : and let them measure the pattern. And if they be ashamed of all that they have
done, make known unto them the form of the house, and the fashion thereof, and the goings
out thereof, and the comings in thereof, and all the forms thereof, and all the ordinances
thereof, and all the forms thereof, and all the laws thereof, and write it in their sight ; that

12 they may keep the whole form thereof, and all the ordinances thereof, and do them. This is

the law of the house : >ipon the top of the mountain the whole limit thereof round about
shall be most holy. Behold, this is the law of the house.

13 And these are the measures of the altar by cubits : (the cubit is a cubit and an hand-
breadth :) the bottom shall be a cubit, and the breadth a cubit, and the border thereof by the

14 edge thereof round about a span : and this shall be the base of the altar. And from the bot-

tom upon the ground to the lower settle shall be two cubits, and the breadth one cubit ; and
15 from the lesser settle to the greater settle shall be four cubits, and the breadth a cubit. And

the upper altar shall be four cubits ; and from the altar hearth and upward there shall be
16 four horns. And the altar hearth shall be twelve cubits long by twelve broad, square in the
17 four sides thereof. And the settle shall be fourteen cubits long "by fourteen broad in the four

sides thereof ; and the border about it shall be half a cubit ; andthe bottom thereof shall be
a cubit about ; and the steps thereof shall look toward the east.

18 And he said unto me. Son of man, thus saith the Lord God : These are the ordinances of the
altar in the day when they shall make it, to offer burnt ofiferings thereon, and to sprinkle

19 blood thereon. Thou shaltgive to the priests the Levites that be of the seed of Zadok, which
are near unto me, to minister unto me, saith the Lord God, a young bullock for a sin ofifer-

20 ing. And thou shalt take of the blood thereof, and put it on the four horns of it, and on the
four corners of the settle, and upon the border round about : thus shalt thou cleanse it and

21 make atonement for it. Thou shalt also take the bullock of the sin offering, and he shall

22 burn it in the appointed place of the house, without the sanctuary. And on the second day
thou shalt offer a he-goat without blemish for a sin offering ; and they shall cleanse the altar,

28 as they did cleanse it with the bullock. When thou hast made an end of cleansing it, thou
shalt offer a young bullock without blemish, and a ram out of the flock without blemish.

24 And thou shalt bring them near before the Lord, and the priests shall cast salt upon them,
25 and they shall offer them up for a burnt offering unto the Lord. Seven days shalt thou pre-

pare every day a goat for a sin offering : they shall also prepare a young bullock, and a ram
36 out of the flock, without blemish. Seven days shall they make atonement for the altar and
27 purify it : so shall they consecrate it. And when they have accomplished the days, it shall

be that upon the eighth dav, and forward, the priests shall make your burnt offerings upon
the altar, and your peace offerings ; and I will accept you, saith the Lord God.
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44 ; 1 Then he brought me back the way of the outer gate of the sanctuary, which looketh
2 toward the east ; and it was shut. And the Loud said unto me. This gate shall be shut, it

shall not be opened, neither shall any man enter in by it, for tlie Loud, the God of Israel,

3 hath entered in by it ; therefore it sl'iall be shut. As for the prince, he shall sit therein as

prince to eat bread before the Lohd ; he shall enter by the way of the porch of the gate, and
4 shall go out by the way of the same. Then he brought me the way of the north gate before

the house ; and I looked, and behold, the glory of the Loud filled the house of the Lord :

5 and I fell upon my face. And the Lord said unto me. Son of man, mark well, and behold
with thine eyes, and hear with thine ears all that I say unto thee concerning all the ordinances
of the house of tlic Lord, and all the laws thereof ; and mark well the entering in of tlie

6 house, with every going forth of the sanctuary. And thou slialt say to the rebellious, even
to the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord God : O ye house of Israel, let it s\iflice you of all

7 your abominations, in that ye have brought in aliens, imcircumcised in heart and uncircuin-
cised in flesh, to be in my sanctuary, to profane it, even my house, when ye offer my bread,

the fat and the blood, and they have broken my covenant, to add unto all your abominaticms.
8 And ye have not kept the charge of mine holy things : but ye have set keepers of my charge
9 in my sanctuary for yourselves. Thus saith the Lord Gou, No alien, uucircumcised in heart

and uncircumcised in flesh, shall enter into my sanctuary, of any alien that is among the chil-

10 dren of Israel. But the Levites that went far from me, when Israel went astray, which went
11 astray from me after their idols ; they shall bear their iniquity. Yet they shall be ministers

in my sanctuary, having oversight at the gates of the house, and ministering in the house :

they shall slay the burnt offering and the sacrifice for the people, and they shall stand before

12 them to minister unto them. Because they ministered unto them before their idols, and be-

came a stumblingblock of iniquity unto the house of Israel ; therefore have I lifted up mine
13 hand against them, saith the Lord God, and they shall bear their iniquity. And they shall

not come near unto me, to execute the office of priest unto me, nor to come near to any of

my holy things, unto the things that are most holy : but they shall bear their shame, and
14 their abominations which they have committed. Yet will I make them keepers of the charge

of the house, for all the service thereof, and for all that shall be done therein.

15 But the priests the Levites, the sons of Zadok, that kept the charge of my sanctuary when
the children of Israel went astray from me, they shall come near to me to minister unto me ;

and they shall stand before me to offer unto me the fat and the blood, saith the Lord God :

16 they shall enter into my sanctuary, and they shall come near to my table, to minister unto
17 me, and ihey shall keep my charge. And it shall be that when they enter in at the gates of

the inner court, they shall be clothed with linen garments ; and no wool shall come upon them,
18 whiles they minister in the gates of the inner court, and within. They shall have linen tires

upon their heads, and shall have linen breeches upoh their loins ; they shall not gird them-
19 selves with any thing that canseth sweat. And when they go forth into the outer court, even

into the outer court to the people, they shall put off their garments wherein they minister,

and lay them in the holy chambers, and they shall put on other garments, that they sanctify

20 not the people with their garments. Neither shall they shave their heads, nor suffer their

21 locks to grow long ; they shall only poll their heads. Neither shall any priest drink wine,

22 when they enter into the inner court. Neither shall they take for their wives a widow, nor
her that is put away : but they shall take virgins of the seed of the house of Israel, or a

23 widow that is the widow of a priest. And they shall teach my people the difference between
the holy and the common, and cause them to discern between the unclean and the clean.

24 And in a controversy they shall stand to judge ; according to my judgements shall they

judge it : and they shall keep my laws and my statutes in all my appointed feasts ; and they

25 shall hallow my sabbaths. And they shall come at no dead person to defile themselves :

but for father, or for mother, or for son, or for daughter, for brother, or for sister that hath

26 had no husband, they may defile themselves. And after he is cleansed, they shall reckon

27 unto him seven days. And in the day that he goeth into the sanctuary, into the inner court,

28 to minister in the sanctuary, he shall offer his sin olfering, saith tlie Lord God. And they

shall have an inheritance ; I am their inheritance : and ye shall give them no possession in

29 Israel ; I am their possession. They shall eat the meal offering, and the sin olfering, and the

30 guilt offering ; and every devoted thing in Israel shall be theirs. And the first of all the fii-st-

truits of every thing, and every oblation of every thing, of all your oblations, shall be for the

priests : ye shall also give unto the priest the first of your dough, to cause a blessing to rest

31 on thine house. The priests shall not eat of any thing that dieth of itself, or is torn, whether
it be fowl or beast.

Chap. 43. The visible glory of God returns

to dwell in this new temple (verses 1-4) ; the

Lord states to the people the conditions on

which lie will dwell with them (verses 5-11) ;

the altar is measured and its ordinances of wor-

ship described (verses 12-27). H. C.

l-1 1 . The consecration of the new temple.

The glory of the God of Israel must take pos-

session of the new sanctuary, as, in time past,

of the tabernacle aud of Solomon's Temple.

But it is in a different form. The glory was

of old veiled in a cloud resting on the mercy

seat of the ark between cherubim of carved

wood, lifeless and motionless, as though the

mercy and power of God were, in some sort,

restricted to the material building and the peo-
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pie to whom it belonged. Now the glory ap-

pears in the form with which Ezcldel is famil

jar, in all its symbolical significance, with light

shining upon the earth, living creatures, wheels

connecting heaven with earth so that tlie char-

iot looks and moves to every quarter, the (arma-

ment and the rainbow, the appi'araiice of a

man upon the throne, and HU vein' speaking

to the children of men. A |«'is(«ii,il and living

God enters the sanctuary, coiidtsciudiiig to oc

cupy it, not merely as a fi.\ed dwelling-place,

but as a centre from whence His power and

mercy radiate freely to the utmost ends of the

earth. Hence amid the detailed preparations

of the house no mention is made of ark or

mercy seat, so important a part in the former

sanctuary (and indeed, in the temple of Zerub-

babel no ark was placed). The living cheru-

bim, the firmament, and the rainbow of mercy

replace the cherubic figures and the golden

chest.

2. Jehovah had before left the house to de-

struction, because it had been polluted and pro-

faned (11 : 23). He now returns to take posses-

sion of His holy habitation, prepared and sanc-

tified for His reception. B. C.

4, 5. Again, approaching from the north,

the prophet in vision is impressed witli a sense

of the glory of Jehovah as filling His temple,

and he falls upon Ins face in profound adora-

tion. This case anticipates the great truth

brought out so distinctively at the close of

this entire vision, which indeed is the central

thought throughout -viz., i/uit God dwells

among His people by His spiritual presence and

glory. The name of the whole city shall be,

" Tlie Lord is there." This being chief in im-

portance, gave name to the city. Now the

Lord solemnly charges the prophet to mark

well (" set his heart upon") all he was about to

say in respect to the modes of worship in this

temple and in respect to entering and leaving

it. H. C.

5. Behold, the glory of the Lord filled the

house. The glory, or the symbol of the Divine

presence, entered into the temple and settled

there, as it did when it was finished by Solo-

mon (1 K. 8 : 10, 11). W. Loioth.

7. The place of My throne. Here is the place

of my throne, etc. The cherubim were God's

throne, from whence He is said to sit between

the cherubim, and the ark was His footstool

(Ps. 99 : 1, 5). Calmet.

Where I will dwell in the midst of tfie children

of Lsrael forever. This promise is to be under-

stood like those formerly made upon the con-

dition of their obedience, but it is eminently

fulfilled in Christ, in whom all the prophecies

of the Old Testament are to have their final ac-

complishment. Zcchariah propnesics of the

Messiah (chap. 6 : 13), that " He should build

the terapie of the Lord, and bear the glory ;"

that is, He shall build the Christian Church
;

" in him shall all the fulness of the Godhead

dwell bodily," and really, not in types and fig-

ures. (See Heb. 3:3; Matt. 16 : 18 ; John 1 :

14 ; Col. 3 : 9.) There was no visible Shekinah

or glory in the second temple till the Lord,

whom they expected, "came to His temple"

(Mai. 3 : 1)—that is, till the Messiah, who was
'" the brightness of His Father's glory," ap-

peared there, and made it an illustrious figure

of that tVue church or temple of believers,

where He would continue His presence forever

(3 Cor. 6 : 16). {W. Loioth.) Bp. Hall.

5-11. The allusion to the "place of Hia

throne" (verses 7, 8), and to their kings as hav-

ing defiled God's sanctuary by setting up idol

gods there, looks to Manasseh. (Sec 2 K. 31 :

4-7.) These verses are specially valuable as

revealing the conditions on which alone the

Lord would return and continue to dwell

among His people. They must—absolutely

MUST put away their sins and be ashamed of

their iniquities. If they consented heartily to

these conditions, the prophet was to show them

the form of the house, and all that the Lord

had revealed of this new terapie, and of its ordi-

nances of worship as a pledge of His own re-

storing mercy and His return to dwell among
them. This was specially pertinent to the

exiles among whom the prophet lived, and

shows that the Lord designed this vision to

bear vigorously upon the hearts of that people

then and there.

12. This temple stood on a mountain. So

did that of Solomon, though this appears to

have been the loftier one. The whole area of

this mountain top was most holy as being the

place where the Lord Jehovah truly dwelt.

The subsequent verses of this chapter describe

the great altar, and give the ordinances to regu-

late the sacrifices upon it. H. C.

Chap. 44. The relation of the different

classes of people to the temple and its courts.

The position of the prince (verses 1-3). Ad-

monition toministeiing priests, grounded upon

former neglect (versus 4-16). Regulations as

to the priests' services. The garments of the

priests are defined and various rules prescribed

in the Law are repeated, with some additions in

oi-der to denote additional care to avoid un-

cleanness (verses 17-27). Provision for the

priests and Levites (verses 28-31). B. C.
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7, 9. Strangers residing in Israel, but of un-

circumcised heart, must by no means be per-

mitted to enter the Lord's sanctuary. The
Levites who had apostatized into idolatry must

bear the punishment of this great iniquity.

They were forbidden to come near before the

Lord, but were assigned to tiie more remote

and less hallowed and honored services of the

sanctuary. They were to minister in the pres-

ence of their more favored brethren, the priests,

as their servants ; but might not come specially

near to the Lord. To tlie sons of Zadok who
had not thus apostatized was assigned the dis-

tinguished honor of coming near to minister

before the very presence of the Divine majesty.

This discrimination had a most significant and

earnest moral bearing. " Holiness becometh

God's house forever." The favored ones there

are the men of lowly heart who live near to

God, walking softly before Him. H. C.

The argument e silentio can be only of limit-

ed application in regard to historical books,

fully occupied as they are with other matters,

and only occasionally and incidentally alluding

to existing ecclesiastical laws and customs ; but

it is plainly of great importance in this pro-

phetical setting forth of quite a full and de-

tailed ecclesiastical scheme. The omission of

references to any ritual law or feast or cere-

mony in the historical books can occasion no

surprise, and afford no just presumption against

the existence of such rites and ceremonies, un-

less some particular reason can be alleged why
they should have been mentioned ; but a cor-

responding omission from the pages of Ezekiel

is good evidence either that the thing omitted

was too familiar to require mention, or else that

he purposely excluded it from his scheme. In

other words, it shows that what he omits, as

compared with the Mosaic Law, was cither al-

ready entirely familiar to him and to the peo-

ple ; or else that the law he sets forth was, in

these particulars, different from the Mosaic

Law. To illustrate by an example : there can

be no question that circumcision was a funda-

mental rite of the religion of the Israelites,

practised in all ages of their history
;
yet, after

the Pentateuch and the few first chapters of

Joshua, there is no mention of it, and the words

drewncise, circumcised, circumcision, do not oc-

cur in the sacred literature down to the time of

Jeremiah ; neither is there any allusion to cir-

cumcision in Ezekiel, except the mention of the

stranger " uncircumcised in heart and uncir-

cunicised in flesh" (44:7,9). Of cour.se the

reason for this, in both cases, is that the law of

circumcision was so familiar and the practice

so universal that there was no occasion for its

mention. On the other hand, the fast of the

day of atonement is not mentioned either in the

historical books or in Ezekiel. AVe are not sur-

prised at its omission from the former, nor can

this cast any shade of doubt on its observance,

unless some passage can be shown in which it

would have been likely to be spoken of ; but

we can only account for its being passed over

in the cycle of the festivals in Ezekiel on the

supposition that it formed no part of liis

scheme, while yet there are indications that he

recognizes it, in his other arrangements, as ex-

isting in his time. F. Gardiner.

17-19. Outward purity symbolizes inward ;

the purity of the person that of llie heart. Hence

linen rather than woollen garments were pre-

scribed. Sweat, as indicating impurity, must

be avoided. Special garments were assigned

to be worn exclusively before the Lord, to be

exchanged for others when they came before

the people. The last clause of verse 19 means,

they shall not sanctify the people ministering

in their ordinary garments, but only while wear-

ing their sacred vestments.

23. Under the ancient economy, the cere-

monial distinction between the holy and the

profane, the clean and the unclean, had the

high moral purpose of training the mind to

recognize the distinction between holiness and

sin. This same distinction it must be the great

duty of God's servants in the millennial age to

teach and to enforce.

24. Under the law given through Moses,

the distinction recognized in modern times be-

tween civil and religious statutes was scarcely

known. The priests and Levites were then

judges of civil cases. (See De. 17:8-13; 3

Chron. Ifl : 8-11.) Hence naturally the same

system obtains here.

25-27. No form of ceremonial uncleanness

was accounted more flagrant than that which

comes from contact with a dead body, or near

approach to one. Hence promiscuous mourn-

ing for the dead and attendance upon these

funeral solemnities were strictly forbidden to

the priests, the law defining by name the near

relatives for whom they might mourn. The

same reason is here, to indicate the moral pu-

rity which will characterize the future kingdom

of the Messiah.

2§. They were to have subsistence from the

altar and from the tithes which the law pre-

scribed. Beyond this they had no inheritance.

From landed estates the Lord purposely de-

barred them. This was also the doctrine of the

ancient Mosaic system. H. C.
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To describe the priests of his day as " tlie

sous of Zadok" is no proof that Ezekiel did

not recognize, or was ignorant of, tlieir more

ancient designation as " the sons of Aaron."

But the propliet raalies this clearer by tlu- rea-

son which he gives for continuing to tliciii tin'

lionor bestowed on their father in David's reign :

" The priests the Levites, tlie sons of Zadok,

that kept the charge of My sanctuary when the

children of Israel went astray from Me, they

shall come near to ;Me to minister unto Me, and

they shall stand before Me to offer unto INIe the

fat and the blood, saith the Lord God" (verse

15). For faithfulness to their charge, then,

they were to be retained in the place of high

honor they had well guarded for centuries. A
higher place they could not attain to. Noth-

ing more noble was possible for them than to

keep, with Jehovah's approval, the position

originally assigned to them. Not to have for-

feited their rights was all that could be said.

But it was different with " the Levites that are

gone away far from me, when Israel went astray,

which -went astray away frcm Me after their

idols ; they shall even bear their iniquity"

(verse 10). Manifestly these Levites were like

Korah in the wilderness, " seeking the priest-

hood also." But their usurpation of the priest's

office -was punished, /;«<, by a sharp reminder

of the lower rank they hold ; and, second, by a

renewal of the wilderness exclusion of them

from the priesthood. For the prophet pro-

ceeds : "And they shall be ministers in My
sanctuary, having charge at the gates of the

house, and ministering to the house. And they

shall not come near unto Sle, to do the office of

a priest unto Me, nor to come near to any of

My hol3' things, in the most holy place." Mis-

conduct on the part of the Levites in past ages

made necessary a clear definition of their rank

and duties in the new temple that was to be

built. That definition was delivered by Eze-

kiel in words and phrases so startlingly the

same as those of the Law given in the wilder-

ness, that, if he had not the Pentateuch before

him as we now read it, it will be difficult to

attain to certainty in any historical matter

•whatever. There is not a shadow of reason

for attributing to Ezekiel the invention of these

words and phrases. If Moses was not the first

utterer of them, we are in hopeless uncertainty

about a matter which otherwise seems clear m
noonday. The Levites. said Ezekiel, ".shall

not come near unto Me to do the ofiice of a

priest unto Me," as they attempted to do for

n,L;(S "when Israel went astray." But what

nrc tlu'se words of the prophet save a copy, or

a singularly clear echo, of those spoken in the

wilderness :
" The censers of these sinners

against their own souls" shall be " a memorial

unto the cluldren of Israel, that no stranger,

which is not of the seed of Aaron, come near to

offer incense," the peculiar duty of the priests

in the holy place (Num. 16 : 38-40 ; 3 Chron.

26 : 16).

There remains another historical coincidence

to be pointed out in connection with these state-

ments of Ezekiel. With a clearness which

leaves nothing to be desired, he lets us under-

stand that the priests remained at their post,

" in charge of My sanctuary," " when Israel

went astray." Although he is speaking of

" the sons of Zadok" as those whose relation to

the high priesthood specially singled them out

for mention, it is clear from his writings that a

part of the priestly family is here standing for

the whole. They did not desert the temple,

however much their rights and revenues may
have been curtailed. But the same praise is

not given to the Levites ;
" they are gone away

far from Me." They abandoned their posts

precisely as their successors did in the days of

Nehemiah, a century and more after Ezekiel's

time. But there is historical evidence which

confirms this forsaking of their duty by the

Levites, " when Israel went astray." No men-

tion whatever is made of their desertion in the

Book of Kings. The first discovery of it is

given by the chronicler in narrating the over-

throw of Athaliali. Jehoiada, the high-priest,

and a son of Zadok, is seen at his post as chief

keeper of the temple during the dreary six

years of her tyranny. But the Levites had

fled ; they required to be " gathered out of all

the cities of Judah ;" and even after the priest

had succeeded iu his plans, the same Levites

were coldly indifferent to the duty of repairing

the neglected temple (3 Chron. 23 : 2 ; 34 : 5, 6).

Read in the light of Ezekiel's prophecies, these

statements of the chronicler are a valuable and

an undesigned proof of the historical value of

his writings. Sime.
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45 : 1 Moreover, when ye shall divide by lot the land for inheritance, ye shall offer an
oblation unto the Lord, an holy portion of the land : the length shall be the length of five

and twenty thousand reeds, and the breadth shall be ten thousand : it shall be holy in all the
2 border tlicVcnf round about. Of this there shall be for the holy place five hundred in, length

by five iiundred //( hmidtlt, square round about ; and fifty cubits for the suburbs thereof
3 round about. And of this measure shalt thou measure, a length of five and twenty thousand,
4 and a breadth of ten thousand : and in it shall be the sanetuary, which is most holy. It is

an holy portion of the land ; it shall be for the priests, the ministers of the sanctuary, which
come near to minister unto the Loud ; and it shall be a iiluce for their houses, and an holy

5 place for the sanctuary. And five and twenty thousand in length, and ten thousand in

breadth, shall be unto the Levitcs, the ministers of the house, for a possession unto them-
6 selves, /or twenty chambers. And ye shall appoint the possession of the city five thousand

broad, and five and twenty thousand" long, side by side with the oblation of the holy portion :

7 it shall be for the whole house of Israel. And io?iatsoevcr is for the prince shall he on the one
side and on the other side of the holy oblation and of the possession of the city, in front of

the holy oblation and in front of the possession of the city, on the west side westward, and
on the east side eastward : and in length answerable unto one of the portions, from the west

8 border unto the east border. In the land it shall be to him for a possession in Israel : and
my princes shall no more oppress my people ; but they shall give the laud to the house of
Israel according to their tribes.

9 Thus saith the Lord God : Let it suffice you, O princes of Israel : remove violence and
spoil, and execute judgement and justice ; take away j'our exactions from my people, saith

10, 11 the Lord God. Ye shall have just balances, and a just ephah, and a just bath. The
ephali and the bath shall be of one measure, that the bath may contain the tenth part of an
homer, and the ephali the tenth part of an homei : the measure thereof shall be after tlie

13 homer. And the shekel shall be twenty gerahs : twenty shekels, five and twenty shekels,

IS fifteen shekels, shall be your maneh. This is the oblation that ye shall offer ; tlie sixth part

of an ephah from an homer of wheat, anil ye shall give tlie sixth part of an ephah from an
14 homer of barley : and the set portion of oil, of the bath of oil, shall be the tenth part of a
15 hath out of the cor, which is ten baths, even an homer ; for ten baths are an liomer : and one

lamb of the flock, out of two hundred, from the fat pastures of Israel ; for a meal offering,

and for a burnt offering, and for peace offerings, to make atonement for them, saith the

16 Lord God. All the people of the land shall give unto this oblation for the prince in Israel.

17 And it shall be the prince s part to give the burnt offerings, and the meal offerings, and the

drink offerings, in the feasts, and in the new moons, and in the sabbaths, in all the appointed
feasts of the house of Israel : he shall prepare the sin offering, and the meal offering, and
the burnt offering, and the peace offerings, to make atonement for the house of Israel.

18 Thus saith the Lord God : In the first month, in the first day of the month, thou shalt take

19 a young bullock without blemish; and thou shalt cleanse the sanctuary. And the priest

shall take of the blood of the sin offering, and put it upon the door posts of the house, and
upon the four corners of the settle of the altar, and upon the posts of the gate of the inner

20 court. And so thou shalt do on the seventh day of tl e month for every one that erreth, and
21 for him that is simple : so shall ye make atonement for the hou.se. In the first month, in the

fourteenth day of the month, ye shall have the passover, a feast of seven days ; unleavened
23 bread shall be eaten. And upon that day shall the prince prepare for himself and for all the

23 people of the land a bullock for a sin offering. And the seven days of the feast he shall pre-

pare a burnt offering to the Loud, seven bullocks and seven rams without blemish daily the

24 seven days ; and a he-goat daily for a sin offering. And he shall prepare a meal offering, an
25 ephah for a bullock, and an ephah for a ram, and an hin of oil to an ephah. In the seventh

Month, in the fifteenth day of the month, in the feast, shall he do the like the seven days ;

according to the sin offering, according to the burnt offering, and according to the meal
offering, and according to the oil.

4tt : 1 Thus saith the Lord God : The gate of the inner court that looketh toward the east

shall be shut the six working days ; but on the sabbath day it shall be opened, and iu the day
2 of the new moon it shall be opened. And the prince shall enter by the way of the porch of

the gate without, and shall stand by the post of the gate, and the priests shall prepare his

burnt offering and his peace offerings, and he shall worship, at the threshold of the gate ;

8 then he shall go forth : but the gate shall not be shut until the evening. And the people of

the land shall worship at the door of that gate before the Lord in the sabbaths and in the new
4 moons. And the burnt offering that the prince shall offer unto the Lord shall be in the sab-

5 bath day six lambs without blemish and a ram without blemish ; and the meal offering shall

be an ephah for tlie ram, and the meal offering for the lambs as he is able to give, and an hin

6 of oil to an ephah. And in the day of the new moon it shall be a young bullock without

7 blemish ; and six lambs, and a ram ; they shall be without blemish : and he shall prepare a

meal offering, an ephah for the bullock, and an ephah for the ram, and for the lambs accord-
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8 ing as he is able, and an hin of oil to an ephah. Anil -n-lien the prinee shall enter, he shall

9 go' in liy the way of the poreh of the gate, and he sliiill ij;o forth by the way thereof. But
when tiie people of the land shall come before the LoKii in the a|ipointed feasts, he that en-

teretli by the vray of the north gate to worship shall go fortli hy the way of the south gate
;

and he that entereth b}- the way of the sonlh gate shall go forth by tlic way of the north gate :

he shall not return by the way of the gate whereby he came in, but shall .go forth straight

10 before him. And the prince, when tlu y go in, sliall go in in the midst of them ; and when
11 they go forth, they shall go forth taiii tfn r. \m\ in the fesists and in the solemnities the meal

offering shall be an ephah for a Imllnrk. :iii I an ephah for a ram, and for the lambs as he is

12 able to give, and an hin of nil u> mi i |>h:ili. And wlim the prinrr shall prepare a freewill

offering, a burnt offering or )! in c ollrrin-s a, a fnrwill nll'i liii::- unto tin' I.(ii;d, one shall open
for hira the gate that looketli icuvai.l tlaiasi. and he sliall prcpan' liN Imrrit offering and his

peace offerings, as he doth on the sahballi ilay : then he shall go forth ; and after his going
13 forth one shall shut the gate. And thou shalt prepare a lamb of the first year without blemish
14 for a burnt offering unto the Lord daily : morning by morning shalt thou prepare it. And

thou shalt prepare a meal offering with "it morning by morning, the sixth part of an ephah,
and the third part of an hin of oil, to moisten the fine flour ; a meal offering unto the Lord

15 continuall.y by a perpetual ordinance. I'hus shall they prepare the lamb, and the meal offer-

ing, and the oil, morning by morning, for a continual burnt offering.

16 Thus saith the Lord God : If the prince give a gfft unto any of his sons, it is his inherit-

17 ance, it shall belong to his sons ; it is their possession by inheritance. But if he give of his

inheritance a gift to one of his servants, it shall be his to "the year of liberty ; then it shall re-

18 turn to the prmce ; but as for his inheritance, it shall be for his sons. Moreover the prince

shall not take of the people's inheritance, to thrust them out of their possession ; he shall

give inheritance to his sons out of his own possession : that my people be not scattered every
man from his possession.

19 Then he brought me through the entry, which was at the side of the gate, into the holy
chambers for the priests, which looked toward the north : and behold, there was a place on

20 the hinder part westward. And he said unto me. This is the place where the priests shall

boil the guilt offering and the sin offering, where they shall bake the meal offering ; that they
21 bring them not forth" into the outer court, to sanctify the people. Then he brought me forth

into the outer court, and caused me to pass by the four comers of the court ; and behold,
22 in every corner of the court there was a court. In the four corners of the court there were

courts "inclosed, forty cubits long and thirty broad : these four in the corners were of one
23 measure. And there was a row of building round about in them, round about the four, and
24 it was made with boiling places under the rows round about. Then said he unto me. These

are the boiling houses, where the ministers of the house shall boil the sacrilice of the people.

Chap. 45. The portion of territory reserved

for the priests, in the middle of which is to be

the temple, with its courts and precincts ; for

the Levites ; for the city, and for the prince.

B. C.

The Lord sets apart a large and well-deflned

portion of the land for specially sacred uses

(verses 1-8) ; admonishes the princes against

unjust exactions from the people, and provides

a system of weights and measures (verses 9-12) ;

and specifies certain religious ceremonial ob-

servances (verses 13-25).

1-8. In full harmony with the genius, though
varying from the forms of the Mosaic system,

we have here the extraordinary feature of a

very large portion of the whole land—a little less

than half of it—set apart for public uses, more
or less sacred, the object apparently being to

wall in the sacred institutions of religion so

effectually as to shut off from the Church the

corrupting influences of the world. As to the

dimensions of this vast reserved square of

twenty-five thousand reeds in length and

breadth, I shall assume, in the absence of any
Hebrew term for it, that this " recti" (verse 1)

corresponds with that defined in chap. 40 ;
5—

viz., six cubits and a handbreadth

—

i.e., proxi-

mately ten and a half feet in length. This may
be assumed with the greater confidence because

both the measuring reed and the man who bore

it are made very prominent in the opening of

this vision (chap. 40 : 3, 5). There can scarcely

be a doubt that the same standard of measure

obtains throughout this entire vision. By this

standard, the " oblation" will be a square of

forty-nine and seventy one hundredths miles

on each side, var3'ing only a small fraction

from the average breadth of Palestine proper

from the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan val-

ley. Anticipating here from chap. 48 the geo-

graphical location of the tribes, the entire allot-

ment of the territory may be readily seen from

the following diagram copied from Rosenmuel-

ler, and supposed to be proximately correct.

The reader will be struck with the perfect regu-

larity which rules throughout. The entire ter-

ritory is supposed to be of uniform width

—

twenty-five thousand reeds (;about fifty miles)

;

each tribe has its own narrow belt, stretching

across the entire width. Beginning at the

north end, seven tribes have thcirportion north

of the " holy oblation" or reserve; then the



Lcvitcs have a very ample territory twenty

miles wide on the northern part of this reserve
;

and the city, with its laboring population, half

as much—ten miles wide—on its southern bor-

der ; enclosing between them the territory of

the priests, twenty miles wide, in the middle

of which stood the temple. Spacious territory

is assigned to the prince at each end of this

sacred reserve. Under the Mosaic economy and

in the distribution of the land of Canaan by
Joshua, no provision whatever was specially

made for the king or "prince." It would

then have been premature. Here it is timely,

and is made prominent. The " prince" is a

prominent character in this new regi)ne. The
prophecies of Zechariah also foreshadow this

prominence. "With him, however, royalty and

priesthood reside in the same glorious person-

age. He shall not only build the temple of the

Lord, but "shall bear glory" (pre-eminent

glory), and shall sit and rule upon His throne,

and shall be a priest on His throne, and be

crowned as both king and priest (Zech. 6 : 12,

13). This millennial state being the result of

the glorious reign of the Messiah, the Prince of

Peace, its strong points could not be present-

ed without giving great prominence to "the

prince." H. C.

DI AG-RAM

HOLT LAND AND THE SACRED PLACES,
ACCORDING TO EZEKIEL.

(from rosenmueller.)
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10. A tninsition to a general exliorlation to

justice and honesty, expressed by true weiglits

andmesiaures (Lev. 19 :
3.")

; I'rov. 11 : 1). This

fitly introduces the strict legulation of quanti-

ties in the prescribed offerings.

Gliap. 46. Having seen the temple and (he

city rise before him in fair proportions, having

delivered the ordinance for priest and prince,

the prophet is permitted to behold in vision

people, priest and prince uniting in most sol-

emn worship before the throne of 6r)d. B. C.

Here are special ordinances prescribing who
may pass through the glorious eastern gate,

through which the Shckinah had passed ; also

wlteii and how (veraes 1-3, 12) ; how the people

ma3' enter the temple (verses 9, 10) ; various

ordinances in respect to " meat-offerings" to

accompany the bloody sacrifices ; how the

prince maj- entail his real estate (verses 16-18)
;

and the provision of apartments for cooking

(verses 19-24).

1-3. Very special sacredness attached to this

eastern gate, since through this gate the visible

glory of the Lord entered into the most holy

place. (See chap. 44 : 1-4.) Through this gate

the prince and He only might enter (verses 2,

12). It was to be opened only on the Sabbath
;

on the days of new moon : and when the prince

had occasion to present a voluntary (not spe-

cially prescribed) offering (verse 12). The sig-

nificance of these points looks toward the spe-

cial sacredness of the prince as one near to God,

and was also intended to impress the people

with the great central truth of this entire vision

—viz., that in this new, holy and beautiful

state of the Church, the Lord God would dwell

among His people with pre-eminent manifesta

tions of His presence. The place of His feet

would be sublimely glorious.

S-IO. Remarkably the prince was to enter

the temple when the people did, and withdraw

from it when they did—an ever-attending pres-

ence with the people, reminding us of the

promise, " Lo, I am with you always, even

to the end of the world." Since in certain

aspects of his character and relations this

" prince" was a foreshadowing type of the

Messiah, we may accept this law of his attend-

ance with the people as implying that they

should approach God's holy presence only with

and in and through their great mediator, Christ

Jesus.

13-15. These rules for the daily offerings

differ slightl}' from those given through Moses

(Num. 28 ; 3-8). By the ancient law there were

two lambs offered daily, one in the morning

and the other in the evening. Here is but one.

offered each morning. Ma}' it be supposed that

this looks especially to the one Lamb that was
slain for us—the " one offering whereby He hath

perfected forever them that are sanctified"

(Heb. 10 : 14) ? The meat offering to accom-

pany it was, in Moses, the tenth part of an

ephah of flour with the fourth part of a hin of

oil ; while here in Ezekiel the quantities are

the si.xth part of an cphahand the third part of

a hin. The diversity shows that this new sys-

tem is not an exact copy of the old ; while yet

in its general features it is quite analogous.

H. C.

16-18. The prince was to be provided with

possessions of his own, to prevent him from

having recourse to exactions from his subjects
;

and lest in the course of time he might be

tempted to such exactions, enactments are add-

ed to prevent the alienation of the prince's

land. Inheritance was permitted only to his

sons, as the father's land descended in all cases

to the sons. If any gifts were to be made to

his servants, they must be out of the prince's

portion, and must be only temporary, reverting

to the prince in the year of jubilee. On the

jubilee year and the enactments concerning it

see Lev. 23. B. C.

19-24. To impress more deeply the Idea of

sanctity in this temple, and all its surroundings,

special provision is made for the culinary opera-

tions. The cooking is all to be done in special

apartments provided for that purpose. So care-

fully does the Lord guard in this new repre-

sentative dispensation against whatever might

lessen the sacredness of Divine service and wor-

ship. H. C.

If Ezekiel thus presents the civil ruler as a

representative of the people and an important

factor in their temple worship, it is simply im-

possible that any actual legislation, influenced

by his vision, should have so totally ignored
" the prince," as is notoriously done in the

Levitical laws. It would seem that even if the

priests and the people had not insisted upon

their sovereign's occupying his proper position

in their worship, every pious prince would

have claimed it for himself. The conclusion is

obvious : the Levitical laws are older than Eze-

kiel, and his vision had no direct effect upon

the polity of the Jewish people.

All the more important features of the vision

of Ezekiel, so far as his relation to the Mosaic

law is concerned, have now been passed in re-

view. Others, such as the detailed arrange-

ments of his temple, with its various peculiar

outbuildings, and its large " precincts," etc..
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would require too much time to examine in de-

tail, as I have elsewhere done (Com on EzeUiel

in Bp. Ellicott's commentary for English read-

ers), and would only add fresh illustrations of

the fact which has been everywhere apparent.

If we compare the customs of the Jews as they

are known after the Exile with those which are

known to have existed before, they are found

perfectly to agree in everything, except nega-

tively in so far as data are wanting to show in

some respects what were the customs of the

more ancient time. This deficiency was of

course to be expected in dealing with matters

of such antiquity, where the records we have

are almost wholly occupied with other matters.

Moreover, both the ancient custom as far as it

was regulated by law and can be tiaced (mak-

ing allowance for some small difficulties in

understanding such very ancient legislation)

and the later practice perfectly agree with the

Mosaic legislation. But quite late in the his-

tory of Israel, during the Captivity in Babylon,

the prophet Ezekicl comes forward and in a re-

markable vision sets forth a general scheme of

theocratic laws and worship. His scheme pre-

sents incidcntallj' many obvious allusions to the

Levitical laws, but in its direct enactments is

quite at variance with both former and later

custom and also with the Mosaic law. It is in

no sense, and in no point on the line of develop-

ment fi'om what existed before to what existed

afterward. Yet we are asked to believe that

the Levitical law only existed in a very imper-

fect and inchoate form before him, that he gave

the great impetus to its development, and that

within forty years afterward the nearly pci-fect

scheme was ac^cepted as their ancient law by

his nation. The thing required is beyond our

power. F. Gardiner, in " Ezekieland the Law."

Most readers, when they have come to the

46th chapter, will have been struck with the

small number of services described, and with

the omission of one of the three great festivals

(see 45 : 25), and even the Day of Atonement.

Now, if we were to expect to find in the vision

directions for the re-enactment of the temple

ritual, this would be quite unaccountable.

But if we view tliese selected rites in relation

to the temple building, and give to that build-

ing its true symbolical character, all is found

to be just and harmonious. Tlie vision is in-

tended to depict the perpetual worship of the

God of heaven in the kingdom of Christ. To
the mind of an Israelite the proper figure to

represent this would be the temple and its ser-

vices, with people, priest and prince, each

doing their fitting part. The most appropriate

services to exhibit this worship would be those

of continual recurrence, in which day by day,

week by weak, month by month, prayer and

praise ascended to the throne of heaven. The
morning sacrifice, the Sabbath and the new
moon festival. Here we have the Israelite sym-

bol of perpetual public adoration.

In other parts of this book Ezekiel points for-

ward to the spiritual teaching of the Gospel
;

here to a people mourning over a ruined tem-

ple, scattered priesthood, and a captive king

the seer sets forth in visions that which the last

of the prophets foretold iu words : From the

rising of the sun even unto the going down of the

same My name shall be great among the Gentiles;

and in every place incense shall be offered unto

My name, and a pure offering : for My name

shall be great among tlie heathen, saith the Lord

of hosts (Mai. 1:11). This will also account

for the absence of all mention of the high-priest

and his office. In the old dispensation the

chief function of the high-priest was the per-

formance of the great act, which typified the

atonement wrought by the sacrifice and death

of Christ for the sins of the world. This atone-

ment was effected once for all upon the cross,

and in the new dispensation Christ appears in

the midst of His people as their Prince and

Head, leading and presenting their prayers and

praises day by day to His Father in heaven.

It is to be observed that the vision represents

the coming dispensation as a kingdom, and in

this respect has especial reference to the rule of

Messiah, foretold under the name of David (34 :

24). We find that Solomon took a special part

iu the temple services as king, and here there

are new and remarkable provisions for the

prince. One of tlie gateways is reserved for

him ; special ofierings are to be made by him.

There is a particular order for the prince's in-

heritance ; and, moreover, we note that the

gate reserved for the prince is that by which

the Lord, the God of Israel, entered in (44 : 2) ;

and thus is brought forth, as a leading feature

in the vision, the figure of a king reigning in

righteousness, the representative of Jehovah

upon earth. B. C.
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47 : 1 And he brought me back wnto the door of tlie house ; and behold, waters issued out
from luider the tlircshold of the liouse eastward, for the forefront of the house was toward
the east : and the waters canir duuii fmni under, from the right side of the house, on the

3 south of the altar. Then brnuulii \\r nic (.iit liy the way of the gate northward, and led me
round by the way without uuU) tiic mn, r ijate, by the way of the gate tluit loolieth toward

3 the east ; and beliold, there \-.\n oiil w.ilcrs on the riglit side. When the man went forth
eastward with the line in liis hand, he measured a thousand cubits, and he causrd mv tn pass

4 through the waters, waters that were to the ankles. Again he measured a thousand, and
caused me to pass through the waters, waters tliat were to the knees. Again hi' nieasuncl a

5 thousand, and caused me to pass throui,'h the wiiterit. waters' that were to the loins. After-
ward he measured a thousand ; ami it m/n a rivir tJiat I could not pass through : for tlio

6 waters were risen, waters to swim in, a riv( r (hat cmid not be passed through. And he said

unto me. Son of man, hast tliou seen t/u'.i f Tlnii he brought me, and caused me to return to

7 the bank of the river. Now when 1 had retinuL-d, behold, upon the bank of the river were
8 very many trees on the one side and on tlie otlier. Then said he unto me, These waters issue

forth toward the eastern region, and shall go down into the Arabah : and they shall go tow-
ard the sea ; into the sea shall the waters go which were made to issue forth ; atid the waters

9 shall be healed. And it shall come to pass, that every living creature wliicli swarmeth, in
every place whither the rivere come, shall live

; and thrn' shall In- a very iirrat multitude of
fish : for these waters are come thither, and ///< ir,i/, r.s ,•/ Ih,- x,,i sliall in ):calcd, and every

10 thing shall live whithersoever the river c'linctli. Ami it shall anw tn pass, that tislicrs shall

stand by it : from En-gedi even unto En-e,glaim shall be a place for the spreading of nets ; their

11 fish shall be after their kinds, as the fish of the great sea, exceeding many. But the miry
places thereof, and the marishes thereof, shall not be healed ; they shall be given up to salt.

13 And by the river upon the bank thereof, on this side and on that side, shall grow every tree

for meat, whose leaf shall not wither, neither shall the fruit thereof fail : it shall bring forth
new fruit every month, because the waters thereof issue out of the sanctuary : and the fruit

thereof sliall be for meat, and the V at thereof for liealing.

13 Thus saith the Lord God : 'I'his shall be the border, whereby ye shall divide the land for
14 Inheritance according to the twelve tribes of Israel : Joseph shall hare portions. And ye

shall inherit it, one as well as another ; concerning the which I lifted up mine hand to give it

15 unto your fathers : and this land shall fall unto you for inheritance. Aud this shall be the
border of the land : on the north side, from the great sea, by the way of Hethlon, unto the

16 entering in of Zedad ; Hamath. Bcrothah, Sibraim, which is between the border of Damascus
17 and the harder of Hamath ; Ilazer-hatticon, which is by the border of Hauran. And the

border from the sea shall be Mazarenon at the border of Damascus, and on the north north-
18 ward is the border of Hamath. This is the north side. And the east side, between Hauran

aud Damascus and Gilead, and the land of Israel, shall be Jordan ; from the north border
19 unto the east sea shall ye measure. This is the east side. And the soutli side southward

. shall be from Tamar as far as the waters of ileriboth-kadesh, to the brook of Egypt, unto the
20 great sea. This is the south side southward. And the west side shall be the great sea, from
21 the south border as far as over against the entering in of Hamath. This is the west side. So
32 shall ye divide this land unto you according to the tribes of Israel. And it shall come to

pass, that ye shall divide it by lot for an inheritance unto you and to the strangere that
sojourn among you, which shall beget children among you ; and they shall be unto you as
the homeborn among the ehikiren of Israel ; they shall have inheritance with you among the

23 tribes of Israel. And it shidl ennie to pass, that in what tribe the stranger sojourneth, there
shall ye give him his inheritanee, saith the Lord God.
48 : 1 Now these are the names of the tribes : from the north end, beside the way of Heth-

lon to the entering in of Hamath, Ilazarenan at the border of Daniasius, northward beside
2 Hamath ; and they shall have their sides east and west ; Dan, one jmrlioii. And by the bor-

3 der of Dan, from the east side unto the west side ; Asher, one iiortinn. And by the border
4 of Asher, from the ea.st side even unto the west side ; Naphtali, one 2Jortion. Aud by the
5 border of Naplitali, from the east side unto the west side ; Manasseh, one portion. And by
6 the border of Manasseh, from the east side unto the west side ; Epliraim, one portion. And by

the border of Ephraim, from the east side even unto the west side ; Reuben, one portion.

7 And by the border of Reuben, from the east side unto the west side ; Judah, one portion.

8 And by the border of Judah, from the east side unto the west side, shall be the oblation
which ye shall offer, five aud twenty thousand reeds in breadth, and in length as one of the
portions, from the east side unto the west side : and the sanctuary shall be in the midst of it.

9 The oblation that ye shall offer unto the Lord shall be five and twenty thousand reedsin
10 length, and ten thoiisand iu breadth. And for these, even for the priests, shall be the holy

ohlaticm ; toward the north five and twenty thousand in length, and toward the west ten
thousand in breadth, and toward the east ten" thou.sand in breadth, and toward the south five

and twenty thousand in length : aud the sanctuary of the Lord shall be iu the midst thereof.



11 It shall he for tlie priests that are sanctified of the sons of ZaJok, -which have kept my cliarge ;

which went not astray when the children of Israel went astray, as the Levites went astray.
12 And it shall be unto them an oblation from the oblation of the land, a thing most holy, by
13 the border of the Levites. And answerable unto the border of tlie priests, the Levites shall

have tive and twenty thousand in length, and ten thousand in breadth : all the length shall
14 be five and twenty thousand, and the breadth ten thousand. And they shall not sell of it,

neither exchange it, nor shall the first fruits of the land be alienated : for it is holy unto the
15 Lord. And the five thousand that are left in the breadth, in front of the five and twenty

thousand, shall be for common use, for the city, for dwelling and tor suburbs : and the city
16 shall be in the ini.lst tliermt. And these shall l.r tlic uumsuivs thcrei.f ; th,. north side four

thousand and live hiiiiilivd, aii.l Hk- suntli siilr Iniir iliniisaml aii.l li\r hundred, and on the
east side four th-nisaml ami live InnalrMl. and th.' we-l side four ih-uL-anil :nid five hundred.

17 And the city shall have suliurlis ; toward the nortlilwo liundml anil (illy, and toward the
south two hundred and fifty, and toward the ea^t two hundred and fifty, and toward the W(

ni;th, answerable unto the holy oblation,
< si ward : and'it shall be answerable unto
he for food unto them that labour ia the

all the tribes of Israel, shall till it. All
five and twenty thousand : ye shall offer

the city,

side and on the other of the holy obla-

18 two hundred and fifty. And the residue in the

shall be ten thousand eastward, and ten thousand
the holy oblation; and the increase tiieniil shal

19, 20 city. And they that laliour in the eily. oul

the oblation shall betiie and t,\ enty thousand h

the holy oblation foursijuare, witli tiie jiossession

31 And the residue shall be fur the prince, on the

tion and of the possession of the city, in front of the five and twenty thousand of the oblation
toward the east border, and westward in front of the five and twenty thousand toward the
west border, answerable unto the portions, it shall be for the prince : and the holy oblation

22 and the sanctuary of the house shall be in the midst thereof. Moreover from the possession
of the Levites. and from the possession of the cit}', being in the midst of that which is the
prince's, between the border of Judah and the border of Benjamin, shall be for the prince.

23 And as for the rest of the tribes : from the east side tinto the west side ; Benjamin, one
24: portion. And by the border of Bcnjaniin, fiom the east side unto the west side ; Simeon,
25 one portion. And by the border of Siniet.n, from the cast side uuto the west side ; Issachar,

26 one portion. And by the border of Is.-.aehar, from the east side unto the west side ; Zebulun,
27 one portion. And by the border of Zcljidun, from the east side unto the west side ; Gad, one
28 portion. And by the border of Gad, at the south side southward, the border shall be even

from Tamar unto the waters of Meribath-kadesh, to the brook of Egypt, unto the great sea.

29 This is the laud which ye shall divide by lot uuto the tribes of Israel for inheritance, and
these are their several portions, saith the Lord God.

30 And these are the goings out of the city ; on the nortli side four thousand and five hun-
31 dred reeds by measure: and the gates of the city sliall he alhr the names of the tribes of

Israel ; three gates northward : the gate of Reuben, one ; the j;ate of Judah, one ; the gate
32 of Levi, one : and at the east side four thousand and five hundred reeds ; aud three gates :

33 even the gate of Joseph, one ; the gate of Benjamin, one ; the gate of Dan, one : and at the

south side four thousand and five hundred reeds by measure ; and three gates : the gate of

34 Simeon, one ; the gate of Issachar, one ; the gate of Zebulun, one : at the west side four
thousand and five hundred reeds, with their three gates : the gate of Gad, one ; the gate of

35 Asher, one ; the gate of Naphtali, one. It shall be eighteen thousand reeds round about : and
the name of the city from that day shall be, The Loud is there.

Chap. 4§. In this chapter, verses 1-12 re-

cord a precious vision of waters coming forth

from under the temple ; verses 13-20 give the

boundaries of the land ; and verses 21-23 pro-

vide for strangers who would fain affiliate with

the people of God. H. C.

1-12. T/i£ Vision of the Waters. Ezekiel's

temple, with its ritual, ministers and congrega-

tion, symbolizes the presence of Jehovah in the

midst of a loyal people. The waters are the

blessings which flow from this source to ani-

mate and refresh all the inhabitants of the earth.

Isaiah had employed this figure. / will pour

water upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon

the dry ground. I will pour My spirit -upon thy

seed, and My blessing upon thine offspring (Isa.

44 : 3). Compare Joel 3 : 18, All the riecrs of

Judah shall flow with waters, and a fountain

shall come forth of the house of the Lord, and

shall water the valley of Shittim. Ezekiel's de-

scription is adopted and modified by Zechariah

(13 : 1 ; 14 : 8), and in Rev. 22. Lightfoot (" De-

scription of the Temple." chap. 23) informs us

that Hebrew tradition spoke of a spring of

water, named Ethain (said to be identical with

the well waters of Nephtoah, Josh. 18 : 15), on

the west of the temple, whose waters were con-

ducted by pipes into the temple courts for the

uses needed in the ministration of the priests.

The waters of Shiloah (Ps. 46 : 4 ; Isa. 8 : 6)

flowed from the rocks beneath the temple hill.

It is quite in the manner of Ezekiel's vision to

start from an existing feature and thence pro-

ceed to an ideal picture whence to draw a spir-

itual lesson. The deepening of the waters in

their course shows the continual deepening of
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spiritual life and multiplication of spiritual

blessings iu the grow th of the kingdom of God.

B. C.

1. Joel and Zechariah agree with Ezekiel in

declaring that this river of blessing issues from

the sanctuary ; John the beloved is able to show

us its very fountain-head, for he points to it as

" proceeding out of the throne of God and of

the Lamb." U.B.Thomas.
The home is the temple itself ; the waters

issued from beneath the southeast corner, and

lioweil along the south of the porch which pro-

jected into the inner court. The home looking

eastward, the south is at the right hand. The

Mediterranean is the hinder sea. The source of

the Gospel blessings may be traced up to the

presence of God among the descendants of

Abraham, which presence was e.xpressed out-

wardly by the temple at Jerusalem, the seat of

Jehovah, who, through the Jlosaic law and

ordinances, communicated His Spirit in meas-

ure to those who lived under the first covenant.

In Rev. 22 : 1, the pure river, the spiritual bless

ing of the new covenant, proceeds out of the

throne of Ood and of tlie Lamb. So long as the

stream is confined to the temple courts, it is

merely a small rill, for the most part unseen,

but when it issues from the courts it begins at

once to deepen and to widen. So on the Day

of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit descended upon

the little company of believers, and communi-

cated to them the gift of tongues, as a token

that they should go forth and carry the Gospel

into divers lauds. The first marked step was

the conversion of three thousand at the preach-

ing of Peter (Acts 3 : 41), which was followed

immediately by the organization of the infant

Church in Jerusalem.

2. The seer passes out of the courts by the

northern gates of the inner and outer courts,

and then round about the boundary wall to the

east gate of the outer court, and there sees the

stream issuing from beneath the wall at the

south side of the eastern gate. B. C.

His angel guide now leads him to the outer

gate

—

i.e., of the wall which enclosed the court

of the temple Here the same waters appear,

issuing forth on the right side of the eastern

gate. The Hebrew word in the last clause,

rendered "ran out," means—they distilled,

came in drops, oozed forth. Tlie amount of

water at this point—the distance of the first

half mile—seems therefore to have appeared

small.

3-5. The remarkable fact shown here is the

rapid Increase in the volume of these waters.

At the distance of one thousand cubits by

measure, the prophet is led through the waters

and finds them only to the soles of his feet . which

is the sense of the word rendered " ankles ;" at

the distance of the second thousand cubits,

they have risen to his knees ; at the third tliou-

saud, to his loins ; and at the fourth thousand

it was a deep river.

As to the general significance of these sym-

bols as seen in this vision, there can be no

ground for reasonable doubt. Water is the

well-established symbol for the cleansing, life-

renewing work of the Spirit of God on human
hearts. Even David has it, " Wash me, and I

sliall be whiter than snow ; renew a right spirit

within me ; take not thy holy Spirit from me '

(Ps. 51 : 7, 11). Isaiah also, " Fear not, O Jacob

My servant, for I will pour water on him that

is thirsty and floods upon the dry ground ; I

will pour My Spirit upon thy seed and My
blessing upon thine offspring" (chap. 44 : 2, 3).

Joel also, " I will pour out My Spirit (as if it

were water) upon all flesh," and " all the rivers

of Judah shall flow with water, and a fountain

shall come forth from the house of the Lord,

and shall water the valley of Shittim," or of

the amcias (a plant at home iu the sterile des-

ert), " for I will cleanse their blood that I have

not cleansed ; for the Lord dwelleth in Zion."

The reader -will notice the striking analogy be.

tween this passage of Joel and Ezekiel as in

our text. In both, waters are the symbol of

God's gift of His Spirit ; in both, the fountain

is in the temple where God of old dwelt among

His people ; in both, these waters are freighted

with blessings wherever they go. As we have

already seen, Ezekiel himself has the same fig-

ure in chap. 36 : 35-27, a case the more in point

because in the same writer. And finally, Zecha-

riah (14 : 8) has a passage closely analogous :

" And it shall be in that day that living waters

shall go out from Jerusalem, half of them tow-

ard the former" (front) " sea, and half of them

toward the hinder sea" (the Mediterranean) ;

" in summer and in winter shall it be." The

peculiar feature here of a division in these

waters, making two rivers, one running cast-

ward to the Dead Sea, the other westward to

the Mediterranean, serves to show that these

rivers are only symbols, and were never thought

of as actual rivers in real life. As symbols, it

matters not whether they run in both directions

or only in one. It scarcely needs to be said that

this symbol of -water to represent the agencies

of the Spirit appears throughout the New Tes-

tament, especially in such passages as Jolin 3 :

5: "Born of water and of the Spirit;" and

John 7 : 37-39 and Acts 2 : 17, 33 ; also in the
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Christian rite of baptism. I hold therefore most

fully that this vision looks to the glorious effu-

sions of the Spirit in the latter days. That

these waters proceed from under the temple

develops a great central truth in the Christian

economj-— viz. , that the Divine Spirit attends

and blesses human agencies when these agen-

cies work in the line of His appointed Gos-

pel institutions and instrumentalities. Human
hands build God's temples ; God Himself fills

them with His presence and makes them living

fountains of water to fertilize the great deserts

long wasted by sin ; to restore life and life-giv-

ing qualities to the dead seas of human deprav-

ity, and so to cleanse and clothe with beauty

the moral face of all the earth. H. C.

I discover in this richest of allegories a most

comprehensive and delightful exliibition of the

scheme of redemption, from its inception to its

final and glorious consummation. There is

good Gospel, and much sound and even pro-

found theology in it. Every incident is sug-

gestive, every allusion instructs. The waters

flowed out from under the alttti; intimating, not

darkly, that the stream of Divine mercy—the

river of life—has its source in sacHfice and

death. Tntil justice is satisfied by the atoning

sacrifice of the Lamb of God iqion the altar, the

waters of life cannot flow forth from beneath

it. There can be little doubt but that the

prophet borrowed the drapery of his allegory

from the physical features of the temple area,

and that of the country east and southeast of

it. Though the waters first appeared issuing

from under the altar, yet we need not suppose

that the fountain-head was there, but farther

back, under the Holy of Holies, beneath the ark

and mercy seat, where abode the Shekiuah of

God's presence, intimating that the true foun-

tain-head of the river of life is in the heart of

infinite love, but on its way out and down to

ruined man it must pass under the altar of Di-

vine justice. There is, therefore, no other place

in the unirerse whence these emblematic waters

could flow forth so appropriately as under the

altar.

Again, this river was small at first, but In-

creased rapidly as it flowed onward, and thus

it has been with the river of life. It was a

mere rill from Adam to Noah—the waters were

to the ankles. From the deluge to Moses it

grew broader and deeper—the waters were unto

the knees, and patriarchs with their flocks re

posed in green pastures along the verdant

banks. From Moses the lawgiver to David the

sweet singer, it rolled onward, ever gathering

breadth and power, and its shady groves be-

came vocal with psalms and hymns to the God
of salvation. And thus it continued to swell,

and expand, and deepen, by the addition of

many a rill of prophecy and promise, until He
who is the true Fountain came, sending forth a

mighty river of unfathomable depth which
cannot be passed over ; a river to swim in ; all

the world may bathe in it and be cleansed

—

may drink of it and thirst no more ; and ever

since the Advent, it has rolled onward farther

and farther into the desert, and thus It will con-

tinue until its most distant borders shall blos-

som, and the great dead sea of sin shall be swal-

lowed up of life. The Divine allegory fore-

shadows the millennium in its amplest accepta-

tion. W. M. Thomson.

The progressive establishment of the Mes-

siah's kingdom is declared by some of the later

prophets under the most striking and lively

representations. In Nebuchadnezzar's dream,

related by the prophet Daniel, and by him ex-

pounded of successive kingdoms, that last king-

dom set up by the God of heaven was at first

no more than "a stone," but "it became a

great mountain, and filled the whole earth"

(Dan. 2 : 34, 35). In other prophecies the grad-

ual Increase of this new dispensation is beauti-

fully represented by the growth of a tender

plant. (See Ezek. 17 : 22, 23.) And here again

the several steps of this growth are pointed out

to us by the same prophet Ezekiel, under the

image of a stream receiving continual acces-

sions in its progress. The waters were at first

extremely shallow, reaching only " to the

ankles." At the next ford they came up " to

the knees ;" afterward " to the loins ;" and at

last they were risen to a great height ;
" waters

to swim in, a river that could not be passed

over." (See verses 3, 4, o.) The increasing

blessings of the Messiah's kingdom are wont
to be expressed under the figure of waters in

prophetic language (see Isa. 35 : 6, 7) ; and else-

where the same figure is used with a peculiar

resemblance to this place. (See Joel 3 : 18.)

Such a sense also best suits that healing and

beneficial influence attributed to these sanctified

waters, which are said to have power to " heal

the waters of the sea," and to give life wher-

ever they flow ;
" everything shall live whither

the river coraeth." And of the trees nourished

by tills stream it is said that
'

' their leaf should

not fade, nor their fruit be consumed ; but their

fruit should be for meat, and their leaf for medi-

cine" (verses 8-12). Bp.Bagot.

6, 7. The angel guide says. Hast thou care-

fully noted the wonderful increase of these

waters '? Do not lost sight of this fact while
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•we pass on to other scenes. Tlien he returns

to observe that all along the bank of the river

on either side were very many trees, flourish-

ing 'n ver'ure and beauty, being fertilized by

these living waters. The revelator John lias

the same symbols of surpassing beauty and

verdure in his paradise (Rev. 2"3
; 1, 2). 11. C.

8. The waters shall be healed. This

finally represents the tendency of the Gospel to

heal the corruptions of human nature. A'jp.

Nciocomc.

10. The fishers. The mention of fishers

does indeed appear to determine this increase

of religious knowledge and practice to Chris-

tianity. Our Saviour Christ told His disciples

that He would make them " fishers of men"
(Matt. 4 : 19). Abp. Seeker.

8-12. The last allusion to the Dead Sea

found in the Scriptures. The passage records

the vision of the holy waters seen by the proph-

et Ezekiel, yet the glowing prophetic descrip-

tion does not disdain to mention tlie humble

names of geographical localities. The impli-

cation of this vision is precisely such as to sanc-

tion a modern popular teaching derived sug-

gestively from the same materials. All the

sweet waters of the Jordan and its neighbor

streams, forever pouring into the Dead Sea, do

not materially or permanently abate its bitter-

ness. The fact is often considered embleuiati

cal of the inefficiency of all merely natural

agencies for the radical reformation of human
character and the regeneration of the human
race. Set before a depraved character your

examples of truth and honor ; inculcate upon

it your lessons of right and justice
;
pour upon

it the sweet influences of educated and refined

society, and what is the result ? So, attempt

without religion truly to civilize a barbarous

race, and how will you succeed ? Human
character has its permanent qualities, like the

bitter waters of the Dead Sea. All merely

natural influences are utterly inoperative to

change these qualities, such influences being

quickly exhaled, leaving the character as de-

praved as ever. The prophetic vision imply-

ing this truth teaches further, that the correc-

tion of human depravity and the ultimate

regeneration of the human race are to be ex-

pected from a power outside of humanity

—

from the source of Omnipotent Divinity.

The prophet Ezekiel, dwelling in captivity

by the river Chebar, saw in vision, under the

type of a restored and perfected Palestine, a

regenerated world. And in this vision the

waters of the Dead Sea became changed to

sweetness and teemed with life. And how

was this result seen to be accomplished ? Why,
by the flowing into the sea of a great river,

having its origin in the new sanctuary at Jeru-

salem. This river, which the prophet saw issu-

ing from the threshold of the temple eastward

—its waters swelling and widening, until rising

first to his knees, and then to his loins, they

became at length too deep to walk in—this river

went flowing down into the desert plain, through

the wilderness of Judah—its banks lined with

all " trees for meat," bearing unfading leaves

and perpetual fruits—and having passed the

desert plain and emptied into the sea, tlie waters

of the sjea were thereby healed. And the

prophet declares that the fisliers shall stantl

upon the shore of the sea,
'

' from En-gedi to

En-eglaim," or around its great northern basin,

spreading their nets for the fish which now
swarm the sweet waters. May we not accept

this vision as truly prophetic ? Has not the

Gospel of God proved its power to regenerate

human character and to make desert spots of

humanity " blossom as the rose" ? And may
we not expect that, when the time for the full

accomplishment of God's merciful purpose shall

arrive, the stream of God's salvation will be so

augmented, that, in the fulness of its saving

power, the Dead Sea of our corrupt humanity

will he turned to sweet puritj-, and " the earth

be filled with the glory of God ?" N. C. Burt.

The gradual increase of the stream issuing

from the sanctuary, from the Holy of Holies,

is a vivid representation of the progress of the

waters of eternal life, which, deriving their

source from the hidden counsels of mercy and

wisdom of the triune Jehovah, at first present-

ed, as they gushed forth from the cross of the

despised Galilean, an appearance so humble as

to be most distasteful to the pride and foolish-

ness of man, but yet did rapidly and irresistibly

overspread nation after nation, and shall con-

tinue to flow on with increasing might, until

the whole earth shall be filled with the knowl-

edge of the glory of God as the waters cover

the sea. Nor are the inestimable benefits which

the Gospel conveys to a ruined world less forci-

bly portrayed. "These waters." says the

prophet, "go down into the desert, and go

into the sea." " Everything shall live whither

the river cometh. " It traverses the desert, and

its barren sands are overspread with veixlant

and fruitful trees. It flows onward to the sea

whose bitter waters had destroyed all life, and

the poisonous waters are at once healed, and

teem with a great multitude of fish. The in-

fluence also of these typical waters is as perma-

nent and extensive as it is beneficial ; for it is
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written :
" By the river upon the bank thereof,

on this side and on that side, shall grow all

trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade, neither

shall the fruit thereof he consumed ; it shall

bring forth new fruit according to his months,

because their waters they issued out of the

sanctuary ; and the fruit thereof shall be for

meat, and the leaf thereof for medicine."

Such, too, have ever been the blessed results of

the everlasting Gospel of the grace of God.

Wlieuever the waters have indeed issued from

the sanctuary, whenever the pure Word of God
has been preached, the Holy Ghost has accom-

panied that Word with His soul-regenerating

power. The poisonous and dead sea of the

world has been healed of its destructive influ-

ence. Its inhabitants, with no spiritual life in

them, but dead in trespasses and sins, have been

quickened by Divine grace. The barren desert

of this earthly existence, which sin has made
desolate by its withering blasts of sickness, and

disappointment, and separation, and death, is

gladdened through the Gospel of life and im-

mortality with resignation, patience, peace,

hope, joy in believing, and all the varied fruits

of the Spirit. Nor are these life-giving bless-

ings of the Gospel exhausted or diminished by
the lapse of time. They are trees whose leaf

shall not fade, neither shall the fruit thereof be

consumed ; but as months, and years, and ages

pass, they shall still continue to yield new fruit.

The Gospel of Christ is like Him who brought

it down from heaven to man—the same yester-

day, and to-day, and forever. The revolutions

of nations have only manifested that the king-

dom of Christ is one that cannot be shaken.

The lapse of ages has only accumulated fresh

evidence that the waters of life are inexhausti-

ble. The discovery of new lands and people

has added fresh trophies to the power of the

cross, and proves that wherever human beings

arc found, however differing from ourselves in

habits and knowledge, the Gospel is needed, is

adapted, is intended for those human beings.

Bp. a Baring.

These waters of the vision were fed by no

tributaries—and herein is a marvellous thing.

Those waters had but one source

—

j ust those

drops at the gate of the temple, and that was
all. They issued out of the sanctuary ; they

grew and they grew. They were inherently

developed. Those drops of the temple walls

became a river only a few thousand cubits

away. Their ever-increasing volume came,

therefore, from their seemingly exhaustless

capacity of unfolding. This is true of the Gos-

pel stream coming out of the sanctuar)-. No
other religions have swelled its waters with

their inflowing tide. Nor wealth, nor learn-

ing, nor art, nor government has contributed

one drop to its volume. Sometimes it has been

claimed that these things have helped to make
the tide of influence coming out from the

Christian Church and sweeping far and wide
over the world's waste places, but the subsi-

dence of the waters that have been formed by
wealth, and learning, and art, and govern-

ment, has proved that the claim is false.

The influence of the Church today, and the

secret of its depth and power, is the pure Gos-

pel stream, accompanied by no adjunct and

fed by no tributarj-. Issuing out of the sanc-

tuary, it widened and deepened, until now the

waters are waters to swim in, that cannot be

passed over. These waters transform what-

ever they touch. Everywhere they spread in

their onward flow, they make a place of

beauty. Trees grow up along their banks ;

the desert blossoms at their coming. Beauty

and fertility were everywhere. This is the pic-

ture. What are the actual scenes marking the

course of the Gospel stream down through the

world ? Where do you find the world's moral

garden to-daj' ? Where are the high places of

the earth ? Places high in cleanliness and con-

science, in charity and forgiveness ? They are

here, by the banks of the River of Life, flowing

from the sanctuary.

This picture of prophecy is the reality of his-

tory. From the time of the descent of the Holy-

Spirit at the day of Pentecost, whenever God
has been in the Church, her influence has been

immediate and beneficent. Nothing has made

her influence a track of fragrance throughout

the world but this presence. Nothing trans-

formed deserts into fertility but this. The one

sole condition of power on the part of the

Church is that she be filled with the Spirit of

God. If the Lord God cume down and dwell

in His sanctuary, out of His sanctuary will issue

the waters of salvation.

The practical lesson is that the Spirit of God

is the spirit of missions. A sanctuary with no

outflowing waters is a church that accomplishes

no saving results. A church that does not let

its influence go down into the moral deserts and

the Dead Seas of sin ; that sends not the heal-

ing flood of the Gospel out from its gates, mak-

ing a track of greenness and beauty ; that does

not go, with its sympathies and prayers and

alms, into all the world, is a church with a

name to live, but dead. A church cannot exist
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long that fashions for itself a beautiful temple

and repeats an orthodox creed, but tliat has not

the Spirit of God iu its sanctuary. //. Juhimon.

13-21. Borden of the J.mul ,is Iliii,l,il.

13, 14. The uniform law ot Mcssianir projili-

ccy is to promise the future t';iii:i:iu not to

Judah alone, but to the Twelve Tribes—to

Ephraim and the lost Ten Tribes as truly as to

Judah and Benjamin, the two tribes which so

long constituted the southern kingdom. It

would seem that the Spirit of inspiration over-

loolied the fact of the revolt under Jeroboam
;

started at a point much farther back, even with

the promise made to the patriarchs and spe-

cially renewed to David, and built upon that

basis the whole structure of their glorious fu

ture. We may notice this remarkable feature

of Messianic prophecy in both Jeremiah (chaps.

3 : 12, 18 ; 33 : 2, 6-8 ; 31 ; 1, 9, 23, 33) and in

Ezekiel (chaps. 36 : 1, 8, 12, 32, 37 ; 37 : 11, 12,

28 ; 39 : 25). H. C.

15. The borders of the land follow close-

ly Num. 34. In Numbers the borders begin

from the south, as the people came up from

Egypt ; in Ezekiel, from tlie north, as they

might return from Baliylon. The occupation

is ideal, but is grounded, as usual, on an actual

state of things. B. C.

18. Side. The word "side" is very an-

cient (Amos 3 : 12). Its occurrences elsewhere

are singular : E.xodus, fifteen times ; Leviticus,

six ; Numbers, six ; Joshua, six ; Jeremiah,

four, and Ezekiel, forty-seven times. No one

can read the north, south, Ciist and west in

Ezekiel (chap. 47) without feeling that he is

copying Exodus and Numbers.

19. What is believed to be an insurmount-

able objection to the reality of the legislation

becomes an unanswerable proof of its antiquity.

Ezekiel speaks twice of the " side of the south

southward," or, " the side of the Negeb south-

ward." There was no call on him to add south-

ward after Negeb. He was in Babylon, far to

the north of Judah and its dry steppe, at the

time of drawing up that sketch.' Only one

reason can be given for his unnecessary plain-

ness of speech. He was echoing or copying

the words wliich were used in describing the

building of the tabernacle in tlie wilderness.

Nowhere but in Ezekiel's writings and iu the

Pentateuch do these strange words, " The side

of the south southward," occur. One author

clearly borrowed the phrase from another. If

the Pentateuch was the book in which it first

occurred, the borrowing of it by Ezekiel is

easily understood. But if, as several writers

think, Ezekiel used the phrase first, then the

addition of southward to south becomes a puz-

zle of greatest difficulty. He had no reason

for so doinir. lie was uselessly repeating tile

same idea in other words. He was committing

a fault of style wliich laid him open to censure.

But there was no fault and no censure, if he was

echoing, as he unquestionably was, the words

of an ancient and much-esteemed author.

But the prophet gives a curious and convinc-

ing proof of his indebtedness to the Pentateuch.
" The south side southward" was an archaic

phrase, jvhich a reader and imitator of ancient

books was entitled to borrow. " The east side

toward the sun rising," was another found in

Exodus (27 : 13), Numbers (2 ; 3 ; 34 : 15), and

Joshua (19 : 12). Ezekiel altered it into " the

east side eastward," by repeating the word for

east. The change of word does not indicate

originality. But he rounded off the four car-

dinal points in the same way, and he stands

alone iu so doing. He spoke of the north

northward" (Ezek. 47 : 17), and of " the west

westward" (Ezek. 45:7). He was imitating

an old book ; he was not borrowing from it.

Beyond doubt Ezekiel's imitations and borrow-

ings iu this matter show the homage paid by
him to the same Pentateuch which we now
study. Si/ne.

22, 23. Inasmuch as enlargement by the

accession of Gentiles proselyted to the Jewish

faith was a cherished feature of tlie ancient

economy and afforded a choice symbol of the

great and glorious ingathering of the Gentiles

in the Christian age, it was every way fitting

that special provision should be made here for

the location and naturalization of strangers who
miglit choose to cast in their lot with Israel.

Here it stands. H. C.

Chap. 48. The distribution of the Holy

Land in detail. The order of the original occu-

pation by the tribes under Joshua is partly,

but only partly followed. It is a new order of

things ; and its ideal character is evinced, as

elsewhere, by exact and equal measurements.

From north to south seven tribes succeed each

other : Dan, Asher, Naphtali, Manasseh, Eph-

raim, Reuben, Judah, each occupying the full

breadth of the land from east to west. Then

comes a portion, separated as an offering to the

Lord, subdivided into a northern portion for

the Levites, a central portion for the priests

and the temple, a southern portion for the city

and those who serve it. These three form a

square, which does not occupy the wiiolc

breadth of the land, but is flanked on either
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side, east and west, by portions assigned to the

prince. Tlien follow, south of the city, five

portions for the five remaining tribes—Benja-

min, Simeon, Issaohar, Zebulun, and Gad-
similar to those assigned to the seven. Thus
tlie Levites, the temple, and city, are guarded

by Judah and Benjamin, the two tribes who
liad throughout preserved their allegiance to

the true sovereignty of Jehovah, and thus tlie

plan expresses the presence of Jehovah among
His people, summed up in the name of the

city, with which Ezekiel's prophecy closes,

"The Lord is there." B.C.
This vision closes legitimately with a definite

geographical location of tHe several tribes

(verses 1-7, 23-28) ; a more c.;pauded descrip-

tion of the sacred reserve (verses 8-22) resumed

from chap. 45 : 1-7 ; and a description of the

gates of the great city (verses 29-35).

1-7. The best view of this assignment of the

tribes will be obtained from the diagram, page

188. It will be seen there at a glance that the

territory of each tribe extended entirely across

the country from west to east, and of equal

width. The actual sinuosities and irregulari-

ties of the western border, and of the eastern

also, are overlooked, as well as the narrowing

of the real Palestine from its greatest width at

its southern extremity to its least at the north-

ern. The location of the tribes differs in other

respects widely from that made by Joshua.

The latter was every way irregular ; the former

is a model of perfect mathematical regularity.

Doubtless the consideration of order ruled in

this arrangement. Everything about it indi-

cates that it was and is only ideal—a thing of

vision only.

8-22. This is the sacred reserve, " the holy

oblation," first brought to view (chap. 45:

1-7) ; but here taken up again, repeated and

somewhat expanded. The diagram (page 188)

will give the best view of these apportionments.

The purpose of this reserve is obviously to

carry out the great idea of the ancient economy
in its extreme form—seclusion of the holy from

the profane and earthly—the broadest possible

distinction between things sacred and things

common everywhere kept up in order to culti-

vate a critical habit of moral discrinunation be-

tween holiness and sin, and to impress a sense

of the obligation of moral purity. This moral

discipline is above all price in value. But we

should quite mistake the genins of the Gospel

dispensation if we were to assume that God
proposes to develop its future and higher stages

by returning to the modes and forms of Juda-

ism. No ; his thought is rather to carry the

culture obtained by the aid of that ancient

regime out into the world-wide fields of human
society, and train men to " live holily, justly

and unblamably in this present world;" not to

shut themselves out of it for the sake of the

holiness of the cloister. We may fitly notice

that the Lord makes ample provision for the

support of His Levite servants as well as for

the priests and for those who serve in the city,

taken from all the tribes of Israel. The minis-

ters who labor and serve under this new regime

are thoughtfully provided for, as if specially

worthy of their hire. The implication is that

only ^oith such provision can they be expected

to hold on, true to their 'work, kept above the

torturing power of poverty to seduce them
from their sacred functions.

30-3S. This great city, a model of method

and order—each tribe represented in its twelve

gates—is imitated by the r velator John in his

city of the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21 : 10-21).

John, however, was farther advanced in the

light of the new dispensation, for in his city is

" no temple," wliili' lii-ir tin- temple is the cen-

tral fact. But till' i;lnr\ ,ii the whole scene is

brought out heir in I'm- si^iii:ic:uit name of the

city which was tu slaiul from that day onward

—

" Jehovah Shammah ;" The Lord is there ! It

is the place of Jehovah's dwelling in tlie midst

of His people. Everything is shaped accord-

ing to Mosaic ideas, for the perpetual dwelling

of Jehovah among His people. The entire ar-

rangements, including the sacred reserve, its

special localities for the Levites, for the priests,

for the more menial servants of the sanctuary
;

for the prince also and for all the tribes—all,

every several thing, provides for the great cen-

tral fact, and adjusts itself around that living

truth—Jehovah dwelling forever, and forever

manifesting Himself among His chosen ; He
their God, and they His people. Prophetically,

it looks down into the Christian age to its

great central truth—the Lord by His Divine

Spirit making His abode through all ages

in the hearts of His children. " Lo, I am
with you always, even to the eud of the

world." H. C.

35. The Liord is there. It is frequent-

ly said in the sacred writings that a person or

a thing shall be called by a certain name, where

it is predicted that the person or thing shall be

endowed with those qualities which the name

imports. When Isaiah predicts the coming of

the Messiah, he says that " His name shall be

called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God,
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the Everlasting Fatlier, the Prince of Peace,"

because He was to possess the qualities which

would serve as a foundation to these titles. In

this sense Jerusalem is called in the Psalms the

"city of God, the city of the Great King;"

and in Isaiah, " the city of Righteousness, the

faithful city ;" and in this passage, " The Lord

is there." Calmet. In this new Jerusalem,

the Church of Christ, God shall dwell in a more

glorious manner, and make it the place of His

perpetual residence ; so that every part of that

city shall be honored with evident tokens of

the Divine presence ; and every member of it

being dedicated to God's service, and becom-

ing an habitation of God through His Spirit,

shall have some degree of the holiness of the

temple where God had placed His name. This

is in a lower degree fulfilled in all Christians,

who are called " the temple of the living God"

(3 Cor. 6:16), and " an habitation of God

through the Spirit" (Eph. 2 : 33). IF. Lowth.

The prophecy of Ezekiel, while it is "the

last expiring cry of the Jewish monarchy," is,

like the fabled cry of the dying swan, a noble

song as well as a cry. From his captivity, and

from the midst of visions of his country's deso-

lations, it was given him to gaze upon and to

paint for his hearers the glorious future that

was hovering over the true Israel of God. That

Israel is to be folded in safety by a true Shep-

herd ; is to be, spiritually, as a man in robust

and vigorous health, for " a new heart and a

new spirit" shall be given ; is to be, in the com-

pleteness of its revival, "an exceeding great

army," quickened to life by mjstic breath

" from the four winds," and is to go forth-to

conquer in a terrific struggle with the " Gog

and Magog" of heathenism ; is to become a vast

and perfect
'

' temple ;" is to b2 blessed and to

bless others by a " river" of healing waters.

But its highest glory is revealed in the last two

words of the book, for it is to be as a country,

the name of whose city is Jehovah Shamniah,
' the Lord is there. " IT. B. Thomas.

The name given to this city ; from that day,

when it shall be new erected according to this

model, the name of it shall be not as before,

Jerusalem— the vision of peace— but, which is

the original of that and more tliau equivalent to

it, Jehovah Shammah—the Lord is there. Tliis

intimated : 1. That the captives, after their re-

turn, should have manifest tokens of God's

presence with them and His residence among

them, both in His ordinances and in His provi-

dences. 2. That the Gospel Church should

likewise have the presence of God in it, though

not in the Shekinah, as of old, yet in a token of

it no less sure, that of His Spirit. Where the

Gospel is faithfully preached. Gospel ordi-

nances duly administered, and God worshipped

in the name of Jesus Christ only, it may truly

be said, The Lord is there ; for faithful is He
that has said it, and He will be as good as Ilis

word. Lo, I am with you always, even unto

the end of the world. The Lord is there in His

Church, to rule and govern it, to protect and

defend it, and graciously to accept and own
His sincere worshippers, and to be nigh unto

them in all that they call upon Him for. 3. That

the glory'and happiness of heaven should con-

sist chiefly in this—that the Lord is there.

John's representation of that blessed state does

indeed far exceed this in many respects. That

is all gold and pearls and precious stones ; it is

much larger than this and much brighter, for

it needs not the light of the sun. But in mak-

ing the presence of God the principal matter of

its bliss they both agree. There the happiness

of the glorified saints is made to be that God
Himself shall be with them (Rev. 21 : 3) ; that

He who sits on the throne shall dwell among
them (Rev. 7 : 15). And here it is made to

crown the bliss of this holy city, that the Lord

is there. Let us therefore give all diligence to

make sure to ourselves a place in that city, that

we may be forever with the Lord. H.

Ezekiel's whole sketch is ideal. It was not

literally obeyed in a single particular. The
temple was not rebuilt by his directions. The
ceremonial was not restored as he prescribed.

The laud was not divided agreeably to his in-

junctions. Tills non-compliance on the part of

those who honored him as a prophet of the Lord

shows that they understood his words not as

commands which they were to obey, but as an

idealized picture of the future which the Lord

would bring to pass. It was no more designed

to guide in the work of reconstruction than

Jer. 31 ; 38-40 was to be followed in rebuilding

the walls of Jerusalem, or than Zech. 3 : 4 en-

joined their demolition. The departures from

Levitical law above referred to may have beeu

designed, on the one hand, to intimate that the

ceremonial was not a finality and forever unal-

terable ; and, on the other hand, like plain im-

possibilities, that are also incorporated in his

scheme to suggest that they were not intended

to be obeyed, so long, at least, as the Mosaic

law held sway. There never could be any

hesitation about the proper answer to the ques-

tion whether their obedience was due to the

vision of Ezekiel or to the statutes of Moses.
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The latter was law ; the former was a picture

of the future, which in many respects may
have been perplexing, but it was not for the

guidance of their conduct. W. IT. Oreen.

I plead for the figurative interpretation and

against the literal, and draw my arguments :

ri) Fi-om tlie New Testament ; (3) from the Old,

and especially from these prophecies them-

selves in their relation to the writer and his

fii-st readers ; (3) from the nature of the case

—

especially as creating an intensely strong proba-

bility against the literal and in favor of the fig-

urative interpretation.

1. The literal system of interpretation must
be rejected because it is absolutely precluded

and forbidden by the New Testament. The
entire spirit and genius of the Gospel dispensa-

tion as unfolded by Christ and His inspired

apostles is utterly, squarely, fatally against it.

For the literal system must hold that, according

to this vision, Judaism will yet be fully restored

—restored with more than all its ancient sur-

roundings, and in more than its ancient fulness.

But, according to the New Testament, Judaism

is dead. It had done its great work when Jesus

died as the Lamb of God, and thenceforth it

ceased to exist under Divine authority. In the

age of the Epistle to the Hebrews it had already
" decayed, waxed old, and was ready to vanish

away." Paul declared repeatedly and in many
various forms that Christ had " broken down
the middle wall of partition between Jews and

Gentiles" by setting aside whatever was pecul-

iar to the Jew ; that he " had abolished in his

flesh the enmity, even the law of command-

ments contained in ordinances," etc. (Eph. 3 :

14, 15) ; that he had " blotted out the hand-

writing of ordinances that was against us"

(Gentiles), " which was contrary to us, and

took it out of the way, nailing it to His cross"

(Col. 2 : 14). This was the end of the Mosaic

system.

3. The evidence from the Old Testament

—

i.e., from these prophecies themselves, consid-

ered in view of the circumstances of their au-

thors and first readers, may be presented with

brevity here. In a word, then, these prophets

were Jeics, of Jewish education, with only Jew-

ish conceptions of the kingdom of God, and

with only Jewish terms, phrases, figures and

symbols for expressing these conceptions. The
same is true of their first readers, to whom of

necessity they must adapt their writings. If

any should suggest here that the Lord Himself

is the speaker and revealer, still the case re-

mains the same ; for the Lord speaks to Jews,

whether prophets or people, and only in Jew-

ish language and figures. Hence the future

kingdom of Christ mvst be revealed to the

prophets and to the Jewish people in words
and symbols drawn from the existing economy.
This necessity is absolute, »/the Lord aimed to

reveal anything—if He aimed to speak so as to

be understood. This principle is introduced

here, not precisely to prove that these prophe-

cies reveal Gospel blessings, but to account for

their phraseology and their symbols. The
proof that they teach the gloriously converting

power of the Gospel and of the Spirit of God
in the latter days comes from the facts : (1)

that they refer to Gospel times
; (2) that they

must therefore be construed of Gospel bless-

ings, and not of Mosaic forms and ritualities
;

(3) that the nature and magnitude of these

symbols demand a most magnificent fulfilment,

and can be satisfied with nothing less.

3. In the nature of the case the literal system

is for every reason intensely improbable. Thus :

That the Twelve Tribes should appear again ;

produce their unbroken and distinct genealo-

gies
;
prove their identity, and file into their

places in the allotment of tribes as given in

Ezek. 48, is violently improbable. That the

natural boundaries of Palestine should be

miraculously changed so as to make it a per-

fect rectangle ; that the great river from the

sanctuary should flow, with a growth so un-

precedented, into the Dead Sea, and make its

waters salubrious, fill them with fish, etc., all

in the literal sense, is very improbable. That

the better times of the Gospel age, its one

period of most perfect beauty, purity and

glory, should be brought about by receding

from the genius of New Testament Christian-

ity to the genius of Judaism, is pre-eminently

improbable. That the Lord should subject His

Gentile churches to the same terrible contest

with Judaism which cost so much martyr-blood

in the first and second centuries is improbable.

That He should sul ject the Jews themselves to

those temptations to bigotry, exelusiveness,

and uncharitableness, which in the first Chris-

tian age often proved too stubborn for even the

grace of the Gospel, is improbable. That He
should expose them to the power of the old

national spirit of reliance upon ritual forms and

ceremonies, or to the national pride in which

they accounted themselves the only favored

people of God, is utterly improbable. And
finally, that the Lord should give His Church

in the future age a system in which the spirit

of love, purity and peace is lost in the letter of
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forms and ceremonies ; in whicli (as e.g. in

Ezek. 47 : 1-12) you have, instead of the uncx-

iimplc'd glory and power of the Divine Spirit,

only a beautiful river and plenty of good lish,

and fruit-trees in abundance for sensual de-

lights—in short, that God should lead the

Church and the world backward from a spir-

itual Gospel to a sensual paradise, is utterly

improbable and even incredible. For one, I re-

joice that there is no trustworthy evidence to

sustain the literal interpretation, and that the

figurative view is amply supported by evi-

dence, unfolding glorious truth in liarmony

with the w hole tenor of Old Testament proph-

ecy and of New Testament interpretation of it,

and revealing a sublimely grand and auspicious

future for the kingdom of our Divine Redeem-

er. H. C.



DANIEL. AND lIlS BOOK OF HISTORY AND
PPiOPIIECY.

1. Daniel.

Daniel comes first to view, a Jewish j-outh

of tlie royal family, taken captive to Babylon

in the first deportation of captives, in the third

year of Jehoiakim, u.c. 606 or 607 ; and is soon

after selected with others for his wisdom, effi-

ciency and agreeable person, to be trained in

the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans, for

service under the king. This custom of taking

young men of the finest parts from a captive or

subject race to fill responsible positions about

the king has prevailed in many despotic gov-

ernments, and is essentially the usage of the

Turkish empire to this day. It finds its mo-

tives : (1) In the fact that such monarchs need

men about them of the very first abilities
; (3)

in the difficulty they would experience in get-

ting young men of such ability from among
their own people who might not, by virtue of

their social position or connections, become

dangerous to the throne. We are then to think

of Daniel as educated thoroughly in the lan-

guage, literature and general culture of the

Chaldeans (this term being used here for the

learned, sacerdotal and scientific class, and not

for the mass of the people), but yet as adhering

with noble firmness to the religious faith of liis

fathers. In this position he developed extraor-

dinary capacities In the line of wisdom, fidelity

and efficiency, and consequently rose to the

rank of prime minister under the Chaldean

sovereigns, Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar,

and remarkably attained and held an equally

exalted position in the succeeding dyna,sty, the

Medo-Persian, under Darius the Median and

Cyrus.

Daniel must have lived and retained his vigor

to a great age. The period during which he

appears before us in this book, from the begin-

ning of the Captivity to the very end of it, was
seventy years ; and we may reasonably sup-

pose him from sixteen to twenty years of age

at the beginning of this period, and of course

almost ninety at its close. Yet his heart ap-

pears full of earnest life and power in his mem-
orable prayer for his people, given us in chap.

9, just on the eve of the restoration. H. C.

From tender youth to extreme age, for more
than seventy years, the prophet lived at the

Babylonian and Medo-Persian court (1 ; 1, 6,

21 ; 10 : 1). But more than this, he took part

in the government of the State, in which he oc-

cupied a high official position (3 : 48 ; 5 : 29 ;

6 : 29 ; 8 : 27). He was thus enabled to gain an

insight and knowledge of the organization of

political affairs in the kingdoms of the world,

and fitted to be the recipient of what, perhaps,

I may be permitted to call his political revela-

tions. But he has likewise obtained the spir-

itual point of view. The experiences which

Daniel made through the deep humiliation of

Nebuchadnezzar, through Belshazzar's down-

fall, the rapid efflorescence, decay, and vanish-

ing of the Babjlonian monarcny, the miracu-

lous deliverance of himself and his friends

(chaps. 3-6), all these events mi de on him a pro

found impression—that the powers of the world

are transitory and the glory of the kingdom of

God eternal. Auberlen.

The book simply outlines the personal for-

tunes of a man whose life spans the entire

period of the Babylonian Captivity, and tells

us what outlook into the future was given to

him of the world's political history. The vi-

sions of Daniel constitute a philosophy of his-

tory valuable as the contribution of a man
whose abilities secured for him high official

station in the government of his conquerors.

Apart from any claim of inspiration, Daniel's

studies and conclusions are worthy of serious

attention, when you consider the nobility of his

character and the length of his public life. He
never preaches, and therein he differs from the

prophet whose special mission is that of pub-

lic warning, exhortation and encouragement.

Daniel is simply a great and gifted layman,

whom the splendors of Babylon cauuot tempt
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from the religion of his fathers, and in whose

visions we trace his passionate attachment to

and unshaken faith in the future of his de-

spised and captive people. No burdens of

State could prevent him from prajdng three

times each day, with e3'es fixed, through open

windows, upon Jerusalem, Ho does nothing

from policy, everything from principle. Tliere

is an equally remarkable completeness in liis

character. There are in it no violent contrasts,

no lapses over which we must throw the man-

tle of charity. He is a man of the finest and

firmest courage. He tells Nebuchadnezzar the

truth ; he is fearless before Belshazzar ; he

prays according to his habit, without a thought

of the lion's den. He is always contented,

whether filling a responsible post or remanded

to obscurity. He bides his time. And he is

full of charity. He cherishes no animosities.

He does not turn upon his persecutors. He
could have had no great love for the priestly

class ; but his first public appearance is on

their behalf, because they had been condemned

to death unless they could reproduce the king's

forgotten dream. It is a noble figure that

stands out against the dark background of

general vanity, revelry and cruelty ; and is a

notable instance of the supremacy of righteous

ness over brute force. It cannot be doubted

that Daniel's quiet influence at court must have

done much to soften the rigors of the Captiv-

ity, and it goes far toward explaining the favor-

able disposition of Cyrus and the facilities

which were gladly accorded to Zerubbabel by

Cyrus, and to Nehemiah by Darius. As Joseph

prepared the way for his father's household, so

Daniel prepared the way for the captives of

Judah. He had been eighteen years in Baby-

lon when the captives came pouring in from

the wasted city, and he was hsld in high es-

teem. They must have been considerately

treated for his sake ; and his name must have

speedil}' become a household word among them.

It was not a misplaced revenge. He has not

suffered by a lapse of 3400 years ; and we still

summon men to the highest level of character

when we say to them, " Dare be like Daniel."

Behrends.

We have in Daniel a man of intense religious

feeling and a true patriot,' and one possessed

also of great ability and a powerful mind, upon

which numerous and wciglity influences were

brought to bear. Can we wonder if he viewed

the world witli a different eye from that of the

exiled priest Ezekiel, living in penury among

the poor Jewish colonists planted on the river

Chebar ? or from that of Jeremiah, struggling

against all the evil influences which were daily

dragging the feeble Zedekiah and the decaying

people of Jerusalem down to ruin ? or even

from that of Isaiah, whose rapt vision, spurn-

ing this poor earth, soared aloft to the spiritual

glories of Messiali's reign, and sang how the

sucker, springing up from Jesse's cut-down

lineage, and growing as a root in a dry ground,

should by its wounds bring to the world heal-

ing, and by its death purchase for mankind
life ? But each of these had his own oflice and

his special message ; and Daniel's office was to

show that the Christian religion was not to be

an enlarged Judaism, but a Judaism fulfilled

and matle free. Instead of a church for the

Jews, there was to be a church for all mankind.

The thought present to his mind is that of the

one God establishing one kingdom and one re-

ligion on earth, and he sees these world-king-

doms preparing the way for it, but themselves

coming to naught as it gro-n-sand covers all the

world. We know how lie loved his nation, and

how, even in extreme old age, he still prayed

with his face toward Jerusalem ; but he places

out of sight the work of his country and of his

church, and sees only the world's history, and

the share wuich it has in preparing for the uni-

versal dominion of God. R. P. S.

Daniel's conduct was the same throughout,

always in harmony with itself. Attentive to

his duty to God, he was equally so in his duty

to man. Faithful to his God, he is equally

faithful to his king. His morality is no less

conspicuous than his religion. He is fervent

in spirit, but no less diligent in business. Regu-

lar and earnest in his closet, he is equally as-

siduous in his oflice. Studious in his Bible, as

a man of business he is well acquainted with

his books. His enemies can find no fault in

him, and no ground of accusation n'ith the

king, but in the matter of his religion. He is

favored with revelations from heaven and the

visits of angels ; yet no sooner are his visions

withdrawn and his usual state of health recov-

ered than he returns to do '

' the king's busi-

ness." He is endowed, even while yet j'oung,

with a wisdom and understanding superior to

that of all the wise men of Babylon, yet dis-

claims all merit and wisdom of his own as being

greater than those of other men. He is tender

and gentle, while bold and uncompromising in

professing the truth and reproving sin. He is

distressed as being the bearer of evil tidings to

Nebuchadnezzar, yet fearlessly declares to the

hardened Belshazzar both his sin and his doom.

Anon.

It was the love of God that presented him
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with a clearer landscape of the Gospel than auj'

other prophet ever had ; he was the beloved

prophet under the Old Dispensation, as John

was the beloved disciple under the New ; and,

both being animated by the same Divine love,

there was a wonderful harmony between them
;

botli engaged young in the service of God, and

consecrated their lives by an early piety ; and

both lived to a great and equal age—to about

an hundred years. Both had the like intimacy

with God, the like admittance into the most

adorable mysteries, and the like abundance of

heavenly visions. Both had the like lofty

flights and ecstatic revelations. Di). Ken.

3. The Book op Daniel.

The Book of Daniel is almost as much his-

torical as prophetical. In the Hebrew canon

its place is between Esther and Ezra, two

books, both of which are histories. One entire

half of it (chaps. 1-6) is a narrative of events,

and is as capable of receiving liistorical illustra-

tion as any other portion of the sacred volume.

Daniel, moreover, supplies a gap in the biblical

history which is not otherwise filled up by any

sacred writer. He is the historian of the Cap-

tivity, the writer who alone furnishes any

series of events for that dark and dismal period.

His narrative may be said, in a general way, to

intervene between Kings and Chronicles on the

one hand and Ezra on the other, or (more

strictly) to fill out the sketch which the author

of Chronicles gives in a single verse of his last

chapter :
" And them that had escaped from

the sword carried he" {i.e., Nebuchadnezzar)
" away to Babylon, where they were sers'ants

to him and his sons until the reign of the king-

dom of Persia" (2 Chron. 36 : 20). We learn

from Daniel particulars of this servitude.

The main events related in Daniel are the

long and glorious reign of Nebuchadnezzar,

the great king of Babylon, who both com-

menced and completed the captivity of the

Jews ; his elevation of Daniel to a position of

high authority in his kingdom ; his treatment

of the " three children," Ananias, Azarias, and

jVIisael ; his dreams, his terrible illness and re-

covery ; the impiety and punishment of Bel-

shazzar ; the capture of Babylon ; the acces-

sion of " Darius the Mede," and his treatment

of Daniel ; and the accession, a year or two

later, of " Cyrus the Persian." These events,

it will be observed, are partly of a public, part-

ly of a private character. The names and

reigns of kings, their acts and fate, the order

of their succession and general character of

their government, the transfer of empire from

one race or nation to another, and the like, are

of the former kind ; the particular treatment of

individuals among their subjects is of the lat-

ter. It is, of course, only of the former class

of facts that we can expect illustrations from
profane history ; and to them, accordingly, the

inquiry should be confined.

Daniel opens with some chronological stnte-

ments which, at first sight, seem self-contradic-

tory. He relates that, in a certain year of the

reign of Jehoiakim, Nebuchadnezzar, king of

Babylon, went up to Jerusalem and besieged it

(1:1); that, the siege being successful, he carried

off from the city certain captives, among whom
was Daniel, and delivered him into the care of

his chief eunuch, with an injunction that he

should educate him for three years, and then

bring him into his presence (1 : 3-6) ; that tliis

was done, and the captives were admitted

among the " wise men" (1 : 18-30) ; and that

after this, in the second year of the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar, they were brought into dan-

ger by a decree which commanded that the

wise men should be put to death (2 : 1-13). We
are enabled to reconcile these statements by
finding in Berosus that the first expedition of

Nebuchadnezzar against Syria and the com-

mencement of the Jewish captivity took place

toward the close of the reign of Nabopolassar,

Nebuchadnezzar's father, iu B.C. 605, or possi-

bl}' in B.C. 606 ; between which time and Nebu-

chadnezzar's second year, b.c. 603, there would

be room for the three years' instruction spoken

of ; more especially as " three years," accord-

ing to the Hebrew usage, means no more than

one whole year and parts, however small, of

two other years. Thus, if Daniel were taken

to Babylon in the autumn of B.C. 605 and

placed at once under the chief eunuch, he might

have been presented to Nebuchadnezzar as edu-

cated early in B.C. 608, and before the close of

that year have run the risk of destruction and

escaped from it. Nebuchadnezzar's second

year would not be out till the Thoth of B.C.

602, according to Babylonian modes of reckon-

ing. The only difficulty that remains, if it be

a difficulty, is that Nebuchadnezzar is called

" king of Babylon" in Dan. 1 : 1 when he was

merely crown prince and commander-in-chief

on behalf of his father. But this is a prukpsis

common to most writers of history. G. R.

The Book of Daniel stands in the Hebrew

canon among the Hagiographa or Sacred Writ-

ings, which are specially so called in distinction

to the Law and the prophets, not as implying

any greater degree of sanctity, but as claiming

an actual and independent sanctity for them,
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notwithstanding their position as third in the

scale. In that canon the position of Daniel is

after Esther and before Ezra. In tlie Septua-

gint and Vulgate, as also in Luther's version,

its place is among the four greater prophets,

after Ezekiel, which is its natural chronologi-

cal position, supposing Daniel to have been an

historical character and this book a genuine

production by him, for though Daniel's career

began earlier than Ezokii I's, he no doubt long

survived him, as lie livnl to witness the return

of his countrymen in cunseqm lu-e of the edict

of Cyrus, B.C. 53fi iDan. 1 ; il ; 10 : 1).

It consists of twelve chapters, which are writ

ten partly in Hebrew and partly in that Ara-

maic dialect commonly called Chaldce, which

the Jews seemed to have acquired, and more or

less adopted, in the land of their captivity.

The first six chapters relate matters of fact of

a substantive nature ; the last six contain

various visions which were vouchsafed to Dan-

iel. The former half is divided into several

sections loosel)' joined together without any

formula of transition or even a connecting par-

ticle except between the first and second chap-

ters. In fact, they form complete narratives

in themselves, but they follow on in natural

sequence, so that the former chapters are pre-

supposed in the latter.

Autheniidty, Genuineness and Litegrity. This

book has uniformly been ascribed to Daniel by

the combined testimony of the Jewish and

Christian Churches. In recent years, however,

this judgment has been utterly reversed. As
the issues depending upon it are very im-

portant, it is desirable to enter into this ques-

tion at some length. There are three questions

involved : (1) The authenticity
; (2) the genu-

ineness ; and (3) the integrity of the book. By
its authenticity we mean its trustworthiness as

a record of fact ; by its genuineness, that it is

rightly ascribed to its supposed author ; and

by its integrity, that it is an original whole,

and not the casual combination of distinct and

independent parts. It is important to point

out that the questions of authenticity and genu-

ineness are, to a large extent, interdependent

—

that is to say, if the book is authentic it can

hardly be other than genuine, and if it is genu-

ine we may take it for granted that it is au-

thentic.

If Daniel wrote this book we may well hesi-

tate to question its details ; and if its details

are trustworthy, there is no one to whom we
are so likely to be indebted for ihem as to Dan-

iel—to his presiding supervision and care, if not

to his personal authorship. It should also be

clearly noted that in the liistoric credibility of

the book, or, in other words, its authenticity,

is inseparably bound up the due recognition of

the miriieuloiis. The stories of the deliverance

of Daniel's companions from the fiery furnace

and of himself from the den of lions are such- as

to baffle all explanation to account for them.

We are challenged by the writer on the most defi-

nite issue to determine whether they occurred

as facts or did not occur. If they occurred as

facts, then they are miracles and can be nothing

else ; if they did not occur, then the story re-

lating them must be a romance, a fiction, or a

myth, and it can be nothing else. These stories,

of all others in Scripture, the most resolutely

refuse to yield to any process or theory which,

accepting them as artistic sketches, with a

moral and didactic purpose, nevertheless denies

to them the weight of historic reality, and dis-

sipates their substantial worth as actual occur-

rences.

The Book of Daniel, therefore, offers a crucial

test on many points which are directly or im-

plicitly denied in the present day. Nor must
we imagine that it is only in the present day
that the severity of this test is felt. There

never can have been a time when it was really

more easy to believe the story of the deliver-

ance from the fiery furnace than it is now, if

the imagination truly grappled with it ; but

when the truth of Daniel was first impugned,

it was rather on the prophetic than the historic

ground. Porphyry, who died a.d. 304, wrote

fifteen books against the religion of Christ, and

the whole of his twelfth book was taken up
with an attack on the genuineness of Daniel.

He maintained that it was written by a Jew in

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, and for this

reason it seemed to predict truly up to this

point, but falsely afterward. The Book of Dan
iel, then, raises a definite issue on the subject

of miracles and prophecy ; if it is genuine it is

absolutely impossible to refuse to acknowledge

either ; and for this reason it is easy to see that

a disposition to reject sither may well tend to

a prejudgment of the genuineness or authen-

ticity of Daniel, not on the actual merits of the

question, but in accordance with preconceived

opinions upon miracles and prophecy.

Canonicity. Our business, however, is with

the grounds upon which Daniel has been ac-

cepted as canonical and believed as an integral

part of the Holy Scripture. And these are two-

fold—external ; internal.

1. It must be admitted that externally the

Book of Daniel comes to us as well authenti-

cated as any other canonical book. First, there
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is the reference in the first Book of Maccabees,

2 : 59, 60, " Ananias, Azarias and Misael, by
believing, were saved out of tlie flame ; Daniel

for his innocency was delivered from the mouths

of lions." This is mentioned in conjunction

with David and Elias, and it is evidently re-

garded as of the same character and authority

as what is related of them. It is true, of course,

that the speech in which it occurs may be an

imaginary one of tlie writer's, which he has

put into the mouth of the dying Mattathias,

but at all events we must regard it as one which

he might liave spoken.

At this time, therefore, the historian saw

nothing improbable in Mattathias being ac-

quainted with the history of Daniel, and as we
have no history in which these events are re-

corded but this Book of Daniel, he must have

learned them from it, and at any rate proof is

afforded that when the Book of Maccabees was
written the canonical position of Daniel was

secure. Now the f rst Book of Maccabees was
probably written in the last quarter of the sec-

ond century before Christ—that is to say, about

two generations after the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes. It follows, therefore, that if Daniel

was a late production, it had managed to work
its way into reception on a level with the rest

of Scripture in tlie short space of si.xty or sev-

enty years. This i* by no means likely, as the

first Book of Maccabees itself was not so re-

ceived, nor is there any reason to believe that

any other book of the same period was allowed

a place in the canon.

2. Again, this first Book of JIaccabees not

only presupposes tlie existence of Daniel, which

it does merely as a matter of independent testi-

mony, just as Milton's allusion to Shakespeare

proves that he lived after Shakespeare's time,

but it displays acquaintance also with the Al-

exandrian version of the book, so that the

Semitic original must have been in existence

long enough to find a place in an authorized

translation like that of the LXX

—

e.ff., in 1 Mac.

1 : 54 we read that " they set up the abomina-

tion of desolation upon llie altar," meaning,

no doubt, the heatlieu idol, and quoting the

remarkable words of Dan. 11 : 31 as they are in

the Greek. (Cf. Dan. 9 : 27.) So in 1 Mac.

9 : 40, the words aal e-caov rpavfiariut tto'/JoI are

an echo of the Greek of Dan. 11 : 26, Kal TreaowTai

Tpavfiariai ttoMm, and in 1 Mac. 9 : 27 there is

close correspondence with tlie language of Dan.

13 : 1. It seems, therefore, faiilj- certain that

the writer of the first Book of Maccabees was

acquainted with the Greek version of Daniel,

which necessitates an earlier existence of the

book than the age of Antiochus Epiphanes,

even if the Septuagint version itself is not of

earlier date than that.

3. The narrative in Josephus (Ant. xi. 8, 5),

that when Alexander the Great, in his conquer-

ing march, came to Jerusalem, the Book of

Daniel was shown to him, and that he took to

himself the prophecy in it that a Greek should

destroy the Persian empire, and was much
pleased therewith, is clear proof that in the

opinion of Josephus the book was in existence

then, whctlier or not we accept the story, while

it shows that he could have known of no inci-

dent or tradition which made its existence then

impossible. As a matter of historical fact,

however, it is true that Alexander treated the

Jews with marked favor, which gives some
color of probability to the story of Joseplius,

and itself must be accounted for by some pre-

disposing cause such as this would have fur-

nislied.

4. Lastly, had Daniel first appeared in Mac-

cabean times, as the natural product of lliem,

there would probably have been other books

of a like kind, but we have no evidence of

any, and therefore this book must stand entire-

ly alone if not genuine ; and however appropri-

ate certain portions may be to the requirements

of that time, it is hard to see the sptcial bearing

of others upon them, and tliercfore the tlieory

of Maccabean origin, while it aS.,rdsa plausible

motive for some parts, oflers no explanation of

others which are equally characteristic, any

more than it explains wliy the one part sliould

have been linked so closely wirh the other, if it

was not a whole from the beginning.

It is important to estimate these positive and

substantive facts at their true value, because

they seem to furnisli definite material, which it

is alike impossible to set aside and to reconcile

with any tlieory of the late origin of Daniel.

However we are to deal with the miraculous

and prophetic elements of the book, it is at all

events not fair to minimize the value of these

facts in order to depreciate the ostensible im-

portance of the miracles and prophecies con-

tained in it. If we are lionest and earnest stu-

dents, therefore, we cannot ignore the fact that

the external testimony, direct and indirect, to

the existence of Daniel at a time antecedent to

the age of Antiochus Epiphanes is very strong.

It would certainly be held to be conclusive in

the absence of any motives for setting it aside.

5. Another point deserves to be more care-

fully noted than it seems commonly to have

been. We have in the prophet Ezekiel distinct

reference to the existence of the prophet Daniel
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in his time. In the fourteenth chapter he tivicc

couples him with Noah and Job, as a notable

instance of deliverance, and in chap. 28 : 3 he

says of Tyre, " Behold thou art wiser than

Daniel, there is no secret that they can hide

from thee." Ezekiel and Daniel were contem-

poraries. It is plain that Ezekiel knew of Dan-

iel as one who had either wrought some great

deliverance for others or had been himself the

subject of it, and also as of one who was a great

revealer of secrets. Now we may not assume

that Ezekiel was acquainted with the Book of

Daniel, but as these are the only two references

we have to Daniel in the Hebrew literature, we
must either assume, if the book was late in

date, thai it was a story based entirely on thcs^

tuo meagre and fragmentary references to the

historj' of Daniel, which were consequently

sufficient to supply the foundation and frame-

work of it, or else that more extensive tradi

tions sufficient for supplying it were in exist-

ence, and had survived in adequate measure

for the space of three centuries and a half till

they suggested the remarkable compilation

whicli we now know as the Book of Daniel.

It seems to me that this is a point that is well

worthy of note, and we may be absolutely cer-

tain that the writer of Daniel in the second cen-

tury before Christ either fabricated his romance

entirely out of the materials supplied by Eze-

kiel, or else made use of traditions of which

there is no trace elsewhere, or else gave the rein

to his imagination to create a story in substan-

tial agreement with the brief allusions to Dan-

iel in Ezekiel. I do not believe that any of

tiiese courses was probable or possible, nor do

I believe that the whole compass of literature

supplies any case corresponding to what this

would have been. The fact that certain stories,

such as that of Bel and the dragon, and of Su-

sanna, became attached to the Book of Daniel,

but did not find a place in the Hebrew canon,

serves at least to show that there was felt to be

an intrinsic difference between them, whether

it was that of age or anything else, and neither

of these stories can have originated in the way it

is assumed that the Book of Daniel arose from a

desire to encourage the Jews when suffering

under the severities of the xlntiochian persecu-

tion, though indeed it is useless to speculate as

to what may or may not have been the possible

origin of any book whose apparent and tradi-

tional origin is disputed.

Avgiiiiu'uts on the Other Side. The arguments

wliicli are advanced against the genuineness of

the Book of Daniel are as follows :

The fact that its place in the Hebrew canon

is not among the prophets, but in the so-called

Sacred Writings, is advanced to show that the

book was not known when tlie division was
made which consisted of the writings of the

prophets. This may possibly have been made
by Ezra or Nehemiah somewhere about 450

B.C., or more than one hundred years after the

age of Daniel. In the Septuagint version,

however, which was probably made in the

third century B.C., Daniel follows Ezekiel as

he does in our own version. And it is a very

reasonable explanation of the place of Daniel

in the Hebrew canon, that he was not officially

a prophet with a distinct call, as is recorded in

the case of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, but

only a prophet in virtue of his gifts. His book

is regarded rather as an historical treatise, and

therefore is classed with those of Ezra, Nehe-

miah and Esther. In like manner, though

Daniel was pre-eminently a prophet and ac-

knowledged as a prophet, he is not classed

among the prophets in the canon, but is placed

in the forefront of the Sacred Writings. It is

obvious that these two considerations entirely

neutralize any impression arising from the posi-

tion of Daniel in the Hebrew canon, and fully

account for it.

A second reason is conceived to exist in the

silence of Jesus the son of Sirach, in Ecclus.

49, when the worthies of Israel are enumerated.

Tlie entire passage extends from chap. 44 to

chap. 50. Daniel, however, is not the only name
omitted; no mention is made of Esther or of

Mordecai, whereas Nehemiah finds his place

somewhat inappropriately between Zerubbabel

and Enoch. It is manifest that no valid argu-

ment can be raised on this circumstance, seeing

that the entire catalogue is of a rhetorical char-

acter, and the selection made on arbitrary prin-

ciples. The date of Ecclus. is probably about

180-200. If, therefore, Daniel was of the age

suggested, and not genuine, this would of

course account for the silence of the son of

Sirach, though of course it may very well arise

from other causes. Clearly, if we are right in

assigning the LXX translation to the third cen-

tury B.C., the place of Daniel in that version

is alone conclusive as furnishing positive evi-

dence to his existence in opposition to the nega-

tive evidence deduced from the silence of the

son of Sirach.

And it must always be remembered that Eze-

kiel was manifestly acquainted with a Daniel,

whether or not the book bearing his name has

a right to be received as genuine. Indeed, as I

have already stated, the reference made by Eze-

kiel is altogether inexplicable if the Book of
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Daniel is a forgery of the second century B.C.

Wlio was the Daniel to whom Ezekiel refers ?

and how is it that, being so eminent as he clear-

ly was, we know nothing whatever about

him ? If lie was held worthy of being classed

with Noah and Job, how is it that tradition

was absolutely silent as to his history for some

four centuries, till it suddenly blazed forth in the

age of Antiochus Epiphanes with this profu-

sion of supernatural incident and enigmatical

prediction ?

Thirdly, it is said that there is no mention of

Daniel in Haggai, Zechariah or Malfchi. But

why is it necessary to suppose there should

have been, considering the specific character of

these writers and the brevity of their writings ?

There is no mention of Ezekiel in Jeremiah, or

of Jeremiah in Ezekiel, though they were con-

temporary. To all appearance, however, this

negative feature is more than neutralized by
what is probably a verbal reference to Daniel

in Nehemiah. The words of Nehemiah (1 : 5)

are a reproduction of Daniel (9 : 4), and tlie

peculiar phrase, "great and terrible God," is

used only in Deuteronomy and in this place of

Daniel. The position in which Nehemiah found

himself was not unlike that of Daniel, and so

far calculated to bring to his recollection the

words of Daniel. In Neh. 9 : 33 we see also

that Nehemiah has adopted an alteration of

De. 7 : 9, which Daniel has made in 9 : 4. If,

in the former instance, we might question

which of the two was the original, there is

hardly the same opportunity of doing so here,

where we seem to have the result of a longer

and wider experience. It is, moreover, at least

probable that two of Zechariah's visions are

more or less adapted and borrowed from Daniel

(Zech. 1 : 18-31 ; 6 : l-o), and if this is so, we
have quite as much indication of acquaintance

with Daniel in the post-Captivity prophets as

we can reasonably expect. Indeed, the visions

of Zechariah may very well be thought to lean

upon those of Ezekiel and Daniel.

It has even been suggested that the frequent

asseverations of truth are blinds to conceal a

consciousness of falsehood on the part of the

writer. This only shows the perversity of the

spirit of the objector, just as, in certain chap-

ters of Isaiah, we are asked to believe them not

genuine because they do not claim to be his
;

whereas in chapters like the thirteenth and

fourteenth, which do claim to be his, the au-

thority of the superscription is without scruple

set aside. Doubtless, had there been no vouch-

ers for truthfulness in Daniel, that would have

been advanced as an indication of spuriousness.

just as the frequency of them is construed into

a tacit admission of forgery. So just and ap-

propriate is our Lord's remark :
" W hereunto

shall I liken this generation ? It is like unto

children sitting in the market-place and crying

unto their fellows ; We have piped unto you,

and ye have not danced ; we have mourned
unto you, and ye have not lamented." So
difficult is it to conceive the circumstances in

which the excuse for objection should notarise.

It is to be remembered that, with regard to

the Book of Daniel, the question as to its date

lies only between the actual date, which we
ma}' suppose to be that of the old age of Dan-

iel, or about the middle of the sixth century

B.C., and that of the death of Antiochus Epiph-

anes (163 B.C.), a distance of more than three

centuries and a half. No other date has ever

been suggested ; but it is not hard to see that,

even conceding the latter date as the true one,

there is a distinct prophecy as early as the sec-

ond chapter, which probably reappears after-

ward, that renders absolutely futile any such

hypothesis, for it is not possible to interpret

Nebuchadnezzar's dream without perceiving

that the rise of the Christian Church as a king-

dom that should last forever is definitely prom-

ised therein.

Of course, in the case of any prophecy, no

matter how close its correspondence with what
purports to be its fulfilment, it is always possi-

ble, on a jwiori grounds, to affirm that the ful-

filment does not establish the propliccy because

wc cannot be certain that it was so fulfilled.

The correspondence may be fortuitous, but for

all that there is a natural inability in the human
mind to reject the inference which forces itself

on us in consequence of any such correspond-

ence, especially when repeated again and

again. An aggregate of threads, each of which

may be weak in itself, is yet strong enough to

hold the mind enchained ; and there can be no

doubt that prophecy may not only be regarded

as one of such threads, but also that this par-

ticular prophecy is really one of the strongest

of them ; and though it may be unwise to

dwell with too great exclusivencss even on this

indication of antecedent design, it is equally

unwise to shut our eyes altogether to the

cogency of it.

The Book of Daniel, like that of Ezra, is writ-

ten partly in Hebrew and partly, as already

stated, in the Aramaic dialect, commonly called

Chaldee. Some have affirmed tliat tlie Chaldee

of Daniel is a disguised imitation of that of Ezra

;

but sufficient linguistic differences have been

pointed out to negative this assumption. These
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differences are, indeed, sliglit, and the Chaldee

nf Ezra and Daniel is more nearly alike than

that of either is to the language of the oldest of

the Chaldee Targums. There is reason to hc-

lieve that neither the Hebrew nor the Chaldee

of Daniel was in use in the time of the Macca-

hees, and hence the notion of a Maccabean ori-

gin for the Book of Daniel is rendered the more

improbable.

To any one who is at all open to belief, the

(luestion of the genuineness of Daniel is decid-

ed by the fact that there are two prophecies in

the book which no hypothesis of its late origin

can at all account for : these are the prophecies

of the fifth empire and that of the seventy

weeks. If there is any meaning at all in 2 : 44 ;

7 : 27, it can only be the promise of a vast and

permanent spiritual kingdom, such as that

which claims to have been founded by Christ.

It is, humanly speaking, as unlikely that this

should have been foreseen in the second cen-

tury as in the sixth before Christ ; and still

more unlikely is it that a person writing in the

second century before Christ the kind of im-

aginary fiction this book would have been,

should have framed so lofty a conception as

this, and have put it into the mouth of Nebu-

chadnezzar, and have asserted it so confidently.

And the same may be said of the prophecy of

the seventy weeks. This is absolutely unin-

telligible on the supposition of its late origin
;

whereas if it is part, as it professes to be, of a

Divine vision, it is not only susceptible of a

marvellously minute interpretation, but seems

to have furnished the only conceivable basis

upon which our Lord declared, when He com-

menced His ministry, that the time was ful-

filled ; for in the whole compass of Scripture

there is nothing to show that the Messianic

hopes and promises were to be fulfilled in the

age of Christ—who claimed to have fulfilled

them—more than at any other time, and yet

we have independent evidence that, at that

time, there was a very general impression that

they were then to be fulfilled.

It is for these reasons, then, that we regard

the Book of Daniel as a genuine work of the

age of Daniel, and as coming to us with his

authority and sanction. Leathca.

With respect to the genuineness and autheu-

ticit}' of this Book of Daniel there is abundance

both of external and of internal evidence. Of

external evidence there is all that can well be

had or desired in a case of this nature : not only

the testimonj' of the whole Jewish Church and

nation, who have constantly received this book

as canonical ; but of Josephus particularly,

who recommends him as the greatest of the

prophets ; of the Jewish Targums and Tal-

muds, which frequently cite and appeal to his

authority ; of Paul and John, who have copied

many of his prophecies ; of our Saviour Him-
self, who citcth his words and styleth him
" Daniel the prophet ;" of ancient historians,

who relate many of the same transactions ; of

the mother of the seven sons and of the father

of the Maccabees, who both recommend the

example of Daniel to their sons ; of old Eleazar

in Egypt, who, praying for the Jews then suf-

fering under the persecution of Ptolemy Philo-

pator(3Mac. 7 ; 6, 7), mentions the deliverance of

Daniel out of the den of lions, together with the

deliverance of the three men out of the fiery fur-

nace ; of the Jewish high-priest, who showed

Daniel's prophecies to Alexander the Great while

he was at Jerusalem; and still higher, of Ezekiel,

a contemporary writer, who greatly extols his

piety and wisdom. Nor is the internal less

powerful and convincing than the external evi-

dence, for the language, the style, the manner

of writing, and all other internal marks and

characters are perfectly agreeable to that age ;

and he appears plainly and undeniably to

have been a prophet by the exact accomplish-

ment of his prophecies, as well those which

have already been fulfilled as those which are

now fulfilling in the world. Bp. Netrton.

To reject the prophecies of Daniel is to reject

the Christian religion ; for this religion is

founded upon his prophecy concerning the

Messiah {Sir Isaac Neirtun) ; but to read this

book with attention and intelligence, and with

an unbiassed mind to follow the advice of our

Saviour when He quoted this very prophecy,
" Let him that readeth understand," might be

sufiicient to convert an unbeliever from deism

to Christianity. Bp. Watson.

The prophecies of Daniel are in a style of

which the Old Testament offers no precisely

similar example ; but when the choice is pro-

posed between two alternatives : shall this be

explained—so far as critical considerations alone

are concerned—from the facts of the age and

circumstances in which it professes to have been

composed, or by the help of a theorj- which

counts the prophecies of the book the work of

a " romancer" inspired by ardent patriotism,

or feverish zeal, or exuberant imagination ?

there can be but little doubt whether facts or

theory will be preferred. Facts point to a

writer bred in Babylonia, as the author ; theo-

ries to a Maccabean. The facts recorded agree

with other facts proved to be true, and with

that probability which, according to Laplace,
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lias " reference partly to our ignorance, partly

to our knowledge," and is consequently a cer-

tain gauge of credibility. It is now simply

impossible to condemn offhand as fictions or

inventions the historical statements put forward

in the Book of Daniel. They can be measured,

in the majority of cases, by their agreement or

disagreement with the facts, practices, manners,

and customs brought to light by cuneiform

discovery. The " records of the past" are only

partly open to the student ; but quite enough

is in his liands to enable him to compare still

undecided historical allegations with proved

historical facts, and by the comparative method

of criticism obtain inferences which are, if neg-

ative, circumstantial and sound. . . .

In conclusion, the broad truth stands out

that " the coloring of the narrative is exactly

Babylonian. The details of the manners and

customs of the Babylonian court are given

with an exactitude, remarkably confirmed by

the monuments, which no writer in Palestine

of the third or second century B.C. could have

possibly attained." Positive and negativeevi-

dences all tend to the same conclusion. The
message is often that of " sealed words' ' (12 : 9),

but in the utterance of the message a real mau
appears. No one can take up this inspired

book without finding in it true marks of au-

thenticity. There is historical accuracy and

spiritual profit, and not that puerility of fiction

or merely intellectual stimulant which would
have marked the work had it been a production

of the Maccabean period. B. C.

The one fact of importance is that we find a

settled canon and arrangement of the sacred

Scriptures universally accepted by the Jews
long before the time of our Lord ; a general

consent that Malachi was the last inspired

prophet ; ani numerous traditions, more or less

trustworthy, throwing light upon the manner
ill which the canon was formed. And we re-

ceive the Book of Daniel as being one of those

Scriptures which the Jews received into their

I anon. The books of the Old Testament come
down to us with a great weight of authority to

back them, just as those of the New Testament

come with all the authority of the councils of

the Church in the fourth century. We do not

say that either the Jewish rabbins or the doc-

tors of the Church could not make a mistake
;

but we do say that this mistake must be clear-

ly proved before we reverse their decision.

Too generally, modern criticism has ignored

this fact, and men have written as if their fan-

cies and notions were as solid grounds for form-

ing a judgment as tlie full knowledge possessed

by the Jews and by the fathers of the fourth

century, who performed for the writings of the

apostles that same work of careful discrimina-

tion which the men of the great synagogue
performed, after the return from exile, for the

Hebrew Scriptures. Lay whatever stres-s you
like upon the fact that the admission of a book
into the canon of Scripture was the work of

men, yet it remains that it was done by men
who were competent for the task, and that

their judgment has stood the test of ages.

R. P. S.

The testimony of the New Testament is, to

a Christian, of higher, truer value than any

other. The Book of the Revelation proveshow
powerful an infiuence the Book of Daniel exer-

cised over the mind of the " beloved disciple."

Paul's description of the Antichrist (2 Thess.

2:4); his delegating the judgment of the

world to God's saints (2 Cor. 6 : 2), have a dis-

tinct reference, verbal and doctrinal, to the

teaching of this prophetic book. The allusions

to the safety of God's prophet when cast into

the den of lions, and to the deliverance of the
" three children" (Heb. 11 : 33, 34), can be un-

derstood of none others than those whose perils

are described in the canonical work. The title,

" Son of Man," which broke from the lips of

the dying Stephen, was the same as that

claimed by the Holy One, itself reflected to

Him from the pages of the prophet.

The Saviour's discourses upon His second

coming contain allusions to the Book of Daniel

too distinct to be mistaken. But He does not

confine Himself to allusions. In one memorable

liassage He refutes by anticipation every cavil

against Daniel. He sat upon the Mount of

Olives, the Holy City at His feet. His disciples

around Him. In a few momentous words He
foretold the destruction of that temple which

rose before Him in all its peerless beauty. As
lie spake of it He gave them the token which

should be the signal of their own dispersion.

" When ye shall see the abomination of desola-

tion, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in

the holy place, . . . then let them which be in

Judea flee," etc. The words have butone plain

meaning and one plain reference. As spoken

by Christ, they invest with dignity and inspira-

tion the author He is quoting. This can be

maintained without for a moment excluding

the legitimate use of intelligent and scientific

criticism. Christ has said nothing which shall

bind us to believe that Daniel reduced the book

to its present form, but He has said that which

forbids us to believe its author a Maccabean

scribe or an Egyptian enthusiast. It was a
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caution impressed by ThccKlorct on the Jews

of his day who rejected the Book of Daniel :

" Remember that iu warring against tlie propliet

you are warring tlirougU tlic inophit against

the Lord of the proplitt " 'I'ln' caulion is

neither superfluous nor iiiiin rcssinv today.

The Loid of that prophet hath hoini' t "stiiuony

to the words of His projihi t liy the month of

His holy Son. Christians aiitiM that tusliniony

for the reason given by Thomas Aquinas :

The opinion advanced by the Holy One of

God, and followed by His apostles, is in full

accordance with the mind and teaching of the

early Jewish and Christian Churches. B. C.

The Lord speaks of Daniel as of a divinely

inspired man, who prophesied events which

were yet future to Him and His disciples, and,

therefore, reach far beyond the time of Anti

ochus. In Luke 1 : 19-36 there is the appear-

ance of the angel Gabriel, who occurs nowhere

else in Holy Scripture but in Dan. 8 : 9. The

first chapter of Luke confirms the objective

truth of Daniel's angelology against the sup-

position that it was a product of later concep-

tions, borrowed from Parsism. Thus our book

enjoys the express testimony of the New Testa-

ment on those very three points which have

been the greatest stumbling-block to modern

criticism : the predictions, narratives of mira-

cles, and appearances of angels contained in it.

Jesus and His apostles looked on Daniel as a

true prophet of God, and on his writings as re-

counting real and Divine miracles and prophe-

cies, and that in a sense severely attacked by

modern criticism, and diametrically opposed to

it. Aubeiien.

The leading grounds on which modern critics

reject the book are the alleged "fabulousness

of its narratives," and " the minuteness of its

prophetic history." "The contents of the

book," it is said, " are irrational and impossi-

ble" IHitzig). Such critics, of course, deny in-

spiration, reject miracles, and set aside as re-

pugnant to reason everything that is Divine or

supernatural in the Scriptures or elsewhere.

Generally it may be said that while the book

presents in many respects a startling and ex-

ceptional character, yet it is far more difficult

to explain its composition in the JIaccabean

period than to connect the peculiarities which

it exhibits with the exigencies of the return.

Die. B.

Objections to the authenticity of the book

were advanced very early. Porphyry (.\.D.

233-302) may be called the father of the ob-

jectors. In the twelfth volume of a work
against the Christians, now lost, he strove to

refute the claims of Daniel to the rank of propli-

ecy. He asserted that the book was not com-

posed by him whose name was attached to it,

but by some writer who lived in Judea in the

days of Antiochus Epiphanes. He urged that

it did not speak of things future so much as

narrate the events of the past. In fact, that

whatever event it recorded up to the time of

Antiochus Epiphanes was true history, but all

beyond that date was false, as the writer must
of necessity have been unacquainted with

futurity. Therefore, was the conclusion, the

book was written in the age of that king.

Porphyry's argument, founded upon adisbelief

iu prophecy, was natuial iu a heathen writer,

and could logically lead to no other conclusion.

Jerome, when reproducing the most forcible of

his objections, either appended to each the

direct or indirect refutation, or pointed out the

way to a sounder mode of interpretation than

was possible to a non-Christian mind.

For many years the question slumbered. It

was not till the beginning of the present cen-

tury that Bertholdt (in 1808) gave an extended

and critical basis to the more or less timid op-

position of the Dutchman Spinosa, the English-

man Hobbes, the Spaniard Acosta, the German
Semler, and their pupils at liomc and abroad.

And from Bertholdt's day to the present the

Book of Daniel has been banished from the " au-

thentic" lists of the Old Testament canon prof-

fered by Gesenius, De Wctte, Ewald, Hitzig,

Bunseu, Bleek. Graf, Schrader, Gratz, and their

followers. These critics unite in fixing the date

of the composition of the book in the age of

Antiochus Epiphanes ; and assign it to some
scribe who assumed the name Daniel as a uom
de plume, that name being the name of one of

Ezekiel's most illustrious contemporaries (chap.

14), and also that of a contemporary of Ezra

(8 : 1, 2) and Nehemiah. Further, the book

was not written in Babylon, but in the Holy

Land, and probably at Jerusalem. The prophe-

cies and miracles, singly or unitedly, have fur-

nished to them as to Porphyry the primary ob-

jections to Daniel. Philological peculiarities,

alleged historical inaccuracies, argumenta e

silentiv, have had more or less weight with

some as secondary and complementary objec-

tions, but the " too accurate predictions," and

the "irrational and impossible" character of

the miracles, have been the main difficulties

felt in perusing the book. B. C.

Tlie denial proceeds on the assumption that
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prediction is impossible, and that, therefore,

the visions of Daniel must have been written

after the events had taken place, and by an un-

known writer, who fictitiously attributed them

to Daniel in order to give them currency ; in

other words, the book is a literary forgery.

But this brings the composition down to 170

B.C., and assumes that the custodians of the

Old Testament Scriptures were easily duped by

the anonymous and apocryphal document, for

only forty years after this we find the book in

the completed Septuagint, the Greek transla-

tion of the Old Testament begun 285 B.C.

Place it only ten years earlier, and the predictive

element remains. It has been a fierce, critical

battle that has been waged over the Book of

Daniel, but the victory remains with those who
maintain its historical character, and who con-

tend that It was written either by Daniel him-

self or by some one who acted as Daniel's lit-

erary editor. The predictions are credible for

him who believes God to be omniscient and

revelation to be possible. The miracles, too,

are rational as impressive manifestations of the

power and purpose of God to deliver His faith-

ful servants in an age when idolatry and mono-

theism were locked in the grapple of life and

death. Behrends.

The spuriousness of Daniel has, for its sole

support, only the theological doubts of the

possibility of prophecy in general, and of a

prophecy so minute in particular. The histori-

cal and philological arguments against its genu-

ineness have been sufficiently refuted by Heng-

stenberg and Havernick. Ebrard. Within

the last thirty years (1861) Hengstenberg, Sack,

Oehler, Havernick, Reichel, Schulze, Herbst,

Vaihinger, Delitzsch, Auberlen, Zundel, Kurtz,

Keil, Hoffman, Drechsel, and Baumgarten have

stood forward as vindicators of the genuine-

ness of Daniel's prophecies, while Niebuhr has

defended the accuracy of his chronological

statements. McCaul.

Points in Evidence of Genuineness.

1. That the Daniel of the age of the Captiv-

ity was a very prominent man in Jewish his-

tory. Even King David was scarcely more so.

He was known to all intelligent Jews of that

age and onward into later times. Far above

all other Jews of his time, he was the distin-

guislied man—prime-minister in the courts suc-

cessively of Nebuchadnezzar and Darius, and

promoted to the very highest rank by Belshaz-

zar just on the eve of his final fall. Obviously

not the doings only of such a man, but his writ-

ings, must be matters of public notoriety. By

how much the more prominent the man, and

by how much the more highly esteemed among
his countrymen, by so much the greater would
be the difficulty of putting forth forgeries in

his name successfully during his lifetime, or at

any period while his name would be worth

using in a forged production
; and hence by so

much the greater would be the certainty that

written documents purporting to be from him
would be genuine.

3. This Book of Daniel, in both Its historic

and prophetic parts, is closely interwoven with

his actual life. It is not easy to conceive how
any book could be more so. Both the outer

and the inner life of the man stand out in his

writings with remarkable distinctness. There

is not a word in the whole book that does not

fit naturally and closely to the life, to the heart,

and to the whole character of this prominent

man, Daniel of the Captivity. Hence the as-

sumption that this book is a forgery, gotten up
three hundred and seventy years after the latest

record of his life, is violently improbable—not

to say utterly incredible.

3. The languages in which the book is writ-

ten determine its age, proving that it must have

been written during, or very near, the Captiv-

ity, and completely disproving the fiction of

Porphyry. The facts are that the portion

(chaps. 3 : 4-7 ; 38) is in Chaldce ; all the rest

in Hebrew. Now the period of the Captivity

is the only one during the whole range of Jew-

ish history in which one of the Jewish sacred

books could have been written thus, a part in

each tongue. For all Scripture was written

for the common people and primarily for the

people then living. This was the only period

in the entire national history of the Jews in

which they understood both these languages.

Again, this was the only period in which the

Chaldee portion could have been reasonably

written, for the benefit of the Chaldean people.

Let any man intelligent in history think of the

Chaldee portion of Daniel as written for the

Chaldean people in the age of Antiochus Epiph-

anes ! The idea is simply absurd. Babylon

had then almost ceased to be. Its relations to

Nebuchadnezzar were all forgotten by its popu-

lation. In the Book of Ezra, chap. 5 through-

out, portions of chaps. 4, 6 and 7 are in Chal-

dee, and a verse or two in Jeremiah ; but these

prophets were substantially in the same age

with Daniel.

4. Some of the salient points in the history

found in this book are referred to in subsequent

Jewish history prior to the death of Antiochus

Epiphancs in a way which renders it nearly
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certain that the book itseif was then extant.

In 1 Mac. 2 : 51-60 the venerable Mattathias of

Moden, himself then near death, exhorts his

sons to " call to remembrance what acts their

fathers did in their time ;" alludes successively

to Abraham, Joseph, Phineas, Joshua, Caleb,

David and Elijah ; and then adds ;
" Ananias,

Azarias and Misael, by be'icving, were savsd

out ot the flame. Daniel, for his innocency,

was saved from tlie mouth of lions." These

words were spolsen by Mattathias before the

date fixed by these German critics for the writ-

ing of the Book of Daniel. I maintain that

there is the strongest presumption for the ex-

istence of this book long before the death of

Epiphanes, even as there is of the other histo-

ries drawn from in this same speech.

5. Josephus is a valuable Jewish witness. A
man of eminent learning, in very high repute

among his countrymen, the author of a full

and very elaborate history of the Jewish nation

from Abraham down to the destruction of tlxeir

city by the Romans (a.d. 70) ; born a.d. 37 and

publishing his works in the latter part of the

first century ; his testimony to the current

opinions of his nation cannot be impeached.

He speaks (Ant. XII. 7 : 6) of the prophecies of

Daniel as being " uttered four hundred and

eight years before"

—

i.e., before the events in

the time of Autiochus Epiphanes. He also

says (Ant. X. 11:7), "All these things, he

(Daniel) left in writing, God exhibiting them
to him, so that those who read, observant of

the events, must needs look on Daniel with

wonder on account of the honor done to him
by God." The fiction of these modern German
critics is squarely confronted by this testimony

of Josephus.

6. There can bo scarcely a doubt that the

Book of Daniel was translated into the Septua-

giut one hundred years before the German scep-

tics admit it to have existed. Some points in

respect to the authors of this celebrated version

and to its production remain considerably ob-

scure ; but there is no ground for doubt that it

was made within the reigns of the first two
Ptolemies in the Greek-Egyptian dynasty, and

at the request and with the aid of these two
kings. Their reigns fill the period B.C. 333-246.

The Pentateuch was brought out first, and

about B.C. 28o. It might be difficult to show
when the whole work was completed, or when
the translation of Daniel was r^ade. But the

whole was manifestly carried through in the

same general movement, for the same common
purposes and objects, and hence, in all probabil-

ity, without unnecessary delay. The Book of

Daniel was in that version. It must, therefore,

with the highest probability have been trans-

lated before B.C. 163. It is not conceivable that

one hundred and twenty years could have been

occupied in completing this work.

7. The Book of Daniel was brought into the

accepted canon of the Old Testament Scrip-

tures not later than the close of the reign of

Artaxerxes Longimanus (B.C. 474-424)

—

i.e., not

far from three hundred years before the death

of Epiphanes. Here Josephus is a competent

witness. He says ;
" We have not a countless

number qf books, discordant and arrayed

against each other, but only twenty-two books,

which are justly accredited as Divine. " Hence
the canon of books accepted as inspired comes
down through the reign of Artaxerxes, but no

further. The twenty-two books of our accept-

ed Old Testament, Daniel included, were all

written, according to Josephus, before that

reign closed—i.e., say at least before B.C. 400.

8. It is remarkable that the time assigned by
these German critics for the writing of this

Book of Daniel was one in which the leading

Jews knew they had no prophet among them

—

knew they had not had one for many years past

—and could not expect one for many years to

come. That is, the existing state of opinion

was thoroughly adverse both to the writing

and to the reception of such a forgery as they

claim this book to be.

The arguments thus far adduced against the

great central position of the critics in question

have designedly been of that historical and

critical sort which those who impugn Daniel

usually delight to honor. It seemed well, first

of all, to meet them on their own ground. It

remains to adduce yet one argument which

those who recognize the Divine mission of

Jesus Christ as the great Teacher sent from

God, will surely honor. Our Divine Lord Him-
self refers (Matt. 24 : 15, 16) to Daniel and to

this book of his, in these words :
" When ye

shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken

of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy

place (whoso readeth let him understand).

Then let them which be in Judea flee into the

mountains." But it will be asked. What do

these sceptical critics say in support of their

positions ? To support their main, central posi-

tion, they begin with denying the fact of any

inspired prophecy either here or elsewhere, and

resolving all predictions of future events into

human sagacity or unfounded anticipations.

But inasmuch as this Book of Daniel records

as prophecy a long series of very minute his

tone events far in the future (e.g., in chaps. 11
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and 8), as well as the general succession of

great dynasties—too much to be attributed to

human sagacity—they insist that the book must
have been written after these events took place.

This they maintain is the common law of his-

torical criticism. If an ancient book of history

should come to light, all critics would settle

the question of its date on the assumption that

it was written later than the events it records.

I replj', this is very true of what is merely

human history ; not at all true of divinely in-

spired prophecy. The fact of a really Divine

inspiration constitutes a bold exception. The
plausibility of this modern plea against Daniel

lies in its tacitly ignoring this distinction.

All the other points made in the attack upon
Daniel are trivial ; that the book contains some
Greek words and some Persian ; that part of it is

written in Chaldee and part in Hebrew ; that

the tone of the composition is peculiar—unlike

that of the other prophets ; that its miracles

are grotesque, and its ideas respecting angels,

the Messiah, and an ascetic life indicate unmis-

takably a late age ; and finally that Daniel

speaks too well of himself, and was too young
to stand so high as he appears in Ezekiel.

The candid and intelligent reader will readily

see that these points are trivial. For there are

not more Greek or Persian words here than ought
to be expected in an author living and writing

in the great commercial and political centre of

the known world. For this known world at

that time practically embraced both Greece and

Persia. There were the best of reasons for

writing some portions in Chaldee—viz., the

special benefit of the Chaldean people. If the

book had been written wholly in Hebrew, a

much stronger objection could be raised against

it, as scarcely credible in view of the author's

relations to the Chaldean people, government,

and language. On the other hand, there were

some good reasons for writing some of it in

Hebrew. Further, the cast of the book is un-

objectionable." True, itis part history and part

prophecy ; but it is all the more useful for

this ; was all needed at the time, and needed

from this author. True, he uses symbols ; but

so did Ezekiel and Zechariah—prophets nearest

his age and of most similar surroundings : and
(what is not less worthy of note) liis symbols
are remarkably Chaldean, as recent discoveries

most abundantly attest. Yet further, its mira-

cles, so far from being " grotesque," are mor-
ally grand and solemnly impressive. Note
liow the salvation of those three men in the

furnace and of Daniel in the den of lions affect-

ed in each case the king on his throne.

Evidently, if this book is not reliably accu-

rate as history, tliere is a somewhat strong pre-

sumption in favor of its being written at a later

date. If it be a forgery of later date, written

by some unknown hand and after the fulfilment

of its apparent prophecies, its religious value

to us becomes nothing, and painful doubts are

thrown upon the reliability of other canonical

Scriptures. But if this book is historically

true, then it was no doubt written by the Daniel

of the Captivity. If written by him, it con-

tains most wonderful prophecy and becomes
its own witness to its Divine inspiration. Thus
the general truth of its history confirms its

genuineness and authenticity, rescues it from

the ruthless hands of mistaken critics, and gives

it back to the church and to mankind, its proofs

brightened and its reliability confirmed by the

ordeal of this fiory furnace of h3'percriticism.

When this book of Daniel becomes fully and

j ustly known it will appear that in respect to

both its history and its prophecy it interlaces

itself so perfectly, not only with the Scriptures

of the Old Testament and the New, but with

all contemporary and subsequent history at

least down to the Christian era, that no violence

can wrench it away. Its position is such among
the pillars of the great temple of truth that

none can pluck it down without laying the

temple itself in ruins. If there be any reliable

history of the ages, then is this book reliable.

Its prophecies have mostly become history ; it-

self came forth from the Spirit of God. H. C.

It cannot even be imagined at what period,

according to this theory, the author wrote the

book. If he wrote before the death of Anti-

ochus, how is it that ho was so intimately ac-

quainted with all the circumstances preceding

that event that he predicted it to the very day ?

If he wrote after his death, how could he pos-

sibly connect with this event his Messianic

dreams ? But in either case the book, with its

Messianic prophecies, would have been rejected

soon after its appearance, on account of the

evident falseness of its predictions. How,
then, can it be accounted for that it attained

canonical dignity ?

Further, the modern theory is incompatible,

in the most essential points, with the text it-

self ; it is not capable of entering into the mani-

fold riches and depth, especially of the first

part of the sacred prophecy. The fulness of

Scripture cannot be bounded and circum-

scribed by so narrow and meagre a scheme.

And this will appear yet more evident when
we consider the individual features of the mon-

archies. If the modem view of our book and
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its object is not capable of accounting for tlie

full and lengthy mention made of the world-

kingdoms in general, it is still less able to ac-

count for the manner in which the individual

kingdoms are treated. The theorists cannot

explain why the first and second parts are at

all different ; why the supposed writer, from

his Maccabcan standpoint, looks back to differ-

ent epochs—in the second and seventh chapters

to the Babylonian kingdom, in thr eighth only

as far as the Medo-Persiau, in tin- sivc nth no

further than the Persian. '\'W\ eaini.t e.xplain

why, in the first-mentioned two chapters, there

are four, in both the others but two monarchies

enumerated ; and in connection with this they

cannot give a satisfactory reason why the eighth

chapter speaks of the Medo-Persian kingdoms

as one ; while, in the second and seventh chap-

ters, according to their view, it is analyzed into

two. Taking the book as genuine, and as what

it asserts itself to be, we have a simple and

natural answer to all these questions, in the

diflferent limes in which the revelations were

vouchsafed, and in the different objects of the

first and second parts. The revelation of the

eighth chapter took place in the third year of

Belshazzar, a time in which the Babylonian

empire was decaying so rapidly, that it neither

required nor deserved a more minute cotisid-

eration. The revelations of the tenth, eleventh,

and twelfth chapters were given to Daniel in

the third year of Cyrus, and thus neither the

Babylonians nor even the Medians needed to be

mentioned ; consequently the kingdoms here

spoken of are Persia and Greece (10 : 13, 20
;

11:3).

Even if we admit that the author might go

back to ancient kingdoms, in order to attain to

a certain fulness and completeness in his enu-

meration of previous world kingdoms, we must

find it strange, as is hinted by Ewald, that he

did not mention also the Assyrian, perhaps even

the Egyptian kingdom. A man living in the

days of the Maccabees, looking back on the

previous sufferings which Israel had to bear

from the world power, had no particular rea-

son for choosing to begin with the Babylonian

kingdom first, as little reason as to leave it out

in the later chapters. But who can avoid see-

ing, in this very circumstance, that the Baby-

lonian kingdom is mentioned as the first—

a

new and important proof that the date of our

book is that of the Babylonian exile, and that

on the supposition of the genuineness of Daniel,

a multitude of phenomena actually lying before

us, and which must remain unaccounted for

and imintelligible to modern criticism, are seen

to have a rational basis. We have seen in our

first chapter that the reason why Daniel begins

with the Babylonian kingdom was not merely

his external, personal, and historical position,

but an inner reason, related to the whole de-

velopment of the history of revelation. For it

was from the beginning of the Babylonian exile

that the existence of an independent theocracy

on earth ceased, and is not restored even to this

hour ; the empire of the world powers still en-

dures.

According to the view adopted by modern

criticism, the Book of Daniel furnishes us mere-

ly with 5i fragment of political history from

Nebuchadnezzar to Antiochus Epipuanes ; ac-

cording to our view—that is, according to what

the bodk says of itself—it intends to repre-

sent something infinitely deeper and more sub-

lime—viz., the relation of tlie two fundamental

powers of vniversal history, the kingdom of God
and the kingdom of the world, from the time

when the kingdom of God ceases to exist as a

separate state till the time when it shall be re-

established as such in glory. And thus our book

becomes truly a prophetic, and hence a canoni-

cal book, since it places all detail and individual

history in the light of the whole development

of the Divine plan of salvation, and the gov-

ernment of the world, and reaches even unto

the end of time. Auberlen.

Use of Hebrew and Chaldee.

The alternate use of Hebrew and Chaldee is

the main linguistic peculiarity of the Book of

Daniel, and is indicative of a date when he who
wrote it was familiar with both. It certainly

has the eflfect of externally placing the book

among the writings of the Captivity ; Jeremiah

and Ezra being the only two canonical works

connected with that period which exhibit a

similar union.

The Hebrew and Chaldee present respective-

ly imdoubted peculiarities, at the same time

that they suggest as their author such a man
as the Daniel of Scripture is described to be.

The circumstances of his life and education are

more tlian sufiicient to account for his style and

diction. The Hebrew is the Hebrew of the

Captivity.

The " Chaldee" of the Bible (Dan. 2 : 4 to

chap. 7, end ; Ezra 4 : 8 to 6 : 18 ; 7 : 12-26 ;

Jer. 10 : 11 ; Gen. 31 : 47 has two words) con-

tains the oldest existing remains of the oldest

Aramaic speech. Aramaic has two dialects,

west and east Aramaic, and the latter is the

name given to the language which became
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lurrent among tlie Jews during and after the

Captivity. B. C.

It is at chap. 2 : 4 that the Clialdee is first

used, wrongly called in our version Syriac, but

iu the original Aramaic, the common dialect of

all the descendants of Aram (Gen. 10 : 23).

Keally Syriac and Chaldee are simply dialects

of Aramaic, but the former is best known to us

as a Christian tongue famous for the transla-

tions made into it of the Scriptures, and for the

works of the great writers of the schools of

Edessa and Nisibis, beginning with Ephrem
Syrus in the fourth century, and ending witli

Gregory Bar-Hebroeus in the thirteenth ; while

Chaldee had a literature partly heathen and

l)ai-tly Jewish, having maintained in Palestine

the ascendencj' which it obtained over the Jews

while living at Babylon.

The exact comparison of the Chaldee of

Daniel with that of Ezra has clearly proved

that they are of tlie same age, while, neverthe-

less, there are sufficient points of difference to

show that the one is not an imitation of the

other. In both the influence of pure Hebrew
is strongly marked ; while in the Targums,

which were not actually committed to writing

till about the time of the Christian era, though

most of the matter was more ancient, having

been handed down by oral tradition in the

schools of the scribes, the differences from the

language and style of Daniel and Ezra are very

large, and there is a complete absence of all

Hebraisms. A careful examination, moreover,

of the Hebrew of Daniel justifies Keil in the

assertion, as " an incontrovertible fact, that it

Ijears the closest affinity to the language of the

writings iu the e.\ile, especially EzeUiel's."

It was only during the time of the exile that

there was any occasion for using both lan-

guages, or the probability that a writer would

be equally skilled in their use. R. P. S.

The language of the book, no less than its

general form, belongs to an era of transition.

Like Ezra, Daniel is composed partly in the

vernacular Aramaic (Chaldee) and partly in the

sacred Hebrew. The introduction (chaps. 1

to 2 : 4 a) is written in Hebrew. On the occa-

sion of the Syriac (i.e., Aramaic) answer of the

Clialdeans, the language changes to Aramaic,

and this is retained till the close of the seventh

chapter (chaps. 2 : 4 i to 7). The personal in-

troduction of Daniel as the writer of the text

(H : 1) is marked by the resumption of the He-

brew, which continues to the close of tlie book

(chaps. 8 to 13). The character of the Hebrew
bears the closest affinity to that of Ezekiel and

Habakkuk. The Aramaic, like that of Ezra,

is also of an earlier form than exists in any
other Chaldaic document. The use of Greek

technical terms marks a period when commerce
had already united Persia and Greece ; and the

occurrence of peculiar words which admit of

an explanation by reference to Aryan and not

to Shemitic roots is almost inexplicable on the

supposition that the prophecies are a Palestinian

forgery of the Maccabean age. Die. B.

The History Illustrated by the TiMets.

The writer of great part of the book, if not

even of the whole, becomes the very first per-

son in the kingdom next to the king, and lives

and prospers under four monarchs, called re-

spectively, Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Cyrus,

and Darius. We have thus a considerable body

of Babylonian history in this book ; and numer-

ous points present themselves on which some
illustration of the history from profane sources

is possible. Take the character of Nebuchad-

nezzar's court. It is vast and complicated,

elaborate in its organization, careful in its eti-

quette, magnificent in its ceremonial. Among
the most important personages in it are a class

who profess to have the power of expounding

dreams, and generally foretelling future events

by means of magic, sorcery, and astrology

(chap. 2 : 2, 10, 27, etc.). Next to these are the

civil administrators, "princes, governors, cap-

tains, judges, treasurers, councillore, sheriffs,

and rulers of provinces" (chap. 3 : 2), who are

specially summoned to attend in full numbers

on certain grand occasions. The king is waited

on by eunuchs, sometimes of royal descent,

who are subjected to a three years' careful

training, and are under the superintendence of

a " master of the eunuchs," who is an officer of

high position (cliap. 1 : 3-5). The monarch has,

of course, a " body-guard," which is under the

command of a " captain" (chap. 2 : 14), another

high official. JIusic is used at the court in

ceremonials, and is apparently of an advanced

kind, the bands comprising performers on at

least six different musical instruments (chap.

3 : 5, 7, 10. etc.). The Babylonian and Assy-

rian remains amply illustrate most of these

particulars. Magic holds a most important

place in both nations, and the monarchs set a

special value on it. Their libraries contained

hundreds of tablets, copied with the utmost

care, on which were recorded the exorcisms,

the charms, the talismans and the astronomical

prognostics, which had come down from a re-

mote antiquity, and which were implicitly be-

lieved in. The celestial phenomena were con-

stantly observed, and reports sent to the court
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from the observatories, wiiicli formed the

jrroundwork of confident predictions. Eclipses

were especially noted, and, according to the

month and day of their occurrence, were re-

garded as portending events, political, social,

or meteorological.

The position of the king in the Babylonian

court as absolute lord and master of the lives

and liberties even of the greatest of his subjects,

able to condemn to death, not only individuals

(chap. 3 : 19), but a whole class, and that class

the highest iu the State (chap. 2 : 12-14), is

thoroughly in accordance nith nil th;it profane

history tells us of the IJaliyli>ni;iii ;;c)\ ( ruTiu-ntal

system. In Oriental monanliirs it u as not al-

ways so. The writer of tlie IJonU of Daniel

shows a just appreciation of the difference be-

tween the Babylonian and the Mcdo-Persian

systems, when he makes Darius the Alede in-

fluenced by his nobles, and compelled to do

things against his will by a " law of the Modes

and Persians, which altered not" (chap. 0:14-

17) ; while Nebuchadnezzar tlie Babylonian is

wholly untrammelled, and docs not seem even

to consult his lords on matters where the high-

est interests of the State are concerned. Baby-

lonian and Assyrian monarchs were absolute iu

the fullest sense of the word. No traditional

"law" restrained them. Their nobility was

an official nobility, like that of Turkey at the

]iresent day. They themselves raised it to

power ; and it lay with them to degrade its

members at their pleasure. Officers such as

the tartan, or " commander-in-chief," the rab-

shakeh, or "chief cupbearer," and the rab-

saris, or " chief eunuch," held the highest posi-

tions (2 K. 18 : 17)—mere creatures of the king,

whom a "breath had made," and a breath

could as easily " unmake." The kings, more-

over, claimed to be of Divine origin, and re-

ceived Divine honors. G. R.

Oliver Points Touching the Scope and Usefillness

of the Book.

The Book of Daniel comprises the whole

time of the servitude and dispersion of the holy

people. Hence the importance of this book,

and its great use for our times. But this period

is described not only by Daniel, but also by

Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi ; al.so, the evan-

gelists and apostles lived duriug this period,

and both as prophets and teachers they speak

of its peculiarities. There is, moreover, no

book in the Old Testament in which mention

is not made of this period, for all the prophe-

cies of Christ's incarnation, suffering, death,

resurrection and ascension, as also the prophe-

cies relating to the dispersion of Israel, refer

to this time. But Daniel has this advantage,

that he lived at the beginning of this period,

and that he described it to its end. Boos.

In the Book of Daniel the vast drama of Gen-

tile history is claimed for God, and the grand

stream of the world's onward progress is set

before us as pcsscssing an intrinsic value, and

therefore as the fitting object of God's provi-

dence. And Daniel held just the position

which made him the right person thus to vin-

dicate for God the whole course of liuman

events. A Jew by birth, intensely patriotic,

devoted tc» the observance of the Jewish law,

constant in his prayers for Iiis people, he was
also the president of a learned heathen caste

and the vizier of a Gentile king. The conduct

of the affairs of a mighty empire must have

daily brought him into business relations with

other men, and the narrow prejudices which

grow up in isolation must have melted before

the warmer feelings and larger interests which

arise out of a more extensive knowledge of

human affairs and a closer contact with men.
To Daniel the Jewish Church and nation were

of all things those which he most prized, but

he knew the worth also and importance of

God's empire over the heathen world. R. P. S.

As it had been the habit of the prophets to

connect in their visions the glories of the latter

days with the blessings of the immediate fu-

ture, they placed no interval between their pic-

ture of the return from captivity and the de-

scription of the times of the Messiah. The
people, giving a chronological interpretation to

this connection, imagined that the restoration

of Jerusalem would immediately precede the

coming of the Christ. But a larger horizon

spread before the eyes of Daniel ; aud the aim

of his ministry was to inspire into Israel a new
virtue—that of calmness in expectation, of

faith taking the foi-m of perseverance.

Under Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel had had a

vision of the unfolding of histor}- up to the

coming of the Messiah, under many grand

phases—stages in the journey of humanity in

search of its lost unity. In the colossal image,
" whose head was of gold, his breast and his

arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass,

his legs of iron, and his feet part of iron and

part of clay," he had recognized four forms of

terrestrial power, hostile to God, which were to

succeed each other before the coming of Christ.

Then, in the little stone, cut out from the

mountain without hands, which had smitten

and overturned the image and taken its place,

becoming a great mountain which filled the
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whole earth, he had discerned without diffi-

culty the kingdom of the Messiah, feeble at its

beginaiug, but growing through the Divine

power, and taking the place of all otlier pow
ers. And who could fail to see the wonderful

correspondence between this prophetic picture

and the general course of history ? At the

very moment when the last and mightiest of

the heathen monarchies was swallowing up the

remains of all the preceding ones, and gather-

ing together under one rule all the nations of

the world, a Child of obscure parentage was

born in Bethlehem and grew up at Nazareth.

It was the power of the Spirit which was then

making its appearance and becoming incarnate

in a Man, soon to come into collision with the

brutality of earthly power. The shock took

place, and we know its effects. The image has

crumbled to pieces ; the little stone is unin-

j ured and still growing. The trial, it is true,

is not yet over ; but the results of experience

are before us, to enable us to foresee the realiza-

tion of the end described in the prophetic vision.

Thus, then, four great empires are to succeed

each other from the time of Daniel to that of

the Messiah on the stage of the world. Daniel

contemplates them over again in the vision re-

lated in chap. 7 under the image of the four

living creatures which he beholds emerging in

succession from the waters of the sea—that is,

from the midst of heathendom—and which

vanish to make room for the one only eternal

kingdom—that of which the figure of the Son

of man is the emblem. Godet.

We have in the Book of Daniel a necessary

link between the Old and New Testament, and

its development of doctrine as regards the aboli-

tion of the Jewish dispensation, the universal-

ity of Christ's kingdom, the resurrection of the

dead and the general judgment, is as indis-

pensable for the unity of Holy Scripture as

Isaiah's development of doctrine with regard

to the efficacy of Christ's atonement. It re-

mains only to add that no single trace of Mac-

cabean feeling can be found in it. The time of

the Maccabees was intensely Jewish in its sym-

pathies ; the Book of Daniel is cosmopolitan.

The Maccabees, wronged and persecuted by

Antiochus Epiphanes, hated the Gentiles with

hearty abomination ; the Book of Daniel re-

gards them with large-hearted affection. In

the Maccabean age the people mourned over

the absence of the prophetic spirit and the

withdrawal of all external signs of God's pres-

ence ; the Book of Daniel belongs to a time

when prophecy and miracle are still things of

the present, vouchsafed upon all worthy occa-

sions. And when we take into consideration

the historical accuracy of the book, its thorough

acquaintance with the minuter details of the

Babylonian and Medo-Persian empires, its per-

fect mastery both of the Hebrew and the Chal-

dee languages, and the deep interest it displays

in the fortunes of heathen empires, we may feel

quite certain that such a work was no product

of Maccabean times. There was neither knowl-

edge enough then, nor largeness of heart enough
for such a work. R. Pye Smith.

Daniel and the Remlation. The Book of

Daniel bears the same relation to the Old Testa-

ment, and especially to the Prophets, as the

Revelation of John to the New, and especially

to the prophetic sayings of Christ and His apos-

tles. Daniel is the Apocalypse of the Old Tes-

tament. Other books of the Old Testament as

well speak of the great Messianic future ; other

books of the New Testament as well speak of

the second coming, or Parousia of Christ. But,

while the other prophets bring only the par-

ticular situation of the people of God at the

time into the light of prophecy, and while the

apostles give disclosures on special eschatologi-

cal points, as the wants and necessities of their

readers demand them ; Daniel and the Revela-

tion of John are not so much called forth by a

temporary want, and given for a special end,

but they have the more general aim of serving

as prophetic lamps to the coagregation of God
in those times, in which there is no revelation,

and in which the Church is given into the hands

of the Gentiles (Luke 21 : 24). We thus recog-

nize Daniel as the light which was sent for the

comfort of those who were " wise." to lighten

the darkness of the half millennium, from the

Captivity till Christ and the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans. And. in like man-

ner, the Apocalypse of John was given to the

saints of the new covenant, as a guiding star,

to lead them on their pilgrim's journey through

the world, from the first coming of Christ, or

rather from the destruction of Jerusalem till

His second coming, when He shall establish the

kingdom of glory. (Cf. Tit. 3 ; 11-13 ; Rev.

1:7; 33 : 17, 20.) The last days indeed form

also the subject of Daniel's visions (chaps. 3

and 7), and therefore we must necessarily ex-

pect an intimate connection between these chap-

ters and the Apocalypse. But, while Daniel

writes for Jews, and from the Old Testament

standpoint, John, standing on New Testament

ground, writes for Gentile Christians, a differ-

ence rich in consequences.

Such being the object for which the apoca-

lyptic books were given, it wiU easily be seen
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why theic is, strictly spcalsing, only one Apoca-

lypse in each Testament, tliougli there are many
propliets in the Old, anil many prophetical dis-

closures in the New. There arc two great

periods of revelation, that of the Old and that

of the New Testament. And each of these is

followed by a period without revelation ; that

which succeeded the Exile, and that which suc-

ceeded the apostles (the Church historical pe-

riod). The apocalyptic books are the two
lights which shine out of the former periods

into the latter. And hence each Apocalypse is

among the latest works of its respective canon
;

it is written at a time when revelation, about

to lapse into silence, gathers once more its

whole strength into a final effort. We arc

taught this by the very name apocalyptic. It

is an apocalypse (Rev. 1 : 1), a revelation in a

peculiar emphatic sense, needed for the times

without revelation ; a guiding star in the times

of the Gentiles. Auberlen.

During the last hundred years there have

been numerous efforts to find European history

anticipated in Daniel—to trace out in his proph-

ecies the latest moves on the chessboard of Eu-

ropean politics—the career of Napoleon the

Great or of Napoleon the less ; of the Turk or

Pacha ; or of the Emperor of all the Russias.

No author was ever stretched or cut to a pro-

crustean bed with more recklessness than this

same sensible and excellent Daniel. The sad

record of his experiences at the hands of

expositors of prophecy should admonish us to

approach his writings with a docile spirit, to

ask him what he meant to say, and not to bring

to him a set of ideas and then torture him and

his words till they can be made to indorse

them. H. C.

Two Glasses of Prnjjhecu : 1 . Chapters II. and
VII. 2. Cluiptei-s i'lIL-XL Difference in

tJieir Scope.

The visions of the first seven chapters, nota-

bly those of the second and seventh chapters,

take in the entire course of human history to

the end of time. The visions recorded in the

eighth and following chapters are narrower in

scope, and have a definite boundary in time.

They deal with the fortunes of the .Jew under

tlie Greek and S3'rian dominion, and close with

tlie advent and the death of the Messiah. This

cleavage in the prophetic subject-matter is in

dieated in the change of language. From the

eighth chapter on to the close the book is writ-

ten in Hebrew— the sacred speech of the Jew
;

but from the fourth verse of the second chap-

ter to the end of the seventh chapter the lan-

guage is the Eastern Aramaic or Chaldee, the

language which the exiled Jews used on the

street and in the market, and which Nebuchad-

nezzar spoke and understood. Or, to phrase it

differently, the first part of Daniel is written

in the speech of the world, because the world is

the subject of vision and interpretation ; the

second part of Daniel is written in the language

of the Church, because vision and interpreta-

tion deal with the fortunes of Israel, whose
mission ends with the advent of Christ.

This distinction between the two classes of

prophecy in Daniel is of importance to a proper

understanding of tnem. Some interpreters,

beginning with the earlier visions—Nebuchad-

nezzar's great image and Daniel's four beasts

—

and noting their world-wide scope, have tried

to discover a similar scope in the eleventh and

twelfth chapters, to their own and their readers'

bewilderment. Others, beginning with these

last chapters, and pointing out clearly that they

deal with the Syrian rule over Palestine, and

go down no farther than the advent and death

of the Messiah, have carried this over to the

earlier visions, insisting that the two classes are

practically repetitions. The way out of this

tangle is to treat the two classes separately, the

very difference in the language hinting as

much. If this fact had been clearly noted, no

one would ever have identified the " little

horn" of the seventh chapter with the " little

horn" of the eighth chapter. In the seventh

chapter the " little horn" makes its appearance

among the horns of the fourth and the last

beast, which can only be the Roman empire ;

while the " little horn" of the eighth chapter

is a horn which grew up among the four horns

which took the place of the " notable horn" on

the head of the he-goat, by whom the two-

horned ram was destroyed. There are four

beasts in the seventh chapter ; there are only

two beasts in the eighth ; and the interpreta-

tion which follows leaves no doubt that the

two-horned ram is the Medio-Persian empire,

while the he goat with the notable horn is the

Macedonian-Greek rule, which, under Alexan-

der the Great, trampled out the life of the Per-

sian authority. Upon his death, the new king-

dom was divided into four parts ; and among
the Syrian rulers was one whom the Jews re-

membered with special detestation, as the dese-

crator of their sanctuary—Antiochus Epipha-

nes. He is the " little horn" of the eighth

cliapter. So plain is all this, that the rational-

istic critics, who deny all predictive prophecy,

insist that the latter half of Daniel must be a
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pseuilograph, -n-ritten in his name, but not by

liiin, and invented only when the events had

already taken place.

But the " little horn" of the seventh chapter

is not associated with the Greek empire. These

are four beasts—a lion with eagle's wings ; a

bear, heavy and voracious ; a leopard, swift,

with four wings and four heads ; and a fourth

beast, great and terrible, with iron teeth and

hoofs, and with ten horns, among which a

" little horn" appears. The traditional inter-

pretation is still the best. The lion with eagle's

wings is the Babylonian empire of Nebuchad-

nezzar. The bear, heavy and voracious, is the

Medo Persian empire of Cyrus. The leopard,

swift, with four wings and four heads, is the

empire of Alexander, broken at his death into

four parts. So far as there is any parallelism,

the leopard of the seventh chapter is the he-

goat of the eighth. But the vision of the sev-

enth chapter goes beyond the Greek empire.

The fourth beast, with iron teeth and hoofs, is

the Roman empire. It is broken into ten parts,

and then the " little horn" appears, which is

described as diverse from the other horns—with

human e3'es, and a mouth speaking blasphe-

mies, making war upon the saints, claiming to

be God, and attempting to introduce a univer-

sal religious revolution. We know that the

Roman empire was broken into numerous parts,

there being even now ten great powere which

occupy the old Roman ground—England, Den-

mark, Norway and Sweden, Germany, Russia,

?i"urkey, Austria, Italy, Spain and France.

Among these ten powers we must look for the

"little horn," which subdues three of them,

which is not in the line of natural succession,

but which grows up by the side of the remain-

ing seven, and is noted for its blasphemj-. We
should expect to find it already existing, even

though it have not already attained its full

power, and were still awaiting its deserved

doom.

The choice, it seems to me, lies between two

interpretations. There are those who think

that the " little horn" represents the rise of

modern anarchy, which is of European birth,

and which permeates most widely the three na-

tions of Russia, Germany and France. The

discontent is deep and bitter. And the anarchy

which in these lands makes war upon the

State also makes war upon industry, upon the

family and upon the Church. It is not only

atheistic, it is diabolical and immoral. It wo>ild

change times and seasons. It insists that the

whole modem order must go, that all existing

institutions are tyrannical, and that Christian-

ity is the most oppressive of them all. These

things are boldly preached and widely circu-

lated in print. Insane as these vaporings may
be, they must be made aceoimt of ; and there

can be no question that on both sides of the At-

lantic the problem is up whether we can pre-

serve our Christian civilization—not this part

of it or that, but the whole edifice from founda-

tion to roof. The resemblance between all this

and the " little horn" of our chapter is certain-

ly striking and startling ; and I do not wonder
that many regard it as almost a demonstration.

Of course, upon this theory the " little horn"

is only growing at present ; its advent to power
and its judgment are yet to come.

There is, however, another view which in

some respects is even more striking. This

makes the papacy the " little horn. " I say the

papacy, not the Roman Catholic Church ; for

the Roman Catholic Church existed centuries

before there was any papacy. The papacy is

an excrescence, and the destruction of the

papacy would not be the destruction of the

Roman Catholic Church. The Roman Catho-

lic Church can be reformed ; the papacy can-

not be. The end of the Pope's temporal power
did not weaken the Catholic Church ; the end

of the Pope's spiritual power would not de-

stroy the Church. The Roman Catholic Church
existed during the period of the Roman em-
pire ; but the papacy belongs to the period of

political disintegration, when Europe was be-

ginning to crystallize into its modern States.

Among the ten horns this "little horn" ap-

peared, and different from them all, with dif-

ferent aims and different methods. It has

plucked up three horns by the roots—Italy,

Austria and Spain—subjugating them com-

pletely, while the other States have defied its

authority. Has it not spoken blasphemous

things ? Does it not presume to sit upon the

throne of God ? Has it not changed times and

seasons, substituting its own enactments for

the simple religion of the New Testament ? Is

not its path lighted with martyr fires ? Are

not its hands red with blood ? Nothing can

wipe out the stains of the n:assacre of St. Bar-

tholomew's day and of the butcheries of the

Duke of Alva, hailed with acclamations in the

Vatican. It is the papacy which is responsible

for all this —that system of ecclesiastical usurpa-

tion which chained the Bible, which repressed

free thought, which smote with its iron rod all

who challenged its claims. Whereunto shall it

grow ? Some think the grapple is yet to come.

Others think that Luther's hammer struck the

" little horn," and that we are only witnessing
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its dying agonies. The temporiil power is

gone. The spiritual power is waning. The
people arc thinking for themselves. I greatly

mistake the temper of the whole wide world if

the days of the papacy are not numbered.

That will be the redemption of the old Roman
Catholic Church, which is still the home of

many devout and earnest souls.

The vision assures us tliat the victorj' will be

on the side of truth, and order, and freedom,

and home, and God. Thrones will be set, judg-

ment will be pronounced and the scariet ban-

ner of ourlmmanuel will float over the nations.

For that, after all. is the lesson designed to be

taught by all these strange and perplexing

visions, whether in Daniel or in the Apoca-

lypse. Here is tlie philosophy of prophecy.

Its aim is not to satisfy our curiosity, but to in-

spire us with courage and faith. The end is

righteousness and peace. There liave been

trying times—years when the bottomless pit

seemed to yawn at men's feet. But the world

has not fallen. And the world will not fall.

The pierced hands are holding it. It shall

swing out of battle into peace, out of tempest

into sunshine, out of night into day. And
then shall come the ages of everlasting beauty

and of theVndyiug song ! Bchrends.

DANIEL, CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 In the third year of tlie reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah came Nebuchadnezzar

2 king of Babylon unto Jerusalem, and besieged it. And the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of

Judah into his hand, with part of the vessels of the house of God ; and he carried them into

the land of Shinar to the house of his god : and he brought the vessels into the treasure

3 house of his god. And the king spake unto Ashpenaz the master of his eunuchs, that he

should bring in certain of the children of Israel, even of the seed royal and of the nobles
;

4 youths in whom was no blemish, but well favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and cunning

in knowledge, and understanding science, and such as had ability to stand in the king's

5 palace ; and that he should teach them the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans. And
the king appointed for them a daily portion of the king's meat, and of the wine which he

drank, and that they should be nourished tliree years ; that at the end thereof they might

6 stand before the king. Now among these were, of the children of Judah, Daniel, Hananiah,

7 Mishael, and Azariah. And the prince of the eunuchs gave names unto them : unto Daniel

he gave the name of Belteshazzar ; and to Hananiah, of Shadrach ; and to Mishael, o/Me-

8 shach ; and to Azariah, of Abed-nego. But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would not

defile himself with the king's meat, nor with the wine which he drank ; therefore he request-

9 ed of the prince of the eunuchs that he might not defile himself. Now God made Daniel to

10 find favour and compassion in the sight of the prince of the eunuchs. And the prince of

the eunuchs said unto Daniel, I fear my lord the king, who hath appointed your meat and

your drink : for why should he see your faces worse liking than the youths which are of

11 your own age ? so should ye endanger my head with the king. Then said Daniel to the

steward, whom the prince of the eunuchs had appointed over Daniel, Hananiah. Mishael,

13 and Azariah : Prove thy servants, I beseech thee, ten days ; and let them give us pulse to

13 eat, and water to drink. Then let our countenances be looked upon before thee, and the

countenance of the youths that eat of the king's meat ; and as thou scest, deal with thy ser-

14, 15 vants. So he hearkened unto them in this matter, and proved them ten days. And at

the end of ten days their countenances appeared fairer, and they were fatter in flesh, than all

16 the youths which did eat of the king's meat. So the steward took away their meat, and the

17 wine that they should drink, and gave them piilse. Now as for these four youths, God

gave them knowledge and skill in all learning and wisdom ; and Daniel had understanding

18 in all visions and dreams. And at the end of the days which the king had appointed for

19 bringing them in. the prince of the eunuchs brought them in before Nebuchadnezzar. And

the king communed with them ; and among them all was found none like Daniel, Hananiah,

20 Mishael, and Azariah : therefore stood they before the king. And in every matter of wis-



dom and understanding, concerning vrhicU the king inquired of them, he found tliera ten

21 times better than all the magicians and enchanters that were in all his realm. And Daniel

continued even unto the first year of king Cyrus.

Daniel was taken to Babylon in the first de-

portation in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, seven

years, consequently, before the captivity of

Jehoiachin, with whom Ezekiel was carried

away (Ezek. 1 : 1, 2). Nebuchadnezzar had en-

tered upon the expedition the preceding year

(Dan. 1 : 1), when his father was still living,

but liastened back after Jerusalem was taken,

in consequence of the intelligence of his father's

death, that he might make sure of his own ac-

cession to the throne. The two prophets of

the Captivity, Ezekiel and Daniel, were called

to the exercise of entirely distinct functions.

Ezekiel dwelt with the captives at the river

Chebar, among whom he labored for their spir-

itual good, delivering to them such messages

as from time to time he received. Daniel was

taken directly to the city of Babylon itself, to

be in the king's palace (Dan. 1 : 3, 4), where he

rose to a high official position in the adminis-

tration of the affairs of the empire (3 : 48, 49).

While Ezekiel's task was that of exerting a re-

ligious influence upon the exiles themselves,

and thus furthering the ends of this severe dis-

cipline to which they were subjected, Daniel

had his station at the court of the king, where

he was to exert an influence on their behalf,

protecting them from injurious treatment, and

perhaps in due time preparing the way for

their return.

Ezekiel was of priestly (Ezek. 1 : 3), Daniel

of royal descent (Dan. 1:3); and this fact had

its influence upon their respective prophecies.

While Ezekiel deals largely in the symbols of

the sanctuary, and sees in his visions the cheru-

bim (Ezek. 10), the temple, and the ritual

(Ezek. 40-48), the future of the people of God

being presented to him under the emblem of

the re-erection of the earthly sanctuary with

greatly enlarged dimensions, and the restora-

tion of the ceremonial service, the same thing

is foreshown to Daniel as the establishment of

a universal kingdom which is to supersede and

outlast every earthly kingdom. W. H. G.

Chap. I. This chapter introduces Daniel;

gives his early personal history and that of his

three young friends. They refuse the delica-

cies of the king's table, and at their own re-

quest are proved on purely vegetable food—

successfully (verses 8-16). They appear before

the Chaldean king, and are approved (verses

17-21).

2. Daniel is careful Id say (with liistorieul

accuracy) that at this time the king of Babylon
took away only a part of the vessels of the tem-

ple. Many more were taken during the short

reign of Jeconiah (see 3 K. 24 : 13) and yet some
were left behind then, to be taken at the final

destruction of the city in the reign of Zedekiah.

Of tlie latter, special mention is made by Jere-

miah (chap. 27 : 19-22). This matter of the sa-

cred vessels of the temple was to the Jews of

the utmost moment. This heathen king car-

ried these sacred vessels into the house of his

god as trophies of victory gained by the favor

of his idol over the God of Israel. It was com-

mon for heathen kings to honor their own gods

in this way. II. C.

4. From Herodotus and Strabo it is evident

that there existed in Babylon, as in Egypt and

(later on) in Persia, an hereditary order of

" priests" named Chaldeans, masters of all the

science and literature as well as of the religious

ceremonies current among the people, and de-

voted from very early times to that habit of

astronomical observation which their brilliant

sky so much favored. This priest class was
not, strictly speaking, a caste. It was rather

a sacerdotal and a learned society into which for-

eigners and natives, as well as the sons of the

priest- members, were admitted. In the hands

of these men the education of the young was
deposited ; and instruction in their " learning

and tongue"—their written documents and sci-

entific language—was a final and necessary

part of the education of those whose physical

beauty had already secured them commenda-
tion. B. C.

Daniel was to be instructed in the language

and learning of the Chaldeans. Babylon was a

university city, and among the fragments

which have been unearthed there, as also at

Nineveh, are fragments of text-books, linguis-

tic and scientific. To learn to read and write

inscriptions in the Babylonian language, and in

the Accadian-Sumorian, the language of the an-

cient literature of Babylon, was the beginning.

Then there was the literature itself to be mas-

tered, little fragments of which have come
down to us. But the head and front of Baby-

lonian wisdom was astrology (Dan. 1 : 20) ; and

the largest book, or series of tablets, of which

we have knowledge (from the library of Sar-

danapalus), is a work on astronomy or astrology

in seventy volumes. He who acquired the

learning of tiie Chaldeans must have been
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taught what days of the month were lucky and

uulucky for each several enterprise. lie must

have studied the hidden meanings of eclipses

and comets. He must have been trained in

that curious pseudo-scientific S3'stem by wliirli

the astrologers, recording iu comparison ter-

restrial events and celestial configurations and

phenomena, sought to ascertain what would

happen on earth at some future time by com-

puting the condition of the heavens for that

period. And he wlio was a pupil of the wise

men of Babylon must have learned the wisdom
of the marji with reference to the stars and star

spirits, which are inextricably bound up with

the life and fate of the nations and men to

whom they belong (Dan. 10 : 13, 21 ; 13 : 1).

Thousands of inscribed clay tablets from Baby-

lon and neighboring cities enable us also to

enter into the domestic and financial life of

Daniel's time with singular minuteness. We
are learning the price of almost every article of

common use from deeds of sale and contracts

inscribed on these little clay tablets, and de-

posited for safe keeping with the banking

house of Egibi, and placed in tlieir safety deposit

vaults, which were great earthenware jars (Jer.

32 : 14). We have court records, marriage set-

tlements, wills, and the lilie, preserved to us in

the same manner. /. P. Peters.

6. As far as we can calculate Daniel was

about fourteen or fifteen years old when bis

education began. From the second chapter we
learn that this training began immediately after

he had been made a captive, and, as the Jewish

monarchy had eighteen years of slow wasting

and decay to pass through between that third

year of Jehoiakim and the fall of Zedekiah, its

last weak king, Daniel must have reached the

prime of manhood, and have held a position of

great power and influence at Nebuchadnezzar's

court long before Jerusalem perished in the

flames. The exiled Ezekiel, in coupling his

name with those of Noah and Job (Ezek. 14 :

14), leads us to tlie conviction that his reputa-

tion for goodness and wisdom was spread

throughout the whole region wherein the cap-

tive Israelites dwelt. It was a merciful provi-

sion for them that at the conqueror's court there

should be one who could do so much to soften

the bitterness of their condition, and whose ex-

ample would strengthen them so greatly in

holding firmly to the faith. R. P. S.

7. These names are compounded with the

names of the true God ; El being wrought into

Daniel (meaning judge for God) and into Mishael

(who is what God is ?), while the last syllable

of Jehovah appears iu llauiiniah (whom Jeho-

vah has graciously given) and Azariah (one

helped of God). The new names expunge all

recognition of the true God, and honor the

C'lialdean gods instead ; Daniel having Bel

wrought into his, Belteshazzar, which means a

prince of Bel. H. C.

8-10. Daniels fir.st reqmxt
:<f the lu,t,l nf the

royal household, and lit, iirim:, '.i v, jthj. 'i'lic re-

markable character ami i;il'ts of l):ihiil appear

here at tlie outset of his history. His personal

parity and integrity and his wonderful wis-

dom were manifest at the commencement of his

training in the palace. He was then not more

than scvedteen years of age. The first, and not

an inconsiderable proof of his wisdom appears

in the form and substance of this request. Not
only did he use persuasion, but he proposed a

wise and practicable test in reference to the

matter of his food. His strong character is ex-

pressed by his purpose of heart not to partake of

tlie king's meat or wine because it would defile

him. Doubtless that purpose would have been

strong enough to have borne him tiirough any

crisis of trial had it come then, as it proved

afterward on a memorable occasion. Either

the articles of food or the method of their

preparation may have been interdicted by the

law of Jloses ; or the meats and wines may
have passed through some connections of idola-

trous worship, which would have rendered

them unfit for use. The request of Daniel

clearly implies that some ceremonial uncleau-

ness pertained to the food pluceil before them,

since he asks that he may not defile himself.

The statement of the ninth verse is equally

touching and instructive. What it was that

gave Daniel favor with the r03al chamberlain

we are not informed ; but only that God had

brought the favor and love to his young ser-

vant. The principle is stated by Solomon in

Prov. 16 : 7. The fact of the prince's affection

toward Daniel appears in the gentleness of his

answer. His lord had appointed their meat

and drink ; and the chamberlain believed rich

living to be essential to well-being and good

appearance. To yield to Daniel's request would

for both reasons, therefore, endanger his own
life. The highest physical and mental devel-

opment of these young men was the king's sole

aim. If this was hindered in any way, espe-

cially by disregard of the king's will, then, as

was the fashion among Oriental monarchs, the

head of the disobeying servant would be un-

ceremoniously stricken off. And old as is the

custom v.iiieh we find here, it has continued to

the present day. B.

8. He evinces both his conscientiousness in
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reference to the law of his God, and his noble

self-control in the matter of appetite. He held

his appetite in firm subjection to the dictates of

enlightened judgment and experience as to

what was best for his health and physical

vigor. These are among the first and most

vital elements in the formation of a character

of the highest promise for efficiency and use-

fulness. H. C.

With respect to the Book of Daniel, the at-

tempt to show that it is opposed to the older

prophetical books by its commendation of a

legal externalism is utterly vain. Daniel ab-

stains from partaking of the dainties of the

royal table because he considers them defiling

—not exactly in the sense in which, in the pas-

sage Hos. 9 : 4, the food of the people in cap-

tivity is called polluted, but undoubtedly be-

cause at the royal repasts it would be impossible

to amid violatiom of the Mosaic injunctions con-

cerning different kinds of food, and the eating

of flesh sacrificed to idols. O.

The Old Testament often seems as if it were

inspired especially for young men. The chap-

ter before us answers with singular pertinence

the inquiry which every young man ouglit to

ask and answer in a manly way :
" What stand

shall I take respectitig obedience to the drinking

usages of society ?"

What were Daniel's temptations to abandon

a life of abstinence from strong drink ? He
was tempted by his youtli. He was at the age

when appetite is strong, health good, principle

weak, and experience not at all. Daniel was

tempted also by the usages of his social rank.

He was a noble, probably of the blood royal.

It was the usage of his order to drink wine,

and the best of it, and much of it. Daniel was

tempted by the courtesies of oflicial station.

He was in training for the first office in tlie

realm. Daniel was tempted also by his absence

from home and native land. He was not only

in a foreign land, in the Paris of the ancient

world, in the court of a king, associating with

corrupt young nobles and aristocratic pleasure-

seekers, but he was a captive. Put now all

these things together—youth, social usage, ofii-

cial rank, professional interests, absence from

liome and native land, and the mortification of

captivity—and where in modern life can you

find a case of stronger temptation to a self-in-

dulgent and pleasure-seeking career ?

Daniel was true to the education of Ms child-

hood. His convictions were doubtless the fruit

of early training. He is not ashamed of that.

He has been educated to do right, and of that

ho is not ashamed. His conduct is clearly in

contrast, and is meant to be, with the customs

of the society around him. He put it on the

basis of a religious scruple. " He purposed in

his heart that he would not defile himself with

the king's meat and wine." Language cannot

well express more truthfully the fundamental

principle of the temperance reform. The vir-

tue it inculcates is a religious virtue. It is a

religious reform or it is nothing. Its opposite

involves moral defilement, to which no young
man of lofty and pure spirit will subject him-

self. Pure manhood in tliis thing needs to re-

spect itself with much of the delicacy of chaste

womanhood. Both revere the saeredaess of the

human body. They treat it as the temple of

God. The great thing which a young man
needs in a crisis of temptation is to declare for

the right quickly. Leave no time for tempta-

tion to accumulate. Then iutrust consequences

to God. It often requires a great deal of char-

acter to do that ; not only a religious principle,

but a strong character back of that. To be

content, in a crisis, with the single thought of

duty, is one of the grandest things in history.

Yet a child can do it. God never disappoints

that trust. Phelps.

1 1-14. Daniel's second request of the steward,

and the latter's assent to the 'pvoposed test. Mel-

zar means steward, a person employed by the

chamberlain in the immediate care of all the

youths then in training. To this officer Daniel

applies, with the simple proposition for a ten

days' trial of a simple diet. He asks that ho

and his three companions might be fed upon
pulse (probably a general term signifying grains

of any kind) and water. The result of so short

an experiment could have little effect either

way, yet euough to serve as an indication of

advantage or disadvantage from the diet. So,

it would seem with the consent of the chamber-

lain, he tested the results of the proposed

change.

15, 16. Result of the experiment. Their

countenances appeared fairer and fuller than

the other young men, and the steward perma-

nently changed the riclier for the simpler diet.

This regim u was continued during the three

years' training ; and Daniel and his three com-

panions were then found to be superior to the

other young men in respect of physical condi-

tion as well as in intellectual abilities. There

was nothing miraculous in this result. Nor
can a j ust inference be drawn from it in favor

of a regimen of bread (or vegetables) and water.

It was the religious and not the sanitary bear-

ing of the matter which Daniel had in mind.

Not his dietary wisdom but his will was in it

—
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his purpose of lieart, to avoid defilement. The

physical conditions of life are of great impor-

tance, and the obligation to regard them lies

clearly enough upon the New Testament pages
;

but they are only suggested indirectly here. B.

In that brief trial of his youth he laid the

foundation of a robust, vigorous manhood. He
laid then the train which led to a long and

splendid career of courtly usefulness. The
mysterious power which subsequently closed

the mouths of lions for his safety began at this

time to gather around his person. In this early

and brief fragment of his life he settled the fu-

ture of his professional career as a prophet of

the living God. Those teu short days secured

to him a place in the world's history, in which

he is destined to live in the grateful and rever-

ent affections of mankind forever. The Chal-

dean monarch and his haughty court live to-

day in the world's memory only because this

young Hebrew seer has condescended to speak

of them. As one of the authors of the Word
of God, and one of the great actors in the his-

tory of God's Church, he is to live while time

lasts. The foundation of this magnificent des-

tiny, extending into two worlds, was built far

back in those few days—not longer than a boy's

holidays—in which the character of the young

man was proved and his principles tried as a

friend of temperance and the child of con-

science. Phelps.

1 7. God gave them knoAvledgc and
skill in all learning and wisdom. By
this means, still more than by the patronage of

Ashpenaz, they were enabled to command the

respect of their fellow-students ; and when the

time of trial came, envy was crushed and de-

traction silenced by the signal and glorious suc-

cess of these four youths, who had trusted in

God ; for then, " in all matters of wisdom and

understanding that the king inquired of them,

he found them ten times better than all the

magicians and astrologers that were in all his

realm." There seems to us something full of

overlooked instruction in this. We count it

reasonable to look to the Lord for our daily

bread ; to apply to Him for aid and guidance

in the trials and emergencies of life ; but how
few are thej' who seek for the same aid from

Him and feel the same dependence upon him in

matters of the intellect—in learning, in study,

in thought ! It is very reasonable and becoming

—it is very necessary—that when we go forth

into the toil and business of the day, or when
our affairs present perplexing difficulties, we
should cast ourselves upon the Lord's protec-

tion and look to Him for counsel and guidance.

But is it, can it be less needful that when we
sit down to read, to write, to study, to think,

we should lift up our hearts trustingly to Him
and cry,

" What in me is dark

Illumine, what is low raise and support" ?

God can and will do this for us ; and it would

please Him well to be asked to do it. Let us

believe that to pray earnestly is to study well
;

and let us be sure that He will refuse nothing

that we seek, in singleness of heart, only for

His service and His glory. How many difficul-

ties that seem insuperable would be smoothed,

how many blessed thoughts might be suggest

ed, how many forgotten things brought to

mind, how many wearinesses refreshed, if we
trusted more to God and less to ourselves, in

the exercise of such gifts as He may have com-

mitted to us, and in the supply of such as we
want ! Kitto.

18-20. " The end of days" is the expiration

of the three years fixed by the king and re-

ferred to verse 5. The king "communed with

them" for the purpose of sounding their depth

and testing their adaptation to his wants. He
became abundantly satisfied. Hence they took

their position ; they " stood before the king,"

awaiting orders and ready for his service.

This is the usual phrase for servants in attend-

ance upon their superiors. So angels are said

to "stand before Gnd." "Ten times better"

is a definite phrase in the sense of an indefinite.

H. C.

20. The magicians and astrolo-

gers. These words seem to comprehend the

persons in general who were distinguished in

the several kinds of learning cultivated among
the Chaldees. Of the like character were the

magi in Egypt and Persia and the other coun-

tries of the East, and those " wise men" that

came to our Saviour at His birth. Wintlc.

21. Daniel eontinued even nnto
the first year of King Cjrus. And
so witnessed the accomplishment of Jeremiah's

prophecy concerning the seventy years. This

being so remarkable a year, the text takes no-

tice that Daniel lived so long ; not but that he

lived longer—at least till the third year of Cyrus

—as appears from chap. 10 : 1. W. Lwth.
" Daniel continued" are the simple words

;

but what a volume of tried faithfulness is un-

rolled by them ! Amid all the intrigues, in-

digenous at all times in dynasties of Oriental

despotism, where intrigue, too, rolls round so

suddenly on its author's head ; amid all the

envy toward a foreign captive in high office as

a king's councillor ; amid all the trouble inei-
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dental to the insanity of the Wng or to the mur-

der of two of liis successors—in that whole

critical period tor his people Daniel " con-

tinued." He saw the rise and fall of the first

great empire. He lived long enough to see the

last gleam of glory die away like light out of

the evening sky. But Daniel through all vicis-

situdes preserved essentially the same self.

Empires might come and go, but Daniel re-

mained tlie same. Himself, in uniform integ-

rity, outliving envy, jealousy, dynasties ; sur-

viving in untarnished, uncorrupting greatness

the seventy years of the Captivity ; he was

honored during the forty-three years of Kebu
chadnezzar's reign; "doing the king's busi

ness" under the insolent and sensual boy Bel-

shazzar ; owned by the conquering Medo-Per

sians ; the stay, doubtless, and human protector

of his people during those long years of exile

probably commissioned to write the decree of

Cyrus which gave leave for that long longed-

for restoration of his people, whose re-entrance

into their land, like Moses of old, he was not to

share. Deeds are more eloquent than words.

Such undeviating integrity, beyond the ordi-

nary life of man, in a worshipper of the one

God, in the most dissolute and depraved of the

merchant cities of old, first minister in the first

of the world monarchies, was in itself a great

fulfilment of the purpo.se of God in converting

the chastisement of His people into the riches

of the Gentiles. Ptiscy.

Suggested Truths.

A fixed purpose is the foundation of a strong

character for good or evil. Tlie earlier the

habit of decision is formed, the more efficient is

the life.

Gentleness and persuasion ought always to

precede command and force in all attempts

at human reform, whether with the individual

or the community.

God is honored, and men are attracted and

influenced for good by the manifestation of

firmness in moral or religious principle.

Simple habits and the avoidance of self-in-

dulgence are essential to the formation of a

high, unselfish character • only let the sim-

plicity be natural and the self-denial unob-

trusive.

To them that ask earnestly, God recompenses

trust largely and imparts wisdom liberally.

Yet with many, even Christians, the thing

most needed is least sought. They ask for

blessing upon toil, for the obtaining of daily

bread, for aid in emergencies and trials, but sel-

dom do they ask for wisdom in the search after

knowledge and the acquisition of learning ; sel-

dom do they realize its need in the exercise and

tlie products or thought.

We tave " a more sure word of prophecy,"

a better and higher knowledge of God and of

all spiritual truth, than that obtained in olden

time through visions and dreams. For the ful-

ness and clearness of the revealed Scriptures

we owe a far deeper and more constant thank-

fulness than we are wont to cherish. B.

It is force of thought which measures intel-

lectual, and so it is the force of principle which

measures moral greatness, that highest of hu-

man endowments, that brightest manifesta-

tion of the Divinity. The greatest man is he

who chooses the right with invincible resolu-

tion, who resists the sorest temptations from

within and without, who bears the heaviest

burdens cheerfully, and who" is calmest in

storms and most fearless under menace and

frowns, whose reliance on truth, on virtue, on

God, is most unfaltering ; and is this a great-

ness which is apt to make a show, or wliich is

most likely to abound in conspicuous station ?

The solemn conflicts of reason wifh passion ;

the victories of moral and religious principle

over urgent and almost irresistible solicitations

to self-indulgence ; the hardest sacrifices of

duty, those of deep-seated affection and of the

heart's fondest hopes ; the consolations, hopes,

joys, and peace, of disappointed, persecuted,

scorned, deserted virtue—these are of course

unseen ; so that the true greatness of human
life is almost wlioUy out of sight. Perhaps in

our presence the most heroic deed on earth is

done in some silent spirit, the loftiest purpose

cherished, the most glorious sacrifice made, and

we do not suspect it. I believe this greatness

to be most common among the multitude whose

names are never heard. Anan.



CHAPTER II.

DANIEL, CHAPTER II.

2:1 And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar Nebuchadnezzar dreamed

3 dreams ; and his spirit was troubled, and his sleep brake from him. Tliiii tlic kiiiir com-

manded to call the magicians, and the enchanters, and the sorcerers, iim] \W ( li.ililmiis. fur

3 to tell the king his dreams. So they came in and stood before the khiu. .\iiil ilic Mul' s;iid

4 unto them, I have dreamed a dream, and my spirit is troubled to know the dream. Then

spake the Chaldeans to the king in the Syrian language, O king, live for ever : tell thy ser-

5 vants the dream, and we will shew the interpretation. The king answered and said to the

Chaldeans, The thing is gone from me : if ye make not known unto me the dream and the

interpretation thereof, j'e shall be cut in pieces, and your houses shall be made a dunghill.

6 But if ye shew the dream and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts and re-

7 wards and great honour : therefore shew me the dream and the interpretation thereof. They

answered the second time and said. Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we will shew

8 the interpretation. The king answered and said, I know of a certainty that ye would gain

9 time, because ye see the thing is gone from me. But If ye make not known unto me the

dream, there is but one law for you : for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak

before me, till the time be changed : therefore tell me the dream, and I shall know that ye

10 can shew me the interpretation thereof. The Chaldeans answered before the king, and said,

There is not a man upon the earth that can shew the king's matter ; forasmuch as uo king,

11 lord, nor ruler, hath asked such a thing of any magician, or enchanter, or Chaldean. And it

is a rare thing that the king requireth, and there is none other that can shew it before the

13 king, except the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh. For this cause the king was angry

13 and very furious, and commanded to destroy all the wise men of Babylon. So the decree

went forth, and the wise men were to be slain ; and they sought Daniel and his companions

14 to be slain. Then Daniel returned answer with counsel and prudence to Arioch the captain

15 of the king's guard, which was gone forth to slay the wise men of Babylon ; he answered

and said to Arioch the king's captain, Wherefore is the decree so urgent from the king ?

16 Then Arioch made the thing known to Daniel. And Daniel went in, and desired of the king

that he would appoint him a time, and he would shew the king the interpretation.

17 Then Daniel went to his house, and made the thing known to Ilananiah, Mishael. and

18 Azariah, his companions : that they would desire mercies of the God of heaven concerning

this secret ; that Daniel and his companions should not perish with the rest of the wise men

19 of Babylon. Then was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a vision of the night. Then Daniel

20 blessed the God of heaven. Daniel answered and said, Blessed be the name of God for ever

21 and ever : for wisdom and might are his : and he changetli the times and the seasons : he

removeth kings, and setteth up kings : he giveth wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to

23 them that know understanding : he revealeth the deep and secret things : he knoweth what

23 is in tlie darkness, and the light dwelleth with him. I thank thee, and praise thee, O thou

God of my fathers, who hast given me wisdom and might, and hast now made known unto

24 me what we desired of thee : for thou hast made known unto us the king's matter. There-

fore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had appointed to destroy the wise men of

Babylon : he went and said thus unto him ; Destroy not the wise men of Babylon : bring me

in before the king, and I will shew unto the king the interpretation.

25 Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I have

found a man of the children of the captivity of Judah, that will make known unto the king

26 the interpretation. The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name was Belteshazzar,

Art thou able to make known unto me tbe dream which I have seen, and the interpretation

27 thereof ? Daniel answered before the king, and said, The secret which the king hath de-

manded can neither wise men, enchanters, magicians, nor soothsayers, shew unto the king ;

28 but there is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets, and he hath made known to the king

Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the latter days. Thy dream, and the visions of thy head

29 upon thy bed, are these : as for thee, O king, thy thoughts came into thy mind upon thy bed,

what should come to pass hereafter : and he that revealeth secrets hath made known to thee
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30 what sliall come to pass. But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for any wisdom
that I have more than any living, but to the intent that the interpretation may be made

31 known to the king, and that thou mayest know the thoughts of thy heart. Thou, O king,

sawest, and behold a great image. This image, which was mighty, and whose brightness

33 was excellent, stood before thee ; and the aspect thereof was terrible. As for this image, his

33 head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass, his

34 legs of iron, his feet part of iron, and part of clay. Thou sawest till that a stone was cut

out without hands, which smote the image upon his feet that were of iron and clay, and

35 brake them in pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold,

broken in pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshing-floors ; and the

wind carried them away, tliat no place was found for them : and the stone that smote tlie

36 image became a great mountain, and filled the whole earth. This is the dream : and we will

37 toll the interpretation thereof before the king. Thou, O king, art king of kings, unto whom
38 the God of heaven hath given the kingdom, the power, and the strength, and the glory ; and

wheresoever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven

hath he given into thine hand, and hath made thee to rule over them all : thou art the head

39 of gold. And after thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to thee ; and another third

40 kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over all the earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be

strong as iron : forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all things : and as iron

41 that crusheth all these, shall it break in pieces and crush. And whereas thou sawest the feet

and toes, part of potters' clay, and part of iron, it shall be a divided kingdom ; but there

shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry

43 clay. And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall

43 be partly strong, and partly broken. And whereas thou sawest the iron mixed with miry

clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men ; but they shall not cleave one to

44 another, even as iron doth not mingle with clay. And in the days of those kings shall the

God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed, nor shall the sovereignty

thereof be left to another people ; but it shall break in pieces and consume all these king-

45 doms, and it shall stand for ever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that a stone was cut out of the

mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver,

and the gold ; the great God hath made known to the king what shall come to pass here-

46 after ; and the dream is certain, and the interpretation thereof sure. Then the king Nebu-

chadnezzar fell upon his face, and worshipped Daniel, and commanded that they should

47 offer an oblation and sweet odours unto him. The king answered unto Daniel, and said, Of

a truth j'our God is the God of gods, and the Lord of kings, and a revealer of secrets, seeing

48 thou hast been able to reveal this secret. Then the king made Daniel great, and gave him

many great gifts, and made him to rule over the whole province of Babylon, and to be chief

49 governor over all the wise men of Babylon. And Daniel requested of the king, and he ap-

pointed Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, over the affairs of the province of Babylon ; but

Daniel was in the gate of the king.

The Four Monarchi •K and tlui Memianic- King-

dom.

The chief subject of chaps. 2-7 is the four

world monarchies, which, having succeeded

each other, finally usher in the kingdom of

God. This subject is presented to us in two

visions, one of which (cliap. 3) opens, the other

(chap. 7) closes the first part. The dream of

the king and its interpretation (chap. 2) opened

up to Daniel a glance into the future of tlie

kingdoms of the world, disclosed to him a

whole circle of visions, and thus prepared him

for the reception of further and more special

revelations ; so that the event possessed for him

the character of a preparatory education. God

caused the world power, viewed in its totality,

to appear to Nebuchadnezzar under the figure

of a colossal human form, whose head of gold

represents the Babylonian, whose breast and

arms of silver the Medo-Persian, whose body

and loins of brass the Grseco- Macedonian, whose

legs of iron' and feet partly iron and partly

clay, the Roman empire, with its Germano-

Slavonie offshoots. In accordance with the

general plan of the prophecy, those kingdoms

only are mentioned which stand in some rela-

tion to the kingdom of God ; but of these none

is left out.
'

' The establishment of the king-

dom of God is the aim of His creation, the end

of His government of the world. The king-

dom of God is the invisible root which sustains
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iind siiiiports thp kingdoms of tlie worUl—the

invisililc ]M.wi r by which the kingdoms of the

wdilii air smitk'n and cruslied down. The
diiiation, importance, and dignity of the liing-

doms of the world Is fixed by their nearer or

remoter connection with the kingdom of God.

It would be ultcrly valueless to know before-

hand the fate and history of all the kingdoms

of the earth, which bear either a very distant

or no relation whatever to the kingdom of God.

For whatever history they may have, it is insig-

nificant, since it exerts but a slight influence,

or none at all, in delaying or advancing the

last and final development of things, the crush-

ing of the kingdoms of the world by the king-

dom of God" {Menken). Auberlen.

Chap. 2. In this chapter we have an ac-

count of the dream of Nebuchadnezzar and its

interpretation by Daniel after the Chaldeans

had failed to describe and interpret it. The

dream itself contains a general outline of the

subsequent revelations to Daniel in regard to

the world powers. It occurred many years

before the other visions. At this time the king-

dom of Babylon was approaching to its highest

glory. In the later visions of Daniel it was in

its last extremity. Ease.

Nebuchadnezzar is greatly troubled by a

dream which he cannot recall ; his Chaldean

magi cannot help him to it ; but Daniel reveals

to the king his dream and its interpretation.

Thereupon the king acknowledges the great

superiority of the God of Daniel, and promotes

him and his three friends to high positions of

trust in the State. H. C.

1, And in the second year. The date would

be about the sixth year of Jehoiakim, in the

second year of Nebuchadnezzar's sole sover-

eignty after the death of his father Nabopolas-

ear ; about four years after the date in chap.l :

1, and shortly after chap. 1 : 18. B. C. The

second year, according to the Babylonian ac-

count, or the fourth, according to the Jewish

—

that is, In the second year of his reigning alone,

or the fourth of his reigning jointly with his

father. Bp. Newton. Daniel, writing the fol-

lowing history in Chaldce, for the use of the

Chaldeans, follows the computation of time in

use among them. W. Lowth.

Dreams. Though it was but one continued

dream, it contained a succession of various

events. Winile. Dreams are usually the

mere fancies of the mind during sleep, and of

no account as indicating future events. But
the God who made us is able to reach our

minds no less while we sleep than while we are

a'.vake ; and hence can determine our dreams

as truly and perfectly as the succession and

character of our waking thoughts. Hence he

was wont in ancient times to manifest Himself

to men in their dreams, as here in the ca.se of

this Chaldean king. This dream troubled him
and made sleep impossible. It left his mind
painfully anxious, as if it foreboded some great

calamity ; while yet he could not recall the par-

ticular points of the dream. Much less could

he reach its prophetic significance.

2. In this emergency the king called in the

aid of those classes of men who professed skill

in the occult sciences and in auguries of future

events. ^{lost if not all of the unevangelized

nations of all history have had such men, often

known as a special class under some distinctive

name. Here are four different terms of desig-

nation. The word rendered " magicians" means

sacred scribes—priests of religion. The next

term, rendered " astrologere," is several times

translated " magoi" (magi) in the Septuagint.

The magoi are the " wise men" who came
from the East (Matt. 3 : 1) to inquire for the

new bom Messiah whose star they had seen,

and therefore came to worship Him. The sec-

ond and the third terms imply, in the original

Hebrew, the use of occult arts, secret practices,

by which their authors pretended to have com-

munication with invisible powers or agencies,

and to learn from them what no unaided hu-

man mind could attain. The term Chaldean,

as used in this connection, denotes a learned

class who retained the language and the wis-

dom of the ancient Kaldi people. H. C.

Their magi, or learned men, were a numer-

ous and important class. The movements of

the heavenly bodies, the qualities of metals and

minerals, prognostications of the future, ex-

planations of dreams and similar subjects con-

stituted their studies ; and as they claimed great

skill in the art of foretelling the future, they

acquired a position of extraordinary influence.

They were the priests of the Chaldean nation,

and taught the worship of the sun, moon and

planets. In their creed they acknowledged one

Supreme Being, the maker and governor of the

world ; but practically, as in the case of the

Egyptians, this sublime truth was lost under

the popular notion of many gods. Bel, or

Belus, the supreme god of Babylon, was wor-

shipped with extraordinary honors ; and a mag-

nificent temple was built for him by Nebu-

chadnezzar. W. G. B.

4. The Chaldeans spoke to the king " in

Syriac." the usual language of the country.

From this point to the end of chap. 7 the an

thor of this book wrote in this dialect, hero



called " Syrii\c," but in the original ''Ara-

maic." and more generally known as the Chal-

dee.

5, 6. The Chaldean wise men steadily de-

mand that the king shall tell liis dream. The

king has lost it, and hence demands no less per-

sistently that the^' shall give him both his

dream and its interpretation. Feeling intense-

ly anxious to know it, he resorts to the utmost

terror of his supreme power of life and death

over his subjects, and threatens them the most

terrible and disgraceful death if they fail,

backing up this penalty by the promise of im-

mense rewards if they are successful. It is

plain that God is shaping this matter to test the

intrinsic futility of their pretensions to super-

human knowledge, and to bring out in the most

public manner his own infinite superiority over

them all.

lO, 11. Forced upon impossibilities as the

sole condition of life, the Clialdeans are em-

boldened to speak out ijlainly even before this

absolute and terribly stern monarch. Tney as-

sure him that the thing he demands is beyond

all human skill, and that no reasonable king

ever before made such demands as this upon

men of their profession. This admission was

of the utmost importance in its bearing upon

Daniel and Daniel's God. It shows, moreover,

that they had a distinct conception of a higher

intelligence, some great mind or minds pos-

sessed of knowledge and forecast far beyond

that of men.

13. Daniel and his three associates (" fel-

lows") seem not to have been present among
the magicians, astrologers, etc., who were sum-

moned before the king, and hence knew noth-

ing of this transaction. But now that death is

the doom of all the wise men, they are less dis-

posed to count out Daniel and his three friends.

All tliis, whether well or ill intended on their

part, was of the Lord, who is wont to make the

wrath of man work out His own praise. H. C.

14-16. Another proof is here supplied of

Daniel's " counsel and wisdom." He first in-

quires of Arioch into the facts of the case, and

then, by his judicious remonstrances, induces

that officer to suspend the execution of the

king's decree till he had obtained an interview

with Nebuchadnezzar. When we compare the

request that " the king would give him time"

witlt the royal language to the assembled

magicians, " I know of certainty that ye would

gain the time," we perceive not only an evi-

dence of the estimation in which Daniel con-

tinued to be held at court—for it appears that

his wish was immediately granted—but a

demonstration in the continued and effective

superintendence of Divine Providence, that
" the king's heart is in th3 hand of the Lord,

as the rivers of water ; He turnetli it whither-

soever He will." F. A. Cox.

17,18, Concerning this secret. " The secret

things belong unto the Lord our God" (De. 29 :

29). And to Him Daniel applies in the moment
of trial. He anticipates as it were the gracious

promise of our Saviour to united prayer (Matt.

18 : 19), by calling on liis companions to join

him. Nor was the answer long delayed. Base.

Daniel not only evinced his desire, by the in-

vitation given to his companions, that they

should participate in the credit and the safety

he expected, but showed a profound sense oftlie

necessity of united, as icell as importunate prayer.

He requested them all to solicit " mercies of

the God of heaven concerning this secret."

F. A. Cox.

The last part of verse 18 contains a touch of

great beauty. It is thoroughly like the char-

acter of Daniel that in his prayer he should

malce no distinction between believer and unbe-

liever, between himself and the proud Ohaldean

priests. The same clause indirectly asserts the

position assigned to " Daniel and his fellows."

B. C.

19-23. The revelation was made to Daniel

forthwith, in the manner of a vision by niglit.

He is at once conscious that God has given him
the secret prayed for and so much desired, and

hence he breaks out in grateful praise for this

blessing. The expressions " wisdom and might

are His," " He changeth the times and the sea-

sons ;" "He removeth kings and setteth up
kings," are evidently suggested by the subject-

matter of the king's dream, which is now both

revealed and expounded to Daniel. The cen-

tral idea of that dream is (as we shall see) the

changing course of empire and the Divine

agency in casting down one great world-ruling

dynasty and setting up another in its stead. In

most sublime strains Daniel celebrates also the

omniscience and foreknowledge of Jehovah :

"He revealeth the deep and secret things,"

such as no mortal eye can reach ;
" He know-

eth what is in the darkness, and the light

dwelleth with Him." Dwelling Himself in

light unapproachable and full of glory, noth-

ing present, past or future can be dark to His

all searching eye. H. C.

It was from the prophecy recorded in this

chapter that the distinction first arose of the

four great empires of the world, which hath

been followed by most historians and chronolo-

gers in their distribution of times. These foui
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empires, as they are the subject of this propli-

ecy, are likewise the subject of tlie most cele-

brated pens both in former and in later ages.

Not but there have been empires as great or

greater than some of these—as those of the

Tartars, for instance, and of the Saracens, and

of the Turks—and we may think perhaps that

they were as well deserving of a place in this

succession of kingdoms, and were equally

worthy to be made the objects of propliecy,

being as eminent for tlie wisdom of their con-

stitutions, the extent of their dominion and the

length of their duration. But these four em-

pires had a particular relation to the Church

and people of God, who were subject to them

in their turns. They were therefore particular-

ly predicted ; and we have in them, without

the intermixture of others, a line of prophecy

extending from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar

to the full and complete establishment of the

kingdom of the Messiah. He who is Arbiter

of kingdoms and Governor of the universe can

reveal as much of their future revolutions as

He pleaseth ; and He hath revealed enough to

manifest His providence and to confirm the

truth of religion. 'WTiat Daniel said upon the

first discovery of these things well may we say,

after the completion of so many particulars,

" Blessed be the name of God forever and ever
;

for wisdom and might are His ; and He
changeth the times and the seasons ; He re-

moveth kings, and setteth up kings ; He giveth

wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to them

that know understanding ; He revealeth the

deep and secret things ; He knoweth what is in

the darkness, and the light dwelleth with him"

(verses 20-92). Bp. Mtcton.

!J§. Introduced into the king's presence in

tlie early morning, after declaring that the

king's secret could only be revealed by the

God in heaven, in the name of that God, Daniel

recites the dream. After completing the narra-

tion, he affirms its truth with absolute assur-

ance. Then, without even waiting for the

king's acknowledgment of its correctness,

Daniel proceeds with the same assurance to de-

clare its interpretation. B.

But tliere is a God in heaven. Daniel's great

modesty in disclaiming all merit or extraordi-

nary wisdom on his own part ; his piety in giv-

ing the glory to God alone,, and at tlie same
time his skill and dexterity in preparing the

king's attention, and gradually opening his

understanding to the reception of the truth and

the acknowledgment of the one true God, are

very remarkable. Wintle. The king, as Je-

fomc justly observes, had a prophetic dream

that, the saint interpreting it, God might be

glorified, and the captives and those who served

God in captivity might receive great consola-

tion. We read the same thing of Pharaoli.

Bp. Newton. This marvellous narrative must

have as its basis essential truth. It could not

have been an invention. It would not have

served its purpose, nor were there men who
could invent it at the time supposed. It fits

into the historical crisis in which the Bible puts

it. It was to the king a true revelation of the

counsels of God. Gilbert.

31-45. This passage is in two parts—the

dream ^verses 31-35) and its interpretation

(verses 37-45). The dream is symbolic—one

connected, compact series of symbols ; the in-

terpretation renders these symbols into literal

language. The symbols scarcely need any

comment. The language itself is plain. Here

is one huge image of the human form, the head

of gold being the first part ; the breast and

arms of silver the second ; the belly and thighs

of brass the third ; the legs, feet and toes, part

iron and part clay, the fourth. Then a stone

cut from the mountain without hands smites

the image upon its feet, but breaks in pieces

the whole image and scatters it to the winds of

heaven ; and then itself becomes a great moun-

tain and fills the whole earth. A stone is a

proper symbol of an agency that comes to

break a huge metal image. That it is " cut

from the mountain without hands" indicates

that the Messiah was born and brought forth

before the world as King of nations by Divine

rather than human agencies ; while His smiting

the great image to its destruction denotes the

power of God in His providential government,

overturning guilty nations. The interpretation

shows that the central idea of the dream is the

coune of empire ; the rapid succession of great

world monarchies. Of these the first four are

of the earth, earthly—mere human kingdoms.

The fifth is in some respects peculiar, being

" set up by the God of heaven." The points

affirmed here of this fifth kingdom are that it

first destroys and then supersedes all the other

kingdoms ; that it shall not pass over into the

hands of otlier races and people, as those that

preceded it had done ; that it shall not be tran-

sient, like them, but enduring ;
and finally it

shall be in a higher sense than they, univeraal

in extent, filling all the earth. Both Jesus

Christ and His inspired apostles, by taking up

these words of Daniel and applying them to the

reign of Christ, become themselves so far forth

the interpreters of Daniel's prophecy, certifying

to us that in their view the Spirit who spake
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by Daniel meant by this fifth kingdom that of

the Gospel age whose king was Jesus the Mes-

siah. Let it be borne in mind that of these five

kingdoms, four are in point of origin earthly
;

the fifth heavenly ; four are of this world ; the

fifth is " not of this world ;" four are of the

sort well known to profane history ; the fifth is

of the sort little known except in sacred his-

tory—a kingdom whose defined purpose is

"righteousness, peace and joy in tlie Holy

Ghost." Though eminently spiritual, it yet

none the less controls the external life—unto

universal righteousness. H. C.

31. Thou, king, saiccst, and behold a great

image. It represents a body of four great na-

tions, which should reign over the earth suc-

cessively—viz., the people of Babylonia, the

Persians, the Greeks and the Romans. And by

a stone cut out without hands, which fell upon

the feet of the image, and brake all the four

metals to pieces, and " became a great moun-

tain and filled the whole earth," it further rep-

resents that a new kingdom should arise after

the four and conquer all those nations, and

grow very great and last to the end of all ages.

Sir Isaac Keictoii. A great, terrible human
figure is not an improper emblem of human
power and dominion ; and the various metals

of which it was composed not unfitly typify

the various kingdoms that should arise. The
order of their succession is clearly denoted bj'

the order of the parts, the head and higher

parts signifying the earlier times, and the lower

parts the latter times. Bps. Chandler and Jfeii:-

ton. Grotius acutely observes that this image

appeared with a glorious lustre in the imagina-

tion of Nebuchadnezzar, whose mind was

wholly taken up with admiration of worldly

pomp and splendor ; whereas the same mon-

archies were represented to Daniel under the

shape of fierce and wild beasts (chap. 7), as

being the great supporters of idolatry and
tyranny in the woild. W. Loicth.

32. This image's head was offine gold, which
Daniel interprets (verse 38). " Thou art this

head of gold ;" thou, and thy family, and thy

representati ves. The Babylonian therefore was
the first of these kingdoms ; and it was fitly

represented by the " head of fine gold" on ac-

count of its great riches : and Babylon, for the

same reason, was called by Isaiah " the golden

city" (chap. 14:4). Daniel addresses Nebu-
chadnezzar as if he were a very powerful king

and his empire very large and extensive :

"Thou, O king, art a king of kings." (See

verses 37 and 38.)

Ilis breast and his arms of silver. Which

Daniel interprets (verse 39), " And after thee

shall arise another kingdom inferior to thee."

The kingdom which arose after the Babylonian

was the Medo-Persian. The two hands and the

shoulders, saith Josephus, signifj' that the em-

pire of the Babylonians should be dissolved by
two kings. The two kings were the kings of

the Medes and Persians, whose powers were

united under Cyrus, who was son of one of

the kings and son-in-law of the other ; who be-

sieged and took Babylon, put an end to that

empire, and on its ruins erected the Medo-Per-

sian, or Persian, as it is more usually called,

the Persians having soon gained the ascendancy

over the Medes. This empire, from its first es-

tablishment by Cyrus to the death of the last

king, Darius Codomannus, lasted not much
more than two hundred years.

His belly and Jiis thighs of brass. Which Dan-

iel interprets (verse 39), " And another third

kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over

all the earth. " Alexander the Great subverted

the Persian empire. The kingdom therefore

which succeeded to the Persian was the Mace-

donian ; and this kingdom was fitly represent-

ed by brass ; for the Greeks were famous for

their brazen armor, their usual epithet being,

"the brazen coated Greeks." The interpreta-

tion of Daniel in Josephus is, that another,

coming from the west, completely armed in

brass, shall destroy the empire of the Medes

and Persians. This third kingdom is also said

to " bear rule over all the earth," by a figure

usual in almost all authors. Alexander him-

self commanded that he should be called the

king of all the world—not that he really con-

quered the whole world, but he had consider-

able dominions in Europe, Asia and Africa

—

that is, in all the three parts of the world then

known ; and Diodorus Siculus and other histo-

rians give an account of ambassadors coming

from almost all the world to congratulate him

upon his success, or to submit to his empire ;

and then especially, as Arrian remarks, did Al-

exander appear to himself and to those about

hira to be master both of the earth and of the

sea. The Seleucidce, who reigned in Syria, and

the Lagidoe, who reigned in Egypt, successors

of Alexander, might bo designed particularly

by " the two thighs" of brass. And of all his

successors they alone might be pointed out, be-

cause they alone had much connection with the

Jewish Church and nation.

33. His legs of iron, his feet part of iron and

part of clay. Which is thus interpreted by

Daniel :
" And the fourth kingdom shall be

strong as iron." (See verses 40-48.) The Ro-
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mans succeeded next to the Macedonians, and

therefore in course were next to be mentioned.

Tlie Roman empire was stronger and larger

than any of tlie preceding. The Romans brake

in pieces and subdued all the former kingdoms.

The iron was " mixed with miry clay," and tlie

Romans were defiled with a mixture of barbar-

ous nations. Bp. Newton.

40, And tlie fourth kingdon shall he strong as

iron. While there was a diminution of splen-

dor from the gold and silver of the Oriental

monarchies, there was an increase of strength
;

as iron is the strongest of the metals, so the

Roman empire which succeeded that of the

Greeks was the most powerful of them all.

Forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and sub-

dueth all things : and as iron, that cnishcth all

these, shall it break in pieces and crush. The
Roman empire not only broke down that which

preceded it, and extended its dominion more
widely than any one of the others had done,

but it had a much greater solidity and cohesion

than the rest. This explanation has until quite

recently been universally accepted. No other

view would have been thought of, apparently,

but for two reasons. One is the notion that

the Book of Daniel is not the production of the

prophet bearing that name, but belongs to a

much later period—that of the Maccabees—and
that the prophecies of this book are either past

history dres.sed in the garb of prophecy, or pos-

sibly predictions of ancient date which were

rewritten and modified into accordance with

the history. Hence it is claimed that the pre-

dictions of a specific nature cannot go beyond

the time of the Maccabees, and that therefore

the Roman empire can find no place there. A
second reason is drawn from a comparison of

passages in subsequent chapters. The fourth

kingdom of this second chapter is doubtless the

same as the fourth beast of chap. 7, Avhich had

ten horns, among which there came up a little

horn (verses 7, 8), which made war with the

saints (verse 21), and spoke against the Most

High (verse 25). This has been thought to be

parallel to the little horn spoken of Daniel 8 : 9

sqq., which undoubtedly refers to Antiochus

Epiphanes and his peraecution of the Jews and

suppression of the woi-ship of the temple.

This little horn sprang up upon the he-goat

representing the Greek empire of Alexander

and his successors. It is hence inferred that

the fourth kingdom of chaps. 2 and 7 must
likewise be, not the Roman, but the Greek em-

pire, and that the three preceding kingdoms
spoken of in these chapters must be prior to it.

Various attempts have accordingly been made

tn make out three empires before that of the

Greeks. This can only be done by dividing

some one of the empires previously recited into

two. Some have proposed to divide the Baby-
lonish empire into two. The first kingdom is

expressly declared (veree 38) to be that of Nebu-
chadnezzar ; it has been said that the second

kingdom is the Babylonish empire under Bel-

shazzar (chap. 5). This, however, is not (verse

39) "another kingdom," but the very same,

with a simple change of the ruling monarch.

Again, it has been proposed to divide the Medo-
Persian empire into, first, an empire of the

Medes under Darius, and then an empire of the

Persians under Cyrus and his successors. But
the Jlcdes and the Persians are always com-
bined as acting together and united under one

government. The change from Darius the Mcde
to Cyrus the Persian was to a ruler of a differ-

ent dynasty, but the empire was unchanged
and it is so represented in Dan. 8, where the

ram with the two horns (verse 3) is confessedly

the Medes- Persian empire, the two horns denot

ing the Median followed by the Persian rulers

It has still further been proposed to divide the

Greek empire into, first, the empire of Alexan

der, and then the divided empire of his succes-

sors. But this is as impracticable as either of

the preceding suggestions. The empire of Al-

exander and his successors was the same, only

broken up into parts. The fourth kingdom of

Nebuchadnezzar's dream can be no other than

the Roman empire, which corresponds with the

description given in both chap. 3 and chap. 7

in every particular. W. H. G.

The singular amalgam of iron and clay in the

fourth kingdom is worth notice. No sculptor

or metallurgist could make a strong unity out

of such materials, of which the combination

could only be apparent and superficial. The
fact to which it points is the artificial unity,

into which the great conquering empires of old

crushed their unfortunate, subject peoples, who
were hammered, not fused, together. " They
shall mingle themselve.q with the seed of men"
(verse 43) may either refer to the attempts to

bring about unity by marriages among differ-

ent races, or to other vain efforts to the same

end. To obliterate nationalities has always

been the conquering despots' effort, from Nebu-

chadnezzar to the Czar of Russia, and it always

fails. This is the weakness of these huge em-

pires of antiquity, which have no internal cohe-

sion, and tumble to pieces as soon as some ex-

ternal bond is loosened. There is only one

kingdom which has no disintegrating forces

lodged in it, because it unites men individually
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to its king, and so binds tliem to one an-

other ; and tliat is tlie kingdom which Nebu-

chadnezzar saw in its destructive aspect.

A. M.
There is a clear and unambiguous statement

of the rise of four liingdoms ; the four not to

be contemporaueous, but successive ; not origi-

nating from tlie same power, but diverse one

from the otlier ; not confined to tlie sway of a

domestic sceptre, but kingdoms of conquest

and power, bearing rule over the subject na-

tions. An extension of dominion is predicated

of the third, an exceeding strength of the

fourth. In a word, there is here a conspicuous

and connected prophecy of the most compre-

hensive changes and revolutions wrought on

the face of the ancient world.

It is generally and rightly admitted that the

same four powers or kingdoms are described in

the second and seventh chapters. The fourfold

partition of the respective symbols, the various

minutise of analogy and agreement, indicate a

coincidence which leads to a certainty through

the literal interpretation annexed to and com-

pleting the revelation of tliose visions. Of

itself the duplication is not unimportant ; it

adds to the steadiness of the prediction. Dif-

ferences of imagery have been rightly attribut-

ed to a difference of character in the revelation
;

in chap. 2 the powers are taken from the'sphere

of the inanimate, and represent the purely ex-

ternal and unconscious side of the subject ; in

chap. 7 they are chosen from the sphere of the

animate, and illustrate typically the living con-

scious element of the prophecy. Nebuchad-

nezzar saw things only from without. The
powers of the world in their fullest glory were

to him but component parts of one splendid

colossal figure bearing the outward appearance

of a man ; they rested upon but one and the

same geographical base—the eastern world :

the power of God's kingdom in its highest

splendor was but humble as a " stone cut with-

out hands." Daniel penetrated deeper into the

vision. He saw that the kingdoms of the world

were, notwithstanding theirdefiant attitude, of

a nature animal, plastic, and lower than hu-

man. Pagan minds were exhibited to him dull

and ignorant of God, as the image, however

costly, is ignorant of its maker. Only in the

kingdom of God, that humble corner-stone

"coming not with observation," was embos-

omed all that was powerful and eternal. Ac-

cordingly to the prophet the kingdom of God
is, from the very outset, superior to the king-

doms of the world. Gold, silver, brass, iron—

the puppet-work of man's hands is ground to

powder by the stone, the work cut without

hands. B. C.

According to the modern view, " the empires

can be no other than those of the Babylonians,

Medes, Persians and Greeks, who all placed the

centre of their power in Babylon, and appeared

to have exhibited on one stage the great types

of national life. The Roman power was at its

height when Christ came, but the Egyptian

kingdom, the last relic of the empire of Alex-

ander, had just been destroyed, and thus the

' stone cut without hands struck the feet of the

image,' and Christianity forever destroj'ed the

real supremacy of heathen dominion." The
strangest part in the passage quoted above is

the assertion that the stone cut without hands

struck the imago on its feet, in close connection

with a statement that the last relic of the Greek

empire had passed away before the coming of

Christ. In fact, from beginning to end this

interpretation appears to be only an adaptation

of the prophecy to the interpretation, instead

of adapting the interpretation to the prophecy.

The very circumstance, wliich appears to indi-

cate that the fourth empire must be in existence

at the coming of Christ—i.e., that the stone

smites the image on the feet, is thus thrust

aside to make the prophecy answer the exigen-

cies of a theory.

The ancient interpretation therefore appears

to have at least the merit of being deduced

from the conditions of the prophecy and the

course of the world's history. And certainly,

the analogy suggested by Professor Westcott

between the empires of ancient and modern his-

tory is very little calculated to recommend his

interpretation. The fact seems rather to be,

that since the destruction of the Roman em-

pire no power has appeared, except for a few

years at some particular epochs, which could

be said to occupy the place in modern history

which those empires did in the ancient world.

Rose.

45. Of the stone cut out without hands, three

things are specified—its origin, its duration,

and its destructive energy. The origin is heav-

enly, in sharp contrast to the human origin of

the kingdoms symbolized in the colossal man.

That idea is twice expressed : once in plain

words, " the God of heaven shall set up a king-

dom ;" and once figuratively, as being cut out

of the mountain without hands. By the moun-

tain we are probably to understand Zion, from

which, according to many a prophecy, the Mes-

siah King was to rule the earth (Ps. 3 ; Isa.

3 : 3). The fulfilment of this prediction is

found not only in the supernatural birth of
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Jesus Christ, but in tlie spread of tlie Gospel

without any of tlie weapons ami aids of human
power. Twelve poor men spolce, and the world

was shalicn and the kingdoms remoulded. The
seer had learned the onmipotenee of ideas and

the wealiness of outward force. A thought

from God is stronger than all armies, and out-

conquers conquerors. By the mystery of

Christ's incarnation, by the power of weak-

ness in the preachers of the cross, by the ener-

gies of the transforming Spirit, the God of

heaven has set up the kingdom. It
'

' shall

never be destroyed." Its Divine origin guar-

antees its perpetual duration. The kingdoms

of man's founding, whether they be in the

realm of thought or of outward dominion,

"have their day, and cease to be," but the

kingdom of Christ lasts as long as the eternal

life of its King. He cannot die any more, and

He cannot live discrowned. Other forms of

human association perish, as new conditions

come into play which antiquate them ; but the

kingdom of Jesus is as flexible as it is firm,

and has power to adapt all conditions in which
men can live to itself. It will outlast earth, it

will fill eternity ; for when He " shall have de-

livered up the kingdom to His Father," the

Kingdom which the God of heaven set up will

otill continue. It " shall not be left to other

people." By that seems to be meant that this

kingdom will not be like those of human ori-

gin, in which dominion passes from one race

to another, but that Israel shall ever be the

happy subjects and the dominant race. AVe

must interpret the words of the spiritual Is-

lael, and remember how to be Christ's sub-

jects is to belong to a nation who are kings

and priests.

The destructive power is graphically repre-

sented. The stone, detached from the moun-
tain, and apparently self-moved, dashes against

the heterogeneous mass of iron and clay on

which the colossus insecurely stands, and down
it comes with a crash, breaking into a thousand

fragments as it falls. " Like the chaff of the

summer threshing floors" (Dan. 2 : 35) is the

debris, which is whirled out of sight by tlie

wind. Christ and His kingdom have reshaped

the world. These ancient, hideous kingdoms
of blood and misery are impossible now. Christ

and His Gospel shattered the Roman empire,

and cast Europe into another mould. They
have destructive •work to do yet, and as surely

as the sun rises dally will do it. The things

that can be shaken will be shaken till they fall,

and human society will never attain its stable

form till it is moulded throughout after the

pattern of the kingdom of Christ. The vision

has no reference to the quicliening power of

the kingdom
; but the best way in which it

destroys is by transformation. It slays the old

and lower forms of society by substituting the

purer which flow from possession of the one

spirit. That highest glory of the work of

Christ is but partially represented here ; but

there is a hint in Dan. 8 : 35 which tells that the

stone has a strange vitality, and can grow, and

does grow, till it becomes an earth-flUiug moun-

tain. A. M.

It is a growing kingdom. At first it was
small, bujt it had in it an expansive power ; it

was " a little stone hewn out of a mountain

without hands," but it shall become " a great

mountain, and fill all the earth.
'

' It has grown,

and is growing, " and of its increase there shall

be no end." " He must increase ; He shall

reign until all things are put under Him." He
goes on " conquering and to conquer ;" the

last enemy shall be overcome and be bound to

the wheels of His chariot. The Scriptures are

much occupied in these things. Prophets

thought as much of missions, their labors and

their successes as we do ; they employed the

most glowing language and the sublimest

strains in their predictions of the glory of Mes-

siah's kingdom in the latter day ; they snatch

from earth and heaven, from the sun, the moon
and stars, the fairest and the grandest images,

to represent the state of the Church at that de-

sired period ; they levy a tribute upon universal

nature, and make all things contribute to illus-

trate, as they will in reality contribute to ad-

vance, this kingdom. B. Hall.

In striking contrast with the fixed limits and

definite proportions of humau civilizations is

the indefinite size and shape of the kingdom of

God. The stone is an appropriate symbol of

it, the rough stone taken out of the quarry, not

the stone crystallized into the mathematical

facets of a gem. The statue, moulded by hu-

man arts, shares in the limitations of man's

own nature. Made by God, the stone shares in

His inflrdtude. The mystic stone in the vision

grew and expanded until it became a great

mountain and filled the whole earth. The land-

scape consisted of itself and its shadow. It

presents a different aspect from each new point

of view. The uniform monotonous despotisms

of antiquity were created by man for his

own aggrandizement ; they had therefore fixed

bounds of space and duration beyond which

they could not pass But the kingdom of God
is the creation of Divine love and grace, anil

therefore it unfolds with the need of man, and
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develops new capacities of blessing him, and

endures forever.

Tlie dream of the night has become the grand-

est fact of history ;
the vision of a heathen

monarch has become tlie reality of Christen-

dom ; and every age will give the vision and

the dream a grander and yet grander interpre-

tation. God has made the stone which the

builders rejected the headstone of the corner
;

and on it is built all that is most precious and

enduring in the world—the Church which was

bought with the tloodof Christ, against which

the gates of hell shall not prevail. The living

stones built upon the Living Stone will partake

of the life, durability and value of their founda-

tion. H. Macinillan.

In the midst of a great empire, powerful and

crafty above all former empires, more exten-

sive and better organized, suddenly anew king-

dom arose. Suddenly in every part of this

well-cemented empire, as if by some general

understanding, j'et without any sufficient sys-

tem of correspondence or centre of influence,

ten thousand orderly societies, professing one

and the same doctrine, sprang up as from the

earth. It seemed as though the fountains of

the great deep were broken up and some new

forms of creation were thrown forward from

below, the manifold ridges of some "great

mountain" crossing, splitting, disarranging the

existing system of things, levelling the hills,

filling up the valleys—irresistible as being sud-

den, unforeseen and unprovided for—till it

" filled the whole earth." ... If there be a

moral governor over the world, is there not

something unearthly in all this, something

which we are forced to refer to Him from

its marvellousness, something which from its

dignity and greatness bespeaks His hand ?

Tlie Gospel dispensation is confessedly a singu-

lar phenomenon in liuman affairs, whether we
consider the extent it occupies in history, the

harmony of its system, the consistency of Its

design, its contrariety to the existing course of

things and success in spite of that contrariety,

and lastly the avowed intention of its first

preachers to effect those objects which it has

really attained. They professed to be found-

ing a kingdom different from any that had been

before, asdisclaiming force, in this world yetnot

of this world, while yet it was to be of an ag-

gressive and encroaching character, an empire

of conquest and aggrandizement, destroying

all former powers, and itself standing forever.

And, in matter of fact, it exists to this day with

Its territory spread over more than the world

then known to the Jews. Newman.

46, 47. Profoundly impressed with the

greatness of Daniel and of Daniel's God. and

quite too oblivious of Daniel's personal dis-

claimsr (" not for any wisdom that I have more
than any living") the king fell prostrate before

Ilim and gave command that an oblation and

sweet odors should be offered to Him. This

must be ascribed to his heathen ideas. Still it

did not preclude from his mind a strong con-

viction of the supremacy of the God ot Daniel.

His profession of faith on this point is (tor the

I time) very strong. H. C.

I

47. When the king asks Daniel if he is able

to make known the dream and its interpreta-

tion, he reminds Iiim that there had been no

power in the gods the diviners served to en-

able them to do this ;
" but there is a God in

heaven that revealeth secrets, and maketli

known to the King Nebuchadnezzar what shall

be in the latter days." And throughout he

ascribes everything to this God whom he served

—the dream itself, the interpretation, the exist-

ence and power of the Babylonian empire in

the person of the king before him—and all the

historical developments which the vision pre-

figured. This he succeeded in impressing with

such force upon the king's mind as at the close

drew from him the memorable declaration,

" Of a truth it is, that your God is a God of

gods, and a Lord of kings." Kitto.

48, 49. Promotion followed, and Daniel is

advanced to the position of prime minister for

the province of Babylon and head-man over

the whole fraternity of magicians, soothsayers,

priests of religion and of science. At his re-

quest his three friends also are promoted to im-

portant trusts. Daniel's place in the gate of

the king put him next the royal person as his

first counsellor—a position of the very highest

trust and influence. Such were the first and

immediate results of the Divine favor to Daniel

in revealing the secret of tne king's dream.

H. C.

Upon the capture of Babylon, Daniel retained

his high oflice, being made chief of the three

presidents of the empire by Darius the Mede,

and becoming thus exposed to the envy of the

princes, he was by their artifices cast into the

den of lions. The reign of Darius seems to

have been short, and his scheme for the divi-

sion of the empire into satrapies (6 : 1) was not

carried out bv Cyrus, and remained in abeyance

until the time of another Darius, the son of

Hystaspes. But Cyrus knew the worth of

Daniel, and apparently he continued in oflice

all the rest of his days (6 : 28). He never re-

turned to Judea, being on the accession of
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Cyrus to the tlironc too far advanced in years.

As he was taken to Babylon a year before

Nebuchadnezzar began liis reign, and as that

monarch reigned forty-three years, and Daniel

was still alive in the third yearof Cyrus(10 : 1),

he must have attained to a ripe old age.

R. P. S.

Noticeable Facts and Truths Suggested by the

Chapter and its Connections.

The grand features of the then future were

first disclosed in symbol to a heathen monarch.

The probable reasons were : to give prominent

place and influence to Daniel and his three com-

panions ; to produce an ulterior effect upon the

mind of Nebuchadnezzar, in order to the ac-

complishment of God's designed results ; more

deeply to emphasize and effectually to proclaim

the great events of the future.

The highest knowledge and truest wisdom
has ever been found, as here, among the studious

disciples of the true God. Baseless professions

and counterfeits of wisdom, and baneful errors

of induction have proceeded from those alien or

hostile to Jehovali. This is true now, as in the

period of the ancient Chaldean science.

In this prophetic revelation, afterward so

clearly fulfilled, read an emphatic commentary

upon Isa. 46 : 9, 10.

Human knowledge is attained only through

disclosures made by the Divine mind. Prayer,

by which such disclosures are granted, is there-

fore both philosophical and necessary. Its re-

sults in the case of Daniel and his friends are

only exceptional in the prophetic character of

the disclosure. The promise of wisdom is to

all, and the measure promised is that of every

one's need. " If any lack wisdom let him ask

of God who giveth to all liberal'y."

In the result of the prayer of the friends, we
find an illustration in advance of Christ's word
respecting the agreement of two or three in

asking anything of God.

God rules in the armies of heaven and among
the inhabitants of earth. He createth and

breaketh down kingdoms. All the course of

empire and the particular history of nations

and peoples is ordered with reference to the

final kingdom, the universal dominion, of

Christ. Nations and conquerors, individuals

and events work toward the establishment of

that dominion. Well, therefore, may we labor,

pray, hope for and expect its coming. B.

Kingdoms that Die, and the Kingdom that Lives.

To the law of decay in human affairs there is

one grand and marvellous exception. God has a

kingdom in this world, which lives. It de-

serves mention in illustration of this exception,

that the irork of God in redemption is the only

thing in hinn.ni hi.itnry that dates back to the

//('ginning of linn'. God's work in this world is

tlie only thing now living that goes back into

autc'diliivian history. It is the only thing

whifh links the whole of human history to-

gelher. Other things fall, die, rot by the side

of this ; this lives on to the world's end.

The contrast between the kingdoms of men
and the kingdom of God is further seen in the

mysterio-u^ vitality of right in this world, in its

conflicts with wrong. Evil, organized never so

deftly, becomes effete. Good seems robust and

always growing. The right, in the outset of a

great conflict with wrong, is always under-

neath
;
yet it always comes uppermost.

The contrast between God's kingdom and

the kingdoms of this world is further seen in

an anomalous suspension of the law of decay in

some cases of historic immortality. The only men
who are destined to live while the world lives

are those who are in some way especially iden-

tified with the kingdom of Christ. The only

nations which will escape the decline and fall

which have thus far made up the dismal round

of history are those which shall be given to

Christ, and shall rcalijc the Christian ideal of

national life in the civilization of tlie future.

The perpetuity of the Hebrew nation is the

great miracle of history, unparalleled by the

fate of any other pen|.ile on the globe under

similar conditions. They live because they

were once, and are to be again, the chosen peo-

ple of God in executing the purposes of re-

demption. It is the glory of the Christian

Church that it is the Church of the living God,

in which is concentrated all that is eternal in

this world's history. It is identified with God,

and God is identified with it. Its work is

God's work. Already its history laps over

into another Avorld. It has sent forward its

advance guard in innumerable hosts who are

waiting for the rear guard. But a little stream

divides them. That stream itself is populous

with the multitudes who are crossing over.

It is a privilege—is it not ?—to be a member

of the Church of Christ ; to constitute one of

this mighty and immortal host ; to bear the

name which it bears ; to unite in its songs, and

be remembered in its prayers ; to be identified

with its work, and to share its rewards ; to be

counted worthy of its sufferings, and to earn

the fruit of its heroism : what has life to offer

to a good man of lofty aspirations which can
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bear comparison with this ? I never thiiili of ' lie is losing so much which miglit Ijc his ; h.e

a child of God outside of the Church of Christ is f;tiling to achieve somuchwhich might swell

but with feelings of unutterable compassion. I liis reward at the Master's coming 1 Phelps.

DANIEL, CHAPTER III.

3 : 1 NEBUCnADNEZZAR the king made an image of gold, whose height was tin

cubits, and the breadth thereof six cubits : he set it up iu the plain of Dura, in the province

2 of Babylon. Then Nebuchadnezzar the king sent to gather together the satraps, the depu-

ties, and the governors, the judges, the treasurers, the counsellors, the sheriffs, and all the

riders of the provinces, to come to the dedication of the image which Nebuchadnezzar the

3 king had set up. Then the satraps, the deputies, and the governors, the judges, the treas-

urers, the counsellors, the sheriffs, and all the rulers of the provinces, were gathered together

imto the dedication of the image that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up ; and they stood

4 before the image that Nebuchadnezzar had set up. Then the herald crird iilomi, Tn you It

5 is commanded, O peoples, nations, and languages, that at what time yr Immv tln' sound cf

the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye fall ilown and

6 worship the golden hnage that Nebuchadnezzar the king hath set up : and whoso falleth

not down and worshippeth shall the same hour be east into the midst of a burning fiery fur-

7 nace. Therefore at that time, when all the peoples heard the sound of the cornet, flute,

harp, sackbut, psaltery, and all kinds of music, all the peoples, the nations, and the lan-

guages, fell down and worshipped the golden image that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set

8 up. Wherefore at that time certain Chaldeans came near, and brought accusation against

9 the Jews. They answered and said to Nebuchadnezzar the king, O king, live for ever.

10 Thou, O king, hast made a decree, that every man that shall hear the sound of the cornet,

flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer, and all kinds of music, shall fall down aud

11 worship the golden image : and whoso falleth not down and worshippeth, shall be cast into

13 the midst of a burning fiery furnace. There are certain Jews whom thou hast appointed

over the affairs of the province of Babylon, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abcd-nego ; these men,

king, have not regarded thee : they serve not thy gods, nor worship the golden image

13 which thou hast set up. Then Nebuchadnezzar iu liis rage and fury commanded to bring

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego. Then they brought these men before the king.

14 Nebuchadnezzar answered and said unto them, Is it of purpose, O Shadrach, Meshach, and

Abed-nego, that ye serve not my god, nor worship the golden image which I have set up ?

15 Now if ye be ready that at what time ye hear the sound of the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut,

psalterj', and dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye fall down and worship the image which

1 have made, well : but if j'e worship not, ye shall be cast the same hour into the midst of a

16 burning Bery furnace ; and who is that god that shall deliver you out of my hands ? Shad-

rach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, answered and said to the king, O Nebuchadnezzar, we have

17 no need to answer thee in this matter. If it be so. our God whom we serve is able to deliver

18 us from the burning fiery furnace ; and he will deliver us out of thine hand, O king. But

if not, be it known unto thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods, nor worship the

19 golden image which thou hast set up. Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, and the form

of his visage was changed against Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego : therefore be spake,

and commanded that they should heat the furnace seven times more than it was wont to be

20 heated. And he commanded certain mighty men that were in his army to bind Shadrach,

21 Meshach, and Abed-nego, and to cast them into the burning fiery furnace. Then these men
were bound in their hosen, their tunics, and their mantles, and their other garments, and

23 were cast into the midst of the burning fiery furnace. Therefore because the king's com
mandment was urgent, and the furnace exceeding hot, the flame of the fire slew those men

23 that took up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego. And these three men, Shadrach, Meshach,
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and Abed-uego, fell down bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace. Then Nebu-

chadnezzar the king was astonied, and rose up in haste : lie spake and said unto his counsel-

lors, Did not we cast three men bound Into the midst of the fire ? They answered and said

unto the king, True, O king. He answered and said, I,o, I sec four men loose, walking in

the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt ; and tlic aspcit of the fourth is like a son of

the gods. Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to the ninilh of lli burning fiery furnace : he

spake and said, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-uego, ye serviuils of the Most High God, come

forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed nego, came forth out of the

midst of the fire. And the satraps, the deputies, and the governors, and the king's coun-

sellors, being gathered together, saw these men, that the fire had no power upon their bodies,

nor was the hair of their head singed, neitlier were their linsen changed, nor had the smell

of fire passed on them. Nebuchadnezzar s|)ake and sidil, Blissed be the God ef Shadrach,

Meshach. and Abed-nego, who hath sent hi.s angel, and delivered his servants that trusted in

him, and have changed the king's word, and have yielvled tlieir liodies, that they might

not serve nor worship any god, except their own God. Tlii.efore I make a decree, that

every people, nation, and language, wdiic.h speak any thing amiss against the God of Shad-

rach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, shall be cut in pieces, and their houses shall be made a dung-

hill : becau.se there is no other god that is able to deliver after this sort. Then the king

promoted Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, in the province of Babylon.

It is easy to see that as chaps. 3 and 7 go to-

gether, so do chaps. 3 and 6, and 4 and 5.

And, Indeed, these two middle pairs of chap-

ters (3 and 6, 4 and 5) have a symbolical sig-

nificance independent of their historical value.

The first pair shows us, by the example of

Daniel and his three friends, how wonderfully

near God is to His saints, especially when,

faithfully adhering to their Master, they seem

to be crushed by the world-power. The sec-

ond pair present the two kings of the first mon-

archy, as an example of how God can suddenly

humble the world-power in the very height of

its insolence and rebellious scorn, and of how
little reason the faithful have to dread its

might. Auberlen.

Chap. 3. The king makes a huge golden

image, sets it up, and convenes the officers of

every grade in his kingdom to attend its dedi-

cation and join in its worship. Daniel's three

friends refuse, and are cast into a furnace of

fire : God preserves them from all harm, and

the king by decree dooms to death all who
shall speak against their God. H. C.

The noble example of faith and courage re-

corded in this chapter has been the comfort of

the Church in all ages of persecution. Jerome

observes that it was a testimony of the truth

to the Gentiles, and an opportunity of embrac-

ing salvation, that the}' who first learned the

power of one God by the revelation of Daniel

might learn from the firmness of the three

saintly children to leave off the worship of

idols and to despise death, Roie.

An interval of sixteen years had elapsed since

the events of the previous chapter. As the

event here narrated occurred just after the final

captivity of Judah, Nebuchadnezzar had had

ample time to forget the impressions made by
the dream which had been previously- disclosed

and interpreted \iy Daniel. His unbroken

series of magnificent triumphs, without one

interposed warning, had naturally scaled this

forgetfulness of the God of Daniel. His su-

premacy was universally acknowledged as a

world conqueror. It was natural that he

should undertake some act of worship to his

god, upon a scale corresponding to his own
achievements. Thus was furnished the occa-

sion and the motive for the erection of the co-

lossal image upon the plain of Dura, adjacent

to the walls of Babylon. Including the pedes-

tal, the image, which was in the form of a

man, was ninety feet high and nine feet broad,

constructed of wood covered with gold. For

the dedication of this image to some particular

deity, he issued a decree calling together oflicial

representatives from all the peoples included in

his vast dominions. Among these came the

three friends of Daniel, who was still in charge

of the province of Babylon. B.

1-3. The king could not convene all the

people of his vast dominions. The next thing

to it was to convene all the officers of every

name and grade. These would be the strong

and influential men of his realm. Hence this

convocation would send its influence for idol-

atry down through the whole political frame-

work of his kingdom and reach its entire popu-

lation. The great number of grades of ofticers

indicates a high degree of system and order in

the constitution of this government. Of the

eight several officers grouped in this summons,

the first is the highest grade, a sort of viceroy.
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The second is tlie class of deputies. The third

is commouly rendered " governor," and is used

repeatedly by Ezra, Nehcmiah, and others
;

indeed. It is identically the pasha. The fourth

class are the chief judges ; the fifth the royal

treasurers ; the sixth were persons skilled in

the law, and might be either counsellors or

judges ; the seventh term seems to be essen-

tially the same as the sixth, lawyers ; and the

last comprehends all other officers in the prov-

ince. All these were summoned to come to the

dedication of the great image.

I. The image was sixty cubits higli and six

cubits broad—dimensions which must have

rendered it visible to the most remote of the

worshippers assembled in the great plain at the

dedication. This vast size is not without par-

allel, and has even been exceeded. Tlie Colos-

sus of Rhodes was seventy cubits high, and the

Colossus of Nero was not of inferior magni-

tude, being one hundred and ten feet high.

It is observable that the height is out of all

proportion to the breadth ; and as the rules of

proportion were usually observed in such cases,

it is probable that the assigned height included

that of the pedestal on which the image stood.

Kitto.

4. people, nations, and languages. Baby-

lon at this time at the height of her glory, com-

mercial and military, contained within her vast

area representatives from east and west, north

and south, the Greek and the Mede, the Pliosni-

cian and the Assyrian, the " captive of Judali."

and the Arab of the south. The official proc-

lamation, spoken by the herald, addressed them

as " people, nations (better ' tribes'), and lan-

guages." It was a form of address which re-

minded them of the greatness of the monarch

who claimed the obedience of Semite and Aryan

alike, and it was probably the formula then in

use. B. C.

4-7. The signal for simultaneous worship

by prostration of the body before the great im-

age was to be given by tliis grand orchestra,

which seems to have combined all sorts of

musical instruments known in that age —an-

other case in proof that the controlling spirit

in all systems of idolatry seizes on every attrac

tion of art, and not least, upon external beauty

and upon music as important auxiliaries of

power. The precise character of these various

instruments can be reached in this age only

proximately. The first was a horn. The third

is the word " cithera" in Hebrew letters. The
" sackbut" is thought to have been a trombone

—an instrument which secures a wide range of

tone by being constructed with a slide by

which its length and volume may be changed

at pleasure. The word " psaltery" is the same
in Hebrew and in Greek. H. C.

There was, however, something more than

mere worship included in the command to bow
down before this massive goldtn idol. As in

every age, wherein Church and State are com-
bined under one head, the recognition or denial

of one implied the recognition or denial of the

other : so here, disobedience to Nebuehmlnez-

zar's decree with reference to worship was
deemed equivalent to treason against his sov-

ereignty. Moreover, this double test had a

special application at this time, when so many
captives and foreigners had been gathered in

Babylon, as the result of his wide conquests.

That the three friends of Daniel should have

bocn enviously watched by the heathen astrolo-

gers was natural ; as also that these astrolo-

gers should tell the king of the disobedience

of these three favored Jews to his decree. B.

7. Splendid ceremonies, which attach to

those who observe them a eeriain degree of

distinction and glory, may be easily performed ,-

but the internal offering, " the sacrifices of a

broken and a contrite spirit," love to God and

separation from the world, can only belong to

true religion, as they spring from the energy

of Divine grace, and are the proofs of that

moral victory over human nature which Chris-

tianity alone can achieve. No pomp, or sound

of cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, and psaltery

are here required. The spirit of genuine re-

ligion is free from that which is ostentatious

and merely adapted to allure the senses ; it

neither prevails by parade nor by compulsion
;

it disclaims what is artificial and noi.sy ; its

music is the voice of prayer ; its herald the ex-

hibition of a " conduct becoming the Gospel ;"

its triumph the sanctification of the heart.

F. A. Cox.

12. Daniel was not present at this dedication

of the image, and he was not among the Jews

accused. Conjectures have been freely offered

to explain his absence, such as, that Daniel

stood too high in royal favor to be touched ;

that he, personally, was too much loved ; that

he was ill ; that he was engaged elsewhere on

business ; that as " RabSignin" (2 : 48) he

was exempted from the prostration demanded

of lay officials. These conjectures raise more

difficulties than they appease. Yet it may be

safely asserted that, had his absence caused

any defect in the religious ceremonies, had it

been possible to raise against hitn a charge of

dereliction of duty, the " accusers of the Jews"
would not have been slow to incriminate him
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in the charges ihey alleged agaiust Shadrach,

Mesliacli, aad Abednego. That they did not

do so, is not to be explained away upon the

supposition that the deliverance of his com-

panions stopped proceedings agsiinst their

chief. Certainly had this chapter been the

composition of a pseudo-Daniel or the record

of a fictitious event, Daniel would have been

introduced and his immunity explained. B. C.

12, 13. The way in which the " Chaldeans"

describe the three recusants betrays their mo-
tive in accusing them. " Certain Jews whom
thou hast set over the affairs of the province of

Babylon" could not but be envied and hated,

eince their promotion wounded both national

pride and professional jealousy. The form of

the accusation was skilfully calculated to rouse

a despot s rage. They " have not regarded

thee" is the head and front of their offending.

The inflammable temper of the king blazed up
according to expectation, as is the way with

tyrants. His passion of rage is twice men-

tioned (verses 13, 19), and, in one of the in-

stances, is noted as distorting his features.

What a picture of ungoverned fury as of one

who had never been thwarted ! It is the true

portrait of an Eastern despot. A. M.
13-15. The king orders these offenders be-

fore him, and gives them one more trial to test

their obedience. His last words, " Who is that

God that shall deliver you out of my hand ?"

shows that as yet he has practically no just

sense of the power of the Supreme Being, or

indeed of any god higher than mortal man.

H. C.

14. Is it of purpose? A question this

from a potent monarch backed with a wrath-

ful threatening ; enough to have put Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abednego to the stand. Their

answer must provoke their God or their king.

But did they hesitate a moment ? Vv ere they

at all in suspense '? No ; they had faith in

their Lord, and they boldly replied, ' O king,

we need not answer thee in this matter. Our
cause lies before our God ; we are not left to

ourselves ; our present life, our immortal soul

is in His hands. If you command us into the

fiery furnace, our God will be with us ; we
shall be safe ; He will deliver us ; cither our

bodies that we shall not be burnt, or if they

are, the burning furnace shall be only as a fiery

chariot to convey our souls to heaven and

glory." See the power of faith ; according as

they believed so it was ; the Son of God was
with them ; the fire could not hurt them.

W. iWimn.

But we may draw another lesson from this

truculent apostle of his god. He is not the

ouly instance of apparent religious zeal, which
is at bottom nothing but masterfulness.

'

' You
shall worship my god, not because he is God,

but because he is mine." That is the real

meaning of a great deal which calls itself

" zeal for the Lord." The zealot's own will,

opinions, fancies, are crammed down other

people's throats, and the insult in not thinking

or worshipping as he does is worse in his eyes

than the offence against God. A. M.

16-1§. " We have no need to answer thee,"

we are in no straits ; are not pressed by any

stringent necessity as men who tremble in fear

for their lives ; for if thou shouldest do thy

worst—cast us into tlie fiery furnace—our God
is able to deliver us ; and if He should not, we
are ready for the result, let come what may.
Be it known to thee, therefore, we loill not serve

thy gods nor worship thy golden image ! This

was moral heroism and devoted piety, both of

the highest order. H. C.

It is due to Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-
nego to remember that, in the unexplained ab-

sence of Daniel, who may have been in a re-

mote part of the empire upon oflScial duties,

these men exhibited the same heroism, the

same superior intellectuality, and the same de-

votion to principle which characterized Daniel.

One of the sublimest passages attributed to

men of God in any age is in these words :

" We will not do it ; we will not argue about

it ; and if our God in His infinite wisdom will

not deliver us, we will still believe Him, die in

the furnace, and will not worship thy false

god nor obey thee in this matter." This was
stronger than if they had contented themselves

with the assertion that God would surely de-

liver them. Many would begin with equal

courage, expecting deliverance, and quail and

fail if deliverance delayed to come. But these

men would die, in any event, rather than wor-

ship. J. M. Buckley.

God could keep them out of the fiery fur-

nace, or save them in it, if He chose to do so.

But whatever His decision might be on that

point, their decision to do right and take the

consequences was made up unalterably in ad-

vance. And there is no other spirit than this

in which God can be served faithfully. Whea
the question comes between lying and dying,

it is safe to say that, whether you die or not,

you won't lie. So when the question comes

between dishonesty and beggary, between

treachery and ruin, between faithlessness in

little matters or in larger, and the loss of every-

thing that you have held dear in the life that



is, j-ou can say of the peril : "If it be so, our

God is able to deliver us ; but if not, we will

not swerve from the right." What a world

this would be if God's children would all take

that stand and stick to it ! H. C. T.

Duty is sovereign. The obligation to resist

all temptations to go against conscience is un-

afEected by consequences. There may be hope

that God will not suffer us to be harmed, but

whether He does or not should make no differ-

ence to our fl.xed resolve. That temper of

lowly faith and inflexible faithfulness which

these Hebrews showed in the supreme moment,

when they took their lives in their hands, may
be as nobly illustrated in the small difficulties

of our peaceful lives. The same laws shape

the curves of the tiny ripples in a basin and of

the Atlantic rollers. No man who cannot say

" I will not" in the face of frowns and dangers,

be they what they may, and stick to it, will do

his part. He who has conquered regard for

personal consequences, and does not let them

deflect his course a hair's breadth, is lord of

the world. A. M.
19-23. In great rage at such fearless oppo-

sition to his will, the despotic monarch ordered

them to be cast into a fiery furnace heated to

its utmost intensity. The practice of punish-

ment by burning alive had existed among the

Assyrians for centuries, as we learn from both

monumental and historical notices. The fur-

nace was either a fire kindled in the open court,

pr a structure in the form of a pit, with one of

its sides open to receive the fuel for the flame.

Bound probably with chains, in their usual

garments (of the particulars of which we have

no knowledge), they were taken up by the

king's soldiers, and cast into the mouth of the

blazing furnace. So urgent was the king's

wrath and so hot was the flame, that the near

approach proved instantly fatal to the soldiers

who fulfilled the despot's command. They
were slain by the flame. This was the onlj'

destruction wrought by the king's maddened
passions. The burning of the executioners

only emphasized the more this signal miracle

of protection to these servants of the Most High
God. As for the intended victims, the flames

only melted their chains, and left them free to

rise and stand unhurt amid the fire. B.

God did not interfere to prevent them from

being cast into the furnace. Thus, too, He
often suffers His dear children to be cast bound
into the furnace of sore affliction, from which
they cannot extricate themselves. He does

not always preserve from distress, but He pre-

serves in the midst of distress. W. H. G.

24, 25. What the astonished ling beheld.

He saw fail r men walking in the midst of the

fire. The three who had been bound were
loose. The flame had not harmed them. A
fourth form there was, whose majestic appear-

ance Impressed the amazed monarch as a son

of the gods. This, we may believe, was no
other than the angel of the Lord, who so often

had appeared to His people, and who was none

other than Christ the Son of God. Never be-

fore had He appeared to any but chosen friends

of God. Now He manifests Himself to this

heathen monarch, as the deliverer and com-
panion of these His persecuted saints.

A striking fulfilment was here of the Divine

promise uttered by Isaiah (43 : 2). B. The
flame recognized the presence of Him that

made it, and bowed reverently before the Son
of God, just as on other occasions the waters

of the sea owned Him, the winds heard Him,
and all nature responded to Him, and obeyed

Him. The flame lost its power to consume,

because it was commanded not to do so by
Him that kindled it at the first. These He-

brews, we are told by Paul in his Epistle to

the Hebrews, " quenched the violence of fire"

by their faith. Gumming.

His walking with them there seems to imply

that they were conscious of His presence and

sustained by His comfort, like Stephen in the

agony of his martyrdom, and they would

doubtless recognize in him the " Angel Jeho-

vah," who had so often shown Himself to their

fathers, and who had promised. " When thou

walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be

burned." P. S.

How uniform and majestic the testimony

that rises from all the lauds and ages of faith

to this simple truth, that it is not rules of con-

duct, not systems of ethics, not patterns of

propriety, not eloquent expositions that inspire

the believing and faithful heart with its im-

mortal energy and peace, but the simple secret

assurance of being as one with the Lord Jesus,

and resting in His almighty friendship !

Where is the fiery furnace deep enough to

burn despair into our souls, if we can see walk-

ing with us through the fire the form of the

Son of God 1 What, then, is the tribulation,

or famine, or sword, or nakedness that shall

separate us from the love of God in Christ

Jesus our Lord ? The mystery of that unity

where He who is one with God yet cried, " Not

as I will, but as Thou wilt," is not for us to

understand. Yet the prayer of promise, "They
shall be with Me where I am," is for us to lay

hold of and breathe again and again, when we
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are aching and alone and troubled. So be-

lievers have found. Anon.

2<J, 27. At Nebuchadnezzar's bidding they

comeforth unharmed from the fire. The king's

spirit was utterly subdued within him. He
acknowledges the presence of the Jlost High

God with these His servants. He recognizes

the perfect freedom of these men, and their

ability to come forth at their will. But now
instantly his command was obeyed, and God's

servants came forth from the fire. Then around

ihem gathered princes and officers of every

class with the king in the midst, intensely

moved at the strange result. The fire had not

harmed their bodies, nor even was there a hair

of their heads singed, nor their flowing gar-

ments scorched ; nay, even the smell of flre

was not found upon them.

28, 29. But the result wrought as marvel-

lous a change upon the temper of the king.

His wrath yielded to admiration for the faith-

ful heroism of these men. From the senseless

lieity that he had reared upon the plain, he

turns to behold and to acknowledge anew the

God of heaven. This God had proved His

power to protect them that trusted in Him.

Again as on the previous occasion he recog-

nizes the being as the might of the God of

Israel. He publishes a decree forbidding the

people under his dominion to utter anything

against the God of these Hebrews. He went
Indeed no further than this. His change of

conviction and action was based upon the supe-

rior might of God. He offered to Jehovah no

worship or reverence, but remainetl an idola-

tor. B. Though the heathen king is again

convinced of the power and greatness of the

God of the Jews, it will be observed that the

proclamation is only a decree of punishment

against those who calumniate Him. It does

not declare Him God alone, and the other gods

mere idols. Rose.

28. The things he specially notes as done by
them are—that they " trusted in their God"
(he had never seen such trust before !) ; that

they "changed" in the sense of disregarding

and finally reversing the king's mandate ; and

that they " yielded their bodies" to be burned

if the Lord should not be pleased to protect

them. These were new developments for

Babylon ! When in all the foregone iiges had

such things been seen in that proud city ?

H. C.

A steadfast faith in God will produce a stead-

fast faithfulness to God. Now this honorable

testimony, thus publicly borne by the king

himself to these servants of God, we may well

think would have a good influence upon the

rest of the Jews that were, or should be, cap-

tives in Babylon. Their neighbors could not

with any confidence urge them to do that, nor

could they for shame do that, which their

brethren were so highly applauded by the

king himself for not doing. Kay, and what

God did for these His servants would help not

only to keep the Jews close to their religion

while they were in captivity, but to cure them

of their Inclination to idolatry, for which end

they were sent into captivity ; and when it had

had that blessed effect upon them they might

be assured Ihat God would deliver them out of

that furnace, as now He delivered their breth-

ren out of this. H.

Always and everywhere men fall back and

give place to those who practise a religion

which costs them something. The world is

looking on to see if ours is a religion irhieh cost.i

us anything. Do we really feel the sacrifice of

any one thing for Christ ? Does our life un-

mistakably and inevitably remind men of

Christ's life ? Does it probably remind Him
of it ? Does He see in it of the travail of His

soul that which satisfies Him ? This is the

style of questioning by which the world is

silent!}' putting our religion to the test. Phelps.

29. One important result of these events is

a special decree, forbidding the people of his

entire realm to say aught amiss against the

God of these Hebrews. Apparently, the reason

assigned went fOTth with the decree— viz., " Be-

cause there is no other god that can deliver

after this sort"—a distinct recognition of the

God of Israel as higher and mightier than all

the gods of the heathen. This decree went

over all his realm, a grand manifesto, setting

forth the conviction of this autocrat on his

throne in favor of the great Jehovah. Natu-

rally it would carry with it an account more or

less full of the circumstances wliioh had called

it forth. Officers of government from his

whole realm were its witnesses. Hence these

events must have sown broadcast some ideas

of the true God among the thousands and prob-

ably millions of liis subjects. H. C.

30, Either his sense of justice or his fear of

the Hebrews' God led him to restore the three

men to their offices and to advance them to

higher positions of trust. B. He justly

promoted them in his kingdom ; but he had no

honors to confer, after what Heaven had made
to shine and flame upon them on that great

day. He could not confer honor on those who
had triumphed over him and his gods. And
as to them, there could remain, after that day,
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but one thing more that was sublime enough for

their ambition

—

the translniion by death ! Foxter.

The contents of this chapter, apart from the

consideration of the event as a miracle, may be

summed up in Archdeacon Rose's words :

" Never was the promise, ' when thou walkest

through the fire thou shalt not be burned
;

neither shall the flame kindle upon thee ' (Isa.

43 : 2), so wonderfully fulfilled as here. Doubt-

less it was ever the source of spiritual comfort

to the Christian martyr, but here it was ful-

filled in the letter." B. C.

The great lesson to be gathered from this

miracle of deliverance is simply that men who
sacrifice themselves for God find in the sacri-

fice abundant blessing. They may, or may

not, be delivered from the external danger.

Peter was brought out of prison the night be-

fore his intended martyrdom ; James, the

brother of John, was slain with the sword
;

but God was equally near to both, and both

were equally delivered from " Herod, and

from all the expegtation of the people of the

Jews." The disposal of the outward event is

in His hands, and is a comparatively small

matter. But no furnace into which a man
goes because he will be true to God, and will

not yield up his conscience, is a tenth part so

hot as it seems, and it will do no real harm.

The fire burns bonds, but not Christ's servants,

consuming many things that entangled, and

setting them free. " I will walk at liberty,

for I seek Thy precepts" even if we have to

walk in the furnace. No trials faced in obedi-

ence to God will be borne alone. A present

Christ will never fail His servants, and will

make the furnace cool even when its fire is

fiercest. A. M.

The central, compre7ie7isice, and significant

truth herein conveyed is expressed in the

words of Christ : "He that will lose his lifejor

My sake shall save it." B.

Christ has been with His Church from the

beginning of the world. The bush may blaze,

but God is in the bush, and it cannot be con-

sumed. His saints may suffer, but their suf-

ferings shall only spread their faith, and glorify

their Lord. And all things, the blunders of

its friends, the bitterness of its enemies, the

silence of its advocates, the opposition of its

foes—all things, in height and depth, shall aid

the cause of Christ, and prosper that Churcli

of which He is the foundation and blessed

hope. Cumming.

Thousands in later times have walked calmly

to the stake, cheered by the words of these

young Hebrew exiles. Their great service to

the world of subsequent ages is their teaching

by word and act tlw nature and the working of

a religion of principle. They illustrate the

truth that a religion of principle is founded oii

intelligent convictions of truth, so fixed in the

lieart as to be beyond the reach of argument.

Their answer to the king's command has been

the watchword of martyrs from that day to

this :
" We are not careful to answer thee in

this matter. . . . But be it known unto thee,

O king, that we will not serve thy gods."

There is a state of religious experience, possi-

ble to every Christian, of which this is a sam-

ple. It is a state in which the believer no

longer needs argument to support his convic-

tions, and is no longer open to argument

against them. Certain central truths of relig-

ion are fixed in his very soul. They have been

settled once for all and forever. They are

thus settled, because they have become matters

of experience.

The religion of principle consists pre emi-

nently in obedience to the sense of duty, without

regard to consequences. So far as it appears

from the story of these " men in the fire," this

was their reasoning, and the whole of it :
" We

have only to do right, in the fear of God."

Not a word appears, except a sublime assur-

ance that God will save them, but a more sub-

lime purpose to obey Him whether He will or

not. The religion of principle carries toith it

a profound sense of a personal God. " Our God
whom we serve." This is the first and last

and ruling thought of these youthful heroes.

Duty is no abstraction to them. They are not

I

philosophers. They are simply believers in a

I living God. Phelps.



CHAPTER IV.

DANIEL, CHAPTER IV.

4 : 1 NEBUCnADNEZZAR the king, untu all tht- peoples, nr.tions. and languages, that dwell

2 in all the earth
;
peace be multiplied unto you. It hath seemed good unto me to shew the

3 signs and wonders that the Most High God hath wrought toward me. How great are his

signs ! and how mighty are his wonders ! his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and liia

dominion is from generation to generation.

4, 5 I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house, and flourishing in my palace. I saw a

dream which made me afraid ; and the thoughts upon my bed and the visions of my head
6 troubled me. Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the -wise men of Babylon before me.
7 that they might make known unto me the interpretati(in of the dream. Then came in the

magicians, the enchanters, the Clialdeans, and the soothsayers : and I told the dream before

8 them ; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof. But at the last

Daniel came in before me, whose name was Belteshazzar, according to the name of my god,

9 and in whom is the spirit of the holy gods : and I told the dream before him, mying. O Belte-

shazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of the holy gods is in thee,

and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have sci?). mul tin- inter-

10 pretation thereof. Thus were the visions of my head upon my bed ; I smv, .md lididld a

11 tree in the midst of the earth, and the height thereof was great. The tree Lrnw, and wlls

strong, and the height thereof reached unto heaven, and the sight thereof to the end of all

12 the earth. The leaves thereof were fair, and the fruit thereof much, and in it was meat for

all : the beasts of the field had shadow under it, and the fowls of the heaven dwelt in the

13 branches thereof, and all flesh was fed of it. I saw in the visions of my head upon my bed,

14 and, behold, a watcher and an holy one came down from heaven. He cried aloud, and said

thus. Hew down the tree, and cut off his branches, shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit :

15 let the beasts get away from under it, and the fowls from his branches. Nevertheless leave

the stump of his roots in the earth, even with a band of iron and brass, in the tender grass

of the field ; and let it be wet with the dew of heaven, and let his portion be with the beasts

16 in the grass of the earth : let his heart be changed from man's, and let a beast's heart be

17 given unto him ; and let seven times pass over him. The sentence is by the decree of the

watchers, and the demand by the word of the holy ones : to the intent that the living may
know that the Most High ruleth ia the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever hc^

18 will, and setteth up over it the lowest of men. This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have
seen : and thou, O Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation, forasmuch as all the wise men of

my kingdom are not able to make known unto me the interpretation ; but thou art able, for

the spirit of the holy gods is in thee.

19 Then Daniel, whose name was Belteshazzar, was astonied for a while, and his thoughts
troubled him. The king answered and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the inter-

pretation, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream be to them that

20 hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine adversaries. The tree that thou sawe.st,

which grew, and was strong, whose height reached tmto the heaven, aud the sight thereof to

21 all the earth ; whose leaves were fair, and the fruit thereof much, and in it was meat for

all
;
under which the beasts of the field dwelt, and upon whose branches the fowls of the

22 heaven had their habitation : it is thou, O king, that art grown and become strong : for thy
greatness is grown, and reacheth unto heaven, and thy dominion to the end of the earth.

23 And whereas the king saw a watcher and an holy one coming down from heaven, and say-

ing. Hew down the tree, and destroy it ; nevertheless leave the stump of the roots thereof in

the earth, even with a band of iron and brass, in the tender grass of the field ; and let it be
wet with the dew of heaven, and let his portion be with the beasts of the field, till seven

24 times pass over him ; this is the interpretation, O king, and it is the decree of the Most High,
25 which is come upon my lord the king ; that thou shalt be driven from men, and thy dwell-

ing shall be with the beasts of the field, and thou shalt be made to eat grass as oxen, and
shait be wet with the dew of heaven, and seven times shall pass over thee ; till thou know
that the Jlost High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will.
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26 And whereas they commanded to leave the stump of the tree roots ; thy kingdom shall he

27 sure unto thee, after that thou shall have known that the heavens do rule. Wherefore, O
king, let my counsel be acceptable unto thee, and break off thy sins by righteousness, and

thine iniquities by shewing mercy to the poor ; if there may be a lengthening of thy tran-

28, 29 quillity. All this came upon the king Nebuchadnezzar. At the end of twelve months

80 he was walking in the royal palace of Babylon. The king spake and said. Is not this great

Babylon, which I have built for the royal dwelling place, by the might of my power and for

31 the glory of my majest}' 't While the word was in the king's mouth, there fell a voice from

heaven, myimj, O king Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it is spoken : the kingdom is departed from

32 thee. And thou shalt be driven from men, and thy dwelling shall be with the beasts of the

field ; thou shalt be made to eat grass as oxen, and seven times shall pass over thee ; until

thou know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever

33 he will. The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar : and he was driven

from men, and did eat grass as oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, till his

'i\ hair was grown like eagles' /««</«'»•«, and his nails like birds' daws. And at the end of the

days I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, and mine understanding returned

unto me, and I blessed the Most High, and I praised and honoured him that livetli for ever

;

for liis dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom from generation to generation :

35 and all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing : and he doeth according to his

will in the army of heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth : and none can stay hia

36 hand, or say unto him. What doest thou 5 At the same time mine understanding returnc^d

unto me ; and for the glory of my kingdom, my majesty and brightness returned unto me
;

and my counsellors and my lords sought unto me ; and I was established in my kingdom,

37 and excellent greatness was added unto me. Now I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and

honour the King of heaven ; for all his works are truth, and his ways judgement : and those

that walk in pride he is able to abase. •

Chap. 4. Of all historic figures, Nebuchad-

nezzar most strikingly represents the power of

destruction. Like his own image on the plain

of Dura, he towers over the ground he has

cleared of every opponent from the Nile to the

Euphrates. Above all, he had been the instru-

ment in the hand of God to root out His people

for their sins from the good laud given to their

fathere, but he had yet to learn that he himself

was subject to their God This lesson was
taught him while he enjoyed the fruit of his

victories in the citj' of Babylon, which he had

made the wonder of the world by his " hang-

ing gardens" and other splendid works ; and

the appointed teacher was a young Hebrew of

the first captivity, whose career at Babylon

was almost a repetition of that of Joseph at

the court of Pharaoh. P. S.

The Book of Daniel is silent upon the life of

Nebuchadnezzar during those twenty to thirty

years which witnessed the gradual develop-

ment of his greatness as a conqueror in the

West. The notes on the later chapters of the

books of Kings and Chronicles, and on such

I chapters of Jeremiah as the twenty-second and

thirty-sixth, will give the reader a succinct ac-

count of much which then happened ; for ex-

' ample, of the wars in Judea, Phoenicia and

Egypt. It was only after these wars that

Nebuchadnezzar could have found time to give

himself thoroughly to those works of architec-

tural adornment and utility which for some

time had been slowly progressing ; and it was
only after these wars that the description fairly

applies to him—he was " at rest." It may be

assumed that a man like Nebuchadnezzar—who
considered himself (according to the inscrip-

tion) " the chosen of Merodach, the god-born,"

and who was not only a soldier of the first

rank, but also a " priest-king" of unquestioned

intellectual greatness—could not pass through

those many years of campaigning, and of con-

tact with "nations and languages," without

being arrested by one phenomenon—a phenom-

enon which asserted itself due to Divine inter-

ference. The Jews and their king were his

captives
;
Jerusalem and the sacred temple of

the God of Israel lay in ruins. Prophets had

foretold this ; and Nebuchadnezzar had a liv-

ing witness to the truth of their prophecy and

the sternness of Divine justice, in the presence

of that vast Hebrew multitude which peopled

the " Hallat" or "profane" quarter of Baby-

lon. Think of it. as he would, from his hea-

then point of view, there was perpetually before

him a proof that there w,as One who did " ac-

cording to His will in the army of heaven, and

among the inhabitants of the earth : none could

stay His hand, or say <into Him, What doest

Thou V (verse 35). " The pride of the king
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ami his humiliatiou by a severe judgment, of

God are the subjects of this chapter." It is

also full of evidence of Daniel's gradual ad-

vance and greatness. Just as Ezekiel's testi-

mony to Daniel's " righteousness" (Ezek.

14 : 14, 20) brings him forward as the example

of what the Hebrew captive might be in the

sight of his God, so this chapter tells of the

esteem and confidence he had won from his

royal master (4 : 8, etc.). It was the reward of

twenty to thirty years' silent waiting and

working. B. C.

Nebuchadnezzar has a second dream, predict-

ing his own insanity : his iii:ii;icians and Chal-

deans cannot give him ii-i iiit(i[in-tatiou. Dan-

iel gives it ; it tal^is \\\:wi- at the end of twelve

months. The king is deposed from his throne

and continues insane seven years. His reason

then returns ; he resumes his sceptre, and

ascribes honor and glory to the Most High
God. H. C.

1. " These most wonderful events in the life

of the king are narrated in his own words, ap-

parently from a proclamation issued by him."
Whether Nebuchadnezzar was the actual writer

of the events detailed in this chapter, or Daniel

simply recorded what happened and gave to it

that half-narrative, half-personal form which
the changes from the first to the third per-

sons and rice versa have caused it to assume,

is practically a matter of indifference. The
undertone of genuineness which makes it-

self so unobtrusively felt to the Assyrian

scholar when reading it is quite sufficient

to decide the question of authenticity ; while

the analogy of similar documents, and the

attestation of the LXX. apxfi r!ic ei^taToh'i^,

give the preference to the lirstnamed view.

B. C.

1-3. This entire chapter is in its nature a

royal manifesto or proclamation, announcing

to all the world the extraordinary ways of the

great God in His providences toward the king.

By " signs and wonders" he means the super-

natural dreams, the predicted insanity, the

moral ends which the Lord sought to gain by
it, and the actual results. These terms are

usually employed in the Scriptures to denote

the supernatural works of God—those which

are unlilie the common course of natural events,

and such as men are wont to conceive of there-

fore as above nature—supernatural. It is no-

ticeable that the introduction to this manifesto

recognizes "the High God" as the Supreme
and Eternal Ruler, at the head of a kingdom
which endures forever, and swaying a domin-

ion which does not, like those of mortal men.

pass away with the lap.se of lumian genera-

1

tions, but holds on, unaffected by time, from
generation to generation. This manifesto is

addressed, not to the people of his own vast

realm alone, but to " all people, nations and
languages that dwell in all the earth." This

universality, coupled with the moral fitness

and force of the document, render it truly mag-
nificent and sublime. Think of it as translated

into every spoken language throughout all the

tribes of earth's entire population and sent to

them from the once proud king of great Baby-

lon and of the vast Chaldean empire ! A hum-,

ble testir^ony that, great as this monarch of

Babylon had been, the Most High God is im-

measurably greater ; that glorious and power-

ful as his empire had been in the eyes of men,

the kingdom of the great God is mightier far

and exalted in far higher glory ! H. C.

4. At rest and flotirisliiiig. Signifi-

cant words, which go far to indicate the period

of his life referred to. Nebuchadnezzar was
" resting" in undisputed possession of a " do-,

miniou" which extended " to the end of the

earth" (verse 22) ; he was in his own house
;

not now a warrior at the head of his army, but

in that dwelling, that palace of which one

small fragment alone remains (Layard, "Nin-
eveh and Babylon," p. 506) ; he was " flourish-

ing" like a tree ; a simile used by the king

with distinct reference to his dream (verse 10),

and conveying to the Oriental mind a recog-

nized symbol of fresh, mighty growth.

9. iVo secret troMeth tliee. It is thus that,

the king marks the difference between "the
master" and the rest of the wise men. In lan-

guage both courteous and appealing—when
compared with that used on a former occasion,

2 : 5, 26—he asks from that power in Daniel

which revealed secrets (2 : 47) the solution of

his dream. B. C.

10-17. The dream is really in two parts:

one part presented to the eye, the other to the

ear ; the first part a great tree which the king

saw, the second an oral declaration made by

an angel from heaven, which he heard. The

first part (verses 10-12) describes the tree—ex-

ceeding great, tall, strong, visible to the ends

of the earth ; of immense foliage and most

abundant fruit. The beasts repose under its

shade ; the fowls of heaven dwell amid its

branches, and all flesh is fed from its stores of

fruit. The second part (verses 13-17) recites

the audible proclamation. The king sees a

glorious personage, here described as "a
watcher, even a holy one, coming down from

heaven." He is a watcher, one of God's tm-



Bleeping angels -n-hom Ho pwts in charge over

portions of the vast providential agencies of

His universe. The terra angel contemplates

this order of beings as sent forth on some mis-

sion, " angel" meaning a messenger. But the

term " -n-atcher" expresses their vrork equally

well. " Are they not all ministering spirits 5"

(Heb. 1 : 14). Some are sent specially to min-

ister to the heirs of salvation ; others, as the

Book of Daniel teaches (see chap. 10; 11 : 1 ;

12 : 1), are put in eliarge over the kingdoms of

men—the great agents of the Most High in the

execution of His providential purposes and

government. In this case, " the watcher, an

holy one," came down to finish out the dream

by announcing the destiny of the tree. This

he proclaims with a loud voice :
" Hew down

the tree, cut off its branches," etc., but leave

the stump of its roots in the earth, firmly fixed

there as if bound with a band of iron and brass.

From this point the description slides insensibly

from the figure to the reality—from the stump

of the tree to the king himself, shorn of his

glory. " Let it be wet with the dew of heav-

en," looks toward the insane king, outcast

from human society and from the homes of

men, taking his portion with the beasts of the

earth. His heart changed from man's and a

beast's heart given to him, indicate the utter

loss for the time of his understanding and rea-

son. He has dropped down from the grade of

thinking, reasoning man to that of the un-

thinking, unreasoning beast. And this is to

continue " until seven times have pas.sed over

him." The word "times" refers to the best

known division of time, the year. It is (per-

haps) a definite number for an indefinite—the

real duration being possibly somewhat less

than seven full years. God Himself has or-

dained this infliction upon the great king. He
has done it for a special purpose here assigned

— viz., that the living may know that the Most

High ruleth in the kingdoms of men, giving

regal power to whom He will. H. C.

16. Let Ids heart be changed. (Cf. verse 25.)

The plain interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's

case, stripped of the prophetic figurative lan-

guage, appears to be that he should be pun-

ished with madness, should fancy himself a

beast, and live like a beast, but after some time

should recover his reason and resume the gov-

ernment. Bp. Newton.

17. To tlie intent that the lieing may know.

The intent of this matter was to give mankind

a proof, in the fall and restoration of this

mighty monarch, that the fortunes of kings

and empires are in the hand of God ; that His

providence perpetually interposes in the affairs

of men, distributing crowns and sceptres al-

ways for the good of the faithful primarily,

ultimately of His whole creation, but according

to His will ; by which -we must understand a

will perfectly independent and unbiassed by
anything external

; yet not an arbitrary will,

but a wilf directed by the governing perfec-

tions of the Divine intellect ; by God's own
goodness and wisdom ; and as justice is in-

cluded in the idea of goodness, it must be a

will governed by God's justice. Bp. Horsley.

18. The king submits this dream to Daniel

for him to interpret. He is confident Daniel

can do it, because " the spirit of the holy gods

is in him." This recognition of the great doe-

trine that God's spiritual presence and power
are with His people, that He can and some-

times does reveal to them His own exclusively

Divine foreknowledge of events, is a remark-

able testimony from the greatest king and the

master-mind of the age.

20-26. Here is the interpretation. The
great tree is no other than the great- king.

This description corresponds in most respects

with that given above (verses 10-17), save only

that here it is applied to the king, and remark-

ably', the clause which referred most plainly to

his insanity, " Let his heart be changed from

man's and let a beast's heart be given him," is

here omitted. In verses 25, 26 the agents re-

ferred to, " they shall drive thee from men ;"

" they shall make thee eat grass ;" " they shall

wet thee with the dew of heaven," are ap-

parently those angelic beings whom God em-

ploys in His providental administration, con-

trolling the activities of men and bringing

about the course of events in harmony with

the Divine will. That the stump and roots are

left living and strong in the earth denoted that

his kingdom should still remain sure to him
and should return to his hand after he should

have fully seen and heartily admitted that the

God of heaven (for brevity's sake here " the

heavens") does rule. This preservation of the

kingdom to him by preventing any successor

from obtruding himself upon the throne, may,

not improbably, have been due to this known
prediction and to Daniel's personal influence.

Daniel was in a position to have almost unlim-

ited control in this thing.

27. As the time of this calamity was not

fixed, it might be postponed by the king's re-

pentance ; indeed it might have been altogether

prevented if he had become truly penitent.

Why not as really as the destruction of Nin-

eveh foretold by Jonah, the precise date of
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wUich moreover was set to ninety days. Ilencc

the way is open for Daniel to exhort his sover-

eign in all fidelity and love to " break off his

sins by righteousness, and his iniquities by

showing mercy to the poor," since thus he

might, nay would, prolong this present peace

and prosperity. This noble example of manly

and Christian fidelity to his sovereign is wor-

thy of all admiration, and of course imitation.

Prompted by such manifest love and in man-

ner so respectful to the king, and yet with so

much 'personal dignity, it must have fallen

upon the king's mind with great force. Tlie

sin specially indicated here, unrighteous op-

pression of the poor, looks very probably tow-

ard the terrible exactions of labor imposed upon

his defenceless subjects (some of them captives

of war) in those immense public works which

were in the eyes of men the glory of his reign.

H. C.

Break off thy sins by nghteousness. Among
the many accusations against the Book of Dan-

iel, one of the most frivolous has been raised

on this passage, as if Daniel taught the doc-

trine of human merit, and the atonement of

our transgressions by virtuous actions. The

word simply means " break off," make an end

of thy sins by a change of life. It is almost

equivalent to " sin no more" and change thy

ways. Rose.

Whatever the impression, it did not last

long. " AH," in spite of the caution and

the prayer, " came upon Nebuchadnezzar."

Twelve months passed away—months of peace

as regarded enemies without, and of work as

regarded the embellishment of his capital.

B. C.

28-!t3. It may be supposed that Daniel's

faithful exhortation had some good moral in-

fluence on the king for a season. The impend-

ing calamity was deferred twelve months.

But his goodness was as the morning cloud.

When his pride resumed its sway over his

heart, just while he was walking on the flat

roof of his lofty palace, overlooking the splen-

dor of that most splendid cit^^ and saying,

" Is not this great Babylon that I have built

for the house of the kingdom by the might of

my power and for the honor of my majesty"

—at that moment there came another voice ; it

fell from heaven. The dream w as fulfilled I

H. C.

29, 30. With the rise of the Chaldean he-

gemony under Nabopolassar, B.C. 625, and the

utter overthrow of Nineveh, Babylon rose

from its ashes more beautiful than ever. The
great Nebuchadnezzar restored the city on

such a gigantic scale, and with such splendid

adornment of wide streets, temples, palaces,

and fortifications, that it may fairly be desig-

nated as the new creation of tliis powerful

prince, who, in the East India House Inscrip-

tion, says of his own work :

" Nebuchadnezzar I am, king of Babylon,

whom Marduk, the great lord, created for a

blessing to his city of Babylon. Ezafcila and

Ezida [the two great temples of Babylon and

Borsippa] I caused to shine with the brilliancy

of the sun, and the temples of the great gods

with the brightness of day. Heretofore, from

distant <\ays, [and] until the reign of Nabopo-

lassar king of Babylon, my father, many kings

who reigned before me, whom the gods had

called by name to the royal power, in [other]

cities which they preferred, wherever they

chose, built palaces, established their residence,

heaped up their wealth in them, brought to-

gether their possessions ; and only at the fes-

tival of the New Year, when the lord of the

gods goes forth, did they come to Shuanna

[the sacred name of Babylon]. Since Marduk
created mo for royal rule, [and] Nabii his legiti-

mate son entrusted his peoples to me, I loved

the building of their halls as my precious life.

Besides Babylon and Borsippa, I reared and

adorned no cities."

It is therefore intelligible when Nebuchad-

nezzar, standing on the terrace of his royal

palace, which had been erected by the labor of

subject kings and peoples, looked down upon

the tumult below him, upon the broad mirror

of the Euphrates, with its restraining walls

and bridge-piers whicli still exist, and spoke

the insolent words recorded in the Book of

Daniel :
" Is not this great Babylon, which I

have built for the royal dwelling-place, by the

might of my power and for the glory of my
majesty ?" R. E. Thompson.

Upon a terraced foundation was reared the

royal palace ; the roof was of immense cedar

and cypress beams ; the gates of sandal-v/ood,

inlaid with ivory and ornamented with gold

and silver ; the pinnacle of white marble. On
terraces connected by stairs were planted trees

and shrubs ; the hollow columns, filled witli

earth, served as receptacles for the roots of the

largest trees ; while extensive water-works

brought from the Euphrates the water required

for the gardens and the wells. Nebuchadnez-

zar's wife, a Median princess, had wished for

those gardens, that she might enjoy, in the

Babylonian valley, a view reminding her of

her native hills and parks ; and her husband,

as if by enchantment, called them out of the
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earth, 'lavishlj' laid out for the wonder of

mankind." . . . Below stretches the carefully

kept park of Ezagila, from which projects the

palace of Nabopolassar, and the pinnacle of the

temple mirrored in the tranquilly-flowing Eu-

phrates, animated by hundreds of ships, whose

masts form a boundless forest. Below Ezagila

we descry the large Euphrates bridge, sup-

ported by columns of hewn stone, also a monu-

ment of extraordinary labor and art. Not far

from the river, toward the southwest, rises, in

the wonderfully clear air. the " pyramid" of

Babylon's sister city, Borsippa, the temple of

the seven spheres of heaven and earth—namely,

the sevrii planets. And wherever the eye

riui^csi wu see on all hands houses and gardens,

fini' liclds and palm-groves, towns and villages

—yea, a landscape of truly heavenly beauty.

Now, indeed, can we understand why Nebu-

chadnezzar, wandering upon his palace walls,

exclaimed :
" Is not this great Babylon, that

I have built for the house of the kingdom, by

the might of my power, and for the honor of

my majesty ?" Friedrich DeUtzKch.

The Babylon of Nebuchadnezzar occupied a

square of which each side was fourteen miles

in length, and was bisected by the Euphrates

diagonally from northwest to southeast. This

square was inclosed by a deep moat, flooded

from the river. The clay excavated in digging

the moat, moulded into bricks and laid in bitu-

men, formed the walls of the city. These

walls, more than three hundred feet high and

more than seventy thick, and protected by par-

apets, afforded a commodious driveway along

their top of nearly sixty miles, needing only

aerial bridges over the Euphrates River. The

waters of the river were forced to flow through

the city between quays of masonry which

equalled the walls in thickness and height.

The walls were pierced at equal intervals for a

liundred gates, and each gatewa}' closed with

double leaves of ponderous metal, swinging

\ipon bronze posts built into the wall. Fifty

broad avenues, crossing each other at right

angles, joined the opposite gates of the city,

and divided it into a checker-board of gigantic

squares. The river quays were pierced by
twenty-five gates like those in the outer walls.

One of the streets was carried across the river

upon an arched bridge, another ran in a tunnel

beneath the river-bed, and ferries plied con-

tinually across the water where the other streets

abutted. The great squares of the city were

not all occupied by buildings. Many of them

were used as gardens and even farms, and the

great fertility of the soil, caused by irrigation,

producing two and even three crops a year,

supplied food suflicient for the inhabitants in

case of siege. Babylon was a vast fortified

province rather than a city. W. B. Wright.

Not only does the monarch claim in various

lengthy documents to have renovated the walla,

the palace, and the various temples of the city,

but there is the most unmistakable evidence

that his claim to have rebuilt the whole city is

just. Of the ancient bricks dug up on the site

of Babylon, cit least nine tenllu bear tlie name
and titles of this monarch. It is clear that his

renovation of the place must have amounted

to an almost complete rebuilding of it. " Is

not this great Babylon that I have built ?"

was thus a most natural exclamation in the

mouth of this king, though it would have been

wholly unfit in the mouth of any other Baby-

lonian monarch mentioned in Scripture. His

inscriptions add that, besides the great temple

of Nebo or of the Seven Spheres at Borsippa,

he built there at least five others, together with

a temple to the Moon-god at Beth-Ziba, and

one to the Sun-god at Larsa or Senkareh. Alto-

gether there is reason to believe that he was

one of the most Indefatigable of all the build-

ers that have left their mark upon the world in

which we live. He covered Babylonia with

great works. lie found Babylon a perishing

city of unbaked clay ; he left it one of durable

burnt brick, unless it had been for human vio-

lence, capable of continuing, aa the fragment

of the Kasr has continued, to the present day.

G. R.

The prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Eze-

kiel have been literally fulfilled. Notwith-

standing more than one revolt of the Baby-

lonian people, and the magnificent schemes of

Alexander for restoring the city to its ancient

greatness, the empire has been dissolved and

the city itself destroyed. To use some of the

language of the prophecies, " her foundations

are fallen, her wails are thrown down." Nor
is this all that has befallen her ;

" the sower is

cut off from Babylon, and he that handleth the

sickle in time of harvest," for " the drought is

upon the waters" which refreshed her territory

with fertilizing irrigation. She is become a

desolation among the nations without an in-

habitant, and of the numerous travellers who
pass near her site on their way to and from

Baghdad scarcely any except a few Europeans

bent on antiquarian research take any notice

of the ruins of Babylon. II. W. Philpott.

30, Pride, reaching out its hand in Eden-
pride, lifting up its head in Babylon—pride,

today, deifying the laws of nature and out-
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lawing the Deity—pride, flattering itself witli

fantastic theories of development, according to

which the universe, beginning with unorgan-

ized particles, culminates in man, and man cul-

minates in the philosopher, so that the repre-

sentative of this theory stands on the very

pinnacle of the universe, everything below him
and nothing above—pride, rejecting redemp-

tion as a work of supererogation, and spurning

revelation as a hindrance, rather than a help to

man's all-sufficient reason—pride, breaking out

in the infamous blasphemer or lurking in the

bosom of the self-complacent moralist, who
patronizes religion without stooping to partake

of its privileges—pride, everywhere and al-

ways, is the root-sin of our ruined race, and in

this regard the king of Babylon finds his counter-

part in every sinful human soul. P. S. Ilenson.

We may bear about with us a heart like

Nebuchadnezzar's, although we dwell within

a beggar's hut. Not sensuality, as men so

often suppose, but pride, is the highest and

the deepest, the first and the last sin. It goes

with the worldling to his social circle, steals

with the scholar into his lonely cell ; and even

when we have entered our solitary bedcham-

ber, we have not shut it out. How many, who
are blameless and worthy of respect before the

world, inscribe on the edifice of their outward

prosperity and moral excellence,
'

' This is the

great Babylon, that I have built !" Thus the

human heart by nature is arrogant in pros-

perity, and thus we remain until grace begins

the good work in us, by snatching from us the

state-robe of haughtiness, and clothing us in

the garment of humility.

And for this end the great God is incessant-

ly active ; indeed, in Nebuchadnezzar we see

the position which God assumes toward the

haughty sinner. He bears long with them
;

He is long-sufi'ering, because He is eternal.

He allows the Nebuchadnezzars for successive

years to build the proud walls of Babylon ; the

tree may be high and strong, and yet no voice

from heaven, " Cut it down," resounds above

its branches. Meanwhile, God icnrns the

haughty sinner earnestly, as He did Nebu-

chadnezzar ; first by means of his remarkable

vision, and after that by Daniel's infallible

exposition of it. Nay, He does not let the

defiant man pass to his ruin without warning
;

in the unquiet dream of our life, we hear at

every turning voices from the unseen world

calling us to repentance and humility ; and on

all sides Daniels stretch forth the finger warn-

ingly, in order in a higher name to say to us :

'' Let my counsel be acceptable imto thee, and

break o(T thy sins liy righteousness" (verse 2Tj.

Van 0.

33. Nothing can he sadder than a life made
for God and Godlikeness grovelling in the

dust. We read with pity of the great king

who was driven from men, who dwelt among
the beasts and was made to cat grass as oxen,

and be wet with the dew of lieaven till his

hairs were grown like eagles' featliers and his

nails like birds' claws. Yet God's angels see

this sad story repeated continually in this

world. Men and women made for nobleness

and glory are found crawling on the earth and
living o^ly for earthly things. The true life

must set its affections on things above, where
Christ sitteth. We should train ourselves to

live for things that we can carry with us into

the eternal years. No other life is worthy of

an immortal being. J. R. M.
What happened during this madness 1

"The counsellors" and "lords" (verse 36)

nearest to his person took charge of his gov-

ernment, perhaps under the presidency of the

welMoved Median wife, Amytis, to gratify

whose tastes the king had built the " hanging
gardens" (Berosus)

;
perhaps under that of the

" chief of the Casdim," whose predecessor had
kept the kingdom for him at liis father's death

{Journ. Asiai., 1870). His subjects would
know that their lord was suffering from some
terrible malady, even if they were told nothing

of its intensity or nature. They waited till

death should end the life of their great king,

or till, in accordance with prophetic rumor
(cf. verse 26), health should ouce more be his.

His power was too assured, his conquests too

thorough to be imperilled by the absence of his

own personal supervision. As events proved,

the duration of the illness caused no confusion,

no alteration in the political and social unity

of his empire. B. C.

33-37. No doubt he was constantly watched
at a distance, and his safety duly protected,

while his son Evil-merodach assumed the re-

gency until his father should be restored to his

right mind. This did not occur until the time

appointed—seven years—had passed ; and then

—it is the king himself who relates the facts in

a proclamation published on his recovery

—

" At the end of the days, I Nebuchadnezzar
lifted up my eyes unto heaven ;" that first look

to heaven—that mute appeal of the brute-man,

was not in vain
—"Mine understanding re-

turned to me ;" and what was the first impulse

and use of his restored understanding ? " I

blessed the Most High, and praised and hon-

ored Him that liveth forever and ever." God's



victory over tlie proudest of men was cam-

plete. He proceeded to confess that before

Him " all the inhabitants of the earth are re-

puted as nothing : and He doeth according to

His will in the army of heaven and among the

inhabitants of the earth ; and none can stay

His hand, or say unto Him, What doest

Thou ?" In this conviction he continued after,

on perceiving the change that had taken place

in him, his counsellors and his lords repaired

to him, and brought him back to his palace and

his kingdom ; for ho ends in extolling " th3

King of heaven, all wliose works are truth, and

His ways judgment: and those that lordk in

pride. He is able to abase.
'

' Kitto.

As the event stood unconnected with any

known natural cause, it must have been beyond

the ken of any foresight short of the Divine
;

and it follows incontestably that the preciiction

and the accomplishment of it were both from

God. The king's restoration to power and

grandeur had also been predicted ; and this

took place at the predicted time, independently

of any natural cause, and without the use of

any human means. And the evidence of these

e.xtraordinary occurrences, of the prediction,

the fall and the restoration, is perhaps the

most undeniable of anything which rests upon

mere human testimony. The king himself,

upon his recovery, published a proclamation in

every part of his vast empire, giving an ac-

count of all which had befallen him, and in

conclusion giving praise and lionor to the King

of lieaven, acknowledging that " all His works

are truth, and His ways judgment, and that

those who walk in pride He is able to abase."

The evidence of the whole fact, therefore,

stands upon this public record of the Baby-

Ionian empire, which was preserved word
for word in this chapter, of whicli it makes

indeed the whole. This chapter therefore is

not Daniel's writing, but Nebuchadnezzar's.

Bp. Horsley.

The silence of contemporaneous or historical

documents is not a disproof of the genuineness

of Daniel's account. The Babylonian royal

records were probably, like the Assyrian, care-

fully written in the form of regular annals, and

dealt with military campaigns, spoliations and

cruelties. They rarely, if ever, recorded epi-

sodes of private life or conveyed moral lessons.

Such records were reserved for private and

separate tablets, such as the recovered library

of Assurbanipal has furnished in illustration

of Assyrian royal wills, contracts of barter and

sale, proverbs, etc. A record of the madness

of Babylon's greatest king would bo in the

highest degree improbable
; though the mem-

ory of it survived for years (verse 22). The
native historians would be the last to furnish

it. All mention of his illness would be omitted

from the annals of his reign, just as all mention

of the destruction by the angel of the Lord of

the army of Sennacherib is absent from the

numerous annals of that monarch. B. C.

34, 35. The return of understanding to

Nebuchadnezzar is marked by a beautiful as-

sertion of the supremacy of God in the whole

universe. It is so grand in its conception, so

simple and yet so emphatic in its language,

that it may almost be considered as an inspired

utterance like those of the prophet Balaam.

The influence of 1he Hebrew captives begins

also to be felt in religion, and we see the first

beginning of the fermentation of the leaven

which was to leaven the world. The captiv-

ity and the plantation of the colony of Jews
in Alexandria were preparations, in part, of

the heathen mind for the reception of the Gos-

pel. They were the first foundation of mis-

sionary work, which began on a limited scale

in the propagation of tlie faith of the Jews
through their colonies. The foundation being

thus laid in the days of the ancient faith, the

missionary efforts of the apostolic age were

rendered possible. Rose.

On one magnificent portal of the great

mosque in Damascus, once a Christian cathe-

dral, still remains engraven the inscription in

Greek, " Thy kingdom, O Christ, is an ever-

histing kingdom, and Thy dominion endureth

throughout all generations !" There stand the

words, unread b}' the Moslem. We take them

as a silent prophecy that the day is coming

when this dark land shall be Christ's, and He
shall reign forever. Tristram.

34. The kingdom of heaven is an everlasting

kingdom, can be such onl3' because it is an

empire of life, over whose broad territory fiits

no shadow of death, in whose structure is no

element of weakness. It inaugurates nothing

less than a thorough, comprehensive mastery,

whose grasp cannot be broken. It looks to

the sanctifioation of body, soul and spirit. It

cleanses the fountains of domestic life. It re-

creates languages and literatures. It breathes

on the sails of commerce, and lays its bold

hands on the rudder of State, until " Holiness

to the Lord" shall flame from every masthead,

and be proclaimed from every capitol. It

means to seize and to hold all the strategic

points of human activity, and range unchal-

lenged and honored over all the highways of a

busy world. Such a conception of the king-
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dom God means to establish is uot to be meas-

ured numerically, but ethically ; not by the

arithmetic of conversions, but \>y the reorgani-

zation of heathen homes and literatures and

governments. Christiaiiily i-s imt duly a re-

ligion of personal salvalii)ii, uml of salvation

in the narrow sense of getting meji into heav-

en ; it makes a lieaven below as well as con-

ducting to one above and beyond : it means to

transfigure into celestial beauty every form of

earthly life—its homes, its traffic, its industries,

its restless, adventurous thought, its art, its

social movements, its political councils. Num-
bers alone do not tell the story of evangeliza-

tion ; the seeding and the promised fruitage

are vastly greater than the gathered harvest.

With the Advent- light the world silently be-

gan to be another world. And the Power set

working to bring this change about made it

unlike all other revolutions. It wrought with-

out violence, noise, ambition, or parade, " not

with observation. " It went on not by destruc-

tion, but construction ; not tearing down, but

building up. When the sword was drawn it

was because human hands were used, and the

obstinacy of the old system would let a path

be made for the new in no other wa}-. Gener-

ally it moved in among the kingdoms of this

world according to the great anthem that an-

nounced it when it was born, peacefully seek-

ing glory for God by good-will to men—spread-

ing as morning is spread upon the mountains,

as a harmony spreads through the spaces and

arches of a sanctuary. Hence, inasmuch as it

must take an organic form, after its Living

Head, and be a kingdom, it was called a king-

dom of life. Life was a great word with it.

Its founder was the Life-giver. " I am come,"

He said, " that they might have life, and might

have it more abundantly." The change was
first in the seats of life, within—coming grad-

ually out into doings or fruit, as the way of

life is—from a hidden seed to root, germ, blade

and ear ; into common labor, elevating it ; into

homes, purifying them by honoring woman
and consecrating childhood ; into commerce,

hallowing it by the spirit of integrity ; into

education, making the training of conscience

and faith, our loftiest capacities, the crown of

all other culture ; into worship, directing it to

the One God, worshipped in spirit and in truth.

Men of our time think they see a grander future

in store for the people and for the world.

They are right if they look for an age of greater

nearness to the Son of Man. The heralds go

out. Commerce, science, discovery, education.

nature interpreted, sea and sky and land

comprehended, humanity awakened, the uni-

verse explored, every law traced—these are

messengers that will not only foresee, but help

bring in the millennium they predict, if they

labor and move together in the faith of the

great reconciliation, for the righteousness and

peace, for the love and purity of God. For

then these are manifestations of the kingdom
of His Son. F. D. H.

35. The Scriptures fully reveal the doctrine

of a superintending Providence. They assert

a sovereign personal pleasure ruling in every

proviucciof the universe. " He doeth accord-

ing to His will in the army of heaven and

among the inhabitants of the earth." They
declare that this Supreme Mind is concerned

with the minutest events that transpire. Not
a sparrow falls without our Heavenly Father,

and the very hairs of our heads are all num-
bered. God's hand controls the elements,

guides the car of Revolution, holds the reins of

State, feeds the improvident ravens. This

doctrine has in it a mighty practical force.

There is a Providence in this world. It walks

and works in the midst of us. God is in hu-

man histor}'. His purposes go forth on all the

tracks of creative agency. There is, indeed,

no visible throne, there are no manifest sym-
bols of royalty. His footsteps are in the sea ;

darkness is His pavilion. There is nothing

but the result, unveiling itself from the se-

crets of His councils, that tells us God is

working. When and where He will inter-

pose, by what instrument and for what ends,

subordinate and ultimate, it is not given us

to know. This secrecy baffles resistance,

strengthens faith, and leaves on men a deeper

awe before the power that, unseen and un-

traceable, manages all human affairs. A. L.

Stoiie.

Amid the seeming irregularity and confusion

which distract the world, amid all the failures

in human schemes and calculations which are

daily taking place, amid the horrors of war,

the fall of kingdoms, and the ruins of empire,

there is one grand, unchangeable purpose

whicli never fails, but which meets its ac-

complishment alike in the frustration or suc-

cess of all other purposes. Every event in

nature or in grace is simply an evolution of

that grand purpose ; and could the thread

of this purpose be traced by the limited in-

tellect of man in all its bearings and rela-

tions, chaos would exhibit regularity, and

order and harmony would rise from confusion.

Thorawdl.
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When we pray " Thj' will be done," wc pray
|

write on tlie thresliold of each, " Thy will be

that God may so rule, that to the utmost cuds done." Dwh.

of the earth, and in the minutest actions of

men, and in all the arrangements of life, there Thus ends the Scripture record of Nebuchad-

may be the easily visible impress of God's will.
]

ne /.zar's life, but his life did not end then. For

This we pray for, but more directly that our
|
some years he retained " the glory" of his king-

circumstances maybe so ordered as to enable ' dom ;
and when he died at Babylon in the forty-

us to carry out most effectually the design of
|

fourth year of his reign (B.C. 561) he was still in

God with us, and that we may be so gifted
|

peaceful possession of his kingdom. B. C.

with wisdom, courage, and self command, as The Lord had great purposes to answer by

to see and follow out the line of conduct most this Chaldean king, and He accomplished those

appropriate to us where God has set us. Pray-
j

purposes, even though that king would not

ing thus, we are strengthened for all duty, bow his whole heart to truth and to God. He

whether it be active or sorely passive. We I made all that king's frailties as well as his

find in all that happens to us an answer to this
I

nobler qualities of character subserve his own

prayer, and instead of being dismayed, as those glory and praise ;
drew from him reiterated

who have not prayed that the will of God may
|

testimonials to the majesty, justice and glory

be done, we find, in every change and seeming - of Jehovah, and gave them to the kings and

chance of life, new scope for carrying on the
j

princes of all the earth to whom this revelation

work of God, our share in His plan ; and for ' should ever come, for their admonition and in-

cur ordinary days which pass as yesterday struction. Here we leave this greatest and

passed, we find no healthier influence to give I perhaps best of all the sivereigns of the C'hal-

them a uniform tone and character than to 1
dean empire. H. C.

DANIEL, CHAPTER V.

5 : 1 Belshazzar the king made a great feast to a thousand of his lords, and drank wine

3 before the thousand. Belshazzar, whiles he'tasted the wine, commanded to bring the golden

and silver vessels which Nebuchadnezzar his father had taken out of the temple which was

in Jerusalem ; that the king and his lords, his wives and his concubines, might drink

3 therein. Then they brought the golden vessels that were taken out of the tenqile of the

house of God which was at Jerusalem ; and the king and his lords, his wives and his concu-

4 bines, drank in them. They drank wine, and praised the gods of gold, and of silver, of

5 brass, of iron, of wood, and of stone. In the same hour came forth the fingers of a man's

hand, and wrote over against the candlestick upon the plaister of the wall of the king's

6 palace : and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote. Then the king's countenance

was changed in him, and his thoughts troubled him ; and the joints of his loins were loosed,

7 and his knees smote one against another. The king cried aloud to bring in the enchanters,

the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. The king spake and said to the wise men of Babylon,

Whosoever shall read this writing, and shew me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed

with purple, and have a chain of gold about his neck, and shall be the third ruler in the

8 kingdom. Then came In all the king's wise men : but they could not read the writing, nor

9 make known to the king the interpretation. Then was king Belshazzar greatly troubled,

10 and his countenance was changed in him, and his lords were perplexed. Now the queen by

reason of the words of the king and his lords came into the banquet house : the queen spake

and said, O king, live for ever ; let not thy thoughts trouble thee, nor let thy countenance

11 be changed : there is a man in thy kingdom, in whom is the spirit of the holy gods ; and in

the days of thy father light and understanding and wisdom, like the wisdom of the gods,

was found in him : and the king Nebuchadnezzar thy father, the king, I say, thy father,

12 made him master of the magicians, enchanters, C!haldeans, and soothsayers
;
fora-smuch as

an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of dreams, and shewing

of dark sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king

named Belteshazzar. Now let Daniel be called, and he will shew the interpretation.

13 Then was Daniel brought in before the king. The king spake and said unto Daniel,
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Art thou tliat Daniel, wliicli art of the children of the captivity of Judali, whom tlie

king my father brought out of Judah ? I have heard of thee, that the spirit of tho

gods is in thee, and that light and understanding and excellent wisdonj is found in

thee. And now the wise men, the enchanters, have been brought in before me, that

they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof :

but they could not shew the interpretation of the thing. But I liavc heard of thee,

that thou canst give interpretations, and dissolve doubts : now if thou canst read the

writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shall be clothed with

purple, and have a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the

kingdom. Then Daniel answered and said before the king. Let thy gifts be to thyself,

and give thy rewards to another ; nevertheless I will read the writing unto the king, and

make known to him the interpretation. O thou king, the Most High God gave Nebuchad-

nezzar thy father the kingdom, and greatness, and glory, and majesty : and because of the

greatness that he gave him, all the peoples, nations, and languages trembled and feared be-

fore him : whom he would he slew, and whom he would he kept alive ; and whom he would

he raised up, and whom he would he put down. But when his heart was lifted up, and his

spirit was hardened that he dealt proudly, he was deposed frqm his kingly throne, and they

took his glory from him : and he was driven from the sons of men ; and his heart was made
like the beasts, and his dwelling was with the wild asses ; he was fed with grass like oxen,

and his body was wet with the dew of heaven : until he knew that the Most High God ruleth

in the kingdom of men, and that he setteth up over it whomsoever he will. And thou his

son, O Belshazzar, hast not humbled thine heart, though thou knewest all this ; but hast lift-

ed up thyself against the Lord of heaven ; and they have brought the vessels of his house

before thee, and thou and thy lords, thy wives and thy concubines, have drunk wine in

them ; and thou hast praised the gods of silver, and gold, of brass, iron, wood, and stone,

which see not, nor hear, nor know : and the God in whose hand thy breath is, and whose are

all thy ways, hast thou not glorified : then was the part of the hand sent from before him,

and this writing was inscribed. And this is the writing that was inscribed, mene, meke,

TEKEL, UPH.\RSIN. This IS the interpretation of the thing : mene ; God hath numbered thy

kingdom, and brought it to an end. tekel ; thou art weighed in the balances, and art found

,
29 wanting, pekes ; thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and Persians. Then
commanded Belshazzar, and they clothed Daniel with purple, and put a chain of gold about

liis neck, and made proclamation concerning him, that he should be the third ruler in the

, 31 kingdom. In that night Belshazzar the Chaldean king was slain. And Darius the Mede
received the kingdom, being about threescore and two years old.

For the twenty-three years between the ac-

cession of Evil-merodach and the fall of Baby-

lon (B.C. 561-538) there is a gap in the Scripture

history. The Book of Daniel passes at once to

the capture of the city and the death of Bel-

shazzar, who Is called the son of Nebuchad-

nezzar ; but this word need not signify more

than a direct successor. Jeremiah, whose

prophecies of this period are almost as definite

as histories, predicts that all nations should

serve Nebuchadnezzar, and his son, and Jiis

son's son until the very time of the land came
;

and the Chronicles state that the Jews were ser-

vants to him and his sons until the reign of the

kingdom of Persia. Our chief secular authori-

ties for the period, Berosus, Herodotus, Ctesias,

the Canon, and Joscphus, amid many discrepan-

cies of detail, yet agree sufficiently to guide us

to probable conclusions, with the aid of the in-

scriptions on the monuments. The succession

of kings seems to have been as follows :

c. of Reign.

1. Evil-merodach, the son of Nebuchadnez-
zar 2

9. Nebiglissar, Bister's hnsband to Evil-mero-

dach, a UBuiper ; perhap3 the eame as

Nergal-sharezer, the Eab-mag (Chief of
tluiMaglf Jer.39:3,13) 3K

6. Laborosoarchod, his son, lulled by a con-

spiracy, and the family of Nebuchadnez-

zar restored 05^

'5. Nabonadius, or Nabonedus {Nabu-nif) the

Labynetus n. of Herodotus, probably

the son or grandson of Nebuchadnezzar,

and the last king of Babylon 17

8. (about). Belshazzar (BU-shar-uztm, eon

of Nabonadius, becomes his associate in

the kingdom, and governor of Babylon ... 2

8. Babylon taken by Cykus, and governed by

Darius THE Mede 2

:6. Death of Darius—Cyrus reigns alone—Res-

toration of the Jews

19. Death of Cyrus, after a reign of nine years

from the taking of Babylon 9

It was during the reign of NerigUssar t
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the great revolution occurred which was des-

tined to change tlie fate of Western Asia and

to act powerfully on Europe, the overthrow of

the old dynasty in Media and the foundation of

the Persian empire by Cyrus the Great. Tak-

ing the length assigned to the reign of Cyrus

by Herodotus, twenty-nine years, his accession

falls in B.C. 558. P. S.

Till the last few years we had in the accounts

of the fall of Babylon one of the most hopeless

and irreconcilable discrepancies between Holy

Scripture and profane history. The Bible rep-

resents Belshazzar as king of Babylon, and says

that the city was captured durir.g a festival by

an unexpected entry of the Persians within

the walls at night, and that the king was slain

in the midst of his carousals. Berosus says

that the last king was Nabonnedus ; that he

retired to Borsippa, was there blockaded, but

that on his surrender his life was spared by

Cyrus, who granted him a principality in Car-

mania, where he spent the rest of his days.

With much of this Herodotus agrees, only he

caUs the king Labyuetus. Thus the Bible and

profane history seemed at hopeless variance
;

but in 1854 Sir H. Rawlinson deciphered some

cylinders discovered among the ruins of the an-

cient Urof the Clialdees, and found that Nabon-

nedus had an eldest son, named Bel-shar-ezar,

whom he admitted to a share in the govern-

ment. All is now clear. The father command

ed the forces in the field ; the son took charge

of the capital aud its garrison. He perished in

the night attack ; while his father, defeated in

his attempt to relieve the city, withdrew to

Borsippa, aud being no longer formidable, now

that Babylon had been captured, obtained

from Cyrus honorable terms. R. P. S.

The most important facts, however, which

the cylinders disclose are that the eldest son of

Nabonnedus was named Bel shar-ezar, and that

he was admitted by his father to a share in the

government. This name is undoubtedly the

Belshazzar of Daniel, and thus furnishes a key

to the explanation of that great historical prob-

lem which has hitherto defied solution. We
can now understand how Belshazzar. as joint

king with his father, may have been governor

of Babylon when the city was attacked by the

combined forces of the Medes and Persians,

and may have perished in the assault which

followed ; while Nabonnedus, leading a force

to the relief of the place, was defeated and

obliged to take refuge in the neighboring town

of Borsippa (or Birs-i-Nimrud), capitulating

after a short resistance, and being subsequently

assigned, according to Berosus, an honorable

retirement in Carmania. By the discovery, in-

deed, of the name Bel-shar-ezar, as appertain-

ing to the son of Nabonnedus, we are for the

first time enabled to reconcile authentic history

(such as it is related by Herodotus and Berosus,

and not as we find it in the romances of Xeno-

phon or the fables of Ctesias) with the inspired

record of Daniel, one of the bulwarks of our

religion. H. Rawlinson.

Chap. 5. This chapter presents Belshazzar

in his revelries and blasphemy ; the awful hand
that wrote his doom upon the palace wall ; the

utter failure of his astrologers to read and in-

terpret the writing ; how Daniel read and in-

terpreted, and how it was fulfilled in that

eventful night. H. C.

1-5. For nearly two years Cyrus, king of

the Medes and Persians, had been encamped
around Babylon. In a great battle outside the

city, Nabonadius was defeated and compelled

to find refuge at a distance from Babylon. Bel-

shazzar therefore remained sole monarch in the

city during the siege. But little care was felt

by the king and people concerning the siege by

Cyrus. Their situation seemed impregnable,

since the walls of the city were of such pro-

digious height and thickness, and the number
of their defenders was so great. More than

this, the capital had been stored with sufiicient

provision to sustain the multitudes within its

walls for many years. Under these circum-

stances it was that Belshazzar made a great

feast to a thousand of his lords. While at the

banquet, under the excitement of the wine-

cup, the young king directed that the golden

and silver vessels from the temple at Jerusalem

should be brought from the treasure house, in

which they had been stored by Nebuchadnez-

zar. Out of these sacred vessels the king and

his princes dared to drink in praise of their

gods of gold and silver, of wood and stone.

And it was in the self-same hour of this desecra-

tion of vessels sanctified to Jehovah's worship

that there came forth fingers of a man's hand,

which, visibly to the king, traced certain letters

upon the wall. B.

4. Praised the gods of gold. As they drank

their wine in these once hallowed vessels, they

triumphed over that God, to whom they had

been consecrated ; and magnified the power of

their idols of gold and silver, etc., as if by their

might these victories had been achieved, and

these lich spoils obtained. Bp. Hall. Such

a wanton and sacrilegious insult deserved and

called for exemplary punishment. Wintle.

5, 6. Belshazzar might well stand aghast to

find himself thus confronted face to face with
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the dread Jehovah whom he i; purposely in-

sulting. He has a sense of a present Power,

more than human, in that strange hand, writ-

ing unknown words on his palace wall, and a

guilty conscience helps liim to forecast some

fearful doom. The brightness of his counte-

nance is gone (so the original imports) ; his

mind is fearfully agitated ; his knees smite

against each other. How changed the scene

from the glee of his blasphemous revelry to

this paleness of cheek, convulsion of frame, re-

morse of conscience, and dread foreboding of

doom 1 Many a sinner has had a like experi-

ence, and other thousands must ha ve it ! H. C.

7. Sludl be the third ruler. Interpreters have

found it difBcult to explain why the proposal

should have been made in this form instead of

offering the second position in the kingdom,

that which was next to the king himself, as

was accorded to Joseph by Pharaoh. The dis-

covery of the fact, however, that Belshazzar

was at this time reigning conjointly with his

father, Nabonncd, solves the mystery at once
;

the next in authority after the two kings would

be the third ruler in the kingdom. This inci-

dental expression shows of itself, what appears

more fully from this entire narrative, that the

writer had an acquaintance with the state of

things in Babylon at that time such as was pos-

sessed by no ancient historian that has come

down to us. His statements find full confirma-

tion and illustration in the monuments that have

been but recently exhumed. It is Just such a

narrative as we might expect from Daniel, who
was at this time within the walls, and was
familiar with all the affairs of the government.

To impute such an account to a Jew in the

time of the Maccabees, as is done by those who
deny the genuineness of this book, is simply

preposterous.

8. Tliey cmdd not read the writing. This,

coupled with the fact that tlie writing was

promptly read by Daniel, has been thought to

imply that the characters were Jewish, and as

such not recognizable by the Babylonian wise

men. Whether from this or from some other

cause, they could gather no inkling of its mean-

ing. They could not make out the words, and

they could attribute to them no intelligible

sense.

9. This confessed failure of his wise men in

creased the agitation and terror of the king and

the perplexity of his lords.

10. The queen. Wife of Nabonned, mother

of Belshazzar, and daughter of Nebuchadnez-
zar. Her calm self-possession and dignified

bearing, together with the respect that she evi-

dently commanded, show that she was a person

of high character and marked ability. Many
have supposed that she Is to be identillcd with

Queen Nitocris, of whom Herodotus speaks in

such exalted praise, and to whom he attributes

structures which bear the name of Kebuchad-

nezzar, as well as others which bear the name
of Nabonned. Came into the banquet house.

She now first entered the dining hall, having

esteemed it unbecoming to participate in the

entertainment in the absence of her royal hus-

band, of whose fate she was probably igno-

rant. W. H. G.

13-16). The sacred record throws no light

on the history of Daniel during the period since

the death ot Nebuchadnezzar. The fact that

Belshazzar knows him only by report and tradi-

tion implies that he had retired from public

office some years before ; very probably at the

death of Nebuchadnezzar. Evil-merodach, his

son and successor, changed the policy of hia

father in some respects certainly

—

e.g., in tak-

ing Jehoiachin from prison to his favor and

table. (See 2 K. 25 : 27-30 ; Jer. 53 : 31-34.)

Berosus says of him, " This man, having used

bis authority in a lawless and dissolute manner,

was slain by conspirators." He reigned but

two years. Such revolutions in government

would naturally have the effect of displacing

Daniel. H. C.

16. Doubts. A man who gives way to

doubt in Divine things, and suffers himself to

be mastered by it, acts more like an insane per-

son than a rational creature. He rejects clear

and positive evidence, unanswerable argument,

and permits his conduct to be determined by

doubt. To escape from such an inveterate

obliquity of mind, a man should fix his atten-

tion on positive acknowledged truth, and en-

trench himself behind it. There is acknowl-

edged and undoubted truth enough to save

him, and put a complete end to his doubts, if

he will throw himself behind the truth ; but if

he neglect the truth and follow the doubts, he

will wander in a wilderness of nettles till he

come to the congregation of the dead. G. B. C.

Doubters never can dissolve or extirpate their

doubts by any kind of speculative endeavor.

They must never go after the truth to merely

find it, but to practise it and live by it. There

is no fit search after truth which does not, first

of all, begin to live the truth it knows. Say

nothing of investigation till you have made
sure of being grounded everlastingly, and with

a completely whole intent in the principle of

right doing as a piinciple. Be right—that is,

first of all, in what you know, and your soul
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will bu faithfully chiiniii? with all you ought

to know. All evidences are with you then,

and you with theni. Even if they seem to be

hid, they will shortly appear and bring you

their light. But this being right implies a

great deal, observe, and especially these two

things : first, that you pray for all the help you
can get ; for without this you cannot believe or

feel that you truly want to be right. Second-

ly, that 3'ou consent in advance to begin a re-

ligious life, fulfilling all the sacrifices of such a

life, provided you may find it necessary to do

80 in order to carry out and justify yourself in

acting up to the principle you have accepted.

Bashnell.

In the progress of a soul there comes a point

where arguments and evidences both external

and internal have, for the time, no more force

of a progressive kind. They make certain

things clear, produce certain convictions, and

then await the touch of now vitalities, which

come only of personal communications. The
needed Gospel is no longer

—

certain things are

true—but

—

the Lord lives, and I may come to

mm ! and tell Him of all my doubts, and of

my half-beliefs, and of all my flickering fears,

and of all my cleaving sins, and of all my ris-

ing hopes and unquenchable aspirations. Rev-

erently, then, yet urgently, press into His very

presence and find some way to lay upon His

heart j'our life's unanswered questions. And
in no long time the answer will be so complete

and so satisfying as to settle and extinguish the

question forever in j'our heart, and to raise up
in its stead this clear, joyful testimony of your

faith and love :
" Lord, to whom shall I go but

unto Thee, for Thou hast the words of eternal

life ?" A. Raleigh.

19-21 is an interesting summary of the life

and character of Nebuchadnezzar by one who
knew him and appreciated him. Words could

not have described more graphically than is

done in vei'se 19 the mightiness of the great

king of Babylon and the power he was allowed

to have possessed. B. C.

The language which describes the sin of

Nebuchadnezzar is specially forcible. " When
his heart was lifted up and his mind hardened

in pride," etc. The terrible influence of power

in the hands of depraved men, reacting on the

heart, has rarely been portrayed more justly.

The perpetual incense of flattery, coupled with

the daily experience of being dependent on no

one and of having every one dependent on him-

self, tempts an absolute monarch to feel him-

self almost a god. Under such influences the

moral sensibilities become fearfuUv hardened

against all sense of obligation whether to God
or to man. When any man has reached this

moral state, what can remain for him but a

fall ? H. C.

22-24. From wliom, and wherefore, the writ-

ing was sent. It was from the God of lieaven,

who had so often and so marvellously inter-

posed with the proof of Ilis Deity during the

reign of the great Nebuchadnezzar. The aged

prophet reminded the youthful king of the dep-

osition of his grandfather and of his humilia-

tion among beasts, because of his pride and

contempt of the true God who had given him
power and honor. He reminded him of Nebu-

chadnezzar's humble acknowledgment of the

true God, and of his consequent restoration to

reason and return to his throne. Then the

prophet sharply charges Belshazzar with the

repetition of the sin of his grand father. Though
he knew what the God of heaven had done to

the great monarch and how that monarch had

recognized Jehovah, he, Belshazzar, had dared

to lift up himself in his inexperience and pride

against the Lord of heaven. lie had dared to

desecrate the vessels of His house by praising

in them the gods which see not, nor hear, nor

know. Thus he had defied in his folly the God
in whose disposal was his throne and his

life. B.

2S. Grand old words have taught us long

ago " Man's chief end is to glorify God and to

enjoy Him forever." Yes, ho who lives for

God has taken that for his aim which all his

nature and all his relations prescribe, he is

doing what he was made and meant to do ; and

however incomplete may be its attainments,

the lowest form of a God-fearing, God-obeying

life is higher and more nearly " perfect" than

the fairest career or character against which, as

a blight on all its beauty, the damning accusa-

tion may be brought, "The God in whose

hand thy breath is, and whose are all thy ways,

thou hast not glorified." A. M.

The clause, "whose are all thy ways," fol-

lows in the same line of thought with the pre-

ceding, " in whose hand thy breath is," and

affirms that all his goings, all that made up his

life and destiny, were dependent on God—

a

truth which this king had most wickedly

ignored. II. C.

25-28. 2'he writing upon the wall. The

words are in the ancient Hebrew characters.

The inability of the Chaldean scholars to under-

stand them may have arisen from the difference

between the two forms, the Hebrew and Chal-

dean. If they could understand the letters,

they could not apprehend their designed mean-
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ing. Thi3 perhaps was the point of their diffi-

culty. The first word, mene twice recorded

to give greater intensity and efTcct to the an-

nouncement, contained in it a Divine declara-

tion that tlie days of the Babylonian kingdom

were now numbered and ended. Tekei,, the

second word, meaning weighed and found light,

referred by Daniel to Belshazzar himself, but

including the Bsibyloniau people of whom he

was the representative, intimated God's reason

for the doom of king and kingdom, which was
that night to be enacted. The last word,

UPHARStN, the plural form of peues in verse

28, with letter U (signifying and), is interpret-

ed by Daniel to signify that the Babylonian

empire is now broken, and its dominion given

to the Modes and Persians. B.

26. The determinate number of years which

God hath appointed for the continuance of thy

reign, and the Babylonish monarchy, is fin-

ished. So God is said to number the months

of man's life, and to appoint liim "bounds
that he cannot pass" (Job 14 : 5). The word
"Mene" is doubled in the foregoing verse, to

show that the thing is certain, and " established

by God," as Joseph tells Pharaoh in the like

case (Gen. 41 : 32). W. Lowth.

27. " Tekcl" signifies to weigh. The mean
ing is that the Almighty had weighed, or made
a due estimate of the conduct of Belshazzar,

according to the just and impartial measures of

his providence ; and had found him light or

deficient, a man unworthy of a kingdom and a

fit object of Divine vengeance. Wintlc.

The "kingdom divided and given to the Medes

and Persians" predicted one of the great his-

toric facts of the age—the fall of Babylon and

the subversion of the Chaldean dynasty. It

fell before Cyrus, at the head of the combined

armies of the Mcdes and Persians. Herodotus

and Xenophon, the great Greek historians of

their time, have left detailed accounts of this

transaction. Cyrus invested the city, turned

the current of the Euphrates, and marched his

army into the city by way of the river channel.

Jeremiah had foretold this event with extraor-

dinary minuteness (chaps. 50 and 51), giving,

among many other things, the names of their

conquerors :
" Prepare against her the nations,

the kings of the Medes" (chap. 51 : 28) ; the

drying up of her waters (51 : 36) ; and the

drunken condition of her princes at the time

(chap. 51 : 39, 57). " In their heat I will make
their feasts and I will make them drunken, that

they may rejoice and sleep a perpetual sleep

and not wake, saith the Lord." H. C.

29-31. The promotion of Daniel, the slaying

of Bels/iazzar, and the destruction of the Baby-

lonish monarchy. It was under circumstances

of awful significance that tli<? royal pledge was
fulfilled, richly to enrobe the aged prophet and

to proclaim him third ruler in the kingdom
(next to Belshazzar and the absent Nabonadius).

And il was but for a brief period that his

honors were worn and his power possessed.

Perhaps God's purpose in Daniel's exaltation

at the last was the more effectively to com-

mend this foreigner and Jew, manifestly fa-

vored of God, to the incoming ruler of the

Median kingdom. This result, we know, was
certainly attained.

30. On that night the Chaldseo-Assyrio-

Babylonian empire—in which first the Chal-

deans, then the Assyrians, and finally the Chal-

deans again, had possessed the dominion, but

which was, in reality, all one empire—after a

continuance of nearly two thousand years fell

to rise no more. B.

The interval of nearly fifteen years before

the final conflict with Babylon was probably

occupied by Cyrus in finishing the conquest of

the tribes of Asia Minor, strengthening his

power in Media, and subduing the more distant

portion of the Babylonian empire in Upper As-

syria. Nabonedus seems to have remained on
the defensive, completing the great works
around Babylon. At length Cyrus marched
from Ecbatana, and crossed the river Gyndes
by a diversion of its channel, which must have

prepared his engineers for their greater opera-

tion of the same kind on the Euphrates. Na-

bonedus tried the fate of one battle, and, on his

defeat, retired to Borsippa (Birs Nimnid), " the

Chaldean Benares, the city in which the Chal-

deans had their most revered objects of relig-

ion, and where they cultivated their science."

Here he surrendered after the capture of Baby-
lon. Cyrus spared his life, and gave him a

principality in Carmania, where he died.

Jleanwhile the people of Babylon remained

in fancied security behind their immense fortifi-

cations. The city formed a vast square, divid-

ed diagonally and almost equally by the Eu-

phrates. Each side of the square was about

fourteen miles long. The double walls are said

to have been about three hundred feet high and

eighty-five feet broad ; dimensions which cease

to be incredible when we remember that they

were vast mounds of earth and brickwork, the

remains of which, and others like them, are

still traced by travellers. These walls were

strengthened by two hundred and fifty towers,

and pierced with a hundred gateways, the

lintels and side posts, as well as the gates them-



selves, being of brass. The river vras enclosed

on both banks by the quays, which were like

wise protected by walls and brass gates. These

walls and gates are particularly referred to in

that striking prophecy of Jeremiah, which is

almost a history of the siege (50 : 15 ; 51 : 53,

58). The vast area of two hundred square

miles, interspersed, as is usual in Eastern cities,

with large open spaces, gave opportunities for

growing corn, in addition to the immense sup-

plies of food which had been laid up for a siege

of many years. The two banks of the river

were connected by a stone bridge about a thou-

sand yards in length, at each end of which

stood a royal palace. The chief was that on

the east, a fortress in itself, surrounded by

triple walls, of which the outer had a circuit of

seven miles, the middle of four and a half, and

the latter of two and a half miles ; the middle

wall was three hundred feet high, and its towers

four hundred and twenty feet, and the inner

one was higher still. Such statements may
diminish our surprise at the security in which

the inhabitants of the city and palace lived

under their reckless young prince, Belshazzar.

P. S.

Taking of tlie City. The Euphrates flowed

through the midst of Babylon, and its banks

were lined with walls pierced with many gates

which alforded access to the city. The river

then, as at present, overflowed all its banks in

the early spring—not so much from rain, as

from the melting of the snows in the regions

which it traverses in its upper course. The

inundation is then, in some seasons, so re-

dundant aa to prove very injurious to the

buildings near the river. To avert such conse-

quences, advantage had been taken of a spa-

cious natural depression of the soil at some

distance above Babylon, which had been artifi-

cially deepened in part, so as to form a vast

reservoir, into which the waters of the river

could on occasion be turned, by means of a

broad canal, so as for a time almost to exhaust

the stream. This great basin, which in its or-

dinary aspect was a morass, then became a

large lake, not less, it is said, than fifty miles

in circuit. Now, on this important night,

('yrus sent up a strong detachment to the head

of the canal leading to this lake, with orders at

a given time to break down the great bank or

dam that was between the lake and the canal,

and so turn the whole current of the river into

the lake. At the same time, he stationed one

body of troops at the point where the river en-

tered the city, and another where it came out,

ordering them to march in by the exhausted

channel as soon as they should find it fordable-

Toward the evening he also opened the head of

the trenches on both sides of the river above

the city, that the water might discharge itself

into them, by which means and the breaking

down of the great dam the waters in this part

of the river were soon exhausted. The two
bodies of troops then, according to the orders

they had received, marched into the bed of the

river, the water reaching no higher than their

knees. The gates toward the river, from which

quarter no one suspected danger, had been left

open amid the riot and disorder of that night,

so that the Persians were enabled to penetrate,

without opposition, to the very heart of the

city. The two parties met, according to agree-

ment, at the palace, where they surprised the

guards and cut them in pieces. Those who
were in the palace opening the gates to learn

the cause ot this confusion, so unsuited to the

festive night, the Persians rushed iu, took the

palace, and slew the king, who came out to

meet them sword in hand.

Cyrus then sent bodies of horse through the

city, to clear the streets and to proclaim to the

Inhabitants that they were to keep within doors

on pain of death. The next day those who
held the forts, perceiving that the city was in

fact taken and that the king was dead, gave up
the strongholds, of which Cyrus immediately

took possession, and garrisoned them with his

own troops. It was then proclaimed by the

heralds throughout the city that all the inhab-

itants who possessed arms were to bring them

forth and deliver them up, and that the inhab-

itants of any house in which arms were after-

ward found should be put to death. The order

was obeyed. And thus the great city, so strong-

ly fortified, so rich, so populous, and so abun-

dantly provisioned, fell, almost without a blow,

into the hands of the Persians. It will be seen

that there were many special and singular in-

cidents in this siege. It is one to the descrip-

tion of which no vague generalities could be

applicable. It is, therefore, well calculated to

strengthen any wavering faith in the glorious

prophecies of the Old Testament—to point out

how exactly the most minute and remarkable

incidents of this transaction were foretold, long

before their occurrence, by more than one

prophet of the Lord. Kitto.

Cyrus waited for some ^reat festival when
the attention of the Babylonian soldiers and

citizens should be diverted from the works of

his sappers. On the occasion of the " feast"

described in this chapter, everything happened

as the conqueror expected. Belshazzar forgot
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Wa enemies or left the care of them to others.

He gave himself to the excesses of the banquet

at which his " tliousand lords" were gathered.

The people imilated their betters : feasting and

dancing, drunken riot and boastful security

took possession of all. The very sentries for-

got their duties and neglected to close the

water-gates. "In that night" the dikes were

cut, the canals carried o£E the water, and the

Medesand Persians passed up to the river walls.

Without a struggle Babylon fell into the hands

of her enemies. In the massacre which fol-

lowed, " Belshazzar was slain," death follow-

ing speedily on that news which runners

brought :
" show the king of Babylon that his

city is taken at one end, that the passages are

stopped, the reeds burned with fire, and the

men of war affrighted" (Jer. 51 : 31, 32).

Cyrus pressed on to Borsippa, but Nabona-

dius, broken-hearted and sensible of the folly of

resistance, surrendered at once. The conqueror

was merciful, and not only spared his life, but

made him governor of Carmania. He extended

his mercy to the city he had lately gained. It was

not his policy to expose to any invader what

could he easily kept as a support of his own pow-

er. He therefore contented himself with ordering

the dismantling of parts of the wall. It was a

more important point to determine whom he

should set over it as a governor. He chose

"Darius the Mede," a man of about "three-

score and two years old."

Darius the Mede.

The scriptural description of this prince is

brief, but very distinct. He was the son of

Ahasuenis, and of the seed of the Mertes. He
succeeded Belshazzar at the age of sixty-two

years (5 : 31 ; 9:1; 11 : 1). If, as is most nat-

ural, that succession was immediate, a Baby-

lonian was replaced by a Median dynasty.

And this fact is attested by Josephus (Antiq.

X. g 11. 4) and Xenophon (Cyrop. i. g 5. 2). Ac-

cording to these historians, Cyrus conquered

Babylon for his father-in-law, Cyaxares II., the

son of Astyages, and did not come to the throne

of Babylon as an independent prince till after

his death. Josephus mentions that Darius was

known to the Greeks by another name ; and

this, it has been concluded, was "Cyaxares,"

the name given to him by Xenophon. This

identification is apparently supported by the

indication in Daniel (5 : 31 ; 6 ; 28), that first

of all a Median and then a Persian dynasty suc-

ceeded the Babylonian. And it agrees with

the age attributed to Darius by the prophet.

From Xenophon it appears that he was an old

man at the time of the capture of the cily, to >

old to have an heir. When he gave his daugh

ter in marriage to Cyrus, and with her Media

as a dowry, he observed that he had no son

born in marriage.

But. on the other hand, it is remarkable that

Herodotus (i. 130), Ctesias, and Isaiah (44, 45)

know nothing of a sce^mil Cyaxares between

Astyages and Cyrus. In the tradition followed

by Herodotus, who adds parenthetically that

he was acquainted with two other versions of

the story, the Persian tribes are represented

as subject to the Jledes, till Cyrus, a bold

Achajmenian adventurer, tlirew off the yoke,

and deposed the Median king, Astyages, his

grandfather on his mother's side. Astyages

died childless, and with him ended the Median

dynasty. Cyrus is, therefore, according to

Herodotus, the sole and unassisted conqueror

of Babylon, and the first king of the Medo-

Persian dynasty. An appeal in support of this

view is generally made to the opening verse of

the apocryphal writing " Bel and the Dragon" :

" After the death of King Astyages the king-

dom came to Cyrus the Persian."

These contradictions, real or apparent, have

tested the ingenuity and scholarship of critics

as fully as the sister question concerning Bel-

shazzar. The literature of the whole subject

is so immense that, as before, those views which

are now either entirely surrendered or but fee-

bly supported must be passed over with a mere

allusion. In addition to the identification with

Cyaxares II., Darius the Mede has been sup-

posed the same as Neriglissar, Darius son of

Hystaspes, Nabonadius, Astj'ages, or some

Median prince otherwise almost unknown to

history. Of all these identifications, the first

and the last two alone retain any hold upon

modern opinion. There is manliness as well as

wisdom in the opinion of Quatrem^re and Raw-

linson, that Darius the Mede is a historic charac-

ter ot whose existence no other record has as yet

been found except that contained in Scripture.

Let it be remembered that the prophet Daniel

was not writing a chronicle of his times ; that

he passes from the reign of one king to another

without mentioning intermediate events ; and

that of those reigns he selects only facts here

and there ; and there will no longer be an out-

cry against this or that omission. A juster

spirit will refuse to brand with fraud a writer

who makes no claim to the consecutiveness and

precision of a professed historian. Had this

chapter proceeded from a Maceabean forger, ho

would not have left its concluding verses in
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their present terse and condenseil form. Pos-

terity would have received the record with

every obscure allusion removed, every blank

filled up, even if the aim of the romancer had

been of an essentially parabolic character.

B. C.

Practical Point).

Conscience makes cowards of the guilty when
the occasion for fear comes. There is a period

when mercy gives way to doom. The issue is

invisible to man, but its record, entered in the

Unseen Book, is Mene, tckel.

The balances of God are constantly applied

to test every life. The weights appointed for

these balances are truth, trust, worship, obedi-

ence, and love toward God, with unselfish help-

fulness to men. If the life matches these, it is

well. If it is too light, if its character, mo-

tives, and acts do not fairly balance with these

—in a word, if these fruits of godly living are

not found in the life, then the man is weighed

and found wanting.

Bcil (or sin) jmrsueth sinners. Be sure your

sin mil find you out. It is his own sin that

makes sure of the sinner's discovery, arrest and

punishment ; his own sin is the cause, the

means, and the instrument of his ultimate

doom. Both the Word and the providence of

God abundantly attest, as they solemnly im-

press, this fearful fact of man's «e?/'-condemna-

tion. B.

Do not similar warnings to those given to

Belshazzar come to every sinner long before

the warning of his doom ? If any of j'ou are

living a life of sin, have they not come to you ?

Have there been no dreams in the darkness '! no

voices in the silence ? no hauntings of fear ?

Qo burdens of remorse ? no memories of inno-

cence ? no aches of shame ? no qualms of sick-

ness ? no echoing, as of ghostly footfalls in the

far-off corridors of life ? These reminders from

God of truths which we have forgotten come
sometimes very terribly ; not whispered, but

shouted—not shouted only, but cut deep—not

only cut deep before the eyes, but branded in

letters of fire upon the soul. When palsying

sickness is the debt due from weakened man-

hood to sinful youth ; when the loss of the last

chance brings home to us the sense of the

squandered opportunity ; w hen the cold light

of heaven, bursting through th(; drawn curtains

of the hypocrite, shows him to himself and to

others, not as he wished to be thought, but as

he is ; above all, when sin has been punished

by God's suffering us to fall into deeper and

deadlier sin, and crime flings its glare of illu-

mination on the self-deception which said of

sin, " There is no harm in it"—then it is that

God puts forth the fingers of a man's hand, and

His inscription, once unheeded, flashes into let-

ters of fire. And—since be sure your sins will

find you out—so must it be, sooner or later, to

every sinner to whom repentance calls in vain.

So that what I urge on you is to read those

milder warnings, to listen to those stiller,

smaller voices, which come to us, not at some

terrible crisis, but at quiet moments, and ere

we sleep at night, and on our knees, and when
we read our Bibles, and in every blessed means

of grace. For indeed those words, written

once in the palace of Belshazzar, are for us

written forever in the house of life ; and each

one of you, in your own hearts, may still read

the Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin, as they were

left by the awful moving of the spectral hand.

Farrar.

DANIEL, CHAPTER VI.

6: 1 It pleased Darius to set over the kingdom an hundred and twenty satraps, which
2 should be throughout the whole kingdom ; and over them three presidents, of wliom Daniel

was one ; that these satraps might give account unto them, and that the king should liavc

3 no damage. Then this Daniel was distinguished above the presidents and the satraps,

because an excellent spirit was in him ; and the king thought to set him over the whole

4 realm. Then the presidents and the satraps sought to find occasion against Daniel as touch-

ing the kingdom
; but they could find none occasion nor fault ; forasmuch as he was faith-

5 fnl, neither was there any error or fault fn\ind in him. Then said these men. We shall not

find any occasion against this Daniel, except we find it against him concerning the law of

6 his God. Then these presidents and satraps assembled together to the king, and said thus
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7 unto Mm, King Darius, live for ever. All the presidents of the kingdom, the deputies and

the satraps, the counsellors and the governors, have consulted together to establish a royal

statute, and to malie a strong interdict, that whosoever shall ask a petition of any god or

8 man for thirty days, save of thee, O king, he shall be cast into the den of lions. Now, O
king, establish the interdict, and sign the writing, that it be not changed, according to the

9 law of the Mcdes and Persians, which altereth not. Wherefore king Darius signed the writ-

10 ing and the interdict. And when Daniel knew that the writing was signed, he went into

his house ; (now his windows were open in his chamber toward Jerusalem ;) and he kneeled

upon his knees three times a day, and prayed, and gave thanks before his God. as he did

11 aforetime. Then these men assembled together, and found Daniel making petition and

12 supplication before his God. Then ihcy came near, and spake before the king concerning

the king's interdict ; liast thou not signed an interdict, that every man that shall make peti-

tion unto any god or man within tliirty days, save unto thee, O king, shall In' cast into the

den of lions ? The king answered and said. The thirfg is true, accordinLi lo iIh- h\\\ of the

13 Medes and Persians, which altereth not. Then answered they and said lielun ihc kini;. That

Daniel, which is of the children of the captivity of Judah, regardeth not thee, U king, nor

14 the interdict that thou hast signed, but maketh his petition three times a day. Then the

king, when he heard these words, was sore displeased, and set his heart on Daniel to deliver

15 him : and he laboured till the going down of the sun to rescue him. Then these men as-

sembled together unto the king, and said unto the king, Know, O king, that it is a law of

the Medes and Persians, that no interdict nor statute which the king establisheth may be

16 changed. Then the king commanded, and they brought Daniel, and cast him into the den

of lions. Now the king spake and said unto Daniel, Thy God whom thou servest continuallj',

17 he will deliver thee. And a stone was brought, and laid upon the mouth of the den ; and

the king sealed it with his own signet, and with the signet of his lords ; that nothing might

18 be changed concerning Daniel. Then the king went to his palace, and passed the night

fasting : neither were instruments of music brought before him : and his sleep fled from

19 him. Then the king arose very early in the morning, and went in haste unto the den of

20 lions. And when he came near unto the den to Daniel, he cried with a lamentable voice ;

the king spake and said to Daniel. O Daniel, servant of the living God, is thy God, whom
21 thou servest continually, able to deliver thee from the lions 1 Then said Daniel unto the

22 king, O king, live for ever. My God hath sent his angel, and hath shut the lions' mouths,

and they have not hurt me : forasmuch as before him innocency was found in me ; and also

23 before thee, O king, have I done no hurt. Then was the king exceeding glad, and com-

manded that they should take Daniel up out of the den. So Daniel was taken up out of the

24 den, and no manner of hurt was found upon him, because he had trusted in his God, And
the king commanded, and they brought those men which had accused Daniel, and they cast

them into the den of lions, them, their children, and their wives ; and the lions had the mas-

tery of them, and brake all their bones in pieces, or ever they came at the bottom of the den.

S5 Then king Darius wrote unto all the peoples, nations, and languages, that dwell in all the

26 earth ; Peace be multiplied unto you. I make a decree, that in all the dominion of my
kingdom men tremble and fear before the God of Daniel : for he is the living God. and sted-

fast for ever, and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed, and his dominion shall be

27 even unto the end : he delivereth and rescueth, and he worketh signs and wonders in heaven

28 and in earth ; who hath delivered Daniel from the power of the lions. So this Daniel pros-

pered in the reign of Darius and in the reign of Cyrus the Persian.

Cbap. 6. This chapter treats of the admin-

istration of Darius. Daniel is promoted to the

highest position next to the king ; the other

presidents and all the princes, through envy,

plot his destruction by procuring a law making

it a capital crime to offer any petition to any

god or man, save unto the king, for thirty

days : Daniel continues to pray as aforetime
;

te therefore cast into the lions' den, but comes

lie decree calls on all men to fear the God of

Daniel. H. C.

This familiar incident is the more impressive

if we remember that Daniel was now far ad-

vanced in years. He had now attained, per-

haps exceeded, the age of eighty-five. Under

Nebuchadnezzar he had fultilleil the Divine

order (New Testament) to " fear God and honor

the king." And he had been honored for his

forth unharmed ; whereupon the king by pub- . long and wise and faithful service. From
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seclusion of a considerable period, he had been

brouglit, at Belshazzar's summons, and by him

elevated, for a brief honor to the station next

his own. Here he was found by Darius, who
by appointment of Cyrus succeeded to the rule

of the Babylonish kingdom, now a mere ap-

pendage to the Persian Empire. B.

Daniel might now indulge his solemn medi-

tations over the memories and the tombs of de-

parted monarchs, whom he had beheld in all

the plenitude of Imperial splendor and pride.

They were now but dust and a name ; left

among the memorials of an empire also de-

parted. But his great Master still lived ! un-

changeable in glory and goodness ; and he re-

mained unchangeably devoted to Him, all the

same, whatever became of mortal potentates

and empires. He wanted no patron ; the

smiles or frowns of monarchs were indifferent

to him. He was in favor with the Highest

Power—insomuch that he had been addressed

by an angelic messenger with the unequalled

appellation, " man greatly beloved!" To a

man who had heard that, think how any title

of worldly dignity, of mortal favor would liave

sounded ! John Foster.

Apprised of the great worth and services of

Daniel, Darius (also an old man) set him in the

very highest station. He appointed him first

of three presidents, to whom the governors of

the one hundred and twenty districts of the

kingdom were directly accountable. Because

a Jew, Daniel could be trusted by the monarch.

But his foreign origin not only alienated from

him his associates in office, but, connected with

Ills superior wisdom and excellence, drew upon

him their jealousy and hate. Nothing evil or

corrupt, neither error nor fault, nor flaw in his

loyalty to Darius, could they find upon which

to base an accusation against him. So they

cunningly arranged to base it upon his very

excellence ; to entangle him through his piety,

his beautiful life habit of daily communion
with his God. They did not dare to " speak

evil" of his " good," but they dared attempt

to make his devotions the means of his de-

struction. B.

1, 2. The kingdom as here spoken of is

Babylonia proper, and not the whole of that

vast realm, embracing several distinct nation-

alities, which was brought under the sway of

Nebuchadnezzar. Darius himself was a sort

of deputy or viceroy under Cyrus, and Baby-

lonia was virtually a province in the great

Medo-Persian Empire. These verses shotv how
the executive department of the government

was organized.

3. Daniel was preeminent, not only in wis-

dom and e.xccutive ability, but in his disinter-

ested devotion to the public weal. While the

other high officers were selfish and corrupt

men (as is usual), the king could not but see

that Daniel was thoroughly a good man. de-

voted to the welfare of his country, and un-

selfishly true to the interests of his king.

Hence the king put him above all his other

officers, and had even thought to intrust the

whole executive management of the kingdom
in his hands

—

i.e., by making him sole presi-

dent instead of being simply the head man of

the three.

4. Such a model of excellence, so far sur-

passing and so uncomfortably eclipsing them-

selves, was keenly cutting to those corrupt

officers, and aroused tlnir bitterest hostility. So

they sought to find some fault in his official

life, but they sought there in vain. He was
both wise and faithful, and h( nee left them no

ground of accusation there. H. C.

In the narrative of Daniel's being committed

to the den of lions one trait conies out quite

incidentally, which was one of his grandest

characteristics. His enemies could calculate

on the certainty of the prophet's maintaining

his fidelity to duty under any circumstances,

and ii'respective of any consequences whatso-

ever. There is nothing finer than this In the

whole history. Could we have more emphatic

testimony to the exalted piety of Daniel ? It

was resolved to ruin him. A certain method
was deliberately adopted. One important ele-

ment in the calculation was that the intended

victim would do the same faithful thing,

though it seemed to lead straight into the

abyss. Daniel did not belie the calculation.

Puscy.

It is of the highest moment that we walk con-

sistently. The men of the world will do many
things which they would condemn, and very

properl)', too, in us. The}' expect us to walk

by a higher rule, because we profess to do so.

If you would not inflame their prejudices, you
must remember your high calling. If you do

so, they will say of you, as was said of Daniel,

they " could find no matter against him, except

in tlie law of his God." R. Hall

5. Abandoning all hojie of finding any oc-

casion even for slander against Daniel in the

line of his official conduct, they set themselves

to make an occasion in the line of his religion.

This is avowedly their only hope. They know
he is not an idolater, but is a conscientious

worshipper of the tru3 God. They know him
to be a praying man.
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6-9. They shaped this proposed law to take

with the liing by a bait for his vanity, and to

entrap Daniel tlirough Iiis linown decision and

firmness in the worship of hia God. It was

the best compliment they could pay to Daniel

that tliey assumed so contidently that he would

pray to God none the less for this monstrous

law. H. C.

Their scheme was a simple one ; an open

easy snare to the vanity of an Oriental mon-

arch, because one which harmonized with the

received notions of a despotic rule. It was a

not unfamiliar adulation of royalty which they

proposed. An exclusive worship of the king

for thirty days ; during that period no petition

should be presented to any being, Divine or

human, save the king. B.

10. Daniel saw in an instant that this law

was planned for his destruction, yet without

one moment's debate with his love of life or

fear of lions, he said, I shall pray to God none

the less but all the more for that, and none the

less openly. With the God whom I serve I

leave the whole question of my living or dying.

I know it is my duty and my right to pray.

I cannot know that it is my duty to live. If

the Lord sees fit to protect my life. He can

readily do so. I bear my Ciise to Him. and

leave it in His hand. With his heart thus full

of firmness, prayer and trust, he hastened home

to his house and to his accustomed chamber of

prayer, and there, his window open, not closed,

as if he would conceal his devotions, but open

and toward Jerusalem as the place of God's

visible glory and the locality of His earthly

mercy-seat, he kneeled and prayed as afore-

time. H. C.

"He knew that the writing was signed,"

and he knew, too, that it was aimed at him,

and that it was a compound of malignity and

absurdity ; but he uttered no reproach, and

made no remonstrance, either with his persecu-

tors for their injustice, or against them in any

appeal to the misguided sovereign. It is a

great attainment in Christian excellence to be

able to maintain silence amid extreme provoca-

tion, and to hold on our way in finn and dig-

nified adherence to the truth amid tlie machina-

tions or insults of the world. " He went into

his house"—and for what purpose? Not to

indulge in bitter lamentations over his hard

lot, or secret repinings at the conduct of Provi-

dence, but DO pmi/. This was his habit " three

times a day," and he continued the practice as

before. F. A. Cox.

All prying vigilance was superfluous ; for

he, " as aforetime," and with his windows un-

closed, uncurtained, "prayed and gam thanks

before his God three times a day." A striking

admonition against subterfuges in duty and

religion ; against contrivances at once to quiet

conscience and preserve an immediate self-in-

terest. Especially in every trial of religious

integrity which is to be conspicuously public,

under the observant attention of men to seem

to forego a principle is to do it in fact. Foster.

How clear the conscience, how holy the soul.

how steadfast the faith, how lively the hope,

how fervent the charity, how invincible the

courage of Daniel must have been, who, in

such ciraumstances, could calmly and com-

posedly go on in the regular and exact per-

formance of his devotions ! Bp. Home. lie

prayed kneeling, as he had always done. He
prayed aloud, as had been his wont, three

times a day. Not so much as by the lowering

of his voice or the closing ot a shutter would
he seem to fear man more than God. Phelps.

Confronted by the immovable law of the

Medes and Persians tliat only the king should

be prayed to for such a time, he simply keeps

on in his habit of devotion to Jehovah. Afore-

time he had served God. Now, held in the

habit of righteousness, he would continue to

do so. It is the best boon and blessing for a

man that he be able to avail himself of this

law and momentum of holy habit. W. Iloyt.

Tlircc times a daj'. It is very true that

mere rounds of observance in religion, however
faithfully kept, have in themselves no value,

nothing of the substance of piety ; but they

have an immense value when kept and meant

to be as the means of piety. It is equally true

that nothing is acceptable to God which is not

an offering of the heart. But it does not fol-

low that we are tlierefore to wait, doing noth-

ing till the inclinations or impulses of the heart

are ready. Thus, when the disciple says,

" Why should I attempt to pray ? what is my
prayer but mockery, when I go to it by fixed

times without or against inclination ?" he over-

looks entirely what belongs to the very econ-

omy o£ prayer, and constitutes its highest prac-

tical value—viz., that not being an exercise to

merely play out impulse and inclination, it is

an exercise to kindle impulse and beget inclina-

tion. This, in fact, is the very particular bless-

ing of it, that when we are averted from it and

slacked in all our inclinations toward it, we
may still get our fire kindled by It. When we
go to it, therefore, by fixed times of observ-

ance, we do just wliat is necessary to beget

fixed inclinations and train the soul into a habit

of abiding impulse. Otherwise, or desisting
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because -svc have no inclination, we consent to

have no inclination, but that which wavers fit-

fully, and probably, at last, no inclination at

all. The whole argument turns here just as it

does in other matters. There is no genuine

prayer, for example, that is not offered in the

Spirit, and yet God promises the Holy Spirit

to them that ask Him. Shall we then decline

to ask because we have not the Spirit already,

and because such kind of asking will be only

mockery ! No ! for the very design of God is

to meet us in the asking, and to enter His

Spirit into the asking itself. He puts us to the

asking for the purpose of getting us open to

the Spirit, and accessible to His holy inspira-

tions. \ye go to obtain inspirations, inclina-

tions, gales of impulse, and not simply to ex-

ercise such as we have already. Nothing in

this view is weaker, more unpractical, closer

to a shallow dissipation, more certain to end in a

dreadful collapse in character than this most

treacherous doctrine, which makes it even a

law that we surrender everything to our incli-

nations. Bitshnell.

In spiritual as in secular things the deepest

and strongest characters need much solitude to

form them. Thoughtfulness, self-knowledge,

self-control, a chastened wisdom and piety, are

the fruit of habitual meditation and prayer.

In these exercises heaven is brought near, and

our exaggerated estimate of earthly things cor-

rected. By these our spiritual energies, shat-

tered and worn by the friction of worldly

work, are repaired. In the recurring seasons

of devotion the cares and anxieties of worldly

business cease to vex us ; exhausted with its

toils we have, in daily communion with God,
" meat to eat which the world knoweth not

of
.

" Caird.

Daniel's piety consisted not so much in his

belief in God, as in his constant intimacy with

Him. He was a man whose Integrity was be-

yond question—so the earlier verses of the

chapter intimate ; but quite beside this, God
stood near to him, and was a very real and per-

sonal thing to him. He confided in God ; he

talked over with God his wants and distresses.

He did not mij his prayers. Prayer meant

with him coming within speaking distance of

God and getting into social relation with Him.

He told God the secrets of his heart, and in

consequence God told him His. When we let

God into our confidence He lets us into His.

And so all the way through the last half of tiiis

book we have nothing but a record of the way
in which God made Daniel His confidant. The
last six chapters of it are only a series of the

secrets that God told Daniel—revelations, vis-

ions, we cal! them—but that is only another

name for secrets, and means that now and then

God makes a man His confidant, and trusts His

secrets to the man, because the man first trusted

his to Him. C. H. P.

It is possible to keep up unbroken commun-
ion with God amid the roar of the busy street,

as in the inmost corner of His secret place.

The communion which expresses itself in the

continual reference of all common actions to

His will, and is fed by constant realizing of

His help, and by lowly dependence on Kim
for strength to do the prosaic tasks of business

or statesmanship, is as real as that which gazes

in absorbed contemplation on His beauty.

True, the former will never be realized unless

there is much of the latter. Martha soon gets

worried, and forgets the Master, even while

she is making ready for His reception, unless

she comes and sits at His feet with Mary. But,

on the other hand, gazing, without work, is

apt to degenerate, too, as many a mystical

dreamer has found to his cost. There is more

communion with God in a Christian man's

counting house than in many a convent ; and

the noblest field for religion is the field of com-

mon life. It "should control," says Law,
" small common things, both duties and trou-

bles ; for these do really make up life ; and if

these be not the sphere of religion, what sphere

has it ?" A. M.

11-13. These men assembled, all intensely

eager to see if their scheme was working well,

and moreover apparently aware of his accus-

tomed hours of devotion. They find him pray-

ing ; and now they feel sure of his ruin. They
hasten to the king, and artfully begin with refer-

ring to the decree, the standing law of the realm,

for these thirty days. When the king had rec-

ognized it, they bring out the fact that Daniel

has broken it, putting this in the most offen-

sive light possible even for slander ;

" rcgard-

eth not thee, nor the decree which thou hast

signed." That same Daniel whom thou hast

promoted so excessively and so unwisely, has

no proper regard for thee, O king ! He prays

to others as much as he pleases, despite of thine

own law. H. C.

14, 15. The kitifj'i fruitless endeavor to de-

liver Daniel. Too late for remedy, and with

sore self-reproach, Darius sought to undo his

hasty action. He had not foreseen the issue,

as involving the very life of Daniel. Darius,

too, was an old man, irresolute and weak. He
needed just the stay of such a pure, wise,

strong character as even the more aged prophet
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had already proved himself to possess. No
wonder that " he labored" through the day on

which the accusation was brought " till the

going down of the sun to deliver Daniel." Of

the particular efforts he put forth we are not

told ; nor does it seem that any reasonable con-

jecture can be formed. Upon tlii-i and every

similar matter merely curi(i\is, tin' liiii" :inii In-

genuity that may be cxpeiulnl will scarcely

find adequate return. The kings ji< i:sisteuce

is the only point of interest here. This was

honorable to his heart, and showed, as did all

the after incidents, the strength of his respect

and attachment for Daniel, and the force of

DanieFs exemplary piety. Punctually at sun-

set, when the day was finished, came the ac-

cusers, and pressed upon the king the necessity

of executing his decree against Daniel. B.

14. The king is chagrined that he allowed

himself to be caught in this snare. Now for

the first time he sees the envious and mean

spirit of his officers in obtaining from him that

decree, and bites his lips in shame that he could

have been so beguiled and entrapped. He la-

bored to save Daniel till the going down of

the sun. No doubt he heartily esteemed Dan-

iel and probably loved him, and felt, therefore,

the bitterest grief and shame that he should be

made unwittingly the author of his destruc-

tion. But all his efforts are unavailing. II. C.

15. Law of tlie Medes and Persians. In this

two principles are involved : one, the existence

of a settled law or rule by which the kin^

himself, theoretically at any rate, is bound,

and which he cannot alter ; the other, the in-

clusion under this law or rule of the irrevoca-

bility of a royal decree or promise. Both of

these principles are recognized as Medo-Persic

by profane writers. It was applied to Cam-

byses, one of the most despotic of the Persian

monarclis (Herodotus, lii., 31), and Xerxes, son

of Darius Hystaspes (Herodotus, i., 109-111).

liawliiison.

16. 17. Daniel cast into the den of lions.

The king was constrained to issue the com-

mand that Daniel be cast into the lions' den.

The law of the united kingdom of the Medes

and Persians making every statute of the mon-

arch irreversible, was an ancient one, long ante-

dating the union of the two nations. This law

Darius could not disregard in Daniel's case.

It was probably the first test case under the

newly established government of Babylon. It

was specially important therefore that the prin-

ciple should DOW be carried out. The king's

strong interest in Daniel, too, was manifest to

all. Any interposition now would be justly

charged as a breach of law by the king, through

personal partiality toward the olleudcr. But

while he issued the command, he touchingly

expresses to Daniel the hope, if not the convic-

tion, that his God whom he had served so faith-

fully would deliver him. Darius evidently

recognizes Daniel's refusal to proceed from a

principled obedience tj his own God, and not

from any feeling of disloyalty. Once and again,

in the same touching words, he bears testimony

to Daniel's consistent, habitual fidelity to Jeho-

vah.

From the unchangeableness of Oriental cus-

toms, we iijfer that the lions' den was a large

underground excavation. In the modern den,

the whole is under the open sky, only sur-

rounded with a wall. The statement here im-

plies that the den was covered ; with a single

opening at tUe top, which could be closed by a

large stone. Into such a den Daniel was cast,

and upon its mouth a stone was laid. They
" male sure" of the sacrifice of their victim,

by doubly sealing the stone with the signet of

the king and that of his lords, impressed upon

moist clay. The lions' den seemed about to

prove the prophet's sepulchre. B.

16. That parting word witnessed to the im-

pression made by the life-long consistency of

Daniel. He must be a good man who gets

such a testimony from those who are harming

him. The busy minister of state had done his

political work so as to extort that tribute from

one who had no sympathy witli his religion.

Do we do ours in that fashion ? How many of

our statesmen on either side of the Atlantic

" serve God continually" and obviously in

their public life ? A. M.

The den of lions. Lions, which though

all but extinct in India, and absolutely so in

other parts of Asia, are still common in Baby-

lonia and Persia, were kept in the parks of

great princes as part of their estate. The same

custom still continues among the native rulers

of India, and is alluded to in the Assyrian

monuments. The dens in which wild beasts

are confined are not cavernous, or vaults, like

those in which the Romans kept the wild beasts

in readiness for the cruelties of the amphithe-

atre. They are simply pits open to the sky,

but enclosed with high walls. The Babylonian

den might be like these, or it might be a cave

with an enclosure round it. A great stone is

still an ordinary mode of securing a doorway

in the East, as we know it was for closing

tombs. If the access to tbe lions' den was ar-

ranged like that of a sepulchre, a bar would be

fixed across the front of the stone, fastened to
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either side of the doorway by thongs, the knot-

ting of which was sealed with wax stamped

by a signet. Many of these signets and seals

have been found ; and it is interesting to note

that the favorite device on the seals of the

Babylonian and Persian kings is one in which

the king is represented as slaying a lion. There

are several specimens extant of a double seal-

ing, like that here of the signet both of the

king and of his lords. Tristram.

Daniel had now the same kind of opportunity

of showing his fidelity to God as his three He-

brew companions before. The lions were not

less terrible than the fiery furnace. A stone

was brought. All this precaution served the

purposes of the Divine Providence. There

could be no trick nor collusion hei'e ; if Daniel

be preserved, it must be by the power of the Su-

preme God . The same precaution w as taken by

the Jews, in the case of the burial of our blessed

Lord ; and this very thing has served as one of

the strongest proofs of the certainty of His resur-

rection and their unmixed wickedness. A. C.

The entrance was sealed with two seals, one

the king's, one the conspirators', that neither

party might steal a march on the other. So,

down in the dark there, with the glittering

eyeballs of the brutes round him, and their

growls in his ears, the old man sits all night

long, with peace in his heart, and looking up
trustfully, through the hole in the den, to his

Protector's stars shining their silent message

of cheer. A. M.
18-23. The king's restless night, and early

morning visit to the den. The usual evening

banquet, and its accompanying entertainment

for diversion and soothing by which rest was
invited, were set aside. So intense was his

anxiety in behalf of the imperilled prophet,

that he could not sleep. This shows how
strong was Daniel's hold upon the king's sym-

pathy and regard ; and perhaps, that his con-

science liad been stirred the more deeply by a

conscious sense of injustice done to the proph-

et. With the dawn he rose from his sleepless

couch, and hasted to know the result to Daniel.

There is a blending of hope with doubt in his

saddened tone of inquiry. His question itself

is sublimely instructive as well as touching.

It shows that the single thought, expressed

when Daniel was about to be immured in the

den, has been upon his mind all the night.

The unwavering truth and fidelity of Daniel

to his God, this Is the thought. "Has thy

God," is his question. " has He to whom thou

hast been so true, indeed proved mighty to de-

liver thee ?" Then instantly from the gloom
of the den came the prophet's response. With

the same respectful s.alutation as if he stood on

the palace floor, and with a calm, clear tone of

assured faith he speaks. His God had proved

able to deliver him. Fierce and famished

though the lions were (as we know from their

after instant destruction of the wicked ac-

cusers), God had restrained them from hurting

His faithful servant. And the reason for de-

liverance he asserts to be his innocence of evil

in the matter for which he had been so fear-

fully endangered. He had been delivered be-

cause he had been loyal in act to his God and

in heart to the king.

Thus relief was brought to the king's trou-

bled spirit. Gladness overpowered wonder, as

he ordered the release of Daniel from his peril
;

and the prophet came forth unharmed. The
record adds the reason of the miraculous pro-

tection. It was the prophet's faith in a faith-

ful God. He believed that God was able to

deliver him from the lions. He knew that God
would so deliver him, if it consisted with His

own perfect purposes. One of the grandest

of the worthies of the faith enrolled (though

not by name) in the eleventh of Hebrews, Dan-

iel was yet only one of multitudes whose faith

has had rich reward. Distinguished as he was
above many by a present deliverance, he was
yet more distinguished in that, through his sin-

gle testimony of tested and triumphant faith,

the then roorld of living men heard of the un-

known but living God. B.

22, God has preserved his life by a miracle.

Darius had called Him Daniel's God (thy God
whom thou servest) ; to which Daniel does, as

it were, echo back. Yea, He is my God, whom
I own, and who owns me, for He has sent His

angel. The same bright and glorious Being

that was seen in the form of the Son of God
with the three children in the fiery furnace

had visited Daniel, and it is likely in a visible

appearance had enlightened the dark den, and

kept Daniel company all night, and had shut

the lions' mouths that they had not in the least

hurt him. The angel's presence made even

the lions' den his stronghold, his palace, his

paradise ; he never had had a better night in

his life. See the power of God over the fiercest

creatures, and believe His power to restrain the

roaring lion that goes about continually seek-

ing to devour, from hurting those that are His.

See the care God takes of His faithful wor-

shippers, especially when He calls them out to

suffer for Him. If He keep their souls from sin,

comfort their souls with His peace, and receive

their souls to Himself, He does in effect stop the

lions' mouths, that thry cannot hurt them. II.

Simple trust in God brings His angel to our
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help, and the deliverance, which is ultimately

to \>v. ascribed to His hand muzzling the gap-

ing beasts of prey, may also bo ascribed to the

faith which sets His hand in motion. The true

cause is God, but the indispensable condition

without '.vhich God will not act, and with

which lie cannot but act, is our trust. There-

fore all the great things which it is said to do

are due, not to anything in it, but wholly to

that of which it lays hold. A foot or two of

lead pipe is worth little ; but if it is the chan-

nel through Avhich water supplies a city, it is

priceless. Faith may or not bring external de-

liverances, such as it brought to Daniel ; but

the good cheer which the lesson teaches us

does not depend on these. When Paul lay in

Rome, shortly before his mart3'rdom, this story

of Daniel was in his mind, as he thankfully

wrote to Timothy, " I was delivered out of

the mouth of the lion." He adds a hope which

contrasts strangely, at first sight, with the

clear expectation of a speedy and violent death,

expressed a moment or two before (" I am al-

ready being offered, and the time of my de-

parture is come") when he says, "The Lord

will deliver me from every evil work ;" but

he had learned that it was possible to pass

through the evil and yet to be delivered from

it, and that a man might be thrown to the lions

and devoured by them, and yet be truly shield-

ed from all harm by them. So he adds, " and

will save me unto His heavenly kingdom,"

thereby teaching us that the true deliverance

is that which carries us into, or something

nearer toward the eternal home. Thus under-

stood, the miracle of Daniel's deliverance is

continually repeated to all who partake of

Daniel's faith, " Thou hast made the Most

High thy habitation, . . . thou shall tread

upon the lion and adder." A. M.

The prophet, having justly offended neither

God nor the king, very truly offers the right-

eousness of his cause as the reason of the Di-

vine interference for his security ; not from

any ostentatious display of his own merit, but

to direct the attention of the king to the power
and providence of that great Being who is

" mighty to save," and whose favor is more to

he regarded than life itself. Wintle. Before

Ihee, king, hare I done no hurt. Though I

disobeyed thy decree, it was not done out of

contumacy or stubbornness, but purely to pre-

serve a good conscience, which is the only true

principle of loyalty and obedience. (See Rom.
13 : 5.) W. Lowth.

23. The king is relieved and joyous to find

that his valued friend is safe and that no seri-

ous consequences have come from his wicked
law. The demands of the law having now
been met, he orders Daniel brought forth from
the den. Not a scnitch is on him, and those

heathen men know that this comes of his be-

lieving in his God. They are witnesses to the

saving power of Jehovah, God of Israel.

24. The great crime of Daniel's accusers

now meets its righteous punishment. They
had plotted his death ; and though they had
sought to effect it by the forms of law, yet

their malice and hence their guilt were none

the less for this reason. It was right and just

that they Should be made a public example.

H. C.

25-28. Following the entire occurrence,

Darius i.ssued a decree throuirliDiit thi' realm,

that all men should fear and tninlili- before

the God of Daniel. And the prophet was re-

stored to more than his former favor and pow-
er. Through the two years of Darius, into the

reign of Cyrus, he remained the premier min-

ister and counsellor of the kingdom. B.

26. I make a decree, that men tremble and
fear before the Ood of Daniel. As in the case

of the three Hebrews (chap. 3 : 29). The true

God was known by His servants, and by the

deliverances He wrought for them. See His

characters in this decree. He is the living

God ; the Author and Giver of life : all others

are dead gods. He is steadfast forever. All

things change, but He is unchangeable. He
has a kingdom; for as He made all things, so

He governs all things. His kingdom shall not be

destroyed. No human power can prevail against

it, because it is upheld by His omnipotence.

His dominion is without end. It is an everlast-

ing dominion, under an everlasting rule, by an

everlasting God. He delivereth them that are

in danger and bondage. He rescueth those who
have fallen into the hands of their enemies, and
implore His succor. He worketh signs in the

heavens, and wonders upon earth; showing
that both are under His sway, and are parts of

His dominion. And to complete all. He hath

deli-vered Daniel. Before our own eyes He has

given the fullest proof of His 2)oircr and good-

ness, in rescuing His faithful servant from the

teeth of the lions. What a fine eulogium on

the great God and His faithful servant ! A. C.

Edicts to this effect were published by Nebu-
chadnezzar, Darius, Cyrus, and Artaxerxes.
" Such public and solemn testimonies to the

majesty of the God of Israel," observes Dr.

Graves, " must have contributed materially to

check error and idolatry, in a country where

the form of the government rendered the ex-
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ample and opinions of the monarch so power-

ful and operative. They must have gained the

Jews, even in their captive and degraded state,

much consideration and attention ; and as such

a state led them to take pride in their religious

superiority—the only superiority now left

them—and to exalt the Divine original and

wisdom of their religion ; so these events must

have gained their representations weight and

credulity. " Wines.

2§. So this Daniel j)rospercd. Few courtiers

had so long a reign, served so many masters

without flattering any, been more successful

in their management of public affairs, been so

useful to the States where they were in office,

or have been more owned of God or left such

an example to posterity. A. C.

The verse is a note of time probably added

—whether by Daniel himself or not is imma-

terial—to close the historical section of the

book and forming a natural conclusion to the

events narrated in the chapter. The reign of

" Darius the Mede" was confessedly a short

one ; it was followed by the reign, so pregnant

with glory to his own name and so eventful in

the history of God's chosen people—of Cyrus

the Great. B. C.

The final verse implies Daniel's restoration

to rank, and gives a beautiful, simple picture

of the old man's closing days, which had be-

gun so long before, in such a different world,

as Nebuchadnezzar's reign, and closed in

Cyrus's, enriched with all that should accom-

pany old age—honor, obedience, troops of

friends. " When a man's ways please the

Lord, He maketh even his enemies to be at

peace with him." A. M.

Suggested Thoughts.

Like the Son of Man, of whom he spake in

vision, Daniel witnessed a good confession

before many observers. In his worship he was

open, but not ostentatious. Not like the Phari-

see, praying in the streets to be seen of men,

yet so ordering his devotion that men might

know whom he worshipped, he thus realized

Christ's injunction, "Let your light," etc.

(Matt. 5 : 16).

His regular habit of prayer, the similar habit

of David (referred to in the Psalms), suggests

a plain, personal inquiry to all who profess a

vital union with the same Jehovah. The only

possibly better practice than this thrice-a day
worship, is intimated by the injunctions of the

Holy Ghost, "Pray without ceasing," "In
everything make known your requests."

In Daniel's refusal we are reminded of the

aged Polycarp's sublime reply. Like the an-

cient prophet, this early Christian disciple was
called upon by persecutors to deny his Master.
" Eighty-and six years," answered he, "have
I served Him, and has He blessed me. Why
should I now deny Him ?"

A consistent Christian life carries its own
witness and wins the respect and admiration

of honest worldly men. It is an element of

mighty force and vast effectiveness in the exten-

sion of Christ's kingdom of truth among men.

God will never suffer the righteous to be

moved. Fidelity to Him is sure of the richest

present or ultimate reward.

As here, so ever, God brings to naught the

malice of the wicked against the good. Often,

too. He turns upon the evil the force of their

own destructive machinations.

The supreme teaching of the eleventh of

Hebrews, the one great truth of Revelation, is

here signally illustrated : We are saved by

grace, God's favor, through faith—an obedient,

vital faith in God's promised mercy.

A life of activity needs, as a preparation or

as a counterpoise and restorative, its times of

retirement and prayerful thought. The still

hour of quiet thought and devout communion
with our Heavenly Father fills the soul with

light, girds it with strength, and cheers it with

hope and serene, glad trust. B.

The grandeur of the Book of Daniel is not

only the sweep of those majestic visions which

opened the mysteries of future time, but the

vivid portrait it holds before us of a man who
has all the springs of his actions in faithfulness

to God—a man so thoroughly forgetful of him-

self that the one only question which rises in

him, when anything is to be done or suffer-

ed, is whether that thing is his Lord's will.

If it is, no doubt remains ; nothing is to be

said or thought about costs or consequences.

If it is not, no consequences will justify it.

F. D. H.

Such honor as we give to martyrs must needs

be accorded to the prophet Daniel. A martyr

—so far as the strict etymology of the word

goes—is one who witnesses, and is usually ap-

plied exclusively to one who has witnessed

unto death for righteousness and truth. Those

who witness to the truth without dying for it

are commonly called confessors. It would be

difficult to decide to which " goodly fellow-

ship" Daniel strictly belonged. But we are

not careful to decide ; enough for us to know
that all the essential characteristics of those

who are enrolled in "the noble army of mar-

tyrs" were found in him. Pusey,



CHAPTER Vfl.

DANIEL, CHAPTER VII.

7:1 In the first year of Bi-lsliazzar king of Babylon Daniel luid a dream and visions of

3 liis head upon liis l)ed : then he -R-rote the dream and told the sum of the matters. Daniel

spake and said, I saw in my vision by night, and, behold, the four winds of the heaven

3 brake forth upon the great sea. And four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one

4 from another. The tirst was like a lion, and had eagle's wings : I beheld till the wings
thereof were pluckeil. and it was lifted up from the earth, and made to stand upon two feet

5 as a man, and a man's heart was given to it. And behold another beast, a second, like to a
hear, and it was raised up ou one side, and three ribs were in his mouth bet-veen his teeth :

6 and they said thus unto it. Arise, devour much flesh. After this I beheld, and lo another,

like a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl ; the beast had also four

7 lieadg
; and dominion was given to it. After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a

fourth beast, terrible and powerful, and strong exceedingly ; and it had great iron teeth ; it

devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet : and it was diverse

8 from all the beasts that were before it ; and it had ten horns. I considered the horns, and,

behold, there came up among them another horn, a little one, before which three of the first

horns were plucked up by the roots : and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of a

9 man, ami a mouth speaking great things. I beheld till thrones were placed, and om that

was ancient of days did sit : his raiment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like

10 pure wool
; his throne was fiery flames, and the wheels thereof burning fire. A fiery

stream issued and came forth from before him : thousand thousands ministered unto him,

and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him: the judgiiuciu was sit, and the

11 books were opened. I beheld at that time because of the voice of tlir -nut words which
the horn spake ; I beheld even till the beast was slain, and his body dustroyiii. and he was

12 given to be burned with fire. And as for the rest of the beasts, their dominion was taken
13 away : yet their lives were prolonged for a season and a time. I saw in the night visions,

and, behold, there came with the clouds of heaven one like unto a son of man, and he came
14 even to the ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And there was given

him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all the peoples, nations, and languages should
serve him : his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his

kingdom that which shall not be destroyed.

15 As for me Daniel, my spirit was grieved in the midst of my body, and the visions of my
16 head troubled me. I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth

concerning all this. So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

17 Tliese great beasts, wliich are four, are four kings, which shall arise out of the earth.

18 But the saints of the Most High shall receive the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for

19 ever, even for ever and ever. Then I desired to know the truth concerning the fourth

beast, which was diverse from all of them, exceeding terrible, whose teeth were of iron, and
his nails of brass ; which devoured, brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet

;

20 and concerning the ten horns that were on his head, and the other horn which came up, and
before which three fell

;
even that horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spake great things,

21 whose look was more stout than his fellows. I beheld, and the same horn made war with
22 the saints, and prevailed against them ; until the ancient of days came, and judgement was

given to the saints of the Most High ; and the time came that the saints possessed the king-

23 dom. Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be

diverse from ail the kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down,
24 and break it in pieces. And as for the ten horns, out of this kingdom shall ten kings arise :

and another shall arise after them ; and he shall be diverse from the former, and he shall put
25 down three things. And he shall speak words against the Most High, and shall wear out

the saints of the Jlost High : and he shall think to change the times and the law ; and they

26 shall be given into his hand until a time and times and half a time. But the judgement
shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the end.

27 And the kingdom and tlie dominion, and the greatness of the Ivingdoms under the whole
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licaven, shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High : liis kingdom is an ever-

28 lasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey liim. Here i.i tlie end of the mat-

ter. As for me Daniel, my thouglits much troubled rac, and my countenance was changed

in me : but I kept the matter in my heart.

Chap. 7. In point of chronology this chap-

ter comes between chapj. 4 and 5. Years had

elapsed between the death of Nebuchadnezzar

and " thelirstyearof Belshazzar ;" years preg-

nant with those political convulsions which
broke forth—so far as Babylonia was concerned

—during the joint reign of Nabonadius and his

son
;
years of silence and patient waiting on

the part of the aging prophet. Daniel, in the

comparative obscurity and retirement which

was probably his lot, had not been a politician,

a courtier, a man, had he not been keenly alive

to the stirring events around him ; he had not

been the God-fearing, prayerful, trustful Israel-

ite, had he not seen in them the probable re-

sults which should bring in " the kingdom of

the saints of the Most High" (ver=e 18). The

proplietic visions which commence with this

chapter reflect both this natural and spiritual

coloring. Full of remembrances of the dreams

recorded in chaps. 2 and 4, they show the marked

impression those dreams had made upon him

both as a young and middle-aged man. If they

are marked by a symbolism and imagery more

striking than that of Ezekiel, it is one which

modern research has shown to be probable, in

accordance with the teaching and training of

the " schools," and impossible to a writer un-

familiar -with what is here described. B. C.

What did God do in order to give Daniel an

idea of the four phases through which the his-

tory of mankind was to pass before the coming

of the Messiah ? Did He give him an historical

lecture upon the Assyrians, the Babylonians,

tlie Sledes and Persians, the Greeks and Ro-

mans ? No, He caused to pass before him five

pictures or images, of which the remembrance

remained indelible—a winged lion, symbol of

the Babylonish power ; a bear, with slow and

heavy tread, emblem of the Persian majesty
;

a leopard with four heads, traversing the earth

as on tlie wing, the visible representation of

tlic Alexandrian monarchy, so rapidly found-

ed, so speedily divided into four distinct States
;

then lastly, a monster with nothing correspond-

ing to him in the terrestrial creation, trampling

and devouring everything that comes in its way,

image of the Roman empire, that State which

lias borne no resemblance to anything before

known, and which absorbed everything into

itself ; and finally, as the last of these appari-

tions, the form of a Son of Man coming upon

the clouds, emblem of the onl}- really human
power, of the luve which comes down from
heaven to found here below the kingdom of

liberty and of truth. This is the manner in

which God teaches history when He thinks

good to make it known beforehand to His ser-

vants the prophets. He does not discuss. He
does not catechise. He pictures. This method
has the double advantrg of making its appeal

to man in his whole being, consequently not

perverting the nature of faith, and of not ren-

dering science superfluous by anticipating its

future labors. All the researches of historians,

all the discoveries of the investigators of ruins

and of buried palaces, instead of being made
useless by such revelation, only serve to make
more exact, and to enrich the pictures by
means of whi^k it was accomplished. Godet.

This chapter gives the second of the four

great prophecies of Daniel—a vision obviously

in very close analogy with that of chap. 2 : 31-

45, and in partial parallel with that of chap. 8,

and also that of chaps. 10-13. The prophet

sees in succession four great beasts, the last of

which has ten horns and ultimately an eleventh

(verses 2-8) ; he then sees the fourth beast

judged an.l slain (verses 9-11) ; next " one like

a Son of Man," receiving his eternal kingdom
(verses 13, 14) ; finally, he asks and obtains an

interpretation of this vision, especially of the

fourth beast and his horns (verses 15-28). H. C.

8. The third person is used through the first

six chapters of Daniel, and iX the opening of

the seventh. The first then takes its place to

the end of chap. 9. The third recurs in the first

verse of chap. 10, after which the first is used

uninterruptedly. Thucydides begins his his-

tory in the third person, but changes to the first

after a few chapters. In Book IV. he resumes

the third. In Book V., chap. 26, he begins in

the third, but runs on into the first, which he

again uses in Book VHL, chap. 97. G. R.

2, 3. The elements of nature in commotion

symbolize convulsions in the political elements.

These four great beasts come forth from the

agitated sea, manifestly in succession, to denote

succession in the order of time in the great em-

pires of which they are the symbols. H. C.

4, Tlte first was like a lion. This is the king-

dom of the Babylonians ; and the king of Baby-

lon is in like manner compared to a lion by
Jeremiah (chap. 4 : 7), and is said to fly as an
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eagle (chap. 48 : 40) ; and he is also compared

to an c.a,!;lc by Ezikiel (chap. 17 : 3, 12). The
lion is esteemed Ihe king of beasts and the eagle

the king of birds ; and therefore the kingdom
of Bal)ylon, wliich is described as tlie first and

noblest kingdom, and was the kingdom then in

being, is said to partake of tlie nature of both.

" The eagle's -wings" denote its swiftness and

rapidity ; and the conquests of Babylon were

very rapid—that empire being advanced to the

height within a few years by a single person,

by the conduct and arms of Nebuchadnezzar.

Up. Newton.
" Winged lions," " winged bulls," and even

human figures with wings extending from the

shoulders, have been disinterred in considerable

numbers from the ruins of Nineveh within the

present century, allording remarkable proof

that these conceptions in this vision of Daniel,

and also in Ezekiel (chap. 1) and elsewhere, are

fully in keeping with the popular ideas and the

jirtistic usages of the people living in the valley

of the Euphrates during the age of these proph-

ets. Moreover, the lion and the eagle were

then, as now, symbols of royalty, figuring con-

spicuously in the memorial arms of sovereigns.

So this first beast is a lion with eagle's wings.

As Daniel continued to study this beast, lo, a

change comes over him. His wings are pluck-

ed ; he is lifted up to stand erect as a man, and

a man's heart is given him. This change is not

from brutal to human intelligence, but from

the brute force and resistless ferocity of the lion

and theeagle to the comparative physical weak-

ness of the man. The Chaldean empire is fast

waning to its fall. Its glory has departed ; its

pristine vigor has gone. The first three of these

symbols—the lion, the bear, and the leopard

—

correspond so perfectly with the first three

divisions of the great image—the head, the

breast and arms, and the belly and thighs

—

that there is no occasion to raise any question

for further explanation. It is not distinctly

affirmed here that these beasts come forward in

nMcestioii, each supplanting its predecessor.

Yet it is very manifest that these beasts do fol-

low each other in regular succession. The first

has had great power, but is now seen shorn of

it and ready to be vanquished. The second in

its time is a devourer of nations ; to the third

" dominion is given." No other view can rea-

sonably be talien of these beasts considered as

great national powers, except that they sway
the empire of the world successively—each being

for his time supreme on the field of their loca-

tion. H. C.

5. It had three rihs in the mouth. Tliis was

its booty or prey. Of the many interpretations

which had been given, the most satisfactory are

those which understand by these " three ribs"

either a round number or the chief conquests

of Cyrus—Lydia (and the kingdoms of Asia

Minor), Baetria (and the vast tract between the

Caspian and the Indus), ::nd Babylonia. These

kingdoms were grasped with a grasp as tena-

cious as that with which the bear would hold

its prey between its fangs. Yet were these not

to be the only conquests of the Medo-Persian

power: "Arise, devour," etc., was at once a

charge and a prophecy which reached its cli-

max in the mighty victories of the great Da-

rius. B. C.

6. This beast, all commentators agree, is the

Grecian empire of Alexander—winged to de-

note the velocity of its armies and the rapidity

of its conquests.
'

' Dominion given to it," al-

most drops the figure of a beast, to give us in

literal phrase the history of this power. Cor-

respondingly the passage (chap. 2 : 39) has it,

"Another third kingdom of brass which shall

bear rule over all the earth." 11. C.

Another, like a leopard. This is the kingdom
of the Macedonians or Grecians, who, under

the command of Alexander the Great, over-

came the Persians and reigned next after them.

The leopard is remarkable for its swiftness (see

Hab. 1 : 8) and for the impetuosity with which

it springs upon its prey ; and Alexander and

the Macedonians were amazingly swift and

rapid in their conquests. This rapidity is fur-

ther intimated by the " four v/ings on the back"

of the beast. The Babylonian empire was
represented with two wings, but this with

four ; for, as Jerome saith, nothing was swifter

than the victories of Alexander. The " four

heads" of the beast denote the four kingdoms

into which the empire of Alexander was divid-

ed at his death by his four captains—Cassander

reigning over Maced'jn and Greece, Lysimachus

over Thrace and Bitiiynia, Ptolemy over Egypt,

and Seleucus over Syria,

7. This fourth kingdom can be no other than

the Roman empire, which was " dreadful and

terrible, and strong exceedingly," beyond any

of the former kingdoms. It was " diverse from

all kingdoms," not only in its republican form

of government, but likewise in strength, and

power, and greatness, length of duration and

extent of dominion. " It devoured, and braiie

in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet

of it ;" it reduced Macedouintoa Iloman prov-

ince about one hundred and sixty-eight years,

the kingdom of Pergamus about one hundred

and thirty-three years, Syria about si.\ty-five
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years, and Egypt about thirty years before

Christ. And besides the remains of the Mace-

donian empire, it subdued many other provinces

and kingdoms, so that it might by a very usual

figure be said to " devour the whole earth, and

to tread it down and break it in pieces
;"

and became in a manner what the Roman writ-

ers delighted to call it, the empire of the whole

world.

It had ten horns. Another remarkable prop-

erty of this fourth beast is that "it hid ten

horns ;" and, according to the angel's interpre-

tation (verse 24), " the ten horns out of this king-

dom are ten kings" or kingdoms " that shall

arise." " Four kings" a little before (verse 17)

signified four kingdoms ; and so here " ten

kings" are ten kingdoms, according to the usual

phraseology of Scripture. We must look for

these kingdoms amid the broken pieces of the

Roman empire, represented under the fourth

beast. The Roman empire was, by means of

the incursions of the northern nations, dismem-

bered Into ten kingdoms, and Machiavel hath

given us their names: (1) the Ostrogoths in

Msesia ; (3) the Visigoths in Pannonia
; (3) the

SiievGS and Alans in Gascoigne and Spain
; (4)

the Vandals in Africa
; (5) the Franks in France

;

(6) the Burgundians in Burgundy ; (7) the Heruli

and Turing! in Italy
; (8) the Saxons and Angles

in Britain
; (9) the Huus in Hungary

; (10) the

Lombards, at first upon the Danube, afterward

in Italy. Bp. Newton.

The names of these ten kingdoms have been

enumerated by several writers of the most re-

spectable authority ; and the few variations in

their accounts may be readily explained from

the confusion and uncertainty of the times of

which they wrote. It is enough for us, and an

illustrious verification of the prophecies of holy

Scripture, that such a partition was noticed

long before by Daniel ; and that among other

particularities mentioned as incident to the

fourth beast, this of ten horns springing all

together from its head was recorded as one ; and

(hat these horns were expressly Interpreted to

mean ten kings or kingdoms. Bp. EalUfax.

In the ten horns we recognize at the first

glance the ten toes of the second chapter. Tlicy

are introduced merely to show (verse 8) how an

eleventh has sprung up in their midst, a king in

whom the full haughty hatred and rebellion of

the world against God, His people, and His

service, finds its representative. In the seventh

chapter the distinction between iron and clay

is omitted ; in the second chapter there is no

mention of this antiChristian niler of tlie world.

In this dsBcriplion of the last monarchy the dis-

tinct and individual cliaracterof the two visions

is most clearly manifested in the peculiar fea-

tures to which each of them gives prominence]

Aubcrlen.

8. Behold, there came up among them another

little horn. In all the several respects which

the prophet notices, the Pope fully answers the

character of the "little horn ;" so that if ex-

quisite fitness of application may assure us of

the true sense of the prophecy wc can have no

doubt concerning the person. He is here called

" a little horn ;" and the power of the popes

wag originally very small, and their temporal

dominions were little and inconsiderable in

comparison with others of the ten horns. Bp.

Newton.

Before tchom there were three of the first horns

plucked vp by the roots. Three of the ten king-

doms—viz., those of the Heruli, the Ostrogoths

and the Lombards, were successively plucked

up or eradicated before the little horn, in the

way of which they stood ; -and by the annexa-

tion of their dominions to the papacy, the Pope

became also a temporal power. Hence he as-

sumed the three keys in his arms, and the triple

crown or mitre as a temporal prince ; and " his

look was more stout than his fellows," whom
he frequently awed by his anathemas and ex-

communications. Dr. Hales.

9. " Till the thrones are set up"

—

i.e., put

in place to be occupied by the Ancient of Days.

Instances of the usage are to be seen in Jer.

1 : 15 and in Rev. 4 : 2. The thrones were erect-

ed in the same manner and for the same pur-

pose as in the thrilling vision of John, recorded

in the Apocalypse : "I saw a great white

throne, and him that sat upon it, from whoso

face the earth and the heaven fled away" (20 :

11). Chambers.

9, 1 0. The Ancien t of Days ttpon the throne

of judgment. This portion of Daniel's vision

seems to indicate successive periods of dura-

tion. This we infer from the repeated use

of the expression, "I beheld." The word
" thrones" refers, not to the empires whose his-

tory had just been outlined, but to the seats of

judgment which were now firmly placed or es-

tablished preparatory to use. These thrones

were arranged for those spiritual beings who
in the Apocalypse are represented as taking

part with the Supreme Being in the exercise of

judgment. References to this we find in the

Psalms, the Gospels, and the Epistles.

There are points of similarity in the details

of the vision of Daniel and that of Ezekiel.

Both were familiar with the titles of the Chal-

dean gods and the peculiar modes of represent-
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log the attributes of these gods. The exprcs-

siou " an Ancient of Days," here employed by

Daniel, was one of these Chaldean titles. As
used by him, it refers to Jehovah. As here de-

scribed, the seeming was as of an aged man
with white garments, indicating purity ; with

shining hair, a symbol of l.istiiiLr txisti'nce
;

upon a throne (of fiery flaiiir ,
ri ]ii. -i :itid as a

movable chariot, with wliu'ls wlnw.' iiii)\ ement

threw out flashes as of fire. Similar symbols

are employed by Ezekiel, first chapter. There

we find Jehovah appearing upon a throne which

rests upon a platform upheld by living crea-

tures, strangely associated with living wlieels

and with the symbol of fire. Both prophets

simply narrate a vision of symbols, not reali-

ties.

Corresponding with the river of water of life

in Rev. 22, a fiery stream is here described as

issuing forth from the throne of God. B.

Pire and the shining of fire are the constant

phenomena of the manifestation of God in the

world, as the earthly elements most fitting for

the representations of the burning zeal with

which the holy God not only punishes and de-

stroys sinners, but also purifies and renders

glorious His own people. Kcil.

As in the Revelation also fchap. 5), an innu-

merable multitude, ready for active ministry,

is here represented as surrounding the throne.

And similarly, too, here we behold the judg-

ment set

—

i.e., the judges upon their thrones
;

and the books in -,vhich were the materials upon
which the judgment should be based. But
with these naturally similar symbols and sur-

roundings, the parallel ends. B.

9. We know that " when we shall be like

' God,' we shall see Him as He is." God, we
may be certain, sits on no throne, neither is He
borne along on wheels. In His essence God is

not to be conceived as He appeared to His

propliet and holy men of old. By them He is

described under various forms, in order that

men, to whom He willed to give some sign of

His presence, should be drawn to Him. C'al-

9-14, Verses 9 and 10 disclose, in a sublime

symbolic picture, the fact of a universal Divine

judgment in continuous process of execution

against nations in this world. This process is

definitely applied in verse 11 to the kingdom

of the fourth beast, and in retrospect, in verse

12, to the previous three kingdoms, while in

the IStli and 14th verses the Jlessiah appears

before the enthroned Deity, and to Him is as-

signed a final, universal and everlasting domin-

ion in earth and heaven. This seems to exhaust

the meaning of the whole pa.ssage, which there-

fore seems to have no direct reference to the

final general judgment as distinguished from

provi(fcntial judgments in time. B.

Taking the main points of this passage in the

order in which they stand, we have : (a) The
Almighty God enthrormd. Correspondingly in

other Hebrew theophanies ; Isaiah (6:1)" saw
the Lord sitting on a throne, high and lifted

up." Micaiah (1 K. 22 : 19) " saw the Lord sit-

ting on His throne, and all the host of heaven

standing by Him on His right hand and on His

left." The psalmist (11:4, 6) writes, "The
Lord's throne is in heaven ; His eyes behold.

His eyelids try the children of men. . . . Upon
the wicked He will rain fire and brimstone and

an horrible tempest," etc. "His garments

white as snow, and the hair of His head like

the pure wool," has its analogy in the Apoca-

lypse (1 : 14). " His head and His hairs were
white like wool, as white as snow." Age is

venerable ; its incidents are clustered upon this

personage to bespeak for Him reverence and

homage. He is " the Ancient of Daj's. " (4)

This throne is on wheels, and has the aspect of

fire and flame. So in Ezek. 1. The visible

glory of Jehovah appears upon a throne, which
itself reposes upon a " firmament" or elevated

platform, supported by four living creatures,

who are singularly connected with living

wheels. Here also is the aspect of fire.
'

' As
for the likeness of the living creatures, their

appearance was like burning coals of fire,

and like the appearance of lamps
; it went up

and down among the living creatures, and the

fire was bright, and out of the fire went forth

lightning" (Ezek. 1 : 13). (c) Fire issues forth

from God to devour His enemies. Here in

Daniel, " A Gevy stream issued and came forth

from before Him." So Ps. 50 : 5, " Our God
shall come, afire shall devour before Him ; it

shall be very tempestuous round about Him."
And Ps. 97 : 3, "A fire goeth before Him and

burnetii up His enemies round about." In

David's glowing description of the Lord's com-

ing to his aid against his foes (Ps. 18:8) wo
read: "There went up a smoke out of His

nostrils ; fire out of His mouth devoured." So

also Jloses (De. 5 : 24), " For the Lord thy God
is a consuming fire, even a jealous God." So

in Heb. 12 : 29, " For our God is a consuming

fire." The fire sent on Sodom seems to have

been a standing type or model of God's judg-

ments on corrupt nations, and to have supplied

the figures of speech to express this idea. In

Isa. 34 : 9, 10, the allusion to that model is spe-

cially palpable. Of Idumea the prophet said.
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" The streams thereof shall be turned into pitch

and the dust thereof into brimstone, and the

land thereof shall become burning pitch. It

shall not be quenched night nor day ; the

smoke thereof shall go up forever." Hence

fire became the usual symbol to denote the

judgments which tlie Lord in His providence

brings upon guilty nations in time, of which

fact it may suffice to cjuote but one more pas-

sage (Isa. 66 : 15, 16) ;
" For behold the Lord

will come with fire and with His chariots like a

whirlwind, to render His anger with fury and

His rebuke with flames of fire ; for by fire and

by His sword will the Lord plead with all

flesh ; and the slain of the Lord shall be many."

The readi-r may add :\IaI. 4:1,3. {d) Thou-

sands of nttciiilaiit nlini:^teling angels. Here it

stands :
" Thousand thousands ministered unto

Him ; ten thousand times ten thousand stood

before Him." The fact that they ministered to

Him shows them to be, not culprits at His

bar, but servants awaiting His command. To
" stand before Him" is also the customary atti-

tude of His attendant angels. Not in the final

Judgment alone, but wherever the Lord ap-

pears in His glory and majesty and lets men see

the realities of the spiritual world, angels are

seen about Him as His e.vecutive agents. Mi-

caiah saw all the host of heaven standing by
Him on His right hand and on His left (1 K.

23 : 19). When on Sinai there " went forth

from the Lord's right hand a fieiy law for

them" (De. 33 ; 2),
" He came with ten thou-

sand of saints," holy ones
; said by the psalm-

ist (68 : 1 7) to have been " thousands of angels.

"

Zech. 14 : 5 has the same feature :
" There

comes the Lord my God ! All the holy ones

are with Thee." {e) The forms of a judicial

tribunal. The close analogy between the judi-

cial proceedings of human courts and of the

Divine, accounts most amply for these allu-

sions. Thus Daniel :
" The j udgment was set

and the books were opened ;" and verse 26,

"The judgment shall sit." So elsewhere in

those cases where the Lord comes down for the

judgment of wicked nations. Ps. 50 is a case

where the Lord " calls to the heavens from
above and to the earth, that He may judge His

people, for God is judge Himself." Joel 3 is

wholly in this strain. " Let the heathen be

wakened and come up to the valley of Jehosha-

phat ; for there will I sit to judge all the

heathen round about." I am not aware that

any other Hebrew theophany save this of Dan-
iel introduces the symbol of " the books" as

witnessing records against the ungodly, but

there is surely no reason for assuming that this

symbol can be used of no other j udgment than

that at the end of the world. A.11 the rest of

these symbols are used, elsewhere than in Dan-

iel, to denote the visitations of Divine judg-

ment on guilty nations in time. (/) Let me
add that this destruction of the fourth beast

and his horns must correspond with the stone

smiting the great imago upon his feet of iron

and clay (chap. 3 : 84. 83). As tlus smiting

was a judgment in time, so is the judgment in

the verses before us. H. C.

The judgment from heaven is connected

with the end of the four universal monarchies

and the destruction of antichrist. This alone

suffices to show that the judgment here spoken

of is not the last judgment ; for at the last

judgment there will be neither beast, nor king-

dom, nor antichrist upon earth, but heaven and

earth will then have passed away. Hoos.

The judgment in question is to take place after

the monarchies described shall have existed,

and after the little horn, or papal power, shall

have prevailed in the earth. That the refer-

ence is not to the final judgment, or, what is

more emphatically called the "last day," is

evident, because here God the Father is said to

occupy that judicial station which, in the New
Testament, is universally ascribed to the Son

;

and because it is not the judgment of indi-

viduals, as when " small and great shall appear

before God," but of nations and of the great

anti-Christian power. We must bear in con-

tinual recollection that this is a vision, that the

circumstances are the decorative arrangements

of a court of justice, and of the Jewish council

in particular ; and that, therefore, like all hiero-

glyphic symbols, all scriptural allusions to the

personal appearance, the form, the countenance,

or the hands, arm and feet of the Almighty, it

is a figurative adumbration of the great reality

of a just, final and awful retribution that

awaits anti Christian nations. F. A. Coi.

II, 12. Succ-esmee judgments vpon t/te beasts.

Although the description of the judgment re-

ferred to here has many correspondences with

the final and general judgment referred to in

the Apocalypse, it is yet a wholly different one.

The subjectsof the judgment in Daniel's vision

are definitely described. They are the beasts

or empires, whose history is outlined in the

vision. The introductory and accompanying

characteristics of the general judgment are

wanting ; and the Judge, in this «;)<;aai judg-

ment, is the Eternal Father. It is a providen-

tial judgment, with li:nitation of its award to

this world ; a judgment upon nations as such,

I collectively, not a judgment that separates «'»-
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dividuah of all nations into two groat masses,

and pronounces a changeless and enduring

award upon each according to 'personal char-

acter.

Of the two interpretations respecting the

"beast" or fourth liingdom, it would seem
that the older and the more widely received,

whatever diflicultics properly belong to it, has

yet a far stronger basis than the modern theory.

A fatal objection to the latter appears to be

tliis : that in a broad scheme of providential

events, impliedly covering the whole series of

world empires, that empire which was widest,

grandest, and migluiest of all is utterly un-

mentioned and ignored. And the strange,

strong ligurcs, descriptive of tlie fourth king-

dom, which adniiralily depict the wondrous
history of the Uoiikui eniiiire, the modern view

refers to persons and events of comparative in-

significance. B.

The fourth kingdom is represented as " di-

verse from all that were before it," and as

" dreadful and terrible, and strong exceeding-

ly," having " great iron teeth," and devouring

and brealving in pieces and stamping the residue

with its feet, as it is also represented in chap. 3

by two great iron legs. This descriptiun is not

at all applicable to the empire of the successorsof

Alexander, which, so farfrom being diverse from

all that went before it, was merely a continua-

tion of the Greek dominion which preceded it,

and was at no time terrible, having only, in its

integrity, a brief continuance of twenty years

of confusion and weakness ; and the cruelties

of a king of a single one of the fragments of

the empire does not accord with the representa-

tion of the prophet, that the empire before its

division would be terrible and strong, like legs

of iron, but the prophet's description f?o(;s apply

to the Roman empire, which was entirely di-

verse from all the empires which preceded it,

being the empire of a difEerent race and a dif-

ferent civilization, and was terribly strong and

fierce, trampling down with its armies all that

opposed it, ruling with an iron sceptre, and de-

stroying and stamping in pieces, as is illustrat-

ed in its treatment of Carthage and Jerusalem.

Aiwn.

11. The " horn" referred to here is the " lit-

tle horn" which was to spring up in the midst

of the " ten horns" or kingdoms, into which

the " beast" here spoken of (the fourth empire)

would be broken up. B.

There was to spring up in the midst of the

ten horns a " little horn," politically and physi-

cally small, but, from its pretensions and its

assumptions, terrible and influential. This lit-

tle horn was to pull down three of the ten

horns. It should be " a horn," having political

power, but should have eyes for seeing or

superintending. It was also to have a mouth,

speaking great tinngs ; a preacher of proud

pretensions, or a doctor of despotic law. \s
another feature, it was to uproot three out of

the ten kingdoms. Every feature of the

prophecy is met and embodied in the history

of the pupal power. The three kingdoms that

were rooted up by this little horn were the

three kiiigiloms of the Vandals, Ostrogoths,

and the 'Lombards, who were, after a succes-

sion of troubles, rooted up by the papacy, and

constituted into the States of the Church ; and

the Pope wears upon his head at this very mo-

ment the tiara, or three-crowned cap, to denote

tho three kingdoms or horns which he rooted

up, and over which he now reigns. Of the

prediction tliat " he will make war with the

saints," the whole history of Europe is pain-

fully conclusive evidence. Cumming.

The " great words which the horn spake"

(verse 11) were haughty, blasphemous, tyran-

nous and persecuting words. The verse only

intimates a judgment on this horn, while it

predicts a destroying judgment against the

fourth empire, of whose divisions it formed a

part. " Concerning the rest of the beasts," the

other three world empires, Daniel further inti

mates the judgment of the enthroned " Ancient

of Days"—that their nationalities and the re-

sults of their influence should continue for an

undefined period after their sovereignty had

ceased.

13, 14. The Son of Man receives universal

and everlasting dominion. When we note these

clear, definite statements, we are not surprised

at the agreement of all Jewish and Christian

writers respecting their reference and meaning.

This expression, " Son of Man," used here by

Daniel, is employed many times by Ezckiel.

Daniel saw, not a "Son of Man," but " one

like a Son of Man ;" no symbolic animal forms

such as came before in the vision, typifying

and representing mere human elements and

forces concentrated in separate and successive

empires, but a personal superhuman being,

tliough in Inmian form, coming not as the

beasts from the earth, but appearing in tho

clouds of heaven, ensphered in the only known

symbol of Deity—this personal being Daniel

beheld coming to and standing beside the An-

cient of Days. Two distinct persons of the

Godhead are here clcariy disclosed—the Eternal

Father and the Eternal Son. And from this

expression of Daniel was taken, of purpose, the
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title which Christ appropriated to Himself, and

which His apostles never used concerning Him,

Son of Man—a title which lie used to empha-

size the great fact of His humanity, upon which

rested the vital efiBcacy of his redeeming work

for man.

And here we have the grand announcement,

so often referred to by patriarchs, prophets,

psalmists and apostles, and by Christ Himself,

of a universal, everlasting dominion given by

the Eternal Father to the Eternal Son. Unlike

all previous and subsequent earthly empires,

this dominion is established in the hearts of its

subjects, thus controlling the lives and render-

ing them tributary to the glory of the Divine

Monarch. Unlike all earthly kingdoms, this

links heaven with earth, eternity with time.

Hence it cannot be destroyed ; it cannot pass

away. Its existence is decreed by the Infinite

Mind, sustained by omnipotent might ; its

glory and blessedness are assured by an im-

mutable promise. Seven centuries later, after

the incarnation and ascension of the Eternal

Son, another inspired seer disclosed in another

vision the same sublime announcement. Nay,

John goes further than Daniel ; he reveals the

Divine purpose as fulfilled, the Divine promise

as consummated in the actual heavenly en-

thronement of the Lamb, the Eternal Son. And
in this disclosure, so assuring, inciting and

comforting, are we in these later days of the

promise, and in closer proximity to its fulfil-

ment, privileged to toil and endure, to rest and

rejoice. B.

It is quite in keeping with the universal hori-

zon of Daniel's prophecy that Messiah is not

designated as the Son of David, but, in gen-

eral, as the Son of JIan ; no more as King of

Israel only, but as King of the world. The

Messiah is no longer represented as the theo-

cratic King coming to the covenant people, but

He appears a centre of unity both for the cove-

nant people and the Gentile world. Auberlen.

Our Lord not only cites the prophet Daniel

by name, when speaking of " the abomination

of desolation" (Matt. 24 : 15), but He adopted

from that book the designation of His kingdom

and the title which He appropriates to Himself.

The expressions, "kingdom of heaven" and
" Son of Man," are confessedly taken from the

second and seventh chapters of Daniel. Of the

latter expression, Mc/er (Matt. 8 : 20) saj's : "Its

simple meaning is, Th,: Messiah. Jesus, inas-

much as in Ilim tlie Messiah was come, was, in

the realization, that Son of Man whose form

was seen in Daniel's vision. As often, there-

fore, as Jesus in His diseourses says ' The Son

of Man, ' He means ' The Son of Man of that

vision of Daniel '--that is, the Messiah." The
question of the genuineness and authenticity

of Daniel cannot, therefore, be separated from

that respecting the fallibility or infallibility of

the Saviour. By asserting that the Book of

Daniel is a forged and false prophecy, men
charge our Lord with the uncritical ignorance

of His times, or a deliberate application of a

document which He knew to be false. McCaul.

The centring of biblical truth in the person

of Christ receives its grandest illustration in

the biblical doctrine of ChrisVa mediatorial reign.

This is the special teaching of the text before

U3. It is but a hint of a more resplendent reve-

lation, which runs through the whole history

of redemption. This "Son of Man" in the

night visions of the prophet is He to whom
" all power is given in heaven and on earth.

God has highly exalted Ilira. At His name
every knee shall bow, of things in heaven, and

things in earth, and things under the earth."

We are not alone, then, in the interest we feel

in Christ. He is the centre of thought also to

the whole universe of mind. His is the empire

of the universe. Sympathy with His work
here is felt in distant worlds. Principalities

and powers in heavenly places stand in awe-

struck study around this one spot where the

mystery of redemption is unfolding. A strange

gravitation draws them to this one globe above

all others in inhabited space. Such is the im-

pression which the biblical glimpses of other

worlds leave upon us. This is known to the

universe as the " world of the cross." Lost

spirits know it as the " world of the cross."

Ministering angels know it as the " world of

the cross. " We do not know that another such

world exists within the bounds of creation. If

demoniacal alliances are formed against it, to

clutch it from the hands of its Redeemer, from

holy worlds come spiritual reinforcements in

innumerable battalions to its rescue. Dr. Chal-

mers did no violence to the scriptural disclos-

ures of the reign of Christ, when he represented

the worlds of invisible being as pulsating and

growing tremulous in sympathy with the con-

flicts of the cross. In the biblical story of re-

demption our atmosphere seems populous with

spiritual legions marching and countermarch-

ing at th» bidding of the Captain of our salva-

tion. Phelps.

The human love of the Saviour attracts us

human beings quite as much as His Divine love.

He was called by His disciples the Son of God
;

He called Himself the Son of Man. By all

means, as we point men's eyes to Him, say,
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" Ecce Bens!" for we may see His ciivinily

shining through the veil of His humanity ; but

let us also say, " £<•<•<! /wnw.'" for it is His hu-

manity which first meets our eye. In lieaven,

wheu we look up to it, we see " Him that sit-

teth on the throne," but we see also " Him that

was slain ;" we see the throne, but " in the

very midst of it a lamb as it had been slain."

McCosh.

I§. The saints are the " Israel of God" (Gal.

6 : 16), a congregation collected from Isnicl and

all nations, and called to be saints (Ex. 19 : 6
;

De. 7 : 6 : Isa. 4:3; 6 : 13 ; Rom. 9 : G). These
" take" the kingdom, or, rather, they " re-

ceive" it from Him who can alone give king-

doms and " possess" it with " power" (2 ; 37
;

4 : 30) " forever, " etc. B.C.

It is plain that these verses are intended for

the comfort and support of the people of Gtod in

reference to the persecutions they were liUi'lj'

to sustain both from the one and from the other,

and from all their proud enemies in every age
;

for it is written for their learning on whom the

ends of the world are come, that they also,

through patience and comfort of this Scripture,

might have hope. H.

!21. The same horn made tear with Hie saints.

And below, he " shall wear out the saints of

the Most High" (verse 25)—that is, by wars,

and massacres, and inquisitions, persecuting

and destroying the faithful servants of Jesus

and the true worshippers of God, who protest

against his innovations and refuse to comply

with the idolatry practised in the Church of

Rome.

25. Or, as Symmachus interprets it, " he

shall speak great words as the Most High ;"

setting up himself above all laws, Divire and

human, arrogating to himself godlike attributes

and titles of holiness and infallibility ; exacting

obedience to his ordinances and decrees in pref-

erence to and open violation of rea.son and

Scripture ; insulting men and blaspheming

God.

And think to change times and laws. Ap-

pointing fasts and feasts, canonizing saints,

granting pardons and indulgences for sins, in-

stituting new modes of worship, imposing new
articles of faith, enjoining new rules of prac-

tice, and reversing at pleasure the laws both of

God and men. Bp. Xewton.

Time and timfs and half a time. This ex-

pression has a closer definition in 8 : 14, " two

thousand and three hundred days," and is

again typified in the " time, times, and a half"

of 12 : 7 ; but of which it is best to say plainly

with Saadias,
'

' no one knows its meaning but

God iilone. " What is thought and said about

it is simply conjectural. The most satisfactory

explanation of this very diflieull phrase is that

no full and complete period of power shall bo

given to the " little horn," but that " the days

shall be sliorteneii" (Malt. 24:22; Mark 13:

20), and some saved. B. C.

27. The dominion of tlie Lord Christ is eter-

nal, and Ilis kingdom as such cannot be de-

stroyed. No power of this world can destroy

it. Not even the last judgment shall put an
end to it, but only give it a new and more
glorious 'appearance ; for after the last judg-

ment the New Jerusalem shall come down from

heaven, and the throne of God and the Lamb
will be in the midst of it. lioos.

In ancient history men often see nothing, and

point out nothing but a succession of mon-
archies mutually overturning one another

;

nothing but a series of bloody wars, leaving

behind them cities in ruin and nations crushed

or carried into captivity. Behind these mighty
convulsions of the ancient world men do not

discern the real history^that of humanity
laboring at the work of laying hold of, and

understanding itself, and travailing in birth of

man—the true man. As in the epochs anterior

to man, behind the gigantic ferns, the vora-

cious amphibians, and the monstrous quadni-

peds, we recognize fundamentally one thing

only—nature working its way up to man ; so

in the colossal monarchies which one after an-

other, in the ages before Christ, filled the Etage

of history—in the Assyrian-Babylonish world,

with its crushing military power ; in the Medo-
Persian kingdom, with its strong administra-

tive organization ; in the Greek race, with its

incomparable artistic and scientific genius ; in

the Roman empire, with its powerful political

centralization—the true historian recognizes

one thing : humanity striving after the full

development of its manifold faculties, the com-

plete mastery of itself and of the world ; man
laboring to get full possession of himself, in

prospect of a destiny which he does not yet

clearly comprehend—that of voluntary self- sur-

render. Certainly it cannot be said that four

thousand years was too long for such a work.

Godet.

Daniel was permitted to behold the historic

transfer of races, and governments, and trades,

and destinies to their appointed owner, the

King of kings and Lord of lords. These pro-

phetic paragraphs, therefore, are a carefully-

prepared chart, revealing the course of empire

till it consummates and ends in the universal
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greatness, and government shall descend, says

the prophet, through successive administra

tions and intermediate thrones^the Assyrian,

the Roman, tlie papal, to the last era—and the

closing stage, when the saints of the Most

High God shall take the kingdom and super-

intend it in the name of their Lord. Walter

Clarke.

Christianity stands committed to the achieve-

ment of universal dominion. Its Founder puts

it forward into history as the universal religion,

foreordained to universal prevalence. For those

of us who worship Christ as God this prophetic

assurance of final victory is enough. Our lines

might be much thinner than they are, our

march ranch slower, our trophies fewer, and

still we should not be disheartened. We should

still stand fast by the ancient bond, which gives

Christ the heathen for His inheritance and the

uttermost parts of the earth for His possession.

Generation after generation might succeed to

the arduous struggle, and still the Church

would maintain the conflict, never doubting

that the time will come, however distant, when

her camp fires shall be kindled on every hilltop

from the rising to the setting sun. i?. D. Hitch-

cock.

The Heavenly Deliverer is called the seed of

the woman, the seed of Abraham, the Son of

David, the Son of God, and the Messiah, or

anointed of the Lord. The series of predictions

concerning Him runs from the first book of the

Old Testament to the last book of the New. It

may be divided into three volumes, the first of

which culminates in Isaiah, the second in Dan-

iel, and the third in the Revelation of John.

The Messiah is described throughout as a king,

a priest, and a prophet. The time and place

of His birth are so plainly indicated that men
were expecting Him when lie came. He is

declared to be the Son of Man, but at the same

time the Son of God. Collateral predictions

concerning persons or kingdoms that come into

contact with Ilim or His people are communi-

cated with the utmost ease and certainty. The

most striking examples of this are the future

of the Jews and the destinies of the four world

monarchies. As we pass along the stream of

actually past time, we can note the fulfilment

of successive parts of this great system of prog-

nostication. A culminating point in the prog-

ress of events was the birth, life and death of

Tmmanuel, in which He performed the great

priestly act of offering Himself a sacrifice for

sin, so becoming the propitiation for the whole

world. Murphy.

For Him, the Christ of the OU Testament

and the New, we claim the first and foremost

place in the annaU of tlie world's history, on the

domain of religion, on the field of theological doc-

trine, in the sp/iere of inditidual and social life.

For Him we vindicate, first of all, a prominent,

central place in the history of the world and of

mankind. AYhen wo contemplate this world

from the right angle and in true light, there is

only one vie\« admissible, surpassing that of

any philosophical sysiem in depth, beauty and

harmony of conception ; it is that which makes
the Sou of Man the centre and axis of the world,

and finds its expression in the words, " He is

before all things, and by Him all things con-

sist—properly have their consistency through

Him alone—that in all things He might have

the pre-eminence." Christ is not only the crown

and the glory. He is the core, the heart, the

pulse, and the highest ideal of mankind, in

whom its essence and destination is shown.

unto whom the whole nistory of humanity

tends, without whom its annals remain a book-

roll closed with seven seals. He, the God-man.

crowns the past, ruli;s the present, conquers the

future. For Him, again, we ask the first place

on the domain of religion. Christianity is not

merely a religion surpassing all others ; it is

th-e only true religion for mankind and men, be-

cause it alone manifests the special, the accom-

plished revelation of God's grace and our salva-

tion. And for this Christ we claim the first and

central place on the field of theology, more

especially of doctrinal and moral truth. From
our standpoint, theology is and remains an in-

dependent, self-relying science, as the science

of the faith in Him who, as being the true Life.

makes the true Light radiate from the centre

He occupies into all directions. Doctrinal and

moral truth, no longer are they now separated,

still less divided by a wide gap. They are one

and indivisible now by the same Christocentric

character. Christ Himself is the fountain and

the focus of both. Lastly, for Him we require,

with an undeniable claim, the first and central

place in every sphere of indiridual and social life.

It may be possible to know God in some meas-

ure by nature, but we can possess Him only by

Christ. Christ, and He alone, the King for

heart and soul, in the family and the society,

in arts and science, in the free Church and in

the free State I Van 0.

The only mattere of real moment pertaining

to these and all other prophetic statements, be-

long io facts clearly revealed. The usual efEect

of any tlieoi-y, pored over until it is blindly ac-
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cepted as fact, cannot be good. '

' Secret things

belong unto the Lord our God, but those that

are revealed belong to us, that we may do

God's law." Here is a scriptural criterion

that applies to the study of prophecy. Surely

it is enough to know that the establishment of

Christ's kingdom is now going forward, and

that it shall be consummated in God's good

time. The when, where and liow which ap-

ply to the unknown future eanuot be ascer-

tained. Better engage all our mental and .spir-

itual energies in filling our part in the advance-

ment of the kingdom, iinii sn hastening the

transcendentcoiisniiinKiliiin. .V rcxcn iit, loyal

spirit will oven-nmc ;ill (li^miiniyiiiirnts in

simple trust in (Jod's workinu and prumise ; it

will stimulate us to work in our lot, to con-

tribute of all that is eiitnistid us, of mind and

heart, of voice aud hand, of intiuence and of

purse, of prayer and intercession—to contribute

something erery day to the incoming of Christ's

kingdom upon earth, and Ilis ultimate ever-

lasting dominion in glory. B.

A hundred years hence, perhaps another

eighty years, will scs the world generally

Christianized, if the courage and enterprise of

Christian disciples are at all a match for their

great opportunity. Here then appears the im-

mense and pressing duty of our time
;
pressing

as the inexorable movement of the years, urgent

as the moral and social need of mankind, super-

lative as the nature and work of the Lord I

Here appears, too, our noblest privilege—the

privilege of taking part in this majestic cos-

mical enterprise ; of following in the line of

those whose faith, consecration, and holy hero-

ism have built Christendom, acd have made

the religion which to human eyes came out of

Galilee familiar in its name, and in many of its

principles, wherever thought has language for

its vehicle ; the privilege of coming to such fel-

lowship with the Master as cannot be reached

in song or sacrament, or in even the uplift and

ecstasy of prayer. We touch His mighty and

tender hand as nowhere else, when we are doing

His work in the world. We come nearer to

Him here than we can elsewhere until we see

Him face to face ; and many a distant mission-

ary home, remote from civilization, planted

amid an earthly darkness dense enough to be

felt, is radiant with His manifest presence as

the costliest chapd or the proudest cathedral

never is. In this work we touch the future of

the world, and put elements and forces into its

history which shall be springing to their re-

sults long after the very stones 'at our graves

shall have crumbled into dust. R. 8. 8.

The Question of the Identity of tJte " Little

Horn" of Chap. 7 ; 8, 20-33, a ml that of

Chap. 8 : 9-12.

Our interpretation of the vision of the four

beasts of Daniel has led us to look at the fourth

as representing the Roman monarchy ; which
would presuppose in the autlior a knowledge
truly prophetic. This application is rejected

in modern times not only by authors of the

rationalistic school, but also by such men as

Delitzsch and Zockler. The reason alleged by
these latter is, that since the " little horn" in

the seventh chapter, which appeared upon the

fourth beast, must be the same as that in chap.

8, this latter having reference to the Grecian

monarchy, it follows that the fourth monarchy
in chap. 7 must be either the empire of Alex-

ander or the kingdoms which grew out of it.

Let us first inquire whether the passage in

Daniel can be explained if confined to the limits

which such an interpretation would impose
;

and, next, whether the alleged identity between

the two little horns of chaps. 7 and 8 is real.

The lion is identical with the head of gold in

the vision of the image (chap. 3), as is shown
by a comparison of tlie two visions with each

other. And it follows from 2 : 37, 38 that these

two emblems refer to Nebuchadnezzar, and to

the Chaldean monarchy personified in him :

" Thou, O kiug, art this head of gold."

The hear which " raised itself up on one side,

and had three ribs in the mouth of it," cor-

responds to the breast and arms of silver in the

statue. It is natural, then, to apply this em-

blem to the Persian monarchy, which supersed-

ed the Babylonian empire. But this applica-

tion would make it difficult to avoid interpret-

ing the fourth beast of the Roman empire
;

aud an attempt has been made to get over this

in two ways. Hitzig proposed to refer the em-

blem of the bear specially to Belshazzar, the

hist great Babylonish sovereign. But it is quite

clear that this empire is already fully repre-

sented in the first beast, the lion. In the inter-

pretation of the breast and arms of silver given

in 2 : 39, we find it said to Nebuchadnezzar,

not only, " Thou shalt have a stieeesaor inferior

to thee," but "after thee shall arise another

kingdom inferior to thee." Here, then, the

subject spoken of is a second monarchy, not a

continuation of the first. Delitzsch and others

feel this, and accordingly they apply the em-

blem of the bear to the Median empire, but

making it distinct from the Persian. This dis-

tinction is rested upon 6 ; 28 :
" In the reign of

Darius, and in the reign of Cyrus t/ie Persian."



But this distinction between the Median and

Persian monarchies 13 a pure fiction. The for-

mer would have lasted only two years, since

Darius the Mede, who, according to tliis, found-

ed it, died two years after tlic taldng of Baby-

lon, and Cyrus tlic Persian succeeded Iiim !

The fact is, that it never for an instant liad an

independent existence, since from tlie very first

it was Cyrus the Persian who governed in llie

name of Darius tlie Mede. Tliis latter reigned

only in name. And that is precisely the mean-

ing of the words in 6 : 38. which describe one

and the same empire, with two sovereigns

reigning simultaneously. And, b&sides, wliat

would be tlie meaning of the expression, " de-

vour much flesh," as addressed to this supposed

Median empire, whicli would only have lasted

two years ? Delitzsch replies :
" It is the ex-

pression of a simple conatus, of a desire for con-

quest which was never realized." As if an

unfulfilled desire could have been admitted

into a prophetic picture in wliicli liistory is

sketched on so large a scale ! Lastly, the im-

possibility of this interpretation is clear from

5 : 28 and 6 : 12, which prove incontestably the

identity of the two powers, of which it is de-

sired to malie distinct States : "Thy liingdom

is given to the Medcs and Persians ;" and " the

law of tlic Medea and Persians, wliich altereth

not." The bear then represents unquestion

ably the Medo Persian monarchy. lie supports

himself on one side to signify that of the two
nations which together constitute this empire,

tliere is but one—the Persian—on wliich reposes

the aggressive and conquering power of the

monarchy. The three pieces of flesh (or three

ribs, E. V.) which the bear holds in his mouth,

represent the chief conquests of tliis second

great empire. Some have tliought of Lydia,

Babylonia and Egypt ; others substitute Phce

nicia for Egypt. Judging from 8 : 3, 4, where

the same Itingdom is represented under the fig-

ure of a ram which liad two horns, of which

one (the Persian) was liigher than the otlier (the

Median), and whicli puslied with these horns in

three directions, westward, northward and
southward, I incline rather to the belief that

these conquered countries are Bactriana (in the

north), Babylonia and Lydia (in the west), and

Egypt (in the south).

Tlie next beast, the leopard, with four wings
of a bird, and four heads, answers to the
" belly and thighs of brass" in the image ; it

can only represent Alexander tlie Great and the

Macedonian kingdom, which took the place of

the Medo- Persian empire. From this point of

view the emblems indicated are easily ex-

plained. The four wings represent the extraor-

dinary rapidity of this young king's conquests ;

and the four heads, the four contemporaneous

kingdoms in wliich the Grecian monarchy

makes its appearance on the stage of history.

We know that these four States were Mace-

donia, Thrace, Syria and Egypt. The Grecian

monarchy never existed in any other than this

fourfold form after the premature death of its

founder. Moreover, we find the literal explana-

tion of these figures in chap. 8, where it is said

of the he- goat coming from the west, which

overthrew the ram with two horns (the Medo-

Persian empire, 5 : 20) :
" The he-goat is tlie

king of Orecia. and the great liorn that is be-

tween his eyes is the first king ; now that being

broken . . . four kingdoms shall stand up out

of the nation." Notwithstanding these evi-

dences, all those who are determined not to

recognize in the fourth beast the Roman mon-

archy, apply the figure of the leopard to Cyrus

and the Persian monarchy. But, in the first

place, this interpretation involves (he applica-

tion of tlie figure of the bear either to Belshaz-

zar, or to a Median kingdom distinct from the

Persian, two suppositions which we have found

to be inadmissible ; besides, how are we then

to explain the four wings and four heads ?

wliat have these emblems to do with the Per-

sian monarchy ? Rapidity of conquest, which

is signified by the four wings, was not the dis-

tinctive feature of the Medo Persian empire,

while it is the salient characteristic of Alexan-

der's power. As to the four heads, they repre-

sent, it is pretended, the four first kings of

Persia. Tliis interpretation would be forced

even if Persia had had but four kings ;
for the

four heads must represent four contemporane-

ous and not four successive powers. They be-

long to the form of the beast from his first ap-

pearance. But, further, Persia had many more

than four sovereigns. What are we to make

of the two Artaxerxeses, Longimanus and

Mncmon, and of the two last Dariuses, Ochus

and Codoman ? If the author writes as a

prophet, how is it, we would ask, that he sees

so dimly into the future 1 If he writes as an

historian—that is to say, as a prophet who com-

poses after the event—how, we would ask the

rationalists, can he be so completely ignorant

of tlie history wliich lie is telling ? And how,

from this point of view, are we to get out of

the difficulty of 8 : 21 :
" The he-goat (with

four horns) is the king of Grecia" ?

Lastly, appears the fourth beast, the bca.it

without a name; this corresponds to tlie " legs

of iron, and the feet, part of iron and part of
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clay," of the image. This parallelism cannot

be questioned. This fourth beast demurs and
breaks in pieces j ust as the iron feet of tlie image
break everi/thing in piects ; the ten horns of the

beast answer to the ten toes of the image ; this

fourth beast immediately precedes the Messianic

kingdom, just as the image is smitten and

overthrown by the little stone, emblem of the

Messiah. Wliat is this last empire ?

According to Delitzsch, Hitzig and many oth-

ers, it is that of Alexander, or the Grecian mon-

archy, which—to follow the first of these au-

thors—is confounded in the prophetic vision

with the Romans, and with all the succeeding

powers until the judgment. But we have

seen that .Mexander and the Grecian empire

have been already prefigured by the winged

leopard with four heads. And from tliis point

of view, what would be the meaning of the ten

horns ? We are told that these are the ten

kings of Syria who succeeded one anotlier, from

the time of Alexander to that of Antiochus

Epiplianes, in which the author himself lived.

But we know that Syria had only seven kings

before Antiochus Epiphanes—Seleucus Nicator,

Antiochus Soter, Antiochus Theos, Seleucus

Callinicus, Seleucus Ceraunus, Antiochus the

Great, and Seleucus Philopator. That is true,

it will be answered, but there are three men
who might have reigned, and whom Antiochus

Epiphanes kept from the throne : lleliodorus,

the poisoner of Epiphanes's predecessor, who
did actually reign for a moment ; Demetrius,

the legitimate successor, who was kept at Rome
as a hostage ; and Ptolemy Philometor, king of

Egypt, wlio had claims upon the throne of

Syria. But could sovereigns only by right, or

by desire, be counted among real kings, and

numbered among the active horns of the fourth

beast 1 Besides, why should the Grecian mon-

archy be thus confined to the family of the

Seleucida; ? Did it not also comprehend the

dynasties of Macedonia, Thrace and Egypt 1

To avoid these difBculties, it occurred to Zock

ler to distinguish between Alexander himself,

who, according to this, would be represented

by the third beast, and the sum total of the

states which succeeded him and which, taken

together, are represented by the fourth. The

ten horns only signifying the indefinite multi-

tude of sovereigns of the four contemporaneous

Grecian States. But these four Grecian king-

doms had been before evidently prefigured in

the four heads of the leopard ; how should they

come suddenly to be reckoned as a separate

beast ? Besides, is it according to the analogy

of the prophetic intuition to combine four dis-

tinct kingdoms into one beast ? Lastly, what

are we to tliink of llie number ten, which is to

represent the indefinite mass of JIacedonian and

Tliracian sovereigns, tlie Ptolemies and Seleu-

cida; ? Tliis last attempt is evidently the re-

source of despair. After that it becomes so

much the more evident that the fourth beast,

the beast without a name, represents a mon-

archy later than that of the Grecian power ; an

empire wliich shall comprelicnd tlie whole

known world ; which sliall be divided into a

number of states bound togctlier by a link of

solidarity ^llic ten horns') ; and which sliall only

give place U> llu- kin-dom of tile Messiah. I

leuvc it to the reader to decide whether these

characteristics apply tj the Roman monarchy

or not.

But what are we to think of tlie connection

between the little horn of chap. 7, which comes

forth from this fourth beast, and the little horn

of chap. 8, which belongs to the ram, the em-

blem of the Grecian empire ? I see no reason

why they should be identified. A little horn

signifies in Daniel the concentration and explo-

sion of the evil forces inherent in an organism.

The third monarchy, according to cliap 8. was

to produce rn excrescence of this kind : and

everything proves that this figure applies to

Antiochus Epiphanes, the furious enemy of the

Jews, of their religion, and of their God. The

fourth and last monarchy, according to chap.

7, is to terminate also in the appearance of an

analogous and still more destructive power.

Tl.at which distinguishes it clearly from the

other is the fact that it issues from the midst of

the ten horns of the nameless beast (7 : 8, 24),

while the former comes forth from the four

horns of the he-goat, which typifies the king

of Grecia (8 : 9, 21). We should say, then, to

use the language of the New Testament, that

the little horn of chap. 7 is Antichrist, the man

of sin (Paul), the beast of the Apocalyp.se (.John),

that pover inimical to God and the Church,

which will arise from the confederation of the

European States, springing from the fourth

monarchy ; while that of chap. 8 represents

Antiochus Epiphanes springing from the Gre-

cian monarchy, who waged a corresponding

war against the kingdom of God under the

form of the Jewish theocracy.

There are then two declared adversaries of

the kingdom of God indicated in the Book of

Daniel—one issuing from the third monarchy,

attacking the people of the ancient covenant

;

the other from the fourth, making war against

that of the new. If any one will read from

this point of view chaps. 7 and 8 of the Book of
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Daniel, he will find that the difficulties will van

isU which have led learned men into the forced

interpretations we have just refuted. Oodet.

The prophecies of the second part (chaps.

8-12) conclude with the death of Antiochus
;

those of the first part (chaps. 2-7) with the

overthrow of the power of the world by the

kingdom of the Messiah. Daniel himself marked

the two divisions very distinctly by writing the

first in Chaldee (chaps. 2-7) and the second

(eliaps. 8-12), as well as the introduction (chap.

1), in Hebrew. In tlie first part he used the

language of the worldly power under which he

lived ; in the second, he used that of the people

of God. Thus he signified that, in the one

l^Iace, it was the history of the powers of the

world ; in the other, the history awaiting the

people of God, which formed the centre of his

prophecy. This accounts, simply and natu-

rally, for the change of language.

Those who impugn the genuineness of our

book are, in the first place, unable to account

for the circumstance of the two dialects in

general ; and, secondly, for their occurrence

in these definite chapters. From t!ie time of

the Exile the Chaldee-Aramaic dialect became

more and more general among the Jews, and,

in the age of the Maccabees, was the prevalent

language. An interpolator would certainly

have written the whole book in the holy lan-

guage of the ancient prophets, in Hebrew.

But, if he wished to write any portion in Ara-

maic, in order to be more easily understood by

his contemporaries, he would much more natu-

rally have chosen the second rather than the

first part of the book for this purpose, as it had

much more immediate and distinct reference to

his own time, and was much more intended to

influence the generation then living. But the

distinct line of demarcation, which the change

from one language to the other draws between

the two parts, is of still greater importance.

The dream of Nebuchadnezzar, in the second

chapter, is recorded in a perfectly historical

shape, and has a parallel, in the second dream,

of the same thing narrated in the fourth chap-

ter. And if the seventh chapter, containing the

first of Daniel's own visions, were joined to

the second part, it would give some confirma-

tion to the view, according to which this, as

well as the other visions of the prophet, refer

to Antiochus Epiphanes, and tliis would natu-

rally affect also the interpretation of the second

chapter, so that the four monarchies would be

regarded as extending only to Antiochus. But

the author himself has removed all grounds for

such an hypothesis by writing the seventh

chapter in Chaldee, and thus clearly indicating-

that It belongs to the first part. He thus shows,

in a manner not to be mistalien, tlie method of

his book—how it consists of two parts, differ-

ent both in form and contents.

A glance at the passages in chaps. 7 and 8

shows that all the preceding and subsequent

elements in connection with the little horn are

different in the two chapters, and that conse-

quently the two horns cannot be identical.

After the overthrow of the little horn in chap.

7, tlie kingdom of tlie Messiah follows ; in

chap. 8 it is not succeeded by anything.

In the seventh chapter we find ten horns,

from between which the little horn arises ; and

in tlie eighth verse four, and the little horn arises

from one of them. Thus, not only the number
of the preceding horns is different, but also the

relation in which the little liorn stands to tliem
;

in the seventh chapter an independent eleventh

horn, in the eighth not an independent fifth,

but a new horn, which, with its branches, arises

out of one of the four existing, and thus be-

longs and is annexed to it.

Still more striking and startling is the con-

trast between the beasts of the seventh and

eighth chapters, whicli, according to the mod-
ern view, must be proved identical. Can the

light, fleet he-goat, who flies over the whole

face of the earth without toucliing the ground,

be identical with the terrible fourth form,

which devours and breaks in pieces the whole

earth, and for whose terrible and exceed-

ing dreadful appearance tlie prophet cannot

find a corresponding beast (7 : 7, 19, 23) ? Let

him who is determined and is able, believe it.

Does not tiie he-goat rather remind the reader

at once of the leopard of the seventh chapter ?

Turning now in tlie eighth chapter from the

he-goat to the ram preceding it, we find it inter-

preted in the twentieth verse, to mean the

Medo-Persian kingdom. What corresponds to

it in the seventh chapter? According to our

opponent's view, the bear stands for the Me-

dian, and the leopard for the Persian kingdom.

Accordingly, in chap. 8 the ram represents in

one shape what is analyzed in chap. 7 into bear

and leopard. This does not seem probable from

the context ; and, a prion, we should be in-

clined to prefer an explanation which avoids

such a startling difference between two adjoin-

ing chapters, and does not require us to sepa-

rate in the one what is joined in the other. We
naturally expect and presuppose that the same

harmony shall subsist between chaps. 7 and 8

as we found to esist between chaps. 2 and 7.

But even if this were not the case, it would be
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more natural to expect the reverse of what

modern criticism finds— viz., tliat the eighth

chapter, being more circumstantial than the

general and extensive seventh, should contain

in minuter analysis what the other represents

in compendious unity.

Leaving this, however, out of consideration,

it can be shown that it is quite arbitrary to

separate the Jlcdian kingdom from tlie Persian,

and that our book knows as little about a spe-

cial Median universal monarchy as the rest of

historj\ Histor}' is totally ignorant of such a

kingdom, and thus the luoplii t is mail.' in com-

mit a great historical ( rrnr in speaking' of a

Median kingdom as liaviny ]m>s-,>~i .1 \\\v same

universal historical impoitan.c as ihr Baby-

lonian, the Persian and Gni ian. Tliis univer-

sal monarchy is not the invuniuii iif Daniel, but

solely of the commentators, to rescue them out

from their difficulty, and enable them to enu

merate four world kingdoms besides the Ro-

man. The propliet speaks, both in the histori-

cal and prophetical portions, of the kingdoms

of the Medes and Persians as of one whole (8 :

20 ; ."i : 28 ; 6 : 8, 13, 15) : it is this kingdom,

and not a Median, which succeeds the Baby-

lonian (5 : 28). The first king of this kingdom

is Dariu.5 the Median (6:1; 9 ; 1 ; 11:1); the

second is Korcs, or Cyrus the Persian (6 ; 28).

But because from Cyrus onward, the rulers on

the Medo-Persian throne were Persians only, it

is naturally spoken of subsequently as the Per-

sian kingdom (10 : 1, 13, 20 : 11 : 2). Daniel

not only speaks nowhere of a separate Median

kingdom, but even under the reign of Darius

the kingdom is designated as that of the Medes

and Persians (6 : 8, 12, 15). This is the state of

things as shown by exegesis ; and it is clear to

the very weakest intelligence that in the whole

of our prophet, from first to last, there is no

vestige of a Median universal monarchy. The

fiction was repeated by one modern critic after

another, none being able to propose a bet-

ter expedient, and after p.assing through so

many books, this theory shared the fate of other

modern learned myths and attained to histori-

cal authority.

Thus we see that the separate enumeration

of a Median universal monarchy and a Persian,

which is the basis of the whole modern inter-

pretation of the second and seventh chapters, is

in every respect untenable. It is incompatible

with the whole Book of Daniel, and with his-

tory ; ]noreover. the analogy of the eighth chap-

ter is against it. This overthrows the view

taken by modern criticism of the four world

kingdoms as a whole ; for this separate enu-

meration of Persia and Media being impossible,

simple arithmetical reasons compel >is to look

for a fourth monarcliy besides the Babylonian,

Medo-Persian and Grecian. If we compare the

seventh and eighth chapters accurately we
shall advance from this merely negative result.

Such a compaiison points out unmistakably

that the ram is identical with the bear, the he-

goat with the leopard. And since the ram is

expressly explained to be the Medo-Peisian,

and the he-goat the Greek empin^ (8 : 20, 21), it

is clear how we must interpret the bear and the

leopard.

This, then, is the result of our investigation.

Daniel himself furnishes us with more minute

particulars concerning the second and third

monarchy in the eighth chapter, and refutes by

them all those interpretations which do not

understand the former to be the Medo-Persian

kingdom, the latter that of Alexander and his

successors, including, according to chap. 8 : 20,

Antiochus. To interpret the second and third

kingdoms in the seventh chapters, and, conse-

quently, also in the second in any other way,

one must ignore intentionally the statements of

the eighth chapter. But this shows clearly

that the fourth monarchy is subsequent to An-

tiochus, and points out the Roman empire.

Auberlen.

DANIEL, CHAPTER VIII.

8:1 In the third year of the reign of king Belshazzar a vision appeared unto me, even

2 unto me Daniel, after lluit which appeared unto me at the first. And I saw in the vision ;

now it was so, that when I saw, I was in Shushan the palace, which is in the province of

3 Elam ; and I saw in the vision, and I was by the river Ulai. Then I lifted up mine eyes,

and saw, and, behold, there stood before the river a ram which had two horns : and the two

4 horns were high ; but one was higher than the other, and the higher came up last. I saw
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i,ne ram pushing westward, and northward, and southward ; and no beasts could stand

before him, neither was there any that could deliver out of his hand ; but he did according

5 to his will, and magnified himself. And as I was considering, behold, an he goat came from
the west over the face of the whole earth, and touched not the ground : and the goat had a

6 notable horn between his eyes. And he came to the ram that had the two horns, which I

7 saw standing before the river, and ran upon him in the fury of his power. And I saw him
come close unto the ram, and he was moved with choler against him, and smote the ram,

and brake his two horns ; and there was no power in the ram to stand before him : but he

cast him down to the ground, and trampled upon Iiim ; and Uiere was none that could deliver

8 the ram out of his hand. And the he-goat magnified himself exceedingly : and when he was
strong, the great horn was broken ; and instead of it there came up four notable horns

9 toward the four winds of heaven. And out of one of them came forth a little horn, which
waxed exceeding great, toward the south, and toward the east, and toward the glorious land.

10 And it waxed great, even to the host of heaven ; and some of the host and of the stars it

11 cast down to the ground, and trampled upon them. Yea, it magnified itself, even to the

prince of the host ; and it took away from him the continual burnt offering, and the place of

13 his sanctuary was cast down. And the host was given over to it together with the continual

burnt offering through transgression ; and it cast down truth to the ground, and it did its

13 pleasure and prospered. Then I heard a holy one speaking ; and another holy one said unto

that certain one which spake. How long shall be the vision concerning the continual burnt

offering, and the transgression that maketh desolate, to give both the sanctuary and the host

14 to be trodden under foot ? And he said unto me, Uuto two thousand and three hundred

evenings and mornings ; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.

15 And it came to pass, when I, even I Daniel, had seen the vision, that 1 sought to under-

16 stand it ; and, behold, there stood before me as the appearance of a man. And I heard a

man's voice between the banks of Ulai, which called, and said, Gabriel, make this man to

17 imderstand the vision. So he came near where I stood ; and when he came, I « as affrighted,

and fell upon my face : but he said uuto me. Understand, O son of man ; for the vision be-

18 longeth to the time of the end. Now as he was speaking with me, I fell into a deep sleep

19 with my face toward the ground : but he touched me, and set me upright. And he said.

Behold, I will make thee know what shall be in the latter time of the indignation : for it

20 belongeth to the appointed time of the end. The ram which thou sawest that had the two
21 horns, they are the kings of Media and Persia. And the rough he-goat is the king of

23 Greece : and the great horn that is between his eyes is the first king. And as for that which

was broken, ia the place whereof four stood up, four kingdoms shall stand up out of the

23 nation, but not with his power. And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the trans-

gressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences,

24 shall stand up. And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power ; and he shall

destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper and do his pleasure : and he shall destroy the mighty

25 ones and the holy people. And througli Ids policy he shall cause craft to prosper in his

hand ; and he shall magnify liimself in his heart, and in tlieir security shall he destroy many :

he shall also stand up against the prince of princes ; but he shall be broken without hand.

26 And the vision of the evenings and mornings which hath been told is true : but shut thou

27 up the vision ; for it belongeth to many days to come. And I Daniel fainted, and was sick

certain days ; then I rose up, and did the king's business ; and I was astonished at the

vision, but none understood it.

SECOND PART OF THE BOOK.

Chaptebs 8-12.

The Kingdom of Ood and tlie Kingdom of the

World in tlieir more Immediate Future.

The first part of our book (chaps. 2-7) throws

a prophetic light over the whole future, as far

even as that remote time when the people of

God shall fonn a visible kingdom on the earth.

But tliis lies in a far-off distance ; the very first

of the four world-monarchies was yet in exist-

ence. Israel, therefore, must now receive dis-

closures concerning the events which more im-

mediately await them ; and it was particularly

necessary that special prophecies should be

given to the people of God for the times then

approaching—the five centuries between the

Exile and the Advent—since it was a period

during which they would be given up for a
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prey to the Gentile.?, and in whicli salvation

would not be fully manifested to comfort their

hearts. These disclosures are contained in the

second part of Daniel. We And here, also,

two visions which correspond with one another,

one beginning, the other concluding this por-

tion of the book (chaps. 8 and 10-13). Be-

tween them is inserted the ninth chapter, which

reveals the future of the Jlessiah, and the peo-

ple of the covenant at the end of the half-mil-

lennium, in relation to those images of the

world. Auberlen.

Chap. 8. About two years had elapsed be-

tween the vision of chap. 7 and that of this

chapter. The Jledo-Persian was at the gates

of Babylon, and the catastrophe which Daniel

announced was impending though unsuspect-

ed. The prophet knew that the doom of the

Babylonian kingdom was pronounced, though

hoio destruction should follow was still unde-

clared. In this vision " seen at Shushan," the

Babylonian dynasty is left behind ; the prophet

at that city was brought close to the monarchy

destined to rise upon the ruins of that which it

superseded. What will be the fate of this sec-

ond kingdom ? was to such a mind as Daniel's,

thoughtful, inquiring, and far-seeing—the

mind of an inspired seer and of a veteran poli-

tician—no improbable question. That ques-

tion God was pleased to answer. He revealed

to him the wars between Persia and Grecia

(verses 20, 31), which Daniel would never actu-

ally see ; and, carrying the revelation farther

than had yet been given, drew His prophet on-

ward to a time when earthly kingdoms and

wars should yield to Divine powers, and peace

forever follow. It is not surprising that the

dim outlines in which these last thoughts were

shadowed out should have been felt insuffi-

cient by the prophet. He brooded over the

subject again and again, till later on (10-12)

the revelation was renewed, and in clearer,

more emphatic language. B. C.

This chapter comprises one entire vision

with its explanation—the third in the series of

Daniel's four prophecies. It is naturally di-

vided into three parts, of which the first is

purely symbolic—the ram with two horns
;

the he-goat with his great horn ; the four that

came up subsequently, and the little one (verses

1-9). The second part shades off from the

symbol of the horn to the conception of a king,

and gives his doings (verses 9-14). Ths third

comprises the manner of giving the explaua

tion, and the explanation itself (verses 15-27).

It is proposed to comment upon the words

and clauses, to educe their exact sense ; and

then to inquire more fully into the prophetic

significance of the little horn—this being the

only thing in this vision upon which commen-
tators have disagreed. H. C.

1 , 2. Ill the third year. We have no scrip-

tural account of the accession of Belshazzar
;

that of his father (Nabonadius) is dated B.C.

506. The vision took place in the last year of

his reign. B. C.

"I was at Shushan, in the palace." (Cf.

verse 37.) " I rose up, and did the king's busi-

ness." The date in verse 1, "the third year

of King Belshazzar," is evidently the last un-

finished year of his reign. P. S.

3-5. Under the image of a ram and a he-

goat the destinies of Medo Persia and of Grecia

(verses 20, 31) are set forth. Such symbolical

representations as winged beasts with one and

two horns with ram's and goat's heads are

found on Persian gems and cylinders. The
special distinctions between the Medo-Pereiaa

and the Grceco-Macedonian empires underlie

the selections of the ram and the he-goat. Both

powers were remarkable for their strength and

warlike prowess ; both animals have ever been

accounted remarkable for their pugnacity and

courage, confronting their foes at the head of

their flocks. The common purpose of " the

bear and the leopard" (7 : 5, 6)—the lust of

power and gain of dominion—is once more

pressed under a new symbolism ; national dis-

similarities are kept out of sight. As Daniel

"saw in a vision," the two horns were not

seen arising from their earliest stage, but from

that point of growth when the horn which had

come up last—the Persian which came into

prominence after the Median—became the

" higher" of the two. It was an accurate rep-

resentation of th& development of the two

branches of otu kingdom which the history of

Cyrus exhibits. B. C.

4. Isaw the ram,pushing westward, and north-

ward, and southward. Daniel saw " the ram
standing," or established in his strength, after

the succession of the Persian power under

Cyrus ; and then butting " westward, and

northward, and southward," or subduing

Lydia, Babylonia, and Egypt, with their de-

pendencies, represented In the former vision by
three ribs in the bear's mouth. Dr. Hales.

5. The "he-goat" is explained to be "the
first king" of Grecia (verse 31). Just such a

he-goat may still be seen on the sculptures at

Persepolis with one " notable" horn between

his eyes (Vaux, " Persia"). The mode of his

coming—"not touching the ground"—recalls

the swift flight-like motion of the winged
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to the proplietic identification of the two

"beasts." B.C.
He came " from the west," for Europe lies

westward of Asia ; lie came " on the face of

the whole earth," carrying everything before

liim in all the three parts of the world then

known, " and he touched not the ground ;"

alluding to the swiftness of his marches and

the rapidity of his conquests. For the same

reason the same empire in the former vision

was likened to a " leopard," which is a swift,

nimble animal ; and, to denote the greater quick-

ness and impetuosity, to " a leopard with four

wings." Bp. NeiDtoii. No compend of his-

tory could draw the outline of Alexander's

conquest of Asia better than this prophetic vi-

sion has done it. A " rough" perennage to deal

with as a foe ; coming from the west ;
sweep-

ing the breadth of the whole land ; seeming

for the rapidity of his movements not to touch

the earth (like the leopard with four wings,

chap. 7 : 6), and with one notable horn between

his eyes—a horn specially noticeable and the

prominent feature in this new power—such is

the description, and such was Alexander and

his Grecian kingdom. Yet still the decisive

evidence of identity is the explicit affirmation

of the revealing angel (verse 21). H. C.

6. If this chapter had contained a prophecy
" post eventum," and had been written by a

pseudo-Daniel, the representation .in the text

would probably have been altered in accord-

ance with the more common opinion current in

the last two centuries before Christ. B. C.

6, 7. Standing before the river. The first

and principal engagement in which Alexander

overthrew the Persians was at the river Graui-

cus, in Phrygia. The succeeding part of this

description is a striking representation of his

conquering the Persian monarch iu repeated

battles, subduing his whole kingdom, taking

all his forts and strong cities, making the king

himself, with his family, principal officers, etc.,

prisoners, and thus utterly overturning the

Persian empire. Bp. Newton.

7. " There was no power in the ram to

stand before" the he-goat. That truth found

its last fulfilment when even the intricacies of

the mountain-passes and the inclemency of the

time of year (December) were of no avail to

protect Darius at " Susa by the river of Ulai."

The last of the Persian kings, " cast down to

the ground," " stamped upon," finding " none

to deliver him," fled to Bessos and Barsaentes,

the satraps of Baetria and Arachosia, only to

meet with death by assassination. When Alex-

ander reached the spot which Mordtmann has

identified with the modern I )auletiibad, Darius

was no more. Retributive justice had over-

taken that empire which had once claimed

greatness and power as peculiarly its own.
(Of. verses 4 and 7 ; and for the historical de-

tails, Grote, "History of Greece," xii. 7;
Rawlinson, " A. M.," iii. chap. 7.) B. C.

Thus with fewest words, but words full of

force, Daniel gives in prophetic anticipation

the history of the fall of Persia before the arms

of Alexander. Profane history vciifies every

point most perfectly. Greece had long been

nursing her revenge for the invasion of her soil

by Xerxes. Alexander had the energy and the

ambition to lead her vigorous armies to this re-

taliation. He came against the ram " in the

fury of his power." The last vision (11 : 3, 3)

touches Xerxes and then glances from him to

Alexander, as if the spirit of inspiration grasped

perfectly the springs of human action which

threw Greece upon Asia and made her one of

the great conquering powers of the East. It

is well-known history that the Medo-Persian

armies, become effeminate through luxury,

had no power to stand before Alexander and

his Grecian forces. He used up tlie armed

hosts of Persia with amazing rapidity. Twelve
years sufficed liim to master not Persia alone,

but Tyre, Egypt and all the East, even deeper

into India itself than the ancient powers of

Western Asia or of Europe ever went before

or after. H. C.

8. When he was stroiigr. The expres-

sion is intended to point out, with the follow-

ing words, that the great horn was broken at a

time when it was at its fullest power. The
death of Alexander, B.C. 323, at the early age

of thirty-two, after a career of unparalleled

conquest, was truly a " breaking" not only of

the horn itself, but also of "his kingdom"

(11 : 4), and reference is iniended here to that

event. B. C.

After Alexander's return to Babylon, which

he proposed to make the seat of his empire,

and while busily engaged in preparations for

future conquest and a lasting dominion, he

was unexpectedly removed by a fever. " Am-
bassadors from Southern Greece now came to

present Alexander with golden crowns ; and

these, on advancing to his presence, appeared

in the sacred garlands, whicli were never worn

by deputies except when commissioned to con-

sult oracles or to carry gifts to the shrines of

distant deities. But while these servile repub-

licans hailed him with Divine honors ; while the

bravest and best disciplined army on the face
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of the earth loved liim as their leader and re-

vered him as their liing ; while his newly created

fleet was furrowing with unwonted Iceels the

bosom of the Euplirates and preparing to

spread its sails on seas unknown ; while he was

anticipating the fultilmcnt of his early dreams

of becoiniag the master of the gold, the aro-

matics, the myrrh and the frankincense of the

hitherto untouched Sabaea, and of compelling

the sons of the desert to add a third god to

their scanty Pantheon ; while he was preparing

to forge the last link of the golden chain wliich

was to bind together his subjects on the Indus,

the Tigris and the Nile by the strong ties of

mutual advantages, the scene was suddenly

changed, and he was cut down in the prime of

life, in the height of his glory and in the mid-

dle of his vast projects. " How strikingly veri-

fied was the prophetic record, and how aflect-

ingly impressive to contemplate is the termina-

tion of that extraordinary conqueror whom the

world calls " Great !" F. A. Cox.

He was succeeded in the throne by his natu-

ral brother, Philip Aridfeus, and by his own
two sons, Alexander ^Egus and Hercules ; but

in the space of about fifteen years tliey were all

murdered. The royal family being thus ex-

tinct, the governors of provinces, who had

usurped the power, assumed the title of kings,

and, by the defeat and death of Antigonus in

the battle of Ipsus, they were reduced to four,

Cassander, Lysimachus, Ptolemy, and Seleu-

cus, who parted Alexander's dominions among
them, and divided and settled thtm into four

kingdoms. These four kingdoms are the four

notable horns, which came up in the room of

the first great horn ; and are the same as the

four heads of the leopard in the former vision.

" Four kingdoms shall stand up out of the na-

tion, but not in his power ;" they were to be

kingdoms of Greeks, not of Alexander's own
family, but only of his nation ; and neither

were they to be equal to him in power and do-

minion—an empire united is certainly more

powerful than the same empire divided, and

the whole is greater than any of the parts.

They were likewise to extend " toward the

four winds of heaven ;" and in the partition of

the empire Cassander held Macedon and Greece

and the western parts ; Lysimachus had Thrace,

Bithynia, and the northern regions ; Ptolemy

possessed Egypt and the southern countries ;

and Seleucus obtained Syria and the eastward

provinces. Thus were they divided " toward

the four winds of heaven." Bp. Neioton.

That this great empire was cleft into four

parts is a well-known fact of history. Thrace

and Macedon were the nucleus of the European

and western section ; Asia Minor, stretching

to the Euxine and the Caspian, lay on the ex-

treme north ; Syria, north as to Palestine,

pushed its empire to India, and became really

the eastern and great Asiatic portion ; while

Egypt became the centre for the southern sec-

tion. Of these four the Jews stood in close re-

lations only to Egypt on the south and Syria

on the north. Hence the other sections are at

once dropped from these visions. The special

exigencies of the symbol require these four

kingdoms to appear first as horns, inasmuch as

they spring up on account of the breaking of

the great horn. Indeed, they are at first only

kings, but ultimately they secured for them-

selves kingdoms. Hence they stand in the vi-

sion as horns, but iu the interpretation as king-

doms. H. C.

9. The little horn is usually taken to be An-

tiochus Epiphanes, who sprang from " one of

the notable horns"—the Seleucids. His power

extended southward (Egypt), eastward (espe-

cially Armenia and Elyniais), and toward the

pleasant land—a mode of describing Palestine

found in Jer. 3 ; 19 ;
Ezek. 20 : 6, 15, as well

as in 11 : 16, 41. B. C.

10, 11. The sense of verse 10 is that the

little horn-king made war upon the people of

God and destroyed some of their distinguished

leadei-s. Verse 11 states that he dared to wage
war against the God of the Jews, the Imraau-

uel who appeared to Joshua as " the Prince of

the host" (translated there " Captain," but it

is the same word as here. Prince) ; and conse

quently he sacrilegiously broke up the estab-

lished, divinely ordained temple sacrifices, and
" east down" the place of his manifested pres-

ence and abode. The original Hebrew, ren-

dered, " By Mm the daily sacrifice was taken

away," is peculiar. It means cither that one

sent forth from and by him took away the

daily sacrifice ; or more abstractly, that by

reason of him—at his instance, one took away,

etc. It is remarkable that precisely the same

expression is used in stating the same fact

(chap. 11 : 31) :
" From him or at his com-

mand, a military force (' arms ') shall be organ-

ized and sent forth. " So I paraphrase the first

clause of this verse. And this, too, is the his-

toric fact. Antioehus Epiphanes sent his chief

collector of tribute (1 Mac. 1 : 29), and he seized

Jerusalem and took away the daily sacrifice.

H. C.

He took away the daily sacrifice or continual

burnt offering ; the morning and evening lamb

I which God appointed to be offered every day
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upon His altar Antioclius forbade and re-

strained the offering of. No doubt he toolc

away all other sacrifices, but the daily sacrifice

only is mentioned because that was the chief

expression of communion with God. H.

18. Tlie last clause of verse 13 shows that

the thing done was the giving of both the sanc-

tuary and the host to be trodden under foot.

This was a judgment on the Jews for their

sins, " by rea.son of transgression." Both the

authors of the books of Maccabees assign the

same cause, which seems to indicate a some-

wliat general, perhaps national, sense of the

relation between their sufferings under God's

judgments, and the sins for which He sent

tliem. (See 1 Mac. 1 : 11-15, 64 ; 2 Mac. .5:17;

6 : 12.) This horn-power cast down the truth

—its interests and cause—and for a time seemed

to have everything his own way.

13, 14. Daniel hears one of the holy ones

(attendant angels) speaking as if about to ex-

plain some point of the vision, when lo ! an

other of the angels led his mind to the question

of time, asking liow long that part of the vision

should be which refers to the daily sacrifice and

the sin that works ruin (referring to tlie sin

brought forward in verso 12 as the cause of

this judgment), and which involves giving

both the sanctuary and the host to be trodden

under foot. H, C.

13-16. The antiquity of the belief in angels

is not now disputed. The foundation of tlie

doctrine is recognized as laid in times far an-

terior to the captivity of Babylon. The He-

brews liad, from the earliest ages, been taught

and accustomed themselves to believe in beings

of a nature superior to man, messengers of the

Most High, executors of His orders. Moses,

it is true, gave no precise idea of their nature,

nor of the rank they occupied in creation. It

is not till later that a definiteness and precision

are attained, unrecorded—though not perhaps

unrecognized—by the legislator of Israel. In

this development the prophet Daniel stands

conspicuous. In his pages may be discerned

the rudiments of the angelological conceptions

so extensively permeating the writings of later

Judaism. To him may be traced a more dis-

tinct expression of the attributes of the heav-

enly messengers. They are no longer agents

of the Deity generally, but are classed categori-

cally. Each has his special department, each

his special functions. The chiefs, those whose

part is the most active, are designated by
names. The books of Tobit and the fourth of

Esdras carried these conceptions farther. They
developed angelology into a system, and the

heavenly host became in their hands an organ-

ized militia.

A few words will sum up the angelological

teaching ot the Book ot Daniel. Personal ap-

pellations are there first assigned to the " min-

istering spirits' cf tue Hebrew Church. Two,
named by him Gabriel and Michael, are repre-

sented as among the chiefs of the celestial hier-

archy, and agents of God in behalf of man.
They appear as guardians of nations. They
espouse the cause of the people entrusted to

them and fight their battles (10 : 13, 20). Dan-

iel sees also in his visions " the watchers and

holy ones come down from heaven ;" the judg-

ment passed upon Nebuchadnezzar is a " mat-

ter by the decree of the watchers, and the de-

mand by the word of the holy ones" (4 : 13, 17,

23). There is no inconsistency, no contradic-

tion between the notions of the angelic hier-

archy of the Babylonian prophet and those

contained in the works current before the time

of the Captivity. Isaiah's splendid vision (6)

depicts, nearly two centuries before the Exile,

the Almighty surrounded by the six-winged

seraphim. These constituted the " chief

princes" of his day, and one of them by issu-

ing forth with a message to Isaiah offers a

proof of independent personality. Earlier

still, the prophet Mieaiah represents " the Lord

sitting on His throne, and all the host of heaven

standing by Him on His right and on His left"

(1 K. 22 : 19-22). Gradation and personality

can only be surrendered here with the authen-

ticity of the passage. And further back still,

one who is called the " Captain" or " Prince

of the host of the Lord," reveals himself to

Joshua as holding a rank of archangelic pre-

eminence over the celestial army. What do

these instances prove but the afiinity between

the conception of the ancient books and that

of Daniel
;
just as this last exhibits doctrine

identical with that of Zcchariah (1 : 10, 11
;

3 : 1 ; 6 : 5) ? B. C.

17. The reign of Antiochus was the last

great crisis in the history of the Jews before

the coming of our Lord. The conquest of

Alexander had introduced the forces of Greek

thought and life into the Jewish nation, which

was already prepared for their operation. For

more than a century and a half these forces

had acted powerfully both upon the faith and

upon the habits of the people ; and the time

was come when an outward struggle alone

could decide whether Judaism was to be merged

in a rationalized paganism, or to rise not only

victorious from the conflict, but more vigorous

and more pure. There were many symptoms
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that betokened the approaching struggle. The
position which Judea occupied on the borders

of the conflirting empires of Syria and Egypt,

exposed equally to the open miseries of war
and the treacherous favors of rival sovereigns,

rendered its national condition precarious from

the first, though these very circumstances were

favorable to the growth of frccdnm. The ter-

rible crimes hy which " th" wars of the north

and tlie south' ' were stained must have alien-

ated the mind of every faithful Jew from his

Grecian lords, even if persecution had not been

superadded from Egypt first, and then from

Syria. Politically nothing was left for the

people in the reign of Antiochus but indepen-

dence, or the abandonment of every prophetic

hope. Nor was their social position less peril-

ous. The influence of Greek literature, of for-

eign travel, of extended commerce, had made
itself felt in daily life. At Jerusalem the mass

of the inhabitants seem to have desired to imi-

tate the exercises of the Greeks ; and a Jewish

embassy attended the games of Hercules at

Tyre (3 Mac. 4 : 9-20). Even their religious

feelings were j'ielding : and before the rising

of the Maccabees no opposition was oflEered to

the execution of the king's decrees. Upon the

first attempt of Jason, the priests had no cour-

age to serve at the altar, and this not so much
from wilful apostasy as from a disregard to

the vital principles involved in the conflict.

Thus it was necessary that the final issues of a

false Hellenism should be openly- seen that it

might be discarded forever by those who cher-

ished the ancient faith of Israel. P. S.

" To the time of the end belongs the vision,"

a phrase explained in verses 19 and 26. The
vision was intended to give Daniel '

' under-

standing" about the " end" which should come
after " many days," even ' the last end of the

indignation," when God's anger with a godless

world will be revealed. It is best to take these

words in their most ample sense, without at

the same time excluding more partial and im-

mediate fulfilments, such as that named by

Aben Ezra, when God's indignation against

His own people was felt in the days of the Greek

rule and of Antiochus until the Hasmouieans
" cleansed the sanctuary" (verse 14). B. C.

2!{. This verse explains verse 9. " Out of

one of them" {i.e., one of those four kingdoms)

"came forth a little horn." Here the angel

interpreter has it :
" In the latter time of their

kingdom, a king shall stand up." The horn

iltere is a king here. It is of course assumed

here that he is a king in one of those four king-

doms. The angel therefore proceeds to locate

him yet more definitely in point of time. " In

the latter time of their kingdom," and " when
the transgressors" (the Jews) " have filled up
the measure of their sins," so that discipline

and Judgment from the Lord's hand must needs

come to save them. This king is Antiochus

Epiphanes. He fills the description in every

particular ; no other personage does or can.

As to his point of time in the Syrian iine of

kings, one hundred and thirty-seven years had

passed when he came to the throne ; about one

hundre(^ remained after his death. Moreover,

the kingdom had waned very much as com-
pared with its extent and vigor under its

founder Seleucus Nicator ; and hence in this

point of light might naturally be thought of

as in its latter stages. As the interpreter said,

"in the latter time of their kingdom," it is

proper to note that two out of these four king-

doms had already run their course and become
extinct when Antiochus ascended his throne.

As a whole those kingdoms were manifestly
" in their latter time." His " fierce coun-

tenance" here refers, probably, to his charac-

ter— i.e., to him as seen in vision with his char-

acter written on his very face, rather than as

seen by merely human eyes in the flesh. It

means therefore that he was ferocious, passion-

ate, cruel. That he "should understand dark

sentences," intricate matters, testifies to his re-

sources for cunning, craft and policy, as is in-

dicated also (verse 25) :
" Through his policy

he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand."

24. " He shall be strong," but shall not ob-

tain this power by legitimate means, shall not

be the rightful heir to the throne. Such is the

history of Antiochus. He was the youngest

son of Antiochus the Great. His elder brother,

Seleucus Philopator, reigned eleven years.

Just before his death he sent his only sou,

Demetrius, to Rome as a hostage, thiis ex-

changing and releasing his own brother, An-
tiochus Epiphanes, who had been there in that

capacity twelve years. The king fell by poison

at the hand of Heliodorus, who sought to seize

the kingdom. Antiochus heard of his brother's

death while at Athens on his way home, and

immediately made interest with powerful for-

eign parties to gain the kingdom for himself,

and succeeded—ungratefully displacing the

real heir to the throne. He shall make fearful

havoc among the nominal people of God, the

Jews. So the reader of the books of the Mac-

cabees will see. The Jewish wars commenced

by him continued long after his death, in all

about twenty-four years, resulting at length in

the independence of the Jewish nation B.C. 143,



but at the cost of many thousands of Jewish

lives.

25. " And through his polic}' also he shall

cause craft to prosper in his hand ; and he shall

magnify himself in his heart, and in their se-

curity shall destroy many : he shall also stand

up against the Prince of princes ; but he shall

be broken without hand." The sense of the

first clause is, that by means of cunning, keen-

eyed sagacity, he will make deception work
successfully toward his ends. The points

made in the entire verse are—successful cun-

ning and deceit, unbounded pride" and self

esteem ; destroying manj' suddenly, in the

midst of apparent tranquillity ; daring to ar-

ray himself against the Almighty ; and his

utter fall before some superhuman hand. This

king's sharp-minded sagacity has been noticed

before; "understanding dark sentences."

This feature of his character and his abundant

and successful use of it stand out with great

prominence in chap. 11 : 21-33. " He comes

in peaceably and obtains the kingdom by flat-

teries ;" " works deceitfully ;" " enters peace-

ably" (not by force of arms) " upon the fattest

places of the provinces ;" " forecasts devices

and corrupts the wicked Jews by flatteries,"

etc. History shows that he obtained the king-

dom \)j precisely such means, and also that he

plied these arts in their full strength upon the

Jews, drawing many of them into apostasy

from their religion and from their country's

cause, into co-operation with himself. " He
shall have intelligence with them that forsake

the holy covenant." His supreme pride and

self-esteem appear also iu chap. 11. " Tlie

king shall do according to his will ;" "he
shall exalt himself and magnify himself above

every god;" "regarding neither the god of

his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor any
god, he shall magnify himself above all." His-

tory gives him tlie same character. Tliat he

dared to fight against the God of the Jews,

even while he had suflicient means of knowing
that He was the true and Almighty God, has

been noted on verse 11, and stands out promi-

nently in his history as given in the books of

JIaccabees. It was perhaps specially manifest

(as usual) in that hour which most tries men's

souls—the hour of impending death. The au-

thor of second Maccabees, chap. 9, says

:

" Here, therefore, being plagued, he began to

leave ofE his great pride and to come to the

knowledge of himself by the scourge of God,

his pain increasing every moment. And when
he could not abide his own smell, he said :

" It

is meet to be subject unto God, and that a man
that is mortal should not proudly think of liim-

self as if he were God." Also in his distress

and remorse, he vowed that if God would spare

him, he " would become a Jew himself and go
through all the world declaring the power of

God." This shows that he had arrayed him-

self against Jehovah God with his eyes open,

standing up intelligently against the Prince of

princes. No wonder therefore that he was
suddenly "broken without hand," or, as in

11 : 45, that " he came to his end with none to

help him ;" or yet as in 7 : 26, that " the judg-

ment did sit and they took away his dominion

to consume and destroy it to the end."

26. This vision is spoken of as " the vision

of the evening and the morning," with refer-

ence to the use of this phrase in the Hebrew of

verse 14 — "twenty-three hundred evening

morning " There can be no doubt that " the

vision of the evening and the morning" in this

verse 26 is the vision of this eighth chapter,

especially that part of it in which this phrase

occurs, and which shows how long the little

horn shall tread down " tlie sanctuary" and the

sacramental "host." The direction " to shut

up tills vision" indicates tliat its time of more
special interest and value to its readers was yet

somewhat remote. When this day of trial

should come, those heroic men and women
who fell martyrs to the faith of their fathers,

or who fought with lion-hearted courage and

l)rowess against fearful odds, would read these

visions and dwell on these predictions of the

fall of their great foe with

n. C.

DANIEL, CHAPTER IX.

9 : 1 In the first year of Darius the son of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Medes, which was
2 made king over the realm of the Chaldeans ; iu the first year of his reign I Daniel understood

by the books the number of the years, whereof the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the

3 prophet, for the accomplishing of the desolations of Jerusalem, even seventy years. And
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I set my face unto the Lord God, to seek by prayer and supplications, with fasting, and
4 sacliclotli, and aslies. And I prayed unto the Lord my God, and made confession, and said,

O Lord, the great and dreadful God, wliich lieepeth covenant and mercy with tliem that love

5 him and keep his commandments ; we have sinned, and have dealt perversely, and have
done wickedly, and have rebelled, even turning aside from tliy precepts and from thy judge-

6 nients : neitlier have we liearkened unto thy servants the prophets, which tpake in thy name
7 to our kings, our princes, and our fatliers, and to all the people of the land. O Lord, riglit-

eousness belongeth unto thee, but unto us confusion of face, as at this day ; to the men of

Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and unto all Israel, that are near, and that are

far off, through all the countries whither thou hast driven them, because of their trespass

8 that they have trespassed against thee. O Lord, to us belongeth confusion of face, to our

9 kings, to our princes, and to our fathers, because we liave sinned against thee. To the Lord

10 our God belong mercies and forgivenesses ; for we have rebelled against him ; neither have

we obeyed the voice of the Lokd our God, to walk in his laws, which he set before us by his

11 servants the prophets. Yea, all Israel have transgressed thy law, even turuing aside, that

they should not obey thy voice : therefore hath the curse been poured out upon us, and the

oath that is wiitten in the law of Moses the servant of God ; for we have sinned against him.

12 And he hath confirmed his words, which he spake against us, and against our judges that

judged us, by bringing upon us a great evil ; for under the whole heaven hath not been

13 done as hath been done upon Jerusalem. As it is written in the law of Moses, all this evil

is come upon us : yet have we not intreated the favour of the Lord our God, that we
14 should turn from our iniquities, and have discernment in thy truth. Therefore hath the

Loud watched over the evil, and brought it upon us : for the Loud our God is righteous in

13 all his works which he doeth, and we have not obeyed his voice. And now, O Lord our

(Jod. that hast brought thy people forth out of the land of Egypt with a mighty hand, and

16 hast gotten thee renown, as at this day ; we have sinned, we have done wickedly. O Lord,

according to all thy righteousness, let thine anger and thy fury, I pray thee, be turned away
from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain : because for our sins, and for the iniquities of

our fathers, Jerusalem and thy people are become a reproach to all that are round about us.

17 Now therefore, O our God, hearken unto the prayer of thy servant, and to his supplications,

18 and cause thy face to shine upon thy sanctuary that is desolate, for the Lord's sake. O my
God, incline thine ear, and hear ; open thine eyes, and behold our desolations, and the city

which is called by thy name : for we do not present our supplications before thee for our

19 righteousnesses, but for thy great mercies. Lord, hear ; Lord, forgive ; O Lord, hearken

and do ; defer not ; for thine own sake, O my God, because thy city and thy people are

called by thy name.

20 And whiles I was speaking, and praying, and confessing my sin and the sin of my people

Israel, and presenting my supplication before the Lord my God for the holy mountain of my
21 God

;
yea, whiles I was speaking in prayer, the man Gabriel, whom I had seen in the vision

at the beginning, being caused to fly swiftly, touched me about the time of the evening obla-

23 tion. And he instructed me, and talked with me, and said, O Daniel, I am now come forth to

23 make thee skilful of understanding. At tlie beginning of thy supplications the command-
ment went forth, and I am come to tell thee ; for thou art greatly beloved : therefore con-

24 sider the matter, and understand the vision. Seventy weeks are decreed upon thy people

and upon thy holy city, to finish transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make
reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting rigliteousness, and to seal up vision

25 and prophecy, and to anoint the most holy. Know therefore and discern, that from the

going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem unto Messiah, the prince,

shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks ; it shall be built again, with street and

26 moat, even in troublous times. And after the threescore and two weeks shall the anointed

one be cut off. and shall have nothing : and the people of the prince that shall come shall

destroy the city and the sanctuary ; and his end shall be with a flood, and even unto the end

27 shall be war ; desolations are determined. And he shall make a firm covenant with many for

one week : and for the half of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease
;

and upon the wing of abominations shrtll coiiif one that maketh desolate ; and even unto the

consummation, and that determined, shall wrath be poured out upon the desolator.
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Chap. 9. Danitl, having read in the prophe-

cies of Jeremiah that God would accoraplisli

seventy 3ears in the desolations of Jerusalem,

tet himself to seek God with fasting and the

garb of mourning. His prayer and confession

on this occasion forms a model of all such sup-

plications. It was answered bj- the mission of

the angel Gabriel, who now appears for the

first time as the special herald of God's pur-

poses. He conies to Daniel to announce the be-

ginning of the period, the close of which he

l^roclaimed to Zacharias. His message consti-

tutes the celebrated prophecy of the seventy iceeks,

the leading idea of which, regarded as an an-

swer to Daniel's prayer, seems to be that God
would mercifully recompense His people for

their captivity at Babylon by a new possession

of their land for seven times that period, until

the whole history of the nation should be

crowned and its religious institutions finished

by the advent and sacrifice of ilessiah the

prince. P. S.

This chapter has a subject of its own, com-

plete in itself, and not connected with the two

that precede or the three that follow. Its place

here in the order of the cliapters of this booli is

determined by its date. It is here because it

was written after the eighth (probably not

more than one j'ear after), and four years be-

f.'ire chaps. 10-12. Its occasion is given defi-

nitely. Daniel had learned by reading the

prophecies of Jeremiah that the Captivity was
limited to seventy years (Jcr. 25 : 11, 12). This

IJeriod was now near its close. It was this cir-

cumstance that moved him to seeli the face of

the Lord with such earnest prayer that He
would most fully and freely forgive the sins of

his people ; rightly judging that as tlie Captiv-

ity was sent upon the people in judgment for

their sins, it could cease only upon condition of

the most humble confession and repentance on

the part of the people and their free forgiveness

on the part of God. In this point of light, the

whole chapter yields the richest moral instruc-

tion, and legitimately awakens the deepest in-

terest. It is indeed an admirable model of in-

tercessory prayer, and may be applied equally

to prayer for guilty nations or for guilty indi-

viduals. In tlie spirit of one whose heart is

full of sympathy with God and His glory, his

great burden is the people's sins. Hence his

prayer scarcely touches any otner point than

this one—that the Lord in His great mercy
would forgive the people and wholly put away
their transgressions for His name's sake. With
this point distinctly in mind, the reader will

readily see the entire fitness of the answer

which comes by the hand of Gabriel from the

loving heart of God. It stands in the last four

verses, and constitutes one of the richest prom-
ises ever made to our lost world. It is essen-

tially the promise of an atoning Messiah, whose
violent death should provide amply for the free

and full pardon of sin, and for the mission of

the Spirit to seal these blessings to " many."
It fixes the date of Ilis coming, the duration of

His public labors on earth, the time of His

death, and of those striking effusions of the

Spirit which were designed to open and illus-

trate the genius of the Gospel age. The chap-

ter is therefore properlj- in two parts : (t) Dan-

iel's prayer that God would forgive the sins of

his people (verses 1-19)
; (2) the sending of Ga-

briel with the answer and the answer itself

(verses 20-27). H. C.

He poured out his heart in ardent supplica-

tion before the God of the Covenant, and cried

to Him to vouchsafe His mercy to the people

who were called by His name, and to restore

the sanctuary and the city. This is one of

those biblical prayers where we feel that it is

not by human exposition that we can enter into

its meaning, depth, and significance, but that

the words must explain themselves in our own
hearts. Daniel, the just and faithful servant

of God, enters so deeply into the guilt and sin

of his people, in the consciousness of his priest-

hood he identifies himself so entirely with it,

he repents so heartily in the name of all Israel,

that we feel here a presentiment, as it were, of

what happened in the inner sanctuary of the

atoning substitution, and our view is borne

aloft from the chamber of Daniel to the prayer-

ful sacrifice of Gethsemane and Golgotha. And
can this prayer, which it is not possible to read

without deep emotion in the very heart of

hearts, be a deception ? It only shows how
much our criticism is devoid of a deep and

earnest sense for religious truth and truthful-

ness, when to such questions it attaches so lit-

tle importance.

The answer naturally refers to the question,

the favor shown to the petition offered ; though

the Divine answer extends far beyond the hu-

man question, and the Divine favor transcends

all that we can think and pray for. We must

enter vividly and fully into the thoughts and

feelings which form the basis of Daniel's pray-

er, in order to understand as far as possible the

words of the angel. Daniel prays for the lib-

eration of Israel, and for the rebuilding of the

city and the sanctuary. He prays for this

manifestly in view of those great promises

whose fulfilment was connected with this event
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For in all the prophets, especially in Jeremiah,

who is more espcciallj' present to his mind

(Iir. 31), the fulliluRnt of the Messianic hope

was inseparably connected with this restora-

tion. The revelation which Daniel himself had

received in the second and seventh chapters

showed him doubtless that the Messianic liing-

dom was not so immediately near, in its glory

at least, since but one of the four universal

monarc^hies had passed away. But this m.ade

it the more necessary that some explanation

should be granted him concerning the prophe-

cies of the earlier prophets, in whom he saw an

intimate connection between the deliverance

from captivity and the Messianic salvation

The revelation now vouchsafed to him has for

its purpose to analyze into its successive parts

that which the prophets, according to the law

of prophetical perspective, have hitherto seen

together in one—viz., the redemption from

captivity and the full Messianic redemption.

Auberhn.

1. The name Ahasuerus was a common name
•with the kings of Media and Persia. Daniel

understood " by books," in this case the writ-

ten prophecies of Jeremiah, already incorporat-

ed into the canons of the Jewish Scriptures.

2. Seventy j'ears. The original word

means in its singular number, a seven—a hep-

tad ; and this may be a seven of days or a seven

of years ; the feminine plural is currently used

for heptads of days ; the masculine plural

(which we have here) never by itself for the

common week of days, but when a week of

days is meant, the word days is appended, as

in Dan. 10 : 2, 3 ; after a word and a special

form of a word which simply suggests the idea

of a seven—a seven of something we must ask

—a seven of what ? and must look for our an-

swer in the context—in the thought already

before the mind. In the present case, there

can be no doubt that this thought is, the sev-

enty years of captivity. Then seventy sevens

of years must be the sense of this phrase, and

It involves no usage of the word day to mean
year—n> usage of any current notations of

time in a way to need multiplying by three

hundred and sixty to get the actual time.

So far as Bible history gives us the fulfil-

ment of Bible prophecy in which notations of

time are involved, the usus Ivqueiidi proves

that words in prophecy denoting time are used

in their common, normal sense, and never in

the enigmatical, peculiar way affirmed by " the

year for a day theory." H. C. This ex-

position is a plain inference from the whole

bearing of the prophecy, that the slCcjus spoken

of are sevens of years ; just as the word Sabbath

is often used for the Sabbatic year. In fact,

the phrase seems best interpreted as seventy

cycles of Sabbatic years, or four hundred and

ninety years. P. S.

3-19. The prayer has two principal divi-

sions as pointed out by Melanclithon. Daniel

confesses the sins of his people and the justice

of God's punishment(verses 4-14) ; then he im-

plores God's pardon (verses 15-19). " It is a

sign of true contrition to recognize the anger

of God against our sins, to sorrow for our

offences against Him, to give Ilini glory for

the justice of our punishment, and to be obedi-

ent when punished. But tlie practice of con-

trition is attended svith this reward—consola-

tion. By his example the prophet teaches us

to seek and expect pardon on account of (Sod's

mercy and promises." Of these two chief di-

visions the former has the following subdivis-

ion : verses 4-10 are a statement confessing

chiefly the sins of his people as they were in

Daniel's own time ; verses 11-14 add with sor-

row that thus it had been in the long past, and

that the punishment had fallen only to be for-

gotten. The prayer should be compared with

those in Ezra 9 : 6-15 ; Neh. 1 : 5-11 ; 9 : 6-38.

The similarities of diction are not due to imita-

tion or to plagiarism, but to a natural and in-

sensible reproduction of the old truths and

phrases loved by all devout spirits in com-

mon. B. C.

Loyalty to the Babylonian or Persian throne

did not make impossible a passionate love of

fatlierland. Through all the long years of ab-

sence, crowded as they had been with those

temptations to forgetfulness which ever assail

greatness, the windows of the soul had never

ceased to be open " toward Jerusalem." If

any would know the habitual sentiments of

Daniel's mind and heart, he has onl}' to turn

to the ver3' words of Jiis great confession and

prayer. In him we see the loftiest patriotism

consecrated by religion. Pusey.

It was concern for his country that moved

him to that day of solemn prayer and fasting

which brought Gabriel down with an answer.

To an enlightened man the cause of his country

will be bound up with tlie cause of God and of

religion, as it can be well with the former only

as it is so with the latter. Tliis was especially

the case with Daniel, whose country God had

made and called Ilis own, and whose city, Je-

rusalem, was God's holy mountain, tlie city of

the great King, who had chosen it for the place

of llis special worship. 'I'liiit country was

ujw in desolation, and Jerusalem with its tern-



pie was in ruins. God's worsliip there hud

been brought to an end. Sin on the part of the

people had brouglit the desolating foe that had

put a stop to their solemn feasts. Provoked to

anger by their continued rebellion and apos-

tasy, the Lord had " caused the solemn feasts

and Sabbaths to be forgotten in Zion, and had

despised, in the indignation of his angnr, the

king and the priest. The Lord had cast off His

altar ; he had abhorred His sanctuary ; He had

given up into the hand of the enemy the walls

of her palaces" (Lam. 3 : 6, 7) This was the

burden that pressed upon the heart of the be-

loved prophet. The cause of his people, and

with that the cause of God and of true religion,

which was bound up with it, was his deep

sorrow, and drove him to incessant prayer as

the time of the promised deliverance drew

nigh. He was concerned not only for his

country's peace, but for his people's repent-

ance, which must be at the foundation of it.

It was this that led him, as a true patriot, to

])Ourouthis heart before God in fervent prayer

and deep humiliation. Anon.

3-6. This language is beautifully expressive

of true prayer :
" I set mj- face unto the Lord

God to seek," etc. So true prayer turns one's

thought and desire to the Lord ; looks to Him
for blessings. Prayer makes direct application

to God, bearing its petition at once to Him and

laying its case before His throne. In harmony
with his state of mind, and as fitly expressive

of his genuine humility of soul, he fasted, put

on sackcloth, and cast ashes on his head and

garments. He says, " I prayed and made my
confession." Personally Daniel had not wor-

shipped idols, had not cast off the fear of God,

had not involved himself in tho;e great sins for

which these judgments were sent on the Jew-

ish city and nation, and yet he does not stand

upon his exemption from these gross sins. Yet

how far Daniel was conscious of heart-sins be-

fore God, lying in this direction, none of us can

say, nor how much this confession was due to

his intensely strong sympathy with his people,

of such sort as seems to create a positive identity

of conduct and culpability as well as of suffer-

ing and punishment. However this may be,

this case of Daniel suggests that there is little

danger that the holiest of men will confess too

much in reference to their own personal sins.

While Daniel thought of God as great and

greatly to be feared, he did not forget that He
evermore " kept covenant and mercy to them

that love Him and keep His commandments.'

This sustained his hope. God had shown great

mercy in condescending ever to enter into cove-

nant with His people. His past mercy is good

for present faith. The reader will observe that

Daniel said, " Keeping the covenant." The
Hebrew has it also, 'W/m; mercy," with mani-

fest reference to the special covenant and the

special mercy which God had made and shown
to His Hebrew people. Upon this great fact

Daniel's faith took strong hold in this hour of

his need. In verse 5 the rejietition is peculiarlj'

expressive. As one whose soul is full of the

thought, Daniel groups together nearly or

quite all the different words known to the He-

brew language conveying the idea of sinning.

This sin was greatly aggravated by the fact

that God had sent His prophets to rebuke the

people and forewarn them of impending judg-

ments, but they had not hearkened to His

voice in these warnings.

7-10. There is great force as well as fitness

and beauty in the antithesis between the right-

eousness and the mercies that belong to God,

and the shame and the sin that belong to His

people. God had been all right ; they, all

wrong. On God's side had been ever abound-

ing mercies and forgivenesses; on thsir side,

only perpetual rebellion and most ungrateful,

abusive sinning. Alas, that human life should

almost perpetually bear precisely this record as

toward God I—that the millions live on and sin

oa just so ; their course toward God, perpet-

ual sinning ; His bearing toward them, the

mo3t amazing patience, forbearance, long-suf-

fering, forgiveness and mercy, that seem to

flow from a vast outgushing fountain, as if

they could not cease ! And if His hand has

sometimes turned to judgment we must still

say, " Righteousness belongeth unto Thee, O
God, forever

!"

11-14. The central thought in these verses

is that God has been righteously visiting

upon the nation the very judgments He had

threatened against them in the law of Moses

for precisely these sins of which they had beeu

so greatly guilty. The reader will find these

passages in their impressive fulness in Lev.

36 : l-i-46 and in De. chaps. 38-30. It is there

declared most distinctly that for such sins God
would send them into captivity in a foreign

land, and would lay their city and homes deso-

late. Now Daniel recognizes the entire fulfil-

ment of those fearful threatenings.

15-17. The tone in these verses is that of

imploring entreaty ; importunate prayer for

pardon, resting mainly on the pleas that God
delights in great mercies ; that He has shown
the nation such mercies in delivering them

from Egypt ; and that the honor of His name
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is implicated before the nations of tlie earth

since tliey are His covenant people, now for a

long time in the bonds of captivity, nationally

eclipsed, and according to the ideas of idola-

trous nations, a standing reproach to the God
they worship as being unable to redeem and

save tliem. H. C
16. Furnish thyself with arguments from

the promises to enforce thy prayers, and make
them prevalent with God. The promises are

the ground of faith, and faith, when strength-

ened, will make thee fervent, and such fer-

vency ever speeds and returns with victory out

of the field of prayer. Daniel first searched out

the promise, what God had engaged Himself

to do for His people, as also wlien the date of

this promise expired ; and when, by meditation

and study upon it, he had raised his heart to a

firm belief thereof, then he sets upon God with

a holy violence in prayer, and presseth Him
close, not only as a mercifnl God, but righteous

also, to remember them now the bond of His

promise was coming out, "O Lord, according

to all Thy righteousness, I beseech Thee, let

Thine anger and Thy furv be turned away
from Tiiy city Jerusalem." The mightier

any is in the Word, the more mighty he will

be in prayer. Gurnall.

18. For Thy great mercies. This is

the ground of his plea with Goil. He implores

Him to listen, to open His eyes and look on the

desolations of His people and of the city upon
both which He had called His own name. He
begs that God will not defer, but will grant him
an answer of peace and mercy now. Such im-

portunity may sometimes startle us as un-

becoming and almost irreverent. But when it

is the spontaneous utterance of a heart iu deep

sympathy with the honor and cause of God
;

when it comes of taking firm hold of His great

love and of His unfailing promises ; when one

falls into it, being sweetly and mightily drawn

by the Spirit of God Himself, then nothing can

be more pleasing to Him. He lets us come
very near to Him to " order our cause before

Him and to fill our mouth with arguments."

H. C.

20-27. We have here the answer that was

immediately sent to Daniel's prayer, and it is a

very memorable one, as it contains the most

illustrious prediction of Christ and Gospel

grace that is extant iu all the Old Testament.

If John Baptist was the morning star, this was

the daybreak to the Son of righteousness ; the

daj spring from on high. H.

Daniel seeks to be enlightened about the sev-

enty years which, according to the prophecy

of Jeremiah (chaps. 25 and 29), weie to be the

duration of the Babylonian captivity (verses

1-3) ; and after he had offered up to God a fer-

vent coid'ession of his sins, and an ardent sup-

plication for his people, this enlightenment was
vouchsafed to him through the angel Gabriel,

in the celebrated prophecy of the seventy

weeks. The powers of the world recede quite

out of view. Israel and the promise of salva-

tion given to it arc the exclusive subject of this

revelation ; for it was natural, if not necessary,

that the fulfilment of these promises, according

to the iJrevioiis predictions of the prophet,

should be expected after the end of the Captiv-

ity. And thus this prophecy refers to the re-

demption and to the Person who brings it, the

Jlessiah. It announces that His coming will

not be immediately after the Captivity
; but

that, dating fro.ii the restoration and the re-

building of Jerusalem, seven times seventy

years must yet elapse. Nor would He even

then come in His glory, as Daniel might have

been led to expect, from the language of the

earlier prophets, or even from the revelation

he had himself received (chap. 7). He would
be put to death ; but thereby He would work
out the atonement for sin, and confirm the

covenant with many. The people of Israel,

however, would, iw u nation, reject Him, and
then be itsilf rejected, and Jerusalem, with its

temple, wnuUl be destroyed and remain a deso-

lation, till the consummation determined by
God.

The first part of Dauiel exhibited the final

victory of the Messianic kingdom over all the

powers of the world
; the second predicted the

heavy calamities and temptations which the

powers of the world threatened to Israel in the

more immediate future ; to complete the pic-

ture, the prophet received disclosures when
and how salvation was to appear iu that future.

The first part treats of the last days, iu which
the coming of the Messianic kingdom coincides

with the downfall of the hostile world-power
;

both these events are, consequently and neces-

sarily, viewed together in one vision, as well

as in the seventh chapter as in the second. This

cannot be the case in the prophecy of the more
immediate future. The first coming of Christ

iu the flesh is not immediatily connrcted with

the appearance of Antinchus ICpiiiliims : tlie

two events, therefore, are kept M'ii;irate iu the

prophecy. The Messianic propliei'y of the

ninth chapter takes its independent place be-

tween the two visions that refer to the Old Tes-

tament antichrist, as a word of comfort for

" the wise." But there were no more special



disclosures required for the time between Anti-

ochus and Cliiist. For, during that period,

tliere occurred no trial lilie that prepared

through Epiphaues. On the contrary, the

Maccabean reaction against the tyrant kindled

anew the zeal of the people for the religion of

their fathers ; and history teaches us that from

that time the Jews adhered to the law with ever-

increasing tenacity. Christ and antichrist, as

they are the theme of the first, so they are also

the theme of the second part of the book.

If the correct view of the seventy weeks is

no other than that ancient one which has pre-

vailed in the Church, modern criticism has re-

ceived a death blow on the purely exegetical

field. The chief support which tliat criticism

derives for its hypothesis concerning our book,

the hypothesis, —viz., that it e.vtends no fur-

ther than to Antiochus Epiphaues, is under-

mined. Whether this accurate chronological

prophecy was given two hundred or six hun-

dred years before its fulfilment, whether under

Antiochus or under Darius, its miraculous

diaracter is not affected. Atibeiicii.

21. "While he was speaking with such fervor

and ardency the angel came to him with a

gracious answer. It was about the time of the

evening oblation. The altar was in ruins, and

there was no oblation offered upon it, but, it

should seem, the pious Jews in their captivity

were daily thoughtful of the time when it

should have been offered, and at that hour were

ready to weep at the remembrance of it, and

desired and hoped that their prayer should bj

set forth before God as incense, and the lifting

up of their hands, and their hearts with their

hands, should be acceptable in His sight as the

evening sacrifice. The evening oblation was a

type of the great sacrifice which Christ was to

offer in the evening of the world, and it was in

the virtue of that sacrifice that Daniel's prayer

was accepted, when he prayed for the Lord's

sake ; and for the sake of that, this glorious

discovery of redeeming love was made to him ;

the Lamb opened the seals in the virtue of His

own blood. This answer was not given him

in a dream or by a voice from heaven, but, for

the greater certainty and solemnity of it, an

angel was sent on purpose, appearing in a

human shape to give this answer to Dan-

iel. H.

21-23. " Good prayers," says an old Eng-

lish divine, " never come weeping home. I

am sure I shall receive either what I ask or

what I should ask." Such a habit of feeling

as this will give to prayer that quality which

Dr. Chalmers observed as being the charac-

teristic of the prayers of Doddridge—that they

had an intensely " business-like" spirit. Ob-

serve liow thoroughly this spirit is infused into

the scriptural representation of the interior

working of prayer in the counsels of God, re-

specting the prophet Daniel. The narrative is

intelligible to a child
;

yet scarcely another

passage in the Bible is so remarkable in its

bearing upon the difficulties which our minds

often generate out of the mystery of prayer.

Almost tlie very mechanism of the plan of God,

by which this invisible power enters into the

execution of His decrees, is here laid open.
" While I was speaking," the prophet saj's,

" Gabriel, being caused to fly swiftly, touched

me, and said, ' O Daniel, at the beginning of

thy supplication the commandment came forth,

and I am come to show thee ; for thou art

greatly beloved.'" What greater vividness

could be given to the reality of prayer, even to

its occult operation upon the Divine decrees ?

No sooner do the words of supplication pass

out from the lips, than the command is given

to one of the presence-angels, " Go thou ;" and

he flies swiftly to the prostrate suppliant, and

touclies him bodily, and talks with him audi-

bly, and assures him that his desire is given to

him. Phelps.

23. " For thou art greatly beloved ;" in the

Hebrew " a man of delights"

—

i.e., as to God.

It is a most affecting thought that mortals may
by grace come into a state of holiness in heart

and life, in whicli God can feel complacency

toward them aud testify to His great love for

them. Who would not aspire toward such

holiness and such favor with God as infinitely

before all things else ? H. C. Daniel is as-

sured by the heavenly messenger, " Thou art

greatly beloved," for which reason he was
selected as the depository of these prophetic

revelations. The estimation in which he was
held by successive potentates, the public

honors he received, th» eminent rank he held,

all fade into nothingness before this testimony

from heaven—a testimony founded on no ex-

ternal glory, but on a character invulnerable

to reproaches, and formed of all the elements

of pure religion. F. A. Coi:

24-27. I paraphrase thus :
" Seventy sevens

of years, equal to four hundred and ninety

yeara, are cut off from the course of future

time, for thy people and thy holy city, at the

end of which provision shall be made for the

full pardon of sin and for putting it utterly out

of My sight, as a thing shut up, sealed and

covered ; and to bring in a system of everlast-

ing righteousness whereby pardoned sinners
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may both be accounted and may become right-

eous before me. This, by amply fulfilling,

will close up those visions of the prophets

whicli respect the Messiah to come. Then

will I anoint My Church, the spiritual temple

of the new dispensation, with the gracious

unction of the Holy Ghost. This in general.

I will now repeat and give more particulars.

Know, then, and consider, that from the issu-

ing of the decree of Arta.\erxes for restoring

and rebuilding Jerusalem unto the public min-

istry of Messiah, the prince, shall be forty-nine

3'ears and four hundred and thirty-four years

—i.e., forty-nine up to the point of completing

the rebuilding of the city, and four hvuidred

and thirty four from that point till the Messiah

shall appear before the public, to commence his

Gospel ministry. This city shall be restored

and rebuilt ; the thing is settled in the counsels

of the Almighty, and shall be done, although

in times of much distress. After the four hun-

dred and thirty-four years shall have expired

the Messiah shall be cut off by a violent death ;

His relationship to His ancient covenant people

will cease ; they will reject Him, and He will

abandon them to their righteous doom. Then
the people of the Roman prince, coming from

afar, shall destroy the city and the sanctuary
;

its end shall be with that sweeping flood of

ruin ; even till the end of this war, there is a

Divine decree for desolations. During one hep-

tad of years the covenant of God's mercy shall

become effective to many : at the middle point

of this heptad He will make sacrifice and offer-

ing cease by becoming Himself the one great

atoning sacrifice, complete thenceforth and

forever, and superseding all the sacrifices of

the Mosaic ritual. Then down upon the sum-

mit of the temple, now an abomination before

God for the apostasy of those that worship

therein, comes the desolator, the Roman legions

—even until a complete, terrible, and prede-

termined destruction shall have been poured

forth upon the desolate city." H. C.

The events which preceded and followed the

coming and sufferings of the Messiah, having

been so punctually fulfilled, afford a double

confirmation of His being the very same Person

prophesied of, and afterward crucified ; nor

can they with any probability of truth be ap-

plied to any other. So that we may well say.

This is the clearest and most express prediction

in the whole Bible concerning the time of His

coming and death. Wogari. Sir Isaac New-
ton j ustly represents this illustrious prophecy

as the foundation of the Christian religion. Dr.

Sales. And Archbishop Seeker has recorded

the declaration of a writer upon " the weeks,"

that "if he had hitherto lived an infidel, the

conviction wrought in him by a just considera-

tion of the certain sense and perfect completion

of this Divine oracle was so full that he should

think it his duty to do and suffer all that was
possible for human nature, suppf^.rted by Di-

vine grace, rather than forfeit his faith."

Wintle.

544. To make reconeiliation for iniquity, and
to bring in everlasting righteousness. The first

clause is ,the technical expression for atone-

ment (e.g.. Lev. 5:8; 19:22; Ps. 65:4;
78 : 38), and is coupled with the second as

cause and effect, or as the negative and positive

aspects of the Messianic mercies of God. The

words "transgression," "sin," and " ini-

quity," so often repeated by Daniel in peni-

tence, are thus repeated to him in mercy, as if

to assure him emphatically that God would put

them away as though they had not been.

Pasey.

The Levitieal word for atononeid, a cover

for sins to hide them from view, gives us the

central thought of the passage—one which

stands in the closest connection with Daniel's

prayer. No point stands out so prominently

and strongly in this prayer as the distress and

solicitude he feels in respect to the great sins

of his people. The agonizing solicitude of his

heart centres upon this one question : How can

this sin be removed '? How can the Lord pass

over and forgive it so that the people can again

come under His mercy and favor ? It was

therefore to meet precisely this main point of

his distress and anxiety that the Lord replies :

After seventy heptads of yeare 1 will bring

forth a perfect provision to atone for sin.

Then it will be seen how 1 can honorably and

safely forgive the penitent sinner and restore

him to favor. " To bring in everlasting right-

eousness," is only another form of stating the

same thing. The sinner forgiven and his sins

all covered stands right before God. Christ is

made of God unto him righteousness as well

as redemption. On the ground of what Christ

is, and hiis suffered for him, he is accounted

righteous before God. This way of accounting

sinners righteous is " everlasting" as contrasted

with the transient duration of the Jlosaic sys-

tem, and the temporary effects of those fre-

quent sacrifices required under that system,

which indeed were only typical at best, and
" could never with those sacrifices which they

offered, year by year, make the comers there-

unto perfect" (Heb 10 : 1). This new system

is to stand through all time, and its blessed
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effects will be enduring. " To seal up vision

and prophet" is the literal rendering of tlie

original, and obviously refers to the fulfilment,

and hence, in this sense, to the closing up of

those prophecies which for many ages had

predicted the Messiah, but which, having now
done their work of ministry to the faith of

God's waiting people, may be considered a?

sealed up and laid aside—superseded by the

Messiah's actual coming. II. C.

25. The advent of the Messiah would not

be immediately after the Exile, as Daniel had

hoped, and thus coincide with the restoration

of the people and the rebuilding of the city ;

but 7 and 63 = 69 prophetic weeks were pre-

viously to elapse. Within this time Jerusalem

is to be restored and rebuilt, not indeed in that

Messianic and Divine splendor as was prophe-

sied, for example, by Isaiah (54 : 1 1 ; 60-62),

but only in an earthly, external, and humble

manner, with streets and trenches. It will be

a troublesome time, better than the Exile, but

yet by far less rich in grace and salvation than

the Messianic time. Thus the prophet's eye

was turned away from the end of the Exile

and fixed on the end of the sixt_y -ninth week as

the time of the Messiah's coming. He is not

to regard the time preceding that advent ; he

is not to set his heart and hope upon it. For

the fate of the people and city, which fills him

with solicitude, is entirely dependent on the

position they will take in reference to the Mes-

siah. And, therefore, in the two following

verses there is such emphatic prominence

given to the life and fate of the Messiah, while

the fate of the city and sanctuary is mentioned

onlj' in the second half of the verses, and in

dependent connection with the former. Au-

berleii.

Unto tlie Messiah the Prince. That is, until

the awful period when the business of His life

should be finished ; until His hour was come,

when He was to glorify His father, or when
He was to be cut off by a voluntary suffering

for the sins of all mankind, and thereby triumph

as a prince over death, and over all His and

our enemies. All the circumstances of His

life are omitted, or rather comprehended in

this final event when all things tliat were writ-

ten of Him were accomplished. Wiutle.

26, By symbolic numbers he taught with

extraordinary clearness when the Messiah was

to come. The day of His advent is no longer

indefinite, or only approximately fixed ; it is

exactly declared. But with what bitter rev-

elations is it combined 1 What must have been

the Jew's feelings when, instead of triumph

and victory, and an era of glorious conquest

and universal empire, he read that Messiah was

to be cut off, and that the armies of an alien

empire would destroy the city and the sanc-

tuary ! that the daily sacrifice would cease,

and that the abomination that maketh desolate

would prevail for 1390 days ! R. P. S.

We are told, verse 25, that the coming of

the Messiah was to be at the end of the sixty-

second week, which therefore could not be

marked also by His death. Nay, His death, as

we see in verse 27, is half a week after, and the

destruction is much later still. The meaning

of the angel therefore is : You must give up

not only the hope that the Messiah will come

immediately after the Captivity, but also that

other expectation, that immediately after His

coming He will establisli His kingdom of glory.

It will be quite otherwise. Messiah will be

put to death by the unbelieving people, and

therefore they will not attain to glory and

power, but, with the city and the sanctuary,

will be delivered into the hands of the Gentiles.

This is the view vouchsafed to Israel as a peo-

ple into the more immediate Messianic future.

Aubeiien.

The Messiah must be cut off, must die a

violent death, and so be cut off from the land

of the living, as was foretold Isa. 53 : 8.

Hence, when Paul preaches the death of Christ,

he says that he preached nothing but what the

prophets said should come (Acts 36 : 22, 28).

Aad thus it behooved Christ to suffer. He
must be cut off, but not for Himself, not for

any sin of His own ; but, as Caiaphiis proph-

esied. He must die for the people—in our stead

and for our good; not for any advantage of

His own ; the glory He purchased for Himself

was no more than the glory He had before

(John 17 : 4, 5). No, it was to atone for our

sins and to purchase life for us that lie was cut

off.

27. He mast confirm the covenant with many.

He shall introduce a new covenant between

God and man, a covenant of grace ; since it

was become impossible for us to be saved by

a covenant of innocence. This covenant He
shall confirm by His doctrine and miracles, by

His death and resurrection, bj' the ordinances

of baptism and the Lord's Supper, which arc

tlie seals of the New Testament, assuring us

that God is willing to accept of us upon Gos-

pel terms. His death made His testament of

force, and enabled us to claim what is be-

queathed by it. He confirmed it to the many,

to the common people ; the poor were evan-

gelized when the rulers and Pharisees believed
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not on Him. Or He confinncd it with many,

with the Gentile world. The New Testament

was not (like tlie Old) confined to the Jewish

Church, but was committed to all nations
;

Christ gave His life a ransom for many.

He must cause the sacrifice aud oblation to

cease ; by offering Himself a sacrifice once

for all. He shall put an end to all the Leviti-

cal sacrifices ; shall supersede them and set

them aside ; when the substance is come, the

shadows shall be done away. He causes all

the peace offerings to cease when He has made
peace by the blood of His cross, and by it con-

firmed the covenant of peace and reconciliation.

By the preaching of His Gospel to the world,

with which the apostles were intrusted. He
took men off from expecting remission by the

blood of bulls and goats, and so caused the sac-

rifice and oblation to cease. The apostle to

the Hebrews shows what a better priesthood,

altar, and sacrifice we have now than they had

under the law, as a reason why we should hold

fast our profession. H.

Aboniination§. The Romans, after they

had set the temple on fire, placed the idolatrous

ensigns of their army over against the eastern

gate of the temple, and offered sacrifice to

them, as Josephus expressly tells us. The
word " abominations" is commonly used for

idols. (See 1 K. 11 : 5, 7 ; 3 K. 23 : 13.) And
the " abomination of desolation," set upon the

altar by Antiochus (1 Mac. 1 : 54). is explained

by the idol altar (verse 59). So the " abomina-

tions" here spoken of properly signify the en-

signs or standards of the Roman legions ; each

standard having stamped upon it the image of

the tutelar god to which the legion offered sac-

rifice. W. Loicth.

24-27. The decree of desolation, the destruc-

tion of " the city and of the sanctuary by the

people of the prince that shall come," cannot

apply to the time of the Maccabees, since the

temple was not then destroyed, but only pro-

faned.

The chronology offers,under such interpreta-

tion, insuperable difficulties. Seventy weeks

make 490 years ; now the return from the Cap-

tivity having taken place in 536, and the mur-

der of Onias in 170 B.C., there are between

these two events 366, not 490 years. The his-

toric period would then be too short, if com-

pared with the number indicated.

We are told in answer that we are not to take

as the starting-point of this period tlie return

from the Captivity and the restoration of Jerusa-

lem, but the year in which Jeremiah uttered the

oracle which foretold these events

—

i.e., tlie year

605—the date of that remarkable propliecy (Jcr.

25). From 605-170 there are in fact 434 years,

which make up the 62 weeks of which Daniel

speaks (9 : 26). But, iu the first place, when men-

tion is made in Dan. 9 : 25 of " the commandment
given to restore and to rebuild Jerusalem," is

it natural to understand by that the oracle of

Jeremiah with regard to this restoration ? Do
not these expressions refer more naturally to

the famous edict of Cyrus, which gives permis-

sion to the Jews to return to their own country

and to reUuild their city, or, better still, to the

Divine command which Cyrus executed ? The
edict took effect in the very same year in which

it was issued ; it is then between the restora-

tion in 536, and the second destruction an-

nounced (verse 26) that we must place the in-

terval indicated. In this way the prophecy

will include, as it very naturally would, the

whole duration of the state of things which
was established at the restoration, the whole

time of the existence of the second Jerusalem

and the second temple. Then next, the num-
ber in Daniel amounts not only to 63, but to 69

weeks, if not even to 70. Where are we to find

the seven weeks which are left over, even ac-

cording to this interpretation already devised

on purpose to make room for this theory ? For,

lastly, bet'/veenthe oracle of Jeremiah (60.5) and

the murder of Onias (170) there are only 434

years (63 weeks), and not 483 years (69 weeks).

Here begin the tours de forces : (a) Hitzig and

others include the awkward period of the seven

weeks in that of the 62, placing it at the be-

ginning of the latter. This would then be the

half century which elapsed between the ruin of

Jerusalem in 588 (or 586) and the appearance of

Cyrus (in 536). But how is this 1 When it is

said :
" From the going forth of the command-

ment to restore and to build Jerusalem, unto

Jlessiah the prince, shall be seven weeks ami

threescore and two weeks, . . . and after three-

score and two weeks the Anointed shall be cut

off," it is allowable to suppose that the author

intended to include the seven weeks within the

63 ! And if this sleight of hand (pardon the

expression) should be allowed, still how are we,

even adopting that method of interpretation, to

find the total number of seventy weeks men-

tioned in verse 24 :
" Seventy weeks are deter-

mined upon Thy people and upon Thy holy

city." The seven weeks cannot find room in the

63. For it is evident that the number 70 com-

prehends : 1. The group of the seven ; 2. That

of the 63 ; 3. The final week. Consequently

these groups are successive, not contempo-

raneous, (i) Delitzsch and Hofmann, coming



into direct collision with the order indicated by

Daniel, place the seven weeks at the end of the

63 1—they are to represent the interval between

Antiochus Epiphanes and Jesus Christ. But

who will agree to such an overturning of the

text ? Besides, between Antiochus and Jesus

Christ there was an interval of 164 years—not

49 ! (c) Ewald has devised another expedient.

The number 69 or 70 being evidently too large

in all the interpretations which apply the

prophecy to the time of the Maccabees, this

author hiis proposed to deduct from the entire

number all the Sabbatical years— t. p., one in

seven, giving as his reason that this whole

period is a time of oppression, while the idea

of the Sabbath always carries with it a feeling

of joy. Thus we should have (1) the seven

weeks between the destruction of Jerusalem

and the edict of Cyrus (587-538, according to

Ewald's chronology)
; (3) the 70 weeks between

the return from the Captivity and the year

175, when nn " anointed one" was cut off (this

anointed one being, according to Ewald, not

Onias, but Seleucus Philopator, who died in

174, at the time when he was invading Judea).

These 63 weeks added to the seven (49 years)

would bring us to the year B.C. 105, instead of

175. But to help out this calculation comes

in the deduction of the 70 sabbatical years,

which brings the ship prosperously to the

desired haven— 175. What are we to say of

such monstrosities of exegesis ! We will not

urge all the other improbabilities to which

this interpretation of the learned writer is ex-

posed.

And these are the explanations over which

one hears exclamations of triumph, as if the

Messianic application of this wonderful proph-

ecy had been comp'etely and deservedly re-

futed by modern science ! These attempts, so

evidently vain, constitute the most complete

demonstration possible of the absolute impos-

sibility, according to any Impartial exegesis,

of applying this prophetic cycle of the 70 weeks

to any other period than that which elapsed

between the restoration of Jerusalem and the

advent of the Christ—of Him who, as Daniel

says, "is to finish the transgression, and to

make an end of sins, and to make reconcilia-

tion for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting

righteousness, and to seal up the vision and

prophecy, and to anoint the most holy" (9 : 24).

Godet.

The twenty-fourth verse belongs to the most
profound and glorious passages in the Old

Testament ; and if anywhere these have a

Messianic signification, it is here. The angel

wislicG at first to give the prophet the general

impression that his hopes and prayers for the

Messiah will be fulfilled in a much later period

Ihan he expected. The 70 years of exile were

indeed, as he had confessed in his prayer,

a punishment for the sins of the people, yet

not a perfect satisfaction for them before God.

God would certainly visit Israel with His re-

deeming mercy, but the full atonement and

forgiveness of sin, the eternal and everlast-

ing restoration of the normal state between

Gild and sinners (righteousness), would come
only after 70 prophetic weeks. The sacrifice

by which this atonement for sin would be

made is pointed out in the twenty-sixth verse

by the expression, "Messiah shall he cut

off ;" with this also is connected the expression

in the twenty-seventh verse, " He shall confirm

the covenant with many," and the prophecy,

that the sacrifices of the Old Testament, both

with and without blood (" sacrifice and obla-

tion"), shall cease. Thus the angel presents to

the prophet in these expressions a connected

chain, each link of which bears, upholds and

explains the other, and which, taken aggre-

gately, represents the Messiah as the perfect

sin-offering of the covenant.

Finally, to take a brief survey of the entire

prophecy, the prophet has indeed received

strength and consolation only for the near

future, which was the special object of his in-

tercessory prayer. It is true that Jerusalem

will be rebuilt, and that the people will be

permitted to return from the Captivity ; but

this restoration is merely temporary, and is

succeeded by many centuries of affliction. For

the more distant future, Daniel receives, on the

one hand, a consolatory disclosure concerning

the appearance of the Messiah, who brings

unto many the full salvation of the new cove-

nant ; but, on the othjr hand, disclosures con-

cerning the destruction of the city and the

sanctuary, because Israel rejects its Messiah,

and which must affect Him deeply and pain-

fully. The restoration of Jerusalem will not,

therefore, be of long continuance, but, on the

contrary, a new exile is to be expected. Yet,

for the far distant time, the angel does not

leave the prophet without a ray of hope for

Israel and Jerusalem. Thus he received in

some measure the consolation he had sought in

his prayer regarding the future of his people.

Gabriel begins the twenty-fourth verse with

exceedingly precious promises, and from behind

the dark clouds of night which cover the hori-

zon, a glimmering ray of light shines through

in blessed presentiment. Auberlen.
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RecapitnlaUon of the Chnjitcr.

Daniel knew that Jeremiah had fixed seventy

years as the length of the duration of the Exile.

But the date from which to calculate was

not determined ; for there had been several

deportations. Daniel, however, could not

doubt that the end must be near ; and his

prayer was at that verj' time hastening on tlie

desired event. Gabriel, the interpreter of the

Divine mercies, appears to him and announces

that the return is indeed very near, but that

that event will by no means coincide, as Israel

imagines, with the coming of the Messiah.

God's people have still long and grievous peri-

ods to go through, before they will reach the

goal so impatiently expected. The heavenly

messenger, in the first place, marks out dis-

tinctly the whole of the period which is to in-

tervene between the return from the Captivity

and the coming of Christ. It was to be a vast

cycle uf seventy weeks of years ; exactly seven

times as long as the Captivity had lasted ; as

if God wished to say to His people :
" Add to

that long period of exile seven times its own
Itngtli, and you will have an idea of the length

of the interval whicli still separates you from

the moment which you tliink so near." These

six expressions, of which the first three de-

scribe the complete abolition of sin, the three

last the perfect realization of righteousness on

the earth, can only relate to the consummation

of the Divine work—the time of the Messiah.

Seven tiines seventy years—tliat is to say, four

hundred and ninety yoars, or about five cen-

turies—such, to speak generallj', is the measure

of the cycle which comprehends the remainder

of the history of Israel between the return from

the Captivity and the kingdom of God. We
know that the edict of Cyrus was issued in the

year B.C. 536. There is, then, evidently an ap-

proximative coincidence between the prophetic

cycle and the historic period whicli answers

to it. After this first summary statement, the

general cycle is subdivided (verses 25-27) into

three subordinate periods. Tlie first is reck-

oned at seven weeks—thaX is, forty-nine years,

or very nearly half a century. This number
stands for the period of the restoration—that is

to say, the time of the rebuilding of the tem-

ple, of the holy city, and of its walls. The
second subdivision is sixty-two weeks, four

hundred and thirty-four years, about four cen-

turies and a half. This number has no special

value of its own. It is merely the result of

the subtraction of the numbers of the first and

thii-d subdivisions from that of the total period.

It is the measure of the time of mnintenance of

the restored people, of that long state of almost

constant warfare for Israel during the great

political convulsions which followed the na-

tional restoration. The third subdivision only

includes one single week, seven years ; this is

the closing period, the time of the advent and

work of the Messiah ; the number seven marks

the peculiar sacredness of this final period. In

the midst of this notable week the Messiah

disappeaas ; for one part of the nation the cove

nant is cpnfirmed and renewed by His death ;

but for the mass of the people, sacrifice is for-

ever abolished, and that final ruin decreed

which was to be consummated by a foreign in-

vasion. It is evident that here we are dealing

with vast cycles, like those with wliich the mind
of Daniel had been familiarized by his astro-

nomical studies. Revelation adapts itself to

the conceptions of those who are to be its or-

gans. But we must not expect history to bind

itself slavishly to the exactness of those mathe-

matical definitions of which the laws are of a

different kind. History is the domain of hu-

man liberty ; it cannot be controlled by the

rhythm of the sacred numbers, three, seven,

and ten. Godet.

We have here a most remarkable prophecy,

delivered above five hundred years before the

event, which, besides what it declares of the

Messiah's salvation, as finishing transgression,

and introducing the everlasting righteousness,

contains a variety of most important circum-

stances, all future at the time when Daniel

wrote. The following public facts are ex-

pressly noted. The commandment to build the

city. The building of it. The character of

the times during which this was to take place.

The coming of the Messiah. The time that

was to elapse after the return of the Jews from

the captivity of Babylon till His appearance.

The express application of the term Messiah,

which is the same as Christ. His dying a vio-

lent death : He shall be cut off, but not for Him-
self—that is to say, not for His sins, but for the

sins of men. His making atonement for sin.

His putting an end to the legal sacrifices. His

introducing the everlasting righteousness.

The closing up of prophecy. Its consumma-
tion, in His confirmation of it with many who
should accede to it. The destruction of the

city and temple. The signal nature of that de-

struction. The times when all these tilings

should take place specified in their distinct

periods. All this received an exact accom-

plishment. The commandment to build the

city was given to Ezra by Artaxerxes i:i the
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seventh year of his reign, and is recorded in

the Biiok of Ezra, and the building of the city

was effected. At the set time Jesus Christ,

pointed out as the Messiali by a variety of

other prophecies, appeared. He was put to

death, yet many became His disciples, with

whom He confirmed His covenant. The time

of the law and the prophets came to an end
;

and the legal sacrifices lost their obligation and

efficacy. Soon after, Jerusalem and the temple

were destroyed as by an inundation. The sac-

rifices then ceased to be offered, even in form.

From that day to the present the Jews have

been an.xiously desirous to renew them ; but

Jerusalem being the only place where these

could be offered, and it having been ever since

in the hands of their enemies, this has been

totally out of their power. Edwards.

DANIEL, CHAPTERS X., XI. 1.

10 : 1 In the third year of Cyrus king of Persia a thing was revealed unto Daniel, whose

name was called Belteshazzar ; and the thing was true, even a great warfare : and he under-

2 stood the thing, and had understanding of the vision. In those days I Daniel was mourning

3 three whole weeks. I ate no pleasant bread, neither came flesh nor wine in my mouth,

4 neither did I anoint m3'self at all, till three whole weeks were fulfilled. And in the four and

twentieth day of the first month, as I was by the side of the great river, which is Hiddekel,

5 1 lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and behold a man clothed in linen, whose loins were girded

6 with pure gold of Uphaz : his body also was like the beryl, and his face as the appearance

of lightning, and his eyes as lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in colour to bur-

7 nished brass, and the voice of his words like the voice of a multitude. And I Daniel alone

saw the vision : for the men that were with me saw not the vision ; but a great quaking fell

8 upon them, and they fled to hide themselves. So I was left alone, and saw this great vision,

and there remained no strength in me : for ray comeliness was turned in me into corruption,

9 and I retained no strength. Yet heard I the voice of his words : and when I heard the voice

of his words, then was I fallen into a deep sleep on my face, with my face toward the

10 ground. And, behold, a hand touched me, which set me upon my knees and upon the palms

11 of my hands. And he said unto me, O Daniel, thou man greatly beloved, understand the

words that I speak unto thee, and stand upright ; for unto thee am I now sent : and when
13 he had spoken this word unto me, I stood trembling. Then said he unto me. Fear not,

Daniel ; for from the first day that thou didst set thine heart to understand, and to humble

13 thyself before thy God, thy words were heard : and I am come for thy words' sake. But

the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one and twenty days ; but, lo, Michael,

one of the chief princes, came to help me ; and I remained there with the kings of Persia.

14 Now I am come to make thee understand what shall befall thy people in the latter days :

13 for the vision is yet for many days. And when he had spoken unto me according to these

16 words, I set my face toward the ground, and was dumb. And, behold, one like the simili-

tude of the sons of men touched my lips : then I opened my mouth, and spake and said

unto hira that stood before me, O my lord, by reason of the vision my sorrows are turned

17 upon me, and I retain no strength. For how can the servant of this my lord talk with this

my lord ? for as for u\e, straightway there remained no strength in me, neither was there

18 breath left in me. Then there touched me again one like the appearance of a man, and he

19 strengthened me. And he said, O man greatly beloved, fear not : peace be unto thee, be

strong, yea, be strong. And when he spake unto me, I was strengthened, and said. Let my
20 lord speak ; for thou hast strengthened me. Then said he, Knowest thou wherefore I am

come unto thee ? and now will I return to fight with tlie prince of Persia : and when I go

21 forth, lo, the prince of Greece shall come. But I will tell thee that which is inscribed in the

writing of truth : and there is none that holdeth with me against these, but Michael youi

11:1 prince. And as for me, in the first year of Darius the Mede, I stood up to confirm and

strengthen him.
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Cliaps. 10-12 fora a section of thiin-

selvcs. They oi-cujiy the position naturally

assigncil to them by their date (10 : 1) and by

their contents ; in the latter point being a devel-

opment of the propliecies contained in chaps.

8 and 9. The section may be conveniently

divided into three parts : the first, an introduc-

tion (10 : I ; 11 : 1) giving details of the cir-

cumstances connected with the vision and the

mode of its communication ; tlic second (11 : 2-

45), the revelation of leading events in the his-

tory of the great southern and northern pow-

ers, and of the Old Testament Antichrist ; the

third (12), the victory and deliverance of God's

people in Messianic times ; accompanied by
some words of comfort specially applicable to

Daniel himself.

The revelation—like those in chaps. 7 and 3

—is communicated to the prophet by an angel.

The vision itself is not one of monster beasts

or of ram and goat, but of a " man ;" the de-

scription of whom is given in language which

recalls the language used in the description of

the Ancient of Days (7 : 9). B. C.

The vision of tlie eighth chapter is described

more fully and circumstantially in the second

revelation, contained in chaps. 10-12. These

chapters bear the same relation to the eighth

as the seventh to the second. The prophecy

itself is contained in the eleventh chapter, the

tenth forming the prologue, the twelfth the

epilogue.

The tenth chapter is as peculiar a phenom-

enon in Holy Scripture as the eleventh, and

these two remarkable phenomena, unique in

their kind, are connected not only outwardly,

but also inwardly. Their relation to each other

is that of the future and the invisible. It

strengthened and elevated the people of God to

be permitted to view the future in a prophecy

during their heavy afflictions ; bur. it was
equally strengthening and elevating for them
to have their eye directed to the mighty cham-

pions and allies which they possessed in the

world of spirits. As Paul excites the Ephe-

sians to an earnest struggle against sin, by re-

minding them that they have to " wrestle not

with flesh and blood alone, but with principali-

ties and powers," so Daniel was conunandcd to

inspire his people with courage and persever

anee in their struggle with the world, by show-

ing them that principalities and powers also are

leagued against the world in its opposition to

God. Aubei-len.

Chap. 10. This entire cluiptcr is introduc-

tory to the fourth and last of the visions, the

vision proper occupying tlie two remaining

chapters. This introduction is very full on

the points of the prophet's overwhelming agi-

tation, grief and physical prostration ; the re-

newed ministries of his revealing angel to com-

fort and strengthen him ; certain remarkable

yet little known conflicts between the angel-

guardians of the Jews and other angels stand-

ing in perhaps analogous relations toward

other kingdoms—coupled with several intima-

tions that the matters to be revealed relate to

long and grievous wars, some of which would

befall Daniel's people in future years.

1. The third year of Cyrus is the latest

known date in the life of Daniel. Chap. 1 : 31

states that "he continued to the first year of

the reign of Cyrus ;" but docs not saj' he died

then ; does not deny that he lived longer.

That passage may mean only that he continued

so long in active public service. He is now far

advanced iu age, it being not far from seventy-

four years since he was brouglit, a captive

youth, from Jerusalem to Babylon. H. C.

That Daniel was still found at Babylon in

the third year of Cyrus instead of returning to

"the city Jerusalem, the holy mountain"

(9 : 16), will not be felt a serious difficulty.

Daniel was very old ; and the journey would

have been such as few at his advanced age

could have undertaken with safety. He may
have felt that by remaining in exile he would

be of greater service, comparatively speaking,

than if he revisited the land of his fathers.

Kranichfeld (p. 341) has well pointed out that

had the Book of Daniel been written in the

Maccabean period, the author would never

have miule the mistake of making Daniel so

(apparently) indifferent to national and patri-

otic considerations. B. C.

2, 3. So deeply affected was he with tlie

anticipation of these things, even before they

were definitely revealed. But it should be re-

membered that he has had the same general

subject before his mind in at least two pre-

vious visions, tliose of chaps. 7 and 8. In both

those visions the wars to be waged by the little

horn against the saints of the Most Higli had

been the leading theme, and had manifestly

impressed his mind powerfully. Now, even

before the details of this vision commence, his

mind again comes under the strong impression

of those scenes, and the deep fountains of his

grief are broken up.

4-6. The river Hiddekel is better known as

the Tigris. The personage described here was

his angel-interpreter in human form, and in his

whole appearance, splendid, majestic, awe-in-

spiring. Of the two usual Hebrew words for
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man, tlie one used here is that wliich involves

most dignity. 'J'he other suggests fraiity and

mortality from the dust of the earth.

7. Daniel only saw the vision. His atten-

dants did not see it, but were impressed with

a sense of something supernatural, and hence

were aflfrighted and fled to hide themselves.

Similar phenomena occurred in the conversion

of Saul. He heard audible words ; his atten-

dants heard a noise, but no words. The Spirit

manifests Himself to whom He will. Daniel

was powerfully affected. H. C.

8. Man is no better than a leaf driven by the

wind, until he has conquered his lonely duties.

This makes a man—the habit of confronting

great things in solitude, and chiefly the habit

of conversing with God alone, and of filling

the soul with His strength. For, remember,

the man who is a stranger to these habits of

solitude is neither his own master nor the pos-

sessor of his own house. He owns a great

house, a wonderful house, and an eternal

house ; but it is shut up and locked, and he

lives outside, " until in his solitude he join

God unto himself." J. Pulsford.

II, 12. As Gabriel touched the prophet on

a former occasion (chap. 9 : 21), and with a

similar assurance (verse 23) of his being " great-

ly beloved, "it has been suppcsed that the same
angel appeared to him in this manner. It was
a cheering intimation that he was heard from

the first day when he devoted himself to sacred

study and humiliation ; and his conduct fur-

nishes an example wortliy of imitation, of dili-

gent inquirj' into the oracles of God and the

mind of the Spirit. There is no part of Scrip-

ture which does not deserve and demand in-

vestigation, and he who dictated these pages

will, if we seek His illuminations, guide us

into the knowledge of their contents. ^Vhen
the angel says, " understand the words that I

speak unto thee," it implies that they would
not at first be obvious, but, like all important,

and especially all figurative, communications

respecting futurity and the government of

God, would demand patient, serious and per-

severing research. We ought not assuredly to

rest contented with a general or superficial ac-

quaintance with Scripture, but feel it an in-

cumbent duty to dig deep into the mines of

revelation, and we shall certainly be repaid

with the rich and abundant ores of heavenly

wisdom. Let us remember that the profound

est humility accompanied, in the case of Dan-
iel, the most anxious investigation, for he " set

his heart to understand," and at the same time

"chastened himself before God ;" and let us

also remember that it i.j in immediate :

tiou with this devout and inquiring spirit that

he is called " greatly beloved." F. A. Cox.

12. Prayer brings vividly before us and it

harmonizes the two worlds to which we belong

—tile physical world, with its unchanging and

beneficent sternness ; the spiritual world, with

its immeasurable potencies of free activity.

We, at once creatures of time and heirs of eter-

nity, come before God as those who are made
capable of such approach, and who seek to use

the prerogative of our nature. We, with our

imperfect estimate of righteousness, limited by
outward tests, with our narrow wisdom fash-

ioned on fragmentary experiences, with our

wayward love swayed to and fro with gusts of

feeling, cast ourselves upon Him who is in-

finite righteousness and wisdom and love. His

discipline is that to which we desire to con-

form ourselves ; His counsel is that which we
in our hearts strive to serve ; His compassion

is that which we in our truest moments seek

to reflect. So we lay all our weaknesses, all

our thoughts, all our aspirations, before Him,
and in that very act we know that our prayer

is heard and answered, and then we can go
back to our work to realize alike in failure and

in success the certainty of His promise :
" All

things whatsoever ye pray and ask for, believe

that 3'e have received them, and ye shall re-

ceive them." Bp. Westcott.

13. The tenth chapter opens to us marvel-

lous glimpses into the invisible spiritual world,

which forms the background of the world's

history. Nor is this without analogy in Holy
Scripture (Job 1:7; 2:1, etc.; Zech. 3 : 1. 3

;

Jude 9 ; Rev. 12 : 7, etc.) ; but nowhere else

are the revelations so clear and comprehensive.

The general truth, that the angels are minis-

tering organs of the Divine providence and

government, is frequently, and in detail, as-

serted and proved by Holy Scripture, but,

above all, in the two Apocalyptic books, in

which the curtain that hides from us the in-

visible world is drawn aside. The Scriptures

recognize the eflicacy of angels in the whole

life of nature, even in ordinary and regular

natural phenomena (John 5:4; Heb. 1:7;
Rev. 7:1-3; 14 : 8 ; 16 : 5). And not only in

nature, but in history also, for which our chap-

ter is the classical passage. We see here indi-

vidual angels standing at the head of individ-

ual kingdoms of the world
;
we see opposed

to them, at the head of the Israelitish Theoc-

racy, Michael, one of the first princes. In al-

liance with him, and opposed to the spirits of

the world, there is another angel, Gabriel,
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whose object 13 to promote the realization of

God's phin of salvation in the heathen world.

It is natural that this angel should be sent to

reveal to Daniel the fate which the powera of

the world were preparing for the people of

God. He lets the prophet catch a glimpse of

the invisible struggles between the princes of

the angels, in which it is decided who is to ex-

ert the determining influence on the worldly

monarch, whether the god-opposed spirit of

this world, or the good spirit, whose aim it is

to further the interests of God's kingdom. Wc
are wont to speak in a spiritualizing way of a

struggle between the good and the evil spirit

in man ; Hoh- Scripture teaches us to regard

such a struggle as real and substantial. (Cf.

1 Sam. 16 : 13-15 ; 1 K. 22 : 22.) The Satanic

influences of which we have more particular

knowledge, through the language of .Jesus and

His apostles, are essentially not different from

this. The liberty of human actions is not

hereby taken away ; for the spirits exercise no

compelling influence on men's hearts. The
question about the relation of the Divine gov-

ernment to human liberty rather loses than

gains in diSiculty, when we take the element

of angelic ministry into consideration.

That glorious angel who appears to Daniel

tells him that for twenty-one days he struggled

with the angel at the hemi of the Persian mon-

archy and that finaily, by Michael's help, he

subdued him and obtained superiority over the

Persian king. But he informed him also that

he had to enter upon a further struggle with

that Pereian angel, and that this would be suc-

ceeded by one with the Grecian, which, as he

lets him dimly see, would not, for all the help

of Michael, be equally victorious. These

events in the world of angels will be better un-

derstood, when viewed in connection with the

revelations concerning the future which follow

in the eleventh chapter. While the Persian

kingdom endures, the spirit of the world-pow-

er, hostile to God and His people, will be re-

strained and subdued, so that the Persian kings

will follow the good spirit and be favorable to

Israel. But with the Greek kingdom there

will come a change. During its dominion the

people of the covenant will have to suffer

much froni the wars of the Ptolemies and Se-

leucidiB ; and it is out of this kingdom that the

arch-enemy shall arise. AuherUn.

Three among the archangels, or chief among
the angels. Scripture designates by name, two
among the elect, one among the fallen angels.

The two first are called Michael and Gabriel,

names which express in human language the

oflices which they ful.ll in the creation of God.

The meaning of the word Michael is. Who u
like unto God? In him wc behold the being

who is placed at the very summit of the scale

of living creatures. One thought and feeling

alone absorbs him, and makes the sum of his

being—that of the immeasurable distance which
separates him from the Creator. Himself at

the very summit of all, he feels more than all

others his own nothingness. Zeal for the glory

of God, whom he atlores while veiling himself,

is the spring of his activity, the very principle

of his existence. From this feeling arises the

nature of the work he has to do, which is to

overthrow everything that dares to make itself

equal with God, or to oppose itself to Him,

paganism in particular, under all its various

forms. In the Old as in the New Testament,

Michael appears as, the protector of Israel, and

the champion of Monotheism (of which this

people was the depositary), and as the van-

quisher of Satan, and the destro}'er of his

works. This archangel thus fitly preludes the

final work of the Messiah as the Judge of the

world.

The meaning of the name Gabriel, the sec-

ond archangel of light, is tlie strong man, or

Ood's hero. In him we see the active executor

of God's designs for the salvation of men.

While Michael is occupied iu overthrowing all

that opposes God, Gabriel hastens the realiza-

tion of His plans. It is he who appears to

Daniel to announce to him the return from the

captivity, and to fix the time for the still dis-

tant advent of the Messiah ; it is he who, in

the New Testament, announces to JIary the

birth of the Saviour of the world. Gabriel is

the heavenly eM«(7C?»«i/ he preludes the work

of the Messiah as the Saviour of the world.

In the end of time the relation between men
and angels, first contracted at the creation, and

made more intimate during their development,

will be sealed by a supreme event. On the

one hand, Paul says that men " will judge

angels"

—

i.e., holy men will judge the rebel

angels ; on the other hand, the angels will sift

the tares from the wheat among mankind, gar-

nering up the former, and burning the latter
;

such is the declaration of Jesus. And after

each of these two classes of beings shall have

thus rendered homage to the Divine holiness

in the presence of the other, the end of God's

dispensations to both will be realized. He who
has determined to " gather together in one all

things in Christ, both which are iu heaven and

which are in earth," will join both n.en and

angels in one under this single Head.



Tliat was a magnificent duet which resound-

ed in the Church when, for tlie first time, the

believers from aming thj Jews, aud the con-

verts from among tlie Gentiles, united their

voices to sing the new song, the hymn of sal-

vation. They both celebrated the marvellous

works of God, but each in his own manner
;

the former praising Him above all things for

Wis faithfulness in the fulfilment of the prom-

ises made to their fathers ; the latter publish-

ing His mercy toward the people to whom Hj
had promised notliiug, but who, whatever

might be tlieir unworthiness, had notwith-

standing received all. But even more rich and

sublime will be the hymn with which the elect

angels and glorified men will celebrate together

tlie work of God ; the former announcing the

faithfulness of the Most High which so mag-

nificently rewards their own faithfulness ; the

latter, in a graver tone and more restrained

accent, as becomes beings whose song is born

amid tears, glorifying the grace of Him who
can blot out even unfaithfulness ; those setting

bafore us men, by their example, that ladder

of light upon which it is possible to ascend to

God without once departing from the truth, to

attain to perfection not without trial but with-

out falling, to realize progress in pure good

—

thus glorifying the holiness and the trutli of

that God who does not permit that sin should

ever appear to be necessary or even in itself

useful ; and, on the other side, we men re-

sponding to them, and pointing in deep hu-

mility to the dark abysses of sin into which we
had thrown ourselves, but from which the

hand of God has drawn us by unparalleled

marvels—thus glorifying in their eyes that

grace which "where sin abounded did much
more abound," and which, in thus transform-

ing even evil into good, has accomplished the

greatest of all miracles. Prom the midst of

the two races, henceforth to forni nut one,

there will then rise that united hymn (last

word of the history of free beings), of which

the song of the angels and of the sliepherds on

Christmas Eve was the prelude :
" Praise be

to God and to the Lamb who sitteth upon the

throne ! Alleluia I" Oodct.

14. This statement h of prime importance

as giving a clew to the interpretation of this

prophec}'. It positively aftirms that this proph-

ecy (chaps. 1 1 and 13) relates to the fortunes of

the Jews, Daniel's own people, in future times.

How far down in the future cannot be definitely

determined from this general expression, " in

the latter days." There are instances in which

this phrase refers to the times of the Messiah,

the Gospel age of the world

—

e.g., Isa. 3 : 2

and Micah 4 : 1. But there are also other

instances in which it refers to events far less

Temote—e.g., Gen. 49 : 1, which looks to the

various fortunes of the tribes, mostlj' long

prior to the Gospel age. Also Num. 24 : 14,

the outlook of Balaam, which primarily goes

not beyond the overthrow of Moab by David.

H. C.

19. He silenced his fears and encouraged his

hopes with good and comfortable words. He
said unto him, Pear not, Daniel (verse 12).

And again (verse 19), O man greatly beloved,

fear not, peace be unto thee ; be strong, yea,

be strong. Never did any tender mother quiet

her child, when anything had grieved or fright-

ened it, witli more coznpasslon and affection

than the angel here quieted Daniel. Those

that are beloved of God have no reason to be

afraid of any evil
;

peace is to them ; God
Himself speaks peace to them ; and they ought

upon the warrant of that to speak peace to

tliemselves ; and that peace, that joy of the

Lord, will be their strength. Will God plead

against us with His great power, will He take

the advantage against us of our being over-

come by His terror ? No, but He will put

strength into us (Job 23 : 6). So He did into

Daniel here, when, by reason of the lustre of

the vision, no strength of his own remained in

him ; and he acknowledges it. When he had

spoken to me, I was strengthened. God by
His word puts life and strength and spirit into

His people ; for if He says. Be strong, power

goes along with the word. And nosv that

Daniel li-is experienced the efficacy of God's

strengthening word and grace, he is ready for

anything. " Now, let my lord speak, and I

can hear it, I can bear it, and am ready to do

according to it, for thou hast strengthened

me." To those that (like Daniel here) have no

might, God increases streiigtli (Isa. 40 : 39).

Aud we cannot keep up our communion with

God but by strength derived fr.jm Him ; but

when He is pleased to put strength into us, we
must make a good use of it, and say, Speak,

Lord, for Thy servant hears. Let God enable us

to comply with His will, and then, whatever it

is, we will stand complete in it. Give what

thou commandest, and then command what

tliou wilt. H.

20. The hostility toward God's people which

the " prince of Persia and the prince of Grecia"

showed, is illustrated historically in the oppo-

sition and hindrances endured by the Jews at

Jerusalem, not only during the reigns of Darius

Hystaspes, Xerxes and Artaxerxes (Ezra and
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Nelicm. passim), but nlso,

gree, in th;it of Alexiinde

a, less tle-

liis succes-

tion forms one connected whole, and to lie un-

derstood nuist be read reganlless of the current

21. The " scripture of truth" is the title for

the ensuing section. It not only expresses the

Divine record, whose characteristic is faithful-

ness and " truth," particularly in relation to

religious truth and the true announcement of

the future ; but it is here used with an implied

contrast to the records and books of Babylonia

and Persia familiar to the prophet—neilher im-

perishable nor true ; and with evident refer-

ence to the " true thing" (verse 1) and " the

truth" of previous visions.

11:1. The opening verse of chap. 11 is

usually connected with 10 : 31, rather than with '

11 : 3. The division into chaps. 10, 11, 13 is

unfortunate and inconvenient. The whole sec-

Iii the fint year of Darius . . . even I, stood

. . . Mm. The " him" is not Darius, but Mi-

chael (10:31); literally the verse runs "my
standing was to confirm." etc. There is prob

ably an allusion to the then—" in the first year

of Darius," after the fall of Bab3'lon—uncertain

po^iJon which Darius would take with regard

to the people of Israel. The history of chap. 6

shows ho«w precarious was the position of the

greal men of the Jewish race ; here it is inti-

mated that the angelic powers of Israel strength-

ened each other against the " prince of Persia."

Angelic interference was exercised in behalf of

Daniel (6 : 32), and had continued, and would

still continue. B. C.

DANIEL, CHAPTER XI. 3-45.

And now will I shew thee the truth. Behold, there shall stand up yet three kings in

Persia ; and the fourth shall be far richer than the}' all : and when he is waxed strong

through his riches, he snail stir up all against the realm of Grreeee. And a mighty king

shall stand up, that shall rule with great dominion, and do according to his will. And when
he shall stand up, his kingdom shall be broken, and shall be divided toward the four winds

of heaven ; but not to his posterity, nor according to his dominion wherewith he ruled ; for

his kingdom shall be plucked up, even for others beside these. And the king of the south

shall be strong, and one of his princes ; and he shall be strong above him, and have dominion
;

his dominion shall be a great dominion. And at the end of years they shall join themselves

together ; and the daughter of the king of the south shall come to the king of the north to

make an agreement : but she shall not retain the strength of her arm ; neither shall he stand.

nor his arm ; but she shall bo given up, and they that brought her, and he that begat her,

and he that strengthened her in those times. But out of a shoot from her roots shall one

stand up in his place, which shall come unto the army, and shall enter into the fortress of

the king of the north, and shall deal against them, and shall prevail : and also their gods,

with their molten images, and with their goodly vessels of silver and of gold, shall he carr3'

captive into Egypt ; and he shall refrain some years from the king of the north. And he

shall come into the realm of the king of the south, but he shall return into his own land.

And his sons shall war, and shall assemble a multitude of great forces, which shall come on,

and overfljw, and pass through : and tiiey shall return and war, even to his fortress. And
the king of the south shall be moved with choler, and shall come forth and fight with him,

even with the king of the north : and he shall set forth a great multitude, and the multitude

shall be given into his hand. Ami the multitude shall be lifted up, and his heart shall be

exalted : and he shall cast down tens of thousands, but he shall not prevail. And the king

of the north shall return, and shall set forth a multitude greater than the former ; and he

shall come on at the end of the times, even o/yeare, with a great army and with much sub-

stance. And in those times there shall many stand up against the king of the south : also the

children of the violent among tliy people shall lift themselves up to establish the vision
; but

they shall fall. So the king of the north shall come, and cast up a mount, and tnke a well

fenced city : and the arms of the south shall not withstand, neither his chosen people, neither
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16 shall there be any strength to withstand. Bat he that Cometh against liim shall do accord-

ing to his own will, and none shall stand before him : and he shall stand in the glorious land.

17 and in his hand shall be destruction. And he shall set his face to come with the strength or

his whole kingdom, and upright ones with him ; and he shall do Ms pleasure : and he shall

give him the daughter ot women, to corrupt her ; but she shall not stand, neither be for him.

18 After this shall he turn his face unto the isles, and shall take many : but a prince shall cause

the reproach offered by him to cease
;
yea, moreover, he shall cause his reproach to turn

19 upon him. Then he shall turn his face toward the fortresses of his own land : but he shall

20 stumble and fall, and shall not be found. Then shall stand up in his place one that shall

cause an exactor to pass through the glory of the kingdom : but within few days he shall be

31 destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle. And in his place shall stand up a contemptible

person, to whom they had not given the honour of the kingdom : but he shall come in time

23 of security, and shall obtain the kingdom by flatteries. And with the arms of a flood shall

they be swept away from before him, and shall be broken
;

j'ea, also the prince of the cove-

23 nant. And after the league made with him he shall work deceitfully : for he shall come up,

24 and shall become strong, with a small people. In time of security shall he come even upon
the fattest places of the province ; and he shall do that which his fathers have not done, nor

his fathers' fathers ; he shall scatter among them prey, and spoil, and substance : yea, he

25 shall devise his devices against the strong holds, even for a time. And he shall stir up his

power and his courage agaiust the king of the south with a great army; and the king of the

south shall war in battle with an exceeding great and mighty army : but he shall not stand,

26 for they shall devise devices against him. Yea, they that eat of his meat shall destroy him,

27 and his army shall overflow: and many shall fall down slain. And as for both these kings,

their hearts shall be to do mischief, and they shall speak lies at one table : but it shall uot

28 prosper ; for yet the end shall be at the time appointed. Then shall he return into his land

with great substance ; and his heart shall be against the holy covenant ; and he shall do ?ds

29 pleasure, and return to his own land. At the time appointed he shall return, and come into

33 the south ; but it shall not be in the latter time as it was in the former. For ships of Kittim

shall come against him ; therefore he shall be grieved, and shall return, and have indignation

against the holy covenant, and shall do his pleasure : he shall even return, and have regard

31 unto them that forsake the holy covenant. And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall

profane the sanctuary, even the fortress, and shall take away the continual burnt offering,

33 and they shall set up the abomination that maketh desolate. And such as do wickedly

against the covenant shall he pervert by flatteries : but the people that know their God shall

33 be strong, and do exploits. And they that be wise among the people shall instruct many :

34 yet they shall fall by the sword and by flame, by captivity and by spoil, manxj days. Now
when they shall fall, they shall be holpen with a little help : but many shall join themselves

35 unto them with flatteries. And some of them that be wise shall fall, to refine them, and to

purify, and to make them white, even to the time of the end : because it is yet for the time

36 appointed. And the king shall do according to his will ; and he shall exalt himself, and

magnify himself above every god, and shall speak marvellous things against the God of

gods : and he shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished ; for that which is deter-

37 mined shall be done. Neither shall he regard the gods of his fathers, nor the desire of

38 women, nor regard any god : for he shall magnify himself above all. But in his place shall

he honour the god of fortresses : and a god whom his fathers knew not shall he honour with

39 gold, and silver, and with precious stones, and pleasant things. And he shall deal with the

strongest fortresses by the help of a strange god ; whosoever acknowledgeth him he will in-

crease with glory : and he shall cause them to rule over many, and shall divide the land for

40 a price. And at the time of the end shall the king of the south contend with him : and the

king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horse-

men, and with manj' ships ; and he shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and

41 pass through. He shall enter also into the glorious land, and many countries shall be over-

thrown : but these shall be delivered out of his hand, Edora, and Moab, and the chief of the

42 children of Ammon. He shall stretch forth his hand also upon the countries : and the land

43 of Egypt shall not escape. But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of silver,

and over all the precious things of Egypt : and the Libyans and the Ethiopians shall be

44 at his steps. But tidings out of the cast and out of the north shall trouble him : and he
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45 shall go forth with great fury to destroy ami

plant the tents of his palace between the sea :i

come to his end, and none shall help him.

utterly to make away many. And he shall

id the glorious holy mountain
;
yet he shall

Chap. II. The second part of th(' book is

almost exclusively occupied with an account

of the visions vouchsafed to Daniel. In the

eleventh chapter these take the form of a com-

munication made to him by an angel, who re-

lates in detail, as it seems, the history of the

Seleucian kings. There can be no doubt that

this, in any aspect, is one of the most remark-

able chapters of Scripture. If the book is not

genuine, this chapter is the most audacious of

forgeries ; but if genuine, it can only be re-

garded as the most extraordinary of prophecies

—in fact, it may claim to be altogether unique
;

and yet we can only, on the most arbitrary

principles, venture to regard this chapter as

an interpolation, and suppose that it warrants

us in calling in question the integrity of the

book. It is absolutely impossible to sever this

chapter from its surroundings ; it must stand

or fall with the rest of the book. Lcathes.

There is, first, a brief description of the Per-

sian and Greek monarchies (verses 2-4) ; then

follows a sketch of the most important strug-

gles of the Ptolemies and Seleucidie (verses

5-20) ; while a detailed and circumstantial pic-

ture of Antiochus Epiphanes forms the conclu-

sion (verses 21-45). Auberlen. Like theother

visions, this starts with the time then present,

or rather it sets back some four or five years

—

i.e., from the third year of Cyrus (10 : 1) to the

first year of Darius, his immediate predecessor,

who reigned two years. The prophecy proper

begins with verse 2 at the point then present :

" There shall stand up yet" etc.

—

i.e., after Cy-

rus, then on the throne. Then the course of pro-

phetic thought in the chapter is a rapid sketch

of the Persian kings to Xerxes ; then by a natural

transition to Alexander and his great kingdom
;

then its fourfold division ; then the two of

these four kingdoms, with which alone the

Jews were concerned ; Egypt on the south, and

Syria on the north, running through the his-

tory of ten kings, five of the former kingdom,

and five of the latter, till he reaches Antiochus

Epiphanes in verse 21. He then gives his his-

tory through the chapter to his death (verse

45). H. C.

The eleventh chapter is an enlargement of

the eighth. The disclosures which the latter

contains about Persia and Greece, and the four-

fold division of the great Greek kingdom, are

only mentioned to be used as a connecting link

and starting point for the prophecy, which

now unfolds the future of Egypt and Syria,

the Ptolemies and SeleucicUe, the kings of the

south and the kings of the north. " Daniel,"

says Luther, " now leaves the two kingdoms
of Asia and Grecia, and takes up the two of

Syria and Egypt. For the Jewish country

licth between these two, and hath Syria on the

north ftoward midnight], and Egypt on the

south [toward midday], and these two had an

everlasting contest with each other. The Jews,

therefore, placed thus between the door and

the hinge, were sorely tormented on both sides.

Now they fell a prey to Egypt, and anon to

Syria, as the one kingdom or the other got the

better ; and they had to pay dearly for their

neighborhood, as is wont to be in time of war.

Specially when that impious man was king in

Syria, whom histories style Antiochus the

noble ; he assaulted the Jews most fiercely,

and raged and slaughtered like a devil among
them. It was on account of this wretch and

cruel villain that the vision was given, to com-

fort the Jews, whom he was to plague with all

kinds of plagues."

It is, moreover, worthy of remark that we do
not find . Syria and the individual kingdoms

mentioned by name, any more than Rome. As
3-et these kingdoms lay quite beyond the his-

torical horizon of Daniel ; the angel, therefore,

could not designate them by their names. Rome
was separated from Daniel by space ; an inde-

pendent Syrian kingdom, by time. Syria, al-

ready conquered by the Assyrians (2 K. 16 : 9 ;

Isa. 8:4; Amos 1 : 5), belonged afterward as a

province to the kingdoms of Babylon, Persia

and Greece successively, and was a very unim-

portant country in the time of Daniel. If our

book had been written so late as the time of the

Maccabees, it would be difficult to assign a rea-

son why Syria is not mentioned by name as

well as Greece ; nay, it might be expected that

Syria should be mentioned, even though Greece

was not. This circumstance must be regarded

as one of those minute and fine features which,

because of their very insignificance and second-

ary position, are, to the unprejudiced student,

the most eloquent witnesses for the antiquity

and authenticity of a book. It cannot be main-

tained by our opponents that the Maccabean

authors omitted to name Syria for fear of An-

tiochus, since country and king for that time

are so minutely sketched as to be unmistak-

able. We lay the more stress on this circura-
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stance, as Egypt, Tvhose princes are calkd i:i

opposition to the Sj'riau, Use kings of the south

or midday, is mentioned by name (versos 8, 42).

For this is not onlj' the old monarchy well

known to the Israelites, but at the time Daniel

received this revelation it was still an inde-

pendent and even flourishing kin^rdom ; nor

was it till ten years later that it was conquered

by Cambyses and annexed to Persia. Tlie

designation, kings of the north and kings of

the south, is given from Palestine being the

standpoint Of all the predictions contained

in the Holy Scripture, this is doubtless the most

special and minute, and in order not to be

offended at this prophecy, it is necessary to be-

lieve in the omniscience aad real revelation of

God in the prophetic word. Auberlen.

2. Behold, there shall stand vp. Tlie angel

first prophesies of the Persian empire, which

was then subsisting. " There shall stand up

yet," that is, after Cyrus, the founder of the

empire, who was then reigning, " three kings

in Persia;" these were Cambyses. Smerdis the

Magian, and Darius, the son of Hystaspes.
" And tlie fourth shall be far richer than they

all." The fourth after Cyrus was Xerxes ; of

whom Justin trulj' remarks, that his riches were

so abundant, that when rivers were dried up

by his army, yet his wealth remained unex-

hausted. " And by his strength through his

riches he shall stir up all," both subjects and

allies, "against the realm of Grecia." The

expedition of Xer.xes into Greece is one of the

most memorable events in ancient history.

Herodotus affirms that in raising his army he

searched every place of the continent, and com-

putes that the whole number of his armament

amounted to more tlian five millions of men.

After him no mention is here made of any other

king of Persia. "It is to be noted," saith

Jerome, " that the prophet, having enumerated

four kings of the Persians after Cyrus, slippeth

over nine, and passeth to Alexander ; for the

prophetic spirit did not care to follow the order

of history, but only to touch upon the most

famous events." Xerxes was th3 principal au-

thor of the long wars and inveterate hatred be-

tween the Grecians and Persians ; and as he

was the last king of Persia who invaded Greece,

he is the last mentioned. The Grecians then in

their turn invaded Asia ; and Xerxes' expedi-

tion being the most memorable on one side, as

Alexander's was o:i the other, the reigns of

these two are properly connected together.

Bp. Newton. A farther reason may perhaps

be assigned why these kings of Persia only are

mentioned, because they were all that should

reign before Artaxerxes Longimanus, bj' whom
the decree was issued, according to the propli-

cey of the seventy weeks, for rebuilding Jeru-

salem. Wintle.

After the battle of Salamis. the centre of tlie

world-history was no more in the second, but

in the third, the Grecian kingdom. Auberlen.

This setting up of tlie Grecian empire did

greatly prepare the way for Christ's coming,

and setting up His kingdom in the world. Be-

sides these ways, common to the other over-

turnings of the world in this period, that have

been already mentioned, there is one particular

to this revolution which I wguld take notice

of, which did remarkably promote the work of

redemption ; and tliat was that it made the

Greek language common in the world. To
have one common language understood and

used through the greater part of the world was
a thing that did greatly prepare the way for

the setting np of Christ's kingdom. This gave

advantage for spreading the Gospel from one

nation to another, and so through all nations,

with vastly greater ease, than if every nation

had a distinct language, and did not under-

stand each other. After the Grecian empire

was set up many in all these countries well

understood the same language—viz., the Greek

language ; which wonderfully opened the door

for mutual communication between those

churches, so far separated one from another.

And again, the making the Greek language

common through so great a part of the world,

did wonderfully make way for the setting up

of the kingdom of Christ, because it was the

language in which the tfew Testament was to

be originally written. The apostles propagat-

ed the Gospel through many scores of nations
;

and if they could not have understood the

Bible any otherwise than as it was translated

into so many languages, it would have rendered

the spreading of the Gospel vastly more difli-

cull. But by the Greek language being made
common to all, they all understood the New
Testament of Jesus Christ in the language in

which the apostles and evangelists originally

wrote it : so that as soon as ever it was written

by its original penmen, it immediately lay open

to the world in a language that was commonly

understood eveiywliere, as there was no lan-

guage that was so commonly understood in the

world in Christ's and the apostles' times as the

Greek ; the cause of which was the setting up

of the Grecian empire in the world. Edwards.

3. And a niisriity kin;;. That Alexan-

der was " a mighty king" and conqueror ; that

he not only " ruled with great dominion" over
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Greece and tlie whole Persian empire, but like-

wise added India to his conquests ; and that he
" did according to his will," no one, not even

his friends, daring to contradict and oppose

him, or, if they did, like ClitusandCallisthenes,

paying for it with their lives, are facts too well

known to require any particular proof or illus-

tration. Bp. Xewton.

4. His kingdom was plucked up aud torn

into fragments for others to enjoy besides his

own family. All this is a condensed hut accu-

rate epitome of the history of those times, of

which the part relating to Xerxes has been

given with great minuteness by Herodotus

and others ; the part borne by Alexander, by

Arrian, Plutarch and Diodorus.

5. Here begins a rapid sketch of the rise of

the two kingdoms, Egypt and Syria, glancing

at the wars, intrigues, treaties and perfidies

that fill the interval down to Antiochus Epiph-

anes in verse 21. All commentators of any

celebrity concur precisely in their interpreta-

tion of these verses. They find the same kings,

give them the same names, give the same sense

to the prophecy, and find the same historic

facts for its fulfilment. H. C.

Though the kingdom of Ale.xander was di-

vided into four principal parts, yet only two

of them are here mentioned—Egypt and Syria

—partly because these two were by far the

greatest and most considerable ; but more par-

ticularlj- because Judea, lying between them,

was sometimes in the possession of the kings of

Egypt and sometimes of the kings of Syria.

It is in respect of their situation to Judea that

they are called the kings " of the south" and
" of the north." " And the king of the south

shall be strong, and one of his princes" (as the

passage may be rendered after the Greek ver-

sion), that is, of Alexander's princes, " shall be

strong above him." The " king of the south"

was indeed very " strong ;" for Ptolemy an-

nexed Cyprus. Phoenicia, Caria, and many
islands, cities and regions to Egj'pt ; and like-

wise enlarged the bounds of his empire by the

acquisition of Cyrene. But still " the king of

the north," or Scleucus Nicator, was " strong

above him," or stronger than he ; for, having

annexed the kingdoms of Macedon and Tlirace

to the crown of Syria, he became master of

three parts out of four of Alexander's domin-

ions, and is represented by historians as " the

conqueror of the conquerors" and " the great-

est king after Alexander."

6. And in llie end of years they
shall join theinselvei* together. After

many years of hostilily between the kings of

Egypt and Syria, Ptolemy Philadelphus, the

second king of Egypt, aud Antiochus Theus,

the third king of Syria, agreed to nuike peace

upon condition that Antiochus should put

away his former wife, Laodice, and her two
sons, and should marry Berenice, the daughter

of Ptolemy. " For the king's daughter of the

south shall come to the king of the north to

make" rights or agreements : and accordingly,

Ptolemy Philadelphus brought his daughter to

Antiochus Theus, and with her an immense
treasure, fo that he received the appellation of

the dowry-giver. " But she shall not retain

the power of the arm," that is, her interest

and power Avith Antiochus ; for after some
time he brought back his former wife, Laodice,

with her children to court again. "Neither
shall he stand, nor his arm," nor his seed ; for

Laodice, fearing the fickle temper of her hus-

band, lest he should recall Berenice, caused her

husband to be poisoned ; and neither did his

seed by Berenice succeed him in the kingdom,
but Laodice contrived and managed rnattera so

that her eldest son, Seleuciis Callinicus, was
fixed on the throne of his ancestors. " But she

shall be given up ;" for Laodice, not content

with poisoning her hu.sband, caused also Bere-

nice to be murdered. " And they that brought

her"—for her Egyptian women, in endeavor-

ing to defend her, were many of them slain

w i th her. " And he that begat her, " or rather,

as it is in the margin, "ho whom she had

brought forth"—for the son was murdered as

well as the mother, by order of Laodice.

7, 8, 9. But out of a branch of her roots.

Such wickedness was not to pass impunished

and unrevenged. Out of the same " root"

with Berenice sprang Ptolemy Euergetes, her

brother ; who no sooner succeeded his father,

Ptolemy Philadelphus, in the kingdom, than
" he came with an army and entered into the

fortress," or fenced cities, "of the king of the

north," that is, of Seleucus Callinicus, who,

with his mother Laodice, reigned in Syria ; and

he " dealt," or acted, " against them, and pre-

vailed" so far, that he took Syria, and Cilicia,

aud the upper parts beyond Euphrates, aud al-

most all Asia. And when he had heard that a

sedition was raised in Egypt, he plundered the

kingdom of Seleucus, and took forty thousand

talents of "silver," and "precious vessels,"

and images of their " gods" two thousand and

five hundred. " So the king of the south came
into the kingdom of the north, and then re-

turned into his own land." lie likewise " con-

tinued more years than the king of the north ;"

for Seleucus Callinicus died in exile of a fall
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from his horse, and Ptolemy Euergetes sur-

vived liim about four or five years.

10. But his sons shall be stirred np. The

sons of tlic Iving of the north should endeavor

to vindicate and avenge the cause of their fa-

ther and their country. The sons of Seleucus

Callinicus were Seleucus Ceraunus and Antio-

chus the Great. The former, who succeeded

his father on the throne, was indeed " stirred

up, and assembled amultitudeof grcatforces,"

in order to recover liis father's dominions, but

was poisoned by two of his generals after an

inglorious reign of two or three years. Upon
his decease, his brother Antiochus was pro-

claimed king. The prophet's expression is

very remarkable, that " his sons should be

stirred up, and assemble a multitude of great

forces ;" but then the number is changed, and

only " one should certainly come, and over-

flow, and pass through." Accordingly Antio-

chus came with a great army, retook Seleucia,

and recovered Syria. Then after a truce, Anti-

ochus " returned" and overcame in battle Nico-

laus, the Egyptian general, and had thoughts

of invading Egypt itself. Bp. Kewton.

11. Then the king of the south, Ptolemy

Philopator, greatly exasperated, rouses himself

from his voluptuous lethargy, and comes forth

to fight with Antiochus the Great, the king of

the north ; and though this king of the north

had brought into the field an immense army,

yet in a great battle at Raphia, near Gaza (b.c.

217), he was utterly defeated, and the power

passed into the hands of Philopator, king of

Egypt. II. C.

12. Ptolemy knew not how to make a proper

advantage of his victory, but " his heart was

lifted up" by success. Being delivered from

his fears, he now more freely indulged his

lusts ; so tnat instead of being " strengtnened"

by his victory, he provoked even his own sub-

'.iects to rebel against him. But the prophet

in this passage more particularly foretold the

case of his own countrymen. After the retreat

of Antiochus, Ptolemy visited the cities of

Ccele-Syria and Palestine, which had submitted

to him ; and among others in his progress he

came to Jerusalem. He there offered sacrifices,

and was desirous of entering into the holy of

holies, contrary to the custom and religion of

the place, being, as the writer of Maccabees

says, greatly lifted up by pride and confidence.

His curiosity was restrained with great diffi-

culty, and he departed with heavy displeasure

against the whole nation of the Jews. At his

return, therefore, to Alexandria, he began a

cruel persecution upon the Jewish inhabitants

of that city, who had resided there from the

time of Alexander, and enjoyed the privileges

of the most favored citizens. " And he cast

down many ten thousands ;" for it appears

from Eusebius, that about this time forty thou-

sand Jews were slain, or sixty thousand, as

they are reckoned in St. Jerome's Latin inter-

pretation. No king could be " strengthened"

by the loss of such a number of useful sub-

jects. The loss of so many Jews, and the re-

bellion of the Egyptians, added to the mal ad-

ministration of the State, must certainly very

much weaken and almost totally ruin the king-

dom.

3. For the king of the north shall
return. After a peace of about fourteen

years, in the course of which Ptolemy Philo-

pator had died of intemperance, and was suc-

ceeded by his son, Ptolemy Epiphanes, a child

of four or five years old, Antiochus, having

acquired "great riches" and collected many
forces in an eastern expedition, which enabled

him to " set forth a greater multitude than the

former, returned," not doubting to have an

easy victory over an infant king.

14. And in those times there shall
many stand tip. Not only Antiochus rose

up against young Ptolemy, but others also

confederated against him. The provinces,

which were before subject to Egypt, rebelled
;

and Egypt itself was disturbed by seditions.

Philip too, the king of Macedon, entered into a

league with Antiochus, to divide Ptolemy's

dominions between them. " Also the robbers

of thy people ;" it is literally " the sons of the

breakers," the sons of the revolters, the fac-

tious and refractory ones, " of thy people," the

Jews, who were at that time much broken into

factions. These were to " exalt themselves to

establish the vision ;" accordingly they revolt-

ed from Ptolemy, and thereby contributed

greatly, without knowing it, to the accomplish-

ment of this prophecy concerning the calami-

ties which should be brought upon the Jewish

nation by the succeeding kings of Syria. " But

they .shall fall ;" for Scopas came with a pow-

erful army from Ptolemy, and, in the absence

of Antiochus, soon reduced the cities of CobIo-

Syria and Palestine to their former obedience.

15, 16. So the king of the north
shall come. Antiochus, wishing to recover

the cities and countries which Scopas had

taken, came again into those parts, and, having

defeated Scopas, pursued him to Sidon, which

he closely besieged, and at length compelled to

surrender. This event, probably, was princi-

pally intended by his " oasting up a mount and
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taking the city of munitions," as in the mar-

gin ; for Sifion was an oxcceiling strong citj%

both ill situation and fortifications ; besides

wliicli, he tooli other " tlie most fi-nced cities,"

as in the text, as recited by the Greelc and Ro-

man historians. " The arms of tlie south could

not withstand him, neither liis chosen people ;"

neither Scopas. nor the other great generals,

nor the choicest troops that were sent against

him ; but he " did according to his own will,

and none" was able to " stand before him ;" for

he soon rendered himself master of all Coele-

Syrla and Palestine. Thus he " stood in the

glorious land," and his power was established

in Judca, " which by his hand was consumed,"

the Jews suffering many tilings, and their

country being wasted during tliesc liostilities.

17. He shall also set Iiis faee to
enter willi the strength of his whole
Kingdom. Antiochus, not contented with

having rent the principal provinces from

Egypt, was forming schemes to invade the

country itself with all his forces :
" and up-

right ones with him," that is. the Jews, who
marched under his banners, and are so called to

distinguish them from the idolatrous soldiers.

And so Antiochus would have seii'.ed upon

Egypt by force ; but, as lie was meditating a

war with the Romans, he judged it better to

proceed by stratagem, and to carry on his de-

signs by treaty rather than by arms. For this

purpose " he shall give him the daughter of

women," his daughter so called, as being one

of the most eminent and beautiful of women.

Accordingly Antiochus married his daughter

Cleopatra to Ptolemy, and gave in dowry with

her the provinces of Coele-Syria and Palestine,

upon condition of the revenues being equally

divided between the two kings. All this he

transacted with a fraudulent intention to " cor-

rupt her," and induce her to betray her lius-

band's interests to her father. But his design

did not take effect ;

'

' she shall not stand on

his side, neither be for him. " Ptolemy and his

generals were aware of his artifices, and there-

fore stood upon their guard : and Cleopatra

herself affected more the cause of her husband

than of her father ; insomuch that she joined

with her husband in an embassy to the Komans,

to congratulate them upon their victories over

her father, and to exhort them, after they had

expelled him out of Greece, to prosecute the

war in Asia ;
assuring them at the same time

that the king and queen of Egypt would read-

ily obey the commands of the Senate.

18. After this shall he turn his faee
unto the isles, Antiochus, having fitted

out a formidable fleet, " turned his face unto

the isles" of the Mediterranean, subdued most

of the maritime places on the coasts of Asia,

Thrace, and Greece, and "took" Sanios, Eu-

bcea, and " many" other islands. This was a

great indignity and " reproach offered" to the

Romans, when their confederates were thus

oppressed, and the cities which they had lately

restored to liberty were enslaved. " But a

prince," or rather " a leader, a general," mean-

ing the Rqman generals, repelled the injury,

and caused his "reproach to cease." After

various defeats, Antiochus and his successors

became tributarj' to the Romans ; so truly and

effectually did they not only " cause the re-

proach offered by him to cease," but, greatly

to their own honor, " caused it to turn upon

him."

19. Then he shall turn his face
toward the fort of his own land.
After the battle that decided his fortunes, An-

tiochus fled away to Sardes, and thence into

Syria, to Antioch, '' the fort of his own land."

Then marching into the eastern provinces, to

collect there the arrears of tribute, and amass

what treasure he could, in an atteaipt to plun-

der the rich temple of Jupiter Belusin Elymais,

he was assaulted by the inhabitants of the coun-

try, and himself and all his attendants slain.

Thus, by an inglorious death, he " stumbled

and fell, and was no more found. " B]). Newton.

It is observable that during the reign of An-

tiochus the Great the Romans began to extend

their conquests in the east, and they are by his

means imperceptibly, as it were, introduced

into the narration of which they make so con-

siderable a part in the sequel. This prince in

many instances favored the Jews, yet during

the whole of his wars was generally the occa-

sion of great distresses among them ; and hence

we have so long an account of him, from the

tenth verse to the nineteenth. VTintlc.

20. Antiochus the Great left two sons, Seleu-

cus IV. (Philopator) and Antiochus Epiphanes.

The former succeeded him, and is described by

Niebuhr as a good-natured man and a kind

brother, but otherwise weak and insignificant.

Under him the empire of the Seleucids fell into

still greater decay. After a peaceful and in-

significant reign of twelve years (B.C. 187-17R\

he was murdered by Heliodorus. B. C.

Then shall stand up lu his estate a
raiser of taxes in the glory of the
kingdom. Or rather, ' one that causeth an

exacter to pass over the gbry of the kingdom."

Seleucus Philopator succeeded his father A nti-

ochus the Great in the throne of Syria; but he
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performed nothing worthy of the empire of

Syria, and of his father. The tribute of a

thousand talents, which he was obliged to pay

annually to the Romans, was indeed a grievous

burden to him and his kingdom ; and be was

little more than
'

' araiser of taxes" all his days.

He was tempted even to commit sacrilege ; for,

being informed of the money that was deposit-

ed in the temple of Jerusalem, he sent his

treasurer Hcliodorus to seize it. This was

literally " causing an exacter to pass over the

glory of the kingdom," when he sent his treas-

urer to plunder that temple, which "even

kings did honor and magnify with their best

gifts," and where Seleucus himself, of his own
revenues, bore all the costs belonging to the

service of the sacrifices. "But within few

days," or rather years, according to tie pro-

phetic style, he was destroyed ; and his reign

was of short duration in comparison with his

father's ; for he reigned only twelve years, and

his father thirty seven. Or perhaps the pas-

sage may be better expounded thus : that

" within few days," or " years," after his at-

tempting to plunder the temple of Jerusalem,

he should " be destroyed ;" and not long after

that he was " destroyed, neither in anger, nor

in battle," as all chronologers agree ; neither

in rebellion at home, nor war abroad ; but by

the treachery of his own treasurer Hcliodorus.

Tha same wicked hand that was the instrument

of his sacrilege was also the instrument of his

death. Bp. Neicton.

21-45. The conclusion of the prophecy

about Antiochus Epiphanes. In this passage

we have, first, a description of the earliest wars

of the king with Egypt (verses 21-27), then of

his religious conduct, partly as it related to Is-

rael (verses 28-35), partly viewed generally

(verses 36-39), and finally of his last enter-

prises and his end (verses 40^5). From this

general outline the reader will perceive that

from the thirty-sixth verse the typical relation

of Antiochus to antichrist receives great promi-

nence. For this reason the majority of com-

mentators have referred verses 36-43 imme-

diately to antichrist. But Havernick has justly

given up this interpretation as arbitrary ; for

not only are the features of Antiochus' char-

acter drawn in verses 86-39 so accurately as

scarcely to be mistaken ; but we find again, in

verses 40-45, the opposition between north and

south which runs through the chapter. Aiiber-

len. Hero we arrive at Antiochus Epiphanes,

in his place in the line of Syrian monarchs, and,

as here described, meeting all the great facts

recorded of him in history. H. C.

21. And in hU estate shall stand
up a vile person. Antiochus Epiphanes,

who succeeded to the kingdom, was at Athens

when his brother Seleucus died by the treach-

ery of Heliodorus : and " the liouor of the

kingdom was not given to him," for Helio-

doius attempted to get possession of it him-

self ; another parly declared in favor of Ptol-

emy Philometor, king of Eg^'pt, whose mother,

Cleopatra, was the daughter of Antiochus the

Great, and sister of the late King Seleucus ;

and neither was Antiochus Epiphanes the right

heir to the crown, but his nephew, Demetrius,

the son of Seleucus, then a hostage at Rome.

However, he " obtained the kingdom by flat-

teries." He flattered Eumenes, king of Per-

gamus, and Attalus, his brother, and by fair

promises engaged their assistance. He flat-

tered the Syrians, and with great show of clem-

enc}' obtained their concurrence. He flattered

the Romans also, and sent ambassadors to court

their favor by presents and promises of fidelity.

Thus he " came in peaceably ;" and as he flat-

tered the Syrians, the Syrians flattered him

again, and bestowed on him the title uf Epiph-

anes, or the illustrious: but the epithet of

" vile," or rather " despicable," given him by

the prophet, agrees better with his true char-

acter. For he disgraced himself by such profli-

gate, low, ridiculous, and indecent conduct as

induced Polybius, who was a contemporary

writer, and others after him, instead of Epiph-

anes, or the illustrious, more rightly to call him

Epiraanes, or the madman.

22. Heliodorus, the murderer of Seleucus,

and his partisans, as well as those of the king

of Egypt, who had formed designs upon Syria,

were vanquished by the forces of Eumenes and

Attalus, and dissipated by the arrival of Antio-

chus, whose presence disconcerted all their

measures. " The prince also of the covenant

was broken," that is, the high priest of the

Jews. As soon as Antiochus was seated on

the tlirone he removed Onias from the high

priesthood, and preferred Jason, the brother of

Onias, to that dignity ; but though he had

"made a league" with Jason, the new high

priest, he did not adhere to it faithfully, but

acted "deceitfully;" and having deposed

Jason, substituted Jason's younger brother,

Menelaus, in his room. Bp. Newton.

23. Continuing the same subject, this his-

toric prophet touches the league made between

Antiochus and the apostate Jew wliom he con-

stituted high priest in place of the good Onias,

and who took the Grecian name of Jason. This

Jason promised to pay Antiochus large sums
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for his aid in obtaining the high- priesthood

and for license to set up a Grecian gymnasium
in Jerusalem and to institute the Grecian idola-

trous rites sissociated with it. For three years

(D.c. 175-173) he labored assiduously to seduce

the Jews into the Grecian life and religion. At
length he sent his younger brother, Menelaus,

to curry to Antiochus the money he had prom-

ised for his high-priesthood, when both Mene-

laus aud Antiochus " worked deceitfully ;" the

former, bidding higher for the priesthood than

his brother had done, the latter repudiated his

previous contract with Jason an.l gave the

priesthood to him. Thus Antirchus gained a

foothold in Judca and became strong, though

commencing "with a small people." This

kingdom of Syria had been greatly reduced in

territory and also exhausted in its finances dur-

ing the two previous reigns. Hence the fre-

quent allusions to the small beginnings of this

little horn king. H. C.

25-27. The result of the battle which took

place near Pelusium was the complete defeat

of the Egyptians and the temporary subjection

of the larger part of Egypt to the autliority of

Antiochus. Ptolemy Philometor fell into his

enemy's hands, but was honorably treated ; the

policy of Antiochus being to cajole Philometor

mto believing that he was his friend, bent on

supporting his authority against that of his

brother, Physcon, who had a strong party in

the country, especially at Ale.xandria. We
have no full account, in any profane writer, of

the history of the period ; but it is quite pos-

sible that the loss of the battle of Pelusium

w<is owing to treachery on the part of some of

Philometor's ministers (verse 26) ; and it is

certain that in the intercourse between him and

Epiphanes each king was trying to deceive

and overreach the other (verse 27). Nothing

decisive was accomplished, however, as yet
;

" the end" was reserved for " the time appoint-

ed" («4jU). G. R.

28. It was in June, D.c. 169, tbat Antiochus,

having been entirely successful in Egypt, re-

turned toward his own land with great riches.

His return was hastened by a report that all

Judea had risen in revolt from his authority.

A rumor had reached Jerusalem that Antio-

chus was dead. Some public manifestations

of joy ensued, which beiug reported to Antio-

chus with no little exaggeration, greatly exas-

perated him against the Jews. He hastened

back with his victorious army and at once as-

sailed and took Jerusalem. Of this terrific on-

slaught, the author of 2 Mac. says (5 : 11-16)

:

' Removing out of Egypt in a lurious mind,

he took the city by force of arms, and com-
manded his men of war not to spare such as

thej' met and to slay such as went up upon the

houses. Thus there was killing of young and

old, making away of men, women and chil-

dren, slaying of virgins and infants. And there

were destroyed within three whole days four-

score thousand, whereof forty thousand were
slain in the conflict ; and no fewer sold than

slain. Yet was he not content with this, but

presumed to go into the most holy temple of

all the world, Menelaus, that traitor to the laws

and to his own country, beiug his guide ; and
taking the holy vessels with polluted hands,

and with profane hands pulling down the

things that were dedicated by other kings to

the augmentation and glory and honor of the

place, he gave them away." In this scene of

pillage and sacrilege, Antiochus found and

took away from the temple eighteen hundred

talents of gold, and then offered swine's flesh

on the altaf and sprinkled the whole tcmpb
with the broth of this flesh. These things ex-

asperated the Jews against him exceedingly.

29, 30. The third expedition of Antiochus

into Egypt (B.C. 168) is not distinctly referred

to, having in it nothing that specially affected

the fortunes of the Jews. He went there to

dt,'pose Physcon, the younger brother of Philo-

metor, his protege—the Egyptians having raised

him to power because Philometor was practi-

cally under the absolute control of Antiochus.

He defeated the army of Physcon in battle.

Physcon aud his party sought help from the

Romans. The next year (B.C. 167) Antiochus

made his fourth expedition into Egypt, of

which these verses give the substance. The
last clause of verse 29 means that this last ex-

pedition was not, like all his former, success-

ful. " Not as the former, so is the latter."

The reason of his failure was the intervention

of the powerful Romans. Chittim, in its larger

sense, was used for the northern and eastern

islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, includ-

ing Greece and Rome. There is no doubt that

Rome is meant here. So Josephus and numer-
ous other authorities aflirm. An embassy of

three men from the Roman Senate met him
just as he was about to hiy siege to ^Uexan-

dria ; told him they had taken young Physcon
imder their protection, and that he must desist

or have war with Rome. Antiochus indicating

a wish to procrastinate, Topilius drew a circle

in the sand about his feet and said, " Give ins

an answer before you cross that circle." He
yielded, aud pledged himself to do all the Sen-

ate should require. He dared not offend the
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Roman power. But he came back to vent liis

rage upon the Jews.

31. He now sent out an army of twenty

two thousand, under Appollouius (June, B.C.

167), who seized Jerusalem, took possession

of the castle and made it a stronghold ;
forci-

bly prevented the Jews from worshipping in

their temple ; desecrated the altar by erecting

an idol altar directly upon It, and there offering

sacrifices to idols ; and of course entirely super-

seding and suspending the daily sacrifices of

the Jews. This was " the taking away of the

daily sacrifice. " The original word, meaning

the constant, the continuous, or, ratlier, the

regular, every-day routine, embraced really

more than the morning and the evening sacri-

fices. It included all the services of the Mosaic

ritual. The last clause, rendered, " the abomi-

nation that maketh desolate," may be trans-

lated either " the abomination that maketh

desolate," or " the abomination of tiie desola-

tor," the sense in either case being essentially

the same— viz., that, instead of the sanctuary

which was a tower of strength and symbolized

the strength God gives to His obedient people,

this abominable idol altar was the symbol of

ruin and desolation. It was set up by a force

bellt on desolating the city and people of God
;

it was permitted of God in judgment on His

apostate people ; it therefore carried with it

only desolation.

32. The books of Maccabees make the fact

very prominent that in these times many Jews
were utterly apostate from the service and

worship of God. Of these, the first clause

speaks. It might be rendered, " the wicked

apostates of the covenant." These persons,

this vile king " corrupts by his flatteries"—by
his intrigues, bribes, encouragements. On the

other hand, " the people who know their God,"

in the sense of loving and approving both Him
and His service, "shall be strong." These

were at first the venerable Mattathias of Modin
and his sons—a most noble family, of extraor-

dinary faith and Christian heroism. Later, the

company embraced many others who joined

them. No one can read their history as re-

corded in the first Book of Maccabees without

concurring in this brief but just testimony to

their transcendent heroism, valor and energy.
" They were strong and they performed ex-

ploits." The zeal and courage of the aged

Mattathias are inspiring.
'

' And when he saw

the blasphemies that were committed in Judea

and Jerusalem, he said, Woe is me ! Where
fore was I born to see this misery of my peo-

ple, and of the holy city and to dwell there

when it was delivered into the hand of the

enemy and the sanctuary into the hand of

strangers ? Her temple is become as a man
without glory. Her glorious vessels are car-

ried away into captivity, her infants are slain

in the streets, her young men with the sword

of the enemy. Behold, our sanctuary, even

our beauty and our glory, is laid waste and the

Gentiles have profaned it. To what end, there-

fore, shall we live any longer ? Then Mattha-

thias and Ms sons rent their clothes and put on

sackcloth and mourned very sore." When
the king's officers came to Modin, and plied

JIattathlas with flattery and -with bribes, press-

ing him to be the first to fulfil the king's com-

mand as all tlie heathen had done, he cried with

a loud voice, " Though all the nations that are

under the king's dominion obey him, and fall

away every one from the religion of their fa-

thers, and give consent to his commnndments,

yet will I and my sous and my brethren walk

in the covenant of our fathers. God forbid

that we should forsake the law and the ordi-

nances ! We will not hearken to the king's

words to go from our religion, either on the

right hand or on the left." " Now when he

had left speaking these words, there came up

a Jew in the sight of all, to sacrifice on the

altar at Modin, according to the king's com-

mandment. Which thing when Mattathias

saw, he was inflamed with zeal, and his reins

trembled, neither could he forbear to show his

anger according to judgment; wherefore he

ran and slew him upon the altar. Also the

king's commissioner, who compelled men to

sacrifice, he killed at that time, and the altar

he pulled down. Then he cried throughout

the city. Whosoever is zealous of the law, and

maintaineth the covenant, let him follow me"
(1 Mac. 3 : 6-27). This small but heroic band

retired to the mountain fastnesses of Southern

Palestine ; were pursued by their persecutors,

were attacked upon the Sabbath, and full one

thousand of them were cut down unresisting.

They would not take up arms to resist on the

Sabbath, but fell saying, " Let us die in all our

iunocency ; heaven and earth shall testify for

us that ye put us to death wrongfully" (verse

37). The survivors, upon second thought, de-

termined to defend their lives whenever at-

tacked. Others, fleeing from persecution, came

in and were a stay unto them. " So they

joined their forces and smote sinful men in

their anger and wicked men in their wrath
;

but the rest fled to the heathen for succor.

Then Mattathias and his friends went round

about and pulled down the altars ; and what
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children soever they found within the coast of

Israel uncircumcised, they circumcised valiant-

ly. They pursued also after the proud men,

and the work prospered in their hand. So they

recovered the law out of the hand of the Gen-

tiles and out of the hand of kings, neither suf-

fered they the sinner to triumph" (1 Mae.

3 : 43-64). H. C.

While some "consented to the religion of

Antiochus, sacrificed unto idols, and profaned

the Sabbath," patriots like the sons of Matta-

thias, Eleazarand the " seven brothers," fought,

conquered or suffered death rather than flinch

from their faith. Pew histories are more spirit-

stirring than the history of the struggle for

religious liberty and political independence

fought by the " little" handful of men against

the armed legions of Antinchus. From the

day that Matlathias struck to the ground the

Jew who had dared to saciifice to idols, till the

day when the " lion" Judas Maccabaeus prac-

tically secured respect for his people by the

defeat of Nicanor, the attention of the reader

of the books of the Maccabees is fascinated liy

a " valor" which never would acknowledge

defeat, by a " cheerfulness" which was inspired

by prayer and the consciousness of a just

cause. B. C.

33. This first clause might be rendered

either " the wise ones among the people," or

"the teachers of the people," v.'ith no great

difference in the ultimate meaning. They de-

vote themselves to teaching the people the law

and the claims of God. Yet, one after another,

they fall in war for many days. The vener-

able father Mattathias first ; after him, Jona-

than, Eleazar, Judas, Simon—a noble band,

yet within the course of this twenty-four years'

war with the Syrians they fell.

34. Nevertheless God aided them with a lit-

tle help. The results of the war gradually

worked toward their political independence,

which at length (n.c. 143) they achieved. This

help was small compared with that which the

Lord gave His people in the days of Joshua

and of David. That " many clave to them

with flatteries" is a matter of history. Their

cause suffered more than ouce from treacherous

friends.

35. Some of their wisest and best men fell

—

Jonathan, Judas and others ; God's purpose in

this affliction being to chastise His people the

more thorougldy ; to make them cease from

man and put their trust in the Lord alone.

This is in harmony with His usual course of

moral discipline in this world of trial. Such

would be the state of things " to the time of

the end," until the period assigned of God for

this scene of trial should close. All was " noted

in His Scripture of truth" (chap. 10:31); it

should transpire accordingly. The Lord had

certain ends to answer in respect to the moral

discipline cf His people. These scenes of con-

flict and trial would continue until those ends

were answered.

36-39. By all the established laws of lan-

guage, this passage must treat of the same

king whose wars and whose persecutions of

the saints have been the subject of remark from
verse 23 onward to this point. He is the king

—the same before spoken of, the Hebrew arti-

cle being explicit testimony to this point.

Further, the connection of thourjht as well as

of grammatical construction is close and deci-

sive ; for this king is able to " do according to

his will" only because the Lord has indigna-

tion against His apostate people, and therefore

sees fit to make use of this " vile king" as the

rod of His scourging and discipline. Hence
he shall prosper till the indignation shall be ac-

complished, and the thing determined of God
for chastisement and reformation shall be done.

This sort of logical reference to the preceding

context and to the reasons assigned in the par-

allel vision (chap. 8 : 19) for the great power of

this same vile king constitutes the strongest

p6.ssible connection between " the king" of

verse 36 and the king of the north, whose case

fills the passage (chap. 11 : 31-35). His char-

acter and his deeds as illustrative of character

are the subject in these verses. He is proud

and self-conceited ; thinks himself above every

god ; speaks marvellous things against the God
of gods—things that excite the wonder of man-
kind for their horrid blasphemy and pride.

This is the prophecy ; to which accords the

history of Antiochus in the books of the Mac-

cabees. " Having spoken very proudly" (1

Mac. 1 : 24). (See also 2 Mac. 9 throughout.)

In this chapter the author, commenting on his

fall from his chariot, says :
" Thus he who u

little afore thought he might command the

waves of the sea (so proud was he above the

condition of man) and weigh the high moun-
tains in a balance, was now cast on the grounil

and carried in a horse-litter, showing unto all

the manifest power of God." Throughout,

the historical testimony to his pride and self-

conceit is remarkably in harmony with this

prophetic portrayal.

40-45. We paraphrase the general scope

and sense of the passage thus : Having now-

spoken of the wars of Antiochus with Egypt

;

of his sacrilegious assaults upon Jerusalem and
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its temple ; of his persecutions of the pious

Jews ; of the gods lie did not worship and the

gods he did, it remains to sum up briefly his

exploits and then record his death. His first

great exploit was his terrific onslaught upon

Egypt, given first in detail (verses 25-30) and

then in general, as here (verse 40). Next, Ids

invasion of " the glorious land," given in the

particulars (verses 22, 23, £8, 30-35) ; and in

the general (verses 41, 45). Next in this reca-

pitulation, the countries that did escape—Edom,

Moab, Ammon( which in fact sympathized with

him and aided him in his wars against the

Jews and hence did not incur his displeasure)
;

and the countries that did not escape—Egypt,

and with her the Libyans and Ethiopians, and

also Palestine. Next, he was a great robber of

the wealth of cities and nations. This is re-

ferred to in detail (verses 24, 28) ; in general

statement (in verse 43). Then appears a new
fact in the prophecy. In the height of these

desolating conquests he was somewhat serious-

ly diverted by uprisings against his authority

in his northern and eastern provinces—a fact

fitly introduced here because so closely connect-

ed with his death. Then naturally the chapter

and the record of this vile king close with his

death, which is fitly put in a sort of antithesis

with his horrid impiety against the house and

people of the living God. Though he had tlie

power and the hardihood to pitch his magnifi-

cent tents upon God's holy mountain, yet he

came to his end and there was none to help.

H. C.

Verse 40 takes up again the statement of

verse 29, and expands it with reference to the

Egyptians and some of the causes which led

him to and from their country. When the Ro-

mans had compelled Antiochus to give up his

conquests in Egypt they left him unmolested

During his lifetime they ignored his non-ob

servance of treaties and his defiance of the

limits which had been placed upon the num-
bers of his elephants and ships. This left him
free to persecute the Jews and carry his arms

into tlie East. The angelic communication does

not exhaust the details of those events (cf. th.

brevity of verse 45), but states the fact.

45. The fact of the " end" is alone predict-

ed. Antiochus Epiphanes did not die in the

Holy Land, but probably in the Persian town

of Tabal. (Cf. 1 Mac. 6 : 4. 8 ; 2 Mac. 9 ; Joseph.

Antiq. xii. 9 ; Polybius xxxi. 11). There were
" none to help him." (Cf. 2 Mao. 9 : 28.) The
Jewish and Roman historians agree that his

end was miserable. While hastening home-

ward, after a repulse before a rich temple in

Persia, and full of fury at the disastrous news
which had reached him from Palestine, he was

seized with an incurable illness. The most
" brilliant" of the Syro-Macedonian kings died

in the mountain town, consumed in body by a

loathsome ulcer, afflicted in mind by horrible

apparitions and remorse of conscience (Mil-

man, " Hist, of Jews," Palmer). B. C.

It was the issua of the wars between the

" kings of the north and of the south" that

gave to them their great importance in the

theocratic history, and rendered them a fitting

subject for so long a projihecy as that which

we have been considering. Their entire result

was, to bring out, more strongly than it had

ever been brought out before, the Roman in-

fluence over the affairs of the East, to intensify

the antagonism between Rome and Syria, to

place Egypt under a permanent Roman pro-

tectorate, and to make Rome the natural ally

and defender of every petty nationality which

had any inclination to assert itself against

Syria, and could do so with the least hope of

success. The close connection between the

Roman and Jewish peoples, which, bcgiuuing

with the embassy of Judas Maccabceus in u.c.

161 (1 Mae. 8 : 17-82) terminated in the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Titus in a.d. 70, was the

consequence of the SyroEgyptian struggle,

and especially of the war between Epiphanes

and Philometor, which therefore worthily oc-

cupies a very considerable space in the pro-

phetical synopsis of Daniel. G. R.

DANIEL, CHAPTER XH.

12 : 1 And at that time shall Michael stand up. the great prince which standeth for the

children of thy people : and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there

was a nation even to that same time : and at that time thy people shall be delivered, every

2 one that shall be found written in the book. And many of them that sleep in the dust of the

earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt.
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8 And they that be wise shall shine as the brightuess of the flrmament ; and they that turn

4 many to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever. But thou, O Daniel, shut up the

words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end : many shall run to and fro, and knowl-

edge shall be increased.

5 Then I Daniel looked, and, behold, there stood otlicr two, the one on the brink of the river

6 on this side, and the other on the brink of the river on that side. And one said to the man
clothed in linen, which was abovi' the waters of the river. How long shall it be to the end of

7 these wonders ? And I 1r aid tlic man clothed in linen, which wiis above the waters of the

river, when he held \\\\ his rinht hand and his left hand unto heaven, and sware by him that

liveth for ever that it shall be for a time, times, and an half ; and when they have made an

end of breaking in pieces the power of the holy people, all these things shall be finished.

8 And I heard, but I understood not : then said I, O my lord, what shall be the issue of these

9 things ? And he said, Go thy way, Daniel : for the words are shut up and sealed till the

10 time of the end. Many shall purify themselves, and make themselves white, and be re-

fined ; but the wicked shall do wickedly ; and none of the wicked shall understand : but

11 they that bo wise shall understand. And from the time that the continual burnt offenng shall

be taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a thousand

13 two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three

13 hundred and five and thirty days. But go tliou thy way till the end be : for thou shalt rest,

and shalt stand in thy lot, at the end of the days.

Chap. 12. This chapter speaks of a time

of extraordinary trouble, from which, however,

the people " written in the book of life" shall

be delivered (verse 1) ; alludes to the resurrec-

tion and to the eternal retribution of the right-

eous and the wicked (verses 3, 3) ; directs Dan-

iel to seal up the vision against the time of the

end (verses 4, 9) ;
gives designations of time

(verses 5-12), and finally assures Daniel that he

shall have his lot with the righteous (verse 13).

l-I I. The first verse begins with saying

that these events occur " at that tune"—i.e., at

the same time of which the previous chapter

speaks, especially the time when tho.^e scenes

of violent persecution of the Jews took place,

noticed specially verses 31-35. A time of

great trouble had been already indicated ; it is

resumed and reaffirmed here for the sake of fur-

ther remark upon it. " Shall Michael stand

up ?" This Michael lias been already intro-

duced to us auJ in precisely the same relations,

" standing up for thy people"—the Jewish na-

tion, considered as the Lord's chosen ones, and

also as being somewhat under Daniel's care

also. (See chap. 10 : 13, 21.) In verse 4 the

direction to " shut up the words and to seal the

book, reminds us that the same direction was

given for the third vision (chap. 8 : 26), and that

" the time of the end" has been repeatedly be-

fore us (in chaps. 8 : 17, 19 ; 11 : 27, 35, 40),

and practically in chap. 11:26 also, plainly

showing that these events and those, being

brought within the same limitations of time,

are substantially identical. In verse 6 " these

wonders" can be none other than those which

have been presented in the preceding parallel

visions. There are no other to which the phrase

can refer. Chap. 8 : 34 says, " He shall destroy

wonderfully"^the same Hebrew word as here.

In verse 7
'

' the holy people" must be the same

as before in chap. 11 ; 33-35 ; the same as " the

host and the stars" of chap. 8 : 10-13. and " the

mighty and the holy people" whom he " shall

destroy" (chap. 8:34). In verses 8, 9 Daniel

says he does not yet understand all he would of

these things, just as he had said before (chap.

8 : 27). The revealing angel speaks here also of
" the time of the end"^a phrase with which

we are already entirely familiar, and which

connects these disclosures most perfectly with

those of the previous part of this vision and

with those of the other visions parallel to this.

The allusions in verse 10 to " the wise" carry

us to chap. 11 : 35, while the case of the wicked

corresponds with the view given of the apos-

tates in chap. 11 : 30, 32. In verse 11 " the

taking away of the daily sacrifice and the set-

ting up of the abomination that maketh deso-

late," cannot possibly be separated from the

same thing put in the same words (chaps. 11 :

31 ; 8 : 11). There is therefore the most abundant

evidence of the closest connection between this

chapter, on the one hand, and the eleventh, and

also the parallel vision of chap. 8, on the other.

The events referred to are the very same ; the

time of their occurrence is the same. The

bonds of philological connection are of the very

strongest kind.

I . To the first verse we have only to give

the obvious sense, already made plain by its

manifest allusion to things previously intro-

duced. " At that time" must be near the
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time of the death of Antiodnis, with which the

previous chapter closed. " Michael" we know
already as the great archangel protector of the

Jewish people. " The children of thy people"

have been sufficiently identified as the Jews-
thought of in their peculiar relations to Daniel.

This " time of trouble" is the same terrible

persecution wliich Antiochus waged against

the pious Jews—as we saw in the vision of

chap. 8. and in that of the eleventh. But " at

that time thy people shall be delivered, every

cue found written in the book"

—

i.e., of life.

H. C.

1-3. To whom and to what do these verses

refer? The primary application seems clear.

The phrases " at that time," " a time of trou-

ble," "the wise" or "understanding ones,"

closely connect these verses with the previous

chapter (11 : 40). Therefore if the latter por-

tion of chap. 11 refere primarily to events con-

nected with the last days of Autiochus Epiph-

anes, the opening verses of chap. 13 may be

taken to refer to the same period.

But it is felt that this application is true in

general outlines only. It is inadequate to illus-

trate the details, and insufficient to exhaust the

spirituality of the verses. Hence it is rightly

conceived that the Divine communication here

made to Daniel was intended to be applicable

for all times of persecution ; and the passage

—

read by the light which our Lord has thrown

upon it (cf. Matt. 24 ; Mark 13 ; Luke 21)—is

replete to the Christian mind with thoughts of

resurrection and judgment. B. C.

2. This second verse I understand to allude

to the literal resurrection. But the manner and

purpose of this allusion should be closely

studied. Negatively, the revealing angel does

not allude to it because his prophetic narrative

has reached the literal resurrection in its chrono-

logical order

—

i.e. , has brought down the world's

history to that point. This is simply impossi-

ble in view of the manifest connection of this

entire chapter with the previous parallel vi-

sions, and especially with chap. 11. Nor does

he allude to it for the sake of teaching the doc-

trine of the general resurrection as a new truth.

For he does not here affirm or even imply a

general universal resurrection. He does not

say " all that are in their graves shall hear His

voice and shall come forth." It remained for

the great Author of the resurrection to make

the first full announcement of the universal

resurrection. All that is said here is that many,

not all, but " many out of those that sleep in

the dust shall wake to a new life. " Yet again,

the angel does not affirm that then, at that time,

many shall arise. He might have said this

;

probably would if he had meant so. But he
did not say this. Po.sitively, in my view, the

resurrection is suggested here because of its re-

lations to eternal retribution. So the last

clause of this verse and also verse 3 would in-

dicate. Tliis eternal retribution is suggested

by his thought of the noble Maccabean heroes,

on the one hand, and of the vile apostates from
their Jewish faith and of the cruel Syrian per-

secutors, on the other. To sec holiness and sin

in such intensive forms ; to see some men so

nobly good and others so meanly and malig-

nantly wicked, naturally leads the mind to

eternal retribution. Remember (the revealing

angel would say), remember for your consola-

tion and for the relief of your burdened heart,

that God is surely just, and that His justice

will not sleep forever. There will be a glori-

ous reward for the righteous ; and prominent

among these will be the righteous dead who
" fell by the sword, by flame, by captivity, and

by spoil for many days" (chap. 11 : 33). There

will also be a fearful doom of shame and ever-

lasting contempt for those guilty apostates and

their cruel Syrian associates who inflict these

sufferings on the faithful servants of God. That
this is the very thought of the revealing angel is

made yet more sure by verse 3, where he refers

explicitly to tho.se noble Jewish martyrs :
" They

that be wise" (in Hebrew " the maschilim")

;

the very name given them in chap. 11 : 33. 35.

Those who suffered so heroically and labored

so earnestly to turn their Jewish brethren from

idolatry to righteousness " shall shine as the

brightness of the firmament and as the stars

forever and ever." They stood and fell aa

"stars"—distinguished servants of God. (See

chap. 8 : 10.) Now their joyous reward shall

be to shine as the stars in the glorious firmament

of heaven forever and ever. This explanation

of a passage, usually accounted very difficult,

seems to me to be entirely satisfactory. The
thought of final eternal retribution is certainly

altogether in place here in view of the circum-

stances. It was legitimately reached through

the resurrection. This great fact of our being

was neither new nor strange to the people of

God in that age. The allusion in Isa. 26 and

Ezek. 37 to the resurrection shows that the idea

was even familiar. Hence his casual allusion

to it. with nu effort to state the doctrine of a

universal resurrection in its full rounded form.

H. C.

Even the body, as we now find it, is the

crown of all material objects, the most admira-

ble instance of the Divine workmanship—fear-
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/uUy and wonderfully made—the perfection of

beauty, the theme of the poet, the model of the

artist, the prize of the warrior—" the human
face and form divine"—our language is blamed

with a want of words to speak its praise, while

it is yet " of the earth, earthy." Conceive,

then, if you can, what it shall be in the resur-

rection, putting on incorruption, and bidding

farewell to hunger, thirst, disease, deformity

and decay ; a stranger to distress
;
proof against

thfc undermining progress of j-ears ; like gold

tried in the fire, bright and indestructible—and

that not for a brief" period. For, look again,

you see the mortal put on immortality, ever

fresh as the morning, while ages after ages roll

their mighty rounds. R. T.

2, 3. When our Lord, referring to what was
plainly set down in the Book of Daniel, said

that all judgment was committed into His

hands because He was the Son of Man, He re

ferred to the description of the dominion of the

Sim of Man coming in the clouds of heaven,

seen in the night visions of Daniel. And when
He spoke of the resurrection of life and the

resurrection of damnation, what was it but a

Divine illumination and paraphrase of the great

resurrection text in Daniel, that they who sleep

in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to

everlasting life and some to shame and everlast-

ing contempt ; when they that be wise shall

shine as the brightness of the firmament ; and

they that turn many to righteousness, as the

stars forever and ever ? Christ it was and His

Spirit that spake through all the prophets ; but

when Christ came on earth as the Word made
flesh, then the Divine predictions in Daniel and

all others became incarnate in Him, and the

truth was seen and felt, no more in the diffi-

culty or dimness of prophetic hieroglyphics,

but living, moving, acting. The words that

Christ uttered came as tongues of flame from

the eternal world, touching men's souls as with

Are ; and all His revelations concerning the

future retribution for the wicked assumed an

awful distinctness, whether investing .selected

persons standing for classes of meu, as Lazarus

and Dives, and couched beneath the coloring

and imagery of heavcu and hell, personifying

realities, or pealed forth in decisive language,

as sharp and startling as the archangel's trum-

pet, These shall go away into everlasting pun-

ishment ; but the righteous into life eternal !

Was it any pleasure to our blessed Redeemer

to unveil the secrets of the world of woe ? Is

it not all in mercy, all in love, that He puts

for us, in such vivid light, the resurrec-

tion of life on one side and the resurrection

of damnation on the other, and bids us choose t

G. B. C.

W^henever the Gospel is preached, this alter-

native is set before you ; the alternative of
" shining like the sun forever ; or of awaking
to shame and everlasting contempt." If there

were no judgment seat at which we must ap-

pear, we might have our election between peace

of conscience and the gratification of our de-

sires. But our course here is a preparation for

our course hereafter. Never dissever in your
thoughts q. life of piety and a life of honor

;

there is no glory, no happiness, but I'n the love

and service of God. R. Hall.

The Gospel alone has brought immortality to

light. In the place of annihilation, or the

transmigration of souls, or tlie dim place of

shadows and of ghosts, or a paradise of sensual

gratification, it reveals to us an eternity of

moral pleasure or of moral pain, the eternal

weight of glory or the wrath of God without

mi.xture. Everything else makes this world

substance, and the other world shadow. The
Bible alone makes this world shadow, and the

other world substance. While it makes this

world merely the vestibule of our being, it

alone renders it truly valuable, by making
every moment and every purpose take strong

hold of eternity. F. W. Wayland. This sub-

ject of an eternal life is so vast and momentous
that it will bear to be looked at in every as-

pect, and under every incidence of light. It

is whether God is building out of the materials

of His universe a gigantic tomb, or a glorious

temple for living worshippers—whether we are

inscribing empty epitaplis over everlasting

graves, or erecting votive tablets to Him %vho

liveth forever and ever, and whose life insures

that of all who look upon His face. Christ's

reasoning with the Sadducees about immortal-

ity, in which He founds it on the relation of

our spiritual nature to God—the twilight ques-

tionings and gropings of the psalms and proph-

ets—all encourage us to move round this mighty

subject and study it in every point of view.

Nor is it by His word alone, or even chiefly,

that He reveals, but much more by His person

and life, opening the unseen as the sun opens

the world, by shining, and giving the convic-

tion of its reality, by the new life which He in-

fuses into the soul. His cross before the gate

of death. His throne behind it, insures the

whole. They tell not only of the certainty, but

exceeding glory, of the soul's salvation ; of its

infinite value as seen by Him who could not

overdate its duration, nor overestimate its

worth, and who has set His seal upon both.
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when, to make it heir of His own life, He gave

Himself. Eer.

3. And they that be wise shall shine. The

words allude to chap. 11 : 33, 35, and import

that they who have been the great " lights" of

the world, and have instructed others by their

doctrine, and confirmed them in the truth by

their sufiEerings and example, shall have an

eminently glorious reward at the day of judg-

ment. So the martyrs are described as having

a share in " the first resurrection" (Rev. 20 : 5).

Our Saviour's words plainly allude to this text

(Matt. 13 : 43). W. Lowth. There is a glory

reserved for all the saints in the future state,

for all that are wise, wise for their souls and

eternity. A man's wisdom now makes his face

to shine (Eccles. 1:8); but much more will it

do so in that state where its power shall be per-

fected and its services rewarded. The more

good any do in this world, especially to the

souls of men, the greater will be their glory

and reward in the other world. They that turn

men to righteousness, that turn sinners from

the errors of their ways, and help to save their

souls from death (James 5 : 20) will share in the

glory of those they have helped to heaven,

which will be a great addition to their own
glory. Ministers of Christ, who have obtained

mercy of Him to be faithful and successful, and

so are made burning and shining lights in this

world, shall shine very bright in the other

world, shall shine as the stars. Christ is tlie

Sun, the Fountain of the lights both of grace

and glory ; ministers, as stars, shine in both,

with a light derived from Him, and a diminu-

tive liglit in comparison of Him
;
yet to them

that are earthen vessels it will be a glory in-

finitely transcending their deserts. They shall

shine as the stars of different magnitudes, some

in less, others in greater lustre ; but whereas

the day is coming when the stars shall fall from

heaven as leaves in autumn, these stars shall

shine forever and ever, shall never set, never

be eclipsed. H.

There are those whose lives are precious

—

Time's richest jewels. They are gold, silver,

precious stones. In attempting to express the

value of a truly faithful Christian life, words

fail. I know of no expressions worthy of those

that are gems in the Redeemer's crown, and

having turned many to righteousness shall shine

as the stars forever and ever. Take some hum-

ble private individual noiselessly pursuing his

career of unostentatious Christian action—full

of faith and prayer—ever studious of saving

souls—dropping a word here or there like a

harvest seed—studying opportunities—sparing

no effort—tasking every energy for his Mas-

ter—and when his last work on earth is done,

when his last word is spoken, and his last

prayer uttered, in the ripeness and symme-
try of a perfected Christian character going

home to the reward of his Master's smile—and

tell me if gold or silver or any of the precious

things of earth are fit symbols of its unspeak-

able worth, of its untold blessings ! Oillett.

The enthusiasm of Christian love is a miglUy

power. The enthusiasm of hearts arrested by

the mighty love of Christ, drawn into sympa-

thy with Ilim, reflecting on their fellow-sinners

the compassion that has embraced themselves,

seeing in this disordered world a blessed sphere

of service to God and man, and throwing their

energies into the work of blessing it—that is a

wonder-working power ! It goes on unwearied-

ly in the work of faith and labor of love ; never

deeming that it has done enough, or that it can

ever do enough for Him whose love has fallen

on it so richly, and is so well fitted to bless

the whole family of man. W. G. B.

What stars, what jewelled honors flash on the

world's swelling breast, to be for one moment
compared with those which they win on earth

and wear in heaven who have turned souls

from darkness to light—from the cursed power

of Satan to the living God ? Each soul a gem
in their crown, they that have turned many to

righteousness shall shine with the brightness

of tlie firmament forever and ever. How has

the hope of this touched, as with fire, the

preacher's lips, sustained his heart, held up
prayer's weary hands, and proved an ample

recompense for those scanty rewards which

God's servants too often receive at the hands

of men—for the penury which has embittered

and the hardships which have pressed on their

lot ! Despised as the teacher of the Gospel

may be, the apostle raises him to an eminence

from which he may contemplate this world,

with all its grandeur and glory, rolling away
into dark oblivion. To him belongs the high

pre-eminence of being able to say, " I am a fel-

low-laborer with God ;" and with such an as-

sociate—in such lofty company, devoting his

life to such a cause—no wonder that Paul con-

fronted a sceptical, scoffing world, and bravely

said, " I am not ashamed of the Gospel of

Christ." Ovthrie.

Safety and firm footing in active life will be

ours if we walk in Wisdom's ways. He who
follows Christ's footsteps will tread surely and

not fear foes. Quiet repose in hours of rest

will be his. A day filled with happy service

will be followed by a night full of calm
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slumber. " Whether we sleep or wake, %ve

live" with Him ; and, if we do, both will be

blessed, and our lives will move on gently

to the time when days and nights shall melt

into one, and there will be no need for repose
;

for there will be no worlv tliat wearies and no

hands that droop. The last lying down in the

grave will be attended with no terrors. The
last sleep there shall be sweet ; for it will really

be awaking to the full possession of the per-

sonal Wisdom, who is our Christ, our life in

death, our heaven in heaven. A. M.
If we go after fame, the Scriptures tell us

that the name of the wicked shall rot. If we
go after riches and cover ourselves with the

outward splendors of fortune, they tell us that

we must go out of life as poor as any ; for,

that having brought nothing material into the

world, we can carry nothing material out.

And then they add, do the works of love and

truth, and these shall go with you. He that

winneth souls is wise. They that turn many
to righteousness shall shine as the stars forever

and ever. Be tishers of men. Watch for souls.

If thy brother sin against thee, gain, if possi-

ble, thy brother. Be ali things to all men, if

by any means you may gain some. And then,

when you have worn out all your powers in

benefactions put upou souls, and believe that

you have many who will be your crown of re-

joicing in the daj' of the Lord Jesus—then, I

say, when the last hour is come, and the scenes

of your mortal labor are retiring from your

sight, have it for your song of triumph, and

leave it to be chanted over j'ourrest :
" Blessed

are the dead that die in the Lord ; for they rest

from their labors, and their works do follow

them." All material properties are left be-

hind ; these cannot follow ; but all the proper-

ties of duty and love must follow, and be gath-

ered in after you to bless your fidelity, and

crown your peace, and be your sacred wealth

forever. Then it shall be seen what is meant

by the value of one soul to another. Bmhnell.

Men are to be redeemed by love ; love is

power, personal power working toward an-

other winningly, operating in him actuatingly,

resting on him as a benediction. And men
grow surprisingly interesting as soon as we
begin to be interested in them. And we shall

find in people just as much heart as we have

the heart to find in them. As soon as we begin

in a Christ-like way to love people we shall dis-

cover that they like to be loved. They are in

our power if our power is heart-power. It is

an easy thing to make a friend. It is like God
to make a friend, and a friend is a permanent

possession, treasure in heaven, imperishable

jewel, star in our crown of rejoicing, out of

which the light never fades. C. II. P.

4. But thou, Daniel, shut up the words. To
" shut up" a book and to " seal" it is the

same with concealing the sense of it from com-
mon understandings. (See chap. 8 : 26.) The
same reason is assigned for this command in

both places— viz., because there would be a

long interval of time between the date and the

final accomplishment of the prophecy. (Cf.

chap. 10 : 1.) But the nearer that time ap-

proached, the more light should men have for

understanding the prophecy Itself ; as is im-

plied in the following words, " Many shall run

to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased ;"

many shall be inquisitive after truth, and keep

correspondence with others for their better in-

formation : and the gradual completion of some
prophecies shall direct observing readers to

form a judgment concerning those particulars

which are yet to be fulfilled. W. Lowth.

The advances of human knowledge in this

world show the forecast of an overruling Mind
in the fact that knowledges come to the front

when they are needed. Timeliness is a grand

factor in the history of inventions and discov-

eries. A similar law of timeliness governs the

higher advances of knowledge which arch over

the two worlds of sense and spirit. Some
knowledges are timely to this world, and

others to that. Some discoveries fit a state of

probation, others a state of moral repose.

Some are congenial with a world of sense,

others not even intelligible but to disembodied

mind. Some are pertinent to the infancy and

some to the maturity of an endless life. Re-

serve of knowledge till the ripening of condi-

tions is one of the signal features of God's wis-

dom. The future ages of our Immortality may
have great epochs of discovery. Then we may
learn the secret blessing of our profoundest

ignorance here of things for which the time

has not yet come.

The analogies of this world lead us to believe

that through the unending succession of discov-

eries of God which lie before us we shall find,

as we do here, the constant recurrence of the

critical
'

' nick of time.
'

' We shall be told what,

and when, and where, it will be safe for us to

know. The thoughtful kindness of God hides

us from revelations which would be untimely

to our conditions. But for this our growth in

character might be convulsive and catastrophic

in its working. We exult in the dignity of

knowledge ; we make it the synonym of power.

But in moral surroundings, which make knowl-
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edge unseasonable, the blessing of ignorance is

incalculably greater. Phelps.

y. The general sense is clear : the time of

the end shall be when the " scattering" (cf. Isa.

11 : 13 ; 27 : 9 ; Jer. 13 : 14 ; 51 : 20, 23) or the

dispersion of the holy people is finished. As

regards the application, it is natural to find in

the words a reference to an end to the troubles

which in Daniel's vision had gathered so thick-

ly about the holy people. Hence such pas-

sages as 1 Mae. 5 ; 23, 45, 53seq. ; 3 Mac. 8seq.,

which tell how the Maccabee brothers, Simon

and Judas, brought back again (is.c. 169) to the

land of Judea their captive fellow-countrymen

(" part" of the holy people), supply a partial

accomplishment of the verse. But what came

true in the Maccabean period has yet to receive

its last and highest verification in the day when
the scattering of God's people and their" tribu-

lation in the world" shall be forever " accom-

plished." B. C.

8. Daniel does not yet understand so definite-

ly as he would, and therefore asks again what
shall be the end of these things. The form of

his question and his choice of words ( What
rather than When) seem to indicate a some-

what wider range than simply the ideaof dura-

tion. That is, he asks not merely Jiow long, but

what shall be tJie issues; including, however,

the length of time. Consequently the answer

teaches both points ; first indicating that the

words are closed and sealed up till the time

of the end, and therefore will not be much
known till near that time ; next, that active

agencies of moral discipline will surely do their

work, some being made better and some made
worse by these events of God's providence

;

also that " the wise," the studious, humble and

docile shall readily understand, but none of

the wicked, for their sin darkens their intellect

while it sears their conscience and hardens

their heart. H. C.

9. The angel's reply is not to be understood

as discouraging. " Go thy way" is a phrase

Baid kindly, and intended to comfort the

prophet. Daniel had been already charged

(verse 4) to shut up the words, etc. ; he is now
told—in answer to his question (verse 8)—that

God had done this ; the opening and imsealing

would be in God's time ; and in that assurance

he was to rest (verse 13). B. C When the

proper season comes, possibly in some cases

not before the event hath interpreted them,

the prophecies will prove their own reality by
their clearness ; and strengthen, perhaps in an

hour of much need, " the patience and the faith

of the saints" (Rev. 13 ; 10). Thus It happened

to the apostles. They understood not before-

hand our Saviour's prediction, " Destroy this

temple, and in three days I will raise it up."
But " when He was risen from the dead, they

remembered that He had said this unto them
;

and they believed the Scripture and the word
which Jesus had said" (John 3 : 19, 22). Abp.

Seeker.

10. Many shall be purified. The persecu-

tions of the faithful are designed for the trial

of their faith and the purification of their lives.

W. Lowth. A verse which has been freely

reproduced in Rev. 23 ; 11. "Many," from

Daniel's time, would pass through " purifica-

tion," and "being made white," meet with

"trial" beyond; "many" are doing so this

day ; it will be the lot of " many" so long as

the present order of things continues. But if

they are " wise," " understanding ones" (cf.

5:3; 11 : 35), " they «/iaM understand," aprom-
ise which was also the answer to Daniel's re-

mark, " I cannot understand" (verse 8). B. C.

None of the loicked sh/ill understand. Because

they are wicked and mill continue in their sins,

the eyes of their tmderstanding shall be closed

and their hearts hardened ; so that they shall

not see the light of the glorious Gospel. But

the icise. Those who open their hearts to God
that He may pour in His light ; they shall

«n(?«?'s<a?j(f the things that make for their peace.

A. C.

There are three remarkable points of contrast

exhibited in this passage. 1. A contrast of

character. The term "wise" describes the

righteous, who possess that religion which is

emphatically " wisdom from above ;" the epi-

thet " wicked" expresses both blindness of

mind and depravity of heart. 3. A contrast of

moral progress. The wise are " purified and

made white" by their trials ; the wicked con-

tinue to " do wickedly." The same discipline,

the very same dispensations, produce opposite

effects ; and the determination of their career

respectively will exhibit a remarkable and eter-

nal contrast. 3. A contrast of mental and spir-

itual perception. It is affirmed that " none of

the wicked shall understand, but the wise shall

understand." Wickedness contracts the mind,

debases the understanding, and renders man so

selfish and carnal that he becomes incapacitated

for taking any comprehensive view of the Di-

vine administration, and indisposed to these

sacred inquiries. One important point, espe-

cially, which the one, through the teachings of

that Spirit who is humbly but incessantly

sought by Christians, does understand, and

which the other, through wilful blindness and
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porverscness of heart, dous not \nuicrstand, is

tM coHJlcction of the opcnitioux nf I'ldridiiicc in

the general affairs of the ir,o-hl. inll, tin' iftnldish-

ment, extention and vltinntlf triiimph of tlie

cause of our Lord Jetius Christ. F. A. Cox.

The afflictions of good people are designed

for their trial ; but by these trials they are

purified and made white ; their corruptions are

purged out, their graces are brightened and

made both more vigorous and more conspicu-

ous, and are found to praise, and honor, and

glory (1 Pet. 1 : 7). To those who are them-

selves sanctified and good, every event is sanc-

tified and works for good, and helps to make

thera better. H.

Afflictions, in order to produce any perma-

nent impression of a spiritual kind, must pow-

erfully excite the natural sensibilities. A slight

impression upon the feelings will be followed

only by a slight religious effect, or rather by

no effect at all. An affliction must be an afflic-

tion. The soul must be torn in sunder before

the balm of Gilead can be applied. In all ordi-

nary cases, instead of checking the current of

tears, and drying the sources of sorrow, tears

ought to Sow, and the fountains of grief ought

to be broken up. The gay world will soon

enough suggest consolatory topics. The cares

of business will soon enough engross the mind.

Time will not bo too backward to close the

wound which death has made. Sanctified sor-

row is deeply seated sorrow. There may be,

indeed, a desperate grief which is of the world,

and which worketh death. Nevertheless, when

the spirit of God blesses the soul by means of

affliction. He first casts that soul into the fur-

nace perhaps seven times heated. There is a

stain of sin on our hearts which nothing but

the " fuller's soap" can wash out. There Is a

"chamber of abominations" within us, which

nothing but the torch of the refiner can en-

lighten, and the fire of the refiner purify. The

great purpose of affliction is to take away sin.

B. B. Edwards.

It is not only that in point of fact tribulation

happens to lie between Christians and their

rest ; it has been placed there of deliberate de-

sign by a wise and loving Father, in order that,

by passing through it, they may be prepared

for a rest beyond. In some of the most deli-

cate manufactures the web, in a rude and un-

sightly state, enters a vessel filled with a cer-

tain liquid, passes slowly through, and emerges

continuously at the opposite side. As it enters.

the cloth seems all of one color, and that one

dim and unattractive ; as it emerges, it glitters

in a variety of brilliant hues arranged in cun-

ning figures, like a robe of needle-work for the

adornment of a queen. The liquid through

which the fabric passes is composed of certain

fiery, biting acids ; and the reason why it is

strained through such a bath is, that in the

passage all the deforming and defiling things

that have adhered to its surface in preceding

processes may be discharged, and the figures,

already secretly imprinted, may shine out in

their beauty. So the disciples of Christ are in

this life drawn through great tribulation, al-

though the Lord who loves them has all power
in heavep and in earth : nay, precisely because

the Lord who loves them has all power in

heaven and in earth, they are bathed in this

sea of sorrows. In wisdom and love, both in-

finite, the Lord has mingled the ingredients,

and determined the duration of the baptism ;

so that, on the one hand, none of His should be

lost, and, on the other, every grace of the

Spirit should be brought out in its beauty

upon all His own. Thus, there is a " need be"

for the great tribulation ; but we shall miss

more than half the meaning of the word here

if we think of this necessity as applicable

only to the suffering. Another thing is neces-

sary—a better and a brighter. True, it is said

of all Christ's people, that they must pass

through much tribulation ; but it is also said

of them that they must enter the kingdom. As
certainly as He came out to seek, those whom
He finds shall go in. The Captain of our salva-

tion will bring many sons into glory. Arnot.

Trial is man's only and compulsory teacher

in the knowledge of himself. Shutting him up

to self-communion, it confronts him with the

grand questions of his immortal being and

compels him to reflection upon the issues he is

working out for himself, upon the character he

is forming, the relations he sustains, the ground

of hope for the future he is cherishing, the des-

tiny to which he is hasting. No one who
has been prostrated by the strong hand of dis-

ease but in the long days and wearisome nights

of loneliness and pain has experienced this effect

of the trial : thoughtfulncss upon the aims and

ends of life, leading to personal heart question-

ing, to painful thoughtfulncss about his soul's

condition and prospects. No one who has"

long anxiously watched beside beloved ones,

or whose heart has been sorely stricken by

actual bereavement, but has been constrained

to reflect deeply upon the same great questions,

to learn much and make personal application

of the realities of sickness and death so affect-

ingly taught. And no one who has met any

other KEAL trial, who has encountered disap-



pointment in any of its severe forms, but,

through the impression it has wrouglit of the

frailty and insufficiency of human ties and

earthl>- hopes, has had the heart tlirown baclc

upon itself to ponder the same momentous ques-

tions of the soul's true character, life and des-

tiny.

Nor is knowledge of self the only blessed

effect designed and produced by trial. In

every soul its discipline alone has wrought out

the invigoration, the knitting into compactness

and hardness, and the mightiest exertion of all

the intellectual and moral forces. Through its

ordeal alone men have been trained to do and

to endure. Through its self-crucifying process

some ungodly men indeed, in their bitterness,

have been nerved to persistence in a harden-

ing course of bold, defiant ungodliness. But

others, whose hearts have been subdued and

broken before God, have been strengthened to

struggle with and break away from the tre-

mendous forces of inbred and outwardly

exerted corruption. And chiefly by the same

self-struggle and crucifixion, 'wrought under

God through trial, believing souls have had

the Divine forces and graces of piety exercised

and maintained, invigorated and developed,

have had Increased their trust, their hope, their

Christ-like endeavor, have made their chief

progress in holiness and toward heaven. No
words can express how much of gain and bless-

ing man owes to trial, how many its uses, how
vast its extent of good to the spiritual universe.

No wonder that Nature in all her processes

multiplies analogies to instruct our souls upon

a point so sublimely important. No wonder

that tlie giant trees of the mountain have wres-

tled with the mighty tempests of centuries ; no

wonder that the clouds obscure and the night

shuts out the day ; no wonder that a seeming

death overspreads the wintry face of the earth,

that the life of tree and plant descends to their

hidden roots. For in all these processes she de-

clares plainly the necessary uses, the life-in-

vigorating fruits of trial and suffering wrought

in the invisible depths of the soul. More plain-

ly still. Revelation confirms the same great

truth, discloses on almost every page the neces-

sity, the wisdom and kindness of God's trying

dispensations. " It is good for me that I have

been atflicted" is the substance of the inspired

testimonies of psalmist, patriarch, prophet and

apostle. There is a " need be" for every trial
;

it is administered of God "for our profit, that

V)e may be made partakers of His holiiuss,
'

' is the

one uniform assertion of the mouth of God. B.

1 3. But go thou thy way till the end be. Here

is proper advice for every man. Thou hast a

way, a loalk in life, which God has assigned

thee ; iralk in that way. There will be an end

to thee of all earthly things. Death is at the

door, and eternity is at hand : go on to the end,

be faithful unto death. There is a rest provid-

ed for the people of God. Thou shalt rest ; thy

body in the grave, thy soul in the Divine favor

here, and, finally, in Paradise. As in the prom-

ised land, there was a lot for caeh of God's peo-

Xile, so in heaven there is a lot for tliee. Do not

lose it, do not sell it, do not let thy enemy rob

thee of it. Be determined to stand in thy own
lot at the end of the days. See that thou keep

the faith ; die in the Lord Jesus, that thou may
rise and reign with Him to all eternity. A. C.

Thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot—i.e., thou

shalt rest in the grave (Isa. 57 : 2) when the end

of thy life has come, and shalt have part in the

kingdom of the saints of the Most High. (Cf.

7 : 18, 27 ; Rev. 20 : 6.) That the words con

tain a reference to and a belief in the resurrec-

tion is self-evident : his " lot" would fall to him

in the heavenly Canaan. " Blessed are they

that" work and " wait" like Daniel ; they

shall " enter into the joy" of their Lord and

"rest and stand" in His presence "at the

end of the dajs. " B. C.

The promises of God cannot fail ; all that

He has spoken concerning the triumphs of the

Gospel must come to pass ; and it is for us to

labor on in the kingdom and patience of Jesus

Christ. It is only in this thought—faithful-

ness, not fruitfulness, the criterion of reward

—that wo seem to get any light on the sorrow-

ful mystery of premature missionary graves.

The young and gifted and consecrated servant,

who has sacrificed everything to obey the great

commission, falling almost as soon as he has

reached his field ! How can we justify the

ways of God in permitting it ? Does the Lord

really choose His workmen, assign them to the

work that is dearest to His heart, and then have

no care that they fall ere the work is hardly

begun ? What if we answer that the obscurest

missionary tomb is just as precious in the sight

of God as the most illustrious missionary tri-

umph ? There it stands, before the eye of the

Master, as a certificate of obedience to His great

commission—a testimony of faithfulness unto

death for Christ's sake. " Thou shalt rest and

stand in thy lot at the end of the days." It is

everything that the fallen missionary shall be

able to stand up in the heathen country where

he laid down his life, and at the sound of the

resurrection trumpet to say to his Lord ;
" Here

I am, just where Thou did.st send me. ready
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for any further service or reward

be assigned me." A. J. flurdon.

Ere we close, let us again revert to Daniel,

at once the great historian and the great

prophot of his time ; wlio more than any other

man wrote contemporary historj' along with

his prophecies and future history in his prophe-

cies ; who wonderfully blended his own pres-

ent life with that tuturc in which the Lord

suffered him to live so intensely ; who did so

much for his people while ho lived, so much
for the age in which he lived, and who yet,

through his wonderful prophecies, projected

himself down into that most terrible age of

Jewish persecution, more terrible by far than

any other through which the Jewish Church

as such was ever called to pass ; raised up of

God for these special ends—to help the nation

first through the Babjlonish captivity, and

next, through the yet more fierce and fiery

ordeal of torture and blood to which they were

subjected in the age of the Maccabees ; a won-

derful man, endowed with wisdom almost

superhuman, of marvellous capacities for pub-

lic business, for bearing great responsibilities,

and for winning the confidence of men who
never loved his religion and never worshipped

his God, but who yet felt the presence of his

piety and the power of his intrinsic greatness

and worth ; such a man was justly held in the

highest esteem by his countrymen ; nay, more
;

such a man impresses us with a new sense of

the wealth of resources at God's command for

making great men for Ilis own use on great

occasions. Tlie beauty of liis chaiacii'r shines

in his pure simplicity ; in his HKHlcsty and

humility ; in the fact that he tilled a sphere of

thought and purpose high above the seductions

of human ambition ; that he dwelt in com-

munion Vith God and drew his mighty im-

pulses to goodness and even to greatness from

the very sanctuary of Jehovah's presence ; that

hence his heart was full to overflowing with

the tenderest sympathies for his people, so that

he truly lived in their life, and felt borne down
and crushed in utter prostration by the views

God gave him prophetically of their future

afflictions and perils. What did not the grace

of God do for this great and good man ! Verily,

God raised him up and made him what he was
for use among his own people ! This same
God is never short of fit instruments for great

emergencies. Let him be joyfully trusted to

raise up other men no less great and good, what
time new and great emergencies shall occur to

call them forth 1 H. C.



INTRODUCTIONS: imOR PROPHETS; HOSEA.

1. Minor Prophets.

The minor prophtts arc often treated as if

by niiuor was meant tliat tliey were of less im-

portance, whereas it really means that their

writings are of smaller bulk. We scarcely

realize that five of tliese prophets were the pred

ecessors of Isiiah, and that they lead up to

him in a very remarkable way. We note the

fact that they are more frequently quoted by

the apostles in the Acts, when speaking to the

Jews, than the greater prophets. The text of

the first Christian sermon is taken by Peter

from Joel ; Stephen gives emphasis to his argu-

ment by a quotation from Amos (7 : 43, 43) ;

and by a quotation from the same prophet

James decides the question discussed at the

first Christian council (15 : 16, 17). So, too, if

we look at the doctrines first revealed by their

instrumentality, v/e shall find that they hold a

very foremost place in our belief. It is Joel

who teaches us the momentous facts of a future

resurrection and a general judgment, and of

that outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh,

without which these doctrines would be a ter-

ror to us. It is Micah who reveals to men the

place of our Lord's birth, Zechariah His cruci-

fixion, Jouah His resurrection, though veiled

beneath a sign. And as they were the earliest

of the prophets who left written memorials of

their work, so were they the last. The Old

Testament closes with the trumpet sounds of

Malachi, telling us of the near approach of the

Forerunner, of the separation of the Jewish na-

tion into those who accepted Christ and those

who rejected Him, and of the coming of days

when, from the rising of the sun even unto the

going down of the same, no victim should

bleed upon an altar, but the meat offering, the

type of Christian worship, he offered every

where unto Jehovah's name.

At the head of this goodly twelve stands

Hosea, not because he was foremost in order of

time, but because his writings are tlie longest

of those who lived in the Assyrian period.

Really the twelve prophets are arranged in

three series—those of the Assyrian period,

Hosea to Nahum, first ; those of the Chaldean

age, Habakkuk and Zephaniah, next ; and those

who lived after the Exile last. Of the first

series it was Hosea who held the prophetic

office for the longest time, and this may prob-

ably have also had its weiglit in causing him
to be placed at the head, especially as the title

runs parallel with that of Isaiah, the foremost

j

of the greater prophets. As regards the rest,

Delitzsch has shown with much beaiity that

they are arranged with a view to the grouping

!
of the ideas which they present in common.
" Because Hosea, at the end of his prophetic

writings, foretold to penitent Israel, watered

with the dew of Divine grace, a rich harvest of

corn, and a freih verdure and blossoming like

the rose, the olive, and the vine ; while Joel

begins liis prophetic writings at a time when
harvest and vintage had failed, and therefore

calls the people to repentance—on this account

the collector has joined the two prophets to-

gether. With fine taste, again, he has made
Amos follow Joel, because Amos begins his

predictions with the striking words found near

the end of the writings of Joel (chap. 3 : 16),

' The Lord shall roar out of Zion, and utter

His voice from Jerusalem.' Upon Amos fol-

low Obadiah, because his whole prophecy

seems, as it were, an unfolding of the remark-

able prediction of Amos (chap. 9 : 12), ' that

they may possess the remnant of Edom. ' But
why does Jonah come after Obadiah ? Because

Obadiah says, ' We have heard a rumor from

Jehovah, and an ambassador is sent among the

heathen ' (Obad. 1), and such an ambassador

Jonah seemed to be. Next in this group comes
Nahum, not merely because he belongs to the

Assyrian period, but because he has a common
interest with Jonah and Micali in that celebrat-

ed utterance of the law (Ex. 34 ; 6, 7), that God
is merciful and gracious, longsufifering and

abundant in goodness and truth." R. P. S.

The prophets are the most conspicuous
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teachers of spiritual religion. Tho priests

failed to apprelicml that the one end iimi aim

of religion is righteousness ; that a religion

ciinsisting exclusively of ceremonies, a religion

divorced from morality, is no religion at all.

It is the protest against this idolatry of the out-

ward function which marlis the theology of the

prophets. " Behold, obedience is better than

sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams,"

said Samuel. " I despise your feast days, and

will not smell in your solemn assemblies," was

the message of the Lord by Amos. " I desired

mercy and not sacrifice, and the knowledge of

the Lord more than burnt offerings," said

Hosea, in words which our Lord loved to quote.

"What doth the Lord require of thee," asks

:Mieah, "but to do justly and to love mercy,

and to walk humbly with thy God ?" " Bring

no more vain oblations," says Isaiah; "but
wash you—make you clean, put away the evil

of your doings from before Mine eyes." " The

just," says Habakkuk, in words which were

the keynote of the theology of Paul, " shall

live by faith." Thus did the prophets, one

after another, make light of the pomptms re-

ligionism of offerings and ceremonial, and an-

ticipate the teaching of the Son of God :
" Not

every one that saith unto Me, Lord, Lord, shall

enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that

doeth the will of My Father which is in

heaven."

Another and most precious characteristic of

the mission of the prophets is the steady, inex-

tinguishable spirit of hope which animated

them amid the direst catastrophes of their peo-

ple, and Avhich gleams out amid their stormiest

predictions of retribution and woe. And this

hope spreads outward in ever-widening circles.

Even when the prophecies of Israel's destruc-

tion seem to be most sweeping, it is always in-

timated that Israel shall not utterly be de-

stroyed. And this hope, which sometimes

seems to fill their pages with Divine contra-

dictions, centres more and more brightly, more

and more definitely, in a Divine person, an

Anointed Deliverer, a coming Saviour for all

mankind. And this propliecy is the pervad-

ing and central element of the whole sacred

canon. "As we watch the weaving of the

web of Hebrew life, we endeavor to trace

through it the more conspicuous threads.

Long time the eye follows the crimson ; it

disappears at length ; but the golden thread of

sacred prophecy stretches to the end." So

true is the great saying of the apostle, that

" the testimony of Jesus is the spirit ot proph-

ecy." The Messianic hope, and the trust in

God by which it was inspired and continued, is

the richest legacy of the prophets to all after

ages.

The apostles evidently attached a high value

to the minor prophets. In the New Testament

they are more frequently quoted than the

greater prophets (by which we merely mean
larger prophets). Farrar.

2. Hosea and nis Puopiifxy.

Of the person of the prophet we know noth-

ing more than that he was the son of Beeri, of

the tribe of Ephraira. Thus, he is one of the

two—Jonah being the other—who alone of all

the prophets certainly belonged to the Ten

Tribes. Yet these tribes had produced Elijah

and Elisha, and under the latter the schools of

the prophets had flourished to an unprecedent-

ed extent. With Jonah written prophecy had

also its first commencement in the northern

kingdom, but it was in Judah that it attained

to its full majesty and strength.

Hosea could not have been long subsequent

to Jonah, for both flourished in the palmy days

of Jeroboam II., Israel's last great king, who
reigned forty and one years, and by whose

hand God saved the people, as Jonah had fore-

told in a prophecy no longer extant, but re-

ferred to in 3 K. 14 : 25. Jehu's had been a

warlike line, and Jehoash, Jeroboam's father,

the conqueror of Jerusalem (2 K. 14 : 13), had

probably laid the foundation of Jeroboam's

conquests, which extended from Hamath, on

the northern border of Syria, to the Dead Sea.

This period of empire, under the strong hand

of a powerful sovereign, was Israel's final op-

portunity for a national repentance. And be-

fore it passed away God sent the people a

prophet, powerful in deed and word, to press

upon them this their last hope. They refused
;

and Hosea lived to see Samaria's fall. In the

fourth year of Hezekiah, B.C. 721, Shalmaneser,

king of Assyria, took Samaria, and carried the

Ten Tribes away captive and placed them in

scattered colonies throughout his vast realm.

It was probably, however, only toward the

close of Jeroboam's reign that Hosea entered

upon his oflice ; for we read tnat he prophesied

also during the reigns of tjzziah, Jotham, Ahaz

and Hezekiah, kings of Judah. It is remark-

able that the book does cover the whole of the

sixty-two years and more which was the dura-

tion of Hosea's ministry. In chap. 1 : 4 he

foretells the speedy ruin of Jehu's race. Now,

of all the kings of Israel after Jeroboam, Jehu

was the only one who had a right to the throne.

All the rest were successful soldiers ;
but Jehu
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was called by God's proplict. Yet he almost

immediately proved unvvorlliy of the trust, and

while he extirpated with unrelenting cruelty

the family of Ahab and the worshippers of Baal

as being certain enemies to his own d}-nasty,

he regarded with indifference the worship of

the golden calves. But this cruelty was looked

upon by God with abhorrence, and Ilosea pre-

dicts that " yet a little while, and Jehovah will

avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the house of

Jehu, and will cause to cease the kingdom of

the house of Israel." Now, Jeroboam's death

was followed by an anarchy of eleven years,

and then his son Zachariah reigned for six

months ; at the end of which time he was
murdered by Shallum. Hosea thus began to

prophesj' before the limited reward given to

Jehu for partial services was completed ; at the

end of chap. 13 Samaria's fall is close at hand.

The Assyrian armies are closing upon her, and

the horrible cruelties which those inhuman con-

querors used to inflict upon the cities which fell

into their hands are clearly set forth. It is

plain that this prediction of Samaria's fate was
written in Hoshea's reign, because in an earlier

chapter (10 : 14) the prophet gives us some par-

ticulars of the first invasion of Shalmaneser,

referred to in 3 K. 17 : 3. R. P. S.

His message was mainly to the kingdom of

Israel, the Ten Tribes who had revolted from

Judah ; and this period, during which he car-

ried God's messages to them, was the most

frightful in their history. It was a period of

change and confusion, of anarchy, murder, and

usurpation. After Jeroboam's death there was
an interregnum of ten years, and then Zecha-

riali seized the sceptre. In six mouths he was
slain by Shallum. In four weeks this man was
murdered by Jlenahcm ; and the murderer,

while his hands reeked with blood, took the

reins of government, and managed to hold

them for ten years, while the chariot of the

State rolled over a horrible path, enveloped in

storms. Pekahiah succeeded him, and after

wearing the crown two years, was put to death

by Pckah ; and then Pekah, twenty years after,

was put to death by Hoshea. Hoshea brings

up the rear of these usurpers, and with him
closes the history of the Israelitish kingdom.
" Tlie Lord was very angry with Israel, and

removed them out of His sight. So was Israel

carried away out of their own land to Assyria

unto this day. " A tragical period truly. Wliat

events—not particularly recorded, but which
are implied in the general narrative—must have
transpired ! How would the soul of the good
prophet be shocked by the things which he

heard ! How would his old age be darkened

and distressed by the troubles of his nation !

How would tears trickle down his time-fur-

rowed cheeks because of the hurt of the daugh-

ter of his people ! Stoughton.

The basis of iM prophet's teaching. The char-

acteristic feature of Hosea's book is his repre-

sentation of the relation between God and the

chosen people in terms of the marriage tie.

Jehovah is the nation's husband, and Israel

His unfaithful spouse. The choice of the fig-

ure is remarkable, and still more startling the

use that is ma£le of it. The idea of a conjugal

union between a god and the land or people be-

longing to him was, indeed, a commonplace of

Semitic religions. And i t had its natural sequel

in the encouragement of gross sexual abuses as

a regular accompaniment of the established

worship. The very evil that was blighting

Ephraim in Hosea's age was the introduction

of this physical conception, with its vile abuses,

into the cult of Jehovah. Yet It is precisely

this notion that the prophet takes and makes
the basis of his entire polemic against the preva-

lent ills of the time, and the keynote of his

teaching concerning God and His purposes

with His people.

How came Hosea to a thought of such bold

and original creativeness ? He tells us that it

grew out of a personal experience of a very

remarkable character. By Divine direction he

formed relations either of marriage or concu-

binage with one or possibly two women of dis-

solute life, had children, assigned to these sig-

nificant names, and was taught thus to discern

the meaning and drift of Jehovah's ways with

His faithless people. Taken in this bare and

probably inexact reading, the story is so repul-

sive that a majority of iuterpretei-s have always

refused to count it an actual transaction, and
have relegated it to the category of symbolical

action, allegory or objective vision—whatever

that may mean. But what would be foul in

fact does not become clean in symbol, vision,

or fancy, and so in neither case would the sup-

posed transaction have been possessed of much
edifying efficacy. Moreover, if acted in dumb
show, or simply told as a parable, it would not

have had any specially impressive power on

the minds of spectators or hearers, while as an

actual experience in the prophet's home, its

movement would be too slow and its scenes too

removed from public view to tell on the con-

science of the community. Evidently its pur-

pose was not the instruction of the people, but

the making of the prophet. What the painful

tragedy could accomplish as nothing else could,
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was to penetrate the prophet's own life and

thought and spirit witli an analogical bvit in-

tensely vivid realization of the heart and mind

of God in His dealing with wayward Israel.

And for that, we cannot but conclude, it must

have been an experience actually lived through

—not, however, in relations of baseness, but

necessarily in a sphere of pure and honorable

love, liope and aspiration. That it was an

actual episode in the prophet's fortunes is con-

firmed by the fact that while the children's

names are manifestly symbolical, the wife's

name is as certainly real and not imaginative.

While we have but to bring to the story an in-

telligent knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of

Hebrew narration and the methods of Divine

revelation to get rid of a number of unhappy

assumptions, and to find, in place of a history

that, whether allegory or actuality, was alike

repellent and spiritless, a pure and pathetic tale

of suffering and loyal love, which might well

make a high-tuned heart sensitive to the Divine

tenderness, and stir a brave-souled patriot to

the career of a prophet.

Hosea was a citizen of northern Israel, in

whom burned the zeal of Elijah for Jehovah.

The persistent sinning of his people pained

him and perplexed him with questions concern-

ing God and providence in the past, present

and future. At last light broke on him from a

strange quarter, and yet certainly from heaven.

It was " the beginning of God's word" to him,

and through him to Israel. By Divine guid

anco, under the impulse of a warm attachment,

he married, counting on a pure and happy do-

mestic life. But his wife, contaminated by the

religious taint of the time, proved unfaithful.

He forbore with her, and hoped for amendment.

Children were born, and, by Divine direction,

called by names significant of Israel's disloy-

alty to her God. The truth was penetrating

ilosea's whole being, that in him and his faith-

less spouse God was exhibiting types of Him-

self and wayward Israel. At length, by Hosea's

act or her own, the unhappy wife ceased to be

an inmate of his home, a partaker of his care

and shelter. She fell into a condition of slavery

and misery. The old love was not gone from

Hosea's heart. The thing was almost beyond

the humanly possible, but a voice within him

said, " Go, love her still, and by firm and ten-

der handling win her back to purity."

It was the voice of God. Nay, it was the

spirit of Jehovah in Hosea reproducing the feel-

ing, thought and action of God in His treat-

ment of Israel. The prophet's first ardent at-

tachment, his pain and grief under his wrongs,

his loathing of the sin, his jealous indignation,

his relenting, and patience, and forbearance,

the loving sternness of discipline, the clinging

affection that followed the unhappy outcast,

the compassion for her in her degradation, the

more than human loyalty cf love and strength

of goodness that recovered and redeemed her

—

these emotions, and conflicts, and experiences

in Hosea are echoes and expressions of the very

heart of God. This is the secret of Jehovah

and of His providential leading of His people.

Elmslie.

The Vords of upbraiding, of judgment, of

woe, burst out, as it were, one by one. slowly,

heavily, condensed, abrupt, from the prophet's

heavy and shrinking soul, as God commanded
and constrained him, and put His words, like

fire, in the prophet's mouth. He delivers his

message as though each sentence burst with a

groan from his soul, and he had anew to take

breath before he uttered each renewed woe.

Each verse forms a whole for. itself like one

heavy toll iu a funeral knell. Pusey.

His sorrowful expostulations, his terrible

warnings, are illumined by hope. They termi-

nate in hope. He has hope for his country and

hope for the Church. " The prophet's mind

was intensely interested in the destinies of his

own people. The nations around him are un-

heeded ; his prophetic eye beholds the crisis

approaching his country, and sees its cantons

ravaged, its tribes murdered or enslaved. No
wonder that his rebukes are so terrible, his

menaces so " alarming that his soul poured

forth its strength in an ecstasy of grief and

affection. Invitations replete with tenderness

and pathos are interspersed with his warnings

and expostulations. Now we are startled with

a vision of the throne, at first shrouded in dark-

ness, and sending forth lightnings, thunders,

and voices ; but while we gaze it becomes en-

circled with a rainbow, which gradually ex-

pands till it is lost in that brilliancy which

itself had originated." Yes, amid the storm

the prophet shows us the rainbow. Cloud after

cloud comes, and there is thunder, but the rain-

bow is painted on the cloud. The prophet

hopes and teaches the nation and the Church

to hope. Stmighton.

What the prophet had grace to see was the

certainty that God is amid all confusions a God

of order, amid all contradictions a God of ver-

ity, amid all judgments a God of love. It is

this element of hope which gives to the writ-

ings of the prophets their highest value, for it

is a recognition of the eternal principle of the

government of the world . And this golden close
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of the dcnunciatvons, this opening even in tlie

valley of Aclior a (ioor of hope, this pointing to

the resplendent arc of the rainbow of mercy amid

the darkest bursts of storm, is the most marked

characteristic not of Hosea only, but of Joel,

Amos, Isaiah, Micah, and all the greatest of

the true prophets. Farrar.

The characteristic of Hosca's book is that the

burden of Israel's guilt lies weighty on his

.soul ; he wails and mourns and laments and

repents with that sinful people. He almost

expresses a sense of his vicarious involvement

in their guilt and carrying of their sorrows.

That is the note which gives its exquisite music

of pathos and beauty to Hosea's prophecy of

the coming downfall of his own land and of

his own people.

It is of little use to try to divide the Book of

Hosea into minute paragraphs and divisions,

and to trace a line of tliought through it, be-

cause, if there is any book in the Bible which

is one long musical burst of emotional life and

liarmonious unity from beginning to end, it is

the Book of Hosea. The man was not so much
an intellect ; he was a great, overflowing heart.

He cannot think out things and reason out

things. He sways, like a pendulum, from one

extreme to another, now blazing indignation

against the people's wickedness and blindness

and madness, and the next moment lamenting

over them like a mother over her only son.

Emotion is the characteristic of Hosca's writ-

ing. Thought, again, is the characteristic of

the writing of Amos. And so far as thought

goes, the key-doctrine of Amos is this : God is

righteous sovereignty. The key-doctrine of

Hosea is this : God is holy love. The key-con-

ception of Hosea's doctrine, Hosea's gospel,

Hosea's prophecy, is that the actual, real rela-

tion between God and Israel is best represented

for his purpose by the tie between liusband

and wife. It is true that he varies that image

near the end of his prophecy. There he pic-

tures God as his Father, and Israel as liis child,

his son. But still the great, moulding, ex-

plaining thought throughout the whole book is

the marriage tie as a picture of the covenant

between Jeliovah and His people. Elmslie.

Hosea contains much of a Christian import

cited by our Lord, by Matthew and by Paul.

(Cf. Matt. 3 : 15 with Hos. 11:1; Matt. 9 : 13

and 13 : 7 witli Hos. 6:6; Rom. 9 : 25, 36 with

IIos. 2 : 23 ; and 1 Cor. 15 : 55 with Hos. 13 :

14.) These passages may not be considered

directly Messianic in tlie strict sense of that

word ; but they contain promise? relating to

Messianic times, iu which they receive tlieir

fulfilment. Their peculiarity, accorrTing to

Hengstenberg, " as compared with those of the

time of David and Solomon, consists in the con-

nection of the promise with threatenings of

judgments, and in the Messiah's appearing as

tlie light of those wlio walk in the deepest

darkness of the Divine judgments." These

promises supported God's people in the midst

of the gloom and darkness of the times. " I

will heal their backsliding, I' will love them
freely ; for mine anger is turned away from

him. I will be as the dew unto Israel ; he

shall grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots

as Lebanon" (Hos. 14 : 5, 6, sq.). Elliott.

Perhaps none of the prophets has within the

same compass included such a multitude of

short, memorable and figurative sentences.

His coin is minute in size, but at once precious

and abundant. What texts for texts are the

following: " My people are destroyed or cut

off for lack of knowledge." " Ephraim is

joined to idols ; let him alone." " O Ephraim,

what shall I do unto thee ? your goodness is as

the morning cloud and as the early dew."

"Ephraim is a cake not turned." "Gray
hairs are sprinlcled or dispersed upon him, and

he knoweth it not." "They have sown the

wind, and they shall reap the whirlwind."
" They shall say to the mountains. Cover us.

and to the hills. Fall on us." "I drew them
with the cords of a man, with the bands of

love" "I gave them a king in mine anger,

and I will take him away in my wrath." " O
death, where is thy triumph ? O grave, where

thy destruction ?" "I will be as the dew unto

Israel." "What hath Ephraim any more to

do with idols?" If the beginning of his pre-

diction somewhat repel, the clo=e of it should

enchain every reader. It is the sweetest,

roundest, most unexpected of the prophetic

perorations. All his woes, warnings, strug-

gles, liard obscurities, and harsh ellipses and

transitions are melted down in a strain of

music, partly pensive and partly joyous, fresh

as if it rose from earth, and aerial as if it de-

scended from heaven. The controversies of the

book are now ended ; its contradictions recon-

ciled—the balance sleeps in still light ; God
and His people are at length made one through

the gracious medium of pardoning love. Gil-

fillan.

No serious attempt has ever been made to

throw doubt upon the genuineness and integ-

rity of the Boole of Hosea. It remains only to

add that, owing to the prophets of the two

kingdoms of Judah and Israel forming one

closely connected body, Hosea's writings were
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soon well known in Judah, and arc often re-

ferred to by Jeremiah. Wc also gather from

his many allusions to things prescribed by the

Levitical law, and which were evidently still in

use in Israel, coupled with similar incidental

references in Amos, that Jcrol)oam I. had re-

tained the main features of the Mosaical insti-

tutions, while engrafting upon them for po-

litical purposes a debased symbolism which
degraded and corrupted the whole. R. P. S.

R-lation to the Sacred Canon.

The Book of Hosca, of a date and of an au-

thenticity which are both unquestionable and
in fact unquestioned, is a witness of the utmost
value for previous portions of the Old Testa-

ment. A number of allusions put it beyond
all lawful doubt that Hosea in the eighth cen-

tury before Christ had in His hands a Hebrew
literature identical with much which we pos-

sess at the present hour. I?. C. (See Bib. Com.
vi. 409.)

In this prophet we find abundant references

to the books of the Law and the earlier histori-

cal books. AVe can detect allusions to or ac-

quaintance with the contents of each book of

the five, and the testimony is the more impor-

tant because it is so obviously unintentional.

We find him speaking of the Law as of a code

which existed in writing. Ho says to Ephraim,

in the name of God (8 : 13), " I have written

to him the great things of My Law, but they

were counted as a strange thing." Eight hun-

dred years before Christ, then, the Law must
have been known in the divided kingdom, and

reckoned of sufficient authority to be appealed

to as Divine, or for the nation to be charged

with contempt of it. Such authority could

not have been the growth of a day, and it must
have rested on a foundation of some solidity to

be acknowledged as authoritative at all. But
independently of this, the fact remains that in

the writings of Hosea, as of all the prophets,

the Law is recognized as the great condemning

instrument in the charge which thoy brought
against the nation. Their writings are unin-

telligible, and their mission is inconceivable,

b>it for the fact of a previously existing Law.
When Joel, who perhaps is even older than

Hosea, says, using the language of the Mosaic

Law (3:1), "Blow ye the trumpet in Zion.

and sound an alarm in My holy mountain," he

witnesses to two facts : firet, that Jlount Zion

had been so long the centre of Divine worship

as to be acknowledged as God's Jiolt/ mountain ;

and secondly, that it was the scene of those

ceremonial and festive observances which the

Law prescribed. When the last book of the

Law was written it was still a matter of uncer-

tainty where the Lord would p!ncc Ilia name,

and no place was permanently fixed until the

time of David ; but from his time onward, for

a period of more than two hundred years, Zion

was regarded as the holi/ mountain, and ac-

quired in the minds of the people that degree

of sanctity which in the time of Joel it pos-

sessed. But in this respect we must remember
it had competed successfully and successively

with Gibeon, Shiloh and Gilgal. All this was
a work of time, but the succession of events

not only demands, but supplies the time.

The case, then, stands thus : we have clear

reference to the Law 800 B.C. At that time it

must have been acknowledged by Israel as well

as Judah, and consequently must have dated

prior to the divisiou of the kingdom, some two
hundred years before. But the same writer

(Hosea) makes allusions to the books of Joshua

and Judges, which must therefore have been

iu existence long before his time, and been then

accepted as trustworthy history of a much ear-

lier period. But whenever these books were

written the Law was still in existence, for it

must have preceded them, whatever their date

is ; and if their narrative is at all to be trusted,

the Law was not only known when they were

written, but also known at the times to which.

they related, long before. Leather.

HOSEA, CHAPTERS L H., HI.

t : 1 Thb word of the Lord that came unto Hosea the son of Been, in the days of Uzziah,

Jotham, Aliaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam the son of Joash,

king of Israel.

AVhen the Lord spake at the first by Hosea, the Lord said unto Hosea, Go, take unto tliee

a wife of whoredom and children of whoredom ; for the land doth commit great whoredom,
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3 departing from the Lord. So he Tvent and took Gomer the daughter of Diblaim ; and she

4 conceived, and bare him a son. And the Lord said unto him, Call his name Jezreel ; for yet

a little while, and I will avenge tlie blood of Jezreel upon the house of Jehu, and will cause

5 the kingdom of the house of Israel to cease. And it shall come to pass at tliat da}', that I

6 will break the bow of Israel in the valley of Jezreel. And she conceived again, and bare a

daughter. And tlie Lord said unto him, Call her name Lo-ruliamah : for I will no more have

7 mercy upon the house of Israel, that I should in any wise pardon them. But I will have

mercy upon the house of Judah, and will save them by the Loud their God, and will not save

8 them by bow, nor by sword, nor by battle, by horses, nor by horsemen. Now when she had

9 weaned Lo-ruharaah, she conceived, and bare a son. And the Lord said. Call his name Lo-

ammi : for ye are not my people, and I will not be your God.

10 Yet the number of the children of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea, which cannot be

measured nor numbered ; and it shall come to pass that, in the place where it was said unto

them. Ye are not my people, it shall be said unto them, Te are the sons of the living God.

11 And the children of Judah and the children of Israel shall be gathered together, and they shall

8:1 appoint themselves one head, and shall go up from the land : for great shall be the day of

Jezreel. Say ye unto your brethren, Ammi ; and to your sisters, Ruhamah.

2 Plead with your mother, plead ; for she is not my wife, neither am I her husband : and let

her put away her whoredoms from her face, and her adulteries from between her breasts
;

3 lest I strip her naked, and set her as in the day that she was born, and make her as a wilder-

4 ness, and set her like a dry land, and slay her with thirst
;
yea, upon her children will I have

5 no mercy ; for they be children of whoredom. For their mother hath played the harlot : she

that conceived them hath done shamefully : for she said, I will go after my lovei-s, that give

6 me my bread and my water, my wool and my flax, mine oil and my drink. Therefore, be-

hold, I will hedge up thy way with thorns, and I will make a fence against her, that she shall

7 not find her paths. And she shall follow after her lovers, but she shall not overtake them
;

and she shall seek them, but shall not find them : then shall she say, I will go and return to

8 my first husband ; for then was it better with me than now. For she did not know that I

gave her the corn, and the wine, and the oil, and multiplied unto her silver and gold, which

9 they used for Baal. Therefore will I take back my corn in the time thereof, and my wine in

the season thereof, and will pluck away my wool and my fla.x which should have covered

10 her nakedness. And now will I discover lier lewdness in the sight of her lovers, and none

11 shall deliver her out of mine hand. I will also cause all her mirth to cease, her feasts, her

13 new moons, and her sabbaths, and all her solemn assemblies. And I will lay waste her vines

and her fig trees, whereof she hath said. These are my hire that my lovers have given me :

13 and I will make them a forest, and the beasts of the field shall eat them. And I will visit

upon her the days of the Baalim, unto which she burned incense ; when she decked herself

with her earrings and her jewels, and went after her lovers, and forgat me, saith the Loud.

14 Therefore, behold, I will allure her, and bring her into the wilderness, and speak comfort-

15 ably unto her. And I will give her her vineyards from thence, and the valley of Achor for

a door of hope . and she shall make answer there, as in the days of her youth, and as in the

16 day when she came up out of the land of Egypt. And it shall be at that day, saith the

17 Lord, that thou shalt call me Ishi ; and shalt call me no mora E.aali. For I will take away
the names of the Baalim out of her mouth, and they shall no more be mentioned by their name.

18 And iu that day will I make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the

fowls of lieaven, and with the creeping things of the ground : and I will break the bow and

19 the sword and the battle out of the land, and will make them to lie down safely. And I will

betroth thee unto me lor ever
;
yea, I will betroth thee unto me in righteousness, and in

20 judgement, and in lovingkindness, and iu mercies. I will even betroth thee unto me in faith-

21 fulness : and thou shalt know the Loud. And it shall come to pass in that day, I will an-

23 swer, saith the Lord, I will answer the heavens, and they shall answer the earth ; and the

23 earth shall answer the corn, and the wine, and the oil ; and they shall answer Jezreel. And
I will sow her unto me in the earth ; and I will have mercy upon her that had not obtained

mercy
;
and I will say to them which were not my people, Thou art my people ; and they

shall say, Thou art my God.

3 : 1 And the Lord said unto me. Go yet, love a woman beloved of her friend and an adul-

teress, even as the Loud loveth the children of Israel, though they turn unto other gods, and
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2 love cakes of raisins. So I bought her to me for fifteen ine(X» of silver, and an homer of bar-

3 ley, and an half homer of barley : and I said unto her, Thou shalt abide for me many days ;

thou shalt not play the harlot, and thou shalt not be any man's wife : so will I also be toward

4 thee. For the children of Israel shall abide many days without king, and without prince,

5 and without sacrifice, and without pillar, and without ephod or teraphim : afterward sliall

the children of Israel return, and seek the Loud their God, and David their king ; and shall

come with fear unto the Loud and to his goodness in the latter days.

Cliap. 1. The book opens with events

peculiar to Ilosea's prophetic ministry—the

taking of a wife whose lewdness symbolized

the infidelity of the nation to God, their Maker
and Husband ; and the birth and naming of

children whose names were significant before

the people of their relations to Jehovah. The

special command of the Lord in this case as-

sumes that the thing required was a hardship

—a thing that no good man would be likely to

do save under a positive command from God
and for a very special purpose. In this view

of it the transaction cannot be regarded as im-

moral in the prophet. Hence the moral objec-

tion against it as a reality loses its force.

1. The reader may wisely peruse the history

of the period covered by these reigns as record-

ed 2 K. 14 : 33 to 18 : 13, and also in 2 Chron.,

chaps. 26-31. The record is a dismal one

—

revolutions, anarchy, conspiracies, universal

idolatry and outbreaking wickedness. H. C.

During the reigns of the four kings of

Judah here named, there reigned over Israel

Jeroboam II., Zachariah, Shallum, Menahem,

Pekahiah, Pekah and Hoshea. The whole

space of time thus marked out must, according

to the chronological statements in Kings, have

been more than sixty years ; while that latter

part of Jeroboam's reign, which overlapped

the commencement of Uzziah's, could not have

exceeded twenty-flve.

2. The connection of thought seems to be

this :

' Go, take for thy wife one who will prove

a common prostitute, making thyself thus like

Me as married to this nation ; and then see

what will be the results of such a connection."

The sequel shows what the results would prove :

the nation should be ruined in Jezreel ; should

cease to be regarded with affection ; should

cease to be Jehovah's people. The principal

design is to announce prophetically the disas-

trous consequences which would flow from

Israel's unfaithfulness to her God. B. C.

It is well to note carefully that the Lord gave

the reasons for this remarkable command

—

viz., because the land had become wholly

adulterous and apostate from God. Of course,

adultery here means specially idolati-y. By the

worship of idols the people had put other gods

before Jehovah. They had faithlessly broken

their solemn covenant to fear and serve the

Loril alone. This covenant can find no better

symbol among human relations than that by
which one man and one woman " become no

longer twain, but one flesh." The marriage

relation, closer and more endearing than any
other, comes nearest to a perfect symbol of the

covenant relation between God and His chosen

people. It is therefore used with great beauty

and force. The fact is humiliating to the peo-

ple of God that this symbol should find ita

most abundant occasion for use, not on the

bright side of this marriage relation, but on

the dark— the shameful infidelities and aposta-

sies of the people in the times of Hosea, Jere-

miah and Ezekiel. The same idea, and most-

ly on its bright side, underlies the forty-fifth

Psalm, and (as the Jews must have understood

it) the Book of Canticles ; but its fuller devel-

opment waited till flagrant sin called it forth.

To Hosea was allotted this bitter afliiction—

a

wife unfaithful to her marriage vows—that he

might be a living representative of the great sin

of the people against their Divine Husband ;

and also, that his own experience of domestic

wrong and wretchedness might give him a

keener sense of the cruel guilt of the nation's

idolatry, and might help him to sympathize

with the feelings of Jehovah under such abuse.

These trials in the prophet's mission have a

vital bearing on the question of his essential

honesty. No selfish motive could have moved
him to such a life-work. To rebuke sin in an

age of such outbreaking and universal wicked-

ness, and to be subjected to such domestic

afilietion for the sake of more vividly illustrat-

ing the apostasy of Israel from their God in-

volve and imply an honest, self sacrificing de-

votion to the will of God. and quite preclude

the supposition of his being an impostor. H. C.

4. Call his name Jezreel. Each one of the

three children represents Israel viewed in some

particular phase, which is described in the

name given to the child. The point in this in-

stance is, that Israel is now regarded no longer

as " Israel," Prince with God, but as " Jezreel,"

the home of murders and idolatries ; where

Ahab and Jezebel had lived, whose crimes had
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Jelm. That the child is so named imports that

Israel, as ruled over by the house of Jehu, had

become no better than Jezreel had been, full of

Idolatry and bloodshed. B. C.

6. " Loruliamah" is literally " not compas-

sionated"—not a subject of mercy. This use

of the negative Lo implies not merely the ab-

sence of mercy, but the presence of wrath.

Here it means that the people had incurred Je-

hovah's frown. lie would not any more show

mercy to the people of the Ten Tribes in such

form as to arrest and turn aside His impend-

ing, long-deserved judgments. On the con-

trary. He " would utterly take them away"

into captivity.

8, 9. " Lo-ammi" signifies not mij pcnple,

and as said above of Lo-ruhar.,uh, it implies

that they are ia a state of positive rejection.

God was about to disown tbem—so utterly had

tliey rejected Ilira by their abounding per-

sistent idolatry, by forsaking tlie worship of

God, and by most flagrant immoralities. How
impressive to Ilosea must have been all the

scenes and sounds of his household ! Often as

he spake or heard spoken the names of these

two children, the thought came: No viercy

!

Not my people! A like testimony it must have

borne to the people among whom he was seut

as the prophet of the living God.

10, 11. Here is a sudden transition from

extreme judgment to the fulness of mercy.

"Tlie Lord keepeth not His anger forever."

Remarkably is it Ilis method, whetlier by

prophet or apostle, to blend threatening witli

promise, and to follow the sternest denuncia-

tions with outbursts of pity and love. The

general sense of the passage is : God hath not

forsakeu His Cliurch utterly and forever. Not-

withstanding this ruin now conung on Israel,

the Lord shall yet have a people, countless as

the sands, united also and prosperous, the true

Israel and Judah. That Israel and Judah
" gather togetlier and appoint themselves one

head," loolu by historical allusion to the sad

history of the recent past, since the revolt under

Jeroboam, and means to say that in this good

time coming, that sore breach shall be healed,

the rival kingdoms become one, and " Ephraim

no more euvy Judah, nor Judah vex Ephraim."

Tlie Church of God, in those times, shall be

one in love, and strong in its union. The " day

of Jezreel" is here the day of the Lord's sow-

ing, or, in our English idiom, planting His

people—with reference to the etymology of

the word Jezreel. Looking liistorically to the

planting in Canaan under Joshua, it means that

God will do a similar thing again. Great shall

be the day when the Lord thus lays anew the

foundations of His Zion, and rebuilds Jerusa-

lem—plants His people in their new estate,

and puts a new face upon His earthly kingdom.

It does not necessarily follow that this planting

is the locating of His ancient people in the

land of Canaan. Paul (Rom. 9 : 25, 26) quotes

this very passage from Hosea to prove that the

"vessels of mercy" to whom God "makes
known the riches of His glory," arc " not of the

Jews only, but also of the Gentiles." That is,

he assumes that in this very passage Ilosea em-

braces Gentile Christians under the name Israel.

This ought to be decisive. Finally, we have

the great fact that just at the point where the

Israel of the Ten Tribes was being cast off for

their hopeless idolatry and incurable corrup-

tion, a larger, richer promise is made to the

" children of Israel" than the literal Israel ever

had before or since, or ever can have. More-

over, what time the old Israel became lost to

history, a new Israel appears ; Gentiles come

into the Church of God ; the world opens to

the mission of the Gospel, and lies at the feet

of the Prince of Peace : and so His Israel be-

comes as the sand of the sea ; His people are

the " sons of the living God ;" old antipathies

give place to the oneness of love ; under their

one head, they come up from their last house

of bondage, and great beyond all former

thought is " the day of Jezreel." H. C.

10. Sons of the living Ood. The

Bible reveals a God who sees men and who
hears their prayer ;

who pities them that fear

Him, and loves them that trust Him ; who
protects by His power and guides by His provi-

dence them that rely upon Him ; who gives

wisdom to them that ask it and strength to

them that have no might ; who provides for all

absolute wants ; who lifts away the unneces-

sary burden of anxious care ; who imparts

courage of heart and fortitude of will to bear

every burden and to discharge every duty
;

who comforts in sorrow and promises victory

even in death. All that the human heart

craves to fit it for the life of earth is met in the

God of the Bible. Every element of spiritual

worship in man is evoked by Him, and every

spiritual want of man is supplied by Him.

There are to be found in Him mercy for the

guilty, pardon for the penitent, peace for the

troubled, comfort for the surrowful, guidance

for the ignorant, strength for the weak, hope

for the despondent, and life for the dying.

By all the facts and analogies of the laws of

correlation and correspondence in the lower
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realms of life, we must confess that a God who
is to the heart of man what bread and water

are to the body, and who is to the soul of man
what liglit is to the eye, must be Ihe living and

true God, to believe in whom is peace, to know
whom is power, and to love whom is life.

W. W. McLanc.

Chap. 2. In this chapter the Lord exposes

and rebukes the sius of His people, and threat-

ens retribution (verses 2-13) ; then turns to

promises of effective discipline and of restor-

ing mercy (verses 14-33). . Throughout this

chapter the adulterous mother, Israel, is spoken

of in the third person, and the Lord declares

what He will do to her in judgment and for

her in mercy. Remarkably, and as if to give

a more impressive sense of her horrible guilt,

her children are introduced—are apprised of

the unnatural crime of their mother, and are

exhorted to plead with her to put away her

sins. It is manifestly the purpose of God, in

this message by Hosea, to paint a life scene of

the crimes of His covenant people iu their rela-

tions to Himself.

I. Say to your brsthren, Ammi ; to your

sisters, Ruhamah. Drop the negative particle

from the names, Lo-Ammi, Lo-Ruhamah

;

sound the sweet words, " My people ;" " the

pitied and beloved"—as if to suggest that the

heart of the Lord still yearns to make them

again His own, and to give the freest flow to

His great and deep compassion. 11. C.

S. It was a grievous charge which God here

preferred against the Israelites, that His corn

and wine and oil, and silver and gold, which

He had given them, they employed in the ser

vice of Baal, an abominable idol. If, when
God giveth us wit. wealth, power, authority,

health, strength, liberty, or any other good

things, instead of using these things to His

glory and the relief of His servants, we abuse

them to the service of those idols which we
have set up in our hearts, to our pride, our

covetousness, or our sensuality, we are as liable

to the charge as the Israelites were ; as unjust,

as profane, as unthankful in every respect as

they. Bp. Saivclersoii.

8, 9. God cannot allow Himself to be put

out of His own world. If men will take His

gifts and not thank Him for them ; if they will

forget His hand, and seize as their own the

things which He daily " gives them richly to

enjoy," He must remind them of Himself—

must, for their sake—by taking away ; by
" recovering" (as He here calls it)—that is. tak-

ing back from the thankless that which the

thankful will value C. J. Vaiic/Jiaii.

14. This verse is, for the chapter, the transi-

tion point between rebuke and threatened retri-

bution for the sins of idol worship on the one

hand, and promises of effective discipline and

of restoring mercy on the otLer. "Behold,"

calls special attention to the great things God
now proposes to do. " Therefore" reminds us

to ask why? The reasons, viewed fundament-

ally, lie deeper than the sins of Israel, even in

God's covenant love and faithfulness. lie can-

not bear that His own Israel sliould sink hope-

lessly under her sins into ruin. Tlierefore His

pity moves Him to discipline and to mercy.
" Will allure her"— in a good sense

;
persuade

lier, draw her by the sweet attractions of love.

H. C.

God's thoughts and ways of mercy are in-

finitely above ours ; His reasons are all fetched

from within Himself, and not from anything

in us ;
naj'. His goodness takes occasion from

man's badness to appear so much the more
illustrious. Therefore, because she will not be

restrained by the denunciations of wrath, God
will try whether she will be wrought upon by

the offers of mercy. Those whom God has

mercy in store for He first brings into a wilder-

ness, into solitude and retirement, that they

may the more freely converse with Him out of

the noise of this world ; into distress of mind,

through sense of guilt and dread of wrath,

which brings a soul to be quite at a loss in it-

self and bewildered, and by those convictions

He prepares for consolations ; and sometimes

into outward distress and trouble, by that to

open the ear to discipline. He will then allure

them, and speak comfortably to them ; will

persuade them, and spealc to their hearts ; He
will by His word and spirit incline their hearts

to return to Him, and encourage them to do

so. He will allure them witli the promises of

His favor, as before He had terrified them with

the thrcatenings of His wrath ; will speak

friendly to them both by His prophets and by
His providences. II.

That they might be cast on Him alone, and

not become immediately re-entangled in the

world's affairs, Israel is not led directly from

Egypt to Canaan, but by long journeys through

the wilderness, where the life of nature and

history stands still, and the people are alone

with their God. Since the wilderness is with-

out nourisnment, and without so much as a

path, the simplest sign of human culture. Ho
undertakes to feed them with manna ; He
undertakes their giiidance in the pillarof cloud

and fire, that herein too the people may be

directly pointed to Him, and accustomed to the
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thought of Ilim. Anherlen.^—It is this mean-

ing of the wilderness-wandering ot Israel as a

process of education which malies it so impor-

tant, not simply historically, but also religious-

ly ; and this is the point of view under which

the Old Testament itself—the Pentateuch, and

especially Deuteronomy, from which a few

chief passages have been brought forward in

the text, as well as prophecy—presents the

history of the Israelites. In verse 16 the future

restoration of Israel is represented as a new
guidance through the wilderness. In the pre-

ceding passage it is foretold that God will re-

move Israel into a position of separation, where

it can no more have intercourse with the idols

to which it has given itself. This is the lirst

stage. And now, verse 14, " Behold, I will

entice her, and lead her into the wilderness,

and will speak to her heart ;" the people shall

be placed in a position where they are thrown

entirely on God, as Israel was once in the Ara-

bian wilderness, to learn by experience what it

has in its God. O.

God afflicts us for our profit, that we might

be partalters of His holiness. Tlie flowers smell

sweetest after a shower ; vines bear the better

for bleeding ; the walnut-tree is most fruitful

when most beaten ; saints spring and thrive

most internally, when they are most externally

afiBicted. Afflictions are the mother of virtue.

Manasseh's chain Wiis more profitable to him
than his crown. Luther could not understand

some Scriptures till he was in affliction. The
Christ-cross is no letter, and yet tliat taught

him more than all the letters in a row. God's

house of correction is His school of instruction.

All the stones that came about Stephen's ears

did but knock him closer to Christ, the corner-

stone. The waves did but lift Noah's ark

nearer to heaven ; and the higher the waters

grew, the more the ark was lifted up to heaven.

Afflictions lift up the soul to more rich, clear,

and full enjoyments of God. " Behold, I will

lead her into the wilderness, and speak comfort-

ably unto her," or rather, as the Hebrew has

it, " I will earnestly or vehemently speak to

her heart." God makes afflictions to be but

inlets to the soul's more sweet and full enjoy-

ment of His blessed self. When was it that

Stephen saw the heavens open, and Christ

standing at the riglit hand of God, but when
the stones were about his ears, and there was
but a short step betwixt him and eternity ?

And when did God appear in glory to Jacob,

but in tlie day of his troubles, wlien the stones

were his pillows, and the ground his bed, and

the hedge.a hia curtains, and the heavens his

canopy ? Then he saw the angels of God as-

cending and descending in their glittering robes.

T. Brooks.

" I will speak to her heart." How exquis-

itely natural as well as touching is this lan-

guage I None but a man in affliction or a God
who knows what is in man in affliction would
have thought of it. Others speak comfortably

to us in sorrow, but if that sorrow is deep,

wliat power have their words ? They may be

kind words and riglit words, they may deserve

our gratitude and have it, we may feel ashamed

of ourselves that they have so little of it ; but

they can no more get to our hearts when God
has really wounded them than they can restore

our blessings or raise our dead. C. Bradley.

There is a wonderful word in one of the old

books which is universally and blessedly true
—" I will lead her into the wilderness, and

there I will speak to her heart." And they, I

think, know comparatively little of the inti-

macy and the sweetness of Divine companion-

ship wlio have not passed through the bitter

experience of human loneliness. Christ had to

take the blind man apart from the cro,wd be-

fore he could give him his sight. Moses had

to be called into the dreary desert, with its

gloomy peaks and splintered crags of granite,

before he could see the great sight ; and Elijah

had to go to the same lonely district ere to him
there came the still, small voice. Friend, if

you are condemned to a lonely life, nestle close

to God, and tlie solitude will be full of sweet-

ness and blessedness. There is yet another

kind of solitude. Besides the necessary one to

catch the personality, and the providential one

which God's mercy sometimes iiings upon us,

there is the voluntary one, without which there

is no depth of Christian life and no adequate

possession of that Divine Spirit. I know that

domestic arrangements and imperative duties

make it all but impossible for many Christian

people to secure more than a little solitude
;

but God can also come to a man in a crowd.

But for all that, I venture to say that no Chris-

tian person can do without some quiet mo-

ments with himself and his God. May I still

further venture to say that, however useful

good conferences for deepening spiritual life

may be, solitary communion with Jesus Christ

is better, and that, perhaps, if we had fewer

congresses and meetings and unions of diflEer-

ent kinds, and Christian people accepted more

that invitation to " Come, my people, and enter

into thy chamber, and shut the door," we
should find a deeper possession of power than

from the ordinary i;hurch meetings and such
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like. The voice of the Spirit of God is heard

in our closets more than iu crowds. A.. M.

13. "From thence"—from such a scene of

moral discipline, God will give her her vine-

yards—with historical reference to the grapes

of Eshcol, which ancient Israel found on enter-

ing Canaan. Blessings come after, and out of,

efficient moral discipline. " The vuUcy of

.\chor" is still another historical allusion.

The word Achor means, by its etymology,

trouble—in history it was the place of trouble

to Achan. (See Josh. 7 : 24-26.) So the troubles

of Israel shall be her " door of hope." " And
she shall sing there" with declared reference to

the joy of the Hebrews when, led by Moses and

Miriam, they sang songs of deliverance on the

hither side of the Red Sea. So joy comes from

sanctified sorrow. Moral discipline that really

turns the heart from sin to God is evermore a

well-spring of blessings. H. C.

The valley of Achor (that is, of trouble) was

a dismal place, and yet it is called here a door

of hope. " I will give her the valley of Achor

for a door of hope. " So be it with our Achors

—with those spots in our lives where sin has

found us out, or where great grief and great

calamity has come upon us ! Pray God to

make them, each and all, to us a door of hope.

They will be so if we will only, thus late, see

God in them. They will be so if they only

make us more humble, more lowly in our own
eyes, more deeply penitent, more earnest and

single-minded, more simple and resolute in our

return to Him who is alone the rest and haven

and home of the soul, who has long borne our

provocations, who has been long tracking us

in our wanderings, and who now at length

—

may He grant it—has overtalccu us in the far

country, and shall take us home with Him into

that house of many mansions where it shall be

well with us forever. " The valley of Achor

for a door of hope." C. J. Yauglian.

Very beautiful is the lesson that Cecil records

when he tells us of his walk iu a garden, dur-

ing a season of painful dejection and gloom on

account of a severe trial he was enduring, and

his meeting the gardener cutting a pomegranate

tree so deeply and severely, that Cecil thought

he mnst have killed the very life out of it ;
but

the gardener told him that the tree had borne

no fruit for a long time, and that this deep and

as it might seem hazardous cutting was neces-

sary not indeed for its life, but its fruit-bear-

ing life. He was thus treating it, that its

branches might be covered with pomegranates.

The lesson went to Cecil's heart, as well indeed

it might. G. B. C.

The fight may bo a long one and it may be a

very hard one, but the fight with sin is not

hopeless, and it need not be of uncertain issue.

The trial may be very severe, and you may say,

" Oh, this knife of God, how deep it cuts ! It

seemed to me, when it touched my heart, as

if it would never stop until il went clear

through." But, friend, God's pruningknife

never goes by so much as a hair's-breadth fur-

ther than the necessities of the case require,

and the use of it is never for the maiming, but

only for the healing of the soul. The disci-

pline, both of temptation and of trial, is intend-

ed to leave us richer than we were before

—

richer than we could have been without its en-

durance. Temptation and trial, I may say, are

God's drill and dynamite to blow up the ob-

structions that choke the channels of our affec-

tions and of our energies until the whole broad

stream of God's life shall course through our

own and have its own sweet will. Ah ! those

are strong words that Peter uses when he com-

mands us to rejoice because of our fiery trial,

inasmuch as in it we are made partakers of

Christ's suffering. Then he lifts the veil for

just a moment and shows us that when the

Master's glory shall be revealed, wlien we shall

understand the meaning of His discipline with

us, as he understands it now, we shall be glad

with exceeding joy. Behrends.

Trouble in some of its thousand forms, trouble

alone, leads to thought fulness about the courses,

the aims, the end of life ; thoughtfulness about

the insufficiency of this world's best, most

valued objects ; thoughtfulncss about God.

about the relations sustained to Him, the duties

demanded by Him ; thoughtfulncss about the

truth conveyed in His own Word, about the

knowledge of Christ as a Saviour and of the

Holy Spirit as the Sanctifier ; thoughtfulness

about sin in its nature, its desert, its forgive-

ness ; thoughtfulness about death, a judgment,

an unchangeable state of bliss or woe. And it

is trouble on account of dn, trouble awakened

in the heart itself by such thoughtfulness direct-

ed and applied by the Spirit of God ; it is trouble

on account of sin which precedes and leads to

the possession of a living hope in the mercy of

God. It is a memorable remark of an early

commentator that " trouble for tin. if it be sin-

cere, opens a door of hope, for that sin which

truly troubles our hearts shall not ruin us."

And as it is through trouble we are introduced

by the grace of the Divine Spirit into the

Christian life, so it is through the same blessed

means of trial that we are borne on throughout

that life. By trial, as the chief outward means
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of God's ordaining, do we go from grace to

grace, from strengtii to strength. Tlie cross is

the symbol of our faith, the sign-manual of our

Christian profession—the cross of suffering and

self-denial. B.

19, 20. / trill betroth thee -unto Me. The

threefold repetition of these words betokens

the solemn joy with whicli the Divine Bride-

groom rests upon the thought of that future

marriage. As a betrothal or a marriage was,

of course, " forever," the emphatic declaration

before us implies that the relation into which

Jehovah would now enter with Israel should

never again be broken up as it had been before

—i.e., that her fidelity should be secured. This

13 explained by Jer. al : 81-34.

In riffhtiotisncss, eta. All these character-

istics, as well as that of " faithfulness" in the

next verse, attach to Jehovah's own part in

this transaction, and not to Israel's. The first

pair, " righteousnessand judgment, "conjoined

also in Ps. 89 : 14, where likewise they are fol-

lowed by " mercy and truth," and in Ps. 97 : 3,

point to the hatred of sin and the redeeming

and purifyingenergy with which the Lord will

effect the union (cf . Isa. 1 : 27) ; as on the other

hand the next pair, " loving kindness and mer-

cies," point to the tender and sympathizing

love with which lie will deal with a creature

80 greatly requiring forbearance. The New
Testament revelation throws a clear and intense

light upon the import of all this. B. C.

The fulness of the reconciliation between

God and the people has never been more beau-

tifully, more completely and more tenderly set

forth than iu the matchless words of the con-

clusion of the first parable of the unfaithful

wife, " I will betroth thee unto Me forever."

The word betroth is used, the word suggestive

of pure maidenhood, the word which indicates

that no past sinful infidelity is to be remem-

bered ; all that is forgiven, forgotten, never

to be called to mind. " Yea, I will betroth

thee unto Me in righteousness, and in judg-

ment, and in loving-kindness and in mercies.

I will even betroth thee unto Me in faithful-

ness ; and thou shalt know the Lord." The
parable of the prodigal son even does not equal

this as a picture of Divine love, treating the

adulterous wife, who wrongs her husband, far

more than any prodigal does his father—treat-

ing her as though of virgin purity, one who
had never sinned. 0. T. Student.

20, " Thou shalt know the Lord" is one of

the most expressive phrases possible to human
language, implying to know God in all the

great elements of His character and in all the

experiences of His spiritual power ; to know
with the heart brought fully under the power
of Jehovah's presence and love. H. C.

21, 22. Setting forth the heavens and the

earth as taking part in a grand responsive

choral. It should be rendered, " I will respond

to the heavens," etc., as conveying the idea of

a series of ascending petitions with the de-

scending responses as the return vibration in

the combined physical and spiritual movement
that is represented in the figure. It is drawn
from the responsive musical service of the tem-

ple. Nature, as thus responding to God, is a

sublime anthem, a grand roll of harmony, with

each chord so connected (both simultaneously

and in melodious succession) with every other,

that the result is a diapason movement, a modu-
lation throughout the immense scale as it is

touched from the supernal sphere. It is the

same figure in the nineteenth Psalm as brought

out by a more poetic, and, on that very ac-

count, more literal rendering. T. Lewis.

God will hear the prayer of His people for

the earthly good they may need and shall ask

of Him. The manner of saying this gives us

what we may call a circle of prayer. " Jez-

reel" stands here for the people whom God
plants in the land. Hence the form of the

thought is : This people call for corn and wine

and oil, and in a sense cry unto these things,

and are heard and answered ; the corn and

wine cry to the earth, the earth to the heavens,

and the heavens to God. God hears the hea-

vens ; the heavens hear the earth ; the earth

hears the corn, and the corn hears the people

whom God plants in the land. The agencies

of Providence that lie between God and His

praying people, which must be all put in opera-

tion in order to give them corn and wine, are

beautifully put into the links of this chain of

prayer. H. C.

2!I, The prophecy of this chapter (verses

2-33) closes in the same way as the prophecy

chap. 1 : 2-3 : 1 does, with the reversal of the

prophetic import of the names of the three typi-

cal children. First there is " Jezreel," which,

in the former prophecy (chap. 1 : 11), is dealt

with only by implication. The name Ood-will-

sow needs not to be changed, but only applied

differently, and this here is explicitly done.

"Israel is Ood-toill-sow ; for I will sow her

unto Me

—

i.e., to be My very own, in the land

of Israel." In Jer. 31, in which in verses 31-34

we have found the parallel to verses 19. 20 of

this chapter, we have again in verses 27, 28 a

prediction in wiiich we seem compelled to

recognize a distinct reference to and enlarge-
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ment of this clause ;
for " unto Mc" is ex-

plained by Jcromiali's " I will watch over

them, to build and to plant." 15. C.

/ will say to them. Thou art My people, and
they shall say, Thou art my Ood. That mutual
interest and possession is the very foundation

of all our comfort. lie first says, My people,

calls them so and makes them to be so ; and

then they say, my God. It is, therefore, a re-

lation that shall hold and shall not break, be-

cause it is founded upon Ilis choice who
changes not. The tenor of an external cove-

nant with a people, as the Jews found, is such

as may be broken by man's unfaithfulness,

though God remain faithful and true. But the

new covenant of grace makes all sure on all

hands and cannot be broken ; the Lord not only

keeping His own part, but likewise performing

ours, in us and for us, and establishing us, that

as He departs not from us first, so we shall

not depart from Him. I will betroth thee to Me,

says He there, forever (verse 19). It is an indis-

soluble marriage that is not in danger to be

broken either by divorce or death. Leigh-

ton.

Chap. 3 : 2. This buying does not neces-

sarily forbid the supposition that she had been

his wife before. It does imply that she had

forfeited tliat relation, and could properly re-

turn only as one justly divorced. To show
this seems to be the chief or sole intent in

this second verse. H. C. This treatment of

Gomer imaged forth the care which Jehovah

would take of Ills people even at the time when
they should seem to be no longer the objects of

His love. He would keep them in being, and

provide for their necessary maintenance, though

not in the honor or lu.xury of a nation enjoying

His full favor ; and this with a view to their

being ultimately restored to the complete pos-

session of their covenanted blessings. B. C.

3. Probably the true sense of the verse is

better given by omitting the word " another,"

which has nothing to correspond to it in the

Hebrew. " Thou shalt not he for man"—any

man—the special point being to represent a

state of Israel described in the next verse as

•without any worship of either the true God or

idols. II. C.

In the covenant of grace, God is ours, and

we are His. He makes over Himself to us
;

and so, by an entire resignation, we are given

up to Him. The covenant is like a conjugal

contract, and may be illustrated by that of the

prophet Rosea (3 : 3), " Thou shalt be for me,

and I Will be for Thee." God makes over

Himself and, all Uis power and mercy to be-

lievers ; so that no dispensation comes to them
but in the way of blessing 1 T. Manton.

4. It is a very remarkable peculiarity of the

prediction in this verse, that while it describes

Israel as having neither sacrifice nor oracle, U
describes her also as abstaining from image-

worship, and even from those forms of heretical

or heathenish divination which are known to

have been in use among them for ii thousand

years—from the early times of her patriarchs

to the end of her monarchy. This was a fu-

ture of their condition, which no one could

have forecast from anything found in her pre-

vious history. It is, therefore, not without

point that the prophetic Spirit lays reiterated

stress upon this hitherto unknown peculiarity
—" no sacrifice and no statue ; no ephod and

no teraphira. " Kimchi recognizes this descrip-

tion in the present condition of his people.
" These are the days of the Captivity in which
we now are at this day ; we have no king nor

prince out of Israel ; for we are in the power of

the nations, and of their kings and princes ;

and have no sacrifice for God, nor image for

idols ; no ephod for God that declares future

things by Urim and Thummim ; and no tera-

phim for idols, which show things to come, ac-

cording to the mind of those that believe in

them." B. C.

Up to the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus,

they had a polity and governor, a prince, what-

ever might be his title. They have long had

none. They offer no sacrifice. They worship

no images, being now of all people the most

opposed to idolatry. They have no ephod—by
which is meant no established priesthood—for

the ephod was the holy garment worn by the

high priest over the tunic and robe (Ex. 29 : 5),

Neither have they teraphim—a sort of house-

hold gods, used especially for purposes of

divination. Now, the appointed means for in-

quiring of God was by the Urim and Thum-
mim, a sort of breastplate worn over the ephod

(Ex. 28 : 30), and thus the ephod itself is often

used as equivalent to the Uiim (1 Sam. 23 : 9).

It means, therefore, that though the Jews have

lost the true means of approaching God to know
His will, yet that they do not try to discover

that will by any false and superstitious means.

No more exact description could possibly bo

given of the present state of the Jews every-

where. And in this state they are to remain

till they accept Christ. When Hosea wrote, he

was living under the rule of the last probably

of those military usurpers who so often had

made the crown of Israel their prize ; but the

king whom the nation must acknowledge when
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they return to Jehovah is David—not person-

ally, for he had long been gathered to his fa-

thers, but David as the symbol of the Messiah,

David's Son. And so the Targum (of Jona-

than) explains it :
" They shall obey Messiah,

the Son of David, their King. " R. P. S.

4, 5, Here is an exceedingly interesting

prophecy, to the effect that the children of Is-

rael shall remain a long time without king or

prince, without sacrifice, images, or any insig-

nia of worship, whether true or false, required

or forbidden. Cured of idolatry, yet not con-

verted to the worship of the true God, they

were to remain long in this peculiar, extraordi-

nary state. Considering how strong their na-

tional passion has been to have a king and some
established ceremonials of worship, either Di-

vine or idolatrous, this prophecy is surely such

as no human sagacity could or would have

made. Yet, ever since their own Messiah came
in the flesh, or, more clefinitely, since the fall

of their city under the Roman arms (a.d. 70),

this has been precisely their condition. " After-

ward"—somewhere in the times yet future

—

" they shall return and seek the Lord their God
and David their king." Hosea is not alone in

giving to David's greater Son the name David.

Jeremiah (30 ; 9) says :
" They shall serve the

Lord their God and David their king, whom I

will raise up to them." Ezekiel likewise (34 :

23, 34 ; 37 : 24, 35). David, considered as king,

was a special type of the Messiah, so that the

transfer of his name to the latter is natural.

H. C.

HOSEA, CHAPTERS IV., V.

4 : 1 Heau the word of the Loud, 3'e children of Israel : for the Lord hath a controversy

with the inhabitants of the land, because tliere is no truth, nor mercy, nor knowledge of God
2 in the land. There is nought but swearing and breaking faith, and killing, and stealing, and

8 committing adultery ; they break out, and blood toucheth blood. Therefore shall the land

mourn, and every one that dwelleth therein shall languish, with the beasts of the field and

4 the fowls of heaven
;
yea, the fishes of the sea also shall be taken away. Yet let no man

strive, neither let any man reprove ; for thy people are as they that strive with the priest.

5 And thou shalt stumble in the day, and the prophet also shall stumble with thee in the night

;

6 and I will destroy thy mother. My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge ; because

thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shall be no priest to me :

7 seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I also will forget thy children. As they were

8 multiplied, so they sinned against me : I will change their glory into shame. They feed on

9 the sin of my people, and set their heart on their iniquity. And it shall be, like people, like

10 priest : and I will punish them for their ways, and will reward them their doings. And
they shall eat, and not have enough ; they shall commit whoredom, and shall not increase:

11 because they have left off to take heed to the Lord. Whoredom and wine and new wine

12 take away the understanding. My people ask counsel at their stock, and their staff declareth

unto them : for the spirit of whoredom hath caused them to err, and they have gone a whor-

13 ing from under their God. They sacrifice upon the tops of the mountains, and burn incense

upon the hills, under oaks and poplars and terebinths, because the shadow thereof is good :

14 therefore your daughters commit whoredom, and your brides commit adultery. I will not

punish your daughters when they commit whoredom, nor your brides when they commit

adultery ; for they themselves go apart with whores, and they sacrifice with the harlots :

15 and the people that doth not understand shall be overthrown. Though thou, Israel, play the

harlot, yet let not Judah offend ; and come not ye unto Gilgal, neither go ye up to Beth-aven,

16 nor swear. As the Lord livetli. For Israel hath behaved himself stubbornly, like a stubborn

17 heifer : nor will the Lord feed them as a lamb in a large place. Ephraim is joined to idols
;

18 let him alone. Their drink is become sour : they commit whoredom continually ; her rulers

19 dearly love shame. The wind hath wrapped her up in its wings ; and they shall be ashamed

because of their sacrifices.

5 : 1 Hear this, O ye priests, and hearken, ye house of Israel, and give ear, O house of the

king, for unto you pertaineth the judgement ; for ye have been a snare at Mizpah, and a net
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3 spread upon Tabor. And the rcvoltcrs are gone deep in making slaughter ; but I am a re-

3 bulver of them all. I linow Ephraim, anil Israel is not hid from me : for now, O Ephraim,

4 thou hast committed wlioredom, Israel is defiled. Their doings will not suffer them to turn

unto their God : for the spirit of whoredom is within them, and they know not the Lord.

6 And the pride of Israel doth testify to his face : therefore Israel and Ephraim shall stumble in

6 their iniquity ; Judah also shall stumble with them. They shall go with their flocks and

with their herds to seek the Lord ; but they shall not find him : he hath withdrawn himself

7 from them. They have dealt treacherously against the Lord ; for they have borne strange

children : now shall the new moon devour them with their fields.

8 Blow ye the cornet in Gibeah, and the trumpet in Ramah : sound an alarm at Beth-aven
;

9 behind thee, O Benjamin. Ephraim shall become a desolation in the day of rebuke : among
10 the tribes of Israel have I made known that which ijhall surely be. The princes of Judah

are like them that remove the landmark : I will pour out my wrath upon them like water.

11 Ephraim is oppressed, he is crushed in judgement ; because he was content to valk after the

12 command. Therefore am I unto Ephraim as a moth, and to the house of Judah as rottenness.

13 When Ephraim saw his sickness, and Judah saw his wound, then went Ephraim to As-

syria, and sent to king Jareb : but he is not able to heal you, neither shall he cure you of

14 your wound. For I will be unto Ephraim as a lion, and as a young lion to the liouse of

Judah : I, even I, will tear and go away ; I will carry off, and there shall be none to deliver.

15 I will go and return to my place, till they acknowledge their offence, and seek my face : in

their affliction they will seek me earnestly.

The rest of the prophecy (chaps. 4-14) is a

sort of dirge, consisting of mingled wailings,

entreaties, exhortations, threatenings, and prom-

ises, and summing up the whole of Hosea's

long teaching after Jeroboam's days. It is the

necessary consequence of the first three chap-

ters ; for they in two brief but telling allego-

ries set plainly forth the sins, especially of

idolatry, by which Israel had violated God's

marriage covenant, and been repudiated by

Him, with mercy, nevertheless, for her in store,

but only after long days of widowhood. Those

allegories state his whole case ; the poem that

follows is his lamentation. In it he urges upon

the people the consequences of their national

sin, first showing them their guilt, both gener-

ally, and also class by class ; next, in severe

and gloom}' terms, he sets before them their

punishment ; and then gradually, though irreg-

ularly, he advances to those better hopes and

promises with which, too, his parables had

ended. And most beautifully are these hopes

expressed. H. P. S.

We have in the second part the atmosphere

of the dark and distracted age that followed

the decease of Jeroboam (4 : 1, 3 ; 5 : 1, 2, 13
;

7 : 7, 11, etc.). Everywhere we are confronted

with the lawlessness, the dissoluteness, the

plotting factions, the mad dallying with the

great powers, and a thousand unmistakable in-

dications of the last years of Israel's decline

and decay. But while there can be no hesita-

tion in assigning the whole of this section to

the period in question, it is almost a hopeless

task to divide it into separate utterances, and

to attach these to particular stages of the down-

ward career of the kingdom. This difficulty is

due partly to the peculiar style adopted by the

prophet, whose utterances flow on in one long,

impassioned monologue, in which we rather

dimly divine pauses than clcarlj' discern them.

Moreover, the references to contemporary inci-

dents and current circumstances, though numer-

ous and detailed, are too vague to help us much
in our extreme ignorance of the actual course

of events, which are chronicled in the most

summary fashion in the historical books.

Elmslie.

Chap. 4. The Lord sets forth the great sin

of the people ; charges it largely to the account

of the priests, whose flagrant neglects of duty

He exposes and denounces (verses 1-11) ; shows

that idolatry is folly (v. 12), and begets licen-

tiousness (verses 13, 14). He solemnly warns

Judah to avoid the sin and doom of Ephraim

(verses 15-19). H. C.

1. Because there is no truth, nor mercy. In-

tegrity and mercy or compassionate sympathy

make up the sum of man's duty to man.

Knowledge of Ood. That consciousness of what

God is, both in Himself and in His relations to

us (cf. note on chap. 6 : 3). which leads to prac

tical conformity with Ilis will. (So chap. 6 : 6.

Cf. Jer. 22 ; 16 ; Isa. 11 : 9.) Compare the triad

of virtues enumerated in Micali 6:8. B. C.

That knowledge which is before and beyond

all other—which is the first, and ever the

greatest want of a thinking soul, and which is

also the consummation of all knowledge, in

time and in eternity—the knowledge of God
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in the grandeur of His attributes, in the mys-
tery of His triune nature revealc;! in Clirist, in

the glory of His holiness, in the excellency of

His love, in His paternal goodness, in His re-

deeming mercy, in His pledged and everlasting

grace ; this is the wisdom tliat Christ brings to

the humblest of His disciples. What matters it

to have climbed the heiglits of mountains, and

compassed the earth, if there be no heights of

glory for the soul beyond ? What matters it

to have sounded the sea and have gathered

its treasures if the soul shall never stand upon

the sea of glass before the throne ? What mat-

ters it to have visited upon beams of light the

outmost planet, and have measured the stars,

if for the disembodied spirit there shall be no

wings of love to bear it to a celestial home ?

Vvhat matters it to have analyzed the constitu-

tion of the soul if the great wants of that soul,

as a spiritual and immortal existence, shail be

forever unsatisfied ? The wisdom that Christ

brings, that Christ is, is the wlidom that man
ever needs, but had never found. It is the wis-

dom of God ; the being, the attributes, the

character, the works, the government, the pur-

poses, and, above all, the emotions, the desires

and the promises of God toward man, all truly

and fully displayed ; and while it is no newly

created faculty within the soul, it is that soul

itself in all its faculties, quickened and purified

to behold, to honor, to love, and to enjoy God
as He is. This is that wisdom which is the life

of the soul. " For this is life eternal, to know
the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom He
hath sent." J. P. T.

2. The Hebrew of this verse is a model of

brevity and force ; its infinitives absolute, stand-

ingnakedand as compact as possible. " Swear-

ing, lying, murdering, stealing, committing

adultery," they are outbreaking in all. Scorn-

ing restraint, tlicy break over all bounds.
" Blood toucheth blood" in the strong sense

that the streams from the first murdered man
meet and mingle with the streams from the

second, and scarcely can there be found a spot

clean of the gore of murder. H. C.

Swcarinrj. The Hebrew verb {alah, derived

from a noun meaning " God") denotes the use

of God's name, both for taking an oath and for

execration ; and as endeavors were sometimes

used to cast evil spells upon others by impre-

cation, it is not improbable that the impious

use of God's name in cursing is here intended

as well as perjury. It perhaps also includes a

large use of those unnecessary oaths, which
have been so strongly condemned by our Lord

and by James. B. C.

Some tins are productive of temporary profit

or pleasure ; but profanene.ss is productive of

nothing unless it be shame on earth and damna-
tion in hell. It is the most gratuitous of all

kinds of wickedness ; a sort of peppercorn ac-

knowledgment of the sovereignty of the devil

over those who indulge it. Edwards. The
vilest, cheapest, most causeless and utterly

irrational of all vices is the vice of profanity.

It affords no pleasure, yields no profit, gratifies

no natural appetite, commands no man's re-

spect, betrays an ignorant, vulgar, poverty-

stricken mind, as well as an utter lack of good-

breeding, and paves the way to sure and irreme-

diable demoralization of character. New YorJi

Observer. In hearing some men swear, the

hearer is almost converted to the old doctrine

of demoniac possession. What most impresses

us is the utter senselessness, the pure insanity

of his curses and maledictions. For it is the

Almighty that this " aspiring lump of animat-

ed dirt" blasphemes. The folly of it can only

be fitly described in that energetic and vivid

passage in which Dr. Soutii draws the contrast

between the power of the offender and the Di-

vine object of his puny wrath ;
' • A man so be-

having himself," he says, " is nothing else

but weakness and nakedness setting itself in

battle array against Omnipotence ; a handful

of dust and ashes sending a challenge to all the

host of heaven. For what else are words and

talk against thunderbolts ; and the weak, empty
noise of a querulous rage aga nst Him who can

speak worlds, who could word heaven and

earth out of nothing, and can, when He pleases,

word them into nothing again." E. P. W/iip-

jile.

4. Worst of all is the hopeless moral infatua-

tion of the people. It is all in vain for one man
to reprove another for sin. The people are like

him who resists the judicial decisions given by

the priest acting as judge, under God (De.

17 : 13).

5. This abrupt change of person to direct

address is for the sake of greater force. " Thou"
—the people— " shalt fall," by awful judg-

ments from God. " The prophet" here is the

false prophet who had misguided and deluded

the people, and must perish with them. H. C.

6. For lack of knowledge. The " knowledge"

here spoken of is not a speculative, but a prac-

ticjil knowledge ; not only a knowledge of the

letter or sense of the law, but the framing of

their lives according to it. The end of His

giving them His laws and commandments was

that they might so know them as to keep and

do them; that was reckoned their "wisdom
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and understanding" (De. 4:6); and the doing

according to Ilis commandments He declares to

be tlie linowledge of Him (Jor 22 : 16). It is

very observable how the sin and the punish-

ment run parallel and arc proportioned one to

the other. The crimes objected are that they
" rejected knowledge," and that they " forgot

tiie law of their God." The punishment pro-

portioned to the first, that He also would " re-

ject" them, that they should be " no priests to

Him ;" to the second, tliat He would also " for-

get their children. " Pocock.

God's forgetting their children means more

than it expresses. For God to forget to protect

and bless is to give up to unmingled curses.

The turn given in this language is fearfully

significant of retribution. The Hebrew makes

God's agency emphatic :
" I, yea, I, will for-

get thy children."

7. " They" refers to the priests. The " in-

crease" might be either in numbers or in wealth

and honor
;
probably not either alone, but all.

The more they prospered, by so much the more

they sinned against God. H. C.

8. They eat up the sin of My jicoplc, and they

set t/ieir lieart on their iniquity. Tlie meaning

is, that it was their ordinary custom, under

pretence of the right of their office, to receive

from the people their sin offerings, and to feed

upon tliem. At tlie same time, " they set their

heart on their iniquity"—that is, they were de-

sirous that the people should commit sin, that

so the sin offerings might come in to them.

Pocock.

§, 9. Unsanctified subtlety often proves a

great curse to a man ; and the more crafty men
are to do evil the more mischief they do, and,

consequently, they shall receive greater damna-

tion. Subtle tempters are the most accursed

creatures under the sun. H. Are these

strong deliverances true ? According to the

tenor of Scripture, they are. Then terrible

must be the judgment and hot the displeasure

of God against those who employ intellect,

•wealth, social position, and the seductive arts

of fashionable life to beguile weaker compan-

ions into the indulgence of sinful pleasures.

J. F. Mixon.

9. God will bring judgments upon them

that shall be the destruction both of priest and

people ; the famine that deprives the people of

their meat shall deprive the priests of their

meat offerings (Joel 1 : 9). It is part of the de-

scription of an universal desolation, that it

shall be as with the people, so with the priest

(Isa 24:2). God's judgments, when they come

with commission, will make no difference.

Sharers in sin musi expect to be sharers in

ruin. Thus God will punish them both for

their ways, and reward them their doings.

Cod will cause their doings to return upon
them—so the word is ; wlum a sin is committed,

the sinner thinks it is gone and he shall hear no

more of it, but he shall find it called over again

and made to return, either to his humiliation or

to his condemnation. H.

Is it not true that the religious condition of a

church, and that of its leaders, teachers, pas-

tors, ever tend to be the same, as that of the

level of water in two connected vessels ? There

is such a constant interaction and reciprocal in-

fluence that uniformity results. Either a liv-

ing teacher will, by God's grace, quicken a

languid church, or a languid church will, with

the devil's help, stifle the life of the teacher.

Thank God that when His Church lives on a

high level of devotion, it has never wanted for

single souls who have towered even above that

height. Alas 1 for the leaders who have rayed

out formalism, and have chilled down the

Church to their own coldness, and stiffened it

to their own deadness! A. M.

EO. Resuming from verse 8 their eating the

sins of the people, God now declares : They
shall eat, but shall get no good of it ; this being

the sense of the words rendered " not have

enough;" literally, "shall not be satisfied."

II. C. They shall eat, and not have enough.

Though they have great plenty by the abun-

dance of offerings that are brought in, yet they

shall have no satisfaction in it. Either their

food shall yield no good nourishment, or their

greedy appetites shall not be satisfied with it.

What is unlawfully gained cannot be comfort-

ably used ; no, nor that which is inordinately

coveted; it is just that the desires which are

insatiable should always be unsatisfied ; and

that those should never have enough who
never know when they have enough. H.

II. The drunkard hath nosenseof thediffer-

ence between good and evil. His reason, ids

understanding, his conscience, is gone ; and

therefore all sins are alike to him. Hence it is

that this sin never goes alone, but has a great

train of other sins alwa3's following it ; inso-

much that it cannot so properly be called one

single sin, as all sins in one. Bp. Buct ridge.

Vi. Their staff declarcth unto thrm. As if

it were, " He looks to his stick to till him what
to do." The ju.\taposition of " stock" mean-

ing an idol, leads us to take " staff" as mean-

ing a staff having for its top a lirtle idol. B. C.

15. Thus far in this chapter the sins of Is-

rael, the Ten Tribes, have been portrayed.
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shun such crime and its consequent ruin. Gil-

gal was one of the centres of idol worship, as

was also Beth-aven, house of vanity, which was

probably the place long known as Bethel

—

house of God. The change of name represents

the change from the worship of Jehovah to the

worship of mere nothings, vanities. Both Gil-

gal and Bethel had been associated with the

true worship of God ; Gilgal ever since the roll-

ing up of the heap of stones there on entering

Canaan, and the circumcision of all the people

there (Josh. 4 : 20 ; 5:9), and Samuel's holding

his circuit court there (1 Sam. 7 : 16) ; and

Bethel, from that eventful night when the

Lord met the youthful Jacob there (Gen. 28 :

16-19). This appropriation of God's house

(Bethel) to the devil's worship is one of his own
Satanic arts, kept up through all time. " Nor

swear," in the profane way of idol worship-

pers, "The Lord liveth." It seems to have

been common to blend with idolatry some of

the forms of recognizing the true God. This

he abhorred.

16. The figure supposes a young heifer

under the yoke (for the female was put to real

work in the East), but resisting, refractory,

yerking her head away, and running back—

a

very different sort of action from that gradual

down-hill sliding which is commonly associated

with the English word backslide. It is unfor-

tunate that the word backslide, taken from the

Bible to describe a state of Christian experi-

ence, should by usage fall so far short of the

Bible sense. It means here that Israel is per-

sistent, stubborn, half frantic in her rebellion

against God—a state of heart and life utterly

far from true piety. Now

—

i.e., very soon, the

Lord will give Israel a vast range of wilderness

for her wanderings—will cast her forth from

her land as a lamb might be cast forth from

his secure and peaceful fold, to roam at large,

homeless and unprotected. The passage pre-

dicts the captivity of the Ten Tribes to Assyria,

but keeps up the figure of the Vefractory heifer,

only changing from the heifer to the lamb as

being more defenceless, and more wretched

when lost and wandering alone. The heifer

tears herself away ; God lets her go, a wander-

ing lamb, into a hopeless captivity.

17. Ephraim is Joined to idols : let

llim alone. The Hebrew word for idols im-

plies things male with the toilsome but fruit-

less labor of human hands. Ephraim is joined

to them in the strong sense of being closely

united and adhering, so to speak, to those sense-

less things. " Let him alone," cannot, in this

connection, do the declaration of God's purpose

to abandon Ephraim and withdraw His Spirit,

but is God's command to Judah to desist from

all society with Ephraim and leave him to sin

and suffer alone. H. C. No means should

be used to bring them to repentance ; Ephraim
is joined to idols, is in love with them, and

addicted to them, and therefore, let him alone,

as verse 4. Let no man reprove him. Let him
be given up to his own heart's lusts, and walk

in his own counsels ; we would have healed

him, and he would not be healed, therefore for-

sake him. It is a sad and sore j udgment for

any man to be let alone in sin. for God to say

concerning a sinner, " He is joined to his idols,

the world and the flesh, he is incurably proud,

covetous, or profane, an incurable drunkard or

adulterer, let him alone ; conscience, let him
alone ; minister, let him alone

;
providences, let

him alone. H.
" Let me alone I" says the defiant soul to the

infinite Jehovah. " Let him alone !" cries the

Almighty concerning the resisting, despising

sinner, addressing all the agencies and appli-

ances by which the wandering soul is influ-

enced to return unto Him, all the influences of

grace and truth employed and exerted by the

Holy Spirit in the soul's restoration to childship

and likeness to God. When the fiat goes forth,

all these shall be withdrawn from the stub-

bornly resisting sinner. B.

Let none defer the work of God to a more

convenient season ; no season can possibly ar-

rive so convenient as the present ; difficulties

will only increase by repeated habits of neg-

lect ; they can uever be so small as they are

now. The chains of sin will only be riveted

by wearing ; until God will wait no longer for

the procrastinating trifler, but say, as He said

by the prophet, " Let him alone ; he is joined

to idols ; let him alone I" This has been the

ruin of millions. It is but few that deliberate-

ly reject religion ; their sin and ruin lie in pro-

crastination ; they look forward to a day of re-

pentance that never arrives ! It. Hall.

Aside from the uncertainty of life, the dis-

traction of sickness, the blindness of dotage,

there is another circumstance which increases

the improbability of future repentance. It is

the accumulation of power which every habit

of sin is acquiring, the longer it is indulged.

Conscience is an easily offended monitor, and

the reproof that is slighted to-day is more feebly

uttered tomorrow, and the third day its whis-

pers may be too low to wake up the lethargj'

of the soul. The sins which you cling to now
will cling to you hereafter, and the work
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which early attended to would have been com-

paratively like the putting oil of a garment,

will become at length like the plucking out of

a right eye or the cutting off of a right hand.

God's spirit will come less frequently to the

heart that is only hardened by His influences,

and which at every slighted visit is the more

strengthened to resist His future solicitations.

Do not expect that amid all these discouraging

circumstances, after this protracted career of

guilt, a Divine hand will be upon you to draw
you back to the coramencemen t of your j ourney ;

to remove at once the fixedness of your sin.

The Spirit of God, when it acts at all, operates

in harmony with your own agency. " It doth

persuade" you. while you can listen and pon-

der and understand. It presents truth to the

eye, and it fixes the eye upon it. The more

dimmed has become the vision by sinful in-

dulgence, the more difficult will be the conver-

sion by the truth. Ah ! is there not such a

thing as a total blindness even in this life,

which no Divine influence will cure. The
Spirit is kind and compassionate ; it takes a

long while to grieve Him utterly away ; but

He will not strive forever. When the soul, as

it were, immures itself in dungeon walls. He
will find some crevice to let in the light ; but

when every aperture is closed, and the doors

are barred and bolted with a strength that yields

to no knocking, then sadly, indeed, but surely

the Spirit takes His eternal flight. " There is

a sin unto death." In every man's destination

there is a limit beyond which if he go, he is

lost forever. Homer.

Oh, where is this mj'sterious line of God's

forbearance ? One may stand on one side of it

at one moment and cross it the next. One may
reach it after years of walking ; another, while

his stephaa lost nothing of its youthful spring.

But if there be one who remembers the seasons

of the Spirit's power within his soul ; if there

be one who cannot compute (because their num-

ber is so large) his stifled convictions
; if there

be one who in view of the truth of God has

thought oft and deeply upon the concerns of

his soul ; if there be one who, though he could

not resist the evidence of the truth, brought

home to him by the messenger of the truth in

his Sabbath argument, has yet often resisted

the truth itself, oh, surely we may say of him,

that he is standing on the mysterious threshold,

to cross which is to enter upon a region of

hopelessness and death ! And a conscience every

day getting weaker because the unseen aiithor

of its remonstrances is every day lifting a fee-

bler voice, shall be to him the proof of the

iisserlion. Conscience will have its last con-

viction ; the Sou of God will knock for the last

time at the door of the heart ; the Spirit of

truth will move for the last time over the soul.

Amid all these convictions, and knockings, and

strivings some one must be the last. E. Mason.

The Gospel from the first acted as a moral

test to all to whom it came. It put to the proof

their honesty, sincerity, earnestness. It was
always first received by the good and devout

—

by those who had in them something in har-

mony with itself ; or it stirred the soul, and
then metisuch as, " moved by fear," or " reso-

lutely bent on eternal life," were thus prepared

to welcome the good news. If men were mor-

ally arou.sed, or if they were sincere seekers

after truth, or really wished to do the will of

God, Christianity would take them by the

hand, speak to them in tender and lovingtones,

lead them into the light, " show them the doc-

trine," and cause them to perceive and know
"that it was of God." If, on the contrary,

they were sensual, indifferent, volatile—vain in

their reasonings, proud, presumptuous, touch-

ing with rude and unhallowed hands sacred

and Divine things—scorners, mockers, disposed

to find reasons for denial or rejection—to such

the Gospel would say—in the sense of spiritu-

ally revealing

—

nothing ; it would maintain a

dignified silence ; would " let them alone," and

suffer them to be self-deceived. 2\ Blnney.

19. The whirlwind affords a common figure

for those providential agencies with which God
overwhelms and sweeps away the wicked.

(See Ps. 58 : 9 ; Prov. 1 : 37 ; Isa. 40 : 24 ; 66 :

15, etc.) Here a bold poetic imagination gives

to the whirlwind real life, and wings in which
the guilty nation is enfolded, to be borne away
to its final doom—captivity. Zechariah (5 :

5-11) has the same figure in a slightly different

dress. " They shall be confounded because of

their sacrifices' ' to idol gods which cannot save.

Their objects of confidence shall utterly fail

them ; the Idols in which they trusted shall

prove their curse. So evermore must all the

hopes of the wicked perish ! That on which
they rely for help shall become the millstone to

sink them—the fire to scorch and blast them
forever ! H. C.

And then they shall be ashamed because of

their sacrifices ; ashamed of their sin in offer-

ing sacrifice to idols ; ashamed of their folly in

putting themselves to such an expense upon
gods that have no power to help them, and

thereby to make that God their enemy who has

almighty power to destroy them. Those that

have sacrificed their time, strengtli, honor and
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all their comforts to the world and the flesh

will shortly be ashamed of it. Yea, and those

that bring to God blind, and lame, and heartless

sacrifices will be ashamed of them too. H.

Chap. 5. In general, the course of thought

is the same in this chapter as in the fourth
;

rebukes for sin, threatening of near judgments,

in which God's own hand should be f pecially

manifest. Judah is spoken of more frequently

than in chap. 4, and hence, Judah being less

liardened than Ephraim, the strain of remark

gives more intimations of hopeful repentance.

ii. The Lord assures them that their sacrifice

of animals after the law of Moses, whether

mixed up with idol worship and all manner of

wickedness, or standing by itself, yet used as a

cloak for their sin, would avail them nothing.

They might go deep into it ; it could be ac-

counted only as so much the grep.ter sin, and

could by no means screen them from the judg-

ments of God. II. C.

I have been a rebuker of them all. The
prophet had been so, a reprover by office ; ho

liad many a time told them of the evil of their

ways and doings, had dealt plainly with them

all, and had not spared either the priests or the

house of the king. God Himself had been a

Rebuker of them all by their own consciences

and by Ilis providences. Sins against reproof

are doubly sinful (Prov. 39 : 1). H.

3. True it is that men only insult God the

more when they assume that they can cover up
sin by the forms of religion. To assume that

God cannot see through this covering is an in-

sult to His omniscience ; to assume that He can

ever accept such hypocrisy is an insult to Ilis

holiness.

4. A great moral truth lies here—Ihat when
men have given themselves up heartily to sin

and the spirit of sinning rules, and they do not

care to kuow God, then they will not make any

honest efforts to turn to God ; they will not

shape their external doings so as to facilitate

the turning of their hearts from sin to holiness.

The reason why they will not is given here

—

the spirit of sinning is in them as the ruling

power of their lieart and life. Tliey have not

known the Lord and do not intend to think or

to learn of Him. H. C.

They would not turn to God, though He is

their God, theirs in covenant, by whose name
they have been called and whom they are

obliged to serve. They would not return to

the worship of Him from which they had

turned aside. Nay, they would not frame their

doings to turn to God. They would not con-

sider their ways, nor apply their minds to think

of tliose things that would bring them to God.

It is true we cannot by our own power, with-

out the grace of God, turn to Him ; but we
may by tlie due improvement of our own facul-

ties and the aid of His Spirit frame our doings

to turn to Him. 'I'liose that will not do that,

that prepare not their hearts to seek the Lord,

owe it to themselves that they are not turned,

they die because they will die ; and to those

that will do this further grace shall not be

wanting. H.

5. The pride of Israel is a true witness

against him to the point here charged ; for

pride seals the evidence that the heart is hard-

ened and perverse. When a sinner is proud in

his sin and of his sin, he gives the strongest

evidence of being fully committed and awfully

hardened. Therefore shall Israel and Ephraim
fall under the j udgments of God. Judah comes

in here, and henceforward through the chapter,

as having shared in the guilt of Ephraim, and

consequently as bound to share her doom.

H. C.

They shall fall in their iniquity. This fol-

lows upon their pride testifying to their face,

therefore shall Israel and Ephraim fall in their

iniquity. Pride will have a fall ; it is the cer-

tain presage and forerunner of it ; they that

exalt themselves shall be abased. The face in

which pride testifies shall be filled with confu-

sion. They shall not only fall, but fall in their

iniquity, the saddest fall of all other. Their

pride kept them from repenting of their in-

iquity, and therefore they shidl fall in it. Those

that are not humbled for their sins are likely

to perish forever in their sins. It is added,

Judah also shall fall with them in their iniquity
;

as the Ten Tribes were carried captive into As-

syria for their idolatry, so the two tribes, in

process of time, were carried into Babylon for

following their bad example ; but the former

fell, and were utterly cast down, the latter fell,

and were raised up again. Judah had the tem-

ple and priesthood, and yet that shall not secure

them, but if they sin with Israel and Ephraim,

with them they shall fall. H.

6. In the day of their calamity they maj'

summon to their help the most costly forms

and services of religious worship, but all in

vain. There comes a time when it is too late

to cry even for mercy. The Scriptures repeat-

edly affirm this awful truth, as e.g., Prov. 1 :

24-31. When mercy has been abused too long,

and patience in God ceases to be a virtue, then

retribution must take its course—else law were

a farce, and the throne of justice would sink

into contempt. H. C.
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8. In Hie line of hill summits between Jeru-

salem and Bethel Gibeahand Uamahare promi-

nent. So the prophet represents an ahum
sounded out from Jerusalem, as passed on from

one of these signal stations northward to an-

other, exclaiming, " Blow ye the eornet in

Gibeah and the trumpet in Ramah ; cry aloud

at Bethaven (Bethel), behind thee, O Benja-

min !" N. C. Burt.

11. Ephraim is crushed utterly under the

Divine judgments because he heartily consent-

ed to walk after the commandment of Jero-

boam, son of Nebat, who bade the people wor-

ship the golden calves at Bethel and at Dan
(1 K. 13 : 28-33). This is the commandment
referred to as the first fatal step—the occasion

of the sad relapse which was so soon to end in

the utter ruin of the people and the kingdom.

1 3. Ephraim (2 K. 15 : 19, 20), threatened by

Pul, king of Assyria, " gave him a thousand

talents of silver, that his hand might be with

him to confirm the kingdom in his hand."

judah (2 K. 16:7), threatened by Rezin of

Syria, sent to Tiglath-pileser of Assyria for

help. In neither case was this call for help of

any avail. II. C.

14. If God tear by afflicting providences,

and yet by His graces and comforts stays with

us, it is well enough ; but our condition is sad

indeed if lie tear and go away ; if, when Ho
deprives us of our creature comforts, He does

Himself depart from us. When He goes away
He will take away all that is valuable and dear,

for when God goes, all good goes along with

Him. He will take away, and none shall res-

cue him ; as the prey cannot be rescued from

the lion (Mic. 5 : 8). None can be delivered

out of the hands of God's justice but those that

are delivered into the hands of His grace. It is

in vain for a man to strive with his Maker. H.

15. God elsewhere declares, " that He hath

no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but

that the wicked turn from his way and live."

God withdraws Himself from His people, not

that He would finally reject them, but that

they might know their wickedness and folly in

rejecting and forsaking Him, and so" acknowl-

edge their offence, and seek His face." Pocock.

^ In llieir affliction tiiey will seek

Mc. It may reasonably be expected that afllic-

tion will bring those to God that had long gone
astray from Him and kept at a distance. There-

fore God for a time turns away from us, that

He may turn us to Himself and then return to

us. Is any among you afflicted ? Let him
l)ray. H. Prayer is one design of trouble.

God has an end in afflicting us worthy His

wisdom and goodness, and this end He accom-

plishes—He brings the people whom He loves

to His throne. " I will go and return to my
place," He says, " till they acknowledge their

offence ar^ seek My face ;" and then He adds,
" In their affliction thsy will seek Jle early."

C. B.

It is for the inward strife with sin, the strug-

gle with pride and appetite and passion, with

slotli and sensual indulgence, with all the forms

of selfishness—this strife with self in order to

conquest over self—it is for this that anxiety and
trouble, pain and disappointment, disease and
bereavement are sent upon every soul. They
alone, as Divine instruments, successfully with-

stand the force of selfish desire and guilty pur-

suit. And through this warfare and victory

every Divine grace is quickened and augment-
ed in its power over the heart. When Pleas-

ure's spell is broken before adversity then is

the humble heart bowed and broken before God.
Wlien its earthly props are removed, then does

the believing soul cling more closely to its

heavenly support. When worldly expectations

fade, then do the Spirit's hopes cluster around
that inheritance which fadetli not. When time's

frail, perishing objects fall from our grasp,

then do we take firmer hold of ciermd realities.

We live, we act more for God, for eternity, for

heaven ! Thus, through suffering, God eniiues

the Christian soul with a larger measure of the

graces of His Spirit. Through pain and sorrow

He gives vigor to the Christian's energies, effi-

ciency and success to all his efforts for higher

spiritual attainments. He imparts elevation to

his thoughts, purity to his purposes, strength

and glow to his affections, grandeur tr his

hopes, and produces his rapid advancement in

the Divine life. " Before I was afflicted, "says
David, " I went astray, but noio have I kept

Thy word." B.
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6 : 1 Come, and let us return unto the Lord : for he hatli torn, and he will heal us ; he

2 hath smitten, and he will bind us up. Alter two days will he revive us : on the third day he

3 will raise us up, and we shall live before liini. And let us know, let us follow on to know
the Lord ; his going forth is sure as the morning : and he shall cume unto us as the rain, as

the latter rain that watereth the earth.

4 O Ephraim, what shall I do unto thee ? O Judah, what shall 1 do unto thee ? for your

T) goodness is as a morning cloud, and as tbe dew that goeth early away. Therefore have I

hewed tnem by the prophets ; I have slain thera by the words of my mouth : and thy judge-

G ments ere as the light that goeth forth. For I desire mercy, and not sacritice ; and the

7 knowledge of God more than bi'rnt offerings. But they like Adam have transgressed the

8 covenant : there have they dealt treacherously against me. Gilead is a city of them that

9 work iniquity, it is stained with blood. And as troops of robbers wait for a man, so the

company of priests murder in the way toward Shechem : yea, they have committed lewd-

10 ness. In the house of Israel I have seen an horrible thing : there whoredom is found in

11 Ephraim, Israel is defiled. Also, O Judah, there is an harvest appointed for thee, when I

bring again the captivity of my people.

In this chapter we have calls to

repentance, assurances of God's great mercy,

but this mercy is grieved by the fickleness of

God's degenerate people. It closes with con-

tinued details of aggiavated wickedness.

1. With unsurpassed beauty and force the

Lord Himself gives Hia people the very words

with which they may exhort each other to return

to Him. The marvel is that in the figure the

Lord is no more the lion, but an angel of mercy,

coming down to bind up the wounds Himself

has made ! And it is He Himself that declares this

—testimony, therefore, that could not be better.

Indeed, we could not reasonably accept any

other. For who else could know, or who else

could make us believe, that the same God who
hath torn will also heal—the same who hath

smitten will also bind up ? Such are the won-

drous things of God's mcrcj'. II. C.

We live under an economy of which sorrow

is a part, but of which God's healing is also a

part. We are under the care of Jehovah that

healeth ; a wise healer, a tender healer, n thor-

ough healer. The alternation of j oy and sorrow

in our life is not accidental, it obeys a law ; it

is all regulated, the joy and the sorrow alike,

by infinite wisdom and infinite love. Healing

has a lesson as well as sorrow ; it is not an end

unto itself, not an encouragement to indolence

and slackness, but a monition pointing us to

make use of recovered tone and strength on the

path of duty and ministry. God, in calling

Himself our Healer, appeals to no sickly senti-

ment in us. Healing means more toil and more

burdens and more conflict, and these will con-

tinue to the end. But let us remember that

God never forgets to give rest along the road,

and refreshment at tlie right places to His faith-

ful ones. Even on earth there will be intervals

of sweet rest, though the desert lie on beyond.

After Marah came Elim with palms and abun-

dant wells, shade and flowing waters, and

they were suffered to encamp there by the

wells and to stay awhile. By and by the desert

will be passed, the palms of the heavenly Elim

will rise into view, and the faithful shall walk

with the Lamb who is in the midst of the

throne, who shall lead them to living fountains

of waters, and God—the Lord that healeth

—

shall wipe away all tears from their eyes. Vin-

cent.

2. The language of the verse finds its just

and complete application in the hopes expressed

by those penitent Israelites, whose posture of

mind the prophet is here dramatically setting

forth. In aii ages, however. Christian piety

has generally recognized in its wording a refer-

ence to our Lord's resurrection. There's noth-

ing in the Kew Testament to constrain us so to

apply the passage ; for, so far as appears, it

makes no allusion to it. Nevertheless, a be-

liever in Christ, without fearing any censure

from sound criticism, may be bold to surmise,

that " the Spiricof Christ which was in Hosea"

did prompt him so to fashion his utterance as

in an allusive manner to turn the thoughts of

those who in future ages should repent toward

that great event. The death and burial of

Christ as "made sin for us," succeeded "on

i
the third day" by His resurrection, is, in fact,
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for all penitents, the sole and certain ground

of their being freed from the state of sin and

condemnation and rising again to live in God's

sight. Since tlierefore it was to bo by virtue

of Clirist's being raised from the dead on the

third day that penitents were to be " raised

up" from their spiritual misery, it may well

be believed that the Holy Spirit suggested the

designation of time, which is here given and

which is certainly remarkable, v.-ith an oblique

reference to the resurrection of the Saviour of

the world. B. C.

Though He forsake for a small moment, lie

will gather with everlasting kindness. The

people of God may not only be torn and smit-

ten, but left for dead, and may lie so a great

while ; but they shall not always lie so, nor

shall they long lie so ; God will in a little time

revive them ; and the assurance given them of

tliis should engage them to return, and adhere

to Him. H.

3. The te.xt sets forth with great simplicity

the manner in which Divine knowledge and ex-

perience, growth in grace and the knowledge of

Christ, is to be successfully souglit, while it

illustrates in two similes of singular beauty the

results thereby attained. " Then iJuiU wc loiow

if we follow on to know the Lord ; His going

forth is prepared as the morning"

—

i.e.. He
slieds a steady and culminating radiance upon

the path of the soul, " and He shall come unto

us as the rain, as the latter and former rain

unto the earth"

—

i.e., the effect of the knowl-

edge of God divinely imparted shall be to distil

refreshing, fructifying influences upon the

heart. The manner in which Divine knowl-

edge and e.x-perience is successfully sought is

by following on to know the Lord. The sin-

gle idea it conveys is plainly that of persistent,

steadfast effort in pressing forward. It inti-

mates with the utmost distinctness the single

condition of progress in religion so far as de-

pendent on human agency to consist in the

unremitting exertion of all the soul's powers in

the active pursuit of Divine knowledge and ex-

perience. By no uncertain implication it de-

clares that the Christian's progress depends not

upon miracle or the interposition of supernatu-

ral agency in producing strange, startling im-

pressions upon tlie mind, nor upon the mere

exercise of Divine sovereignty, the exertion of

absolute, irresistible power in carrying on the

process of transformation in the heart, nor yet

upon passive participation in outward ordi-

nances or ceremonies of a formal worsliip. It

affirms that the soul's advancement in spiritual

knowledge and holiness i; to be achieved not

by any passive waiting for God, or by any
formal posture of spiritual indolence or inac-

tion, but simply bt/ uncennnfi personal attention

to Ihr mnn,y of J.-ii'mrlnlc/r ,i,„l f/n„-r fornished in

tin nnohil 11'.. /v/ .(,„/ ///, ,/,v, ,y.s//./. unri-y-seat

,f.l,h,„;ih, Joj ,irtiir n-.tUiiiij iij:,,, „„,/ efficient

workimj witli. Clod in coiLiuction with these

means. It asserts, in a word, that the requi-

sites essential to the soul's growth in knowl-

edge and grace are all included in faithful,

steadfast effort in seeking and using these di-

vinely provided means. B.

These "words were, no doubt, fulfilled in

many a deliverance of the Jewish people ; but

their own most ancient commentators find their

last fulfilment in the great promised Messiah,

to whom all the prophets gave witness. The
promises of the Old Testament are waves which

urge each other on, to rise and fall in many a

deliverance, until at length they break on the

great shore of all safety—the salvation which

is in Christ with eternai glory. And it would

surely be a shame for us. Christians to do Ies8

than ancient Jewisli doctors did, to fail in find-

ing here a propliecy of tlie worUi's Redeemer.

It is Christ, then, wliom our faitli must grasp

under these two figures, the lhii/-iloirii and the

Etiin. There must be sometliing of common
likeness in them, for they both apply to the

same great Person, and yet there must be some-

thing distinctive meant to be conveyed, for the

Word of God uses uo vain repetitions, no mere

figures of rhetoric. When we come to the New
Testament, we find clearly revealed what the

ancient prophets dimly suggested. There is a

twofold coming of the Son of God, the first in

His own person to establisli and confirm the

Gospel, the second in His Holy Spirit to apply

to the heart. Tlie one of these may very fitly

be compared to the morning, the other to the

rain. Indeed, these are the two figures most

frequently used in this connection all through

the Bible. Christ Himself is the Light of the

world, the Sun of Righteousness. His Spirit is

poured forth as floods on the thirsty. Ker.
" We shall know, we shall follow on to know

the Lord." So the words may be rendered.

Those who know a little of Jesus' love, and are

but just brought acquainted with His free grace

and salvation shall hold on their way. Knowl-

edge, light, peace and love shall increase to

their souls, through that Spirit by whom they

are regenerated and born again. Though at

first they are but " babes in Christ, yet, through

the milk of the word, they shall grow and in-

crease with the increase of God." The going

forth of Christ's love toward us is i<3 the morn-
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ing. At the dawn of day light is scarcely dis-

cernible : it seems opposed by surrounding

darkness, yet gradually increases, till the sun

gains its meridian. So " the path ot the just

shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

And He will also " come unto us as the rain,"

to refresh, enliven, and make our souls fruitful

in knowledge, peace, love and holiness
;
yea,

as " the latter and former rain." W. Mason.

Every nearer approach to a lucid thing infers

(to us) an increase of light from it. We should

therefore be following on to know the Lord,

and we shall see His going forth will be before

us as the morning. He will be still visiting us

with renewed, increasing light, for such is

morning light, fresh and growing light, and

erelong it will be perfect day. Labor we to

improve our knowledge of God to such a de-

gree of acquaintance as our present state can

admit of ; to be as inward with Him as we can,

to familiarize ourselves to Him. Hou-e.

Observe how clear the light is along our path

of duty. Everything necessary to the perfnrm-

ance of our task is supplied in fullest abun-

dance. Not only all necessary knowledge, but

hope, encouragement, inducement, commenda-

tion, the evils which will follow neglect, all the

elements of courage, zeal, fortitude, endurance,

faithfulness as against obstacles and tempta-

tions. We can walk in no path of life, and in

no part of any path in which we shall not have

a sure word of prophecy, a light in the dark-

ness, a lamp to our feet. The lamp illumines

the path from childhood to old age down into

the shadows of death and beyond. We clearly

see the path far enough beyond the valley of

death for us to know that in following it we
shall ascend the eternal hills. Intenor.

The light of glory is to reward the victory

obtained by the conduct of the light of grace.

God in great mercy even here begins the re-

ward. They that folloio on to know the Lord

usually find such increase of light, not consist-

ing in vain notions, but in the quickening and

comforting knowledge of God, as greatly en-

courages them, and draws them still on to seek

more. Baxter.

We are as dependent upon God now as then

for the early and the latter rain, for tlie show-

ers that water and refresh the earth. Equally

dependent are we for those influences of the Holy

Spirit by which Christ in all His preciousness

and graciousness is communicated to the soul.

Blessed is the man whose soul has been brought

under this gracious baptism of the Spirit, to

whom Christ has thus come as tlie rain I The

roots of his religious life are fed. The foun-

tains of spiritual energy in his soul are replen-

ished. The leaves of his Christian profession

are cleansed and made verdant. The flowers

of all saintly charity are made to blossom, and

the fruits of all holy endeavor to ripen. T. I).

Witherspoon.

Going with Him, following Him wherever

He leads, without question, without condition,

without I'eserve, not counting the cost, that

was the way His first disciples followed Him.

That is the way His disciples must follow Him
now. Absolute obedience to Him is the condi-

tion of following. J. R. M. All true knowl-

edge which is not mere empty notions natu-

rally tends to influence action, and all true action

naturally tends to confirm the knowledge from

which it proceeds. Obedience gives insight

:

" If any man wills to do My will, he shall know
of the doctrine." If I am faithful up to the

limits of my present knowledge, and have

brought it all to bear on character and conduct,

I shall find that in the effort to make my every

thought a deed. I see some things clearly that

were faint and doubtful before. Moral truth

becomes dim to a bad man. Religious truth

grows bright to a good one, and whosoever

strives to bring all his creed into practice and

all his practice under the guidance of his creed

will find that the path of obedience is the patli

of growing light. A. M.

The doctrines and truths of Christianity be-

long to the sphere of the religious life and to

the experience of the spirit within us, and are

to be tested and verified within the sphere with

which they are concerned. Chemical proper-

ties may be established by experiment in the

laboratory ; historical facts are tested by the

comparison of independent records ; but spir-

itual things are spiritually determined and dis-

cerned. Religious doctrine has to do mainly

with the life and expenence, and can be verified

only in the life and experience. The truth of

our Lord's practical and spiritual teaching is

tested only by actually putting it to the test

;

that is, making experiment of it, acting upon

it in the life. It is for the religious sphere, and

the conclusions of reasoning cannot determine

its falsehood or truth. When our Lord says,

" Come unto Me, all ye that labor and are heavy

laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke

upon you, and learn of Me ; for I am !ueek and

lowly in heart ; and ye shall find rest unto your

souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden is

light;" how shall we verify this saying ? The

only method of testing it is by taking that easy

yoke and bearing that light burden ;
or by col-

lecting the testimony of those who have done
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so. The larger number by far of the vital prin-

ciples of the Gospel are open to the same proc-

ess of verification, and to no other. " If any

man will do the will of My Father, he shall

know of the doctrine whether it be of God."

British Qnartciiy lieneit. 1879.

God does not leave Himself unrevealed to the

man who seeks after Him in the appointed

way. And it is only when we get where we
know God as a fact and feel Him as a certainty

that is beyond impeachment that anything that

can properly be called religion really begins.

All our philosophy is well enough as philoso-

phy. All our dogma may be correct enough

as dogma. Pictures of the sun may answer ex-

cellently well as pictures, but they give no

light. Theories of God may be wrought out

with consummate acuteness and delicacy, but

they work in us no assurance and minister to

us no comfort. God, not as a topic that we can

ponder upon, but as a personal presence into

which we can come, and find ourselves gifted

and assured, is what you and I actually want,

and what we cannot be satisfied without obtain-

ing. God is visible to the heart that is clean.

We can call it seeing God, or walking with God,

or being hid with Christ iu God. The phraseol-

ogy matters nothing so long as the one deep

fact is there. And then all our suspense ceases.

Our life is filled with wonderful composure.

We have touched solid rock. We can believe

largely now because we know profoundly.

Tlielast ingredientof infidelity is cleansed from

our faith. We can bear burdens that are heavy

because we have certain footing. How high

we shall build will depend ; but one thing is

settled—the foundation is fixed, and that will

not have to be stirred any more. We know the

Lord, and all that remains to us is to go on to

know the Lord. C. H. P.

Religion is not a matter of theory, but a mat-

ter of life. AVe are to prove it by living it.

Take every word which Christ speaks, and

begin at once to obey it if it be a command, or

trust it and lean on it if it be a promise. No
matter if you do not understand it nor see why
the command is good, yet do it. Let God lead

you, and only be'sure that you obey and trust

Him. You will not know any faster than you

will do. Only keep on following Christ, and

the way will open to you and become plain as

you go on step by step. J. R. M.

Christ thus puts practice before knowledge,

or, rather, practice as a means to knowledge
;

and in this He lays down no arbitrary or un-

familiar law. Tlie best of our knowledge—all

of it, indeed, that is practically useful—is gained

through practice. No man ever learned the

truth and will of God without doing His will.

The doing is just as much a part of the learn-

ing as the studying. Doing is a mode of

study. ... To know God is the best solution

of mysteries. To know that teaching is from

God is to be satisfied that you will be taught

all that you ought to know. Through this

process you will have reached not only the

teaching of God, but what is more important,

the result of that teaching, the secret of life.

For yoi! will come to know God as revealed in

IDs Son: "and this is life eternal to know
Thee, the on'.y true God, and Him whom Thou
didst send, even Jesus Chiist." You shall

know that life as you know your own natural

life—not its ultimate mystery, but as a con-

.scious Divine force in j'ou—Christ formed

within ; as an ever-burning and yearning love
;

as a steady impulse to duty ; as a rest in toil ;

as a comfort in sorrow ; as a controlling wis-

dom ; as an intelligent sympathy ; as a trans-

lator of the commonplace into the heavenly.

Vincent.

Often look on the perfect pattern which
Christ in His holy example hath given thee for

a holy life. Our hand will be as the copy is

we write after ; it we set low examples before

us, it cannot be expected we should rise high

ourselves ; and indeed the holiest saint on earth

is too low to be our pattern, because perfection

in holiness must be aimed at by the weakest

Christian, and that is not to be found in the best

of saints in this lower world. If thou wilt walk

holily, thou must not only endeavor to do what

Christ commands, but as Christ Himself did ;

thou must labor to shape every letter in thy

copy, action in life, in a holy imitatiou of

Christ. Ournall.

No grace, not even the most sparkling and

shining, can bring us to heaven without perse-

verance in following Christ ; not faith, if it be

faint and frail ; nor love, if it decline and wax
cold ; nor humility, if it continue not to the

end ; not obedience, not repentance, not pa-

tience, no, nor any other grace, except they

have their perfect work. It is not enough to

begin well unless we end well. T. Brooka.

The followers of Christ were first His ser-

vants, and He their Master ; then His disciples,

and He their Teacher : soon afterward they

were His friends, and He theirs ; straightway

after His resurrection and entrance into an im-

mortal condition they were His brethren ; and,

lastly, they were incorporated into Him and

made partakers of His glory. Bp. JJnll.

4, Alas I that there should ever be occasion
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to turn so abruptly from tlie glorj' of God's

mercy to the meanness of man's sin ; from the

enduring love and the well-ordered going forth

of Ilis light and salvation to the fickleness of

man's best resolutions and to the inconstancy

of his most hopeful professions 1 The antithe-

sis between this verse and the preceding one

should be noted. The morning light, glorious-

ly outbreaking from the east, is God's love shin-

ing out on the darkness of the sin-stricken soul.

The niorning cloud and the early dew, hopeful

and sweet for a moment, but soon gone up as

if they had never been, are the goodness of

God's inconstant people. We cannot wonder

that the Lord should exclaim, " O Ephraim !

what shall I do unto thee ?" By what new and

untried appliances shall I bring stability out of

fickleness, and make your wavering steps stead-

fast? H. C.

God wants something more than passing emo-

tions of sorrow for sin, something more than

short-lived spasms of desire for holiness. The
religion God wants in men is that which binds

them to Him with bands that cannot be sev-

ered ; which does not weaken as time rolls by
;

which sta3S by them in fair weather and foul
;

when things go well and when they go ill. Let

men take heed lest they be left as Ephraim,

left to the world into whose arms they have

cast themselves, left to the idols to which they

have joined themselves. No man can dismiss

the impressions which God's truth sends him
but at the peril of his soul. J. C. McCUntock.

5. Thy judgments are as tJie lir/ht that gocth

forth. God having admonished, reproved and

threatened the people in order to recall them,

"3Ut without effect, they cannot accuse Him of

cruelty in inflicting the judgments which He
threatens—such judgments are evidently de-

served ; their justice is as clear as the sun, " as

the light that goelh forth," as manifest as that

is to all. Pocock.

6. " Mercy" here represents the whole circle

of moral duties toward man, as in the next

clause " the knowledge of God" stands for that

which is practical, not theoretical only, and

comprises all right affections toward God. The
people had shown themselves far more ready

to offer sacrifices than to do right toward either

God or man. Tlie Lord, on the contrary, held

sacrifices in low esteem, but held in the high-

est esteem mercy toward man and the intelli-

gent worship and homage of the heart toward

God. See a similar doctrine taught in the Old

Testament (Ps. 40 : 7-9 ; 50 : 8-23 ; Isa. 1:11-

17 ; Micah 6 : 6-8). Our Divine Teacher on

two several occasions endorsed the sentiment

of this verse most emphatically (Matt. 9 : 13 ;

12 : 7) :
" Go ye and learn what that meaneth

;

I will have mercy and not sacrifice," said, in

this case, to show why He ate with publicans

and sinners— viz., to save their souls. " But

if ye had known what this meaneth :
' I will

have mercy, and not sacrifice,' ye would not

have condemned the guiltless"—said in rebuke

of the Pharisees for their judgments in regard

to keeping the Sabbath. This form of state-

ment should not be pressed to mean that God
had never required sacrifice and burnt offer-

ings ; this would not be true. Tliis doctrine

needs often to be revived and reiterated, so

prone are men to put the forms and ceremonies

of religion in the place of real kindness and

justice toward man and honest heart worship

of God. H. C.

I desired mercy and not sacrifice—that is,

rather than sacrifice, and insisted upon the

knowledge of God more than upon burnt offer-

ings. Mercy here is the same word which we
rendered goodness (verse 4), piety, sanctity ; it is

put forall practical religion ; it is the same with

charity in the New Testament, the reigning

love of God and our neighbor ; and this accom-

panied with and flowing from the knowledge

of God as He has revealed Himself in His Word,

a firm belief that He is and is the Rewarder of

them that dilir;ently seek Him, a good affection

to Divine things guided by a good judgment,

which cannot but produce a very good con-

versation—this is that which God by His cove-

nant requires, and not sacrifice and offering.

This is fully explained Jer. 7 : 22. 23, "I spake

not to your fathers concerning burnt offerings"

(that was the smallest of the matters I spake to

them of, and on which the least stress was laid),

but " this I said. Obey My voice" (Micah 6 :

6-8). To love God and our neighbor is better

than all burnt offering and sacrifice (Mark 12 :

33 ; Ps. 51 : 16, 17). Not but that sacrifice and

offering were required and to be paid and had

their use, and when they were accompanied

with mercy and the knowledge of God were

acceptable to Him, but without these God re-

garded them not. He despised them. It is men-

tioned likewise to show that God's controversy

with them was not for the omission of sacrifices

—" I will not reprove thee for them" (Ps. 50 : 8),

but because there was no justice, nor mercy,

nor knowledge of God among them (chap. 4 : 1),

and to teach us all that the power of godliness

is the main thing God looks at and requires,

and without it the form of godliness is of no

avail. Serious piety in the hi ::rt and life is the

one thing needful, and separate Iroin that the
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performances of devotion, though ever so phiu.si-

blc, ever so costly, are of no account. Our Sa-

viour quotes this to show that moral duties are

to be preferred before rituals whenever they

come in compe'.itiuu, and to justify Himself in

eating with publicans and sinners because it

was iu mercy to the souls of men, and in heal-

ing on the Sabbath day because it was in mercy

to the bodies of men to which the ceremony of

singularity in eating and the Sabbath rest must
give way (Matt. 6 ; 13 ; 13 : 7). H.

Sacrifice is one of the two broad requirements

for Christian living. That great word implies

surrender, and often painful surrender. We
are, then, to be both priests and sacrifices. We
are to lay ourselves, and especially our active

life, our senses, appetites and activities on the

altar. That is no mere metaphor, but means
continual self-suppression—the bridling always,

the slaying often of natural instincts. The
word implies, further, surrender to God, the

continual recognition of Him, and the yielding

of ourselves, not to any cold abstraction like

duty or necessity, but to that merciful God
who has given us all, and who gives us back

glorified the self that we offer to Ilim.

The other great word descriptive of Chris-

tian living is transfonnatioH. Tliat require-

ment presupposes that change is needed be-

fore we can be right with God or moulded

as He would have us to be. " This age,"

the present order of things, presses in on us

on every side, and, unless we (ippose strenu-

ous, constant resistaiui, will \ild us like

clay into its own ugly likiii(>s. liesistance,

nonconformity, is necessary for all nobility

of character. And the change must be con-

tinuous and progressive. It must be a daily

work. It is our work ; for though we can-

not change ourselves except very superficially,

we can keep ourselves In contact with Him
who can change us down to the roots of our

being. A. M.

11. Also, O Judah, He has set a harvest for

thee ; thou must be reckoned with as well as

Ephraim ; and the time, even the set time, of

thy destruction is hastening on when thou that

hast ploughed iniquity and sown wickedness

Shalt reap the same. The general judgment is

compared to a harvest (Matt. 13 : 39) ; so are

particular judgments (Joel 3 ; 13 ; Kev. 14:

15). H.

HOSEA, CHAPTERS VII., VIII., IX.

7 : 1 When I would heal Israel, then is the iniquity of Ephraim discovered, and the

wickedness of Samaria ; for they commit falsehood : and the thief entereth in, and the troop

2 of robbers spoileth without. And they consider not in their hearts that I remember all their

8 wickedness •, now have their own doings beset them about ; they are before my face. They
4 make the king glad with their wickedness, and the princes with their lies. They are all

adulterers ; they are as an oven heated by the baker ; he ceaseth to stir the fire, from the

5 kneading of the dough until it be leavened. On the day of our king the princes made them-

6 selves sick with the heat of wine ; he stretched out his hand with scorners. For they have

made ready their heart like an oven, whiles they lie in wait : their baker sleepeth all the

7 night ; in the morning it burneth as a flaming fire. They are all hot as an oven, and devour

their judges; all their kings are fallen: there is none among them that calleth unto

8 me. Ephraim, he mixeth himself among the peoples ; Ephraim is a cake not turned.

9 Strangers have devoured his strength, and he knovveth it not : yea, gray hairs are here and

10 there upon him, and he knoweth it not. And the pride of Israel doth testify to his face :

11 yet they have not returned unto the Lord their God, nor sought him, for all this. And
Ephraim is like a silly dove, without understanding : they call unto Egypt, they go to As-

13 Syria. When they shall go, I will spread my net upon them ; I will bring them down as the

13 fowls of the heaven : I will chastise them, as their congregation hath heard. Woe unto

them ! for they have wandered from me ; destruction unto them ! for they have trespassed

14 against me : though I would redeem them, yet they have spoken lies against me. And they

have not cried unto me with their heart, but they howl upon their beds : they assemble

15 themselves tor corn and wine, they rebel against me. Though I have taught and strength-

16 ened their arms, yet do they imagine mischief against me. They return, but not to Jiim tliat
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is on liigh ;
they are like a deceitful bnw : th'.ir prinrcs shall fall by the sword for the rage

of their tongue : this shall be their derision in the land of Egypt.

8:1 Set the trumpet to thy mouth. As an eagle ke cometh against the house of the Lokd :

2 because they have transgressed my covenant, and trespassed against my law. They shall

I! cry unto me, My God, we Israel know thee. Israel hath cast off that which is good : the

4 enemy shall pursue him. They have set up kings, but not by nie ; they have made princts,

and I knew it not : of their silver and their gold have they made them idols, that they may
5 be cut off He hath cast ofl thy calf, O Samaria ;

mine anger is kindled against them : how

6 long will it be ere they attain to innocency ? For from Israel is even this ; the workman

7 made it, and it is no God : yea, the calf of Samaria shall be broken in pieces. For they sow

the wind, and tliey shall reap the whirlwind ; he hath no standing corn ; the blade shall

8 yield no meal ;
if so be it yield, strangers shall swallow it up. Israel is swallowed up : now

9 are they among the nations as a vessel wherein is no pleasure. For they are gone up to As-

10 Syria, like a wild ass alone by himself : Ephraim hath hired lovers. Yea, though they hire

among the nations, now will I gather them ; and they begin to be minished by reason of the

11 burden of the king of princes. Because Ephraim hatli multiplied altars to sin, altars have

12 been unto him to sin. Though I write for him my law in ten thousand p;'(>ec;)^i, they aie

13 counted as a strange thing. As tor the sacrifices of mine offerings, they sacrifice flesh and

eat it ; but the Lord accepteth them not : now will he remember their iniquity, and visit

14 their sins ; they shall return to Egypt. For Israel hath forgotten his Maker, and builded

palaces ; and Judah hath multiplied fenced cities : but I will send a fire upon his cities, and

it shall devour the castles thereof.

9 : 1 Rejoice not, O Israel, for joy, like the peoples ; for thou hast gone a whoring from

2 thy God, tliou liast loved hire upon every cornfloor. The threshing-floor and the winepress

3 shall not feed them, and the new wine shall fail her. They shall not dwell in the Lord's

4 land ; but Epliraim shall return to Egypt, and they shall eat unclean food in Assyria. They

shall not pour out wine offerings to the Lord, neither shall they be pleasing unto him : their

sacrifices shall be unto them as the bread of mourners ; all that cat thereof shall be polluted :

for their bread shall be for their appetite ; it shall not come into the house of the Lord.

5 What will ye do in the day of solemn assembly, and in the day of the feast of the Lord ?

6 For, lo, they are gone away from destruction, yet Egypt shall gather them up, Memphis shall

bury them : their pleasant things of silver, nettles shall possess them : thorns shall be in their

7 tents. The days of visitation are come, the days of recompence are come ;
Israel shall know

it : the prophet is a fool, the man that hath the spirit is mad, for the multitude of thine

8 iniquity, and because the enmity is great. Ephraim was a watchman with my God : as for

9 the prophet, a fowler's snare is in all his ways, and enmity in the house of his God. They

have deeply corrupted themselves, a? in the days of Gibeah : he will remember their iniquity,

10 he will visit their sins. I found Israel like grapes in the wilderness ; I saw your fathers as

the firstripe in the fig tree at her first season : but they came to Baal-peor, and consecrated

11 themselves unto the shameful thing, and became abominable like that which they loved. As

for Ephraim, their glory shall fly away like a bird : there shall be no birth, and none with

12 child, and no conception. Though they bring up their children, yet will I bereave them,

13 that there be not a man left ; yea, woe also to them when I depart from them ! Ephraim.

like as I have seen Tyre, is planted in a pleasant place : but Ephraim shall bring out his

14 children to the slayer. Give them, O Lord ; what wilt thou give ? give them a miscarrying

15 womb and dry breasts. All their wickedness is in Gilgal ; for there I hated them : because

of the wickedness of their doings I will drive them out of mine house : I will love them no

16 more ; all their princes are revolters. Ephraim is smitten, their root is dried up, they shall

bear no fruit : yea, though they bring forth, yet will I slay the beloved fruit of their womb.

17 My God will cast them away, because they did not hearken unto him : and they shall be

wanderers among the nations.

Chap. 7. Speaking of Ephraim, this chap-

ter continues to portray his treachery, blind-

ness, intense passion in sinning, and extreme

folly. It should be specially noted that through-

out this and the succeeding chapters to the

twelfth, Ephraim, the kingdom of the Ten

Tribes, is the theme of remark, Judah being

scarcely mentioned. The historic events allud-

ed to fell within the last years of the kingdom-
some of them in the reign of Hoshea, its last king.
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1. Their case was bad, but it was not des-

perate ; nay, It was hopeful when God woulil

liave healed Israel. He would have reformed

them, would have parted between them and

their sius, would have purged out the corrup-

tions that were among them by His laws and

prophets. He would have delivered them out

of their troubles, and restored to them their

peace and prosperity. Several healing attempts

were made, and their declining state seemed

sometimes to be in a hopeful way of recovery
;

but their own folly put them back again.

2. As good say that there is no God as say

that He is either ignorant or forgetful ; that

there is none that judges in the earth as say

tliat He remembers not the things He is to give

judgment upon ; it is a high affront they put

upon God ; it is a damning cheat they put

upon themselves ; they say, " The Lord shall

not see. " H.

7. AU tJieir kings are fallen. The prophecy

looks forward to the fall of the last si.x kings

in uninterrupted succession—Zechariah, Shal-

lum, Menahem, Pekahiali, Pekah, Hoshea. Dp.

Horsley.

8. Ephraim hath mi.xed himself with hea-

thens and is a professed associate with them
;

Ephraim is grown irresolute in his religion.

Like a cake that is half dough and half baked,

so is he half Israelite, half pagan. Bp. Ilall.

One thing on one side, another on the

other. Burned to a coal at bottom ; raw dough

at the top. An apt image of a character that

Is all inconsistencies. Bp. Ilordcy. A cake
not turned. All along the Black Sea, from

the JIa>f)tic Lake to the Caspian Sea, in Chaldea

and in Mesopotamia, except in towns, the people

often make their bread about an inch thick
;

this they lay on a cr>rner of the hearth and

cover it with hot embers and ashes ; in a quar-

ter of an hour they turn it. Poeuck.

As in Ahab's time, so now, they halted be-

tween God and Baal ; sometimes they seemed

zealous for God, but at other times as hot for

Baal. It is sad to think how many who after a

sort profess religion are made up of contraries

and inconsistencies, as a cake not turned ; a con-

stant self-contradiction, and always in one ex-

treme or the other. H.

The man who lives for plcamnv alone is a

cake not turned. One side of his nature is un-

duly baked ; the other is entirely neglected.

Pleasure has its uses, but pleasure a^ a busi-

ness is a very poor business indeed. Honey is

good, but the man who undertakes to eat noth

ing else will have neither brawn nor brain. In

all walks of life there are many representatives of

this class. The man who lives for bunineKK ainnc

is a cake not turned. This man stands higher,

all will admit, than the mere votary of pleas-

ure. Business is good ; business has its claims
;

these claims must be recognized. But oven

though the business be honorable and the meth-

ods of its pursuit unobjectionable, the man
who lives for this life alone loses this life as

well as the life which is to come. The world

has claims upon men of wealth. Great posses-

sions involve corresponding responsibility, and

the intellect that is used in acquiring ought

also to be used in wisely distributing. God
will not hold him guiltless who amasses great

wealth for personal gratification or family ag-

grandizement. The wants of ten thousand

needy enterprises demand recognition. A man
who lives for culture alone—as that word is

usually understood—is a cake not turned. Cul-

ture will adorn piety ; but piety crowns and

glorifies culture. We want both. Both are

one. That is not true culture which fails to

cultivate the nobler, the diviner elements of

the soul. The man who neglects this is a crude

Ephraim—a cake not turned. A man who is

lialfliedvtcd in religion is a cake not turned. A
half-and-half man is a failure always and every-

where. No compromise ! This should be the

Christian's watchword. That Wixs a magniti-

cent array of David's—" fifty thousand who
could keep rank ; they were not of double

heart." The literal rendering is, " who were

not of a heart and a heart. " They had but one

purpose—the honor of their king and the glory

of their God. They did not have one heart for

the field and another for the home. MacArthur.
9. Though the young will hardly credit it,

men with furrows in their brow and gray hairs

on their head often find it difficult to remember

that they are old ; to believe it ; to realize the

approach of their end ; how near they are to

the grave. Death seems to flee before us, like

the horizon which we ever see and never reach.

Qu,tlirie.

1 1 . Assyria was to Israel what Babylon was
to Judah—the appointed destroyer. But the

greater part of the prophets living later than

Israel's captivity, and being chiefly concerned

with the condition and destiny of the kingdom

of Judah, and Assyria being already over-

thrown, and the Babylonian empire established,

it is only in two or three of the minor prophets,

and in the earlier prophecies of Isaiah, that we
look for direct information respecting the As-

syrians. The three prophets, Hosea, Amos and

Jonah, lived when the Assyrian empire was in

its most flourishing estate ; when that power
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was well known in Syria and Palestine, and

when the kingdom of Israel felt deeply the

weightof its imperial arm. Eitto.

13. The passage puts in forcible contrast tlie

loving faithfulness of God, still warm and sure,

on the one hand ; and, on the other, the treach-

ery and utter infidelity of His people. The

original makes this contrast the more palpable

by writing out in full the pronouns " I" and

" they. " These pronouns are not usually writ-

ten in Hebrew except for the sake of empha-

sis. H. C.

14. " They have not cried unto Me with

their heart, when tliey howled upon their

beds." It was a selfish, cowardly, resentful

howling, and not the sigh of penitence or the

storm of contrition. Men come to us with sad

stories of distress, and they make long moans

about pain and fear, about poverty and uselcss-

ness. They use the words which penitents

might use, but not in a contrite spirit. Analyze

their howling, and it is all selfish. It is the flesh

that complains ; it is not the spirit that re-

pents. J. P.

16. If they turned, in anj- sense, it was not

to the Most High. The original most naturally

reads, " They will turn to a no-god"—to one

iwt the Most High, but the opposite—one in-

finitely low and mean. Hoshea, the last king

of the Ten Tribes, sought help from Egypt

against the king of Assyria, but only to his

shame and ruin (3 K. 17 : 4). So shall it ever

be with all who depart from God !

Chap. 8. Israel is still the subject of re-

buke and of threatened judgment—the prophet

bringing forth to view her sins, her resort to

idol gods and to foreign alliances, to the rejec-

tion of her own ever-living God, and showing

that this policy must be utterly ruinous.

1. This verse is remarkably in the peculiar

style of Hosea—abrupt and bold. " To thy

mouth the trumpet" [the foe comes down]
;

" as an eagle upon the house of the Lord, be-

cause they [My people] have broken My cove-

nant and sinned against My law."

The blast of the trumpet, long and loud, was

the alarm for war. The coming of the foe is

compared with the swoop of the eagle, when,

from his lofty height, he comes down upon the

temple.

2. Grievously as they had departed from

God, they still made high religious professions,

vainly claiming to know the true God. So in

later times they said, " We have Abraham to

our father." " Have we not prophesied in

Thy name ?"

5. " Thy calf, Samaria," is the golden one

set up by Jeroboam (see 1 K. 13 : 36-33), out

of which grew the idol worship of the king-

dom of the Ten Tribes. Samaria, the capital,

here represents the whole kingdom ; the calf

was properly theirs. H. C.

The prophetical writings are of great value

as regards the independent testimony they bear

to the national history. This testimony is

never at variance with, and it frequently illus-

trates, what we learn by the ordinary historical

records. The calves of Bethel and Dan are as-

sured to us as facts by the prophets of Israel,

Hosea and Amos. Leathes.

6. The aggravation of this case was that the

calf " came out from Jsmel"—from God's

chosen people. " A workman made it" with

his human fingers, so that it is no god at all.

On the contrary, according to the expressive

Hebrew, "it shall become fragments." The

prophets were wont to expose the ineffable

folly of idol-worship and of all trust in

idols, by referring to their origin as nothing

higher or other than human workmanship. A
mere man made it, made all there is of it ; and

can that senseless, helpless thing be God?

H. C.

7. Soion the irind . . . reap the whirlwind.

The Divine law of requital (cf. Gal. 6 ; 7). Is-

rael's works, their idolatries, heathen alliances,

and the like, were in themselves fruitless of

good ; but the disappointment attending upon

them would be more than the loss of good de-

sired ; it would take the form of a hurricane

of overwhelming destruction which would

sweep them away themselves. B. C.

In the sorrow of the world the obliquity of

the heart toward evil is not cured ; it seems as

if nothing cured it ; heartache and trials come

in vain ; the history of life at last is what it

was at first. The man is found erring where

he erred before. The same course, began with

the certainty of the same desperate end which

has taken place so often before. They have

reaped the whirlwind, but they will again sow

the wind. F. W. R.

Multitudes, having passions given them for

restraint from evil and for application to good,

and for activity in the pursuit of pure happi-

ness, and having seed sown, suggestions poured

in, and influences lavished from God, for dis-

cipline and growth, for nurture and wise train-

ing toward a period of useful and blissful de-

velopment, live upon their passions, exasperate

and then exhaust them. They take their sow-

ing time forspendingtime ; they eat their corn

green ; they consume for self and forbidden

gratification the seed that God has given for
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lasting happiness ; they consume for liell Uie

seed tliat God has givcu for lieavcn. But they

who do this, while tliey seem to be spending,

are really sowing. Tlie seed in the waste of

whicli they destroy the possibility of any good

hirvcst springs up for evil. They are sowing

sin and misery ; sowing the wind, to reap the

whirlwind. Their happiness must certainly be

wrecked here, and wrecked hereafter. Every

mad indulgence of pa.ssion, and every wicked

neglect of tlie sowing of good seed, is the put-

ting deep into the soul the seeds of a future

tempest of remorse and havoc. G. B. C.

14. For the hypothetical rendering pre-

ferred by the English revisers, " Though I

write My law in ten thousand precepts, they are

counted as a strange thing," the American

Company substitutes the more affirmative, " I

wrote for him the ten thousand things of My
law, but they are counted, " etc., which is in the

English margin. Chambers.

The prophet, to mark Israel's inexcusable-

ness, refers to the multiplied communications

of His will which God had made to His people

(Jer. 7 : 25), and that too in writing ; having in

view, perhaps, not only " the book of the law"

(Deut. 28 : 61 ; Josh. 1 : 8), but also instruc-

tions given through prophets, and by them,

even before Hosea's time, committed to writ-

ing. B. C.

God had sent to him in writing the great

things of His law—its great truths, principles,

and rules of life
;

3-et he had practically ac-

counted them as foreign and unworthy of his

thought or care. This is tlie monster sin of

all those in Christian lands who repel the light

of God's Word, and sin on as if no Bible had

ever been given them. Jesus said (John

15 : 22), " If I had not come and spoken unto

them, they had not had sin ; but now they

have no cloak [excuse] for their sin." 11. C.

How many have we, men of great estates,

and claiming to be of great minds, that scarce

regard the law of God ; they look upon His

law as beneath them. Books of history and

war they will peruse with diligence ; but for

the Scripture, it is a thing that has little in it.

It is a special means to obedience to have high

thoughts of God's law. That is the reason why
the prophet speaks thus, " I have written to

him the great tilings of My law, but they were

counted as a strange thing." As if he should

say, if they had had the things of My law in

their thoughts, they would never so have acted.

J. Burronghs.

Once it was, do and live ; now it is, hdieve

and live. And yet the law has not been de

stroyed. It has not been changed. Until

heaven and earth .shall pass away, one jot or

one tittle shall in nowise pass from the law.

What, then, is our relation to it ? What end

does it serve for us, seeing that we cannot be

saved by keeping it ? It exists for us as the

rule of our life. We must have some rule,

and this is the one by which, as Christians, we
must walk. "We are saved by grace through

faith. But the only satisfactory evidence of

our being in a stale of grace is conformity of

life to the law of God. " If ye love Me," says

Christ,* "keep My commandments." And
again He says, " If a man love Me, he trill keep

My words." This obedience to the Divine

rule is one of the infallible evidences of true

discipleship. D. Winters.

My laur. Goguet, in his elaborate and

learned treatise on the " Origin of Laws," ob-

serves, that "the more we meditate on the

laws of Moses, the more we shall perceive

their wisdom and inspiration. They alone

have the inestimable advantage never to have

undergone any of the revt)lutions common to

all human laws. There has been nothing

changed, nothing added, nothing retrenched

from the laws of Moses for above three thou-

sand years." Mil/nan. The Hebrews struck

so deep, and they struck so utterly the great

moral laws of God in their relation to human
life, and in their associated action, that in its

development the world has more and more built

itself upon that which was disclosed by them.

II. P. L.

Chap. 9. Ephraim is still the subject ; the

strain of rebuke for sin is more and more min-

gled with announcements of near impending

judgment.

5. A rendering more true to the original,

and giving better the exact sense, would be,

" What will ye do for the day of solemn as-

sembly, and for the day of the feast of the

Lord ?" They could no more have them in

the remote land of their captivity. They would

sadly miss those seasons of great public rejoic-

ing. H. C.

6. The general sense of- this passage is very

clear. It describes the extreme devastation of

the country by the Assyrian conquest, under

the image of weeds growing up in the dwell-

ings, deserted by their owners, and stripped of

their costly and elegant furniture of silver.

Lp. Eordey.

7. The prophet is a fool, the spiritual man is

mad. The days are at hand which shall make
the Israelites sensible, that not a word nf God
shall want its efEect, and that Ilis prophets
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wiTf true prophets, but their false prophets,

to whom the Israelites hearkened, were iudced

"fools" and "madmen." And this should

come to pass " for the multitude of their in-

iquity," whereby they showed themselves to

"hate" God, and made themselves hateful to

Him. Pocock. Because men receive not the

love of the truth, but conceive a hatred of it,

and bid defiance to it, therefore God shall send

them strong delusions to believe a lie, so strong

that they shall not be undeceived till the day

of visitation and recompense comes, which will

convince them of the folly and madness of those

that seduced them, and of their own folly and

madness in suffering themselves to be seduced

by them. They shall know then whether the

true prophets, that were really spiritual men
guided by the Spirit of God, were such as they

called and counted them, fools and madmen
;

and they shall be convinced that they were the

wise men of their times, and God's faithful

ambassadors to them. H.

7. This and the two following verses form

one paragraph: "the visitation for . . . in-

iquity'" of this verse reappearing in verse 9,

" He will remember tlieir iniquity and visit

their sins," while again verse 7 is linked to

verse 8 by the repetition of the word " hatred,"

the Hebrew noun for which occurs nowhere

else in the Bible. The general purport of the

whole is to express the deep resentment which

the inspired prophet felt at the scorn and ma-

lignity with which God's messengers were re-

ceived by the people, and his satisfaction at

the vindication which their mission would re-

ceive when the Divine judgments which they

had denounced should come to pass. B. C.

8. Despite of his great sin, Ephraim was full

of hope and expectation of good from Jehovah

—probably with reference to help against their

foreign enemies—which help might have come
had not the false prophet been as a snare of a

fowler over his ways. Repeatedly is this

grievous apostasy of the people ascribed largely

to the terribly pernicious influence of corrupt

priests and false prophets. Truly there can be

no power for evil so active and so fatal as a

corrupt ministry—as flagrant sin in those who
speak for God and of Him to men.

9. The sin of Gibeah at the time referred to

may be seen (Judges 19 : 23-35). An appalling

history ! Alas for the dreadful corruption of

the land of Ephraim. if it was fitly compared

to those scenes in Gibeah of Benjamin ! Good

reason why God should remember their in-

iquity and visit retribution upon the whole

landl

lO. The true light for seeing their sins can

be had only through contrast with the bright

days of their early national history. Hence
this historical sketch. As one finds grapes in

the wilderness, himself weary and hungry, and

not expecting luscious fruit amid such barren-

ness, and therefore is filled with joy at the dis-

covery, so the Lord found Israel. The first

ripe figs iu their first bearing year furnish the

next beautiful figure. But the fatal mischief

was, they went after idol gods, and plunged

into the vices associated with Idol worship.

First at Baal-peor, in the wilderness (see Num.
35). The last clause thus,

'

' They became abom-

inable, like their paramours, lovers ;" referring

to the idol gods to whom they gave their hom-

age. So evermore men become like the God
they worship ; abominable and vile like their

idols, or pure-minded and loving, like Him
whose nature is purity and whose name is love.

U. C.

11-17. In the foregoing verses we saw the

sin of Israel derived from their fathers ; here

we see the punishment of Israel derived to

their children ; for as death entered by sin at

first, so it is still entailed with it.

12. He departs from them. When they re-

volt from Him, and withdraw from their al-

legiance to him, how can they expect but that

He should depart from them, and withdraw

both His protection and His bounty ? And
well may His threatening be enforced as it is,

and made terrible. Woe also unto them when
I depart from them ! Those are in a woeful

condition indeed whom God has forsaken. Our
weal or woe depends upon the gracious pres-

ence of God with us ; and if He goes, all

weal goes with Him, and all woes come upon
us. H.

" Let him alone," is the sentence which has

gone forth, and the man is lost. Thencefor-

ward his career is one of growing sinfulness.

Thenceforward his state is one of spiritual

sleep, profound as that of the grave, undis-

turbed by any Sabbath argument, unbroken by

any threatening omen, unaffected by the ap-

proaching realities of anotlier world ; and

though he may live amid scenes of spiritual

beauty, and though the refreshing showers of

heavenly grace may brighten and give new
verdure to the moral landscape around him
—there he is—a spot blasted by heaven's

fire, which can never be cultivated, a tree

scathed by heaven's lightning, ready to be

cut down as fuel for the burning. But oh I

how lame and feeble are words to give ex-

pression to the sentiment which God has ut-
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tered, " Woe unto them when I depart from

them." E. M.

10. Yet will I ddij. The scope of these

words is to set forth the dimiuutiou of Israel,

as to their glorj', number, strength, and power,

by a firm decree from God. This is according

to the curse, anciently denounced against them

in tlic law, that, if they should become dis-

obedient they should " be left few in num-

ber" (Lev. 26:23; Deut. 4:27; 2S : 02).

Pococke.

17. TJiey shall he wanderers among the lui-

tiorts. And so they became, and so they con-

tinue to this day, "wandering among the na-

tions," so as scarce to be found out, having no

settled place of their own, nowliere that tliey

can be called a people, or are as such acknowl-

edged. Pucock.

HOSEA CHAPTERS X., XL, XII.

10: 1 Israel is a luxuriant vine, which putteth forth his fruit : according to the multi-

tude of his fruit he hath multiplied his altars ; according to the goodness of his land they

2 have made goodly pillars. Their heart is divided ; now shall they be found guilty : he shall

3 smite their altars, he shall spoil their pillars. Surely now shall they say. We have no king :

4 for we fear not the Lord ; and the king, what can he do for us ? They speak vain words,

swearing falsely in making covenants : therefore judgement springeth up as hemlock in the

5 furrows of the field. The inhabitants of Samaria shall be in terror for the calves of Beth-

aven : for the people thereof shall mourn over it, and the priests thereof that rejoiced over

6 it, for the glory thereof, because it is departed from it. It also shall be carried uuto Assyria

for a present to king Jareb : Ephraim shall receive shame, and Israel shall be ashamed of his

7, 8 own counsel. An for Samaria, her king is cut oil, as foam upon the water. The high

places also of Aven, the siu of Israel, shall be destroyed : the thorn and the thistle shall come

up on their altars ; and they shall say to the mountains. Cover us ; and to the hills. Fall on

9 us. O Israel, thou hast sinned from the days of Gibeah : there they stood ; that the battle

10 against the children of iniquity should not overtake them in Gibeah. When it is my desire,

I will chastise them ; and the peoples shall be gathered against them, when they are bound

11 to their two transgressions. And Ephraim is an heifer that is taught, that loveth to tread

out Uie corn ; but I have passed over upon her fair neck : I will set a rider on Ephraim ;

12 Judah shall plow, Jacob shall break his clods. Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap

according to mercy ; break up your fallow ground : for It is time to seek the Loud, till he

13 come and rain righteousness upon you. Ye have plowed wickedness, ye have reaped in-

iquity
;
ye have eaten the fruit of lies : for thou didst trust in thy way, in the multitude of

14 thy mighty men. Therefore shall a tumult arise among thy people, and all thy fortresses

shall be spoiled, as Shalman spoiled Beth arbel in the day of battle : the mother was dashed

15 iu pieces with her children. So shall Beth-el do uuto you because of your great wickedness :

at daybreak shall the king of Israel be utterly cut off.

11:1 When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt.

3 As they called them, so they went from them : they sacrificed unto the Baalim, and burned

3 incense to graven images. Yet I taught Ephraim to go ; I took them on my arms ;
but they

4 knew not that I healed them. I drew thcin with cords of a man, with bauds of love ; and

5 I was to them as they that take off the yoke on their jaws, and I laid meat before them. He
shall not returu into the land of Egypt ; but the Assyriaii shall be his king, because they re-

6 fused to return. And the sword shall fall upon his cities, and shall consume his bars, and

7 devour tliem. because of their own counsels. And my people are bent to backsliding from

8 me : though they call them to Um tJiat is on high, none at all will exalt Mm. How shall I

give thee up, Ephraim ? Jum shall I deliver thee. Israel ? how shall I make tiiee as Admah ?

liow shall I set thee as Zeboim ? mine heart is turned within me, my compassions are kindled

9 together. I will not execute the fierceness of mine anger, I will not return to destroy

Epliniim : for I am God, and not man ; the Holy One in the midst of thee : and I will not

10 enter into the city. They shall walk after ihe Lord, who shall roar like a lion : for he shall
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11 roar, and the children shall come trembling from the west. They shall come trembling as a

bird out of Egypt, and as a dove out of the land of Assyria : and I will make them to dwell

in their houses, saith the Lord.

13 Ephraim compasseth me about with falsehood, and the house of Israel with deceit : but

12:1 Judah yet ruleth with God, and is faithful with the Holy One. Ephraim feedeth on the

wind, and foUoweth after the east wind : he continually mulliplieth lies and desolation ; and

3 they make a covenant with Assyria, and oil is carried into Egypt. The Lord hath also a

controversy with Judah, and will punish Jacob according to his ways; according to his

3 doings will he recompense him. In the womb he took his brother by the heel ; and in his

4 manhood he had pnwer with God : yea, he had power over the angel, and prevailed : he

wept, and made supplication unto him : he found him at Beth-el, and tliere he spake with

5, 6 us ; even the Lord, the God of hosts ; the Loud is his memorial. Therefore turn thou to

thy God : keep mercy and judgement, and wait on thy God continually.

7, 8 lie is a trafficker, the balances of deceit are in his liand : he loveth to oppress. And
Ephraim said. Surely I am become rich, I have found me wealth : in all my labours they

9 shall find in me none iniquity that were sin. But 1 am the Loud thy God from the land of

Egypt ; I will yet again make thee to dwell in tents, as in the days of the solemn feast.

10 I have also spoken unto the prophets, and I have multiplied visions ; and by the ministry

11 of the prophets have 1 used similitudes. Is Gilead iniquity ? they are altogether vanity ; in

Gilgal they sacrifice bullocks : yea, their altars are as heaps in the furrows of the field.

13 And Jacob fled iuto the field of Aram, and Israel served for a wife, and for a wife he kept

13 sheep. And by a prophet the Loud brought Israel up out of Egypt, and by a prophet was

14 he preserved. Ephraim hath provoked to anger most bitterly : therefore shall his blood be

left upon him, and his reproach shall his Lord return unto him.

Chap. 10. Tlie same general subject con-

tinues ; the sin of Ephraim and its just punish-

ment (verses 1-11) ; a call to repentance and a

new life (verse 12) ;
judgments still more near

and dire (verses 13-15).

1. The very point made is the abundant

wealth of Israel, perverted the more to idolatry

and sin. The more God gives them, the more

they give to idols ; the richer their laud and

its products, the richer shrines and altars go up

for Baal. So sinful men everywhere are wont

to pervert the earthly gifts of God, till more

gifts only make them more ivicked and more

ungrateful to the Giver ; and so more mercy

in this line becomes only their greater curse.

H. C.

4. Sin is bound by au iron link to penalty.

"Therefore," sajs Ilosea, God's judgment

springs up, like a bitter plant (the precise name
of which is unknown) in the furrows, where

the farmer did not know that its seeds lay.

They little dreamed what they were sowing

when they scattered abroad their lives, but

this is the fruit of that. " Whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap ;" and whatever

other crop we may hope to gather from our

sins, we shall gather that bitter one, which we
did not expect. The inevitable connection of

Bin and judgment, the bitterness of its results,

the unexpectedness of them, are all here, and

to be laid to heart by us. A. M.

5. Beth aveu, house of idols (literally, of

nothings, nonentities), is instead of Bethel,

house of God—the name being changed to in-

dicate the fearful fact that the people had

ceased to be a house of God, and had become
a house of idols, after Jeroboam of Nebat set

up his golden calf there. The sentiment of

this verse is, that the people of Samaria should

be put in fear because of these calves. So far

from finding peace and help from their new
gods, they should find only peril and alarm.

§. " The sin of Israel" is said of the calf at

Bethel, as being the occasion and manifesta-

tion of her sin of idolatry. The growth of

thorns and thistles in places once so much fre-

quented and so magnificent in works of art,

gives a vivid sense of utter desolation. The
doom of the people would be so terrible that

they would choose death rather than life, and

hence would cry to the mountains, " Cover

us," and to the hills, " Fall on us !" H. C.

Our Lord refers (Luke 23 : 30), as does John
in the Apocalypse (Rev. 6 : 16 ; 9 : 6) to Hosea's

powerful metaphor of terror, " they shall say

to the mountains. Cover us, and to the hills, Fall

on us." Farrar.

9. There tliey stood. A remnant, even

six hundred men, survived, from whom the

tribe was again filled up. The battle in Gibeah

(Judges 21) against the children of iniquity

(those wicked men) did not overtake and ex-

terminate them. Ephraim need not expect to

come off so well, for of her no remnant shall
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survive to replace the fallen and rebuild the

kingdom.

10. ' It is iu yiy purpose to chastise them,

and t he naMons shall be gathered against them

when they shall be bound for their two sins"

—these sins having reference to the two golden

calves at Bethel and at Dan. In the same sense

the " high places of Aven" are called " the sin

of Israel" (verse 8). The idea is that, to chas-

tise them, God will bind them fast because of

these sins of calf-worship, and will t'len gather

the nations (Syrians and Assyrians) together to

fall upon them. So construed, the sense is

vigorous, and entirely in accordance with both

the significance of the several words and the

grammatical construction. II. C.

11. Like Epliraim, ivc like to tread out the

corn, and to hear tbusu plrasant songs and

music that Gospel sermons make, where only

grace is preached and nothing of our dutj as

to works of self-denial. But as for such, God
will tread upon their fair neck, and yoke them

with Christ's yoke ; for then they have a work

to do, even a work of selfdenial. Banyan.

12. The prophet turns here to exhort both

Israel and Judah to repentance and to works

of righteousness. Here, as is very common in

Hebrew, the second of two successive impera-

tives should be rendered in the future as a

promise. " Sow for yourselves, for righteous-

ness ; thus shall ye reap according to your

pieti'." The "reaping in mercy" must be

promise, not cominand. "For righteousness"

is the literal rendering, meaning, sow what

will naturally produce the fruits of righteous-

ness. The word rendered "mercy" must re-

fer to man, not to God, and is therefore piety.

The Hebrew phrase means— according to the

measure of your piety. " Break up your fal-

low ground;" make all due preparation for

the harvest of blessings you need and should

seek. H. C.

Beap in mercy. This is a promise, that if

they did " sow in righteousness," they should
" reap in mercy"—that is, they should experi-

ence that measure of mercy wherebj' God,

above their desert, rewards those who sincerely

endeavor to do His commandments. Dr.

Pocock. The whole verse may be thus para-

phrased : Give yourselves to all holy and con-

scientious endeavors ; sow to yourselves in

holiness and righteousness, and reap mercy and

lovingkindness from tlie Lord ; break up the

fallow grounds of your hearts by a true and

serious repentance ; for it is time for you to

turn to the Lord, and to seek to recover His fa

vor : so far as that lie may rain upon you the

showers of His grace and mercy, whereby ye

may appear righteous in His sight, lip. Hull.

Let them break up the fallow ground ; let

them cleanse their hearts from all corrupt affec-

tions and lusts, which are as weeds and thorns,

and let them be humbled for their sins, and be

full of sorrow and shame at tlic rrmnnbrance

of them, and prepare to rcn i\e Ihi' Divine jjre-

ecpts, as the ground that is ploimlud is to re-

ceive the seed that it may take root. (See Jer.

4 : 3). Let them sow to themselves in right-

eousness ; let them return to the practice of

good worl's, according to the law of God which

is the rule of righteousness ; let tliem abound

in works of piety toward God, and of justice

and charity toward one another, and lierein let

them sow to the Spirit, as the apostle speaks

(Gal. 6 : 7, 8). Every action is seed sown.

Let them sow in righteousness ; let them sow
what they should sow, do what they should

do, and they themselves shall have the benefit

of it. Let them seek the Lord ; let them look

up to Him for His grace, and beg of Him to

bless the seed sown. The husbandman must
plough and sow with an eye to God, asking of

Him rain in the season thereof. H.

Do not fancy that Christian rigliteousness is

different from ordinary " goodness," except as

being broader and deeper, more thoroughgoing,

more imperative. Divergencies there are, for

our law is more than a republication of the

law written on men's hearts. Though the one

agrees with the other, yet the area which they

cover is not the same. The precepts of the

one, like some rock-hewn inscriptions by for-

gotten kings, are weathered and indistinct,

often illegible, often misread, often neglected.

The other is written in living characters in a

perfect life. It includes all that the former at-

tempts to enjoin, and much more besides. It

breathes a deeper meaning and a tenderer

beauty into the words which express human
conceptions of virtue, but it does take up these

into itself. A. M.

The depravity of the world is just its forget-

fulness, impatience, contempt of its God ; the

godless e-Tcellences, the unsanctiiied noblenesses

of man, are the truest, tne most awful proofs

of the fact. That the murderer, the adulterer,

the thief, should disclaim subjection to his

God is si-d, but scarcely surprising ; the depth,

the universality of the rebellion is seen in the

independence of our very virtues upon God ;

in the vast sphere of human excellence into

which God never once enters ; in the amiability

tliat loves all but God ; in the self-devotion that

never surrendered one gratification for the
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sake of God ; in the indomitable energy tliat

never wrought one persevering work for God
;

in tlie enduring patience that faints under no

weight of toil except the labor of adoring and

praising God. This it is which really demon-

strates the alienation of the world from its

Maker, that its best affections should thus be

affections to all but Him ; that He should have

to behold the fairest things He has formed

—

kindness and gratitude and love—embracing

every object but Himself ; the loveliest feel-

ings He has implanted taking root, and grow-

ing and blossoming through the world, to bear

fruit for all but Him ! W. A. B.

" Break up your fallow ground, for it is time

to seek the Lord, till He come and rain right-

eousues.". upon you." This command comes

down in the midst of a perfect shower of rural

images ; and it connects, in a remarkable man-

ner, the ploughing, and all the kind of work
upon the heart and mind, indicated in that part

of husbandry, with the work of seeking God,

the work of effectually praying. It is time to

seek the Lord ; but it is vseless to seek Him,
indeed there is no true seeking of Him, unless

therewith you go to work upon your own soil,

your own heart, and break up the fallow

ground. It is time to sow ; but it is useless to

sow, unless first you dig and plough, and break

up the hard sod and the thorns with it. The
work of praying itself is a kind of sowing ; it

is a sowing with God's promises ; and to this

work especially the prophet refers, announcing

directly, in answer to the question. Flow shall

we gain God's blessing ? a work to be done on

our part, along with prayer, if we would ren-

der prayer effectual. The intimate and essen-

tial connection between praying and working

is nowhere in the Word of God more strikingly

exhibited. G. B. C.

There is no growth in holiness possible with-

out the constant accompanying process of ex-

cision and crucifixion of the old. If you want

to groaf purer and lilier Christ, you must slay

yourselves. You cannot gird on " righteous-

ness" above the old self, as some beggar might

buckle to himself royal velvet with its ermine

over his filthy tatters. There must be a put-

ting off in order to and accompanying the put-

ting on. Strip yourselves of yourselves, and

then you "shall not be found naked," but

clothed with the garments of salvation, as the

bride with the robe which is the token of the

bridegroom's love and the pledge of her espous-

als to him. A. M.

There are two centres in the universe, toward

which man can strive and tend as an object of

being. They are God and self. A man must
choose between them. It is his own self that

chooses ; but in the one case his own self

chooses for self, and against God ; and in the

other case his own self chooses for God, and
against self. The choice of self as an object

of the striving of one's own self is always
wrong. The choice of God as an object of the

striving of one's own self is always right. Hell

is the inevitable destiny of one who lives for

self ; heaven is the sure destiny of one who
lives for God. But hell and heaven are a re-

sult of the choice of self, or of God, as an ob-

ject of life
;
they are not in themselves the ob-

ject of choice and of life. He whose whole
self strives toward God, forgets self as a fac-

tor in life. He whose whole self strives toward

self, forgtts God as an object of desire and of

life. He who would save his self shall lose his

self, and he who loses sight of self through

looking toward God shall be saved. S. S. T.

The words " selfish" and " selfishness" are

of comparatively recent introduction into the

English language. They are little more than

two hundred years old, and were quite un-

known to Shakespeare and the writers of his

time. They first make their appearance in the

writings of some of the Puritan divines toward

the middle of the seventeenth centurj', and

were remarked on, sometimes condemned as

novelties, at the time of their first employment.

It is a singular fact that the words should be

so new, seeing that the thing is so old. Selfish-

ness, or the undue love of self, is as old as sin,

as old as the fall, or indeed as old as the devil.

I called it just now the undue love of self.

Perhaps I should have called it rather, the

love of our wrong self. There is a self be-

longing to us, and that our true self, which it

is our duty to love, as is plain from that pre-

cept of Christ, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor

as thyself"—seeing that in this precept the

love of self is made the rule, measure, and law

of our love to our brethren ; which it could

not be if it were itself a condemnable thing.

Abp. Trench.

Legitimate self-love is the act or habit of a

man v/ho s« loves himself that he gives him-

self to God. Selfishness is fallen self-love. It

is self-love in excess, blind to the existence and

excellence of God, and seeking its happiness in

inferior objects, by aiming to subdue them to

its own purposes. Every sin is but a modi-

fication of it. Avarice is but selfishness grasp-

ing and hoarding. Prodigality is but selfish-

ness decorating and indulging itself—a man
sacrificing to himself as his own god. Sen-
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suality, and indeed all the sins of the flesh, arc

only selUshuess setting itself above law, and

gratifying itself at the expense of all restraint.

And all the sins of the spirit are only the same
principle impatient of contradiction, and re-

fusing to acknowledge superiority, or to bend

to any will but its own. What is egotism but

selfishness speaking? Or crime, but selfish-

ness, without its mask, in earnest and acting?

J. Harns.

If you suppose the soul loving its duty, lov-

ing holiness, loving God in whom alone all

these are contained ; if j-ou make what was
its law to become its love, will you not have
made its law become its happiness, will you
not have ended the war between the two ele-

ments of its nature ? will you not have recon-

ciled the love of self with the love of goodness,

and happiness with holiness V And does not

this mere supposition make you comprehend
that between the love of ourselves, taken in

general, and the internal law of duty, there is

no essential contradiction, and that there is no

necessity of destroying, or even of restricting

one of the two elements in order to make way
for the other, seeing they are fitted and des-

tined to form in our soul oue single and com-
mon sentiment ? While we say this of the love

of ourselves, we do not say it of that other

affection which, derived from self-love, is only

the abuse and corruption of it ; we mean selfinh-

7iess. The distinguishing characteristic of this

affection is to seek its satisfaction in the isola-

tion of the individual. And in fact the love

of ourselves, in its purity, does not hinder us

from uniting with the rest of the sensible crea-

tion, whereas selfishness separates us. The
former expands, the latter contracts ; the for-

mer has its limits in all the beings of the world,

the latter in ourselves alone ; the former allows

us to multiply our existence by sympathy, the

latter reduces us to an individual life, which
thus reduced is a death ; the former is a har-

mony, the latter a discord in the universal con-

cert ; the former is truth, the latter falsehood ;

in one word, the latter is an abortion of the

former. Such is selfishness, to which every-

thing is an instrument, and nothing an end but

itself. Vinet.

The man who lives absorbed in the miserable

care for his own well-being is dead to all which

makes life noble, sweet and real Flagrant

vice is not needed to kill the real life. Clean,

respectable selfishness does the work effec-

tually. But while all selfishness is fatal, it is

self surrender and sacrifice " for My sake and

the Gospel's," which is life-giving. Heroism,

generous self-devotion without love to Christ,

is noble, but falls short of disciplesliip, and
may even aggravate the sin of the man who
exhibits it, because it shows what treasures he

could lay at Christ's feet, if he would. It is

only self-denial made sweet by reference to

Ilim that leads to life. A. M.
So we have our choice. We may live for

self, take good care of our lives, not exposing

them to danger, not making personal sacrifices,

having a keen eye always for our own interests

and advancement. Then we may reach old

age liale'and well preserved. People may con-

gratulate us on our well-preserved state, and we
may have considerable pride irf the result of

o.'ir prudence and carefulness. But there is no
harvest. The life has been no blessing to the

world. That is, indeed, the whole outcome of

sellishness. The other way to live is altogether

to forget self—not to think of or care for one's

own life, but to throw it away in obedience to

God and in devotion to His service. The truth

is we cannot be great blessings in this world,

and at the same time take a selfish care of our

own lives. That which costs us nothing is

worth nothing. This principle lies a great

deal deeper in the heart of all life than we are

apt to think. All along the ages, whatever is

good and beautiful and worthy has been the

fruit of suffering and pain. Civilization has

advanced tlirough wars, revolutions and fail-

ures, through the ruin and overturning of em-
pires and kingdoms. Every thoughtful reader

of the world's history understands this. What
Christian civilization is to-day, it is as the har-

vest of centuries of weary struggle and toil and
human failure. Every advance worth record-

ing has been made through carnage and dis-

aster. It seems that without shedding of blood

there is not only no remission of sins, but no
growth, no progress in life. J. R. M.

13. Resuming the figures of husbandry, the

prophet says, " Ye have ploughed wicked-

ness," etc., in the same sense as Paul (Gal.

6:7), " Whatsoever a man soweth. that shall

he also reap ;" or Solomon (Prov. 1 : 31),

" They shall eat of the fruit of their own way."
Ephraim had trusted, not in the Lord, but in

the way of her own choice, and in the multi-

tude of her mighty men. The Lord is now
about to show her the folly of such trust.

U. C.

13, 14. Once more we have sin and punish-

ment exhibited in their organic connection in

verses 13 and 14. Their past had been just the

opposite of sowing righteousness and reaping

mercy. Wickedness ploughed in, iniquity will
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own punishment. What fruit have we of doing

wrong ? " Lies"—that is, unfulfilled expecta-

tions of unrealized satisfaction. No man gets

the good that he aimed at in sinning, or he gets

something more that spoils it. At last the de-

ceitfulness of sin will be found out, but we
may be sure of it now. The root of all Israel's

sin was the root of ours—namely, trust in self,

and consequent negleet of God. The first half

of verse 13 is an exliaustive analysis of the ex-

perience of every sinful life ; the second, a

penetrating disclosure of the foundation of it.

A. M.

Chap. II. The strain of rebuke and of fore-

warning of judgment having continued with

only brief interruptions from the beginning of

chap. 4, till we are brought almost to the very

day in which the king of Israel should be cut

off, the course of thought now turns to reminis

cences of love, and to the most touching ex-

pressions of pity and grief over the impending

ruin of Israel.

1. Thinking of the nation as having a life

time, analogous to that of the individual, run-

ning through infancy and youth to manhood,

the Lord says, " When Israel was a child, then

I loved him, and called My son out of Egypt."

He had manifested a very special interest in

the fathers of the nation, Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob ; He had shown His care for their ehil

dreu during their oppressions under the Pha-

raohs. It was precisely by means of the mil of

God that Moses was trained, commissioned,

and led on to become, under God, the deliv-

erer of the people from Egyptian bondage.

H. C.

Matthew (chap. 3 : 15) cites the passage in

reference to the fact that the Infant Jesus was
taken down into Egj-pt and continued there

till the death of Herod ; his object being to

obviate the prejudice which might arise in the

mind of a high-caste Jew, from the circum-

stance of the early infancy of Jesus being

passed in a polluted, lieathen land. As Jeho-

vah's interposition in bringing Israel out of

Egypt proved that the misery and pollution

of their Egyptian sojourn was no bar to His

love to them, so also the distress and pollution

attendant upon the flight of the Holy Family
into Egypt constituted no just ground of ob-

jection to Jesus being the Messiah
; Jesus came

forth out of Egypt the Son of God neverthe-

less. B. C. Matthew apparently quotes

these words, not to prove anything, but in or

der to point out the relation of God's former

dealings \vith the latter, the beginning and the

close, what relates to the body and what re-

lates to the Head. Pasey.
" I called My son out of Egypt," as uttered

by the prophet, was unquestionably meant to

refer historically to the fact of the Lord's good-

ness in delivering Israel from that land of bond-

age and oppression. But the evangelist Mat-

thew expressly points to it as a prophecy, and

tells us that the Infant Jesus was for a time

sent into Egypt, and again brought out of it,

that the word might be fulfilled. This arose

from the typical connection between Christ

and Israel. The Scripture fulfilled was pro-

phetical, simply because the circumstance it

recorded was typical. But in so considering

it, the evangelist puts no peculiar strain upon
its terms, nor introduces any sort of double

sense into its import. He merely points to the

prophetical element involved In the transaction

it relates, and thereby discovers to us a bond
of connection between the Old and the New in

God's dispensations, necessary to be kept in

view for a correct apprehension of both.

P. Fnirbairn.

Each chosen one—each saint, each sou, each

child of God—is indeed called out of the Egypt
of this world. The call, when looked at in the

liglit of the past, is a call out of Egypt, a call

into the wilderness, and a call for us to arise

and set out on our journey home. //. Bonar.

ii. God's calling of His son Israel, especially

by the agency of Moses, suggested His con-

tinued agencies of calling the people by later

prophets, and of this He proceeds to speak :

"As they"—these later prophets—"called

them, so they went away from their pres-

ence."

4. The description of God's tender care and

gentle loving ways with His people continues.

" I drew" (not drove) " them—with cords of a

man," not cords of a bullock, untamed, head-

strong and wild. These cords are explained

fully in the words " with bands of love," by
the sweet attractions which manifested love

naturally creates. The next figure also is taken

from the ways of the kind husbandman :
" I

was to them as they that lift up the yoke which

presses on their cheek ;" for the rude yokes of

Oriental countries are heavy and ill-adapted to

the comfort of animals while eating. The de-

scription continues :
' I brought food to them

and caused them to eat." The Hebrew has

two verbs here, of which the literal sense is

given in this translation. The tense of these

verbs implies that God is willing still to feed

them, as of old. This siiowing of Goil's loving

care and gentleness toward His people is at
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once bciiutiful and strong. The facts of the

case justify more even than this. U. C.

/ drew them with corih of a man. That is,

such cords as are proper to draw men with, as

they are men endued with reason to discern be-

tween good and evil and with freedom of will

to choose tlie one before the other ; and with

such a temper and agreement of both that what

we apprehend to be good we freely choose, and

refuse what we think to be evil. Accordingly

God sets before us good and evil, and both in

such a light that we may clearly discern the

difference between them, and choose the good

before the evil. Thus He draws us with cords,

suitable to man's constitution ; in explanation

He adds, "with bands of love," or with ex-

pressions of His love and kindness toward us.

In this wa^' one man commonly draws another
;

how much more can Almighty God do it, who
hath the hearts of all men in His hand, and the

greatest favors to bestow which man can pos-

sibly desire ? This is the meaning of the apos-

tle, " that the goodness of God leadeth us to

repentance" (Rnm. 3 : 4). It doth not force or

drag us, but it leads us to repentance, and so to

Christ. Bp. Bereridgc.

View it in one light, the admission of Christ

into a sinner's heart is as much God's work as

though man did nothing in It ; view it in an-

other, it is as much man's as though God did

nothing. Man works, but he works by a

power and by a will also that God has given

him. " I drew them," says the Lord of His

people of old, and with cords and bands—there

is His almighty power ; there He puts His

own stamp on His own work—but how did

He draw them ? He tells us, " with cords of

a man, with bands of love ;" not as brute

beasts that must be driven and forced, but as

men, as reasonable beings, by convincing their

judgments and laying hold of their hearts.

C. Bmdle!/.

There is a manifest congruity iu the circum-

stance that the Agent conducts Ilis work so

silently and imperceptibly. It is only by such

a mode of procedure that the spirit of man can

retain its separate action and freedom. There

is no violence done to man's nature in the su-

pernatural work carried on in the heart. The

dealings of God are, in every respect, suited to

the essential and indispensable principles of

man's nature. " I drew them with the cords

of a man, with the bands of love." McCoah.

Love was the cord which bound the God-man

to the holy cross ; the nails and the cross could

not have held Him had not love bound Him
fast. It is the same blessed cord of love which

united Divinity to humanity ; and for what

cause ? Love was the sole cause. It was love

which at the first created us in the Divine im-

age ; and when we had lost the life of grace,

love willing to give us back that which we
had lost by sin and frailty. God sent forth

His only Son, and willed that by His blood

grace should be restored to us. And the Son,

in all things obedient, humbled Himself to the

death of the cross for love of us and for our

salvation. . . . Oh, inestimable love ! If man
can give no greater proof of love than to lay

down his, life for a friend, how should we ap-

preciate Thy love toward us who were Thine

enemies? Thou ha-st given Thy life. Thou

hast ransomed us with Thy blood. This sur-

passes all love. . . . Thou hast become the

Mediator. Thy death has made peace between

man and God ; and the nails which pierced

Thee are to us as the keys of life eternal I St.

Catlierine of Siena.

How^ many, alas ! are drawn who will not

come !—by the voice of God in mercies, afflic-

tions, invitations and warnings, to whicli they

give no heed. But never did a sinner heed that

voice and come to Christ in vain ; never was

a trembling penitent cast out. "Whosoever

will may come ; and to every one who trusts

in Him, Jesus gives everlasting life ; not

merely the promise of life in the hereafter, but

the possession now of that principle of life

which can never die. Even his body shall not

be hurt of death, but shall be raised up at the

last day in the likeness of Christ's glorious

body. Redemption shall thus forever destroy

both the power and the effects of sin. J. P. T.

If His love cannot reach yon, then you can-

not be reached, and if His love cannot save

you, then 3'ou cannot be saved ;
for salvation

is character, and love is the power by which

only it is, or ever can be. wrought. Oh the

perversity, blindness, hardness—apart from all

thought of retribution we say it—that cannot

be gained by all that God has done, or does, or

shows, or suffers in His Son ! Bushnell.

8. The sense of this verse is plain. The

"giving up," is to hopeless ruin and desola-

tion. So the parallel word—" deliver thee"

—

means to give over to the fell destroyer. " Ad-

mah and Zeboim" are associated with Sodom

and Gomorrah as lying near in Gen. 14 : 8, and

in Deut. 29 : 23 as involved in the same terri-

ble doom. " Mine heart is turned within me"
—with feelings of pity and grief and tender

compassion. No words of comment can height-

en the beauty and force of this inimitable pas-

sage. The very heart of the God of love stands



forth revealed in its glowing and expressive

words.

The general strain of the message, sent of

God by Hosea, liad been of necessity stringent

and stern with rebulies for sin, and oftentimes

terrible in revelations of impending judgment
—all right because absolutely necessary. Yet

this strain, alone and exclusive, would not do

full justice to tlie tenderness and the loving

pity of Israel's God. These messages therefore

cannot close without a most emphatic testi-

mony to the lovingkindness of Jehovah. These

testimonies concerning God prove : Tliat He
has no pleasure in bringing ruin on even the

guiltiest sinner. That He does not punisli in

the spirit of vindictiveness. That He would

always spare the sinner, and forbear to punisli,

or even chastise, if He could do so wisely and

safely. That He takes supreme delight in con-

ferring good, and longs to bless all His sentient

creatures. That it is only with the deepest

grief that He ever brings pain and woe upon
His creatures. Hence, that He will never pun-

ish any sinnej' beyond his real deserts—never

beyond what the good of the universe impera-

tively demands. That no sinner, however se-

verely punished, can ever blame God. That

all sinners are bound to do justice to the Di-

vine love and pity, and sliould never impute to

God feelings and motives which liis own heart-

utterances unmistakably preclude and forbid.

Finally, that the character and government of

such a God should command our unbounded
and eternal confidence and love. H. C.

God pours out His whole heart of love in

pleading, in yearning over His prodigal, erring

child. He draws His stirring appeals from

every topic which experience proves to carry

weight with it. At one time He rolls over the

sinner's head the thunders of retri'jution—He
whispers into the car of the conscience the near-

ness of death and j udgment. At another. He
arrays before him the blessings and comforts

of a lot which has fallen in fair ground, and

asks by an inward voice wliich will not be sup-

pressed, whether these do not legitimately call

for gratitude. At another. He pleads in yet

more urgent strains the Sacrifice which He has

provided to win back the allegiance of man

—

the Sacrifice which testifies to a love stronger

than death, which the many waters of human
Indifference cannot quench, neither can the

floods of ingratitude drown it. The God-man
by His Word, by His ministers, by His Spirit,

pleads the wounds which scarred His sacred

body, and the pangs wliich rent His holy soul

asunder, the strong crying wliich went up to

God from the depths of His unfathomable an-

guish, and the bitter tears which, in the days
of His flesh, the malice of foes and the faith-

lessness of friends alike conspired to draw from
Him. E. M. G.

9. It is in accommodation to finite minds
that He represents a conflict in His own be-

tween His indignation against sin and His pity

for the sinner. Such representations can
scarcely mislead any except the captious and
uncandid. In the phrase, " I will not return

to destroy," the first verb is used adverbially,

the sense being, "I will not again destroy."

The reason given, " for I am God and not man,"
reminds us of those beautiful words of Isaiah

(55:8), "For My thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways My ways,
saith the Lord. " H. C.

Man's compassions are nothing in comparison
with the tender mercies of our God, whose
thoughts and ways, in receiving returning sin-

ners, are as much above ours as heaven is above

the earth. It is a great encouragement to our
hope in God's mercies to remember that He is

God, and not man. He is the Holy One. One
would think this were a reason why He should

reject such a provoking people ; no, God knows
how to spare and pardon poor sinners, not only

without any reproach to His holiness, but very

much to the honor of it ; as He is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins, and therein declares

His righteousness, now Christ has purchased

the pardon and He has promised it. II.

12. The Hebrew attaches this verse to the

next chapter. In the course of thought it be-

longs there, and not at the close of this, since

it reverts again to the perverseness, treachery

and hypocrisy of Israel.

Chap. 12. In this chapter the prophet, be-

sides bringing out yet more fully the sins of

Ephraim and of Judali, seeks to encourage re-

pentance and trust in God by referring to

events in the early history of the patriarch

Jacob—his taking the precedence of his brother

Esau (verse 3) ; his prevailing prayer at Peniel.

and his meeting with God at Bethel (verses 3-5).

3, 4. The name "Jacob," applied to the

northern kingdom, helps the prophet to pass

by an easy transition to the early history of the

patriarch who bore this name. " He took his

brother by the heel in the womb," indicating

that he would supplant him in the matter of

the birthright and of priority. Sec the history

(Gen. 25 : 36). The verb from which the name
Jacob is derived means " to take by the heel,"

to supplant. No bad intention or purpose on
Jacob's part should attach to this supplanting
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as here spoken of. It simply indicated tlic

purpoae of God to p>it Jacob before Esau, al-

thougli born last. This preference is alluded

to in this passage to encourage the people to

return to their own God. The next clause car-

ries us to the celebrated scene of Peniel, where

Jacob wrestled with the angel of the covenant

in struggling prayer all night, and finally pre-

vailed, " had power with God," and became a

prince through liis perseverance and success.

The Lord gave liim the name Israel, meaning

a prince with God, at this very time, both to

indicate and to honor his prevalence in prayer.

(See Gen. 33 : 28.) " Thy name sliall be called

no more Jacob, but Israel ; for as a prince hast

thou power with God and with men, and hast

prevailed." The fourth verse might be ren-

dered somewhat freely, thus :
" And then he

had power with the angel and prevailed ; he

wept and made supplication to him. Also God
met him (Jacob) at Bethel, and there spake

with him and through him with us." The
angel referred to is called God (Elohim) in verse

3, and can be no other than the uncreated angel

of the covenant, who appears not unfrequently

in the history of ancient Israel, manifesting Di-

vine attributes, and obviously being the very

Messiah, then, as ever, the Head of the Church

on earth. H. C.

This short passage shows not only that the

nocturnal contest of the patriarch had been,

even in Hosea's time, long received as a fact,

but also furnishes us with a key to the inner

meaning which throws a new light on the scene

itself, and from that point throws its beams far

beyond. Hosea teaches us to see in Jacob's

wrestling the turning-point of his life—his con-

version. This is not only in harmony with the

narrative in Genesis, but the whole sketch of

his life as there given is here presupposed. In

verse 13 other circumstances are quoted from

it. But Hosea further perceives in that night-

struggle a fact which ought to be repeated in

the life of the nation. That fact was the con-

quest of the impure original nature in that tear-

ful and prayerful pleading with God, and being

found of God in the long, earnest conflict in

which God reveals Himself as Jehovah. That

is the very idea and history of Israel as distinct

from heathen nations. Auberlen.

Not the winning of the birthright, not the

purloined blessing, not the visions of Bethel

and of Mahanaim, but the wrestle at Jabbok

was the critical point in Jacob's moral history.

The wrestle was foreshadowed at Bethel.

God's choice of Jacob for such a high destiny

is a mystery. There is some reason for it in

the moral possibilities of the man which God
knows, but which we cannot detect until we
come to Jabbok. It comes out there : a moral

fibre which has been overlaid by his cunning
and conceit all these years, but which stiffens

into moral muscle at the touch of the covenant

angel. The very man of all others who, we
should think, would break down at just such

a moral crisis, whose life has given scarce a

hint of the moral quality he develops in that

struggle, comes out gloriously, with a tremen-

dous force of will which faces God, and, breast

to breaSt, and girdled with the arm of omni-

potence, cries, " I will not let Thee go except

Thou bless me." He had been brought to a

point where stratagem and strength alike

failed ; where he could only cling to God

;

where the issue was God's blessing or nothing.

He won His blessing, and the supplanter was
baptized anew as God's prince. Vincent.

Jacob got the victory and the blessing not

by wrestling, but by clinging. We will not

get victory in prayer until we too cease our

struggling, give up our own will and throw

our arms about our Father's neck in clinging

faith. It is never the violence of wilfulness

that prevails with God. It is the might of

clinging faith that gets the blessings and the

victories. It is not when we press and urge

our own will, but when humility and trust

unite in saying, "Not my will, but Thine."

We are strong with God only in the degree that

self is conquered and is dead. Not by wrest-

ling, but by clinging, can we get the blessing.

J. R. M.

What, then, is this silent, unseen wrestling

but the summing up in vivid fashion of Jacob's

whole life hitherto ? Had he not, over and

over again, been made aware that, with all his

craft, he was in the silent grip of an unseen

Power, which he could not shake off ? Had
not God been striving with him, by many sor-

rows and disappointments, hedging up his

way ? God had been seeking to educate Jacob

all his life, and to beat the cunning and self-

confidence out of him. He had tried to win

the birthright by deceit. It had been a case of

diamond cut diamond in his intercourae wiih

Laban. And now he had been relying largely

on his own skill to serve him in his interview

with Esau. He could not be allowed to enter

the land in such a mood. Not till he had

learned to distrust himself and to trust God
utterly was he fit to receive the inheritance.

That wrestling was the symbol of all his past

;

and by it God continued His effort to break or

bend an obstinate will, and to teach an earthly



nature to rise beyond its own tricks, and trust

to God rather tlian to self. So trod is ever

wrestling with us. The purpose of all His

dealings is to lead us away from reliance on

our own skill and power, to bend our wills into

pliable conformity with His. "We have the

awful, mysterious power of resisting Him.
" Our wills are ours, we know not how," but

instead of learning " to make them Thine," we
struggle against the merciful Power which

silently strives with us. The grasp that could

crush is mercifully restrained, and so guided

that it only lames Jacob. Must not Jacob have

thought to himself, when that touch lamed

Inm, " How easily could this autagonist have

prevailed if he had put out all his power?"
The withering of the shrunken sinew was but

as an outward token of the shrivelling up of

his natural self-confidence. To deliver us

from ourselves and from trust in these is God's

aim with us all. It is gain, not loss, to be thus

dealt with.

The second stage of the wrestling begins at

that point. " Let me go, for the day breaks."

Jacob, then, still held fast by his antagonist,

who, miglity as he was, could not go until

Jacob had loosed his clutch. God desires to

go, unless we desire to keep Him. Like Christ

on the road to Emmaus, when He " made as if

He would have gime further," and would as-

suredly have done so if the disciples had not

said, " Abide with us," or, when walking on

the sea. He would have passed by the boatful

of terrified men if they had not called on film,

so this mighty wrestler wills to go, in order

that the man who clings to him may strongly

desire him to stay. If Jacob had not begun

to divine the mystery of his visitant, he would
scarcely have wished him to remain, nor have

sought a blessing from him. We keep God by

desiring Him. That petition, strangely com-

pounded of conscious need and of felt power
to hold the Unknown fast, is the kernel of the

wrestling in its second stage, in which Jacob

prevails. Ilosea gives an inspired commen-
tary on it when he tells us that " he had power
over the angel, and prevailed : he wept, and

made supplication unto him" (Hos. 13 : 4),

words which can only apply to the second

stage of the incident, and which show that

much earnest entreaty is condensed into the

brief phrase, " I will not let thee go, except

thou bless me." Tears and prayers, these are

the forces to put forth in that wrestling with

God, which is possible for us all, on condition

that our life of nature is broken. We over-

come when we yield. " When I am weak.

then am I strong ;" or, as Charles Wesley puts

it in his noble hymn on this incident :

" Yield to me now, for I am weak.

But confident in self-despair."

God prevails when we prevail, for His highest

desire is to tarry with us and bless us ; and

when we prevail in prayer, it is by strength

granted by Him, who gives His Spirit to dwell

in and intercede for us. A. M.

5. This verse is a close continuation of the

preceding. " There Jle spake with us, even

the Lord God of hosts." In most English

Bibles the name " Lord" is printed in small

capitals when it translates the Hebrew word
Jehovah. In this verse the Hebrew reads,

" Even Jehovah, God of hosts—Jehovah is His

memorial." By this is meant that the name
Jehovah is ihat by which He would be spe-

cially known, or, more precisely, is that one of

His various names whose signiiicance He would

have His people evermore remember, as to be

fulfilled all along onward in the lapse of the

ages. The true significance of this name is

one faithful to his promises. The idea is that

this faithfulness results from His immutability,

and that His people do not fully know this at-

tribute of God till they have tested and proved

it in their experience of His faithfulness in ful-

filling His promises. In this sense the name
Jehovah stands through all time as His memo-
rial name—its significance to be remembered

by His people, and perpetually developed and

fulfilled more and more in the lapse of ages.

The significance of His other names may be

verified and fulfilled at once ; His omnipotence

is seen in the creation of worlds and in every

real miriLile ; but His name Jehovah is verified

oiil\ ////'" 'liiJ 'if fime, through the occurrence

of cvciils transpiring all along down the world's

history. In this most expressive sense it ia

His memorial name, and is adduced by Hosea

most fitly in this connection to encourage the

people to put their trust in Him.

6. Hence the application here made, "There-

fore," since God is forever faithful and true,

since He ever has been and ever will be the

God of His people Israel, " therefore, turn

thou to thy God." "Keep mercy and judg-

ment," duties toward man ;
" and wait on thy

God continually," living in dependence upon

Him, and expecting all needfu? good from Him
alone. Morality toward man and piety toward

God make up the sum of human duty—loving
God with all thy heart and thy neighbor as

thyself. II. C.

Keep mercy and judgment, and wait uii Iky
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God contimuilly. Compare Micali 6:8, "to
do justly" (literally "judgment") "and to

love mercy and to walk humbly with thy God."
" Wait on thy Gnd." let thy hope rest on thy

God (Ps. 27 : 14 ; 37 ; 34). This last command
is also a statement of privilege ; acting in obe-

dience to Jehovah, it will be Israel's happiness

to be able to rely upon His help. " Contin-

ually," for sooner or later He will deliver thee.

B. C.

7. This allusion to the trading usages of

Canaan was shaped to take hold of the people

of Ephraim, the more so because the latter,

while in general holding the Canaanites in con-

tempt, were yet trading, defrauding, and op-

pressing in the same way. H. C.

God has His eye upon merchants and traders

when they are weighing their goods and pay-

ing their money, whether they do honestly or

deceitfully ; He observes what balances they

have in their hand, and how they hold them
;

and though those they deal with may not be

aware of that sleight of hand with which they

make them balances of deceit, God sees it and

knows it. Trades by the wit of man are made
mysteries, but it is pity that by the sin of

man they should ever be made mysteries of

iniquity. H.

8. Ephraim quietly implies that in trade
]

some little crookedness and deception are quite i

admissible (probably he would have said, Who
can lire by trade otherwise ?). But, on the

other hand, there are things so flagrant that all

the world will call them sin. He hopes, indeed

he is quite sure, they will not find any of this

bad sort of sin in his business life. So human
nature and the usages and moralities of trade

were much the same B.C. 750, when Hosea was
writing, as thej' are to-day ! H. C.

" I am become rich, I have found me out

substance." Prosperity in sin is a great bar to

conversion from sin. Those that live at ease

in thpir sinful pleasures, and raise estates by
their sinful projects, are tempted to think God
favors them, and therefore they have nothing

to repent of. It is folly to think that riches

are things to be gloried in, and to say with ex-

ultation, I am become rich. Riches are not the

honors of the soul, are not peculiar to the best

men, nor sure to us ; and tharefore let not the

rich man glory in his riches (James 1 : 9. 10).

It is folly to think that growing rich in a sinful

way either does make us innocent, or will make

us safe, or may make us easy, in that way ; for

the prosperity of fools deceives and destroys

them. (See Isa. 47 : 10 ; Prov. 1 : 32.) He e.x-

cuses the fraud, so that none condemned it.

They shall find no iniquity in me, that were
sin, nothing very bad, nothing but what is

very excusable, only some venial Bins, sins not

worth speaking of, wliiilr liny lliink (iod will

make nothing of bccau^ th-y ilo. It is a
fashionable iniquity, it is customary, it is what
everybody docs, it is pleasant, it is gainful,

and this, they think, is no iniquity that is sin,

nobody will think the worse of them for it;

but God sees not as man sees, He judges not

as man j udges. H.

9. Once more the prophet turns abruptly, as

is his wont, to promises, yet again to try the

power of persuasion and love on the people.
" Yet I, the Lord thy God ever since Egypt"
{i.e., since the exodus from Egypt), " will yet

make thee to dwell in tents," etc., with refer-

ence to the Feast of Tabernacles, the great na-

tional thanksgiving. This was always a joyful

occasion. Hence this verse must be interpreted

as a promise of good, and not a threatening of

evil. H. C.

10. Used similitudes, hy tlie ministry of ilie

prophets. Commanding the prophet to per-

form symbolical actions ; as, in the case of

Isaiah, going naked ; Jeremiah, binding him-

self
; Ezekiel, lying on one side ; not mourning

for his wife ; Hosea's marriage ; and many
other instances. Bp. Ilorsley.

12. This brief and abrupt allusion to Jacob
was designed to suggest God's watchful care

through His providence over His trustful chil-

dren. This familiar history is found. Gen.
chaps. 29-33. H. C.

13. This shows how iinworthy and ungrate-

ful this people were. In rejecting their God,
who had brought them out of Egypt, which,

in the preface to the commandments, is particu-
'

larly a reason for the first, why they should
have no other gods before Him. In despising

and persecuting His prophets, whom they

should have loved and valued, and have studied

to answer God's end in sending them, for the

sake of that prophet by whom God had brought
them out of Egypt, and preserved them in the

wilderness. The benefit we have had by the

Word of God greatly aggravates onr sin and
follv, if we put any slight upon the Word of

God. H.
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HOSEA, CHAPTERS XIII., XIV.

13 : 1 When Ephraim spake, there was trembling ; he exalted himself in Israel : but

2 when he offended in Baal, he died. And now they sin more and more, and have made them

molten images of their silver, even idols according to their own understanding, all of them

the work of the craftsmen : they say of them. Let the men that sacrifice kiss the calves.

3 Therefore they shall be as the morning cloud, and as the dew that passeth early away, as the

chaff that is driven with the whirlwind out of the threshing floor, and as the smoke out of

4 the chimney. Yet I am the Lord thy God from the land of Egypt ; and thou shalt know
5 no god but me, and beside me there is no saviour. I did know thee in the wilderness, in the

6 land of great drought. According to their pasture, so were they filled ; they were filled, and

7 their heart was exalted ; therefore have they forgotten me. Therefore am I unto them as a

8 lion : as a leopard will I watch by the way : I will meet them as a bear that is bereaved of

her whelps, and will rend the caul of their heart : and there will I devour them like a lion ;

9 the wild beast shall tear them. It is thy destruction, O Israel, that thou art against me,

10 against thy help. "Where now is thy king, that he may save thee in all thy cities ? and thy

11 judges, of whom thou saidst. Give me a king and princes ? I have given thee a king in mine

13 anger, and have taken him away in my wrath. The iniquity of Ephraim is bound up ; his

13 sin is laid up in store. The sorrows of a travailing woman shall come upon him : he is an

unwise son ; for it is time he should not tarry in the place of the breaking forth of children.

14 I will ransom them from the power of the grave ; I will redeem them from death : O death,

where are thy plagues ? O grave, where is thy destruction ? repentance shall be hid from

15 mine eyes. Though he be fruitful among his brethren, an east wind shall come, the breath

of the Lord coming up from the wilderness, and his spring shall become dry, and his fouu-

16 tain shall be dried up : he shall spoil the treasure of all pleasant vessels. Samaria shall bear

her guilt ; for she hath rebelled against her God ; they shall fall by the sword ; their infants

shall be dashed in pieces, and their women with child shall be ripped up.

14 : 1 O Israel, return unto the Lord thy God ; for thou hast fallen by thine iniquity.

2 Take with you words, and return unto the Lord : say unto him. Take away all ini(iuity,

3 and accept that which is good : so will we render as bullocks the offering o/our lips. Asshur

shall not save us ; we will not ride upon horses : neither will we say any more to the work

4 of our hands, Te are our gods : for in thee the fatherless fludcth mercy. I will heal their

6 backsliding, I will love them freely : for mine anger is turned away from hira. I will be as

6 the dew unto Israel : he shall blossom as the lily, and cast forth his roots as Lebanon. His

branches shall spread, and his beauty shall bo as the olive tree, and his smell as Lebanon.

7 They that dwell under his shadow shall return ; they shall revive aa the corn, and blossom

8 as the vine : the scent thereof shall be as the wine of Lebanon. Ephraim shall say. What
have I to do any more with idols ? I have answered, and will regard him : I am like a green

9 fir tree ; from me is thy fruit found. Who is wise, and he shall understand these things ?

prudent, and he shall know them ? for the ways of the Lord are right, and the just shall

walk in them ; but transgressors shall fall therein.

Chap. 13. The main drift of this chapter

is to set forth the sins of Ephraim and their

certain consequences in his ruin—intermingled

with some rich assurances of God's love and

promises of mercy and help to the penitent.

1. I translate :
" When Ephraim spake,

there was trembling ; he stood high in Israel
;

but when he sinned in the matter of Baal, he

died." Ephraim, as here used, is the one tribe

only, not the whole ten. In the early days of

the kingdom the influence of this tribe was

very great ; the word of Ephraim was law.

and was heard with trembling. His sin in the

matter of Baal proved the ruin of his influence

and of himself.

2. They say. The priests, who had the

management of idol worship, gave the order

that the men who offered sacrifice should kiss

the calves. This ceremony was one form of

expressing their reverence, confidence and af-

fection for these calves. H. C.

3. The tone of indignant derision passes into

that of stern wrath. The inflexibility of the

purpose to punish is expressed by the accumu-
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lation of four several images, all describing

utter extermination. Tlie "morning cloud"

and "dew" vanish wliolly and rapidly in the

heat of the sun. (Cf. chap. 6 : 4.) The image

of " chaff whirled away by the blast from the

threshing-floor" occurs repeatedly, as Ps. 1 : 4
;

35 : 5 ; Isa. 17 : 13. The utter dissipation of

" smoke" is referred to in Ps. 68 : 2. B. C.

They promise themselves safety and satisfac-

tion in the worship of their idols, and that their

prosperity will thereby be established ; but

God tells them that they shall be disappointed,

aud driven away in their wickedness. This is

illustrated by four similitudes. They shall be :

1. As the morning cloud, which promises

showers of rain to the parched ground. 2. As

the early dew, which seems to be an earnest of

such showers ; but both pass away, and the

day proves as dry and hot as ever ; so fleet and

transitory their profession of piety was (chap.

6 : 4), and so had they disappointed God's ex-

pectation from them ; and therefore it is just

that so their prosperity should be, and so their

expectations from their idols should be disap-

pointed, and so will all theirs be that make an

idol of this world. 3 They are as the chaff,

light and worthless ; and they shall be driven

as the chaff is driven with the whirlwind out

of the floor (Ps. 1 : 4). Nay, 4. They are as the

smoke, noisome and offensive ; and they shall

be driven away as the smoke out of the chim-

neys, that is soon dis.sipated and disappears

(Ps. 68 : 2). No solid, lasting comfort is to be

expected anywhere but in God. H.

4. Yet fearful as their doom must be, and

great as their guilt had been, the Lord reminds

them that He has been their God ever since the

nation came out from Egypt. He evinced this

relationship to them then, and had done noth-

ing on His part since to change it. H. C.

• This and the following verses are an intro-

duction to the gracious promises that follow

(verses 9-14 and chap. 14), and import that God
will never utterly forget the promises made to

their fathers, ir. Lowth.

6. The better God made their condition, or,

in the prophet's figure, the butter pasture He
put them into, the more they were sated ; this

fulness begat pride ; and in their pride they

forgat Jehovah. Alas, that this should be the

history of so many myriads of sinners ! God
blesses them (must we say) too much ; they be-

come too full ; then proud ; then they forget

God, and become awfully strong in their wick-

edness ! H. C.

Their unworthy ungrateful abuse of God's

favor to them. God not only took care of them

in the wilderness, but put them in possession

of Canaan, a good land, a large and fat pas-

ture. And (verse 6) according to their pasture,

so were they filled. God gave them both

plenty and dainties, and they did not spare it,

but having been long confined to manna, when
they came into Canaan. tlir\- fed llicmsclves to

the full. And this was no Ih.ik fiil presage ; it

would have looked better, and promised better,

if they had been more 'modest and moderate in

the use of their plenty, and had learned to deny
themselves ; but what was the effect of it ?

They were filled, and their heart was exalted.

Their luxury and sensuality made them proud,

insolent and secure. It is sad that those fa-

vors which ought to make us mindful of God,

and studious what we sh.all render to Him,

should make us unmindful of Him, and regard-

less what we do against Him. We ought to

know that we live upon God, when we live

upon common providence, though we do not,

as Israel in the wilderness, live upon mira-

cles. H.

7, 8. The figures to represent swift destruc-

tion are multiplied. To " observe," as the

leopard, is to lie in wait and watch as for prey.

God represents Himself as doing what is done

instrumentally by the Assyrian arms. H. C.

9. In Hosca, havoc has been made among
favorite texts. For example, in chap. 13 : 9,

" O Israel, thou hast destroyed thyself ; but in

Me is thine help," becomes, " It is thy destruc-

tion, O Israel, that thou art against Me, against

thy help." Give it time, and the new text

will yield as many good sermons as the old.

diambei-s.

The common version expresses rich truths

with great force. Thou art thine own destroy-

er ; thy God thine only deliverer. The destruc-

tion is wholly thine ; the salvation altogether

Mine. But the strong obj ection to our received

translation is the proposition agaitut before the

last word, "thy help." The English transla-

tion makes no account of it ; but Ilosea does

not put in words for nothing. Then also the

connecting particle more naturally means be-

cause than but. In this construction we miss

the strong antithesis, but we get a pertinent

sense, and one in harmony with the previous

and following context ; thus verse 8, The As-

syrian power shall devour thee : verse 9, This

destruction is all of thine own procuring, be-

cause thou wast against Me, against thy only

help : verse 10, Where is thy king now, or any
one that can save thee ? etc. H. C.

Are not the words which here fall from the

lips of the Divine Healer like to these? " All
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others may have forsaken thee, hut I have not

forsaken. I who know all the saddest secrets

of thy soul am willing to take thy cause in

hand. Others may despair of thee ; thou may-
est despair of thyself ; but I do not despair.

There is balm in My Gilead, and I am wise to

heal and mighty to save. In Me, if only thou

wilt know it and believe it, in Me is thy help."

Trench.

11. This statement was true of Saul, and no
less so of many of the kings in the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes. But if we ask for the particu-

lar king referred to, no one meets the condi-

tions so well as the last, Hosliea. 11. C.

12. " The iniquity of Ephraim is bound up,

their sin is hid." Not that his sin was hid

from God, but his sin is hid—that is, it is re-

corded, it is laid up against a day of reckon-

ing. That this is the meaning is clear by the

foregoing words, his iniquity is bound up : as

the clerk of the a-ssizes binds up the indict-

ments of malefactors in a bundle, and at the

assizes brings out the indictments, and reads

them in court, so God binds up men's sins in a

bundle, and, at the Day of Judgment, this bun-

dle shall be opened, and all their sins brought

to lignt before men and angels. Watson.

13. The figure in the first clause suddenly

changes. Ephraim is first a mother in her

travail pains ; then an infant voluntarily re-

tarding his own birth, and thus fearfully im-

perilling both his own life and the mother's.

Ko figures drawn from human experience can

be more forcible than this—the peril that en-

sues when " children come to the birth and

there is not strength to bring forth." If, now,

to get the full force of this passage as applied

to Ephraim, we suppose the son to bring on
this danger by his own voluntary, intelligent

agency, we shall see the infatuation and very

madness which Hosea so temperately describes

as being " unwise." Ephraim is going to the

judgment with God in charge of all his sins,

and he still lingers under the call to repent,

*nd will not make peace with his offended

judge. The primary reference here is to judg-

ments on earth, and very near
; yet the princi-

ple is even more pertinent and forcible as ap-

plied to every sinner going to the final judg-

ment.

14. Ephraim is seen ruining himself by his

madness. The figure in the prophet's mind
suggests death in some of its most painful

forms ; but God interposes, saying, " I will

ransom thee from Sheol ; I will redeem thee

from death." Sheol, the grave, and death are,

ot course, personified here, and supposed to be

living agents of terrific power over frail mor-

tals. The words as they stand here do not re-

fer to the resurrection, but to salvation from
the ruin then impending over Israel ; but

Paul's quotation (1 Cor. 15 ; 55) applies them
to the resurrection—the final triumph of our

frail mortality over death and the grave, under

the power of a resurrection to "unfading life

and immortality. The words are beautifully

applicable to the latter event, and arc, there-

fore, Stly used. H. C.

The ultimate grounds on which the prophetic

doctrine of the resurrection rests are, fiist. the

knowledge of the luring Gml, who has power
even over death and the regions of the dead

(Deut. 33 : 39 ; 1 Sam. 3:6); and proves that

He has this power in those cases in which He
recalls the dead to life at the request of His

prophets. It rests, secondly, upon the impor-

tance of human personality, which is called to

communion with God. Still it is not of the

vanquishing of death in the cases of individuals

that prophecj" chiefly treats, but of the eternal

duration of the Church. This is guaranteed

by the eternity of God, who is an inexhaustible

source of life even to His perishing people (Isa.

40 : 38 sqq.). When the heavens wax old as

doth a garment, and are changed as a vesture.

He remains the same, and therefore the seed of

His servants shall outlast these changes of the

universe. And this very fact, that the Church

rises again in renewed vigor after apparent de-

struction, is also represented as her resurrection

from death. This is done first in two passages

of Hosea—viz., 6 : 3 and 13 : 14. In the for-

mer, the people are introduced as turning to

God in their hour of need, and saying, though

still in a hesitating manner, " After two days

He will revive us, in the third" {i.e., after a

short dela}') " He will raise us up, and we shall

live before Him." That which is here ex-

pressed as the hope of the people, the fulfil-

ment of which cannot be promised in their

present state of inconstancy, appears in the

second passage as a saying of God. The very

variously understood train of ideas from verse

13 onward is as follows : The afflictions of Is-

rael are to be the pangs by which a new nation

shall be born. But the people will not suffer

this to come to pass. " They are as an unwise

son ; when the time is come, he docs not enter

the place of the breaking forth of children."

The anxiety for both motlier and child, when

it does not come to the birth, forms the tran-

sition to verse 14 : "I will ransom them from

the power of the grave ; I will redeem them

from death. O death, where are thy plagues ?
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O grave, where is thy destruction ?" As much
I

as to say, And yet this people have a God who
is capable of delivering them from even such a

state of death, because the powers of death

cannot prevail against Him. Since, however,

the people resist their deliverance, it is also

added that the storm of judgment shall sweep

them away. Hence the victory over death

here spoken of is merely hypothetical, and as-

sumed to pertain to the Cliureh in general.

Oehkr.

Death had plucked the crown from the brows

of kings, and darkened the eyes of seers, and

sealed the lips of prophets, and mocked the

skill of man, and crushed the strength of

giants ; and, as Solomon says, in the war with

him, men had found "no discharge." But

how do the fortunes of battle change when
Christ, our Champion, the Captain of our sal-

vation, comes into the field ! Calling out, " O
death. I will be thy plagues ! O grave, I will

be thy destruction !" He takes the prey from

the spoiler ; and not only in our souls, washed

in His blood and sanctified by His Spirit, re-

deems the jewel, but the casket too—for that

purpose descending into the realms of the

grave, with garments rolled in blood. The

brow that bled beneath a crown of thorns now
wears the diadem of victory ; and now, where

the eyes of men saw but a ghastly spectacle, a

mangled body suspended on a tree, with the

setting sun lighting up its dead, defaced, and

pallid countenance, faith beholds the triumph

of redeeming love—the crowning work and

glory of the Son of God ; and pointing to that

sacred form which has death and the serpent

lying crushed beneath its feet, she addresses

men and angels, saying, " Sing unto the Lord,

for He hath triumphed gloriously : Thy right

liand, O Lord, hath dashed the enemy in

pieces."

What was once probable is now certain.

The heathens had immortality in its shadow
;

we have the substance. It is not a fancy now,

but a certainty. Life and immortality, the ob-

jects of a believer's hope, are clearly brought

to light by the Gospel ; and that grand old

prophecy is fulfilled, was fulfilled on the cross

by its expiring, yet rejoicing and conquering

victim, " O death, I will be thy plagues I O
grave, I will be thy destruction." The object

of this liope, the grandest man can cherish or

mind aspire to, allies us to Him who is the

same yesterda)', to-day, forever ; whose life

knows no end and His happiness no change.

It is not that life which, brief as it is, men
dread to lose, and the dying would buy at the

price of a fortune ; which the woman in the

Gospel spent all she hid to preserve ; which

kings account of greater value than their

crowns ; nobles, than their titles ; a miser,

tlian his glittering heaps of gold. The hope of

the Christian is immortal life—the purchase of

a Saviour's blood—the boon which God that

cannot lie promised before the world began. It

is begun on earth, for in the germs and seeds

of it lie that believeth, as the Bible says, hath

eternal life—much as the tree has the leaves

and flcjwers of next year wrapped up in the

buds of this. Commenced at the new birth and

consummated in the hour of death, it is en-

joyed in that world where there is neither woe
nor want ; nor griefs, nor graves ; nor sickness

of body, nor sorrow of heart ; nor cares, nor

sighs, nor sin ; where the crown hides no thorn,

and the heart bleeds from no secret wound ;

the sky wears no cloud, and day never darkens

into night. Into such blessedness believers

enter at death. Such blessedness has their God
and Saviour laid up for all those that love

Him. What hopes, what happiness like theirs I

Now, said one, I can shake hands with death ;

Save Christ's, said another, no countenance to

me so beautiful as death's I Enjoying this

hope the believer may walk in perpetual sun-

light, and go singing on his way to heaven.

Under her eye how do all things change—sick-

beds, losses, disappointments, bereavements ?

They throw their furnace-light on the face of

Jesus, as sitting by the fire, a refiner. He puri-

fies, not destroys His gold ; and the death-

struggle itself, with its tossings and groans

and pains, appears as the effort of a bird to

burst its shell, of the insect to shatter its ease

and enter on a new and bright existence.

Guthrie.

"I congratulate you and myself," wrote

John Foster to a friend, " that life is passing

fast away. What a superlatively grand and

consoling idea is that of death ! Without this

radiant idea, this delightful morning star, indi-

cating that the luminary of eternity is going

to rise, life would, to my view, darken into

midnight melancholy. Oh, the expectation of

liviag here, and living thus always, would be

indeed a prospect of overwhelming despair.

But thanks to that fatal decree that dooms us

to die, thanks to that Gospel which opens the

visions of an endless life, and thanks, above

all, to that Saviour- friend who has promised

to conduct all the faithful through the sacred

trance of death into scenes of Paradise and

everlasting delight.

"

Chap. 14. This short chapter is a fit and
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striking sequel to the Book of Hosea, almost

the entire strain of which sets forth the sins

—

the ingratitude, incorrigibleness and the com-

ing doom of the apostate children of Israel.

But the Lord cannot let this stern message of

rebuke and threatening close witliout one more

call to repentance. After so much said of

judgment and wrath, a wrong impression as to

these points might be left if the book were to

close without yet another testimony to His

merciful compassion. How tenderly careful

not to crush out hope from even the guiltiest

bosora, sa}'iug, " I will not contend forever,

neither will I be always wroth, for the spirit

should fail before Jle and the souls which I

have made" (Isa. 57 : 16). Yet again, the

strain of this closing chapter really glows with

tlie beauty and joy of God's restored people

when they repose under His shadow and drink

at His fountain of bliss—all in charming con-

trast with the utter blight that falls on the

wicked who pasture themselves on wind and

chase after the east wind, and whose best de-

lights turn to ashes on their lips. In this point

of view, this closing chapter must be taken as

a prophecy of the ultimate triumph of the

cause and kingdom of God on earth. II. C.

Living throughout the long period of anarchy

and disintegration, witnessing and grieving

over the degradation and wretchedness of the

people, which increased with their determined

rejection of all God's still offered mercies, the

jirophecies of Hosea are naturally dark and

sad. There is throughout a blending of accu-

sation and threatening, of pathetic remon-

strance and touching promise. Only this clos-

ing chapter is full of the hopeful spirit of that

future restoration which it predicts. But it

was never fulfilled to the kingdom of Israel.

To that people this promise of rerival, like all

other promises of God, was conditional upon
the return indicated in verses 1-3. They re-

turned nM, and within five years were captives

and forever exiled from their land. Only in

the history of the Christian Church, to whom
all the promises have descended, has this rich,

bright promise of revival been repeatedlyfulflied,

as it shall continue to be realized to the end of

time. In considering this prophecy, therefore,

we have to bear in mind the double reference

to the nation of Israel, and to God's spiritual

Israel in all subsequent ages. Under the most
beautiful imagery, it suggests the elements of

spiritual experience and acting, by which God's

favor is restored and maintained ; and it con-

tains God's own pledge of the richest, sweet-

est and most satisfying blessings. Than this,

therefore, no prophecy of the Old Testament

can be more attractive and Instructive.

1-3. lieturn to God by penitent prayer and
praise, and by renunciation of evil-doing. In

forsaking God, Israel had broken the two great

commandments. They had accepted and wor-

shipped other gods, and had violated the moral

laws of the second table. So man has done.

Self-worship, or other false worship—that is, a

disregard of God's supreme claims—has led to

a disregard of man's equal claims. By sihiply

returning to God, accepting His control and

receiving His grace, the soul is filled with su-

preme devotion to Him, and so is led to a true

neighborly love. Thus the two great com-

mandments are obeyed. So would it have been

with Israel had this earnest entreaty of Hosea
been responded to. So will it be with every

soul truly responding to this tender entreaty.

Touching and instructive are the "words"
which the Holy Ghost here supplies to the re-

turning penitent. Take with j-ou irords, in

place of sacrifices (the culvts of the lips, instead

of the calves offered for sacrifice) which are

now done away, because the reality they

vaguely typified is fulfilled. " Words" (in

Hebrew things real) refer to heartfelt confes-

sions, expressions of reliance upon God's mercy

and jyraiscs for that forgiving and cleansing

mercy. These exercises of spirit are implied

in the words the returning penitent is here bid-

den to utter (verse 2). In verse 3 follo\vs the

renunciation of the three long besetting sins of

Israel. They had sought help from Assyria,

instead of depending upon Jchovali. They
had transgressed an explicit Divine command
(Deut. 17 : 16) by procuring horses (for chariots

and cavalry) fiom Egypt. They had wor-

shipped image gods, the work of their own
hands. In none of these defences as helpers

will they longer trust, for now they realize

that they are left Fatherless and helpless. But

their new experience assures them that in Jeho-

vah they have still a Father, in whose mercy
alone they now hope for help and look for de-

liverance. Simply, clearly and admirably do

these expressions intimate the way of the trans-

gressor's return to God. The exercises of spirit

acceptable to God and the elements of every

saving experience are summed up in heartfelt

confession of sin, implicit reliance upon God's

mercy, and grateful praise of His grace, joined

with the renunciation of human help, and of

all idolatrous and worldly self-seeking. B.

1. Return unto the Lord. More closely, " re-

turn quite home to the Lord." The preposi-

tion, denoting the complete attainment of the
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object soiight, points to the pntireness of the

repentance required. Absolute as the predic-

tion of Israel's destruction in chap. 13 : 14-16

at tirst siglit appears, it was, however, stiil con-

tingent upon Israel's continued impenitency
;

as indeed was indicated in verse 13. Even yet

it may be averted by a thoroughgoing repent-

ance. " Tliy God ;" for that relation is not

yet finally dissolved. B. C.

Repentance is to forget all hut God, to have

tlie soul filled with thoughts of God, to feel

that God can do everything, that man must be

safe and happy in the arms of God—accursed

and undone apart from God. It is to turn

away from the world and from sin and from

the devil ; and, full of love and sorrow—love

to the God who saves, sorrow for the sin that

destroys—to cleave to the arm of Omnipotence,

and to rest in the embrace of redeeming mercy.

StougJUoti.

God has promised forgiveness to your re-

pentance ; but He has not promised to-morrow

to your procrastination. Augustine.

3. The returning penitents pledge them-

selves specifically against three sins : seeking

iielp from Assyria ; from the use of horses in

war, usually brought from Egypt ; and saying

any more to what is only the work of their

own hands, " Ye are our gods." The reason

given is ample—" In God, the fatlierless find

mercy"—the helpless and forlorn, like our-

selves, find compassion in Him. H. C.

For in Thee the fatherless findeth mercy. God

is often said to take especial care of
'

' the

fatherless." He gives particular command
"not to afflict any fatherless child" (Ex.

22:23); He doth "execute the judgment of

the fatherless" (Deut. 10 : 18) ; He is therefore

styled " the helper of the fatherless" (Ps.

10 : 14) ; and " a Father" to them (Ps. 68 : 5) ;

and it is delivered as an expression of exceed-

ing great anger toward the people, that " He
will not have mercy on their fatherless" (Isa.

9 : 17). The Israelites, therefore, being now in

siich a condition as may be well signified by

the appellation of " fatherless," are taught to

take witli them in their address to God that

name, of great efficacy in moving Him to

mercy, and even challenging it as a privilege.

Pocock.

4. The Lord Himself now speaks in response

to their vows and prayers. " Heal them of

their backslidings" means restore them both

in heart and in the external life. " Wil! love

them freely"—the last most expressive word

having the sense of spontaneous—viith warm
and full heart, even as the blessed God of

love is wont to love the truly penitent soul.

II. C.

4-8. The responsitc expression of God's love

and favor to the returning penitent. With nat-

ural images of great variety and beauty, tht-

largest, most precious and satisfying promises

are clustered in these anticipatory words of

ancient prophecy. Nor must we omit to notice

the attractive and endearing characters by
which God here introduces Himself. He is

the Healer of the otherwise incurably seated

disease of apostasy. He is the Father, whose

love is free and full, carrying with it not only

the utter removal of anger, but the giving of

Himself and of all His infinite resources to re-

store, to beautif3' and to bless. This giving,

and the richness and variety of His resources,

are set forth at length in tlie fine figures con-

tained in the verses following. He likens Him-

self to the dew, because of its abundance and

constancy of silent, invisible force, refreshing

and invigorating tlie inner life of plant and

flower. Therefore the dew and rain are al-

ways the scriptural emblems of the work of

the Holy Spirit. With this promised Divine

influence, the quickened soul shall grow up-

ward, like the rapid, luxuriantly productive

lily, with its exceeding fragrance and beauty ;

and, like the deeply rooted cedars of Lebanon,

shall be established upon a foundation deep

and Immovable as the mountain itself. Like

the olive-tree (verse 6)1 which sends up shoots

in all directions from its roots, the hidden spir-

itual life is constantly increasing in force and

widening in influence. In this increase and

reach, it also resembles the olive, whose " form

is so regular, and whose lower branches spread

out in so complete and graceful a circle, that

it possesses a beauty all its own." A life thus

divinely inwrought, nourished and increasing

in force, must have power of communicating

itself, and of producing effects upon others.

And this is the fact stated in the seventh verse.

" They that dwell under his shadow," that en-

joy the refreshing, reviving effect of this spir-

itual shelter and helping force, shall sprout or

shoot forth like the buried corn ; they shall

put forth or blossom like the vine ; and they

shall bring forth fruit, like the perfected prod-

uct of Lebanon's vine. First, life bursting

forth from the seed-germ, then blossoming

with the promise, and at length beautiful with

fruitage, this process and progress of Divine

power is here promised in connection with

spiritual force faithfully exerted by living

Christian souls.

The eighth verse seems to be a brief sum-
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mary of all these Divine promises.
'

' Be-

cause," says Jeliovah, " Ephraim. or the re-

turning spiritual Israelite, has renounced his

idols, I have heard his penitent confession and

trust, and have regarded him with favor. To
him, like the ever green, sheltering fir-tree (or

cypress), I will aflord continual protection.

From Me, as the ever-living root of spiritual

life, shall he bring forth a perpetual fruitage

of good." A parallel expression is found,

Ps. 91 : 14, " Because he hath set his love upon

Me, therefore will I deliver him ; I will set

him on high, because he hath known My
name." B.

We have here an answer of peace to the

prayers of returning Israel ; they seek God's

face, and they shall not seek in vain ; God will

be sure to meet them in a way of mere}-, who
return to Him in a way of duty. If we speak

to God in good praj'ers, God will speak to us

in good promises ; as He answered the angel

with good words and comfortable words (Zech.

1 : 13). If we take with us the foregoing

words, in our coming to God, we may take

home with us these following words for our

faith to feast upon ; and these answer those.

H.

So many times as the believing soul back-

slides, so many times God brings him back

again. He renews His pardons and multiplies

them. Yea, for aught I know, there are some

saints, and they not long-lived either, that

must receive before they enter into life millions

of pardons from God for these ; and every par-

don is an act of grace through the redemption

that is in Christ's blood. Bunyan.

Luther speaks somewhere of passages of

Scripture which would be worth fetching from

Rome to Wittemberg, crawling on our knees.

Should not in our estimation this Gospel mes-

sage of the Old Testament be included in such

a list ? Like a threatening tempest dispersed

and superseded by a bright sunbeam, is this

passage in the prophecy of Hosea ; here at the

close the most terrible menace is exchanged

for the most glorious promise, and unexpect-

edly the preacher of repentance stands before

our eyes as the friendly evangelist. How
much is here declared in a few words to Israel,

and assuredly not to Israel alone ! The heal-

ing of that which is the deepest source of all

internal and external pain and misery, that in-

ward repugnance of the heart destitute of fel-

lowship with God to seek that which is to be

found in Him alone. Compassion which,

moved by nothing but itself, feels and exhibits

love, not because man is deserving, but be-

cause God is so bountiful and kind. RefresJi-

iitff, such as the field which in the rainless sea-

son languished from drought, enjoys in sum-

mer when its scorched face is sprinkled with

the tender dew. Growth, finally, as beautiful

as that of the blooming lily, which uplifts its

crowned head in the bright sunshine ; as pow-
erful as that of the mountains ascending toward

heaven, while their roots are lost in the depths

of the earth. And all this is not merely beau-

tiful words ; they may become reality, the cer-

tainty of which is stamped by every genuine

spiritual experience of life ; these are blessings

within the reach of all who learn to pray with

Israel (verse 3), " Thou art our God ; for in

Thee the fatherless findeth mercy." Yea, in

the humble supplication of the soul stands

here, as it were, written down the reply ou

God's side ; a reply unspeakably invigorating

to him who, having descended from his fancied

heights, lias learned to call upon his God out

of the depths. Van 0.

5. There are some Christians who have a

very distinct perception of the Gospel in its

freeness and fulness, but they have ceased to

derive from it the comfort they once enjoyed.

They need the. rain. They have been too neg-

lectful of the secret life of religion, which is

I its soul. They have been, if not falling into

habitual sin, 3-et treading only the hard round

of some outward duties, and avoiding commu-
nion of soul with God. This is to grieve the

Holy Spirit, and so to lose His seal. What
these need is, more earnest prayer for His re-

freshing influences, and a heart open to wel-

come them and use them :
" I will be as the

dew unto Israel ; and they shall revive as the

corn, and grow as the vine." Our souls can

only live and grow when the sun and the

showers intermingle ; when the Spirit's dew
comes by night, and the Gospel brings in the

day. Then it shall be with us as the light

of the morning when the sun ar^aeth, even a

morning without clouds ; as the tender grass

springeth out of the earth, by the clear shining

after rain. Ker.

1. "His shadow" is that of God—perhaps

suggested by the tacit allusion to the cedars of

Lebanon, whose shade is magnificent. The

word rendered scent, in the last clause, is memo-

rial—i\\e same used 13 :
5—meaning, they shall

be renoivned in fame, as the wine of Lebanon

which has to this day the highest repute.

H. C.

§. " I am as a green pine-tree ; from Me is

thy fruit found." In response to Ephraim 'ii

renouncing all other trust, Jehovah asserts Hia
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allsiifRcicnoy for ITis people. He it is thiit

n-ill hear Eplirjiira's prayers ; that -vvill watch
over him, no longer " hiding His face;" that

will give him refreshing shade, and supply

him with every blessiag natural or spiritual.

15. C.

9. The prop?i-et'8 final exhortatinn and com-

prchcnsice declaration. The wise and prudent

shall understand all these inspired teachings
;

therefore, he exhorts, " iVsk wisdom of God,

who giveth to all liberally, and it shall be

given." And he sums up these teachings in

the declaration, that Ood's imijs are rigliteoiis

;

that tlie just—i.e., the justified by faith (as

Paul interprets the term), shall walk in them,

but tlie tranngressors shall fall therein. This,

therefore, is the prophet's conclusion of the

matter : Pear God and keep His command-
ments ; for this is the whole duty of man. "We

only add. as a single impressive suggestion,

the solemn fact that this was the last call of God
to Israel, containing the tenderest words of en-

treaty and the richest promises, on condition

of repentance and return to God. This call,

like all that preceded it, was disregarded ; its

condition was not fulfilled ; and Israel, so long

loved and favored of God, wao destroyed and

scattered over the earth by His judgment. So

will it be with every soul that similarly disre-

gards the same loving call of God. The end

of such continued impenitence is His irreversi-

ble judgment. It brings eternal, remediless

doom ! "b,
" Wlio is wise, that ho may understand these

things ? a man of understanding, that he may
know them?" This solemn proclamation chal-

lenges attention to the prophet's message. It

is similar in import to, " He that hath ears to

hear, let him hear."

" For straight are the ways of the Lord, and

the righteous shall r/o on in them, but trans-

gressors .shall fall therein." Since the course

of spiritual and moral obedience, prescribed to

\is by God's law, must bring us into the most

perfect harmony with His own course of pro-

cedure in the government of the world, those

who faithfully walk therein may confidently

expect, not only the Divine aid in their en-

deavors thus to live, but also the Divine bless-

ing through the orderings of His providence

both here and hereafter. "Goon:" the right-

eous endeavor to walk in them, and find that

they really <;«» do so ; they move forward

steadily, and without meeting with any real

obstacle, even to the very end and goal of their

journey. "Transgressors," those who are

minded to gainsay God's revelations and refuse

to obey His laws, find in them, as they think,

plentiful occasion for doubt, for disbelief, for

disobedience ; but the Word of God will in-

fallibly avenge itself sooner or later in their

utter confusion and o%'erthrow B. C.

God's ways arc altogether right ; the just,

in the sense of upright, honest and sincere,

shall walk in them with peace and gladness

through usefulness and honor here to a blissful

end hereafter ; but transgressors, whom no

truth can reach to bless, shall stumble and fall

under the very influences that bring salvation

to the jwst.

Such arc the lessons of this liclily instructive

Book of Hosea. We shall nnd to go fai to

find other writings more forcil)lr, more tersely

written, more beautiful in their poetic imagery,

more burning in their rebukes of sin, and more
glowing in their testimonies to the deep com-

passion and yearning lore of God toward sin-

ful man. H. C.

Entering into the promises, Hosea obtained

the spirit of hope, the only source out of which

a spirit of true hope can ever rise. He repeated

them as one who believed in them and rejoiced

iu them. This spirit of hope appears when he

takes the poor, torn, bleeding children of Is-

rael by the hand, and says, " Let us return

unto the Lord ; He will heal us ; He will l)ind

us up." " Then shall we know, if we follow

on to know the Lord." This spirit of hope is

breathed in the exhortation, '

' Sow to your-

selves in righteousness, reap in mercy : break

up your fallow ground ; for it is time to seek

the Lord, till He come and rain righteousness

upon you." And this spirit of hope blends

with the prophet's final entreaty that Israel

would turn to the Lord, because " in Ilim the

fatherless findeth mercy."

Hope is one of the most beautiful traits of

character unfolded in the ministry of Hosea.

We honor him for his faithfulness, and love

him for his hope. And it was hope that made
him strong, brave, patient and loving. It was
hope that fitted him to d.) his work as a minis-

ter, which sustained and comforted him as a

man. There was hope in his patriotism and

hope in his piety, hope fjr himself and for his

countrymen. Nor can we labor and suffer and

endure without hope. Without hope we can-

not serve God and save men. Without hope

our hearts will sink, or they will become cal-

lous. Without hope for ourselves we shall

give up our work ; without hope for others

' we shall do it harshly, and no love will blend

with it to give it beauty.
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Wc thank thee, thou prophet of the living

God, for this example of hope, amid the bur-

dens and cares of human life ; amid the sins

and perils of the nation ; amid the backslidings

and afflictions of the Church ; amid the troubles

and sorrows of our own souls ! If Judaism
was a religion of hope, so is the Gospel : a re-

ligion of better and brighter hope—of hope
based on fuller, clearer, more explicit

]

—of hope in Christ. StaughtuH.

PROPHECY OF JOEL.

The precise date and duration of the pro-

phetic life of Joel may be conjectured, but

cannot be certainly known. He is not named
elsewhere in the Old Testament Scriptures.

His prophecy seems to be quoted both by

Amos (cf. Amos 1 : 2 with Joel 3 : 16) and by
Isaiah (cf. Isa. 13 : 6 with Joel 1 : 15). Amos
prophesied at some period within the long

reigns of Uzziah of Judah, b c. 811-759, and

of Jeroboam H. of Israel, b.c. 835-784. Hence,

if the writings of Joel were in the hands of

Amos, he cannot have prophesied later than

the reign of Uzziah ; he may have been many
years earlier. His book shows that he prophe-

sied in Judah, and that the temple worship

was then kept up. Remarkably, the book does

not notice the kingdom of the Ten Tribes nor

the sin of idolatry. The people are exhorted

to repentance, to fasting, weeping anil rending

of the heart. It may be inferred that in such

a book idolatry would liave been rebuked if it

had been then prevalent. Some have argued,

from his silence respecting the Syrian power,

while he mentions Tyre and Sidon (3 : 4) as

enemies, that he must liave lived before their

first invasion of Judah in the time of Ahab
(reigned B.C. 918-897. See 1 K. chaps. 30-33.)

But this cannot be conclusive, since he might

know the Syrian kingdom as an enemy, and

yet not mention it. Some weight is rightly

given to the fact that the compilers of these

sacred books have placed Joel between Hosea
and Amos. In general, they observed the or-

der of time, and it is safe to assume that, living

so near the age of those prophets, they must
have known with a fair measure of accuracy

when Joel lived and wrote. H. C.

Joel, we may consider, was the earliest

prophet of the kingdom of Judah, a contem-

porary of Hosea in the northern kingdom, and

followed in quick succession in Judah by

Isaiah, who quotes a sentence from him (13 : 6),

and by Micah. It is this position which gives

such an exceeding interest to two of the pre-

dictions contained in his book. B. C.

Many of the Hebrew prophets are rather

voices to us than men—voices crying in the

past, and saying, "Repent." Of the men
themselves we know nothing but the names.

At times we can fix neither their date nor

place. Of Joel, for example, we know abso-

lutely nothing but what may be gathered from

his prophecy ; and thdt tells us neither when
nor where he flourished, save by hints and im-

plications which are still variously read. That

he lived in Judah. probably in Jerusalem, we
may infer from the facts that he never men-
tions the northern kingdom of Israel, and that

he shows himself familiar with the Temple,

the priests, the ordinances of worship ; he

moves through the sacred city and the temple

of the Lord as one who is at home in them, as

one who is native and to the manner born. On
this point the commentators are pretty well

agreed.; but no sooner do we ask, " Wlieii did

Joel live and prophesy ?" than we receive the

most diverse and contradictory replies. He
has been moved along the chronological lines

of at least two centuries, and fixed now here,

now there, at almost every point. I prefer,

on the whole, the theory which holds liim to

have been the earliest of the prophets whose

writings have come down to us. There are

hints in his poem, or prophecy, which indicate.

I think, that it must have been written in the

ninth century before Christ (circa 870-860),

more than a hundred years before Isaiah " saw

the Lord sitting on His throne, high and lifted

up," and some fifty years after Elijah was car-

ried "by a whirlwind into heaven."

Joel's style is that of the earlier age. So

marked, indeed, is " the antique vigor and im-
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perativeness of his language," that purely on

this ground. Ewald, whoso fine critical in-

stinct deserves a respect which his dogmatism

often averts, places him without a doubt first

in the ranis of the earlier prophets, and makes

liiin the contemporary of Joash. The infer-

ence is still further confirmed by the prevail-

ing tone and spirit of his prophecy, in which

he differs greatly from " the goodly fellow-

ship" to which he belongs. He does not once

refer to the idolatrous rites and customs which

they perpetually rebuke. Though the He-

brews are a sinful nation, and by their guilt

have provoked Divine jiidgment, yet. in the

pages of Joel, Jehovah is still recognized as

their God and King ; the simple but stately

worship of the Temple is maintained, piiests

and people keep the feasts and observe the or-

dinances to do tliem. Now. curiously enough,

this exceptional state of general conformity to

the law and ritual of Moses obtained in the

years which preceded the Aramiean invasion,

the earlier years of Joash's reign, and in hardly

any other period to which Joel has been as-

signed. So that the absence of allusion to for-

eign wars and invasions, the antique severity

of his style, and the religious condition reflected

from his pages, combine to indicate the earlier

half of King Joash's reign as the period of

Joel's prophetic activity. Yet we must not

dogmatize. All we can say i.s, that in all prob-

ability the son of Pethuel lived in Jerusalem

during the reign of Joash ; that he aided Je-

hoiada, the high priest, in urging the citizens

to repair the Temple and to recur to the ser-

vice of Jehovah, and that his prophecy is the

oldest in our hands. S. Cox.

Ocfadoii of the PropTiecy.

This was a twofold national calamity

—

drought and locusts. Two questions have

been raised by interpreters : 1. Whether locusts

and their devastations are actually spoken of,

or whether they are to be taken figuratively

for the invasion and ravages of hostile armies.

2. Whether the prophet refers to a present ca-

lamity or prophesies of a future one. The

symbolical interpretation is that which the an-

cient Jaws and Christian fathers generally

adopted ; but since the Reformation the literal

interpretation has been much more in favor.

This interpretation was adopted by Luther and

Calvin ; and almost all the biblical scholars of

Germany of the present day are inclined to it.

Umbreit wavered between two opinions, and

ended in thinking that the prophet meant to

include both. The reasons assignea against a

literal invasion of locusts may be explained in

harmony with a literal interpretation. We
know that God used real locusts in punishing

the Egyptians (Ex.10: 13). Locusts are threat-

ened as an instrument of punishment (Deut.

28 : 38). Locusts are mentioned as a scourge

in Solomon's prayer (1 K. 8 : 37) ; and Amos
describes a plague of locusts (4 : 9). It is pos-

sible, therefore, that the prophet refers to a

visitation of real and actual locusts, which

are, at the same time, types of still further

scourges. C. Elliott.

That ^od hiid already used real locusts as an

instrument of punishment, we know by the

Egyptian plague (E.\. 10 : 13). That real lo-

custs were dreaded by the Israelites, as one of

their chief scourges, we know by the prayer of

Solomon (1 K. 8 : 37) and from the Pentateuch

(Deut. 28 : 38). Amos describes a real locust

plague (4 : 6, 9) as having lately occurred

(which, indeed, may be the same as that which

Joel declares imminent). Joel's description

throughout is confessedly and plainly of a lo-

cust scourge ; and his comparison of the lo-

custs with men of war certainly suggests, and

perhaps proves, that men of war were not de-

signed to be metaphorically represented by
them, for he would not have compared the

locusts to men if by the locusts he had meant

men. B. C. (See Bib. Com., vi. 496.)

Now that travellers and naturalists have

made us better acquainted with the phenomena
which attend a flight of locusts and the horri-

ble ruin they leave behind them, it is generally

admitted that Joel's description is no whit ex-

aggerated ; that we need not invent or supply

armies and invasions to account for the terror

and misery which his language breathes.

Whore the locust swarms descend, all vegeta-

tion instantly vanishes ; they spare neither

bark nor root, much less leaf and flower. They
darken the air so that the sun, and even men
at a little distance, become invisible. They ad-

vance in a close military array, which yields

to no obstacle of stream or fire. As they ad-

vance a peculiar roaring nois3 is heard, like

that of a torrent or a waterfall. No sooner do

they settle to eat than, as Volney puts it, the

grating sound of their mandibles reminds one

of "the foraging of an invisible arm)-." In-

deed, no army of men could well w^ork a devas-

tation so complete as that wrought by an in-

;
terminable flight of locusts, such as visits the

I lands of the far East, and even Algeria, to this

day. And as the locusts are an adequate ex-

planation of even the strongest phrases of Joel,

I we need seek no other. iS. Cox.
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Style of Jnd.

Its chief characteristic is perhaps simple

vividness. Everything is set before us as

though we ourselves saw it. This is alike the

character of the description of the desolation of

the first chapter, the advance of the locusts in

the second, or that more awful gathering in

the valley of Jehoshaphat described in the

third. The prophet adds detail to detail ; each

clear, brief, distinct, a picture in itself, yet add-

ing to the effect of the whole. Pasey.

The style and thought of Joel are strikingly

characteristic, notwithstanding numerous as-

sonances of detail with other prophets. In

the first half we are under the spe41 of a de-

scriptive poet or word painter, but the pro-

phetic orator asserts himself in the second half.

Language and structure are pure, flowing and

artistic, but the literary excellence is not an

argument for either date, but rather a difficulty

in the way of his being either the first or the

last of the prophetic authors. Personal traits

appear in the detailed delineation of the physi-

cal aspects of the disaster, in the contrasting

vagueness as to the sins that caused it, and in

the predominant and all-possessing engross-

ment of the seer in the grand conception of

the day of the Lord. ElinsUc.

Contents of tJie Book.

There are three predictions in Joel. The
first is of the plague of locusts and drought,

and the removal, or reversal, of that plague,

occupying chap. 1 and chap. 3 to the end of

verse 37. The second is of the effusion of the

Holy Spirit, typified by the refreshing rain

which brought back verdure to the parched

fields, contained in the last five verses of chap.

2. (These verses, according to the Hebrew ar-

rangement, form chap. 3.) The third predic-

tion is of the Day of Judgment, typified by the

destruction wrought upon the locust scourge,

and of the reign of righteousness accompany-

ing and following the judgment. This occu-

pies the remaining chapter. B. C.

SMpe of the Prophecy. The situation pic-

tured in the prophecy is the following. The
laud has been devastated by successive swarms
of locusts. A still more terrible visitation is

impending. In the intervening pause the

prophet appears. With graphic strokes he de-

picts the bygone disasters, describing them as

Divine judgments on the land, and urging the

people to repentance (1). He proceeds to p.aint

i;i still darker tints the more awful vengeance

of Heaven that is approaching, and passes over

into an overpowering appeal for penitence and
instant prayer tu God for mercy (3 : 1-17).

This first intervention having proved success-

ful, the prophet presents himself to the contrite

congregation, and pours forth a comforting re-

assurance of God's present pity and future

grace (2 : 18-33), and concludes with a majestic

picture of the consummation of judgment and
triumphant establishment of God's kingdom on
earth (3).

Of these main divisions the first falls Into

five sub-sections—an introduction, three spe-

cial appeals, and the conclusion. A calamity

of unprecedented magnitude has befallen the

land. Swarm after swarm of locusts have

stripped it bare (1 : 2-4). The profligate and
luxurious are struck by the blow, for the new
wine and other means of indulgence are de-

stroyed (1 : 5-7). The religious portion of the

community is also stricken, for the materials

for sacrifice are cut off, and, as it were, inter-

course with Heaven is severed (1 : 8-10). The
agricultural classes and the whole body politic

are concerned, for the sources of existence are

annihilated, and the withered aspect of the

blasted fields spreads to men's faces, and joy

is banished from their homes (1 : 11, 12). It is

time for the priests to unite the people in a

penitential fast and universal prayer for mercy,

when already famine gnaws, the seed rots in

the blighted soil, pastures and streams are dried

up by scorching drought, and the beasts by
their distracted movements and cries of agony
make appeal to Heaven for compassion (1 : 13-

20).

The second division describes a new inva-

sion of locusts, more terrible in itself and in its

circumstances, because more manifestly accom-

panied by the personal presence of the Divine

Judge. The utterance falls into five sections,

of which the opening one dramatically deline-

ates the first appearance in the distance of the

dreaded scourge (3 : 1-3) ; the second, the sick-

ening horror of their nearer approach (3 : 4r-6)

;

the third, their resistless onset and men's pres-

aging despair (3 : 7-11) ; the fourth furnishes a

promise of escape to sincere repentance (3 : 13-

14). and the fifth completes the continuous

summons to national contrition and supplica-

tion (3 : 15-17).

The third division, opening with a terse his-

torical statement, tacitly assuming that peni-

tence lias been done, and declaring God's for-

giveness, proceeds to unroll a new chart of the

future. The prophet had foretold the ap-

proaching doom of impenitent Israel. He
must now unfold the changed character of
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coming events in view of tlie great fnct of a

penitent Israel. Tlie main dements of tlie

programme are depicted in live sections. Willi

repentance and restoration ta Divine favor Is-

rael's relation to the great elements of Ood's

government is entirely altered. The impend-

ing judgment is withdrawn. Their present

distress is relieved and passes into plenty and

prosperity. In this deliverance the supreme

effect of gladness is the assurancs of God's

presence with them and His unchanged pur-

pose of grace and glory in them (3 : 18-27).

Tlierefore the prophecy must proceed. Tem-

poral relief is not enough. Israel is destined

for more than physical prosperity. The world's

consummation is drawing on. To play their

part in the grand fulfilment of hi.^t:3ry, Israel

must have a holiness beyond that of the pres-

ent reformation. The nation must become the

perfect instrument of God, inhabited by His

character, inspired by His aims, entirely con-

secrated to His service.

Such a new nature must bo created, not by

Israel's own act, but by a Divine deed, by a

gift from above. The nation must be inspired

by God's Spirit in every individual member.

Then will the end of all things be n?ar. With

Israel's complete fitness to the Divine purpose

the consummation of the world's drama must

speedily follow. The outpouring of the Spirit

is the precursor of j udgraent. The day of the

Lord comes—a day of dread to evil doers, but

of dtliverauce to all who call on God's name,

and whom God calls (3 : 38-33). The final act

of judgment has. therefore, no menace any

longer for God's people, but directs its violence

against the heathen nations, who, persistently

impenitent, have remained hostile to Jehovah

and His people (3 : 1-8). With weird colors

and terrible dramatic power the destruction of

the nations in the valley of Jehoshaphat (Jelio-

mih judgeth) is depicted (3 : 9-17). And the

prophecy concludes with a glowing picture of

the happy repose of finished judgment and

mercy, in which all God's enemies are seen to

be vanquished, and Israel, prosperous and con-

ferring prosperity, is established forever and

ever (3 : 18-31). Elimlie.

We see the fundamental significance of the

prophecies of Joel, in his clear and precise pre-

diction of the coming of the day of the Lord

(1 : 15 ; 2 : 1, 2, 12) ; in the promises of Israel's

future (3 : 18-37 ; 3 : 16-31) ; in the prediction

of the effusion of the Holy Spirit (3 : 28, 29).

These predictions subsequent prophets take up

and expand. The promises of future blessings

to God's people, in Joel, evidently refer to Mes-

sianic times. The gift of the Spirit, in its ful-

ness, to the covenant people, is a prominent

feature of the Messianic age, or of the New
Covenant—a feature fully presented in thn

prophecies of Jeremiah, Ezekiel iiud Zecha

riah. The Apostle Peter saw its fulfilment in

the miracle of Pentecost (Acts 3 : 17). Aq
many prophecies are germinant, that miracle

may be considered the first instalment of its

fulfilment. Its final accomplishment is not

yet. Tlie Holy Spirit is still poured out, re-

viving thb Church, and convincing the world

of sin. The present dispensation is tliat of the

Spirit. Christ went away that He might send

the Comforter (John 16 : 7). G. Elliott.

Nothing is more striking in the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures than the unity that pervades

them. As we read them in their historical suc-

cession, we find that each founds itself on those

which went before it, and carries their con-

tents, the principles and truths they enunciate,

a little further onward. There are no cat-

aclysms, no sudden breaks and no beginnings

in the Bible ; the traces of a gradual and or-

derly development may be found on every

page. And here is an illustration and a proof
—Judfounds himself on Moses. The earliest of

the written prophets simply develops germs of

thought planted by the first and greatest of the

prophets, insomuch that we cannot compre-

hend Joel save as we first study Moses. Joel

was most truly inspired of God ; but he was
inspired to interpret and apply, to expand and

develop principles which had long since been

given by God to Moses, the man of God, and

not to disclose principles which had no place

in Hebrew thought before he spoke. It was
" no new commandment" which he brought to

the men of his generation, " but an old com-

mandment" which they had had from the be-

ginning. And again, it was a new command-
ment, for the thr.'atenings and promises of the

old commandment took new force and meaning

from his lips, and from the events which illus-

trated them afresh and brought them home to

every man's door. And it will help us, not

only in our study of Joel, but in studying any

or all of the prophets—it may even give us

some glimpses into a modiis operandi o! inspira-

tion, if we mark a little in detail what mate-

rials Joel draws from the teaching of Moses,

and how he handles these materials and weaves

tliem into new forms. (Cf. Lev. 26 and Dent.

38.) When he looked round on his own time

and the facts of his time, seeking to interpret
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tion in tliem, searching what and vcliat manner

of thing they signified, he saw the very judg-

ments with which Moses had menaced the dis-

obedient. All the trees and fruit of the land

irere consumed by locusts. The people had

carried much seed out into tlie field and brought

but little in, for the grain had rotted under the

clods. They had planted vines and dressed

them, but had neither gathered the grapes nor

druuk the wine ; olive-trees were in all their

borders, but tlu-y did not anoint tliemselves

with oil. The field was laid waste, the ground

lamented, the new wine was dried up, the oil

languished. The husbandmen blenched over

the wheat and over the barlej', because the har-

vest of the field had perished ; the vine-dresser

wailed because the vine was dried up, and the

fig-tree sickened, and the pomegranate, the

palm, and tlie apple-tree withered and black-

ened beneath the locusts and the drought.

T!iese were the very miseries which Moses had

predicted for the disobedient. How, then,

could Joel, or any student and lover of Moses,

fail to infer that these miseries were the conse-

quence of di.sobedience ? that they were judg-

ments on the sins of the people ? and yet Di-

vine judgments, sent in mercy, to induce re-

pentance and amendment ? Kindling his lamp

at the sacred fire which burned on the ancient

Mosaic altar, he threw its full light on the age

in whicli he lived, and even sent its rays stream-

ing faintly into the darkness of the future, de-

fining little perhaps, yet giving us hints and

glimpses which will not mislead us so long as

we follow them with inquiring and faithful

hearts. S. Cox.

Perhaps, if we look for an expression to cliar-

acterize Joel, we cannot find a better than tlie

prophet of repentance. The judgments on

which he dwells are motives to repentance,

showing its need. The promises which follow

are also motives, showing its blessed conse-

quences. He understood repentance to be a

spiritual and a, personal AM\,y . Though he lived

under a dispensation of forms and shadows, he

did not rest in them, but could and did tear off

the garment, to get at the spirit which it

clothed. He knew God could be satisfied with

nothing less than the offering of the heart ;

that it was vain to rend tlie mantle, if the

breast It covered were not pierced by pungent

sorrow for offences done to the Holy One ; that

repentance was a change of mind, a turning of

the soul to God ; that it was a duty which

could not be performed by representation, or

in the mass ; but by each alone, one by one.

by the children alone, and the parents alone,

the bridegroom alone, and the bride alone, and

the priests alone ; and seeing in this the en-

lightened conviction of the prophet's own soul

—a conviction so enlightened that it looks like

an anticipation of Gospel sentiments, may we
not, must we not, conceive of this son of

Pethuel as a man who himself was performing

the duty, whose own heart was rent, while

fasting, weeping and mourning, he led the

train of sorrowful suppliants to the altar of a

merciful God ? Stoughtoii.

JOEL, CHAPTER L

1 : 1 The word of the Lot^d that came to Joel the son of Pethuel.

2 Hear this, ye old men, and give ear, all ye inhabitants of the land. Hath this been in your

3 days, or in the days of your fathers ? Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell

4 their children, and their children another generation. That which the palmerworm hath left

hath the locust eaten ; and that which the locust hath left hath the cankerworm eaten ;
and

5 that which the cankerworm hath left hath the caterpillar eaten. Awake, ye drunkards, and

weep ; and howl, all ye drinkers of wine, because of the sweet wine ;
for it is cut off from

6 your mouth. For a nation is come up upon my land, strong, and without number ; his

7 teeth are the teeth of a lion, and he hath the jaw teeth of a great lion. He hath laid my
vine waste, and barked my fig tree : he hath made it clean bare, and cast it away ; the

8 branches thereof are made white. Lament like a virgin girded with sackcloth for the bus-

9 band of her youth. The meal offering and the drink offering is cut off from the house of

10 the Lord ; the priests, the Lord's ministers, mourn. The field is wasted, the land mourn-

11 eth ; for the corn is wasted, the new wine is dried up, the oil languisheth. Be ashamed, O
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ye husbandmen, howl, ye vinedressers, for the wheat and for the barley ; for the liarvest

12 of the flehl is perislied. The vine is withered, and the fig tree languishetli ; tlie pomegranate
tree, tlie palm tree also, and the apple tree, even all the trees of tlie liehl are williered : for

13 joy is withered away from the sons of men. Gird yourstlves inth sackcloth, and himent, ye
priests ; howl, ye ministers of the altar ; come, lie all night in sackeloth, ye ministers of my
God : for the meal offering and the drink offering is withholden from the house of your God.

14 Sanctify a fast, call a solemn assembly, gather the old men and all the inhabitants of the

15 land unto the house of the Loud your God. and cry unto tlie Lokd. Alas for the day ! for

16 the day of the Loud is at hand, and as destruction from the Almighty shall it come. Is not

17 the meat cut off before our eyes, yea. joy and gladness from the house of our God ? The
seeds rot under tlieir clods ; the garners are laid desolate, the barns are broken down ; for

18 the corn is withered. I low do the beasts groan ! tht herds of cattle are perplexed, because

19 they have no pasture ; yea, the flocks of sheep are made desolate. O Lord, to thee do I cry :

for the tire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness, and the flame hath burned all the

20 trees of the field. Yea, the beasts of the field pant unto thee : for the water brooks are dried

up, and the tire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness.

Chap. 1, A plague of locusts comes upon
the land, unparalleled in its kind ; they are de-

scribed (verses 6, 7), their devastations (verses

9-12, 16-20), and various classes of the people

are summoned to mourning (verses 5, 8, 9, 13)

and to fasting (verse 14). H. C.

4. He puts the four kinds of destroying

things on a level. We have not to occupy

ourselves with the task of distinguishing one

of these kinds from another. The prophet is

not describing the different species of the locust

(of wliich there arc said to be eighty or ninety),

nor the different stages whicli may be observed

in its development ; nor is he threatening sev-

eral swarms of locusts ; but he crowds together

a number of locust names to show that nothing

shall remain undevastated by one and another,

and another, and another devourer. B. C.

5-14. And now, having announced his

theme, instead of narrating the several kinds

of ruin wrought by the locusts, the prophet,

like a true poet, throws venv, fire, dramatic

force into his description by a series of appeals,

each of which is a little picture in itself, to the

various classes of Judah—to the lovers of the

wine-cup (verses 5-7), to the nation, personi-

fied as a bride awakening to widowhood, weep-

ing in passionate abandonment over a land de-

spoiled, a temple forsaken by God and man ,

(verses 8- 10), to the vinedressers and husband- I

men sick at heart with wasted toils and de-

feated hope (verses 11, 12), and to the priests

and ministers of the altar to cry unto the Lord

night and day, anil not only they, but the eld-

ers and all the people (verses 13, 14). Co.r.

7. Successive armies of locusts come upon
the land, each, according to the strong lan-

guage of this description, devouring all that

the next preceding had left. They appear un-

der about ten different names, but whether

these names represent ten distinct species re-

mains in doubt. It is important to the full

impression of these chapters, that the power
of these locusts for devastation should be un-

derstood. One author says :
" Man can con-

quer the tiger and the lion ; can turn the course

of mighty rivers, and chain the winds to his

car, and can play with the lightnings of heaven,

but he is nothing before an army of locusts."

Another says: " In some regions of the East

the whole earth is at times covered with locusts

for the space of several leagues, often to the

depth of four, somerimes of six or seven inches.

Their approach, with a noise like the rushing

of a torrent, darkens the horizon, hides the

light of the sun, and casts an awful gloom like

tliat of an eclipse over the fields." Mr4ior

Moore, when at Poonah, had an opportunity of

seeing an immense army of locusts which rav-

aged the Mahratta country, and was supposed

to have come from Arabia. Their column ex-

tended five hundred miles, and so compact was
it when on the wing, that, like an eclipse, it

completely hid the sun. Pliny calls them " a

scourge in the hand of an incensed Deity."

Before them all verdure disappears ; the whole

country puts on the appearance of being

burned. Fire itself devours not so fast. Not
a vestige of vegetation is left behind them. In

a few hours they eat up every green thing,

and consign the miserable inhabitants to in-

evitable famine. " The husbandmen make
every effort possible to stay or turn aside these

foes or destroy them ; they build fires or raise

a dense smoke to withstand them, or dig

trenches and fill them with water, but all to

no purpose ; for the trenches are soon filled

and the fires extinguished by infinite swarms

succeeding one another, and fonning a bed on

their fields of six or seven inches in thickness.



When they die the effluvia becomes intolerable,

and often has occasioned a pestilence fearfully

destructive to human life." These few facts

will siifBce to show that the locust is one of the

most terrible agents for destruction in the

hands of the Almighty. II. C.

The root Idea of the Hebrew word translated

"locusts" is "to be numerous;" and among
all the myriads of animated nature there is

notliing that gives such an overwhelming idea

of numbers as a swarm of young locusts leap-

ing and tumbling over each other. The first

time I saw a swarm of locusts, they looked lilie

a blinding shower of snow. For about an

hour the storm swept over us, darkening the

air ; but they passed clean away, leaving

scarcely a straggler behind. They settled,

liowever, on the sunny slopes of the Anti-

Lebanon, where they deposited their eggs. A
few months later the earth where the eggs

were deposited seemed to have become instinct

with life ; and the whole surface began to

flow, like a flood of lava, with waves of wing-

less locusts. I met the advancing tide as it

rolled up a genily sloping plain toward a vil-

lage with gardens and extensive fig plantations

and vineyards. The villagers saw the danger,

and thousands of them bravely resisted the in-

vaders. Trenches were dug and filled with

burning brushwood, in front of the rolling

mass, and the men stood by the trenches and

beat the locusts bank into the flames ; but the

tide rolled on several inches deep, and filled

the trenches till the roasting mass extinguislied

the fires. While the Arabs were resisting

wildly at the first trench, another fiery trench

was being prepared in their rear ; but the

young wingless locusts swept over the first and

second trenches regardless of their losses, and,

without pausing for an instant, they rolled

over all barriers, growing in strength as they

proceeded, and finally they settled down upon
the gardens, devouring every green thing, and
barking every tree and shrub. W. Wright.

In every stage of their existence these locusts

give a most impresrive view of the power of

God to punish a wicked world. Look at the

pioneers of the host, tiiose flying squadrons

that appear in early spring. Millions upon
millions, with most fatal industry, deposit their

innumerable eggs in the field, the plain, and
the desert. This done, they vani.sh like morn-
ing mist. But in six or eight weeks the very

dust seems to waken into life, and, moulded
into maggots, begins to creep. Soon this ani-

mated eartli becomes minute grasshoppers,

and, creeping and jumping all in the same gen-

I

eral direction, they begin their destructive

march. After a few days their voracious ap-

I

petite falls ; they become sluggish, and fast,

like the silk-worms, for a short time. Like the

silk-worms, too, they repeat this fasting four
times before they have completed their trans-

mutations and are accommodated with wings.

In their march they devour every green thing,

and with wonderful expedition. A large vine-

yard and garden adjoining mine was green f.s

a meadow in the morning, but long before

night it was naked and bare as a newly-

ploughed field or dusty road. The noise made
In marching and foraging was like that of a

heavy shower on a distant forest.

The references to the habits and behavior of

locusts in the Bible are very striking and accu-

rate. Joel says, " He hath laid my vine waste,

and barked my fig-tree : he hath made it clean

bare, and cast it away ; the branches thereof

are made white." These locusts at once strip

the vines of every leaf and cluster of grapes,

and of every green twig. I also saw many
large fig orchards " clean bare," not a leaf re-

maining ; and as tlie bark of the fig-tree is of

a silvery whiteness, the whole orchards, thus-

rifled of their green veils, spread abroad their

branches " made white" in melancholy naked-

ness to the burning sun. W. M. Thomson.

The last recorded visitation of the Holy Land

by locusts was in the year 1866, which is thus

described by an eye-witness: " The valley of

Urtas was first attacked, and has now become

a desolate wilderness. The olive yards of

Bethlehem, Beitjalah and Jerusalem were next

covered, until the trees became a dull red color.

They are now barked white. But yesterday

(June 1st) will be a day long remembered.

From early morning till near sunset the locusts

passed over the city in countless hosts, as

though all the swarms in the world were let

loose, and the whirl of their wings was as the

sound of chariots. At times they appeared in

the air like some great snow-drift, obscuring

the sun and casting a shadow upon the earth.

Men stood in the streets and looked up, and

their faces gathered blackness. At intervals,

those which were tired or hungry descended

on the little gardens in the city, and in an in-

credibly short time all that was green disap-

peared. They ran up the walls, they sought

out every blade of grass, or weed growing be-

tween the stones, and after eating to satiety,

they gathered in their ranks along the ground

or on the tops of the houses. It is no marvel

that as Pharaoh looked at them he called them
' this death. ' To day (June 2d) the locusts still
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continue their work of destruction. One lo-

cust has been found near Bethlehem measuring

more thaa five inches iu length. It is covered

with a hard shell and has a tail like a scor-

pion." B. C.

9. Those who loved the service of the Lord

were specially afflicted, because they were no

l.>ugcr able to bring to His temple the accus-

tomed and required offerings. II. C.

14. They must come together in the temple,

the house of the Lord your God, because that

was the house of prayer, and there they might

liope to meet with GoJ, because it was the

place which lie had chosen to put His name

there ; there they might hope to speed, because

it was tlie type of Christ and His mediation.

Thus they interested themselves in Solomon's

praj'er for the acceptauce of all the requests

that should be put up in or toward this house
;

in which their present case was particularly

mentioned (1 K. 8 : 37). " If there be locust if

there be caterpillar." II.

15. This verse does not stand alone. The

piissage (2 ; 1) repeats :
" For the day of the

Lord cometh, for it is nigh at hand ;" and, of

more weight still (in 2.: 31) we read ;
" The

sun shall be turned into darkness, and the

moon into blood, before the great and terrible

day of the Lord come." This plainly shows

that the prophet has some thought of another

great and fearful, but somewhat remote, " day

of the Lord," besides this in which locusts are

the manifestation of His retributive vengeance.

Here, then, are various allusions to a " great

day of the Lord," to be explained and account-

ed for. Do we not find the key to their expo-

sition in those laws of mental association which,

under the awe-inspiring power of a present

judgment, like this of locusts, carry the mind

over to the more awful future—to the great

power of Almighty God to bring forth from

the storehouse of His plagues far more terrible,

annihilating judgments, and which make every

mind feel that God's judgments are near at

hand '? This law of mind is well known. The

cfEect of any present judgment is to make all

future judgments seem near. This fearful day

of visitation by locusts brought fresh to the

prophet's mind a sense of the awful guilt of

his people, and of the certainty and nearness

of God's sorer judgments. And, moreover, as

lie wrote for moral impression, and as the Di-

vine Spirit liad this main if not sole purpose,

it need not surprise us that he deems it of no

special importance to speak more definitely of

the time or manner of these yet future visita-

tions of judgment. Suffice it if he can impress

on the souls of wicked men the solemn thought

that God's great day of judgment to tlcem can-

not be long delayed I Yet further, as bearing

on the sense of this verse, let it be noted that

the most fearful thing in any form of judg-

ment is that it comen from Ood, and is a proof

of His stern displeasure. The conscious sense

of His wrath burning auniiisl u.^ i . nl' all things

most awful. This bccoinrs lilly llii: all-absorb-

ing tliought. Any form of judgment may suf-

fice to awaken this feeling. Once awakened

in a consciously guilty bosom, the man knows

and feels that more and greater demonstrations

of God's displeasure must be near. II. C.

" GoJ that is holy sanctifies Himself iu right-

eousLiess" (Isa. 5 : 16), by sending destructive

judgments upon all that opposes His purpose

of redemption, and thus insuring the triumph

of His kingdom. The usual designation of

this final theocratic judgment is, from Joel

1 : 15 and 2 : 1 onward, " the day of Jehovah"

(cf. Zeph. 1:7); " the day of Jehovah's anger"

(2:3); " the great and terrible day of Jeho-

vah" (Mai. 4 : 5). It is the day on which the

Lord will humble all the loftiness of man, and

will alone be exalted (Isa. 2 : 17 ; cf. 5 : 16). O.

" Alas, for to day !" the • prophet cries.

" Alas, for to-day 1 for even this day of lamen-

tation and woe shows that the final doom

draws nigh—the day that will come like a de-

struction from the Almighty, that will smite

evil and all who cling to it with an eternal

death." It was this great and final day of the

Lord, ever present to the proplietic eye. whicli

threw deep and ominous shadows on every in-

tervening day of judgment. That the land

should be parched by drought and consumed

by locusts was in itself a terrible calamity
;

but this calamity clothed itself in new terrors

when it was regarded as a portent of the last

judgment. And it was in this portentous light

that Joel would have the people regard it.

They would miss " the sweet uses" of this ad-

versity, unless they permitted it to quicken

within them a profound sense of the moral

government of God—the government which is

to reach its climax at that final session in which

every man will receive according to his deeds,

whether they be good or whether they be bad.

And at least one feature of that great day was

clearlj- prefigured iu the present judgment.

The day of Jehovah would come " like a de-

struction from the Almighty," a destruction

on all that was evil, nay, a destruction of mucli

that in itself was good, in order that evil miglit

be punished and extirpated ; for was not the

fair teeming earth to be swept with Are % were
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not the gracious heavens to be folded like a

scroll, and the serviceable elements to be con-

sumed as ill a furnace, tliat the wickedness of

the wicked might be brought to an end ? That

aspect of the hist day, if no other, was illus-

trated by what was now passing before their

eyes ; for even now the fair face of Nature was

lilackened and deformed as by fire ; the inno-

cent creatures, the flocks and herds, roamed

disconsolate over wasted pastures, or stood be-

wildered b}' water courses that were dried up.

Food was out off
;
joy and gladness were ban-

islied from the house of God. And all for

wliat ? All for '' the guilt" of man ; all that

men might repent their guilt, and return to

Ilim from whom their hearts had gone astray

(verses 15-20). S. Cox.

" Tlie Day of Jehovah" ; Joel.

All doctrines in regard to the millennium,

the second coming of Christ, and the final j udg-

ment depend greatly on the passages in the

New Testament that use the formulas, " the

day of the Lord," " the day of our Lord,"
" that day," and the like ; such passages, for

example, as 3 Peter 3 : 10 ; 1 Thess. 5:2;
1 Cor. 1 ; 8 ; 5:5; 3 Cor. 1 : 14 ; 3 Thess.

1 : 10 ; 3 Tim. 1 : 13 ; Matt. 35 : 13, etc. The
meaning of these passages is, in turn, greatly

dependent on the relations that e.xist, both in

ideas and in phraseology, between them and

the te.xts in the Old Testament that speak of

" the day of the Lord"—that is, " the day of

Jehovah." As Joel presupposes the priestly

laws of the Pentateuch, those who regard these

laws as of post exilic origin are obliged to as-

sign to the Book of Joel a date still later. But
this opinion concerning it cannot be main-

tained. Its date is truly indicated by its posi-

tion in the same group wit'i Hosea and Amos,

the earliest of what are commonlj' called the

prophetic books, while other indications show
that Joel is the earliest of the three.

Regarding the locusts in Joel as literal and

not iis a mere figure of speech for an invading

army, the book is written from the point of

view of a time directly following three signal

calamities in Judah. A dreadful army of lo-

custs had come and gone (1 : 4-9 ; 3 ; 1-11),

their ravages having especially affected the

fruit crop (1 : 5, 7) ; this had been followed by
drouth in the sowing time, causing the sown
seed to rot in the soil (1 : 10-13, 15-20, espe-

cially verse 17) ; and meanwhile, foreign na-

tions were lording it in Judah (3 : 17 ; cf. 2 : 19,

last clause ; 2 : 20 ; 4 : 17 [3 : 17], etc.). The
book represents that; in response to the prayers

at a solemn fast (actual or ideal), Jehovah prom-
ised to arrest the drouth and the crop failure,

and drive out tlie invading northern foreigner

(2 : 18-20) ; the last chapter being largely taken

up with the threatened punishment of the in-

vader and the nations that had been his accom-

plices.

The book may be regarded as a monograph,

having " 'I'he Day of Jehovah" as its subject
;

considering it, first, as a day of dread to Jeho-

vah's people, demanding repentance from Ihem

(1 : 2 to 3 : 17), and, second, as a day of bless-

ing to Jehovah's repentant people, and of judg-

ment to the nations (2 : 18 to close of book).

Under the first of these heads the day of .Jeho-

vah is mentioned as follows : After presenting

the locust calamity (1 : 4-9) and the drouth

(1 : 10-13), the poet challenges the calling of a

fasting assembly (1 : 14), and then a second

time presents these calamities. In this second

presentation he introduces what he has to say

concerning the drouth thus (1 : 15) :

" Alas for the day !

Because the day of Jehovah is near.

And lilie destruction from the Almighty it comes !

Has not food t)eeu cut off before our eyes ?"

Five verses descriptive of the droutli follow,

and then (3 : 1-2) he thus introduces his second

presentation of the locusts :

" Blow yo a trumpet in Zion,

And raise a shout in my holy mountain
;

Let all the inhabitants of the earth tremble.

Because the day of Jehovah Cometh, because it is near I

A day of darkness and gloom, a day of cloud and thick

darkuess I"

This is followed by the description of the

locusts, extending to verse 11, and then an-

other section, a section exhorting to repentance

and prayer and fasting, and then mentioning

the nations that were lording it in Jehovah's

inheritance, is introduced by the words (3 : 11,

last clause)

:

In these sentences the phrase " the day of

Jehovah" occurs for the first time in the Bi'ule.

But the phrase is so used as to imply tliat the

idea contained in it was not at that time en-

tirely new. The representation is that the ca-

lamities which had come upon tliat generation

were so great and so accumulated as to indicate

that the day of Jehovah had arrived, or was
impending. From this use of terms it follows

that the idea involved in the term " the day of

Jehovah" was already familiar.

Turning to the second part of the book, we
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find the day of Jehovah prominent in two pas-

sages. In 2 : 18-20 -we are told that Jehovah

was jealous for His land, and gave a compas-

siona'e answer, promising relief, first from the

crop failure, and then from the northerner. In

verses 21-27 the promise of relief from the crop

failure is amplified. Wliat follows, as far as

to 3 : 17, is the amplification of the promise of

relief from the northerner. This begins with

tho familiar passage cited by Peter at the Pente-

cost, 2 : 28-32. The section which begins thus

closes with 3 : 12-17. In these two passages,

note that other time-phrases are used in connec-

tion with the day of Jehovah: "afterward,"

2:28; "those days," 3:29; 3:1; "that

time," 3 : 1.

The day of Jehovah in these two passages

has marks of identity with the day of Jehovah

in the first part of the prophecy. It is near

(cf . 8 : 14 with 1 : 13 and 3 : 1). It is great and

fearful (cf. 2 : 31 with 3 : 11). It is marked by

strange darkness (cf. 3 : 15 ; 2 : 31 with 3 : 2).

The day of Jehovah in the second part differs

from that in the first part mainly in being a

day when tlie holiness of Zion is vindicated,

and those who call on Jehovah are saved.

I see no room for doubt that these utterances

are connected with tlie history of the times

when they were uttered. At the date when
Hazael attacked Jerusalem, the Assyrian kings

claimed that they held sway over all the coun-

tries around Judah except Damascus Syria, and

that they reconquered Damascus itself a little

earlier or a little later than this. Just after

Hazael's attack, northern Israel threw ofE the

yoke of Damascus, beating the Syrians in three

battles. Then Amaziah of Judah overcame

Edom with great slaughter. Later we find

Uzziah and Jeroboam II. making conquests in

every direction, the empire of jVssyria being

broken in all those regions, and the power of

Israel re-established from the Mediterranean to

the Euphrates. While these events were trans-

acting, there occurred the most marked out-

burst of prophecy of which we have any rec-

ord, an outburst which is represented in the

fact that Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah all

prophesied in the reign of Uzziah. During

the same period occurred the earthquake of

Uzziah's time, and the famous solar eclipse of

B.C. 763, both of them events which have left

their impress on history.

With these parts of the history in my mind
as specimens, I have little doubt that intelli-

gent uninspired old men, who had devoutly

listened to Joel in their youth, held th»t the

physical and political convulsions they had

lived through were the blood and fire and

smoke and quaking heaven and cartli and dark

ened skies of Joel's day of Jehovah.

The question whetlier this view exhausted

their conception of Joel's meaning is a different

question. As we have already seen, this use

of the term the day of Jcliov.ili \\ :i^ llic appli-

cation of an idea of an olchr limr tn ihc events

of their own time. The}' must havr seen that

although the idea fitted the current events, it

was nevertheless immeasurablj' larger than the

current events. Probably it gave them no sur-

prise that Obadiah and Amos and Isaiah suc-

cessively took up the doctrine of the day of

Jehovah, and enlarged upon it. If some one

had told them that in future centuries Jeho-

vah's prophets would continue to preach con-

cerning the day of Jehovah, great and fearful

and always near at hand, this would not have

struck them as unintelligible, or as inconsistent

with that fulfilment of the prophecy which

they themselves had witnessed.

It is not probable that Joel's uninspired con-

temporaries found in his words any specific

prediction of any such scene as occurred when
the cloven tongues descended at Jerusalem.

What they found was a predictive historical

description of what Jehovah was doing and

was about to do in their own time, yet a de-

scription so framed that it was capable of a

continually unfolding and enlarging fulfil-

ment as ages should pass. This idea was no

more difficult for them to entertain than for

us ; and it is eas}^ for us at least to note the

fact that from Joel's time to Peter's, and from

Peter's time to the present day, Jehovah's min-

isters have been preaching the doctrine of the

day of Jehovah, great and terrible, always im-

pending, making perpetual demand upon His

servants for repentance and vigilance and

fidelity.

Let us nest see whether we can trace the idea

in its earlier form.

In the thirty-second chapter of Exodus we
have the account of the sin in the matter of

the golden calf in the wilderness. The account

says that Moses, after rebuking the people,

interceded with Jehovah for them, and at last

obtained this promise (Ex. 32 : 34) :
" And now

go, lead thou the people whither I said to thee ;

behold My angel will go before thee ; and in

the day of My visiting I will visit upon tliem

their sin."

We have here the enunciation of an idea

capable of being repeated and handed down
from generation to generation, the idea of Jeho-

vah's appointed day for visiting His people in



judgment for their sin. In Hebrew, the phrase

is necessarily definite—" the day of Jehovah's

visiting," not " a day of His visiting." Wliile

any lime of national chastisement might be a

day of visitation, there remained in tlie minds

of those who were familiar with the record the

conception of the day of visitation, supreme

and alone as compared with other days.

We turn to a different form of phraseology

in the earlier writings. In Num. 24 : 14 Balaam
proposes to advise Balak :

" Wliat this people

shall do to Tliy people in the latter days." In

Gen. 49 : 1, Jacob says that he will make known
to his sons :

" What will befall you in the lat-

ter days." In another class of passages, this

phrase is used in a distinctly limited sense -.

" For I know, that after my death, ye will act

very corruptly, and will remove from the way
which I have commanded you, and the evil

will befall you in the latter days, because ye

will do evil in the eyes of Jehovah" (Deut.

31 : 29).
'

' In the distress to thee, when all

these words find thee, in the latter days, and

thou shalt turn unto Jehovah thy God, . . .

He will not forget the covenant of thy fathers"

(Deut. 4 : 30). The time which in these two
passages is called the latter days is three times

caUed " that day," in Deut. 31 : 17, 18.

Here, then, we have the terms " the latter

days," " that day," indicating not future time

in general, but some point in future time that

is conceived of as entirely specific and definable.

This point in future time is like Jehovah's day
of visitation in Exodus and the day of Jehovah
in Joel, in that it is a time of punishing Jeho-

vah's people for their sins. It is further like

the day of Jehovah in the second part of Joel

in that it is a time in which it appears that

Jehovah is a faithful covenant God to those

who turn to Him.

In fine, the statements of the Old Testament

are to the effect tbat when Israel entered the

land of promise, there was sent "before His

face" (E.x. 33:2; cf. 32:34; 23:20, 23,:

14 : 19) Jehovah's Messenger, who led him to

victory. Accompanying this peculiar grace

was an awful threatening, the threat of the day
of Jehovah's visiting him for his sins, in the

latter days ; but the threatening was balanced

by the promise that even in " that day" Jeho-

vah would remain faithful to His covenant. In

this somewhat vague form this warning and

promise were handed down, until, in the mouth
of Joel, they assumed the more definite charac-

ter of the doctrine of the Day of Jehovah.

IF. /. Beeeher.

JOEL, CHAPTERS II.. III.

2 : 1 Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an alarm in my holy mountain ; let all the

inhabitants of the land tremble : for the day of the Lord cometli, for it is nigh at hand ;

a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of rlouds and thick darkness, as the dawn spread

upon the mountains ; a great people and a strong, there hath not been ever the like, neither

shall be any more after them, even to the years of many generations. A fire devoureth before

them ;
and behind them a flame burneth : the land is as the garden of Eden before them, and

behind them a desolate wilderness
;
yea, and none hath escaped them. The appearance of

them is as the appearance of horses ; and as horsemen, so do they run. Like the noise of

chariots on the tops of the mountains do the)' leap, like the noise of a flame of fire that de-

voureth the stubble, as a strong people set in battle array. At their presence the peoples

are in anguisli : all faces are waxed pale. They run like mighty men ; they climb the wall

like men of war ; and they march every one on his ways, and they break not their ranks.

Neither doth one thru.st another ; they marcli every one in his path : and they burst through

the weapons, and break not off tlieir covrse. They leap upon the city ; they run upon the

wall ; they climb up into the liouses ; they enter in at the windows like a thief. The earth

quaketh before them ; the heavens tremble : the sun and the moon are darkened, and the

stars withdraw their shining : and the Lord uttereth his voice before his army ; for his camp
is very great ; for he is strong that executeth his word : for the day of the Lord is great and

very terrible ; and who can abide it ? Yet even now, saith the Lord, turn j'e unto me with

all your heart, and with fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning : and rend your

heart, and not your garments, and turn unto the Lord your God ; for he is gracious am' full
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14 of rompassion, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy, and repentetli liim of the evil. AVho

knowetli wlietber he will not turn and repent, and leave a blessing behind him, even a meal

offering and a drink offering unto the Loud your God ?

15, 16 Blow the trumpet in Zion, sanctify a fast, call a solemn assemlily : i,'atlicr tlic people,

sanctify the congregation, assemble the old men, gather tlie children, ami lliosc that suck the

17 breasts: let the bridegroom go fortli of his cliamber, and tlie bride out o! lier closet. Let

the priests, the ministers of the LoiiD, weep between the porch and tin- iiliur, :ind let them
say. Spare tliy people, O Loud, and give not thine heritage to rcproarli, that the nations

should rule over them : v>herefore should they say among the peoples, Wluie is their God ?

18, 19 Then was the Loud jealotis for his land, and had pity on his people. Ami the Loud
answered and said unto his people, Behold, I will send you corn, and wine, and oil, and ye

20 shall be satisfied therewith : and I will no more make^j-ou a reproach among the nations : but

I will remove far off from you the northern arniji, and will drive him into a land barren and

desolate, his forepart into the eastern sea, and liis hinder part into the western sea ; and his

stink shall come up, and his ill savour shall come up, because he hath done great things.

21, 22 Fear not. O land, be glad and rejoice ; for the Loud hath done great things. Be not

afraid, ye beasts of the field ; for the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for the tree bcaretli

23 her fruit, the fig tree and the vine do yield their strength. Be glad then, ye children of Zion.

and rejoice in the Lord your God : for he giveth you the former rain in just measuie, and

lie causeth to come down for you the rain, the foriuer rain and the latter rain, in the first

24 month. And the floors shall be full of wheat, and the fats shall overflow with wine and oil.

25 And I will restore to .you the years that the locust hath eaten, the cankerwoim, and the

26 caterpillar, and the palmerworm, my great army which I sent among you. And ye shall

eat in plenty and be satisfied, and shall praise the name of he Loud your God, that hath

27 dealt wondrously with you : and my people shall never 1 j ashamed. And ye shall know
that I am in the midst of Israel, and that I am the Lord your God, and there is none else ;

and my people shall never be ashamed.

28 And It shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh ; and your

sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men
29 shall see visions : and also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those davs will I

30 pour out my spirit. And I will shew wonders in the heavens and in the earth, biood, and

31 fire, and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood,

32 before the great and terrible day of the Loud come. And it shall come to pass, that who-

soever shall call on the name of the Loud shall be delivered : for in mount Zion and in Jeru-

salem there shall be those that escape, as the Loud hath said, and among the remnant those

3 ; 1 whom the Loud doth call. For, behold, in those days, and in that time, when I shall

2 bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem, I will gather all nations, and will bring

them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat ; and I will plead with them tliere for my people

and for my heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations, and patted my
3 land. And they have cast lots for my people : and have given a boy for au harlot, and sold

4 a girl for wine, that they might drink. Yea, and what are ye to me, O Tyre, and Zidon.

and all the regions of Philistia? will ye render me a recompence? and if ye recompense me,

5 swiftly and speedily will I return your recompence upon your own head. Forasmuch as ye

have talien my silver and my gold, and have carried into your temples my goodly pleasant

6 things ; the children also of Judah and the children of Jerusalem have ye sold unto the sons

7 of the Grecians, that ye might remove them far from their border : behold, I will stir them

up out of the place whither ye have sold them, and will return your recompence upon j'our

8 own head ; and I willsell yoursons and yourdaughters into the hand of the children of Judah,

and they shall sell them to the men of Shcba, to a nation far off : for the Lord hath spoken it.

9 Proclaim ye this among the nations
;
prepare war : stir up the mighty men ; let all the

10 men of war draw near, let them come up. Beat your plowshares into swords, and your

11 pruninghooks into spears : let the weak say, I am strong. Haste ye, and come, all ye na-

tions round about, and gather yourselves together: thither cause thy mighty ones to come

13 down, O Lord. Let the nations bestir tliemselves, and come up to the valley of Jehosha-

13 phat : for there will I sit to judge all the nations round about. Put ye in the sickle, for the

harvest is ripe : come, tread ye ; for the winepress is full, the fats oveiflow ; for their wick-

14 edness is great. Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision ! for the day of the Lord



15 is near in the valley of decision. The sun and the moon are darkened, and the stars with

16 draw their shining. And the Loud shall roar from Zion, and utter his voice from Jerusa-

lem ; and the heavens and the earth shall sliake : but the Lord will be a refuge unto his

17 people, and a strong liold to the children of Israel. So shall ye know that I am the Loud

your God, dwelling in Zion my holy mountain : then shall Jerusalem be holy, and there shall

18 no strangers pass through her any more. And it shall come to pass in tliat day, that the

mountains shall drop down sweet wine, and the hills shall flow with milk, and all the brooks

of Judah shall flow witli waters ; and a fountain shall come forth of the house of the Loud,

19 and shall water the valley of Shittim. Egypt shall be a desolation, and Edora shall be a

desolate wilderness, for the violence done to the children of Judah, because they have shed

20 innocent blood in their land. But Judah shall abide for ever, and Jerusalem from genera-

21 tion to generation. And I will cleanse their blood that I have not cleansed ; for the Lord

dwelleth in Zion.

Cliap. 2. The great alarm is sounded forth

from tlie temple as usual in the presence of

some dire calamity (verse 1) ; a more full de-

scription of the locusts is given—in part per-

sonal (verses 4-9). and in part general and in

the line of their effects (verses 3, 3, 10, 11) ; the

Lord exhorts the people to return to Him (verses

12-14). A solemn assembly is called for fast-

ing and prayer (verses 15-17) ; the Lord an-

swers graciously (verses 18-30), and passes over

to rich promises of mercy, including rain and

abundant harvests (verses 21-37) ; and finally

to the fuller promise of His Spirit in the latter

time (verses 23, 28-32).

1. " Blowing the trumpet and sounding an

alarm" from the temple was of Divine appoint-

ment in the law given through Moses. (Sec

Num. 10 ; 1-10.) It convened the people to

consider and act upon any case of general ca-

lamity, and had the promise
—

" Ye shall be re-

membered before tlie Lord your God, and ye

shall be saved from your enemies." The near

" coming of the day of the Lord" is analogous

to chap. 1 : 15, and must be e.xplaiued in the

same way. H. C.

The day of the Lord. Again the temporal

visitation is represented as typical of, and com-

pleted in, the final and great judgment. The

temporal visitation " cometh," takes place;

the final judgment " is nigh at hand," not yet

'i-W, A description of the destroyers ; the

previous chapter had described the land which

they had destroyed. B. C.

2. This darkness swept on as an avalanche

of cloud, and rested like a dark pall of gloom and

terror on the whole land. That this visitation

should be described as surpassing any ever

known before, and even any that should come

after for many generations, need not surprise

us. It may have been strictly true of it wJiile

it lasted, and ill reference to judgments of this

sort. H. C.

The prophet repeatedly alludes to the gloom

anddaikuess occasioned by the arrival of the

locusts. In fact, they fly so closely, and in

such dense masses, that the sun is obscured,

and the light is reduced to that of the sun un-

der echpse. We remember, when sitting writ-

ing on a summer afternoon at Baglidad, to

have been startled by a sudden obscuration, re-

ducing the light to that of a cloudy or foggy

day in this country. This could not be ac-

counted for from any obvious cause under the

always cloudless sky of Chaldea, and we rushed

out to see what was the matter—the first im-

pression being that there was an eclipse of the

sun. It proved to be a vast and dense cloud

of locusts, passing over the city, which it cov-

ered like a pall. The flight was low ; and the

air seemed filled with them, as with us in a

heavy fall of snow. Indeed, there is nothing

that will give a better idea to the English reader

than this of the appearance presented and the

motion observed. Only that in this case the

movement was horizontal, and the flakes

(formed by the body of tlie locusts) being

opaque, seemed black between the spectator

and the sun. In many parts the cloud of lo-

custs was quite black by its thickness, which

allowed not the rays of the sun to pass through
;

but in other parts, especially toward the outer

margin, the mass was less dense, and allowed

the light to penetrate. Kitto.

S.
'

' Fire" and " flame" are probably figura-

tive ; tlie desolation they wrought being like

that of fire on the prairies, as if fire swept on

before them, and again behind them, leaving

absolutely nothing more to be destroyed. Ex-

quisitely forcible and touching is this—the land

seen in all the beauty of Eden before them, but

behind them only a desolate wilderness.

4, 5. The figure of an army moving in solid

phalanx and fearful array is constantly pres-

ent to the mind. Yet the thing described is

an army, not of men, tout of locusts. The lo-
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ousts are like anned horsemen. He docs not

say that armed horsemen are coming on, and

are like locusts. H. C.

The noise of their wings and legs when they

leap resembles that of the ancient war chariots

bounding over the rough hill-roads ; it is like

the crackling of the flame as it sweeps over a

tield in stubble ; it is like the clashing of arms

with which, in antique times, military hosts

used to fire themselves for battle (vtrse 5).

They inspire a terror as univeraal, as abject, as

that felt before a conquering and invading

army ;

'

' before them tlie nations tremble ; all

faces go palo" (verse 6). That holds good to

this day ; it is with a paralyzing agony of de-

sjiair that an Oriental people awaits their ap-

proach. Cox.

6. Travelling along the western coast of

Africa, I once beheld this terrible infliction.

A few hundred yards to our right, darkening

the air, the great innumerable host came on

slowlj' and steadilj', advancing in a direct line

and in a mighty moving column. At the ex-

tremity of the field I saw the husbandmen

bending over their staffs, and gazing with

hopeless eyes upon that host of death, which

swept like a destroying angel over the land,

and consigned to ruin all the prospects of the

year ; for wherever that column winged its

flighc, beneath its withering influence the

golden glories of the harvest perished, and the

leafy honors of I he forest disappeared. There

stood those ruined men, silent and motionless,

overwhslrned with the magnitude of their ca-

lamity, yet conscious of their utter inability

to control it. Lord Carnanon.

7-9. A closely accurate description of lo-

custs, as they sweep along in their onward

march for devastation. Every feature is in its

place, made true to the reality by a master's

hand. That the sword avails nothing against

tnem goes to confirm this view, and to shut off

the possibility of applying the description to

the Assyrian army. H. C.

Australian papers state that in the Riverina

district the grasshoppers, or locusts, have been

verj' troublesome recently, not only destroying

crops, but filling up wells and water-tubs, and

even consuming textile fabrics, such as blinds

and window curtains in the houses. Times,

January, 1875.

lO. Strong feeling naturally expresses itself

in strong language. The darkening of the

sun, moon and stars is a common figure for a

great calamity ; as, on the other hand, sun-ris-

ing and the joyous light of day are symbols

of prosperity. The reader may find scriptural

examples in abundance

—

e.g., of the former

class, Jer. 4 : 28 ; Ezek. 32 : 7, 8 ; Isa. 13 : 10 ;

Matt. 24 : 29. IT. C. The description is now
passing on from tlie type to the antitype ;

from

the terror of the locusts and temporal foes to

the terrors which are to precede the hist day.

Yet without any violence done to the type.

11. His army. Showing that those who
afllict and destroj', whether temporally or at

the end of all things, are still Jehovah's execu-

tors of vengeance. In Isa. 13 : 3 the Medes

and Persians are " His sanctified ones" for the

destruction of Babylon. B. C.

Who can abide It? The future pun-

ishment of the wicked may be regarded as a

necessary result of a sinful existence. Sin car-

ries with it its own punishment to a certain ex-

tent, while men exist on earth ; and if their

existence be perpetuated in the world to come,

that existence must be miserable. For the

society and employments of heaven there is

neither relish nor sympathy in their moral na-

ture ; and severed from God and heaven they

must be, even if they had their choice. Heaven

itself would be a hell to the wicked. The ele-

ments of misery are essentially and inseparably

connected with sin. Divine mercy has pro-

vided a remedy, and if men reject that remedy',

their doom is the result of their own conduct,

and impugns not cither the benevolence or the

justice of God. W. Cooke.

12. Up to this point Joel's denunciation has

consisted of lamentation and mourning and

woe, in a pathetic strain of unbroken severity

and sternness. Here the first gleam of hope

and tender anticipation of better things breaks

in. B. C.

12-14. This is the only appropriate thing

to be done—the only source of hope for deliv-

erance—to return and seek the Lord in peni-

tence, for He is gracious and delights in mercy.

Who knows but He may turn from scourging

to blessing, and leave us at least so much that

we can bring meat and drink offerings before

Him at His temple ? This moral lesson is for

all time, and for all sorts of affliction and ca-

lamity befalling men in this world. Every-

where and always, be the scourge what it may,

it behooves men to turn to God, confessing

sin, imploi-ing mercy, daring to hope, since

they may, that the Lord will yet turn from

judgment to mercy. H. C.

12. He that would so turn to the Lord, as

to find mercy with Him, must not turn from

one sin to another, or from one sect to another,

or from one religion to another only ; but he

must turn from all his sins, from all his former
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•wicked ways and unrighteous tlioughts, and

must "turn unto tlie Lord with all his heart"

^tliat is, our hearts must he wholly inclined

to God, and our souls be offered up as a wliole

burnt-ofEering unto Him, without any men-

tal reservation or hypocritical equivocation.

There is no agreement between Christ and

Belial, between God and sin in the same heart.

Bp. Beteridge.

The real meaning of judgment is merey. The
locusts have come, inflicting so much misery,

suggesting portents of such terror, only that

men may turn unto the Lord with all their

hearts, sincerely repenting them of the sins be-

cause of which the judgment has come. This

penitence is to be shown in fasting, in tears, in

mourning, in amendment. The words, " Rend

j'our liearts, and not your garments," remind

them that God requires the inward grace of

spiritual contrition—requires " that within

which passeth show." To induce this spirit-

ual and godly sorrow, to suggest its power

with God, the prophet recalls the most solemn

proclamation of the Divine nature and mercy

ever made to their fathers. On Mount Sinai

the Lord God had descended in cloud and

storm, through a trembling heaven to a quak-

ing earth, that lie might pass Iti'foro Moses,

proclaiming Ilis ikuiic, " -Jtliovali, .leliovah El,

inercifvl ,,'ml !/r,in;,>,.s, !„„,j.,„f, ri„,/ ,i„d ahvn-

dant in guodncxn and trutli, kuuping mercy for

thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression

and sin, but who will by no means always

leave unpunished." It is an echo of that voice

from Sinai which sounds in verse 13 :

" For He is {/radons and m-erciful.

Slow to anger, and of great kindness.

And repeuteth Him of the evil."

If they return to Him with genuine contrition,

may they not hope that He, whose very name

suggests a longsuffering grace and mercy, will

show His great kindness and forgive their sin.

If He repents of the evils they have compelled

Him to inflict, may not t/iey well repent of the

evils by whicli they have compelled Him to

judge and punish? For Himself the prophet

has little doubt. " Who knoweth ?"- lie asks,

and the question is equivalent to
'

' peradven-

ture. " " Who knoweth ? lie may return and

repent, and leave behind him a blessing," even

on this visit of judgment ; and such a blessing,

such ample stores of corn and wine and oil,

that once more there will be " offering and liba-

tion," joy and gladness, solemn services and

merry feasts iu the house of the Lord. Cox.

13. Repenteth Him of the evil. The doctrine

of " God's repentance" in inflicting evil, dwelt

on so strongly and so often in Holy Scripture

(E.X. 33 : 14 ; 2 Sam. 24 : 16 ; Jer. 18 : 8 ; Jonah

4 : 2), is not merely the result of the infirmity

of human language in its application to the

Divine Being. Its object is to impress upon

us the personal character of God, totally dis-

tinct and differing from a law ; that in this

character the first quality is mercy, which dis-

plays itself immediately that obstacles are with

drawn; that His threatened judgments are

conditional and may be averted, as in the case

of Nineveh ; that the power of human repent-

ance is boundless. " If we repent of our sins.

He too repents of His threat, and the evil with

which He had threatened us He does not bring

upon us, and with our change of mind He too

is changed;" B. C.

I §-20. The Lord's answer promises bless-

ings tliat lie over against the previous curse.

He will gloriously reverse the calamities with

corresponding mercies. II. C. The judg-

ment came in mercy ; for it came to revive

that consciousness of the Divine presence and

care and goodness, to give -that sacred beauty

to life, and tliat impressive reality to worship,

without which no nation can he strong and

happy and free. And so soon as the merciful

purpose of the judgment was reached they

were redeemed from judgment ; as they re-

turned to Him, God returned to them. The

locusts were driven into the desert and the sea ;

cofiious rains replenished the fountains and

caused the water-courses to overflow ; the pas-

tures grew green ; the fields laughed with corn
;

fig-tree and vine yielded their strength ; the

barns grew full of grain, the vats ran over

with oil and wine ; and joy, a pure devout joy.

returned to the sons of men. Nay, more
;

while their hearts were quick and tender, new

and larger spiritual blessings were vouchsafed

to them. The downfall of rain was but a prel

ude to the outpouring of the Spirit, the recov-

ered fertility and beauty of the land were but

a type of the heightened vigor and fruitfulness

of that loftier phase of spiritual life to which

they were to be raised : with their happier

conditions there was to come a happier char-

acter, new energies, purer affections. Cox.

20. In our own times we have seen swarms

of locusts covering the land of Judea, and after-

ward, by the mercy of God, when the wind

rose, they have been driven into the front and

hinder sea. And the shore of both seas being

covered with heaps of dead locusts thrown out

by the water, they have putrefied and become

so noxious as to Infect the air and produce a

pestilence of men and beasts. Jerome.
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21,22. ByaboldpeTsonification tlie" land"

anil the " beasts" are exliorted not to fear any

more, for God will remove Ilis fearful scourge.
" The Lord will do great things," is here finely

contrasted with the locusts " doing great

things," as in verse 20. However great their

devastations, the Lord can make Ilis ensuing

blessings far greater. He delights to set His

mercies over against the mischiefs and miseries

that sin brings on men, and to show in this

way how exceedingly He can surpass them in

the greatness and glory of His grace. H. C.

23. The following is a paraphrase of the

whole verse :
" And bo glad, ye children of

Zion : rejoice in the Lord your God, for ac-

cording to His righteousness. He is giving you

the autumn rains after 3'our repentance : as

His immediate blessing. He is sending you the

rain, the autumn rain and the spring rain, and

afterward, in the latter days. He will pour His

Spirit upon all flesh." B. C.

25. My great army. "We have here a key to

the grand and beautiful description which runs

through these two chapters. Every reader

must be struck with the poetical and sublime

manner in which the allegory is conducted.

There is not a more splendid piece of poetry

extant. Abp. Newcome.

Wasted and blasted years are a fict in most

human lives. Few can look back, even from

the standpoint of mid-age, without being

startled and humbled at the number and size

of the bare spots scattered over the area of his

years. And the appalling thing about this

waste is not the large fragments which are

struck out by sickness or by accident, without

any responsibility of ours. It is the years

which have been eaten up by little, scarcely

appreciable agencies like a caterpillar or a

cankerworm. Years which have gone, frittered

away, we do not know how, and for which we
have nothing whatever to show

;
j'ears de-

voured in trifles, escaped, like subtle vapor, in

musing and brooding over something we meant

to do, but which we never did
;
years that

fleeted, as on the wings of a hurricane, in the

wild rush of dissipation, and out of which are

left only the broken strains of old songs, and a

few dry leaves of withered garlands. There

they lie back in the past, in the sad light of a

sinking sun, precious, golden spaces, teeming

with possibilities of good, tracts of rich soil,

on which we note the aimless traces of our idle

feet, as we lounged with our eyes at the ends

of the earth ; lo, they are blighted and bare

now, as though the army of locusts had swept

over them. How late we are in learning what

grand harvests are to be reaped from husbanded

minutes ! We begin to economize time as the

penitent spendthrift does money, only when he

sees the bottom of the chest between the scanty

pieces.

But we have the general, sweeping promise

of God: "I will restore the eaten years."

That tells us that restoration, according to a

Divine ideal—quite possibly a different ideal

from ours, certainly a higher ideal—is a possi-

bility and a fact in the Divine economy. But
we may go further. Some features of this

process we know. For exaniiilc, Ond turns

the man entirely away from the tlioii^^lit and

the work of literal restoration. In fitlier words.

He does not ask of him to make good, in the

sense of a literal equivalent, the waste of the

past. He is bidden to turn his back on the

bare and wasted places. His concern is with

the present and the future, not with the past.

As for the problem of making good the ruin, he

must leave that all with God. Wliatever He
may do with the faultful past, a penitent soul

can only leave it in God's hands. His work
now is not to make good the past, but to give

himself to the development of his new life as a

new creature in Christ Jesus. God believes in

the possibility of a genuine repentance, and

franklj' accepts it. We do not and cannot

know what God does with the irrevocable and

the irremediable in men's evil past ; but we do

know that He makes those barren and blasted

heritages bloom again, and bring forth thirty,

sixty, and an hundred-fold. Both the Bible

and Christian history are full of the grand,

fruitful work of restored men, men with large

tracts of blasted years behind them. God's

promise of restoration to His penitent people,

given by His prophet in this chapter, is no

stinted or modified promise. It is as full and

generous as if the years had not been blighted.

He saj's, " I will restore. As for thee, forget

the things which are behind. Run with pa-

tience the race before thee. Look unto .lesus

and not unto the past. Thou slialt eat in

plenty and be satisfied, and shall praise the

name of the Lord thy God that hath dealt won-

drously with thee, and my people shall never

be ashamed." Vincent.

2§-32. Yet there is another prediction still

more important—the promise of the effusion

of the Spirit of God upon His people in the

latter times. God's ancient Church, as well as

the Christian Church, had a participation in

the Spirit of God. They could not have been

His people without it. His Spirit was the

bond of communion, the only inward bond



which could, or can, exist between God and

men in covenant with God. But in the Old

Testament the graces of His Spirit were less

rich and less generally bestowed. Until Christ

had returned to His Father, the Comforter

could not come and bestow Himself in His ful-

ness (John 16 : 7). Joel is the first to predict

that He should so come—"afterward," not in

the prophet's own day. Now God would, in

answer to penitent prayer, give the natural

rains which were needed to repair the injuries

of the locust devastation. Hereafter He would

rain down His Spirit in an abundance which

had never before been vouchsafed. Jloses had

long ago uttered the ejaculation, " Would God
that all the Lord's people were prophets, and

that the Lord would put His Spirit upon them"
(Num. 11 : 29). Joel takes up his words and

predicts that this longing shall be accomplished
" in the latter days." Isaiah (11:9; 33 ; 15

;

54 : 13), Jeremiah (31 : 33), Ezekiel (36 ; 36),

Zechariah (12 : 10), intimate the same truth
;

but it is Joel who, both from the priority and

the clearness of his prediction, is in an especial

manner the prophet of the manifestation of the

Holy Ghost, as others were prophets of the

manifestaJon of the Messiah. B. C.

There can be no doubt that this passage pre-

dicts the effusion of the Spirit in the Gospel

sense, and particularly, though not exclusively,

in Gospel times. The only designation of time

given here. " afterward," in future time, was
purposely left thus indefinite. The period be-

fore Christ and subsequent to Joel is not nec-

essarily excluded ; the early years of the Chris-

tian age are certainly included, as Peter shows

(Acts 2 : 16-21) in his citation of this passage

as then having its fulfilment ; nor can the yet

future periods of the Gospel age be shut out.

Indeed, numerous prophecies show that in the

times yet future tliere shall be far richer mani-

festations of the Spirit's power than the world

has yet seen. Nothing in prophecy, nothing

in Peter's reference to Joel on the day of Pente-

cost, forbids this belief. Finally, let us notice

the favor shown by the Lord to the saints of

that early age, in setting before thon such

glimpses of the better Gospel days yet to come,

aod particularly such revelations of the future

effusions of the Spirit. It must have minis-

tered greatly to their faith in God and tu their

hope and joy in Ilis kingdom among men.

H. C.

The extent of this blessing, in respect of the

persons on whom it shall be bestowed
; tlie

Spirit shall bo poured out upon all flesh, not

as hitherto upon Jews only, but upon Gentiles I

also ; for m Christ there is no distinction be-

tween Jew and Greek (Rom. 10: 11. 12).

Hitherto Divine revelation was confined to the

seed of Abraham ; none but those of the land of

Israel had the Spirit of prophecy ; but in the

last days all flesh shall see the glory of God
(Isa. 40 : 5), and shall come to worship before

Him (Isa. 66 : 23). Peter himself did not fully

understand it as speaking of the Gentiles, till

he saw it accomplished in the descent of the

Holy Ghost upon Cornelius and his friends,

who were Gentiles (Acts 10 ; 41, 45), which
was but a continuation of the same gift which
was bestowed on the Day of Pentecost. The
Spirit shall be poured out upon all flesh, upon
all those whose hearts are made hearts of flesh,

soft and tender, and so prepared to receive the

impressions and influences of the Holy Ghost

;

upon all flesh, upon some of all sorts of men ;

the gifts of the Spirit shall not be so sparing,

or so much confined, as they have been, but

shall be more general and diffusive of them-

.selves. II.

The Holy Ghosc is the great agent of the

Gospel, who brings nigh to us its blessings, its

pardons and its hopes, as He brings us to that

state of mind, that repentance and faith, with-

out which we can never receive them. Hence,

in the discharge of His work, according to the

promise of the Saviour, He convinces " the

world of sin, of righteousness and of judg-

ment." He brings truth, in its clearness and

power, befjre the mind, and opens the mind to

receive it. He sets the obligations of the truth

before the view, and quickens the conscience

to feel them. When the facts of the Gospel

come home to the mind and heart, as great and

solemn and stirring realities, the Holy Ghost is

there. When conscious guilt troubles the spir-

it, and fear talces hold upon one, so as to force

from him the anxious inquiry, " What shall

I do to be saved ?" the Spirit of God is there.

When the cross of Christ, girt with its bow of

promise and of hope, and yet red with the

blood of atonement, meets the eye, and the

soul bows and casts itself, humbled, penitent

and believing, at the Redeemer's feet, the Holy

Ghost is there. Thus, without His influences,

we see no evil in sin, and no beauty in the

cross ; without His influences, we know not

the remonstrances of a Gospel-stirred con-

science, nor the peace-speaking power of aton-

ing blood. Conviction is His gift ; repent-

ance, faith are His gifts. His design is to

bring us to the experience of the former and

to the exercise of the latter, and thus to place

us in that moral position where alone the blood
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of Christ, in its efficacy, nnd the forgiveness

of God, in its fulness and frcencss, can possibly

reacli us. E. JI.

All the influences which bear upon the re-

newed soul, the guidance, the strengtli, tlie

energy, the succor, the comfort, by wliich tUe

life of the believer is sustained and developed

—

all are ascribed alike by Paul and Peter, James

and John, solely to the power of the indwelling

Spirit. The power of the Holy Ghost, they

affirm again and again, is put forth in the soul

of every believer through life. The beautiful

and eflfective graces, the enriching experiences,

and the beneficent results of a sanctified life

are attributed alone to the immediate personal

inworking of the Divine Spirit in the human.

The light to discern duty and the energy to

perform it, the courage to dare, to do or to

speak for God and the right, the determination

to avoid or resist evil, the fortitude to endure

trial which chamcterize the believer's conduct,

the satisfaction, the peace, the hope, the solace

and the joy which enter into his experience-

all that raarlcs the jirocess of renewal going on

day by day in the inner man is the sole product

of the Spirit's might, continually exerted there-

in, through the truth He has revealed. B.

The dispensation of the Holy Spirit will last,

and His work extend over the ages, till all

which may be done by Him for human salva-

tion will have been exhausted. The Gospel

will be preached, and the missionary sent to

all nations, and converts be made in all lands,

and the Word of Life and the Church and its

ordinances be given to all people. Ancient

prophecy and revealed promise and purpose of

God shall have their complete fulfilment, when
also the Spirit's work shall be finished, and all

that God's plan of redemption can effect for

human conversion and recovery to spiritual

life, under the righteously applied power of

the Holy Ghost, will have been secured ; and

then the last things must occur in the closing

of human histor)'. We do not need to trace

the course of Christian ecclesiastical history in

detail up to the present time, nor attempt to

settle where in the process of prophetic fulfil-

ment our age stands. We only need to know
the Holy Ghost will preside over and guide

the Church, and show the things of Clirist to

her members, and convince the world of

Christ's true Messiahship, " to the glory of the

Father," till His second coming. We may
well believe, from the increased missionary zeal

and prayer of the Church, and the Christian

enterprise of the age, and the faith and expec-

tation of Christians, that we are near to aus-

picious events and extensive changes for good

to mankind. One widespread iniquity after

another is attacked and abolished, and the hope

and courage of good men, notwithstanding

prevalent infidelity and abounding ini(}uity,

were never so high and strong a-i now. The
nations of the world are to become tlie one

kingdom of the Redeemer, and in His own
time He shall come and stretch His sceptre over

them. Laurens P. Uickok.

30. And I will shew wond<:rs in the hcnrcns.

The propjiet, having foretold in the clearest

terms the general efEusion of the Holy Spirit

whicli was to characterize the Gospel dispensa-

tion, concludes this chapter with a striking de-

scription of the destruction of Jerusalem which

followed soon after, and punished tlie Jews for

their obstinate rejection of the sacred influ-

ence ; speaking in terms which, as well as

tliose of our Saviour that resemble them, have

a double aspect, and refer to a primary and a

final dispensation. (Cf. Matt. 24 : 29.) Gnnj.

Very great slaughter and the burning of

many towns, and even of a part of Jerusalem

itself, preceded the destruction of the city and

the Temple, and the total subversion of the

Jewish polity hy the Romans. Ahp. Newcomc.

32. In Rom. 10 Paul quotes what is said in

.loel 2 : 32 :
" For whosoever shall call upou

the name of the Lord shall be saved." Refer-

ring to it, as the apostle does, for a formal

proof of the position, that there is no difEerence

between the Jew and the Greek in the matter

of salvation, he must have considered the

prophet as simply addressing the Church of

God, without respect to the Jewish element,

which at that time so largely entered into its

composition. He must have understood the

prophecy as uttered respecting the visible

Church of God—no matter of what element

composed, or how constituted. P. Fairbairn.

" The remnant whom the Lord shall call" is

the Old Testament form of the doctrine of the

election of grace (Rom. 9 : 27 ; 11:5); Mount
Zion representing the Church of Christ, and

the remnant representing the elect gathered

within it. In the present passage the meaning

is that salvation will be found among the

dwellers in Zion and those of the exiles who
have been brought back thither safe. Peter

refer.s to these words of Joel in Acts 2 : 39,

" For the promise is to you. and to your chil-

dren, and to all that arc afar off, as many as

the Lord our God shall call," evidently in allu-

sion to the LXX. rendering of Joel. It would

seem from tliis that Peter understood by " the

remnant" the restored exiles, whom he regards
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as types of the far-off Gentiles, who are to be

brought home by the call of God. B. C.

Cliap. 3. The chapter looks far beyond the

case of those nations named, and teaches that

the retribution which blighted them falls un-

der the general law, serves to illustrate that

law, and finds a place in this chapter for this

reason, and not as being the leading theme.

The relation of this chapter to the first and

second should be noticed. The locust army,

and its attendant drought and consequent fam

ine and distress, gave occasion to prayer, fast-

ing and penitence, and so opened the way for

the signal extermination of that army, and for

timely rains and superabundant harvests.

These lesser gifts suggested the far greater

gifts of the Spirit, the prediction of which con-

stitutes the glory of the closing verses of the

second chapter. But there remains yet an-

other great lesson of moral truth, suggested by
the extermination of the locust horde—a lesson

hinted at (3: 30. 31) in the allusion to " the

great and terrible day of the Lord," but laid

over for its special presentation in tlie third

chapter— viz., the fearful and exterminating

retribution which God will bring on all those

nations and powers which persistently array

themselves in arms against His kingdom and

people. Hence this is the great theme of the

chapter before us. It naturally closes with

the resulting peace, prosperity and purity of

the rescued and saved people of God.

I, 2. The first word, "For," indicates the

close connection of thought between this chap-

ter and the preceding. The prophet had said

there should be " a great and terrible day of

the Lord," so sweeping in the ruin it brings

that none shall escape it but those who call

upon the name of the Lord. Here, resuming

this subject, he begins to give the reason,

" For I will gather all nations"

—

i.e., for trial

and retribution. " Behold" calls special atten-

tion as to truths of momentous import. The
time lohen is indicated next—viz., when He
shall interpose to redeem His people and bring

them out of all their affliction. I adopt the

ideal sense of " the valley of Jehoshaphat"

—

meaning any valley—any circumstances in

which Jehovah judges guilty nations. The
fact that He does judge them, and visit upon them

retribution in time, is the thing taught ;—the

place where, and its surroundings, are only the

ideal drapery of the scene, designed to make
the fact more tangible to the imagination.

H. C.

Joel is looking forward to a day on which the

Spirit of God will be poured out on all flesh

—

to a day, therefore, which will be a day of

judgment to all nations and all men, since,

when the Spirit of God comes to them, they

will either resist or yield to it, and according

as they yield or resist will determine their fate.

He wants to bring this day of the Spirit, this

day of judgment, this conflict of the Spirit with

the flesh, tlie good with the evil in man, home
to the hearts of Jews—to the hearts of Jews
wlio lived eight or nine centuries before Christ.

How is he to do it ? He does it, or attempts it,

by using facts with which they are familiar,

but by using them in a way so profound, so

full of a mystical and spiritual wisdom, that,

dimly at least, they did see the high meaning
he put into them, and looked onward to the

end of the world, the last judgment, the vic-

tory of good over evil. Cox.

4. " What are ye to Me, O Tyre ?" What
account do I make of you ? As the context

goes on to saj , Will ye tliink to rise against

My scourging liand and wreak your vengeance

on Me, or on My people ? Will ye retaliate on

Me ? If ye attempt it, very speedily and

swiftly will I hurl back your retaliation upon
your own heads. Of course, in this lofty strain,

tlie Lord speaks after the manner of men, but

as one conscious of infinite power to punish

His foes, and fully purposed to visit on them
most ample and righteous retribution. As al-

ready intimated in the introductory remarks

upon this chapter, these nations—Tyre, Zidon

and Philistia—are named here, not as being the

only nations involved in this great judgment,

but as present to the minds of the propliet and

of his first readers, and as fitting illustrations,

therefore, of the great truths he would impress.

9, 10. Having finished the digression in re-

spect to Tyre, etc., and the form of retribution

destined for them, the prophet now, speaking

in behalf of the Almighty, daringly cliallenges

the Gentile hosts to muster for the mighty con-

flict. The first word of the challenge, rendered

" prepare" war, carries with it the idea of pro-

claiming war in the most solemn manner with

religious rites. It is the common word for

" sanctify," and means here—make this war a

sacred thing ; bind yourselves to it by solemn

oaths, and invoke all your gods to your help.

Beating ploughshares into swords reverses the

long prayed for consummation when swords

shall be beaten into ploughshares. The sense

is—prepare for universal war. The imple-

ments on hand might suffice for any ordinary

war, but not for this ; now you must needs

arm every man, and hence you must convert

even the tools of agriculture into weapons of
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war. Let the conscription be absolutely uni-

versal. Let no invalid pk-ad exemption ; "let

even the weak say, I am strong."

11. Then with strikiug beauty and force the

prophet suddenly turns to the other party in

the conflict :
" Thither bring down Thy mighty

ones, Jehovah I" How fearful is this great

battle of earth now coming on ! H. C.

12. T/m doMey of Jehonhap/tat. In the reign

of Jehoshaphat the Moabites, Ammonites and

Edomites gathered an immense army, " a great

multitude," and encamped near Engedi, to the

west of the Dead Sea. A great terror fell upon

Jerusalem. Jehoshaphat proclaimed a fast,

and after his prayer Jahaziel promised that

God would fight for Israel. The Israelites

marched to the head of one of the valleys lead-

ing down to Engedi, in which the allied force

was encamped, but before they had reached

the battle-field the enemies had turned their

arms against themselves ; Moab and Ammon
attacked and destroyed Edom, and then each

other. Jehoshaphat and liis army spent three

days in spoiling the slain, and on the fourth

day they held an assembly in the valley and

solemnly named it the valley of Berakah, or

Blessing (3 Chron. 20). This occurrence tJook

place about a hundred years before the time

that we have assigned to Joel, and it is not im-

probable that the imagery wliich ho here uses

is derived from the tradition of this great de-

liverance. " The great multitude" (3 Chron.

30 : 3),
" the great company" (3 Chron. 30 : 13),

"multitudes, multitudes" (verse 14) are again

gathered in the valley, for the Lord there to

sit in judgment upon them. It is no longer,

however, called the valley of Berakah

—

i.e., of

Blessing, but the valley of Jehoshaphat

—

i.e.,

the valley of the judgment of Jehovah. The

name is coined by Joel on account of its mean-

ing, and for the purpose of recalling the his-

torical association. There is no place so named

either in the valley of the Kidroa or elsewhere.

B. C.

The passage assumes that this dread array

of armed nations, vast as numbers without

number, and girded all for bloody war, results

in no war at all. Their weapons amount to

nothing ; they are there only for judgment-
culprits before the King and Judge of the uni-

verse 1 They suddenly find themselves on no

battle-ground, but summoned to the valley

where Jehovah judges ; and He comes down to

take His lofty judgment throne.

13. Here are symbols of terrific slaughter

—

the sickle laying low the ripened grain, and

the wine- vats full and trodden tiU they over-

flow with wine—which In such a connection

represents human blood. Dropping all figure,

the reason is given in plain language—" For

tfieir wickedness is great"—not " t/w wicked-

ness," indefinitely, but t/ieirs, the wickedness

of these hostile nations.

14. Their vast number strikes the prophet's

mind, and prompts the exclamation, " O, the

multitudes I the multitudes in this valley of

judgment!" The word rendered "decision"

means j udgment in the sense of a final verdict

which decides the criminal's destiny, past all

reversal. (See the usage of the original word,

1 K. 29 : 40 and Isa. 10 : 33.) This is " t/w d,i^

of tlie Lord;" it comes exceedingly near in

this valley of judgment. The word " near"

should not carry the mind onward to any other

day beyond this. God is here, and His great

day has come 1

15. These figures must here take their usual

sense—extreme calamity—csisting the deep

shades of night over all the hopes of the wicked

—engulfing them in deep, impenetrable dark-

ness. So in all languages, of every land or na-

tion, darkness is the symbol of whatever is

most fearful to rational beings.

IC. In this strain of the boldest poetic im-

agery the Lord becomes a lion, and His roar

shakes the heavens and the earth. (See the

same figure under analogous circumstanceo,

Jer. 25 : 30 ; Isa. 43 : 13.) These figures com-

bined give the climax of the dreadful scene, in

which blended terror and majesty, justice and

wrath, encircle and gird the throne of the Al-

mighty round about, as, with the guilty na-

tions, the oppressors of His people, assembled

before Him, He sits for judgment and final de-

cision. Then, with iaimitable beauty and

force, turning to those on His right hand (may
we not borrow from that other analogous

scene'?) he says: "But the Lord will bu the

hope of His people, and the strength of the

children of Israel. " H. C.

In the judgment of the great day God's voice

will then shake terribly both heaven and earth

(Isa. 3 : 21) yet once more (Hag. 2:6; Heb.

13 : 26). This denotes that the voice of God
will in the great day speak such terror to the

wicked as were enough to put even heaven

and earth into a consternation. To the right-

eous it will be a joyful day. When heaven

and earth shall tremble, and be dissolved and

burned up, then will the Lord be the hope of

His people, and the strength of the children of

Israel (verse 16) ; and then shall Jerusalem be

holy (verse 17). The saints are the Israel of

God, they are His people, the Church is Hia
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Jerusalem, they are in covenant and commu-
nion with Him ; now in the great daj' their

longings shall be satisfied. The Lord will be

the hope of His people. As He always was

the founder and foundation of their hopes, so

He then will be the crown of their hopes. He
will be the harbor of His people (so the word

is), their receptacle, refuge and home. The
saints in the great day shall arrive at the de-

sired haven, shall put to shore after a stormy

voyage ; they shall go to be forever at home
with God, to their Father's house, the house

not made with hands. H.

13-21. The heavens above the countless

multitudes, who surge and contend in the val-

ley of Doom, darken beneath the frown of

Jehovah ; the hills which enclose the valley

echo with the thunder of His indignation :

" Sun and moon turn dark.

And the stars refuse to shine ;

For Jehovah thunderelh out of Zion,

And uttereth His voice from Jerusalem,

And heaven and earth qualie I"

We cannot doubt what scene it is that thus

shakes the prophet. It is no wasting calamity,

it is no bloody conflict, in the annals of a single

race. It is the august and most terrible scene

in which the great tragedy of Time is to cul-

minate. It is the final catastrophe in the his-

tory of the world (verses 13-16).

The scene which follows it (verses 17-31)

lies beyond the coasts and bounds of time. To
the terrors of judgment, to the quaking heaven

and earth, there succeeds the kingdom that

cannot be shaken, the fruitful and peaceful

splendors of the new heaven and the new earth,

though even these are shadowed forth in the

historic forms of time. The Lord, who thun-

ders wrathfully against the wicked, is " a ref-

uge for His people" in that great and terrible

day, "a stronghold for the sons of Israel."

And that day, darkened by storms of fate,

ushers in an era of concord, abundance, joy.

God dwells with His pi'ople. Zion becomes a

holy mouutuin, Jenisaliiii a sanctuary, no more

profaned by alien and iinrig-hteous feet. The
mountains, often so barren, drop with new
wine ; the hills flow with milk ;

" all the water-

courses," now so often dry, run forever with

pure living water. Nay, a fountain springs

up in the house of the Lord, which flows down
the barren " Valley of Acacias"—the valley

trending down from Jerusalem to the Salt Sea,

the valley in which heretofore only the sand-

loving acacia could thrive—causing it to take

fertility again. Egypt and Edom—Egypt, the

open enemy of Israel ; and Edom, the false,

treacherous kinsman of Israel—these two, the

symbols of all t(\at exalts itself against God,

are smitten with an eternal barrenness and

desolation for the sins they have committed

against the chosen people ; while Judah and

Jerusalem, the Divine kingdom and the lioly

city, abide forever, God purging from them all

taints of evil not hitherto removed, that He
may dwell in them through all generations.

Our best comment on this passage is John's

vision of the new heaven and the new earth.

As the rapt apostle gazed into futurity, look-

ing for " the end of the Lord," he saw the holy

city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of

heaven from God. A river of water of life,

clear as crystal, proceeded out of the throne of

God, and " ran forth from the house of Jeho-

vah ;" and on either side of the river grew the

tree of life, bearing twelve manner of fruits,

and yielding its fruit every month. He saw

the city which had the glory of God, and could

never be moved, into which nothing could en-

ter that defiled. And as he gazed he heard a

great voice from the throne proclaiming, " Be-

hold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and

He will dwell with them, and they shall be His

people, and He shall be God with them, their

God."

In fine, the closing chapter of Joel's prophecy

is a brief apocalypse, cast in the forms of He-

brew thought and story indeed, and only dimly

bodied out, yet setting forth, in language

which even the Jews could not and did not

mistake, the terrors of the last judgment, the

issue of the time-long struggle of good with

evil, and the golden age of peace and fruitful

service which is to succeed to the conflicts and

storms of time. Cox.

Thus ends this grand, sublime and glorious

chapter I We might fitly apply these epithets

to the whole book, for few more sublime com-

positions can anywhere be found, distinguished

for conceptions so lofty, a style so pure, truths

so vast, so far-reaching, so vital to the moral

government of God over nations, and so fraught

with instruction to mankind. U. C.
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PROPHECY OF AMOS.

AMOS, INTRODUCTION; CHAPTERS I., II.

1 : 1 The words of Amos, who was among the lierdmen of Tekoa, wliicli he saw
ing Israel iu the days of Uzziah king of Judah, anu in the days of Jeroboam the son of Joasli

king of Israel, two years before the earthquake.
'

2 And he said. The Lokd shall roar from Zion, and utter hia voice from Jerusalem ; and the

pastures of the shepherds shall mourn, and the top of Carmel shall wither.

3 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Damascus, yea, for four, I will not turn

away the punishment thereof ; because they have threshed Gilead with threshing instru-

4 raents of iron : but I will send a fire into the house of Ilazael, and it shall devour the palaces

5 of Ben hadad. And I will break the bar of Damascus, and cut oft the inhabitant from the

valley of Aven, and him that holdeth the sceptre from the house of Eden : and the people of

Syria shall go into captivity unto Kir, saith the Lord.

6 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Gaza, yea, for four, I will not turn away
the punishment thereof ; because they carried away captive the whole people, to deliver

7 them up to Edom : but I will send a fire on the wall of Gaza, and it shall devour the palaces

8 thereof : and I will cut off the Inhabitant from Ashdod, and him that holdeth the sceptre

from Ashkelon ; and I will turn mine hand against Ekron, and the remnant of the Philistines

shall perish, saith the Lord God.

9 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Tyre, yea, for four, I will not turn away
the punishment thereof ; because they delivered up the whole people to Edom, and remem-

10 bered not the brotherly coyenant : but I will send a fire on the wall of Tyre, and it shall de-

vour the palaces thereof.

11 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Edom, yea, for four, I will not turn

away the punishment thereof ; because he did pursue his brother with the sword, and did

12 cast off all pity, and his anger did tear perpetually, and he kept his wrath forever : but I

will send a fire upon Teman, and it shall devour the palaces of Bozrah.

13 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of the children of Ammon, yea, for four,

I will not turn away the punishment thereof ; because they have ripped up the women with

14 child of Gilead, that they might enlarge their border : but I will kindle a fire in the Avail of

Rabbah, and it shall devour the palaces thereof, with shouting in the day of battle, with a

15 tempest in the day of the whirlwind : and their king shall go into captivity, he and his

princes together, saith the Lord.

2:1 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Moab, 3-ea, for four, I will not turn

away the punishment thereof ; because he burned the bones of the king of Edom into lime :

2 but I will send a fire upon Moab. and it shall devour the palaces of Kerioth ; and Moab shall

3 die with tumult, with shouting, and with the sound of the trumpet : and I will cut off the

judge from the midst thereof, and will slay all the princes thereof with him, saith the Lord.

4 Thus saith the Lord : For three transgressions of Judah, yea, for four, I will not turn

away the punishment thereof ; because they have rejected the law of the Lord, and have

not kept his statutes, and their lies have cau.sed them to err, after the which their fathers did

5 walk : but I will send a fire upon Judah, and it shall devour the palaces of Jerusalem.

6 Thus saith the Lord : For three tran.sgression3 of Israel, yea, for four, I will not turn

away the punishment thereof ; because they have sold the righteous for silver, and the needy

7 for a pair of shoes : that pant after the dust of the earth on the head of the poor, and turn

aside the way of tlie meek : and a man and his father will go unto the same maid, to profane

8 my holy name : and they lay themselves down beside every altar upon clothes taken in

9 pledge, and in the house of their God they drink the wine of such as have been fined. Yet

destroyed I the Amorite before them, whose height was like the height of the cedars, and he
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was strong as the oaks ; yet I destroyeJ his fruit from abovo, and his roots from beneath.

10 Also I brought you up out of the land of Egypt, and led you forty years in the wilderness,

11 to possess the land of the Amorite. And I raised up of your sons for prophets, and of your

young men for Nazirites. Is it not even thus, O ye children of Israel '? saith the Lord.

12 But ye gave the Nazirites wine to drink ; and commaaded the prophets, saying, Prophesy

13 not. Behold, I wiU press yoit in your place, as a cart presseth that is full of sheaves.

14 And flight shall perish from the swift, and the strong shall not strengthen his force, neither

15 shall the mighty deliver himself : neitlier shall lie stand that handleth the bow ; and he that

is swift of foot shall not deliver himself: neither shall he that rideth the horse deliver him-

16 self : and he that is courageous among the mighty shall flee away naked in that day, saith

the Lord.

Introduction. During the reign of Joash,

Jonah liad predicted the great successes of

Jeroboam II., the son of Joash. And the pre-

diction was fully accomplished in the forty-one

years of Jeroboam's reign. It was in the lat-

ter part of this reign that the prophets Amos
and Hosea uttered and recorded their predic-

tions of the final overthrow of the kingdom of

Israel. Amos was (as he tells us) a simple herd-

man and gatherer of wild figs, whose home
was in Tekoa, a village twelve miles south of

Jerusalem. Though a citizen of the kingdom

of Judah, he went und r a Divine impulse into

the adjoining kingdom of Israel. It was

mainly at Bethel, the chief seat of the calf-

worship introduced by the first Jeroboam, that

he uttered the prophecies of Israel's downfall

and ruin comprised in this book. B.

Bethel was about the same distance to the

north of Jerusalem that Tekoa was to the

south, and in a single day the shepherd of the

wilderness might traverse the twenty-four miles

that separated him from tlie chief scene of his

mission. He says that his prophetic vision

was granted to him in the days of Uzziah king

of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam the son

of Joash king of Israel, two years before the

earthquake. His words indicate the time when
those two kings were contemporary

—

i.e., from

B.C. 809-784. His mention (6 : 14) of the enter-

ing in of Hemath as the northern border of

Israel, implies that he prophesied after its re-

covery by Jeroboam (3 K. 14 ; 28). Besides

this, there does not appear to be any limitation

of time. B. C.

His ministry was exercised in the reign of

Jeroboam II., the son of Joash (Amos 1 : 1).

He was an able but ungodly monarch. Ho
adhered to the worship of the golden calves,

but administered the affairs of the kingdom

with great wisdom and energy in both its do-

mestic and its foreign relations, so that good

order and prosperity prevailed within, and the

boundaries of Israel were enlarged to the same

limit northward as in the time of Solomon

(2 K. 14 : 2.5, 27 ; cf. 1 K. 8 : 65). It had been

promised to Jehu that his sons to tlie fourth

generation should sit upon the throne of Israel

(3 K. 10 : 30). Jeroboam II. was the third in

this line of descent, and was succeeded by his

son Zechariah. w[io was assassinated by the

usurper Shallmn aft r a reign of si.x mouths

(2 K. 15 : 8, ;i(.). After this there was an al-

most unbroken series of assassinations and

usurpations until the kingdom was finally over-

thrown and the people carried away captive

by the king of Assyria. W. H. G.

His pursuits had been pastoral. He had
been among the shepherds of Tekoa. Much of

the imagery of his prophecies arose out of that

circumstance. He alludes to the height of the

cedars and the strength of the oaks, to the snar-

ing of birds and the roaring of the lion, to the

sifting of corn and the treading of grapes, to

the constellations of the heavens and the

changes of morning and evening—natural ob-

jects which had been familiar to him, as he

tended his sheep by day, or watched over his

focks by night. "We sec, too, in him, as in

Joel and other prophets, an intense sympathy
with the beautiful and magnificent in nature,

while throughout his discourses he breathes

that strong faith in Jehovah, as the personal

Creator and sustainer of all things, which dis-

tinguishes the Hebrew from the Gentile sage

or poet.

Amos was a man who distinctly saw God in

all the events of human history, as well as in

all the scenes of the material universe, having

that conviction of His personal and everlasting

presence which should be cherished by us as

we study the annals of the world, leading us

to paint over every picture of the past and

present a hand which the ungodly cannot, will

not see. "Shall a trumpet be blown in the

city, and the people not be afraid ? shall there

be evil in the city"—a misfortune as men call

it—" and the Lord hath not done it?" Like

Joel, too, he saw God as a moral governor, em-

ploying natural agencies for the punishment
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of sin. "With a deep sympathy in the justice

of tlie Ahnighty, on whomsoever His roil might
full, he calmly follows and records the sweep
of the Divine indignation, from Damascus to

Gaza—from Tyre to Edom—from Ammon to

Moah ; noting down the three transgressions

and four for which the judgment came, till the

circle n.arro-.vs, and the wings of retribution

ovcrsliadow thj very centre, where the prophet

himsr'lf is standing ; and for the three trans-

gressions and four of Judah and Israel, he de-

clares that a fire shall devour the palaces of

Jerusalem ; while the most courageous of the

Israelites
'

' shall flee away naked in that day,

saith the Lord. " Stour/hton.

It must also be noticed that Amos abounds

in terms, idioms and ritual allusions which
prove great familiarity with the Books of

Moses, and imply it on the part of those whom
he addressed. And as he has employed in his

writings the words that are found in the earlier

books, so later prophets have incorporated sev-

eral of his expressions in their works. B. C.

Commissioned especially to rebuke the sins

of Israel, he yet In the first and second chap-

ters denounces judgments on six other contig-

uous powers outside of Judah and Israel, and

then upon these two in like general terms.

Then in chaps. 3-6 he exposes and reproves in

detail the sins of Israel, and threatens judg-

ments therefor. The last three chapters differ

from this middle portion by the introduction

of visions for purposes of more vivid illustra-

tion, and by the blending of promise with the

general strain of threatening. The book closes

with predictions of peace and prosperity to the

kingdom of God on earth. H. C.

Genuineness and Unity of the Book. The

book, as it left the prophet's hands, is an or-

derly planned and perfect whole. Beyond one

or two possible omissions (4 : 3), or transposi-

tions (5:7 to follow 9), the genuineness and

unity of the book are almost bej'ond question.

It is in the interest of a theory rather than on

sufficient grounds of fact, that a few sections

are asserted to be interpolations— viz., 4 : 13
;

5 : 8, 9 ; 9 : 5, 6, and sometimes 6 : 2. The plan

of the book is well defined. Amos's message

is predominantly one of doom. His duty is to

denounce Divine judgment on Israel's incura-

ble depravity. He proclaims nothing less than

the downfall of the throne, the exile of the peo-

ple and the dissolution of the State.

The book consists of three sections. In the

first (1, 2) there is a general announcement of

approaching destruction as a punishment of

sin. The second section (3-6) expands and re-

iterates the indictment and the menace. Tlie

third (7-9) is a dramatic enforcement and sum-

ming-up of tlio impending doom, passing over

into promise for the future. These larger di-

visions fall easily into smaller subdivisions,

and a regular progression of thought may with

some degree of confidence be traced through

them. The first (1, 2) has the character of a

prelude. The seer has heard the roar of ap-

proaching judgment. He sees towering on the

northern horizon the black thunderstorm of

Assyrian invasion. Already, as in the lurid

light that preludes a storm, the fair face of

Canaan seems to grow pallid and withered

(1 : 2). Slowly the liglitning-laden cloud rolls

over the whole circle of Palestinian States,

striking with destruction now one, now an-

other (1 : 3-2 : 3), till at the seventh its fires

fall on Judah (3 : 4, 5), and then concentrate

their condensed and prolonged terrors upon
Israel (3 : 6-15). It is usually held that the

sins for wliich the nations are to be punished

are violations of humanity, but it is more con-

sistent to think that, as in the case of Judah
and Israel, the common cause of judgment is

tliwarting God s will in His gracious govern-

ment of mankind.

The next great division (3-6) consists of five

parts, marked by similar headings and order

of thought. The first emphasizes the certainty

of judgment. As surely as effect follows

cause and proves its existence, the prophet's

mission argues God in motion for judgment,

the Divine anger postulates sin in Israel, and

siu must bring ruin (3:1-4: 3). Next we have

the hopelessness of more moderate chastise-

ments producing an adequate repentance (4 : 4-

13). Then, as a natural sequel, follows an im-

passioned exposure of the ineradicable fixed-

ness of their religious and social declension

(5 : 1-18), which, in the two closing sections,

expands into a woe pronounced, first, on tneir

religious debasement (5 : 18-27). and, second,

on their moral corruption (6 : 1-14).

The last large division (7-9) is framed upon
five visions, devised to depict powerfully the

dark destiny of the nation. We have, first,

destruction by locusts ; second, by fire ; third,

the wall condemned upon application of the

plumb line (7 : 1-9). .At this point occurs the

interruption of the altercation with the priest

Amaziah (7 : 10-17). Resuming, the prophet

pictures under the symbol of ripe fruit the na-

tion's readiness for destruction, and works out

the thought at some length (8 : 1-14). Finally

he presents God standing over the altar in the

sinful temple, hurling it in ruins on the herds



of the worshippers, pursuing to his death the

last otie of the fugitives, and making an end of

old impenitent Israel (9 ; 1-10). But with ac-

complished judgment comes the recoil of recol-

lection, and the prophet proceeds to show how
the sifting of Israel among the nations will end

in restoration. Once more the ideal Davidic

rule and empire shall be established, and in

more than earthly prosperity and permanence

God's people shall possess God's land and be

God's kingdom on earth (9 : 11-15).

Literary Qualities. The literary merits of

the production must be rated very high. The
general information of the writer is comprehen-

sive and minute. He can paint in detail the

religious customs, the social conditions, the

local circumstances aud vicissitudes of every

part of the northern kingdom. With the geog-

raphy and history, the alliances and feuds,

trade relations, national institutions, and aspi-

rations of the neighboring nations, he is thor-

oughly familiar. He is possessed of profound

ideas about nature, providence, the movements

of races and their place and function in the

world's government.

For breadth of survey, for strength and mas-

siveness of conception, alike in morals and in

religion, lie is not surpassed by any of the

prophets. He is a poet, an orator, a philoso-

pher, and a statesman. But in those days and

in his social environment, he might be all this

without being a man of books aud cities. Na-

tive genius, interest in the traditions of his

people, intercourse with passing caravans, per-

sonal visits to distant parts, and a spirit awake

to the presence and working of God in human
history, past, present and future—these were

influences potent enough to educate the man,

and admirably adapted to prepare the way for

the prophet.

His style Is terse, dramatic and simple, but

verj' pointed and foicible. He loves brief, un-

involved sentences, though occasionally carried

away into passionate appeal or lyrical outbursts

of poetic delineation. He indulges much in

question, apostrophe and exclamation. He is

an orator more than an artist or a bard. With
all his simplicity we find traces of paranomasia,

rhythmic arrangement and rhetorical construc-

tion. His exposition abounds in rich and va-

ried imagery derived from nature, and striking

illustrations taken from evcry-day life. The
ordered arrangement, compact style and gen-

eral literary finish of his book suggest slow,

careful and Ici'urely construction, while the

fire of its invective, the impetus of its appeals

and the terrible directness of its denunciation

prove it the record and embodiment of speech

origin9,lly orally delivered.

Tfie Prophet's Teaching. The teaching of

Amos is a matter-of fact protest against definite

sins and errors, and a practical preparation to

secure the triumph of religion in impending

strains and changes. Israel, intoxicated by
success, and lured by the flesh, had forsaken

the true Jehovah. The god of the calf-wor-

ship was a physical and carnal deity, pleased

with a sensual service, pacified by sacrifices,

careless of j ustice and truth and mercy. Tlie

life of the nation may be eaten out by oppres-

sion, and corruption, and luxury, and lust, but

Israel is Jehovah's people, and—so they argued

—He will not for persoaal pride permit them
to suffer loss, but the day of their need will be

the day of His gracious and triumphant inter-

vention. This bliud superstition was destined

speedily to be shattered by the overwhelming

avalanche of Assyrian invasion. If faith was
to survive, then the lesson of Providence must
be interpreted beforehand and set in its true

light.

This was the mission of Amos and of the

prophets that followed him. Jehovah was not

the God the people fancied Him. Sacrifices

and incense are nothing to Him whose throne

is the universe. Jehovah is a God of mercy

and righteousness. With this corrupt Israel

He is not pleased, but displeased. Them in-

deed He chose out of all the nations of the earth

to be His people. But, therefore, He will not

favor them. He will the more sternly punish

their sins. His day of visitation is at hand,

but for unrighteous Israel it will be a day, not

of deliverance, but of vengeance. He has al-

ready gathered the fires of His fury together,

and is about to launch them on the States of

Palestine, and to execute just retribution on

His guilty people. These were startling and

creative conceptions, whose value in the growth

of revelation was immense. For a national and

fleshly notion of the covenant tie between God
and Israel his teaching substituted an ethical

and religious. In place of a merely natural

explanation of the world's course, it presented

the sublime thought of a righteous government

and guidance of human history. Beyond all

else, it set forth the ethical nature of the Crea-

tor and Ruler of the world in unapproachable

majesty and might. In the words of a very

helpful writer :
" Morality is that for the sake

of which all things exist ; it is the alone essen-

tial thing in the world. It is no postulate, no

idea, but at once a necessity and a fact, the

most intensely living of personal powers—
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Jehovah the God of hosts." That is a great

lesson, and one that religion is too apt to for-

get.

On the surface Amos may seem to malce too

much of mere morality, but it is only an ap-

pearance. With him, to do right is to serve

God, and the motive must be the love of God
and of our neighbor. The central note of his

prophecy rings lilie a prelude of the great def-

inition of the apostle :
" Pure religion and un-

defiled before God and the Father is this, To
visit the fatherless and widows in their afflic

tion, and to keep himself unspotted fiom the

world." ElinMie.

Chap. 1. After a very brief introduction,

which gives us the name of the author and the

date of his prophecies, the chapter proceeds at

once to name the crowning sin of five adjacent

nations, and to announce the judgments of God
upon tliem. They are Syria, the Pliilistines,

Tyre, Edom and Ammon. His main object in

this is to make the stronger impression upon
Israel. If for their sins God must scourge and

even exterminate heathen powers sitting in the

dimness of the light of nature, how much more

must He for your sins scourge you to whom
His Word has come ! H. C.

1. The toords of Amos. The prophets do not

all use the same formula as the preface of their

message. Frequently it is Tlie word of the

Lord came. The opening of Jeremiah is ex-

actly the same as we find here

—

TJie words of

Jeremiah. In each case the context shows that

th£ words of the prophet were not his own,

strictly speaking, but had a Divine origin.

Here Amos says that he saw these ^oords. and

the verb which he uses is limited to prophetic

vision. What he utters, therefore, was not re-

vealed to him by flesh and blood, but by the

God of Israel. B. C.

How natural does it now seem that Amos,
living at Tekoah. should have been a " herd-

man" ! For Tekoah is situated just within

the edge of the great wilderness, and most of

its people would be herdsmen and shepherds

—

the region being adapted only to pasturage

—

like as David, though living at Bethlehem, the

fruitful, still, since Bethlehem was near the

wilderness, kept his father's flocks, and carried

them into the pastures of such desert-wilds as

were the haunt of lions and bears. Bart.

" Two years before the earthquake," in King
Uzziah's reign ; a visitation which struck such

terror into the hearts of the people that Zech-

ariah (chap. 14 : 5) still dwells upon it even

after the return from Babylon. But well

known as it was then, there is nothing to settle

its date now. All we know is that it happened
while Jeroboam II. was still alive, and at the

height of his glory, and probably, therefore,

during the first twenty years of Uzziah's reign.

R. P. S.

2. The original word "roar" is used com-
monly of the lion, and denotes here that the

Lord has aroused Himself like the lion of the

forest, to assert His rule among the nations,

and especially to visit retribution on those

which had filled up the measure of their sins.

The lash half of the verse is characteristic of

Amos. A man who came up among herdmen
would naturally think of these rather than

other effects of the Lord's sore judgments.

Carmel was ordinarily clothed with verdure

even to its summit ; hence the fitness of saying
'

' the top of Carmel shall wither.
'

' This moun-
tain lay in the northwest part of the kingdom
of the Ten Tribes. The word Carmel means a

fruitful field, a fact whic'u makes this allusion

the more forcible.

3. In the passage commencing here and ex-

tending to chap. 2 : 6, eight kingdoms are

brought up in succession, with Judah and

Israel last. Each receives its message, begin-

ning, " Thus saith the Lord ;" in each is the

phraseology—"For three transgressions, and
for four, I will not reverse it ;" each specifies

the last and most heinous crime, for which,

especially (it would seem), the j udgment named
is sent ; and each closes with naming the judg-

ment. This remarkable uniformity in style no

doubt had its object. It naturally implied

that the same God of nations was taking them
all successively in hand to administer justice

and j udgment upon each and on the same prin-

ciples, common to all. It was well adapted to

confirm the impression that Jehovah is indeed

the ruler of nations, and holds them to a sol-

emn responsibility, Jiere in time, to bear them-

selves justly and not oppressively toward each

other. Moreover, as already intimated, these

nations contiguous to Judah and Israel are

mentioned first, to prepare the minds of the

men of Judah and Israel to hear their own sin

and doom—first to stir up their sense of justice

and draw out their approval of God's righteous

ways, and then to say to them, " Thou art the

man !" " Damascus" represents Syria, a

strong and flourishing kingdom on the north

and northeast of Israel. It was the capital.

Their last sin was that of " threshing Gilead"

—putting its inhabitants to torture and death

under the huge threshing-wain, armed with

savage iron teeth, and drawn by animals over

the grain.



4, 5. The judgment was a devouring fire

sent on the royiil liouse of Ilazac), and of his

son and successor, Beuhadad. (Both Iiis fatlier

and liis son bore this name, Ben-hadad ; but

Amos must allude to the son. See 2 K. 13 : 3,

94 ) Tiglath-pileser, king of Assyria, fulfilled

this prediction. He took the i^cople into cap-

tivity to Kir, the river and region known as

Cyrus, in Iberia. (See this fact in history,

2 K. 16 : 9.) " The king of Assyria went up
against Damascus and took it, and carried the

people of it captive to Kir, and slew Rezin."

ft-8. Gaza, the northern of the five chief

cities of the Philistines, represents here the

whole cluster. Gath, the only one of the five

not named here, is omitted, probably because

il was already laid waste

—

i.e., during the reign

of Uzziah (2 Chron. 36 : 6, 7). This was within

the personal knowledge of Amos. Their crown-

ing sin was that they carried the entire body of

their captives to Edom and sold them for slaves.

9, 10. Tyre suflEercd fearfully from the arms

of both Nebuchadnezzar and Alexander the

Great. They were the fire of Jehovah's ven-

geance upon her, specially for her sin of selling

all her captives into the horrible slave marts of

Edom.
II, 12. Edom himself comes next—an an-

cient kingdom southeast from Palestine, strong

in arms, and very considerably advanced in

culture at the time when Israel, forbidden by

him to travel through his territory, journeyed

round it to reach the Jordan ard pass into

Canaan, b.c. 1451. His crowning sin lay in

his animosity against his brother Jacob. In-

tensely jealous of the greatness of the Hebrew
nation, Edom had almost never neglected any

opportunity to let loose his wrath upon them.

As stated here, he had " pursued his brother

with the sword," and had " cast off all pity."

The original more precisely says he " corrupt-

ed," in the sense of suppressing and smother-

ing the natural dictates of sympathy and com-

passion. " His anger did te»'"—the common
word used when savage beasts of prey tear in

pieces their victims, and he " kept his wrath

forever," not suffering even the lapse of time

to abate its ferocity. Tenian and Bozrah were

principal cities in Edom, and here represent

the nation. H. C.

1 1 . Pursued him with the sword. We have

instances enough of their aggressive warfare

recorded in the historical books ; but the

prophet's ivords imply many more. The lan-

guage of Jehoshaphat's prayer shows what

had been the temper of Edom and Israel re-

spectively. " The children of Ammon and

Moab and Mount Seir, whom Thnu wouldest

not let Israel invade, when they came out of

the land of Egypt, but they turned from them,

and destroyed them not ; behold, they reward

us, to come to cast us out of Thy possession,

which Thou hast given us to inherit" (3 Chron.

30 : 10, 11). Edom's sin and punishment are

the burden of ObaJiah's prophecy. B. C.

13-15. Ammon and Moab, nations taking

their name and descent from the two sons of

Lot, were ancient kingdoms on the east of Jor-

dan, and of course contiguous to the country

of the two and a half tribes here called Gilcad.

The last and fatal sin of Ammon was their hor-

rid cruelty upon the pregnant mothers of

Gilcad, as if it were their purpose to extermi-

nate not only the living population, but the

unborn no less. God holds nations solemnlj'

responsible for the sin of cruelty. It was an

insignificant apology for such cruelty that they

wanted more territory. The indignation of

the Lord against them for such cruelty stands

out in the grouping of fire, the war-cry of bat-

tle, the tempest and whirlwind, among the fig-

ures that set forth the vengeance due and about

to fall on Ammon. Oh, how sublimely grand

is such vengeance on a nation guilty of such

horrid sin ! Let us not fail to note the solemn

lesson, which all people of every age should

learn from this recital of Jehovah's judgments

on nations for violating the plain dictates of

common justice and humanity.

Cliap. 2. This chapter continues the un-

finished series of kingdoms doomed for their

national sins—Moab, the last outside of the

chosen people ; then Judah and Israel. Israel

once reached, becomes the subject of rebuke,

expostulation, and threatened doom throughout

this chapter and the four next following. H. C.

4. Judah. The other nations had nnned

without laio ; they had violated the dictates of

conscience. Edom hiid been pitiless, Moab im-

pious toward the dead. But Judah knew God,

as the Lord, a covenant God. They had His

written laio, the revelation of Ilis will, and de-

spised it. In the law and commandments of

God they possessed the truth. They forsook

this for lies, idols, images of false gods, and

this from very early times. Their fathers had

walked after—had worshipped these. They
preferred Baal-pcor, and Baalim and Ashtaroth,

to the true God that brought them out of

Egypt, who daily fed, guarded and guided

them. The lies that they loved deceived them,

and their descendants were led astray by their

example.

5 . / will send a fire. This prediction was lit-
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erally fulfilled. (See 2 K. 25 : 9.) It is re-

peated by Jeremiah (17 : 27).

6. brad. The prophet having threatened

the neighboring nations and Judah for tlieir

sins, now addresses the kingdom of Israel, and

dilates upon their transgressions. Four kinds

are enumerated : injustice, hardness of heart

toward the poor, Incest, luxury combined with

idolatry. B. C.

6-8, Last of all is Israel, the northern king-

dom, to whom especially the prophet Amos
was sent. It is remarkable that their chief

sins, as here developed, lay in the lino of im-

moralities against their fellow-men ; the viol i-

tion of natural rights, the oppression of the

poor and dishonoring the law of chastity. This

Book of Amos discloses startling facts in re-

spect to the luxury of the wealthy, and their

oppression of the poor. " They sold the right-

eous for silver ;" good men, bearing God's im-

age, and beloved of him for their moral integ-

rity, they sold for paltry silver I They " sold

the poor for a pair of shoes, " so cheap did they

hold personal liberty and the rights of man-

hood ! H. C.

The particular sins for which the Israelites

are threatened with punishment were their

notorious cruelty and oppression in the corrupt

administration of justice ; their covetousness,

in perverting justice for the most paltry rec-

ompense ; their licentious and incestuous com-

merce. Damtus.

9. And I^I destroyed the Amorite. This is

the preface to an enumeration of the signal

favors conferred upon Israel, requited by the

transgressions just mentioned. The Amorite,

as being the most powerful of the Canaanite

nations, stood for all. So in the next verse

Canaan is called the land of the Amorite. Thus

in Egyptian inscriptions of early date. In the

narrowest sense the name belongs to the dwell-

ers on the mountainous country west of the

Dead Sea. Two emblems are used to repre-

sent the majestic bearing of the Amorite, as

well as his strength—the cedar and the oak.

The name for the latter in Hebrew is expressive

of strength. The prophet Ezekiel (31) repre-

sents the glory of Assyria under imagery sup-

plied by the cedar. And often elsewhere the

same tree is the favorite symbol of stateliness

and dignity. The Israelites in their own esti-

mation were as grasshoppers (Num. 13 ; 33). It

was not then by their own strength that they

prevailed. It was God Himself who hewed
down their gigantic foes, and deUroyed them
root and branch. B. C.

1 1 . The order of prophets seems not to have
been specially provided for in the Mosai'- insti-

tutes, but sprang up under the law of demand
—the exigencies of later times. For the order

of Nazarites, however, special provision was
made. (See Num. 6.) The persons composing
this order were often set apart from their birth

—e.g., Samson and Samuel. They were to ab-

stain saoredly and specially from wine and
from ever3thiag else that could intoxicate,

standing as living witnesses to the value of

temperance and a perpetual protest against

self-indulgence. It was truly a favor to the

people that the Lord took His prophets and

Nazarites from their own sons.

12. " Ye gave the Nazarites wine to drink,"

seducing them into the violation of their vows,

and thus paralyzing their influence. " Ye for-

bid the prophets to prophesy." In some cases

they persecuted, imprisoned and murdered

God's prophets, to suppress their testimony.

Such a people must be fast filling up the meas-

ure of their iniquities. II. C.

IS. Its meaning may be conveyed by, Ifeel
pressed or straitened. In the wilderness the

Almighty appeared to His people, saying,

" Thou hast seen how the Lord thy God bare

thee as a man doth bear his son" (Deut. 1 : 81).

With the like condescension He here speaks :

Behold, I, even /, feel the pressure of your sins,

as tlie cart that is full of sheaves {full as it can

hold is the meaning of the idiom) feels its heavy

load. Similar is the language used by God in

Isaiah, " Thou hast wearied Me with thine in-

iquities" (43 : 24 ; cf. 1 : 14 ; 7 : 13 ; Mai.

2 : 17). B. C.

14. Therefore the flight shall perish from tlie

sicift, etc. That is, God shall render ineffec-

tual all their resources and methods of escape
;

whether they be natural, as swiftness of foot

and strength of body, or acquired by industry,

diligence and wit, as power and authority

among others, skill in battle, or riches and

horses trained for war. Hence appears the

vanity of all human devices set up in opposi-

tion to the judgments of God. Nothing but

God's mercy can deliver us from His justice ;

and that mercy is to be obtained only by true

repentance through the promises of God in

Christ Jesus. Danaus.
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AMOS, CHAPTERS III. IV.

3 : 1 Hear this word tliat the Loud liath spoken against j'ou, O cliildrcn of Israel, against

3 the wiiole family wiiich I brouglit up out of tlie laud of Egypt, saying, You only have I

known of all the families of the earth : therefore I will visit upon you all your iniquities.

3, 4 Shall two walk together, except tliey have agreed ? Will a lion roar in the forest, when

5 he hath no pre}' ? will a young lion cry out of his den, if he have taken nothing ? Can a

bird fall in a snare upon the earth, where no gin is set for him ? shall a snare spring up from

6 the ground, and have taken nothing at all ? Shall the trumpet be blown in a city, and the

7 people not be afraid ? shall evil befall a city, and the Lord hath not done it ? Surely the

Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets.

8 The lion hath roared, who will not fear ? the Lord God hath spoken, who can but

prophesy 1

9 Publish ye in the palaces at Ashdod, and in the palaces in the land of Egypt, and say,

Assemble yourselves upon the mountains of Samaria, and behold what great tumults are

10 therein, and what oppressions in the midst thereof. For they know not to do right, saith

11 the Loud, who store up violence and robbery in their palaces. Therefore thus saith the Lord

God : An adversary thei-e shall be, even round about the land : and he shall bring down thy

32 strength from thee, and thy palaces shall be spoiled. Thus saith the Lord : As the shepherd

rescueth out of the mouth of the lion two legs, or a piece of an car ; so shall the children of

Israel be rescued that sit in Samaria in the corner of a couch, and on the silken cushions of a

13 bed. Hear ye, and testify against the house of Jacob, saith the Lord God, the God of hosts.

14 For in the day that I shall visit the transgressions of Israel upon him, I will also visit the

15 altars of Beth-el, and the horns of the altar shall be cut off, and fall to the ground. And I

will smite the winter house with the summer house ; and the houses of ivory shall perish,

and the great houses shall have an end, saith the Loud.

4 : 1 Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan, that are in the mountain of Samaria, which op-

press the poor, which crush the needy, which say unto their lords, Bring, and let us drink.

3 The Lord God hath sworn by his holiness, that, lo, the days shall come upon you, that they

3 shall take you away with hooks, and your residue with fish hooks. And ye shall go out at

the breaches, every one straight before her ; and j'e shall cast yourselves into Harmon, saith

the Lord.

4 Come to Beth-el, and transgress ; to Gilgal, nnd multiply transgression ; and bring your

5 sacrifices every morning, and your tithes ever}' three days; and ofler a sacrifice of thanks-

giving of that which is leavened, and proclaim freewill ofEerings and publish them : for this

6 liketh you, O ye children of Israel, saith the Lord God. And 1 also have given you clean-

ness of teeth in all your cities, and want of breatl in all your places : yet have ye not returned

7 unto me, saith the Lord. And I also have withholden the rain from you, when there were

yet three months to the harvest : and I caused it to rain upon one city, and caused it not to

rain upon another city : one piece was rained upon, and the piece whereupon it rained not

8 withered. So two or three cities wandered unto one city to drink water, and were not satis-

9 fled : 3'et have ye not returned unto me, saith the Lord. I have smitten you with blasting

and mildew : the multitude of your gardens and your vineyards and your fig trees and your

olive trees hath the palmerworm devoured : yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the

10 Lord. I have sent among you the pestilence after the manner of Egypt : your young men
have I slain with the sword, and have carried away your horses ; and I have made the stink

of your camp to come up even into your nostrils : yet have ye not returned unto me, saith

11 the Lord. I have overthrown some among you, as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomor-

rah, and ye were as a brand plucked out of the burning : yet have ye not returned unto me,

13 saith the Lord. Therefore thus will I do unto thee, O Israel : and because I will do this

13 unto thee, prepare to meet thy God, O Israel. For, lo, he that formeth the mountains, and

createth the wind, and declareth unto man what is his thought, that makoth the morning

darkness, and treadeth upon the high places of the earth ; the Lord, the God of hosts, is his
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Chap. 3. This chnptcr cnntinucs the same

stmin, exposing tlic sins of the people, show-

ing that the Almighty awakes to judgment

against them, and calls His prophet to reveal

the fearful truth. Foreign nations are sum-

moned to witness the sins of Samaria, and again

her doom is announced. II. C.

2. Isnicl's sins were not liki; those of other

nations. They were sins against light and

love. Jlercy, favor and instruction had been

lavished upon them. Thus they had more to

answer for, their guilt was greater. Therefore

He who chose them would pvnish them. But

however severe the punishment, God rimted

His people in love. He did not cast them off.

Chastisement was a token of Ilis love. lie

would not let them be as others who knev,-

Ilim not. By judgments, by warnings, by

threats He would bring them back to Himself ;

and if they did uot return to Him, it would be

only because they would not.

3-8. The key to these short parables that

follow is in the words of verses 7, 8. No
prophet speaks his own words, utters his own
thoughts, expresses his own fears and forebod-

ings, lie lias been admitted to share some of

the secret counsels of God (verso 7), whose ser-

vant he is. And he may not ; nay, ho cannot

conceal what has been revealed to him. He
must propheiy. Whether, therefore, Israel

would listen or not, Amos has a message from

God to deliver, he must give warning of im-

pending judgments. And he explains the tw-

cessity that is laid upon !iim by illustrations

drawn from ordinary life, all of which show

that where there is a cause we look for an ef-

fect, and where we observe an eflfect we are

sure that there must be a cause. Further, all

the images employed except the first are such

as fill the mind v.ith alarm.

3. Tico irnlk together ? Does not their walk-

ing together necessarily imply that they pre-

viously agreed upon time and place of meeting,

and that they have a common object in view ?

The question, if taken in connection with the

previous verses, would suggest the thought of

Israel's stubborn refusal to ^mlk in the ways

of God, and it might remind them of the lan-

guage used in the law, "If ye will not be re-

formed by Me, but will walk contrary unto

Me ; then will I also walk contrary unto you"

(Lev. 26 : 23, 24). B. C.

" While you continue to walk contrary to

God, you can look for no other than that He
should walk contrary to you." We cannot

expect that God should be present with us, or

act for us, unless we be reconciled to Him.

God and man cannot walk together, except

they be agreed ; unless we agree with God in

our end, which is His glory, we cannot walk

with Him by the way. H.

3-6. I paraphrase thus. Can Goil and Israel

walk together unless agreed in sj'mpathy of

purpose and character, as they are not now ?

Will the Lord roar out of Zion in premonitory

forcshadowings of coming vengeance, when
there is no prey to fall upon ? Can the people

fall under war and captivity where no war is,

and no'captivity, and there is no wrath of God

to fear? Are those threatened judgments

really nothing? Are not people wont to be

afraid when they hear the clarion blast of war ?

And shall they not fear as much now, before

the awful blast of Jehovah's trumpet, calling

out the nations to bring war on his land 1 Shall

we not recognize God's agency as including

and working all the inflictions of calamity that

fall on guilty cities? This " evil in the city"

which verse 6 assumes that the Lord has done

must be calamity, not sin. The strain of the

whole passage is of natural evil—the judg-

ments about to come from God on apostate and

guilty Israel. To construe this evil, therefore,

as being sin, and not calamit_v, is to ignore the

whole current of thought, and to outrage the

soundest, most vital laws of interpretation.

Moreover, common justice toward God forbids

this construction—" Shall there be sin in the

city, and the Lord hath not done it?" This

would assume that God is the doer of all the

sin in our world ! H. C.

5. Cent a bird fall in a snare upon tlie earth,

cohere no gin is ? As birds are not caught with-

out the net of the fowler being already set and

laid, and as the fowler doth not take up his

nets before he has secured a prey, so neither

doth God threaten these things without being

prepared to execute Ills judgments, nor will

He withdraw His hand, but will punish you

except ye repent.

6. By the " evil" here spoken of is not to be

understood sin or the evil of guiltiness, but

affliction or trouble, or the evil of punishment
;

for God is not either the author or the cause of

our sin, but we ourselves (cf. James 1 : 13,

14 ; IIos. 13 ; 9). Danams.

Let them know that all their troubles came

from the hand of God's providence, and from

the counsel of His will ; verse 6, Shall there

be evil in a city, in a family, in a nation, and

the Lord has not done it, appointed it and per-

formed what He appointed ? The evil of sin

is from ourselves, it is our own doing ; but the

evil of trouble, personal or public, is from God,
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and is His doing ; ivhoever are the instruments,

God is tlie principal agent. Out of His mouth

both evil and good proceed. H.

7. " Shall I hide from Abraham," God says

to Himself, " shall I hide from Abraham that

thing which I do ?" When it is God's purpose

to accomplish here below a consecutive work,

must He not of necessity, unless He is to work

an infinite series of miracles, associate with

Himself a certain number of free agents, who
shall CO operate with Him ? For that end lie

must first draw them to Himself ; then, in or-

der that they may work intelligently and freely.

He must initiate them into His plan, so far at

least as they are to participate in its fulfilment
;

which presupposes one or more acts of revela-

tion. One of the prophets expressed in the

following words tills fact, of which he fslt

himself the living proof: "Can two toalk to-

gether, except they be agreed? . . . surely the

Lord God will do nothing, but He rexcalcth His

secret unto His servants the prophets." Oodet.

8. The Lord is wont to forewarn His people

by His prophets before He smites them with

desolating judgments. This forewarning the

prophet now g'ives, as verse 8 implies :

" The

lion hath roared." God has uttered His fear-

ful note of warning as one about to smite
;

who can refuse to prophesy wlien thus called

to it of God ? The prophet means to say that

in the presence of such demonstrations of com-

ing judgments, he should be not only false to

God, but false to his countrymen, if he did not

solemnly announcs God's message, and call

them to repentance.

9. This is a call to the people of Ashdod and

Egypt, and, by implication, to all the nations

named and doomed in the first two chapters, to

convene upon the mountains that overlook

8amaria, and be witnesses to her great tumults,

disorders and crimes, and to the oppressions

done in the midst of her. Guilty as those na-

tions are, they will see deeper guilt and more

outrageous crime in Samaria. They are to be

witnesses of her doom ; let them first witness

her sins.

10. These are the people of Samaria. De-

spite of all the light of nature and the super-

added light of Divine revelation, they yet act

as if they knew not hovv to do right. The

trouble is not their ignorance, but their moral

peryerseness. Knowledge of duty does them

no good : they will go on in sin as if tbcy had

no moral sense—no knowledge of right. H. C.

Who store U2). In the Hebrew this is a par-

ticiple, the storers, making the phrase more em-

phatic and personal. And what did they store

up f To them it seemed that their palaces were
filled with silver and gold, with corn and wine,

with whatever could minister to their conven-

ience or luxury. But In the eyes of the Lord

tluy stared up violence and robbery, for all was
gained unjustly, wrung by oppression from

the weak. And they had been in fact only

treasuring up wratk against tlie day of wrath.

B. C.

11. There shall come an enemy—one who
shall pervade the whole land. He shall bring

down thy strength, and shall spoil thy palaces.

The Assyrians were this enemy. The desola-

tion they wrought was complete, as the reader

may see in 3 K. 17.

12. Some of the people might have fled to

Damascus for refuge ; hence this reference to

the few left there. The devastation would be

most terrific and complete.

13-15. The curse of extermination fell on

Samaria mainly because her wealth was ill-

gotten, and represented her cruel, iniquitous

oppression of the poor and innocent.

Chap. 4. The prophet still addresses the

proud, oppressive, but effeminate people of

Samaria, describing them (verse 1) ;
predicting

their captivity (verses 2, 3) ; in irony, bidding

them go on in their sins (verses 4, 5) ; reciting

successive judgments from God — famine,

drought, blasting, pestilence, and the over-

throw of some of them even as Sodom—all,

however, failing to bring them back to God
(verses 6-11) ; therefore the Almighty bids

them prepare to meet Him in His desolating

judgments (verses 13, 13). H. C.

The reign of .Teroboam II. was one of brill-

iant military success and of profound moral

degradation. No sterner picture of an utterly

rotten social state was ever drawn than this

book gives of the luxury, licentiousness and

oppressiveness of the ruling classes. This

chapter deals rather with the religious declen-

sioQ underlying the moral filth, and sets forth

the self-willed idolatry of the people (verses

4, 5), their obstinate resistance to God's merci-

ful chasti.sement (verses 6-11), and the heavier

impending j udgment (verses 13, 13). A. M.

1. Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan. Hear

this, ye great and rich men of Samaria, that

feed full and carelessly, like the kine in the

fat pastures of Bashau
;
ye who oppress the

poor and crush the needy ; and say to your

princes and judges. Set deep fines and con-

demn freely, that we may feast upon the of-

fences of the people. Bp. II.

1-3. Bashan, a region on the east of Jordan,

was renowned for its rich pastures ind breeds
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of cattle, fine, fat and strong. (See De.

33 : 14 ; Ps. 32 : 13 ; Ezek. 39 : 18.) Especially

the " bulla of Biishan," as in David's reference

(Ps. 23 : 12), were fat, strong, fearless, fero-

cious :
" Strong bulls of Bashau have beset ine

round." Perhaps with a tacit but cutting allu-

sion to them, Amos meant to say ,

" Ye cows

(not bulls) of Baslian, fat enough indeed and

well fed ; fierce and cruel enough toward your

helpless poor ; but shamefully effeminate and

cmnirdly where real danger lies—hear ye these

words ! The Lord is about to put His hook in

your nose, and take you away to a hopeless

captivity. Ye shall be driven out through the

breaches made in your city walls, as a man
drives out his cows through a gap in their

fence—each cow straightforward. This is the

general course of thought in these three verses.

H. C.

3. And ye shall go out. The prophet here

recurs to his first image, the kinc of Bashan.

The walls of Samaria would be broken down
by the besieger. Those who had oppressed

the needy and crushed the poor would not have

the courage to stand in the breach and risk thoir

lives there. Like the cattle to which they are

compared, driven through a gap, they would

go out, each straight before lier, hurrying away
ignominiously into exile

4, 5. The prophet speaks In irony ; not in

mercy, but in judgment. He bids them go on

in the path that they have deliberately chosen,

"This liketli you, O ye children of Israel"

(verse 5) ; or, as in margin. So ye lore ; at the

same time warning them that to persist was

to miiltiply transgression, as the word has been

explained before (3 : 14) ; it was to multiply

acts of treason and rebellion against God.

B. C. These verses continue and even in-

tensify the strain of irony. " Come to Bethel,

and sin on, since so you like ; try it, if you

will !" Bethel and Gilgal were places noted

for idol worship. H. C.

The lessons of this burst of sarcasm are plain.

The subtle influence of self creeps in even in

worship, and makes it hollow, unreal and pow-

erless to bless the worshipper. Obedience is

better than costly gifts. The beginning and

end of all worship, which is not at the same

time transgression, is the submission of tiistes,

will and the whole self. Again, men will lav-

ish gifts far more freely in apparent religious

service, which is but the worship of their re-

flected selves, than in true service of God.

Again, the purity of willing offerings is marred

when they are given in respon.se to a loud call,

or, when given, are proclaimed with acclama-

tions. Let >is not suppose that all the brunt of

Amos's indignation fell only on these old dev-

otees. The principles involved in it have a

sharp edge, turned to a great deal which is al-

lowed and fostered among ourselves. A. M.
Intense devotion to religious service don't

offset unrighteousness. You can't do evil all

the week and balance up the ledger by a de-

vout service on Sabbath. You can't do wicked-

ness and then cover up the wickedness by in-

tense churchism. The attempt has been made
in every age. Some men seem to have a fancy

for that kind of double-entry book-keeping,

and they think they can balance the one with

the other, that they can work up so much en-

thusiasm in church work as to cover all their

sins, and so exactly keep the new moons and

the fast days that it will conceal the wicked-

ness Ihey are guilty of. Amos is very clear-

headed on that. He says, " Go multiply your

sacrifices if you will, come up to Gilgal, bring

your sheep and oxen and sacrifice them there ;

go clear down to Bcersheba if you wish to, but

understand distinctly that does not take the

place of righteousness.
'

' Church is good when
it produces righteousness. Church, religious

service, religious exercises, religious enthusi-

asm—all that belongs to the external service of

the Church, all that is excellent so long as it

produces religious life, genuine integrity of

character, charitable and sympathetic feeling

toward mankind, and a devout service and loy-

alty to God. Jeffers.

6. After declaring the presumptuous idolatry

of the Israelites, the prophet describes their

obstinate continuance in it, which was such

that they could not be withdrawn from it by

any afflictions or punishments, and be turned

to worship and serve the true God. In this

and the following verses are enumerated the

several atflictions with which they were vis-

ited, such as famine, verse 6 ; drought, verses

7, 8 ; destruction of the fruits of the earth,

verse 9
;
pestilence, war and defeat, verse 10 ;

and the overthrow of some of their cities, verse

11. At the end of each of these punishments

it is to be observed that the prophet adds in

the name of the Lord, "yet have ye not re-

turned unto Me." Danmis.

6-11. God complains of His people's incor-

rigibleness under the judgments which He had

brought upon them in order to their humilia-

tion and reformation. He had by E':veral

tokens intimated to them His displeasure that

they might by repentance make their peace

with Him ; but it had not that effect. It is

five times repeated in these verses, as the bur-
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den of the charge, " Yet have you not returned

unto Me, saith the Lord
;
you have been sev-

eral times corrected, but in vain
;
you are not

reclaimed, there is no sign of amendment.

Tou have been sent for by one messenger after

another, but you have not come back, you

have not come home." This intimates that

that -which God designed in all His providen-

tial rebukes was to influence them to return to

Him. That if they had returned to their God

they should have been accepted. He would

have bid them welcome, and the troubles they

were in should have been removed. That the

reason why God sent further troubles was, be-

cause former troubles had not done the work,

otheiTvise it is no pleasure to the Almighty

that He should afliiet. That God was grieved

at their obstinacy, and took it unkindly that

they should force Him to do that which He did

so unwillingly. " You have not returned to

Me from whom you have revolted, to Me with

whom you are in covenant, to Me who stand

ready to receive you, to Me who have so often

called you." H.

The blaze of indignation changes into wound-

ed tenderness, as the prophet speaks in the

name of God, and recounts the dreary monot-

ony of failure attending all God's loving at-

tempts to arrest Israel's departure by the mercy

of judgment. Mark the sad cadence of the

fivefold refrain, "Ye have not returned unto

Me, saith tlie Lord. " That repeated complaint

of the Inefficacy of chastisements has in it a

tone of sorrow and of wonder which do not

belong only to the prophet. If we remember

who it was who was " grieved at the blindness

of their heart," and who " wondered at their

unbelief," we shall not fear to recognize here

the attribution of the same emotions to the

heart of God. To Amos, famine, drought,

blasting, locusts, pestilence and probably earth-

quake, were five messengers of God, and Amos
was taught by God. If we looked deeper, we
should see more clearly. The true view of the

relation of all material things and events to

God is this which the herdsman of Tekoa pro-

claimed. These messengers were not " mir-

acles," but they were God's messengers all the

same. Behind all phenomena stands a personal

will, and they are nearer the secret of the uni-

verse who see God working in it all, than they

who see all forces except the One which is the

only true force. " I give cleanness of teeth.

I have withlioldeu the rain. I have smitten. I

have sent the pestilence. I have overthrown

some of you." To the prophet's eye the world

is all aflame with a present God. In the case

of the individual, he is a wise man who regards

all outward evil as having a possible bearing

on his bettering spiritually. " If a drought

comes, learn to look to your irrigation, and

don't cut down your forests so wantonly," say

the wise men nowadaj's. " If pestilence breaks

out, see to your drainage." By all means.

These things, too, are God's commandments,
and we have no right to interpret the conse-

quences of infraction of physical laws as being

meant to punish nations for their breach of

moral and religious ones. If we were prophets,

we might, but not else. But still, is God so

poor that He can have but one purpose in a

providence? Every sorrow, of whatever sort,

is meant, to produce all the good effects which

it naturally tends to produce ; and, since every

experience of pain and loss and grief naturally

tends to wean us from earth, and to drive us to

find in God what earth can never yield, all our

sorrows are His messengers to draw us back to

Him. Amos's lesson as to the purpose of trials

is not antiquated. A. M.
Consider that Ood's hand or purpose is In

every providential dispensation. Consider that

God has a specijic moral end to accomplish in

every visitation that He lays upon us. Con-

sider that these providences are sure to accom-

plish their mission upon us—viz., to chasten,

soften, reclaim, or else to harden, render ob-

durate and ripen for final destruction, as in the

case of Pharaoh, ancient Israel and a multitude

of others. Afflictions of every kind should

humble us. awaken us to serious reflection and

earnest inquirj- as to their meaning. They are

never sent in vain. A gracious purpose is be-

hind them, or a fatherly rebuke is in them, or

the dark cloud is ominous of coming wrath, if

we haste not to repent and bring forth fruit

meet for repentance. /. 3L Sherwood.

1 D . But he has still another lesson to teach

us— viz., the awful power which we have of

resisting God's efforts to draw us back. " Our
wills are ours, we know not how," but, alas I

it is too often not " to make them Thine."

This is the tiue tragedy of the world that Grod

calls, and we do refuse, even as it is the deep-

est mystery of sinful manhood that God calls

and we can refuse. What infinite pathos and

grieved love, thrown back upon itself, is in

that refrain, " Ye have not returned unto Me !"

How its recurrence speaks of the longsuffering

which multiplied means as others failed, and

of the Divine charity, which ' suffered long,

was not soon angry and hoped all things !"

How vividly it gives the impression of the ob-

stinacy that opposed insensibility to all effort,
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and clung the more closely and insanely to the

idolatry wliich was its crime and its ruin ! The
very same temper is deep iu us all. Israel

holds up the mirror in which we may see our-

selves. If blows do not break iron, they harden

it. A wasted sorrow—that is, a sorrow which

does not drive us to God—leaves us less im-

pressible than it found us. A. M.
12. "Therefore" implies that by the very

necessities of His moral govcrnujent, since all

discipline and chastisement fail, exterminating

j udgments must come ! The word " thus,

"

which here raises the question, IIow will God
deal with them ? refers to the previous verses.

The answer therefore is—As I have extermi-

nated some of your cities, root and branch,

even as Sodom and Gomorrah, so will I do to

the whole nation. Because I have purposed to

do this, I now give thee warning—" Prepare

to meet thy God !" Ye must meet Him, com-

ing with exterminating judgments ; there is

no escape ; therefore be in readiness I The
spirit of this announcement seems to be that

the decree of judgment had gone forth, and its

execution was fixed in the counsels of Heaven ;

and yet this fact is declared, not with the ex-

pectation that the masses will hear and repent,

but rather in the hope that some individuals

might ; and that it might stand as a warning

to all other guilty nations in later times. It

will be noticed that the primary sense of the

passage relates to Israel as a nation, and had its

fulfilment iu the final desolation and captivity

effected by the Assyrian power as stated 3 K.

IT. But in principle it applies with even aug-

mented force to all the incorrigibly wicked,

summoned to meet God in the final judgment
day. It warns them to be ready to meet Ilim

then and there, by turning at once to become
His friends and people. Oh, might the wicked

only be wise iu time, and make the Great

Judge their friend while they may, so freely

and with such welcome ! H. C.

There is something awfully significant in the

silence as to what this is which Jehovah will

do to Israel. Like the thrilling pause before

the crashing thunder-storm, comes this pause

before the awful cry, Pi-cpaiv to meet thy God,

Israel. Yet still He is their God ; their case

is not yet desperate ; it is not yet too late for a

true repentance, and a return quite to Jehovah.

No one is yet lost to whom God calls. Prepare !

Houghton. The certainty of judgment is the

basis of a call to repentance, which may avert

it. The meeting for which Israel is besought

to prepare was, of course, not judgment after

death, but the impending destruction of the

I

northern kingdom. But Amos's prophetic call

is not misapplied when directed to that final

1 day of the Lord. Common sense teaches prep-

aration for a certain future, and Amos's trum
pet note is deepened and re echoed by Jesus :

"Be ye ready also, for . . . the Son of Man
I
Cometh." Note, too, that Israel's peculiar re-

lation to God is the very ground of the cer-

tainty of its punishment, and of the appeal for

repentance. Just because He is "thy God,"
will He assuredly come to judge, and may you
assuredljj prepare, by repentance, to meet Him.
The conditions of meeting the Judge, and
being " found of Him in peace," are that we
should be " without spot, and blameless ;" and
the conditions of being so spotless and uncen-

surable are, what they were in Amos's day, re-

pentance and trust. Only we have Jesus as

the brightness of the Father's glory to trust in,

and His all-sufticient work to trust to, for par-

don and purifying. A. M.
This day, this hour, you live but once—and

this setting sun will have taken one irrecover-

ably from the allotted days of your probation.

The earth is our place of probation—and it is

all—literally, absolutely all. In that proba-

tion, if ever, you and I are to be prepared for

that vast eternity on which we enter ia a few
days. If not prepared then, we are never to

be prepared. Point to the slightest proof what-

ever, or to the slightest presumption that an-

other season of probation is to be granted be-

yond the judgment of the great day. But
there is none. Barius.

13. For, lo. He thatformeth. The force and

I

beauty of this description are increased in the

1 original by its brevity. In the Hebrew there

are not half as many words as arc fimnd in the

translation. And, besidi-s this, each of the

five verbs, form, create, declare, ma/a, tread, is

in the participle. This makes the prophet's

words more vivid. There is a similar descrip-

tion in 5 : 8, 9. He thatfoi-meth, that moulds and
fashions the mountains as easily as tTie potter

shapes the clay. The word is the same in He-
brew.

Treadeth vpon the liigh places of the earth. He
treads down, tramples on and has iu subjection

whatever is loftiest or most unruly. His power
is absolute, and His name is the Lord, Jehovah,

the Self-existent, the Unchangeable, the God of

Hosts, the Maker, Upholder and Sovereign of

all beings and things that exist. B. C.

To give his readers some just sense of the

majesty of that Being whom sinners of that

and of every age must meet in judgment, he

names a few of His mighty acts. The passage
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has scarcely a parallel for its beauty and sub- and with like alternation blending joy and sor-

limity. The Creator must be indefinitely row in men's lives. He treads "on the higli

greater than His works; but look at them— places of the earth, " making all created eleva-

tlie mountains and the winds ; note how He tions the path of His feet, and crusliing down
can tell man all his thoughts : how He can whatever exalts itself. Thu.s, in creation al-

change the glory of tlic morning into darkness ; mighty, in knowledge omniscient, in provi-

and with the majestic march of a God, tread dence changing all things and Himself the

upon the high places of the earth—Jehovah, same, subjugating all, and levelling a path for

God of the armies of heaven. His name ; then His purposes across every opposition. He mani-

say, Is it well for thee to rouse His wrath to fests His name, as the living, eternal Jehovah,

flame and then to fall before it ? H. C. the God of the covenant, and therefore of judg-

The magnificent proclamation of the name ment on its breakers, and as the commander
of the Lord wliich closes the chapter, is meant and God of the embattled forces of the universe,

as at once a guarantee of His judgment and an Is this a God whose coming to judge is to be

enforcemeut of the call to be ready to meet lightly dealt with ? Is not this a God whom it

Him. He in creation forms the solid, change- becomes us to be ready to meet ? A. M.
less mountains and the viewless, passing wind. It is remarkable that though t'is chapter be-

The most stable and the most mobile are His gins with caustic irony, yet it ends with the

work. He reads men's hearts, and can tell most tender, solemn warnings. Hence the

them their thoughts afar off. He is the Au- irony is not malign, but is benevolent—used

tlior of all changes, both in the physical and only for the better moral effect—not for any

the moral world, bringing the daily wonder of satisfaction to be found in inflicting a keen and

sunrise and the nightly shroud of darkness, cutting castigation. H. C.

AMOS, CHAPTERS V., VI.

5 : 1 Hear ye this word which I take up for a lamentation over you, O house of Israel.

2 The virgin of Israel is fallen ; she shall no mors rise : she is cast down upon her land ; there

3 is none to raise her up. For thus saith tlie Lord God : The city that went forth a thousand

shall have an hundred left, and that which went forth an hundred shall have ten left, to the

4 house of Israel. For thus saith the Lord unto the house of Israel, Seek j-e me, and ye shall

5 live ; but seek not Bethel, nor enter into Gilgal, and pass not to Beer-sheba : for Gilgal shall

6 surely go into captivity, and Beth-el shall come to nought. Seek the Lord, and ye shall

live ; lest he break out like fire in the house of Joseph, and it devour and there be none to

7 quench it in Beth-el : ye who turn judgement to wormwood, and cast down righteousness

8 to the earth ; seek him that maketh the Pleiades and Orion, and turneth the shadow of death

into the morning, and maketh the day dark with night ; that calleth for the waters of the

9 sea. and poureth them out upon the face of the earth ; the Loud is his name ; that bringeth

10 sudden destruction upon the strong, so that destruction cometh upon the fortress. They
11 hate him that reproveth in the gate, and they abhor him that speaketh uprightly. Foras-

mucli therefore as ye trample upon the poor, and take exactions from him of wheat : ye have

built houses of hewn stone, but ye shall not dwell in them
;
ye have planted pleasant vine-

13 yards, but ye shall not drink the wiue thereof. For I know how manifold are your trans-

gressions and how mighty are your sins
;
ye that afflict the just, that take a bribe, and that

13 turn aside the needy in the gate from timr right. Therefore he that is prudent shall keep

14 silence in such a time ; for it is an evil time. Seek good, and not evil, that ye may live :

15 and so the Lord, the God of hosts, shall be with you, as ye say. Hate the evil, and love the

good, and establish judgement in the gate : it may be that the Lord, the God of hosts, will

IG be gracious unto the remnant of Joseph. Therefore thus saith the Loud, the God of hosts,

the Lord : Wailing shall be in all the broad ways ; and they shall say in all the streets, Alas 1

alas ! and they shall caU the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful of lamenta-
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17 tion to wailing. And in all vineyards shall be wailing : for I will pass through the midst of

18 thee, saith the Loud. Woe unto you that desire the day of the Loud 1 wherefore would ye
19 have the day of the Loud "i it is darkness, and not light. As if a man did flee from a lion,

and a bear met him ; or went into the house and leaned his hand on the wall, and a serpent

20 bit him. Shall not the day of the Loud be darkness, and not light ! even very dark, and no
21 brightness in it ? I hate, I despise your feasts, and I will take no delight in yonr solemn
23 assemblies. Yea, though ye offer me your burnt offerings and meal offerings, I will not

23 accept them ; neither will I regard the peace offerings of your fat beasts. Take thou away
24 from me the noise of thy songs ; for I will not hear the melody of thy viols. But let judge-

25 ment roll down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream. Did ye bring unto me
26 sacrifices and offerings in the wilderness forty years, O house of Israel ? Yea, ye have borne

Siccuth your king and Chiun your images, the star of your god, which j'e made to your-

27 selves. Therefore will I cause you to go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith the Loud,
whose name is the God of hosts.

6 : 1 Woe to them that are at ease in Zion, and to them that arc secure in the mountain of

Samaria, the notable men of the chief of the nations, to whom the house of Israel come I

2 Pass ye unto Calneh, and see ; and from thence go ye to Hamath the great : then go down
to Gath of the Philistines : be they better than these kingdoms ? or is their border greater

3 than your border ? Ye that put far away the evil day, and cause the seat of violence to come
4 near; that lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch themselves upon their couches, and eat the

5 lambs out of the flock, and the calves out of the midst of the stall ; that slug idle songs to

6 the sound of the viol ; that devise for themselves instruments of music, like David ; that

drink w inu in bowls, and anoint themselves with the chief ointments ; but they are not

7 gricveil for tlie utlliction of Joseph. Therefore now shall they go captive with the first that

8 go captive, and ihe revelry of them that stretched themselves shall pass aw.ay. The Lord
God hath sworn by himself, saith Ihe Loud, the God of hosts I abhor the excellency of

Jacob, and hate his palaces . therefore will I deliver up the city with all that is therein.

9, 10 And it shall come to pass, if there remain ten men in one house, that they shall die. And
wluii ;i iiKiiis iiii.lc: shall take him up, even he that burneth him, to bring out the bones out

of \\v \iin\^i:, :iiiil ^luill say unto hini that is in the innermost parts of the house, Is there yet

any with ilin' . and he shall say, No ; then shall he say. Hold thy peace ; for we may not

11 make mention of the name of the Loud. For, behold, the Lord commandeth, and the great

12 house shall be smitten with breaches, and the little house with clefts. Shall horses run npon
the rock ? will one plow there with oxen ? that ye have turned judgement into gall, and the

13 fruit of righteousness into wormwood : ye which rejoice in a thing of nought, which say,

14 Have we not taken to us horns by our own strength ? For, behold, I will raise up against

you a nation, O house of Israel, saith the Lord, the God of hosts ; and they shall afflict you
from the entering in of Hamath unto the brook of the Arabah.

Chap. 5. In this chapter the prophet la-

ments the fall of Israel ; exhorts the people to

seek the Lord
;
portrays the glory and power

of Jehovah, as reasons why He should be both

feared and sought , rebukes the sins of the peo-

ple, and aftirms God's abhorrence of the mere

forms of worship without the heart and with-

out justice and righteousness toward fellow

-

men. H. C.

1-3. Amos predicts the approaching period of

Israel's decline and fall. The " word" or mes-

sage of God is addressed to the " house of Is-

rael"

—

i.e., the entire nation. Because it is a

part of the chosen people of God against whom
he is moved to speak, and because he shares

the deep sympathy of Jehovah in behalf of this

people, he calls his message a " lamentation"

or elegy. Other prophets, preeminently Jere-

miah, used the same tender, plaintive, broken

utterances in connection with the sin and pun-

ishment of Israel and Judah. The figure of a
" virgin" he, like others, employs to denote

the outwardly prosperous life of the State
;

the luxury, power and wealth upon which it

prided itself. Never was the separate king-

dom of Israel more prospered and powerful

than during the long rcigu of Jeroboam II.

And now, at the height of this prosperity,

Amos announces that it is soon to cease, and

that the nation is to be overcome and destroyed.

In the city, he says, that sent forth a thousand

warriors only a hundred shall remain. His

meaning is that nine tenths of the people shall

perish or be removed from their land. B.

3. The glory of cities was graduated by the

number of men they could send out for war.
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The passage shows how fearfully their strength

had departed. The eit}' that once sent forth a

thousand had now but a hundred left ; so that

the house of Israel was shorn of its military-

strength. H. C.

4-6. Yet Ood's conditional promise of mercy

and continuance is still pressed upon His Israel.

As from the very beginning of God's dealing

with this disobedient, defiant people, so to the

very end we discern the sublimely aflfeoting

fact of His longsufEering and patient forbear-

ance, never wearj'ing in the endeavor to win

back their trusting, loving allegiance. There-

fore this very prediction of Amos, here em-

ployed as a warning, is followed b}' an earnest

exhortation with promise. Se€k i/eMe/isthe

persuasive Injunction. And ye shall lii-c ! is

the sure promise. Then succeeds as earnest a

dissuasive from their idolatrous practices.

Seek 7iot Bethel and Gilgal, those iniquitous

centres of idol-worship ; for they shall be cast

down and brought to nought. And again we
hear the earnest exhortation and promise ; fol-

lowed now by sharper threatening, of exter-

minating fiery judgment against the entire na-

tion. B.

5. The prophet Amos said, " Bethel shall

come to nought," and It has come to nought.

A more forlorn spot it is not easy to imagine.

The city that once crowned the hill with Its

strong walls has given place to a handful of

wretched huts, mere heaps of stones and mud
roughly piled together. The magnificent stone

reservoir, more than three hundred feet in

length by two hundred in breadth, is broken.

The springs that filled it and made it a store-

house of wealth to the fields below now run to

waste Dulles.

Among the last references to this place (Amos
5 : 5) it is said, " Bethel shall come to nought ;"

and whether the fact to which we are to refer

was a fulfilment of this prophecj' or not, we
know that, sixty-nine years after Christ, Ves-

pasian, in the month of May, before the glories

of springtime had wholly departed from the

Judean hills, and just on the eve cf his being

proclaimed emperor of Rome, was l.ving before

this ancient town ; and poor little Bethel, that

once had justly been called " the house of

God" and " the gate of heaven," was by the

Roman arms crushed into oblivion (Josephus,

Wars, 4 : 9, 9). Twelve miles north of Jerusa-

lem on the road to Shechem there is an insig-

nificant, wretched, filthy Mohammedan village

called Beitin. This is all that marks the site of

ancient Bethel. S. Merrill.

7-9. The unjust and iniquitous rulers are re-

minded of the majesty and might of the avenging

Jehovah. The leaders in evil-doing, the elders,

magistrates and nobles who pervert judgment
to bitter wrong, who smite righteousness to the

earth, are bidden to remember Him who ruleth

in the heavens, who ordaineth the coui-ses of

the stars, who sendeth light and darkness, who
ordereth the beneficent succession of the sea-

sons, and -who in judgment poureth floods of

great waters upon the earth, Him whom they

have been taught to know and revere as the

livjng all-creative Jehovah. In their vain con-

fidence in impregnable forti'esses, they arc

warned (verse 9) that this only God, whose
majestic might holds sway over the vast visi-

ble univeree, will bring destruction upon their

strongholds, even upon their chief citadel city,

Samaria. B.

8. >Ien should seek God because He is so

great and so glorious—has such power to turn

our day to night, and our night to day—to

bring up the waters of ocean by His call, and

pour them forth as of old, in the tieluge. The
beauty and sublimity of this passage are ex-

quisite. Job has a similar allusion to those

brilliant constellations (9 : 9).

9. This magnificent description of the power
of Jehovah closes with a word designed to

make it more practical to the Samaritans who
relied on the military strength of their capital
—" Who makes destruction flash out upon the

mighty, and desolation shall come upon the

strong city." The first verb, which I render
" flash out," takes its figure from the breaking

forth of the dawn upon the darkness of the

night— a figure which has most force in coun-

tries near the equator, where tl>e twilight is

short. II. C.

lO-l 3, Their im,pions character and oppres-

sire deeds yet furtlier exposed, and the conse-

quences declared. Hatred of the just magis-

trate, of him that reproi-eth in the city gate

(where justice was administered), and abhor-

rence of the upright and pure, sufiiciently de-

lineate their character. Exaction of unjust

taxes from the poor, wherewith to build them-

selves costly houses and to multiply vineyards,

oppression of the prudent (or excellent) who
were compelled silently and patiently to sub-

mit, and the decreeing of unjust judgment for

a bribe, are the particulars which describe their

corrupt deeds. And by the prophet God warns

them plainly, that all their " manifold trans-

gressions and mighty sins" are known to Him

;

and that He will make their wrongful gains the

instruments of their punishment.

Such was the faithful representation of that
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evil time. Outwardly the State seemed pros-

perous, and held liigh place among the na-

tions. But inwardly it wiis diseased by cor-

ruption ; and its decay had already begun,

and was soon to be followed by death. And
this was to be the sad result of God's protracted

forbearance and compassion toward Israel.

With all the prosperity He had given, the de-

liverances He had vouclisafed, the warnings

and entreaties He had pressed upon them for

centuries and generations, the course of kings

and people had been steadily increasing in dis-

obedience, rejection and defiance of His wor-

ship and His commands. Tliey had persisted

in idolatry and in the immoralities and iniqui-

ties which grew out of their impious false wor-

ship. B.

II. For these sins of oppressing the poor,

God will tear them away from their houses and

vineyards. However much they may build

the one and plant the other. He can frustrate

their hope of enjoying them. It is hard fight-

ing against God. No wisdom and no strength

can withstand Him. H. C.

14, 15. Again God urges repentance and ref-

ormation, and again conditionally promises His

grace in their eontm-uanee. Seek good and not

evil, tfiat ye may live. As another prophet ex-

presses it in another form. Turn ye, turn ye,

for why will ye die? Turn from your seeking

of evil, which brings death, to the seeking of

good, which ensures life. " So the Lord, the

God of hosts, shall be with you, as ye have

spoken." This had been their boast, that

Jehovah was exclusively their God. Even in

their extreme defection from His laws, they

dared to claim His presence still. Now, God
condescends to say, " Only turn from evil and

seek good, and your claim shall be made true.

I will be with you !" And to the turning from

evil and seeking good is added the more specific

injunction. Hate the evil, and love the good!

This implies the substitution of a new and

right principle, which shall control the heart

and the life. This principle will lead to the

establishment of equity in administering jus-

tice, and it will introduce all truth and upright-

ness into human conduct and social dealing.

There will be no more oppression or extortion,

no more vice or crime, no more false worship,

no more forgctfulness or disregard of God and

His pure heart worship.

This simple stranger from Judah, this ob-

scure and lowly hcrdman has now uttered his

pathetic message of warning to Israel. One

of the very last, it was also one of the plainest

and most direct, both in its announcement of

coming judgment and of still proffered mercy.

We know the result. The message wrought
only wrath against the messenger. It reached

not the heart, nor changed the life of tlie self-

destroyed people. And in due time, after still

further merciful delay, Jehovah finally aban-

doned the Ten Tribes of the kingdom of Israel,

and scattered their remnant untraceably among
the uations. B.

16. Therefore the Lord. Twice in the two
previous verses the prophet mentions the Lord

Ood of Hosts. Here with increased solemnity

he adds the Lord, the sovereign Master and

Ruler, who calls His servants to account. The
position of the word is most unusual, and so

emphatic. Therefore points to the sins referred

to in verses 5-12.

1 7. Whenever the Hebrew phrase, used here

and meaning pass through, is employed of God,

it signifies jmnishmsnt, that He can by no means

remain among them, but must pass through and

leave them, as Jerome remarks in this place.

It is not simply through thee, but through the

midst of thee ; overlooking none, sparing noth-

ing, visiting vineyard and city, striking down
rich and poor. B. C.

18-20. In their foolhardiness some had ex-

pressed their desire that this day of the Lord

might come, madly daring Jehovah to do His

worst. Upon them God denounces special

woe. He asks. What will this day of the Lord

be to you ? and answers. Only darkness, and

not light ; no ra3'S of light in it ; no mitigation

to its horrors. Then, by two expressive figures

of a class natural to the mind of one trained in

fields and deserts where wild beasts have their

homes, he shows that to attempt to flee from

God in any direction would be only to meet

Him there in a more fearful form. What else

can any sane mind think of the daring impiety

that challenges God to show His power to curse

and punish, save that it is the veriest mad-

ness ? Do such men suppose they can cope

with Omnipotence ? (See p. 390.)

21, 22. The people were deluding them-

selves with the notion that they were high in

favor with God. because they kept up the

forms of the Mosaic worship. To dispel this

delusion, the Lord solemnly protests to them

that He not only takes no pleasure in their

worship, but thoroughly abhors it : "I hate,

I loathe your feast days." The sentiment of

these verses appears in several other prophets

—in Ilosea, as we have seen, 6:6; 8 : 13 ;

9:4; Isa. 1 : 11-15 ; Micah 6 : 6. H. C.



The Meaning and Vahie of the Old Testament

Sacrificsa.

In the Mosaic sacrificial system tiiree great

ideas were embodied and emphasized—viz., self-

dedication, thanlvsgiving, expiation or atone-

ment for sin. If the reader will turn to the

first four chapters of Leviticus, he will see that

they treat respectively of the burnt offering,

the meal offering, the peace offering and the

sin offering. In these four chapters we may
find the elements of the system, and sufficient

illustration of this analysis of its underlying

ideas. The prominent idea of the burnt offer-

ing, which was to be "without blemish," to

be presented of the offerer's " own voluntary

will," and to be wholly burned, by the priest,

upon the altar, was that of complete self-dedi-

cation to God. As the worshipper brought his

best gift, and offered it entire upon God's altar,

so was he to present himself " a living sacri-

fice, holy, and acceptable unto God." Of the

meal offering and peace offering, which are

closely related in meaning, the prominent idea

was thanksgiving. In these sacrifices the de-

vout Jew brought the best products of his

lands or herds, and offered them back to God,

in acknowledgment that they were His gifts,

while, as a part of the ceremony, the worship-

per ate a portion of the offering, in token of

his fellowship with God in tlie enjoyment of

His mercies. This offering usually followed

the burnt offering of dedication as its natural

sequence. The sin offering comes ne.xt, and

crowns the system. It expresses the con-

sciousness of sin, the need of reconciliation to

God and the faith that God is ready to ap-

proach the sinner in mercy, and Himself to

bear away the burden of his guilt. Its chief

ceremonies were the sprinkling of blood before

the veil of the sanctuary, the solemn confession

of the sins of the people and the symbolic re-

moval of those sins by the sending of the scape-

goat into the wilderness. The deeper signifi-

cance of these ceremonies was that the people

acknowledged that the covenant relation to

God was broken by sin, and confessed, in the

slaying of their victims, that the wages of sin

was death, but that they still hoped in God's

mercy, because of His willingness to accept by
substitution the life of the offering for the

penalty of transgression. How far the Jews
understood what in the light of tlie new dis-

pensation is so clear—that this was a symbolic,

not a real substitution ; that the blood of bulls

and goats could never really take away sins

(Heb. 9:9; 10 : 4)—we cannot say. But it is

certain that the fundamental idea of this cere-

mony for the Jews was substitution—a con-

ception which tended at once to deepen the

sense of sin and to promote tlie assurance of

its forgiveness—a conception which, therefore,

had both a g^reat practical value for that time,

and an important use in preparing the way for

the better apprehension of that real penal and

moral substitution which God at length accom-

plished for the penalty due to sin in the suffer-

ings and death of Jesus Christ.

The development of these ideas would natu-

rally occur in the order named—self-dedication,

thanksgiving, atonement. In the order of im-

portance, the series would be reversed. The
biblical oi'der of the sacrifices is the logical or-

der. God's first requirement of the worshipper

is that lie shall consecrate himself to His ser-

vice. The offering is nothing in itself ; it is

of value only as it symbolizes aud expresses

this consecration. When, later, in the pro-

phetic period, the people had lost the living

sense of God by their disobedience, the proph-

ets proclaimed, in burning words, the vanity

of the ceremonies of sacrifice, when not accom-

panied by real devotion and obedience (Isa.

1 : 11-15 ; 66 : 3 ; Amos 5 : 21, 23 ; Micah

6 : 6-9). No offering was acceptable to God in

which the reality did not lie behind the form.

The people were dissuaded from bringing any
offering, unless they brought with it " the sac-

rifices of God, ... a broken and a contrite

heart." The whole spirit of the prophetic

teaching, from Samuel onward, was that " to

obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken

than the fat of rams" (1 Sam. 15 : 22). When
this primal condition of consecration and obe-

dience is met, then naturally follow the offer-

ings of thanksgiving and communion. Hence,

in the meaning of the meal and peace offerings,

which follow the burnt offering, we trace the

next steps of that development of the religious

life in which the heart is prepared for the

deeper meanings and truths of the sin offering.

Here we meet the problem of conscience :

"How shall man be just with God ?" The
ideas underlying this offering touch the core

of man's moral and religious life, and lift his

thoughts to the very nature and attributes of

the holy God.

These truths which underlie the system of

sacrifices are of the highest practical meaning

and value for the moral and social life, and

form a compact and consistent basis for relig-

ion. Man's relation to God is the great theme

of religion. Involved in this relation are the

problems of the Divine nature, human sin and
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the reconciliation of man to God through some

act of the Divine mere}', wliicli sliall, at the

same time, vindicate and fatisfy the demands

of God's holy law and nature. The sacrificial

system, as developed in Israel under Divine

training, gave important testimony on all these

questions. It testified to the absolute holiness

of God, and thus laid a firm foundation for the

development of religious truth, and supplied

the essential principle for tlie promotion of a

deeply religious life. The measure of every

religion is its estimate of the Divine holiness.

No system can continually and healthfully

promote even morality, whose corner-stone

—

the conception of the Divine holiness—is loose

or shifting. The Levitical system was clear

and emphatic on this fundamental question.

Nor did it, when rightly apprehended in its

real spirit, teach a conception of God's holiness

as a mere hard or naked justice. Its whole

presupposition was that God was merciful.

Had He not been merciful, He would not have

invited and sanctioned the service of sacrifice,

and assured the worshipper of His willingness

to accept his offering. In the disclosure of

God's nature, so far as it is made in this earlier

stage of revelation, " mercy and truth are met

together ; righteousness and peace have kissed

each other." His justice is absolute and in-

violable, but it hinders not His mercy. It only

conditions and directs it into such modes of

revelation and operation as to secure the best

good of all beings.

The sacrifices have also important testimony

to bear concerning man. They affirm his sin

and guilt. They confess his moral w'cakness

aud inability to climb up by efforts of his own
into favor with the Holy God. The truth of

human depravity—un versal and guilty—de-

pends upon no text or group of texts, but is

the underlying assumption of the whole Old

Testament s\ stem and discipline. The sin

which the law so clearly revealed and con-

demned, the sacrificial system, in its vivid sym-

bolisms, held up in the perpetual remembrance

of the people. The sacrifices were, therefore, a

continual call to confession and penitence.

They were (he language of action in which Is-

rael for centuries acknowledged her sins and

pleaded for forgiveness. They assumed that

salvation could come from God's free grace

alone. The sacrifices did not solve the prob

lem of atonement, but they kept alive that

vivid sense of sin and that keen perception of

God's holiness, whose reconciliation is the chief

point of the problem. They therefore empha-

sized the need, and sharpened the desire for re-

demption, and thus became an expressive sym-

bol and prophecy of the manifestation at once

of Divine mercy and Divine justice, which God
should at length make in the offering of the

great High Priest, who, in the consummation

of the ages, appeared to put away sin by the

sacrifice of Himself (lleb. 10 ; 36). G. B.

Stevens.

24. If their worship was to be acceptable,

it must be in accordance with God's com-

mands ; there must be a renunciation of idol-

atry and implicit obedience. ^/i(i justice and

equity, what was due to man, so long disre-

garded and violated, must fill the land like a

flood of waters. Like them judrjmcnt must roll,

carrying all before it. And tliis was to be no

sudden and transient nfornKUion. The proph-

et uses two images ; first, tliut of rolling water

;

then that of a stream, which is not only mighty,

but constant ; not a torrent or wady eoon swol-

len and soon dried up, but a river flowing at

all seasons, never failing.

25, 26. The prophet is dwelling on the

maip charge brought against Israel—worship-

ping God in ways of their own devising. Had
the people served Him with undivided heart,

they would have adhered faithfully to the ap-

pointed ritual ; they could not have supposed

that any offerings, however numerous and

costly, could be acceptable which were pre-

sented to idols, though in the name of the true

God. And this was a sin not pfculiar to the

prophet's times. It had shown itself from the

very first. In the wilderness, soon after the

wonderful deliverance from Egypt, and amid

the most signal proofs of God's power and love,

the people indtilged in idolatrous practices,

while they professed to worship Jehovah in the

way that Pie had appointed. The contempo-

raries of Amos were the true descendants of

those who perished in the wilderness. They
were one with them in principle, no less than

in blood. Hence that generation is addressed

in words which literally belong only to their

ancestors. B. C.

27. The Jews were never thoroughly cured

of their proclivities toward idols until their

seventy years' captivity. The captivity of

the Ten Tribes practically destroyed their na-

tionality, and sunk them into oblivion, so that

it cannot be known whctlier they ever aban-

doned their idol worship. H. C.

Special Tratlis and Persotiul Lessons.

1. Both as respects nations and individuals

prosperity is no sure sign of God's present fa-

vor. It affords neither assurance of its own
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continuance, nor pledge of safety from coming
evil. As it stimulates self-indulgence and so

tempts to wrongful gains and vicious courses,

it is the sharpest trial of character and the se-

verest test of principle.

2. Here as elsewhere the Scriptures present

the majesty and might of God as displayed in

the universe as a legitimate ground for our rev-

erence, obedience and worship. The franicr

and ruler of the earth and the worlds, the

ordainer of the night and day and of the

seasons, is the God in whom we live and

move and have our being, the God whose

favor it is our highest duty and privilege to

seek.

3. All human possessions arc worthless and

all human defences powerless against the pro-

posed judgments of God.

4. God sees and avenges the oppression of

the poor and helpless. He abhors and pun-

ishes corruptness in public officers, deceit and

falsehood in all private relations, wrongdoing
toward every soul and all idolatrous service of

self or the world.

5. The perversion of j ustice and the general

corruption of a people are the sure intimations

of a nation's decay and the precursors of its

destruction.

6. The gracious dealings of God with Israel

are repeated with every nation to whom His

special favors are extended in this Christian

age. While He needs the cry of even a for

mally prostrate people and delivers in special

emergenc}'. He extends His constant favors to

that nation in which His laws and worship are

generally and habitually honored.

7. For specific personal application, how sim-

ple and effective is the injunction and promise

thrice repeated : Seek ye Me, t/ie Lord ! and ye

shall live ! B.

Chap. 6. Woes on cities and their chief

men who can be at ease in their great sins, and

in the very face of fearful judgments from the

Almighty ; further specifications of their sins

of luxury, intemperance and oppression ; fol-

lowed by announcements of yet more desolat-

ing judgments, fill up this chapter.

1. The word Zion embraces Jerusalem and

her leading minds, as, on the other hand, Sa-

maria carries us to the chief city of the north-

ern kingdom. The people of Samaria trusted

in the natural strength of their position—on

the mountains. " Judah and Israel were re-

nowned as chief among the nations" of West-

ern Asia. In every age sinners who scorn the

warnings of Jehovah, and would fain be at

ease in Zion despite of them are near the point

where judgments break forth and " there is no
remedy !" H. C.

How many easy-going idlers and silent part-

ners we have in the churches ! Probably nine

tenths of our members are engaged in no active

Christian work. Where are the nine ? Many
of them would claim that they lead quiet and

peaceful lives, do no harm and bring no dis-

honor upon the cause of Christ. But is this

enough ? Let us ring it out in their dull ears

from God's Word, that idleness is a sin ! Let

us arouse them from this stupor by shouting

in their ears that many of the severest curses

of God have fallen on persons for doing and say-

ing nothing ! E. P. Marvin.

Indolence is the worst enemy that the Church
has to encounter. Men sleep around her altar.

Life has no significance, eternity no awfulness,

enjoyment no obligations, bereavement no so-

lemnity, suffering no prophetic suggestions of

an hereafter, holiness no enrapturing beauty,

but they stretch on beds of ease and sleep amid
the most stirring revelations of Providence.

Where the Church lice^ and holds the truth of

Christ, not as the mortuary of a buried bene-

factor, but as a present inspiration, it never

will suffer its members to sit idly with folded

hands, looking lazily out on white fields of

harvest, where no reaper's sickle rings against

the wheat, but will send them forth to work
with an impulse that no disappointment can

palsy, no misgivings keep back. F. D. H.

The believer carries no worse enemy about

him than sjyiritual sloth. This foe is so much
the more subtle, as it does not make its attacks

suddenly, but creeps upon him unawares ; and

the more dangerous, as it assaults both soul

and body, and both soul and body are too ready

to side with it against themselves. Other sins

are, for the most part, either fleshly or spirit-

ual ; but spiritual sloth affects both body and

mind ; and whosoever gives way to it deprives

himself of many blessings, which are promised

to striving, diligent, circumspect souls. Uill.

Those who are lukewarm are neither earnest

for God nor utterly indifferent to religion.

They are perhaps best described as those who
take an interest in religion, but whose worship

of their idol of good taste or good form leads

them to regard enthusiasm as ill-bred and dis-

turbing, and who have never put themselves

to anj' inconvenience, braved any reproach, or

abandoned any comfort for Clirist's sake, but

hoped to keep well willi the world, while they

flattered themselves that they stood well with

God. ir. B. Carpenter.

That is a weighty saying of Augustine :
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" God counts among the reprobate not only

those wlio have received their comfort on earth,

hut those who grieve because they have not."

It is right to exhort men to make sure their

calling and election in heaven. Only, we must

remember, heaven is not a spot to lie down in,

and there, on our couches, tuning our harps,

to think how much misery we have persimally

escaped. The Christian heaven is an exalted

society of self-sacrilicing spirits, hound to-

gether in mutual fellowship by their common
consecration to Hici who is above thera, where

each accepted soul will go from strength to

strength, run and not be wear}', toil and not

faint, aspire and not be baffled, do good and

not be misinterpreted, and will be assimilated,

in ever closer and closer affinity to Ilim wlio is

its Light and Life, iu whom whosoever liveth

and believeth shall never die. Let us fearlessly

carry our standard beyond the old line of our

inferior moods. And if any of us find we are

asking for a religion that shall make us com-

fortable, or put us at case, be sure we are ask-

ing out of a false spirit, what no reverential

prayer should dare to petition, what cannot be,

and are no longer iu a posture to receive the

Master's gifts not the favor of our God.

F. D. H.

One feels like going to work and working

vigorously for very sympathy as he gazes away
at the universal and splendid executivenesa

that reigns and triumphs throughout the celes-

tial spaces. The swift and ever-rushing spheres

rebuke his idleness, his languor, liis feebleness.

In them God has expressed His own forceful

nature. In them He has made proclamation

that men should do with their might what

their hands find to do. It is not the Bible only

that tells us that God detests lukewarmness,

and loves to see us " zealously affected in a

good thing"—the lesson was flaming among
the stars long before it was copied into the

Book. Burr.

2. Compare your condition with that of

other kingdoms close at hand. Look to the

east, the north and the west. B. C. The

thoiight is, Judah and Israel have stood high

among the nations of their time, in military

power, in richness of country and in the light

of a true religiou ; their responsibilities are

therefore the greater, and so much the more is

their guilt in disowning and abusing the great

Giver of blessings.

$-6. They thrust the fear of danger from

sin far away, and welcome near the worst

forms of wrong, even legalized oppression,

rolling iu luxury, lounging in idleness, feast-

ing on fallings from flock and stall, chattering

to the sound of the viol. Their country and

the cause of their nation's God have no place

in their hearts. This last clause, " they grieve

not for the affliction of Joseph," is analogous

to "being at case in Zion," and shows why
the woes of God carae down on Israel. They

had no true sympathy with God or with Ilis

people.

7. As the men of wealth and high standing

have been foremost in oppressing the poor and

wresting the cause of the meek ; foremost also

in luxury, self-indulgence and recklessness of

the cause of God, so they shall be first among
the captives, heading the sad procession.

8. The pride and moral corruption of the

people were so monstrous and so intrinsically

hateful to God, that He abhorred the very

country for their sake, and must consign to

long and blank desolation. And there the land

of Palestine lies to-day ! H. C.

God abhors that form of godliness which

hypocrites keep up, while they abhor the power

of it. And if He abhors their temple for the

iniquity of that, no marvel that He hates their

palaces for the injustice and oppression He
finds there. That creature which we take such

a complacency and put such a confidence in as

to make it a rival with God, is thereby made
abominable to Him. He hates the palaces of

sinners for the sake of the wickedness of them

which dwell therein (Prov. 3 : 33). The curse

of the Lord is iu the house of the wicked. And
if God abhor them, immediately it follows. He
will deliver up the city with all that is therein,

deliver it up into the hands of the enemy, that

will lay it waste and make a prey of all its

wealth. Those that are abhorred and aban-

doned of God are undone to all intents and pur-

poses. II.

10. A man shall not have a brother or a son

left to do him the last offices of his burial ; but

if his uncle or his kinsman shall undertake to

bring out his corpse, he that is the overseer of

these funeral rites, joining with him in that

work, shall say to that one which is left alive

in the house. Is there any one remaining of the

whole number of the family ? and he shall say,

No. Then shall the other answer again. Rest

thou humbly and silently in the just pleasure

of the Almighty , this is Ilis work ; as lor us.

our sins have been so grievous that in con-

science thereof it is not for us to call on the

name of the Lord for a release or mitigation of

His judgment. Bp. Hall.

12. The questions of the prophet vividly

represent what is unnatural, absurd and fruit-
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less. Do horses run up the steep cliff ? Do
men plough with oxen on the naked rock ?

Would not the toil be preposterous ? Our trans-

lators have well added there in the second

clause, in which something must be supplied.

Would not a man be thought mad who should

attempt such a thing ? Amos seems to address

himself to tlie nobles and judges of Israel, as

if he had said, Is your conduct more reason-

able, who have violated the eternal laws of

God, have turned law and equity into a means

of oppression and violence, and yet hope to

prosper, escaping the Divine vengeance? For

(he adds) yc have turned judgment into gall, a?ut

the fruit of righteousness into lismloek. The cor-

rupt judge turns what is wholesome into

poison ; he makes what should be sweetest,

bitterest. B. C.

14. This prediction almost names the As-

syrian power—manifestly means it. God raised

them up ; they came, and did indeed lay the

land desolate " from the entering in of Hamath"
—a very common phrase for their northern bor-

der, and a natural thoroughfare outward to

Hamath—" unto the river of the wilderness.''

H. C.

AMOS, CHAPTERS VII, VIII.

7 : 1 Thus the Lord God shewed me : and, behold, he formed locusts in the beginning of

the shooting up of the latter growth ; and, lo, it was the latter growth after the king's mow-
2 ings. And it came to pass that when they made an end of eating tlie grass of the land, then

8 I said, O Lord God, forgive, I beseech thee : how shall Jacob stand ? for he is small. The

Lord repented concerning this : It shall not be, saith the Lord.

4 Thus the Lord God shewed me : and, behod, the Lord God called to contend by fire
;

5 and it devoured the great deep, and would have eaten up the land. Then said I, O Lord

6 God, cease, I beseech thee : how shall Jacob stand ? for he is small. The Lord repented

concerning this : This also shall not be, saith the Lord God.

7 Thus he shewed me : and, behold, the Lord stood beside a wall made by a plumbline,

8 with a plumbline in his hand. And the Lord said unto me, Amos, what seest thou ? And I

said, A plumbline. Then .said the Lord, Behold, I will set a plumbline in the midst of my
9 people Israel ; I will not again pass by them any more : and the high places of Isaac shall

be desolate, and the sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste ; and I will rise against the

house of Jeroboam with the sword.

10 Then Amaziah the priest of Bcth-el sent to Jeroboam king of Israel, saying, Amos hath

conspired against thee in the midst of the house of Israel : the land is not able to bear all his

11 words. For thus Amos saith, Jeroboam shall die by the sword, and Israel shall surely be

12 led away captive out of his land. Also Amaziah said unto Amos, O Ihou seer, go, flee thee

away into the land of Judah, and there eat bread, and prophesy there • but prophesy not

13, 14 again any more at Beth-el : for it is the king's sanctuary, and it is a royal house. Then

answered Amos, and said to Amaziah, I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son ; but

15 1 was an herdman, and a dresser of sycomore trees : and the Lord took me from following

16 the flock, and the Lord said unto mc. Go, prophesj' unto my people Israel. Now therefore

hear thou the word of the Lord : Thou sayest. Prophesy not against Israel, and drop not thy

17 word against the house of Isaac ; therefore thus saith the Lord : Thy wife shall be an harlot

in the city, and thy sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword, and thy land shall be

divided by line ; and thou thyself shalt die in a land that is unclean, and Israel shall surely

be led away captive out of his land.

8:1,2 Thus the Lord God shewed me : and behold a basket of summer fruit. And he

said, Amos, what seest thou? And I said, A basket of summer fruit. Then said the Lord
unto me. The end is come upon my people Israel ; I will not again pass by them any more.

3 And the songs of the temple shall be bowlings in that day, saith the Lord God : the dead

4 bodies shall be many ; in every place shall they cast them forth with silence. Hear thiS;

6 O ye that would swallow up the needy, and cause the poor of the land to fail, saying. When
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will the new moon be gone, that we may sell corn V and the sahhath, that we may set forth

wheat? making the cphah small, and the sliekel great, and dealing falsely with balances of

6 deceit ; that we may buy the poor for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes, and sell the

7 refuse of the wheat. The Lord hath sworn by the excellency of Jacob, Surely I will never

8 forget any of their works. Shall not the land tremble for this, and every one mourn that

dwelleth therein? yea, it shall rise up wholly like the River ; and it shall be troubled and

9 sink again, like the River of Egypt. And it shall come to pass iu that day, saith the Lord
God, that I will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the earth in the clear

10 day. And I will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your songs into lamentation ; and
I will bring up sackcloth upon all loins, and baldness upon every head ; and I will make it

11 as the mourning for an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day. Behold, the days

come, saith the Lord GoD» that 1 will send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a

13 thirst for water, but of hearing the words of the Lord! And they shall wander from sea to

sea, and from the north even to the east ; they shall run to and fro to seek the word of the

13 Loud, and shall not find it. In that day shall the fair virgins and the youug men faint for

14 thirst. They that swear by the sin of Samaria, and say. As thy God, O Dan, liveth ; and.

As the way of Beer-sheba liveth ; even they shall fall, and never rise up again.

With the closing of the sixth chapter the

record of the preaching of Amos ceases. He
has found that his work has been in vain.

There now comes before him a series of visions

which disclose in broad outlines the future of

the Hebrew people, especially of the kiugdom

of Israel. These visions are five in number.

The first four differ from the last in that they

teach iu allegory, while the fifth is a direct

manifestation of the Lord Himself. Succeed-

ing these visions is the promise to the faithful.

The first and second visions, of the locusts de-

vouriug " the latter growth after the king's

mowing," and of the fire from the great deep

that " would have eaten up the land," show
God's mercy in that He saves Jacob at the

prayer of Amos because "he is small." The
lessons of the third and fourth make known
the approaching end of the national life. The
nation tried by the plumb line is found deserv-

ing of destruction. As to a basket of summer
fruit, to Israel the end is near.

Between the narratives of the third and

fourth visions there is told an incident by

which we may learn something of the times.

Because of his fearless preaching Amos has

aroused the fear and hatred of Amaziah, " the

priest of Bethel." Amaziah seelis to stir up
King Jeroboam by saying that the bold peas-

ant is engaged in conspiracy against the throne.

To the priest's command to flee out of Israel

into Judah Amos replies that it is the Lord's

errand on which he has come, and closes by re-

newing his prophecy of evil for the priest and

his family, and of captivity for Israel It is

the old story, how the wicked are self convicted

when they stand in the presence or hear the

message of the good.

After the fourth vision follows that terrible

prediction, " Behold the days come, saith the

Lord God, that I will send a famine in the land,

not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water,

but of hearing of the words of the Lord. And
they shall wander from sea to sea, and from

the north even to the east ; they run to and fro

to seek the word of the Lord, and shall not

find it." Chancellor.

Chap. 7. This chapter records three succes-

sive visions, shown to the prophet, each indi-

cating the judgments impending over the land

(verses 1-9) ; then an attempt made by Ama-
ziah, an idol priest of Bethel, to prevent Amos
from prophesying more in Bethel, and to send

him back into Judah ; with the defence made
by Amos, and the response made by the Lord

(verses 10-17).

1. That this is a vision presented to the spir-

itual eye of the prophet is indicated by the

language, " Thus did the Lord God show me"
—i.e., cause me to see. He saw the Lord form-

ing grasshoppers. They were j'oung, but fast

coming forward for their work of destruction
;

and he saw God's hand in them. The time

was just when the meadows were putting for-

ward their second growth—the after math.

2. He prayed that the Lord would forgive

the sin for which this scourge was sent, and

used this plea :
" By whom else shall Jacob

arise"

—

i.e., stand, live ;
" for he is weak" and

without strength against God, and against such

agents of destruction as these. H. C.

3. The Lord repentethfw this. He suspend-

ed the full execution of His purpose, listening,

as it would seem, to the prophet's supplica-

tion. It was after the locusts had eaten what

they could find, that this concession was grant-

ed. The word this therefore points, not to

what was past, but to some greater, unnamed
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calamity that was to follow. A respite was

granted. B. C. The Lord heard his prayer

and changed His purpose,, sparing the land the

judgments which this vision portended. A
clear and striking case of prevailing prayer,

even when God's purpose to destroy was not

only formed, but made known. II. C.

He that foretold the judgment in his preach-

ing to the people, yet deprecated it in his in-

tercessions for them. He is a prophet, and be

shall pray for thee. It was the business of

prophets to pray for those whom they prophe-

sied to, aud so to make it appear that though

they denounced they did not desire the woeful

day. Therefore God showed His prophets the

evils coming that they might befriend the peo-

ple, not only by warning them, but by pray-

ing for them, and standing in the gap to turn

away God's wrath, as Moses, that great prophet,

often did. H.

4-6. In the second vision he heard the Lord

calling for the action of fire. The original

words imply a controversy, or legal judicial

issue by fire, probably only in the general sense

of a judgment on the people for their sins.

Appalling to behold, this fire seemed to devour

the great deep, and to eat up the dry land also.

I construe this as a vision, and symbolic of

some all-consuming desolation, doubtless by

war and conquest. Again the prophet prays,

but not in this case as before
—"forgive"

—

which, if answered, would have averted the

judgment; hut, " desist ;" cut short this judg-

ment ; let it be arrested midway. He uses the

same plea as before, in the same words ; and

the Lord answered to the precise extent of his

request. He desisted, after the judgment had

run a part of its course. The scourge of war

and indeed of captivity came, but probably

with the less severity because of the prophet's

prevailing prayer. These cases, as thus re-

corded, must have been designed of God to en-

courage His people to come before Him with

most importunate prayer that He would avert,

either in part or wholly, the judgments which

He seemed about to Inflict on a guilty people.

H. C.

6. '

' The Lord repented for this.
'

' He did not

change Ills mind, for He is in one mind, and

who can turn Him ? But He changed His way,

took another course, and determined to deal in

mercy, and not in wrath. He said again. This

also shall not be. The caterpillars were counter-

manded, were remanded, a stop put to the

progress of the fire, and thus a reprieve was

granted. See the power of prayer, of effect-

ual, fervent prayer, and how much it avails,

what great things it prevails for ! A stop has

many a time been put to a judgment by mak-

ing supplication to the Judge. This was not

the first time that Israel's life was begged and

so saved. See what a blessing praying people,

praying prophets are to a land, and therefore

how highly they ought to be valued. Ruin

had many a time broken In if they had not

stood in the breach and made good the pass.

See how ready, how swift, God is to show

mercy, how He waits to be gracious ! Amos
moves for a reprieve, and obtains it, because

God inclines to grant it, and looks about to see

if there be any that will intercede for it (Isa.

59 : 16). Nor are former reprieves objected

against further instances of mercy, but are

rather encouragements to pray and hope for

them. This also shall not be any more than

that. It is the glory of God that He multiplies

to pardon, that He spares and forgives to more

than seventy times seven times. H.

Amos, in point of efficacious prayer, as well

as earnest desire, is to be numbered with Abra-

ham, and Jacob, and Moses, and Elijah, and

all the rest who have had power with God and

prevailed. Oh, wonderful proof of that law

of love which dwells in the bosom of Jehovah,

the ground and guide of all other law—that

the helplessness of the creature has power with

the omnipotent Creator—that the great God

saves Israel because Israel is small! And
(marvellous encouragement to prayer !) the

confession of this, not lengthened arguments,

but the simple, earnest cry of conscious feeble-

ness, arrests the arm of Omnipotence ! And
what a reason to intercede for one's church,

one's country, one's household, one's wife,

one's child, one's friend, is this, that the

Tckcan herdsman cried, the man oppressed

aud hated by kings and courts, the poor peas-

ant on whom the nobles at Bethel looked down
with scorn—he cried, and his cry went up to

Him, and there came down, if not a reprieve,

a respite for a whole guilty land ! Stoughton.

7-9. The third vision will be better under-

stood if we consider that the prophets speak

of a measuring line as marking off for destroy-

ing as well as for creating ; for casting down,

no less than for building up. (See 2 K. 21:13;

Isa. 34 : 11 ; Lara. 2 ; 8 ) So here, this plumb-

line evinces the moral obliquity of the people

and their consequent fitness for destruction.

God will not any more pass by them, but will

take them in hand for scourging and for ruin.

The "high places of Isaac" were those ele-

vated sites so constantly chosen for idol tem-

ples and idol worship. The " sanctuaries of
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Israel" were their idol temples ami sliriues.

Tliese were doomed to utter destnu'tion, nud

at least by implicatioa tlie whole land as well.

The " house of Jeroboam" the Lord would cut

oflE by the sword. He did so ; Shallum (2 K.

15 : 10) conspired against Zachariah, son and

successor of Jeroboam, and thus ended the

royal line of his house. It should be noted

thai in this third vision nothing is said of the

prophet's interceding by prayer for the removal

or even the mitigation of this judgment. He
saw that it was most righteously deserved, and

fully tixed in the counsels of Jehovah, and

therefore he forebore to press any plea for its

reversal. Essentially the same answer must

be given to the question. Why did he pray

"forgive" in reference to the first threatened

judgment, and only "desist" upon the sec-

ond ? " The secret of the Lord is v.'ith them

that fear Him." The conditions of acceptable

prayer being fully met on our part, the Lord,

on His part, will lead our minds in prayer, aid-

ing us thus to ask for those things, and only

those, which He is pleased to grant. H. C.

7. A wall made by a plumb-line is a wall

made according to such a line, straight, per-

pendicular. It had been built with care and

judgment, by rule and measure. By the same

should it be destroj'ed. I will set a plumb-line,

and that in the midst of Israel, for the over-

throw was not to be limited to a part, but was

to embrace all. In other passages the plumb-

line is spolien of as employed no less in destruc-

tion than in erection. B. C.

The wall here we may regard as representing

the law of God. That law was made by a

plumb-line. It was squared to correspond

with the immutable justice of the builder.

All its sides are perpendicular ; all its angles

are right angles. There are no leaning towers

about it ; no nooks or corners where a sinner

can hide ; no curves in which strength is sac-

rificed to beauty. The law stands, massive

and firm, like a solid cube, every stone in it

fitted perfectly to all the other stones. ]So

part of it can ever totter or crumble. Till

heaven and earth pass away not one jot or tit-

tle of the law can fail. But why does He who
built the wall stand by it still holding the

plumb-line in His hand 1 Surely not to test

the wall itself and see if it is plumb. He
knows that it is on such solid foundations and

so solidly built tliat no variation, not even the

slightest, is possible. He stands there to test

the conformity of men to the requirements of

the law—to see how far their characters and

lives vary from its standard of perfection.

That is the position of the great Law-giver

from age to age—not under the old dispensa-

tion merely, but also under the new—standing

by His law with a plumb-line in His hand.

He is holding that plumb-line beside each one

of us. While we talk, while we toil, while we
think, He is measuring our " want of conform-

ity" to His holy law. And He notes all the

variations. Now it is written that we leaned

so many degrees toward the world ; now that

lust or passion warped and twisted us ; now
that, moving from the true foundation, our

little waif settled, and it would have fallen if

He had not upheld it by His grace. Solemn is

this vision of the Holy One standing with the

plumb-line in His hand. It is a vision that

Christians need to study. Interior.

9. " The high places of Isaac" were the altar

and grove of Beersheba, where Isaac dwelt

and built an altar ; this place was afterward

abused to idolatry (chap. 5 : 5). " The sanc-

tuaries of Israel" were the places set apart for

idolatrous worship, such as Bethel, Gilgal and

Beersheba. The word " sanctuary" is used

for an idolatrous temple (Isa. 16 : 12). / mil

rise against the fiome of Jeroboam tnth the sword.

This was fulfilled when Shallum conspired

against Zeohariah, the son of Jeroboam, and

slew him (2 K. 15 : 10) ; he was the last that

reigned of that family. W. Lowth.

10-17. Amaziah, high priest of the calf-

worship at Bethel, alarmed both at the stern

menace of these predictions and at the deep

effect which they are exercising upon the peo-

ple, carries to the king an exaggerated and dis-

torted version of the words of Amos, and re-

ports him as a traitor. The king apparently

does not personally interfere, but Amaziah, on

his own authority, orders Amos to leave the

royal chapel and city of Bethel, and return to

his herds at Tekoah. Amos, before he shakes

the dust of Bethel off from his feet, denounces

on Amaziah the awful judgment. He has been

called from his peasant-toil to prophesy, and

the priest has forbidden him to " drop" God's

"Word against the house of Isaac. Farrar.

10. He makes a calumnious charge against

Amos. He asserts that he had conspired against

the king. There does not appear to have been

the slightest ground for this accusation. The

prophet had not questioned the king's power,

nor made any attempt against his life. He
had not entered into any secret league with

others ; but as God's messenger he had de-

nounced idolatry, and foretold the extinction

of the royal house. This was constructive

treason in the eyes of Amaziah, and he availed
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himself of this false plea against an obnoxious

opponent, simply because he thought it would

have most weight with the king. From the

words of the message we may infer that the

preaching of Amos in the midst of the house of

Israel had not been fruitless.

11. For thus Amos saith. Amaziah speaks

of Amos as of one who utters his own words

and thoughts, not of one claiming Divine au-

thority. He sends the king a summarj' of those

words with which the land had been filled.

But brief as it is, part is false, and the remain-

der an unfair account of the prophet's teaching

as a whole. Amos had not said that Jeroboam

should die by the sioord. It was the house of

Jeroboam, his family, that was so threatened.

Had he really predicted the king's violent

death, a jealous ruler might have suspected

him of treason, of taking measures to make his

words good. Hence this perversion of his

prophecy by Amaziah. For the rest, Amos
had indeed foretold the captivity of the people,

but there is no mention of the crying sins de-

nounced, which were its cause, or of the en-

couragement offered to the penitent. B. C.

12, I?. Amaziah then seeks to dissuade

Amos from any further prophecy against Is-

rael, and urges him to return to the laud of

Judah. B. Retire home to thy own coun-

try of Judah, and there bestow thy pains and

admonitions ;
but venture not any more to

vent thy prophecies in Bethel ; for thou kuow-

est the condition of this place ; it is both the

king's sanctuary tor his devotion and the

king's court for state ; meddle not any more

with prophesying here lest thou provoke the

king's anger against thee. Bp. Hall. Flee

thee away thither with all speed, and there eat

bread and prophesy there ; there thou wilt be

safe, there thou wilt be welcome, the king's

court and chapel there are on thy side ; the

prophets there will second thee, the priests and

princes will take notice of thee, and allow thee

an honorable maintenance. How willing wick-

ed men are to get clear of their faithful re-

provers, and how ready to say to the seers,

See not, or see not for us. H.

14, 15. Amos first gives his own personal

defence. With beautiful simplicity he replies .

" I was no prophet ; I did not come up unto

this profession because my father was a proph-

et before me ; but I was earning my bread by

honest labor when the Lord took me from fol-

lowing the flock, and said, ' Go, prophesy unto

My people Israel,' not Judah, as you propose,

but Israel. How could I do otherwise than

obey this Divine mandate?" II. C.

The answer of Amos is a calm refutation of

Amaziah's insinuations. He did not belong to

tlie order of the prophets, nor was he a proph-

et's son, he had not been trained in any school

of the prophets. He did not prophesy for the

unworthy motives attributed to him, but sim-

ply in obedience to the command of God, who
had called him to be a prophet, while engaged

in an humble occupation. His aim was not

bread, or profit, or honor, but merely to do

God's bidding. He was a simple lierdman

when the summons came. He uses a term

commonly restricted to those who took charge

of the larger cattle. But the context shows

that he was a shepherd

—

the Lord took me at

I followed the flock—and with this agrees the

rare word with which, at the opening of his

prophecy, he had described his occupation (see

on 1 : 1). He adds that he was a gatherer of

sycnmore fruit, or more exactly, a dresser, culti-

vator of sj/catnores. B.C.

16, 17. The rest of his reply comes directly

from the Lord Himself. Thou hast forbidden

me to prophesy against Israel ; for this im-

piety the Lord reveals to thee thy doom—thy

wife a harlot in the city ; thy sous and daugh-

ters falling by the sword ; thy landed estates

divided by line to others ; thou thyself shall

die in a foreign and so in a polluted land, and

the nation shall be carried away into captivity

—a fearful warning against interfering with

the Divine mission of God's faithful prophets I

This captivity was to Assyria, eSected by
Tiglath-pileser B.C. 722, or ^ixty-two years

after the death of this Jeroboam. H. C.

Amos closes all by using the exact words
which he was charged with having uttered

(verse 11). Israel shall surely go into captivity

forth of his land. The words are the very same

in Hebrew, though they have been varied by

our translators. The people so often reproved

for idolatry and other sins, but all in vain,

shall be carried away by the enemy, and settled

in a foreign land. B. C.

Chap. 8. This chapter opens with the last

vision in this series of four (verses 1, 2), which

is followed by further details of the great and

damning sins of the people, and of the terrible

judgments then impending. H. C.

Three times Israel had been summoned by

Amos to hear this word of warning and rebuke

(chap. 3:1;4:1; 5:1); then came (in chap.

6 : 1) the startling cry of Woe ! As Augustine

has said, " With what a crash is it hurled, as

it were, to awaken their stupefied senses !"

And then had followed (in chap. 7) the series

of visions in which they had been shown the
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meaning of God's repeated judgments, His

longsuffering toward them. It shall not be,

milh the Lord (verse 3) ; This ditto shall not be,

mith the Lord (verse 6) ; but at last tlie certain

punislimeiit, I will not again pass them by ((or-

give tliem) any more.

1. By the type of the ripe fruit Jeliovah had

sliown the ripeness of Israel cot for judgment,

but for punishment (cf. Uev. 14 : 18). The
fruit harvest is the very last harvest of the

year ; when this crop is gathered there is noth-

ing more to do. And for Israel all had been

done that could be done. Houghton.

- 1, 2. Summer fruit ripens quick and soon

decays. The people had ripened for ruin, and

their ruin was near at hand. God can pass by

them, sparing and deferring His judgments no

longer. H. C.

2. This ripeness not being to service was in-

evitably to destruction. There is never any

other alternative. Where matured powers are

not employed for the service of God and of

mankind, but are simply used for selfishness,

decay and destruction must follow. Houghton.

It is a solemn lesson, applying to each soul

as well as to communities. By neglect of God's

voice, and persistence in our own evil ways,

we can make ourselves such that we are ripe

for judgment, and can compel longsuffering

to strike. AYhieh are we ripening for, the har-

vest when the wheat shall be gathered into

Christ's barns, or that when the tares shall be

bound in bundles for burning ?

3. The tragedy of that fruit- gathering is de-

scribed with extraordinary grinmess and force

in the abrupt language of verse 3. The merry

songs sung in the palace (this rendering seems

more appropriate here than " temple") will be

broken off, and the singers' voices will quaver

into shrill shrieks, so sudden will the judg-

ment be. Then comes a picture as abrupt in

its condensed terribleness as an3rthing in Taci-

tus, " Many the corpses ; everywhere they fling

them ; hush !" AS'e see the ghastly masses of

dead (" corpse" is iu the singular, as if a col-

lective noun), so numerous that no burial-

places could hold them ; and no ceremonial at-

tended them, but they were rudely flung any-

where by anybody (no nominative is given),

with no accustomed voice of mourning, but in

gloomy silence. It is like Defoe's picture of

the dead-cart in the plague of London. Such

is ever the end of departing from God—songs
palsied iuto silence or turned into wailing when

the judgment bursts, death stalking supreme

and silence brooding over all. A. M.

4-6. The guilty people are once more ex-

horted to hear the threatened juilgmcnts of the

Almighty, and the recital of those judgments
is prefaced by a further description of their op-

pressions of the poor. So eager are they to

drive hanl bargains, and wrest from the poor

the last pittance of their earnings, they cannot

wait for the new moon ami for the Sabbath to

pass over—so would lliuy iuiny (ill their relig-

ious duties to get back a;;;iin t:> ilu ir extortion

and fraud. Their religion .stood iu the way ot

their sin in no other respect than that it de-

manded a few hours' suspension of trade and

business.' It utterly failed of its proper influ-

ence— viz., to make their heart thoroughly be-

nevolent, and, consequently, their business life

just. What a depth of corruption iu morals

do such sketches of (he ways of business and

trade reveal ! The reader will be careful to

note how sharply the Lord rebukes and exposes

s;ich outrages on human rights and on commer-
cial justice, and how fearfully He punishes the

guilty. H. C.

The crimes that ripened men for this terrible

harvest are next set forth, in part, in verses

4-6. These verses partly coincide verbally

with the previous indictment in Amos 2 : 6,

etc., which, however, is more comprehensive.

Here only one form of sin is dealt with. And
what was the sin that deserved the bad emi-

nence of being thus selected as the chief sign

that Israel was ripe and rotten ? Precisely the

one which gets most indulgence in the Chris-

tian Church— viz., eagerness to be rich, and

sharp, unkindly dealing. These men, who
were only fit to be swept out of the land, were

most punctual in their religious duties. They
would not on any account do business either

on a festival or on Sabbath, but they were very

impatient till—shall we say Monday ?—morn-

ing came, that they might get to their beloved

work again. Their lineal descendants are no

strangers on the exchanges or in the churches

of New York or London. They were not only

outwardly scrupulous and inwardly weary of

religious observances, but, when they did get

to "business," they gave short measure and

took a long price, and knew how to turn the

scales always in their own favor. It was the

expedient of rude beginners in the sacred art

of getting the best of a bargain, to put a false

bottom in the ephah, and to stick a piece of

lead below the shekel weight, which the pur-

chaser had lo make go up in the scale with his

silver. There are much neater ways of doing

the same thing nov/ ; and no doubt some very

estimable gentlemen in high repute as Chris-

tians, who give respectability to any church or
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denomination, could have taught these early

practitioners a lesson or two. They were as

cruel as they were greedy. They bought their

brethren as slaves, and if a poor man had run

into their debt for even a i)air of shoes, they

would sell him up in a very literal sense.

Avarice, unbridled by the fear of God, leads

by a short cut to harshness and disregard of

the claims of others. There arc more ways of

buying the needy for a pair of shoes than these

people practised. Some serious reflections

ought to be driven home to us, who live in

great commercial communities, and are in.

manifold ways tempted to " learn their ways,

and so get a snare unto our souls," by this gib-

beting of tempers and customs, very common
among ourselves, as the very head and front

of the sin of Israel, which determined their

ripeness for destruction. A. M.

What branch of commerce is without its de-

lusive labels, its broken promises, its advertis-

ing fictions, its postponed payments, its calcu-

lated bankruptcies, its hollow contracts ? The

brilliant audacities of the great commercial

centres have their lame and creeping copies,

hardly less cruel or calamitous, back in the lit-

tle rural villages, in sight of graveyards where

sleep the ashes of clean handed ancestors, liv-

ing and dying, in their day, in the faith of a

God who has righteousness and judgment for

the habitation of His throne. The grand diffi-

culty with our popular piety is that it is still

trying to find a way, in this nineteenth century

of the Gospel, of serving two gods together.

Is there any remedy ? The remedy will be

found by finding through what popular mis-

takes the mischief has crept in, and by raising

against them the everlasting principles of the

Bible morality, the old-fashioned safeguards of

personal upriglitness, on the staunch command-

ments of a God of righteousness. F. D. H.

5. Sayiitff, When icill the new moon be gone.

When shall we have done with these solemn

feasts wherein we are not allowed to buy and

sell ? would God these new moons and Sab-

baths were once past that we might sell our

corn at a high rate, making the measure of the

wheat small, and the weights wherewith the

silver is weighed great and heavy ; and falsify-

ing the balances by deceit. Bp. II.

Making the ephah small, and the shekel great.

The ephah was a measure containing one and

one-tenth bushels of our measure. The shekel

here mentioned is not a piece of money, but a

fixed weight of two hundred and twenty grains,

or just over half an ounce. The Jews had no

coined money before the return from Babylon,

when they coined silver of the weight of a

shekel. All mercantile transactions were car-

ried on by lumps, bars, or rings of the precious

metals, weighed by acknowledged standard

weights. Thus we see how these fraudulent

traders cheated in two ways ; first, by having

the ephah, which held the corn they sold, too

small, and then by having the shekel, which

weighed the silver they received in payment,

too heavy. Further, ihey sold the refuse (lit-

erally, ' that which fell") of the wheat—that

is, the grains which, being shriveled, fell

through the sieve, and which contained no

flour. Tristram.

The world predominates in our hearts, when
it engrosses the principal train of our

thoughts ; when it is the last idea that pos-

sesseth us when we lie down, and the first when
we arise : when it distracts us in our attendance

on the duties of religion, interrupts our devo-

tion in prayer, diverts our attention in hearing

and fetters our minds in meditation. I mean
not to assert, that every degree of influence

which it has in these respects betrays its abso-

lute ascendency over the mind ; for who then

could free himself of this charge ? But when
these worldly thoughts engross the mind by its

own consent, when they make us grudge the

time bestowed on religion, and eager to resume

our earthly occupations, as soon as we have

lulled our consciences with an unmeaning at-

tendance on its ordinances—when, like the

Jews of old, we say of the Sabbath, "what
weariness I when will it be over, that we may
sell corn ?" This is not only a preferring of

the world to God, but in reality a solemn mock-

ery of Him, not less provoking than open pro-

fanity itself. R. W.
7. The "excellency of Jacob" cannot with

propriety mean anything else than Him who
is, or ought to be, the sole ground of confidence

and occasion of
'

' boasting" to the nation (Hos.

5 : 5). He gives his own being as the guaran-

tee that judgment shall fall. As surely as God

is God, injustice and avarice will ruin a nation.

We talk now about necessary consequences,

and natural laws rendering penalties inevita-

ble. The Bible suggests a deeper foundation

for their certain incidence, even the very na-

ture of God Himself. As long as He is what

He is, covetousness and its child, harshness to

the needy, will be sin against him, and be

avenged sooner or later. God has a long ana

a wide memory, aud the sins which He " re-

members" are those which He has not for-

given, and will punish. A. M.

§. The prophet asks with sublime impres-
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siveness whether the enorniitios practised in

Israel are not sucli as to make the land itself

shudder as with the convulsions of an earth-

quake. Must not every inhabitant mourn in

godly sorrow for such wickedness, or mourn
under the infliction of due chastisement ?

B. C.

9. 1 loill cause tlie sun to go (town at noon.

This points to no eclipse, but has a distinct

historical reference. Not by gradual deray.

but by a sudden unlooked-for crash, was ImhiI

to perish. Pekah was a military rliiof. He

liad reigned for seventeen years over Israel in

peace, when, along with Rezin, king of Syria,

he attempted to extirpate the line of David,

and s?t a Syrian, son of Tabeal, on the throne

of Ahaz, who was weak and helpless. Tiglath-

pileser swooped suddenly down on Pekah, and

swept away the whole population of the east

and north— (Jikad, Ba-han and Galilee, to the

plain of Jezrt-il. Pi'kali's sun set, and all was

night, with no dawn. Tristram.

§-10. Something darker beyond is dimly

hinted in that awful, vague, final threat, " the

end thereof as a bitter day." Now all these

threats were fulfilled in the fall of the king-

dom of Israel; but that "day of the Lord"

was, in principle, a miniature foreshadowing

of the great final judgment. Some of the

very features of the description here are re-

peated in the new test, with reference to it.

We cannot treat such prophecies as this as if

they were exhausted by their historical fulfil

ment. They disclose the eternal course of Di-

vine judgment, which is to culminate in a

future day of judgment. The oath of God is

not yet completely fulfilled. Assuredly as He
lives, and is God, so surely will modern sinners

have to stand their trial ; and, as of old, the

chase after riches will bring down crashing

ruin We need that vision of judgment as

much as Samaria did when Amos saw the

basket of ripe fruit, craving, as it were, to be

plucked. So do obstinate sinners invite de-

struction. A. M.
11-13. The time would come when they

who now despised it would sigh in vain for a

word from Jehovah. They had silenced the

prophets (2 : 12), and perhaps had already ban-

ished Amos (7 : 12), and the time would come

when Jehovah would take them at their word.

Then He would setid a hungenng into the land,

that bitterest of all hunger, not for bread, but

for the comfort and light of the Word of God.

The fulfilment of this threat began with the

destruction of Israel ; but even to this day it

is continued, in those of that people who are

looking and longing for their Messiah, refus-

ing to find Him in Jesus of Nazareth. Hough-

ton.

II. This was to be the righteous retribution

for slighting the Divine warnings given

through the prophets. In the day of darkness

and perplexity they should hunger and thirst

for one word from heaven, and should not ob-

tain it. The Word of the Lord would be pre-

rif:ii.<i indeed, wlicn it was no longer to be heard.

Then wniilil ///,y.s,,/, ./ /v'.viVjH of the prophet

/

III, I til,' hiir xl,,,U p, rixh f,;,in the priest, and coun-

sel fi;jm lhe\ufi,,nts. 'b. C.

What the judgment itself is that is threat-

ened. It is a famine, a scarcity, not of bread

and water (wliicli are the ncr-cssarv supports of

thf iHi.ly, iiii'l thr wiiiil f.f wiiirh i^ viTv grlcv-

ous). liiir ;i iituc'h mum- j ml -lucut than that,

cvtii a f:iiniiic nf luariiiK iIil- words of the

Lord. '{"Ills was a token of God's highest dis-

pleasure ,iLi:[iiisi them, when He would no

more speak to them as He had done, and when
He would no more afford them the means of

bringing them to repentance. H.

No one could feel the value of a Divine reve-

lation and ministry more than Amos. He
prized the prophetic mission as one of Israel's

riehcst mercies ; to hear God speaking to his

own soul was his greatest privilege and com-

fort. For God no more to speak, for a cessa-

tion or a suspension to come of the condescend-

ing intercourse of the Divine teacher, for the

hoarse voice of reproof as well as the gentle

tones of pity to be silent, was felt by liim to

be the greatest of evils. Amos saw that that

was coming. There had come mildew, and

blight, and scarcity, and want, and the land

had groaned ; but blacker clouds of evil were

in the distance, were sailing nearer and nearer.

" Behold, the days come, saith the Lord God,"

so cries the prophet, " that I will send a famine

in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst

for water, but of hearing the words of the

Lord : and they shall wander from sea to sea,

and from the north even to the east, they shall

run to and fro to seek the word of the Lord,

and shall not find it. " We see the value which

is here set on Divine truth for the nourishment

of man's soul. We see here a comment on the

everlasting maxim, " Man liveth not by bread

alone." We see here how in a fulness of sufli-

ciency we may be in straits.

Blessed be God that this worst of judgments

—this famine of the word of life—has befallen

none of us yet. We may have lost many com-

forts and joys that we greatly prized ; but we
have the Bible left, we have the manna which
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falleth from heaven, the Gospel and tlie ordi-

nances of Christ left, we have the water of life

left, sheaves upon sheaves of Divine instruc-

tion are being reaped every Sabbath. God's

banquetting house is open, and the tables are

spread, and servants come to us weeli after

week, telling how the King has made a great

supper, and all things are ready, and we are to

come to the marriage. But if men will not

come now, and eat and be satisfied, days of

famine shall follow ; they shall follow in eter-

nity. Stougliton.

12. Why was the search vain ? Has not

God promised to be found of those that seek,

however far they have gone away 1 The last

verse tells why. They still were idolaters,

swearing by the "sin of Samaria," which is

the calf of Bethel, and by tlie other at Dan,

and going on idolatrous pilgrimages to Beer-

sheba, far away in the south, across the whole

kingdom of Judah (Amos 5 : 5). It was vain

to seek for the Word of the Lord, with such

doings and worship. The truth implied is uni-

versal iu its application. God's message neg-

lected is withdrawn. Conscience stops if con-

tinually unheeded. The Gospel may still sound

in a man's ears, but have lung ceased to reach

farther, '^rhere comes a time when men shall

wish wasted opportunities back, and find tliat

they can no more return than last summer's

lieat. There may be a wish for the prophet in

time of distress, which means no real desire

for God's Word, but only for relief from ca-

lamity. There may be a sort of seeking for

the Word, which seeks in the wrong places

and in the wrong ways, and without abandon-

lug sins. Such quest is vain. But if, driven

by need and sorrow, a poor soul, feeling the

thirst after the living God, cries from ever so

far off a land of bondage, the cry will be an-

swered. But let us not forget that our Lord

has told us to take heed how we hear, on the

very ground that to him that " hath shall be

given ; and from him that hath not, even that

he hath shall be taken away." A. M.

13. Youth and strength, with all their spir-

its and energy, would be unavailing. There

would be no renewal of strength for those who
had not waited on the Lord. B. C.

14. " The sin of Samaria" was the calf set

up at Bethel by Jeroboam, who committed a

great sin in so doing, and made Israel to sin.

"The manner," or way, "of Beersheba" is

rendered " the god of Beersheba" in the Greek

version, which expresses the sense rather than

the words. The " way" or " manner" signi-

fies the same with " the way of worship ;" and

the phrase is often used so in the Acts, particu-

larly chap. 19 : 23 ; 24 : 14. Here it is taken

figuratively for the god or object of their wor-

ship. Beersheba was a place noted for idol-

atry. W. Lowth.

AMOS, CHAPTER IX.

9:11 RAW the Lord standing beside the altar : and he said. Smite the chapiters, that the

thresholds may shake : and break them in pieces on the head of all of them ; and I will slay the

last of them with the sword : there shall not one of them flee away, and there shall not one

2 of them escape. Though they dig into hell, thence shall mine hand take them ;
and though

3 they climb up to heaven, thence will I bring them down. And though they hide themselves

in the top of Carmel. I will search and take them out thence ; and though they be hid from

my sight in the bottom of tlie sea, thence will I command the serpent, and he shall bite them.

4 And though they go into captivity before their enemies, thence will I command the sword,

5 and it shall slay them : and I will set mine eyes upon them for evil, and not for good. For

the Lord, the God of hosts, is he that touclieth the land and it melteth, and all that dwell

therein shall mourn ; and it shall rise up wholly like the River ; and shall sink again, like

6 the River of Egypt ; it is he that buildeth his chambers in the heaven, and hath founded

his vault upon the earth ; he that callelh for the waters of the sea and poureth them out

7 upon the face of the earth ; the Lord is his name. Are ye not as the children of the Ethio-

pians unto me, O children of Israel ? saith the Lord. Have not I brought up Israel out of

8 the land of Egypt, and the Philistines from Caphtor, and the Syrians from Kir ? Behold,

the eyes of the Lord God are upon the sinful kingdom, and I will destroy it from off the face

9 of the earth ; saving that I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob, salth the Lord. For,
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lo, I will command, ami I will sift the lio\ise of Israel among all the nations, like as aim la

10 sifted in a sieve, yet shall not tlie least grain fali upon tlie earth. All the sinners of my
people shall die by tlie sword, which say, Tlie evil shall not overtake nor prevent us.

11 In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen, and close up the breaches

12 tliereof ; and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build it as In the days of old ; tliat they

may possess the remnant of Edora, and all tlie nations, which arc called by ray name, saitli

13 the Lord that doeth tliis. Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, tliat the plowman shall

overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that soweth seed ; and the mountains

14 shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills shall melt. And I will bring again the captivity of

my people Israel, and tliey shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them ; and they shall

plant vineyards, and drinlc the wine thereof ; they shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit

15 of them. And I will plant them upon their land, and tliey shall no more be plucked up out

of their land which I have given tliem, saith the Ldkd thy God.

Is this closing chapter tlie prophet reaches

the utmost height of sublimity. Jehovah,

standing upon the altar at Betliel, smites down
with terrible blows the sanctuary there of Jero-

boam's calf. In vain do the worshippers flee

away ; neither hell nor heaven can screen them

from the Almightj'. Ip vain do they hide in

the multitudinous caves and thick forests of

Carrael : (Jod's hand searclics them out, and in

the very depths of the sea He commands ser-

pents to bite them. And by this visitation of

the Eternal Israel is to be sifted " like as corn

is sifted in a sieve." Tossed ceaselessly to and

fro, ever in motion, finding on earth no nation

where it may make its home, Israel is to be

scattered throughout all lands. But it is not

forsaken of God. Not the least grain is to fall

to the ground. Only the chaff perishes. Fierce

as may be the tossing within the sieve, the

providence of God guards and keeps within its

circle all that is good.

And, finally, there is a restoration for Israel,

but it is to be wrought through Judah. When
Amos wrote Uzziah was reigning in the pleni-

tude of his power. Yet he describes the house

of David as a mere booth (in our version taber-

nacle), a palace no longer, but a hut of boughs,

such as Jonah erected to hide his head. And
such the royal dynasty had become when its

representative was a Galilean carpenter. But

God would " close up its breaches, and raise its

ruins, and build it as in the days of old" (5 : 11).

And upon this was to follow an era of peace and

happiness, and Israel was to be no more up-

rooted out of its land. From the hut of Naz-

areth was to commence a new church, in which

all the nations of the earth were to be blessed,

and among them Israel itself. For " I will

bring again the captivity of My people of Is-

rael, . . . and I will plant them upon their

land, and they shall no more be pulled up out

of their land which I have given them, saith

the Lord thy God" (verses 14, 15). When we

, remember that Amos, though of Judah, was a

prophet seut to Israel, we cannot but be struck

with the reappearance of the same phenomenon
which we noticed in speaking of the prophet

Hosea— viz., that the blessedness of the latter

j

days is consistently by all the prophets asso-

ciated with the family and lineage of David.

I
R. P. S.

Cliap. 9. This chapter opens with the fifth

and last special vision shown the prophet
;

j

affirms the complete destruction of the guilty,

apostate people of Israel ; denies in vivid forms

I
all possibility of their escape (verses 1-7, 10),

' yet promises the rescue of a small remnant

(verses 8, 9) ;
predicts the raising up of the

fallen tent of David, and the saving of the true

Israel for an era of extraordinary and long-con-

tinued prosperity. II. C.

1 . In the previous visions Amos had been

shown the nature, the certainty, the nearness

of Israel's overthrow. Here he sees the Lord
Himself come down to execute judgment. He
is described as standing upon, or perhaps by,

the altar. B. C.

1 paraphrase it thus :
" I saw the Lord stand-

ing beside the great altar of burnt offering in

Jerusalem, and He said, ' Smite the capitals of

the columns, and make the very thresholds

tremble, and dash them in pieces upon the

heads of all the people within, and the remnant

of them I will slay with the sword ; whoever
flees shall not escape, and lie that gets away
shall not be finally delivered.' " In this vision

the people are supposed to be a-ssembled in the

temple for safety against the judgments of

God, but lie comes down witli His destroying

angel and orders the whole temple to be crushed

down from pinnacle to basement, that it may
fall crashing upon the heads of the assembled

throng. Then, whom the falling temple does

not crush, the sword shall sla}', and none shall

escape. H. C.

3. The contrast between the height of Car-
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mel and the sea that washes its base is very

natural. Should they fly as far as Carmel, as

the securest place in Israel, they would find no

hiding-place there, and should they plunge

into the sea, and reach its bottom, the tooth of

the deadly serpent awaited them.

4. Though they go into captivity. Suppose

them to have escaped the promiscuous slaugh-

ter, and to suffer themselves to be quietly led

away by the conquerors, they may not look

for safety. Absolute submission will not shield

them. The threatening words of Moses would

be literally fulfilled :
" Among these nations

. . . thy life shall hang in doubt before thee
;

and thou shalt fear day and nigiit, and shalt

have none assurance of thy life" (De. 28 : 65).

5. The prophet, to show how terrible was

the enmity they had provoked, adds, as before

(4 : 13 ; 5 : 8, 9), a sublime description of the

power and majesty of Jehovah. B. C.

5. 6. These bold descriptions of Jehovah's

power over the material world are adduced

here in the same line of thought with the pre-

ceding—to show how hopelessly futile must

be every attempt of guilty men to evads His

scourge or escape His retributions. TUe manner

of the original is graphic :
" And the Lord

Jehovah of Hosts—He is touching the earth,

and then it melts, and all the dwellers in it

mourn ; its whole surface is lifted up like the

rising Nile, and then subsides as the river of

Egypt (the effects of an earthquake, as in

Amos 8 : 8). He builds His chambers in the

heavens ; He has founded His arched vault

upon the earth {i.e., the blue concave firma-

ment. He calls for the waters of the sea, and

then pours them out upon the face of the earth

—Jehovah, His name." H. C.

6. He calls for the waters of the sea in the

course of His common providence, causes va-

pors to ascend out of it, and pours them out in

showei-s, the small rain, and the great rain of

His strength, upon the face of the earth ; this

was mentioned before as a reason why we
should seek the Lord (chap. 5 : 8) and make
Him our Friend, as it is here made a reason

why we should fear Him and dread having

Him our Enemy. H.

7. This verse aims to confront and demolish

another delusive reliance of the apostate peo-

ple—viz., that, being the seed of Abraham and

children of the covenant, brought by a series

of miracles into the land of promise, they were

invincible against any heathen power, since

their God would surely protect them. The

Lord replies to their thought, " What are ye to

Me more than the Cushites and Ethiopians ? I

did indeed bring you up out of Egypt ; so I

also brought the Philistines from Caphtor

(Crete), and the Syrians from Kir"—the region

of the river Cyrus. Does such a removal in-

sure the perpetual prosperity of any people ?

II. C.

Have not I brought up. God seems to use

the language in which the people boasted oi

what had been done for their ancestors. It

was most true that His hand had rescued them.

As it is said before (chap. 3 : 2), Tou only have

T known of all the famiie. of the earth. But

when they cast off their allegiance to Him,
and became like the heathen around them,

they renounced their high and peculiar posi-

tion. Their deliverance from Egypt, which

should have made them serve God faithfully,

had no more significance for them than the mi-

grations of neighboring nations. Their move
ments also had been determined by the provi-

dence of God.

8. The sinful kingdom is that of the Ten
Tribes. It was founded in rebellion, it was

maintained by the observance of idolatrous

worship at Dan and Bethel. The people were

hindered from going up to Jerusalem to keep

the solemn feasts, lest they should desire to re-

turn to their allegiance to the royal line of Da-

vid. Jeroboam had made Israel to sin, and his

sin had been loved and followed by others.

Tlie kingdom was sinful, and therefore, after

due probation, the kingdom must be destroyed.

Not so the race to which its subjects belonged.

The house of Jacob should not be utterly de-

stroyed. Among them there should ever be a

remnant, a few in every age found faithful,

worthy to bear the name of Jacob, or Israel.

9, 10. The image employed here expresses

at once the dispersion and preservation of Is-

rael. Their dispersion had been foretold by

Moses (Lev. 26 : 33 ; De. 28 : 64). The people

are to be scattered among all nations (cf. Hos.

9 : 17), yet not one individual is to be over-

looked. The remnant shall be saved, but the

sinners cut off. Davison says on this passage :

" This concise prophecy contains a draught of

determinate history ; the kingdom, the body

politic, to be destroyed from off the face of the

earth ; but the people, the stock, not to be de-

stroyed. The people to be sifted through all

nations ; but the seed so sifted not to perish,

nor its least grain to fall to the earth. It is a

history made up of opposite particulars ; de-

struction and preservation, scattering and per-

petual custody combined. It is the true out-

line of Jewish history. Is it of any other what-

ever? Place the prophecy in any imaginable
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age ; after the fall of the kingdom of Israel, or

after the Babylonian conquest ; the phenom-

enon of its fulfilment leniiiins ; its constant,

perpetual fulfilment." B. C.

The centrifugal force of world-wide disper-

sion, with tlie centripetal of national cohesion,

could not have been more distinctly expressed.

It is not the calamity of national downfall, of

expatriation and wandering to the ends of the

earth, of proscription and outrage such as may
well make Christians blush, even when it still

breaks out in our own century ; it is not even

the tragic cause, as Christians believe, of this

unmatched disaster, and which weighs like a

doom not finally exhausted. It is the power

of resistance—the invincible reaction against

all forces of change or dissolution—the stub-

born identity with his fathers, which from the

heights of modern commerce or the fair equal-

ity of intellectual and political conflict, as from

the depression of other days, makes the Jew
still retire into solitude, to nurse a sad memory
or a hope yet unfulfilled. Were the Jews con-

verted, and were Palestine restored to them,

would unbelief be able to hold its own ?

Cairm.

11. The tabernacle of Band. Under the fig-

ure of rebuilding a tabernacle, that was partly

demolished by force, partly decayed with age,

the prophet foretells the restoring of the king-

dom of David to one of his seed after it should

be fallen into a very low condition, and the en-

largement of his subjects in the room of those

who had shaken off their obedience. Bp.

Chandler.

The reigning family of David had been sadly

broken down by the revolt under Jeroboam
;

far more so still by their apostasy into idol-

worship, oppression and other immoralities, for

all which God had doomed the sinners of His

people to be utterly cut off ; but the day will

come for rearing up again this royal line and

its kingdom. He will wall up the breaches of

the " double house," the two kingdoms (for so

the plural pronoun, rendered " thereof," sliould

naturally mean) :
" I will raise up David's

ruins and build his tent as in days of old."

These promises suggest the original covenant

with David's line (2 Sam. 7 : 16j. " And thy

house and thy kingdom shall be established

forever before thee ; thy throne shall be estab-

lished forever." King Messiah is to come in

this royal line, and, according to the strain of

this prophecj', events ripen for His coming.

Only in Him can this prophecy find an ade-

quate fulfilment. H. C.

It is striking that Amos, prophesying in

Israel, closes with a promise, not to the Ten
Tribes primarily, but to the royal house of

David and to Israel only througli its restora-

tion. Strange comment on human greatness,

that the royal line was not to be employed in

the salvation of the world until it was fallen.

The royal palace had to become the hut of

Nazareth ere the Redeemer of the world could

be born, whose glory and kingdom were not

of tliis world. Who came to take from us noth-

ing but our nature, that He might sanctify it,

our mi3er3{ tliat He might bear it for us. Puaey.

II, 12. In Acts 15:14-17 James says,

" Simon Peter has been relating to you how
God has visited the Gentiles to convert some
of them' to Himself ; and to this agree the

words of the prophet Amos ;" and then he

quotes substantially from the Septuagint ver-

sion these two verses. James gives the gen-

eral sense with entire accuracy— viz., that God
had of set purpose called the Gentiles within

the pale of His Church, to inherit in it among
His people.

13-15. Great prosperity and abundance are

implied. The reaper will have so much to do,

and the ploughman withal is so eager to get in

readiness a large field, that he treads on the

heels of the reaper. The mountains terraced

and cultivated in grapes to their summits shall

seem to distil new wine. It flows down their

declivities as if the mountains tliemselves were

becoming liquid. H. C. This must cer-

tainly be understood of the abundance of spirit-

ual blessings in heavenly things which all

those are and shall be blessed with who are in

sincerity added to Christ and His Church ; they

shall be abundantly replenished with the good-

ness of God's house, with the graces and com-

forts of His Spirit ; they shall have bread, the

bread of life, to strengthen their hearts, iind

the wine of Divine consolations to make them

glad ; meat indeed and drink indeed, all the

benefit that comes to the souls of men from the

Word and Spirit of God ; these had been long

confined to the vineyard of the Jewish Church,

Divine revelation and the power that attended

it were to be found only within that enclosure ;

but in Gospel times the mountains and hills of

the Gentile world shall be enriched with these

privileges by the Gospel of Christ preached

and professed and received in the power of it. H.

I cannot close this Book of Amos without a

passing tribute to his clear, forcible and ear-

nest style ; to the richness of his figures, drawn
chiefly from the familiar but often sublimeh'

grand fields of nature, and from the scenes of

husbandry ; to the sublime and solemn gran-
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deur with which he recites the significant names

of Jehovah, God of Hosts ; and not least, to

his warm sympathy with the wronged and out-

raged poor, and to his intense abhorrence of

the luxury, pride, ostentation, and especially

the oppression which manifestly was the crown-

ing and damning sin of the leading men iu the

kingdom of Israel. We shUl need to go far to

find keener invectives against these Heaven-

provoking sins, or a more earnest wielding of

Jehovah's thunders against the oppression of

the poor, the perversions of justice, and the

enslaving of men. H. C.

So ends this ancient and memorable book of

prophecy. The storms roll far away into the

distance, and there is a vision of peace. Any
fulfilment of the prophecy in the comparative

prosperity of Judah under Uzziah, and its es-

cape from Assyria, would be quite inadequate

to meet the prophet's language. Most of it

has not been fulfilled iu any literal sense, but

its Mes.sianic 3'('arnings have found an abun-

dant spiritual fulfilment in the glories of the

Christian dispensation, and to the Messianic

age it is applied in the speech of James to the

Apostolic Synod. Farrar.

PROPHECY OF OBADIAH.

I : 1 The vision of Obadiah.

Thus saith tlie Lord God concerning Edom : We have heard tidings from the Lord, and

an ambassador is sent among the nations, saying, Arise ye, and let us rise up against her in

battle. Behold, I have made thee small among the nations : thou art greatly despised.

Tlie pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, O thou that dvvellest in the clefts of the rock,

whose habitation is high ; that saith iu his heart. Who shall bring me down to the ground %

Though thou mount on Iiigli as the eagle, and though thy nest be set among the stars, I will

bring thee down from thence, saith the Lord. If thieves came to thee, if robbers by night,

(how art thou cut off !) would they not steal till they had enough ? if grapegatherers came to

thee, would they not leave some gleaning grapes ? How are the things of Esau searched

out ! how are his hidden treasures sought up ! All the men of thy confederacj have brought

thee on thy way, even to the border : the men that were at peace with thee have deceived

thee, and prevailed against thee ; they that eat thy bread lay a snare under thee : there is

none understanding in him. Shall I not in that day, saith the Lord, destroy the wise men
out of Edom, and understanding out of the mount of Esau ? And thy mighty men, O
Teman, shall be d'smayed, to the end that every one may be cut off from the mount of Esau

by slaughter. For the violence done to thy brother Jacob shame shall cover thee, and thou

shalt be cut off for ever. In the day that thou stoodest on the other side, in the day that

strangers carried away his substance, and foreigners entered into his gates, and cast lots

upon Jerusalem, even thou wast as one of them. But look not thou on the day of thy

brother in tlie day of his disaster, and rejoice not over the children of Judah in the day of

their destruction ; neither speak proudly in the day of distress. Enter not into the gate of

my people in the day of their calamity
;
yea, look not thou on their afHiclion in the day of

their calamity, neither lay ye hands on their substance in the day of their calamity. And
stand thou not in the crossway, to cut off those bi his that escape ; and deliver not up those

of his that remain in the day of distress. For the day of the Lord is near upon all the na-

tions : as thou hast done, it shall be done unto thee ; thy dealing shall return upon thine

own head. For as ye have drunk upon my holy mountain, so shall all the nations drink

continually, yea, they shall drink, and swallow down, and shall be as though they had not

been. But in mount Zion there shall be those that escape, and it shall be holy
;
and the

house of Jacob shall possess their possessions. And the house of Jacob shall be a fire, and

the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of Esau for stubble, and they .shall burn among
them, and devour them : and there shall not be any remaining to the house of Esau

; for the

Lord hath spoken it. And they of the South shall possess the mount of Esau ; and they of
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the lowland tlie Philistines : and they shall possess the field of Ephraim. and the field of

20 Samaria : and Benjamin nJtall possess Gilead. And the captivity of this host of tlie children

of Israel, which are among the Canaanites, shall possess even unto Zarephath ; and tlie cap-

21 tivity of Jerusalem, which is in Sepharad, shall possess the cities of the South. And saviours

shall come up on mount Zion to judge the mount of Esau ; and the kingdom .sliall be the

Lord's.

Op the author of this shortest book in the

Old Testament we have the briefest possible

account. His name was Obadiah—tliere the

record ends. The book contains historical (not

prophetic) allusions to the capture and destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans and the

consequent captivity, and therefore must have

been written subsequent to that event, yet

how long after cannot lie certainly determined

by any evidence exturnal or internal. The

tone of the passage (vursi's 11-14) implies that

those events connected with the fall of Jeru-

salem were then recent.

His subject is one—a prophecy concerning

Edom. The posterity of Esau, otherwise called

Edom, founded this kingdom at a very early

period. They manifestly had their land under

cultivation before the Hebrews entered Canaan.

They appear repeatedly in the scenes of Jewish

history during the reign of David, and more

especially after the revolt. The early antipathy

which brought Esau out with four hundred

armed men to intercept Jacob on his return

from Padanaram to Canaan, though sometimes

kept down under the pressure of conscious in-

ability to do his brother harm, yet seems never

to have been fully suppressed. As said by

Amos (1 : llj, " he cast off all pity, and his

anger did tear perpetually, and he nursed his

wrath forever. " This enduring hatred seized

its opportunity when Jerusalem fell before the

Chaldean power, and broke forth, not only in

most unfraternal words, but in most cruel

deeds. This was the special occasion of the

prophecy here recorded. Other prophets have

predicted the fall of Edom, some of earlier date

—e.g., Isaiah and Joel—and some contemporary,

or of later date

—

e.g., Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Mal-

achi, and the writer of Psalm 137. (See Isa.

31 : 11 ; 34 ; Joel 3 ; 19 ; Jer. 49 : 7-23 [closely

parallel] ; Ezek. 25 ; 12-14 ; Mai. 1 : 3, 4.)

H. C.

The opening section of Obadiah is repro-

duced, frequently with verbal exactness, ia a

prophecy against Edom found in the forty-

ninth chapter of Jeremiah. The resemblance

is too close to allow a doubt of the relationship.

The only question is, which is the parent and

which the child, unless, indeed, they should

prove to be brothers. In Obadiah tlie ideas

appear in a natural order and logical progres-

sion, making a harmonious and compact pic-

ture, while in Jeremiah they are reversed in

sequence, broken off from one another, mingled

with other matter, and so deprived of their

cumulative and orderly significance. Thus
verses 1-4, 5. 6, 8, 9 of Obadiah correspond to

verses 14-16. 9, 10, 7, 8 in Jeremiah, where the

omission of all reference to the folly of trusting

perfidious allies (Obad. 7) leaves the ridicule of

Edom's pretended wisdom withovit definite

justification. Therefore, if the one is directly

dependent on the other, we are forced to the

conclusion that Obadiah is the original, and

that Jeremiah has borrowed from him, just as

in the prophecies against Moab (Jer. 48) he in-

corporates elements from the older oracles em-

bedded in Isa. 15, 16 and Num. 21, 24.

The motive is not the gratification of national

spite, nor is the aim to either warn or edify the

Edomites. The seer speaks out of the need of

his own heart and to the hearts of his people.

What creates his vision and compels its utter-

ance is an indestructible sense of the eternal

justice and fidelity, and of the Divine destiny

of Israel in building up the kingdom of God
on earth. The tragedy of Edom is but a part

in the great drama. It is therefore presented

on a vast stage, and has the world's history

for its background. Very real and concrete to

the prophet, no doubt, are the antagonisms of

Israel and his enemies, but none the less really

and consciously, even if in a fashion grand be-

yond his conceptions, it is the collision of uni-

versal forces and everlasting principles, that is

embodied in them. Limited and material the

presentment of those issues may be, but they

carry in their bosom the consummation of the

ages. Within the rivalry of Edom and Israel

tliere was wrapped the eternal antithesis of

truth and falsehood, good and evil, and the

vision of an earthly kingdom on Mount Zion

is finding its fulfilment in the silent, slow, but

sure advent of the kingdom of God and of our

Christ. Ehnslie.

We may briefly dismiss any late date for

Obadiah by appealing to his place in the canon.

This argument has indeed often been pressed

too far ; but we may at least say that the Jews,

in their arrangement of the minor prophets.



have drawn a definite line of separation be-

tween those wlio wrote before the Babylonian

exile and those who wrote after it ;
and that

this was a matter upon which their information

could not have been insufficient. They have

also evidently attempted some sort of arrange-

ment of tlie earlier prophets among themselves,

and have placed Obadiah among those who
wrote in the reign of Jeroboam 11. His exact

place was, however, probably fixed by the

words of Amos 9 13, where God promised

that Israel should possess the remnant of Edomi

Of this prophecy Obadiah's predictions seemed

an enlargement, and without meaning to settle

his exact date, which possibly they did not

know, they placed him where his matter ad-

mirably fitted in. In Rosea and Amos we
have Israel's punishment, but the latter ends

with the promise of restoration, and the sub-

jugation of Edom, his inveterate foe. It

seemed, then, natural to place at the head of

the roll those prophets whose subject was the

fate of Israel herself ; and subsequently one

who foretold tlie subjugation of a people with

whom the Israelites were ever at war, and their

final supremacy. R. P. S.

Analysis of the Contents. The prophet is con-

Bcious of a military movement among the na-

tions. It is instigated by Jehovah, directed

against Edom, and will result in its downfall

and humiliation. Spite of the strength of their

rocky fastnesses, they shall be defeated and

their wealth plundered. Trusted allies shall

betray them, and so with all their vaunted wis-

dom and might the children of Esau shall be

caught in the snare of their own selfish policy

and utterly destroyed (verses 1-9). The cause

of their doom is the wrong done to their kins-

men, the Israelites, whom they abandoned in

their dire extremity, aiding their foes, rejoicing

in their calamity, sharing in the pillage, cut-

ting oil the fugitives and selling them into

slavery (verses 10-14). For the Divine judg-

ment, now complete on Israel, must pass on to

his heathen enemies and requite their injuries.

In the general retribution the rescued people

of Jehovah shall dwell safe and holy on Mount

Zion, regain their old possessions, burn up

Edom like stubble, overflow into the lands of

the surrounding peoples, establish a strong

government in Zion, and then "the kingdom

shall be the Lord's" (verses 15-21). ElnuUe.

1. Thm saith the Lord Ood. This is a for-

mula claiming Divine authority for the whole

prophecy.

2. Behold. Verses ^-9 contain the denunci-

ation of Edom ; verses 10-14, the cause of the

denunciation ; verses 1.5, 16, an expansion of

the denunciation ; verses 17-21, a declaration

of the glories of Zion, following upon the fulfil-

ment of the denunciation.

3. The word translated " rock" is, in the

original, selah, and by it the prophet probably

designates Selah, which was the name of the

Edomite capital, the city whose site was after-

ward occupied by Petra, a word of similar im-

port. Selah was situated on either side of a

deep ravine, which runs winding like a stream

through precipitous and overhanging cliffs,

for a distance of not less than a mile and a

half. The cliils are honeycombed with cav-

erns, and in these caverns, reached by artificial

means of access, the Edomites dwelt. The
buildings which at present exist on the grouiid

at Petra are not the work of the Edomites, but

of their successors, the Nabathseans. B. C.

The phrase, " Thou thatdwellest in the clefts

of the rock, whose habitation is high," has in

modern times received a very striking confirma-

tion from the personal visits and examination

made by a large number of travellers—Burck-

hardt among the earliest ; Dr. Edward Robin-

son among the most accurate and reliable.

They and others have found on the site of an-

cient Petra a vast amount of ruins of the homes

of both the living and the dead, especially

along the face of an immense gorge or chasm,

where the perpendicular rock, several hundred

feet in height, was improved for temples, sepul-

chres and private residences, chiselled from the

rock itself. The massive grandeur of these

ruins aids us 1o appreciate the description,

" Thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock,

whose habitation is high." It also accounts

for the pride and vain confidence felt by the

men of Edom in the military strength of their

fastnesses, and evinces the pertinence of the

Divine Word, " Though thou lift thyself high

as the eagle, and set thy nest among the stars,

thence will I bring thee down.
'

' How vain it

must ever be for even the loftiest and mighti-

est of men to defy the Almighty, or count

themselves above the reach of His retributions !

H. C.

3, 4. Adversity may harden instead of soft-

ening and subduing. Multitudes pass through

it and are none the better. They are unyield-

ing, unsubmissive, impenitent. They grow

bitter in spirit, and accuse the God of heaven.

In such a case the return of prosperity, or the

gift of it, is no blessing. The heart gets

haughtier than ever, and God is defied (Obad.

3, 4). Orr.

5, 6. These supposed cases—the thieves, the
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night-robbers and the grape-gatherers—all have

the same object^viz., to show that the spoil-

ing of Esau would be unsparing. The inter-

jected exclamation—" How art thou cut off 1"

—implies that the desolation of Esau would be

more dire than that wrought by thieves and

night-robbers. The latter, compelled by fear

to make short work, are wont to seize what
comes first to hand till they have enough for

present want, or, as the case may be, all they

can carry away ; and so may leave some valu-

ables behind. Grape-gatherers leave glean-

ings. But Esau's wealth will be carefully

searched out. Those who shall come to spoil

him will find all his hidden stores. The excla-

mation in verse 6 corresponds in form of state-

ment precisely to that thrown into the middle

of verse 5. H. C.

7. Those confederates were probably Moab,
Ammon, Tyre and Sidon, with whom the

Edomites joined in resisting Nebuchadnezzar
;

but these failed them, probably turned against

them ; and even their friends who were at

peace with them and ate their bread deceived

them in their hour of trial. "To no quarter

could the Idumeans look for aid. Their allies,

their neighbors, their very dependents, so far

from assisting them, would act treacherously

toward them, and employ every means, both

of an open and covert nature, to effect their

ruin." Anon.

8. The Idumeans confided not only in the

natural strength of their country, but in the

superiority of their intellectual talent. That
they excelled in the arts and sciences is abun-

dantly proved bj' the numerous traces of them
in the Book of Job, which was undoubtedly

written in their country. They were indeed
j

proverbial for their philosophy, for the culti-

vation of which their intercourse with Babylon

and Egypt was exceedingly favorable, as were :

likewise their means of acquiring information

from the numerous caravans whose route lay

through their country, thus forming a chain of
!

communication between Europe and India.

Henderson.

10. The fraternal relation in which Edom
stood toward Judali is still more sharply do-

fined by the name Jacob, since Esau and

Jacob were twin brothers. The consciousness

that the Israelites were their brethren, ought
to have impelled the Edomites to render help

ful support to the oppressed Judeans. Instead

of this, they not only revelled with scornful

and malignant pleasure in the misfortune of

the brother nation, but endeavored to increase

it still further by rendering active support to

the enemy. The hostile behavior of Edom
arose from envy at the election of Israel, like

the hatred of Esau toward Jacob (Gen. 27 : 41),

which was transmitted to his descendants and

came out openly, in the time of Moses, in the

unbrotherly refusal to allow the Israelites to

pass in a peaceable manner through their land

(Num. 20). Dditzsch.

The shame and the "cutting off forever"

would be distinct, and might be somewhat
widely separated in time. The form of the

prophetic statement admits this distinction ;

the factSj of history fulfilled it. The shameful

defeat came from the hand of Nebuchadnez-

zar ; the final overthrow was postponed into

the early ages of the Christian era.

12-14. The picture of Edom's violence and

cruelty is presented to the prophet, and, as his

eye traverses the canvas, he exclaims, " Do not

look," " do not rejoice," " do not enter." " do

not deliver," as he sees each group so engaged.

The words are addressed to Edomites by way
of apostrophe on what he sees them doing be-

fore his face, not as a warning against their so

doing in the future. The representations of

the prophetic vision are necessarily exempt
from the relations of time.

15. The day of the Lord. The time when
Jehovah will exhibit His majesty by judging

and recompensing ; whether the general and

final day, or a particular and shortly approach-

ing day. "The day of the Lord," in its in-

ferior signification, is always typical of " the

day of tlie Lord" in its higher signification,

and usually, as here, throws forward the proph-

et's thought to the final day. That there

would be a special day of the Lord was first

revealed to and by the prophet Joel. B. C.

" The day of the Lord" is His time for retri-

bution, declared here to be " near upon all the

heathen." It came soon by the hand of Nebu-

chadnezzar "As thou" (Edom) "hast done

to Jerusalem, so shall it be done unto thee
;

thy reward" (the sort of treatment thou hast

shown to others) " shall come back upon thine

own head." (See page 390.)

16. These allusions to drinking are explained

by the usage of the prophets. When they bore

predictions of dire calamity, they were said to

carry a cup filled with a mixture which repre-

sented the wrath and vengeance of the Al-

mighty. The ground passage is Ps. 75 : 7, 8 :

" But God is the judge, He putteth down one,

and setteth up another ; for in the hand of the

Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red ; it is

full of mixture : but the dregs thereof—all the

wicked of the earth shall wring them out
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and drink them." To Jerusalem Isaiali said

(51 ; 17) :
" Stand up. thou -n-ho hast drunk at

the hand of the Lord tlie cup of His fury."

In Jer. 35 : 15-33, this figure is carried out

fully :
" Take the wine-cup of this fury at

Mine hand, and cause all the nations to whom
I send thee to drink it." So also Jer. 49 : 13,

in a passage very closely parallel to this of

Obadiah. With this view of the sense of this

figure, it seems necessary to refer the first

clause—" ye who have drunk on My holy

mountain"—to the Jews themselves. They
had taken their turn in drinking from this cup

of retributive justice ; now all the heathen

—

Edom among them—must follow. These

guilty heathen nations must drink copiously,

for the word rendered " swallow down" is

strong—shall guzzle down, as men who love

it, and suck out the very dregs with keenest

relish. And this shall be the end of them

—

their cup of national annihilation.

17. Over against the final fate of those op-

pressive and wicked nations, Mount Zion stands

in the strongest contrast. Turning now to

promises for the people of God, the prophet

portraj's the victory given to Zion's side.

Mount Zion shall be delivered, and, best of all,

" sliall become holy." This will seciire her

forever against such -fearful calamities, fnr

these come only as needful discipline to cleanse

her from her sins. II. C.

The remainder of the prophecy (verees 17-21)

declares the glories of restored and triumphant

Zion, which will consist in (1) the restoration

from captivity, (2) the annihilation of the

Edomites and their absorption by the Jews.

(3) the universal expansion of the Jewish king-

dom, (4) the reign of Jehovah.

18, Tlie Jiouse of Jacob . . a7id tlie house of

Joseph. The united remains of the two tribes

and of the ten (cf. Isa. 46 : 3). The overthrow

of Edom, hitherto spoken of, to be accomplished

by other hands than those of the Jews, and to

be effected before the restoration from the cap-

tivity, %vas probably wrought by JSTcbuchad-

nezzar in the year 583 b.c, five years after the

capture of Jerusalem. Malachi refers to some
such overthrow, and points to the fact that the

Israelites had been able to re-establish them-

selves in their country, while the Edomites

could not do the same in theirs, as a proof of

Jehovah's love for Israel (1 : 2, 3). The de-

struction threatened in this verse is to be the

work of the Jews themselves, the house of

Jacob and Joseph being the instruments by

which Esau is finally to be annihilated. This

was wrought by Judas Maccabseus and John
Hyrcanus, of whom the first defeated the

Edomites, li.c. 160 (1 Mace. 5 : 3), and the last

utterly crushed them, B.C. 130.

19. The prophet sees the enlargement of

Israel on all sides after the destruction of their

enemies. This en'argement takes the form of

an apparent overflow of Israelitish conquerors

and settlers, southward, westward, eastward

and northward.

21. Sario2irs. Such as Zerubbabel, who led

back the Jews from their captivity ; the Mac-

cabees, who executed vengeance on Edom ; and

all who, by delivering the chosen people, are

types of the great Deliverer. The judges are

designated saviours or deliverers throughout

the Book of Judges. " Under the saviours the

Saviour is concealed" (Uengstenbeiy, Keit). On
Mount Zion, as being the throne of judgment,

whence dominion was to be exercised over the

mount of Esau. " As the mountains of Esau

represent the heathen world, so mount Zion, as

the scat of the Old Testament kingdom of God,

is the type of the kingdom of God in its fully

developed form" (Kcil). The kingdom shall

be the Lord's. A promise of the Messianic

times, when Jehovah should be exclusively

the object of worship ; and when His kingdom
should no longer be cooped up within the pres-

ent boundaries of Judah, but should be spread

throughout the world. "There is a grandeur

about the promise," says Rosenmuller, " which

prevents us from referring it to the times of

Zerubbabel or of the Maccabees." Its truer

fulfilment began when it appeared " that God
was no respecter of persons, but in every na-

tion," Israelite or Edomite, Jew or Gentile,

" he that feared Him and wrought righteous-

ness was accepted by Him" (Acts 10 : 85).

And it will be fully accomplished only when
" the kingdoms of this world are become the

kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ, and

He shall reign forever and ever." B. C.

The passage teaches that the princes reigning

on Mount Zion shall rule over Mount Esau
;

" the elder shall serve the younger," or rather,

in the much broader sense, the people who
stand icith God shall bear sway ove.- all the

realms and peoples of the earth. The wicked

shall no more bear rule ;
" the kingdom is the

Lord's, and He is Governor among the nations.

"

This is the great truth in which the whole

Book of Obadiah culminates—a glorious truth

indeed 1



BOOK OF JONAH.

The position of the Book of Jonal; among
the minor prophets 13 remarkable. It is not a

prophecy, but a narrati ve. Unlike all the other

members of the group, it does not contain the

utterance, or a collection of the utterances of a

prophet. AYith the exception of the words,
" Yet forty daj's and Nineveh shall be over-

thrown," it is from beginning to end the re-

cital of a prophet's self will and ignorance, and

his discipline and correction bv God. Elms-

lie.

The narrative bears not the l;'ast trace of

being a vision, or an allegory, or a parable, or

a tale of old-time tradition. From beginning

to end it is simple, straightforward, nobly hon-

est and self-condemning, especially considered

as written by Jonah of himself—in short, in

every respect bearing the best internal evi-

dence of truth. Then further, the book has

worthy moral objects

—

e.g., to set forth the

peril of fleeing from the path of diity, however
rough or even dangerous th;it path may be

;

also, the ways of Gad's discipline to bring His

wandering servants back, and the tenderness

of Ilis pity and forgiving love toward them
despite of their sins ; and yet further, the prin-

ciples on which God deals with nations, even

the heathen, whether in judgment when they

sin, or in sparing mercy when they repent.

Such objects as these are great and good enough
to entitle the Book of Jonah to a place in the

sacred canon ; or we might go farther back
and say, sufScieutly important to justify God
in making those arrangements of His provi-

dence which constitute His part in these scenes

of Jonah's history. But more than all, Jonah
is distinctly recognized, in both the Old Testa^

ment and the New, as an historical and not a

fictitious person. In Old Testament history,

2 K. 14 : 25 distinctly refers to this Jonah, the

son of Amittai, in these words :
" lie (Jero-

boam II.) restored the coast of Israel from the

entering of Hamath unto the sea of the plain,

according to the Word of tlie Lord God of

Israel, which He spake by the hand of Ilis ser-

vant Jonah, the son of Amittai, who was of

Gath-IIcpher. " This city was assigned to the

tribe of Zebulon (Josh. 19 : 13), so that Jonah's

residence was within the kingdom of the Ten
Tribes. He is thus located, precisely as to

plnre, and proximately as to time, not later than

the early part of the reign of Jeroboam IT.

(reigned B.C. 825-784). In the New Testament,

the proof to the point that Jonah was a real

and not a fictitious character is complete.

(See Matt.. 12 : 39-41 ; 16 : 4.) The Lord Jesus

most distinctly refers to Jonah as the subject

of a sign

—

i.e., of a miracle—as having been

three days and three nights in the whale's belly,

and as having preached to the people of Nine-

veh, under which preaching they repented ;

and finally, lie definitely compares Himself

with Jonah :
" Behold, a greater than Jonah

is here." Now if, despite of these testimonies

to the contrary, men insist that Jonah is to be

accounted a fictitious character, they may say

the same with equal reason of the queen of

Sheba and of the wise Solomon. H. C.

Everything in the book itself has the appear-

ance of a straightforward statement of facts,

just as much so as the earlier narrative of the

Book of Ruth. The persons and places men-
tioned are historical, and all the circumstances

have the local color suitable to the period.

Nothing but the peculiar character of the mir-

acle it describes has given rise to the contrary

opinion. No one in ancient times, so far as we
are informed, ever doubted the literal truth of

the story. Here the synagogue and the church

are at one. The apocryphal Tobit refers to

Jonah as a historical personage (14:4), and Jose-

phus recites the full details of the miraculous

preservation as a genuine record of facts (An-

tiq. IX., X., 2). And, besides, we have the ex-

plicit attestation of our Lord given on two
separate occasions. No rational explanation

can be given of the Saviour's words, that does

not imply the literal verity of the Old Testa-

ment narrative. Chambers.

The narrative is simple and consistent ; its

truth is endorsed by the express testimony of

our Saviour, and the objections simply resolve

themselves into a disbelief in miracles at all.

One needless difficulty has been raised by the

use of the word " whale" in our version of the

New Testament in place of the "great fish,"

as it is correctly given in the old
; and then

the climate of the Mediterranean and the anat-

omy of the whale are triumphantly appealed

to in disproof of the whole story. But idolatry
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itself bears witness in the worship of Dagon to

the fact, which naturalists have proved, that

there arc sharks in the Mediterranean quite

capable of swallowing a man whole. On the

other hand, we find incidental allusions which

no Impostor would have dared to insert. The

prophet's three days' journey through the city

is not only now known to be consistent with

the vast area covered by the scattered houses

and gardens of the great cities of the East, but

has been confirmed by the space over which

the remains of Nineveh extend. The prophetic

character of the book, though its form is narra-

tive, is seen in the use made of it by our Lord,

as an example of repentance in a heathen na-

tion, and a sign of His own three days' abode

in the earth. Nay, '

' the sign of the prophet

Jonas" must have been, even without an inter-

pretation, a striking emblem of the resurrec-

tion, the doctrine of which is clearly implied

In one passage of Jonah's " prayer to God out

of the fish's belly :" " The earth with her bars

was about me forever : yet hast Thou brought

up my life from corruption, O Jehovah, my
God." P. S.

The miraculous ingredient forms the very

warp and woof of the composition, and cannot

by any possibility be detached without the lit-

erary demolition of the piece. Nevertheless,

the fact that the mechanism or marvel of the

supernatural are not dwelt upon or at all elabo-

rated proves that the miraculous is not the

prime interest or theme, but simply the ma-

chinery or vehicle of a didactic purpose. And
in like manner the historical is not an object in

itself, but is subordinated as means to end to

subserve the ethical and religious teaching,

which is the supreme motive and final aim of

the book. Elmalic.

It is perhaps a part of the simplicity of Jo-

nah's narrative, that he relates these great mir-

acles as naf urally as he does the most ordinary

events. His mind is fixed upon God's provi-

dence, and he relates God's acts as they bore

upon His providential dealings with him. He
tells of God's preparing the east wind which

smote the palmchrist in the same way in which

he speaks of the supernatural growth of the

palmchrist, or of God's providence in appoint-

ing that the fish should swallow him. He men-

tions this, which was in the order of God's

providence ; he nowhere stops to tell us the

"how." How God converted the Ninevites,

how He sustained his life in the fish's belly, he

tells not. He mentions only the great facts

themselves, and loaves them in their mysterious

greatness. Pusey.

The interest of the writer is mainly fastened

upon the prophet's own personal history and

feelings in relation to his mission and its con-

sequences. The reader's attention is directed,

not so much to the repentance of Nineveh, as

to the spiritual schooling ot Jonah himself.

The dominant purpose of the book appears in

fact to be a didactic one, having for its object

to expose and rebuke in the person of Jonah

the tendency to bigotry ; to show to the mem-
bers of the theocratic commonwealth, not only

that " in every nation he that feareth God and

worketh righteousness is accepted with him,"

but also that Jehovah has a tender, compassion-

ate care for every living rdan ; and that as Is-

raelites themselves have continually to own
their indebtedness to the Divine forbearance

and forgivingness, they ought to sympathize

in, and be willing to help forward, the like

mercy displayed to any of their fellow-men.

And we are led to conclude that it is this didac-

tic purpose which mainly constitute* its pro-

phetical character, and explains the fact of its

having found a place among the prophetical,

and not in the historical books. The Jonah

here portrayed, unamiable as he is, is, however,

no other than the Elder Son in our Lord's par-

able, who " never at any time transgressed his

father's commandment ;" and as the character

has in all ages been apt to reappear among

God's people, it was an object worthy of Di-

vine inspiration that it should be thus plainly

and emphatically rebuked. The remarkable

result has been, that no other part of the Old

Testament displays in so lively a manner " the

kindness of God toward man" (^His iptAavOpuma,

Tit. 3 : 4) without respect ofpersons, or so strik-

ingly Illustrates the affinity (avyycveiav, as Theo-

doret happily phrases it) existing between the

Old and New Dispensations. B. C
After Jonah, the whole body of prophets took

up his parable, and taught in the very plainest

way that Jehovah was the God of the Gentiles

also. To us thw truth seems taught every-

where in the Old Testament, but Jonah was

the first to teach it plainly and directly to the

Jews : and he taught it unwillingly. And yet

he acknowledges that it was no new truth ;

for the reason which he gives for his refusal to

bear God's message was that he understood in

its fulness that proclamation of the Divine at-

tributes made in Ex. 34 : 6, 7, and knew, there-

fore, that there was pardon even for Nineveh,

if it repented (Jonah 4 : 2). R. P. 8.

What one thing, indeed, could better have

proved the world-calling of the covenant peo-

ple tbin the mission of Jonah to the great As-
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Syrian capital on tlie banks of the Tigris ? In

this little boolv the current of history and

propliecy meet and coalesce. It has been

justly called " a foreign-missionary book in

the midst of the Old Testament ; a Divine an-

ticipation of the breaking down of barriers ia

the announcement of salvation." Objecting

to some parts of the stor_v as fabulous does not

ctplain the reason why such a story is told ot

the sou of Amittai, a contemporary of tlie

prophet Elisha. The fact ot his inevitable and

unalterable commission is but set in the strong-

er light by his reluctance to execute it. It was
the Jew who resisted, the character that lacks

no prominence in the sacred annals, even in

those of the New Testament. It is the Israel-

ite, the true son of Abraham, the man who has

been lifted into the higher atmosphere of the

national institutions, who finally yields and

preaches the preaching that he is bidden.

E. C. Bissell.

We have only to suppose the writer to have

been Jonah himself, and then the whole com-

position assumes the character of a frank and

self-humiliating confession ; by the very act

of penning it Jonah at once emerges out of his

former character and appears to our view not

only as a prophet, but as a remarkably humble

and noble-spirited saint. For the self-humilia-

tion of the penitent is made all the more strik-

ing, when he simply narrates the story of for-

mer folly and unworthiness, while he forbears

all such expressions of self-disapproval as

would tacitly serve as a justification of his pres-

ent self. By writing as he has done, Jonah

(supposing him to be the author) has exposed

his character to the reprobation and even con-

tempt of the great majority of his readers ;

grandly careless of what they would think of

him, concerned only for the cause of God and

His righteousness. B. C. Here, theu, is the

key to the whole mystery of the character.

Had Jonah never written the book we should

say it would be hard to believe that he could

have been a true prophet of God, and then it

would be incredible that he could have been

employed on such a mission. But his depth of

repentance and faith is seen in the fact that he

laid himself as a sacrifice on the altar of reve-

lation. Hence the strange mixture in his con-

duct of the spirit of obedience and the spirit of

selfishness. It is what is seen in the greatest

saints—in David, in Simon Peter, in multitudes

far below them ; but the grace of God prevails

over the infirmities and faults of a merely hu-

man character, and behind the distressing pic-

ture of inconsistency and moral weakness there

comes out the overpowering sufficiency of Di-

vine strength, making the sinner into the ser-

vant of God—the man who fled from Jehovah's

presence, His chosen witnes.s. Ralfnrd.

The personal history of Jonah is brief and

well known, but is of such an exceptional and

extraordinary character as to have been set

down by man}' German critics to fiction, either

in whole or in part. The book, say they, was
composed, or compounded, some time after the

death of the prophet, perhaps at the latter part

of the Jewish kingdom, during the reign of

Josiah, qr even later. The supposed improba-

bilities are accounted lor by them in a variety

of ways

—

e.g., as merely fabulous or fanciful

ornaments to a true history, or allegorical or

parabolical end moral, both in their origin and

design. We W\ ourselves piecluded from any

doubt of the reality of the transactions recorded

in this book by the simplicity of the language

itself ; by the accordance with other authori-

ties of the historical and geographical notices ;

above all, by the explicit words and teaching

of our blessed Lord Himself (Matt. 13 : 39, 41 ;

16 : 4 ; Luke 11 ; 29). We derive additional

arguments for the same conclusion from the

history and meaning of the prophet's mission.

Die. B.

In the case of Jonah, the miraculous element

has, doubtless, had much to do with the per-

sistent opposition to its authority. The whole

of the modern critical school of Germany is

actuated by a fierce hatred of the supernatural.

Whatever cannot be brought under their scien-

tific canons is to be rejected as mythical or fab-

ulous. They must, however, explain the ori-

gin of the book which they attack. Generally

speaking, their theories are as varied as their

names. They are agreed only in the nega-

tions. When they attempt to build up, in a

new form, that which they have destroyed,

their weakness immediately reveals itself.

Much of their so-called criticism is simply the

application of an arbitrary standard to what
they have failed to understand, and their want
of sympathy with the higher intention of Scrip-

ture betrays itself in the shallow and unsatis-

factory suggestions which they put forth, by
way of removing difficulties and accounting

for obstinate facts. Redford.

Aramaic words. The stj'le is thought to bear

traces of a " Chaldaizing element," due, it is

supposed, to the influence exercised by Chaldea

upon the Hebrew language later in the Israel-

ite history. The philological details on which

this objection rests fail to substantiate it.

Some of them are due to the fact that the writ-
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cr, describing for tlie first time in the OW Testa-

ment an ocean voj'age, uses the proper techni-

cal terms which he heard employed on the oc-

casion : such are mallach, " salt-sea man," for

"sailor:" sepJnnah, "covered"

—

i.e., "deck-

ed," for " vessel," the more common term

oniyyah being also used ; rabh hacfiobhcl, " chief

of the sailors," for "captain;" myynchtem

(most probably), " and they ploughed," for

" rowed hard." We may recollect the parallel

case of Luke, in his account of Paul's ship-

wreck, employing a variety of nautical terms,

which he had no doubt heard used when him-

self on shipboard at the very time. Again, he

uses the word taam of the edict which was

issued by the king and nobles ; not a Hebrew

word, but Aramaic
;
probably the very word

used in Nineveh to designate such a decree. B.C.

That the book contains several Aramaisms—

words, that is, akin to Syriac and Chaldee, but

not belonging to puie Hebrew, proves noth-

ing ; for scholars are not by any means agreed

whether these Aramaisms belong or not to the

declining age of Jewish literature, or whether

they may not have been the vernacular dialect

of the country people. R. P. S.

With regard to the words adduced by the

critics against an early date for Jonah, the fol-

lowing is Dr. Pusey's summary of their evi-

dence. " Out of these eujht words or forms,

three are naval terms, and, since Israel was no

seafaring people, it is in harmony with the

history that these terms should first occur in

the first prophet who left the land on his mis-

sion by sea. So it is also that an Assyrian

technical term should first occur in a prophet

who had been sent to Nineveh. A fifth word

occurs in Hosea, a contemporary of Jonah, and

in a Psalm of David. The abridged grammati-

cal form was Phoenician, not Aramaic, was

used in conversation, occurs in the oldest prop-

er names, and it the northern tribes. The sev-

enth and eighth do not occur in Aramaic in the

meaning in which they are used by Jonah."

The argument against the authenticity of the

book ou the ground of late forms in the lan-

guage, therefore, entirely breaks down. Had
it been composed after the time of the Captiv-

ity it would have been full of Chaldaisms, but,

as it is, there is not one instance which can be

made out.

To the Christian, who holds that the author-

ity of tlie Lord Jesus Christ is above question,

it will be an answer to all objections against

the historical credibility of the Book of Jonah,

that the use of it by the Saviour precludes the

possibility of His regarding it in any other

light than as an inspired work. Not onl}' does

He point to the fai'ts of Jonah's preaching and

the repentance of the people of Nineveh, but

He solemnly declares that in the day of judg-

ment these facts will be remembered. He also

uses the miraculous element and connects it

immediately with the greatest miracle of Chris-

tianity, IBs oion Resurrection. Plainly, there-

fore, it was no spurious book in the eyes of the

Jewish Church of the Lord's days ; and Ho
Himself sanctioned the popular view of its Di-

vine authority. To some minds this over-

whelming argument from the Christiiii point

of view will stand in the place of all others.

Bedford.

JONAH, CHAPTERS I., II.

1 : t, 2 Now the word of the Lord came unto Jonah the son of Amittai, saying. Arise, goto

3 Nineveh, that great city, and cry against it ; for their wickedness is come up before me. But

Jonah rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the presence of the Lord ; and he went down to Joppa,

and found a ship going to Tarshish : so he paid the fare thereof, and went down into it, to go

4 with them unto Tarshish from the presence of the Lord. But the Lord sent out a great wind

into the sea, and there was a mighty tempest in the sea, so that the ship was like to be broken.

5 Then the mariners were afraid, and cried every man unto his god ; and they cast forth the

wares that were in the ship into the sea, to lighten it unto them. But Jonah was gone down

6 into the innermost parts of the ship ; and he lay, and was fast asleep. So the shipmaster came

to him, and said unto him. What meanest thou, O sleeper 1 arise, call upon thy God, if so be

7 that God will think upon us, that we perish not. And they said every one to his fellow. Come,

and let us cast lots, that we may know for whose caiise this evil is upon ua. So they cast

8 lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah. Then said they unto him, Tell us, we pray thee, for whose
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cause this evil is utiofi u9 ; what is thiue occupation 7 and whence comest thou 1 what is

9 thy country ? and of wliat people art thou ? And he said unto tlicm, 1 am an Hebrew ; and

10 I fear the Loud, the God of lieaven, which hath made the sea and the dry land. Then were
the men exceedingly afraid, and said unto him, What is this that thou hast done ? For the

11 men knew that he fled from the presence of the Lord, because he had told them. Then said

they uuto him, AVhat sludl we do uuto thee, that the sea may be calm unto us ? tor the sea

13 grew more aud more tempestuous. Aud he said unto them, Take me up, and cast me forth

into the sea ; so shall the sea be calm unto you : for I know that for my sake this great tem-

13 pest is upon you. Nevertheless the men rowed hard to get them back to the land ; but they

14 could not : for the sea grew more and more tempestuous against them. Wherefore they

cried unto the Lord, and said. We beseech thee, O Lord, we beseech thee, let us not perish

for this man's life, aud lay not upon us innocent blood : for tliou, O Lord, hast done as it

15 pleased thee. So they took up Joiiali, and cast him fbrth into the sea : and the sea ceased

16 from her raging. Then the men feared the Lord exceedingly • and they offered a sacrifice

17 unto the Loud, and made vows. And the Lord prepared a great fish to swallow up Jonah
;

2:1 and Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights. Then Jonah prayed

3 unto the Lord his God out of the fish's belly. And he said,

I called by reason of mine affliction unto the Lord,

And he answered me
;

Out of the belly of hell cried I,

And thou heardest my voice.

3 For thou didst cast me into the depth, i'.i the heart of the seas.

And the flood was round about me
;

All thy waves and thy billows passed over me.

4 And 1 said, I am cast out from before thine eyes ;

Yet I will look again toward thy holy temple.

5 The waters compassed me about, even to the soul

;

The deep was round about me
;

The weeds were wrapped about my head.

6 I went dow n to the bottoms of the mountains
;

The earth with her bars dosed upon me for ever :

Yet hast thou brought up my life from the pit, O Lord my God.
7 When my soul fainted within me, I remembered the Lord :

And my prayer came in unto thee, into thine holy temple.

8 They that regard lying vanities

Forsake their own mercy.

9 But I will sacrifice unto thee with the voice of thanksgiving
;

I will pa)' that which I have vowtd.

Salvation is of the Lord.

10 And the Lord spake unto the fish, and it vomited out Jonah upon the dry land.

All tliat is known of Jonah's origin is that

he was the son of Amittai, of the village of

Gath-hepher (in the tribe of Zebulun), about

six miles northeast of Nazareth. From 2 K.

14 : 25 we learn that he predicted the successes

of Jeroboam II., the son of Joash of Israel.

He must have uttered this prediction during

the reign of Joasli, probably soon after the

death of Elisha. The story of his mission to

Nineveh is the only other reference to Jonah.

This brief Scripture of four chapters is a narra-

tive rather than a prophecy. In this book Is-

rael is not mentioned, though referred to in

every other prophetical writing. Only Nine-

veh, a heathen city, is spoken of. And a chief

purpose of the record, as well as of the Divine

mission it narrates, was to reprove and to warn
the chosen people of God at a period of solemn

crisis in their history. Here was a lieathen

people ready to hear and heed God's warning,

at its first and only utterauce by a stranger of

a scorned race. But Israel, though often be-

sought by God, for centuries distinguished by
His peculiar favors, under circumstances of

miraculous supply and deliverance, with mul-

tiplied agencies of instruction and guidance

—

Israel had long refused to heed God's call to re-

pentance.

The strange character and conduct of the

actor, the singular mixture of self-will and
petulance with real consecration in the man's

spirit, his effort to get away from God while
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I of the futility of that effort, his pray-

erful submission aud obi'dience after God's in-

flicted chastening, and liis inconsistent repining

at the repentance of the Ninevites, which he

himself has urged upon them—all reveal Jonah

as a paradox in character and conduct. But

our Lord asserts the truth and expounds the

meaning of the story. He tells us that the

wonderful experience of Jonah was designed as

a type of his own death and burial and resur-

rection. And He emphasizes the purpose of

the record, already referred to, by applying to

his own generation the lesson conveyed by the

repentance of the Ninevites at the single preach-

ing of so imperfect a man.

Coming after Elijah and Elisha, in compari-

son with their grandly effective lives, this

prophet of Gathhepher presents very little that

Is attractive. His fretful, repining spirit and

boldness with God at the last, remind us of Eli-

jah's one defection. And we must do him this

justice, that he tells the story of his defection

and his infinnities of spirit with the utmost

frankness, and that he tells us nothing besides

of all the good and true work God gave him to

do. His history may have included many
bright and happy obediences.

Chaps. I, 2. From the first Divine bidding

to go to Nineveh he flees in an opposite direc-

tion, thinking thus to escape from the spirit of

prophecy (or tlie presence of the Lord), by going

beyond the bounds of Israel. Not having

enough of faith or courage or humility to com-

ply with tlie prophetic impulses given him, he

sought a strange and heathen locality that he

might be freed from them. How God followed

him, and set various miraculous agencies at

work to check his self-willed flight, chastening

him into reflection and return of prayerful, con-

trite spirit, and bringing him back to his own
land, Jonah faithfully records in the first and

second chapters. B.

Chap. 1. Jonah is commissioned to go to

Nineveh and forewarn them of their destruc-

tion (verses 1, 3). He attempts to flee away to

Spain instead (verse 3) ; a tempest from the

Lord arrests the ship (verses 4-11); he is

thrown overboard and caught up by a great

fish (verses H-IT). H. C.

Who fails to see here a vivid display of the

power, the justice, and the purpose of God 1

Every little detail—Jonah's flight and seeming

security, the storm, the distress of the mariners,

the casting of lots, the unavailing efforts to es-

cape, the reluctant pitching iato the sea, and

the quiet that followed—concurs to heighten

the picture of Jehovah's control of the winds

and the waves, of His power to rebuke and

chastise under all circumstances, and of His in-

flexible purpose that grace shall be shown to

the godless heathen of Nineveh. Chambers.

2. Nineveh, on the eastern bank of the Tigris,

opposite the site of the modern Mosul, for many
ages past in ruins, has been discovered and its

ruins somewhat thoroughly explored in the

present century. It was the capital of ancient

Assyria, one of the oldest cities since the flood

(Gen. 10 : 11, 12), long celebrated for its size,

wealth, and magnificence. At this time its

wickedness had come up before God, and He
mercifully sent to them a prophet from Israel

to forewarn them of impending ruin and exhort

them to repent. H. C.

The Jews were tempted to think of God as

bound by a special covenant to one chosen race,

and leaving the rest of the world to perish.

Nothing could more signally rebuke such igno-

rance and prejudice as the mission of Jonah to

Nineveh. Go and tell that people that there is

a righteous God in heaven, who will by no

means clear the guilty, whose eyes are in all

the earth ; but tell them also that what He is to

His chosen, covenant people of Israel, He will

be to all mankind—a God passing by iniquity,

transgression, and sin to all those who truly re-

pent and turn from their wickedness.

This universality of the religion of Israel is

the substance of the message sent by Jonah,

and it is sent through him to all nations and all

times. The God who cares for Nineveh is the

God who cares for the world. licdford.

3. Jonah resolved not to obey God's voice.

What a glimpse into the prophetic ofiice that

gives us ! The Divine Spirit could be resisted,

and the prophet was no mere machine, but a

living man, who had to consent with his devot-

ed will to bear the burden of the Lord. One

refused, and his refusal teaches us how superb

and self-sacrificing was the faithfulness of the

rest. So we have each to do with God's mes-

sage entrusted to us. We must bow our wills,

and sink our prejudices, and sacrifice our tastes,

and say, " Here am I ; send me." A. M.

Jloppa. Japho, or Joppa, now Jaffa, or

Yafa, has a continuous history in both sacred

and profane story to the present, caused chiefly

by its being the seaport of Jerusalem. In the

monotonous line of coast, one elevated knoll rises

about half way between the Desert and Carmel,

covered with buildings, the solitary existing

landing-place for Judea. Joppa has been often

destroyed, but rebuilt after tlie same old fash-

ion, with curious beehive-shaped little domes

for roofs. Its houses still fill the extent of the
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oW walls, while a single gate opens on the road

to Lydda, the fii-st stage towai-d Jerusalem.

Tristram.

It is now quite settled among critics that

" Tarshish" was the city Tartessus, iu Spain,

with which the Phosnicians kept up an active

trade by sea. Jonah thought to escape the re-

sponsibility of his unwelcome commission to

Nineveh by taking ship at once to Tarshish.

The narrative is particular to state repeatedly

that this was '

' fleeing from the presence of the

Lord"—as if there would be no God in Tarshish

to make him trouble ! or at least, as if God
could not object to his laying down his pro-

phetic oflice, and going abroad to foreign lands.

H. C.

Jonah tried to get away from his conscience

by starting for Tarshish instead of starting for

Nineveh—that is, by doing something else in-

stead of doing the one thing which he knew
God required. Most of us have tried the same

experiment. Jonah found that Jehovah has

infinite resources, both natural and supernatu-

ral—in his Ciise, the winds, the sea, the hearts

of heathen sailors and of Jonah himself, the fall

of the lot, the great fish—to prevent our thus

escaping His call to duty. Other men have

had the same experience. Jonah found, fur-

ther, that Jehovah has also boundless resources

—in this case, including the whole history and

organization of the Assyrian empire—for help-

ing one who, in His fear, attempts a discourag-

ing duty. It would be well for us all to learn

this lesson better. Jonah was reminded that

it is not worth while to discredit what God
says, for fear of injuring God's reputation.

The book teaches that God is merciful, and ac-

cepts the repentant. For illustrating and en-

forcing these and other like truths, the Book of

Jonah is peculiarly rich and edifying. We
should not allow our attention to be diverted

from these truths by discussion concerning

other matters. W. J. B.

There is nothing to show that Jonah was con-

stitutional!} a coward. One would rather

think, from his conduct at sea, that he was
what the world might have called a fearless

man. But he shrank from Divine duty. He
was afraid of executing God's commission in

Assyria for this reason, as he afterward explains

it himself :
" I fled before unto Tarshish : for

I knew that Thou art a gracious God, and mer-

ciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and

repentest Thee of the evil." Strange reason,

indeed ! showing that he was afraid of being

disgraced in Nineveh by the denunciation he

was to utter not being fulfilled ; afraid lest

Goil should change His mind and leave His ser-

vant, as he fancied, covered with dishonor,

and stigmatized as a false prophet. He could

not trust himself and his reputation and influ-

ence to God. He was watchful over these, and

afraid of these, as many people are ; fearing to

pursue the clear path of duty lest their credit

should suffer, lest ttiey should sink in human
estimation. They have not courage to trust

In God, therefore they (rust in themselves ; as

though they fancied they were in better keep-

ing when self-kept than when Divinely kept.

P. Fuirba^rn.

Jonjh represents the national feelings which

he shared. Why did he refuse to go to Nine-

veh ? Not because he was afraid of his life, or

thought the task hopeless. He refused because

he feared success. God's goodness was being

stretched ratlier too far if it was going to take

in Nineveh. Jonah grudged that heathen

snould share IsraL'l's privileges, and probably

thought that the gain to Nineveh would be loss

to Israel. It was exactly the spirit of the

prodigal's elder brother. There was also work-

ing in him the concern for his own reputation,

which would be damaged if the threats he ut-

tered turned out to be thunder witliout light-

ning, by reason of the repentance of Nineveh.

A. M.

6. "Arise, call upon thy God!" And to

think that a prophet of the Lord should be the

only one in the company that could not, dared

not, do this ! Observe, there is no situation

more pitiable than that of a religious man who
h?s disabled himself to take the benefit of his

religion. His associates had various gods ; but

they could all pray earnestly to their objects of

adoration. He could not ; he, who knew the

real Lord of the land and the ocean. J. F.

This rousing call must have stung the sleeper,

especially when, having fully awakened, he

saw that God had met him in his guilty way,

and had brought such peril upon others for his

sake.

7. The "lot" was practically an appeal to

God to decide a pending question by His provi-

dence. In this case the Lord took the disposal

of the lot, according to Prov. 16 : 33 :
" The lot

is cast into the lap ; but the whole disposing

thereof is of the Lord." It put the finger of

God upon Jonah. H. C.

8. That the shipmen do not at once act upon

the result of the lot by throwing Jonah over-

board, but set themselves first to search out the

real circumstances of his case, exhibits in a

very favorable light their fairness and human-

ity. Possibly, also, the gravity and decorum
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which marked the prophet's demeanor had

moved their respect. B. C.

8-10. The ahirni felt by tliose sailors was

greatly increased when Jonah told them that

the God whom he feared and worshipped was

that great God of heaven who made the sea

and the dry land. They could not help rebuk-

ing him. How couldest thou offend such a

God? See what comes of it ! Didst thou think

to escape the wrath and the reach of so great a

God ? H. C.

12. Oast me forth. There can be no doubt

that Jonah is here speaking under a prophetic

impulse. That lie should be thrown overboard

and saved in a fish was the very course of

things contemplated, as it should seem, by God
in this part of Jonah's history ; and it was
the drawing of the Divine will working inward-

ly upon the prophet's soul, as well as his

penitential and yet sublimely heroical self-

surrender thereto, that led him to propose to

the shipmen that they should dispose of him
in this particular way rather than in any

other. I know. He speaks as a prophet, both

in confirming the strong surmise they had

themselves formed, and also in promising that

the sea should be calm to them when they were

no longer burdened with his guilt. B. C.

Under God, and at the mouth of God, Jonah

becomes judge in his own case ; and he judges

even in his own case with all the relentless

righteousness which the sternest judge in any

case could exhibit. No half measure, no com-

promise, no delay, no alternative ; the one

clear, immediate, complete, irrevocable, final

doom :
" Take me up, and cast me forth into

the sea." Now, try and conceive of the height

of true moral grandeur to which Jonah at this

moment rises. He is clearly and consciously

facing eternity ; and lie " fears God." He has

been a regular, habitual fearer of God ; and he

truly fears God still. He has offended the Most

High of late. He has fled from Him. At this

very moment he has terrible experience of the

power wherewith his Almighty God can prose-

cute an offence against His honor and bring

the offender to punishment. Yet Jonah quails

not ; he denies not his own guilt. He denies

not the Lord's righteousness. R. P. S.

Jonah's conduct in the storm is no less noble

than his former conduct had been base. The

burst of the tempest blew away all the fog

from his mind, and he saw the stars again. His

confession of faith ; his calm conviction that

he was the cause of the storm ; his quiet, un-

hesitating command to throw him into the wild

chaos foaming about the ship ; his willing ac-

ceptance of death as the wages of his sin—all tell

how true a saint he was in the depths of his

soul. A. M.

Jonali stands there on the to.ssing deck, self-

condemned indeed, but his whole attitude is

noble. His fault has risen upon him at once in

its full magnitude. He neither denies nor ex-

tenuatBS it ; he confesses it fully, and he offers

himself in atonement therefor. He betrays no

unmanly terror in his own behalf, and displays

a sweet concern for the saving of those upon

whom he has brought great peril. There is

something truly sublime in the figure which at

this moment he presents to us as he stands

among the mariners while the sea foam breaks

around him —self-abased, }'et noble with the

dignity of a reawakened spiritual manhood

—

and calmly devotes himself to death ;
" Take

me up and cast me forth into the sea. So shall

the sea be calm for you : for I know that for

my sake this great tempest is upon you." No
wonder that the sailors, profoundly touched by

the act, struggled to the verge of hope ere they

could find heart to sacrilice this man. McVook.

13-16. The behavior of the heathen sailors,

or " salts," as the story calls them, is part of

the lesson of the book ; for, heathen as they

are, they have yet a sense of dependence, and

they pray ; they are full of courage, battling

with the storm, jetti.soning the cargo, and

doing everything possible to save the ship.

Their treatment of Jonah is generous and chiv-

alrous. Even when they hear his crime, and

know that the storm is howling like a wild

beast for him, they are unwilling to throw him

overboard without one more effort ; and when
at last they do it, their prayer is for forgive-

ness, inasmuch as they are but carrying out the

will of Jehovah. They are so much touched

by the whole incident that they offer sacrifices

to the God of the Hebrews, and are, in some

sense, and possibly but for a time, worshippers

of Him. All this holds the mirror up to Israel

by showing how much of human kindness and

generosity, and how much of susceptibility for

the truth which Israel had to declare, lay in

rude hearts beyond its pale. This crew of

heathen of various nationalities and idols were

yet men who could be kind to a renegade

prophet, peril their lives to save his, and wor-

ship Jehovah. " I have not found so great

faith, no, not in Israel," is the same lesson in

another form. We may find abundant oppor-

tunities for learning it ; for the characters of

godless men, and of some among the heathen,

may well shame many a Christian. A. M.

Surely the scene that followed is far too
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toucliing and beautiful, too deeply significant

and impressive, to be fiction. Only the inspira-

tion of God could suggest such facts, and God
would never inspire a UK-re fiction for a place

in His word. " Nevertheless the men rowed

hard to bring it to the land ; but they could

not : for the sea wrought and was tempestuous

against them. Wherefore they cried unto the

Lord, and said, We beseech Thee, O Lord, we
beseech Thee, let us not perish for this man's

life, and lay not upon us innocent blood : for

Thou, O Lord, hast done as it pleased Thee."

There is nothing in all fiction to compare with

this. The influence of Jonah's lofty self-sur-

render had its effect, no doubt, on the men, and

they were under the impression of the nearness

of God and the solemnity of the crisis. " Those

men, rowing hard, are preaching with every

stroke the deepest Gospel they know—working

up to their last energies on behalf of a fellow-

creature in great and awful straits, and hoping

that it may be the will of the Most High at

length to favor their endeavor." Then it is

very remarkable that they are led on to prayer

—a very beautiful and suitable prayer—before

they put themselves, as it were, in the hands of

God by casting out Jonah into the deep. Bedford.

They did what they could. They were true

to the best instincts of the human mind. They
did not know God, and therefore could not call

upon Him. They knew, however, that there

was a Providence, and that there were powers

—ruling powers—above men, laws and forces.

They believed in gods, and to the gods they

cried. Honor their honesty, while you deplore

their ignorance ; reverence their worship, while

you turn away from the objects of it. Suleigh.

17. The Lord prepared a great
fish. That is, literally, "assigned" or "ap-

pointed." So, farther on, " prepared a gourd,"
" prepared a worm," " prepared a sultry east

wind." There is nothing to indicate that the

great fish was or was not specially created for

the occasion. The Jews were no naturalists,

and were not familiar with the monsters of the

deep ; and the word does not imply " a whale"

in the restricted sense in which we apply it.

The Greeks used the word rendered " whale"

in the Gospel for all great sea monsters, and in-

cluded expressly sharks, dolphins and tunnies.

The cavil about the small throat of the whale

rendering the swallowing of a man impossible

applies only to an incorrect rendering of mod-
ern versions. Sea monsters of such a size that

they can swallow a man whole, and which can

only swallow their prey whole, are found in

the Mediterranean. The white shark, for in-

stance, which has simply cutting teeth, or in-

cisors, has no choice between swallowing its

prey whole or cutting off a portion. It cannot

hold its prey or swallow it piecemeal. There

are many instances on record of this shark hav-

ing gulped down both living and dead men
without mutilating them. Even a horse has

been found whole in the stomach of one of

these sharks. MiiUer, a most trustworthy natu-

ralist, relates an instance which occurred in a.d.

1758, in the Mediterranean, of a sailor seized by

a shark, which had him in its throat when the

instant dis«hargeof a gun struck it, and forced

it to disgorge the man alive. The sailor after-

ward went about Europe exhibiting the mon-

ster from which he had been delivered. In

1877 one was washed ashore near Sidon which
measured sixty feet in length. The spermaceti

whale, which has also been found in the Mediter-

ranean, has a throat capacious enough to re-

ceive a man. After all, the fact is to be accept-

ed as an extraordinary intervention of Divine

power, and as standing on the same footing as

the other miracles of Scripture. Tristr<im.

The word which our Lord adopted from the

Sepl.uagint version, cttos, though now it gives

its name to the whole class of Cetacea, whales,

dolphins, etc., was used by the ancients in a

much wider sense, and Photius expressly classes

under it the white shark, C'anis carchanas, com-

mon in the Mediterranean. There is not the

slightest doubt that this creature can swallow

a man with ease. The miracle remains the

same, that Jonah was preserved alive beneath

the waters for the same length of time that our

Lord lay in the grave—viz., one whole day and

a small part of two others ; but it does not in-

volve the necessity of the creation of a fish spe-

cially for this purpose. R. P. S.

There was nothing miraculous in Jonah's

being swallowed up, alive and whole, by a

fish ; but that be continued alive in the fish for

three days and was then yielded up alive was
altogether miraculous. It is indeed professedly

as a miracle that the fact is exhibited to us in

Scripture ; our Lord repeatedly called it " the

sign" {i.e., the miracle) " of the prophet Jonah"

(Matt 12 : 39 ; 16 : 4). The fact is, therefore,

to be accepted as an extraordinary intervention

of Divine power, and as standing on the same

footing as the other miracles recorded in Scrip-

ture. It is not more difticult to believe than

many others ; not more difficult, for example,

than the " sleep" and " awaking" of Lazarus.

And its typological bearing may reasonably be

regarded both as its raisoii d'etre and as evi

deuce of its especial credibility.
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Our Lord pointed to Jonah's entombment in

the belly of the fish as furnishing a likeness to

His being " three days and three nights in the

heart of the earth ;" while He also repeatedly

spoke in more general terms of the " sign of

Jonah" being reproduced in His own person

(Matt. 13 : 40 ; 16 : 4 ; Luke 11 : 30). To this

Christ must also be supposed to liave referred

when, after His resurrection, He showed to His

disciples that " thus it was written, and thus it

behooved Christ to suffer and to rise again tlic

third day" (Luke 34 : 46) ; .as likewise must Paul,

when, as he was plainlj' wont to do, he taught

that Christ "was buried, and rose again the

third day according to the Scriptures" (1 Cor.

15 : 4). For there is no other passage in the

Old Testament Scriptures which could serve as

a basis to this particular designation of time.

It follows that Christ and His apostles were ac-

customed to point to Jonah's entombment in

the fish, not merely as an occurrence to which

His own entombment might be compared, but

as a prediction so definite as to require to be

verified by such fulfilment ; so definite that it

therefore " behooved Christ to rise again the third

day." And this is an important fact for esti-

mating this particular of Jonah's history. For

we may in all reverence infer that this most

strange and otherwise utterly unaccountable

circumstance was ordered by Divine Provi-

dence for the very purpose of furnishing a typi-

cal prediction, in which both the Lord Jesus

Himself (Luke 18 : 31, 33), and His Church as

taught by Him, should recognize the distinct

foreshadowing of His preordained death and

resurrection. Those who seriously believe in

the vast significance for mankind of those great

events, will find it reasonable to suppose that,

if any events at all were to be typically foretold

in the Old Testament, these should be ; and,

on the other hand, if this part of Jonah's his-

tory wears to our minds the aspect of Being be-

yond all measure strange, we must consider

that any typical representation of events in

themselves so beyond all parallel marvellous

could not fail, if viewed apart from such typi-

cal meaning, to wear just this very aspect.

The all but consummated sacrifice of Isaac by

his father is a piece of history which stands in

this respect by the side of Jonah's three days'

burial in the fish. Either narrative, if regard-

ed by itself, shocks all the sense of probability
;

either, when regarded as typical, is seen to be

in strict accordance with the main purpose of

Divine revelation, which is the exhibition to

tlie worid of Christ. B. C.

Jesus used the Gospel to interpret the facts

occurring before the Gospel day. The literal

incident of the raising of the serpent is to Him
more than a historic fact. It is penetrated with

a Gospel light to one standing in the new dis-

pensation. So is the narrative of Jonah. No
mere Jew saw the resurrection of the Lord in

it, as did the Lord Himself, and as we all do
now. And Paul flashes back his Christian

sunlight on passage after passage of the Old
Testament prophecy, which now to us has its

Christian interpretation by his authority. The
truth seems to be that certain great thoughts

throb all through the Old Testament, and we
are not only warranted in finding this great

outline Gospel there, but we do not interpret

correctly if we fail in seeing this on its pages.

It is the life and spirit of the whole. The in-

terpreter needs the spiritual as well as the in-

ductive method. But when we see how broad-

ly and along what large lines of great fact and

incident Jesus uses this spiritual method, we
shall be helped to avoid alike the mistake that

makes every detail to carry an immense re-

ligious meaning, and that other extreme which
sees only the literary history of coarse material

events in the Old Testament. D. W. Faunce,.

In the discussion of the question of the his-

toricity of the Book of Jonah, two seemingly

grave and weighty objections have been urged

against its genuineness : (1) The seeming lack

of a sufficient reason for so unique a miracle
;

(3) the essential improbability of the instant,

reverent heed of an entire people to the simple

religious message of an unknown visitor from

an enemy's country. In face of these argu-

ments against the authenticity of the asserted

miracle, it is well to ask if there is anything in

the modern disclosures of Assyrian life and his-

tory that would seem to render the miraculous

element in the story of Jonah more reasonable,

and the marvellous effect of his preaching at

Nineveh more explicable and natural.

Prominent among the divinities of ancient

Assyria was Dagan, a creature, part man, part

fish, and which, it is clear from the monu-

ments, was an object of reverent worship. Ac-

cording to the various fragments of Berosus,

preserved in later historical writers, the very

beginning of civilization in Chaldea and Baby-

lonia was under the direction of a personage,

part man, part fish, who came up out of the

sea. His language was articulate and human,
and he instructed them in agriculture, in sci-

ence and the arts. Berosus also I'ecords that,

from time to time, ages apart, other beings of

like nature with the first great teacher came up
out of the sea with fresh instructions for man-
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kind, ami that each one of these orators or in-

carnations marlced a now epoch, and the super-

natural messengers bore a new name. Such

beliefs being current among the Assyrians dur-

ing all tlie period to whicli the Book of Jonali

can bo ascribed, there is an appreciable reason-

ableness, or logical consistency ot movement,

in the asserted miracle and the marvellous suc-

cess of the tish-ejected Jonah in the Assyrian

capital. He could have had no better herald-

ing as a Divine messenger. It would certain-

ly seem to lie true that if God desired to im-

press upon all the people of Nineveh the au-

tnenticity of a message from Himself, while

leaving to them the responsibility of personal

choice as to obeying or disregarding His mes-

sage. He could not have employed a fitter meth-

od than by sending that message to them in a

way calculated to meet tlieir most reverent and

profound conceplions of a divinely authorized

messenger. And this Divine concession, as it

might be called, to the needs and aspirations of

a people of limited religious training, would be

in accordance with all that we know of God's

way of working among men. H. C. T.

Chap. 2. The psalm in the second chapter,

so far from subserving the ruling purpose of

the book, would, on the supposition of the

book being a parable, seem to be altogether in

the way. It is, no doubt, as eminent critics—

for example, Ewald and Bunsen—have pro-

nounced it, a beautiful composition, taking

rank in Hebrew poetry with the most perfectly

conceived compositions in the Book of Psalms.

But its finding a place here can only be ex-

plained by the supposition that Jonah had

actiially composed such a psalm, embodying

his sentimeuts in connection with the situation

referred to.

It appears unlikely that a real and eminent

prophet, such as Jonah is otherwise known to

have been, should gratuitously have been se-

lected, whether by himself or by another, to be

represented as so foolish, so wayward, so much
out of harmony with the mind of God as he

here appears, if he had not in fact so proved

himself. It would have been a wanton sacri-

fice of a prophet's religious character, without

a parallel. B. C.

Jonah's prayer, or rather thanksgiving, is

founded upon the older psalms, especially those

of David ; and, as one critic observes, it is an

excellent instance of the way in which the

psalter should be used. For, while almost

every phrase is taken from the Psalms, yet

Jonah so adapts them to his own condition as

to invest them with fresh liveliness and force.

Where David speaks of God hearing his voice

from tlie Temple (Ps. 18 ; 6), Jouali intensifies

it :
" Out of the belly of slieol [the grave] I

cried, and Thou heardest my voice" (verse 2).

Where David describes himself as cut oil from

before God's eyes (Ps. 31 : 23), Jonali said that

he is " cast out" (verse 4j. Wliile David

speaks of himself as compassed by the sorrows

of death (Ps. 18 : 4), it is the waters which
compass Jonah about ; the depth that closes

round him ; the weeds that are tangled about

his head (verse 5). And so throughout, till we
reach the most touching point of all. David,

conscious of his integrity, had declared that

he hated those who regarded lying vanities

—

i.e., idols (Ps. 31 : 6) ; Jonah, humbled by the

thought of his own disobedience, meekly says

that those who regard lying vanities forsake

their own mercy, forsake the God in whom
alone mercy is to be found (verse 8). It is, in

short, the thanksgiving of one who knew those

early psalms by heart, and had constantly em-

ployed them in God's worship ; but he uses

them with a vigor and power of adaptation to

his own circumstances, and with the blending

of so much that is original as to make thcra all

new. It is no remoulding of old materials,

but a new creation, fresh with living force, and

the creation of a mind long used to find utter-

ance for its emotions in the language of inspira-

tion. Even then, at this early date, the sweet

singer of Israel supplied the .sacred words by
which the deepest feelings of the soul in com-
munion with God are alone able to find their

proper utterance. R. P. S.

The prophet teaches us to use the psalms, as

well as how the holy men of old used them.

In that great moment of religious life, the well-

remembered psalms, such as he had often usi^d

them, were brought to his mind. What had

been figures to David or the sons of Korah, as,

" The waters are come in, even unto my soul
:

all Thy billows and Thy waves passed over

me," were strict realities to him. Yet only in

this last sentence and in some otlier sentences,

wliich doubtless had become a proverb of ac-

cepted prayer—" I cried out of my trouble unto

the Lord, and He heard me"—does Jonali use

exactly the words of earlier psalms. Elsewhere

he varies or amplifies them, according to his

own special circumstances. Thus, when
David said, " The waters are come in, even

unto my soul," Jonah substitutes the word
which described best the condition from which

God had delivered him, " The waters compassed

I

me about, even to the soul." Wliere David

1 said, " I am cut off from before Thine eyes,

"
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expressing an abiding condition, Jonah, -who

had for disobedience been cast into the sea,

uses the strong word, " I am cast out from be-

fore Thine e3-es." David says, " I said in mj-

haste ;" Jonah simply, " I said." for he had

deserved it. David said, •'When my spirit

was overwhelmed," or "fainted witliin me,"
" Thou knewest my path ;" Jonah sudstitutes,

"When my soul faintei^ within me 1 remem-

bered the Lord ;'' for when he rebelled he for-

got Him. David said, "I hate them that ob

serve lying vanities ;" Jonah, who had himself

disobeyed God, says mournfully, " They that

observe lying vanities forsake their own
mercy"

—

i.e., their God, who is Mercy. Alto-

gether, Jonah's thanksgiving is that of one

whose mind was stored with the psalms which

were part of the public worship, but it was the

language of one who uses and recasts them
freely, as he was taught of God, not of one who
copies. No one verse is taken entirely from

any psalm. There are original expressions

everywhere. The words, " I went down to

the cuttings off of the mountains ;" " the sea-

weed bound around my head ;" " the earth, its

bars around me forever"— perhaps the coral

reefs which run along all that shore—vividly

exhibit him sinking, entangled, imprisoned, as

it seems, inextricably. He goes on. We should

expect some further description of his state ;

but he adds, in five simple words, "Thou
broughtest up my life from corruption, O Lord,

my God." Words somewhat like these last

occur elsewhere :

"' Thou hast brought up my
soul from hell" (Ps. 30 : 3), agreeing in the one

word " brought up." But the majesty of the

prophet's conception is in the connection of the

thoughts. The seaweed was bound round his

head as his grave-clothes : the solid bars of the

deep-rooted earth were around him, and—God
brought him up. At the close of the thanks-

giving, " Salvation is the Lord's," the deliver-

ance is completed ; as though God had only

waited for this act of complete faith. So could

no one have written who had not himself been

delivered from such an extreme point of drown-

ing as man could not, of himself, escape

from. . . . What in It is most descriptive of

Jonah's situation, as binding of the seaweed

around the head, the sinking down to the roots

of the mountains, the bars of the earth around

him, are peculiar to this thanksgiving of

Jonah ; they do not occur elsewhere, for, ex-

cept through miracle, they would be images

not of peril, but of death. Pusey.

9. Precisely what his vows were in his

trouble he has not said. Doubtless he prom-

ised the Lord never again to try to flee from
His presence to avoid an unwelcome duty. He
closes with this most expressive, glorious testi-

mony :
" Salvation is of the Lord." He and

He onlj' can save iu times of trouble. H. C.

10. " And Jehovah spake to the fish, and it

cast forth Jonah upon the dry land"—that is

to say, Jehovah answered the prayer which the

prophet put forth by speaking to the fish.

" The dry land' would probably be the coast

somewhere in the neighborhood of Joppa, so

that the prophet would, without any ditficulty

and no great delay, return to his own home.

Bedford.

In the Christian life there are three i

ble things : First, to escape trouble by running

away from duty. Jonah once made the experi-

ment, but soon found himself where all his

imitators will, in the end, find themselves.

Tlierefore, manfully meet and overcome the

difficulties and trials to which the post assigned

you by God's providence exposes you. Sec-

ond, to become a Christian of strength and

maturity without undergoing severe trials.

What fire is to gold, that is affliction to the be-

liever. It burns up the dross and makes the

gold shine forth with unalloyed lustre. Third,

to form an independent character except when
thrown upon our own resources. The oak in

the middle of the forest, which is surrounded

on every side by trees that shelter and shade it,

runs up tall and sickly
;
put it away from its

protectors, and the first blast will overturn it.

But the same tree, growing in the open field,

where it is continually beat upon by the tem-

pest, becomes its own protector. So the man
who is compelled to rely on his own resources

forms an independence of character which he

could not otherwise have attained. Aiwn.

Jonah's character was defective rather than

corrupt. Like the Apostle Peter, he needed a

great deal of teaching, but the root of his piety

was sound and deep. He puts himself at once

in the hands of the chastising Jehovah. He
sees his error and how great it is, and is ready

to leave himself to the merciful disposition of

Jehovah, just as David did, while doubtless at

the same time praying for deliverance. His

faith, though mixed with unbelief, was real

and deep, and the Lord rewarded it by deliver

ing him from all his fears, and lifting him up

to the height of his vocation as the messenger

of love to the world. Bedford.

In Jonah's prayer we see the revival of faith.

He emerged from the shades of unbelief ; he

remembered God. The faith which had sunk
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under the burden of duty rose uuder the press-

ure of affliction. Faith to act is easier than

faith to suffer. Patiently to bear is liarder

than actively to obey. Yet Jonah by faith en-

dures, though he had not by faith performed

the will of Ood. He had failed in the easier-

he succeeds in the more difficult. NatursJ ter-

ror in his circumstances might have led him to

pray, m'ght have led him bitterly to cry in his

distress ; but something more than nature must

t*here have been to inspire him with hope as he

iay locked within that living dungeon, to pro-

duce in him that calm confidence which comes

oul in the words, " 1 will look again toward

Thy holy temple." It was as though he had

brought to mind the intercession of King Solo-

mon at the dedication of the Temple. Stouyh-

ton.

The calm submission of Jonah, and his in-

stant recognition of the hand of God, plainly

indicate a mind intensely alive to moral truth,

and ready at once to sacrifice self to the de-

clared will of God. We cannot, therefore, for

one moment entertain the idea that Jonah was
an apostate in any sense of the word. When
the prophet himself was summoned to avert

from that great enemy of Israel the angsr of

God, tlie effect upon his mind was to produce

a conflict between patriotic feeling and con-

science, which he could not silence. The con-

flict was quite natural ; but the grievous mis-

take was, that Jonah listened to his own
thoughts instead of to the voice of Jehovah.

He reasoned that if Nineveh should be de-

stroyed a great danger would be removed from

the prospects of his own country, a great op-

pressor of humanity would l)e justly punished,

and the Divine righteousness would be exem-

plified. If he went and preached to the cruel

city, the probability was the punishment would

be remitted, and after a time the Ninevites

would fall back into their old state of violence.

But what had a prophet to do with such calcu-

lations ? The question for liim to ask was sim-

ply :
" What am I commanded to say and to

do?" It was a confusion in his mind of the

political and the religious, which in such a man
was inexcusable. He was lacking in faith, in

enlightenment, in moral courage, in simplicity

of trust in God, in broad sympathy with man-
kind and interest in the welfare of souls ; but

he was not an apostate, and had no intention of

ultimately rejecting the commands of God.

Hence he was entirely brought back to implicit

obedience by miraculous ifl-eservation, which
plainly said to him, '

' Thou art the chosen ser-

vant of God ; even against thine own will thou

shalt be the Divine messenger ; spite of thy

fears thou shalt by strong, and shalt be a sign

unto all the world of the grace of God." On
the whole, in the fliglit of Jonah we trace the

main feature of his character. He was a true

prophet, a man of God, a devout man, waiting

for the word of God, but he leaned too much
upon his own understanding, and was lacking

In faith. The purj^ose of the book is to show
how such a character, with its infirmity and

narrowness and proneness to error, is led by
the gracious discipline and interposition of Je-

hovah from the position of a mere Israelitish

prophet to that of the messenger of a universal

love to the world. lunlford.

JONAH, CHAPTER HI.

3:1, 3 And the word of the Lord came unto Jonah the second time, saying. Arise, go

3 unto Nineveh, that great city, and preach unto it the preaching that I bid thee. So Jonah

arose, and went unto Nineveh, according to the word of the Loud. Now Nineveh was an

4 exceeding great city, of three days' journcj'. And Jonah began to enter into the city a day's

5 journey, and he cried, and said. Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown. And
the people of Nineveh believed God ; and they proclaimed a fast, and put on sackcloth, from

6 the greatest of them even to the least of them. And the tidings reached the king of Nineveh,

and he arose from his throne, and laid his robe from him, and covered him with sackcloth, ami

7 sat in ashes. And he made proclamation and published through Nineveh by the decree of the

king and his nobles, saying. Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock, taste any thing : let them

8 not feed, nor drink water : but let them be covered with sackcloth, both man and beast, and

let them cry mightily unto Goil : yea, let them turn every one from his evil way, and from

9 the violence tliat is in their hands. Who knoweth whether God will not turn and repent.



anil turn away from liis fierce anger, that we perish not ? And God saw their worlds, that

they turned from their evil way ; aud God repented of the evil, which he said he would do
unto them ; and he did it not.

Chap. 3. C'ommanded a second time, Jonah

goes to Nineveh and proclaims its approach-

ing ruin. The people and their king humble
themselves and repent before God ; He turns

from His purpose and spares the city. H. C.

1-3. Jonah obeys the second commission to go

to Nineveh. Prom Gath-hepher the distance to

Nineveh exceeded five hundred miles. Nine-

veh was (as hinted by the Hebrew superlative

here used, " great to God," or divinely great)

the largest city of the world, and was the capi-

tal of the mightiest empire then existing, the

Assyrian This empire existed from 1500 to

600 before Christ. In its flourishing state, Nine-

veh was greater than Babylon. Its walls were

a hundred feet high and of great breadth, hav-

ing fifteen hundred towers each two hundred

feet high. The compass of the enclosed city

was sixty miles, or three days' journey. Great

heaps of ruins at vast distances apart lie within

the quadrilateral wall, which " may still be

recognized, marked by a series of mounds in a

regular line scattered over the plain."

The mission of Jonah had two other benefi-

cent purposes beside that of impressively warn-

ing Israel. God meant to bless the Niuevites

themselves. Christ says, not only that Jonah's

strange experience was a sign or type of His

own, but that through his experience Jonah

was a siyn unto the Ninevites. His experience

of God's judgment in his temporary burial, and

of God's mercy in his resurrection, specially

qualified him to preach judgment and mercy.

His own story of disobedience and punishment,

told to the Ninevites, was a sign or embodied

lesson to them. A still further purpose of God's

mercy now offered to the chief city, and there-

fore the representative of the Gentile world,

was to convey a prophetic intimation of His

future calling of the Gentiles, the offering of

Christ and His accomplished redemption to all

1. The second time. It is clear, from the

fourth chapter, that Jonah's inward feeling

still revolted against the spirit of his message,

as aiming at the good of the Ninevites ; and so

far the prophet was still wrong. But, on the

other hand, his waiting for the renewal of the

commission, before proceeding to execute it,

was the dictate of a just humility. If, after

the rebuke which he had incurred, he had gone

forth at once as Jehovah's messenger, as if he

had done nothing to forfeit his high fimctiou.

his conduct might have savored of presumption

rather than of obedience. B. C.

We are not told when the second time was,

but probably it was not long after the miracle.

Weeks, possibly months, might elapse. But
Jonah's deliverance was, meanwhile, being

proclaimed—certainly in his own country,

probably elsewhere. The se.amen might speak

of it where they went. The miracle was as-

suredly a new revelation to the prophet. He
was now better prepared for his mission. He
might have been rejected. The new call was a

sign of forgiveness and acceptance. Bedford.

2. Jonah was not only to go as commanded,
but he is specially charged to preach to that

great and proud city what God should bid

him preach—a charge certainly full of sugges

tions to all who are ever called of God to

preach in His name. What have they to do to

preach out of their own heart, to subsef've some
supposed interest of their own, other than that

for which God sends them ? H. C.

" Go, and preach," says God, " the preach-

ing that I bid thee"—that is, (1) " the preach-

ing that I did bid thee when 1 first ordered tliee

to go thither
;
go and cry against it, denounce

Divine judgments against it; tell the men of

Nineveh that their wickedness is come up to

God, and God's vengeance is coming down
upon them." Or (2), "The preaching that I

shall bid thee, when thou comest thither."

This was an encouragement to him in his

undertaking, that God would go along with

him, that the .Spirit of prophecy should abide

upon him ;uid be rrady upon him, when he was

at NiuevL-h, ti> give him all the further instruc-

tions that were needful for him. H.

The more simply he repeats the stern, plain,

short message, the more likely it is to impress.

Goa's word, faithfully set forth, will prove it-

self. The preacher or teacher of this day has

substantially the same charge as Jonah had
;

and the more he suppresses himself and be-

comes but a voice through which God speaks,

the better for himself, his hearers and his work.

Speak it as if it were what it is—the Word of

God, which liveth and abideth forever. Speak

it as if you were what you are, neither its in-

ventors nor its discoverers, but only its mes-

sengers, who have but to " preach the preach-

ing which He bids" you. And to all the wide-

spread questionings of this day, filmj- and

air-fllling iw the gossamers of an autumn even-
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ing, to all the theories of speculation, and all

the panacesvs of unDelieviug philanthropy,

present the solid certainties of our inmost ex-

perience, the yet more soHd certainty of that

all-loving name and all-sufficient work on which

these repose. " Wc know that we are of God,

and the whole world lieth in wickedness. And
we know that the Son of God is come." Then
our proclamation, " This is the true God and

eternal life," will not be in vain ; and our lov-

ing entreaty, "Keep yourselves from iJols,

"

will be heard and yielded to in many a land.

A. M.

3. The principal utterances respecting As-

syria, and Nineveh, its capital, are found in

the narrative and prophecy of Jonah, wnose

connection with Nineveh is still commemorated
in the name given to one of the mounds op-

posite Mosul, Nebbi Tunm (the tomb of the

prophet Jonah). It is from this narrative that

we derive the historical description of the size

of Nineveh—viz., as a city of three days' jour-

ney, and the notice respecting its population.

H. W. Philpot.

The most probable sense is that which,

from the days of Jerome, has been generally

given it— viz., a city of three days' journey in

circuit. This agrees with the notion of enor

mous size suggested by the preceding words,
" a city great unto God." We have a further

notice of its magnitude in chap. 4 : 11, " where-

in are more than sixscore thousand pcreons that

cannot discern between their right hand and

their left hand," which affords ground for esti-

mating the whole population at some seven

hundred thousand ; while the additional speci-

fication, " and much cattle," points to there

being within the circuit of the city large space

for their keep. B. C.

Layard says {" Nineveh and its Remains,"

p. 195) :
" If we take the four great mounds of

Nimroud, Kouyunjik, Khorsabad and Karamles

as the corners of a square, it will be found that

its four sides correspond pretty accurately with

the four hundred and eighty stadia, or sixty

miles, of the geographer." Investigations

made upon the site of the ruined city confirm,

in the most remarkable manner, the statement

of Gen. 10 : 11, 12, that " the great city" was

made up of the aggregation of four places orig-

inally distinct—Nineveh, Ir Rehoboth, Calah

and Resen. Nineveh, in the narrower sense,

was but one quarter or district of what came

to be called Nineveh in its larger sense
;
just

as the city proper is but a small part of what
now goes under the name of London. S. S. T.

4. A day's journey. One day's journey.

Not. perhaps, going straight on, but moving
about among the more frequented streets, the

market-places, or other places of concourse to

be found among the scattered population, be-

fore he could finish one day's journey, the im-

pression made by his words among the people

was so great, that he had no need to go farther.

B. C. In this great city Jonah went one

day's journey, a distance of twenty miles, re-

peating his single text, that after a respite of

fort}' days Nineveh would be destroyed. He
may have uttered his cry for many days con-

secutively, till his voice had reached all parts ;

or rumor may have carried his words whither

he had not penetrated himself. The narrative

does not dwell upon this, but tells us that

within the stipulated time Nineveh had repent-

ed, and that its heathen people found grace

and mercy. R. P. S.

TIu substancs of Joimh's preaching. Into the

vast city Jonah journeyed for a single day,

preaching as he went to the accumulating

crowds. His text only is given us :
" Nineveh

shall be overthrown after forty days !" Of

Jehovah, the true God, of His power and holi

ness, of His justice and grace, we know that

He spake. But his words were warning words.

He uttered no direct promise, and gave no spe-

cial assurance to the people of Nineveh. He
spoke only of the punishment that would fol-

low their guilt, while he simply acquainted

them with the great compassion and mercy of

God. Only in the illustration of God's mercy

by his own marvellous story of deliverance, he

gave them ground to infer that they too might

be forgiven and saved from destruction. And
they, wiser than the people of Israel, upon
whom mercies and promises and warnings had

been continuously showered for centuries, heed-

ed the warning, instantly accepted and acted

upon the inference. B.

There is au element of threatening in God's

most merciful message, and that the appeal to

terror and to the desire for self-preservation is

part of the way to preach the Gospel. Plain

warnings of coming evil ma}' be spoken ten-

derly, and reveal love as truly as the most

soothing words. The warning comes in time.

" Forty days" of grace are granted. The Gos-

pel warns us in time enough for escape. It

warns us because God loves ; and they are as

untrue messengers of His love as of His justice

who slur over the declaration of His wrath.

A. M.

We are not told that he used the miracle of

his own deliverance as a credential of his mis-

sion, but we must admit that it is at least poa-
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probability in the supposition that the fame of

that miracle preceded him at Nineveh, and

that it became the common accepted sign which

God sent to the whole Semitic family of peo-

ples about that time. And it must not be for.

gotten Ihat the miracle is quite in harmony
with the course of revelation, with those that

had preceded it in Israel, and with the spirit of

the time. Coming soon after the ministry both

of Elisha and of Elijah, and being first sent to

the same part of Palestine, it seems quite fitting

that such a work should be wrought. The
miracles of Elisha were of a wider scope than

those which had hitherto been sent among the

people. So this miracle is more adapted to

strilie the minds of the heathen than if it had

been performed strictly within the limits of the

chosen race. Bedford.

There is no more striking proof of the moral

grandeur of the religion of Jehovah than this

mission of a solitary prophet from the petty

kingdom of Israel to warn the great monarch

of Western Asia that he and his city should

perish unless they repented before God. P. S.

5-0. How the peojile of Nineveh responded to

tile warning message of Jonah. They received

it as the warning of God. Led and directed

by their king, to whom the words of Jonah

were reported, they united in a national act of

humiliation and confession before God. They
abstained utterly from food and drink, from

all toil and pleasure. From the monarch to

the slave, they exchanged their customary gar-

ments for tlie rough and unseemly covering of

goat's-hair cloth, as a fitting token of their in-

ward self-mortification. To deepen the visible

impression, even the animals that were used to

splendid trappings were covered with the same
emblem of humiliation and grief. Nor was
this outward demonstration all ; else had no re-

sult of mercy followed. To fasting and sack-

cloth king and people added importunate en-

treaty to Jehovah, and a "turning every one

from his evil way." Their natural conscience

and the prophet's teaching told them that the

Jieart must be humbled, and its evil confessed,

deplored and forsaken ; that the heart must be

cleansed and forgiven ; that the heart must be

turned with trust and desire to God, must seek

and hope in His mercy. That they understood

all this, though dimly, appears from the touch-

ing question which concludes the royal decree :

" Who can tell but that God will turn away
from His fierce anger, that we perish not ?"

There is faith in this question, joined as it is

with their previous humiliation, prayer and

turning from evil. God had shown His dis-

position to save by sending one to warn them.

Surely He would have mercy if they heeded

and rightly improved His message. And their

heart was humbled, its evil confessed and for-

saken, before God. Christ assures us (Luke

11 : 33) that " they repented at the preaching of

Jonah." And He applies the fact as a most
impressive warning to the Jews He was ad-

5. Believed in God. The phrase being the

same as in Gen. 15 : 6. There is a certain

pathos in the choice of the expression " be-

lieved in God," rather than "believed what
Jonah said." It seems to betokeu admiration

for tiie simplicity of their faith, not without

oblique reference to Israel's unbelief. B. C.

God sent many prophets to Israel, and those

well known among them to be mighty in word
and deed ; but to Nineveh he sent only one,

and him a stranger ; and yet they repented,

but Israel repented not. Jonah preached but

one sermon, and we do not find that he gave

them any sign or wonder by the accomplish-

ment of which his word might be confirmed
;

and yet they were wrought upon, while Israel

continued obstinate, whose prophets chose out

words wherewith to reason with them, and

confirmed them by signs following. Jonah

only threatened wrath and ruin, and yet they

repented ; but Israel persisted in impenitence,

though the prophets sent to them drew them
with cords of a man and with bands of love,

and assured them of great things which God
would do for them if they did repent and re-

form. H.

The change wrought will better be compre-

hended if we bear in mind the great suscepti-

bility of Oriental races to emotion, the awe of

one Supreme Being which is peculiar to all the

heathen religions of Asia, and the great esteem

in which soothsaying and oracles were held in

Assyria from the earliest times. The appear-

ance of a foreigner, who, without any conceiv-

able personal Interest, and with the most fear-

less boldness, disclosed to the great royal city

its godless ways, and announced its destruction

within a very short period witli the confidence

so characteristic of the God-sent prophets, could

not fail to make a powerful impression upon
the minds of the people, aud this would be all

the stronger if the report of the miraculous

working of Israel had penetrated to Nineveh.

Keil.

6. It does not appear that the king heard

from Jonah's own lips ; but the word came to

him through his servants. They testified to the
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deep, pervading conviction of the people, ami

the king atouce believed God as his people had

done. This record of him may well rebuke

many an ungodly monarch who plants his foot

upon the very idea of " a higher law of God,"

and scornfully repels all authority higher than

the mandates of his own will.

8. Nor beast. It strikes our minds as a piece

of barbaric enthusiasm, showing, however, its

passionate intensitj', that th(3 decree associates

with the self-afflictioQ of man the compulsory

affliction also of all such animals as stood in

close connection with man ; but, like the men-

tion in the next verso of sackcloth being put

upon man and beast, it is a feature more likely

to have been introduced intD the narrative be-

cause of its being true to fact, than to have

been merely invented by a writer of fiction.

In reference to the beasts which are here allud-

ed to, probably those animals only are contem-

plated which were wont to wear harness, such

&i horses, asses, mules, camels and draught

oxen. In all ages men have been wont, on oc-

casion, to put upon such animals trappings suit-

ed to the particular season, whether In rejoic-

ings, or (as among ourselves) at funerals. B. C.

It is important to notice that the command
to put sackcloth on their beasts and flocks, and

make them fast, is a strong argument for the

authenticity of the book. No such custom ex-

isted among the Jews ; but it was a heathen

practice. When Alexander had become bar-

barized, he commanded the horses and mules to

be shorn as mourning for the death of Hephtes-

tion ; and Herodotus tells us that the Persians

bewailed the death of Masistius in a similar

way. R. P. S.

The proclamation also specially enjoins on all

men to " turn every one from his evil way and

from the violence that is in their hands. " So

manifest is it that the law of justice and right

is everywhere In the human mind, and that no

heathen can be so blind as not to see it. This

also is a stinging rebuke to men, who, under

far clearer light than theirs, yet labor to extin-

guish this light, or, in the more fit and expres-

sive words of revelation, "put darkness for

light and light for darkness."

9. The form of this question suggests that

the king of Nineveh did not kiioic that God
would always forgive a penitent people. He
had heard less of God than we have. But he

could say, " Who can tell" (literally, " who
knows' ')

'

' whether He will turn and repent, that

we perish not ?" On this assumed possibility

he bases his call to humiliation, fasting, prayer

and reform. H. C.

The description of the repentance of Nineveh

has all the traits of truthfulness in it. It is

just such a proclamation as Assyrians would
make, bearing the marks of Eastern despotism

and extravagance. And yet there is no at-

tempt to represent the change as anything else

than it was—repentance for the sake of avert-

ing Divine wrath. " Who can tell if God will

turn and repent and turn away from His fierce

anger, that we perish not ?" Had it been the

main object of the writer to present the heathen

in a favorable point of view, one would have

expectcJ much more to be said about Nineveh

anj its adoption of Jonah's religion. We are

left to conclude that while Divine wrath was
averted, yet it was more because God had pity

on the great city than because they were con-

verted from heathenism to anything like an ac-

ceptance of the Jewish faith. So in the whole

book there is no attempt to paint up a narra-

tive with historical exactness, as there would

be in a fiction, because the spiritual intention

of the book is uppermost in the prophet's

thoughts. There is enough of history to give

the air of truthfulness to the narrative, and yet

not enough to divert attention from the main
substance of the whole, which was the prophet's

mission, and God's revelation of Himself and

His purpose through him. Redford.

They know not the issue, yet they neglect

not repentance. They are unacquainted with

the method of the loving-kindness of God, and

they are changed amid uncertainty. They had

no other Ninevites to look to, who had repent-

ed and been saved. They had not read the

prophets nor heard the patriarchs, nor bene-

fited by counsel, nor partaken of instruction,

nor had they persuaded themselves that they

should altogether propitiate God by repentance.

For the threat did not contain this. But they

doubted and hesitated about this, and yet re-

pented with all carefulness. What account

then shall we give, when these, who had no

good hope held out to them as to the issue,

gave evidence of such a change, and thou, who
mayest be of good cheer as to God's love for

men, and hast many times received many
pledges of His care, and hast heard the proph-

ets and apostles, and hast been instructed by
the events themselves, strivest not to attain the

same measure of virtue as they. Ohrysostom.

Our Lord said, Matt. 13 : 41 :
" The men of

Nineveh shall rise up in judgment with this

generation and shall condemn it : because they

repented at the preaching of Jonas ; and, be-

hold, a greater than Jonas is here." The ex-

ample of the Ninevites could only serve to
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abash impenitent Jews on the supposition tliiit

they were real persons, who really acted in the

way described. It is plain that our Lord felt

the repentance of Nineveh to be a piece of true

history, and as standing in this respect on the

same footing as the journey of the queen of the

south, referred to immediately after. But if

the repentance of the Ninevites was an actual

fact, the other occurrences related in tlie same

book must be understood as being of the same

character ; for there is not a shadow of reason

for supposing that the repentance of Nineveh

was known to the Jews of our Lord's time

through any other channel of information ;
and,

therefore, if it was to be believed that the Nine-

vites repented at the preaching of Jonah be-

cause the Book of Jonah affirms it, the same

reason requires it to be also believed that

Jonah actually went through all that experi-

ence which the book records. Prora the use

which our Lord made of this particular part,

we may certainly infer that He Himself re-

garded those other portions, to which He re-

ferred, as likewise strictly historical. H. 0.

10. The result of their faith and repentance.

The same that follows all genuine repentance

and reformation toward God. The threatened

evil of destruction was withheld. I'hxir re-

pentance changed, not the principles or purposes

of God, but His actual dealings. God's acts

must change when Sis principles of action,

which are immutable, require the change. Tiie

word repent, as applied to God, refers solely to

His change of act consequent upon men's

change of heart. Here the removal of the

threatened judgments was only the carrying

out of His principles, which have ever been to

show mercy and give deliverance to the hum-
ble and contrite. Let it be always carefully

noted that Ood's promises and threatenings are

based upon the principles of mercy and judg-

ment which govern His dealing tcith men. They

are always and necessarily conditional upon

mtin's treatment of them. The promises are

fulfilled and the threatenings withheld when
men repent and believe ; while the promises

arc annulled and the threatenings fulfilled when
men remain unrepentant and unbelieving. B.

" God saw," not their professions, nor mere-

ly their prayers, but " their works, that they

turned from their evil way." Of course, when
they changed their moral attitude before Him,

He changed His plan ; turned from His pur-

pose and spared the city. So He always deals

with the nations of the earth. Works meet

for repentance will infallibly secure the reversal

of threatened and impending doom. God's

immutability is that of principle, not of plan

and action. He immutably hates and punishes

sin ; hence, when a sinner becomes a penitent,

God turns from threatened vengeance to free

pardon. H. C.

This is ever God's manner, when men change

their deeds to change His doom ; when they

renounce their sins to recall His sentence
;

when they repent of the evil they have done

against Him, to "repent of the evil that

He had said that He would do unto them."

Search the Scriptures, and say if things run

not thus as in the most ordinary course : God

commandeth and man disobeyeth ; man dis-

obeyeth and God threateneth ; God threateneth

and man repenteth ; man repenteth and God
forbeareth. Nineveh, prepare for desolation;

for now but " forty days and Nineveh shall be

overthrown ;" but Nineveh fasted, and praj'ed

and repented ; and Nineveh stood after more

than twice forty years. Generally God never

yet threatened any punishment upon person or

place, but if they repented He either withheld

it, or deferred it, or abated it, or sweetened it

to them ; for the most part proportionably to

the truth and measure of their repentance, but

always, so far as in His infinite wisdom He
hath thought good, H3 hath remitted some-

what of the threatened severity and rigor. Bp.

Sanderson.

Among men, a good father, a just master,

will treat son or servant according to their

works and their state. When they wickedly

transgress he is grieved and angry. When
they repent and reform he is glad and pleased.

Such a iTian is not called fickle and changeable

in nature on account of those changing states.

Because he has integrity and love in his nature

as unchanging principles, therefore, as the

ever-varying facts and scenes of life arise and

pass before him, as the different acts and moral

states of men are perceived, there are emotions

corresponding with them excited in his mind.

And are we to suppose that what constitutes a

special perfection in the moral character of a

man is an imperfection in God ? Surely not.

His mind is the one perfect mirror, reflecting,

without the least distortion or refraction, every

object, act, state, being, in the universe, just

as it is. This is the heart and core of what we
are now saying—that God morally regards us

at any one moment jmt as we are. If we re-

pent of all sin and grow into all goodness. His

thought and feeling will rise with us ; and as,

repenting, He spared Nineveh, so He will spare

us, and we shall live and not die. Raleigh.

So we might almost say that the purpose of
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tills Book of Jonah Is to tcaoli Ur' possibility

and efficacy of repentance, and to show how
the penitent man, heatlieu or Jew, ever finds

in God changed dealings corresponding to his

changfcd heart. The widest charity, the hum-
bling lesson for people brought up in the blaze

of revelation, that dwellers in the twilight or

iu the darkness are dear to God and may be

more susceptible of Divine impressions than

ourselves, the rebuke of all pluming ourselves

on our privileges, the boundlessness of God's

mercy, are among the other lessons of this

strange book ; but none of them is more pre-

cious than its truly evangelic teaching of the

blessedness of true penitence, whether exempli-

fied in the renegade prophet returning to his

high mission, or in the fierce Niuevites hum-
bled and repentant, and finding mercy from

the God of the whole earth. A. M.

As to the point that there is no confirmation

of such a change in the evidence of hiHtory, it is

met by the fact that as yet we are quite unable

to speak, with any degree of confidence, on de-

tails of Assj'rian history. Moreover, as is well

said by Prebendary Huxtable (in " The Speak-

er's [Bible] Commentary") :
" We need not be

disappointed or staggered if no traces of the

event be found. The staple subjects of the in-

scriptions, so far as they have hitherto been

deciphered, are campaigns, conquests, sieges,

building of palaces and the like ; matters of

barbaric interest, in which a merely moral or

religious element is not to be looked for." We
may also lay some stress on the analogy which
Prebendary Huxtable refers to :

" That an out-

ward profession of national repentance was
treated by Jehovah as a ground for remitting

the threatened overthrow, notwithstanding that

it was both superficial and short-lived (cf.

1 K. 21 : 27-29), was iu accordance with the

pedagogic character of the old dispensation,

wherein external shows were very commonly
made use of to represent in vivid symbol the

actings of God's justice and mercy, and thus to

draw men on to that true spiritual repentance

which it is the object of all Divine revelation

to bring about."
" Why should it be thought a thing incredi-

ble with us" that a heathen city should under-

stand enough of the Divine character to believe

that if they turned from their evil ways and

cried out to Heaven for mercy, the threatened

destruction would be averted ? That such a

fact should be put into God's Book is itself a

sufficient reason for the whole history. It has

helped to produce repentance in many minds.

It remained age after age both as a witness to

Divine forbearance, and as a warning to those

to whom the Word of God came, lest " they

who repented at the preaching of Jonah should

rfse up m the judgment and condemn them."

The conversion of Nineveh, or rather the

temporary reformation of the people and their

rulers, was a great sign. It had an incalcu-

lable spiritual worth at that period. It coin-

cided in time with the commencement of wiit-

ten prophecy. It gave the keynote to all the

subsequent messages to Judah and Israel, and

througlj them to the world. Is there anything

improbable in miracles being included in the

striking of that keynote '? Was it not the case

that at each important now departure in the

history of revelation there were miracles ?

Miracles attended the deliverance of Israel

from Egypt. Miracles surrounded the people

in their settlement in the promised land. Mira-

cles characterized the ministry of the two great

prophets, Elijah and Elisha, who were pre-

eminently the rebidsers of idolatry and the re-

storers of the broken covenant. And when
prophecy, during the latter part of the ninth

century before Christ, came forth afresh, iu a

new form, as a direct appeal to the degenerate

tribes of Israel, to fulfil their function as the

witnesses of Jehovah to the world, when it

commenced a succession of inspired messages

which s'nould be preserved to all generations

as the voice of God to His people, what would

be more in harmony with the whole method of

reveUtiou thau such a narrative as that of

Jonah, in which Divine sovereignty and grace

were set forth with unmistakable distinctness

and emphasis ? Rcdfvnl.

We see here the Divine Agape crossing the

borders of Israel and offering salvation to " the

ends of the earth." Tins is an early voicing

of the command, " Go ye into all the world and

preach the Gospel to every creature." It an-

ticipates the adoption of the Gentiles ; it de-

clares that the minister of God is a messenger

of compassion to all men, and that the Church

of God is a '• holy catholic Church." It sounds

the note of Christian missions far down the

ages, and lays deep in the very character and

commands of God that noble zeal for evangel-

izing the world which in these latter days so

largely possesses the Church. McCook.

The whole history of Jonah teaches—the

book itself seems placed in the canon of Scrip-

ture to teach : I. That from the earliest ages

all races of men have been beneath God's lov-

ing care, and that true repentance will always

and everywhere be met by forgiveness. Jonah,
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the first of tlie prophets, was charged witli this

distinct lesson. The Jews of his own day

greatly needed it, and we recognize it now as a

prophecy and pledge of that larger mercy

which in our day is offering the Gospel to all

the nations of heathendom. 2. "We see also the

method of God's mercy to the heathen. It is to

send them living missionaries. The " word of

the Lord " is not now to Jonah alone ; i t is to

all the Church. And it is not,
'

' Arise, go unto

Niueveh ;" it is, "Go ye and teach all na-

tions." 3. The history illustrates the great ex-

pectations which we may rightly cherish con-

cerning the hardest fields of the heathen world.

4. We are instructed also in the religious use

of fear. Its work is only preparatory, but it is

often indispensable. Neither Jonah nor Nine-

veh would ever have done their duty if it had

not been for God's red-hot coals of fear. Yet

even their fear brought hope. If God had

mercy to warn tliem, they well argued that He
might have mercy to spare them should they

repent. 5. Read also in the record of Nineveh's

repentance the moral powerof leadere, whether

social or political. It was the example, the

call, of the king and his nobles which hastened,

extended and confirmed the repentance of the

people. The humiliation, tlie prayer was made
national, and God in answer gave mercies of

national extent. 6. And, last of all, let us

learn Christ's own lessons from this history :

" The men of Nineveh shall rise up in the

judgment with this generation, and shall con-

demn it ; for they repented at the preaching of

Jonah ;
and behold, a greater than Jonah is

here" (Luke 11 : 33). Christ teaches in these

words :

1. The survival of the soul. Nineveh has

been in ruins for two thousand years, but " the

men of Niueveh," after the lapse of centuries,

are still alive.

2. The prospect of a general judgment. In

that last great court the men of the most wide-

ly separated ages shall meet face to face.

3. The Saviour's standard of guilt. The
guiltiest nations are those that have had the

most abundant light, but have refused to turn

from their national sins. It is the same with

individuals. The deepest perdition is for those

souls who have been warned and besought by
the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but have refused to

believe God, to repent and pray. Consider the

contrast between the privileges of the men of

Nineveh and ours. They could say no more

than this :
" Who can tell ?" They repented

on a hare chance of mercy. We have all God's

promises. His invitations, His persuasions, His

holy oath. His sure and celestial rewards. To
us the messenger is God's own Son, and the

arguments of that messenger are His own love

and blood and tears. Arthur Mitchell.

Other personal truths. 1. As God did with

Jonah, He continues to do with imperfect dis-

ciples. In our disobedience, from wilfulness

or prejudice or a fretful, repining spirit. He
will in some way pursue us with kind chasten-

ing. And when the chastening has had its in-

tended effect of submission. He will try us

again on the points of previous failure or neg-

lect. He will give us the opportunity to take

up the work which we once declined, or from

which we shrank. So He will restore our faith

and strength and courage. 2. There is a limit-

ed period to God's forbearance with every hu-

man soul. While the warning is heard, while

the least sensibility remains, that solemn limit

is not j'et reached. But as sensibility becomes

impaired, the soul more and more swiftly

reaches that fearful limit which the Holy

Ghost vividly describes iu the words; past feel-

ing ! B.

JONAH, CHAPTER IV.

4: 1, 2 But it displeased Jonah exceedingly, and he was angry. And he prayed unto the

Lord, and said, I pray thee, O Lokd, was not this my saying, when I was yet in my coun-

try ? Therefore I hasted to flee unto Tarshish : for I knew that thou art a gracious God,

and full of compassion, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy, and repentest thee of the evil.

3 Therefore now, O Loud, take, I beseech thee, my life from me ; for it is better for me to die

4, 5 than to live. And the Lord said, Doest thou well to be angry ? Then Jonah went out of

the city, and sat on the east side of the city, and there made him a booth, and sat under it in

6 the shadow, till he might see what would become of the city. And the Lord God prepared
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a gourd, and made it to come up over Jonah, tliat it might be a shadow ovpr liis head, to

7 deliver him from his evil ease. So Jonah was exceeding glad because of the gourd. But
God prepared a worm when the morning rose the next day, and it smote the gourd, that it

8 withered. And it came to pass, when the sun arose, that God prepared a sultry east wind
;

and the sun beat upon the liead of Jonah, that he fainted, and requested for himself that he

9 might die, and said, It is better for me to die than to live. And God said to Jonah, Doest
thou well to be angry for the gourd ? And he said, I do well to be angry even unto death.

10 And the Lord said. Thou hast had pity on the gourd, for the whicli thou hast not laboured,

11 neither madest it grow ; which came up in a niglit, and perished in a night : and should not

I have pity on Xineveh, that great city ; wherein are more than sixscore thousand persons

tliat cannot discern between their right hand and their left hand ; and also much cattle ?

Cliap. 4. This chapter is a mournful record

of the moral frailties of a good man, and a

glorious testimony to the pity, forbearance and

love of the blessed God. Jonah Is greatly dis-

pleased because the Lord reversed the predicted

fall of Nineveh : he waits outside the city to

see what the Lord would do to it ; he put up

a rude tent for shelter from the heat ; and the

Lord brought up a gourd over him for liis fur-

ther relief ; but a worm destroj^s the gourd.

Jonah is again fretful, impatient and angry,

and the Lord very gently rebukes him, and

gives reasons for sparing Nineveh. II. V..

1. Jonah shows himself in his behavior so

extremely wayward, that it is perfectly con-

ceivable that he was angry when he saw the

city not destroyed. He might reflect that in

the eyes of men he had been made a fool of
;

for how could the world know the actual cir-

cumstances of the case ? Re might also feel

vexed by the reflection that he had in his own
despite been forced to be the means of saving

a city which Jehovah had been on the very

point of destroying, and which the instincts of

a narrow patriotism prompted him to wish

destroyed. B. C.

2-5. He declares that it was his knowledge

that the Lord was " very merciful," and would
probably forgive them if they repented, that

lay at the root of his original reluctance to un-

dertake this oftice that had been forced upon
him ; and he declares that he would far prefer

to yield up his own life than see his character

as a prophet thus compromised. So morbid

had his state of feeling become, that he would

not bring himself to believe that the city could

be spared after he had, in the Lord's name,

pronounced its doom. He tlierefore posted

himself on an advantageous station in the en-

virons, and resolved to remain there till the

time had elapsed within which he had declared

the city should be destroyed. Kitto.

2. Many have been tempted to withdraw

from their work because they have despaired

of doing good by it. but Jonah declined preach-

I ing because he was afraid of doing good by it

;

and sti'd lie persists in the same corrupt notion.

It was his saying when he was in his own
country, but it was a bad saying

;
yet here he

stands to it ; and, very unlike the other proph
ets, desires the woful day which he had fore-

told, and grieves because it does not come.

Even Christ's disciples knew not what manner
of spirit they were of ; they did not who wished

for fire from heaven upon the city that did not

receive them, much less did Jonah, who wished

for fire from heaven upon the city that did re-

I

ceive him. When it was intimated to Peter

I

himself that he should make no difference be-

I
tween Jews and Gentiles, he startled at the

I thing and said, "Not so, Lord ;" no marvel,

then, that Jonah looked upon it with regret

that Nineveh should become a favorite. Jonah
herein had a zeal for God as the God of Israel

in a particular manner, but not according tc

knowledge. H.

God meant His mission to lie one of mercy
and love ; one that, through fear, iliould awaken
repentance—that, through repentance, should

bring salvation. That was not Jonah's mean-

ing. He could not comprehend it. He was
the instrument of doing a work that he did not

intend. Through him the people were saved,

without its being his purpose. Stoughton.

In estimating Jonah's character, it is very

material to observe that he did then pray ; this

shows that his was no sullen revolt from God
—for then he would not have prayed at all

—

but an inward conflict rather, in which, instead

of abandoning himself to feelings which he

knew to be wrong, though he knew not how to

master, he frankly made his complaint to God,

striving if he might to get at one with himself

and with his God. If, while the discontent

had still rankled within, he had made show
outwardly of pious submission, his behavior

would, it is true, have appeared to less disad-

vantage before men ; but if man is now dis-

posed to judge the prophet with severe and

wondering disapprobation, Jehovah showed
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His acceptance on the whole of His honest

though wilful servant, both by His care for

his present accommodation and by His whole

moral treatment of him.

3. Take my life. Rather, my soul. In mak-

ing this request, Jonah might plead the exam-

ple of Moses in his hour of weary vexation

(Num. 11 : 15), and the more recent example of

Elijah (1 K. 19 : 4), Avhose history his own so

much resembles. Here again we observe that

there is no thought of self-murder ; the prophet

commits himself still to the disposal of God.

Than to line. To be pointed at as a false

pretender ; with my mission to my own people

a failure ; with my mission to Gentile Nineveh,

already the shame of impenitent Israel, here-

after perhaps to prove its ruin. Let me not

see my wretchedness (Num. 11 : 15). B. C.

4. Does thine anger burn justly, rightly ?

Hast thou any good reason for such anger ? A
very gentle rebuke indeed, for sins so great and

so provoking to God ! H. C. We are struck

with the gentleness with which Jehovah mere-

ly suggests a reproof ; a representation true to

the facts of usual experience. It is thus He is

wont, whether by inward or outward warning,

to reprove His erring servants. B. C. See

how mildly the great God speaks to this foolish

man—to teach us to restore those that are fallen

with a spirit of meekness, and w ith soft answers

to turn away wrath. God appeals to himself

and to his own conscience, " Doest thou well ?

Thou knowest thou dost not." We should

often put this question to ourselves :
" Is it

well to say thus, to do thus 1 Can I justify

it ? Must I not unsay it and undo it again by
repentance, or be undone forever ?" When
passion is up, let it meet with this check :

" Do I

well to be so soon angry, so often angry, so long

angry, to put myself into such a heat, and to

give others such ill language in my anger '? Is

this well, that I suffer these headstrong pas-

sions to get dominion over me ?" H.

5. He went forth and took up his abode on
" the east side of the city ;" on some rising

ground, we may suppose, not far off, such as

the Jebel Maklub or the more distant Kurdish

hills, whence he could command a view of the

city. There he remained till the forty days

were expired, when he perceived that Jehovah

had forborne to execute the sentence which he

had certainly been commissioned to denounce.

He had no difficulty in divining the cause of its

remission, having, in fact, himself anticipated

it (verse 2). B. C.

0. Still the Lord is mindful of the little com-

forts of His servant Jonah, and brings up over

him very suddenly the shade of a rapidly grow-

ing plant, to " relieve his sufferings"—for so,

more accurately, I render the words translat-

ed "to deliver him from his grief." This
" gourd" is supposed to be the shrub known
by the name of Palma Christi. H. C.

The plant called in Hebrew kikaion is really

the Palma Christi, the Biciiius communis of

botanists. Dr. Pusey, who has collected much
valuable information both about the white

shark and the Palma Christi, quotes also an

interesting account of the manner in which it

is sometimes as suddenly destroyed. " On
warm days, when a small rain falls, black

caterpillars are generated in great numbers on

this plant, which in one night so often and so

suddenly cut off its leaves that only their bare

ribs remain" (Introd. to Jonah). He further

notices that there is nothing in the text to im-

ply that it was the stem that was gnawed asun-

der, and that the word " worm" might be used

collectively for a multitude of caterpillars. As
regards the minor point, that if Jonah had built

him a booth, he would not have needed a Palma
Christi to shade him, ho further shows that the

booth which Jonah put up was such as the

Jews erected at the Feast of Tabernacles ; and

that these, composed of slight branches, did not

exclude the sun. But we can very well im-

agine that, in so hot a climate, no erection of

dead boughs, or even of planks, would give a

shade so refreshing as green living foliage.

R. P. S.

Tlie supposition that the Ricitivs was the

kikaion of Jonah, suggested probably in the

first instance, but also strongly countenanced

by its Egyptian name, is greatly favored by
several circumstances of its natural liistory :

1. According to universal testimony it is of

extremely rapid growth, its cane-like stem

and branches shooting up and spreading in

a wonderfully short time. In Arabia, Nie-

buhr observed one which grew eight feet in

five months. In America it has been even

known to attain the lieight of thirteen feet in

three months. 3. It furnishes a thick and

grateful shade with its wide, dark green, six

or se?en-lobed leaves, which from their resem-

blance to a man's hand have suggested its name
of Palma Christi. 3. It is both extremely per-

ishable and subject to sudden destruction by
the caterpillar. Altogether there is no reason

for questioning the identification of the kikaion

with the palmcrist, which is indeed accepted by
modern critics with great unanimity. B. C.

Jonah goes to work under the wall of Nine-

veh ; he makes him a booth, and sits under its
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sliadow ; but the sun still flames above him and

strikes liowa on him ; l»is labor is vain. That

was Jonah's worlc ; now comes God and

worlds. In an hour, perhaps in an instant, a

plant strikes its root downward, and sends its

branches upward, and Jonah is sitting at his

esise in its cool and refresiling shade. And this

without any labor, without a movement, on his

part, lie neither
'

' labored for it, nor made it to

grow." The Lord, it is said, " made it to come

up over him." It covered him as he sat. And
now comes out human nature. How unlike

the nature of God ! We arc told that " Jonah

was exceeding glad of the gourd :" or, as it is

rendered in the margin. " he rejoiced in it with

great joy." There sits a man, and a man of

God too, looking down on a city containing

well-nigh a million of souls, and expecting the

judgments of heaven every moment to blast

it ; and yet, in this situation, he is studying

his own comfort as though he had nothing else

to think of, and rejoicing in a little ease for his

body. C. B.

He was " glad of the gourd." which, spring-

ing up in a night, sheltered him from the burn-

ing rays of a fierce sun, but not thankful to

God whose goodness had provided it; the feel-

ing was purely selfi.sh and sensual, destitute

utterly of piety. Glad of the gift, but not a

thought of the Giver ; for, as soon as the gourd

"withered away," he was "angry," and
" wished for death," and bitterly complained

to God, and justified his folly and petulance.

In all this, Jonah is a type of multitudes of

nominal Christians—" glad" because of God's

great mercies, but never grateful ; the temporal

gift, but not the Divine Giver, is thought of.

Anon.

7. Mark the instrument that God used where-

with to afflict Jonah. He might have sent a

hurricane to uproot his gourd, a wild beast out

of the forest to devour it, or lightning from

heaven to blast it ; but He prepares a worm,
and but one worm, to execute the work, and

the work is done, done effectually, done sud

denly, as if with violence ;
" it smote the gourd

that it withered." All through the night, when
its protection was but little wanted, it flour-

ished ; but now, just at the time when it is

most needed, it dies. And so our comforts are

often taken from its. wlien tfwy appear to be the

most needed. Our prop gives way when we
are the weakest. Our friends die or fail us,

our health sinks, our property goes, just at the

very period when we seem as though we could

not do without them. Such is the history of

this miraculous plant—it sprang up, it gave

delight, it brought into sight the baseness of

the human heart, and then withered. And is

not this the history of every comfort the earth

yields ? You need not be told again why it is

so ; why the same God that prepares the gourd,

prepares also the worm ; why lie takes away
the comforts that He gives. C. B.

Is it not a blessing when these gourds witli-

er? Is it not mercy in God to sweep tlirm ut-

terly away, even though the heart should be

half broken by the loss ? There is one repos-

ing, for example, on his goods laid up for

many days, and regarding them just as Jonah

did the goodly foliage of the sheltering plant.

Is it not a mercj-, in the higli reckoning of eter-

nity at least, to have these gifts of God with-

drawn, that God Himself may be our trust ?

Another is reposing under the shadow of some
protecting friend. To him, and not to God,

the eye of hope, or the heart of expectation

turns. Now, is it not a mercy, according to

the standard of the sanctuary at least, that that

earthly friend should be withdrawn, that we
may learn to lean upon the Lord alone ? A
third may be seeking all the heaven which he

knows, in something which perishes in the

using. Is it not well that the delusion should

be swept away, that God may be sought, and

eternity provided for ? Many will bless God
forever because their gourds were withered

—

just as the saints in glory praise the King of

saints, " because they were stoned, they were

sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain with

the sword, they wandered about in sheepskins

and goatskins, being destitute, afflicted and tor-

mented." Had the gourd not withered, the

soul would not have beeu saved ; and the with-

ering of the gourd, therefore, makes the an-

them of the saved the louder. W. K. Twecdie.

Don't argue about your afflictions ; for in

that case it is likely to fasten and perpetuate

the impression on your hearts that God is deal-

ing hardly with you, and driving you beyond

the reach of all consolation and all hope. Don't

rise up like Jonah, nor attempt to fix your un-

divided attention on the blasted gourd lying all

withered around you. For in that case you

may be ready to exclaim, as he did, " I do well

to be angry." Take your heaviest trials to the

mercy-seat. Spread them out before God.

Deal with Him, not as with a task-master, but

a loving Father. Ask Ilim to solve your

doubts, to cast light upon your darkness, to

aid you amid your helplessness, and to reveal

to you why it is that He has been afflicting

you, what defective grace He is seeking to sup-

ply, what wayward tendency He is seeking to
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correct, what besetting sin He is seeking to

subdue. Rememljer that tliere is a need-be for

every affliction that He sends ; and neitlier

speak unadvisedly with your lips, nor charge

God foolishly. It may be a bitter medicine

that He pours into your cup ; but He does nut

do it recklessly, nor without some good reason,

or with the design of harming you. E. Hull.

Jonah had a gounl that was to him an arbor
;

he sat under it secure ; but suddenly there was

a worm that bit it, and it died. Compare, se-

cretly in your hearts, your riches to that gourd
;

your pleasure to the greenness of it
;
your

pomp, attendance, vanities, to the leaves of it
;

your sudden increase of wealth to the growing

and shooting up of it. But, withal, forget not

the worm and the wind. The worm that shall

kill your root is death, and the wind that shall

blow upon you is calamity. Adiims, 1654.

God can send a worm to bite the gourd, while it

flourishes over our heads ; and while He" gives

riches," deny a " heart to enjoy them." For

wlience is it else, that there are some who flour-

ish with honore, flow with riches, swim with

the greatest affluence of plenty, and all other

the materials of delight ; and yet they are as

discontented, as dissatisfied as the poorest of

men? Care rises up and lies down with them,

sits upon their pillow, waits at their elbow,

nms by their coaches ; and the grim spirits of

fear and jealousy haunt their stately houses

and habitations. Whence is this, but from a

secret displeasure of God, which takes out the

vitals, the heart, and the spirit of the enjoy-

ment, and leaves them only the caput mortatwi

of the possession. South.

8. This fresh outbreak of impatience on the

part of Jonah is to be ascribed to his renewed

sense of vexation at the sparing of Nineveh;

tills had for a while been somewhat allayed by

the comfort, both bodily and spiritual, brought

to him by the palmcrist ; but now it rose up

afresh, heightened by tlie destruction of the

goodly tree and by the distressing heat of tlie

sun. The impulsive vehemence of his temper

is betrayed, alike in the pleasure which he took

in the palmcrist's beauty, and in his vexation

at its loss. B. C.

The incident of the gourd, while plainly

didactic, is yet very unlike a mere invention.

It harmonizes with the natural circumstances

in which tlie prophet was placed. And yet tlie

manner in which the lesson is taught is very

unusual. Who would have thought that such

a man as Jonah could have shown any anger

over the loss of the gourd ? It was the petu-

lance of tlie prophet which broke forth, and it

was the contrast between the selfish smallness

of the man and the large love and generous

pity of God, which evidently was intended to

be the main lesson of the incident. But who
would have invented such facts 1 The form is

too simple and natural for fiction. The char-

acter of Jonah is too extraordinary to be the

product of mere genius. Its very improba-

bility is the guarantee of its truthfulness.

Bedford.

9, The same question, in the same words as

in verse 6, and with the same meaning, only

that this respects his recent anger because of

the withered gourd. Strange to say, Jonah jus-

tifies himself, and by implication complains of

God for suffering the worm to kill his gourd !

H. C. The prophet here records his own im-

patience, as Moses and other holy writers have

done, without concealing any circumstance of

it. Bp. Hall.

10, II. Then said the Lord, Thou hast luid

pity, etc. Then said the Lord, I have done this

purposely to show thee thine own error and

weakness ; thou hadst pity on a sorry plant,

which cost thee no labor, which received no life

from thee, which suddenly came up and sud-

denly vanished. And should not I spare Nine-

veh, that great city, wherein are sixscore thou-

sand infants, that have not lived to offend, and

much cattle, which are not capable of offence ?

How much are these better than the senseless

plants of the earth ! And these are the work

of my hands, and have cost me much care and

regard, and such as require time and leisure

for their perfection ; bethink thyself therefore

how just reason I have to be angry at thy un-

mercifulness, which art angry at My forbear-

ance of Nineveh. Bp. Hall.

The passage makes useful and rich revela-

tions in respect to the feelings of the great God
as to those fearful judgments which fall on the

wicked, but which, as the world is, must in-

volve some innocent lieings—a part of them in-

nocent as having not yet reached sufficient in-

telligence to make them morally accountable,

and others as not having by nature any moral

attributes. In the light of this passage it be-

comes altogether plain that God always takes

into account the case of these sinless sufferers,

and regards their presence as itself a plea for

sparing the guilty. Of course he will give

this plea all the consideration which the nature

of the case will allow. He will punish, in

forms that necessarily involve the unsinning

in the general ruin, only when the ends of a

moral system imperatively demand it. Who
can estimate the amount of sparing mercy which
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the guilty of our worW owe, in this life, to

God's pity for infants and for the sentient but

unsinning animal races ? H. C.

The purpose of the mention of these one hun-

dred and twenty thousand children is at once

to indicate how large the city was, as appears

from its immediately following the words
" that great city," and also to present a plea

for showing mercy to a population so many of

whom had not themselves deserved to suffer.

The argument of these last two verses com-

prises a number of very striking thoughts.

Some of them are the following : Any vege-

table growth is of small account compared

with a human being, much more compared

with a large city ; the mushroom-like, frail

existence of a palmcrist shows as nothing by

the side of the ancient city of Nineveh ; God's

works are a dearly prized possession in His

eyes, with which He is loath to part, especially

when He has " labored" for them anJ brought

them to great magnitude by a long process of

care (compare the " lost sheep" and the " lost

piece of silver" in Luke 15). While no refer-

ence is here made to the repentance of the Nine-

vites—a consideration of vast weight, and one

which would have been of itself amply suffi-

cient, which however at present stands in the

background—stress is ex abandanti laid upon

the one hundred and twenty thousand inno-

cents which Nineveh contained, mighty though

unconscious intercessors 1 nay, even upon the

" much cattle" which was there, showing that

God does "care for oxen." Altogether, a

glimpse is here afforded us into the heart of

God, whose tender mercies are over all His

works, which not only marks the passage as

one of remarkable beauty, but also fits it to be

through all ages a standing reproof of every

form of bigotry. The narrative closes abrupt-

ly without stating the impression left upon the

prophet's own mind But this the narrator

deems unnecessary. It suffices him, Jonah (as

we suppose) himself, that the prophet's narrow-

mindedness is exposed and rebuked, and that

God's mercy is justified. B. C.

Thus the book ends with the majestic thought

that in God's government of men. Gentile as

well as Jew, penitence universally procures

pardon, since human life is everywhere God's

loving workmanship, in which He has pleas-

ure, and which He will not willingly pain, and

only in the last extremity of impenitence de-

stroy. Elmslie.

Sur/yeatcd Truths and Lessons.

Hoio Jonah received this unexpected issue of his

pretichiiig. Perhaps, full of .Jewish prejudices

like Peter, he could not fall in with the idea

that God would extend that mercy to the Gen-

tile Ninevites whicli He was now withdrawing

from his own people, Israel. Or he might be

averse to the increase of Nineveh's power, lest

that power should be employed (as it was)

in the destruction of Israel. Or he might be

selfishly mortified that his prediction was belied

by the result. Perhaps all these causes were

combmed with his naturally self-willed, fretful,

repining temper to produce that disagreeable

and wrong frame of mind which required the

further dealing of God. Yet, althougii with

an Irreverent spirit Jonah boldly justified his

peevish anger, God forbears wondrously with

His prophet. And we may infer that the Di-

vine dealing was successful. Doubtless he

went back a wiser, more humble and patient

man, more willing that God should have His

way. And his experience was not a vain or

useless one in all this matter. He went back

and told his own people how that great Gentile

city had heard and heeded the one only call of

Jehovah to repentance. And he wrote and

handed down the same striking lesson to all

succeeding generations. And he also faithfully

impressed the personal lessons he had received,

although the disclosure is so unflattering to

himself. The honest simplicity with which

throughout he contrasts Ood'<> patience and pity

with his own impatience and seeming liardness

of lieart has no equal parallel in the Scripture

history.

As God bore with Jonah, so we are to bear

with good people and others in their peevish

and ill-tempered times. Recall the good and

the truth that is in them, and reach them by
the quiet force of a gentle spirit and aright ex-

ample. Neither to Elijah nor to Jonah, in

their bold repining, did God answer sharply

back. In both cases He employed natural

agencies to illustrate the needed lessons. And,

as far as his wisdom and grace enables us, let

us niustrate by our daily life, spirit, and deed,

what lessons we may convey to others more in-

firm. B.

One great lesson in Jonah's story is the duty

and happiness of having our will coincident

with the will of God. God is the world's great

Ruler. His will is law. His power is supreme ;

yet it is not arbitrary might, but wise and gra-

cious omnipotence. To resist God's will is as

wicked as it is foolish—as ruinous as it is

wicked. " Will ye set the thorns and briers

against me in battle ? I would go through

them, I would burn them together." First,
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Jonah resisted, and fled from the presence of

the Lord ; and trouble followed, and overtook,

and overwhelmed him. Then Jonah resisted

again, and in the bitter workings of his own
mind, in his petulance and anger, he paid the

penaltj'of disquietude and anguish. For what

peace could there be in a mind at war with the

order, the government, the Sovereign of the

universe ? We are taught, then, that there is

only trouble without and misery within for all

those who fight against their Maker. " In re-

turning and rest shall ye be saved ; in quiet-

ness and in confidence shall be your strength."

Not in earthly gourds shall ye long find com-

fort and peace, for God can blast them, and He
will if you make them your portion. Whereas,

in life's hottest day and coldest night, amid the

bleakest scenes and under the roughest blasts,

if your will be one with His, you shall enjoy

an invisible protection, and be cheered by spir-

itual comfort, which shall be unto you as " an

hiding-place from the wind, and a covert from

the tempest—as the shadow of a great rock in

a weary land." </. Stoughton.

The evident intention of the whole chapter

is to place man in contrast with God. Jonah's

idea of the Divine character was plainly an im-

perfect one. He thought that Divine repent-

ance was Divine weakness, that the non-fulfil-

ment of the word was a dishonor to Jehovah.

What he did not understand was the supremacy

of love in the dealings of God with His crea-

tures. He was displeased ; he was very angry.

Yet it was not entirely for himself. It was for

Jehovah and the honor of His spoken word.

But afterward he came to see that the great-

ness of God is not that which man is prone to

think it, the greatness of power alone, or even

of justice alone, but the fatherly greatness,

which smites only for the sake of saving life,

and not for the sake of dest:oying it. Why
did Jonah pity the gourd ? because it served

him. Was it not a much greater pity which

God had for Nineveh ? absolutely unselfish,

perfectly pure, infinitely great. The thoughts

and feelings of the prophet are those of a man
of like passions and infirmities with all others

;

but when we set over against them the pur-

poses and revelations of God, surely we shall

bow down and worship Him, before whom all

men and things lie open ; who, while He has

made Himself known to His servants the

prophets, is yet unsearchable in His wisdom
;

but His love is a " height and length and depth

and breadth which passeth knowle<lge.

"

One of the most remarkable facts about the

Book of Jonah is, that while he himself is so

prominent in it, yet there is not one word from

beginning to end of comment upon his cliar-

acter and conduct. He openly disobeys a Di-

vine command ; he is followed silently and

swiftly by the Divine judgment. Yet there is

no word of the writer's own in condemnation

of his flight. He passes through a wonderful

discipline of Providence, and is miraculously

saved. His hymn of thanksgiving is preserved.

But no word is said of his state of mind, his

sense of sin, his repentance, his return to the

attitude of submission and prompt obedience to

the Divine command. He receives his new
commission, and at once rises up to fulfil it

;

goes to Nineveh and preaches with marvellous

siiccess ; still there is a strange reserve in the

narrative. One would have e.xpected some de-

scription of Jonah's feelings and experience in

entering the heathen city, some account of the

method which he followed in calling the Nine-

vites to repentance. But the facts are again

set before us in the barest, most naked sim-

plicity, without one single sentence of reflec-

tion. This is still more noticeable in the last

chapter, where again the contrast is suggested

between what was in Jonah's mind and what

was in the mind of Jehovah. We are looking

on a very pitiable object : a prophet of God,

under the influence of most unworthy and

miserable feelings, betraying a rebellious anger

against the appointments of the Divine will,

which rouses a holy indignation against him
;

and still the close of the book is significantly

abrupt. Nothing added to the picture ; only

the touching remonstrance against the selfish

narrowness of the man, the tender pleading of

Divine compassion against human prejudice

and blindness. The only probable and con-

sistent view of the work is that Jonah wrote it

himself. He therefore said as little about him-

self as possible. He told the facts with all their

weight of meaning against his own character,

just as they were, without a line of exculpa-

tion or condemnation. He left his character to

be a study for his successors, because he knew

that through him God was speaking to the

whole world. Bedford.
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MICAH : INTRODUCTION AND CHAPTP^RS L, IT.

1 : 1 The word of the Lord that came to Micah tfie Morashtite in the days of Jothara,

Ahaz, aud Hezekiah, kings of Judah, which he saw concarniag Samaria aud Jerusalem.

2 Hear, ye peoples, all of you ; hearkou, earth, aud all that therein is : and let the Lord
3 God be witness against you, the Lord from his holy temple. For, behold, the Lord cometh

forth out of his place, and will come down, and tread upon the high places of the earth.

4 And the mountains shall be molten under him, and the valleys shall be cleft, as wax before

5 the Are, .as waters that are poured down a steep place. For the transgression of Jacob is all

this, and for the sins of the house of Israel. What is the transgression of Jacob ? is

6 it not Samaria 1 and what are the high places of Judah ? are they not Jerusalem ? There-

fore I will make Samaria as an heap of the field, and as the plantings of a vineyard : and I

will pour down the stones thereof into the valley, and I will discover the foundations thereof.

7 And all her graven images shall be beaten to pieces, and all her hires shall be burned with
fire, and all her idols will I lay desolate : for of the hire of an harlot hath she gathered them,

8 and unto the hire of an harlot shall they return. For this will I wail and liGwl, I will go
stripped and naked : I will make a wailing like the jackals, and a mourning like the ostriches.

9 For her wounds are incurable : for it is come even unto Judah ; it rcaclieth unto the gate of

10 ray people, even to Jerusalem. Tell it not in Gath, weep not at all : at Uctli-Ie-Aphrah have
11 I rolled myself in the dust. Pass ye away, O inliabitaut of Sliapliir, in nakutlness and shame :

the inhabitant of Zaanan is not come forth ; the wailing of Beth-ezel shall take from you the

13 stay thereof. For the inhabitant of Maroth waiteth anxijusly for good ; because evil is come
13 down from the Lord unto the gate of Jerusalem. Bind the chariot to the swift steed, O inhabi-

tant of Lachish : s!ie was the beginning of sin to the daughter of Zion ; for the transgressions of

14 Israel were found in thee. Therefore shalt thou give a parting gift to Moresheth-gath : the

15 houses of Achzib shall be a deceitful thing unto the kings of Israel. I will yet bring unto
thee, O inhabitant of I^Iareshah, him that shall possess thee : the glory of Israel shall come

16 even unto Adullam. Make thee bald, and poll thee for the children of thy delight : enlarge

thy baldness as the eagle ; for they are gone into captivity from thee.

2 : 1 Woe to them that devise iniquity and work evil upon their beds 1 when the morning
3 is light, they practise it, because it is in the power of their hand. And they covet fields, and

seize them ; and houses, and take them awaj' : and they oppress a man and his house, even

3 a man and his heritage. Therefore thus saith the Lord : Behold, against this family do I

devise an evil, from which ye shall not remove your necks, neither shall ye walk haughtily
;

4 for it is an evil time. In that day shall they take up a parable against you, and lament

with a doleful lamentation, and say, We be utterly spoiled : he changeth the portion of my
5 people : how doth he remove it from mo ! to the rebellious he divideth our fields. Therefore

6 thou shalt have none that shall east the line by lot in the congregation of the Loud. Prophesy

ye not, thus they prophesy. They shall not prophesy to these : reproaches shall not depart.

7 Shall it be said, O house of Jacob, Is the spirit of the Lord straitened ? are these his doings?

8 Do not my words do good to him that walketh uprightly ? But of late my people is risen

up as an enemy : ye strip the robe from off the garment from them that pass by securely as

9 men averse from war. The women of my people ye cast out from their pleasant houses
;

10 from their young children ye take away my glory for ever. Arise ye, and depart ; for this

is not your rest : because of uocleanness that destroyeth, even with a grievous destruction.

11 If a man walking in wind and falsehood do lie, saying, I will prophesy unto thee of wine
aud of strong drink ; he shall even be the prophet of this people.
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12 I will surely assemble, O Jacob, all of thee ; I will surely gather the remnant of Israel ; 1

will put them together as the sheep of Bozrah : as a flock in the midst of their pasture, they

13 shall make great noise by iciison of the muUitiule of men The breaker is gone up before

tliem : they have broken forth and passed on to the gate, and are gone out thereat : and their

king is passed o:i be tore them, and the Lokd at the head of them.

2ntroduetion.

AricAH, a name abbreviated from !Micaiah,

which siguitifs " Wlio is like God ?" was of

Moresheth gath, a city near Eleutheropolis, and

not far from the country of the Philistines.

His introductory verse states that he prophe-

sied in the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz and Heze-

kiah, kings of Judah. As the two former

reigned each sixteen years and the latter

twenty-nine, the entire duration of his minis-

try possible within this statement is sixty-one

years. He was contemporary with Isaiah, who
dates one vision " in the year that King IJzziah,

the father of Jotham," " died" (6 : 1), and who
was certainly in active service as a prophet

under Hezekiah. Interesting collateral evi-

dence that Micah prophesied in the reign of

Hezekiah is found in Jer. 26 : lT-19. While

some of the priests, princes and false prophets

demanded that Jeremiah should die for tlie al-

leged crime of speaking against the royal city,

certain of the elders rose up to defend him with

this plea :
" Jlicah, the Morasthitc, prophesied

in the days of Hezekiah king of Judah, and

spake to all the people of Judah (very public-

ly), saying :
' Thus saith the Lord of Hosts,

Zion shall be ploughed like a field, and Jerusa-

lem shall become heaps, and the mountain of

the house as the high places of the forest.'

Did Hezekiah king of Judah and all Judah put

him at all to death?" etc. See the original

passage (Micah 3 : 12). Micah spake bold and

fearless words for God and righteousness. He
spake concerning both Samaria and Jerusalem,

mostly the latter, exposing and rebuking their

sms. He predicted the destruction of both

cities. He expatiated on the final glory of Zion,

the real kingdom of the Messiah, in words of

great beauty and power. It is important to a

full undei-standing of the work of these proph-

ets that we think of tlieir relations to the throne,

stemming the tide of wickedness under such

reigns as that of Ahaz ;
powerfully sliding the

work of reform under such good kings as Heze-

kiah. Contemporary with these two kings

were Micah, Hosea, Isaiah and Nahum. H. C.

The Book of Micah resembles in man}- par-

ticulars that of Hosea. It is a summary of an

extended prophetic activity in Judah, while

the Book of Hosea summarizes a lengthy min-

istry in Israel. Like Hosea, it is abrupt in its

transitions, sharp in its contrasts, abundant in

its imagery, often obscure in its details. Like

Hosea, it also commingles, in a striking man-
ner, severity and tenderness. For these reasons

its comprehension appears, at the outstart, difli-

cult to the student. But patient labor in its

study will meet a sure reward. Its unity, ai

an organic whole, is much more marked than

in the case of Hosea. The prophet Micah was
the contemporary of Isaiah. These two, labor-

ing together in Judah, in the Assyrian period,

have much in common in their historical situa-

tion, ia their mission, in their ideas and their

expression of them. The study of the proph-

ecy of either casts much light upon that of the

other. The peculiar glory of the Book of Micah

is its Messianic prophecy, especially that re-

garding the person of the Messiah. In the de-

scription of the Ruler from Bethlehem the book

finds its culmination. The positive, explicit

and personal character of its Messianic predic-

tion places the Book of Micah in a central posi-

tion in the development of prophecy in Judah.

BarrowjJia.

His prophetic visions and, in some places, his

style of recording them, have a strong resem-

blance to those of Isaiah. He foresaw what
would be the issue of the Assyrian invasion,

which Isaiali lived to record as historical fact.

He foretold the destruction of Samaria, the ap-

proach of the enemy, in a later invasion, to the

very gates of Jerusalem, with the laying waste

of the fenced cities of Judah. (Cf. Micah 1 : 9

with Isa. 36, 37.) It was revealed to him that

a time of grace would yet be granted to Jeru-

salem, but that a day would come when the

whole race of Judah should be swept out of

their own land into captivity. He saw, with

not less clearness, that a day would come wheu
the remnant of Israel would be restored. He
never lets his people forget that their suffer-

ings were the proper fruit of their evil deeds.

They had become debased and dishonest in

their common dealings with each other ; mu-
tual confidence had perished in the nearest rela-

tionships of human life ; the magistrates were

open to bribes ; the nobles were recklesslj-

cruel and rapacious ; the priests had become

hirelings ; the prophets were greedy traitors to

their sacred calling ; idols and witchcraft had
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usurped the worsbip of Jchnvali. He deals less

than Isaiah with the slus of the national gov-

ernment. His references to the social condition

of the people would fit the state of things under

Ahaz, and under Hezckiah at the very begin-

ning of his reign, before his reforms had taken

effect. But in contemplating this utterl}' poi-

soned condition of society, he was never per-

mitted to lose sight of the Divine promises.

Again and again he abruptly turns to take a

glance at the vision of good things to come.

The promises made to Abraham and Jacob

(7 : 20) were safely treasured in his heart as his

ever ready source of comfort.

But he also never fails to keep us in mind
that the restoration of the old chosen race is but

a type of the reign of the Messiah. What he

says of the temporal kingdom is ever connect-

ing itself with the kingdom to come which is

not of this world. In no one of the prophets

is this peculiarity more marked. But he and

Isaiah stand alone in the distinctness with

which they bring forth the facts of our Sav-

iour's life on earth. It was given to Micah to

see that He, whose goings forth were from

everlasting, was to come into the world in a

village as humble as lloreshcth, his own birth-

place. Still it was Jerusalem, " the flock-

town" (4 : 8), which was to be the centre from

which the Divine teaching was to stream forth

to cover the earth as the waters cover the seas.

And it was thither the " many nations" were

to rush, and Judah and Israel were to return

again to become one people, the nucleus of the

universal Church of God (chaps. 3 : 13, 13 ; 4:3,

etc.).

When speaking of their great common sub-

ject, the sublime eloquence of Micah may well

be compared with that of Isaiah, except that

its flights are less sustained. It is a striking

point in the relation in which the two prophets

stood to each other, that one notable passage is

common to them (Isa. 3 : 2, 3, 4 ; Micah 4:1,

2, 8). A great weight of authority ascribes the

original authorship of the passage to Micah.

But the question is not satisfactorily settled.

Perhaps no one of the prophets, not even ex-

cepting Jeremiah and Hosea, affords us such a

marked impression of his own temper and dis-

position, little as he expressly tells of himself.

When he is not rapt into the glories of the Jles-

siah's kingdom, his style in almost every line

is full of character. He shows himself to be

tenderly affectionate, sympathetic and excita-

ble. Something of the warm familiarity with

which he regarded his own neighborhood

seems to be exemplified in the ver}' peculiar

style of the passage in which he predicts the

fate of the nine cities of the Shephelah, with a

play on the name of each one of them (1 : 10-

15). His fervid sympathy prompts him to put

himself into the guise of a captive waiting for

t'le strokes which were to fall upon Israel

(1:8); to roll himself in du.;t on account of the

woe to come upon Bclh-aphrah (1 : 10) ; to see

with the intense excitement of an eye-witness

the progress of " tlie Breaker" who was to

force a way for the crowd of His people to es-

cape from their captivity (3 : 12, 13). B. C.

The wljole divides itself into three sections :

the first (chaps. 1 and 2) beginning with, " Hear,

all ye people ;" the second (chaps. 3-5) begin-

ning with, " Hear, I praj' j'ou, O heads of

Jacob ;" the third (chaps. 6 and 7) beginning

with, "Hear ye now what the Lord saith.'

In these there is not merely a reference from

time to time to what has preceded, but a prog-

ress of thought. In the first part the corrup-

tion alilce of Israel and Judah is traced to the

capitals, Samaria and Jerusalem (chap. 1:5);
and judgment is therefore to begin at Samaria,

the verj- stones of which are to be poured down
into the vallej'. But it will not stop there, but

will sweep up to the very gate of God's peo-

ple, even to Jerusalem (verses 6-9).

In the second section the capture and de-

struction of Jerusalem are foretold with in-

creased energy. It is in this portion that we
find the prediction which wrought so power-

fully upon the mind of the king and his

princes, and also of Isaiah, the great counsellor

of Hezekiah's reign. But Micah does not

rest content with general denunciations ; he

predicts that not Nineveh, the then dominant

power, but Babylon should be the place ot

Judah's captivity (chap. 4 : 10), thus forestall-

ing in a remarkable way Isaiah's prophecy

spoken after the visit of Merodach-baladan's

ambassadors. Yet everywhere else it is the

Assyrian who is described as Judah's enemy
(chaps. 5 : 5, 6 ; 7 : 13), just as we should ex-

pect in Hezekiah's reign. Lastly, in the third

part, the prophet turns to exhortation, in which

threatenings and promises alternate with ex-

traoixlinary vividness and force.

And so, too, as regards the promises. The
first section ends with a general prediction ot

future happiness : "I will surely assemble, O
Jacob, all of thee ; I will surely gather the rem-

nant of Israel." But the second section is full

of the most direct Messianic predictions. The
mountain of the Lord's house is to be estab-

lished as the centre to which all the world shall

flock (chap. 4 : 1). The law is to go out from
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Zion, that it may be tlio possession of tiic Gen-

tiles {ivfse 2). Universal peace is to prevail

(verse 3). Zion is to tliresh all nations, tliat the

Avheat may be gatliered in for God {vei'se 13).

Bethlehem Ejihratah is mentioned by name as

the birthplace of Him whose goings forth have

been from of old, from everlasting (chap. 5:2);

and the remnant of Jacob is to be as dew for

sweetness and gentleness in preaching the Gos-

pel, but as a young lion among the flocks of

sheep, to tear down the strongholds of wicked-

ness, and to trample the licentiousness of hea-

the-iism and its false gods under foot (verses 7, 8).

In the last section the prophet speaks chiefly

of tlie peaceable fruits of the religion of Christ.

If men wish to be accepted they must come
unto God, not with Jewislx sacrifices ; still less

with those blood-stained Moloch rites, in which

men gave their flrstborn for their transgression,

the fruit of the body for the sin of the soul.

God must now be sought by doing j ustly, by

loving mercy, and by walking humbly with

Him (chap. 6 : 6-8). The penitent soul must

now look to Jehovah, and wait for the God of

its salvation (chap. 7 : 7). So will it raise the an-

them of praise, saying, " Who is a God like

unto Thee, that pardoneth iniquity, and pass-

eth by the transgression of the remnant of His

heritage ? He retaineth not Ilis anger forever,

because He delighteth in mercy." Dr. Pusey

speaks of him as "the mighty propliet, who
wrouglit a repentance greater than his great

contemporary Isaiah ;" and yet, as the same

authority has with great labor proved, the Book
of Micah is a finished poem, smooth and meas-

ured in the flow of its words, and with every

cadence carefully attended to. But even more

noble is the prophet's moral teaching. No
book of the Old Testament strikes deeper

chords in our nature, or strikes tliem with a

more masterly hand, than that of Micah, tlie vil-

lager, but withal the meet partner of Isaiah in

revealing to mankind the richness of evangelic

truth. II. P. S.

First Section, 07iaps. 1 and 2.

In a series of vivid pictures of the horrors of

Invasion, connected by word-play witli the

names of a number of provincial towns, the

course and completeness of Judah's ruin are

portrayed. Reverting to the authors of this

impending judgment, he attacks the privileged

and powerful classes for their fraudulent op-

pression of the poor and their merciless rapac-

ity, threatening them with retributive humilia-

tion and extirpation. Their sneer against him-

self and his God he retorts, defends the justice of

Jehovah, once more pillories the heartless cruel-

ties perpetrated on the weak and defenceless,

declares the very land is sick ot it, and must
purge itself of them and their abominations,

and taunts tliem with their besotted trust in

lying prophets, that promise them physical

prosperity in spite of moral wrong. Then in

swift recoil trom the dark prospect he turns to

the brighter future beyond, and pictures the

nation's restoration to God's favor, and to

happy enjoyment of the land of promise.

ElinsUe.

1 : 1-4. The prophet summons all the na-

tions of the earth to hear. Practically, they

are supposed to be convened for a great judg-

ment scene, and the Almighty God comes down
from His throne in heaven to appear as a wit-

ness against them for their sins. His coming

down is portrayed witli wonderful grandeur.
" See ! the Lord comes out of Plis place : He
comes down : He treads on the high places of

the earth," as if His glorious footsteps rested

only on the mountain tops ; and " the moun-
tains are molten" under the toucli of His feet

;

new vallej's are cleft ; the solid hills melt as

wax before the fire, and flow as water leaping

down a precipice. Such convulsions of nature

betoken the majesty of nature's God ! II. C.

The judgment inflicted upon His covenant

people is held up by the Lord as a warning to

th; heathen. Jehovah, as Judge of His people,

is a witness against the heathen, Micah 1:2;
compare also as chief passage, Jer. 25 : 29 sqq. :

" Do I begin to bring evil on the city which is

called by My name, and should ye be utterly

unpunislied '? Ye shall not be unpunished, for

I will call for a sword upon all the inhabitants

of the earth." And then is described the man-

ner in which evils shall pursue one nation after

another like a whirlwind, until the slain shall

lie from one end of the earth to the other. The

judgment inflicted on the heathen is frequent-

ly so connected with that poured out upon Is-

rael, that the arrogance with which the heathen,

as the Lord's instruments, have treated Israel,

the contempt which they have even shown for

Israel's God, is represented as calling forth the

Divine vengeance. O.

5. This judgment of Judah and Israel is of

most vital concern to all the nations of the

earth, since in it and from it they may learn

the ways of God's reign over all nations, and

the doom which awaits them unless they re-

pent. " What is the transgre.ssion of Jacob?

Is it not Samaria '!"—that is, is it not found in

Samaria, concentrated, embodied, developed

there— viz., in her idolatry, her violence, injus-
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tioe, pride and general corruption of morals?

So also Jerusalem had taken the lead in the

idolatries and corruptions of Judah. From
this point forward tlirough the chapter, the

doom of Samaria and her kingdom is the main

subject.

6. This is a picture of utter desolation.

" Heaps of the field," said of a city, shows a

surprising contrast to what it was. Once full

of noble buildings, now only piles of ruins,

heaps of stones and furrows cast up by the

plough. So Samaria returns back to the status

of a plantation, with its ploughed fields and

vineyards. H. C.

Scores of columns are still standing in line, as

if in their original position ; all, however, being

destitute of capitals, and their bases being

buried deep beneath the present surface. As
many more are lying prostrate, half concealed

by the growing grain of (In- (irlils or the tangle

of weeds and thistles. XowImmi' in Palestine

proper did I observe siuh iuuIumj liroken re-

mains of former architectural magnificence.

The very terms of Micah's prophecy seemed as

apt as the general fulfilment of his prediction

is striking. Burt. Not more literally have

the denunciations on Tyre or on Babylon

been accomplished. To the eye-witness the

fulfilment is startling in its accuracy. Tris-

7. As is usual and altogether right, God's

judgments follow and point out the great sins

they come to punish. Hence, the altar and all

that pertains to idolatry come up in remem-

brance before God in the day of His visitation,

as appears in this verse. H. C.

S. In the ready sympathy with which the

prophet sees ruin coming on Judah, his own
country, as well as on Samaria, he speaks of

himself as assuming the guise of a captive, not

merely that of a mourner. He thus becomes a

representative of the approaching captivity of

his people. B. G.

9. The blow that fell on Samaria and the Ten
Tribe kingdom was fatal. It swept the nation

into a hopeless captivity, and laid the whole

land utterly desolate. It also alarmed Judah.

Under Sennacherib and Rabshakeh, this same
Assyrian power even came witliin sight of

Jerusalem, and might be said to have reached

her gates.

10. The remaining part of this chapter is a

graphic painting of the first results of the As-

syrian invasion, as they were felt in one city

after another along the line of his march. In

most of the cases the things said of each city

are a play upon the significant name of that

city—a method of writing well adapted to im-

press tlie idea upon the memory.

liS. This " evil came to the gate of Jerusa-

lem"—no farther. The Assyrian invader never

sacked Jerusalem. His invasion proved his

ruin.

16. The eagle is referred to as an illustration

of baldness. Tearing out the iiair, or even cut-

ting it off, were usual signs of cxtreiiie grief.

Hence the prophet exhorts Israel, considered

as the mother of her people, to go into mourn-

ing for her children, because they are gone

away into captivity, to return no more. H. C.

Chap. 2. Having proclaimed the visitation

which was coming upon Judah and Israel, the

prophet now denounces special woe on those

by whos3 offences it was occasioned. First

among these were they who laid plans to enrich

themselves at the cost of their brethren, and

who listened to the counsels of false prophets.

This denunciation is followed on a sudden by
a promise of deliverance for the Lord's people.

B. C.

This chajiter presents the sins of the people

(verses 1, 2) ; God's threatenings (verse 3) ;

lamentations over her doom (verses 4, 5) ; the

gainsaying of a wicked people against God and

His prophets (verse 6) ; the prophet's indignant

reply (verse 7) ; a further description of their

sins (verses 8, 9) ; thi sort of prophets the peo-

ple choose (verse 11) ; and promises of good

(verses 13, 13).

I. This woe fitly comes down, not on those

who sin inadvertently, or only under the im-

pulse of sudden temptation, but on those who
coolly and with the clear headed thought of

the niglit watches, frame plans of mischief and

work out schemes for wrong, to be executed in

the morning ; and who are wicked enough for

all the mischief their hands have the power to

do. H. C.

3. Behold, against this family do I devise an
evil. As they devise miscnief against others,

so will I devise evil against them, as a due pun-

ishment for their sin. As they have unjustly

deprived others of their inheritance, so a con-

quering enemy shall dispossess them and carry

them into captivity. See the following verse.

The word " family" is equivalent to people, as

appears from Jer. 1 : 15. W. Lowth.

5. The words are an address to the whole

people, denouncing the irrecoverable loss of

their country, and that they should no more re-

turn to it, to be therein the congregation of the

Lord, and to divide it among themselves by
the " cord" or measuring line. Pocock.

7. "Do not My words do good to him that
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walketh uprightly ?" Yes, they do good

wheu they are translated iuto living deeds.

A man gets good only as he builds up a

noble character. But a good character is made
up of good habits, and good habits are made
up of good acts, and good acts are but the

forms and expressions of God's words and

ideas. Anon.

There is a soul and spirit of Divine truths

that can dvpell or lodge nowhere but in a spir-

itual being, in a living thing, because itself is

nothing but life and spirit. Neither can it,

where indeed it is, express itself sufficiently in

words and sounds, but it will best declare and

speak itself in actions ; as the old manner of writ-

ing among the Egyptians was, not by words,

but things. The life of Divine truths is better

expressed in actions than in words, because

actions are more living than words. Words
are nothing but dead resemblances and pictures

of those truths which live and breathe in

actions ; and the kingdom of God consists not

in word, but in life and power. Then let us

show our knowledge concocted into our lives

and actions ; let us really manifest that we are

Christ's disciples by the fruits that we daily

yield in our lives and conversations ; for " here-

in," says Christ, " is My Father glorified, that

ye bear much fruit ; so shall ye be My disci-

ples.
'

' Cudworth.

10. The Lord now addresses the whole peo-

ple. The land which He had given them was
so polluted by their sin that it could no longer

be their resting-place. In order to escape utter

destruction, they were to go into captivity.

They had made the land sick. B. C.

" Up and away"—be out of this land ;
" for

this is not your rest." God gave Canaan as a

land of rest to His people, but never to such

apostates as you ! They had so polluted the

land by their sins that it should itself destroy

them. The very land is thought of as instinct

with life, and fired with holy indignation to

devour these guilty inhabitants ! H. C.

There is no strain upon the imagination in

thinking of life as a journey. That is one of

the simplest and most beautiful figures -by

which the action of life can be represented.

We are travellers ; we are here but for a little

time ; on our feet are sandals and in our hands

are staves ; here we have no continuing city,

and we are called upon to testify to the age

that we seek a country out of sight. So then,

we are familiar with the figure ; it commends
itself to us, as life enlarges, as quite expressive

of the reality of the case—every day a mile-

stone, every year so much nearer the end. At

first the miles appear so many and so long
;

then, at a certain period of life the miles are

but a handful, and as for their length, it is the

one dimension of which they are destitute. To
the child, the year is a life—a quite immeasur-

able quantity ; to the man in mid-life and pass-

ing beyond a certain point, the year is a breath,

a shadow, quickly flying—it will begone while

we are talking about it ; and in that mood of

mind, how pensive and tender, how solemn

and rousing, the music :
" Whatsoever thy

hand fiudeth to do, do it with thy might."

J. P.

" This is not your rest ; because it is pollut-

ed, it shall destroy you with a sore destruction.

"

Pilgrims and foreigners, it is only in a heaven-

lier air that we are to be acclimated, and abide.

The moment we come to consider our scheme
of living satisfactory, our schedule of perform-

ances perfect, some unexpected revolution

breaks in like a whirlwind to disturb this com-

placency, and set us into larger, perhaps

plainer rooms, where we can drink in more
light, and gain a deeper wisdom, if we will.

If we have been living by the average moral-

ity, we must be led out where we can catch

sight of a loftier and more absolute standard.

If we have been content with artificial rules,

we must learn to walk by faith. If we have

counted it enough to do as others do, or to es-

cape the reproach of law and of public opinion,

we must look with more searching and humble
eyes to the original law and will of God. Or,

if we have taken our own instincts or reason-

ings for our religion, then the cross must shine

out in the sky where we worship, and we
must kneel and be penitent and confess at the

foot of it, and henceforth " conquer" both self

and the world " by that." F. D. H.

A state exposed to so much calamity car

never have been designed as the scene of en-

joyment ; it must have been calculated for the

purpose of trial. It is not Canaan ; it is the

wilderness through which the chosen tribes

were destined to pass in their way to it ; it is a

vale of teai-s, [along] which the Christian pil-

grim toils and struggles in his passage to the

heavenly kingdom. Let us understand the real

nature of our present condition ; let us learn

that nothing belonging to it is merely or prin-

cipally intended for our gratification ; that it

is well suited to be the abode of a sinful crea-

ture upon trial, under a dispensation of mercy
;

where there is just enough of good to support

under evil, and those prospects of greater good

afforded in a future state which are sufficient

to dispel despondency. It is a condition char-
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acterized by vicissitude, by danger, l)y sullur-

ing, and by liope ; and ho is to be esteemed tlie

happiest man who most surmounts its tem-

pests, escapes its pollutions, and is sanctified

by its trials. Are you at present in circum-

stances of ease and comfort ? be thankful for

it, but place no reliance on its continuance.

Enjoy with moderation wliatever is gratifying

in your lot, but lot it not engage your heart,

let it not deeply entangle your affection. By
aa Intimate converse with the promises of the

Gospel, learn to live above [the world], and

consider it not as [constituting] your portion

or your liajipiness. It. Hall.

11. Having shown (verses 8, 9) that these

cavillers against the Lord's prophets do not
" walk uprightly," and having (verse 10) warn-

ed them out of the land as their fit doom, he

comes now to describe the sort of prophet they

would like and shall have. H. C.

12, 13. These vereos appear to contain a

prophecy of the return from the captivity, ex-

pressed in terms whidi evidently set it forth as

the type of the spiritual triumph of the Mes-

siah. They furnish a most characteristic in-

stance of the sudden transitions which mark
the style of ilicah, as well as of his graphic

power. B. C.

The exodus, or going forth, is made promi-

nent here by repeated reiterations as it was
there in the historic facts ; and, finally, Jeho-

vah puts Himself here at the head of His ran-

somed people, as then and there in the pillar of

fire and of cloud. As to the ultimate signifi-

cance of these verses, it will be noted that they

speak both of Jacob and Israel ; but these

terms are not distinctive as between the two
rival kingdoms. Neither of them is the usual

name to designate the kingdom of Judah. It

would seem to be no part of the prophet's in-

tention to regard the distinction of kingdoms

which was made by the revolt. The names
Jacob and Israel have rather the general sense

—the covenant people of God. As to time and

circumstances of fulfilment, the passage is alto-

gethw general and indefinite. Beyond a doubt

it must imply that God will at some future day
gather His scattered people of Israel, and put

Himself at their head as their Deliverer and

King. He will make His earthly kingdom
great and glorious. H. C.

la. The breaker is come up before them. He
that shall break the bonds of their captivity, or

break through all obstacles that hinder tlieir re-

turn home. The Jewish commentators gener-

ally understand "the breaker," and "their

king" that follows, of the same person—viz.,

the Messiah ; to whom the title of " breaker"

may well agree, for His "breaking down" all

obstacles, " the middle wall of partition be-

tween Jews and Gentiles" (Eph. 3 : 14). Loath.

The breaker is come up before them, to break

down all opposition, and clear the road for

them ; and under His guidance they have
broken up, and have passed through the gate,

the door of escape out of their captivity, and

are gone out by it with courage and resolution,

having Omnipotence for their vanguard. Their

King shall pass before them, to lead them the

way, even Jehovah (He is their King), on the

head of them, as He was on the head of the

armies of Israel, when they followed the pillar

of cloud and fire through the wilderness, and
when He appeared to Joshua as Captain of the

Lord's hosts. Christ is the Church's King ;

He is Jehovah ; He heads them
;
passes before

them ; brings them out of the land of their cap-

tivity ; brings them into the laud of their rest.

He is the Breaker that broke in upon the pow-
ers of darkness, and broke through them ; that

rent the veil, and opened the kingdom of heaven

to all believers. H.

MICAH, CHAPTERS III., IV., V.

3 : 1 And I said , Hear, I pray you, ye headsf of Jacob, and rulers of the house of Israel

:

3 is it not for you to know judgement? who hate the good, and love the evil ; who plnck off

3 their skin from off them, and their flesh from off their bones ; who also eat the flesh of my
people ; and they flay their skin from off tliem, and break their bones : yea, they chop them

4 in pieces, as for the pot, and as fiesh within the caldron. Then shall they cry unto the Lord,
but he will not answer them : yea, he will hide his face from them at that time, according

5 as they have wrought evil in their doings. Thus saith the Lord concerning the prophets

that make my people to err ; that bita with their teeth and cry, Peace ; and whoso piittetb
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6 not into their mouths, they even prepare war against him : Therefore it shall be night unto

5'ou, that ye shall have no vision ; and it shall be dark unto you, that ye shall not divine ;

7 and the sun shall go down upon the prophets, and the day shall be black over them. And
the seers shall be asliaraed, and the diviners confounded

;
yea, they shall all cover their lips :

8 for there is no answer of God. But I truly am full of power by the spirit of the Loud, and

of judgement, and of might, to declare unto Jacob his transgression, and to Israel his sin.

9 Hear this, I pray you, ye heads of the hiuse of Jacob, aud rulers of the house of Israel, that

10 abhor judgement, and pervert all equity. They build up Zion with blood, and Jerusalem

11 with iniquity. The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire,

and the prophets thereof divine for money : yet will they lean upon the Lord, and say. Is

12 not the Lord in the midst of us ? no evil shall come upon us. Therefore shall Zion for your

sake be plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the house

as the high places of a forest.

4 : 1 But in the latter days it shall come to pass, that the mountain of the Lord's house

shall be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above the hills ; and

2 peoples shall flow unto it. And many nations shall go aud say. Come ye, and let us go up

to the mountain of the Lord, and to the house of the God of Jacob ; and he will teach us of

his ways, and we will walk in his paths : for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word

3 of the Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge between many peoples, and shall reprove

strong nations afar off ; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their speara

into pruninghoolis : nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn

4 war any more. But they shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree : and

5 none shall make them afraid : for the mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it. For all

the peoples will walk every one in the name of his god, and we will walk iu the name of the

Lord our God for ever and ever.

6 In that day, saith the Lord, will I assemble her that halteth, and I will gather her that is

7 driven away, and her that I have afflicted ; and I will make her that halted a remnant, and

her that was cast far off a strong nation : and the Lord shall reign over them in mount Zion

8 from henceforth even for ever. And thou, O tower of the flock, the hill of the daughter of

Zion, unto thee shall it come ;
yea, the former dominion shall come, the kingdom of the

9 daughter of Jerusalem. Xow why dost thou cry out aloud ? Is there no king in thee, is

10 thy counsellor perished, that pangs have taken hold of thee as of a woman in travail ? Be

in pain, and labor to bring forth, O daughter of Zion, like a woman in travail ; for now shalt

thou go forth out of the city, and shalt dwell in the field, and shalt come even unto Baby-

lon ; there shalt thou be rescued ; there shall the Lord redeem thee from the hand of thine

11 enemies. And now many nations are assembled against thee, that say, Let her be defiled,

12 and let our eye see its desire upon Zion. But they know not the thoughts of the Lord, neither

understand they his counsel : for he hath gathered them as the sheaves to the threshing-floor.

13 Arise and thresh, O daughter of Zion : for I will make thine horn iron, and I will make thy

hoofs brass : and thou shalt beat in pieces many peoples : and thou shalt devote their gain

5 : 1 unto the Lord, and their substance unto the Lord of the whole earth. Now shalt thou

gather thyself in troops, O daughter of troops : he hath laid siege against us : they shall

smite the judge of Israel with a rod upon the cheek.

3 But thou. Bethlehem Ephrathah, which art little to be among the thousands of Judah,

out of thee shall one come fortli unto me that is to be ruler iu Israel ; whose goings forth are

3 from of old, from everlasting. Therefore will he give them up, until the time that she

which travaileth hath brought forth : then the residue of his brethren shall return unto the

4 children of Israel. And he shall stand, and shall feed his flock in the strength of the Lord,

in the majesty of the name of the Lord his God : and they shall abide ; for now shall he be

5 great unto the ends of the earth. And this nuui shall be our peace : when the Assyrian shall

come into our land, and when he shall tread in our palaces, then shall we raise against him

6 seven shepherds, and eight principal men. And they shall waste the land of Assyria with

the sword, and the land of Ximrod in the entrances thereof : and he shall deliver us from the

7 Assyrian, when he cometh into our land, aud when he treadeth within our border. And the

remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many peoples as dew from the Lord, as showers

8 upon the grass ; that tarrieth not for man, nor waiteth for the sons of men. And the rem-

nant of Jacob shall be among the nations, in the midst of many peoples, as a lion among the
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boasts of the forest, as a young lion among the flocks of sheep : who, if ho go througli, tread-

9 eth down and teareth in pieces, and there is none to deliver. Let tliiiiu hand bu lifted up

above thine adversaries, and let all tliine enemies be cut off.

10 And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord, that I will cut oft thy hor.soa out of

11 the midst of thee, and will destroy thy chariots : and I will cut off the cities of thy land, and

12 will throw down all thy strong holds : and I will cut off witchcrafts out of thine hand ; and

13 thou shalt have no more sootlisayers : and I will cut off thy graven images and thy pillars

14 out of the midst of thee ; and thou shalt no more worship tlie worK of thine hands. And I

15 will pluck up thine Asherim out of the midst of thee : and 1 will destroy thy cities. And I

will execute vengeance in anger and fury upon the nations which hearkened not.

Chaps. 3-5. The second division (chaps. 3-5)

travels over similar ground, only omitting all

mention of Samaria, condensing the threaten-

ing, and expanding the delineation of promise.

We have, first, an impassioned invective

against the nobles and judges, who misuse

power, pervert justice, griad down tlie indi-

gent, and drive the needy to desperation. As
they showed no mercy, tliey shall get none

from God. Next he scathes with burning irony

the liypocritical and venal tribe of prophets that

support the corrupt chiefs, and threatens them

with the confusion, ignominy and ruin that

must come on men whose action is based on

external expediency, not founded on the eter-

nal laws of truth and justice. Bursting into

a conjoint denunciation of corrupt judges,

priests, prophets and nobles, who have built a

splendid and luxurious capital out of the blood,

and tears, and ruin of their country, tlie prophet

reaches the climax of his burden in the terrible

declaration that Zion the royal residence, Jeru-

salem the capital, and the temple itself shall be

laid in ruins and desolation.

With that a revulsion of feeling ensues.

Starting with the crowning element of disas-

ter, the seer beliolds the restored temple in un-

precedented magnificence, accepted as the re-

ligious and moral centre of the world, exercising

peaceful control over the pjople, while around

it Israel dwells in safety, happy in repossession

of more than its ancient Davidic empire. Re-

verting again to the second element of disas-

ter, the defeat and depopulation of the city, he

describes the certainty that this calamity will

be followed by restoi'ation, and depicts the in-

violable strength of the new community. Elms-

lie

Chap. 3. The prophet returns to speak

against the sins of the people, dwelling spe-

cially in this chapter on the sins of the princes

and judges (verses 1—1, 9-11)
;
giving the sin

and doom of tlie f.alse prophets (verses 5-7)
;

and closing with predictions of the desolation

of the holy city and of the temple mountain

(verse 13).

1-3. So far are they from knowing judg-

ment ir^ the practical sense, that they even liate

good and love evil, and they show tliis by their

deeds. This description of rapacity and rob-

bery is fearfully strong. They not only fleece

but flay their victims ; not only flay but tear

off the flesh and eat it ; then go on to the

bones ; chop them floe for the pot, as if they

would boil and eat up the last thing in the poor

body of their victims. So with insatiable ex-

tortion they strip men of their last right, of

their la.>>t acre, and of their last farthing.

IL C.

6, 7. The sun shall go down over the proph-

ets, shall go down at noon ; all comfort shall

depart from them, and they shall be deprived

of all hope of it. The day shall be dark over

them in which they promised themselves light.

Nor shall they only be surrounded with out-

ward troubles, but their minds shall be full of

confusion, and they shall be brought to their

wits' end ; their heads shall be clouded, and

their own thoughts shall trouble them ; and

that is trouble enough. They kept others in

the dark, and now God will bring them into

the dark. So they shall be silenced, and all

their pretensions to prophecy forever shamed.

They never had any true vision ; and now, the

event disproving their predictions of peace, it

shall be made to appear that they never had

any, that there never was an answer of God to

them, but they were cheats and impostors. H.

8. With a strong and full consciousness of

honesty, and of being filled with the Spirit of

God, Micah puts himself in contrast with those

false prophets. His soul is deeply stirred with-

in him by his abhorrence of their spirit and

life, so that his holy indignation overleaps the

restraints of false modesty, and he speaks out

fearlessly. H. C. Knowing that it was in-

deed the Spirit of the Lord that was in him and

spake by him, that it was a Divine revelation

that he<lelivered, he spake it boldly and as one

having authority, knowing he should be justi-

fied and borne out in what he said. Those who
act honestly may act boldly ; and those who
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are siirii tlmt tliey have a commission from God

need not be afraid of opposition from men. II.

12. Mount Ziou is far tlie most conspicuous

of the hills on which Jerusalem is built. It

rises abruptly to the lieight of nearly three

hundred feet from the valley of Hiunom, slop-

ing down more gradually " on the sides of the

north," where lay the city of the great King.

It was a place of remarkable strength, so that

the tabernacle, the palace of David, and the

other buildings that stood on it were remark-

ably secure. Part of the hill is now under

regular cultivation ; thus verifying Micah's

prophecy, that Zion should be " ploughed as a

field." W. G. B.

Chap. 4. The vision of the prophet again

changes, nnd Avith gri'ater eiiect. While he

had been clciiniiiuiim' tlir woe soon to fall upon

the eartlily Zi'ui, his uiind had been relieved

for a short interval (2 : 13, 13) by a glimpse of

a bright prospect, in which the foreseen return

from the Captivity served him with figures

shadowing forth a greater deliverance in a more

remote future. But now that deliverance is

distinctly unveiled to his sight. The " last

days" appear to him, when the Messiah's king-

dom should be set up. The Lord's house, no

longer to be the temple of Jerusalem, but the

Universal Church, was to be established for-

ever higher than the mountains ; the spiritual

darkness now falling upon Israel was to be dis-

pelled by a light destined to lighten and at-

tract all the nations of the earth ; the fearful

desolations of war were to be succeeded by

peace and plenty.

The prophet introduces the subject to his

countrymen with words which are common to

him and his elder contemporary, Isaiah. B. C.

The first eight verses are a graphic prediction

of God's restoring mercy to His real Zion
;

verses 9, 10 resume the subject of the Captiv-

ity to Babylon ; verses 11-13 note the events

of a later period—the Syrian invasion and the

heroic deeds of the Maccabees. H. C.

1-3. This passage, with slight literal varia-

tions, is the same as Isa. 3 : 3, 3, 4. The ques-

tion. Which of the two prophets was its au-

thor 1 is adifflcult one. A heavy preponderance

of critical authority (including Caspari, Heng-

stenberg, Delitzsch, Keil, etc.) is in favor of

Micah. Dr. Pusey says, " It is now owned,

well-nigh on all hands, that the great proph-

ecy, three verses of which Isaiah prefixed to

his second chapter, was originally delivered by

Micah." The connection of the passage with

what goes before it and what follows it ap-

pears to be natural and intimate in Micah. In

Isaiah it forms the introduction of a new sub-

ject, and what follows it has more the aspect

of a comment. The best arguments in favor

of this view are given by Pusey in liis Intro-

duction to Micah, p. 289, and by Delitzsch in

his notes on Isaiah 2. B. C.

These words occur substantially in Isa. 3

:

2-4, but appear to be original with Micah. At

least it must be admitted that here they fit nice-

ly to the previous context (3 : 12), and also to

the following context. In Isaiah the passage

has no such close connection with the preced-

ing context. In this passage the relation of

thought to what precedes is the first thing to

be noted. Ziou is seen in ruins ; the temple-

mountain dishonored and waste—all for the

sins of the covenant people. Must it hence be

inferred that the kingdom of God among men
is crushed down, never to rise ? By no means.

In the last days this kingdom shall rise in far

greater glory than ever before. The temple-

mountain—called here " the mountain of the

house of tlie Lord," though in 3 : 13 it is only

"the mountain of the house"—shall be lifted

high and firmly set on the tops of the other

mountains, and high above all the hills in glory

and esteem. Next, " peoples, even all the na-

tions of men, shall flow unto it." That they

shall floio thither implies, not that they are

dragged or driven into this worship, but that

they come spontaneously, as water moves with

the utmost ease under the power of gravita-

tion. Many nations shall come of their free ac-

cord. They shall exhort one another to go up

to the house of the God of Jacob, to learn of

tlie true God and of all moral duty there.

God's will, as revealed in Zion, they recognize

to be the fountain of all law, and they joyfully

place themselves under His supreme dominion.

Then His peaceful reign over the nations of

men begins ; they need sword and spear no

longer ; the culture of the soil supersedes tho

arts of war, and nation no more lifts up sword

against its brother nation. For the law of God
is the law of supreme, impartial love, adminis-

tered under the sway of tho Prince of Peace :

how then can the result be other than universal

tranquillity ? Obeyed, it must supplant war

forever. Men can no longer " hurt or destroy

in all God's holy mountain, for the earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the

waters cover the sea. " Glorious scene ! Bliss-

ful consummation I And this is no visionary

dream. It shall yet be. The days of battles

and carnage, the days of fell animosity, satanic

ambition, demoniac hate, must cease, and give

I

place to days of blessed peace and good-will
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among men. Let tlie love of Ihe Great Father

Imve tlm praise for all this ! MicaU sees it in

the distant future. Briefly and in general, he

locates it " in the last days." They are future

yet ; but tliej will surely come and (may we
not hope and pray t) will not long tarry I

H. C.

In vain should we search the history of Is-

rael for the fulfilment of this blessed and glow-

ing promise. Centuries of calamity, civil war,

invasion, captivity, subjugation by foreign

powers, terminating at last in the destruction

of Jerusalem and the temple, and the disper-

sion of the Jews among all nations, have blight-

ed whatever hope this prediction may have in-

spired in the ancient people of God. Indeed,

the prophet had already foretold that Zion

should be ploughed as a field, and Jerusalem

become heaps, and the mountain of the house

as the high places of the forest. Neither has

any period of human history furnished the pic-

ture of peace, safety, plenty, and righteous-

ness, that is here described. It was of the final

triumph of the Messiah's kingdom that the

prophet spake. The " last days" denote " the

point which lies on the outermost limits of the

horizon." History is filling up the intermedi-

ate spaces, and we are moving toward the

glorious consummation. Christianity has al-

ready done much to humauizc war, and to

mitigate its horrors. It is yet to abolish it alto-

gether. For it is through the prevalence of

this spiritual, peaceful, and loving religion, the

exaltation of the woril and the worship of God,

that the nations shall be subdued to peace.

When its principles shall prevail, the very

weapons of war shall be turned into imple-

ments of husbandry
;
production shall take the

place of destruction ; armies shall be disband-

ed
;

private rights shall be respected ; and

every home shall be the abode of peace, love

•and devotion. J. P. T.

Blessed are the eyes which shall see this

great gathering of the nations, and the ears

which shall hear the sound thereof. Blessed

above those born of women, especially, the de-

voted men, who, after laboring in the field of

the world, shail be rewarded, and at the same

time astonished, by finding its harvest-homo

hastened, and the work which they had been

pursuing, with strong crying and tears, done

to their hands, done completely, and done from

heaven. la thh belief lies the hope and the

help of the world. GilfiUnn.

God has no set time to favor Zion but when
her servants favor her stones and take pleasure

in the dust thereof. From the beginning the

cause of God on earth has been maintained and
carried forward only by the most heroic exer-

tion. Christianity, even in the age of miracles,

W!is not propagated but by stupendous efforts.

And it is only by a revival of primitive zeal

and enterprise that the glorious things spoken
of the city of our God can be accomplished.

Nor need we be disheartened. We possess a

thousandfold the advantage of apostles and
primitive Christians for the spread of the Gos-

pel. And shall the whole Church on earth

—

shall the thousand thousands who now profess

the purdf re'.ig on, be dismayed and paralyzed

at an enterprise which had once been well-nigh

accomplished by the energies of twelve men ?

L. Bcecher.

The task to which we are summoned is one

of unparalleled boldness, requiring the loftiest

faith, the most unwearied patience, the most
untiring and generous enthusiasm. Neither

Alexander, nor Csesar, nor Napoleon dreamed
of such an empire as that to whose establish-

ment Jesus Christ calls us. Is there energy

adequate to the aim ? Yea, veril}'. For He
who commands us to this service is He who
bore our infirmities, who died to save tlie race,

and who rose again, fathoming our misery and

guilt, leaping from the cross and the tomb to

the throne of universal and eternal dominion.

And by that sign we conquer 1 Behrends.

2. Come, and let tis go tip. This expresses

the desire of all nations, which was gradually

to be awakened, for instruction in the truths of

the Messiah's kingdom. For out of Zion shall

go forth a law. The Hebrew word for law

literally signifies instructioti. The old law is

not what is here meant, but the fulfilment of it

(Matt. 5 : 17, 18), the teaching of Christ. T/w
word of tlw. Lordfrom Jerusalem. The Gospel

was to be preached, in Christ's name, " among
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem" (Luke

34 : 47).

3. Isaiah and Micah foretell the operation of

the spirit of peace, which was to mark the Re-

deemer's kingdom, and which was declared at

its commencement (Luke 3 : 14). It was to be

a leaven, surely working from age to age, but,

for the present, bearing imperfect results. In

proportion to the prevalence of this spirit in

men, the Lord is accepted as the umpire be-

tween the nations. Disputes are decided by
the law of right, not by force. The Lord is at

hand so as to reprove and correct them (cf.

John 16 : 8), so as to avert war. B. C.

4. Over against the scenes of war lie the

pursuits of peace and the quiet enjoyment of

God's good gifts of nature and providence, and
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of the fruits of human labor. Each man sits

under his own vine and fig-tree ; none shall

make them afraid. These are tlie usual Orien-

tal symbols of a state of paradise on earth.

H. C.

5. " The Name" means the whole Christ as

we know Him, or as we may know Him, from

the Book, in the dignity of His Messiahship, in

the mystery of His Divinity, in the sweetness

of His life, in the depth of His words, in the

gentleness of His heart, in the patience and

propitiation of His sacrifice, in the might of

His resurrection, in the glory of His ascension,

in the energy of His present life and reigning

work for us at (he right hand of God. All

these, the central facts of the Gospel, are gath-

ered together into that expression, the Name,
which is the summing up in one mighty word,

so to speak, which it is not possible for a man
to utter except in fragments, of all that Jesus

Christ is in Himself, and of all that He is and

does for us. There is one Name, and one alone,

because in the depths of that wondrous nature,

in the circumference of that mighty work,

there is all that a human heart, or that all hu-

man licarts, can need for peace, for nobleness,

for holiness, for the satisfaction of all desires,

for the direction of efforts, for the stability of

its being. The Name stands alone, and it will

be the only Name that, at last, shall blaze upon
the page of the world's history when the ages

are ended ; and the chronicles of earth, with

the brief " immortality" which they gave to

other names of illustrious men, are mouldered

into dust. " The Name is above every name."

and will outlast them all, for it is the all-suffi-

cient embodiment of everything that a single

heart or the whole race can require, desire, con-

ceive or attain. And the uniqueness and soli-

tariness of the Name demands an equal and

corresponding exclusiveness of devotion and

trust in us. The impulse for a life—the only

one that will last, and the only one that will lift

—lies in the recognition of the Name. And so

our consequent simple duty is honestly, ear-

nestly, prayerfully, always to try to keep our-

selves under the influence of that sweet com-

pulsion and mighty encouragement which lie

in the Name of Jesus Christ. Our whole life

ought to be filled with His Name. You can

write it anywhere. AH life, the trivialities as

well as the crises, may be flashing and bright

with the sacred syllables. There is no such

decoration for a life as that Christ's Name
should be stamped thereon. A. M.

§. We need to distinguish the clothing of

ideas from the ideas themselves. That the

great truths of Gospel times and of Christ's

millennial reign should be clothed in Jewish

imagery and costume ought not to surprise or

stumble us. The human mind being what it

is, this mode of writing for Jews and among
Jews is unavoidable, is natural, is indeed the

only language that could have been at that

time understood.

9. With verse 9 commences a remarkably

regular series of prophecies, forecasting great

events that were specially to affect the welfare

of the Jews down to the coming of ChrLst, and

of the Church of God thenceforward. It is

very noticeable that the beginning of each is

Indicated in our English Bible by the word
" noio,'' which has its corresponding Hebrew
word. It stands at the head of verses 9, 11,

and 5 : 1. Consequently, the distinct predic-

tions are verses 9, 10 ; verses 11-13
; chap. 5 : 1,

and onward substantially through the chapter.

Verses 9, 10 speak of the Captivity to Babylon,

and the restoration from it ; verses 11-13, of

the gathering of the great Syrian armies, to-

gether with those of some other adjacent pow-
ers, against the Jews in the times of the Macca-

bees, with their heroic defence and final vic-

tory ; chap. 5, of the siege and fall of Jerusa-

lem, when the sceptre finally departed from

Judah ; of the Messiah's birth at Bethlehem,

and then of His peaceful, triumphant reign, its

policy and result.<;. With this summary of the

points before us to the end of chap. 5, we may
the better understand each separate prophecy.

In the first prediction of this series (verses 9

10) the people are seen in extreme agony ; the

prophet hears their sharp outcry of anguish,

and asks the cause of it. " And where are thy

reliances for help ? Hast thou no kiug ? no

counsellor t" The trouble is, that the city is

falling before the fierce Chaldean, and their

honored temple and loved homes are in ruins.

How much they rested on their king is indicat-

'

ed (Lam. 4 : 30). where they say of him ;
" The

breath of our nostrils, the anointed of the Lord,

was taken in their pits, of whom we had said,

Under his shadow we shall live among the

heathen." Zedekiah was both weak and wick-

ed, yet he was the Lord's anointed king, and

the people, long accustomed to reverence roy-

alty, bemoaned his fall. The twice-repeated
" tlwre"—"there shalt thou be delivered,"

" there &h&\\ the Lord redeem thee," etc., was
equivalent to saying. Do not dread this going

to Babylon, as if it must be the tomb of all

your hopes, for there your God will meet you
for your deliverance. So in fact it came to

pass. Precisely there God raised up Cyrus
;
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Jirecisely at Babylon He gave him those victo-

ries which paved the way for tlie restoration of

His people. So true is it that the people of Goil

never need tear to pass under auy cloud which
the Lord their God may bring up over them.

H. C.

14. They know not the thoughts of the

Lord. When they are gathering together, and
Providence favors them in it, they little think

what God is designing by it, nor do they under-

stand, His counsel ; they know what they aim

at in coming together, but they know not what

God aims at in bringing them together ; they

aim at Zion's ruin, but God aims at theirs.

When men are made use of as instruments of

Providence in accomplishing its purposes, it is

very common for them to intend one thing,

and for God to intend quite the contrary. The
king of Assyria is to be a rod in God's hand

for the correction of His people, in order for

their reformation ; howbeit He means not so,

nor does His heart think so (Isa. 10 : 7). And
thus it is here ; the nations are gathered against

Zion, as soldiers into the field, but God gathers

them as sheaves into the floor, to be beaten to

pieces ; and thej' could not have been so easil)',

so effectually destroyed, if they had not gath-

ered together against Zion. H.

13. There was a terrible significance in these

figures when the things they denoted became

actual history, when God fired the souls of the

heroic, lion-hearted Maccabees, and made " one

of them chase a thousand, and two put ten

thousand to flight," grinding to powder one

after another the huge armies sent upon them

by the enraged Syrian king. Remarkably, the

Lord promised to turn the spoils of these wars

to account toward the wealth of His own king-

dom. So it is evermore the Lord's purpose to

make the wicked lay up treasures for the just,

and coin money, to be consecrated under His

providence, though against their intent, unto

the Lord of the whole earth.

Chap. 5. As already indicated, this chapter

records the third in the connected series of con-

secutive prophecies. It begins with the siege

of Jerusalem and the dishonor done to her

Judge ; advances to the birth of the Messiah,

and then to the character and results of His

glorious reign on earth.

I. The descriptive points in this verse are

few : the thronging of her own troops within

the city, the siege, the extreme insult offered

to the Judge of Israel. The Lord summons
the armed hosts of Jerusalem together for bat-

tle, and probably of Judah as well ; some hos-

tile power besieges the city and inflicts ulter

disgrace on the head man of the nation, at that

time embodying and representing the govern-

ment, and called " the Judge of Israel," with

allusion to the judges who fell between Joshua
and Saul, and were inferior to their kings

—

showing that already royalty had greatly de-

clined. IT. C.

2. The force of the verse is, that the Christ

was not to have His birth on earth in " the city

of David," the capital of Israel, with its ro^'al

and glorious associations, but in the humble
village of Bethlehem. B. C. It is called

Bethlehem Ephratah, both names of the same
city, as appears Gen. 35 : 19. It was little

among the thousands of Judah, not consider-

able either for the number of the iuliabitants or

the figure they made ; it had nothing in it

worthy to have this honor put upon it ; but

Christ would give honor to the place of His

birth, and not derive honor from it : Though
thou be little, yet this shall make thee great ;

and, as Matthew reads it, Thou art not the

least among the princes of Judah, but upon this

account art reallj' honorable above any of

them. A relation to Christ will magnify those

that are little in the world. H.

From of old, from everlMting. It is hard to

imagine the prophet's intention in using these

words, if they mean anything less than the

pre-existence of the Messiah. The very same

words are used (Prov. 8 : S3, 23) where they

can have only the meaning which we ascribe to

them here ; and this the context evidently re-

quires. The Jlessiah's eternal goings forth are

put into contrast with His coming forth from

Bethlehem, His humble birthplace. B. C.

2-4. This prophecy marks the place of the

birth of the Messiah— viz., Bethlehem. Beth-

lehem Ephratah, or Bethlehem Judah, was the

native city of David, that great personal type,

as well as the progenitor, of the Jlcssiah. It

was now declared to be the birthplace of

David's Son, who was algo David's Lord. The

Jews would be given up to be harassed by their

enemies until the time when she—the virgin

spoken of by the prophet Isaiali—that was to

travail with child should bring forth this de-

liverer, when the chosen remnant of His people

should be united under Him as the Israel of

God. This prophecy then marks also the end

or destination for which the Messiah should

come— viz., to be ruler in Israel—that is to say,

over His Church. It declares His Divine na-

ture and the ineffable majesty of His person,

whose goings forth have been from eternity.

In the former clause Ue was spoken of as coming

forth out of Betlilehem according to His hu-
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ing coming fortli from the Father signifies His

eternal co-existence with the Father as His only

begotten Son.

This prophecy proclaims also the stability

and duration of His reign
—" He shall stand

and rule in the strength of the Lord, in the

majesty of the name of the Lord His God."

It marks also the extent of His dominions

—

" He shall bo great unto the ends of the earth."

The circumstance that afterwards led to the

fulfilment of this prophecy respecting the birth-

place of the Messiah was a decree published

by Augustus Caisar for a general enrolment

throughout the Roman empire. On this occa-

sion the mother of Jesus, who then resided at

Nazareth of Galilee, was under the necessity of

going to Bethlehem vfilli Joseph, to whom she

was espoused, to be there enrolled, because

they were of the house of David ; and there

she brought forth her son. Thus the Roman
government, totally unconscious of it, was
employed to minister, by its decree, to this ac-

complishmeutof the purpose of God. Ilaldane.

This prophecy is peculiar in the deflniteness

with which it states an outward fact in the

Messiah's advent, and in the clear certainty

with which we know its very early and unani

mous interpretation by the Jews. As a link

thus distinguished in the chain of Messianic

prophecies, it deserves to be looked at in con-

nection with those that had gone before it iu

the gradual setting forth of the personality of

the Saviour. Step by step it was made known
what manner of man lie was to be. The rudi-

mentary promise that a deliverer should be

born of woman, made immediately after sin

had intruded into the world (Gen. 3 : 15). was
followed by a succession of revelations, each

more definite than the preceding one. A mys-

terious hint connects Ilim with the family of

Shem (Gen. 9 : 27). He was to come of the seed

of Abraham (Gen. 13 : 3 ; 22 : 18 ) ; of the seed

of Isaac (Gen. 26 : 4) ; of the seed of Jacob

(Gen. 28 : 14) ; of the seed of Judah (Gen. 49 : 10).

A seer of alien race next proclaimed His regal

dignity, that He should subdue His enemies,

that He should have " the dominion" (Num.
34 : 17-19). The law was now enlightening the

conscience of the people, developing side by
side the great fact of sin and its own weakness

as a remedy (Rom. 3 : 20). At the same time,

the ceremonies of the law were giving an out-

line sketch of good things to come in the atone-

ment to be wrought by the one Mediator be-

tween God and man, who, as at once j^riest and

victim, was to make that sacrifice of Himself I

toward which every type in the services of the

altar converged. The giver of the law him-

self, when he was bringing his own teaching

to a conclusion, declared that He who was to

come was to be the Teacher who would gain

the hearts of the people (De. 18 : 15 ; cf. Acts

3 : 22, 23). The psalmist made known that He
was to be the Son of David, one of that royal

stock upon which every true-hearted Israelite

looked as the centre of his hopes. And now, in

the time ot Micah, were unveiled in clear terms

His eternal glory. His universal dominion. His

supreme Godhead, His superhuman birth of a

virgin
;
yet also His sufferings and humiliatiou

(Isa. 7 ; 9 ; 51). His work also as the Redeemer
of the whole race of man was made known.

(Cf. Rom. 10 ; 11.) In this way the Spirit who
moved the prophets was preparing the way for

the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, of the Saviour

who was the light to lighten the nations and

the glory of His people Israel.

In the remarkable unveiling of the purpose

of eternal love, which distinguished the time

of Hezekiah, Micah joined his voice with that

of his elder and more prominent contemporary,

Isaiah. It is, however, as unreasonable as it is

uujust to regard, as some have done, the proph-

ecy contained in this chapter as an echo of

Isaiah's teaching. Its originality is singularly

marked iu both matter and manner. It stands

quite alone in the indubitable evidence we have

of the way in which the Jews regarded it be-

fore the birth of Christ. When Herod was
startled by the inquiries of the Magi, he put

the question as to the birthplace of the expect-

ed Messiah to the chief priests and scribes.

Tiiese authorized teachers of the people at once

turned to the words of Micah, Matt. 2 : 4^6.

(Cf. John 7 : 42.) There appears no reason

whatever to doubt that this agreed with the

universal impression of the Jews in those early

times. B. C.

3. He (Jehovah) gives up them (His covenant

people) in the sense of leaving them to be

scourged for their sins and purified under this

discipline, until this great Ruler, the Messiah,

should be born. " She that travaileth" must
refer to the thought in the previous verse, the

human birth of the Messiah in Bethlehem.

Micah may have had before his mind what
Isaiah wrote (7 : 14), " Behold, a virgin shall

conceive and bear a Son, and shall call His

name Immanuel." The Divine policy seems

to have been to let His apostate Israel sink very

low as to its outward estate, and then by this

means bring out the more prominently before

all the world the great Deliverer.
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4. The Ilebrow verb " food" belongs to

shepherd life, and includes both feeding and

ruling, supplying the want of food and the

want of protection and government as well.

The attitude of a shepherd is a standing one,

hence " he shall stand and feed." He shall ful-

fil this office, not in any merely liuman might

and majesty, but in the strength and majesty

of the very God. "And they," His people.

His flock, " shall abide," in the sense of perma-

nence and security, not driven about and away
into captivity,^s they then would have been so

recently. One reason why they sit so securely

is that their king is " great unto the very ends

of the earth." The range of His power sweeps

far beyond Judea. It fills the wide world, and

leaves no place for nations and armies hostile to

the people of the Messiah. II. C.

He shall be a glorious prince, and His sub-

jects shall be happy under His government.

He shall stand and feed. He shall both teach

and rule, and shall continue to do so, as a good

Shepherd, with wisdom, and care, and love
;

so it was foretold. He shall feed His flock like

a Shepherd, shall provide green pastures for

them, and under-shepherds to lead them into

these pastures. He is the good Shepherd, that

goes before the sheep and presides among
them. He shall do this, not as an ordinary

man, but in the strength of the Lord, as one

clothed with a Divine power, to go through

His work and break through the difficulties in

His way, so as not to fail, or be discouraged
;

He shall do it in the majesty of the name of the

Lord His God, so as plainly to evidence that

God's name was in Him (Ex. 23 : 31), the maj-

esty of His name, for He taught as one having

authority, and not as the scribes. The proph-

ets prefaced their message with. Thus saith the

Lord ; but Christ spake not as a servant, but as

a Son ; Verily, verily, I say unto you. This

was feeding in the majesty of the name of the

Lord His God ; all power was given Him in

heaven and in earth, a power over all flesh, by

virtue of which He still rules in the majesty of

the name of the Lord His God, a name above

every name. H.

5. "This man," the Messiah, "shall be

peace," the fountain and author of peace, and

of peace in a sense involving not only the ab-

sence of war, but the presence of all the best

earthly good and even heavenly good besides.

H. C. Christ is our peace as a priest, mak-

ing atonement for sin, and reconciling us to

God ; and He is our Peace as a King, conquer-

ing our enemies, and commanding down dis-

quieting fears and passions ; He creates the

fruit of the lips, peace. Even when the As-

syrian comes into the land, when we are in the

greatest distress and danger, and have received

a sentence of death within ourselves, yet this

man may be the peace. In Me, says Christ,

you shall have peace, when in the world you
have tribulation ; at such a time our souls may
dwell at ease in Him, H.

This prophecy of Jlicah is perhaps the most

important single prophecy in the Old Testa-

ment, and the most comprehensive respecting

the personal character of the Messiah and His

successivoi manifestations to the world. It

crowns the whole chain of prophecies descrip-

tive of the several limitations of the blessed

" Seed of the woman" to the line of Shem, to

the family of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, to the

tribe of Judah. and to the royal house of

David, here terminating in His birth at Beth-

lehem, " the city of David." It carefully dis-

tinguishes His human nativity from His eter-

nal generation ; foretells the rejection of the

Israelites and Jews for a season ; their final

restoration and the universal " peace" destined

to prevail throughout the earth in " the regen-

eration." It forms therefore the basis of the

New Testament, which begins with His human
birth at Bethlehem, the miraculous circum-

stances of which are recorded in the introduc-

tions of St. Matthew's and St. Luke's Gospels ;

His eternal generation, as " the Word," in the

sublime introduction of St. John's Gospel ; His

prophetic character, and second coming, illus-

trated in the four Gospels and epistles, ending

with a prediction of the speedy approach of

the latter in the Apocalypse (Rev. 23 : 30). Br.

Males.

7-15. Glorious things are here spoken of

the remnant of Jacob ; that remnant which

was raised of her that halted (chap. 4 : 7). And
it seems to be that remnant which the Lord our

God shall call (Joel 3 : 32), on whom the Spirit

shall be poured out ; the remnant that shall be

saved (Kom. 9 : 27). God's people are but a

remnant, a small number, in comparison with

the many that are left to perish, a little flock
;

but they are the remnant of Jacob, a people in

covenant with God, and in His favor. This

remnant shall be as dew from the Lord. They

shall be of a heavenly extraction, as dew from

the Lord, who is the Father of the rain, and

has begotten the drops of the dew (Job 38 : 28).

They are born from above, and are not of the

earth, savoring the things of the earth. They

shall be numerous as the drops of dew in a

summer's morning ; Ps. 110 : 3, " Thou hast the

dew of thy youth." They shall be pure and
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clear as the water of life. They shall be pro-

duced silently and without noise, as the dew
that distils insensibly, we know not how ; such

is the way of the Spirit. They shall live in a

continual dependence upon God, and be still

deriving from Him, as the dew, which tarries

not for man nor waits for the sons of men
;

tliey should not rely upon human aids and

powers, but on Divine grace ; for they are, and

own that they are, no more than what the free

grace of God makes them every day. They

shall be great blessings to those among whom
they live, as tlie dew and the showers are to the

grass, to make it grow without the help of man.

or the sons of men. Their doctrine, example and

prayers shall make them as dew to soften and

moisten others and make them fruitful. H.

' 8. As n lion. Yet the blessing from above,

I

gently as it came, would have the irresistible

strength and vigor of a lion in fulfilling the

purpose of Jehovah. What characterizes the

Messiah, as well as His works, is the perfect

union 6i force with gentleness. He was the

Ijion of the tribe of Judah, yet the Lamb of

God. B. C.

10, II. These statements show that God's

people are not thought of here as fighting with

carnal weapons, for if they were, then horses

and chariots would come into use. " Cities"

must be here thought of in the military sense,

parallel to "strongholds." The idea is that

the Lord will be Himself their Kefuge and

Strength, and will take away their confidence

in human sources of help. H. C.

MICAH, CHAPTER VI.

6:1 Hear ye now what the Lokd saith : Arise, contend thou before the mountains, and

S let the hills hear thy voice. Hear, O ye mountains, the Lord's controversy, and ye endur-

ing foundations of the earth : for the Lord hath a controversy with his people, and he will

3 plead with Israel. O my people, what have I done unto thee ? and wherein have I wearied

4 thee ? testify against me. For I brought thee up out of the land of Egypt, and redeemed

5 thee out of the house of bondage ; and I sent before thee Moses, Aaron, and Miriam. O my
people, remember now what Balak king of Moab consulted, and what Balaam the son of

Beor answered him ; remember from Shittim unto Gilgal, that ye may know the righteous

6 acts of the Lord. Wherewith shall I come before the Lord, and bow myself before the high

7 God ? shall 1 come before him with burnt oflcrings, with calves of a year old ? Will the Lord
be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of oil ? shall I give my

8 firstborn for my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul ? He hath shewed

thee, O man, what is good ; and what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and

to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God.

9 The voice of the Lord crieth \mto the city, and the man of wisdom will see thy name :

10 hear ye the rod, and who hath appointed it. Are there yet the treasures of wickedness in

11 the house of the wicked, and the scant measure that is abominable ? Shall I be pure with

13 wicked balances, and with a bag of deceitful weights ? For the rich men thereof are full of

violence, and the inhabitants tliereof have spoken lies, and their tongue is deceitful in their

13 mouth. Therefore I also have smitten tliee with a grievous wound ; I have made thee deso-

14 late because of thy sins. Thou shalt eat, but not be satisfied ; and thy humiliation shall be

in the midst of thee : and thou shalt remove, but shalt not carry away safe ; and that which

15 thou carriest away will I give up to the sword. Thou shalt sow, but shalt not reap : thou

shalt tread the olives, but shalt not anoint thee with oil ; and the vintage, but shalt not

16 drink the wine. For the statutes of Omri are kept, and all the works of the house of Ahab,

and ye walk in their counsels : that I should make thee a desolation, and the inhabitants

thereof an hissing ; and ye shall bear the reproach of my people.

In this last section (chaps. 6, 7), Jehovah, by

a bold poetical figure, is represented as holding

a controversy with His people, pleading with

them in justification of His conduct toward

them and the reasonableness of His require-

ments. The dialogue form in which chap. 6 is

cast renders the picture very dramatic and

striking. The whole concludes with a tri-
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umplial song of joy at tlie great deliverance,

like that from Egypt, which Jehovah will

achieve, aud a full acknowledgment of His

mercy and faithfulness to His promises (7 :

16-20). The last verse is reproduced in the

song of Zacharias (Luke 1 : 73, 73). Die. B.

Cbap. 6. A grand public hearing of the

case made by Jehovah against His covenant

people is called for (verse 1) ; the mountains

are summoned to be present (verses 1,2); the

Lord presents His complaint and appeals to His

past mercies (verses 3-5) ; the people ask what
they shall do to please God (verses 6, 7) ; the

prophet replies (verse 8), and continues still to

expose their sins, and to speak of the judg-

ments inflicted therefor.

1, 2. The first verse is the Lord's word to

His prophet. " Contend" is used herein the

sense of a legal contending—a pleading before

a court. This complaint maile by Jehovah

against His people, the prophet is to bring be-

fore the " mountains and thestrong foundations

of the earth," as if inanimate nature could not

fail bf having moral sense enough to appreciate

the merits of so very plain a case. The scene

is sublimely grand—this holding court before

the mountains and the strong pillars of the

earth, giving them to understand that the Lord

has a controversy with His people, and sum-

moning them to hear and pass upon the case.

H. C.

3. The Supreme Lord of heaven and earth

appeals to sinners themselves for the mild-

ness and equity of His government, and chal-

lengeth them to produce one instance of undue
severity toward them, or the least shadow of

excuse for their undutiful behavior toward

Him. " O My people, what have I done unto

thee ? and wherein have I wearied thee ? Tes-

tify against Me." And doth the infinitely wise

God condescend to be tried at the bar of human
reason ? R. W.

4. 5, Since they could not show anything

that He has done against them. He will show

them a great deal that He has done for them,

which should have engaged them forever to

His service. They are here directed, and we in

them, to look a great way back in their reviews

of the Divine favor
; let them remember their

former days, their first days, when they were

formed into a people, and the great things God
did for them. H.

5. Remember what answers I put into the

mouth of Balaam, the son of Beor ; how I drew
blessings even from his mouth upon you, in-

stead of curses, which Balak would have hired

him to utter against you ; remember all My

gracious dealings with you in all Uic passages

of the wilderness, even from Shittini unlo Gil

gal, till the very entrance into tlic hind of

promi.se ; that ye may acknowledges tin- right-

eous proceedings of the Lord with you. Bp.

Hall.

6, 7. These are questions put by the people

to the prophet. They respond to his rebukes

and expostulations with the inquiry. What will

meet the demands of the Lord our God ? "What

does He require us to do? Two things are

worthy of note In the general cast of these in-

quiries : (\) That they are deeply shaded with

the current thought of the heathen nations

round about them, rather than by the tone of

the institutes of Moses ; and (2) that they seem

to imply that the Deily demands offerings of

the most costly sort, and penance the most se-

vere—overlooking all the weightier matters of

the law—justice and love. H. C.

7. Man had nothing which could be a com-

pensation or an atonement for his past sins ;

and after all the efforts, the costly oblations,

the gorgeous ceremonials, and the bloody sac-

rifices, and the painful penances of the pagan

world, man is just as far from having made any

suitable atonement, as he was when Cain

brought his uncommended and unacceptable

offering to the offended Creator. Aud it would

have been so to the end of time. Unless man
could do something or offer something that

would repair the evils of apostasy, how could

he make an atonement for his sins ? But this

difficulty has been removed. An ample atone-

ment has been made. There is no more that

needs to be done ; and there is no more that

can be done. The atonement is sufficient in its

nature for all men. The death of Christ is de-

clared to be the " propitiation for the sins of

the whole world." It is expressly affirmed

that He " died for all ;" that He " tasted death

for every man." Barnes.

§. This is the prophet's brief but exceeding-

ly comprehensive reply. " Do justice" first of

all, everywhere and always ; then, yet further,

toward your fellow-men " show mercy ;" do

acts of kindness and favor where no merit cre-

ates a claim of justice ; and finally, as toward

God, walk with Him humbly, in constant com-

munion and fellowship. Recog.nize His sur-

rounding, all pervading presence, and adjust

thy spirit and thy life to a due sense of that

presence. In the last clause the Hebrew is

specially expressive :
" Bow low to walk with

Ood," as if only so could sinning mortals hope

to come near to the Holy One. Thus, in few-

est, briefest words, does the prophet reply, giv-
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ing us precisely tho great duties which man
owes both to his fellow-man and to his God.

H. C.

The law might instruct them about sacrifices,

and purifications, and the elements of justice

and charity ; but it rccjuired the trumpet voice

of the prophet to remind king and people alike

that an obedient spirit is better than sacrifice

(1 Sam. 15 : 22), and that what the Lord re-

quires is not a self-satisfied conformity with

written enactments, " but to do justly, and to

love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God.
'

'

The eternal principles of right and wrong, the

unwritten law of God, these are the subjects of

the prophet's utterance from Samuel to Malachi.

Plummsr.

Here we are plainly told that humble, sin-

cere and conscientious obedience to the will

of God is more pleasing and acceptable to Him
than all burnt-offering and sacrifices. A care-

ful conformity to moral precepts recommends

us to God more than all ceremonial observances

(Hos. 6 ; 6). Obedience is enjoined by the eter-

nal law of nature, but sacrifice onlj' by a posi-

tive law ; obedience was the law of iunocency,

but sacrifice supposes sin come into the world,

and is but a feeble attempt to take that away

which obedience would have prevented. God

is more glorified and self more denied by obedi-

ence than by sacrifice. It is much easier to

bring a bullock or lamb to be burned upon the

altar than to bring every high thought into

obedience to God, and the will subject to His

will. H.

The prophet here tells them that they were

quite out of the way in thinking to pacify God
upon the terms proposed ; that there are other

things much better and more pleasing to Him
than these sacrifices. P'or some of tliera were

expressly forbidden by God, as the offering up

of children ; and the rest were not good in

themselves, but merely by virtue of their insti-

tution, and because they were commanded.

But the things which he would recommend to

them are such as are good in their own nature,

and required of us by God on \hat account.

" He hath showed thee, O man, what is good."

Abp. Tillotson. We have reason all to apply

to ourselves these words of the prophet. For

though it still be true that some ages of the

world have been dark and others blinded with

false lights ; that some men naturally see little

and others arc strangely given to see wrong
;

yet in general the duties of life are level to the

capacities of all men : and especially among
Christians so peculiarlj' blessed with the means

of instruction as we of this nation are, no one

can possibly, without cither deliberate obsti-

nacy or intolerable negligence, continue unac-

quainted with what he is bound to do, or the

recompense he is to expect if he do it not.

Abp. Seeker.

And what doth the Lord require of thee, hut to

do, etc. The whole of man's duty is here

summed up in three parts : 1. To " do justly"

is to give to all their due ; to do in all things

what is equal and right, not oppressing any

nor defrauding them in any kind of dealing,

not to hurt them by word or deed, nor injure

them in their persons, estates, or good name, or

anything belonging to them. 2. To "love

mercy
'

' is not only to give to everj' one what he

might in j ustice require, but to be kind, merci-

ful, compassionate, exercising all acts of charity

and beneficence willingly, cheerfully, and with-

I

out expecting recompense. 3. To " walk

I
humbly with thy God" is to frame the life and

conversation with a view to God's command-

ments, in a dutiful performance of His will, in

a patient resignation to His dispensations, and

in a ready assent to His revealed truths. The
two first parts comprise the duties of the second

table ; the third, those of the first ; together

they are a summary of all the Ten Command-
ments ; and the performance of them is " more

than all whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices"

(Mark 12 : 33). Dr. Pocoek.

This triple command cannot be dismembered.

There may be stern, inflexible justice executed

in a merciless manner. There may be mercy

without justice or truth. Men have endowed

worthy enterprises with money dishonestly ac-

quired. Men have been both just and merciful

among their fellows, while ignoring the claims

of their Maker. Also notice the order, logical,

not that of historic development. In time,

" the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wis-

dom," but here justice is putas the root, mercy

the foliage, and godliness the fruit. We are to

be just before we are generous. We are more

shocked at the profession of godliness without

honesty, than we are at seeing honesty with-

out godliness Worcester.

Do Justly. Private justice between man
and man, and family justice between parents

and children, masters and servants, and politi-

cal justice between the magistrates and the peo-

ple, do all maintain the order of the world, and

procure both public and private peace. It is

selfishness and injustice, tyranny, oppression,

disobedience and rebellion that procure the mis-

eries of the world. But justice is safe and

sweet. Baxter.

It is the law of heaven that you shall not be
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able to judge what is wise or easy, unless you

are first resolvetl to judge what, is just, ami to

do it. You will say, " Charity is greater than

justice." Yes, it is greater : it is the summit

of justice—it is the temple of which justice is

the foundation. But you can't have the top

without the bottom
;
you cannot build upon

charity. You must build upon justice, for this

main reason, that j'ou have not at first charity

to build with. It is the last reward of good

work. /Do justice to your brother (you can do

that, whether you love him or not), and you

will come to love him. But do injustice to him

because you don't love him, and you will come

to hate him. liunkiii.

A just man does justice to every man and

everything ; and then, if he be also wise, he

knows there is a debt of mercy and compassion

due to the infirmities of man's nature ; and

that is to be paid ; and he that is cruel or un-

gentle to a sinning person, and does the worst

to him, lies in his debt, and is unjust. Pity,

and forbearance, and long suffering, and fair

interpretation, and excusing our brother, and

taking in the best sense, and passing the gen-

tlest sentence as certainly our duty, and owing

to every offender and penitent, as calling to ac-

count can be owing to the law, and are first to

be paid ; and he that does not so is an unjust

person. Bp. Jeremy Taylor.

Conscientiousness is fundamental and essen-

tial to personal goodness. It is the underlying

granite of the life, like the granite of the earth,

composed of diverse elements fused into one

firm substance. Baleigh. Duty is duty, con-

science is conscience, right is right, wrong is

wrong, whatever sized type they may be print-

ed in. " Large" or " small" are not words for

the vocabulary of conscience. A. M.

Walk liuriMy before God. Literally it is to

" bow low." Thus we feel an invisible pres-

ence and power, and have fellowship with the

unseen. Walking with God involves five par-

ticulars : a choice of Him, as the text says,

"before t?iy God;" a sense of God's actual

presence, "Thou God seest me;" prayerful-

ness ; sympathy ; and constant dependence.

"We are to love and hate what God loves and

hates. Only as they are agreed can two walk

together. Here we are not equals, for God is

the Father, and each of us a child. We must

"bow low" and become as little children in

order to enter the kingdom of God. Worcester.

Bernard of Clairvaux gives us the best de-

scription that has ever been given of humility ;

for he says that it is " the grace, whereby out

of the truest heart-knowledge a man becomes

vile unto himself." He tells us that " the root

of humility is a deep sense of our own utter un-

wortliiness—not making humble speeches about

ourselves to others, and pretending to do humble

things for others, but having humble thoughts

about ourselves in our own hearts, and taking

our place with the lowest and least, because we
deeply feel that that is the place that belongs

of right to us." And Bernard not only gives

in this wa}' the true scriptural definition of

humility, but he exemplified it in his own life ;

for while he was the oracle of all Europe, and

the highest places and dignities were at his

disposal, he declined all worldly advancement,

and continued to the end of his life a humble

abbot, exercising in all meekness the duties of

his oflice. iTacmiUan.

A Christian is on^ who shows mercy to all ;

who is provoked by no wrong ; who relieves

the wretched, succors the needy ; who mourns

with mourners, and feels the pain of another as

his own ; whose wrongful dealing no man
feels ; who serves God day and night, and ever

meditates upon His precepts ; who has no de-

ceit in his heart ; whose soul is simple and un-

defiled, and his conscience faithful and pure ;

whose whole mind rests on God ; whose whole

iiope is fixed on Christ, desiring heavenly rather

than earthly things, and leaving human things

to lay hold on things Divine. Fastidius.

It is perilous to separate thinking rightly

from acting rightly. He is already half false

who speculates on truth and does not do it.

Truth is given, not to be contemplated, but to

be done. Life is an action—not a thought.

And the penalty paid by him who speculates

on truth is that by degrees the very truth he

holds becomes to him a falsehood. There is no

truthfulness, therefore, except in the witness

borne to God by doing His will—to live the

truths we hold, or else thej"^ will be no truths

at all. F. W. R.

The highest reach of faith is loving, intelli-

gent consecration of all our life to the will of

God. We are to have desires, but, they should

be held in subordination to God's desires and

thoughts for us. We are to have plans, but

they should be laid down at God's feet, that

He may either let us work them out for Him or

show us His plan for us instead of our own.

Complete consecration of our will to God's

—

that is the standard of Christian living at which

we are to aim. J. R. 31.

We have only to remember that the " earth

is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof : the

world, and they that dwell therein," to see that
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if a man is engaged in any sort of occupation

wliicli tends, in however humble a manner, to

replenish the earth and bring out its fulness to

benefit the world or any of its inhabitants, he

is engaged in the Lord's service, and may do,

and ought to do, what he is doing " as unto

the Lord." No matter what kind of service he

is rendering, whether he is ministering to bod-

ily or intellectual or spiritual wants, whether

he is making shoes or sermons—and it is far

better work for God to make a good shoe than

a poor sermon—pictures or pins, provided only

he is doing some good in God's world, he may,
and ought to, look upon his work as service

rendered to the great Ruler of the world and

King of men. and therefore may do it, not only

without interfering with, but in fulfilment of

the claim God makes on the supreme devotion

of the lieart and life. /. M. Gibson.

There is glory everywhere in life if only we
have eyes to see it. The humblest lot affords

room for the noblest living. There is oppor-

tunity in the most commonplace life for splen-

did heroisms, for angelic ministries, for fullest

and clearest revealingsof God. " Everyday,"
says Goethe, " is a vessel into which a great

deal may be poured, if we will actually fill it

up—that is, with thoughts and feelings and

their expression into deeds as elevated and
amiable as we can reach to." The days are

well enough ; it is with ourselves whether we
make them radiant and beautiful, whether we
fill them with life. A mere dreamy treadmill

round—waking, eating, drinking, walking,

working, sleeping—is not enough to make any
life worthy ; we must put the glory of love, of

best effort, of sacrifice, of prayer, of upward
looking and heavenward reaching, into the dull

routine of our life's every day, and then the

most humdrum and uneventful life will be

made splendid with the glory of God. . . .

A secret of sweet and happy Christian life is

in learning to live by the day. It is the long

stretches that tire us. We think of life as a

whole, running on for years, and it seems too

great for us. We cannot carry this load until

we are threescore and ten. We cannot fight

this battle continually for half a century. But
really there are no long stretches. Life does

not come to us in lifetimes ; it comes only a

day at a time. Even to-morrow is never ours

till it becomes today, and we have nothing

whatever to do with it but to pass down to it a

fair and good inheritance in to day's work well

done and to-day's life well lived. It is a blessed

secret, this of living by the day. Any one can

carry his burden, however heavy, till nightfall.

Any one can do his work, however hard, for

one day. Any one can live sweetly, quietly,

patiently, lovingly and purely, till the sun

goes down. And that is all life really means
ever to any of us—just one little day. Said

Charles Kingsley, " Do to-day's duty, fight to-

day's temptation, and do not weaken and dis-

tract yourself by looking forward to things

which you cannot see. ana could not under-

stand if you saw them." God gives us nights

to shut down the curtain of darkness on our lit-

tle days. We cannot see beyond, and we ought
not to try to. Short horizons make life easier,

and give us one of the blessed secrets of brave,

true, holy living.

These arc some of the secrets of a beautiful

life. We ought not to be content to live other-

wise than beautifully. We can live our life

only once. We cannot go over it again, to cor-

rect its mistakes or amend its faults. We ought

therefore to live it well. And to do this we
must begin at the beginning, and make every

day radiant and lovely as it passes. Lost days

must always remain blanks in the records, and

stained days must carry their stains. Beauti-

ful days make beautiful years, and beautiful

years make a beautiful life at its close. J. R.

Miller.

Let a man, then, go forth, day by da}', from

whatever refreshments of feeling he may in-

dulge in, to the rough work of actual life ; let

him go with a contented cheerfulness to what-

ever business or calling God has made his ; let

him determine in all things to do the right, and

to do it unto God ; let him steadfastly set him-

self to be conscientious, true, faithful and loyal,

in word and deed, to duty and to Christ ; let

him sometimes pause in the course of the day,

just to cast a look on some gush of light that

will come at his call from the truth that is in

him, to offer an ejaculation, to realize the near-

ness and observance of God, and to give for the

moment a distinct consciousness to his inten-

tion to please Him ; let a man do this, and he

will find that the world itself will be to him a

church ; the streets of the city as the aisles of

a cathedral ; his worldly life, a spiritual wor-

ship ; his business engagements, the service of

a priesthood 1 Daily work, thus discharged,

however it may seem in itself, will be to Him
to whom it is done fragrant as altar incense,

melodious as the voice of a psalm ! T. Binney.

You cannot set the world right, or the times,

but you can do something for the truth, and

all 3'ou can do will certainly Ull if the work
you do is for the blaster who gives you your

share, and so the burden of responsibility ia
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lifted off. This assurance makes peace, satis-

faction, and repose possible even in the partial

work done upon earth. Go to the man who is

carving a stone for a building ; ask him where

is that stone going, to what part of the temple,

and how is he going to get it into its place, and

what does he do ? lie points you to the build-

er's plans. This is onh' one stone of many.

So, when men shall ask where and how is your

little achievement going into God's great plan,

point them to the blaster, who keeps the plans,

and then go on doing your little service as

faithfully as if the whole temple were yours to

build. Phillips Brooks.

It requires more strength to be faithful in the

ninety and nine commonplace duties, when no
one is looking on, when there is no special mo-

tive to stir the soul to its best effort, than it

does in the one duty which, by its unusual im-

portance, or by its conspicuousness, arouses

enthusiasm for its own doing. It is a great

deal easier to be brave in one stern conflict

which calls for heroism, and in which large in-

terests are involved, than to be habitually brave

in the thousand little struggles of the common
daj's, for which it seems scarcely worth while

to put on the armor. It is very much less a

task to be good-natured under one great provo-

cation, in the presence of others, than it is to

keep sweet-tempered month after month of

other days, amid the frictions, strifes, and petty

annoyances and cares of home life or business

life.

So it Is not from conspicuous deeds of life

that the blessings chiefly come which make the

world better, sweeter, happier, but from the

countless lowly ministries of the every days

—

the little faithfulnesses that fill long years.

We could lose out of the world's life its few
great, brilliant deeds, and not be much the

poorer ; but to lose the uncounted faithful-

nesses of the millions of common lives would
leave this earth a cold and dreary place indeed

in which to live. There ought to be both cheer

and instruction in these glimpses of the glory

and blessing of the every day of life. Most
of us can expect to do only plain and common-
place things. Only a few people can become

famous. Only a rare deed now and then can

have its honor proclaimed from the hill-tops.

Only a day or two in a life, with most of us,

can be brightened by the light of popular

praise. It is a comfort to reflect that it is the

common life of the everyday that in God's

sight is the truest and best, and that does the

most to bless the world. .7. R. Miller.

9. " The wise will regard Thy name"—what-

ever fools may do or may not. The prophet

assumes that the unwise will not regard the

name of Jehovah. The exhortation is, " Hear
ye the rod !"—the lessons taught by the Lord's

rod of discipline—and so learn to know Him
who has appointed it, and who directs its mis-

sion in a sinning world. H. C. God speak-

cth by the rod beyond all the eloquence of

words. Hear ye the rod. The voice of God 13

His rod, that speaks so loud from heaven in

manj' strokes that the profanest sinners are

sometimes forced to hear and acknowledge it

Caryl.
,

10. The Hebrew people seem to have been

strangely addicted to falsifying by unjust

weights and measures, although their statute

law most expressly forbade it. (See Lev. 19 :

35, 36 and De. 25 : 13-16.) Other passages note

the prevalence of this sin, and strongly con-

denm it (Prov. 11 : 1 ; 20 : 10 ; Hos. 12 : 7 and

Amos 8 : 5). H. C.

Of course, the plain lesson these texts are

meant to teach is. that all cheating in weights

and measures is hateful to God. Those who
are guilty of it commit an injustice against

man, and they provoke God's anger. We have

got into a bad habit of being amused by the

dishonest tricks to which many tradesmen re-

sort in their haste to get rich. These texts

teach that every trick of this kind is observed

by God's eye, is recorded in God's book, and

will be punished by God's hand. ... A fur-

ther thought is that God's laws for our conduct

to each other are a revelation of His own char-

acter, and are in strict analogy to the laws

which determine His own action toward His

creatures. The time is coming when He will

judge every man ; and He will use no false bal

ance. He will put into the scales no light

weights. He is merciful as well as just ; but

now is the time for mercy. When He judges

He will judge righteously. He will " weigh"
the reasons and motives which led men to neg-

lect public worship and private prayer. He
will " weigh" the temptations which betray us

into sin against the considerations which should

have led us to do right. He will " weigh" our

love for Himself and our obedience to His law

against His infiaite grace ; our trust in His

goodness and submission to His hand in times

of trouble against His " exceeding great and

precious promises ;" our religious earnestness,

our loyalty to Christ, our triumphs over sin,

against the sanctifying power of Christian truth

i
and the grace of the Holy Ghost. We might

well tremble in the anticipation of the hour

I
when, one by one, we shall wait for the Divine



sentence on our deeds ; but our rest and hope

are fixed in this, that the critical act of the soul,

in God's judgment, is its acceptance or rejection

of the mercy of the Lord Jesus ; and that If we

trust in Him we shall not only be justified by

faith in this world, but shall be so strengthened

for all good works that God Himself, when He
looks at our deeds, will be able to say, "* Well

done, good and faithful servants ; enter ye into

the joy of your Lord." R. WTDale.

MICAH, CHAPTER VII.

7 : 1 Woe is mo ! for 1 am as when they have gathered the summer fruits, as the grape

3 gleanings of the vintage : there is no cluster to eat ; my soul desireth the firstripe fig. The

godly man is perished out of the earth, and there is none upright among men : they all lie

3 in wait for blood ; they hunt every man his brother with a net. Their hands are upon that

which is evil to do it diligently ; the prince asketh, and the judge is ready for a reward ;
and

4 the great man, he uttereth the mischief of his soul : thus they weave it together. The best

of them is as a brier : the most upright is wone than a thorn hedge : the day of thy watch-

5 men, even thy visitation, is come ; now shall be their perplexity. Trust ye not in a friend,

put ye not confidence in a guide : keep the doors of thy mouth from her that lieth in thy

6 bosom. For the sou dishououreth the father, the daughter riseth up against her mother, the

daughter in law against her mother in law ; a man's enemies are the men of his own house.

7 But as for me, I will look unto the Lord ; I will wait for the God of my salvation : my
8 God will hear me. Rejoice not against me, O mine enemy : when I fall, I shall arise ;

when

9 I sit in darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me. I will bear the indignation of the

Lord, because I have sinned against him ; until he plead my cause, and execute judgement

10 for me : he will bring me forth to the light, and I shall behold his righteousness. Then mine

enemy shall see it, and shame shall cover her ; which said unto me. Where is the Lord thy

God ? Mine eyes shall behold her ; now shall she be trodden down as the mire of the streets.

11, 12 A day for building thy walls ! in that day shall the decree be far removed. In that day

shall they come unto thee, from Assyria and the cities of Egypt, and from Egypt even to the

13 River, and from sea to sea, and from mountain to mountain. Yet shall the land be desolate

because of them that dwell therein, for the fruit of their doings.

14 Feed thy people with thy rod, the flock of thine heritage, which dwell solitarily, in the

forest in the midst of Carmel : let them feed in Bashan and Gilead, as in the days of old.

15 As in the days of thy coming forth out of the land of Egypt will I shew unto him marvel-

16 lous things. The nations shall see and be ashamed of all their might : they shall lay their

17 hand upon their mouth, their ears shall be deaf. Tliey shall lick the dust like a serpent
;

like crawling things of the earth they shall come trembling out of their close places : they

18 shall come with fear unto the Loud our God, and shall be afraid because of thee. Who is a

God like unto thee, that pardoneth iniquity, and passeth by the transgression of the remnant

19 of his heritage ? he retaineth not his anger for ever, because he delightetb in mercy. He will

turn again and have compassion upon us ; he will tread our iniquities under foot : and thou

20 wilt cast all their sins into the depths of the sea. Thou wilt perform the truth to Jacob, and

the mercy to Abraham, which thou hast sworn unto our fathers from the days of old.

albeit judgments have come and must come for

her sins ; the prophet's prayer (verse 14) ; and

the Lord's answer (verses 15-17) ; the prophet

testifies in sublime strains to God's pardoning

mercy, and the people respond (verses 18-20).

1. The prophet gives expression to his sad-

ness, grief and disappointment, by comparing

his case to that of a man longing for the first

Chap. 7. The course of thought in this

chapter embraces the prophet's distress (verse

1) : its causes in the extreme wickedness of the

people (verses 3-4) ; so great that no confidence

can be reposed in man. not even in best friends

(verses 5, 6) ; but should be in God (verse 7).

Trusting in her God, Zion exults over her ene-

mies (verses 8, 9), who are covered with shame

(ve !lO); enlargement for Zion (verses 11, 12). ' ripe fruits, but who finds the summer fruits
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all gathered, the grfipes all gleaned, and not

& cluster left for his hunger. The state of

things among the people which causes him

such grief and disappointment, he proceeds to

describe. H. C.

a. The good man is a godly man, and a mer-

ciful man ; the word signifies both. Those are

completely good men that are devout toward

God, and comp;issionate and beneficent toward

men ; that love mercy, and walk with God.

These are perished, and there are none risen up

in their stead, that tread in their steps ; honesty

is banished, and there is no such thing as a

good man to be met with. Those that were of

religious education are degenerated, and become

as bad as the worst.

3. The magistrates, who by their office ought

to have been the patrons and protectors of

right, were tlie practisers and promoters of

wrong, that they may do evil with both hands

earnestlj', to excite and animate themselves in

it, the prince asketh, and the judge asketh, for a

reward, for a bribe, with which they will be

hired toe.xert all their power for the supporting

and carrying on ot any wicked design with both

hands.

4. And if this be the character of the best

and most upright, what are the worst ? And
when things are come to this pass, the day of

the watchmen comes—that is, as it follows, the

day of thy visitation, when God will reckon

with thee for all this wickedness ; which is

called the day of the watchmen, because their

prophets, whom God set as watchmen over

them, had often warned them of that day.

When all flesh have corrupted their way, even

the best and the most upright, what can be ex-

pected but a day of visitation, a deluge of judg-

ments, as that which drowned the old world

when the earth was filled with violence ? H.

5. 6. The gloomy description is resumed.

The corruption reaches to the innermost re-

cesses of society. Confidence is extinct. The

dearest of human relationships are out of joint.

On the use made by our Lord of the words of

verse 6, see on Matt. 10 : 35, 36 ; Luke 12 : 58.

B. C.

5. All other friendships are but fragments
;

Christ's is the perfect friendship. Back of the

sweet, gentle humanities in Him, which make

it so easy for us to come to Him and repose in

Him, is the might of the eternal God. The

humanity comes very close to us, and it is for

us to lay our lieads upon its bosom. Then

when we lean on Him we are lifted up in the

arms of Omnipotence. J. R. M.

7-13. The prophet, having sadly complained

of the wickedness of the times ho lived in, here

fastens upon some considerations for the com-

fort of himself and his friends in reference

thereunto. The case is bad, but it is not des-

perate
;
yet now there is hope in Israel concern-

ing this thing. H.

7. / vjill look. The soul of the faithful still

holds fast her faith, in spite of the darkness.

The promises of Jehovah cannot fail. Salva-

tion will surely come. Prayers cannot tail to

be answered.

§. The enemy whose insolent exultation is

here depfecated is the antichrist, the imperial

tyranny ever in antagonism with the true, faith-

ful Israel. In Micahs time this was represent-

ed by Asshur (verse 12), in John's time by
Rome. The faithful realize that the darkest

moment ot the night may be that which just

precedes the dawn. B. C.

Rejoice, ye good soldiers of Jesus Christ

;

your King not only witnesses from His throne

in the heavens the contest in which you are en-

gaged, but cheers you on with His presence,

encourages you by His example, animates you
by His promises, stretches over you the im-

penetrable shield of His righteousness, and in-

sures you by His grace of fiual conquest.

Well, then, may you exclaim with the Jewish

prophet, " Rejoice not against me, O mine

enemy ; when I fall I shall arise ; when I sit in

darkness the Lord shall be a light unto me ;"

or break forth into the exulting language of the

apostle, " Who shall separate us from the love

of Christ ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or

persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril,

or sword ? Nay. in all these things we are

more than conquerors, through Ilim that loved

us." Nor will the glorious Captain and Leader

rest satisfied until He has conducted forward

the work of grace in the souls of His people to

its final consummation in eternal glory. 8ym-

iiujtoii.

9, 10. The true believing heart finds strength

to endure and sure hope of reconciliation in the

consciousness that her own sins are the cause

of her affliction, and in faith in the righteous-

ness of the Lord. B. C.

9. The faith, patience and valor of God's sol-

diers are best known in times of exercise ; then

how animating to view the love and trust to

the faithfulness of a covenant God ! To see a

Father's love to the soul, in the rod of His dis

pleasure against sin, how supporting ! I will

bear the chastisements of my Father ; my sins

deserve them. My mouth is stopped ; I have

nothing to plead; guilt silences me. "Until

He plead my cause." It is the dear Advocate



Jesus, the ever-precious pleader for sinners.

Tlie sacred pages ever testify of His blessed

name and snul-coraforting work. He never in-

termits His plea for the life of the soul. He
prevails over all the desert of sin, by His atone-

ment and intercession. Shortly He will speak

destruction to all sin by the word of His power.

In the meantime. He sends His Spirit, the Com-

forter, the tliird person in the glorious Trinity.

" He will bring me forth to the light." Here

see Old Testament faith in New Testament

love. It is the Spirit's office to bring souls out

of the dark dungeon of nature's sorrows, to see

Jesus the Light of life. "I shall behold His

righteousness. " Then it is a day of comfort

after a night of distress. Is the righteousness

of Jesus mine ? am I righteous by that in the

sight of God ? Then, truly, it is in righteous-

ness God dealeth with me, and will save me.

This faith Immbles the soul to the dust, strips

it of proud murmurings and self-righteous

pleas, and inspires it with boldness at a throne

of grace. This is the confident plea of faith ;

" For Thy righteousness' sake bring my soul

out of trouble. Destroy all them that afflict

my soul : for I am Thy servant" (Ps. 143 : 11,

12). ir. Mason.

11, 12. These verses obviously speak of

blessings upon Zion in the day when the Lord,

having turned again her captivity, shall re-

build her walls, bring home her captives from

afar, and with them also " the forces of the

Gentiles."

13. The sense is : Notwithstanding these

glorious promises of future enlargement, every

way adapted to inspire high and brilliant an-

ticipations, yet bear in mind " that for the

great sins of the people, an age of judgment

and desolation will surely intervene. Before

those better days shall come, the land will lie a

long time desolate as the fruit of the people's

sins." A caution against abusing these prom-

ises.

14. The word rendered "feed" is pastoral

—

the usual term to describe the service of the

shepherd. It, therefore, combines the two ideas

—feeding, and ruling, or guiding. Hence to

the Hebrews there would be no incongruity in

supposing this feeding to be done with tlie

"rod"—which is here the shepherd's crook
;

not a rod for scourging. The sense of the verse

is : Take charge of Thy people as a shepherd of

his flock ; they are Thine heritage ; let them

feed in rich jiastures as of old. H. C.

The verse is thus pcrspicuousl/ paraphrased

by Bishop Hall :
" In the mean time—viz., of

the desolation of the land. O God. take Tliou

care of Thy people • O do Thou feed and gov-

ern them by Thy gracious protection ; lead

Thou this flock of Thine heritage, which now
dwell solitarily in the wilderne.ss of their cap-

tivity, into the midst of Thy fruitful pastures

of Carmel ; let tliem feed in tlie ricli fields of

Bashan and Gilead, as in former times." The
words imply a gracious promise of return out

of captivity to their own land ; and that under

the protection of God they should abundantly

enjoy all things conducing to their well being,

set forth under the similitude of sheep feeding

In rich pastures. However, all these good
things promised to the Jews are in a higher

manner made good to the Church of Christ, and
all faithful believers rescued from sin and Satan

and brought biick into tlie fold ; who, as He
saith, shall be saved under His protection, and
go in and out and find pasture. Dr. Pocock.

15. The prophet prayed that God would
feed them, and do kind things for them ; but

God answers tliat He will show them marvel-

lous things, will do for them more than they

are able to ask or think, will outdo their hopes

and expectations ; He will show them His mar-

vellous loving-kindness (Ps. 17 : 7). H.

16, 17. Here are the effects on the Gentile

nations of God's marvellous deliverances to be

wrought for His people. They sliall see and

shall be asliamed of their own insignificant

prowess. They may be supposed to say

:

" We have no power to cope with that ; all

our strength vanishes away before such mar-

vellous works."

1§. This language is full of beauty and of

strength as well. " Who is a God like Thee,

taking away sin" (to be seen and noted no

more). " passing over the transgressions of the

remnant of His chosen" (as a traveller passes by

what he does not wish to notice) ;
" and He

does not make His wrath strong forever" (im-

plying that He does the very opposite—makes
it subside and give place to loving-kindness).

And all this " because He delighteth in mercy,"

finding His real bliss, even the highest joy of

His heart, in forgiving the chief of sinners.

H. C.

The reasons why God pardons sin, and keeps

not His anger forever, are all taken from within

Himself ; it is because He delights in mercy,

and the salvation of sinners is what He has

pleasure in, not their death and damnation.

The glory of God in forgiving sin is, as in

other tilings, matchless, and without compare.

In this His thoughts and ways are infinitely

above ours ; in this He is God, and not man.

All those that have experienced pardoning
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mere}' cannot but admire that mercy ; it is

wliiit we have reason to stand amazed at, if we
know what it is. Has God forgiven us our

transgressions ? We may well say, Who is a

God like unto Thee ? Our lioly wonder of par-

doning mercy will be a good evidence of our

interest in it. H.

It is not the vaiae of the blessings of salva-

tion themselves, unspeakable though that value

is, that constitutes the most affecting display of

the love and grace that are in the heart of God.

It is not merely that" God hath given to us

eternal life," but that" this life is in His Son."

It is not " redemption" merely, but " rederap

tion through His blood" that manifests the

exuberance of Divine mercy. The Son of God
Himself is God's " unspeakable gift ;" His

chief mercy to a fallen world ; a boon of such

incalculable vastness of amount, as to throw

every other into shade, and to furnish a sure

pledge for all else that we can ever possibly

need :
" He who spared not His own Son, but

freely gave Ilim up for us all, how shall lie

not with Him also freely give us all things ?"

It were a contradiction to imagine anything

else withheld. A gift, in itself Divine, may
well ensure to us whatever is created. Ralph

Wardlaic.

The prevailing representation of the Divine

character places mercy, compassion, kindness,

tenderness among its foremost attributes.

Heathen poets have sounded the depths of

human sorrow, passion and pity ; but nowhere

in pagan literature, least of all in the religious

books of heathendom, can we catch even the

echo of that full-toned tenderness and gracious

comfort which rings through the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, assuring us that " the Lord is very piti-

ful, and of tender mercy." Condcr.

19. God will turn from scourging to bless-

ing, when His smitten people turn from their

sins to righteousness. " He will have compas-

sion upon us." Such a God, so full of loving

pity, how can it be otherwise ? " He will sub-

due our iniquities," the original word for

"subdue" implying that He will tread them
down under His feet—as an apostle said, " He
will tread Satan under your feet shortly." Sin,

personified, commanding its forces of temp-

tation, is thought of as a powerful foe of

man, as his arch enemy, perpetually ensnar-

ing, assailing, crushing down and piercing

through with bitter pangs ; but God subdues

this enemy ; He withstands his efforts ; sets

Himself to counteract his temptations, and be-

comes Himself a strong tower of refuge,

whither Ilis people may fly and into which

they may run and be safe I O how inexpressi-

bly precious I "Thou wilt cast all their sins

into the depths of the sea," and they go down
like a millstone, to rise no more ! The idea is,

that they come up no more to remembrance

—

as the Lord has said, " Their sins and their

iniquities will I remember no more !" (Heb. 8 :

12). Considering that the Inlinite Mind of the

universe never has lost from its thought and

knowledge one fact, however minute, and
never can, this statement seems most wonder-

ful of all. God would have us feel that He
does not) remember against us the sin which we
have fully repented of and heartily forsaken,

and which therefore He has altogether for-

given and put away. He would almost lead

us to think that He can forget them and has

forgotten them, so that they shall come before

His mind even in memory no more ! O how
divinely kind and gracious is this ! How like

a tender Father ! That He should labor to dis-

pel from our mind those painful feelings of

shame and grief over our sins, and should seem
to say, " Come near to Me and be My free-heart-

ed, loving child, as welcome to My smiles and

confidence and favor as if you had never sinned

against Me !" Let this infinite Friend, so kind

and so gracious, be loved, trusted and adored

by us all, forever and ever !

20. Here the book closes, affirming that such

a God will surely perform all the good things,

the truth and the mercy promised to the fathers

long years ago. Zacharias, filled with the Holy
Ghost, caught the spirit as well as the leading

words of this passage :
" To perform the mercy

promised to our fathers, and to remember His

holy covenant," etc. (Luke 1 : 72). H. C.

He will perfect that which concerns us, and

with this good work will do all that for us

which our case requires, and wliich He has

promised :
" Then wilt Thou perform Thy

truth to Jacob, and Thy mercy to Abraham."

It is in pursuance of the covenant that our sins

are pardoned and our lusts mortified ; from

that spring all these streams flow, and with

these He shall freely give us all things. The
promise is said to be mercy to Abraham, be-

cause, as made to Him first, it was mere mercy,

preventing mercy, considering what state it

found him in. But it was truth to Jacob, be-

cause the faithfulness of God was engaged to

make good to him and his seed, as heirs to

Abraham, all that was graciously promised to

Abraham. See liere : 1. With what solemnity

the covenant of grace is ratified to us ; it was
not only spoken, written and sealed, but, which

is the highest confinuatiou, it was sworn to our
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fathers ; nor is it a modiirn pioje?t, bvit is con-

firmed by antiquity too, it was sworn from tlie

days of old ; it is an ancient cliarter. 2. Witli

wliat satisfaction it may be applied and relied

upon by us ; we may say with the highest as-

surance. Thou wilt perform tlie truth and

mercy, not one iota or tittle of it shall fall to

the ground ; faithful is He that has promised,

who also will do it. H.

It is the observation of an ancient Jewish au-

thor that there is not any denunciation of hard

things to Israel, which is not concluded with

promises of mercy. Among other iustauces

from Moses, Ilosea, Joel, Amos Jeremiah, lie

brings this conclusion of Micah's prophecy.

And very remarkable indeed is this conclusion,

which, to show how greatly God delights in

mercy, is uttered in words giving assurance of

mercy, not only to Israel after the flesh on their

repentance, but to all who shall, by faith in

Christ, the promised Seed, lay hold on His

promise made to Abraham, and in Him to all

the kindreds of the earth. Pocock.

In the uttermost darkness there is light.

Affliction exerts its remedial power. A new

and l)elter spirit awakes in smitten Israel—of

humility, penitence, longing to atone and regain

God s favor. Gradually assurance that God's

purpose cannot be frustrated, though it may

be delayed, supervenes. The Divine voice is

heard promising restoration and a more glorious

future than ever the past has known. And so

the book ends in an exquisite prayer of trustful

desire, and a magnificent confession of faith in

the transcendency of God in His attributes of

mercy and of truth.

The Messianic idea of Micah is a remarkably

developed one, though he has not fully worked

out the process by which it is to be reached.

For its basis he takes the idealized picture of

the heroic, happy, united empire of King

David, in which the corruption, extremes of

wealth and poverty, foreign humiliation, and

internal miseries of the present age were un-

known. His vision is that of the kingdom of

God, though clothed in earthly forms, and

cramped by temporal limitations. Its founda-

tions are j ustice, mercy, and the fear of God ;

its destiny world-wide dominion ; and the issue

peace, prosperity and righteousness. The whole

bright dream centres round a kingly figure that

emerges from the eternal purpose of Goii, after

the flesh of Bethlehem origin like David, but

clothed with attributes and powers Divine.

No wonder that in many features of the story

of Jesus of Nazareth we catch echoes of the

Book of Micah, all along that pathway of glory

and of shame that stretches from the cradle of

Bethlehem to the agony of Gethsemane and the

cross of Calvary. Elinslie.

PROPHECY OF NAHUM.

XAHUM, INTRODUCTION ; CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 TuK burden of Nineveh. The book of the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite.

2 The Loud is a jealous God and avengeth ; the Lord avengeth and is full of wrath ; the

3 Lord taketh vengeance on his adversaries, and he reserveth wra«/i for his enemies. The Lord

is slow to anger, and great in power, and will by no means clear the guilty : the Lord hath

4 his way in the whirlwind and in the storm, and the clouds are the dust of his feet. He re-

buketh the sea, and maketh it dry, and drieth up all the rivers : Bashan languisheth, and Car-

5 mel, and the flower of Lebanon languisheth. The mountains quake at him, and the hills

melt ; and the earth is upheaved at las presence, 3'ea, the world, and all that dwell therein.

6 Who can stand before his indignation '? and who can abide in the fierceness of liis anger?

7 his fury is pouied out like fire, and the rocks are broken asunder by him. The Lord is good,

8 a strong hold in the day of trouble ; and he knoweth them that put their trust in him. But

with an overrunning flood he will make a full end of the place thereof, and will pursue his

9 enemies into darkness. What do ye imagine against the Lord ? he will make a full end :
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10 affliction shall not rise up the seconl time. For though they be like tangled thorns, and be

11 drenclied as It were in their drinli, they shall be devoured utterly as dry stubble. There is

one gone forth out of thee, that imagineth evil against the Lord, that counselleth wickedness.

12 Thus saith the Lokd : Though they be in full strength, and likewise many, even so shall

they be cut down, and he shall pass away. Tliough I have afflicted thee, I will afflict thee

13 no more. And now will I break his yoke from off thee, and will burst thy bonds in sunder.

14 And the Lokd hath given commandment concerning thee, that no more of thy name be sown :

out of the house of thy gods will I cut off the graven image and the molten image ; I will

15 make thy grave ; for thou art vile. Behold, upon the mountains the feet of him that bring-

elh good tidings, that publisheth peace ! Keep thy feasts, O Judah, perform thy vows : for

the wicked one shall no more pass through thee ; he is utterly cut off.

Introduction.

The introduction to this short book gives us

only the general subject—a prediction of sore

calamity on Nineveh ; the name of the author

and the place of his residence, or perhaps na-

tivity. The location of the book in the series

of minor prophets probably had some reference

to its date ; but the internal evidence in the

line of historic allusion is our main reliance.

This goes to place him a little after Micah.

His great theme being the fall of Nineveh,

there can be no reasonable doubt that he wrote

soon after the famous invasion of Judah by

Sennacherib, and the utter overthrow of his

army. That this event had thrilled the nation

may be seen in numerous passages of Isaiah

—

e.g., 10 : 24-34 ; 14 : 24-27 ; 17 : 12-14 ; 33 ; 36-

39. Hence, naturally, the Lord, by His proph-

ets, sought to turn these signal events to the

best moral account. Isaiah, though alluding

to these transactions so often, had yet mostly

passed over the retribution which the Lord

would one day bring on Nineveh. This was
left for Nahum. It was important, for the

best moral impression on the people, that this

should be revealed, and indeed that it should

be written and made public soon after the in-

vasion by Sennacherib and the defeat of his

army—at least before the first impressions made
by those events had passed away. Now, this

great invasion was in the fourteenth year of

Hezekiah (2 K. 18 : 13), whose reign of twenty-

nine years fell B.C. 728-699—consequently,

about B.C. 714, and Nahum would be located in

time during the latter part of Hezekiah's reign.

The fall of Nineveh, which Nahum so vividly

describes, chaps. 3 and 3, took place from sev-

enty-flve to eighty years after the date assumed

for this prophecy. It fell before the allied

forces of the Medes under Cyaxares and the

Chaldeans under Nabopolassar, the precise date

being assigned by the most reliable historians

tc B.C. 625.

AH the critics accord to Nahum a style of

lofty subjimity and a power of graphic paint-

ing rarely surpassed. He wrote as one whose

very soul was permeated and thrilled by the

great events of his time, and who saw God's

hand in them—a present and gXonoas. power iot

salvation to His people, and for vengeance on

their foes. To see tlie beauty and feel the force

of his book, we shall need to imbue our hearts

deeply with the true spirit and significance of

those momentous facts of history. H. C.

The word Nahum probably means the com-

forter, and in conformity with the name the

prophet's oracle is a message of consolation.

In form it is an impassioned anticipation of the

destruction of Assyrian Nineveh, the oppressor

of God's people, but its inner motive is an un-

dying faith in God's redemptive purpose, and

its destination to comfort the heart of Israel,

well nigh sick with hope so long deferred.

Elindie.

The prophecy of Nahum finds Us place at the

close of the activity of Isaiah and Micah. It

fittingly concludes the prophecy of the Assy-

rian period in Judah. Taking its stand upon

1
the character of Jehovah, it emphasizes His jus-

tice toward the heathen world-power, as repre-

sented in Assyrian Nineveh. The character of

Jehovah must condition His attitude and action

toward the heathen, as well as toward Israel-

Judah. Herein is found hope and comfort for

His people. The comparatively recent explora-

tions in the East, uncovering the site and bring-

ing to light the contemporary history of this

heathen capital, together with the continued

advance in Assyrian researches, cannot but

render the study of this book peculiarly inter-

esting and instructive. Nineveh, uncovered

from her mounds, stands before us as she was

in the days of the prophet. Thus " the Bible

and the Monuments" are mutually interpreting

one another. Burroughs.

It was the great lesson of the Book of Jonah

that the righteous government of God extends

also to heathen nations. During one of the

most eventful periods of Jewish history we find



Assyria constantly appearing as the great

world-power whose rapidly extending empire

was destined finally to crush one part of the

chosen nation, while the other was to have as

remarkable a deliverance. Thus intimately

connected with Israel, Nineveh, the capital of

Assyria, became also herself the proper object

of propliecy ; and while Jonah teaches us that

there is mercy even for those not in covenant

with God, if they repent, Nahum completes

the representation of the Divine justice by

showing that if they relapse into sin punish-

ment will as inevitably overtake them. R. P. S.

The prophet Jonah was sent to Nineveh to

preach repentance, and was listened to. Na-

hum lias no single word of comfort or of sym-

pathy for the guilty city that had fallen back

into the sins for which she had been rebuked

and for which she had humbled herself. The

title of his prophecy is The burden of Nineveh.

It is no ordinary disaster that he foretells. It

is not conquest or overthrow only ; it is an-

nihilation : He will make an titter end of the place

thereof (1 : 8, 9). B. C.

Nahum's threats against Nineveh were re-

markably fulfilled. Before the year B.C. 606

she had ceased to e.xist, for Jeremiah does not

mention Nineveh among the nations which are

doomed to drink the cup of the Lord. Esar-

haddon II., whom the Greeks call Sarakos,

was the last king of Nineveh. The Medes with

the Babylonians and Scythians first razed all

the surrounding fortresses and beleaguered the

city. The Ninevites proclaimed a fast of one

hundred days to propitiate their gods, but the

city fell. The description of tlie siege by

Ktesias accords with the brief allusions of Na-

hum. The last night of the besieged was spent

in drunken orgies (Nahum 1 : 10 ; 3 : 5), in

which the effeminate king set the example.

Only at the last moment did he arouse himself

to give directions for the protection of the city

from assault. The catastrophe was precipitat-

ed by an overflow of the Tigris, which made a

breach in the walls (1 : 18 ; 2 : 7), and then the

king, recognizing his destiny, burned himself

alive in his palace, and the city was plundered

of its rich spoil. It vanished from history

totally and at once, so that those who passed over

its ruins saw tlie visible proofs of the wrath of

God. The wrecks of its former splendor began

to be revealed to the world in 1842 by Layard

and Botta. Farrar.

It should not be forgotten that when the

prophet wrote, the world had never witnessed

or imagined such an overthrow of a great city.

Nor could it have reasonably been anticipated

that commerce would have forsaken its old em-

porium. Yet so it has been Mosul tias fluur-

ished within sight of ruined Nineveh, and her

delicate fabrics, called mudins, have made her

name famous among the nations of Western

Europe. B. C.

The oracle of Nahum is one continvious ut-

terance, not to be brolicn into separate ele-

ments, but the embodiment of a single inspira-

tion, forceful, rounded and complete. Every

attempt to dismember it is a failure. Its unity

and genuineness are acknowledged on all

hands. Only the first part of the superscrip-

tion has been questioned. But there is nothing

unnatural in the title assigning, correctly, first

the subject of the prophecy, and then its au-

tlior. The piece is of the nature of a highly

poetical and imaginative composition, is indeed

an inspired vision. Clearly cut divisions can

hardly be marked out, but it is probable that

eight stages may be detected in the stately

march of the seer's conception.

Over against the Assyrian power with its

gigantic pagan might he sees God, the vindi-

cator of right, the avenger of wrong, the final

judge of all human issues. Slow to strike, be-

cause He is so strong, Ho is nevertheless relent-

lessly j ust. He wields the powers of the air,

commands the waters, controls the soil, makes

the solid earth tremble, and rules among men
omnipotent, resistless (1 : 2-6). This God, faith-

ful to friends, fearful to foes, annihilating the

most formidable resistance, has been thwarted

and defied by Assyria, and therefore will ut-

terly destroy her (1 : 7-12). Judah, so long

oppressed, sliall be set free by the Divine over-

throw of the Assyrian, and already may rejoice

in the happy release, for sure alike are the

downfall of the foe and the restoration of crip-

pled Israel (1 : 13 ; 2 : 2). The taking of the

city is now depicted before our eyes, with light-

ning-like rapiditj', in a series of vivid pictures

of the muster of the contending forces, the as-

sault, the sudden collapse of the defences, the

seizure of the palace, the capture and flight of

the iuhal)itants (2 : 3-8). Next comes the sack

and pillage of tlie wealthy city, the emptiness

and sickening desolation, the weird contrast

with the time when it was like a great lion's

den gorged with the plunder of its devastating

armies, for God has risen against her and made

an utter end of her might, her wealth, and her

empire, that were gathered and built up out of

bloodshed and violence unending (2:9; 3:1).

Once again the seer calls up in living images

the din and terror of the conflict, and the fatal

completeness of the defeat, and figuring the
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heartless capital as a cruel courtesan, that has

devoured the fortunes and lives of the nations,

he exults in the terrihle humiliation of her

haughtiness, and the contumely and implied

shame of her overthrow (3 ; 3-7). By the exam-

ple of her own destruction of mighty Thebes,

the royal residence of her great rival Egypt, he

asserts the possi-bility of the catastrophe, and

founds its certainty on her im-potence in the

hour of need, the fall of her fortresses, the de-

moralization of her soldiers, and the failure and

destruction of her last defences (3 : 8-13). Final-

ly he taunts her with her helplessness, pictures

the destruction of her commerce, the scattering

ot her potentates, tlie dispersion of her popu-

lace, and the relief and rejoicing that her fall

will create in all nations, for wide as the world

has been the curse of her oppression (3 : 14-19).

Improbable as it seemed to earthly reason in

the height of Assyria's prosperity, that the

great empire should within half a century crum-

ble to pieces, and that the splendid capital with

its titanic military strength and its vast com-

merce, standing as it did on the great highway

between east and west, should be not merely

deprived of its supremacy, but captured and

destroyed and obliterated by fire and water and

time, till the very place of it was forgotten, this

has in the complete fulness of its terror come

true, and may be read not only in the pages of

history, but still more grapliically in the cal-

cined, weather-worn relics of Nineveh's long-

vanished greatness, that have been laid bare in

the recently discovered and partially disinterred

ruins of the ancient Assyrian capital. Elmslie.

Chap. 1. After the briefest possible intro-

duction, the prophetbreaksinto the midst of his

theme, his starting-point being most fitly those

great qualities of the Divine character which

both the recent events of history and the burden

of his prophecy conspire to illustrate—especially

His retributive vengeance upon His enemies,

coupled with His merciful protection and deliv-

erance of His people. Hence we have mainly

God's judgments on His foes {verses 3-6) ; God
a refuge for His people (verse 7) ; the overthrow

of Sennacherib's army before Jerusalem (verses

8-14) ; and the ensuing peace and joy (verse

15).

1. A "burden" in prophecy, here as else-

where, is a message of calamity, predicting

judgment and desolation. H. C. It is a iiis-

ion of that which, as a mere man, he could not

see. He speaks of that which had been shown

to him by the Lord. He describes that which

had been revealed to him. B. C.

3. It should be borne in mind that these at-

tributes of Jehovah arc suggested by His retrib-

utive justice on As.syria, first, in destroying

her great army when it came proudly and de-

fiantly to lay waste the lioly city ; and next, in

the future desolations of Nineveh, their great

and proud capital. These historic facts may
serve as illustrations of the sense iu which He
" taketh vengeance."

3. The first clause continues the glowing de-

scription of Jehovah's attributes, most of the

expressions being taken from the classic pas-

sage (Ex. 3f : 6, 7) where tlie Lord proclaimed

His name t« Moses as one slow to anger, yet who
will not at all acquit the guilty. The last

clau.se opens one of the grandest portrayings of

the majesty of Jehovah ever drawn by human
pen :

" Jehovah—His way is in the whirlwind

and in the storm, and the clouds are the dust

about His feet." Across the deserts of the East

a moving caravan is seen farthest by the dust

they raise. So the clouds are the dust, marking

the pathway of His glorious presence. H. C.

Against His own people, who repent and

humble themselves before Him, He keeps not

His anger forever, but against His enemies He
will forever let out His anger. He will not at

all acquit the wicked that sin. and stand to it,

and do not repent. Those wickedly depart

from their God that depart and never return,

and these He will not acquit. Humble suppli-

cants will find Him gracious, but scornful beg-

gars will not find Him easy, or that the door of

mercy will be opened to a loud but late " Lord,

Lord." H.

Yes, we will magnify the grace of our God
;

we will preach its largeness and fulness ; we
will repeat the angel songs of Bethlehem ; we
will tell of Christ lifted up to draw all men unto

Him ; we will rehearae His world-wide prom-

ises of forgiveness; we will point to Him in

the attitude of stretching out His arms to wel-

come the weary and heavily laden ; we will

take the word which last fell from His lips, and

Spirit and Bride will herald it everywhere :

" Come, whosoever will." This we will do, in

solemn faith that there is no number or aggra-

vation of sins which outreach His power to

save, if they are repented of and forsaken.

But if there are any who, under Sabbath skies,

and angel voices, and Gospel songs, and plead-

ings of mercy, and welcomings of love, and

promises of help, and visions of heaven, will

not repent, and will not believe—presuming,

neglecting, trifling, delaying—then must we
warn them that, according to ihe unrepealed

and steadfast ordinance of retribution, the time

will come—and it shall be when their need is
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greatest, even when they are made to look

down into the grave and the terrific mysteries

which lie beyond—wlien they sliall be so beset

and depressed by the very difficulties of former

habit, that the very hardest thing to be con-

ceived ot Is for those to pray who never prayed

before—for those to repent who never repented

before ; so that the mistaken man who counted

on repenting in the sudden emergency of fear,

and necessity, and deatli, discovers when too

late that all his life long he has been treasuring

up wrath against himself—hardening his heart,

BO that, though he smites upon it, the rock will

yield no tenderness. W. Ada?HS.

Can we actually bring together or hold in

union any such incongruous ideas as those of a

system of law anrt retribution, on the one hand,

and the practice of universal pardon, dealt out

to offenders by the ultimate and Supreme

Power ? If all are punished, and punislied

equitably, none indeed can complain ; and no

confusion is brought in. But if all are pardoned,

and pardoned fis a mere act of clemency, the

very substance of government is made nuga-

tory. If pardon is the rule, punishment the

exception, then law is blamed, or administra-

tion proved imbecile. In good and firm gov-

ernments punishment will be the rule, and par-

don the exception ; and yet even this exceptive

pardon sullies the brilliancy of power and wis-

dom, unless clearly it is seen to spring from

some law higher or more comprehensive than

the law whicli has been violated. /. Taylor.

6. With the terrible agencies of the volcano

and the earthquake still in mind, the prophet

fitly asks : "Who can stand before Jehovah's

indignation 1" " Who can rise up against His

burning wrath ?" " Rise up," and not " abide,"

is the sense of the Hebrew. His fury is poured

forth like rivers of lava from the craters of

Vesuvius. How, then, can the wicked endure

before Him when once He ariseth in His wrath ?

H. C.

7. In the midst of this description of the ter-

rible majesty of God, liere is an assurance of His

goodness to His people. He is a stronghold to

them (cf. Prov. 18 : 10). He knoweth, in the

fulness of meaning that the word bears in

Scripture, them that trust, literally, take shelter,

or refuge, in Him (cf. Ps. 2 : 13). Knoweth

and tru.it are participles in Hebrew, and so ex-

press what is habitual and permanent. The
day of trouble is the time when Nineveh invad-

ed or oppressed Judah. B. C.

The Lord is good to those that are good, and

to them He will be a stronghold in the day of

trouble. The same almighty power that is ex-

erted for the terror and destruction of the

wicked is engaged and shall be employed for

the protection and satisfaction of His own peo-

ple ; He is able both to save and to destroy.

In the day of public trouble, when Grod's judg-

ments are in the earth, laying all waste, He
will be a place of defence to those that by faith

put themselves under His protection, those that

trust in Him in the waj'of their duty, that live

a life of dependence upon Him and devoted-

ness to Him -, He knows them, He owns them

for His, He takes cognizance of their case,

knows what is best for them, and what course

to take most effectually for their relief. They
are perhaps obscure and little regarded in the

world, but the Lord knows them. H.

8. There is a sudden transition from verse 7,

where God is a refuge to His people, to verse

8, where He is a sweeping flood, overwhelming

Nineveh and obliterating even its ancient

foundations. The ideas, however, are kindred,

for God is such a refuge to His people hecnuse

He is such a power of destruction upon her

enemies. By a fit and most palpable retribu-

tion, armies, vast and desolating, shall yet come

down on Nineveh, and shall make an utter end

of even the site where she stood so long in her

glory. The darkness of oblivion shall chase

down these enemies of God, and they shall sink

from the knowledge of coming generations.

H. C.

9. Nineveh's pZac* should know her no more.

The populous imperial city should become a

perpetual desolation, according to the vivid pre-

diction of another prophet (Zeph. 2 : 13, 14. 15).

Tliere should be an utter end. This is repre-

sented by one word m Hebrew. The same is

often rendered in Jeremiah, a full end. Its

meaning is complete destruction. B. C.
' Jehovah will make an utter end." In

sharp contrast with God's covenant people, the

great empire of Nineveh was to perish forever.

Of Judah God says, " I will not make a full

end" (Jer. 4 : 27) ; and so the Jew exists even

to this day, though scattered over the whole

earth. But the kingdom of Assyria perished

almost suddenly, after having held the sover-

eignty of Upper Asia for more than five hun-

dred years. Its soldiers were disciplined war-

riors at a time when the Medes fought in a

confused mass, horse and foot, spearmen and

archers all mingled in one disorderly crowd
;

for such, Herodotus tells us, was the Asiatic

and Median mode of fighting till Cyaxares, the

conqueror of Nineveh, first separated into divi-

sions and ranks these motley hordes. Now
Phraortes, the father of Cyaxares, had lost life
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and empire in battle with tlie Assyrians, and

yet in the very height of their power they fell

so utterly that from the day of its capture

Nineveh entirely passed away. In one day it

changed from being empress of tlie world to

absolute powerlessness. R. P. S.

10. These thorns, especially tliat kind called

hdlan, which covers the whole country, and is

that which is thus burned (i.e., to clear the

ground), are so folded together as to be utterly

inseparable, and being united by thousands of

small intertwining branches, when the torch is

applied they flash and flame instantly like stub-

hie fully dry. Thoiiuoii.

For though your armies move in phalanx,

closely interlaced as thorns in their wild growth,

and though they reel under their intoxication,

they shall be devoured as stubble burns when
perfectly dr}'. That they are said to be drunken

as with wine, and hence to reel in their intoxi-

cation, may allude to a striking fact in God's

agency over nations doomed to judgment, and

also to a very strilving figure to represent this

fact—the fact being that God gives such na-

tions over to infatuation : and the figure to ex-

press it being this (as appears in Jer. 35 : 15-

29). God sends round to the nations the wine-

cup of His fury, and they drink till they are

" moved" and " mad." Hence they are easily

destroyed. They more than half destroy them-

selves. H. C.

11. There is one come out of thee that imag-

ines evil against the Lord—Sennacherib, and

his spokesman, Rabshakeh ; the}' framed an

evil letter and an evil speech, not only against

Hezekiahand his people, but against God Him-

self ; reflecting upon Him as level with the

gods of the heatlien and unable to protect His

worshippers, dissuading His people from put-

ting confidence in Him, and urging them rather

to put themselves uiuler the protection of the

great king, the king of Assyria. This one, this

mighty one, so he thinks himself, that comes

out of Nineveh, imagining evil against the

Lord, brings upon Nineveh this burden ; never

was the glorious majesty of heaven and earth

more daringly, more blasphemously affronted,

than by Sennacherib at that time ; he was a

wicked counsellor, who counselled them to

despair of God's protection and surrender them-

selves to the kiug of Assyria, and endeavored

to put them out of conceit with Hezekiah's

reformation. H.

12. The Lord sees this heathen king delib-

erately plotting the destruction of Judah, and

therefore declares His purpose to destroy lum
and his army. Though they are fully equipped.

and withal so very many, yet shall they be cut

down (as the figure in verse 10 hail expresseil

it) when He, the destroying angel, shall pass

through their camp. \l. C.

13. Tlie prophet, addressing Judah, says :

"Though r have afflicted thee, I will afilict

thee no more. For now will 1 break his joke
from off thee, and will burst thy bonds in sun-

der." And the afliiction spolien of seems to be

again alluded to shortly afterward (3 : 3) in

the figurative language, " the emptiers have
emptied them out, and marred their vine

branches." Such an afliiction is that recorded

in the Book of Kings and in the prophet Isaiah,

when Sennacherib came up against all the fenced

cities of Judah, and took tliem, and Hezekiah

gave him thirty talents of gold, and three hun-

dred talents of silver, stripping the house of the

Lord to meet the demand (2 K. 18 ; 15, 16).

This was the yoke that Judah had felt. And
Sennacherib in his second invasion threatened to

malve it still heavier by e.vacting more tribute,

and transporting the people to his own land.

Then it was that Isaiah was inspired to foretell

the frustration of his plans, the overthrow of

his army, his own retreat and tragical death

(37 : 7, 39). It is at least consistent with what
Nahum has written, that he too was raised up
at this crisis in his country's history, to be

what his name signifies, a comforter, to console

his countrymen in the hour when they seemed

within the grasp of a merciless enemy, with

the assurance tliat Jehovah would protect and

save them. " The Lord is good, a stronghold

in the day of trouble ; and He knoweth them
that trust in Him" (1 : 7). B. C.

14. His nanie, in the sense of fame, reputa-

tion, should be diffused abroad—sown broad-

cast, no more. He should die in disliooor as a

vile man, and his name go down to posterity

only in disgrace. In this sense of the proph-

ecy, its fulfilment presents no difficulty.

15. AVar telegrams were borne in those day3

by swift runners (see 2 Sam. 18 : 19 ff.). When
they brought tidings of victory and peace,

their approach might well be hailed with joy.

So now of these messengers with tidings of the

utter ruin that befell Assyria's proud hosts in

that one fatal night. The prophet's graphic

touch of this scene is masterly. He gives no
long and tedious details ; his mind flashes over

and past them all, to light on one or two most
significant and expressive results. " Go. Ju-

dah, now, and keep thy solemn feasts : perform

thy vows made in the hour of thy peril : this

Belial shall pass through thy laud no more : he

is utterly cut off !" H. C.
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These words are quoted by the apostle, both

from Isaiah uud IS ahum, aud applied to the

great redemption wrought out for us by our

Lord Jesus, and the publishing of it to the

world by the everlasting Gospel (Rom. 10 : 15).

Christ's ministers are those messengers of good

tidings that preach peace by Jesus Christ ; how

beautiful are the feet of those messengers !

How welcome their message to those that see

their misery and danger by reason of sin 1 And
observe, He that brings these good tidings

brings with them a call to Judah to keep her

solenm feasts, aud perform her vows. H.

NAHUM, CHAPTERS II., III.

2 : 1 He that dasheth in pieces is come up before thy face : keep the munition, watch the

8 way, make thy loins strong, fortify thy power mightily. For the Lord bringeth again the

excellency of Jacob, as the excellency of Israel : for the eniptiers have emptied them out,

3 and marred their vine branches. The shield of his mighty men is made red, the valiant men

are in scarlet : the chariots flash with steel in the day of his preparation, and the spears are

4 shaken terribly. The chariots rage in the streets, they justleone against another in the broad

6 ways : the appearance of them is like torches, they run like the lightnings. He remembereth

his worthies : they stumble in their march ; they make haste to the wall thereof, and the

6 mantelet is prepared. The gates of the rivers are opened, and the palace is dissolved.

7 And Huzzab is uncovered, she is carried away, and her handmaids mourn as with the voice

8 of doves, tabering upon their breasts. But Nineveh hath been from of old like a pool of

9 water : yet they flee away ; Stand, stand, fliey cry ; but none looketh back. Take ye the

spoil of silver, take the spoil of gold : for there is none end of the store, the glory of all pleas-

10 ant furniture. She is empty, and void, and waste : and the heart melteth, and the knees

11 smite together, and anguLsh is in all loins, and the faces of them all are waxed pale. Where
is the den of the lions, and the feeding place of the young lions, where the lion and the lion-

12 ess walked, the lion's whelp, and none made them afraid ? The lion did tear in pieces

enough for his whelps, and strangled for his lionesses, and filled his caves with prey, and his

13 dens with ravin. Behold, I am against thee, saith the Lord of hosts, and I will burn her

chariots in the smoke, and the sword shall devour thy young lions : and I wiU cut off thy

prey from the earth, and the voice of thy messengers shall no more be heard.

3 : 1 Woe to the bloody city ! it is all full of lies and rapine ; the prey departeth not.

2 The noise of the whip, and the noise of the rattling of wheels ; and pransing horses, and

3 jumping chariots ; the horseman mounting, and the flashing sword, and the glittering

spear ; and a multitude of slain, and a great heap of carcases : and there is none end of the

4 corpses ; they stumble upon their corpses . because of the multitude of the whoredoms of

the well favoured harlot, the mistress of witchcrafts, that selleth nations through her whore-

5 doms, and families through her witchcrafts. Behold, I am against thee, saith the Lord of

hosts, and I will discover thy skirts upon thy face ; and 1 will shew the nations thy uaked-

6 ness, and the kingdoms thy shaare. And I will cast abominable filth upon thee, and make
7 thee vile, and will set thee as a gazingstock. And it shall come to pass, that all they that

look upon thee shall flee from thee, and say, Nineveh is laid waste : who will bemoan her?

8 whence shall I seek comforters for thee ? Art thou better than Noamon, that was situate

among the rivers, that had the waters round about her ; whose rampart was the sea, and her

9 wall was of the sea ? Ethiopia and Egypt were her strength, and it was infinite ; Put and

10 Lubim were thy helpers. Yet was she carried away, she went into captivity : her young
children also were dashed in pieces at the top of all the streets : and they cast lots for her

11 honourable men, aud all her great men were bound in chains. Thou also shalt be drunken,

12 thou shalt be hid ; thou also shalt seek a strong hold because of the enemy. All thy for-

tresses shall be like fig trees with the firstripe figs : if they be shaken, they fall into the mouth
13 of the eater. Behold, thy people in the midst of thee are women ; the gates of thy land

14 are set wide open unto thine enemies : the fire hath devoured thy bars. Draw thee water
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for the siege, strengthen thy fortresses : go into the clay, and tread the mortar, make strong

15 the brickkiln. Tliere shall the fire devour thee ; the sword shall cut thee off, it shall devour

thee like the cankerworm : make thyself many as the cankerworm, make thyself many as

16 the locust. Thou hast multiplied thy merchants above the stars of heaven : the cankerworm

17 spoileth, and flieth away. Thy crowned are as the locusts, and thy marshals as the swarms
of grasshoppers, which camp in the hedges in the cold day, but when the sun ariseth they

18 flee away, and their place is not known where they are. Thy shepherds slumber, O king of

Assyria : thy worthies are at rest : th)' people are scattered upon the mountains, and there

19 is none to gather them. There is no assuaging of thy hurt ; th}' wound Is erievous : all

that hear the bruit of thee clap the hands over thee ; for upon whom hath not thy wicked-

ness passed continually ?

The whole of the prophecy of Nahum is

" the burden of Nineveh," and is occupied with

a most animated description of tlie future down-

fall of that great city ; and the accounts of its

overthrow, which the ancient historians liave

left, with the recent discoveries made on tlie

spot, afford ample evidence of tlie exact fulfil-

ment of his predictions. The event was brought

about by the combined revolt of the Medes and

Babylonians against the luxurious tyrant wlio

then occupied the Assyrian throne. The liing

gave them battle, and was for a time successful

;

but eventually the allied revoltere, gaining con-

tinual accessions of strength, defeated him, and

he was constrained to shut himself in the city and

prepare to sustain a siege, until the forces he

had summoned from the remote provinces of

his empire should arrive to his relief. Relying

much upon an ancient oracle—that the city

would never be taken until the river became its

enemy— he was by no means dispirited, but

prepared for the siege with a degree of cour-

age, skill, and judicious forethought, for which

he does not seem to have previously liad credit.

He sent away his family and treasure to the

care of a distant friend on the borders of the

Black Sea ; he strengthened and repaired the

fortifications ; and he laid in large stores of

ammunition and provisions for the use of the

soldiers and inhabitants. The siege liad lasted

two years, and no immediate cause of alarm for

the safety of the city existed, when there was
an extraordinary overflow of the Tigris, which

carried away no less than twenty furlongs of

the great wall of the city toward the river.

Seeing this, and remembering the old oracle,

the king gave up for lost, and withdrew to his

palace, which, like another Zimri, he set on

fire, and perished iu the flames with all his con-

cubines. The army of the confederates entered

precipitately by the breach thus unexpectedly

presented, and completed the ruin of the city.

The agency of the river and its waters in the

destruction of Ihe city is emphatically indicat-

ed. Babylon as well as Nineveh were de-

stroyed through the agency of the rivers upon
which they stood, and at first view this may
suggest that the doom of the two cities is so

similar that what is said of one may apply to

the other. But closer consideration presents es

sential differences. In the case of Babylon the

river was " dried up"—that i.s, exhausted, so

as to admit the enemy ; but in the case of Nine

veil the very reverse occurs—the river over-

flows its banks, and becomes an immediate

and active agent in the city's overthrow
" With an overrunning flood shall He make ai

utter end of the place thereof. The gates ol

the river shall be opened, and the palace .iluill &

dissolved. Nineveh of old is like a pool o

water." Of the appropriateness of every poin

in this description to an inundation of the

Tigris, we are ourselves hut too well able to

speak, having been present in the greatest city

(Bagdad) now upon the same river, when it was
in most part destroyed by the most extensive

inundation that has been known in modern
times. But_/ire was also to be an agent in the

destruction of Nineveh. "They shall be de-

voured as stubble fully dry." " The tire shall

devour thy bars." "The fire shall devour

thee." Secular histor}' points to this agency,

but not with so much distinctness and fulness

of meaning as the actual ruins. It was former-

ly thought suthcient to point to tlie historical

fact that the king destroyed himself by fire

upon a funeral pile of his costly furniture and
treasures. But the words of the prophet imply

a more extensive conflagration, and the excava-

tions lately made upon the site liave distinctly

confirmed this by showing that the city, or at

least the public buildings, must have been fired

by the conquerors after they had completed

their work of slaugiiter and pillage. M. Botta

is unable to account tor the appearances which
he found in the Khorsabad palace, but by sup-

posing that the roof was of timber, and, being

fired, fell into the area of the building, and con-

tinued burning a long time. During the exca-

vations a considerable quantity of charcoal, and
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even pieces of wood, eitlier half burnt or in a

perfect state of preservation, were found in

many places. The lining of the chambers also

btears certain marks of the action of lire. In

fact, while the outside walls are untouched, the

inside are calcined by intense heat. The ap-

pearances are such as could not be produced

by the burning of a quantity of furniture.

There must have been a violent and prolonged

fire to be able to calcine not only a few places,

but every part of the slabs of gypsum, which

were ten feet bigh, and several inches thick,

reducing them so thoroughly to lime that they

rapidly fell to pieces on being exposed to the

air. Nor were these appearances cou fined to

this locality. Layard makes the same observa-

tions with reference to the ruins of the palace

at Koyunjik. " The palace had been destroyed

by fire. The alabaster slabs were almost all re-

duced to lime, and many of them fell to pieces

as soon as uncovered." Kitto.

Cliap. 2. This chapter brings us at once to

the prophet's great theme—the burden of Nin-

eveh. The mad and proud invasion of Judah by

Sennacherib must first be noticed, that being the

antecedent occasion of this final overthrow

—

the great sin of which tnis fall was the signal

retribution. That consequently is spoken of

in the first chapter. This chapter and the third

give us the assault on ancient Nineveh, and her

final fall.

1. Nineveh and her kings are addressed.

Nineveh had been in her day a conquering

power, dashing nations and their strong cities

to atoms. Now, another great "hammer of

the nations" is raised up of God. and appears

at her gates, and the propliet tauntingly ad-

monishes her to look well to her fortifications
;

to set watchmen along the ways leading to the

city ; to gird her loins for strife, and fortify to

the utmost II. C.

2. The Lord had seemed to forsake His peo-

ple for awhile, when He suffered the Assyrian

to invade and ravage their laud. But He was

still jealous for Ihein. He would avenge the

wrongs done them. Therefore He would sum-

mon the destroyer against Nineveh. B. C.

" Because the Lord hath restored the glory

of Jacob as the glory of Israel, although the

' emptiers ' (her foreign enemies) had (almost)

emptied the land of her population, and marred

their vine branches." This language im-

plies that Judah had suffered sorely from her

enemies, both in the waste of precious life, and

in the damage done her vines, and of course

other vegetable growths as well. The same

facta are indicated by Isaiah of this very time :

'' And the remnant that is escaped of the house

of Judah shall again take root downward,"
etc. " From out of Jerusalem shall go forth a

remnant," etc., Showing that many must have
perished. (See Isa. 37 : 31, 32.) Verse 30 shows
that cultivation had been entirely neglected

during two full years. H. C.

;i. In verses 3-7 the prophet with a few bold

strokes gives a picture of the besiegers and the

besieged, and the capture of tlie city. In this

verse we see the invading army. The shield,

small and round, is made red, or, as the word is

rendered elsewhere, dyed red. This is said to

have been the color in use among the Medes,

and from them, of the Persians (Xen. " Cyr."

i., 3. 2, viii., 3. 1). B. C.

3. 4. This description, given by the prophet,

of the approaching hosts of Media and Chaldea,

is, like all his descriptive paragraphs, full of

fire, painting to the eye most vividly. II. C.

4. The mention of streets and broad ways

makes it probable that the scene is now trans-

ferred to the inside of- the city, and that the

commotion caused by the approach of the

enemy is here described. The verbs may all

be rendered in the present.

5. He. The king of Assyria, roused by im-

minent danger, recounts, or bethinks him nf Ms
worthies, or nobles, as the same word is rendered

in 3 : 18. But they avail him not, they are not fit

for the emergency. Thay stumble in tlwir walk,

or ways (the word is plural iu the Hebrew text),

like men panic-stricken and ready to fall. The

word translated defence makes it likely that the

attack is described. What is meant seems to

be a movable tower of wood, which protected

the besiegers from missiles, while using the

battering ram, and carried soldiers on the upper

part, so as to be better able to assail with arrows

the defenders of the walls. Such towers, with

four or six wheels, are to be seen on Assyrian

sculptures. B. C.

6. " The gates of her watercourses are burst

open, and the palace is swept away." Nine-

veh stood upon the Tigris, on low ground.

These " rivers" were artificial canals for letting

in their supply of water for irrigation and for

other uses. Now, burst open by the besiegers,

the palace, and consequently much of the city,

was inundated.

8, " Though Nineveh has been since her

early days as a reservoir of waters"—a point

for the confluence of people from every clime

and kingdom, "yet now are they fleeing."

" Stand ! stand I but there is no turning them

back." This translation imitates the terseness

of the original. H. C.
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They fiee mray. Hebrew, and they arc Jke-

i»g, OT fugitives. Iler citizens are seclviag safety

iu headlong flight. It is in vain for those wlio

have any spirit or courage to say, Stand. Tliere

is no rallying. None heeds. JVone looks back.

9. Take ye the spoil. It is the coramaud of

God to the victors, for He is against Nineveh

(verse 13). The latter part of the verse may
also be rendered thus : And there is no end to

the store ; tlicre is glory from all vessels of desire.

Store represents not only the treasures of the

city, but the abundance of everything that was

stored up. Glory is used as in Gen. 31 : 1 ; Es-

ther 5 . 11. There is magniticence from the ac-

cumulation of all kinds of costly and beautiful

things. (Cf. Hos. 13 : 15.) B. C.

The prophet turns tor a word to the conquer-

ors, who are thought of now as within the city.

"Seize the silver; seize the gold ; there is no

end to her stores" (i.e., of carefully prepared

and curiously wrought furniture, equipage,

etc.)—a huge mass of all beautiful things.

H. C.

10. She is empty, and noid, and waste. In

the Hebrew there are three substantives of sim

ilar sound and meaning, and the first two from

one root

—

biikah um'bUkah Hm'bvllaknJi ; each

having an additional syllable. Something of

this force may be retained by rendering, ejiipty-

ing, and ransacking, and desolation.

11. The prophet sees the foremost city in

the world, ancient and populous, not only given

up to pillage, but overthrown and razed, so

that it should be a question where its site

was. Tlie lion is the emblem of majesty and

strength. Here it expresses also, as the context

shows, violence, bloodshed, and rapine. B. C.

11-13. The lion was their national symbol.

This figure consequently is prominent iu the

ruins of ancient Nineveh (see Layard's " Nine-

veh," pp. 33, 47, 85, 88, etc.). Hence the proph-

et exultingly asks, " Where is the old den

now ?" In the last verse the figure is half

dropped and half retained. " Burning her

chariots in the smoke," drops the figure ;
" the

sword devouring her young lions, and cutting

off his prey from the earth," mostly retains it.

" The voice of her messengers" is that of her

ambassadors, who represented her power in dis-

tant countries, with perhaps a tacit allusion to

the taunting speech of her Rabshakeh to the

Jewish people on the walls of Jerusalem, as in

Isa. 36 : 4-20. Such a voice as this shall be

heard no more. The immediate cause of her

ruin is presented forcibly :
" Behold, I am

against thee, saith Jehovah of hosts."

Cbap. 3. The same subject -the fall of

Nineveh—is resumed and concluded. H. C.

In this chapter the prophet denounces war

against Nineveh for her perfidy ami violence
;

and strongly places before our eyes the number

of her chariots and cavalry, her burnished arms,

and the great and unrelenting slaughter which

she spread around her (verses 1-3). He assigns

her idolatries as one cause of her ignominious

and unpitied fall (verses 4-7). He describes No
Anion, her rival in populousness, confederacies

and situation, as sharing a like fate with herself

(verses 8-11) ; and beautifully illustrates the

ease with 'which her strongholds should be

taken (verse 12), and the feebleness of her peo-

ple during the siege (verse 13). He pronounces

that all her preparations, her numbers, her opu-

lence, her multitude of chief men, would be of

no avail (verses 14-17). He foretells that her

tributaries would desert her (verse 18). He con-

cludes with a triumphant exclamation, the

topics ot which are the greatness and incurable-

ness of her wound, and the just triumph of

others over her, on account ot her extensive

oppressions (verse 19). Abp. Neiucome.

1. First come the moral causes of this fear-

ful desolation. It is a city of blood ; "all full

of lies"—no truth between man and man ; and

thence come, by natural result, violence and

robbery. The seizing of prey, by the strong

from the weaker, never ceases. The original

words suggest that men, created rational and

moral, have become fierce and savage as beasts

of prey.

2, 3. These verses resume the account of the

siege and assault, continued from 3 : 3-5, 9, 10 :

" The crack of the whip ; the noise of rattling

wheels, prancing horses, bounding chariots.

There are horsemen mounting ; flashing swords,

the lightnings of the spear ; heaps of slain,

masses of the dead, and no end to the corpses
;

men stumble over their dead bodies." Think

of it, and note how it looks—this onslaught of

warriors through the crowded streets of help-

less Nineveh, leaving traces of their work in

the heaps of her mangled dead ! One of the

marvels is, that the pen of prophecy should

paint such a life-scene with no less vividness

and force than the ablest historic pen. Surely

we must see in this the impress of God's own
finger !

4. Under this figure of a harlot, the prophet

really means idolatry and its monstrous brood

of superstitions, witchcrafts, and doubtless

licentiousness as well. Through the influence

wielded by her worldwide commerce, Nineveh

had corrupted all the nations round about.

§-10. When Nahum wrote, Nineveh was
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still in her glory. Her people felt as secure

from this or any other destruction as the people

of London, Paris, or New York to-day. It was

to meet such a feeling of security that the

prophet calls their attention to No, the great

city known as Thebes and Diospolis, the capi-

tal of Upper Egypt, -which, from a state of un-

rivalled splendor, wealth and greatness, had

been suddenly laid in ruins. " Art thou bet-

ter"

—

i.e., stronger and more safe
—" than No

Amon ?" "No Amon," called only "No,"
Ezek. 30 : 14-16 and Jer. 46 : 25, but more often

in Egyptian history, " Thebes," stood on both

sides of the Nile^a most magnificent city, the

ruins of whose temples and tombs are at this

day one of the wonders of the world. This city

is supposed to have fallen under the assault of

Sargon, king of Assyria, of whom Isa. 20

speaks.

II. Nineveh also, as well as Thebes, should

"be drunken"—should take the wine-cup of

Jehovah's wrath and drink her death-doom.

(See notes on Nahum 1 : 10.) " Thou shalt be

hid," means sliall be lost to public view—ob-

literated and forgotten ; dropped from the

knowledge of the human race. How wonder-

fully has this been true of old Nineveh for

twenty-five centuries ! Until the present gen-

eration, ages have passed over her ruins, and

no living man knew the site where once she sat

so proudly and sinned so fearfully.

14. Tauntingly the prophet commends to

her a little more labor on her fortifications—ad-

vice the more in point, because Nineveh had

already expended an untold amount of wealth

and labor upon this very thing, and also be-

cause she was so sure her walls were impreg-

nable, and because they were, after all, of so

very small account as against her enemies.

The irony was put on for an edge, to make the

truth cut. H. C.

15. There, in the very place fortified with so

much care. It is as if the prophet pointed at the

doomed city, and by this little word declared

the certainty of her overthrow. The city is to

perish with fire, her inhabitants by the sword.

The ruins attest the agency of fire in their de-

struction. B. C.

16. She had enjoyed an immense commerce
with India on the east, and with all western

Asia and northeastern Africa on the west.

The wealth of those valleys of the Euphrates

and the Tigris was also immense ; but the

prophet quietly suggests that the locust pil-

lages and then flies away. So would her great

wealth vanish before the hosts of her foes.

H. C.

IS. From verses 10-17 the pronouns are all

feminine, because Nineveh is addressed. Here

and in the following verse they are masculine,

since the prophet speaks to the king of Assyria

himself. B. C.

19. In this passage, as well as in chap. 1 : 8

and 2 : 11, 13, the prophet foretells the total

and entire destruction of this city. The prophet

Zephaniah likewise, in the days of Josiah, king

of Judah, foretells the same sad event (chap.

2 : 13, 14, 15). But what probability was there

that the capital city of a great kingdom, a city

which was sixty miles in circumference, a city

which contained so many thousand inhabitants,

a city which had walls, according to Diodorus

Siculus, a hundred feet high, and so thick that

three chariots could go abreast upon them, and

fifteen hundred towers at proper distances in

the walls of two hundred feet in height—what

probability was there that such a city should

ever be totally destroyed ? And yet so totally

was it destroyed that the place where it was

situated is hardly known. The city was taken

and destroyed by the Medes and Babylonians ;

and what probably helped to complete its ruin

and devastation was the enlarging and beauti-

fying of Babylon soon after by Nebuchadnez-

zar. From that time no mention is made of

Nineveh by any of the sacred writers ; and the

most ancient of the heathen authors, who have

occasion to say anything about it, speak of it

as a city that was once great and flourishing,

but now destroyed and desolate. Bp. Newton.

So the prophet leaves proud Nineveh to her

righteous yet fearful doom ! Considering this

prophecy as written and sent forth to the world

almost a century before the final catastrophe, it

was a standing admonition to the king and peo-

ple of Nineveh to prepare to meet Gnd in the

judgments of His wrath. Considered in its re-

lations to God's people in the reign of Hezekiah,

it was admirably adapted to secure a right

moral impression from the overthrow of Sen-

nacherib's army, and to make the people feel

that, with God on their side, they need not

fear the mightiest or proudest of their foes.

H. C.



INTRODUVriON.

PROPHECY OF HABAKKUK.

HABAKKUK, INTRODUCTION ; CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 The burden -which Habakkuk the prophet did see.

3 O Lord, how long shall 1 cry, and thou wilt not hear ? I cry out unto tliee of violence,

3 and thou wilt not save. Why dost thou shew me iniqhity, and look upon pcrverseness Y

for spoiling and violence are before me : and there is strife, and contention riseth up.

4 Therefore the law is slacked, and judgement doth never go forth : for the wicked doth com-

5 pass about the righteous; therefore judgement goeth forth perverted. Behold ye among
the nations, and regard, and wonder marvellously : for I work a work in your days, which

6 ye will not believe though it be told you. For, lo, I raise up the Chaldeans, that bitter and

hasty nation ; which march through the breadth of the earth, to possess dwelling places that

7 are not theirs. They are terrible and dreadful : their judgement and their dignity proceed

8 from themselves. Their horses also are swifter than leopards, and are more fierce than the

evening wolves ; and their horsemen spread themselves : yea, their horsemen come from far
;

9 they fly as an eagle that hasteth to devour. They come all of them for violence ; their faces

10 are set eagerly as the east wind ; and they gather captives as the sand. Yea, he scoffeth at

kings, and princes are a derision unto him : he derideth every strong hold ; for he heapeth up

11 dust, and taketh it. Then shall he sweep by as a wind, and shall pass over, and be guilty :

13 a-cn he whose might is his god. Art not thou from everlasting, O Lord my God, mine Holy

One ? we shall not die. O Lord, thou hast ordained him for judgement ; and thou, O Rock,

13 hast established him for correction. Thou that art of purer eyes than to behold evil, and

that canst not look on pcrverseness, wherefore lookest thou upon them that deal treacher-

ously, and holdest thy peace when the wicked swalloweth up the man that is more righteous

It than he ; and makest men as the fishes of the sea, as the creeping things, that have no ruler

\'i over them ? He taketh up all of them with the angle, he catcheth them in his net, and gath-

16 ereth them in his drag : therefore he rejoiceth and is glad. Therefore he sacrificeth unto hia

net, and burneth incense unto his drag ; because by them his portion is fat, and his meat

17 plenteous. Shall he therefore empty his net, and not spare to slay the nations continually ?

Introduction.

HAn.\KKCrK was contemporary with Jeremiah,

who began to prophesy in the thirteenth year

of .Tosiah and continued down to the destruc-

tion of the city and the last deportation of cap-

tives in the eleventh year of Zedekiah, a range

of some forty years. Near the middle of this

period fell the first invasion by the Chaldeans

in the fourth year of Jehoiakim. From Jere-

miah, therefore, we may learn much respecting

the general and moral condition of the people

when Habakkuk wrote. One leading course of

thought runs through the entire book : the sins

of the covenant people ; God's raising up the

Chaldeans to scourge them therefor : the proph-

et's expostulation with the Lord against per-

mitting a people so cruel and wicked as they to

afflict and destroy Judah ; the Lord

touching the Chaldeans
; closing with the

prophet's prayer that God would re-enact the

glorious scenes of deliverance that appear on so

many pages of the nation's early history ; and

God's virtual reply, by causing His glory to

pass before the prophet's eye, thus impressing

his soul with a sense of His power to save, and
of His faithfulness and love as well. In view
of these manifestations, the prophet exults in

Jehovah alone, satisfied that under the wing
and in the love of such a God he has nothing to

fear, but every reason for joyful trust and tri-

umph. In point of style Habakkuk stands

unrivalled. Who can name the writer that ex-

cels him in the best qualities of a poetic imagi-

nation, and especially in his grand and sublime

conceptions of Jehovah ? H. C.

In prophetic vision Habakkuk beholds the

foe invade his native land, the temple and its
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worship abolished, the sacred land and the free

nation given over to devastation and to oppro-

brium. A prospect like this was well suited

to plunge any sensitive heart into the most bit-

ter grief ; and when realized in all the sharpness

of prophetic perception, it could not but rend

asunder a heart so warm and ardent as that of

Habakkuk. It was not to be expected that a

soul like his should make its inspirations heard

in soft and plaintive notes—it must speak in

tlie loud sound of the trumpet. It were diffi-

cult to find words to set forth adequately the

exalted claims and peculiar merits of this high

minstrel of grief and joy, of desolateness and

hope, of scorn and derision. In tlie small com-

pass of this prophet's book may be found, as

in a compendium, all the glories and excellen-

cies of prophetic poetry. Nothing can be more

magnificent and sublime than the Divine hymn
which terminates his book, nothing more ter-

rible than his threats, nothing more biting than

liis scorn, nothing more sweet and safe than

his consolations. On Habakkuk God had be-

stowed in large measure all the qualities which

belong to a great poet—an imagination equal

to the reception and transmission of the grand-

est ideas ; an exquisite j udgment, which im-

parts to his figures and pictures the utmost

regularity and delicacy, and the most exact pro-

portions ; and a power over language wliich

gives so much harmony and softness, so much
brilliancy and strength to all his utterances.

Habakkuk begins his poem with one animat-

ed portraiture, and closes it with another.

Surely there is no poet who ever described the

march of a conqueror, mighty and full of arro-

gance, in more vivid colors than he has done

that of the Chaldeans :
" That bitter and im-

petuous nation which traverseth the wide re-

gions of the earth, to seize upon habitations be-

longing not to it," etc. ; riding upon horses

" swifter than leopards, and fiercer than even-

ing wolves," etc. Who has ever uttered more

derisive taunts than those in which the prophet

proclaims the eventual triumph of the oppressed

people over their proud tyrants, fallen from the

height of their grandeur, and trodden beneath

the feet of their enemies ? What poet has

traced with so much force and sublimity as this

one, the dread solemnity of universal nature

when the Lord descends upon the earth ? All

the ancient history of the Hebrews opens up to

afford the images and pictures of his great and

marvellous scenes. All that nature has of the

dreadful and magnificent becomes subservient

to the aim of his inspired pen. When He came
in His Almightiness, " His glory covered the

heavens, and the earth was full of His praise."

" Before Ilim went the pestilence, and burning

coals went forth at His feet." At His pres-

ence " the everlasting mountains were scattered,

and the perpetual hills did bow." The "sun
and moon stand still in their habitation," at the

greater brightness of His arrows as they fiew,at

tlie gleam of His glittering spear. Yet amid all

these terrors there is rest for the faithful soul.

"The Lord God is my strength," and "al-

though the fig tree shall not blossom, neither

shall fruit be in the vines ; the labor of the

olive shall fail, and the fields shall yield no

meat ; the flock shall be cut off from the fold,

and there shall be no herd in the stall : yet I

will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God
of my salvation."

Language is at best an imperfect instrument

of thought—still more imperfect as the vehicle

of high inspirations from heaven. And, in tlie

case of Habakkuk, we seem to see the prophet

grasping to seize words worthy to express his

great conceptions, and images which may ade-

quately represent them. Sometimes he adopts

the expressions of earlier prophets, but he does

not imitate them ; and all that he takes becomes

his own, fused up in the solid and glowing

mass of his golden prophecy. Eitto.

An unusually clear and continuous line of

thought may be discerned running through

this prophecy. There are three chief divisions.

We have, first, the Divine design to raise up

the Chaldean empire as a scourge for men's

sins (1) ; second, its ultimate overthrow and re-

placement by God's kingdom (2) ; third, the

certain^.y of this happy issue in the grandeur

of the Divine natilre (3). These ruling ideas

are worked out in the following fasliion. The

seer, confronted by the spectacle of violence,

corruption and injustice, obdurate and incura-

ble, demands almost passionately the Divine

intervention (1 : 1-4). God answers by an-

nouncing speedy chastisement in the Chaldean

career of conquest, rude, resistless, unmerciful,

and finally sacrilegious (1:5-11). Awed and

sadly the prophet accepts the necessity of the

Chaldean discipline, but his sense of the repug-

nance between God's holy nature and the

brutality of the scourge He employs convinces

him instinctively that Babylonian conquest is

not God's last word in the world's story, and

so he asks for further light (1 : 13-17).

Waiting thus on Divine guidance, he receives

and is ordered to record a vision of the develop-

ments of time (3 : 1-3). Doubt as to the issue

is destroyed in the assurance that the future

belongs to the righteous who possess God in
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living faitli, not to the godless tyranny which,

unrestrained by principle, shall be driven by

lust of conquest, as by love of drink, to excess

that breeds its own ruin. This law of history

is expanded in five woes, of which the first

shows how oppression creates insurrection, the

second how ill-gotten gains turn against its

owner, the third enunciates the futility of all

godless civilization, the fourth the demoralizing

effect on tyrants of an immoral rule, and the

last finds the root of the ruin in the impossi-

bility of building up an abiding social order on

aught save the knowledge and obedience of the

living God (3 : 4-20). This course of thought

has brought the seer to recognize in the nature

of God the final solution of all problems, and

has stirred his spirit to an intense realization of

the Divine presence in all human affairs past,

present, future. He beholds God, as in the

days of old, emerging from the world unseen,

marching gloriously through the earth, bend-

ing nature, nations, history to His majestic de-

signs, righting all wrongs, overturning every

oppression, annihilating the most formidable

resistance, and triumphantly establishing His

kingdom on earth. In the splendor of that cer-

tainty of faith the prophet can possess his soul

in patience, and already, even amid the collapse

of all earthly props and solaces, he will rejoice

in the Lord and joy in the God of his salvation

(3 : 1-19).

While there is no Messianic reference in a nar-

row sense, in the truest and deepest sense the

whole foundation of the thought of the proph-

ecy is Messianic. The question at stake in the

world's drama presented on its stage is the fu-

ture of the kingdom of God upon earth, and

the denonemcnt is that " the earth shall be filled

with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as

the waters cover the sea" (2 : 14). The theo-

logical and religious value of the piece is very

great. Light is thrown on the methods of pro-

phetic revelation (2 : 1, 2) ; the idtimate laws rf

political and social evolution (3 : 4-20) ; the

moral and religious aspect of secular affairs

(1 : 12). Indeed, the book is full of large con-

ceptions of history, fine philosophical reason-

ing, subtle ethical analysis, and a superb faith

in God and righteousness.

Subject to the limitations of his place in

human progress and the development of reve-

lation, this prophet may claim to be the apostle

of the great ultimate fact of faith, and of its

sovereign part in the evolution of human des-

tiny (2 : 4). This key-note, alike of his proph-

ecy and of his personal experience, has been

taken up and expanded in the well-known New

Testament adaptation, reached its full rights at

tlie Reformation, and in the creeds and life of

Evangelical Christendom will doubtless con-

tinue to be illustrated in ever wider issues on to

the world's end. Elmslie.

Cliap. 1. The prophet, distressed by the

appalling prevalence of wickedness among his

people, cries to God for help (verses 2-4) ; the

Lord replies that He is raising up the Chaldeana

to scourge them, and describes that people

(verses 5-11) against which the' prophet ex-

postulates with God (verses 12-17). H. C.

1. The burden. This word corresponds very

nearly in use and meaning to " vision" and
" word," but is used more specially of prophe-

cies referring to heavy judgments. Jerome.

2-4. The complaint of Habakkuk : a vehe-

ment remonstrance, bringing out the real char-

acter of the prophet, and giving a lively por-

traiture of the prevalent corruption of the peo-

ple. The prophet feels his nearness to God,

and his expostulations give expression to that

indignation at the triumph of wrong which is

inseparable from the love of right. They in-

volve a certain conviction that righteousness

must have the upper hand when God manifests

Himself. B. C.

The prophet speaks of the state of society in

Judah before the Chaldeans were thought of.

Verse 2 seems to imply that the prophet had

been for some time in his prophetic work, labor-

ing among a degenerate people, battling against

sin, and almost impatient that the Lord did not

interpose to convert, or chastise, or extermi-

nate. Jer. 22 shows that the people were then

horribly corrupt, and that their king, Jehoiakim,

was the weakest, meanest, and wickedest king

that had ever disgraced their throne. Verse 3

is literally rendered thus: "Why dost Thou
cause me to behold iniquity, and why dost

Thou look (unconcerned) upon human misery ?

Destruction and violence are before me ; there

is strife, and men excite contention." The
second clause does not well admit the sense :

Why dost Thou make me beliuld? The implied

expostulation with God is stronger—Why dost

Thou Thyself look on this woe with no effort

to relieve or prevent ? H. C.

4. The culminating point in Habakkuk's
complaint is the triumph of injustice in the

guise of law. So long as the tribunal of justice

stands firm, the national character is not fatally

affected by the acts of evil-doers ; but when it

sides with the oppressor, all hope of reforma-

tion from within is lost, and judgment must
come from without. This statement applies to

the time of Jehoiakim. B. C
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5-1 1. Jchovali Himself replies by predicting

a judgment so ranch more terrible and wide in

its sweep than any the prophet had expected as

to redouble his amazement. As the prophet

had spoken for the whole company of the right-

eous in Israel as well as for himself, so God ad-

dresses His reply to them as well as to him.

He bids them look round among the nations

with which they were at peace. Do they see

no cloud on the horizon, no sign, no portent of

danger ? He is about to work a work of j udg-

ment so marvellous as to seem incredible to

them. They will not believe it, though it be

told them. He is about to rouse the Chasdim

against them. Cox.

The whole tone of this passage implies that,

when the prophecy was given, the Chaldeans

had begun, and even carried on for some time,

the course of rapid conquest ; but that as yet

the Jews had no apprehension that they would

be attacked. They would not believe this

when it was announced to them. So Jeremiah

complains. B. C.

6. This is the work, the raising up of a new
first-class power, the Chaldeans. By taking

notice of recent events, the .lews might see the

rise of this power. The Chaldean king Nabo-

polassar, aided by the Medes, had overthrown

Nineveh (b.c. 635), as Nahum had foretold.

The Egyptians, alarmed at their growth, came

against them, but were badly beaten at Carche-

mish, on the Euphrates. Thenceforward no

nation was able to stay their progress. The
Jews, moreover, were probably tlie less alarmed

at this because they were in sympathy with the

Chaldean, while he was devastating Nineveh,

and were certainly in league with him when
Josiah felt bound in honor to march out against

Necho. king of Egypt, as a common enemy to

himself and to his ally, the Ciialdean. But re-

lations of friendship with such a power are

evanescent. The Jews soon had reason to fear

this new enemy, "bitter and rapid," "who
march upon broad regions," vast countries of

the earth

—

i.e., who fear nothing, and strike for

vast conquests.

y, 8. Sad proof that they were " terrible and

dreadful" appears in the historj' (2 Chron. 36 :

17) :
" He brought upon them the king of the

Chaldees, who slew their young men with the

sword in the house of their sanctuary, and had

no compassion upon young man or maiden, old

man or him that stooped for age." H. C.

10, They shall scoff at the kings. The igno-

minious treatment of conquered princes is fre-

quently referred to as characteristic of the

Babylonian conquerors ; it is specially declared

by Ezekiel to be the punishment reserved for

the evil-doers, the princes of Judah—see on

chap. 33 :
4-6—" those that be near, and those

that be far from thee, shall mock thee."

H. The description of the Chaldeans thus

closes with a distinct intimation of the cause of

their final destruction ; the principle of ungod-

liness developed by a series of aggressions, find-

ing its full expression in self- worship, can have

but one issue—ruin never long delayed. This

result, however, is not yet declared ; the

prophet has to work it out in his own mind,

and so be prepared for the final announce-

ment. B. C.

12-17. Here the prophet interposes. The
remainder of this chapter must be expounded

as his expostulation or debate with God, the

spirit of which is :
" O Lord, spare Thy her-

itage, and give it not over to utter devastation.

Thy people doubtless need correction, and

Thou hast ordained the Chaldean power for

this purpose ; but do not let them ruin our na-

tion utterly and forever." H. C.

12. Thou art from everlasting, and then we
shall not die. The Israel of God shall not be

extirpated, nor the name of Israel blotted out,

though it may sometimes seem to be very near

it ; like the apostles, chastened, and not killed
;

chastened sore, but not delivered over to death.

The prophet infers the perpetuity of the Church

from the eternity of God ; for Christ has said,

" Because I live, and therefore, as long as I live,

ye shall live also" (John U : 19). He is the Rock
on which the Church is so firmly built that the

gates of hell shall not, cannot, prevail against

it. We shall not die. H.

13. The expression of trust is followed by
an earnest expostulation ; how can the purity

and holiness of God be reconciled with the tol-

eration of greater evil in the agent of wrath,

than that which He had punished in His peo-

ple ? B. C. The sense I take to be, " Thou
caust not look calmly and unconcerned upon

iniquity, or rather, upon misery—the woe that

sin begets ; it is not in Thy nature. Wherefore,

then, dost Thou look quietly on the pertidious

—those faithless Chaldeans—and wherefore art

Thou silent," etc. H. C.

16. The man who is continually coveting
'

what God has denied him does not trust God
;

he does not believe God to be his chief good.

He looks upon money, or worldly goods in some

shape or other, to be more to be desired than

God, and therefore " he sacrifices unto his net,

and burns incense unto his drag." He sets up

a golden idol in his heart and worships it, and

therefore the apostle warns us that "covet-
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lis idolatry." For this cause also our

Saviour declares that those who serve Mammon
cannot serve God. Tiidoi:

17. Will God allow them to go on, empty-

ing and then filling tlioir nets, and having no

compassion in their souls toward sparing tlie

nations from perpetual slaughter? Such is the

prophet's plea in behalf of his people. II. C.

HABAKKUK, CHAPTER II.

2:11 WILL stand upon my watch, and set me upon the tower, and will look forth to see

what he will speak with me, and what I shall answer concerning my complaint. And the

Lord answered me, and said. Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may
run that rcadeth it. For the vision is yet for the appointed time, and it hasteth toward the

end, and shall not lie : though it tarry, wait for 'it ; Ihmmusc it will surely come, it will not

delay. Behold, his soul is pufEed up, it is not uiui-ht in him : but the just shall live by his

faith. Tea, moreover, wine is a treacherous di:ilrr, a liaimlity man, and that keepeth not at

home ; who enlargoth his desire as hell, and he is :is dtatli. and cannot be satisfied, but gath-

ereth unto him all nations, and heapeth unto him all pe^ilcs. Shall not all these take up a

parable against him, and a taunting proverb against him. and say. Woe to him that increaseth

that which is not his I how long ? and that ladetli himself with pledges I Shall they not rise

up suddenly that shall bite thee, and awake that shall vex thee, and thou shalt be for booties

unto them ? Because thou hast spoiled many nations, all the remnant of the peoples shall

spoil thee ; because of men's blood, and for the violence done to the land, to the city and to

all that dwell therein.

Woe to him that getteth an evil gain for his house, that he may set his nest on high, that he

may be delivered from the hand of evil ! Thou hast consulted shame to thy house, by cut-

ting off many peoples, and hast sinned against thy soul. For the stone shall cry out of tlie

wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it.

13 Woe to him that buildeth a town witli blood, and stablisheth a city by iniquity I Behold,

is it not of the Lord of hosts that the peoples labor for the fire, and the nations weary them-

selves for vanity ? For the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord,

as the waters cover the sea.

Woe unto him that giveth his neighbour drink, that addest thy venom thereto, and makest

him drunken also, that thou maycst look on their nakedness ! Thou art filled with shame for

glory : drink thou also, and be as one uncircumcised : the cup of the Lord's right hand shall

be turned unto thee, and foul shame shall be upon thy glory. For the violence done to

Lebanon shall cover thee, and the destruction of the beasts, which made them afraid ; because

of men's blood, and for the violence done to the land, to the city and to all that dwell therein.

What profiteth the graven image, that the maker thereof hath graven it ; the molten

image, and the teacher of lies, that the maker of his work trusteth therein, to make dumb
idols ? AVoe unto him that saith to the wood. Awake ; to the dumb stone, Arise I Shall

this teach ? Behold, it is laid over with gold and silver, and there is no breath at all in the

midst of it. But the Lord is in his holy temple : let all the earth keep silence before him.

Cliap. 2. In this chapter the prophet Is seen

on his watch-tower, waiting for an answer

from the Lord to his expostulations (verse 1).

The remainder of the chapter contains this an-

swer in its various parts, directing the prophet

first to write out the vision plainly (verse 2) ;

assuring him it was soon to be fulfilled (verse

3) ; indicating how the proud and unbelieving

would abuse it, but the believing be blessed

thereby (verse 4) ; and then (v-erses 5-20) de-

picting the sins of the Chaldeans, and showing

that both general justice and the special agen-

cies of God's providence would surely overtake

them with fearful retribution. H, C.

To the expostulation, which closes the former

chapter, the prophet tells us here in the second

that he waited most attentively for the answer

of God, and received it with a command to

write it upon tables so plain " that he may run

that readeth it," or may easily run it over with-
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out hesitation, it being so legible. And the

substance of the Divine answer is this: That

the Chaldeans were indeed such men as the

prophet had represented them ; and tliat there-

fore, when God had used them as rods for the

chastisement of His people, He would throw

them into the fire and utterly consume them.

This burden of the Babylonians begins at the

fifth verse. The low and shameful condition

into which the king of Babylon should sink is

described in the following verses by the re-

marks which his conquered and captive nations

should make upon him, "taking up a taunt-

ing proverb against him, and saying. Woe to

him that increaseth that which is not his !" etc.

Beading.

In this second chapter he turns from Judah

to Babylon, and predicts the doom that will

fall on the Chaldeans when they shall have dis-

charged the solemn duty for which God has

raised them up, and shows us how they, " the

rod of Jehovah," will be broken and cast into

the fire so soon as the moment of correction

has passed. As we study it, we are profound-

ly impressed with one of those large convic-

tions which widen and elevate and comfort our

striving thoughts ; for it sets the Maker of

heaven and earth before us as using men and

the races of men for ends of mercy they wot

not of, as giving a dramatic unity to the whole

human story, and conducting it to a happy

close, in which " all the earth" will be gath-

ered into " His holy temple." Cox.

1. Considered as a seer, the prophet must

needs look two ways : first, to God, for His

message ; and then down into the future, and

abroad into the realms of Divine providence, to

see those coming events which no human vis-

ion, unaided, could reach. This verse strik-

ingly presents the prophet looking the first way
—toward God. He says : "I will take my
stand on my watch-tower, and place myself on

the fortress, and will watch to see what God

will say to me." The prophet, having said

what is recorded (chap. 1 : 13-17), should of

course watch to see how the Lord received it,

and what He would say in reply. He acted

for the people of Judah, representing their case

before God, and could not but feel deeply so-

licitous to get the answer. H. C.

God certainly hears what we speak, but we
many times do not hear what He speaks, though

He speaks peace to us. God always hears the

prayer of faith and answers it, but we do not al-

ways hear what the answer is. Cai-i/l. Con-

sider what we may gain by communion with

good and holy men, and then conclude from

this less to the greater. Consider the elevating,

ennobling influences which it exercises on the

character to live In liabitual intercourse with

the excellent of the earth, with those whose
conversation is in heaven, the tones of whose

minds are high and lofty and pure. Almost

without being aware of it, we derive some of

their spirit into ourselves ; it is like an atmos-

phere of health which we unconsciously inhale.

B\it how much more must this be the case, how
far mightier the reactive influence for good,

vv'hen we continually set before us, when we
live in fellowship with Him, who is the high-

est, the purest, and the best, in whom all per-

fections meet, from whom all true nobleness

proceeds ; when thus, I say, our fellowship is

not with men, who have caught a few glimpses

of the glory of God, but with God Himself,

from whom all greatness and glory proceed ?

Trench.

2. Here the answer begins. " Write the

vision"—all I reveal—" engrave it on tablets,

so that the reader of it may run"

—

i.e., with

it, reading from it as he runs.

3. There seems to be no absolute demand for

restricting the vision here spoken of to any

particular part of what God revealed to Habak-

kuk. Of the whole, the main events yet fu-

ture were : 1. The Chaldean invasion of Judah

(recorded 1:5-11). 2. The ultimate destruc-

tion of the Chaldean power and of Babylon in

righteous retribution for their sins (3 : 5-20).

Both parts were fixed in the Divine counsels,

each had its definite time to wait, yet neither

would tarry long. The former came probably

within a few months ; the latter at the end of

about seventy years, Cyrus being the instru-

ment of Jehovah's vengeance in its execution.

" Though it linger, yet wait for it, for it will

surely come ; it will not be behind the time"—
i.e., will not be too late, so as to come in after-

ward. This is the exact sense of the second

verb. H. C.

The word of God will be accomplished.

That word, or vision, "pants" toward its ap-

pointed end, hastens toward its goal ; it is a

living creative word, and carries in itself an im-

pulse to fulfil itself. It cannot lie or fail. It

will not deceive those who trust in it ; though

it tarry and seem to linger, it will not stop sliort

of the goal ; it only waits its due moment, and

will surely arrive. Cox. The day that God
has set for the deliverance of His people and

the destruction of His and their enemies is a

day that will surely come at last ; it is never

adjourned without fixing another day, but it

will without fail come at the fixed time and the
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fittest time. It> will not tarry, for God is not

slack, as some count slackness, though it tarry

past our time, yet it does not tarry past God's

time, which is always the best time. 11.

Two brief expressions here present us with

God's way of dealing; tnwnnl men throughout

all time. "The T;iirii taniiili"—there is the

one ;

" The Lord roiiulir' — tlu-re is the other.

He tarries when IIu k-lb His people walk in

darkness ; and He comes when He makes plain,

before the face of heaven and earth, that He
can do beyond what we may ask or think. He
tarries, frequently far longer than we in short-

sightedness thought good, or in rash haste

deemed possible ; He comes, and in a manner

much more manifest, and wonderful, and

glorious, than our weak faith had ever thought

or asked. He tarries, just that He may come
;

and when He comes, then it appears that " light

is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the

upright in heart." Van 0.

4. In the invasion by the terrible Chaldeans,

just coming upon the people as announced

above (1 : 5-10), and the retribution to come at

some future day on them —a thing of faith, form-

ing the chief liurden of chap. 2—some would be

intensely agitated, having practically no faith in

God's promises, or in His threatened retributive

judgments on the wicked Chaldean. Others

would repo.se calmly upon God through their

faith. These two classes are before us in this

verse. I paraphrase it thus :
" Behold the proud,

disqui3ted man. His soul within him is not

placid ; but as for the righteous man, he shall

live by his faith." The verb " lire" must be

taken in its very common moral sense of true

blessings—-the calm repose of a true faith in

God. The Hebrew accents connect very close-

1}' the words rendered " ths just" and " iy his

faith," showing that the earlier Jews read the

clause, " He who is all right in respect to his

faith shall live. " This construction also makes

a natural antithesis between the proud man of

the first clause and the sincerely believing man
of the second. The former is never placid ; the

latter enjoys in the rest of faith that true life

which is real blessedness. H. C.

The vision itself must still wait a verse or

two ; but, meantime, the prophet announces

its main theme. Its theme is, substantially,

the contrast between the man who is puffed up

with self-trust and the man who holds fast his

trust in God. He that is puffed up with vain

self confidence shall know no tranquillity of

heart, while the man who confides in God and

cleaves to Him shall Hue by his faith. This, in

general, is the theme and substance of that

" vision" in which the prophet's doubts were

answered by the words that came to him when,

perplexed by the apparent injustice of Provi-

dence, he-made a silence in his heart, and list-

ened to hear what Jehovah would say in him.

CoJ-..

The just shall Urn by his faith. This text,

most important as supplying the keynote to

Paul's doctrinal teaching, has a distinct mean-

ing specially applicable to the prophecy. The
complaint was that the righteous man is de-

voured by the wicked without any intervention

on the part of God (1 : 13) ; the answer is that

the wicked man is puffed up. and unrighteous,

an object therefore of abhorrence to God, who
" hateth" the proud and overthrows the un-

righteous ; but that the righteous will live, be

preserved from the destruction which Ilabak-

kuk anticipated, on one condition, that he re-

tain his trust in God. The word rendered
" faith" has the fundamental sen.se of steadfast-

ness, hence triistwnrlliiiicss, faitliruliicss in the

discharge of all (lmi(s. s|ieci:illy of pniniises
;

as a personal qtiality, tnilli in i)i id and word,

and in man's relation to God firm belief and re-

liance on the Divine promise, the special sense

in this passage ; whatever may betide others

who " will not believe" (chap. 1 : 5), the right-

eous who believes and trusts will live. That

the word is properly rendered " faith," taken

in the true, full sense of trustful failli. is clear

from the usage of the verb in llir jKilinary text,

" and he believed" (Heb. lioniiu , the word here

is amunah, from the same root) "in the Lord, and

He counted it to him for righteousness" (Gen.

15 : 6). That such reliance or faith is meant in

our passage is evident ; it is demanded in the

preceding clause, " wait for it." B. C.

Abraham's faith was no intellectual assent to

a demonstrated proposition ; it was the trust of

the heart in the voice of God. It was the be.

lief, not that solves difficulties, but that rises

above them. Why was Abraham's faith count-

ed to him for righteousness ? Because, as all

sin lies folded in one thought of distrust, so in

one thought of trust lies all possible righteous-

ness—its patience, its hope, its heroism, its en-

durance, its saintlincss ; and thei-efore He who
sees the end from the beginning reckons it as

righteousness. In the faith of Abraham lay all

the righteous endurance, all the active service,

of his believing life. This simple trust of

Abraham made the practical motive power of

his life, as it should make that of ours. Bp.

Maae^.

No better index to the character of the Old

Testament covenant can be found than the
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lives and workings of those avIio lived under it,

and wlio were pointed out by Divine revelation

as its best representatives and exponents. And
just tliesc, tlie propliels, botli the literary and

those of action, as also the psalmists, and all

the men of God, uowliero claim that they are

tlie cliiUlrcn of God because they have been

obedient to tlie commands of the Lord, because

they liave complied with the iota of Moses'

code. AVitli one accord they attribute their ac-

ceptable standing in God's sight solely and

alone to God's undeserved mercy ; they are His

children, because He has received them and

pardoned tlieir sins. Not self-righteousness,

but the mercy of God, is the burden of their

prayer and prophecy. A covenant and re-

ligious life that can produce such confidence in

Divine mercy cannot be based upon the basis

of legal obedience. And what this Old Testa-

ment faith and life implies is plainly also its

teaching. Nowhere in its pages do we find one

word that can be construed or misunderstood

into the doctrine that righteousness by the law

is the principle of the Old Testament covenant.

As little as the Old Testament saints claimed

such a righteousness for themselves, so little

did they teach it as a doctrine. They ascribe

all the glory to God, and not to themselves.

It is only on this basis that the contents of Old

Testament revelation are historically intelligi-

ble. In the old covenant, then, as in the new,

the doctrine of j ustifieation by faith alone pre-

vails ; in the one, llie object of this faith is still

a promise, whose advent is anxiously waited
;

in the other, the object of this faith is a histori-

cal reality, and has arrived ; the historical mis-

sion of the law ha,s been fulfilled. There is thus

between the two Testaments not a difference of

kind, but merely of degree ; both portray the

development of the kingdom of God on earth,

the one in its preparatory stage, the other in its

completed stage. Schoclde.

In the Hebrew religion the ground of man's

acceptance witli God was neither sacrifice nor

ceremonial observance, though these were re-

quired, but faith—a trust in God, bringing the

whole heart and life into dependence upon Him
and harmony with His will. Tins is set forth

in the story of the heroes of old, and especially

in that of the father of Israel. It is earnestly

insisted upon by the prophets through a course

of several centuries ; it appears abundantly in

the Psalms and in the story of Job. Every-

where, from the oldest patriarchal story to the

latest utterance of the sacred volume, there is

one and the same teaching ;

" his soul which is

lifted up id not upright in him ; but the just

shall live by his faith"—by his calm trust in

God.

The Gospel teaches that this is the essential

principle of all true religion ; but how did Is-

rael know it ? How were those rude ages and

those rough men of action able to grasp that

principle which, even in our times, it has ever

proved so difliieult to keep alive in the hearts of

men ? It seems almost an insult to the under-

standing to ask whether it could have been a

merely human development. Oardiner.

The just shall live by his faith, by that faith

which he acts upon the word of God. This is

quoted in the New Testament (Rom. 1 : 17
;

Gal. 3 11 ; Heb. 10 : 38). for the proof of the

great doctrine of justification by faith only, and

of the influence which the grace of faith has

upon the Christian life. Those that are made
just by faith shall live, shall be happy here and

forever ; while they are here, they live by it

—

when they come to heaven faith shall be swal-

lowed up in vision. H.

Paul claims him as teaching substantially the

same doctrine as he was laying down. There

has never been but one way to God, and that

has always been the way of faith. The law

required righteousness, that conscience might

be quickened to a sense of unrighteousness ;

and the saints of old drew their righteousness

from the same source as had been laid bare to

our eyes by the Gospel. Life and righteous-

ness always have come through faith. Of old,

j

the faith had a veiled promise to clasp ; to day,

it has an unveiled Christ. The firmness of the

grasp should correspond with the clearness of

the revelation. A. M.

Thejust shall lire by his faith. A Christian's

life is a life of faith, according to this saying of

the prophet, which is thrice quoted by the apos-

tle, with reference to the life that now is, as

well as that which is to come. As it is by faith

that the just shall come to heaven, and live

there, so it is by faith that they live here upon

earth too. And it is their living faith upon

earth whereby they come to live in heaven.

There they live by sight and not by faith
;

but that we shall never do, except we first live

by faith and not by sight. Bp. Beveridgc.

The faith which gives our only hope of justi-

fication is not a quiescent frame of belief and

expectation ; it is an active principle, a work-

ing power ; only it works, not by the constrain-

ing force of law, but by the energizing force of

love. This is the fulfilling of the law ; love

sums it up in one sentence, simple, comprehen-

sive, complete. The fruit of this spiritual

obedience is seen in all that makes society en-
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durable, makes home blessed, makes life beau-

tiful—in all that gives hope to the world

through the coming in of the kingdom of God.

J. P. T.

Assent to the truth of the Word is but an act

of the understanding, which reprobates and

devils may exercise. But justifying faith is a

compounded habit, and hath its scat both in the

understanding and will ; and, therefore, called

a " believing with the heart" (Rom. 10 : 10),

yea, a " believing with all the heart" (Acts

8 : 37). It takes in all the powers of the soul.

There is a double object in the promise ; one

proper to the understanding, to move that ; an-

other to the will, to excite and work upon that.

As the promise is true, so It calls for an act of

assent from the understanding ; and as it is

good as well as true, so it calls for an act of

the will to embrace and receive it. Therefore

he which only notionally knows the promise

and speculatively assents to the truth of it,

without clinging to it and embracing of it,

doth not believe savingly, and can have no

more benefit from the promise than nourish-

ment from the food he sees and acknowledgeth

to be wholesome, but eats none of it. Gni-nnll.

" God's • righteousness by - faith " hangs to-

gether and receives one consistent sense. It is

at every point the clean contrary to " Man's-

righteousness-by-works ;" and accordingly the

apostle's efforts through nearly three chapters

(Rom. 3-5) are directed to abolish the latter,

that he may establish the former and shut us

up to accept it. If it can be shown that by the

deeds of the law can no man be justified before

God, then it will follow that any justifying

righteousness available for us must be a right-

eousness not ours, but God's ; which comes to

our account—not on our doing it, but on our

trusting to it as our Saviour's deed. And it is

just such a righteousness which in the Gospel

is revealed unto us. Dykes.

The justification of sinners is directly con-

nected with Christ as a propitiation, and de-

scribed, in every variety of expression, as hav-

ing been effectually procured by and founded

upon that propitiation. It is connected (1) with

the death of Christ (Rom. 5 : 10) ; (3) with the

blood of Christ (Eph. 1:7; Rom. 5:9); (3)

with the obedience of Christ (Rom. 5 : 19) ; (4)

with the righteousness of Christ (3 Cor. 5 : 21) ;

(5 ) with the name of Christ (1 Cor. 6:11; Acts

10 : 43) ; (6) with the knowledge of Christ (Isa.

53 : 11 ; John 17 : 3, 4). In short, in every part

of Scripture this connection is seen, and Christ's

people are so absolutely dependent on what
He did and suffered for their pardon and ac-

cejitance that He is said to be their life, their

peace, their righteousness, their hope, their joy,

as if "all their springs were in Ilim," and
" Clirist were all in all." J. Buchanan.

Faith in Christ is not only faith in His hav-

ing died for us ; it is faith in Him as our Sav-

iour now also by His life ; it is the throwing

ourselves upon Him in all things, as our Re-

deemer, as our Saviour, as our Head of whom we
are members, deriving our life only from Him.

And thus it is true that our faith in Christ

alone justifies ; our faith in His death once, in

Ilis life rvermoic ; our faith in Him as redemp-

tinii, a;iii as s.iiictification ; our faith in Him as

evcrvtliiiiL', ill iiurselves as nothing ; our faith

in Him leading to union with Ilim, that so

being His members truly we shall be with Hiin

and in Him evermore. T. Ariwld.

The reckoning of righteousness to the un-

righteous, on condition of their faith, is not

because of any merit in faith. It docs not come
about in reward of, but by means of, their

faith, which is notinng in itself, but is the

channel only of the blessing. Nor is it a mere

arbitrary act of God's, or an unreal imputing

of what is not. But faith unites with Christ
;

and ' he that is joined to the Lord is one

spirit," so as that " in him we have redemp-

tion." His righteousness becomes ours. Faith

grafts us into the living Vine, and we are no

longer regarded in our poor sinful individual

personality, but as members of Christ. Faith

builds us into the rock ; but He is a living

stone, and we are living stones, and the life of

the foundation rises up through all the courses

of the great temple. Faith unites sinful men
to God in Christ ; therefore it makes them par-

takers of the " blessedness of the man, ... to

whom the Lord will not impute sin," and of

the blessedness of the man to whom the Lord

reckons His faith for righteousness. That

same faith which thus clothes us with the white

robe of Christ's righteousness, in lieu of our

own tattered raiment, also is the condition of

our becoming righteous by the actual working

out in our character of all things lovely and

of good report. It opens the heart to the en-

trance of that Divine Christ who is made first

for us, and then, by daily appropriation of the

law of the spirit of life, is made in us " right-

eousness, and sanctification, and redemption."

A. M.

The Lamb of Ood taketh away the nn of the

world. Human theories, like a mist before the

sun, may obstruct and becloud the light of this

great fact ; but received as a fact, with humble
faith, it inspires gratitude, diffuses peace, and
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imparts strong consolation. Here is a reason

out of ourselves—higher, stronger than our-

selves—which is as an anchor to the soul. Con-

demued by the written law, condemned by his

own conscience, man places his liand on the

cross of Christ and repeats the great words of

liis faith :
" Being jiistifled freely by His grace

through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus,

whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation

through faith in His blood, to declare His

righteousness for the remission of sins that arc

past, through the forbearance of God." The

pillars of heaven may tremble, but he who
trusts in God's mode of justifying the guilty

shall never be afraid. W. Adams.

5. At this point the strain of discourse turns

to the Chaldean power, considered as a unit,

and continues to speak of him through the

chapter. Starting with the thought in the first

clause of verse 4—the case of the proud, unbe-

lieving, and therefore disquieted Jew—the

prophet proceeds to say :
" How much more

of this one (the Chaldean) because he errs the

more by reason of wine, is a proud man, and

never rests quietly at home ; who enlarges his

desire as Sheol (i.e., the grave) does its mouth,

and he is like death and is never satisfied ; and

consequently he gathers unto him all the na-

tions and annexes to himself all the peoples."

This represents the ambition of a young con-

quering power, grasping the dominion of the

world, and, like Ale.xander, pained to tears

when he finds no otlier world to conquer.

Such is the Chaldean. The reader will note,

here and onward through the chapter, how the

Lord does in fact answer the expostulations of

His prophet, recorded 1 : 13-17. The prophet

had virtually said :
" O Lord, Thou art ever

righteous and j ust ; Thou canst not look quictlj-

on wrong and its resulting miseries ; how,

then, canst Thou see the Chaldean extermi-

nate another nation more righteous than he ?

How canst Thou let him go on unpunished,

sweeping the nations into his drag net, and

slaughtering myriads of men to satiate his mad
ambition 1" The Lord replies : Be at rest ; the

Chaldean is indeed guilty, he shall have his

just doom not far hence. There shall never be

just occasion to say or to think that I can look

down upon wrong-doing and its consequent

misery with indifference, or that justice has

forsaken My throne. This is what the prophet

brings back from God concerning his expostu-

lation (3 : 1). H. C.

First Woe, to end of Verse 8.

6. The acquisitions of the Chaldeans, whether

annexed territories or spoils amassed by rapine,

are represented as so many pledges extorted

from the conquered and reclainiable by them ;

the greater the amount the heavier the debt and

the retribution.

7. The word suddenly points to the rise of

the Medo-Persian power, the exactors of the

debt ; a rise not less sudden, rapid and unex-

pected than that of the Chaldeans.

§. The agents in the overthrow of the Baby-

lonian empire were Media, Persia, with confed-

erate tribes, all of whom had been attacked

and spoiled by Nebuchadnezzar, but existed as

a powerful remnant ready when " awakened"

to exact revenge. B. C.

9-11. Woe

Here is a woe against him for coveting still

more, and aiming to be still higher. The crime

for which this woe is denounced is much the

same with that in the foregoing article—an in-

satiable desire of wealth and honor ; it is covet-

ing an evil covetousuess to his house, grasping

at an abundance for his family. Covetousuess

is a very evil thing in a family ; it brings dis-

quiet and uneasiness into it ; he that is greedy

of gain troubles his own house ; and, which is

worse, it brings the curse of God upon it and

upon all the affairs of it. Woe to him that

gains an evil gain ; so the margin reads it.

There is a lawful gain which by the blessing of

God may be a comfort to a house (a good man
leaves an inheritance to his children's children)

;

but what is got by fraud and injustice is il! got

and will be bad again, will not only do no good

to a family, but will bring poverty and ruin

upon it. H.

9. The Chaldeans employed the wealth and

the muscle of the nations they subdued, in

building their immense walls, towers and cas-

tles, hoping thereby to make their city impreg-

nable, and thus deliver themselves from the

fear of future harm from foreign enemies.

They did indeed set their nests on high, as the

eagle in the lofty crags of the rock. H. C.

10. Hast xinned against thy own soul. Com-
mitting a sin which will be visited on thyself,

bringing with it immediate guilt, and a cer-

tainty of future punishment. The buildings,

like those of Egypt under Rameses II., were

the work of innumerable captives carried off

ruthlessly in wars of aggression.

11. Each part of the building, bearing wit-

ness to the crimes of the founder, will cry out

for vengeance ; thus echoing the prophet's out-

cry (cliap. 1 : 2). The figure, not uncommon
in chissic writers, .is adopted, though with a
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modified application, by our Lord (Luke 19 :

40) ; it has a peculiar fitness in reference to a

building founded on bloodslied and compacted

by fraud (see verse 12). Blood shed by vio-

lence cries out for vengeauce (Gen. 4 : 10).

B. C.

The boldness and beauty of this figure of the

stones and beams of a house built with godless

gaius crj'ing shame on its inmate, appealing

and responding to each other in a common pre-

diction of woe, need no words to set them forth,

but may be safely left to make their own im-

pression on our minds. But they take au add-

ed force when we remember that the marshy

plains of Chaldea produce neither timber nor

stone. Every block of marble, therefore, and

every beam of costly timber, such as they lav-

ished on palace and temple, were drawn from a

foreign land—often drawn by robbery and vio-

lence—and would be the more likely to protest

against the base and alien uses to which they

were devoted. Cox.

Tliy §oul. The offspring of God, and bear-

ing on it the image of vhe Father, the soul is

great. Its attributes, incomparably higher than

any which reside in matter, make it great. Its

vast capacities, also, and, most of all, its im

mortal destiny, make it great. In the teaching

of Christ the soul is the man, and determines

his position in the scale of existence ; not the

body, not outward possessions, not social rank,

not anything connected only with the present

world ; but the spiritual nature, its powers,

principles and moral condition. The soul is

the man ; in it are all his mil distiuctious, all

his worth, his dignity and his happiness ; there

lies his character in the universe, there his

uhole being for good or for evil—there and no-

where else. The Gospels have filled the world

with a most blessed sound ; there is a soul in

man, and the soul is, beyond expression, great

and precious. J. Young.

Third Woe, Verses 13-14.

The prophet sees the city in process of ex-

tension, bands of captives, Jews and Gentiles,

bleeding and dying under the blows of their

drivers, and he realizes the fraudful deal-

ings by which the treasures expended in the

erection of enormous fortifications had been

amassed. B. C.

There never were such great builders as the

despots of Babylon ; the land which they cov-

ered or enclosed with their vast erections is to

be reckoned by hundreds of square miles ; and

hence the Chaldean is denounced under the fig-

ure of a builder. The great cities of Chaldea

built or rebuilt under its victorious despots,

with their walls, temples, hanging gardens,

canals, etc., were erected with the treasures and

by the forced labor of conquered races. They
were therefore " built with blood" and " found-

ed on injustice." Whole tribes were " expend-

ed" and exhausted upon them. But while the

Chaldean thought to establish liis empire by

erecting impregnable cities, God saw and or-

dained that these cities should be burned and

destroyed. The nations and races compelled to

labor on them were therefore " weaiying them-

selves/or the fire," and "exhausting them-

selves for tanity," since the fire would con-

sume the stately products of their labor and

bring them to nought. But why—why must
this be ? Why were cities so vast and stately,

why was a kingdom so vast, and populous, and

rich, ordained to destruction ? Had God in

judgment forgotten His mercy? No; the

judgment was the sign and manifestation of

His mercy. For, in His mercy. He designed

that " the whole earth should be filled with the

knowledge of His glory"— «.'.«., should be quick-

ened into life eternal ; and how could His king-

dom come till the great kingdom founded in in-

justice and blood was brought to an end ? So

we have this wonderful picture or panorama

suggested. The mighty Chaldean condemns

the races he has robbed and captured to build

great cities which are to be the defence and

glory of his kingdom. The transported cap-

tives, torn from home and fatherland, exhaust

themselves in toil. He who sitteth in the heav.

ens sees that, so far from establishing the

Chaldean power, they are wearying themselves

for the fire by which He will cause the cities

and the power which erected them to be con-

sumed. Nay, more ; his design in condemning

that power to overthrow is not a mere destruc-

tive indignation, but a reconstructing, recon-

ciling, all-embracing compassion. On the ruins

of the power which exalts itself against Him,

He Intends to found " the kingdom that cannot

be moved," in which justice shall reign, and

holiness, and charity. Cox.

14. The general scope of the context must
determine the specific sense of this passage.

This shows that the prophet thinks of God as

glorifying Himself by the retributions of jus-

tice on nations guilty of great oppression and

wrong. Hence our verse assumes it to be a

great principle in the government of God over

nations as such that He will not only glorify

Himself by the retributions of justice upon

them, but will fill the whole earth with the

knowledge of this glory, even as the waters
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cover ihc bed of the sea. He will msinifost

Hinisell' so abuudautly as the avenger of the

oppressed, and as one who takes vengeance on

oppressors, that no man in all tlie earth can fail

to linow it—none be too blind to see it. The

same sentiment is in Num. 14 ; 21—referring

there, however, to retribution on the unbeliev-

ing Hebrews who gave credit to the unbeliev-

ing spies more than to the God of all the prom-

ises :
" But as truly as 1 live, all the earth shall

be filled with the glory of the Lord'^which
was revealed then in forty years of wandering

in the desert, through privations and plagues

which swept to their early graves the last man
of that unbelieving host. The very analogous

promise (Isa. 11 : 9) looks toward the visitations

of mercy and the triumphs of love ;
" They

shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy moun-
tain ; for the earth shall be full of the knowl-

edge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea ;"

and this knowledge shall mould human hearts

into the spirit of heavenly love and blessed

peace. So it is clearly in God's plan to mani-

fest His glory in both ways—in the retribu-

tions of justice and in the visitations of mercy.

H. C.

o-th Woe, Versi 15-17.

1 5. Oiveth his neighbor drink. The expres-

sion is figurative, but suggested by the habits

of the Babylonians (see verse 5). B. C.

Just as a man might give a neighbor, against

whom he had a grudge, strong drink in order

to put him to shame, so the Chaldean had dis-

guised his wrath, and enticed nations by blan-

dishments and promises of friendship and pro-

tection into alliances which were turned to their

shame and ruin. The Chaldean was a shame-

less league-breaker, winning his neighbors with

smooth words to thoughts and hopes of peace,

and then taking them at unawares and falling

on them when they were disarmed. God will

requite him, giving him to drink the cup with

which he had intoxicated others, striking Mm
down by the artifices of foes who come upon
him when he is not aware. This seems to be

the meaning, enigmatically or figuratively ex-

pressed, of verses 13 and 16. Cox.

Much in point here are the facts of her his-

tory when, on the very niglU of her final fall,

Belshazzar and his lords drank wine from the

sacred vessels of Jehovah's templj, and in the

height of their drunken revelry the thunder-

bolts of ruin fell ! (Dan. 5 : 1-4, 30 ; Jer. 51 : 39.)

H. C.

Fourth woe, verses 15, 16. Woe unto Mm that

giceth his neighbor drink. Grotius justly ob-

serves that these two verses contain an allegory.

The Chaldeans gave to the neighboring nations

the cup of idolatry and of deceitful alliance
;

and in return they received from Jehovah the

cup of His fury. Abp. Newemne.

Some there be that place theif happiness in

the bottle, in rioting and drunkenness, excess

and intemperance ; saying with the epicure.

" Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die."

Intemperance indeed is commonly a social vice
;

carries some show and appearance of a virtue .

seems not, like one of the foregoing sins, pride,

envy, covetousness and oppression, to seek its

own only, but also the things of others ; it de-

lights in conversation and good company ; pre-

tends to benevolence and love of its neighbor ;

appears intent upon promoting that joy and

pleasure, that cherfulness and good humor,
which is thought the best coirlial of life, and the

most sovereign remedy of its sorrows and cares.

But alas ! what is this heaven of the epicure,

this snmmum bonum and chief felicity, which

the sensualist fancies to be nowhere else but in

his cups and good cheer ? What is it (if we
believe this oracle of truth) but a false good, a

true evil, a delusive bliss, a real woe ? " Woe
unto him that givelh his neighbor drink ;" if

it be a happiness, it is not the happiness of

a man, but of a brute. As the root it springs

from is only the animal life, and the mere appe-

tite of taste its gratifications, if it aim no high

er it must needs be unworthy the dignity of a

rational being ; and all its pleasures base, brutal,

inglorious. " Thou art filled with shame for

glory." The more of this happiness the drunk-

ard enjoys, the more is his misery, the greater

is his woe ; to be filled with liquor is to be

filled with " shame ;" and he that drinks till

he can hold no more has one cup more to

pledge, which he little thinks of ; the " cup"
of Divine vengeance, for abusing himself and

his neighbor with such brutish excess. Hear

this, all ye that love to indulge in yourselves

or to promote in others the pleasure of this

bestial vice ; and remember the just sentence

of Divine wrath here pronounced against it,

which will certainly take hold of you even in

this life, if not prevented by a timely repent-

ance. " Woe unto him that giveth his neigh-

bor drink, and makest him drunken also."

Wogan.

20. All unlike the whole idol system are the

power, the majesty, and the all-pervading reign

of the dread Jehovah ! That He should be

thought of by a Jew as in His holy temple at

Jerusalem was both natural and truthful ; for

His manifested presence was there in the Holy
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of TInlies, reposing above the mercy-seat ami

bcueatU the wings of the cherubim. All the

idol temples were godless. Not so the temple

of the Lord of Hosts in Mount Zion ! His rule

is both supreme and universal. Let all the

earth stand in awe before Him— ill the more

so, as they note how the proud and conquering

nations of the earth, like old Babylon, meet

their righteous doom from the retributive jus-

tice of His throne ! H. C.

IVit'sisthe" vision which the prophet Habak-

kuk did see" from his watch-tower ; this was
what God said within liim in answer to his com-

plaint of the inequalities of Divine providence ;

and thus he was led from the darkness of doubt

to the light and life of faith. 6'oj.

HABAKKUK, CHAPTER III.

3: 1 A PRATER of Habakkuk tlie prophet,

to Sliigionoth.

2 O Lord, I have heard the report of thee,

and am afraid :

O Lord, revive thy work in the midst of

the years.

In the midst of the years make it known
;

In wrath remember mercy.

S God came from Teman,

And the Holy One from mount Paran.

[Selah

His glory covered the heavens.

And the earth w^s full of his praise.

4 And Ms brightness was as the light

;

He had rays coming forth from his hand :

And there was the hiding of Iiis power.

5 Before him went the pestilence.

And fiery bolts went forth at his feet.

6 He stood, and measured the earth
;

He beheld, and drove asunder the nations :

And the eternal mountains were scattered,

The everlasting hills did bow
;

His goings were as of old.

7 I saw the tents of Cushan in affliction :

Tlie curtains of the land of Midian did trem-

ble.

8 Was the Lord displeased against the rivers V

Was thine anger against the rivers.

Or thy wrath against the sea.

That thou didst ride upon thine horses.

Upon thy chariots of salvation ?

9 Thy bow was made quite bare
;

The oaths to the tribes were a sure word.

[Selah

Thou didst cleave the earth with rivers.

10 The mountains saw thee, and were afraid
;

The tempest of waters passed by :

The deep uttered his voice.

And lifted up his hands on high.

11 The sun and moon stood still in their habita-

tion ,

At the light of thine arrows as they went.

At the shining of thy glittering spear.

13 Thou didst march through the land in indig-

nation.

Thou didst thresh the nations in anger.

13 Thou wentest forth for the salvation of thy

people.

For the salvation of thine anointed
;

Thou woundedst the head out of the house

of the wicked.

Laying bare the foundation even unto the

neck. [Selah

14 Thou didst pierce with his own staves the

head of his warriors :

They came as a whirlwind to scatter me :

Their rejoicing was as to devour the poor

secretly.

15 Thou didst tread the sea with thine horses,

Tlie heap of mighty waters.

16 I heard, and my belly trembled.

My lips quivered at the voice
;

Rottenness entered into my bones, and I

trembled in my place :

That I should rest in the day of trouble.

When it cometh up against the people which

invadeth him in troops.

17 For though the fig tree shall not blossom.

Neither shall fruit be in the vines
;

The labour of the olive shall fail.

And the fields shall yield no meat

;

The flock shall be cut off from the fold.

And there shall be no herd in the stalls :

18 Yet I will rejoice in the Lord,

I will joy in the God of my salvation.

19 Jehovah, the Lord, is my strength.

And he maketh my feet like hiiiAs' feet.

And will make me to walk upou mine high

places.

For the Chief Musician, on my stringed

instruments.
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Cha|>. 3. This chapter, said in the preface

to be a " prayer," is not exclusively or even

chiefly prayer in its strict sense : though it

begins with prayer and closes with most won-

derful utterances of simple faith and exulting

joy in God. The chapter is chiefly song, era-

bodying as tlie immediate answer to his prayer

what is technically called a " theophany"—i.e.,

a manifestation of God to His prophet—to his

mental, not bodily eye, we must suppose

;

bringing up before him in vivid review the

glorious tilings God had wrought for His peo-

ple in ancient days. Tlie special aim was to

reveal Gol as seen in His glorious power, and

in His loving faitlifulncss to His chosen people,

so that the prophet should see that Jehovah is

verily great and glorious, and especially wor
thy to be trusted as the enduring protector of

His own people. It was under the influence

of this sublimely grand manifestation of Jeho-

vah, that tlie prophet makes at the close such

an utterance of his simple faith and of his un-

bounded joy and triumph in the God of his sal-

vation. The publication of this song, in con-

nection with the revelation of such calamities,

was designed to inspire tiie same faith and joy

in the believing portion of the people as it had

(lone in the prophet's own soul. H. C.

The " prayer" or " ode" of Habakkuk is the

human echo to the Divine voice wliich, through

the two previous chapters, we have heard de-

nouncing judgment. That voice had pro

nounced a doom to be executed, first on Judah
by the fierce and cruel Chaldean for the in-

iquity of the laud, and then on tlie Chaldean

himself, for his cruelty, and because he deified

his own power, making his sword his god. To
this voice the prophet has listened with deep

and growing agitation. And now he prays

both tliat, if the doom must come, it may come
speedily and not tarry ; and tliat mercy may
come as well as wrath (verse 2). That his

prayer may have the strength and fervor of

hope, he recalls the most sign-al manifestations

of the Divine glory made to Israel in past ages,

comforting himself with the thougiit that,

whenever God has appeared to " stamp down
nations," it has been that He miglit save tliose

wlio trusted in Him, " and rescue His anoint-

ed" (verses 3-15). This magnificent " theoph-

any" occupies the place of lionor in tlic ode,

which indeed is mainly taken up with it. All

that the poet has to add is a description of the

emotions with which it has inspired him. He
still trembles as he " awaits the day of tribula-

tion ;" but his faith has been so invigorated by
his review of the merciful and glorious " end"

of past judgments, that, even as he trembles,

he rejoices in God as his salvation and his

strength (verses 16-19). This, in general, is

the course and sequence of thought in the ode

of Habakkuk. Cox.

1. A jirayer of Ilahakkuk. Prayer is taken

in its widest sense, beginning with devout sup-

plication, and including grateful commemora-
tion of past, and announcement of future mer-

cies. B. C.

According to Habakkuk and David, prayer

is not the mere utterance of desire in the sim-

plest forms of speech ; nor is it always even a

direct address to the Almighty. It includes

much more. It is often and mainly a devout

meditation on God, on His works and provi-

dence and on our relations to Him ; it is a medi-

tation on spiritual facts and verities, conducted

under a reverent and stimulating sense of the

Divine presence. It is thinking with God in

all our thoughts. Cox.

"Upon Shigionoth," refers to the music in

which this song was to be sung—no doubt

lofty, bold, triumphal, in keeping with the

strain of the sentiment. II. C.

2-15. First comes the earnest prayer (verse

3), uttered in terror, but in faith, that the work
of God may be revived in the interval between

the announcement and final execution of judg-

ment, a prayer accompanied with the assurance

that wlien judgment is executed, it will be

tempered with mercy. Then verses 3-15 give

the answer to the praj'er, and confirm the as-

surance. In prophetic vision (verses 3-15) the

past work of God is revived, reproduced in liv-

ing action. As of old God manifested Himself,

so will He go forth again with even more ter-

rific and stupendous display of majesty and

glory ; the immediate effect being the infliction

of retributive judgment upon the heatlien, but

the final and true object being the salvation of

His people.

" Thon dost tread the eurth in fury,

In wnith Thou dost thresh heathens
;

Thou wentest forth for the salvation of Thy people.

For salvation with Thine anointed." (Verses Vi, 13.)

This portion concludes with special details

showing ths character and the cause of the

judgment which would at a future time be ex-

ecuted upon the Chaldeans.

2. Revive Thy toork. A good and true ren-

dering ; tlie work of the Lord endures, goes on

without ceasing, at all times, but it comes forth,

so to speak, in living act at certain great crises
;

it is then manifested and vividly apprehended.

Here the prophet prays that the old work of

deliverance, repeated at each great critical
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epoch in the history of Israel, may be distinctly

present, as a living reality, to the minds of the

people. B. C.

What this Divine work is he puts beyond

doubt in the verses that follow, in which he

recalls the most splendid manifestations of the

glory of God that had been vouchsafed to his

fathers in past generations. At the giving of

the Law on Sinai, through the perils of the

Exodus, under the rule of the Judges, there

had been " theophanies," which, however

grand and terrible in form, were nevertheless

full of grace ; robed in light and majesty, God
had appeared to give a law unto Israel and to

save them out of the hand of all their enemies.

This is the work (Ps. 90 ; 16) which Habakkuk
entreats God to call to life again, to renew, to

supplement, and to complete. Let Him appear

In the midst of the years, between the threaten-

ing and the infliction of doom, as of old He ap

peared to the fathers, to republish His law, to

deliver His people from their foes ; to make
Himself known to (he faithless sons of faithless

sires, in the glory of His goodness and compas
sion, that, when the doom falls, they may take

refuge in Him. The heavens are now dark

with menace ; thej' will hereafter be j'ct darker

with judgment ; but, in the middle space, let

there be some little light, that men's hearts

may not wholly fail them for fear.

But he is not content with urging and re-

urging the same prayer in the same or similar

words. " III itrath remember mercy" is, in

effect, the same prayer in other words. For

the " work" which he implores God to revive

is that manifestation of mercy and longsufEer-

ing patience by which all past revelations of

His wrath have been attempered. There is

"wrath" now in the threatening ; there will

be " wrath" liereafter in the infliction of judg-

ment : mi^ntime, let there be such a disclosure

of Divine " mercy" that as men " await the

day of tribulation," and " when he that shall

attack them cometh up," if " trembling seize

their breast," they may yet be " joyful in the

God of their salvation," though "the corn-

fields bear no food," and " the fold be empty
of the flock, and there be no ox in the stall."

This is the
'

' prayer of Habakkuk the proph-

et," a prayer which the ode simply unfolds in

the most sublime and various forms. The

whole chapter is but a development of tliis

thought, a grand fugue of which this is the

theme. And the prayer conclusively proves

that Habakkuk had seized on these intimations

of the merciful end of Divine judgment, which

we are so apt to overlook, in the revelations

with which he had already been inspired. It

was because he had learned that judgment was
"determined for correction," not for destruc-

tion (1 : 13), that, in echoing back the Divine

voice, he could ask for mercy. He had been

taught that Jehovah sitteth in the heavenly

temple, ruling all the affairs of men, sweeping

away whatever exalted itself against Him, in

order that the life of the knowledge of His

glory might fill the earth as the waters cover

the deep (3 : 30, 14). And therefore he could

confidentJy entreat. " Revive Thy work in the

midst of the years, O Jehovah. In wrath re-

member mercj'," kuowiug that he did but ask

what God had resolved to bestow. Cox.

2. The language of this prayer, " O Lord, re-

vive Thy work," may be used fitly by all Chris-

tians in the way of accommodation, as a prayer

for a revival of true religion in the hearts of

men. Yet this passage must be interpreted ac-

cording to the nature of the subject as shown
in the context ; and this requires us here to

apply the words to God's work of saving His

people from being utterly ruined by the Chal-

dean inva&ion, then close at hand. H. 0.

3. Selah. This and verse 9 are the only pas-

sages in which the word occurs out of the Book
of Psalms ; its use here shows that the hymn
was intended for recitation in the temple ; it

dsnotes a musical pause. B. C.

" God Cometh from Teman,
The Holy One from the monntnine of Paran.

His splendour covereth the heavens.

And the eartll is full of His glory.

The brifihtness is like that of the sun ;

Rays stream forth from His hand :

And there His glory is hid."

Sinai is not mentioned in these verses, and yet

this is simply a poetic conception of the giving

of the Law at Sinai, as no student of the He-

brew Scriptures can doubt ; for there is hardly

a phrase in these verses which is not borrowed

from Moses or Deborah. The song in which
" Moses, the man of God, blessed the children

of Israel before his death.
'

' opens thus :

" Jehovah came from Sinai,

And rose up upon them from Seir ;

Be shone outfroin the mountains of Paran,

And He came forth from the myriads of His angels,

Flashing forth rays offire upon them from His right

hand." (Do. 33 : 2.)

The leading image in the verses both of

Moses and of Habakkuk is that of a sunrise.

As they conceived the scene, the glory of God
rose on the children of Israel encamped under

Sinai, as the sun rises in the east when the

morning spreads down the mountains. Moses
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speaks of Jehovah as rising up, as thiningforth,

as flashing fm'th fiery rays. Habakkuk ex-

pressly says that His brightness was like that

oftlie sun, that His splendor covered the heavens,

that the earth was full of IJis glory, that rays

streamedforthfrom His Jiand. The image is at

once natural and sublime. The Israelites were

camped in the wilderness before the mount.

Above them towered the grim rugged peaks of

Sinai. It was this mountain, on which the

glory of the Lord was seen, over which the

Divine Sun rose upon them. But far away,

across the desert, in the distant east, two other

lofty ranges lifted their crests to heaven : the

one was the limestone range of Edom, of which

Mount Seir was the highest peak ; the other

was the mountains of Paran, which formed the

southern wall of Canaan. As these lofty ranges

lay to the east, or, more strictly, the northeast,

of Sinai, the suu, which the children of Israel

saw pouring its light over the peaks and crags

of Sinai, must first have " risen up on Mount
Seir," and "shone out on the mountains of

Paran." To them tliat would be the natural

course of the sun. It would rise In the distant

east, behind the ranges of Paran and Edom
;

having topped these ranges, it would shine full

upon Sinai, and then, climbing the summit of

Sinai, it would shine down, with fiery ra3's, on

the camp of Israel. Of this figure Moses availed

himself when describing the manifestation of

the Divine glory. God came to them, as a

sun, to give them light—came clothed with

majesty as with a garment. And, to give ef-

fect to the figure, he drapes it in forms bor-

rowed from the sunrise as it would appear to

the Israelites encamped beneath the mountain.

Deborah, in her song of praise and triumph,

takes up the same imagery, varying it, how-

ever, to adapt it to her purpose. She sings :

" Lord, when Thou wenteet out of Seir,

When Thou marchedst out of the field of Edom,
The earth trembled.

The heavens dropped.

The monntiiinB melted from before the Lord,

Even Sinai from before the Lord God of Israel."

(Judges 5 ; 4, 5.)

Possessed by thoughts of battle and victory.

Deborah conceives of the manifestation on

Sinai under the figure of a m-arch, but the

nmrch of t/is sun on its course. To her it seems

tnat, issuing from the lofty terraces of Seir,

God had advanced across the desert till He
reached Sinai, where He stood, revealing Him-

self in His glory, causing all its rugged edges

to meet and flow into beauty.

^ Habakkuk takes up both the thought of Deb-

orali and that of Moses. But, first, he simply

expands that of the man of God. As he gazes

on the vision, the land of Edom (of which

Teman is but another name) rises before him
with its double range of red sands, ;ne and

limestone hills ; and over against these hills

"the mountains of Paran," separated from

them only by the deep valley of the Ghor. In

the southwestern desert lies the range of Sinai,

and beyond it the fathers of Israel are en-

camped. He sees God rise and come, like a

suu, over Teman and Paran, advance higher

and higher till He tops the crest of Sinai, and

shines down upon the camp, his splendor cov-

ering the heavens. His glory filling the earth.

The one thought he adds to Moses is one of the

most sublime in the ode. After dwelling on

the "splendor" and "glory" of God, His
'

' brightness, " and the
'

' rays that stream forth

from His hand," the prophet aflirms that even

in all these the "glory" of God "is hid"

rather than revealed. The sun shines with no

borrowed light, in it is no darkness at all ; and

therefore it may be taken as our best symbol
of the Almighty, of " the Holy One" who can-

not tolerate sin. The law given on Sinai was
a good law, disclosing much of God's will, as

much as men were able to bear. But God is

brighter than the sun ; He is more and belter

than the law can reveal. The heavens do de-

clare the glory of God, but not fully ; the stat-

utes given to Israel are broad and pure, but

not broad enough to contain all the thoughts

of God, nor pure enough to do more than shad-

ow forth " the Holy One." Even in the rays

that stream forth from Him, His glory is hid as

well as revealed.

6, 7, The prophet still has Sinai in his mind.

The great tempest beneath which the primeval

mountain "quaked greatly," and "was alto-

gether in a smoke," finds an echo in his verse.

But, like Deborah, he now conceives of the Di-

vine advent, not as a sunrise, but as a march.

Once more Goil is coming forth from Teman
and Paran, crossing the crags of Sinai, to de-

fend and redeem His people. As He pauses in

His march, collecting His forces for the battle,

all nature is convulsed ; the earth quakes, the

mountains crumble, the hills sink ; as He looks

with threatening aspect on their foes, tlie na-

tions tremble ; they are amazed and melt with

fear. Once more Jehovah treads the ways that

are His from of old. That the scene is still in

the Sinaitic Desert, and that Habakkuk has the

song sung by Moses on the margin of the Red
Sea in his mind, is apparent from the fact

that, among the nations which are to tremble.
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he mentions " Cushan" and " Midian." For

the Midianites occupied tlie territory wbicli

stretches between the mountain range of Sinai

and the gulf of the Red Sea (^lanitic Gulf)

;

while " Cushan" is but a lengthened form of

" Oush," which lay on the other side of the

range, and was the home of "the blameless

Ethiopians." What the poet intends to con-

vey is that, in his vision, the mighty tempest

which blew around the feet of Jehovah as He
stood on the peaks of Sinai still raged, and

carried fear to the nations on either side of the

range, to the African and to the Anibian tribes.

But this thought he conveys in poetic images.

telling us that, under the stress of this mighty

tempest, he saw the tents of Cushau under af-

fliction, and the tent-curtains of Midian trem-

ble. In plain prose the verse means that both the

tribes that lay under the very shadow of Sinai,

and those who were afar off, came, and would

come, within the circle of the Divine judgments.

As in imagination Habakkuk saw the glory

revealed on Sinai, and stood with Moses by the

Red Sea, taking part in the song of triumph, it

was but natural that he should select for spe-

cial mention the dividing of the Red Sea, and

of the deep rapid waters of the Jordan—the

two great kindred miracles in which Jehovah

appeared to and for His people, the one at the

commencement, the other at the close of their

pilgrimage through the desert. It is in allu-

sion to these miracles that he breaks into the

impetuous and vehement inquiry, verse 8. Of

course he expects no answer to the question.

Such a question is, indeed, the strongest form

of affirmation. Cox.

9. Selah. The pause, denoted by Selah,

marks a sentence of peculiar solemnity. It in

troduces a new series of images, representing

the convulsions of nature at the coming of the

Judge.

II. "Sun, moon stood each in his dwell-

ing;" withdrew and hid himself in terror at

the Divine presence. A magnificent figure,

and, like all true poetry, true to nature—

a

vivid portraiture of the thick darkness of the

mid-tempest. It is as though the sun, and, as

the storm rages on without ceasing, the moon
withdrew into the tabernacle of enshrouding

cloud. Compare the imagery of the eighteenth

Psalm, 7-14, specially the eleventh verse :
" He

made darkness His secret place ; His pavilion

round about Him were dark waters, and thick

clouds of the skies." B. C
10-13.

" The mountains see Thee : they writhe ;

The rain-torrent sweepeth along :

The abyss lifteth np ite voice.

It flin^cth its hands on high :

Sun and moon draw bacic into their habitations

At the light of Thine arrows shooting by.

At the lightning splendors of Thy spear.

In fury Thou dost march through the earth
;

Thou dost stamp down nations in Thy wrath.

Thoii Koest forth to the rescue of Thy people,

To the rescue of Thine anoiuted."

Siorra, earthquake and battle all lend their

terrora to the scene that now passes before the

poet's eye. The world trembles and splits,

mighty torrents gushing out from the rents, so

tnat "the earth is cloven with rivers," the

mountains writhe in agony as they gaze, af-

frighted, on the armed and incensed King of

Heaven ; torrents of rain lash and obscure the

air ; the " abyss"—i.e., the great deep of wa-

ters, is shaken into violent commotion, flinging

up its billows to heaven and beating its shores

with the hoarse roar of its waves. The sun

does not now stand still on Gibeon, or the

moon in the valley of Ajalon, as in the day of

Joshua's famous victory ; they sullenly retire

into their chambers, eclipsed by the still more

vivid splendor of the arrows shot from the Di-

vine bow, and of the spear which He hurls,

like lightning, from his hand. In short, to the

excited imagination of the poet, it seems that

the fair ordered cosmos is resolved into its

chaotic elements ; once more '

' the earth is

without form and void;" once more "dark-

ness broods on the face of the deep." Once

more, too, " the Spirit of God moves on the

face of the waters," to bring order from con-

fusion, and to fill the void with forms of

beauty. For as the prophet draws his theoph-

any to a close, he sees, and lets us see, the gra-

cious and redeeming purpose for the accom-

plishment of which God has come forth from

the secret places of His pavilion. He marches

in fury through the earth, stamping down in

His march the nations who set themselves

against His people ; but His aim is not ven-

geance so much as rescue, the rescue of the race

whom He has chosen and anointed, and in

whom all the nations of the earth are to be

blessed. "Evil to men" is often "good for

nuiii ;" often the welfare of humanity can only

be secured by the removal of thcie who oppose

themselves to it, just as in the natural world

destruction is a constant condition of welfare

and advance. So that when God manifests

Himself /or salvation, He must often manifest

Himself in destruction ; but His aim. His end,

is ever gracious. His will is the salvatioR of

men. On this conviction Habakkuk stays his

soul as the glory of the Lord passes before him.
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oppressing liim with its terrors. He had groat

need of such a stay, for the theophany now

robes itself in forms drawn from the darkest

memories of the past, and full of threaten-

ing omens for the future. When Habakkuk

sings

—

" Thou dashest in pieces the head of the honee of the

wicked,

Laying bare the foundations to the very neck,"

we find it very difficult to catch his meaning
;

but the Hebrews would soon seize his allusion

to the fate of Sisera. The poet had been re-

calling scene after scene from the ancient chron-

icles of their race, tracing the Divine manifes-

tations made to them from the giving of the

Law to the conquest of Canaan. Now of the

Canaanitish tribes none seem to have been so

powerful as that of which Jabin was king, and

Hazor the capital. We are expressly told that

Hazor was " tite liead of all those kingdoms."

To this phrase Habakkuk refers.

14, 15. After a solemn pause, Habakkuk re-

sumes his theme—viz., the triumph of Israel

in the discomfiture of their foes. Not only is

"the head of the house of the wicked," the

captain of the adverse host, destroyed ; the

warlike tribes who follow him share his fate.

Like a mighty tempest the Canaanitish hordes

"stormed up," thinking ''to break" Israel,

with whom the prophet identifies himself, " to

powder," as the tempest whirls up, and breaks,

and disperses the chaff. Like a robber, a free-

booter, who lurks in secret places, who rejoices

when the moment arrives at which he may set

on the defenceless traveller, and snatch from

liim life and goods, so they beset the children

of Israel. But God " pierced their heads with

their own spears," smiting them with confu-

sion and bewilderment, so that they turned

their weapons on themselves ;

" and every

man's sword was against his fellow," and
" every one helped to destroy another."

But above all this vast heaving sea of confu-

.sion, God, the Creator of the ends of the earth,

holds fast the redeeming purpose of His love.

As of old His Spirit moved on the face of the

deep, so now He comes treading on the sea,

riding on the heaving waters in the chariots of

salvation, advancing to an assured triumph,

a foreseen victory ;

That which alone gives order to the confusions

of history, and evolves from them a fair and

hopeful significance, is the merciful purpose

of God, wliich, ever seeking the welfare and
|

advance of humanity, compels even the darkest

tragedies to contribute to its common and ulti-

mate good.

Loaded as his ode is with local and historical

allusions, it seems nevertheless to gather into

one all displays of the Divine glory, to gener-

alize upon them, to give us the pattern, the

type to which they all conform. It is too large

in style, too sublime in tone, to be taken merely

as a picture of any one "appearance." It

sums them all up, and teaches us what essen-

tial characteristics they have in common.
Whenever God appears to men and for men,

nature recognizes and responds to His pres-

ence, trembling before the majesty in which it

nevertheless rejoices. Whenever He appears,

signs and wonders and judgments attend His

coming, the thoughts of men's hearts are re-

vealed, their secrets laid bare, their iniquities

punished Whenever and wherever He ap-

pears to judge and destroy, it is that He may
rescue men from their bonds, to give liberty to

the captive, to bind up the broken-hearted, to

comfort them that mourn, to give them beautj'

for ashes, the garment of praise for the spirit

of heaviness Always and everywhere " the

day of vengeance of our God" proclaims and

ushers In "the acceptable year ot the Lord."

Even when He makes bare His bow and

launches His spear. He rides in chariots of sal-

TalioH to rescue His anointed and to redeem His

people.

16-19. It is because Habakkuk is strong in

his conviction of the redeeming "end" of

judgment, that he closes his ode with expres-

sions of patient and joyful trust which have

never been surpassed in the tone of tender and

unalterable fidelity they breathe :

" I heard, and trembling seized my breast

;

My lips quivered at the sound :

Rottenness penetrates my bones ;

I tremble under myself

That I am silently to await the day of tribulation,

When he that shall attack me cometb up.

For tliough Vie Jig-tree will not blossom

And there be no yield on the vines.

ThefruU of the olivefails.

And the eom-flelds hear nofood.

Thefold is empty of thefiock.

And there is no ox in the stall ;

Yet in Jehovah will 1 rejoice,

In ill be joyful in the God of my salvation.

Jehovah the Lord is my strength.

And maketh my feet like hinds' feet,

And causcth me to walk in my high places." Cocc.

The sentiment of the seventeenth verse is

that though everything else should fail, the

fig-tree, the vine, the olive, the fields, the

flocks and the herds, yet the everlasting God
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would still live and never could fail or be cut

off, or be any tlie less a taithful and glorious

God for all tlie storms of eartli, or for the in

vasiou and desolating sweep of the most savage

robber hosts. The last verse heightens tlie

showing of His joy. Elastic and buoyant. His

feet lilse the feet of the hind who bounds over

the cliffs and never makes a misstep on the

crags of the mountain—so He moves along the

liigh places of the earth, all undisturbed by

the storms and troubles that harass the dwell-

ers in the vales below. It seems plain that the

prophet was brought to this sublime height

and placid rest of faith by means of those vivid,

soul-thrilling views of God presented in this

chapter, in which God is seen in His great worlis

of mercy and of power in behalf of His people.

Herein lie the special instruction and the great

value of this wonderful chapter. In point of

literary merit, its beauty and sublimity are of the

highest order, and challenge our intense admira-

tion ; but far above and better than all those

beauties is the sublime moral lesson it teaches

—viz., that if any " good man would fix his

hand upon the skies and bid earth roll, nor feel

her idle whirl," the rational mode of reaching

this sublime repose of faith is to study the

great works of God's power and mercy as

found in the historic pages of His Word, and

as first revealed from heaven in the ways of

His providence and miiark' working power

toward His people in tlir days cil' old. This

study of God, deep, appr. riali\r. prayerful,

with the aid of His teaching Spirit, must be

the one great condition on our part—a trustful,

believing study, with a loving and appropri-

ating faith. Such a study of God, with such

help from His Spirit, give their utmost vivid-

ness and power to those great truths respecting

God which we need to see and feel as realities.

It is beyond measure bles.sed to have the soul

thus filled with the practical impression of

those truths ! Then what was only as a dream

before, becomes reality, clearly seen and deeply

felt, and then it becomes natural and easy to

adjust one's heart and life to the demands of

those truths. They call for implicit faith in

God ; impressed by such views of God, and

drawn by His Spirit, we seem spontaneously

to yield it. So Habakkuk found his heart full

of the simplest, sweetest trust in God, and in

God alone—in God. though everything else

should fail.

It should have been more distinctly noted

that the fig tree and the vine stand here to rep-

resent, not themselves alone, but every other

earthly good. They stand for home and dear

ones, for country and sanctuary, for safety of

person and for dear life. Although all these

should fail, yet, said the propliet, will I rejoice

in the Lord ; I will joy in the God of my sal-

vation. In the same spirit, a psalmist said ;

" My flesh and my heart faileth ; but God is

the strengtfi of my heart, and my portion for-

ever" (Ps. 73:36). H. C.

When sensible comforts are withheld or with-

drawn, then to rely upon God's promises, and
go forward in duty just as if we experienced

them, that is true faith, great faitli, unmingled

faith. And that is the faith taught by trial.

Blessings Svill teacli gratitude, but not this

kind of faith. Blessings, indeed, are so apt to

accustom the soul to sight, that except by the

very peculiar care and discipline of God's

grace, a long uninterrupted continuance of

them unfits the soul for faith ; so that when
the accustomed tide of blessings begins to fail,

and a discipline of want or darkness intervenes,

the soul begins to imagine itself deserted of

G.od, begins to faint, forgetful of the exhorta-

tion which speaketh as unto children concern-

ing the rebukes of God
;
perliaps stops short

in the course of duty, just as if God's comforts

and not God were its guide, its support, its

index and its impulse. But that is faitli in

sight, not faith in God. Faith in God must be

taught, as well as rejoicing and gratitude in

God's comforts. The soul must be taught to

toil on in the wilderness, without repining,

water or no water, confident in God. For this

purpose, to teach this habit of faith, it may be

necessary for God to cut off the soul from

every stay, and throw it entirely and only upon

Himself and His promises. This is the faith

of which the example is so beautiful in Habak-

kuk. This is faith in God, and not merely in

God's blessings ; it is faith and joy in God,

irrespective of His blessings. G. B. C.

1§. Xet 1 will rejoice. A great word, with

many an echo in the New Testament, as, " Re-

joice in the Lord alway, and again I say, Re-

joice." The two words chosen by Habakkuk
imply exultation and strong emotion, the out-

come of the faith which gives life and fulness

of joy. Of my salvation. A word expressing

most fully the ground of the prophet's rejoic-

ing ; it refers specially to verses 8, 13 ; and

shows also how thoroughly Habakkuk realized

the promise of 3 : 4. B. C.

He is yours who possesseth all things, and

what can you want ? He is yours who can do

all things, and what should you fear ? He is

yours who is goodness and love itself, how
then can you be miserable, or what imperfec-
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tion can there be in your felicity ? His faitli-

fulness is pledged to make all things work to-

gether for your good. The most afflictive

events, like the furnace or pruning hook, shall

only purge away your dross, or render you

more fruitful. So that you may well rejoice

in the Lord. R. W.
Those who, when they were full, enjoyed

God in all, when they are emptied and impov-

erished can enjoy all in God ; and can sit

down upon the ruins of creature comforts, and

even then can sing to the praise and glory of

God as the God of their salvation. This is the

principal ground of our joy in God, that He is

the God of our salvation, our eternal salvation
;

and if He be so, we may rejoice in Him as such

in our greatest distresses, since by them our

salvation cannot be hindered, but may be fur-

thered. Joy in God is never out of season ;

nay, it is in a special manner seasonable when
we meet with losses and crosses in the world,

that it may then appear that our hearts are not

set upon these things, nor our happiness bound
up in them. H.

So jubilant is the heart of the man whose

soul is filled and feasted with the God of his

salvation, and the salvation of his God. True

Christianity is a joyful thing, not indeed with

foolish laughter like the crackling of thorns

under a pot, but with a joy too deep to be

loud, too pure to be transient. Such a man
has all the sources and motives for joy which

the heart can ask. Salvation unfolds into mani-

fold gladnesses—r^ire and profound. There is

in it forgiveness, which makes us " hear joy

and gladness, that the bones which Thou hast

broken may rejoice. " There is companionship

with God and Chri.st, and such society makes
" our hearts burn within us." There is obedi-

ence to His will, and then His statutes become

the "joy of our hearts." There is a bright

hope beyond, and " in that hope of the glory

of God we can rejoice." We are independent

of externals, possessing that which no change

can aflfect and of which nothing can bereave

us. So we can sing the old soug :

'

' Though
the fig-tree shall not bfossom, neither shall fruit

be in the vines, yet I will rejoice in the Lord,

I will joy in the God of my salvation." How
different the false and fleeting joys of earth,

when men resort to their broken cisterns that

can hold no water ! The grim words of the

prophet are only too true about all other

springs of gladness :
" They came to the pits,

and found no water ; they returned with their

vessels empty. They were ashamed and con-

founded, and covered their heads." A. M.

A heart rejoicing in God delights in all His

will, and is surely provided with the most firm

joy in all estates ; for if nothing can come to

pass beside or against His will, thtn cannot

that soul be vexed which delights in Him and

hath no will but His, but follows Him at all

times, in all estates, not only when He shines

bright on them, but when they are clouded.

That flower which follows the sun doth so even

in dark and cloudy days ; when it doth not

shine forth, yet it follows the hidden course

and motion of it. So the soul that moves after

God keeps that course when He hides His

face ; is content, yea, even glad at His will in

all estates, conditions, or events. Abp. Leighton.

PROPHECY OF ZEPHANIAH.

ZEPHANIAH, INTRODUCTION: CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 The word of the Lord which came unto Zephaniah the son of Cushi, the son of Gcda-

liah, the sou of Araariah, the son of Hezekiah, in the days of Josiah the son of Anion, king

of Judah.

2, 3 I will utterly consume all things from off the face of the ground, saith the Lord. I will

consume man and beast ; I will consume the fowls of the heaven, and the fishes of the sea,

and the stumbling-blocks with the wicked ; and 1 will cut off man from off the face of the

4 ground, saith tlie Lord. And I will stretch out mine hand upon Judah, and upon all the in-

habitants of Jerusalem ; and I will cut off the remnant of Baal from this place, and the name
5 of the Chemarim with the priests ; and them that worship the host of heaven upon the house-

6 tops ; and them that worship, which swear to the Lord and swear by Malcam ; and them
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that are turned back from following the Lokd
;
and those that have not sought the Lokd,

nor inquired after liim.

Hold thy peace at the presence of the Lord God : for the day of the Lord is at hand : for

tlie Lokd hath prepared a sacrifice, he hath sanctified his guests. And it shall come to pass

in the day of the Lord's sacrifice, that I will punish the princes, and the king's sons, and all

such as are clothed with foreign apparel. And in that day I will punish all those that leap

over the threshold, which fill their master's house with violence and deceit. And in that

da}', saith the Lord, there shall be the noise of a crj' from the fish gate, and an howling from
the second quarter, and a great crashing from the hills. Howl, ye inhabitants of Maktesh,

for all the people of Canaan are undone : all they that were laden with silver are cut off.

And it shall come to pass at that time, that I will search Jerusalem with candles ; and I will

punish the men that are settled on their lees, that say in their heart. The Lord will not do
good, neither will he do evil. And their wealth shall bycome a spoil, and their houses a

desolation : yea, they shall build houses, but shall not inhabit them ; and they shall plant

vineyards, but shall not drink the wine thereof. The great day of the Lord is near, it is near and

hasteth greatly, even the voice of the day of the Lord ; the mighty man crieth there bitterly.

That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of wastencss and desolation,

a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and thick darkness, a day of the trumpet

and alarm, against the fenced cities, and against the high battlements. And I will bring dis-

tress upon men, that they shall walk like blind men, because they have sinned against the

Lord : and their blood shall be poured out as dust, and their flesh as dung. Neither their

silver nor their gold shall be able to deliver them in the day of the Lord's wrath ; but the

whole land shall be devoured by the fire of his jealousy ; for he shall make an end, yea, a

terrible end, of all them that dwell in the land.

Introduction.

Of this prophet, his own introduction gives

us the names of his immediate ancestors through

four generations, of whom, however, nothing

is known to us certainly except their names. It

gives also the much more important statement

that this word of the Lord came to him in the

days of Josiah, king of Judah. Josiah's reign

of thirty-one years fell B.C. 643-611. A careful

comparison of this Book of Zephaeiah with the

history of Josiah's leign, as found 2 K., chaps.

22 and 23, and yet more fully 2 Chron., chaps.

34 and 35, will throw yet more light upon the

precise date of his writings and upon the much
more important point of its definite aim and

purpose. Let it be borne in mind that after

the great reformation wrought by Hezekiah
with the aid of Isaiah and other prophets dur-

ing his reign of twenty-nine years, a fearful re-

lapse followed during Manasseh's long reign of

fifty-five years ; that the brief history sets forth

in very strong terms the horrible influence of 1

this wicked king, who " made Jerusalem and

Judah do worse than the heathen" (2 Chron.

33 : 9) ; that his repentance occurring late in

life, while it may have saved his own soul in

answer to a godly father's prayers, yet seems

scarcely to have at all arrested the strong cur-

rents of national wickedness ; that his son

Amon, reigning two years most wickedly, and

then losing his life by conspiracy among his

own servants, must have left the nation yet

waxing -worse and worse ; and then that Josiah,

coming to the throne at the tender age of eight

years, began to seek after the God of his fathers

at the age of sixteen, commenced a vigorous

reform yet four years later

—

i.e., at the age of

twenty, which was the twelfth year of his reign,

and had gone over the work with commendable
thoroughness at the end of six years' labor

—

i.e.. in the eighteenth year of his reign. That
was the era of a remarkable passover, kept

with great solemnity and with hopeful results.

But the roots of wickedness had gone deep into

the national life. Hence this reform, as to the

mass of the nation, could not have penetrated

much beneath the surface. This reign of the

good Josiah was the Lord's last call of the na-

tion to repentance. Toward this result. Zepha-

niah and Jeremiah lent their aid—the latter be-

ginning to prophesy in the thirteenth year of

Josiah, and the former probably about the same
time. Zephaniah (1 : 4) predicts :

" I will cut

off the remnant of Baal from this place," etc.,

and the history states (2 Chron. 34 : 3, 4) that

Josiah began this very work in his twelfth

year, and closed it in his eighteenth. It may
also be noted that Zephaniah (2 : 13-i 5) predicts

the fall of Nineveh, which occurred B.C. 625

—

i.e.. in the seventeenth year of Josiah. It was
to aid King Josiah in his great work of reform-

ing the nation and of saving it from ruin under

the long-accumulating wrath of God, that Zeph-
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aniah was commissioned to reiterate the solemn

declarations of Jeliovali—" I will utterly con-

sume this whole laud"—especially every ves-

tige of its idolatry, and not sparing its fearfully

corrupt and wicked people. This is the (me

great thought throughout the first chapter.

The next chapter heightens the force of this

dread decree by assuring the people that the

adjacent nations, sunk low in general corrup-

tion and idol worship, were also doomed to

fearful devastations—the Philistines, Moab,

Amnion, Ethiopia and A-ssyria, with her proud

capital, Nineveh. In this gonerid sweep of

desolating judgments J<idah could by no means

hope to escape, save by earnest and thorougli

repentance before God. Chapter 3 sets forth

vet more fully the extreme corruption of her

prophets, priests and princes, but closes with

merciful promises of salvation in a future day

for the remnant of His people. H. C.

It was the prophet's task to interpret the

facts of his time, the omens and portents in the

facts, and to impress their significance on the

hearts and consciences of men. In the Scythian

inroad he saw a symbol of future invasions still

more destructive and fatal ; in thiit day of dark-

ness he descried the portents of a still greater

^md more terrible day of tne Lord—a day of

fury, a day of anguish and distress, a day of

desolation and ruin, a day of darkness and

gloom, a day of cloud and of cloudy night, a

day of the trumpet and the trumpet blast, a

true dies irce, the terrors of which should cover

the whole earth and shake the hearts of all its

inhabitants with fear and trembling. Neither

Judah nor Jerusalem should be spared in that

day. Nay, the judgment would begin at the

house of God. Nor was that day distant ; it

was even now sweeping up like chaff driven be-

fore the wind. Nor must they hope to escape

it ;
" not even their silver, notevcn their gold,"

would be able to rescue them in the day of the

Lord's fury. If they were wise, they would

not so much as wish to escape it ; for this day

of judgment was also a day of sovereign mercy.

The very heathen were to be smitten by its ter-

rors, in order that all nations, " every one from

its place, might worship Him," the only true

God, and find rest in serving Him ; while of

the Jews, as many as humbled themselves under

the mighty hand of God should " see evil no

more :" Jehovah would reveal Himself in their

midst as " the Mighty One who saves ;" He
would dwell among them and rejoice over them
now in tlic silent ecstasy of a love which can

find no words, and again in the rapture which

breathes itself in cries of joy. This, in brief,

is the general scope and purport of Zephaniah's

pathetic and sublime poem. Cox.

His theme appears to be judgment, but on

closer inspection that is seen to be but a means

to the real end and goal of the prophet's hopes,

to wit, the creation of the kingdom of God
among men. The j udgment is, therefore, con-

ceived not as an outburst of Divine anger, not

as mere retribution on sin, but as a purging

and remedial process destined to issue in re-

demption. Traces of Old Testament limitation

of idea there are throughout, but the prophet's

conception should win our admiration for its

large-hearted comprehensiveness. As all na-

tions are included in the judgment, so all peo-

ples are embraced in the regeneration. If the

heavenly kingdom has as its centre Zion and its

kernel Israel, nevertheless its citizenship covers

mankind, and its circumference is wiile as the

world. Preliminary fulfilments of the projih-

ct's predictions history speedily furnished, but

the vision he saw and the truths he taught will

not be exhauftid till God's government of men
in its twofold aspect of judgment and of mercy

be complete. Elmslie.

In " the goodly fellowship of the prophets"

Zephaniah is conspicuous for the comprehen-

siveness of his words. He does not confine him-

self to the destiny of his own people. When
he mentions other nations, he seems to single

out from west and east, south and north (3 :

4-13). such as would serve as examples of his

great subject—the universal government of

God as Judge of all. His far-reaching gaze

takes in the judgments and mercies of God as

extending over all the earth (1 : 1-3 ; 2 : 11 ;

3 : 8, 9). He has indeed no prediction of the

Messiah Himself, but he foresees the time when
all nations shall unite in the worship of the

true God (3 : 9). Hence his short book has been

well described by Bueer as " a compendium of

all prophecy." And this peculiarity agrees

well with the frequent use lie makes of the ear-

lier Scriptures. In his own language, if not in

a translation, his familiarity with the words of

Deuteronomy and Isaiah is constantly seen.

B. C.

Chap. 1. The prophet perceives the immi-

nent end of the present age of human sin and

Divine patience ; final judgment is decreed, it

falls with destructive force on all classes of re-

ligious offenders in Jerusalem (1 : 3-7). Kvery

form of sin in every quarter—luxury, violence,

dishonesty, indifference—shall be reached, and

receive inevitable retribution (1:8-13). For
near is the great day of judgment, terrible, re-

sistless, not to be bought off, universal and final
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(1 : 14-18). Elmalie. For the general scope

of this chapter the reader is referred to 3 K.

23 : 36, 37.

3. Tlie stumbling-blocks are the idol gods

which have proved such a stumbling-block of

ruin to the people. This shows that the refor-

liiatiou under Josiah entirely failed to save the

land from its sins, and hence from its deserved

doom
4. God would utterly finish the destruction

of Baal, including the idols, their priests, and

their worshippers, and would exterminate the

very " name of the Chemarims," a word al-

waj's applied by the Jews to the priests of

idols. The history (2 K. 23 : 5) states that Josiah

put down the Chemarims, " whom the kings

of Judah had ordained to burn incens3 in the

high places," etc. ; but ultimately the Lord,

by the long captivitj' in Babylon, made much
more thorough work in rooting them out from

among His people and burying their very name
in oblivion. H. C.

5. 6. From the pnesU the prophet passes to

the people ; and the very form of his language,

which cannot be preserved in a translalion, in-

dicates that he divided them into three classes :

open idolaters ; those who professed to worship

God and really served idols ; such as in other

ways had cast off the fear of God. B. C.

7. Silence in the spirit of profound reverence

and solemn awe is enjoined, " because the day

of the Lord is near," a day of judgment on the

people. " The Lord hath prepared a sacrifice"

—here in the sense of a great slaughter, as in

Isa. 34 : 6 :
" The Lord hath a sacrifice in Boz-

rah, and a great slaughter in the land of Idu-

raea.

"

9. The parallel clause
—

" who fill their mas-

ters' houses with violence and deceit"—i.e.,

with goods, property, obtained by violence and

deceit, shows that robbers are thought of.

Hence the probable sense of leaping upon the

threshold is, invading the sanctity of other

men's houses ; violently leaping upon and over

their thresholds, to enter their houses for rob-

bery and spoil. H. C.

12, 13. The enemy that has entered by the

northern gate and made his way to the south-

ern side will not only overthrow all who stand

in his way, and the traders in the Mortar, he

will enter the houses of the rich who live at

case, and will ransack them. He will search

every nook and corner as ttith candles. (Cf.

Luke 15 : 8.) The moral condition of these Jew-

ish epicureans that called for this severe pun-

ishment is expressed by the prophet in a forci-

ble figure, they are settled on their lees, more

literally in the margin, rurded or thickened.

The language is very like that of Jeremiah re-

specting Jloab, he hath settled on his lees, and
hath not been emptiedfrom vessel to vessel (48 : 11),

but it is stronger. The wine had not only re-

mained undisturbed, acquiring strength and

flavor, it had become thick. This expresses the

apathy, the spiritual insensibility of the rich.

They, like Dives in the parable, are not charged

with any gross sins, but they had become blind

to all tokens of God's moral government.

Tlierefore the possessions in which they put

their trust would be torn from them. Nothing

short of thisfould rouse them. It seems to be

implied that they would go on building and

planting to the last. (Cf. Amos 5 : 11 ; Luke
17 : 26-30. ) They would bring on themselves

the very curse foretold by Moses, De. 28 : 30,

39, as the contrary blessings are promised in

Isa. 6.5 : 23. B. C.

1!4. He condenses into one expressive figure

the characteristic and prevailing tone of its in-

habitants. They were " drawn together on their

lees" (verse 12), or, to express the figure fully,

they were like wine that is settled on its lees,

taking harsh and foul flavors from its dregs.

That is to say, they were cradling themselves

on their lusts, resting on what was vilest in

them, on the sediment and refuse of their na-

ture ; their whole character was being impreg-

nated with the harsh fumes of their baser pas-

sions ; they were taking their tone from that in

them which was lowest and worst. Fixed in

ttieir devotion to the flesh and the world, they

were saying in their hearts, '.' Jehomh doeth

neither good nor evil." They were not at the

pains to deny His existence. Tliej' had not rea-

soned themselves into atheism. They were not

so utterly foolish as to say, even in their hearts,

' There is no God." But though they did not

deny God, thej forgot Him. They had no vital

faith in Him or in His administration of human
afEairs. For them He sat in heaven, heedless

what men did, suffering the world to take its

own course, not penetrating and guiding that

course with the pure counsels of His eternal

will, neither causing all things to work together

for the good of them that served Him, nor exe-

cuting His idle threats against the rebellious

and ungodly. Why, then, should they fear

Him ? What profit should they have if they

served Him ? Why not give the reins to their

lusts, and carry themselves as though there

were no God ? In short, they had sunk into

that practical but unreasoned atheism so com-

mon in large cities, when their inhabitants have

long been corrupted with luxury and vice. It
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is tills practical atlioisra, the atheism of the

market place and the stews, which the prophet

sets himself to rebuke. Because they have

eyes and yet cannot see God in the ordinary

and benignant course of His providence. He

will come out of His place to judge and to con-

demn them. Because, when their days go

lightly and smoothly they forget Him wllo

" sets their days upon the score," He wiil send

them a day of terrors on which their very heart

and flesh will cry out for God. He will come

to them. He will go through the city making

diligent search, trying house by house, man by

man. As the vintner goes through his cellars,

torch in hand ; or as the head of the household,

taper in hand, searches every nook and corner

of his house before Passover, lest any morsel of

leaven should be hidden in it ; so Jehovah will

"search Jerusalem with candUx," hunting the

evil out of every dark nook in which they have

concealed themselves, suffering none to escape.

No strength will be able to resist Him, no bribe

to avert the due reward of their deeds. He will

bring evil upon them that they may learn how

good He is, how imperati velj' He demands truth

and goodness in men. In their prosperity they

have forgotten Him and wronged their own
souls ; by the stripes of adversity He will bring

them to a better mind and turn their heart back

again unto Himself.

I4-IS. As Zephaniah contemplates the

scene, as he beholds temple and city and pal-

ace fall, and the unhappy thousands who have

escaped the sword carried away captive into a

strange land, he breaks into that sublime song,

that solemn dies irw with which the chapter

closes :

*' The preat day of Jehovah is near,

Near, and halting greatly.

Hark 1 the day of Jehovah 1

Bitterly shrieketh the mighty man.

A day of fury is thitj day,

A day of anguish and distress,

A day of desolation and ruin,

A day of darkness and gloom,

A day of clouds and of cloudy night,

A day of the trumpet and the trumpet-blast

Against the fortitied cities.

And against the lofty battlements.

And I will bring men into straits.

And they shall walk like the blind.

Because they have sinned against Jehovah
;

And their blood shall be poured out like dust,

And their flesh like dung.

Even their silver, even their gold,

Shall not be able to rescue them

In the day of Jehovah's fury
;

But in the Are of His wrath

Shall the whole earth be consumed :

For He will make an end, yea, a sudden end.

Of all the Inhabitants of the earth."

There are no grander verses, none more sombre

and tragic, none in which terror is more pic-

turesque, in the literature of the woild. They

are to be /tW rather than critically analyzed and

explained. In order to impress on us the ter-

rors of that great day of the Lord, the prophet

exhausts the copious Hebrew vocabulary of its

terms for gloom and horror. That day is the

day of the overflowing irresistible wrath of

GoJ ; the day on which men sink into an an-

guish and distress beyond expression, beyond

relief ; the daj' on which the whole earth is

wasted with havoc and broken into ruin ; the

day of a darkness so profound that day itself is

changed into its very opposite and becomes a

night, and a night wrapped in clouds through

which no star can shoot a ray of hope ;
and

out of the thick darkness, stabbing all hearts

with an agony of fear, the war-trumpets peal

louder and louder, till, in their misery and ter-

ror, men " walk like the blind," brooding in a

sullen despair over their sins, desperate of es-

cape.

Because the Hebrew prophets were so strong

in the conviction of the beneficent uses of

"judgments," they could dwell on them as

they did. Nothing, for example, is more strange

and painful to many minds than the way in

which Zephaniah lingers over the details of

"the day of judgment." He elaborates his

description of it, adding touch to touch, piling

epithet on epithet, as though he were reluctant

to leave it, as though he took a stern and al-

most malignant pleasure in contemplating it.

Until we understand that Zephaniah believes

judgment to be mercy, that he is depicting ter-

rors through which men must pass in order that

they maj' be cleansed by them, and that as they

pass through them they may find the mercy in

them, we can have no sympathy with him, we
can only be repelled by the stem exultation

with which he hails the great and terrible day

of the Lord.

Nor do I see Iiow we can face the facts of

human life, and hold fast our faith in God,

until we share Zephaniah's conviction that God
judges and afflicts men in order that He may
cleanse and restore their souls. Has not every

nation in its turn passed through these days of

anguish and distress, of ruin and desolation ?

Why, then, should we carp at Zephaniah's

loords, when fucts equally loaded with terror

and gloom are the common staple of the human
story ? We ought rather to be thankful for hi-i

words ; we should rejoice, that even on a day

SO dark he could see a great light of hope, and

teach us to see it. Let us learn of him the
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mercy of jiidj^mont ; let us hold fast to the con-

vktioii that even the j iidgments whieli are most

penetrating and of the widest sweep are only

as a surgeon's probe, which carries a healing

balm to the very seat of disease, that they sim-

ply sheathe and convey the " saving health"

of the Divine compassion and love. Cox.

14. The day will try every man's work,

every man's foothold, of what sort it is. There

mvist be something to hold by. A " belief

"

will not do it if it is a belief too short to reach

from the intellect to the heart and will. A
doctrinal theory, a pew in church, an outward

conformity, handsome words about your eccle-

siastical order spiced with sarcasms on the

ways of your neighbors, along with a life in-

tensely ab.sorbed in your business, your family,

your reputation, will not answer. There will

shine at last a great and scorching light, before

which the secrets of all hearts will be opened.

There can be no illusion about the right hand
and the left. Forewarnings of that separation

are written all over your common scenery.

The stream sweeps on. Familiar forms vanish.

The graves open and close. Your body shows
symptoms of wearing out. Whatever the

changes may be, is there not " one thing" that

is a preparation for them all, and makes a man
superior to them all ? F. D. H.

I§. The destruction of that day will be un-

avoidable and universal. There shall be no es-

caping it by ransom ; neither their silver nor

their gold, which they have hoarded up so cov-

etously against the evil day, or which they

have spent so prodigally, to make friends for

such a time, shall be able to deliver them in the

day of the Lord's wrath. Another prophet

borrowed these words from this, with reference

to the same event (Ezek. 7 : 19). Riches profit

not in the day of wrath (Prov. 11 : 4). Nay,
riches expose to the wrath of men (Eccles. 5 : 13),

and riches abused to the wrath of God. There

shall be no escaping by flight or concealment.

H.

The withdrawing of God's presence is the

presence of His wrath. While He stays to re-

prove, there is favor in His displeasure ; but

when He leaves either man or church there is

no hop(' but of vengeance. The final absence

of God is hell itself. When He forsakes us,

though for a time, it is an introduction to His

utmost judgment. Bp. H.

To that merciful Jesus whom the superficial-

ness of the present day so often opposes to the

wrathful God of the Old Testament, it is to

Him that this striking expression is applied in

the New :
" The wrath of the Lamb." They

who deny God the faculty of indignation deny
Him, as a direct consequence, the faculty of

love, of sincere love ; they substitute for the

living God a lifeless notion, a dumb idol of the

intellect. Godet.

The greatness of Divine wrath appears in

this, that though we may attempt it in our

thoughts, yet we cannot bring it within the

comprcherisions of our knowledge. Survey the

expressions of Scripture, and see it there clothed

and set forth in " fire and brimstone," in " the

worm that never dies," in " utter darkness,"

in " weeping and wailing, and gnashing of

teeth." But what are all these but shadows !

mere similitudes, and not things I condescen-

sions, rather than instructions to our under-

standing ! poor figurative essays, where, con-

trary to the nature of rhetoric, the figure is still

beneath the truth. Fire no more represents

God's wrath than the picture of fire itself repre-

sents its heat ; and for the proof of this, let the

notional believer be an unanswerable argument,

who reads, sees and hears all these expressions,

and yet is not at all moved by them : which
sufficiently shows that there is no hell in the

description of hell. South.

We do but deceive ourselves with names.

Hell is nothing but the orb of sin and wicked-

ness, or else that hemisphere of darkness in

which all evil moves ; and heaven is the oppo-

site hemisphere of light, or else the bright orb

of truth, holiness and goodness ; and we do

actually, in this life, instate ourselves in the

possession of one or other of them. Take sin

and disobedience out of hell, and it will pres-

ently clear up into light, tranquillity, serenity,

and shine out into a heaven. CudwoHh.

ZEPHANIAH, CHAPTERS IL, III.

2 : 1 G.\THER yourselves together, yea, gather together, O nation that hath no shame ;

before the decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before the fierce anger of the

Lord come upon you, before the day of the Lord's anger come upon you. Seek ye the
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Lord, all ye meek of the eartli, which have wrought his judgement ; seek righteousness,

4 seek meekness : it may be ye shall be hid in the day of the Lord's anger. For Gaza shall

be forsaken, and Ashkelon a desolation : they shall drive out Ashdod at the noonday, and

5 Ekron shall be rooted up. Woe unto the inhabitants of the sea coast, the nation of the Chere-

thites ! The word of the Lord is against you, O Canaan, the land of the Philistines ; I will

6 destroy thee, that there shall be no inhabitant. And the sea coast shall be pastures, with

7 cottages for shepherds and folds for flopks. And the coast shall be for the remnant of the

house of Judah ; they shall feed their f'i'-kx tliciLupon ; in the houses of Ashkelon shall they

lie down in the evening ; for the Ldkd tlnir (Jod shall visit them, and bring again their cap-

8 tivity. I have heard tlio reproach of Moab, and the revilings of the children cf Ammon,
wherewith they have reproached my people, and magnified themselves against their border.

9 Therefore as I live, saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, Surely Moab shall be as

Sodom, and the children of Ammon as Gomorrah, a possession of nettles, and saltpits, and a

perpetual desolation : the residue of my people shall spoil them, and the remnant of my
10 nation shall inherit them. This shall they have for their pride, because they have reproached

11 and magnified themselves against the people of the Lord of hosts.- The Lord will be terri-

ble unto them : for he will famish all the gods of the earth ; and men shall worship him,

13 every one from his place, even all the isles of the nations. Ye Ethiopians also, ye shall be

13 slain by my sword. And hs will stretch out his hand against the north, and destroy Assy-

14 ria ; and will make Nineveh a desolation, aud dry like the wilderness. And herds shall lie

down in the midst of her, all the beasts of the nations : both the pelican and the porcupine

shall lodge in the nhapiters thereof : their voice shall sing in the windows
; desolation shall

15 be lu the thresholds : for he hath laid bare the cedar work. This is the joyous city that

dwelt carelessly, that said iu her heart, I am, and there is none else beside me : how is she

become a desolation, a place for beasts to lie down in ! every one that passeth by her shall

hiss, and wag his hand.

3 : 1, 3 Woe to her that is rebellious and polluted, to the oppressing city ! She obeyed

not the voice
;
she received not correction ; she trusted not in the Lord ; she drew not near

3 to her God. Her princes in the midst of her are roaring lions ; her judges are evening

4 wolves ; they leave nothing till the morrow. Her prophets are light and treacherous per-

5 sons : her priests have profaned the sanctuary, they have done violence to the law. The

Lord in the midst of her is righteous ; he will not do iniquity ; every morning doth he bring

6 his judgement to light, he faileth not ; but the unjust knoweth no shame. I have cut off

nations, their battlements are desolate ; I have made their streets waste, that none passeth

by ; their cities are destroyed, so that there is no man, that there is none inhabitant.

7 I said. Surely thou wilt fear me, thou wilt receive correction ; so lier dwelling should not be

cut off, iicrnrding to all that I have appointed concerning her : but they rose early and cor-

8 rupted all their doings. Therefore wait ye for me, saith the Lord, until the day that I rise

up to the prey : for my determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the king-

doms, to pour upon them mine indignation, even all my fierce anger ; for all the earth shall

9 be devoured with the fire of my jealousy. For then will I turn to the peoples a pure lan-

guage, that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve him with one consent.

10 From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia my suppliants, even the daughter of my dispersed, shall

11 bring mine offering. In that day shalt thou not be ashamed for all thy doings, wherein thou

hast transgressed against me : for then I will take away out of the midst of thee thy proudly

13 exulting ones, and tliou shalt no more be haughty in my holy mountain. But I will leave in

the midst of thee an afflicted and poor people, and they shall trust in the name of the Lord.

13 Tlie remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak lies ; neither shall a deceitful tongue

be found in their mouth : for they shall feed and lie down, and none shall make them afraid.

14 Sing, O daughter of Zion
; shout, O Israel ; be glad and rejoice with all the heart, O daugh-

15 ter of Jerusalem. The Lord hath taken away thy judgements, he hath cast out thine

enemy : tlie king of Israel, even the Lord, is in the midst of thee : thou shalt not fear evil

16 any more. In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem, Fear thou not : O Zion, let not thine

17 hands be slack. The Lord thy God is in the midst of thee, a mighty one who will save ; he

will rejoice over thee with joy, he will rest in his love, he will joy over thee with singing.

18 I will gather them tluit sorrow for the solemn assembly, who were of thee : to wliom the bur-

19 den upon her was a reproach. Behold, at that time I will deal with all them that afflict
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thco : and I will save her that Imlteth, and gather her that was driven away
; and I will

JO make them a praise and a name, whose shame hath hecn iu all the earth. At that lime will

I bring you in, and at that time will I gather you : for I will make you a name and a praise

timong all the peoples of the earth, when I bring again your captivity before your eyes, saith

the Loud.

Cliap. 2. This chapter aims to enforce re-

pentance : 1. By the shortness of time yet re-

maining before otherwise the shafts of ven-

geance must fall. 2. By the fact that desolating

judgments were coming upon other nations

ccmtiguous. This fact should assure them that

the Lord was about to take in hand the work
of retribution upon guilty nations on a bro;id

scale ; that He had His agencies in readiness
;

and that Judah and Jcrvisalem could by no

means hope to escape. II. C. This chapter

contains an exhortation to earnest repentance

and amendment of their former life, to the end

they may escape the threatened evils. For

(hose whom God reproves, e.xcept the fault bo

in themselves. He means to save. Let men
change their deeds, and I, saith the Lord, will

<h3.nge My purpose. And this exhortation is

nilua repeated in the present chapter, to the

end that those who remained obstinate and

stubborn might be without excuse. Diatmus.

1-3. In the first section of this poem (chap.l)

Zephaniah denounces on the men of Judah
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem the doom
which their idolatries and immoralities had pro-

voked ; he denounces that doom with a stern

vigor and passion which give his words an edge

so keen that even to this day they pierce and

wound our hearts. But in the second section

he changes his voice ; he modulates it into a

key more tender and pathetic. Tones of judg-

ment and righteous indignation still fall on our

ears ; but under these, struggling up against

them and through them, at times triumphing

over them, we catch a strain of compassion.

The threatenings of judgment melt into an in-

vitation to repentance. The gracious intention

of the Divine " doom" is disclosed. A fruitful

rain falls on the soil through which the plough-

share has been driven. Healing balms are laid

on the wounds that have been probed and

searched. Though his voice still trembles with

indignation against " the sinners and their

offences," the prophet calls on them to abandon
their sins, to seek righteousness and humility

;

and, to induce them to repentance and amend-
ment, he declares that the judgment which is

soon to sweep across the whole earth will reach

its end only as " all the inhabitants of the earth,

every one from his place," acknowledge Jeho-

vah to be God and worship Him. Tliis is the

theme of the second section. The cull to re-

•perdance is given in chap. 3, verses 1-3. The
general contents of these verses may be summed
up thus : The men of Judah, with the fear of

God before their eyes, are to consider aud test

themselves. They have been hardened and un-

abashed in tljeir iniquity. The Divine judg-

ment is coming on them to compel them to re-

flection, that they may put themselves and their

modes of thought and action to the proof. It

is coming quickly, so quickly that they must

not think to escape it. Now, if ever, the oc-

casion must be seized, the place for repentance

must be found, occupied, secured. They have

forgotten and abandoned the Lord their God ;

let them seek the Lord. They have been un-

righteous ; let them seek righteousness. They
have been proud aud self-confident ; let them
seek humility. In this radical change of spirit-

ual character, attitude, bias, lies their only hope,

their sole chance of escaping destruction. Co.t.

2. " Before" this execution of the Lord's

wrath there was a short moment for repent-

ance. The prophet exhorts the people to seize

and improve it. H. C.

' 3. In the midst of the guiltj' nation there

1
were those who would listen to the warning

voice. The meek of tJie land, not the poor or

the afflicted, but those who were humble tow-

ard God, considerate and forbearing toward

man. They are further described as having

j

wrought His judgment, not simply obediently to

the law in general, but doing what was right in

each case. Yet though they have a single eye,

they are imperfect. Hence the threefold in-

junction. Seek the Lord, seek righteousness, seek

j

meekness, to strive after higher and higher at-

tainments in that very virtue of which they al-

ready possess enough to deserve to be called

j

meek. B. C.

"It may be you shall be hid ; if any be hid,

I

you shall." Good men cannot be sure of tem-

poral preservation, for all things come alike to

all, but they are most likely to be hid, and

stand fairest for a distinguishing care of Provi-

dence. It is expressed thus doubtfully, to try

if they will trust the goodness of God's nature,

though they have but the " it may be" of a

promise ; and to keep up in them a holy fear

j

and watchfulness, lest they should seem to

come short, aud should do anything to throw
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themselves out of the Divine protection. Note :

Those that hold fast their integrity in times of

common iniquity have reason to liope that God
will find out a hiding-place for them, where

they shall be safe and easy in times of common
calamity. H.

By liis " peradventure ye may be liidden"

the prophet does not intend to cast any doubt

on the security of the humble and the right-

eous. He intends, rather, to suggest the ex-

treme rigor of the doom he foresees, the diffi-

culty of escaping it, the improbability that a

people so callous and proud will seek and iind

the sole refuge from the storm. All the more

he urges them to seek it, nor has he any doubt

that if they seek they will find. For why
should the prophet call the sinful to repentance

if repentance were to be of no avail ? why urge

the good to new ardors of righteousness if even

these were to be of no avail ? Even thus early

we hear the tones of mercy and invitation

blending with the tones of denunciation and re-

buke, not dominant as yet, yet sounding forth

no doubtful promise that the key, the mode, is

changing, and that we shall soon be gladdened

with a more cheerful and melodious strain.

Even thus early we are taught, at least by im-

plication and suggestion, that the judgments

of God, however stern, however wide and deep

of reach, are sent to summon the wicked to self-

examination and repentance, and the good to

more earnest and fruitful endeavors after that

which is right before God. Cox.

4. Proceeding by th3 coast on the edge of

the cultivated plain, about twelve miles north

of Gaza, we arrive at Ashkelon, the second

Philistine city, close to the shore, and still bear-

ing the name of Askuliln. Gardens and vine-

yards fringe the old crusading walls landward,

but tlie sand is rapidly encroaching on them
and drifting up to the foot of the ancient fortifi-

cations on the south. There is a large village.

El Jurah, to the north, but the site of Ashkelon

itself is absolutely without inliabitant. " Ash-

kelon shall be a desolation" (Zeph. 3 ; 4). " Ash-

kelon shall not be inhabited" (Zecli. 9:5).

Tristram.

4-15. In these verses the prophet adds fresh

motives for repentanee. He unfolds the pun-

ishment that was hanging over the enemies of

Israel on the west (4-7), on the east (8-11), on

tlie south (12). and on the north (13-15). If the

calamities inflicted upon Israel by their enemies

did not bring them back to God, what must
their end be ? (C'f. Amos 1. 2.) If the heathen

were punished for their transgressions, what
did the people of God deserve (3 : 6, 7) ? B. C.

5-7. Every epithet in this fifth verse is se-

lected with a view of deepening the gloom of

its terrible denunciation with veiled sugges-

tions of a judgment beyond the power of words

to express. And yet, mark once more how
mt)ods of mercy struggle up against the tide of

his burning indignation ; how the tender tones

of compassion blend with and soar above the

tones of judgment. What soft pastoral images

break upon us in verse 6 ! This once fertile

tract by the sea, thickly dotted with the crowd-

ed hives of human industry, with fair cities in-

habited by frtc brave men, afterward a desert

accursed by God and abandoned by man, "shall

become pfuttures, with hutsfor shepJitrds and folds

for sheep." Through the mountain gorges the

flocks of the restored Hebrews will descend on

the green flowery plains, knowing no want,

fearing no evil, because the shepherds go be-

fore them with staff and rod. And how the

suggestions of peace and hope breathed by this

verse are confirmed by the next (verse 7) ! As
yet, indeed, w^: hear of no mercy for the Philis-

tines ; but we do hear, amid the thunders of

judgment, a voice which speaks comfortably

to Israel. A remnant of Judah is to be saved,

and to po.ssess the gates of its enemies. This

note of mercy toward Judah we shall hear

again and again, amid the angry discords of

the doom which destroys their enemies, until,

at last, it swells into a song of mercy for all

races, even for those who have been most hardy

in their defiance of heaven. Cav.

8-1 0. The parallel prophecies against Moab
are Num. 24 ; 17 ; Isa. 15. 16 ; Amos 2:1-3;
Jer. 48 ; against Ammon, Amos 1 : 13-15 ; Jer.

49 ; Ezek. 25 : 1-7. Moab and Ammon had the

same origin. They had the same hostility to

the people of God. They would suffer the

same punishment. The overthrow of Sodom
and Gomorrah was a type of utter destruction

(De. 39 : 23 ; Isa. 1:9; 13 : 19). The Moabites

and Ammonites were descended from him

who had been rescued by God's mercy, and

lived near the scene that should constantly

have reminded them alike of God's severity

and goodness ; but the warning was unheed-

ed. B. C.

9, lO. Just as the elect people are to find

pastures in the tract by the sea, " with huts for

shepherds and folds for sheep," to feed on the

substance of the Philistines, and to lie down in

the deserted houses of Ashkelon ; so also they

are to grow rich on the spoils of Jloab and Am-
mon, and to reduce even these inveterate an<l

insolent foes to bondage. There is a promise

in this doom, then, a promise bright with hope
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for as many of the Hebrews as were loyal to

their Divine King. But does God care only for

Ilelirews ? Is the whole world to be sacrificed

to them? "Have we not all one Father,"

whatever our race or blood ? and must not the

universal Father have mercy and grace for all ?

So far from sacrificing the whole world to the

Hebrews, when they finally refused to be the

ministers and prophets of His saving truth to

all the families of the earth. He sacrificed them

to the good of the world. If they were chosen,

it was that they might serve, that they might

be a blessing to the human race ; if they are

cast away, it is because they were perverting

the blessing that was in them to a curse. Ter-

rible as are the judgments he denounces on

heathen empires, Zephaniah reserves his heavi-

est doom for the elect race ;
"

j udgment begins

at the house of God ;" and whether he de-

nounce ju'lgmeut on heathen or Hebrew, he is

sure that judgment is mercy, and the precursor

of mercy— that it is but as the knife which

wounds that it may heal. Cox.

1 1 . The course of thought here should be

noted. God becomes terrible to idolatrous

nations when He famishes

—

i.e., wastes away
and destroys their gods ; for when a nation's

gods are gone, what have they more ? On the

other hand, and as a result of destroying both

the idol gods of those nations and their incorri-

gible worshippers as well, men everywhere,

over all the isles of the Gentiles, shall worship

the true God. II. C.

The immense value of this verse consists in

the fact that it reveals a law, a constant anil in-

variable law, of the Divine government. The

verse stands alone, and is complete in itself. It

is, so to speak, a place of vantage, a point of

rest, to which the prophet has risen, and from

which he contemplates not simply the dooms
of which he had spoken, or the dooms of which

he is about to speak, but the whole course of

the Divine Providence. And as he looks before

and after, as he recalls the past and projects

himself into the future, he finds this to be a law

of human history, that the judgments of God
are a necessary part of the scheme of redemp-

tion ; that God intends them to recover men
from error to truth, from sin to holiness. They
answer to the convulsions and storms of the

natural world, and serve to disperse the foul

infections which brood over the homes of men,

to raise them to happier conditions, and to

]iour round them a more vital air. God in ter-

rible, he says, but terrible only that He may be

merciful. He famishes the false gods, whose
service is bondage, starves them out of the

world, that men may freely worship the only

wise and true God. For the moment, at least,

the Hebrew seer rises far above all local or na-

tional prejudices, and proclaims a blessing

which belongs not to the Jew only, but to all

the world. This is the law of the Divine

method, of the way God takes with men. And
the great comfort, the great value of it is, that

it in a law, that God will act on it whatever

men do or forbear to do. Tliat llii-re is a pure,

Divine, Almighty will penetnaing and pervad-

ing tlie whole course of the human story, work
ing in and through all men toward a foreseen

end of mercy, an end which comprises the sal-

vation of mankind—this is a solid ground on

which to build our hopes, whether for ourselves

or for the world. And it surely is very strik-

ing that this law should be stated here, that this

light of life should arise in a darkness so pro-

found ; that, amid the harsh thunders of adoom
launched against all the empires of the ancient

world, wo should hear a harmony so clear and

sweet and full that it makes all discords tribu-

tary to itself ; that even as the storm of judg-

ment goes crashing round the whole horizon we
should see, even for a moment, the gracious

bow of hope shining in peaceful splendor across

the darkened skj', making the very lightnings

look dull and coarse before a beauty so pure,

so supreme.

13-15. Assyria, although so strong and so

proud in its strength, is to be utterly laid

waste. The mistress of the world, the most

populous, warlike, ambitious and cultivated of

Eastern races, is to be exterminated. And
Nineveh, its wonderful capital, so massively

built, so splendidly and curiously adorned, so

secure in its impregnable defences, is to become

an arid and barren waste, over which men will

pass without so much as dreaming of the ruins

and treasures that lie beneath their feet. So

complete was the destruction, that, with a

startling abruptness, the great city vanished

from the face of the earth, and its very ruins

were hidden from the eyes of men. Only two

centuries afterward, Xenophon, in the famous

retreat of the ten thousand, passed over its site

without so much as learning its name, though

he heard some dim tradition of its former great-

ness and its fate. And till fifty years ago it re-

mained buried in oblivion, as in sand. It was

not till the year 1843 that Layaril, Rawlinson

and Botta dug into these mounds and exhumud

and interpreted the remains which tell the story

(if the city's ancient greatness and luxury and

culture with a power beyond that of words.

This doom, then, the dcom on Assyria, was
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speedily and literally fulfilled. But, surely, a

larger fultilmeut awaits it. For in Nineveh, as

in other ancient empires, the Hebrew prophets

saw the representative for tlie time then pres-

ent of all the great world-powers which exalt

themselves against God. Till the kingdoms of

this world rise and merge into the kingdom of

our God and of His Christ, the triumph of

these ancient prophecies, their final and victo-

rious fulfilment, will not have come. Co.v.

IS. The final downfall of Nineveh is vcon-

derfuUy foreshadowed in Nahum 3, where he

compares it to the capture of Thebes, indicat-

ing the action of fire, which all the Ninevite re-

mains so illustrate. Even more distinct as to a

final desolation is Zeph. 3:15: " This is the re-

joicing city that dwelt carelessly, that said in

her heart, I am, and there is none beside me :

how is she become a desolation, a place for

beasts to lie down in ! every one that passeth

by her shall hiss and wag his hand." The

dreary solitude of the mounds from which such

precious treasures have been dug could not

have been more terribly expressed. Yet the

words of Nahum were written about B.C. GoO,

when the reign of Assurbanipal was at its

zenith ; and those of Zephaniah. who is general-

ly placed some thirty years later, could not

possibly be suggested by any long continued

overthrow. Caii-ns.

Cliap. 3. This chapter opens with further

statements of the guilt and doom of Jerusalem

(versesl-4) ; of God's justice in herpunishmcnt

(verse 5) ; of His judgments on other nations

(verses 6-8) ; then turning to words of mercy,

tlie Lord promises to convert the nations (verses

9, 10), and to restore and bless most abundantly

the remnant of His people (verses 11-20). H. C.

1, 2, The appeal opens with a brief denun-

ciation of "woe," which contains three epi-

thets that .lerusalem should have been the last

city in the world to deserve. Chosen of God
to be His people, " a holy people, zealous of

good works," instead of doing His will, its in-

habitants straitened and hardened themselves

against Him ; instead of being a holy people,

they were stained with the foulest vices ; in-

stead of loving and serving one another, they

oppressed and devoured each other. Jerusa-

lem is a rebcUioua city, a palluted city, an o])-

pressing city.

These epithets are explained and vindicated

in verse 2. " Slie hath not liearkened to the

voice" of God, as uttered in the law of Jloses,

and in the remonstrances and appeals of the

prophets. "She accepts no chastisem'-nt, " so

that even the infinite patience of Jehovah is ex-

hau.sted, and He is weary of correcting her in

vain. And as law and punishment have failed

of their proper effect, so also have promise and

invitation. She has no faith in the gracious

offers of Divine mercy, does not " trust" them

nor Him who makes them, nor suffer them to

" draw" her " near to her God." Co.i.

3, 4, If the city were such as the prophet

represents, the guilt lay chiefly with those

whose rank and office gave them influence :

princes, judges, propliets and priests.

5. Morning by morning doth He bring Bis

judgment to light. As each morning the rising

sun sheds light upon the world, so each morn-

ing, day by day, there were clear proofs to all

who would see that they had among them a

righteous Governor, rewarding the good and

punishing the wicked. B. C.

7, What aggravated their guilt till it became

intolerable, and put them beyond all mercy

save the
'

' mercy of judgment," was that God
had given them a pure law of life, and Himself

administered it among them ; that, in the de-

structiou iaflicted on neighboring kingdoms.

He had constantly warned them of the inevi-

table results of violating that law ; and that He
had not spared to correct them so often as they

went astray, and to plead with them, and to

urge them to repentance and obedience. They
had seen race after race cut off, the battle-

ments of their fortified places laid waste,

their cities battered down, their streets re-

duced to such ruinous desolation that no man
dwelt in them, no man so much as passed

through them. And what were these Divine

judgments but the law of God " writ large"

and illustrated on a scale so vast and impressive

as to arrest the attention of the most heedless,

and to rouse a saving fear in the stubborn and

impenitent ? But even these glaring and por-

tentous illustrations of the wrath of God against

evil, and all who cleave to it, had been wasted

on the stiff-necked nation. They had stocd

under these shocks and alarms unmoved, or

moved only for the moment. And now what

was there, short of a judgment more severe

than any they had ever yet seen or known,

that could constrain them to penitence, and

through penitence to righteousness, through

righteousness to peace ? Cox.

They were not won upon by gentle methods,

nor had severe ones any effect, for they rose

early and corrupted all their doings ; they were

more resolute and eager in their wicked courses

than ever ; more studious and solicitous in

making provision for their lusts, and let slip

no opportunity for the gratification of them.
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God rose up early, to send them His prophets,

to reduce and reclaim them ; but they were up

before Him. to shut and bolt the door against

them. Their wickedness was universal ; all

their doings were corrupted, and it was all

owing to themselves, they could not lay the

blame upon the tempter, but the}' alone must

bear it ; they themselves wilfully and designed-

ly corrupted all their doings. II.

8-20. The rest of the prophecy divides

naturally into four parts, of which one (verses

8-10) contains reasons for hope and patience
;

two (verses 11-13), a description of Israel when
restored ; three (verses 14-17), a song of tri-

umph : four (verses 18-30), a renewed assurance

of restoration.

S. The words can only apply to the meek of

the land ('2:3), the remnant that God would

spare, with which the future welfare of the na-

tion was bound up. Therefore, because God
would surely e-xecute judgment upon the

guilty, let the pious leitit iipoii Him, patiently,

trustfully, for He had good things in store for

them ; the punishment of the nations, of which

mention is made immediately, should be fol-

lowed not only by their admission to the

knowledge and worship of God, but by the

restoration of Israel.

9. The fruit of this pure Up is the sincere

worship of God. Such is the meaning of the

phi'ase to eitU upon the name of tlic Lord. Here

public worship is referred to, as is shown by

what follows. 7'o serte Him with one conaeiit.

In the Hebrew It is with one shoulder, as of men
helping one another to support a heavy load.

So, steadily, strenuously. B. C.

Instead of saying that men will be raised to

a purer and more spiritual use of language, he

represents Jehovah as saying, " / icill turn to

the natiom a pure lip," a cleansed and sinless

lip, in order " that" in place of defiling them-

selves with invocations addressed to false gods,

and with the foul strains sung in their honor,

" tJuy may all invoke tits name of Jehovah." In-

stead of saying that men will be happily united

in their service of Heaven, be represents Jehovah

as predicting that, when men speali with puri-

fied lips, they will " serve Him with one shoul-

der"—that is, they will walk with even shoul-

ders under the yoke and burden of His law,

walk in unity, in a happy consent of obedience,

each bearing his full share of the load, each

keeping step with the rest, and thus making

the burden unburdeusome to any. Now,
speech is the flower, as deeds are the fruit, of

the soul. Our words indicate character, as the

the tree. If these are pure, we are

pure ; if these are impure, we are impure.

Hence it is that the Scriptures lay .so heavy a

stress on the use of the tongue. To have a

pure lip is to have a pure soul. And the judg-

ments of God come on men to make them pun^

—pure within, that they may be pure in all

that expresses their inward nature. The ter-

rors of the Lord reach their I'nd only as they

purge the lips of men, and constrain them to

show forth His praise and " wort/H^y nuignify

His holy name. " Cox.

Religion is our " reasonable service." It in-

volves the consent of all our powers ; tin; mind
embracing (fivinely discovered truth, the con-

science recognizing a supreme obligation, the

heart yielding to gracious heavenly influence,

and the will bowing to that higher will which

is " holy and just and good." Wnite.

As the denunciation of judgment melts into

the call to repentance, so the call to repentance

melts into the promise of good. In chap. 3 : 8

the prophet invites the faithful to " wait" for

the day of judgment in an attitude of hope
;

and in verse 9 and the verses which follow it

he gives them ground and reasons for hope :

the day of judgment is to bring in the year of

redemption ; the fire, which is to destroy, is

also to renew the world. Hitherto, the thought

of the Divine judgmentand its terrors has b(en

uppermost in his mind ; now he sees judgment
issuing in mercy, mercy rejoicing over judg-

ment. T!:e storm is over and gone ; the air is

soft and clear, the bow of hope shines with ten-

der hallowing radiance on the clouds, the earth

breathes her sweetest fragrance, and the birds

fill the air with notes of joy and praise. Cox.

lO. The reader will readily recall the case of

an " eunuch of great authority under Candace,

queen of Ethiopia, who came to Jerusalem to

worship" (Acts 8 : 37 fi.), and who went home
with more of the Gospel than he had ever

known before. The case proves that there

were some dispersed people there, probably

Jews, who remembered Zion, and that a purer

knowledge of God went among them after the

Christian era. It would seem that there have

been nominal Christians in Abyssinia ever

since. They were found there by Bruce in his

travels, early in the present century.

12. The few spared and surviving, after the

many had fallen under sore judgments, are

blessed by what they have suffered, and by
what they have seen others suffer ; and these

return to the Lord their God. Of this promise

there have been many fulfilments. H. C.

14-17. The prophet bids Zion rejoice and

sing in prospect of future happiness. Trials
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and calamities were before her citizens, but

they might be armed witli patience ; nay, Jr-

joice in tribulation, because their sufferings,

however severe, would surely be followed by

such consolations and joys as they had never

yet known. The grounds of rejoicing are

three : The removal of chastisement and the

sure tokens of the presence of the Great King

among them. Their perfect safety. The maui

festatiou of God's almighty power and tender

love. B. G.

While he thus depicts the happy estate of the

restored Zion, which he throughout regards as

tlie centre and throne of a redeemed world,

Zephaniah breaks into a rapture, a prophetic

ecstasy (verses 14-17). Addressing himself to

the impersonated Israel, he piles word on word,

epithet on epithet, image on image, like one

in a transport beyond the power of language

to express. He sees God " removing the judg-

ments" and " clearing away the enemies" of

the New Jerusalem, preparing it for the habita-

tion of His redeemed, sweeping out every trace

of disorder, whatsoever defileth or loveth a lie,

shedding light through the windows that have

so long been darkened with cloud and storm.

The city and temple being restored and cleansed,

he sees Jehovah, the King of Israel, once more

seated on the throne, revealing Himself no

longer as "a fire involved in a cloud," as a

judicial purifying energy wrapped in mystery

and terror, but as a gracious familiar Presence,

redeeming men from all evil, infusing into them

a saving health, rejoicing overthem with sacred

rapture. As he gazes into this bright future,

the prophet discei'ns that God is so manifestly

and graciously in the midst of His people that

the nations who have brought back His dis-

persed ones behold His presence from afar,

and cry

:

" Fear not, O Ziim ! Let not Thy hands drop down !

.luhovah, Thy God, is in thy midst,

The Mighty One who saves.

He rejmcel/i over thee with, rapture :

He is eilent ir His love ;

He exulteth over thee with cries of joy."'

Tliere are no bolder words in Scripture, and

few that are more sublime in their simplicity.

Not only does the prophet, with the fearless

audacity of perfect trust, attribute to God Him-
self the rapture under which his own heart reels

and faints ; not only is he sure that all human
love is but a pale reflection of the love of God

;

he even ventures to take two of the commonest
forms in which human love exprcs.ses itself when
it mounts toward ecstasy, and to transfer these

to the Almighty. As man in the rapture of his

pa-ssion is at times dumb, finding no words that

will even shadow forth his emotion, and at

other times vents his unwordable rapture in

vague inarticulate sounds and cries ; so Zepha-

niah conceives of God as kindling into a rap-

ture of love over His redeemed, which can tiud

no utterance
—"He is silent in His love," or

which can only express itself in vague uusylla-

bled outcries: "He exulteth over thee icith

cries ofjoy.
'

' The Eternal Lover of men Zepha-

niah portrays as exulting over men with an

ecstasy like that of the bridegroom rejoicing in

the beauty and tenderness of liis bride ; even as

the Lord Jesus portrays Him as like a father

who runs to meet his returning son while yet

he is a great way off, and falls on his neck and

kisses him. Cox.

17. He will save. You believe the Lord's

might ; He is able to save ; His word declares

this, and His work proves His willingness
;

exercise your faith upon His will to save you
both from all your fears and all your foes ; cast

3'our all upon t!ie will of Jesus ; for :

He will rejoice over thee with joy. It was His

joy to bleed and die in agony and blood for

thee ; it is His joy that thou comest and criest

to Him as a lost sinner for salvation ; He will

rejoice in Ilis work for thee. His grace in thee,

and His salvation of thee. Oh, well mayest

thou be called on, " Rejoice in the Lord al'.v'ay,

and again, I say, rejoice." W. Mason.

Re§t ill His love. If He is at all. He is

tenderness itself. If He is at all, never did sire

so yearn over son as God yearns over all His

creatures. . . . The nature which God has

given man is the noblest style of nature known.

It is even the noblest conceivable. It is a moral

nature ; capable of knowing, admiring, loving,

freely choosing, and magnificently possessing

and enjoying God and virtue in apparently'

ever-increasing degrees. No other nature is

capable of so high an order of enjoyment as

this. No other can glorify the Maker so much.

The intelligent appreciation and voluntary

homage of such a being must be the most pre-

cious and dear thing on which the Eternal Fa-

ther looks down. Burr.

O the pure delights between God and glori-

fied souls ! God looks on them with an en-

gaged eye, as His own by many dear titles, and

is ravished with the refle.x of His own excellen-

cies shining in them. " As the bridegroom re-

joices over the bride (it is the language of Di-

vine love), so their God rejoices over them.

The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is

mighty ; He will save, lie will rejoice over

thee with joy ; He will rest in Ilis love ; lie
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will rejoice over thee vrith singiug." lie is iii-

tiuiteiy dcligbteil iu the communication of His

goodness to them. And what a blessed rest do

they find in the complete fruition of His good-

ness ! All their desires quietly expire in His

bosom. What triumphs of joy follow ! Can

we frame a fuller conception of happiness

than to be perfectly loved by the best and most

blessed being, and perfectly to love Him, and

to partake of the richest emanations of His loo-

inri-h-iii<hiis>s, tliitt isfar more valuable arid dcsir-

ahlrthoii /(fr ilKiif? Bates.

l»-!iO. The joys of which the prophet

speaks were distant. He does not forget the

present sorrows of Israel, or the sufferings they

had yet to bear, before they could raise the

shout of triumph. He has words of comfort

specially adapted to cheer the hearts of tliose

who mourned in Zion. It is God Himself who
now speaks (verse 20) to the sorrowful, assuring

them that He knows their sorrows, that He will

deliver and restore them, take away their re-

proach, and make them famous. B. C.

IS. The sentiment is that God will gather

home to Zion those dispersed ones who had been

sad because of their long exclusion from her

solemn feasts, and who had borne reproach for

their God.

19, 20. God will reverse the state of her

long-depressed and scattered people. The fee-

ble shall be saved with strength ; the exiled

brought home in triumph ; the long-dishonored

and disowned shall have praise and fame in the

very place where they had been put to shame.

The public sentiment of the world is changed,

and the real friends of God are now held, not

iu contempt, but in honor. It can scarcely be

supposed that the restoration from Babylon

exhausted the significance of these promises.

Then the restored people were few and feeble.

Though honored and favored by Cyrus, yet

they were by no means greatly honored by

their nearest neighbors, the Samaritans, nor by

other contiguous nations. Something more

and better than that must lie yet treasured up

for Zion in these promises. Yet further, the

clear indications in this chapter (verses 9, 10)

of the conversion of the Gentiles also must

carry the great body of these predictions over

into the Gospel era, and some portion of them

down into those times described by Paul (Rom.

11), when, almost simultaneously, the Jews will

be grafted back into their former stock, and

the Gentile world be converted to the same

ever blessed God. O come, that glorious day !

H. C.

PROPHECY OF HAGOAI.

HAGGAI, INTRODUCTION; CHAPTERS I., II.

1 : 1 In the second year of Darius the king, in the sixth month, in the first day o^ the

month, came the word of the Lobd by Haggai the prophet unto Zerubbabel the son of

Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and to Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest, saying,

2 Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying. This people say. It is not the time /or vs to come,

3 the time for the Lord's house to be built. Then came the word of the Lord by Haggai the

4 prophet, saying. Is it a time for you yourselves to dwell iu your cieled houses, while this

5 house lieth waste ? Now therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts : Consider your ways.

6 Ye have sown much, and bring iu little
;
ye eat, but ye have not enough ;

ye drink, but ye

are not filled with drink
;
ye clothe you, but there is none warm ; and he thatearneth wages

7 earneth wages to put it into a bag with holes. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Consider your

8 ways. Go up to the mountain, and bring wood, and build the house ;
and I will take plea-

9 sure in it, and I will be glorified, saith the Lord. Ye looked for much, and, lo, it came to

little ; and when ye brought it home, I did blow upon it. Why ? saith the Lord of hosts.

10 Because of mine house that lieth waste, while ye run every man to his own house. There-

fore for your sake the heaven is stayed from dew, and the earth is stayed /tohj. her fruit.

11 And I called for a drought upon the land, and upon the mountains, and upon the corn, and
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tipon the wine, and upon the oil, and upon that which the ground brin^eth forth, and upoa

men, and upon cattle, and upon all the labor of the hands.

12 Then Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest,

with all tlie remnant of the people, obeyed the voice of the Loud their God, and the words

of Haggai the prophet, as the Lord their God had sent him ; and the people did fear before

13 the Lord. Then spake Haggai the Lord's messenger in the Lord's message unto the people,

14 saying, I am with you, saith the Lord. And the Lord stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel

the son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and the spirit of Joshua the son of Jehozadak, tlie

high priest, and the spirit of all the remnant of the people ; and they came and did work in

15 the house of the Lord of hosts, their God, in the four and twentieth day of the month, in

the sixth month, in the second year of Darius the king.

2:1 In the seventh month, in the one and twentieth day of the month, came the word of

2 the Lord by Haggai the prophet, saying. Speak now to Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel,

governor of Judah, and to Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest, and to the remnant

3 of the people, saying. Who is left among you that saw this house in its former glory? and

4 how do ye see it now ? is it not in your eyes as nothing ? Yet now be strong, O Zerubbabel.

saith the Lord ; and be strong, O Joshua, son of Jehozadak, the high priest ; and te strong,

all ye people of the land, saith the Lord, and work : for I am with you, saith the Lord of

5 hosts, (iccordincj to the word that I covenanted with you when ye came out of Egypt, and my
6 spirit abode among you : fear ye not. For thus saith the Lord of hosts : Yet once, it is a

7 little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry land ; and

I will shake all nations, and the desirable things of all nations shall come, and I will fill this

8 house with glory, saith the Lord of hosts. The silver is mine, and tlie gold is mine, saith

9 the Lord of hosts. The latter glory of this house shall be greater than the former, saith the

Lord of hosts : and in this place will I give peace, saith the Lord of hosts.

10 In the four and twentieth day of the ninth month, in the second year of Darius, came the

11 word of the Lord by Haggai the prophet, saying, Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Ask now

12 the priests concerning the law, saying. If one bear holy flesh in the skirt of his garment, and

with his skirt do touch bread, or pottage, or wine, or oil, or any meat, shall it become holy ?

13 And the priests answered and said, No. Then said Haggai, If one that is unclean by a dead

body touch any of these, shall it be unclean ? And the priests answered and said, It shall

14 be unclean. Then answered Haggai and said. So is this people, and so is this nation before

me, saith the Lord ; and so is every work of their hands ; and that which they offer there is

1.5 unclean. And now, I pray you, consider from this day and upward, from before a stone

16 was laid upon a stone in the temple of the Lord : through all that time, when one came to

an heap of twenty measures, there were but ten ; when one came to the winefat for to draw

17 out fifty tessels, there were but twenty. I smote you with blasting and with mildew and

15 with hail in all the work of your hands
;
yet ye turned not to me, saith the Lord. Consider,

I pray you, from this day and upward, from the four and twentieth day of the ninth month,

19 since the day that the foundation of the Lord's temple was laid, consider it. Is the seed yet

in the barn? yea, the vine, and the fig tree, and tlie pomegranate, and the olive tree hath not

brought forth ; from this day will I bless you.

20 And the word of the Lord came the second time unto Haggai in the four and twentieth

21 day of the month, saying. Speak to Zerubbabel, governor of Judah, saying, I will shake the

22 heavens and the earth ; and I will overthrow the throne of kingdoms, and I will destroy the

strength of the kingdoms of the nations ; and I will overthrow the chariots, and those that

ride in them ; and tlie horses and their riders shall come down, every one by the sword of

23 his brother. In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, will I take thee, O Zerubbabel, my ser-

vant, the son of Shealtiel, saith the Lord, and will make thee as a signet : for I have chosen

thee, saith the Lord of hosts.

Introduction.

Hag'oa I or Hag'gai, the tenth in order of

the minor prophets, and first of those who
prophesied after the Captivity. With regard

to his tribe and parentage, 1)otli Iiistory and

tradition are alike silent. Probably he was

one of the exiles who returned with Zerub-

babel and .Jeshua. The rebuilding of the tem-

ple, commenced in the reign of Cyrus (b.c.

535), was suspended during the reigns of his

Cambyses and Pseudo-Sraerdis, in
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consequence of the determined hostility of tli(!

Samaritans. On the acccssinn of Darius Hys-

taspes (n.o. 521), thu proplii-ts Haggai aud

Zechariali urged the renewal of the undcrtalj-

ing, aud obtained tlie permission aud assistance

of tlie King (Ezra 5:1; 6 : 14). Animated by
tlie liigh courage of tliese devoted men, tlie

people prosecuted the worlc witli vigor, and

tlie temple was completed and dedicated in the

sixth year of Darius (B.C. 516). According to

tradition, Ilaggai was born in Babylon, was a

young man wlien he came to Jerusalem, and

was buried with honor near the sepulchres of

the priests. It has hence been conjectured that

he was a priest. Die. B.

Cyrus, on his accession to the Medo-Persian

tlirone, two years after it had absorbed the

Chaldean empire and made Babylon its capi-

tal, issued an edict, strongly inviting the Jews
to return to their own land, and rebuild both

tlicir licily city and their temple. Fifty thou-

sand responded to this call, and under Zerub-

babel as governor, and Joshua as high priest,

returned to the land of their fathers, and com-

menced rebuilding the city, and in process of

time the temple also. The Book of Ezra gives

the Jewish history of these events. It there

appears that in the second year of Cyrus (b.c.

.iSo), and in the second mouth, they began to

rebuild the temple : that soon the Samaritans

began to oppose and retard their work, and

kept up this opposition during the remaining

five years of the reign of Cyrus (Ezra 4 : 5),

and yet more vigorously and successfully, un-

der his vile son and successor Cambyscs (called,

Ezra 4:6," Ahasuerus"), who reigned seven

years and five months. At length, from his

successor, Smerdis (called, Ezra 4 ; 7, 8, 11, 23,

Artaxerxes), they obtained an order that the

work should absolutely cease. This Smerdis

reigned but seven months. A better Idng suc-

ceeded, in the person of Darii'S Hyst.aspes. As
Smerdis was at best only an usurper, and as

the decree of Cyrus was therefore still the law
of the realm, there was no legal obstacle in the

way of resuming this work the first moment
after the pressure of violent prevention was re-

|

moved. When, throughout the flret year of

Darius, it was seen that the people did not re-

sume tliis work, but occupied themselves in

fitting up and even embellishing their own
houses, tlie Lord sent His prophet Haggai, and

two months later Zechariah, to rebuke them
tor this neglect, and to encourage them to re-

sume and complete the building of the temple.

Tlie work was completed in the sixth year of

Darius (Ezra 6 • 15). These are briefly the liis-

toric facts which, being intimately connected

with the subject-matter of this book, are essen-

tial to its intelligent exposition. H. C.

Rend rnrefuUy the history, v. vii., pp. 501-6. B.

Haggai stands next on the proplietic roll to

Zephauiah ; but between these two prophets

there is a wide interval of time, at least a cen-

tury : and this interval was marked by events

so momentous and tragic as to change the

whole face of the goodly land and to effect a

corresponding eliange on the character, condi-

tions and prospects of its inhabitants. The
Captivity had intervened, and the Return. Tlie

land had Ijeen invaded, depopulated, reduced

to a jungle liaunted by wild beasts. The cities

had been broken down and burned with fire ;

tlie very temple had become a charred and
blackened heap of ruins. Zephaniali had fore-

told the judgment wliich was to sweep through

the land, and to sweep away not only man and

beast from it, but their offences with the sin-

ners, in terms so sombre and terrible as that

they still make our hearts tremble when we
read them ; and his prediction had been utterly

fulfilled. No greater, or apparently more ir-

reparable calamity could well have fallen on a

nation than that which fell on Judea. Not
only was a large majority of the men capable

of bearing arms cut off ; not only were the

statesmen, priests, farmers, merchants, and
even the skilled artisans and the able-bodied

peasants and laborers carried away captive, so

that the land was left well-nigh without inhab-

itant ; but its central and most fertile valley

was given to an idolatrous and half-barbarous

horde of aliens, who were unable to recover the

soil from the tropical jungle which had sprung

up over it, or so much as to keep the lions that

haunted it at bay.

Nevertheless the purpose of Cod stood fast,

His purpose to redeem His people, and to re-

store them to the land of their fathers. Dur-

ing the seventy years of the Captivity He kept

their hopes alive by the ministry of the great

prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Daniel, assur-

ing them that, if they should confess their sins

and return to Him, He would deliver them
from their bondage, lead them hack in triumph

to the country and the city in whicli He had

dwelt among them as a king among his sub-

jects, and raise them to a height of welfare and

privilege such as they had never reached be-

fore. As the term of the Captivity drew to an

end, the voice of prophecy grew more clear

and bright ; and at last the promise was ful

filled or began to be fulfilled. Cyrus, the

fouuder of tlie Persian empire, tlie conqueror
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of Babylon, ivhom God had chosen to be His

servant and " the shepherd" of His people,

issued an edict, authorizing as many as were

so minded to return to Jerusalem, and to re-

build the house of the Lord God of Israel.

Some fifty thousand of the captives, led by

Zerubbabel, a prince of the house of David,

and by Joshua, a priest of the house of Aaron,

came back to their abandoned city and rav-

aged land ; and among these returning exiles

there was probably a young man named Hag-

gai, and another named Zechariah, who were

soon to recMve the prophetic inspiration, as

they may already have received a prophetic

training from the seers of the Exile.

The merit of Haggai does not lie in his style,

but in the clear perception he had of the prin-

ciples on which God rules men and their af-

fairs ; in his conviction that only as men main-

tain a sincere communion with Him, and render

Him a frank obedience, can they reach their

true blessedness ; and in the zeal with which

he devoted himself to the task of implanting

these convictions in the breasts of his fellows.

His value to us lies not in the finished beauty

of his verse, but in the example he has left

us, and in the light he pours on an obscure

period of the Hebrew story. Wc know little

of the life of the exiles for the first twenty

years after their return to the land of their

fathers, of the thoughts that were habitual to

them, of the motives by which they were in.

spired. Even if we read the first six chapters

of the Book of Ezra, which covers the history

of this period, we learn comparatively little of

what was most inward and peculiar to the men
of the time. But as we study Haggai and

Zechariah, Ave see this very period from the in-

side rather than from without, and learn what

we most need to kuow of the moral conditions

of the time, of how the world and human life

shaped themselves to the men of that day, and

how the will of God worked out through their

weak and erring wills to ends of mercy that

comprehend the welfare of mankind at large.

This is Haggai's " glory"—not that he was a

great poet, but that he was emphatically a

good man, with a steadfast faith in the Divine

laws when tney seemed incredible, a keen sense

of their application to the wants and conditions

of his time, and that he was possessed by a

burning zeal for the house and honor of God.

Cox.

The recorded prophetic action of Haggai oc-

curred in the second year (b.c. 520) of Darius,

son of Hystaspes, who must be clearly distin-

guished from Darius Nothus, whose reign fell

a whole century later. Some sixteen years

before the return from Exile had taken place

(n c. 536), and, according to the traditional in-

terpretation of the difficult narrative found in

the Book of Ezra, the foundation of the new
temple was laid early in the following year.

Little progress was made with the building

ere the work had to be abandoned, owing to

the intrigues of jealous neighbors at the im-

perial court. An altar had, indeed, been at

once inaugurated and the routine of sacrificial

worship established, but the temple edifice was

left untouched during the reigns of Cyrus,

Cambyses, and the usurper Pseudo-Smerdis.

The position of things was profoundly danger-

ous and discreditable to the newly founded

community at Jerusalem. At this critical

point in the history of the restored community

the prophet Haggai appeared on the scene,

and to him, in concert with Zechariah (Ezra

5:1,3; 6 : 14), belongs the credit of having re

called Israel to the path of duty and the minis

try of revelation. The message of Haggai is

directed to one definite purpose from begin-

ning to end : to rouse the people to resume the

erection of the sanctuary, to keep them stead

fast to the work against every possible discour-

agement and to inspire them with an animating

faith in the inner grandeur of the material un

dertaking on which they were engaged.

The Book of Haggai consists of three pro

phetic appearances, falling respectively in the

sixth, seventh and ninth months of the second

year of Darius. The prophet pillories the peo-

ple's acquiescent procrastination of the duty

of rearing and finishing the temple, while they

themselves (1 Chron. 17 : 1) dwell in well-pan-

elled houses. He seizes on that very element

in their condition which had been their chief

for delay, the poorness of the material

already made, and turns it into a stim-

ulus to energetic action. Boldly he declares

that a blight and canker of dissatisfaction must

rest on all they do, so long as the central ele-

ment of moral and material prosperity is neg-

lected, and with promises of happier days and

more rewardful industry, he urges them to

concentrate the whole energies and resources

of the community on *he restoration of the

temple (1 : 1-11). The appeal pierces the con-

science and convinces the judgment of the lit-

tle colony. The prophet assures them that in

their new obedience to the Divine will they

shall have the presence with them and the suc-

cor of Jehovah, and twenty-four days later

operations are commenced on the temple ruins

(1 ; 12-15). Before a month had elapsed a moral
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danger menaced the undertaking. With nat-

ural retrospective partiality, with no ill inten-

tions, but with the most disheartening effects

on tlie workers, the old people, who remem-

bered the splendor of the former temple (Ezra

3 : 12, 13), indulged in disparaging compari-

sons between its magnificence and the poverty

of its successor, doubted whether the future

could retrieve the vanished past and questioned

If Israel's forfeited birthright were not lost be-

yond recall. Energetically the prophet inter-

venes, protests against such faithlessness in the

Divine presence and tenacity of purpose, de-

clares that God's promises may liager on the

way, but cannot lapse on account of man's un-

faithfulness, and in view of Jehovah's power,

the changes of providence, and the certainty

of Heaven's resolves, predicts, with ringing

certainty of assurance, that the future glory

of the temple shall outshine all the wonders of

the past in the peace and perfect fruition of

God's accomplished purposes (2 : 1-9).

Two months later a fresh intervention took

place. Apparently doubts were expressed in

some quarters, if the completion of the temple

would bring the desired and promised pros-

perity, which the erection of the altar and per-

formance of religious rites had failed to secure.

Haggai, by an ilhistration derived from the

rules of ceremonial holiness and defilement,

shows the people that all their previous en-

deavors were contaminated and robbed of bless-

ing by the guilt of their neglect of their central

and supreme obligation, and, assuring them

that the impotence of partial surrender to God's

will must not be made the measure of the pos-

sibilities of complete consecration, promises

them the progress and well being that had been

hitherto lacking (3 : 10-19). Then, turning to

the head and representative of the small and

unassuming theocracy, which yet held within

it the promise and potency of Heaven's best

gift to men, the prophet foretells the downfall

and overthrow of all worldly powers and au-

thorities, and through the Divine favor, fidelity

and unchanging purpose of redemption, pre-

dicts the ultimate supremacy of God's chosen

servant and minister on earth (3 : 20-33).

Elmslie.

Chap. 1. An appeal to the Israelites to take

up in earnest the work of restoring the temple

of Jehovah, which work had been intermitted

for some j'ears, not for want of means (for they

had built sumptuous residences for themselves),

but because of the opposition they had met

with, and their own want of zeal and energy

in the service of Jehovah. This neglect, as

Haggai reminds them, had been followed by

calamities indicative of the Divine displeasure.

The successful issue of his appeal ig recorded

in Ezra o : 1, 2. B. C.

The Lord rebukes the neglect of the people

to build His house ; calls their attention to

their lean and meagre harvests, and to His

blighting curses upon their laud and labor be-

cause of tills neglect ; and when the people

shall have returned to this duty, pledges them

His favoring presence H. C.

1. Dariw the king. This can be no other

than Darius, the son of Hystaspes, whose sec-

ond yean was B c. 530, so that when Haggai

began to prophesy eighteen years had elapsed

since the exiles had come back from Babylon

under Zerubbabel ; and sixteen years had

passed since the foundation of the house of

Jehovah was laid. (See Ezra 3 : 8-11.) The
external sources of opposition, which led to

the intermission of the work begun under the

auspices of Cyrus, are detailed in the fourth

chapter of Ezra; but there were other causes

in the temper of the Jews themselves tending

to the same result. From the very first there

had been despondency (Ezra 3 : 13), as well as

a spirit of procrastination and self-indulgence

(infr. verses 2, 4). Darius the king is the ex-

pression which a contemporary would natii-

rally use. The compiler of the Book of Ezra,

writing at a later period, calls him Darius, king

of Persia (Ezra 4 : 5, 24). B. C.

1, 2, The people excused their delay in fin-

ishing the temple, on the alleged ground that

the time for it had not 3'et come. It has been

supposed tliat they bolstered up this lame apol-

ogy by tlieir own construction of Jeremiah's

prophecy (25 : 12), which had named seventy

years as the duration of the Captivity. As the

temple was not destroyed until eighteen years

after the first captives were taken away, and

as only about fifteen years had passed, up to

th3 first year of Darius, since the first captives

returned, they perhaps persuaded themselves

to think that the temple must lie desolate yet

some three years longer, to complete its full

period of seventy years. Men sometimes put

constructions upon Scripture which God has

neither put nor authorized, the ultimate cause

being that they are but too well pleased to

have it so. This may have been a case of the

same sort. H. C.

3. This people. Not My people, because by

their neglect of God's house they had forfeited

tlieir title to that name of privilege. B. C.

4. By this single ironical question, therefore,

the prophet cuts away from them the ground
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on which they stood. They could not hon-

estly plead that the times were too hard to al-

low them to build a house for God while they

were erecting sumptuous houses, inlaid with

cedar, for themselves. Cox.

5, 6. The expressive form of the original is,

" Set your heart on your ways"

—

i.e., look on

your ways, not only thoughtfully, but solemn-

ly, appreciating and realizing the significance

of your course toward God, and of God's tow-

ard you. Since they had dishonored God by

neglecting His temple, He had scourged them

by suspending His usual gifts of timely rain

and sun. He appeals to them to note the facts

of their own case, how they had prospered in

nothing, and had toiled to small purpose.

H. C.

"

6-1 1 . The prophet now teaches them that

the calamities under which they groaned were

Divine judgments—not the results whether of

the niggardliness of nature or the hostility of

man ; teaches them, too, that they can make

no more fatal mistake than to wait for more

prosperous times before they build, since they

will never rise to prosperity until they have

built a house for God, in which He may dwell

among them. Starting with his favorite for-

mula, " Set your heart upon your ways"—

a

formula which indicates a certain habitual

thoughtf ulness on the part of the prophet, and

a thougbtfulness mainly bent on the laws of

human life and conduct—he graphically depicts

the misery of the time, its unsatisfied longings,

its habitual dejection (verse 6). It would be

hard to find words that more graphically set

forth a time in which men got little by their

toils, and had no heart to enjo}' what little they

got. In such a lime they might well fling up

their hands in despair, and cry, " All is vanity

and vexation of spirit 1" Instead of inciting

them to despair, however, Haggi.i discloses

the meaning and secret of their misery, and

shows them the true remedy for it. Repeating

his favorite formula, he once more summons
them to a thoughtful review of their ways. If

they ponder these things in their heart, they

will discover lohy He has thus visited them
;

that it is because, while they could run with

cheerful alacrity to get their own houses built

or adorned, they had been content to let His

house lie waste. If they have any doubt that

this is the true cause of their broken and de-

feated liopes, let them put it to the proof. Let

them prepare to build. Let them go up to the

mountain—J. c, Lebanon, with its cedars—and

fetch wood. Let them complete the temple,

and then see whether God will not take pleas-

ure in dwelling in it, and glorify Himself in

their midst (verses 7-11). Cox.

The three causes which are apt to hinder our

faithful zeal in building for the Lord—selfish

sloth, uiib'elieving despondency and carnal se-

curity—are they not the bane also of our own
spiritual life ? The Lord will not. He cannot,

bless us personally while we yield to these

temptations to slackness in the business in

which He would engage us—the business ot

seeking out from amid the world's ruins stones

for His living temple, doing what in us lies to

build up Christ's spiritual house, to win souls

to Him, to feed His sheep and His lambs, help-

ing them to abide in Him. R. S. Candlish.

12-15. It is pleasant to note that these mes-

sages from the Lord produced the desired re-

sult. The Lord stirred up the spirit of both

rulers and people, and they took hold earnestlj'

of the neglected work of rebuilding the temple.

Twenty- four days sufficed to arouse them and

to make the necessary preparations. The

masses of the people were far more obedient to

the voice of God than before the Captivity

—

furnishing yet another case of blessings coming

through sore chastisement. H. C.

And as they began, the prophet brought

them a new message from Jehovah—a message

all the more impressive for its brevity (verse

13): " I am with you, saith the Lord." Ac-

cording to the Hebrew conception, God was

only with them when they had erected a palace

for Him ; but, for their encouragement, and

that the joy of the Lord may be their strength.

He announces Himself as already present,

though some four years must elapse before His

habitation will be complete. He will be with

them while they build, that they may not fear

what men can do against them—with them, to

bless them when they labor for themselves as

well as when they build for Him ; so that the

heaven shall no longer withhold its dew, nor

the ea-th its fruit ; but when they look for lit-

tle, they shall behold much, and, instead of

creeping about with dejected and hopeless

hearts, they shall eat their bread with gladness,

praising their God and King. Cox.

Gliap. 2 : 1-9. Conveys a message of en-

couragement, and a promise calculated to re-

move the natural despondency with which the

Israelites regarded the meanness of their work,

comparing it with what they had learned by

the testimony of their forefathers as to the mag-

nificence of Solomon's Temple. The prophet

announces, as from God, an approacliing time,

when the latter glory of the temple shall be

greater than the former ; and when the present
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hostility of the surrounding nations shtill be

succeeded by security and peace. B. C.

2, 3. A few patriarchs of venerable age re

maiued to remember the glory of that first tem

pie which had now lain desolate about sixty-

eight years. The Lord calls their attention to

the contrast between that and this. " How do

ye see this now ? Is not this in your eyes,

compared with that, as nothing ?" Ezra 3 : 12,

13 gives us a touching allusion to this scene,

blending the joy of the young people with the

grief of their fathers—the shoutings of the one

class and the sad wailings of the other—each
swelling up, and perhaps each exciting the

other, until the noise was heard afar, and men
could not distiuguish the shouts of joy from

the outcries of grief—a scene not soon forgot-

ten by either the joyous or the sad ones of that

day. The Lord calls attention to the wide con-

trast between this latter house and the former

because He had something to say about it.

H. C.

3-d. To strengthen them against every de-

pressing influence, to inspirit tliem to " work"
on in faith and hope, he repeats the Divine as-

surance with which the previous chapter closes,

" For Iam with you, sailh the Lord of hosts"
—i.e., " I nm far you, although the Persians

and the Samaritans and even the ancient men
of Israel may be against you." And this as-

surance He confirms with an argument which
they could bring to the test of experience.

The word, or " covenant" of God, and the

" Spirit" of God remained with them. They
might suppose that this covenant had ceased

and deternuued when they had so flagrantly

violated it, as that God had given them a prey

to their enemies and sulTered them to be carried

away captive to Babylon ; but it had not ceased

despite their sins ; it still stood. God would be

even better to them than His word ; and here

was a proof patent to them all

—

t/w Spirit,

which alone gives life to the word, was still

with them and manifestly with them. That

Spirit was working in the prophets, Haggai
aid Zechariah, who brought them messages

from heaven ; nay, it was working in their

own hearts, and compelling them to act on the

inspiration of the prophets ; for had not the

Lord, barely a month since, " Uirrcd up the

spirit of Zerubbabel, and the spirit of Joshua,

and the spirit of the whole remnant of the

people," so that they had " hearkened unto the

voice of the Lord their God, and did according

to the words of Haggai the prophet, since God
had sent him" (chap. 1 : 13-14)? Here, then,

was the proof that God was with them. Here

was the proof that His word or covenant with

them still held good ; for the presence and ac-

tivity of llis Spirit in their midst was the surest

of all sigii.s that both God and His word re-

mained witli lliem, and had not been alienated

or withdrawn. Why, tlien. should they fear.

let the old men say what they would ? Cox.

4. Here is the temper for all Christian work-

ers. Let them realize the duty of strength ;

let them have recourse to the fountain of

strength ; let them mark the purpose of

strength, which is " work," as Haggai puts it

so cmphatjcally. We have nothing to do with

the magnitude of what we may be able to

build. It may be very poor beside the great

liouses that greater ages or men have been able

to rear. But whether it be a temple brave with

gold and cedar, or a log-hut, it is our business

to put all our strength into the task, and to

draw that strength from the assurance that

God is with us. A M.
5. This indicates convulsions among the

great nationalities of the world—Assyrian,

Chaldean, Medo-Persian, and Grecian—to pave

the way for the coming of Messiah's kingdom.

They dash one against anuLher, each in succes-

sion overwhelming its immediate predecessor,

but each revolution ripening the world for the

coming of Messiah. In a similar strain Ezekiel

says (31:27): "I will overturn, overturn,

overturn, and it shall be no more, until he

come whose right it is, and I will give it him.
'

In this view of the sense, the next verse will

be explanatory—"Yea, I will shake all na-

tions," etc. This passage, almost beyond a

doubt, aftirms (1) That the covenant made at

Sinai is still in force, no less since the Captivity

than before ; and (2) that God's Spirit also still

abides with the people ; so that for both rea-

sons the people ought not to fear, but be strong

and of good courage. With such a covenant

of promise, and such a present, indwelling

Spirit, why should they bewail the lack of

those external splendors which pertained to

the Temple of Solomon ? H. C.

6. This prophecy should be compared with

the contemporary prophecies of Zechariah, in

which prosperity to Israel is foretold in con-

nection with the discomfiture of the heathen

nations by whom Israel had been oppressed,

and who at this time were in a state of rest and

security (Zech. 1 : 11, 14, 15, 21 ; 3 ; 7-9). /

will shake the heavens, etc., is a figurative de-

scription of convulsions among the heathen

kingdoms of the earth. B. C.

6-9. The plain historic sense of the words I

suppose to be this. They would understand
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that a great convulsion was at hand, in which i

the natious and empires that now oppressed
]

thera would be overthrown, and compelled to

recognize the power of Him who had chosen

the Hebrew race to be His people ; that they

themselves would be emancipated from their

subjection to Persia, and raised to a height of

freedom and strength which would set them

above the reach of their adversaries ; that they

need have no fear about the completion of the

temple, or that it would lack splendor, since

He was with them to whom the silver and the

gold belonged ; and that, when the temple was

complete, God would grant them a settled peace,

and so manifest His power among them as that

the last glory of His house and kingdom should

surpass the first. If this was, as probably it

was, the sense in which the Jews took the

words of Haggai, we can well believe that, as

they listened to them, their hearts would be

filled with new courage. That, besides their

first historical meaning, Haggai's words (verse 7)

had a larger predictive and Messianic mean-

ing, the words themselves bear witness. They

are of too wide and lofty a sweep to be ex-

hausted by the first fulfilment. And though

perhaps Haggai himself never saw, or never

clearly saw, what and what manner of thing

the Spirit of God that was in him did signify,

nevertheless we, with whom his words remain,

and the Spirit which can alone quicken the

Word to life, may well believe that he testified

beforehand, if not of the sufferings of Christ,

yet " of the glory that should follow." Cox.

Verses 6-9 set things invisible over against

the visible. In general terms the prophet an-

nounces a speedy convulsion, partly symbolical

and partly real, in which " all nations" shall

be revolutionized, and, as a consequence, shall

become Jehovah's worshippers, bringing their

treasures to the temple, and so filling the house

with glory. This shall be because Jehovah is

the true possessor of all their wealtli. But the

scope of verse 9 seems to transcend theso prom-

ises, and to point to an undescribed " glory,"

still greater than that of the universal flocking

of the nations with their gifts, and to reach a

climax in the wide promise of peace given in

the temple, and thence, as is implied, flowing

out " like a river" through a tranquillized

world. A. M.

The prophet seems to point at two events,

which should happen at different periods of

lime. One is, the destruction of the Jewish re-

ligion, temple-worship and political govern-

ment, in consequence of the coming of the

Messiah ; and the establishment of a new law.

and spiritual kingdom by His death and resur-

rection, that should never bo destroyed ; and

that as the delivery of the Mosaical law at

Mount Sinai was accompanied with might)'

signs and prodigies in the heavens and the

earth, so should the law of Christ be introduced

with prodigies, which accordingly happened.

This sense of the prophecy is confirmed in the
'

twelfth of Hebrews, at the end, where it is

quoted. The other is, the
'

' shaking of all na-

tions," antecedently to the advent of the Mes-

siah. This denotes disturbances and revolu-

tions of States, by war and conquest ; and it

is to be noted that these "shakings" began

quickly after the giving out of this prophecy,

and continued with little interruption down to

our Saviour's approach. For the Persian mon-

archy was quickly overturned by the Greeks,

and the Grecian monarchy was again swal-

lowed up by the Romans ; and Rome, after

devouring all the kingdoms that lay witnin tlie

flight of her conquering eagle, fell into civil

wars that lasted till the empire and an univer-

sal peace were settled in the time of Augustus.

The Jewish nation had her share in these great

commotions, being first oppressed by the Syri-

ans, and afterward reduced under the Roman
yoke, and made a Roman province under a

governor of that nation. Abp. llort.

7. Desirable tilings of all nations.
The Hebrew word is plural, and is the same

elsewhere used for " pleasant" or " precious"

vessels. The reference that follows to the

" silver and gold" shows that what the prophet

had in mind was the glory that would accrue

to the temple from the free-will offerings of

Gentile converts. Plumptre.

What the text asserts is simply this, that by

reason of the offerings of the Gentiles, the later

glory and adornment of the house of God
should far exceed the promise of its present

condition ; and that the calamities about to fall

on the heathen nations should give peiice to

Jerusalem. Thus viewed verses 7 and 9 are

very naturally linked together by verse 8.

The fact that the passage is not quoted by the

Evangelists In cimnection with the presence of

our Lord in the temple is significant. Espe-

cially might we have expected to find St. Mat-

thew claiming the fulfilment of Haggai's words

in his description of our Lord's visit to the

temple (Matt. 21 : 13-14). B. C.

Let it be borne in mind that this entire pas-

sage grows out of the contrast between the

meagreness of the new temple and the wealth

and splendor of the old, and out of the conse-

quent discouragement and depression of the
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Ijaril's people. He calls their special atlenliou

to tliis wide contrast (verse 3). He proceeds

to intimate (verses 4, 5) that the absence of

gold and silver, and of material splendor in

this new temple, may be abundantly compen-

sated by His spiritual blessings ; by the fact

that " lamxntU you," and the further fact that

the covenant and the Spirit ai'e still remaining.

He advances yet in the same line of thought

—

I am about to convulse the nations—to revolu-

tionize the stale of the world, and thus, as the

ultimate outcome, the desiniljle thiixja of all na-

tions—their wealth, beauty and glory—shall

come to Zion ; and " I will fill this temple with

glory, saith the Lord of hosts." The silver and

the gold of all the world are Mine, saith the

Lord of hosts, and by the might of My power
over the hearts of men and over all human so-

ciety, it shall be consecrated to Immanuel's

kingdom. Special stress must be accorded to

this frequent repetition of the phrase, "saith

the Lord of hosts," closing each of three suc-

cessive verses, 7, 8, 9. Let it also be borne in

mind that, according to this construction, the

Lord speaks precisely to that which constituted

the chief solicitude of the pious Jews. Thej'

were saying in their heart : How much we do

miss the riches—the silver, the gold, the cedars,

the tapestry—of that ancient temple ! When
and how can we ever rear a temple worthy of

the God of our fathers '? We are very poor
;

shall we ever be rich enough to build and adom
a temple worthy of our God ? To this the

Lord very kindly aud pertinently replies : Give

yourselves no solicitudes in that line. I am
the Lord God of hosts ; I rule this wide world,

aud I can command all its silver and gold when
I will for my kingdom. And / shall do it

!

In support of this construction may be urged ;

1. It gives the ordinary and established sense

to the word rendered " deitire." This word is

used mainly for those things which worldly

men desire. 2. It meets the exigencies of the

plural verb, since it embraces in its idea many
things, not one only. 3. It is, as we have seen,

fully in keeping with the previous context

—

the train of thought which occasioned this

prophecy, and which introduced this passage.

4. It is equally in harmony with the subse-

quent context—tilling this house with glory,

and God's claiming the silver and the gold of

the world as His own. 5. It is also in harmony
with other prophecies, as Isa. 60. H. C.

The old interpretation of " the desire of all

nations" as meaning Jesus Christ gave a literal

fulfilment to the prophecy by Ilis presence in

the temple ; but that meaning of the phrase is

untenable, both because the verb is in the

plural, which would be impossible if a i)erson

were meant, and because the only interpreta-

tion which gives relevancy to verse 8 is that

the expression means the silver aud gold, there

declared to be Jehovah's. That venerable ex-

planation, then, cannot stand. There were

offerings from heathen kings, such as those

froui Darius recorded in Ezra 6 : 6-10, and the

gifts of Artaxerxes (Ezra 7 : 10), which may
be regarded as incipient accomplishments ; but

such things as these cannot exhaust the proph-

ecy. ,

It must be admitted that nothing happened

during the history of that temple to answer to

the full meaning of this prophecy. But was
it therefore a delusion that God spoke by Hag-
gai ? We must distinguish between form and

substance. The temple was the centre point

of the kingdom of God on earth, the place of

meeting between God and men, the place of

sacrifice. The fulfilment of the prophecy is

not to be found in any house made with hands,

but in the true temple, which Jesus Christ has

builded. He in His own humanity was all that

the temple shadowed and foretold. It is in

Him. aud in the spiritual temple which He has

reared, that Haggai's vision finds its full reali-

zation, which is yet future. The powers that

issue from Him shattered the Roman empire,

have ever since been casting earth's kingdoms

into new moulds, and have still destructive

work to do. The " once more" began when
Jesus came, but the final " shaking" lies in

front still. Every smaller revolution in

thoughts or ssveeping away of institutions is a.

prelude to that great '' shaking" when every-

thing will go except the kingdom that cannot

be moved. Its result shall be that the treasures

of the nations shall be poured at His feet who
is "worthy to receive riches," even as other

prophecies have foretold that " men shall bring

unto Thee the wealth of the nations" (Isa.

6:11; Rev. 21 ; 24, 26). In that true temple

the glory of the Shechinah, which was wanting

in the second, forever abides, " the glory as of

the only begotten of the Father;" and in it

dwells forever the dove of peace, ready to glide

into every heart that enters to worship at the

shrine. Jesus Christ is not the " Desire of all

nations" which shall come to the temple, but

is the temple to which the wealth of all na-

tions shall be brought, in whom the true glory

of a manifested God abides, and from whom
the peace of God which passeth all understand-

ing, and is His own peace too, shall enter rec-

onciled souls, and calm turbulent passions, and
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reconcile contending peoples, and diffuse its

calm through all the nations of the saved who
there " walli in the light of the Lord." A. M.

9. Till' ijliini of this latter liome shall be greater

than of till fiiniii r. IJather, Greater shall be the

later yhiry uf this house than tlw former. So

the LXX. The adjectives belong to the noun

glory, not to house. If ^.erubbabel's building

was a second temple and not a rebuilding of

Solomon's, tlien Herod's temple, the temple

visited by Jesus, was a third temple ; and with

this further difficulty, that it seems to have

been more highly adorned than either of the

other buildiugs. In Haggai's view there was

but one temple. B. 0. The antithesis really

lies between the former and the latter glory of

this same temple then in building—its " former

glory" being what it had under Zerulibabcl,

and onward down through what remained of

the age before Christ ; and the latter, that

which it shall attain when the desirable things

of all nations shall come into it ; when the

wealth and beauty of the world shall be con-

secrated to Immanuel, who shall reign in Ilis

own spiritual temple, filling it with the glory

of His own presence. H. C.

And in tliii^ place will I give peace,
§aith the Lord of liosts. As if He had

said, I can easily accimiulate riches far exceed-

ing those which Solomon collected, and which

may be lavished by the monarchs of the earth

in all the exuberance of their wealth, " the sil-

ver and the gold arc Mine ;" but I will bestow

on this house a nobler gift, here will I display

a costlier treasure, ' in this place will I give

peace." There Jesus Christ, the great peace-

malier, preached the gospel of peace ; in that

temple He wrought many of His miracles ; and

in its immediate vicinity, on Mount Calvary,

offered Himself up for the sins of the world.

R. Hall.

10-23. The ninth month of tlie Jewish year

answers to the period between the middle of

November and the middle of December. At

this period, in Palestine, the winter crops have

been sown, and the early or autumnal rain has

set in. It was on the twenty fourth day of

tlxis month, when, as we may suppose, the

rains were well on, that tlie word of the Lord

came once more to Haggai the prophet. On
tlie very day he spoke it was exactly three

months after the building of the temple had

been resumed, and about two months after he

liad been moved to relieve the depression of

the builders by the glowing hopes and prom-

ises of his second prophecy. Cox.

10-I9. Works and sacrifices are displeasing

to God so long as the rebuilding of the temple

is neglected. The calamities caused by tliis

neglect, and the blessings to follow on renewal

of the work.

12-14. Tlie scope of the questions propound-

ed and of the answers given in verses 13, 13 is

tliat no ceremonial obedience would be accept-

able to God, so long as His will respecting the

temple was being set at nought ; and that dis-

obedience on this one point was a contamina-

tion for which no ceremonial observances could

atone. B. C.

The priests say : 1. Ceremoniil holiness is

not imparted by the touch. 2. Ceremonial un-

cleanness is imparted by the touch. This doc-

trine of the ceremonial law tlie Lord applies

to the people. They had sinned in neglecting

to build the Lord's temple. By reason of this

sin, their moral state became analogous to that

of the man ceremonially unclean. This sin

imparted its moral character to all they did.

The Lord could not take pleasure in the labors

of their hands ; it all became unclean. On the

other hand, if they should do any good thing,

it could not carry its good quality over to any-

thing else they might do. Under the law of

God, works of supererogation are unknown.

H. C.

In like manner as " holy flesh," or any part

of a sacrifice, will not make anything else

which it touches to become holy ; so neither

have the sacrifices of this people, which have

been all along offered since their leaving off

the work of My temple, made them holy or ac-

ceptable unto God. But, on the contrary, as

the touch of an unclean person renders what he

touches unclean also, so the very sacrifices of

this people, since they have left off the build-

ing of My temple, are become unclean or un-

acceptable to Me, by reason of that uncleanness

or impurity of their minds, which has caused

their neglect of My house. Dr. Wells.

By comparing them to the man who carried

sacred flesh in the skirt of his garment, uut did

not therefore sanctify the bread his garment

brushed, or the pottage, or the wine, or the oil,

Haggai taught them that the election of God
was of Itself no guarantee of prosperity, that

it did not necessarily involve a blessing on all

the labor of their hands. Tliey must be true

to that election. They must serve tlie God
who had chosen them, and keep His law, be-

fore they could look for His blessing on their

toils. And they had not been true to Him or

to His law. They had lost their sanctity by

their sins, just as the " cleanest" Hebrew lost

his purity the moment he touched a corpse.
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Tliey had forgotten God, and let His house lie

Wiiste while they built sumptuous houses for

themselves. They had shown that they did

not care for His presence or His law. And it

was this moral unoleanncss which had worked

like an infection through the land, and which

took visible form in the blight and the mildew

which had destroj'ed their growing crops.

Themselves unclean, everything they touched

became unclean—all kinds of food, " all the

work of their hands," and even " that which

they had oifered there"—that is, on the altar of

sacrifice, which they had long since set up on

its ancient base (Ezra 3 : 3). In fine, the sole

cause of their deficient harvests was their for-

getfulncss of God, and the sins which that for-

getfulness had induced. Cox.

This statement has not been improved upon

in all these five-and-twenty centuries. The

persistent sin will contaminate and discredit

all the good and honorable acts ; the good deed

will not be of any avail to sanctify the sin.

The show of good in a bad life is not by any

means alwaj"s due to conscious hypocrisy.

Sometimes it is so due ; and these cases are the

most melancholy in the natural history of sin.

But often it comes of tact and good taste, a

sense of the fitness of things, an indisposition

to affront or distress the sensibilities of inno-

cent people. And often, also, it comes of a

strong, unaffected religious sentimentality,

which delights in the poetry and pathos of re-

ligion, in the high walks of theologic argu-

ment, and kindles into great fervors in the con-

flicts and triumphs of the Church, but which

stands in no practical governing relation with

the conscience and the life. As gross hypoc-

risy is the most repulsive form of this so-called

" double life," so this sincere sentimentality is

the most illusive and perilous—the most baf-

fling to the diagnosis of spiritual physicians.

But let no man, in either case, flatter himself

that he is living at once on both sides of the

boundary between a right purpose of life and

a wrong purpose of life. There is no residuum

of humanity left when the judgment of God's

Word and of men's honest conscience divides

" between the righteous and the wicked—be-

tween him that (in his personal choice) serveth

God and him that (in his personal choice) serv-

eth Him not." S. S. T.

15-17. While the people are pondering this

simple yet startling application of Haggai's

parable, he once more employs and repeats his

favorite formula, " Set your heart," and bids

them ponder the history of the last fourteen

years. How had it tared with them before

they resumed the building of the temple, " lay-

ing stone to stone" 'I Was it not true that up
to that time, do what they would, they did

nolliiiiiT tci |iiiriiose ? And Wiy were their just

lidprs ilius miserably disappointed ? Simply

bii-iusc (iiiil was against them, because He
was punishing their neglect of Him. It was
He who had sent the blight and the mildew to

prey upon their corn ; it was He who had smit-

ten the budding vines with hail. And yet no

one of them had had the wit to see whence
their miseries came, or the grace to turn in

penitence and amendment to Him who chast-

ened therji ! Now at last, let them consider

more wisely the years which lay between to-

day and the day full fourteen yeare ago, when
the foundation of the Lord's temple was laid

;

and they would see that it was their unclean-

ness which had defiled everything they touched,

and made it abominable to God, so that all the

labor of their hands miscarried. Co.i:

The Lord would have them review the period

from that day backward to the point where

the building of the temple commenced, and so

from that day onward to the present, and ob-

serve how fearfully their harvests had been

blighted. " I smote you with blasting and

blight, yet ye moved not toward Me"—liter-

ally, " there was nothing of you to Me." Up
to this ])oiut His chastisements had proved alto-

gether unavailing. II. C.

1§, 19. The harvest will not and shall not

fail them, says the prophet. From this day

forward God will bless them. The fields shall

be covered with corn ; the terraced hills shall

be loaded with the purple grapes. Now that

they have returned to Him, God will return to

them. The heaven shall no more withhold its

dew, nor the earth its fruit. Cox. Is the

seed yet in the barn '? Yes it is, and not yet

thrown into the ground ; the fruit-trees do not

as yet bud, the vine and the fig tree and the

olive tree have not as yet brought forth, so that

nothing appears to promise a good harvest and

vintage next year ; nature does not promise it

;

but now that you begin to apply yourselves in

good earnest to your duty, the God of nature

promises it. He has said. From this day I will

bless you. " I will bless you, and then you
shall soon recover all your losses, shall thrive

as fast as before you went backward ; for the

blessing of the Lord maketh rich, and those

whom He blesseth are blessed indeed." When
we begin to make conscience of our duty to

God, we may expect His blessing ; and this

tree of life is so known by its fruits, that one

may discern almost to a day a remarkable turn
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of Providence, in favor of those that return in

6 way of duty ; so that they and others may
say that from this day they are blessed. H.

20-23. A word of encouragement specially

addressed to Zerubbabel as the temporal head

of the restored nation ; and as such it declares

the approaching overthrow of tlie thrones and

kingdoms of the heathen, and the weakening

of their political and military power. That

Zerubbabel needed to be stirred up and encour-

aged in the prosecution of the work laid upon

him may be inferred from 1 : 12-14. The moral

effect of the Captivity, as a discipline of suffer-

ing leading to repentance and amendment of

life, had begun to grow weaker by the lapse

of time. In that furnace of affliction the na-

tional tendency to idolatry had been burned

out of the national heart, never to reappear.

The idolatry of Babylon had had no attraction

for the people who were the bondslaves of its

votaries. But the transition from that state of

bondage which inspired the mournful notes of

the one hundred and thirty seventh Psalm to

the freedom and practical independence which

followed the return to Judea was not without

its own temptations. What these temptations

were maj' be inferred from the warnings of

Zechariah, Haggai's colleague and contempo-

rary (Zech. 7 ; 9, 10 ; 8 : 16, 17). B. C.

On the very da}- on which he prophesied of

the returning favor of Heaven to the people,

Haggai also animated the heart of their prince

by disclosing God's purpose to fulfil His cove-

nant with David through the line of Zerub-

babel. Just as Judah had been chosen from

among the sons of Jacob, and David from

among the sons of Jesse, and Solomon from

among the sons of David, so now Zerubbabel

is chosen from among all the descendants of

the royal house, to be the heir of the promise.

Of him, concerning the flesh, the Messiah was

to come, and did come.

Here, then, while his prophetic soul is not

simply dreaming of things to come, but seeing

in Him who was to come the Darling of Jeho-

vah and the Desire of all nations, we part with

the prophet Haggai. Like all the goodly fel-

lowship of the prophets, he teaches that sin

brings judgment ; that judgment means mercy,

and is designed for correction ; that repentance

secures the forgiveness of sin, and that amend-

ment of life has power to turn the very curse

of God into a benediction. And, like his

brethren, he is made strong for teaching these

truths in an evil age, by liis assured conviction

that good will yet triumph over evil ; that,

sooner or later, the Christ of God will bring in

a kingdom, wide as the earth, in which truth

shall reign and righteousness and peace. Vox.

In order to understand the meaning of the

prophecy which permits some other fulfilment

than the literal, we note the function of the

temple under the Old Testament covenant.

The temple was the centre of the ancient the-

ocracy. It was the place where God met man
and revealed Himself. The real glory of the

temple was not its external glory, although

this glory was the fruit and symbol of precious

spiritual service. Whatever might be the em-

bodiment of the same truths, the vehicle of the

same service, the point of meeting between

God and man would really continue the tem-

ple. We may note the following facts as giv-

ing a real fulfilment of the prophecy : 1. This

house had a glory in some real sense superior

to the former glory. As centre of worehip it

represented the more spiritual life and faith

which existed after the Captivity. Especially

are to be noted prayer, which began to take its

proper place in common public worship, and

the use of Scripture as seen in the regular syna-

gogue service. 3. The Church of Christ is the

invisible temple which takes the place of the

visible temple. It is the centre of the later

theocracy. Israel failed to see the truths of

which the visible temple was the embodiment
and symbol ; hence it was destroyed and the

Christian Church substituted. In the extrava-

gant regard for the visible glory of the ancient

temple, and for its ritual, the Jews lose sight

of the spiritual worship. The spiritual nature

of the invisible temple compels the remem-
brance of its true glory. 3. Ever since the day

of Pentecost the Spirit has been arousing men
—shaking the nations. 4. Powers antagonistic

to God's kingdom and to His Church, as the

spiritual centre of that kingdom, have been

gradually destroyed. This destruction has

been largely the result of mutual jealousies, or

even it has been suicidal. 5. Already many
peoples and their rulers have given a real or

nominal allegiance as subjects in the kingdom
of God. Tliere has been constant growth of

the kingdom of God among men and over the

nations. 6. The glory of this kingdom is now
apprehended by an ever-increasing number of

its subjects as not external, not merely moral,

but as spiritual power, as consisting in the fact

that for every child of man it is " righteous-

ness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit."

Thus we may close with saying that while

there is no prophecy of a pereonal Messiah in

Haggai, these prophecies are Messianic in the
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broad sense inasmucli as referring to llie Mos
sitmic kiiigiioni, ami that, so far as they illus-

trate such propheej'. Messianic propliecy is

now in process of fulfilment. Denio.

As the entrance of Christ into the course of

liumanity was brought about by the co-worli-

iiig of supeniatural with natural elements, so

both tlicse agencies conspired in i)reparinff the

(ciii/ for that great event, the centre of all

things, and the aim of all preceding history.

So we interpret the relations of the Jews and

heathens to the appearance of Christ. The
imtuml development of tlie heathen was destined,

under the Divine guidance, to prepare them

for receiving the new light which emanated

from Jesus ; and the history of the Jewish peo-

ple was all preparatory to the appearance and

ministry of Christ, who was to come forth out

of their midst. The notion of a Messiah, car-

ried about by the Jews in their intercourse with

different nations, everywhere found a point of

contact with the religious sense of men ; and

thus natural and revealed religion worked into

each other, as well as separately, in preparing

the way for the appearance of Christ. Kcander.

Every student who reads below the surface

of the letter understands that the whole course

of Eastern empire and emigration, from the

patriarchs, as much as the literal predictions of

Jacob or Isaiah, was a making ready for just

that spiritual revolution which came embodied

in the Galilean carpenter, the Everlasting King.

From the very beginning He was sending out,

along the highways of ages, voices, two and

two, of herald and psalm, of priesthood and
commandments, of awakened conscience and

struggling faith, of failing virtue and falling

thrones, into the places whither He Himself

would come. There is a wider view of history,

and of God's majestic purposes in it, still.

To narrow and jealous interpreters it used to

appear to be .somehow a slight upon the Scrip-

tures to suppose that the Almighty took other

nations besides the Jews into His design, or

that He illuminated Gentile seers and sages to

catch any glimpses of the Gospel. But Scrip-

ture itself sees religion beyond the bounds of

Judea. It honors Melchisedec's devotion and
Balaam's vision of the Christian Star rising out

of Jacob, and celebrates the adoration of the

wise men, and welcomes the ships of Tarshish,

the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah, the out-

stretched hands of Ethiopia. Christian scholar-

ship in later years, rising to loftier conceptions

of the Christly providence and the Divine phi-

losophy in history, discovers proofs that, long

before Mary took her way to the feast, or laid

Jesus in the manger, there were great converg-

ing lines of thought and life pointing to that

wonderful nativity. On the purer pages of

both Greek and Latin literature there are

guesses of an evangelic future ; there are ideas

working out from men's minds under the breath

of the all inspiring Spirit, preparing the way
for the rt conciliation of Calvary, for the brother-

hood of the race, for the Sermon on the Mount,

for the parable of the Good Samaritan, for the

missionary journeys of St. Paul. Over the

plains of Syria, along the sea-coasts of the

Mediterranean, in the northern forests, tribes

and their captains were moving, thrones were

put down and set up, armies were gathered

and dispersed—the mighty leaders themselves

not conscious for what King of kings they

were opening a path, but all shaping the face

of the earth for Hio kingdom. F. D. H.

PROPHECY OF ZEGHARIAH.

ZECHAEIAH, INTRODUCTfON AND INTRODUCTORY
APPEAL; CHAPTER I. 1-6.

Introduetion.

ZECiiARiAn calls himself the son of Bere-

chiah, the son of Iddo (1 : 1, 7), whereas Ezra

speaks of him as Zechariah, the son of Iddo

(Ezra 5:1; 6 : 14). The discrepancy is ex-

plained by assuming that Berechiah died be-

fore Iddo, and that Zechariah .succeeded his

grandfather Iddo in the headship of the Da-

vidic priestly course, which the latter held in

the time of Zerubbabcl and Jeshua, the high

I priest (Neh. 13 : 4). Zechariah is mentioned as
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one of tlie priests, the chief of the fathers, in

the days of Joiaklm, the successor and son of

Jesliua (Neh. 12 : 16). Tliese facts do not nec-

essarily imply that he was a very young man
when his prophetic ministry commenced, in

the second year of Darius. His grandfather

Iddo may well have been one of the original

exiles ; and though Zeehariah was probably

younger than Haggai, he had reached, when

he came back to Jerusalem, a period of life at

which the associations of residence in Chaldea

had been powerful to influence the current of

his thoughts and to give a color to the imagery

in which his prophecies are clothed. His first

prophetic utterance is dated only two montlis

after that of Haggai, with whom he seems to

have associated himself in the prosecution of a

common purpose—viz., the encouragement of

his fellow-countrymen in the work of rebuild-

ing the temple and re establishing the theoc-

racy. The fourth year of Darius is the latest

undisputed date of his prophecies (7:1); and

after the brief notice in iSfehemiah (13 : 16) wc
have no clew to the period to which his life

was prolonged, beyond a tradition that he died

at an advanced age and was buried beside

Haggai. B. C.

The Book of Zeehariah consists of two parts

—chaps. 1-8 and 9-14. The fli-st part contains

three or more prophecies for the temple build-

ers specifically dated in the second and fourth

years of Darius (Zech. 1:1, 7 ; 7:1). The

second part consists of two " burdens" ;
" The

burden . . . upon the land of Hadrach (Zech.

9-11), and '

' The burden . . . concerning Is-

rael" (Zech. 13-14). It is very dilferent from

the first part. W. J. B.

Zeehariah began to prophesy in the eighth

month of the second year of Darius Hystaspes,

B.C. 530, coQtemporary with Haggai, when
Zerubbabel was goveruor of Judah, and Joshua

was high priest. At this period, tlie great

matters of interest in the visible kingdom of

God were the rebuilding of Jerusalem, the re-

settlement of the returned and still-returning

captives from Chaldea, and yet more espe-

cially the rebuilding of the temple, and the

culture of the faith and religious life of the

people composing the new community. In

many respects it was a time of laying again

the foundations of religion and morals, and of

planting anew those institutions which were to

be the fountains of their future religious life,

and hence of their abiding prosperity. Con-

sequently, there was abundant work for the

prophets of the Lord. It is pleasant to note

that their work was more hopeful and less dis-

couraging than that of their predecessors for

many generations. The people were more im-

pressible
;
the word of the Lord was effective

;

the spirit of obedience, and not of rebellion,

was in the main predominant. Hence, most of

the messages sent from the Lord by Zeehariah

were of cheerful tone, breathing far more of

promise than of threatening.

The reader will notice in this prophet (rela-

tively to the whole amount of his writings)

more predictions of the Messiah than in any
other. The people were at first a small and
feeble band, estimated in comparison with

other tribes and sovereignties about them.

They could scarcely have stood their ground
against these hostile powers, save under the

protection of the Persian throne. In this

throne. God had remarkably provided for their

security. Hence, they had great reason to feci

that in this respect their salvation and national

life were from the Lord. In the same line of

thought the Lord often revealed to them that

Greater Patron and more glorious Refuge, ere-

long to appear in the person of Immanuel, the

real King of Zion.

The first si.x chapters are distinguished from
the rest of the book, and indeed from most of

the other prophetical writings of the Old Testa-

ment, by the blending of symbol and vision.

The things presented to the prophet in vision

were highly symbolic. Most of these symbols

were so far explained to the prophet as to give

us an adequate clew to their significance.

Some critics have assumed that the diversity

in the point of symbolic vision, between the

first six chapters and the remaining eight, is

sufiicient proof that the latter portion was not

written by the same Zeehariah. The only valid

ground for this assumption must be another

further back—viz., that, if God reveals any

truth to a given prophet by symbolic visions,

He must pursue this precise method and no

other without variation throughout that proph-

et's life. I look upon this assumption as one

of the follies, not to say absurdities, of hyper-

criticism. The book throughout is richly in-

structive, fraught with spiritual life and pow-
er, and consolatory to the feeble but trusting

children of God. H. C.

The later date of the last six chapters and

their being the work of Zeehariah, tlie son of

Iddo, have been maintaiaed in England by
Blayney, Henry, Scott, Henderson. Ayre, etc.;

in Germany by Carpzov, Beckhaus, Jahn, KOs-

ter, Hengstenberg, Havernick, Keil, De Wette

(in the later editions of his Introduction), Stahe-

lin, etc.; in the United States by Moore, etc.
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Those wno impugn the later date of Zech 9-14

rest tlicir iirguments on the change in style and

subject after chiip. 8, but differ much in the

application of their criticism. In reply to the

arguments alleged by the advocates of the the-

ories that chaps. 9-14 are by one or two proi>h-

ets different from Zechariah. the son of Iddo,

Kcil, Stahelin, etc., urge that the difference of

style is not greater than may reasonably be ac-

counted for by the change of subject, that the

predictions which do occur in the first section

have a general similarity to those of the second,

that the same pct'uliar forms of expression oc-

cur in the two si'ctions, and that the historical

references iu the later chapters are perfectly

consistent with a post-e.xile date. Die. B.

De Welte, in the first three editions of his

" Introduction to the Old Testament," accept-

ed the theory of two authors, but has since

aflirmed that the quotations or allusions in the

last six chapters not merely to Isaiah, Joel,

Micah and Amos, but even to Jeremiah, Zepha-

niah and Ezekiel, are so many, that the author

must have li\ed after the Exile. So also a

closer examination of the historical allusions

has shown that they all agree with the political

state of things in Zechariah'sdays ; and to this

we must add what after all is the great argu-

ment, that the canon of Old Testament Scrip-

ture was settled scarcely a lifetime after Zecha-

riah's death, and was in course of preparation

long before, so that it is hard to conceive that

so great a mistake could possibly have been

made as to ascribe to one of the prophets who
flourished in post-exilian days the writings of

one of the older seers. The very fact that there

is a dissimilarity of style would have prevented

the mistake ; nor can we imagine that any one

would have attributed these chapters to the

same author as the first eight unless they had

really been his. R. P. S.

It is highly probable, from the apparent dif-

ference both of style and subject, that they

came forth at a different and more advanced

period of our prophet's life. It is not at all

surprising if this writer, as he advanced in

years and dignity, should have learned to ex-

press himself in a tone of more elevation and

energy. At such distant periods also, as we
suppose, the subject of course would be mate-

rially changed. For he would no longer have

occasion to stimulate his countrymen to the

building of the temple, which was already com-

pletely finished ; but he was actually engaged

iu predicting some remarkable occurrences, that

would distinguish his own and the neighboring

nations in remote periods, some of them per-

haps not yet arrived ; and in urging an imme-

diate reformation of national manners. Bhiy-

ney.

Whatever the origin of these prophecies, all

will unite in admiration of their majestic, it

sometimes weird and sombre grandeur. They
are couched in a style of much power and im-

aginative beauty. The religious comxptious,

marked as they are by inevitable imperfections,

are in their essential contents profound and

creative. Woti great has been their influence

can only be measured by those who are ac-

quainted with Jewish and Christian apocalyptic

writings. ,The part they play in the Messianic

delineations of the New Testamunt needs nol tn

be recounted. In each and all of its elements

and influence the Book of Zechariah has amply
vindicated its right to a place iu the history of

the old dispensation, and beyond the measure

of many other prophecies has prepared and

heralded the advent of Christ and the establish-

ment of His kingdom. Elmdie.

Outline Analysis of the Book.

Chap. 1 : 1-6 is introductory, comprising a

brief but earnest appeal to his countrymen to

turn from their evil ways—an appeal founded

upon the experience of their forefathers in re-

gard to the j udgments as well as the mercies of

Jehovah,

Chaps. 1 : 7-6 ; 8 contains a series of eight pro-

phetic visions presented to the mind of the proph.

et in one night—viz., the twenty-fourth day of

the eleventh month, in the second yearof Darius.

As might have been inferred, this identity of

time carries with it an identity of purpose,

which runs through the whole series—viz., the

encoiiragement of the Jews under their present

hindrances and trials by the promise of the de-

struction of the heathen powers aiound them,

and of the restoration of the theocracy under

its civil and ecclesiastical leaders. In dealing

with this theme, Zechariah. after the example

of the older prophets, and guided by the in-

spiration of Jehovah, unfolds as in a type the

spiritual victories and the spiritual establish-

ment of the kingdom of Messiah.

Chap 6 : 9-15 is a symbolical transaction of

precisely similar import to the preceding vis-

ions. It prefigures the union of the regal and

the priestly offices in the person of Christ, His

work as the builder up of His Church, and the

gathering in of the Gentiles. Zechariah himself

and those among whom he prophesied may or

may not have been conscious of this scope of

his words; but the event constitutes our title

to apply them iu this sense, and to regard them
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:i3 a proof of the assertion tliat to Him give all

the prophets witness.

Chaps. 7, 8. Quitting both vision and sym-

bol, we have in these chapters an example of

the practical functions of the prophetic office in

solving questions of duty. Were the fasts

which had been enjoined as commemorative of

those national judgments which had marked

God's displeasure with His people, to be con-

tinued now that their sins had been repented of

and forsalien, and they were entering upon a

new career of national obedience and prosper-

ity ? Jehovah's answer propounds two general

principles of universal application. First, that

the moral law is above the ceremonial ; and

secouiily, that His promises are conditioiud on

obedience to His precepts. These truths being

admitted and acted upon, fasts are to be changed

into feasts, and the Gentiles are to be brought

in to worship the God of the Jews.

Chaps. 9-14. These chapters agree with the

preceding prophecies of Zechariah in indicating

the overthrow of the heathen powers of the

earth, and in foreshadowing the coming of Mes-

siah, and the establishment of His kingdom.

In this respect they share a character which is

common to many of the earlier prophetic writ-

ings. B. C.

ZECHARIAH'S FIRST PROPHECY : INTRODUCTORY.

Cu.\p. 1 : 1-6.

I : 1 In the eighth month, in the second year of Darius, came the word of the Lord unto

2 Zechariah the son of Berechiah, the son of Iddo, the prophet, saying. The Lord hath been

3 sore displeased with your fathers. Therefore say thou unto them, Thus saith the Lord of

hosts ; Return unto me, saith the Lord of hosts, and I will return unto j'ou, saitli the Lord
4 of hosts. Be ye not as your fathers, unto whom the former prophets cried, saying, Thus

saith the Lord of hosts. Return ye now from your evil ways, and from your evil doings : but

5 they did not hear, nor hearken unto me, saith the Lord. Y'our fathers, where are they ? and

6 the prophets, do they live forever ? But my words and my statutes, which I commanded
my servants the prophets, did they not overtake your fathers ? and they turned and said.

Like as the Lord of hosts thought to do unto us, according to our ways, and according to

our doings, so hath he dealt with us.

1. In the eighth, month. Corresponding with

the latter part of October and the beginning of

November. The work in the house of God had

been already resumed this same year, on the

twenty-fourth day of the sixth month—that is,

the beginning of September—in pursuance of a

Divine message delivered by the prophet Hag-

gai (Hag. 1 : 14, 15). Blnyney. This mes-

sage of Zechariah comes in between that proph-

ecy of Haggai, which ends at Hag. 3 : 9, and

that which is contained in Hag. 2 : 10-19.

4. The former prophets. Zechariah quotes

the substance of passages in Hosea, Joel, Isaiah,

Jeremiah and Ezekiel. B. C.

4-6. Let the people consider. Did not the

words which God sent by those former proph-

ets " tdke holdot your fathers" ? Did they slip

off as things of loose grasp, and prove void of

result "i? Did not those awful threatenings hold

on, and have not you yourselves seen and felt

the terrible judgments which those words por-

tended ? They themselves were forced to ad-

mit this. They returned and said

—

i.e., they

took a new and better view of tne case under

the pressure of appalling facts, and then they

said, All that God thought and threatened to

do unto us as a nation He has done ! Let their

children take warning ! II. C.

5. This verse and the next are closely con-

nected. The idea is that of John 8 : 53, Abra-

ham is dead, and the prophets. The generations

to whom God's warnings had been sent of old,

and the bearers of those warnings, have passed

away, but God's word and God's decrees stand

fast for all generations ; and therefore, as they

overtook your fathers, so will they overtake

you. The prophets of the post-captivity period

took their stand upon the past history of thi^

people, uponforraerrairacles and upon fulfilled

prophecy. They regarded these as the true

foundations upon which the faith and obedience

of the Jews were to be built up. B. C.

SECOND PROPHECY : EIGHT VISIONS, CHAPS. 1:7-6:8; AND A SYMBOLICAL
TRANSACTION, 6:9-15.

Zechariau's second prophecy extends from I of Darius—four months later than the prophecy
1:7 to 6 : 15, and is dated the twenty-fourth

|
of Haggai—perhaps early in February, u.c.

day of the eleventh month of the second year
|
519, as we now date events. It is a description
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of eight visions, one apparently following an-

other in a single night, followed by a message

connected with the coming of certain men from

Babylon (Zech. 6 : 9 sqq.). We naturally ask

whether these men brought with them from

Babylon the answer of Darius in regard to the

temple (see Ezra 6), but there is no clew to the

answer.

In the first vision (Zech. 1 : 7-17) the prophet

sees men on horseback—the mountetl police of

Jehovah's empire—who report that they have

made their rounds in the earth, and found

everything quiet. Their chief, to whom they

make this report, is the angel of Jehovah. On
hearing it (verses 13-17) he makes intercession

for Jerusalem, and an encouraging message is

then given the prophet. The descriptive part

is in prose, while the intercession and the mes-

sage to the prophet are iu verse. The second

vision (Zech. 1 : 18-21) is of four horns that

have been tossing Judah, and four " working-

men" who drive the horns away. The third

vision (Zech. 2 : 1-13) is of a man measuring

Jerusalem, and being informed that Jerusalem

will outgrow all measurements. This informa-

tion is given in poetic lines (verses 4 A, 5), and

is followed by a spirited lyric on Ziun's escape

from the north land (verses 6-13). As I under-

stand it, this lyric is represented as uttered by

the angel of Jehovah. These first three visions

concern Judah, Jerusalem, the people in gen-

eral. The fourth vision concerns especially

Joshua, the priestly leader of the people ; and

the fifth mainly concerns Zerubbabel, their civil

leader. The sixth vision (Zech. 5 : 1-4) is that

of the flying scroll, and the seventh (Zech.

5 : 5-11) is that of the woman in the ephah-jar.

These two mainly concern the wickedness of

the people by which Jehovah's mercies are hin-

dered. Tlie eighth vision (Zech. 6 : 1-8) is a

vision of Jehovah's chariots, one of which is

sent on a mission to the north land. W. J. B.

In a dream of the night there passed before

the eyes of the prophet a series of visions

(1 : 7-6 : 15). These visions are obscure, and,

accordingly, the prophet asks their meaning.

The interpretation is given by an angel who
knows the mind and will of Jehovah. In the

first vision (1 : 7-15) the prophet sees, in a val-

ley of myrtles, a rider upon a roan horse, ac-

companied by others who, having been sent

forth to the four quarters of the earth, had re-

turned with the tidings that the whole earth

was at rest (with reference to Hag. 3 : 20).

Hereupera the angel asks how long this state

of things shall last, and is assured that tlie in-

difference of the heatlien shall cease, and that

the temple shall be built in Jerusalem. The
second vision (2 : 1-17, A. \. 1 : 18-2 : 13) ex-

plains hom the promise of the first is to be ful-

filled. It symbolizes the destruction of the

heathen kingdoms hitherto combined against

Jerusalem, and the rapid incrcixse of its popu-

lation. The old prophets, in foretelling the

happiness and glory of the times which should

succeed the Captivity in Babylon, had made a

great part of that happiness and glory to con-

sist in the gathering together again of the

whole dispersed nation in the land given to

their fathers. This vision was designed to

teach thatithe expectation thus raised—the re-

turn of the dispersed of Israel—should be ful-

filled. The next two visions (3, 4) are occupied

with the temple, and with the two principal

persons on whom the hopes of the returned

exiles rested. The permission granted for the

rebuilding of the temple had no doubt stirred

afresh the malice and the animosity of the ene-

mies of the Jews. Joshua, the high-priest, had

been singled out, it would seem, as the especial

object of attack, and perhaps formal accusa-

tions had already been laid against him before

the Persian court. The prophet, in vision, sees

him summoned before a higher tribunal, and

solemnly acquitted, despite the charges of the

Satan or adversary. This is done with the

forms still usual iu an Eastern court, the filthy

garments of the accused being exchanged for

the robe of honor put on the innocent. The
last vision (4) supposes that all opposition to

the building of the temple shall be removed.

This sees the completion of the work. The
two next visions (5 : 1-11) signify that the land,

in which the sanctuary has just been erected,

shall be purged of all its pollutions. First, the

curse is recorded against wickedness in the

wliole land (not dL?, A. V. " earth ;" 5:3). Next,

the unclean thing, whether in the form of idola^

try or any other abomination, shall be utterly

removed. And now the night is waning fast,

and the morning is about to dawn. Chariots

and horses appear, issuing from between two
brazen mountains, the horses like those in the

first vision; and these receive their several

commands and are sent forth to execute the

will of Jehovah in the four quarters of the

earth. Thus, then^ the cycle of visions is

completed. Scene after scene is unrolled till

the whole glowing picture is presented to the

eye. All enemies crushed ; the land repeopled

and Jerusalem girt as with a wall of fire ; the

temple rebuilt, more truly splendid than of

old, because more abundantly filled with a Di-

vine Presence ; the leaders of the people as-
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sured in the most, signal manner of the Divine

protection ; all wickedness solemnly sentenced,

and the land forever purged of it—such is the

magnificent panorama of hope whicli the proph-

et displays to his countrymen. A symbolical

act immediately follows. Three Israelites had

just returned from Babylon, bringing with

them rich gifts to Jerusalem, apparently as con-

tributions to the temple, and had been received

in the house of Josiah the son of Zephaniah.

Thither the prophet is commanded to go, and to

employ the silver and gold of their offerings

for the service of Jehovah. He is to make of

them two crowns, and to place these on the

head of Joshua, the high-priest—a sign that, in

the Messiah who should build the temple, the

kingly and priestly offices should be united.

JHc. B.

1 he first eight chapters form a collection of

utterances, complete ami circumscribed, direct-

ed throughout to promote the erection of the

temple. The work had been paralyzed by

actual difficulties, but still more by supineness

of spirit and despond. What the people need-

ed was the inspiration of a soaring faith and

the heartening of buoyant hope. This is pre-

cisely the spirit that animates the addresses of

Zechariah. Eliiulie. The object of Zeeha-

riah is precisely that of Haggai. It is to rouse

an indolent, to encourage a desponding, and to

abash a backsliding people. This he does, if

not with greater energy, yet by bolder types,

and through the force of broader glimpses into

the future, than his coadjutor. The red horses,

the four horns, the stone with seven eyes, the

candlestick of gold, the olive trees, the flying

roll, the ephah and the talent of lead, the four

chariots from between the two mountains, the

staves Beauty and Bands, the cup of trembling,

the burdensome stone, and the fountain of puri-

fication, are not mere brilliant dreams, but are

closely connected with the main purpose of the

prophecy. Gilfillan.

These visions were designed partly to ani-

mate and encourage the Jews in the work of

rebuilding the temple and restoring the wor-

ship of Jehovali, partly to warn them against

transgression, and especially against rebellious-

ness and apostasy from Him. As, however, all

God's dealings toward His ancient people bear

an analogy to His dealings toward His spiritual

Church, and especially as in these visions there

is reference more or less immediate to the Mes-

siah, they convey instruction and counsel

profitable for the people of God as such iu all

ages. This book of prophecy has, consequent-

ly, engaged much of the attention of students

of Scripture at all times in the Christian Church.

Luther says of it :
" The prophet Zechariah is

a paragon (Ausbund), to my thinking the most

excellent. For he appeared at a lime when it

was supremely needful to comfort and encour-

age the people, and along with that to keep

them for the coming reign of Christ and under

training." W. L. Alexander.

The chief difficulty felt by the student of

these eight visions is that of clearly distin-

guishing and identifying the superhuman
dmtmiHs persons with whom the prophet is in

ecstatic communication. They appear to be

five in number— viz. : 1. TJie man Hdinrj upon

a red horse, who stood among the myrtle trees

(1 : 8). He is clearly identified (I : 11) with tlie

angel of the Lord. 2. The riders on the red,

speckled and white hoi'ses. These are subordi-

nate created angels, who report to the angel of

the Lord. 3. The angel described by the

prophet in eleven places (1 ; 9, 13, 14, 19 ; 3:3;
4 ; 1, 4, 5 ; 5 : 5, 10 ; 6 : 4) by the phrase the

angel that talked with me, or, more exactly, that

spake in me. So Dr. Pusey, who adds, " The
very rare expression seems meant to convey the

thought of an inward speaking, whereby the

words should be borne directly into the soul

without the intervention of the ordinary out-

ward organs. God says to Moses (Num. 12 :

6-9), If there is a prophit niiiniifi you, I the Loj-d

will make Mysdf kii'>,rii m,t>' him in a vision, I
will speak (lit.) in him in it dream. My servant

Moses is not so . . . in him will I speak mouth

to mouth; and Habakkuk says (3 : 1) of the like

inward teaching, / will watch to see wJiat He
will speak in me. It is the characteristic title

of one attendant angel, who was God's exposi-

tor of the visions to Zechariah." Similarly

Canon Drake (.'' Speaker's [or Bible] Commen-
tar}'") says he was" the [created] angel, whose
office it was to interpret to the prophet what he

saw and heard." 4. In the third vision (chap.

2) the 7nan with a measuring line in his hand,

whom Dr. Pusey thinks to be " probably the

angel of the Lord, of whom Ezekiel has a like

vision." 5. In the same vision Ci :%) another

angel, who weiit out to meet the angel that talked

with the prophet, when he (the angel) iDent

forth. Besides these must also be observed in

three places (1 : 13, 20 ; 3 : 1) the mention of the

Lord, who is in each almost certainly identified

with the angel of the Lord. Medd.



FIRST TWO VWIOXs CHAPTER 1 : 7-21.

FIRST TWO VISIONS ; TIIK HORSEMEN ; THE IKJHNS.

CllAf.

7 Upon the four aud twentieth day of tliu eleventh month, which is the monlh Shebat, in

the second year of Darius, came the word of the Loud unto Zechariah the sou of 13crecliiah.

8 the son of Iddo, the prophet, sayinj;, I saw in the niglit, and behold a man riding upon a red

horee, and he stood among the myrtle trees that were in the bottom ; aud behind him there

9 were horses, red, sorrel, aud white. Then said I, O my lord, what are these ? And tlie angel

10 that talked with me said unto me, I will shew thee what these be. And the man that stood

among the myrtle trees answered and said. These are they whom the Loud hath sent to walk

1

1

to and fro through the earth. And they answered the angel of the Loud that stood among
the myrtle trees, and said,We have walked to and fro through the earth, and, behold, all the

12 earth sitteth still, aud is at rest. Then the angel of the LbuD answered and said, O Lord of

hosts, how long wilt thou not have mercy on Jerusalem and on the cities of Judab, against

13 which thou hast had indignation these threescore and ten years ? And the Loud answered

14 the angel that talked with me with good words, even comfortable words. So the angel that

talked with me said unto me. Cry thou, saying. Thus saith the Loud of hosts : I am jealous

15 for Jerusalem and for Zion with a great jealousy. And I am very sore displeased with the

nations that are at ease : for I was but a little displeased, and they helped forward the afflic

16 tion. Therefore thus saith the Lord : I am returned to Jerusalem with mercies ; my house

shall be built in it, saith the Loud of hosts, and a line shall be stretched forth over Jerusa-

17 lem. Cry yet again, saying. Thus saith the Loud of hosts : My cities through prosperity

shall yet be spread abroad ; and the Lord shall yet comfort Zion, and shall yet choose Jeru-

salem.

18, 19 And I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and behold four horns. And I said unto the angel

that talked with me. What be these ? And he answered me. These are the horns which have

20, 21 scattered Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem. Aud the Lord shewed me four smiths. Then

said I, What come these to do '( And he spake, saying. These are the horns which scattered

Judah, so that no man did lift up his head : but these are come to fray them, to cast down
the horns of the nations, which lified up their horn against the land of Judah to scatter it.

7. Tins is the commencement of a series of

eight symbolical visions, all, it would seem,

presented to the mind of the prophet in one

night—that of the 24th of Sebat, correspoud-

ing to March 9th or 10th. B. C.

7-17. These verses comprise one entire and

distinct vision, the lirst in a series, and of sym-

bolic character The symbols represent the

executive forces by which the Lord administers

His providential government over the nations.

The special aim here is : 1. To assure the He-

brew people that God had more judgments to

send on the nations that had oppressed them.

2. That He would greatly augment the growth
and prosperity of Zion. So much for the gen-

eral scope of the passage. As to the particu-

lars, let us note that this is a night vision, pre-

sented to the mind's eye of the prophet by

special Divine agencies. That men riding on

horses are used to represent the executive

forces of God's reign over the nations is due

(we may suppose) to the use of post horses as

vehicles of the royal mandates, as the nerves of

communication (so to speak) from the working

lirain on the throne to the remotest organs of

His will in all His distant provinces. They seem

to be thought of here rather as explorers to ob-

serve and report, than as executioners. The
reader will better understand this representa-

tion if he will be at the pains to classify the

personages of the scene thus : 1. The man rid-

ing upon a red horse (verse 8), who stood (on

horseback) among the myrtle trees in the shad-

ed vale, at the head of others also on horses of

various colors ; the same who (verse 10) ex-

plained and said, " These are they whom the

Lord hath sent," etc., to whom the other horse

men report (verse 11) ; and to whom prayer is

offered as " the Lord of hosts" (verse 13) ; and

who answers so kindly (verse 13). This can be

no other than the uncreated angel—the very

Son of God, so often if not always the God re-

vealed and made manifest in all the ages before

His incarnation. 2. Next are His attendants, on

horses, representing angels proper ; those "min-

isters of His who do His pleasure," and whom
He continually employs in the administration of

His providential government on earth. They
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appear (verse 8) where it must be assumed that

the horses have riders upon them ; also (verse

11), tliey report what they have seen in tlieir

mission to and fro througli tlie earth. 3. Tlie

revealing angel, specially attendant upon the

prophet as his interpreter, usually called " the

angel tliat talked with me"

—

e.g., verses 9, 13,

and also in verse 14, where our translators have

given the same Hebrew word another rendering,

"that communed with me." It is the same

angel who offers the prayer (verse 13), since the

answer (verse 13) is given to him. That h-c offers

this prayer is due to his strong sympathy with

the prophet, to whom he was a sort of guardian

angel. This grouping of the characters of this

scene will help the reader to understand its sig-

nificance. The horses and their riders are seen

among the myrtle trees in a shady vale—both

the myrtles and the vale indicating the low and

humble condition of God's people and king-

dom, especially at that time, j'et .showing us

plainly that however low and humble in human
estimation, Qod was in the midst of tliem. and

did not disdain to reveal precisely there His

glorious Son, and under Him the angels clothed

in might as the executive servants of His reign

among the nations. No other speciality of

meaning can be safely assigned to the color of

these horses except that red commonly indicates

war scenes of blood, and that the variety may
suggest that God's agency embraces all varie-

ties of manifestation—curses and blessings, war

and peace. The prophet asks his attendant

angel what those horses and their riders mean.

He promises to show him, but the statement is

given by the per.sonage first seen and standing

in the foreground of the picture—the great un-

created angel of Jehovah—" These are they

whom the Lord sends to traverse the whole

earth." Then they themselves come forward

and make their report in the hearing of the

prophet :
" Wo have traversed the earth, and

lo, all the nations are still and at rest." Even

those great powers which had so cruelly op-

pressed the Jews vvere not receiving their de-

served retribution. This is the main point of

their report. Upon this, the revealing angel,

warming in sympathy with the prophet and

his people, cries, " How long, O Lord, ere Thou
wilt have mercy on Jerusalem and on Judah,

upon which Thou hast manifested Thine indig-

nation now seventy years ?" To this the Lord

answers with words of comfort and cheer. He
has purposed to scourge and soon to destroy

tliat fierce Chaldean power, and He will surely

lift up Jeriisalem. 'Ver.se 15 may be para-

phrased thus ;
" I am very sore displeased with

Chaldea and Edom : I was comparatively a lit-

tle displeased with My people. Judah and Jeru-

salem, and therefore I suffered those powers to

come down on the holy city and land ; but they

augmented that infliction ; they gave vent to

their cruel and vindictive spirit, and have quite

overdone the work which I commissioned them

to do. For this they are to have a fearful

doom." In verse 16 the Lord promises to return

in mercy and to help onward the rebuilding of

the city ; and in verse 17, that the population

should overpass the city walls and fill the ad-

jacent country. " Will yet choose Jerusalem"

means, will yet manifest His loving choice of

her by appropriate mercies. H. C.

8. No symbolical meaning is attributed by

the Divine interpreter either to the place where

the rider and his followers appeared standing,

or to the color of their horses. None, there-

fore, need bo sought by us. In comparing

Zech. 6 : 1-8 with Rev. 6 : 2-8 we may gather

that in those instances difference of color in the

horses implies difference of office in the riders
;

but liere they have all one and the same duty—
viz., to walk to and fro through the earth. B. C.

12. Then the angel of the Lord answered and

said, Lord of Hosts, 'i'he angel (mentioned in

verse 9) makes his supplication to the superior

angel (verses 8, 10), who was indeed the Logos,

or Son of God, being called by the name of Je-

hovah here and in verses 13, 30. (Cf. chaps.

3:1,3; 13 : 8, 10.) W. Lowth.

13. To this Intercessor—this horseman who
watches over Israel—God answers " with good

words and comfortable words." This closes

the vision ; and then the interpreting angel

bids Zechariah report to the people the sub-

stance or significance of it, to the effect that al-

though God had given His people into the hand

of their enemies that they might be chastised.

}"et these enemies had gone too far, had entered

into the work of correction with too evident a

zest, and had overstepped their commission
;

and that now God would compensate to His

people for their sorrows.

The practical outcome or substantial meaning

of this vision was this : that to every one who
sees with eyes cleansed and directed aright, the

angel of the Lord, or God Incarnate, appears,

ready mounted, prepared to interpose in His

people's behalf, and watchfully receiving the

reports of His commissioners from all parts of

the earth. It can readily be imagined what a

difference this vision would make in the cour-

age and hopes of the people, with what differ-

ent heart ;uid conversation they would go out

to their building next morning, having been
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Rssured that the Lord thought their punish-

ment luul gone far enough, and that now He

was to sliow His mercies to them. DoiIh.

l§-'jl. In the Hebrew text 2 : 1-4. A vision

of tlie four horns and of the four worlimasters

sent to fray or harry tlie enemies of Judah and

Jerusalem.

19. Four horns—i.e.. the heathen nations by

whom the Jews had been oppressed. The

word ?iorn occurs in the same sense in Dan.

7 : 20. The number four intimates the fact that

the enemies of the Jews were around them on

all sides. B. C.

lg-21. This second vision is closely connect-

ed in significance with the first, looking espe-

cially to the destruction of those heathen pow-

ers which " had scattered Judah and Jerusa

lem." The " horn" is a natural emblem of

power. The number four does not count so

many hostile nations, but rather means all. in

every quarter of the earth, toward every cardi-

nal point of the compass, who have been

pushing and scattering the saints of God.

The word rendered "carpenters" should be

" smiths," workers in iron or other metals, and

therefore armed with suitable instruments for

breaking horns. The word "fray." mostly

obsolete as a verb, means to frighten. The

next verb, rendered " cast out," has a stronger

sense

—

cast down to the ground, so as altogether

to paralyze their power for harm. This pre-

diction was fuKilled shortly after. Chaldea re-

volted against its late SledoPersian conquerors

during the reign of this same Darius. He con-

sequently attacked and subdued them, and then

greatly marred the military strength and glory

of Babylon. Thenceforward Chaldea was no

more felt or feared as a power among the na-

tions. H. C.

The second vision speaks for itself. When
the four horns liad tossed and gored Israel, four

carpenters are sent to cut them down. God's

zest in removing the e.vecutioners of His jus-

tice reveals His reluctance to punish. When
the causes of distress have done their work, they

are removed. Asa matter of actual experience,

men who have suffered great reverses of for-

tune declare that no sooner had the calamity

brought them to the point of a true, hearty and

permanent submission to God about it, than it

was removed. There are no doubt irremovable

distresses, but God can introduce into the life

alleviations of distress and compensating joys.

He can, at all events, enable us to see as clearly

as Zechariah saw that He will not give us over

to unlimited punishment, but allows present

distresses only as, temporary expedients which

may fit us for more enduring and perfect hap-

piness. Dods.

THIRD VISION : A MAN MEASURING JERUSALEM.

Chap. 2.

2:1 And I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and behold a man with a measuring line in his

hand. Then said I, Whither goest thou 5 And he said unto me. To measure Jerusalem, to

see what is the breadth thereof, and what is the length thereof. And, behold, the angel that

talked with me went forth, and another angel went out to meet him, and said unto him. Run,

speak to this young man, saying, Jerusalem shall be inhabited as villages without walls, by

reason of the multitude of men and cattle therein. For I, saith the Louu, will be unto her a

wall of fire round about, and I will be the glory in the midst of her. Ho, ho, flee from the

land of the north, saith the Lord : for I have spread you abroad as the four winds of the

heaven, saith the Lord. Ho Zion, escape, thou that dwellest with the daughter of Babylon.

For thus saith the Lord of hosts : After glory hath he sent me unto the nations which spoiled

you : for he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye. For. behold, I will shake mine

hand over them, and they shall be a spoil to those that served them : and j'e shall know that

the Lord of hosts hath sent me. Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion : for. lo, I come, and

I will dwell in the midst of thee, saith the Loud. And many nations shall join themselves

to the Lord in that day, and shall be my people : and I will dwell in the midst of thee, and

thou .shall know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me unto thee. And the Lord shall inherit

Judah as his portion in the holy land, and shall yet choose Jerusalem. Be silent, all flesh,

before the Loud : for he is waked up out of his holy habitation.

Chap. a. This chapter contains the sub- I was said chap. 1 : 16,

p what Istance of a third In conformity toi forth upon Jerusalem,'

line shall be stretched

man, or an angel, ap-
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pears with a measuring line in liis liand, going,

as lie says, to take the dimensions of Jerusa-

lem, in order to its being rebuilt according to

its former extent ; which was afterward done

by Nehemiah. This is accompanied with a

message delivered to the prophet, showing the

great increase of her population and wealth
;

her perfect security under the Divine protec-

tion ; recall of her exiles from the ni)rth coun-

try, and the punishment of those that had op-

pressed them ; the return of God's presence to

dvv-cll in her ; and the conversion of many

heathen nations : and, lastly, the reinstatement

of Judah and Jerusalem in the full possession

of all their ancient privileges. Dr. Blayney.

In these visions Jehovah and the angel of the

presence are used almost interchangeably, and

the words spoken are attributed sometimes to

one, sometimes to the other—the angel of the

presence is indeed regarded as the visible mani-

festation of God. Farmr.

The third vision of Zechariah was based on

what was in his thoughts and under his eye

from day to day—plans for restoring the city.

He seemed to see a man proceeding to take

measurements for the laying out of streets and

walls. As we often get notice of city improve-

ments by seeing surveyors with theodolite and

chain at work, so this man with the measuring

line explained that he was going to ascertain

the size and capabilities of Jerusalem, and to

see what could be made of the ruins. But as

he passes on to his work the angel is told to

run and stop him and prevent him from meas-

suring the city and planning new walls and

fortifications. He is assured that it was use-

less marking out boundaries, because the city

is destined to exceed all ordinary dimensions

and become so great that no walls would be

capable of containing it.

The great increase of population here pre-

dicted was to arise partly from the return of a

large number of Jews from Babylon. Very

significant are tiie urgent appeals that were

found necessary to move them to return.

" Flee from the land of the north. Deliver

thyself, O Zion that dwellest with the daughter

of Babylon." They had to be warned even

that punishment was to fall on Babylon, and

that they would share in it if they did not es

cape. For people are always apt to get hard-

ened to that deserted and distant condition into

which God banishes them for their sin. The

want of high spiritual communings which at

first a man mourned over he gradually gets

used to. The gayety and dissipation which

were distasteful to him he can at last scarcely

abandon. The cessation from Christian work,

which at first he recognized as an infliction, he

becomes so used to that it frets and hardens

him to resume it. Do(U.

1-4. In this vision a man is seen with a meas-

uring line, going forth to measure Jerusalem

—

probably its dimensions before its recent destruc-

tion—as if preparing to rebuild it on the same

foundations. The angel that talked with the

prophet went forth {i.e.. from the prophet), and

another angel came forth (it may be supposed)

from the Lord, to meet him and to say to him :

" Hasten to that young man who has the meas-

uring line, and tell him there is no occasion to

measure the old limits of the city ; the new one

shall spread out beyond her fi.rmer walls, and

her people shall live in the surrounding coun-

try without walls, because of the multitude of

men and of cattle." The whole scene was de-

signed to impress vividly upon the prophet and

his people the great promise of God respecting

the growth, prosperity and glory of the new

city, and ultimately of that spiritual Zion of

which this was the outward symbol.

5. The connection of thought here is admi-

rable : Think no more of walls to be rebuilt for

the new city, nor of costly outlays to beautify

and adorn it ;
" for I, saith the Lord, will be

Myself her wall," even " a wall of fire round

about her ;" and I will be her adornment also

—even " a glory in the midst of her." This

magnificent promise we cannot suppose to have

been exhausted in the days of Zechariah, nor

in the entire period before the incarnation of

the Son of God ; but pro eminently then when

lie, the great incarnation of God, became mani-

fest in human flesh in the midst of His Zion.

Yet its fulfilment began in those days of Zion's

reformation and rebuilding. Our Divine Lord

reasserted essentially the same thing, and made

it a promise of perpetual love to Ilis Church,

when He said, " Lo, I am with you alway,

even to the end of the world." H. C.

Those that have God for their God have Him
for their glory ; those that have Ilim in the

midst of them have glory in the midst of them,

and thence the Church is said to be all glorious

within. And those persons and places that

have God to be the glory in the midst of them

have Him for a wall of fire round about them,

for upon all that glory there is and shall be a

defence (Isa. 4 : 5). Now all this was fulfilled

in part, in that Jerusalem in process of time be-

came a very flourishing city. But it was to

have its full accoraplishrapnt in the Gospel
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Church, which is extended far, iis towns with-

out walls, by the admissiou of the Gentiles nto

it ; and which has God, the Son of God, for its

prince and protector. H. This promise will

receive its utmost completion in that "New
Jerusalem" (described in Rev. 21 ; 10) where
'' the glory of God and the Lamb" are said to

he " the light thereof" (verses 11, 23. Cf. Isa.

60 : 19). W. Lowth.

6. IIo, ho, come forth, and flee from, the land

of the north. This beautiful apostrophe is ad-

dressed to such of tlie Jews as continued still to

dwell in Babylon and the adjacent country

lyiug north of Jerusalem, exhorting them not

only to come, but to make their escape with all

possible speed from a land which God was

about to make the scene of His vengeance.

Dr. Blayney.

8. For thv.i snith the Lord of hosts—Ih'.it i?,

the Messiah. Tliere is no part of Holy Scrip-

ture that more fully vindicates those confes-

sions of our faith, which call upon us to ac-

knowledge a plurality of persons in the God-

head, than the very remarkable passage in this

and the next three verses. Ereleujh.

" After the glory" is an elliptical, shortened

phrase, looking to verse 5, and meaning that

after hating become the glory of Zioii by reveal-

ing Himself as her king, her refuge and pro-

tector, it followed naturally that He should be

sent to scourge the nations that had spoiled

Jerusalem

—

i.e., the Chaldeans, and perhaps

the Edomitcs also. As to the persons " He"
and " Me," in the phrase " He hath sent Me,"

etc., the language implies that the speaker who
calls Himself the " Lord of Hosts" bath been

sent by some one referred to as " He ;" " He
hath sent Me," etc. The one thus " sent" can

be no other than the leading personage in the

vision (1 : 8-13), tliere seen on a red horse (verse

8) ; to whom the other horsemen report (verse

11) ; to whom the angel interpreter offers pray-

er (verse 12) ; and moreover the same person-

age who in 2 : 5 says, " I will be a glory in the

midst of her"

—

i.e., the Son of God. The ante-

cedent of " He" is implied in thought rather

than expressed in word
;
yet can be no other

ihan the infinite Father—often represented in

the Scriptures as sending the Son—here on a

mission of providential judgments on the guilty

nations that had desolated Jerusalem. The

reason assigned is beautifully significant of the

tenderness of even the Father's love toward His

people. We often see manifestations of ten-

derness in Jesus Christ while wearing our na-

ture in its human weaknesses : but here Jesus

says of His Father: " He that toucheth you,

toucheth the apple of His eye." "' Toucheth"

—in the sense of doing harm. The apple is

the pupil of the eye, which the Hebrews call

the little man of the eye, or, as here, the little

boy of the eye, both terms coming probably

from the fact that, looking into the eye, you

see a miniature picture of yourself. Can we
realize the precious truth taught liere—that

God feels every injury done to His people, as

we feel a wound in the apple of our eye ?

Then let us forever dismiss and discard the

cruel assumption that the infinite God lias little

or no syijipathy with our spiritual life, with

the real welfare of His people, the interests of

His truth, and the cause of human salvation !

H. C.

After the glm-y hath He sent Me unto the na-

tions. To send a person after anything implies

the requisition of his services for that particu-

lar purpose. When, therefore, God is said to

have sent His angel " after the glory," He must

be understood to have charged Him with the

means of bringing it about. Now the means

which the Divine wisdom had devised for secur-

ing to His people " the glory" He had prom-

ised tliem, was by executing a severe vengeance

on their oppressors, to manifest His concern for

their lionor and interest, and His resolution not

to suffer their wrongs to pass off with impu-

nity. In pursuance of tiiis plan, and of the

orders He had received, the angel says He was

about to " shake" His hand over the Babylo-

nians, by whom the Jews had lately been op-

pressed, and to deliver them over as " a spoil

to their (former) servants." And as this is

given as a reason for summoning tlie Jews to

quit that devoted country with all possible

speed, that they might not be involved in the

calamities which were coming upon it, so the

angel subjoins that when this came to pass ac-

cording to His word, it would be a convincing

proof that Jehovah had sent Him. Dr. Blay-

ney.

He that toucheth you toucheth the apple of His

eye. The highest expressions that language,

assisted with all its helps of metaphor and re-

semblance, can afford, are very languid and

faint in comparison of what they strain to

represent when the goodness of God toward

them who love Him comes to be expressed.

(See Ps. 36 6 ; 103 : 11, 13.) So David strives

to utter it, but with similitudes far short of the

truth. If any will come near to reach it, it is

that in Moses and Zechariali, where they who
love God are compared to " the apple of God's
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eye"—that is, to the most dear and tenilcT jiart,

as it were, about Him. Isaiic Burrow.

God has special regard for and interest in the

subjects of His redeeming love. He chose them

in Christ before tlie foundation of the world.

Ho gave His only becotten Son to save tliem

from eternal rum. His Spirit and His provi-

dence have been at work these si.x thousand

years to accomplish His purposes respecting

them. They seem nearer to Him than the un-

fallen angels, for they have been rescued and

ransomed from ruin and death at an infinite

cost. He has peculiar regard for tliem as the

fruit of the glorious redemptive sclieme by

which He seeks to " reconcile all things unto

Himself." They stand related to His moral

dispensations, to the " everlasting kingdom"

of the future state, to the exaltation and final

glory of the Eternal Son of God in His work of

atoning love and saving grace, as no oth-r

beings do. Is it any marvel, therefore, that

he who dares to touch one of these " little ones"

touches the very " apple of His eye" ? It mat-

ters not how unworthy and sinful and inferior

His people may be, in themselves considered,

and contrasted with angels. Qnd looks at

them in the light of His own eternal and far-

reaching purposes. Tliey stand intimately re-

lated to His eternal scheme of grace. He sees

in them the future heirs of His glorious king-

dom, the priests and kings of the Lord Al-

mighty. They are to be the very " crown"

and glory of CJirist's own eternal reward and

rejoicing. Hence their names " are graven on

the palms of His hands." No weapon forged

against or raised to injure them shall pros-

per. All their interests are safe in His hands.

The gates of hell shall not prevail against one

of His chosen ones. His infinite heart of love

encompasses them ever. His everlasting arms

are underneath them. .7. M. Sherwood.

9. For, behold, I xtill shake Mine hand vpon

them. This is the hand of Jehovah Himself,

and of the Lord of Hosts Himself, which is said,

in one passage of Isaiah, to be " shaken over

the river" (Isa. 11 : 15) ; and in another, " over

Egypt" (Isa. 19 : 16) ; and nowhere else, except

in the text, is the same form of expression used

in Holy Writ. Dr. Eveleigh.

They shall be a spoil to their servants. As the

Babylonians became to the Medes and Persians,

who had been subdued, and reduced to subjec-

tion by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.

Abp. Newcome.

Immanuel, as the God of universal provi-

dence, sent to the nations that had wasted Zion,

liere declares what He will do, and calls special

attention to it :
" I will shake or wave My hand

over them"—so much only being necessary t.T

indicate to the executioners of His will what
they were to do ; and " they shall become a

spoil to those who have heretofore been their

servants"

—

i.e., the nations some time in servi-

tude under Ohaldea now rise up, overcome, and

spoil her. Ye shall know by your experience

of Divine blessings that My commission is truly

Divine. It is remarkable that the phrase " the

Lord of Hosts" is used interchangeably of the

Father and the Son : of the Father here ; of the

Son in verse 8, and elsewhere in this and the

previous chapter. No other explanation of

this is needed save the fact that this name is

equally applicable to either, and that the Scrip-

tures in some cases represent the Father, and in

some cases the Son. as administering the gov-

ernment of this world. H. C.

10-13. God's promise to abide in Zion, and

of the incoming of the Gentiles. Compare the

parallel passages in Zeph. 3 : 14-20 ; Isa. 13 : 6 :

and infra 9 : 9, which, like that before us, had

a first and literal fulfilment in the times fol-

lowing tlie return of the Jews from Babylon.

They are all applicable in a wider and loftier

sense to the dwelling of Messiah in Palestine,

and to the spread of the Gospel among the

heathen. B, C.

10. Closely parallel with this is Zech. 9 : 9.

There—" Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion
;

shout, O daughter of Jerusalem ; behold, thy

king Cometh unto thee," etc. Here, as the

reader will see, " Sing and rejoice," for lo, I

come and I will dwell in the midst of thee,

saith the Lord^^'.c, Jehovah. This close simi-

larity strengthens the evidence that the speaker

here is the promised Messiah, and that this

promised coming can be exhausted in nothing

less than His appearance in human flesh, and

indeed in nothing less ihan His abiding presence

(spiritually) with His people " totheend of the

world." This abiding presence, in somewhat

lower forms. He manifested from the time of

Zechariah onward to His incarnation. All this

is indeed occasion for exultant joy.

11. Christ's coming to dwell incarnate and

suliscquently by His Spirit, the Comforter,

would result in the calling of the Gentiles into

His Church, and ultimately in the gathering of

many nations, and in their becoming joined in

the relationships of love and trust to their re-

deeming Saviour and King. Here recurs again

that expressive phrase, " Thou shalt know" (in

thine own blessed experience) that I am sent of

the eternal Father, that the work is not Mine

alone, but His as well—evermore sustained by
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the common sympathy and tlie co-operative

agency of eacli and of both. II. C.

1 1 . The L(trd of Hosts luith sent Me unto thee.

It being here said that Jehovali, being sent by

.leliovah, should come and dwell in the Cliurch,

enlarged by the accession of the Gentiles, who
can that be but our Lord Christ, who dwelt

among us and was by God His Father sent

unto us ? Isane, Bnrrow. A passage which,

like this, declares that " the Lord of Hosts" was

sent by one who also Himself is " the Lord of

Hosts," ought not for a moment to excite as-

tonishment in a Christian ; knowing, as he

must, that the second person in the Trinity,

who is so often said to " liave been sent by the

Father," is called in tlie New Testament, not

only " God," but also by a name which is al-

lowed to be equivalent to " the Lord of Hosts"

—viz., "the Almighty." (See John 1:1;
Rom. 9 ; 5 ; Rev. 1 ; 8.) Ereleigh. Intima-

tions of a plurality of persons in the Godhead

seem to have been given to tlie Jews, as in

other places of Scripture, so in those texts, where

mention is made of God more than once in the

.same text and under different capacities : as

" the Lord raining fire upou Sodom from the

Lord" (Gen. 19 : 24) ; God anointing, and God
anointed (Ps. 4.5 : 6, 7) ;

" the Lord said unto

my Lord, Sit thou at My right hand" (Ps. 110 :

1) ;
" the Lord sending and the Lord sent," in

tills passage ; with sundry others of the like

nature. Anon.

9-12. In closing this prophecy Zechariah

encourages the people to expect that not only

would Jerusalem be filled to overflowing with

their kinsmen, but that God would dwell there.

But the prediction runs on in language which

seems too magnificent for any contemporary

events :
" Many nations shall be joined to the

Lord in that day, and shall be My people."

This is characteristic of Old Testament proph-

ecy. It is always occasioned by some present

need of the generation among whom the prophet

lives, but the language employed seems larger

than the occasion requires.

The events among which Zechariah lived

were only the jirelude and preparation for the

far greater events which were to signalize the

Church's maturity ; and as the prophet looked

forward to the triumph of his people over

present misfortunes, he could not fail to catch

a glimpse of the perfect triumphs which were

destined to be won by tlie perfected Church.

Under the forms and appearances pre.sent to

any one generation there lay truths and princi-

ples common to all generations. The temple

was the tlienexisting form of God's dwelling-

place, the temporary expedient for Divine

manifestation ; but in all generations there is a

manifestation of God, though not always a

stone temple. And so round the whole circle

of things with which God's people had to do.

Through those things the prophets were, by
God's inspiration, enabled to see the permanent

principles which operated in them, and in

speaking of the visible and familiar objects

they therefore often used language which was
verified not in those very objects and events

then present, but only in the ultimate, highest

forms which those principles and ideas were to

assume.

The comprehensive promise which seemed to

augur all good to Jerusalem in Zechariah's

time was this :
" I will dwell in the midst of

thee." Beyond this, indeed, no promise can at

any time go. If God dwells with us because

He loves us and seeks our presence, this im

plies that all good will be ours. In this alone

have we all that we need to balance and guide

our life. To live as in a world from which

God can never pass away, tliis is the key to

happiness and energy. Duds.

13. Be silent, all flesh. Let all men be
" silent" in token of the profoundest reverence

and submission (see Ilab. 2 : 20), when God
comes down from heaven (cf. Micah 1 : 3), or

gives visible signs of His appearance to execute

judgment upon His adversaries, or to show

mercy upon His servants. Heaven is called

" the habitation of God's holiness" (De. 26 : 15 ;

Isa. 63 : 15). W. Imoth.

FOURTH VISION: JOSHUA, THE HIGH-PRIEST, AND SATAJS, HIS ADVERSARY,
BEFORE JEHOVAH.

Chap. 3.

3 ; 1 And he shewed me Joshua the liigh priest standing before the angel of the Loud,

2 and Satan standing at his right hand to be his adversary. And the Lokd said unto Satan.

The Lord rebuke thee, O Satan
; yea. the Lord that bath chosen Jerusalem rebuke thee : is

3 not this a brand plucked out of the fire \ Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments,

4 and stood before the angel. And he answered and spake unto those that stood before him.
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saying, Take the tilthy garments from ofE him. And unto him he said, Beliold, I have

5 caused thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I will clothe thee with rich apparel. And 1

said, Let them set a fair mitre upon his head. So they set a fair mitre upon his head, and

6 clothed him with garments ; and the angel of the Loud stood by. And the angel of the

7 Lord protested unto Joshua, saying. Thus saith the Loud of hosts : If thou wilt walk in my
ways, and if thou wilt keep my charge, then thou also shalt judge my house, and shalt also

8 keep my course, and I will give thee a place of access among these that stand by. Hear

now, O Joshua the high priest, thou and thy fellows that sit before thee ; for they are men

9 which are a sign : for, behold, I will bring forth my servant the Branch. For behold, the

stone that I have set before Joshua ; upon one stone are seven eyes : behold, I will engrave

the graving thereof, saith the Lord of hosts, and I will remove the iniquity of that land in

10 one day. In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, shall ye call every man his neighbour under

the vine and under the iig tree.

Cliap. 3. A vision concerning Joshua, the

high-priest, who appears as a type of the Jew-

isli Cliuich, whose adversaries are typified by

the accuser or Satan. The restoration of cere-

monial purity is indicated, and the advent of

Messiah promised. B. C. The fir'stsix verses

describe the vision. They are in prose, except

that the rebuke to Satan (verse 2) is three lines

of verse. Verses 7-10, the words of the angel

of Jehovah, are in poetical lines ; each verse

has a distinct topic. VV. J. B.

Vision tlu: fourth. Zcchariah sees Joshua, the

high-priest, standing before the angel of the

Lord, as it were soliciting to be admitted to

the discharge of his sacred functions, and Satan,

or the adversary, standing by in the act of op-

posing him. The adversary receives a rebuke

from Jehovah, by whose special command
Joshua is stripped of his filthy garments and

invested with the priestly robes of service, and

a clean " mitre" or bonnet set upon his head.

The angel delivers him a solemn charge. After

this follows a clear and interesting prediction

of the coming of tlie Messiah, and the establish-

ment of His Church, of which Joshua and his

companions arc ordained to be signs. Pardon

and peace are held forth as the blessed effects

of Christ's coming. Blayney.

Here we find Joshua, the high priest, put

upon trial before Jehovah, with Satan as his

accuser. According to the custom of Eastern

trials, he is dressed in " tilthy garments," but

upon his acquittal he is clothed in a dress of

honor, and a tiara, indicative of his restoration

to the high-priesthood, is placed upon his head.

As high-priest he is to judge the people wisely,

and thereby prepare for the coming of Christ,

who is called the Branch or Sprout. Moreover,

to encourage him, the foundation stone of the

temple is laid before him, and he is tvssured that

the seven eyes of God, the symbol of His ever-

watchful providence, shall perpetually rest

upon it. U. r. S.

1. The angel of Jehovah. A clear idea in re-

gard to this being is necessary to the under-

standing of the post exilian prophets. In

Zechariah he is the same as in the earlier Old

Testament books—not some angel or other, but

one particular being, different from ordinary

angels. One especial characteristic of him is

that at one moment he is a person distinct from

Jehovah, perhaps interceding with Jehovah, or

sent by Jehovah, and in the next moment he

speaks or acts in the character of Jehovali Him-

self. In this he is like " the Word," or
'

' the

Son," of the New Testament. It was the

angel of Jehovah that appeared to Moses in the

burning bush, and went before Israel in the

pillar of cloud or fire, and brought them in to

the promised laud (Ex. 3 : 2 ; U : 19 ; 23 : 20,

23 ; 33 ; 34 ; 33 ; 2 ; Isa. 63 : 9). Very impor-

tant, in these prophecies of Zechariah, is the

implication that the angel of Jehovah was now
present with the returned exiles, as he had

been with their fathers. Besides the angel of

Jehovah, an interpreting angel ("the angel

that talked with me") is in this prophecy

distinguished from any other angels who may
happen to appear in any of the visions.

W. J. B.

Satan. Rather, tlte accuser, or the adoer-

sar'j. Joshua is seen in vision preparing to

offer an expiatory sacrifice on behalf of the

people in discharge of his duty as high priest.

But an adversary intervenes, who, as usual in

the case of an accuser, stands at the right hand

of the accused, and urges that he has incurred

a ceremonial impurity which unfits him for his

ofiice of expiation. This charge is not express-

ly stated by the accuser, but may be inferred

from the decision of the angel of Jehovah,

who appears as an arbiter or judge. B. C.

The Bible record certainly seems to give the

idea that there are two moral forces in the uni-

verse, and that the representative of the evil

side of these forces is hostile to man, and
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would work his ruin, if possible, while the

pood, as represented by God Himself, is favor-

able to mail, and stands ready to help him in

the ceaseless struggle. This idea is the impor-

tant one in the thought or figure of a personal

devil. A man should know that he is in as

great moral peril all the time as though a per-

sonal spiritual adversary stood at his right

hand, even when he is in the presence of the

angel of the Lord, or of God Himself ; and

that therefore it is for him to resist evil sugges-

tions and influences vigorously, and to tri-

umph over them through faith filled battling.

II. C. T. No one who accepts the authority

of our Lord can well deny the existence and

activity of a malignant spirit, who would fain

make the most of men's sins, and use them as

a means of separating their doera from God.

That is the conception here. A. M.

2. And the Lord said unto Satan, The Lord

rebuke thee. The Logos, or Son of God, said

unto Satan, " The Lord," even God the Father,

" rebuke thee," and not suffer thy mischievous

imagination against Jerusalem and the temple

to prosper : he, that hath chosen that place

for his especial residence. This text seems

parallel with Gen. 19 : 24, where it is said, " The

Lord rained fire from the Lord out of heaven ;"

a text alleged by both ancient and modern

writers, to prove that a distinction of persons

in the blessed Trinity was a doctrine delivered,

though but imperfectly, in the Old Testament.

W. Lowth.

Is not this a brand plucked out of the fire? Is

not this small remnant returned from captiv-

it}-, miraculously rescued from utter destruc-

tion, like ''a brand plucked out of the fire 1"

And can it be thought that God will not pre-

serve tliem ? (Cf. Amos 4 : 11 ; Jude, verse 23.)

IF. LoiHh.

He who in verse 1 is called " the angel of the

Lord," is here " the Zofrf," " Jehovah." So

also in the phrase " The Lord rebuke thee,"
" Jehovah" is the word for " Lord," showing

that this term is applied interchangeably to

both the Father and the Son. The clause, " The
Lord n.'liiike tlice," is repeated, both for the

gri'utiT em]ih:isis, and in order to connect with

it the consolatory words—He, the same that has

chosen Jerusalem, rebukes thee. The term
" choose" here, as in 1 : 17 and 2 : 12, implies

God's special love for Jerusalem as represent-

ing His own people. " Is not this a brand

plucked out of the fire ?" implies that after the

fires of utter destruction were already kindled

upon her, the Lord plucked her out and extin-

guished the fires. Having done so much to

save her, and at such personal lisk, would the

Lord give her up to Satan now ? H. C.

3. Now Joshua was clothed with filthy gar

nn'uts. What is meant by the " filthy gar-

ments ' is evident from what is said by the

Lonl in the next verse, " Behold, I have caused

thine iniquity to pass from thee." It is no

other than the slain of moral pollution, which

is in some degree found in every man, though

done away by the grace of God in Christ. And
it is in this respect tnat it is said (Isa. 64 : 6),

" We are all as an unclean thing, and all our

righteousnesses are as filthy rags.
'

' This makes

us unworlUy in ourselves to appear in the prts-

ence of a God of purity, and this afforded the

adversary his ground of objection against

Joshua. Blayney.

3, 4. The Mosaic law prescribed the priest's

garments very minutely, and made great ac-

count of them as indicative of the moral purity

requisite in those who came before God. Here

the filthy garments represent the sins of the

people, and their long and guilty wanderings

from God into idolatry in past time, from

which they were only now returning. He
stood before the Divine angel who, in verse 4,

pardons sin. This Divine personage says to

his attendant angels :
" Take those filthy gar-

ments away ;" and to Joshua, " See, I have

caused thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I

will clothe thee with festive garments," such

as the priests should wear on holy days. This

removing of his sin is a representative thing,

its import being, not that the Lord forgives

his personal sin, but rather the sins of the peo-

ple, and practically reinaugurates the functions

of the priesthood. H. C.

Of special significance is the position of Satan

with respect to the covenant people. This is

shown with particular clearness in Zech. 3,

while it is also briefly alluded to 1 Chron. 31.

The vision in Zechariah is as follows : Joshua,

the high-priest, stands in unclean garments be-

fore the angel of the Lord, and Satan stands at

His right hand to accuse him. The Lord repels

with threats the accusations of Satan, acquits

the high-priest, and commands him, as a token

of his acquittal, to put on clean festal gai-

ments. The high priest is the representative

of the people. He is accused before the Lord,

not on account of his own sins as an indi-

vidual, 'out in his capacity of high-priest. His

priestly garments are defiled. Satan affirms

that for this sinful people there is no valid

meiiiation before God ; that Israel is rejected

because there is no longer an atonement for

them. The Lord will, however, have pity, ac-
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cording to verse 3, on tliis brand plucked from

the fire, the remnaut of His people, and will

not regard their sin. lie therefore causes the

high-priest to be clothed in clean garments,

thus acknowledging the validity of the high-

priestly mediation, though with an intimation

(verse 8) that the perfect atonement for the peo-

ple is to be effected only by the Messiah.

Thus the work of Satan is to question the for-

giveness, the justification of the Church, in

which sense he is called (Rev. 13 : 10), " the ac-

cuser of our brethren." Hence he is here rep-

resented as the opposite of the angel of the

Lord, who, according to Zech. 1 : 13 (like the

high-priest on earth), stands before the Lord to

intercede for the people. Oehler.

4, 5. Note that Jo.shua's guilt as the repre-

sentative of the people is not denied, but tacit-

ly admitted and actually spoken of in verse 4.

Why, then, does not the accuser have his way ?

For two reasons. God has chosen Jerusalem.

His great purpose, the fruit of His undeserved

mercy, is not to be turned aside by man's

sins. The thought is the same as that of Jere-

miah :
" If heaven above can be measured, . . .

then will I also cast off all the seed of Israel

for all that they have done" (Jer. 31 : 37).

Again, the fact that Joshua was " a brand

plucked from the burning"—that is, that the

people whom he represented had been brought

unconsumed from the furnace of captivity—is

a reason with God for continuing to extend His

favor, though they have sinned. God's past

mercies are a motive with Him. He has, there-

fore He will. Creatural love is limited, and

too often says, I have forgiven so often than I

am wearied, and can do it no more. We often

come to the end of our long suffering a.good

many numbers short of the four hundred and

ninety a day which Christ prescribes. But
God never does. True, Joshua and his people

have sinned, and that since their restoration,

and Satan had a good argument in pointing to

these transgressions ; but God does not say, " I

will put back the half burned brand in the fire

again, since the evil is not burned out of it,"

but forgives again, because He has forgiven

before. The sentence is followed by the change
of the filthy garments, symbolical of sin, for the

full array of the high priest. Ministering

nngels are dimly seen in the background, and
are summoned to unclothe and clothe Joshua.

A. M.

The Lord will not only help us in our bat-

tling with the Tempter. He will also forgive us

for having yielded to temptations, and will

cleanse us from all our sins. Instead of the

rags that indicate our helpless dependence, we
shall be given rich apparel, as the clothing of

those who have triumphed through the aid of

our Divine Friend. We need have no fear in

the conflict, however severe it may be ; for vic-

tory is sure, through faith in Him who is

mighty to save. II. C. T.

Thus those whom Christ makes spiritual

priests are clothed with the spotless robe of

His righteousness, and appear before God in

that ; and with the graces of His Spirit, which

are ornaments to them. The righteousness of

saints, both imputed and implanted, is the

"fine linen, clean and white, " of Re v. 19 : 8. H.

7. The essential meaning of the verse is

clear :
" If thou art both obedient and faithful,

thou shalt be established in the priesthood, thy

services shall be accepted before Me, and thou

shalt have ministering angels to load and aid

thee in thy work." H. C. He must walk in

God's ways, he must live a good life, and be

holy in all manner of conversation ; he must

go before the people in the paths of God's com-

mandments, and walk circumspectly. He must

also keep God's charge, m\ist carefully do all

the services of the priesthood. He must take

heed to himself, and to all the flock (Acts 30 :

38). Good ministers must be good Christians
;

yet that is not enough, they have a trust com-

mitted to them, they are charged with it, and

they must keep it with all possible care, that

they may give up their account of it with

joy. H.

§. The Brancil. There is no article in

the Hebrew, but " Branch" is used as if it were

a proper name. The reference is distinct to

the promise made in Jer. 33 ; 14-36 ; 33 : 5-8

;

Isa. 4 : 3, that Jehovah would raise up to Da-

vid a righteous Branch, and would perpetuate

forever the throne of David and the ministra-

tions of the priests and Levites. W. J. B.

The word " Branch" should not carry our

thought to a branch in the sense of limb, as one

among many on the same tree, but to the one

shoot which springs up from the root, and

which, though small at first, becomes a tree of

wonderful qualities. The word seems to be

chosen because it well expresses the humble
origin of the Messiah and the small beginnings

of His work, and also His descent from the

stock of David as to His human nature. It

occurs as a name for the Messiah in Isa. 4:3:
Jer. 83 : 5 ; 33 : 15 ; Zech. 6 : 13. " My servant"

is also a well-known designation of the Mes-

siah, occurring Isa. 43 : 1 ; 49 : 3, 5, 6 ; 53 : 13 ;

53 : 11. The earliest Jewish expositors known
to us interpret this passage of the
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The Chalilean paraphrase (older than tlie Chris-

tian era) roads it :
" Behold, 1 bring My servant

the Messiah, who will be revealed." H. C.

The same person must needs be intended here

us is spoken of under tlie same title Jcr. 23 :

5 : nor can terms so magiiifieent as those used

in the latter place more especially be applicable

to any one of less consequence than the great

Messiah Hhnself, through whom alone iniquity

is put away and the reign of perfect peace and

righteousness is to be established. Blai/iiey.

9. The stone. It removes most of the ob-

scurities with which the interpretation of this

verse is loaded, if we suppose that the stone

here mentioned is the same with the " stone of

lead," the plummet of Zech. 4:10—a small

plummet weight, of lead or tin, with seven

(yes engraved upon it. The plummet stone

itself is an emblem of building, and the seven

eyes engraved upon it are said in Zech. 4 : 10 to

be an emblem of Jehovah's omnipresent watch-

fulness. It is an appropriate emblem, to be

handed in turn to these two chiefs of the tem-

ple builders, Joshua and Zerubbabel. In our

verse the angel places the plummet weight be

fore Joshua as an emblem, saying as he does

so. " Behold the stone that I place before

Joshua, upon one stone seven eyes ; behold I

engrave the graving of it." The meaning is :

The engraving on it is My emblem, and it shall

prove a true emblem of My forgiving watch-

fulness. W. J. B.

Upon one stone shall be seven eyes. To show
My watchful providence over this and all other

places devoted to My service ; and withal the

wisdom and other graces which shall be emi-

nent in the Messiah, the chief corner-stone of

all the mystical churches of God. The eye is

the emblem of Providence ; the number seven

denotes perfection. Dr. Stokes.

" I will remove the iniquity of that land in

one day." Jesus Christ has "once for all"

made atonement, as the Epistle tn the Hebrews
so often says. The better Joshua by one offer

ing has taken away sin. " The breadth of thy

land, O Immanuel," stretched far beyond the

narrow boimds which Zcchariah knew for Is-

rael's territory. It includes the whole world.

As has been beautifully said, " that one day is

the day of Golgotha."

10. The vision closes with a picture of the

felicity of Messianic times, which recalls the

description of the golden age of Solomon, when
" Judah add Israel dwelt safely, every man
under his vine and under his fig tree" (1 K. 4 :

25). In like manner the nation, clean.sed, re-

stored to its priestly privilege of free access to

God by the Messiah who comes with the fulness

of the Spirit, shall dwell in safety, and shall be

knit together by friendship, and unenvyingly

shall each share his good with all others, recog-

nizing in every man a neighbor, and gladly

welcoming him to partake of all the blessings

which the true Solomon has brought to his

house and heart. A. M.

In that future day, when the Messiah shall

be revealed, " the iniquity of His people be

taken away in one day," and their spiritual

discipline be made effective to their sauctiflca-

tiou, there will be superabounding joy and

blessedness, beautifully represented here by
the common Jewish conception of reposing in

peace and in love under the vine and the fig

tree. The last words of the verse, " under the

vine and under the fig tree," are given here as

the very language of the call. Every man
shall cry to his neighbor, " Ho ! under the vine

and under the fig tree ;" come and let us have

peace and rest, enjoying the gifts of our boun-

tiful God ! H. C.

FIFTH VISION : THE CANDLESTICK SUPPLIED BY OLIVE TREES.

Chap. 4.

4 : 1 And the angel that talked with me came again, and waked me, as a man that is

2 wakened out of his sleep. And he said unto me. What seest thou ? And I said, I have seen,

and behold, a candlestick all of gold, with its bowl upon the top of it, and its seven lamps

3 thereon ; there are seven pipes to each of the lamps, which are upon the top thereof ; and

two olive trees by it, one upon the right side of the bowl, and the other upon the left side

4 thereof. And I answered and spake to the angel that talked with me, saying. What aro

.5 these, my lord ? Then the angel that talked with me answered and said unto me, Knowest

6 thou not what these be ? AnJ I said. No, my lord. Then he answered and spake unto me,

saying. This is the word of the Loud unto Zerubbabel, saying, Not by might, nor by power,

7 but by my spirit, saith the Lord of hosts. Who art thou, O great mountain ? before Zerub-

babel thou shalt become a plain; and he shall bring forth the head stone with shoutings of

8, 9 Grace, grace, unto it. Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. The hands
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of Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of tliis house ; his hands shall also finish it ; and thou

10 shalt know that the Loud of hosts hath sent me unto you. For who hath despised tlie day

of small things ? for tliey shall rejoice, and shall see the plummet in the hand of Zerubbabel,

even these seven, which are the eyes of the Lord ; they run to and fro through the whole

11 earth. Then answered I, and said unto him. What are these two olive trees upon the right

12 side of the candlestick and upon the left side thereof ? And I answered the second time, and

said unto h!m, What be these two olive branches, which are beside the two golden spouts,

13 that empty the golden oil out of themselves ? And he answered me and said, Knowest thou

14 not what these be ? And I said. No, my lord. Then said he, These are the two sons of oil,

that stand by the Lord of the whole earth.

Chap. 4. In this chapter the prophet is

called upon to contemplate a fifth vision of the

most sublime and mysterious import, lie sees

a candlestick of pure gold, with its seven lamps

communicating by seven pipes with a bowl at

the top, which serves for a reservoir, and is

constantly supplied with oil from two olive

trees, standing one on each side of the candle-

stick. Blayne.y. The vision of the golden

candlestick and of the two olive trees, related

and explained to signify the completion of the

temple by Zerubbabel, supported by the high-

priest, and with the sanction and help of Jeho-

vah. B. C. This chapter is another com-

plete vision, having one set of symbols, illus-

trating one leading truth—viz., that the only

perpetual fountain of power for spiritual life

and labor is in God, and reaches man through

His Spirit. 11. C.

The chapter divides itself into four parts.

The first part (v.Tses 1-6 a) is descriptive. The
second part (verses 6 b, 7) is a message stating

the great truth and the comforting promise

principally set forth in the vision. The third

part (verses &-10) is a second message, repeat-

ing the promise, and connecting it with the

emblem of the plummet stone already intro-

duced in the previous vision. The fourth part

(verses 11-14) resumes the description, which
had been left incomplete in the first part. In

thus dividing the description of what the

prophet saw in his vision, and Inserting the

prophetic message between the two parts, this

account differs from those of all the other vis-

ions. In the others, the prophetic message, if

there is one, follows the description.

What the Prophet Saw in his Vision. In the

centre was a golden lampstand, bearing a gen-

eral resemblance to the one made for the taber-

nacle, or those made for Solomon's Temple.

At the top was a " bowl," or oil reservoir. On
each of the seven branches of the lampstand

was a lamp, and each lamp was connected with

the reservoir by seven pipes. An olive tree

was standing on each side, with its branches

extending over the lampstand. The proximity

of the trees to the reservoir is especially noted

in verse 3. So much the prophet noticed, and

then asked for an explanation, and received

one. The explanation given did not make him
see that the two olive trees were as significant

as they ought 1o be, and so he inquired specif-

ically concerning them (verse 11). In the act

of inquiring, apparently, his attention was
directed to something that he had not noticed

before ; for without waiting for a reply, he

asks a fresh question in regard to this new phe-

nomenon. On each olive tree thei'e is a remark-

able formation, like an ear of grain (for that is

the probable meaning of the word translated

" olive branches" in ver.se 12), and by the side

of each of these is a golden spout, and the two
golden spouts are emptying out liquid gold ;

emptying it, apparently, into the reservoir of

the lampstand. Notice the changes in verse 13

in the Revised Version. W. J. B.

2, 3. In this vision the symbols and their

meaning are plain. Christians are the lights of

the world. Churches ai'e candlesticks, and

their members luminous bodies, candles or

lamps, revealing light concerning God in this

otherwise very dark world. H. C.

6, 7. T7ie First Message. This is given in

three couplets of verse, and is more graphic if

presented in that form to the ej'e :

'* Who art thou, O great mountain ?

Before Zerubbabel [thou becomest] table land.

"And ho shall bring out the chief stone,

With uplifted shouts. Grace, grace to it."

Here notice five things : First, this vision is es-

pecially for Zerubbabel the prince, as the pre-

vious one was especially for Joshua the high-

priest. Second, the two are carefully kept to-

gether in thought ; the promise of the Branch,

fulfilled in Zerubbabel, being referred to in the

vision concerning Joshua, and the golden can-

dlestick, a strong priestly symbol, appearing

in the vision concerning Zerubbabel. Third,

the vision has reference to the temple building
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by Zerubbabel, and a promise is made that he

sliall be enabled to bring tlie worlc to comple-

tion. Fourth, it is a time of mountain-like dis-

muragements. Fifth, the true source of en-

couragement is in Jehovah's Spirit and not in

anything fiuite. The Spirit can reduce moun-

tains to plains. Tliis last is the principal point

in the message. W. J. B.

C This verse contains the Divine explana-

tion of the vision by the interpreting angel,

|iroviii^^ thit its direct purpose was to encour-

ajju ZiTulilialKl not to trust in the arm of flesh,

but in till' Spirit of .Tehovah as manifested in

the proviaential ordering of the world. The

golden candlesticlv of the vision is the restored

Church, once more offering holy worship in the

restored temple, and drawing its supplies of

grace through the two olive branches, wliich

represent Zerubbabel and Joshua, the temporaf

and spiritual rulers of the Jews. Not by might

—i.e., shall the temple be finished. The omis-

sion of the verb is characteristic of Zechariah's

style. (Cf. verse 7.) B. C.

Wot by mislit. The Hebrew word is one

very widely used. The English word " pow-

er" is much more flexible to its various uses

than is the word " might." A power may be

an army, and this translation is given in the

margin ; but it hardly fits. The Hebrew word

is often used to denote wealth, which is a nota-

lile form of power ; and that meaning would

here fit better. But it is better still to regard

the word here as generic in its meaning, denot-

ing every form of merely human power. And
as with this word, so with the filling out of the

ellipsis in the statement. We get a good sense

if we fill it out specifically, making the mean-

ing to be that the building of the temple will

be accomplished by God's Spirit, and not by

mere human power. But probably the true

meaning is generic. Then the first of the three

couplets affirms that all achievements for God

are accomnlished. not by human power, but by

His Spirit ; the second couplet implies that this

is true in the case of Zerubbabel, as in other

cases ; and the third implies that it is true of

his temple-building work. My Spirit. The

doctrine of the Holy Ghost as one of the three

persons of the Divine Trinity is not completelj'

taught in the Old Testament ; but parts of this

doctrine are there taught with great fulness and

clearness. So far as it goes, the doctrine of the

Spirit in His relations to the builders of the sec-

ond temple (Hag. 2:5; Zech. 4:6; 6:8; 7 :

12) is essentially the same with the doctrine

found in the New Testament. W. J. B.

These symbols, interpreted into literal lan-

guage, amount tn this wonl which the Lord

sends to Zerubbabel, then the governor of

Judah, and in charge of the great work then

present and pressing—the rebuilding of the

temple :
" Not by might, nor by power, \n\t

by My Spirit, saith the Lord." The work
upon which you labor seems to you very diffi-

cult—often, perhaps, too great for j'our re-

sources ; but know that success is not by any

human power alone, but by the Spirit of God.

This Spirit supplies the oil that feeds the

lamps. Christian souls and religious institu-

tions correspond to the lamps and to the ma-

chinery wl^icli -supplies them ; but the living

fountain of oil is of the Lord alone by His

Spirit. This is the precious doctrine of tlie

New Testament as well as of the Old. Paul

loved to say, man may labor, " God alone giV-

eth the increase." (See 1 Cor. 3 : 5-9.) H. C.

In the visions of Zech. 4 and Rev. 1 the can-

dlestick is the symbol of a congregation en-

lightened by God ; and when, in the vision of

Zechariah- the candlestick is filled with oil

without the act of man, the idea expressed is,

as is said in verse 6, that all the success and all

the splendor of the congregation is not effected

by might or by power, but by the Spirit of

(}od. O.

Here God promises that the power of His

Spirit will alone avail, and more than avail, for

the preservation of His Church, although it

may be destitute of other aid. Perfection is

denoted by the sctcn lamps according to the or-

dinary and acknowledged use of the figure ; as

if God thus declared that nothing would be

wanting for the full enlightenment of believ-

ers, who shoidd seek it from its one and only

source. The prophet, desiring to teach that

what had been shown forth in this visible sym-

bol would be fulfilled in the restoration of the

Church, adds to the lamps seven pipes and two
olive trees, from whence oil would continually

flow, so that there was no fear of want or fail-

ure. Thus he signifies that God is possessed

of a manifold abundance of blessings for the

enrichment of the Church. Calvin.

The prophet, in the fourth verse, asks for an

explanation ; and the first part of the text be-

fore us is that explanation. " This is the word

of the Lord," says the angel unto him ; " Not

by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit."

" You see," he says, " those lights. No help

of man is needed to keep them burning. No
one takes to them their oil, or gives them their

brightness. The olive trees do all for them.

As long as they stand near the lamp and drop

their oil Into the bowl of it, that lamp will
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shine on unaided. So with My Church, saith

the Lord of Hosts. It needs not man's arm to

save it. I may make usu of man in saving it,

but looli tiiere—I do not need liim. IMy Spirit

alone can accomplish all My pleasure. I can

build My temple in your desolate city just as I

brought your forefathers out of Egypt—by My
own right hand and by My holy arm

; Just as

I have now brought you out of Babylon—by
My secret influence on the minds ot men. I

will build My glorious temple in My own
glorious kingdom, not as you anticipate, by a

visible putting forth of power and might, but

by pouring secretly out on that rebellious

world My grace and Spirit." C. B.

Their supreme lack was want of faith in a

covenant-keeping God. How old the story is,

and how familiar we are with it I God exposes

and rebukes their unbelief. The proplxet is re

minded that the sure, ever adequate, and su-

preme source of the Church's power is not in

the human instrument but in the Holy Spirit,

that Divine personal presence who works in

men, overcoming in His varied way all hin-

drance, and so glorifj'ing human weakness that

it becomes the sublinn; mastery nf power. The

lesson for us in this inslruitivr vi-idii is not far

to find. Might ami power— llir \ i^iljle and the

pretentious—these always have had large com-

mand in the worid, and whether employed in

the Church or out of it, they have always fur-

nished the world's protest to the spiritual in

men and to the supreme in God. In the be-

ginning the more perceptible agencies, those

which could furnish the largest bulk and the

greatest material display, were against the com-

ing kingdom. It was sn in the time of our

Lord, so at Pentecost, so in the conflict of

Christianity with paganism, so in the time of

the Reformation, and in a manner so marked

as to make the challenge formidable : it is .so

now. There is no disguising it—the whole

body, not excepting the ministry, has become

more or less infected with the dominant mate-

rial spirit of the time. There is need that the

thouglit and faith of the Church be lifted up
from the material to the supreme source of

power. If our vision be clear and true, the

voice we shall hear to-day demanding the

promptest, devoutest attention of the Church,

will be the voice of God, and the message this :

" Not by might, nor by power, but by My
Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts." M. Rhodes.

Ascribe nothing to instruments, either men
or means. It is not of the will of man, nor an-

other's will. Without the efficacious working

of the Spirit, the Gospel itself is but as a dead

letter; the Spirit only quickens it. An instni-

ment cannot act without the strength of an agent

to manage it ; the chisel forms the stone into a

statue, but according to the skill and strength

of the artificer moving it. It is not the breath

of a man, and a few words out of his mouth,

can produce so great a work ,as the new crea-

tion ; this might be a reason why God chose so

weak an instrument as man to preach the Gos-

pel, to evidence that the great work was not

from the weakness of man, but the power of

God. Charnoch.

Consciously, distinctly, resolutely, habitu-

ally, we need to give ourselves, our business,

our interests, our families, our affections into

the Spirit's hands, to lead and fashion us as He
will. When we work with the current of that

Divine will, all is vital, efficient, fruitful ; for

leaning back against the Omnipotent arm, this

human frame attracts strength into all its

sinews. But when we strive against that cur-

rent, some secret flaw vitiates even what we
call our successes ; and how do we know but

our proudest successes then are only failures in

disguise ? You have seen the rower's strength

put vigorously against the tide ; and, judging

from his own narrow point on the water, the

dash of his oars seemed to be dividing the

waves, and sending him up the channel. But

when the mist lifts, let him send his glance

away to some stable landmark on the shore,

and he finds the triumphant stream has all the

time been drifting him backward and down-

ward. So with the moral issue of our plana.

By our conceited standards we seem to compass

our ends ; but transfer the scale of measure-

ment to eternity, and behold ! we have been

losers of the soul while we gained the worlil.

because the Spirit was not invited to befriend

our toil ! After the bolts are all driven and the

shrouds are all set, we must still wait for the

breath of heaven to fill the sail. Nothing, lit-

erally nothing, in the final reckoning, without

our Lord ! P. D. H.

It is getting to be a great hope of our time

that society is going to slide into something

better, by a course of natural progress ; by the

advance of education, by great public reforms,

by courses of self-culture and philanthropic

practice. We have a kind of new Gospel that

corresponds ; a Gospel which preaches not so

much a faith in God's salvation as a faith in

human nature ; an attenuated moralizing Gos-

pel that proposes development, not regenera-

tion ; showing men how to grow better, how
to cultivate their amiable instincts, how to be

rational in their own light and govern them-
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selves by Ihoir own power. Alas I that we are

taken, or can bo, with so great folly. How
plain it is that no such giwpel meets our want !

"What can it do for us but turn us away, more

and more fatally, from that Gospel of the Son

of God, whicli is our only hope. Man as a

ruin, going after development, and progress,

and philanthropy, and social culture, and, by

this firefly glimmer, to make a day of glory !

And this is the doctrine that proposes shortly

to restore society, to settle the passion, regen-

erate the affection, re-glorify the thought, fill

the aspiration of a desiring and disjointed

world ! As if any being but God had power to

grapple with these human disorders ; as if

man, or society, crazed and maddened by the

demoniacal frenzy of sin, were going to rebuild

the state of order, and reconstruct the shattered

harmony of nature, hy such kind of desultory

counsel and unsteady application as it can man-

age to enforce in its own cause
;
going to do this

miracle by its science, its compacts, and self-

executed reforms ! As soon will the desola-

tions of Karnac gather up their fragments and

reconstruct the proportions out of which they

have fallen. No. it is not progress, not re-

forms that are wanted as any principal thing.

Nothing meets our case but to come unto God
and be medicated in Him ; to be born of God,

and so, by His regenerative power, to be set in

heaven's own order. He alone can rebuild the

ruin. He alone set up the glorious temple of the

miud ; and those Divine affinities in us that

raven with immortal hunger—He alone can

satisfy them in the bestowment of Himself.

H. Bushuell.

7. great mountain? A metaphor signify-

ing the obstacles wliich had delayed the re-

building of the temple. These were now to

disappear before the face of Zerubbabel, until

the topstone of the building had been brought

forth with great rejoicings. {QL Ezra 6 : 15-

32.) B. C.

The expression is highly poetic. Reduced

to a prose form, it would be : Though the diffi-

culties in Zerubbabel's way seem insurmount-

able as moimtains, they shall be made like a

plain. If the overcoming energy were human,
the case might be different ; but as opposed to

the infinite power of the Divine Spirit, moun
tains count for no more tlian pebbles. Head-
stone. The stone that for some reason is re-

garded as the principal stone in the completed

building, very likely the topmost stone, the lay-

ing of which completes the building. In any

case, the completing of the building is the thing

made prominent in the couplet. Grace unto

it. Words shouted in joy in celebration of the

finishing of the structure
;
perhaps primarily a

prayer for Divine favor upon it. W. J. B.

Obstacles, high and strong as great nioun

tains, may seem to block the prosecution of

this work ; but say in the hearing of your gov-

ernor, " Who art thou, great mountain," that

thou shouldst think to withstand this work of

God? "Before Zerubbabel become thou a

plain \"--a, summons to the great mountain of

ditticulty and opposition to lie low before the

Lord's servant, and cease to retard his efforts.

Tlie crowning top-stone would be put on with

praise to IJivine grace for the effective power
which had carried the work through to its final

consummation. H. C.

Grace, grace ; that is the burden of the tri

umphant songs which the Churcli sings. It

may be taken ; 1. As magnifying free grace,

and giving to that all the glory of what is

done ; when the work is fini.shed it must be

thankfully acknowledged that it was not by

any policy or power of our own that it was
brought to perfection, but *hat it was grace

that did it—God's good will toward us, and

His good work in us and for us. Grace, grace,

must be cried, not only to the head-stone, but

to the foundation stone, the cornerstone, and

indeed to every stone in God's building ; from

first to last it is nothing of works, but all of

grace, and all our crowns must be cast at the

feet of free grace. Not unto us, O Lord, not

unto us. 'I. As depending upon free grace,

and desiring the continuance of it for what is

yet to be done. Grace, grace, is the language

of prayer as well as of praise ; novv that this

building is finished, all happiness attend it I

Peace be within its walls, and in order to that,

grace. Let the beauty of the Lord our God be

upon it ! What comes from the grace of God
may, in fiiith, and upon good grounds, be com-

mitted to the grace of God, for God will not

forsake the work of His own hands. H.
" The sons of God," we are told, " shouted

for joy" at the creation of our world. Ezra

tells us that the people " shouted aloud for

joy" when the builders laid the foundation of

the temple of the Lord at Jerusalem. " They
shall rejoice," says the prophet in this chapter,

" as they see the plummet in the hand of

Zerubbabel." The progress of the building

shall give them pleasure; what then its com-

pletion ? If there were songs among the angels

when the Lord first entered the world in a low

ly disguise to save His Church in it, how will

they sing when its salvation is accomplished ?

If there is joy now In heaven over a sinner thnl
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rcpenteth, over one poor child of the dust shed-

diug the tear of bitterness in humiliation and

pollution, oh, what will be the joy in heaven

over ten thousand times ten thousand sinners,

raised far above all pollution and humiliation,

standing before the very throne of Jehovah,

with not a sin left among tlicm all, nor a stain

nor a tear? And those sinners themselves—

what must they feel and what must they say ?

There are moments when even on earth we do

not know what to feel or say. Our sense of

God's mercy toward us is so great that it well-

nigh overpowers us. All that comes from us

is some abrupt exclamation of joy and praise,

and that repeated again and again. The text

says that something like this shall take place in

heaven. Our songs there, it intimates, will be

no cold, artificial praises. They will cr>rae

gushing out from hearts that are overflowing.

They willbe" shoutings," shoutingsof " Grace,

grace." Now and then for a moment wisdom

and power may be our song as they were on

earth, but this will not last long ;
we shall feel

that we owe more to grace than to anything

else, aad all the splendor, and happiness, and

employments of heaven will not keep grace

from our thoughts. It was of goodness and

mercy that the Jews sang, when they shouted

for joy at the foundation of their temple ; it

will be of the same mercy that we shall sing

when we sing in heaven. C. B.

8, 9. This message translates into literal lan-

guage the symbols of the vision (verses 2, 3,

11-14), and the strong poetic imagery of verse

7. Through mercy and help from God. Zerub-

babel shall finisli the building of the temple,

and the people shall know, when they experi-

ence this fulfilment, that the Lord has truly

sent His prophet to them. 11. C.

lO. The question-, who hath despised tlie day

of small things? implies this answer : Gcd will

not despise the day of small things—viz., the

still unfinished temple and feeble temporal

power of the returned Jews. His providential

care, typified by the seven eyes, shall overlook

the work of restoration and rejoice in it. Run
to and fro implies God's perfect oversight of

the whole earth. His eyes are in everyplace, he-

holding the evil and the good. B. C.

Here is an additional word to those who have

been greatly discouraged in the rebuilding of

the temple and painfully impressed by its in-

significance, compared with the greatness and

splendor of the former one. I translate, " For

who have despised the day of small things ?

Let them rejoice when they see the plumb-

lead in the hands of Zerubbabel those seven

—the eyes of the Lord are they, ranging through

all the earth." The words " those seven" are

somewhat abrupt, but manifestly refer to the

passage (3:9), "Upon one stone are seven

eyes -," and they are immediately explained to

be the eyes of the Lord, vt'hich nevc'T fail to see

any of the least possible things in all the earth.

The}' traverse the universe, and take cognizance

of everything. Let the disheartened dismiss

their despondency when they see the plumb-

line in the hands of Zerubbabel for laying out

this temple work, and especially when they

consider that the perfect eye of the All-seeing

One is upon him, and that His universal, al-

mighty agency guarantees the execution of this

work. H. C.

Zerubbabel does his part, does as much as

man can do to forward the work, but it is

with those seven, those seven eyes of the Lord,

which we read of chap. 3 : 9. He could do

nothing if the watchful, powerful, gracious

providence of God did not go before him and

go along with him in it. Except the Lord had

built this house, Zerubbabel and the rest had

labored in vain. These eyes of the Lord are

they that take cognizance of all the creatui'es

and all their actions, and inspire and direct all,

according to the Divine counsels. /We must

not think that God is so taken up with

the affairs of His Church as to neglect the

world ; but it is a comfort to us that the same

all-wise, almighty Providence that governs the

nations of the earth is in a particular manner

conversant about the Church. Those seven

eyes that run through the earth are all upon

the stone that Zerubbabel is laying straight with

his plummet, to see that it be well laid. And
those that have the plummet in their hand must

look up to those eyes of the Lord, must have a

constant regard to Divine Providence, and act

in dependence upon its guidance, in submission

to its disposals. In God's work the day of

small things is not to be despised. Though the

instruments be weak and unlikely, God often

chooses such, by them to bring about great

things. As a great mountain becomes a plain

before Him, when He pleases, so a little stone

cut out of a mountain Avitbout hands comes to

fill the earth (Dan. 3 : 35). Though the begin-

nings be small, God can make the latter end

greatly to increase ; a grain of mustard seed i

may become a great tree. Let not the dawning

light be despised, for it will shine more and

more to the perfect day. The day of small

things is the day of precious things, and will

be the day of great things. H.

There are people who would do great acts
;
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but because they wait for great oppoituni-

lirs life passes, ami tlie acts of love are not

lione at all. Observe, the eonsiderateness of

Christ was s/wwn in little thinrjs. And such

are the parts of human life. Opportunities for

doing iiirntly seldom occur ; life is made up of

infinitesimals. It you compute the sum of hap-

piness in any given day you will tind that it

was composed of small attentions, kind looks,

which made the heart swell, and stirred into

health that sour, rancid film of misanthropy

which is apt to coagulate on the stream of our

inward life, as surely as we live in heart apart

from our fellow-creatures. F. W. Robertson.

The constant dropping of God's little good-

nesses seems designed not so much for their

own saUes, but like the constant dropping of

the rain, that they may be to us a kind of heav-

enly fertility, soaking in at the soul's pores,

and sinking down around the roots of our man-

ly Christian purposes, nourishing those pur-

poses, becoming absorbed into them, and so

quickening them, and building them up, and

pushing them on to fructification. The little

tests that are given to our temper, to our faith,

to our affection, to our consecration, are more

efficacious than the larger and more imposing

ones. They take us when we are off our guard,

and so. with more accuracy than great afflic-

tions, betray the real quality of the man. And
it is exactly these petty stresses of character

and the ignominious irritations—that are with-

out power to rouse us to constrained heroism

—

that really we need to give most conscientious

heed to and yield most punctilious respect to,

for it is these exactly that can best tell us the

thing about ourselves that we most need to

know, and that touch us at the point of our

most exceeding need.

There is a great deal that renders difficult the

patient continuance in doing little Christian

duties and rendering inconspicuous Christian

services without fits and starts and with no re-

cess or vacation. There is nothing specially

exhilarating about doing a little thing with no

prospect before us but to do another little thing

similar to It when that first little one is fin-

ished. TVe are helped always by great occa-

sions. But along our lowly lines of continuous

small doing we do not encounter many great

occasions. We do not get nerved and fired
;

circumstances do not work in us with strong

inspiriting. Perhaps we arc teaching a class in

the Sunday-school, perhaps we are helping a

poor family, perhaps we are ministering to a

sick friend, perhaps we are trying to preach

the Gospel of Christ over and over in a com-

monplace way ; but in it all we onl)' go on

adding little service to little service, forgetting,

or perhaps even without the power to appre-

ciate what continuance in welldoing really

means, either in its cumulative results or in the

thoughts and estimate of God. C. H. P.

The grand maxim of Christ's mission was

that the humblest spheres give the greatest

weight and dignity to principles. Rightly

viewed, there are no small occasions in thisi

world, as in our haste we too often think.

Great principles, principles sacred cveuto God,

are at stake in every moment of life. H. B.

Do little flings as if they were great, because

of the majesty of the Lord Jesus CUirist who
dwells in thee ; and do great things as if they

were little and easy, because of His omnipo-

tence. Pascal. The man who does his duty

acts nobly, honestly, uprightly, in a great

position, has all that is best in him developed

—he is ennobled. And so it is with the man
who acts in the same way in a lesser position.

The two men live in altogether different

spheres. And yet the results, the spiritual and

moral effects, arc the same. Ogle.

If there be one thing on earth which is truly

admirable, it is to see God's wisdom blessing an

inferiority of natural powers, where they have

been honestly, truly and zealously cultivated.

Arnold. We cannot tell what immense issues

may depend on our public and our private duties.

Each of us is bound to make the small circle in

which he lives better and happier ; each of us

is bound to see that out of that small circle the

widest good maj' flow ; each of us may have

fixed to his mind the thought that out of a sin-

gle household may flow influences which shall

stimulate the whole commonwealth and the

whole civilized world. The long life of a ven-

erable pastor or a good layman, spent chiefly

in preaching the Gospel and doing good,
^

though it seems to be nothing at the time, yet,
|

in the fragrance which it leaves behind, is aj

memory as lasting as the Pyramids. Stanley. \

With the exception of some few striking

passages, or great and critical occasions—per-

haps not more than five or sis in all—your life

is made up of common, and as men are wont to

judge, unimportant things. But yet, at the

end, you have done up an amazing work, and

fixed an amazing result. You stand at the bar

of God, and look back on a life made up of

small things, but yet a life how momentous,

for good or evil ! II. Bushnell.

If )-ou will study the history of Christ's min-

istry from baptism to ascension, you will dis-

cover that it is mostly made up of little words,
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little deeds, little prayers, little sympathies,

adding themselves together in unwearied suc-

cession. The Gospel is full of Divine attempts

to help and heal, in body, mind and heart, indi

vidual men. The completed beauty of Christ's

life is only the added beauty of little incon-

spicuous acts of beauty—talking with the wom-
an at the well

;
going far up into the north

country to talk with the Syrophenician wom-
an ; showing the young ruler the stealthy am-

bition laid away in his heart, that kept him out

of the kingdom of heaven ; shedding a tear at

the grave of Lazarus ; teaching a little knot of

followers how to pray
;
preaching the Gospel

one Sunday afternoon to two disciples going

out to Emmaus ; kindling a Are and broiling

fish that His disciples might have a breakfast

waiting for them when they came ashore from

a night of fishing, cold, tired and discouraged.

All of these things, you see, let us in so easily

into the real quality and tone of God's inter-

ests, so specitic, so narrowed down, so enlisted

in what is small, so engrossed with what is

minute.

I know not how better we can do than bring

to our encouragement and re-enforcement the

incentives of Christ's example and words, who
ever recommended to His followers to speak the

little word that came next to be spoken, to ren-

der the little service that came nearest their

hand, and carr}' the little burden that lay im-

mediately at their feet ; the alabaster cruse of

ointment poured upon the Lord's head, the

cup of cold water offered to the thirsty disciple,

the tear shed in sympathy, the mite dropped

into the treasury. Each little moment comes

freighted with its little Christian obligation and

little Christian opportunity. A life grandly

holy is only the adding together of minutes

scrupulously holy. " He that is faithful in

that which is least, is faithful also in much ;"

and then when the suitable time comes, it will

be said to us :
" Well dune, thou good and

faithful servant ; thou hast been faithful over

a/i'w t/iiiif/n ; I will make thee ruler over many
tl'iin-s." C. H. P.

?'A<; Vidua as Illustrating the Messages. The
first message is introduced by the statement,
" This is the word of Jehovah with regard to

Zerubbabel" (verse 6j. In other words, the

word as given in the messages is simply a re-

peating of the word as seen in the objects.

Zerubbabel and his fellows had a work to do

for God, and they were painfully conscious of

the meagreness of their resources, and the great-

ness of the obstacles, and their own discouraged

feelings. To give them heart, the prophet is

I

authorized to promise them, in jubilant words,

that they shall be enabled to complete their en-

terprise—to promise this in the name of the

omnipresent Jehovah, who has sent them His

angel, and whose Spirit is among them. He
makes the promise in such terms as to remind

them that the Divine resources are measureless.

How is all this illustrated in what the prophet

saw? The answer seems obvious. Central in

the vision is the golden lampstand, with its

lamps, which may well represent the Jewi.sh

Church of the period and its sacred work. Into

the reservoir is pouring a steady and sufBcieut

stream of that which is requisite to the per-

formance of its functions. Where does the

stream come from ? Not from processes of

human industry, but from the " sons of oil"

rooted in earth on either hand. Etymologically,

it is impossible that " sons of oil" shall mean
"anointed ones." The idea is rather that of

sources of oil supply. All the forces that are

in attendance upon the Lord of the whole earth

are available for helping those whom He chooses

to help. His resources are various and abun-

dant. They exist on the left hand as well as

on the right. One tree would be enough, but

there are two trees. One pipe to a lamp would
be sufficient, but there are seven pipes. If He
chooses, He can transcend nature, and accom-

plish without human hands the things that lie

ordinarily accomplishes through men. This is

centrally the symbolism of the lesson. If you
have a strong grasp of this you may add de-

tails consistent with it as your judgment or

your fancy may dictate. If you have not this

strong grasp of the central idea, symbolical de

tails will only confuse you. W. J. B.

This, then, was the mesisago for Zerubbabel

and his people, that God would give such gifts

as they needed in order that the light which He
Himself had kindled should not be quenched.

If the lamp was fed with oil it would burn,

and there would be a temple for it to stand in. If

we try to imagine the feebleness of the handful

of discouraged men, and the ring of enemies

round them, we may feel the sweetness of the

promise which bade them not despond because

they had little of what the world calls might.

We all need the lesson ; for the blustering

world is apt to make us forget the true source

of all real strength for holy service or for noble

living. The world's power at its mightiest is

weak, and the Church's true power, at her

feeblest, is omnipotent, if only she grasps the

strength which is hers, and takes the Spirit

which is given. The eternal antithesis of

man's weakness at his hai^htiest, and God's
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strpngth even in its feeblest possessors, is taiiglit

by tliat lamp flaming, whatever envious hands

or howling storms may seek to quench it, be-

cause fed by oil from on high. Let us keep to

God's strength, and not corrupt His oil vi'ith

mixtures of foul-smelling stuff of our own in-

vention. Next, in the strength of that revela-

tion of the source of might a defiant challenge

is blown to the foe. The " great mountain" is

primarily the frowning difficulties which lifted

themselves against Zerubbabel's enterprise, and
more widely the whole mass of worldly opposi-

tion encountered by God's servants in every

age. It .seems to bar all advance
; but an un-

seen liand crushes it down, and flattens it out

into a level, on which progress is easy. Tlic

Hebrew gives the suddenness and eomiiletencss

of the transformation with great force ; for the

whole clause, " Thou shalt become a plain," is

one word in the original. Such triumphant
rising above difficulties is not presumption

when it has been preceded by believing gaze on

the source of strength. If we have taken to

heart the former words of the prophet, we shall

not be in danger of rash overconfidcnce, if we
calmly front obstacles in the path of duty, as-

sured that every mountain shall be made low.

A. M.

SIXTH VISION: THE FLYING ROLL, CHAP. 5:1-4.

SEVENTH VISION : THE WOMAN IN THE EPHAH-JAR, CHAP. 5 : 5-11.

5 : 1, 2 Then again I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and behold, a flying roll. And he said

unto me. What seest thou ? And I answered, I see a flying roll ; the length thereof is twenty

3 cubits, and the breadth thereof ten cubits. Then said he unto me, This is the curse that

goeth forth over the face of the whole land : for every one that stoaleth shall be purged out

on the one side according to it ; and every one that sweareth shall be purged out on the other

4 side according to it. I will cause it to go forth, saith the Lord of hosts, and it shall enter

into tne house of the thief, and into the house of him that sweareth falsely by my name : and
it shall abide in the midst of his house, and shall consume it with the timber thereof and the

stones thereof.

5 Then the angel that talked with me went forth, and said unto me, Lift up now thine eyes.

6 and see what is this that goeth forth. And I said. What is it ? And he said. This is the

7 ephah that goeth forth. He said moreover. This is their resemblance in all the huid : (and

behold, there was lifted up a talent of lead :) and this is a woman sitting in the midst of the

8 ephah. And he said. This is Wickedness ; and he cast her down into the midst of the ephah :

9 and he cast the weight of lead upon the mouth thereof. Then lifted I up mine eyes, and
saw, and behold, there came forth two women, and the wind was in their wings

; now they

had wings like the wings of a stork : and they lifted up the ephah between the earth and the

10 heaven. Then said I to the angel that talked with me, Whither do these bear the ephah 7

11 And he said unto me. To build her an house in the land of Shinar : and when it is prepared.

she shall be set there in her own place.

Chap. 5. This chapter comprises two vis-

ions—a flying roll and a woman sitting in an

ephah—both denoting the judgments of God
on His chosen people, considered as having

filled up the measure of their iniquities. H. C.

The visions represented in this chapter are of

a very different kind from the preceding ones.

Hitherto all has been consoling, and meant to

cheer the hearts of the Jewish people by hold-

ing forth to them prospects of approaching

prosperity. But lest they should grow pre-

sumptuous and careless of their conduct, it

was thought proper to warn them of the con-

ditions on which their happiness would de-

pend ; and to let them see that however God
was at present disposed to show them favor,

His judgments would assuredly fall upon them
with still greater weight than before, if they

should again provoke Him by repeated wicked-

ness. Accordingly in the first of these visions,

which was the sixth in succession, the prophet

is shown an immense roll of a book, like that

which Ezekiel describes, chap. 2 : 9, 10, filled

with curses, and in the act of flying, to denote

the celerity and speed, as well as the certainty,

with which the thief and false swearer, who
might otherwise flatter themselves with hopes

of impunity, would be visited to their utter de-

struction. The next vi.sion presents the ap-

pearance of an ephah. or measure, in which sat

a woman representing a nation, whose wicked-

ness was arrived at such a height as required
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an immediate check. Accorilingly a lieavy

cover is cast upon her, and she is carried into

exile in a distant land, there to abide the full

time allotted for her punishment. Blnyney.

I, 2. What it was that the prophet saw ; he

looked up into the air, and behold, a flying

roll ; a vast, large scroll of parchment which

had been rolled up, and is therefore called a

roll, was now unrolled and expanded ; this roll

was flying upon the wings of the wind, carried

swiftly through the air in open view, as an

eagle that shoots down upon her pre}' ; it is a

roll like Ezekiel's, th.it was written within and

without, with lamentations, and mourning and

woe (Ezek. 3 : 9, 10). H.

This roll is to be thought of as being the an-

cient form of book or viAiime, made of parch-

ment or prepared skins ; but immensely large,

the dimensions being those of the porch in front

of Solomon's Temple. (See 1 K. 6:3.) This

correspondence cannot be supposed to be acci-

dental. Hence we must conclude it was in-

tended to intimate lliat this "fiery law" and

its judgments come forth from their God, who
dwelt in the Temple. That it was seen " fly-

ing," showed that it hastened to its work.

H. C.

3, 4. How it was expounded to him. This

flying roll is a curse ; it contains a declaration

of the righteous wrath of God against those

sinners especially who by swearing affront

God's majesty, or by stealing invade their

neighbor's property. Let every Israelite re-

joice in the blessings of his country with trem-

bling ; for if he swear, if he steal, if lie live in

any couree of sin, he shall see them with his

eyes, but shall not have the comfort of them,

for against him the curse is gone forth. The
curse of the Lord is in the house of Llie wicked

(Prov. 3 : 83). It shall not only beset his house,

or lie at the door, but it shall remain in the

midst of his house, and diffuse its malignant in-

fluences to all the parts of it. It shall be his

constant companion at bed and board, to make
both miserable to him. Unless he repent and

reform there is no way to throw it out or cut

off the entail of it. Nay, it shall so remain in

It as to consume it with the timber thereof, and

tlie stones thereof. H.

This further explanation shows that this fly-

ing roll symbolizes the curse of the Almighty
going forth over the earth for execution upon

the guilty. The roll, like Ezekiel's, was writ-

ten on both sides, and it would seem that the

first table of the law was written on one side

—

the second on the other. The case of the fal.se

swearer represents all sins against the precepts.

of the first table ; the case of the thief, all sins

against the second. According to the high be-

hest of this law of God, now going forth to

punish violations against itself, the thief is cut

oil according to the law written on one side
;

the swearer, according to the law written on

the other. The Lord brings forth this flying

roll, and causes it to enter the house of ever}'

sinner against the law of God. It abides there,

and utterly consumes every vestige of his habi-

tation—a terribly vivid representation of God's

judgments upon all unpardoned sin ! To think

of the law itself as written out, and its written

record then armed with power to search out

every sinner, enter into his house and there

consume everything—all his ill gotten wealth,

the last crumb of his accumulated comforts,

and finally himself—this surely must imply a

ruin for the guilty from which there can be no

escape, and in which there can be no allevia-

tion.

Seventh Vision.

5-8. A new scene opens. The first appar-

ent object is an ephah, the largest Hebrew dry

measure, corresponding to the common corn-

basket of our country, containing by one com-

putation one and one ninth bushels, and by an-

other one and one half. This is seen " going

forth," as if this also, like the flying roll, was
hastening to execute its mission. We shall

probably best reach the sense of this symbol if

we remember that the Scripture speaks of sin-

ners as" filling up the measure" of their iniqui-

ties (Matt. 33 : 32 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 16). Here is the

largest-sized measure. A woman sits in it, who
is explained to represent or symbolize " wicked-

ness"—the sins, or, yet more precisely, the sin-

ners of the covenant people. The female per-

son is a common symbol in the Scriptures for a

city with its masses of people

—

e.g., Babylon

(Jer. 50 : 51 ; Rev. 16 : 19 ; 18 : 2-11). Jerusa-

lem (Lam. 1 : 1 ff.). This woman, therefore,

represents strictly the Jewish people apostate

from God, having filled the measure of their

iniquities, and now about to receive due retri-

bution. She is first seen (verse 7) sitting in the

midst of this large measure. Then he throws

herdown(" /ic" is God's minister of vengeance)

into the midst or bottom of the vessel, and

casts a weight of lead upon the mouth of the

vessel, manifestly to hold her down and pre-

vent her escape. The word rendered " talent"

—i.e.. of lead, means a large round lump,

probably large enough for its purpose

—

i.e., to

fill the mouth of the vessel. H. C.

He sees the woman tlirust down into the
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cphah, and a talent, or largo weight of loaii,

oast upon the mouth of it, by which she is se

curod and made a close prisoner in the ophah,

and utterly disabled to get out of it. This is

designed to show that Ihowrathof God against

impenitent sinners is : 1. Unavoidable, and

what they cannot escape ; they are bound over

to it, concluded under sin, and shut up under

the curse, as this woman in the ephah. 2. It

is insupportable, and what they cannot bear up

under. Guilt is upon the sinner as a talent of

lead, to sink him to the lowest hell. When
Christ said of the things of Jerusalem's peace.

Now they are hid from thine eyes, that throw

a talent of lead upon them. H.

9-11. Two women (are they not angelic

forms •?)—two, because so large a burden re-

quired one on each side—come forth, the wind

in their wings to indicate the most rapid mo-

tion ; and they bear the ephah contaiuiug this

woman far away into the land of Shinar (Baby-

lon), to fix for it there a permanent abode.

The main question here is, whether this is retro-

spective, looking back to the recent captivity

in Babylon ; or prospective, predicting some

I

future judgment on the covenant people. The

I

latter view I accept : Because the other visions

throughout this series are prophetic, not his-

toric. Because the late captivity in Baliylon

was transient ; this is at least very Innj;-. Br-

cause that alwaj's contemplated a resl-oralion :

this gives no hint of any restoration, but the

contrary. Because in verso 4 the " curse that

goeth forth" inflicts j udgments more severe and

exterminating than those in the captivity to

Babylon. This vision of the ephah should cor-

respond to that of the roll. There is no par-

ticular difficulty in applying this entire chap-

ter to the Judgments that fell on the Jewish

nation for their rejection of their Messiah, ac-

cording to their own imprecation—" Ilia blood

be on us and on our children !" Tlie first in-

stalment of this doom came from the Roman
arms ; the rest in the almost universal persecu-

tion, dispersion, and reproach under which

they have suffered for ages. In this view of

its prophetic significance, " Shinar" is used by

way of historic allusion, another captivity, only

more terrible and protracted. H. C.

EIGHTH VISKW : THE FOUR CHARIOTS, CHAP. 6 : 1-8.

SYMBOLICAL TRANSACTION, CHAP. 6:9-15

6 : 1 And again I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and behold, there came four chariots out

2 from between two mountains ; and the mountains were mountains of brass. In the first

3 chariot were red horses ; and in the second chariot black horses ; and in the third chariot

4 white horses ; and in the fourth chariot gristed bay horses. Then I answered and said unto

5 the angel that talked with me. What are these, my lord ? And the angel answered and said

unto me. These are the four winds of heaven, which go forth from standing before the Lord
6 of all the earth. Tlie chariot wherein are the black horses goeth forth toward the north coim-

try ; and the white went forth after them ; and the grislcd went forth toward the south

7 country. And the bay went forth, and sought to go that they might walk to and fro

through the earth : and he said. Get you hence, walk to and fro through the earth. So they

8 walked to and fro through the earth. Then cried he upon me, and spake unto me, saying.

Behold, they that go toward the north country have quieted my spirit in the north country.

9, 10 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Take of them of the captivity, even

of Heldai, of Tobijah, and of Jedaiah ; and come tho\i the same day, and go into the house

11 of Josiah the son of Zephaniah, whither they are come from Babylon
;
yea, take of them sil-

ver and gold, and make crowns, and set them upon the head of Joshua the son of Jehozadak,

12 the high priest ; and speak unto him, saying, Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts, saying. Be-

hold, the man whose name is the Branch ; and he shall grow up out of his place, and he shall

l.S build the temple of the Lord : even he shall build the temple of the Lord ; and he shall bear

the glory, and shall sit and rule upon his throne ; and he shall be a priest upon his throne :

14 and the counsel of peace shall be between them both. And the crowns shall be to Helem,

and to Tobijah, and to Jedaiah, and to Hen the son of Zephaniah, for a memorial in the

1.5 temple of the Lord. And they that are far off shall come and build in the temple of the

Lord, and ye shall know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me unto you. And this shall

come to pass, if ye will diligently obey the voice of the Lord your God.
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Chap. 6. This chapter is in two quite dis-

tinct parts ; the first a vision, and tlie second a

symbolic transaction. The vision (verses 1-8)

presents four cliariots, and shows tlieir mission.

The symbolic transaction (verses 9-15) is the

making of crowns and setting them on the

head of Joshua, the high-priest, who becomes

the type of the Messiah. H. C.

The main design and purport of the eighth

and last vision, contained in the former part of

this chapter, was to confirm the Jews in their

faith and dependence upon God by s'liowir.g

them that, weak and defenceless as they seemed

to be, they had nothing to fear from tlie great-

est earthly powers while they remained under

the Divine protection ; since all those powers

originally proceeded from the counsels of the

Almighty, were the instruments of Ilis provi-

dence, and could not subsist nor act but under

His permission. Blayney.

1-8. As tlie fifth chapter predicted judg-

ments on the covenant people for their sins,

this last vision predicts corresponding judg-

ments on the enemies of God's people. The
leading objects of vision here are four chariots

drawn by diverse-colored horses, red, black,

white and gray. They " come forth from be-

tween two mountains of brass" to denote the

amazing strength of that power of which they

were the representative agents. Like the horses

seen in the first vision (1 ; 8-13), these chariots

must be understood to represent, in pertinent

symbols, those varied agencies of God's provi-

dential rule over nations by which He puts

down one and sets up another, and in general

administers the retributions of an actual gov-

ernment. The principal shade of difference

between the horses and their riders of the first

vision, and the chariots with their horses in this

last, is that the horses with their riders serve

rather as scouts ; the chariots as executioners
;

tlie riders on horses explore the state of the na-

tions ; the chariots put in execution the man-
dates of Jehovah ; or (nearer to the expressive

language of the text) they convey the very

animus of Jehovah—His spirit of indignation

and retributive justice—and cause it to fall on
those guilty nations. As the use of post horses

in those vast Oriental kingdoms (Esth. 3 : 13
;

8 : 10) suggested their use in the first vision, so

here we may find a good reason for this sym
bolie use of the chariot in the prominent place

held by chariots of war in the armies of that

day. The explanation of the chariots (verse

n), " These are the four spirits or winds of the

heavens," should not suggest to us the literal

winds, nor any literal sense of the word spirit,

but, as already hinted, those invisible agencies

of the Divine hand in providence which act

upon the nations of the earth, in j udgments
especially, but in blessings also, as the case

may be, constituting the working forces of an

actual administratfon ot thfi government of

God over nations as such in the present world.

These chariots " go forth from standing before

the Lord of all the earth," the usual attitude of

servants awaiting their orders, and going forth,

when bidden, to their execution. It will be

noted that two of these chariots, that with

black and that with white horses, go forth tow-

ard the north country, Babylon, where the ene-

mies specially contemplated here were located.

One chariot (verse 7) seems to have had a very

general commission "to traverse the whole

earth," implying that these agencies of God's

reign over the nations are not restricted to any
special district or to any one human kingdom,

but embrace them all. In verse 8 we read,

" Beliold, these that go toward the north coun-

try have quieted My spirit in the north coun-

try," which translation can be understood

rightly in no other sense than that of quieting

the spirit of God by executing His righteous

indignation and giving scope to the retributions

of justice. A less ambiguous rendering would

be, " have brought My anger down upon the

north country." This is doubtless the sense

of the passage. The judgments of God fell on

Babylon for her too cruel oppression of the

covenant people. Darius, heading the Persian

armies, was the first executioner of this wrath
;

the time, not long after this prophecy was re-

vealed. The various color of the horses may
have been slightly significant, yet some inter-

preters incline to make too much of it. It is

manifestly one of the very subordinate and less

important things in the vision. Plainly the re-

vealing angel, or it may perhaps be said, the

recording mind, made little account of this fea-

ture, else we should find more accuracy in the

references to the different chariots. Thus we
have at first four, designated by their horses,

but the last span has a twofold description
;

they are gray, and also active, fleet, tliis being

the only sense of the Hebrew word rendered

"bay" (verses 3, 7). When they are named
again, the red-colored disappear, and the char-

iot commissioned to traverse the whole earth is

indicated (very appropriately) as that drawn by
the active, fleet span. (The span that had the

wide world for their range should be pre-emi-

nently fleet.) Thus the red are dropped from

view, and what was the fourth iu the first de-

scription now becomes two. The twofold de-
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Boription given of its horses is divided, and we
liave two spans and two oliariots out of the

one. This criticism is cliiefiy val liable as show-

ing that the color of the horses and the distinc-

tion of chariots is really in the eye of the re-

vealing Spirit a small and not important mat-

ter. The vital points are more cared for, and

are put with more accuracy. Of the two moun-

tains, tlie material
—

" brass" or copper—denotes

the strength, not of any heathen nation whose

power God might use by overruling it, but of

Odd Himself, in reference specially to the deep,

immnvable foundations of His throne. The

location should be the supposed and indeed

actual dwelling-place of God

—

i.e., among His

people, in His temple at Jerusalem. As the

chariots represent His providential agencies,

going forth on their mission, so their headquar-

ters and starting point should be the place of

His abode. That they come forth from be-

tween two mountains is due simply to the

necessities of chariot-driving in a mountainous

country. They cannot run on the tops or sides

of rugged mountains, but only in the valley,

which will be between two mountains. H. C.

" The land of the north," to which the char-

iot with the blacli horses was seen going, is

undoubtedly Babylonia. (Cf. 2 : 10, 11.) By
this was indicated that on Babylon, the bitter

and cruel enemy of Israel, heavy judgments

were about to come. Following this chariot

came that with white horses hastening to tlie

same destination ; to indicate the complete tri-

umph which was to be obtained over tlie enemy
that had ravaged the land and led captive the

people of Israel. The chariot with the grisled

or piebald horses was seen rushing to the land

of the south—that is, toward Egypt (Dan. 3 :

5 ff.), also the enemy of Israel. Inasmuch,

however, as Egypt had not oppressed and in-

jured Israel as Babylon had, only one of the

judgment chariots was seen going thither.

On the whole, the interpretation of Kimclii

is to be preferred. By the judgments execut-

ed on the enemies and oppressors of His people

satisfaction was rendered to God, His just

anger was appeased, and His Spirit roused

against them was quieted. The statement is

in harmony with what He elsewhere says,

" Ah, I will ease Me of Mine adversaries; I

will avenge Me of Mine enemies" (Isa. 1 : 34).

This vision had reference primarily to the

judgments with which God would visit those

nations that had oppressed and wronged Israel.

But there are here involved general truths

which are for all times anii for all places One
thing plainly taught here is, that all agencies

are under the Divine control, and operate only

as God directs or perjnits. The forces and

powers of nature, and the influences that affect

the condition or determine the conduct of indi-

viduals and communities, are alike under His

control. Nothing can happen except as He
pen-- its or appoints ; and " if \\<.- cut off, and

shut up or gather together, who can hinder

Him ?"(Job 11 :10.)

We are reminded here also of the deep inter-

est, the quick and living interest, which God
takes in His people. His care for them, and His

intense displeiisure with all who injure and op-

press them. , Babylon and Egypt stand in the

prophetical Scriptures, both of the Old Testa-

ment and the New, as the types and emblems
of the enemies of God's Church ; and both in

the Old Testament and the New, tlie Divine

displeasure is emphatically expressed against

those who are thus hostile to that cause which

is dear to Him. Because of this trouble and

calamity, desolation and ruin come upon peo-

ples and upon dynasties. If the inner history

of nations could be deciphered— if we could see

all the minute relations of events as God sees

them—we should in many cases discover that

calamities which have come upon countries and

kingdoms, and which the ordinary historian

traces to this or that secondary cause, were in

reality the outcome of Divine judgments on

the oppressors or persecutors jf God's people.

W. L. A.

9-15. The series of visions is now closed,

and we have here an actual trausactii^n of a
symbolical character. That this is not a vision,

but is a real transaction, appears on the face of

the record. It does not open with " I saw by
night" (as 1:8); nor " I lifted up mine eyes

and saw" (as 1 : 18) ; nor " I lifted up mine
eyes again" (as 3 : 1) ; nor" he showed me" (as

3:1); nor as 4 : 1 ; 4 : 5 ; nor as 6 : 1—all which

statements testify that the scenes that follow

respectively were witnessed in prophetic vision.

On the contrary, this is simply " The word of

the Lord came unto me," as in 1:1; 7:1; 8:

1, etc., where verbal communications are made.

Moreover, here is not a presentation of things

to be seen by the prophet, but a command re-

specting tilings to be (Ume. And finally, these

crowns, after being made and solemnly placed

on the head of the high priest, were to be
'

' laid up for a memorial in the temple of the

Lord." all indicating things done in real life.

The leading points are the preparation of

crowns ; the solemn coronation of the high-

priest ; the accompanying announcement and

explanations, showing that the purport of the
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trausuflion was to make Joshua a special type

of the Messiah, and to reveal vastly importaut

truths respecting His person and relations to

men ; and liually, to indicate that Gentile na-

tions were to participate in the services and the

glories of His coming kingdom. This seems

to have been a double crown, the word for

crown being plural, the verb (verse 14) being

in the singular ; and manifestly but one head,

that of Joshua, is crowned in the transaction.

To obtain the silver and the gold for its con-

struction, the prophet is directed to go to cer-

tain men here named, who are recently from

Babylon, captive Jews, who remained behind

when the first company of their brethren left,

and who seem to have come to Jerusalem now
with a contribution from their brethren still

behind, to aid in building the temple. Josiali,

son of Zephauiah, may have been the treasurer

of this fund ; hence the direction to go with

the other three without delay to his house to

draw the money. The original brings in the

phrase, " who are come from Babylon," at the

end of the verse, showing that Josiah, as well

as the other three, was in the delegation from

the captive Jews there. Having made the

crowns, he sets them upon the head of Joshua,

t!ie high-priest, and then solemnly announces

from the Lord, "Behold the man—Branch is

his name ; he shall branch" (sl'oot) " up from

underneath himself" (from his own humble

root), " and he shall build the temple of the

Lord." As already Indicated, the sense of the

word rendered " Branch" is shoot, the single

stock that springs from the root and bcconies

the one trunk of the tree. In the original the

verb rendered " shall grow," is the same—shall

shoot up. The specially emphatic declaration

here is that this man—the Branch— " shall build

tlte temple of the Lord." Hence this is solemnly

repeated (verse 13) :
" Even Ue" (He alone, and

He in distinction from all others) " shall build

the temple of the Lord." This cannot refer to

the temple then being built by Zerubbabel, for

of this the Lord had explicitly declared (4 : 9),

" The hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foun-

dations of this house, and his hands shall also

finish it." We must therefore look to another

temple, which can be none other than that so

often referred to in the New Testament, built

by Jesus, the Messiah, of which it is said, " ye"
(Christians) "are the temple of the living

God" (2 Cor. 6 : 16). " For the temple of God
is holy, which temple ye are" (1 Cor. 3 : 16, 17).

" Ye also, as living stones, are built up a spir-

itual house," etc. (1 Pet. 3 : 5). The compre-

hensive idea embraces the spiritual kingdom of

the Messiah, of wliich the Jewish temple was
an apposite symbol. In that ancient temple

Jehovah dwelt, revealing His presence. So in

this, the presence of the Holy Ghost reclaims

men's hearts to God, and makes them pure be-

fore Him. Yet further :
" He shall bear the

glor}'"

—

i.e., pre-eminent glory, becoming the

" head of all things to His Church." " King of

kings," moreover, and " Lord of lords." " He
shall sit and rule upon His throne," truly a

king, not in Zion alone, but over all the earth,

or rather all the earth shall ultimately become

His Zion, since Hij kingdom shall in the latter

days embosom and absorb into itself all other

kingdoms and all other love, obedience, and

homage, so that it can be said truly, " The
kingdoms of this world h.ave become the king-

doms of our Lord and of His Christ, and He
(alone) shall reign forever and ever." He shall

also " be a priest upon His throne," uniting

these two fund ions in His own person, and

never ceasing to mediate for His people, and be

their great atoning sacrifice because of His ex-

altation to so great power and glory on His

throne. Tlie phrase " the counsel of peace shall

be between them both," does not refer to some

second person other than the Messiah, co oper-

ating with Him ; nor does it mean merely that

Messiah as King and Messiah as Priest shall be

harmonious and not conflicting, but rather that

both as King and as Piiest, Messiah shall consult

for and shall secure the peace, the highest spir-

itual good of His people. The full energy of

both relations shall be made subservient to the

spiritual life and consequent peace and blessed-

ness of His children. After these crowns had

served their temporary purpose in this typical

inauguration of Joshua the high-priest, they

were to be laid up in the temple of the Lord as

a memorial for those four delegates who came

up from afar, to indicate that people from afar

shall come into the Christian Church. H. C.

II. By God's command, in the presence of

witnesses, and for a memorial to them, He
places a crown, or crowns, upon the head of

Joshua the high-priest, therby constituting him
a type of Christ, " the Branch," whom He
proclaims as about to come to build the spir

itual temple of Jehovah and to jireside over it

both as King and Priest for the great purpose

of peace. The accession of strangers to assist

in building the temple is foretold, and given as

a proof of the prophet's Divine mission. Bhiy-

Of the tribute money brought by some of the

returned exiles the prophet is bidden to make
golden and silver crowns—the sign of kingship
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—to set thtm on the liigUprie.st's liciul, thus

unitiug tlie saeeiilotal and regal offices, which

had always been jealously separated in Israel.

This singular action is explained by the words

which he is commanded to speak, as being a

symbolic prophecy of Him who is " the Branch"

—tlie well-known name that older prophets had

used for the Jlessiah—indicating that in Ilim

was the reality wiiich the priesthood shadowed,

and the rule which was partly delegated to Is-

rael's king as well aa the power which should

rear the true temple of God among men. A. M.

In Zechariali the Messiah distinctly appears

as the future Redeemer of the people, and in-

deed as their atoning Iligh-Priest. This is the

ease tirst in chap. 3, where the people are com-

forted by the statement that God will gracious-

ly accept the priesthood over which He pre-

sides, while in verse 8 sq. it is further declared

that the true time of grace is still future ; He,

through whom the complete absolution of the

people (and that on one day) is to be effected,

must first appear. This future Atoner, to

whom the present priesthood typically refers,

is the Branch, the Son of David, the Jlessiah.

Hence allusion is now made, verse 6 : 9-15, by

the symbolical action of crowning the high-

priest Joshua with the double crown, to the

union of the priestly and royal dignities in the

person of the Jlessiah. O.

Iti. Ixliold the man whose name is the Branch.

See in the person of Joshua the high-priest

tlie type or representation of the Man whose
" name is the Christ that shall be revealed," as

the Targum paraphrases the text. W. Lowth.

There cannot be a doubt that the same per-

son is meant by " the Branch" here, who is so

called (chap. 3 : 8)— viz., the Messiah ; of whom
Joshua is made the type or representative by

the crown placed on his head. The passage

will not answer to any other but to Him who
was at once both King and Priest, and, by unit-

ing both characters in Himself, was complete-

ly qualified to bring about " the counsel of

peace," or reconciliation between God and man.

Ik shall build the temple of the Lord. The
Church of Christ is expressly called " the tem-

ple of God" (1 Cor. 3 : 16 ; 3 Cor. 6 : 16) ; "a
spiritual house" (1 Pet. 2 : 5), etc.

13. JUmn He shall build the temple of tlie

Lord. This clause is highly emphatical ; im-

plying that " even fie," the selfsame person,

who should build the temple of Jehovah, even

He should have the honor of governing and

presiding in it, as both King and Priest, in both

capacities advancing the peace and prosperity

of His people. And Re shall bear the glory.

That is, the honor and authority belonging to

a sovereign or chief ruler. So when Moses was
directed to give up his command and authority

to Joshua, it is said, " And thou shalt put some
of thine honor upon him" (Num. 37 : 20). And
in this sense Christ was to " receive glory."

(See Ps. 21 : 5 ; Dan. 7 : 14 ; Acts 3 : 13 ; 5 : 31
;

Phil. 2 : 9-11 ; Heb. 2 : 9.) He was to be ex

alted to tlie right hand of God, there to sit upon
His throne as a King, governing His Churcli.

and as a Priest making intercession continually

for it. It is impossible not to see that this

prophecy was completed in Christ, so as it

never could be in any other person. Blayney.

And the counsel of peace shall be between them

both. The kingdom and priesthood being unit-

ed in the same person, there shall be no clash-

ing of jurisdiction between the two ofllces.

W. Lowtli.

Priest on tlie throne. The Old Testa-

ment ceremonial—temple, priesthood, sacrifice

—was established for this along witii other

purposes, of being a shadow of things to come.

Christ's office is not metaphorically illustrated

by reference to the Jewish ritual ; but the Jew-

ish ritual is the metaphor, and Christ's office

the reality. He is the priest. A. 31.

The Mediator between God and man, the

High-Priest in the spiritual temple, the King

en the unseen throne, is this same Jesus who
went in and out among us, whom we have seen

sitting in the house at Bethany, or by the well

at Sychem, receiving sinners, preaching to the

poor, comforting His friends, and suffering little

children to come to Him. With an acquaintance

already formed, a confidence already secured,

and a love already awakened, we can pass with

a prepared heart to more abstruse revelations

of the same Lord, when He is presented as the

Righteousness of the sinful in the Epistle to

the Romans, as the predestined Source of Life

in the Epistle to the Ephesians. as the Sacrifice

and Priest of the new covenant in the Epistle

to the Hebrews. Having first known Llimsiif,

we are ready for the Spirit to take of the things

which are His and show them to us. T. D. B.

Prophecy points to the prophetic, kingly and

high-priestly office, and Jesus appears in the

flesh that He may undertake this threefold

office. Prophecy brings forward the manger,

and Jesus suffers Himself to be laid therein by

the Virgin Mary. Prophecy brings forward

the cross, and Jesus permits Himself to be

nailed thereon. Prophecy points to the kingly

throne, and Jesus ascends it. Prophecy con-

fesses the divinity of Jesus, and He makes Him-

self known as God. Prophecy acknowledges
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His humanity, and He becomes man for us.

Yea, Lord Jusu, Thou art none other than 'I'liou

wast ! Thou wilt be none other than Thou

art ! The same yesterday, and today, and

forever I Caspars.

The Gospel, the burden of which is " Christ

and Him crucified," is God's grand plan of

spiritual and providential government. Christ

sits as " priest upon the throne," "the gov-

ernment is on His shoulders," everything is in

His hands. Nature, in all her departments, be-

longs to the Messiah. The world has an inter-

est in His redemption. He planted His cross

upon our soil, and adapted the provisions of

His Gospel to the ways of the world. But for

the intervention of grace through Christ Jesus,

we do not see but that upon the entrance of

transgression, these heavens must have been

wrapped together as a scroll, and have piissed

away with a terrible noise, and these elements

must have melted with fervent heat. Upon no

other principle can we understand how a Isind

Providence could shed down its favors upon

individuals or nations. E. M.

15. They that are far off shall come and

build in the temple of the Lord. Some under-

stand it of the Jews that were now afar off iu

Babylon, that stayed behinil in captivity, to the

great discouragement of their brethren that

were returned, who wanted their help in build-

ing the temple. Now God promises that many
of them, and some of other nations too, prose-

lyted to the Jewish religion, should come in,

and lend a helping hand to the building of the

temple, and many hands would make light

work. The kings of Persia contributed to the

building of the temple (Ezra 6 : 8) and the fur-

nishing of it (Ezra 7 : 19, 30).

The accomplishment of this would beastrong

confirmation of the truth of God's word. Ye
shall know that the Lord of Hosts has sent Me
unto you. That promise, that those that were

afar off should come and assist them in build

ing the temple of the Lord, was, as it were, the

giving of them a sign ; by this they might be

assured that the other promises should be ful-

filled iu due time ; this should be fulfilled now
very speedily ; it was so ; for those that had

been their enemies and accusers, in obedience

to the king's edict, became their helpers, and

did speedily what they were ordered to do for

the furtherance of the work, and by that means

the work went on, and was fiuished. (See Ezra

6 : 13, 14.) Now by this surprising assistance

which they had from afar off in building the

temple, they raiglit know that Zechariah, who
told them of it before, was sent of God, and

that therefore his word concerning the Man,

the Branch, should be fulfilled.

These promises were strong obligations to

obedience, " For this shall come to pass—you
shall have help in building the temple, if you
will diligently obey the voice of the Lord your

God. You shall have the help of foreigners in

building tlie temple, if you will but set about

it in good earnest yourselves." The assistance

of others, instead of being an excuse for our

slothfulness, should be a spur to our industry.

" You shall have the benefit and comfort of all

those promises, if you make conscience of your

duty." H.

Christ builds the temple (verse 13), and uses

us as His servants in the work. Our prophecy

was given to encourage faint-hearted toilers,

not to supply an excuse for indolence. Be-

neath all our poor labors, and blessing them
all, is the power of Christ. We may well work
diligently who work in the line of His pur-

poses, after the pattern of His labors, in the

strength of His power, under the watchfulness

of His eye. The little band may be few and

feeble ; let them not be fearful, for He, the

throned priest, even lie, and not they with

their inadequate resources, shall build the tem-

ple. Christ builds on through all the ages, and

the prophecy of our text is yet unfulfilled. Its

fulfilment is the meaning and end of all his-

tory. See to it that you lend a hand and help

to rear the true temple at which successive

generations toil, and from whose unfinished

glories they dying depart, but which shall be

completed, because the true Builder " ever liv-

eth" and is " a priest forever after the order of

Melchizedek. " Above all, take heed that you
are yourselves builded iu that temple. Trust

your souls to Christ, and He will set you in the

spiritual house, which the King greater than

Solomon is building still.

In one of the mosques of Damascus, which

has been a Christian cliurch, and before that

was a heathen temple, the portal bears, deep

cut in Greek characters, the inscription, " Thy
kingdom, O Christ, is an everlasting kingdom,

and Thy dominion cndureth throughout all gen-

erations." The confident words seem contra-

dicted by the twelve centuries of Mohamme-
danism on which they have looked down. But,

though their silent prophecy is unheeded and
unheard by the worshippers below, it shall be

proved true one day, and the crescent shall

wane before the steady light of the Sun of

Righteousness. The words are carven deep

over the portals of the temple which Christ

rears ; and though men may not be able to read
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them, anil may not believe them if they <io,

thougli for ceuturies traffickers have defiled its

courts, and base born usurpers have set up their

petty thrones, yet the writing stands sure, a

dumb witness against the transient lies, a pa-

tient prophet of the eternal truth. And when
all false faiths, and their priests who have op-

pressed men and traduced God, have vanished
;

and when kings that have prostituted their

great and god-like office to personal advance-

ment and dynastic ambition are forgotten ; and
when every shrine reared for obscene and bloody

rites, or for superficial and formal worship, has

been cast to the ground, then from out of the

confusion and desolation shall gleam the tem-

ple of God, whicn is the refuge of men, and on
the one throne of the universe shall sit the Eter-

nal Priest—our brother, Jesus the Christ. A. M.

ZECHARIAH. CHAPTERS VII., VIII.

7 : 1 And it came to pass in the fourth year of king Darius, that the word of the Lord
2 came unto Zechariah in the fourth day of the ninth month, even in Chislev. Now t/iry of

Beth-el had sent Sharezer and Regem-meleeh, and their men, to intreat the favour of the

3 LoED, and to speak unto the priests of the house of the Lord of hosts, and to the prophets,

saying. Should I weep in the fifth month, separating myself, as I have done these so many
4, 5 years ? Then came the word of the Lord of hosts unto me, saying. Speak unto all the

people of the land, and to the priests, saying. When ye fasted and mourned in the fifth and

In the seventh month, even these seventy years, did ye at all fast unto me, even to me ?

6 And when ye eat, and when ye drink, do not ye eat for yourselves, and drink for youi.selves ?

7 Should ye not hear the words which the Lord hath cried by the former prophets, when Jeru-

salem was inhabited and in prosperity, and the cities thereof round about her, and the South

and the lowland were inhabited ?

8, 9 And the word of the Lord came unto Zechariah, saying. Thus hath the Lord of hosts

spoken, saying, Execute true judgement, and shew mercy and compassion every man to his

10 brother : and oppress not the widow, nor the fatherless, the stranger, nor the poor ; and let

11 none of you imagine evil against his brother in your heart. But they refused to hearken,

12 and pulled away the shoulder, and stopped their ears, that they should not hear. Yea, they

made their hearts as an adamant stone, lest they should hear the law, and the words which
the Lord of hosts had sent by his spirit by the hand of the former prophets : therefore came

13 there great wrath from the Lord of hosts. And it came to pass that, as he cried, and they

14 would not hear ; so they shall cry, and I will not hear, said the Lord of hosts : but I will

scatter them with a whirlwind among all the nations whom they have not known. Thus
the land was desolate after them, that no man passed through nor returned ; for they laid

the pleasant land desolate.

§ : 1, 2 And the word of the Lord of hosts came to me, saying. Thus saith the Lord of

Jiosts : I am jealous for Zion with great jealousy, and I am jealous for her with great fury.

3 Thus saith the Lord ; I am returned unto Zion, and will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem :

and Jerusalem shall be called The city of truth ; and the mountain of the Lord of hosts The
4 holy mountain. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : There shall yet old men and old women
5 dwell in the streets of Jerusalem, every man with his staS in his hand for very age. And
6 the streets of the city shall be full of boys and girls playing in the streets thereof. Thus

saith the Lord of hosts : If it be marvellous in the eyes of the remnant of this people in

7 those days, should it also be marvellous in mine eyes ? saith the Lord of hosts. Thus saith

the Lord of hosts : Behold, I will save my people from the east country, and from the west

8 country : and I will bring them, and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem ; and they

9 shall be my people, and I will be their God, in truth and in righteousness. Thus saith the

Lord of hosts : Let your hands be strong, ye that hear in the.se days these words from the

mouth of the prophets, which were in the day that the foundation of the house of the Lord
10 of hosts was laid, even the temple, that it might be built. For before those days there was

no hire for man, nor any hire for beast ; neither was there any peace to him that went out or
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came in because of the adversary : for I set all men every one against his neighbour. But

now I will not be unto the remnant of this people as in the former days, saith the Loud of

hosts. For thei-e shall be the seed of peace ; the vine shall give her fruit, and the ground

shall give her increase, and the heavens shall give their dew ; and I will cause the remnant

of this people to inherit all these things. And it shall come to pass that, as ye were a curse

among the nations, O house of Judah and house of Israel, so will I save you, and ye shall be

a blessing : fear not, but let your hands be strong. For thus saith the Lord of hosts : As I

thought to do evil unto you, when your fathers provoked me to wrath, saith the Lord of

hosts, and I repented not ; so again have I thought in these days to do good unto Jerusalem

and to the house of Judah ; fear ye not. These are the things that ye shall do ; Speak ye

every man the truth with his neighbour ; execute the judgement of truth and peace in your

gates : and let none of you imagine evil in your hearts against his neighbour ;
and love no

false oath : for all these are things that I hate, saith the Lord.

19 And the word of the Lord of hosts came unto me, saying, Thus saith the Lord of hosts :

The fast of the fourth viont/i, and the fast of the fifth, and the fast of the seventh, and the

fast of the tenth, shall be to the house of Judah joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts ; there-

fore love truth and peace. Thus saith the Loud of hosts : Jt shall yet come to pass, that there

shall come peoples, and the inhabitants of many cities : and the inhabitants of one city shall

go to another, saying. Let us go speedily to introat the favour of the Lord, and to seek the

Lord of hosts : I will go also. Yea, many peoples and strong nations shall come to seek the

Lord of hasts in Jerusalem, and to intrcat the favour of the Lord. Thus saith the Lord of

hosts : In those days it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold, out of all tlie lan-

guages of the nations, shall even take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying, We will

go with you, for we have heard that God is with you.

Chaps. 7, §. God's reply by Zechariah to

the question respecting fasts. The moral law

above the ceremonial. God's promises condi-

tional on obedience to His precepts. Fasts will

be changed into feasts. The coming in of the

Gentiles to worship the God of the Jews. B. C.

This second portion of the Book of Zechariah

consists of a discourse occasioned by a cxuestion

put to the priests and prophets in the temple.

It was spoken two years subsequently to the

previous vision, and the question which it an-

swered was. Were they, now that they had re-

turned to Jerusalem, to keep the solemn days

of fasting and humiliation, which had been in-

stituted during the exile at Babylon ? This

question he answered in the same spirit as Isaiah

of old (chap. 58 : 3-7). They were not so to fast

;

for true fasting consists in doing justice and

mercy ; and it was because they had neglected

these " weightiei matters of the law" that they

had been driven from their land. Let them

keep justice and mercy, and then aged men and

women supporting their steps with their staves

shall once again dwell in their city, their streets

shall be full of boys and girls at play, their

temple shall be built, their land bear them
bounteous crops, and they themselves, instead

. of being a curse, shall be a blessing to all peo-

ple. If only they speak the truth, and execute

judgment, and think no evil, and take no false

oatli, then their fasting days. " the fast of tlie

fourtli mouth, and the fast of the fifth, and the

fast of the seventh, and the fast of the tenth,"

may all be kept as cheerful feasts. They may
eat and drink, if they will ; only they must

love truth and peace (8 : 16-19). R. P. S.

A considerable progress having by this time

been made in the rebuilding of the temple, and

affairs going on pretty smoothly, the hopes of

the Jewish nation began to revive, and a depu-

tation was sent to inquire of the priests and the

prophets whether it was God's will that they

should still continue to observe the fast which

had been instituted on account of the citj and

the temple having been burmd liy tlic CIimI

deans. To thisthe piophet isdircct, il t )ir|.ly :

That this and another fast of the like kind,

being of their own appointment, regarded

themselves only and not God ; that what he

required of them was the practice of moral

righteousness, like as he had enjoined it to their

fathers, who, disregarding his injunctions, had

brought upon themselves and upon their conn-

try all the evil which they had recently experi-

enced. Having thus accounted for God's past

severity, the prophet (chap. 8) goes on to in-

form them that the anger of Jehovah was now
appeased, and He was again disposed to be

gracious unto His people and to restore Jerusa-

lem. He exhorts them therefore to proceed

vigorously with the building of the temple,

and assures them that they would from that in-

stant experience a happy revolution in their

affairs. He renews his exhortation to the prac-
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tite of moral goodness, and promises them on

tlmt condition tlieir fasts sliould be turned into

j )yful feasts ; and tliey sliould be so distiu-

jruislied by the Divine favor that many nations

would be eager to embrace their religion and

sue for their alliance. Blrnjney.

7:1. The fourth year of King Darius—B.r.

518. Nearly two years had elapsed since the

visions vouchsafed to Zechariali had been made
known for the encouragement of the people.

Meanwhile the work of restoration had pro-

gressed and Jerusalem had begun to wear some-

what of her former aspect. With returning

prosperity and power it was only natural that

a question should arise as to the propriety of

retaining those services of humiliation, which

had been instituted as memorials of the destruc-

tion of the city and temple. B. C.

1-3. The date is given precisely, this being

a matter of historic importance. From the ar-

rival of the first caravan of returning Jews in

the first year of Cyrus (B.C. 536) to the second

year of Darius (about B c. 520), the people had

been harassed by their Samaritan enemies ; the

work on the temple for a time dragged heavily,

and was finally fjuite suspended. A.t length,

under special messages from God by Haggai

and Zechariali, it was resumed in the second

year of Darius. With this resumption com-

menced an era of great prosperity. Their for-

eign enemies ceased to annoy them ; the smiles

of God rested on all their labors. After two

years of such prosperity, the question naturally

arose, whether they should continue to observe

certain days of fasting, as they had done then

some seventy years. The most prominent of

these days are speciall}' referred to here ; that

in the fifth month (verse 3), and that also in the

seventh month (verse 5). Chap. 8 : 19 refers to

two others—viz., one in the fourth month and

another in the tenth. The history indicates the

special reason of fasting on these days. In the

fifth month the temple was burned (Jer. 52 : 12).

In the seventh. Gedaliah was slain, and the

small remnant that remained with him were

scattered and destroyed (Jer. 41 : 1 ff.). In the

fourth month the cit}' was taken (Jer. 52 : 6, 7).

In the tenth it was invested by the armed hosts

of Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 53 : 4). The people in

the capacity of a worshipping congregation

sent this commission to their priests and proph-

ets with this inquiry. H. C.

5, 6. The sense of these two verses is much
the same with that of Paul (1 Cor. 8 : 8)— viz.,

that eating or abstaining from meat is in its

own nature indifferent ; nor is it acceptable to

God any further than it is subservient to the

trur; ends of religion. The prophet first re-

proves the hypocrisy of their fasts before he

gives them a direct answer to the question pro-

posed. This he does in chap. 8 : 19. W. Lowth.

This rebuke manifestly applied to some of

those who united in this inquiry. The Lord

asks. Did your fasting have any regard to Me ?

Did you think of your sins against Me ? Did

you humble yourselves before Me ? So, when
ye ate and when ye drank, was it not ye that

ate, and ye that drank ? This is the literal ren-

dering, and implies that they thought of noth-

ing but their own gratification, ate and drank

merely to 'enjoy themselves, and as if there

were no God to thank, no great Giver to recog-

nize as the fountain of all blessings. H. C.

To the.se men of Bethel, and through them to

all formal worshippers God says : W^lij' consult

Me about these services ? What have I to do

with them ? It was not Me you had in view,

but yourselves, in performing them. If you
like them, continue them. If they are a weari-

ness to you, how much more to Me. So long

as 3'ou merely wish to please yourselves, or to

secure yourselves against some imagined dan-

ger, devise whatever services you think will

best suit yourselves. When the worship of

God becomes to us a mere duty the perform-

ance of which we feel incumbent upon us that

we may not lose God's favor ; when we enter

upon it without heart, or even with some re-

pugnance or distaste, God cannot recognize

that as worship of Him, but only as the service

of ourownsuperstitious and ignorant self-seek-

ing. We seek the company of our friends, not

that we may ingratiate ourselves with them,

but because we are happier there than else-

where ; such is the worship which God delights

in. DoiU.

§-14. A summary of the message sent by

many of the prophets (veise 7) shortly before

the Captivity ; by Jeremiah and Zephaniah in

the days of Josiah, and somewhat earlier by

Hosea, Amos, Isaiah and Micah. This message

refers to the ways of God toward the people,

and of the people toward Gud in the age next

preceding the time of Zechariali. That history

was exceedingly full of most pertinent and

valuable instruction. II. C.

9, lO. This prophet here repeats the heads

of the sermons which the former prophets

preached to their fathers, because the very same

things were required of them now. Thus does

the Lord of Hosts speak to you now, and thus He
did speak to your fathers, saying, Execute true

judgment. The duties here required of them,

which would have been the lengthening of the
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tranquillity of their fathers, and must be the

restoring of their tranquillity, are not keeping

fasts and offering sacrifices, but doing justly

and loving mercy ; duties which they were

bound to by tlie light and law of nature, though

there had been no prophets sent to insist upon

them. H.

Habitual communion with God is the root of

the truest and purest compassion. It does not

withdraw us from our fellow feeling with our

brethren, it cultivates no isolation for undis-

turbed beholding of God. It at once supplies

a standard by which to measure the greatness

of man's godlessness, and therefore of bis

gloom, and a motive for laying the pain of

these upon our hearts, as if they were our own.

He has looked into the heavens to little purpose

who has not learned how bad and how sad the

world now is, and how God bends over it in

pitying love. And thutsame fellowship which

will clear our eyes and soften our hearts is also

the one consolation which we have when our

sense of all the ills that flesh is heir to becomes

deep to near despair. When one thinks of the

real facts of human life, and tries to conceive

of the frightful meanness and passion and hate

and wretchedness that has been howling and

shrieking and gibbering and groaning through

dreary millenniums, one's brain reels, and hope

seems to be absurdity, and joy a sin against our

fellows, as a feast would be in a house next

door to where was a funeral. Ah ! brethren,

if it were not for the heavenward look, how
could we bear the sight of earth !

" We see

not yet all things put under Him." No, God
knows, far enough off from that. Man's folly,

man's submission to the creatures he should

rule, man's agonies, and man's transgression,

are a grim contrast to the psalmist's vision. If

we had only earth to look to, despair of the

race, expressed in settled melancholy apathy,

or in fierce cynicism, were the wisest attitude.

But there is more within our view than earth
;

" we see Jesus ;" we look to the heaven, and

as we behold the true man, we see more than

ever, indeed, how far from that pattern we all

are ; but we can bear the thought of what

men as yet have been, when we see that per-

fect example of what men shall be. The root

and the consolation of our sorrow for men's

evils is communion with God. A. M.

11-14. These stubborn i.inners hardened

their hearts on purpose, lest they shoidd hear

what God said to them by the written word,

by the law of Moses, and by the words of the

prophets that preached to them. Therefore

came great wrath from the Lord of Hosts. As

they had turned a deaf ear to God's word, so

God turned a deaf ear to their prayers. As He
cried to them in their prosperity to leave their

sins, and they would not hear, but persisted in

their iniquities ; so they cried to Him in the

day of their trouble to remove His judgments,

and He would not hear, but lengthened out

their calamities. As they flew off from their

duty and allegiance to God, so God dissipated

them and threw them about as chaff before a

whirlwind ; He scattered them among all the

nations whom they knew not, and whom there-

fore they could not expect to receive any

kindness from. As they violated all the

laws of their land, so God took away all the

glories of it ; their land was desolate after

them. H.

Chap. 8. As already remarked in the intro-

duction to chap. 7, this continues and con-

cludes the subject opened in that chapter. It

gives the brighter side—the message of the

Lord to the truly humbled, penitent and believ-

ing portion of the people. Hence it abounds

in cheering promises.

1, 2. "Jealous for Zion." Tiiis revived

jealousy for Zion implies that the Lord's love

for her was enkindled afresh ; His pity, too,

became active ; His apprehensions also for the

honor of His name before the nations : and not

least. His indignation toward the people that

had so cruelly oppressed Zion. All these feel-

ings conspired toward His purpose to return in

mercy to Zion, as the next verse states.

3. These are the blessings. Moral purity

stands specially prominent. " Jerusalem shall

be called" (because she shall really fe) " the

city of truth," distinguished above all other

cities for substantial integrity of character
;

and the temple mountain where the Lord dwells

shall be " the holy mountain"—holy, bj' reason

of the regeneration and sanetification of those

who worship the Lord there. Such should be

the results of the Lord's returning to Zion, to

dwell there by His spiritual presence. These

are the legitimate criteria of His real presence

by His Spirit anywhere.

4, 5. A beautiful scene of peace and pros-

perity, indicated by the groups of the aged,

still living as witnesses to the long-continued

exemption from desolating wars, and the yet

more numerous throng of little boys and girls

playing and happy in the streets. Evermore,

through all the ages before Christ, such exter-

nal prosperity is accounted as evidence of God's

favor and approval. " Length of days is in

her right hand ; in her left, riches and honor."

The genius of God's providential government
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in tliat age involved a high degree of present

retributiou. H. C.

The words used are so vivid that tlie writer

seems to become an inspired artist ; witlia few

clear strokes and strong colors he paints a fasci-

nating picture of that coming glory of his na-

tion, so that we, standing here so many hun-

dred j'ears afterward, find it as fresh as if the

artist's hand were just moved aside from the

canvas. How thoroughly liuman the figures

and impressions of tliat Bible picture are ; and

how lifelike they represent our religion to be 1

We may take these sentences as a graphic out-

line of what God would have a Christian state

of society to be, not in heaven, but in this

world. In the scriptural imagery, or symbol-

ism, Jerusalem is a type of the Christian

Church. Where the Gospel of Christ has done

its perfect work, where Christianity has real-

ized itself in social institutions, and has pene-

trated all our private and public life with its

practical regulation, there the whole of our

being will come under its control ; all its

periods, from childhood to old age, will take

the stamp and bear the fruit of this lioly and

gracious power in the heart ; every capacity in

us will be invigorated to its best exercise by

Christian faith ; our common work—the handi-

work of the husbandman and mechanic, the in-

tellectual work of the scholar, the housework

of woman, the shopwork of the trader—will be

better and safer and happier work for being

done in the name of Christ, for the sake of

Christ, out of that living union of the heart

with Him which makes Him the real life and

power of all our daily service—done by a Chris-

tian will, with a Christian purpose, in a Chris-

tian spirit, with Christian hands and brain and

feet.

Christianity is too divine and bountiful a

blessing to be so hedged in and misapprehend-

ed. It intends that every man and woman and

boy and girl shall be the better for it, and

every corner and instant in the character and

life of each shall be the better. It comes to

make better workmen as well as better believ-

ers, better men for the life that now is and for

that which is to come—better citizens and

neighbors, better husbands and fathers, better

parents and children, better boys and girls. It

would make strong men more manly, pure

women more pure, light-hearted children light-

er hearted, because the love of Christ casts all

fear out. The unseen city it is silently build-

ing is a city of truth, the mountain of the Lord

of Hosts, the lioly mountain. Old men and old

women shall dwell in it, and it shall be full of

boys and girls playing in the streets thereof.

It com^s doicH, to be sure, like a bride, out of

heaven from God. But although it descends

from above, it is human in its adaptations ; it

is a dwelling-place for just such people as we
all are ; human feet walk in it ; human voice.i

are heard along its avenues ; human comfori

lights its windows. The Gospel is sent into thi

world j ust as the world is. It is not some otlie^

race, but ours, in its own flesh and blood, in ili

habitations and occupations, that the Saviou'

comes to teach, to purify, to redeem, and ti

train up for His future service—that heavenb

labor which'is perfect rest. F. D. H.

6. Though it should seem marvellous and al-

most incredible in your eyes that I should be-

stow so great blessings, yet must it be marvel-

lous in Mine ? Is anything too hard for the

Lord ? Is any measure of blessings so great as

to be marvellous in view of the great depths of

Divine love ?

7, 8. This is a promise to save His people

wherever they were, and to gather them in

from their dispersions—two quarters of the hea-

vens, the land toward the sun rising and the

land toward the sun setting being named—

a

part for the whole. H. C. This denotes the

general restoration of the Jewish nation from

their several dispersions (cf. verses 13, 20, 23) ;

an event foretold by most of the prophets of

the Old Testament. " The west country" ap-

pears to have a particular relation to their pres-

ent dispersion, great numbers of them being in

these latter ages settled in the western parts of

the world. W. Lowth. At the time of the

delivery of this prophecy there were very few

or no Jews dispersed west of the Holy Land.

Wells.

§. God would renew His covenant with

them, would be faithful to them and make
them so to Him. " They shall be My people,

and 1 will be their God." That is the founda-

tion and crown of all these promises, and is in-

clusive of all happiness. They shall obey God's

laws, and God will secure and advance all their

interests. This contract shall be made, shall

be new made, in truth and in righteousness.

H. In truth and in righteousness. Tiiese

words apply equally to God and His people,

and imply that they shall on both sides truly

and faithfully perform the conditions of the

covenant once more renewed between thera.

Blayney.

9-17. God, by the prophet, here gives fur-

ther assurances of the mercy He had in store

for Judah and Jerusalem. Here is line upon

line for their comfort, as before there was for
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their conviction These verses contain strong

encoiiragemenls, witli reference to the difficul-

ties they now labored under. H.

9, Of the propliets—i.e., Ilaggai and Zecha-

riah. Tlie reference is to the time when the

building of the temple was being proceeded

with, as related in Ezra 5 : 1, 2 (where it is said

tliat Zerubbabel and Jesliua rose up and began

to build the house of God which was at Jerusa-

lem), and not to the actual laying of tlie founda

lion of the house of the Lord in the second year

of Cyrus, as related in Ezra 3 : 8-13. This lat-

ter became, as Keil remarks, an eventful fact

through the continuation of the building in tlie

second year of Darixis. B. C.

10. When the Lord says, " I set all men each

one against his neighbor," He refers to what

He let men do, in the sense of not preventing it

—as a judgment on them for their sins. H. C.

11, 12. What encouragement they shall

now liave to proceed in the good work they are

about, and to hope that it sliall yet be well with

them :

'

' Thus and thus you have been harassed

and afflicted, but now God will change His way
toward you (verse 11). Now that you return

to your duty, God will comfort you according

to the time that He has afflicted you ; the ebb-

ing tide shall flow again. " They shall have great

plenty and abundance of all good things (verse

12). The seed sown shall be prosperous, and

yield a great increase ; the vine shall give her

fruit, which makes glad the heart, and the

ground its products which strengthen the

heart ; they shall have all they can desire, not

only for necessity, but for ornament and de-

light. The heavens shall give tiieir dew, with-

out which the earth would not yield her in-

crease ; which is a constant intimation to us of

the beneficence of the God of heaven to men on

earth, and of their dependence upon Him. It

is said of a sweeping lain that it leaves no food

(Prov. 28 : 3) ; but here the gentle dew waters

the earth that it may give seed to the sower

and bread to the eater. And tlius God will

cause the remnant of this people to possess all

these things. Tliis confirms what the prophet's

colleague had said a little before (Hag. 2 : 16.

19), " From this day will I bless you." God's

people, that serve Him faithfully, have great

po.ssessions ;
" All is yours, for you are

Christ's." H.

12. To the life and beauty of aJudean or

Egyptian landscape an abundant supply of

dew was absobitely necessary ; if it were with-

held, beneath the fervor of a summer sun every-

thing would wither and die. The dew in those

climates falls so rapidly and abundantly that it

may be collected in a shallow vessel, like water

from a shower ot rain ; and the want of rain in

the day-time is thus gently and constantly sup-

plied by the bounty of the night ; were it other-

wise the most distressing droughts must be the

consequence. " Therefore the heaven over you
is stayed from dew, and the earth is stayed from

her fruit," God says, describing the retributive

consequences of the continued sins of His peo-

ple. But again, when God will renew His

mercy and fulfil His promises He says, " The
seed shall be prosperous ; the vine shall give

her fruit, and the ground shall give her in-

crease, and the heavens shall give their dew."

G. B. C.

13-15. This passage relates to the captives

who had been carried away upon the destruc-

tion of the Israclitish kingdom, as well as to

tliose of the captivity of Judah in Babylon.

The punishment had been inflicted at two dif-

ferent times ; but both nations were invited to

participate in the blessings of the return to

Zion. B. C.

14, 15. The antithesis here is this : As 1

thought to punish your fathers for their great

provocations, and did not swerve from My
thought, but carried it into execution ; so have

I now thought to bless Jerusalem, and I shall

not fail to do it ! Fear not I

16, 17. The usual and always pertinent ex-

hortations to practise righteousness and truth.

The last clause of verse 16 enjoins upon them

to administer law in the courts according to

justice and truth. This would promote real

peace and prosperity. Such decisions are de-

cisions of peace. H. C.

16. Speak the truth. The essence of

lying consists in formal falsehood or a volun-

tary enunciation of what is not true. If any

one, consequently, utters a falsehood, believing

it to be tru3, he himself is not guilty of lying,

though the thing itself be materially false, as

he had no intention of falsehood. What is be-

side the intention of the speaker cannot enter

into the specific difference of the act. In like

manner, if a man should utter a truth believing

it to be a lie, he would be chargeable with the

moral guilt of falsehood, that being the pur-

pose of his will which determines the character

of his utterance, though accidentally it happens

to be true. This pertains to the s^»ct>« of false-

hood. But the purpose to mislead another by

deception does not pertain to the species, but

to the perfection of lying. It is falsehood hav-

ing its perfect work. Thornwell.

You cannot overthrow falsehood by nega-

tion, but by establishing the antagonistic truth.
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The refutation which is to last must be posi-

tive, not negative. It is an endless work to be

uprooting weeds
;

plant the ground with

wholesome vegetation, and then the juices

which would have otherwise fed rankness will

pour tliemselves into a more vigorous growth
;

the dwindled weeds will be easily raked out

then. It is an endless task to be refuting error !

Plant truth, and the error will pine away.

F. W. R.

Concealment is not always a wrong, as a lie is.

One of the prime duties of man is tlie conceal-

ment of that which is his own, and to a knowl-

edge of whioli another has no right. Toward
those who have a right to know the whole

truth, a man must not conceal any portiou of

the truth. Toward those who have no right to

the whole truth, a man may properly conceal

that measure of the trutli which is Ills alone,

by any proper means ; but lying is never

a proper means. At all times concealment

without falsehood is right toward tliose who
are not entitled to know the whole truth ; but

concealment may be practical falsehood tow-

ard those who have a right to know all the

facts in the case. The first obligation of truth

is Godward. A man ought not to lie, because

a lie is a sin against God. Even apart from the

question of his obligation to his fellow-man,

man ought to refrain from lying, because to lie

is to detach himself from God and to put him-

self in the devil's service. The suggestion of

lying for the good of man or for the glory of

God is an absurdit}', inasmuch as a lie has no

place or part or possibility in the plan or ser-

vice of God. Hence a " system" of Christian

ethics that admits that a lie may be ju.stifiable

is not a system of Christian ethics, because the

one all-dividing line between truth and false-

hood is ignored in it. H. C. T.

Theie is a real though subtile distinction be-

tween concealment of truth for the purpose of

deceiving, and concealment (from those only

who nave no right to know the tacts in issue)

without intention of deceiving, even though

with moral certainty that someone will be self-

deceived ; and the solution of the ancient puz-

zle of ca.suistry lies in the detection of this fine

but valid distinction. \Ve are under obligation

to God to use our wits in concealing facts of

which Providence has made us stewards, from

tliose who have no right to these facts ; and so

to use our wits as merely to conceal, and to con-

ceal merely the things we are in duty bound to

conceal, without any efiEort to deceive ; and

this, irrespective of any conjecture as to possi-

ble or probable self-deception on the part of the

curious. The stewardship of facts is as sacred

as that of wealth. We are not responsible for

mistakes people stumble into through improper

curiosity. We are responsible in the jiremises

for four things and four only ; (1) strict adher-

ence to truth
; (3) painstaking concealment of

facts which others ought not to know
; (3) use

of our God-given wits (" Be ye wise as ser-

pents") in devising means of concealment—as

when Rahab hid the spies
; (4) absolute elimi-

nation of intention to pervert the intelligence

or warp the minds of others. Having made
sure of these four things, in all cases where the

inquiring party has no right to the facts, our

responsibility ends. W. W. Paris.

18, 19. Here we find the explicit answer to

the question sent up from the people by the

hand of Sherezer and Regem-melech. Tliose

fasts shall be changed to seasons of joy and

gladness, and to cheerful feasts—only the Lord

still enforces that which is evermore essential

to their abiding prosperity, " Lom the truth and
peace." H. C.

19. The fast of the fourth month was a memo-
rial of the capture of Jerusalem in the eleventh

year of Zedekiah. (See Jer. 39 : 3 ; 53 : 6, 7.)

The fast of the tenth month was a memorial of

the commencement of the blockade of Jerusa-

lem. (See Jer. 89 : 1 ; 53 : 4.) B. C.

Therefore lore truth and peace. God values

an upright conversation more than the exactest

care of outward performances. (See verse 16.)

These instructions prepared men's minds for

receiving the Gospel, the laws of which chiefly

recommend purity of heart and life. (See Jer.

31 : 33 ) W. Loioth.

A sort of spurious peacemaking consists sim-

ply in " letting things alone," " not meddling,"
" being sure that all will come right," " taking

things easily," " minding one's own business,

and letting one's neighbors mind theirs." Now
this " let alone" sort of peacemaking makes

—

if it can be said to make anything—a very

shabby sort of peace. It leaves vice unchecked,

it leaves ungodliness rampant, it leaves igno-

rance untaught, it leaves secret grudges to fes-

ter in people's hearts : I know not whether

selfishness or cowardice have the greater part

in it ; for selfishness and cowardice are both

very largely present in it. and selfishness and

cowardice are the very opposites of Christian

peacemaking, And such miserable peace is no

peace at all ; for though it may be quiet for a

time, yet there is no security whatever that it

may not blaze out at any moment into the wild-

est excesses of strife or evil. Dale.

To give no offence, and where possible take
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none ; to stand clear of strife ; to look on vvhen

hearts are torn and lives are spent in a mad con-

tention with the laws of God ; to let human
nature fret itself to death, out of peace, hateful

and hating, rebellious and proud ; this is not

to be like the Eternal Father. Had He done so

of old, the Son had kept His pure and peaceful

heaven ; no angels had sung peace on earth at

His birth ; no sweet message, like an olive leaf,

had grown out of His cross. Pacification f.t

His own cost and pain is ttie supreme idea of

our Christian God : His name is Reconciler.

They who have been born of Him, and are so

like Him that they can see Him, are in tlus

world as He was in it—the world's reconcilers.

Dykes.

20-22. " It shall come to pass that there

shall come people and the inhabitants of many
cities ; and the inhabitants of one city shall go

to another, saying. Let us go speedily to pray

before the Lord, and to seek the Lord of Hosts ;

I will go also. Yea, many people and strong

nations shall come to seek the Lord and to pray

before the Lord." Churches shall come to

adore Him, cities to consult Him, nations to

surrender to Him, all the kindreds of the earth

to fall down before Him. Tliey shall not be

content to praise Him alone ; tliey shall feel as

if they wanted help—ths help of the world—to

raise a song adequate to His praise, and a prayer

equal to the ardor of their desires. " And it

shall come to pass that from one new moon to

another, and from one Sabbath to another, shall

all flesh come to worship before Me, saith the

Lord." Then man will have found his only

proper place ; will have returned to the only

spot in the universe which becomes him—at the

feet of God. And, having found his proper

place, his ultimate end, there will be rest and

peace
;
going out of himself, and losing him-

self in God. Then God will have recovered

His proper glory ; every idol will be abolished,

every rival power cast out, the eyes of all will

wait upon Him, all flesh will be seen staying

themselves upon Him ; He will be seen by the

universe as the centre of a lapsing creation, the

support and stay of a sinking world. Tlien the

design of the whole Gospel constitution will be

completed, " that no flesh should glory in His

presence ;" everything will have redounded to

the glory of His grace. And when all flesh

shall thus be seen in effect, prostrate before

God in prayer, wliat will it be but a prelude

to the worship of heaven ? AVhat will remain

but that the whole should be transferred to the

employment of praise above ! Infinite love,

ascending the throne, and putting on the crown,

shall sit down and enjoy an eternal Sabbath of

love ! While the myriads of the redeemed and

glorified, casting their crowns before Him, shall

ascribe their happiness to Him, and the jubilee

of eternity shall begin. J. Harris.

23. Each of the ten representative men
stands for one nation, since they are each of

different language, and taken together repre-

sent " all languages of the nations," indicating

that people of every tongue and clime shall

come to Zion for the law and the light of God.

Those glorious conversions of Gentile nations

whicli are to take place far down in the ages of

the Gospel dispensation, if foretold at all by

Jewish prophets and for Jewish readers, must

be presented in thoroughly Jewish language

and in harmony with Jewish conceptions. So
we ought to expect to find it throughout the

Old Testament prophets ; so we do find it. On
this principle the " Jew" is anyone with whom
God is. Under the Gospel system " he is not a

Jew who is one outwardly" (Rom. 3 : 38, 39).

This passage, therefore, is a prediction that
" the inhabitants of many cities," " yea, many
people and strong nations," yea, nations so

diverse that they speak all the languages of the

earth—shall come to those who have the

Gospel and beg to be led to the Lamb of

God. H. C.

The reply regarding fasts closes with the as-

surance that the fasts shall be turned into feasts,

that days of uninterrupted gladness are ap-

proaching, days in which God shall so mani-

festly bless Israel that all nations shall observe

and turn toward Jerusalem. " We will go
with you, for we have heard that God is with

you." This is tlie ultimate attraction, the pres-

ence of God. This gradually approves itself as

the most powerful determining influence in the

life of nations and of individuals. It is this

that secures the well-being and felicity here de-

scribed. And the prediction that the Divine

presence among the Jews would attract men to

the race has been fulfilled so far as the Western

world is concerned. It is as manifested in the

history of the Jews and in the person of Jesus

of Nazareth that God has been recognized and

worshipped by Christendom. In Christ we find

one who is as personal as ourselves, and as Di-

vine as we can conceive or as our needs require.

In Him we find one whom instinctively we wor-

ship
; one able to respond to and satisfy our

faith ; the Master of nature, unappalledin pres-

ence of its most terrific moods, overcoming its

most overwhelming ills ; one who is transcen-

dent also in the moral world, alone upon earth

unsullied by temptation, in the world and jet
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neither weakened, misled, nor lowered by its I crave His help. Whatever God is, that is God
tone, and stretching His hand as from a posi- as we have to do with Him, God in luiman na-

tion above all possibility of failure to all who i ture revealing Himself personally. Dvils.

ZECHARIAH, CHAPTERS IX., X.

9 : 1 The burden of the word of the Loud upon the land of Hadrach, and Damascus s/iall

be its resting place ; for the eye of man and of all the tril)es of Israel is toward the Lord :

2 and Hamath also which borderetli thereon: Tyre andiZidon. because she is very wise.

3 And Tyre did build herself a strong hold, and heaped up silver as the dust, and flue gold as

4 the mire oF the streets. Behold, the Lord will dispossess her, and he will smite her power in

5 the sea ; and she shall be devoured with fire. Ashkelon shall see it, and fear ; Gaza also,

and shall be sore pained ; and Ekron, for her expectation shall be ashamed : and the king

6 shall perish from Gaza, and Ashkelon shall not be inhabited. And a bastard sliall dwell in

7 Ashdod, and I will cut ofE the pride of the Philistines. And I will take away his blood out

of his mouth, and his abominations from between his teeth ; and he also shall be a remnant

8 for our God : and he shall be as a chieftain in .ludah. and Ekron as a Jcbusite. And I will

encamp about mine house against the army, that none pass through or return : and no op-

pressor shall pass through them any more : for now have I seen with mine eyes.

9 Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion ; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem : behold, thy king

cometh unto thee ; he is just, and having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon an ass, even

10 upon a colt the foal of an ass. And I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim, and the horse

from Jerusalem, and the battle bow shall be cut off ; and he shall speak peace unto the nations :

11 and his dominion shall be from sea to sea, and from the River to the ends of the earth. As
for thee also, because of the blood of thy covenant I have sent forth thy prisoners out of the

12 pit wherein is no water. Turn you to the strong hold, j-e prisoners of hope : even to-day

13 do I declare that I will render double unto thee. For I have bent Judah for me, I have filled

the bow with Ephraim ; and I will stir up thy sons, O Zion, against thy sous, O Greece, and

14 will make thee as the sword of a mighty man. And the Loud shall be seen over tliem, and

his arrow shall go forth as the lightning : and the Lord God shall blow the trumpet, and

15 shall go with whirlwinds of the south. The Loud of hosts shall defend them ; and they shall

devour, and shall tread down the sling stones ; and they shall drink, and make a noise as

16 through wine : and they shall be filled like bowls, like the corners of tlie altar. And the

Loud their God shall save them in that day as the flock of his people : for they shall be as the

17 stones of a crown, lifted on high over his land. For how great is his goodness, and how
great is his beauty ! corn shall make the young men flourish, and new wine the maids.

10 : 1 Ask ye of the Loud rain in the time of the latter rain, eceii of the Loud that maketh
2 lightnings

;
and he sliall give them showers of rain, to every one grass in the field. For the

teraphim have spoken vanity, and the diviners have seen a lie ; and they have told false

dreams, they comfort in vain : therefore they go their way like sheep, they are a.liicted. be-

3 cause there is no shepherd. Mine anger is kindleil against the shepherds, and I will punish

the he goats : for the Loud of hosts hath visited his flock the house of Judah, and shall make
4 them as his goodly horse in the battle. From him shall come forth the corner stone, from

5 him the nail, from him the battle bow, from him ever3' e.xactor together. And they shall lie

as mighty men, treading down t/mr eneinien in the mire of the streets in the battle ; and they

shall fight, because the Loud is with them ; and the riders on horses shall be confounded.

6 And I will strengthen the house of Judah, and I will save the house of Joseph, and 1 will

bring them again, for I have mercy upon them ; and they shall be as though I had not ca.st

7 them off : for I am the Lord their God, and I will hear them. And thei/ of Ephraim shall be

like a mighty man, and their heart shall rejoice as through wine : yea, their children shall

8 see it, and rejoice ; their heart shall be glad in the Loud. I will hiss for them, and gather

9 them ; for I have redeemed them : and they shall increase as they have increased. And I
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will sow them among the peoples ; and they shall remember me in far countries : and they

10 shall live with their children, and shall return. I will bring tliem again also out of the land

of Egypt, and gather them out of Assyria , and I will briuK them into the land of Gilead

11 and Lebanon ; and jilace shall not be foand for them. And he shall pass through the sea of

affliction, and shall smite the waves in the sea, and all the depths of the Nile shall dry up :

and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down, and the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away.

12 And I will strengthen them in the Loud ; and they shall walk up and down in his name,

saith the Lord.

Chap. 9. The third portion of the book is

of far wider significancy. It begins (chap. 9)

with the denunciation of God's anger upon

Damascus, Tyre, Sidon and Philistia. These

probably are named as representing tlie enemies

of the theocracy, and their fall is to be followed

by the restoration of the monarchy at Jerusa-

lem. But its King is not to come in royal fash-

ion as Jeremiah foretold, " riding in chariots

and on horses, He and His servants and His

people" (Jer. 23 : 4), but lowly, and sitting

upon an ass ; and He is to speak not war, but

peace to the heathen, and as the King of Peace
" His dominion is to reach from sea to sea, and

from the river even to the ends of the earth."

The Jews in captivity, now " prisoners of

hope," are to return, and Ephraim and Judah,

once again united, together are to form an em-

pire more powerful than that of Greece ; while

theirown land is to be so fruitful that the abun-

dance of corn and wine shall lead to happy mar-

riages, and fill their dwellings with young men
and maids. R. P. S.

This chapter begins with announcing the fate

of the Syrians, Sidonians and Philistines, con-

trasted with the better prospects of the Jewish

nation. It foretells the coming of the Messiah

to Jerusalem and the peace of His kingdom.

The restoration of Israel and Judah is afterward

predicted, together with a series of glorious vic-

tories and gieat prosperity, which are set forth

at large in this and the nest chapter. Blayney.

Verses 1-8 sketch the sweep of the conquer-

ing hosts of Alexander the Great in Western

Asia, and along the eastern coast of the Medi-

terranean, and refer to the special protection

afforded by the Lord to His people in the midst

of that scene of danger ; then the prophet

(verses 9, 10) passes over to the greater protec-

tion and salvation wrought out by King Mes-

siah for His people ; and then (verses 10-17)

on the same analogy predicts the protection of

the Jews against the Greco-Syrian power in

the age of the Maccabees.

I, It is remarkable that though Hadrach

(Persia) is named as the first to feel the sweep

of this conquering devastator, Alexander, and

though precisely this is the order of the historic

facts, yet the prophet passes her with only her

enigmatical name. A burden of the word of

the Lord is upon her land ; that is all he thinks

proper to say. Damascus is the place upon

which this burden rests down. The predicted

ruin should smite and crush her.

2. Hamath, a country lying north of Pales-

tine, bordered on Damascus, and therefore fell

within the range of this great conqueror, and

came down beneath the force of his arms. So

did Tyre, with Sidon, because she had taken

great pride in her wisdom, and had so utterly

renounced all reliance on the true God. The
verb rendered " be verj' wise" is in the singu

lar, and refers primarily to Tyre. The woi-d ren

dered "though" should be read "because,'

this being its usual and best established mean
ing. The full thought,is brought out by Eze

kiel in 28 : 2, 3, 6, 17.

3, 4. Further and special notice is taken o:

Tyre. After having been once fearfully deso-

lated by Nebuchadnezzar, she had fortitied her-

self on an island with immen.sc strength, and

by means of her extensive commerce, had

amassed great wealth. But the Lord would
dispossess her of all this wealth. So the original

signifies, and not merely "cast her out." He
would also smite her bulwarks, built up and

standing in the sea, and she should be at length

devoured utterly by fire. After a siege of

seven months, Alexander took the city, B.C.

332, and every feature of this prophecy was
fulfilled.

5. From Phoenicia the conqueror swept on

to Philistia. The prophet's course of thought

is the same. The fall of Tyre sent a panic

through those cities of far inferior strength.

How could they stand before a power with

which Tyre, in all her glory and prowess,

could not cope ? See the same thoughts in Isa.

23. Tyre held Alexander's army at bay seven

months ; the cities of Philistia scarcely retard-

ed the conquering march of his army at all.

H. C.

Ashkelon shall not be inhabited. Ashkelon and

the other cities of the Philistines having been

subjugated by Nebuchadnezzar, as foretold by
Jeremiah (chap. 47), never recovered their
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former independency ; but, falling under the

iloniiiiion of the great empires in succession,

were almost continually involved in their wars,

and suffered considerably, till by degrees they

dwindled away, and at last sunk to nothing.

Zephaniah's prophecy (chap. 2 : 4-7) extends to

tliis.

6. And a bastard shall diriil in Ashdod. The

word rendered " bastard" does not here imply

an illegitimate offspring, but simply one of for-

eign extraction. So tliat it is meant that the

city should be peopled with strangers, not de-

scended from its present possessors. Ashdod,

or Azotus, was burned and destroyed by Jona-

than, brother of Judas Maccabeus, and eight

thousand of its men burned or slain (1 Mac. 10 :

84, 85). These were probably what was meant

by " the pride of the Philistines," the prime or

excellency of the ancient inhabitants, in whose

room the strangers were introduced.

7. At what time or whence the new colony

was brought to dwell in Ashdod we are not in-

formed. But some years after, in the reign of

Alexander Jannajus, Azotus is enumerated by

Josephus among the cities of the Phcenicians,

which the Jews had been some time possessed

of : and it is well known that that people ex-

acted of all that were under their dominion a

conformity, to a certain degree at least, to their

religious rites and usages. This will serve to

explain what is here meant by " taking his

blood out of his mouth, and his abominations

from between his teeth.
'

' The stranger was re-

quired to abstain from eating blood, and from

such things as were held in abomination by the

Jewish law. Blayney.

6, 7. The pride of Philistia would be effectu-

ally hiimbled. And furthermore, the Lord

would thoroughly cure them of their idolatry.

The prophet, in representing this fact, thinks

of them as eating things offered to idols, or as

feasting in honor of their idols, and then the

Lord plucks out the flesh from between their

teeth and cleanses out the blood from their

mouth. Then the remnant are converted

—

" shall be for our God"—are honored as a cap-

tain of a thousand in Judah ; and they of

Ekron shall come to be as near to God as the

Jebusites—the primitive inhabitants of Jerusa-

lem—after that city became the holy and the

chosen one of God. (See Josh. 15 : 63 ; Judges

19 : 10, 11 ; 2 Sam. 24 : 16.) This prophecy had

its special fulfilment when the Gospel was
preached with great success by the apostles in

those cities. It has its general fulfilment under

the broad doctrine that all the great revolutions

which the Lord brings about by war shall cul-

minate at last in the wider range and sweep of

His converting grace. Hence so many prophe-

cies tcrnnuate like this. (See Isa. 19 : 18-25 ;

23 : 15-18 ; Jer. 12 : 15, 16.)

§. The fulfilment of this promise began with

the nearer future, and was specially developed

in the time of Alexander, when it was indeed

striking and almost miraculous. If we may
credit Josephus, Alexander sent to the Jews his

usual demand for tribute as a token of submis-

sion, and was answered that they were in alle-

giance to the Persian throne. Offended by this

reply, he soon after came in person ; met Jad-

dua, the high priest, in his robes of office, at-

tended by other priests ; was solemnly im-

pressed by their appearance ; treated them with

extraordinary deference, and ever after account-

ed the Jews his special friends. In explanation

of this extraordinary conduct, he referred to a

dream in which a personage attired like this

high-priest met him while yet at home, and pon-

dering the question of invading Persia, encour-

aged him to go forward, assuring him of vic-

tory and success. Consequently he recognized

this high-priest as the minister of the invisible

gods, and all the more so when the Jews showed

nim the prophecies of Daniel respecting him-

self. Of the general fact of Alexander's special

favor to the Jews, there can be no doubt. This

favor fulfilled the prophecy before us (verse 8).

God's hand was in the agencies that secured it.

Whether those agencies are given with general

accuracy by Josephus has been questioned ;

but for aught that appears, with more rea-son

for affirming than for denying. In its general

significance, this promise is good for the true

Church of God in every age of time.

9. This striking case of protection against

one of the world's greatest and most formidable

conquerors—protection which specially shield-

ed Jerusalem when all the adjacent cities and

kingdoms were overrun and fearfully desolated

—suggested the greater and more glorious pro-

tection achieved for the people of God through

their incarnate Messiah, at once their great

High Priest and their supreme King. Over

this Deliverer let Zion rejoice exceedingly !

This summons to exultant joy indicates that

Messianic blessings are before the prophet's

eye. His character as King is specially promi-

nent here because suggested by the protection

He gives His people against their enemies.

Ridins ii|>oii an a$s. All the sona of

David rode on mules—an animal of the same

general character. In the transfer of the king-

dom from David to Solomon, great aci'ount is

made of his riding on David's mule in the royal
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procession on coronation day. It is therefore

simply impossible that any odium could have

been attached to riding on an ass at the time

Zechariah wrote, or at the time when Christ

fulfilled His prediction. But there is one idea

which deserves a far more prominent position

than it has liad. The ass was nol adapted to

war ; the horse was. For the most part the ass

appears in Jewish history either used l)y men
in peaceful life, or by women wlio should never

be in any other. On the contrary, the horse of

scripture history is a war liorsc, with cither his

dragoon or his chariot. Nor let us fail to notice

in our context that while King Messiah is to ride

on an ass, tlie Lord says :
" I will cut off the

chariot from Ephraim, and the horse from Jeru-

salem ; " and lie shall speak peace to the hea-

then." Jerusalem especially, the holy city

where Jehovah dwelt, must have no horses.

Their very names and their presence are too

much associated with war. Zech. 13 : 4 shows

how the horse is commonly thought of as relat-

ed to the Hebrew state. In the millennial age,

horses for once (for the first time?) shall be

really consecrated to God (14:20), a most re-

markable fact, and indicating a stupendous

change ! The ass then is here an emblem of

peace—of peaceful pursuits, of a peaceful

King, and of His peaceful reign, showing that

Messiah's kingdom should not be of tliis world,

and should not make its conquests with carnal

weapons. This significant act, riding on an

ass, is a symbol of Christ's peaceful reign, in-

augurating Him for the sort of work which the

next verse describes. H. C.

It is not with ihe pomp of an earthly con-

queror, but with lowly array and riding upon

an ass. that the Messiah makes His entry into

Jerusalem. His kingdom has no need of war-

like weapons, wliich are, on the contrary, to be

swept away. Beginning at Jerusalem, He
founds a peaceful kingdom, which is to reach

from sea to sea and from the river to the ends

of the earth. O.

Over palms and ruslies He makes His way to

the cross, and through the cross to the throne
;

how is He here made manifest as the Founder

of a spiritual kingdom of God! Nay, His king-

dom is not of this world. Not on the proud

war horse, but on the humble beast of burden

the son of David treads within Jerusalem ; no

swords are here drawn, but palms are waved
in His honor ; not over corpses, but over gar-

ments lies His course ; while not war cries, but

loud hosannas peal. Not with force and vio-

lence comes He to reign, but through the mild

power of His love ; and who can doubt if He

shall at the last be victor ? Yea, verily, the fu-

ture Conqueror of tlie world passes here before

us in solitary unique splendor ; and His en-

trance into Jerusalem becomes an image and

prophecy of His course through the world's

history. Lowly, gentle, compassionate, but

victorious
;
just where He seems lost, so He

goes forward, from age to age, from land to

land, city to city ; His followers poor, and low

in rank : while even His foes are forced con-

tinually to cry out, " Perceive ye how ye pre-

vail nothing ? behold, the world is gone after

Ilim" (John 13 : 19) ! Van 0.

The one underlying idea of Revelation is tlie

outlook on a universal kingdom of God. This

primeval promise and principle alike forms the

beginning and is the goal ; it is the heading

and the summary of Revelation. And it was

tins foundation-truth which unfolded through-

oiit the course of Israel's development—in their

history, rites and institutions, as well as in the

more direct communications through the proph-

ets. As Israel was ideally, so all nations were

through their ministry to become really the pos-

session of God : a kingdom of piiests, a holy

people ; for all the earth, as well as Israel, was

God's. And the realization of tliis would be

the kingdom of God on earth.

All the institutions of Israel were in strict ac-

cordance with this ideal destiny. Alike the

laws, the worship, the institutions, and the

mission of Israel were intended to express these

two things : acknowledgment of God and de-

pendence upon God. Thus viewed, the whole

might be summed up in this one term, which

runs through the whole Old Testament :
" The

servant of Jehovah." The patriarchs were the

servants of the Lord ; Israel was the servant of

the Lord ; and their threefold representative

institutions expressed the same idea. The

Priest was to be wholly the Servant of the

Lord. Hence the smallest transgression of the

ordinances of his calling involved liis destruc-

tion or removal. The King was not to bear rule

in the manner of heathen princes, but to be the

Servant of the Lord, in strictest subordination to

Jehovah. Hence Saul, despite his nobler quali-

ties, was really the antichrist ; and David, de-

spite his grievous faults, the typical Christ of

Israel's royalty, because of his constant ac-

knowledgment of God's kinship. And the

prophet was simply the servant of the Lord,

telling naught but God's Word, in such strict

adherence to the letter of his commission, that

its slightest breach brought immediate punish-

ment. And the Messiah, as summing up in

Himself ideal Israel—its history, institutions,
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mission and promises—was to be tlie Servant

of the Lord. Hence the prophecies which most

clearly portray Him—those of Isaiah—might

be headed by this title : The Book of the Ser-

vant of Jehovah ; the idea rising, through peo-

ple, prophet, king, even through a foreign in-

strumental doer of His behest, up to Him as the

Servant of the Lord, the ideal Sufferer by and

for the unnghteousness of man, the ideal Sac-

rifice and Priest for his sins, the ideal Teacher

in his ignorance, Comforter in his sorrow. Re-

storer in his decay, and Dispenser of all bless-

ing to the world at large—the Spirit-anointed

One out of whose fulness all were to receive,

!ind who would fulfil all that Israel had meant

and prepared. Or, going backward. He was

to be the Son of Man, the second Adam, whose

victory would, restore what sin had lost ; the

true Son of God, God manifest in the flesh.

This, wc believe, the Old Testament meant,

and Jesus of Nazareth came to fulfil. A. Eder-

xheim.

10. This verse is closely connected with

verse 9—a part of the same grand prophecy of

the Messiah and of His reign on earth—set here

in a fine antithesis with the conquering, world-

wide kingdom of Alexander. The chariot and

the horse must be discarded and abolished a=

war institutions, and therefore wholly out of

place under this peaceful reign. They can

bear no part in the great conquests which Zion's

King is to make. He has no fighting to do

with carnal weapons. On the contrary, He
" speaks" peace to the nations. The Gospel of

His word carries with it peace and love to men.

H. C.

This prophecy, together with those of Hosea

2:18; Micah 5 : 5, 10 ; Hag. 2 : 22, as they fore-

tell the outward peacefulness of Christ's Church

or kingdom, relate to the flourishing state of it

in the latter times of the world. The words

which denote the extentof that kingdom, " His

dominion shall be from sea," etc., are taken

from Ps. 73 ; 8, where David describes the ex-

tent of Solomon's kingdom, from the Red Sea

to the Mediterranean, and from the river Eu-

phrates to the border of Egypt. (Cf. Ex. 33 :

31 ; 1 K. 4 : 21 ; De. 11 : 34.) This, as appears

from several expressions in that psalm, was a

figurative description of Christ's kingdom,

which should be enlarged toward the four quar-

ters of the world. W. Lowth.

tl. By the blood of thy covenant I have sent

forth thy prisoners out of the pit. As for thee,

O Zion, whose covenant with me is mado and

confirmed by the precioas blood of the Messiah,

in that new and everlasting testament, I do

herein give thee a type of thy future deliver-

ance from all thy spiritual miseries. Bp. Hall.

Anciently in great houses, and particularly

in th'5 East, deep, dry pits, called dungeons,

were appropriated for the confinement of pris-

oners. Into one of these Jeremiah was cast

(Jer. 38 : 6). Blayney.

11-13. The ninth and tenth verses may be

regarded as a digression from the regular course

of thought, and embraced in a parenthesis. In

verse 11 the prophet returns to speak of events

that follow shortly after those predicted (verses

1-8). The conflict (verse 13) between the sons

of Zion and the song of Greece finds its fulfil-

ment in the furious wars waged during twenty-

four years between the Jews and the Syrian

Greeks, commencing in the reign of Antiochus

Epiphanes. His people are here called Greeks

because his kingdom was one of the four into

which the great Grecian empire of Alexander

was divided, and also because their language

and customs were Grecian. H. C.

12. In the ninth verse of this chapter procla-

mation is made that the Messiah is at hand ;

and the Church is called upon to go forth to

meet Him with joy. " Rejoice greatly, O daugh-

ter of Zion ; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem ;

behold, thy King cometh unto thee." And
that the awe of His majesty might be no bar to

their joy. they are told, for their encourage-

ment, that He comes in such a form of conde-

scension and grace as serves rather to invite

than forbid their approach to Him : for " He is

just, and having salvation ; lowly, and riding

upon an ass, and upon a colt, the foal of an
ass." They are further assured, in the tenth

verse, that as the ensigns of His royalty differ

so widely from those which earthly monarchs

use, so He shall govern His subjects, and sub-

due His enemies, not by external force, but by
inward persuasion ; not by " the chariot, the

horse and the battle-bow," for all these shall be

"cutoff;" but by the preaching of the Gos-

pel, accompanied with the powerful operation

of the Spirit, which is emphatically called

" speaking peace unto the heathen ;" in conse-

quence whereof, "His dominions shall extend

from sea to sea, and from the river even to the

ends of the earth. " And to finish the descrip-

tion of this King of Zion, it is added, in the

eleventh verse, that the gracious aim of His

government is to set men at liberty from the

vilest slavery, and to release them from the

most ignominious confinement, by opening

their prison doors, and " sending them forth

out of the pit wherein is no water." This too

He is to perform in a way peculiarly endear-
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ing ; He is to purchase thuir freedom with the

price of His oun blood ; which, with great pro

priety, is styled " the blood of the covenant,"

as it ratifies and confirms that covenant of

grace, whereby sinners are reinstated in the

favor of God, and rescued from the power of

all their spiritual enemies.

The like representation is given of the Mes-

siah (Isa 43 ; 6, 7) "I the Lord have called

thee in righteousness, and will hold thine hand,

and will keep thee and give thee for a covenant

of the people, for a light of the Gentiles ; to

open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners

from the prison, and them that sit in darkness

out of the prison-house " And the Messiah

Himself is introduced (Isa. 61, at the beginning),

speaking to the same purpose, saying, "The
Spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because the

Lord hath anointed me to preach good tidings

unto the meek, He hath sent me to bind up the

broken hearted, to proclaim liberty to the cap-

tives, and the opening of the prison to them

that are bound." In all these passages He is

plainly pointed out to us in the character of a

Kedeemer ; and, as such, He issues forth the

proclamation : Turn ye to the stronghold, ye

prisoners of Iwpe ; enen to-day do I declare that

I will reader double unto thee.

By the stronghold to which we are exhorted

to turn, is imdoubtedly meant " the blood of

the covenant," spoken of in the preceding

verse ; or rather the new covenant itself, rati-

fied and sealed by the blood of Christ. This

indeed is a stronghold, an impregnable defence

to all who flee to it for refuge : It is " an ever-

lasting covenant, ordered in all things and

sure." Here an effectual supply' is to be found

for all the sinner's wants and necessities ; an

infinite sacrifice to expiate his guilt ; all con-

quering grace to subdue his corruptions ; unerr-

ing wisdom to guide him ; Irresistible power to

protect him ; unbounded goodness to relieve

his present needs, and to crown him with glory

and happiness hereafter. In short, " the whole

fulness of the Godhead" is treasured up in the

Mediator of this covenant ; and " he is made of

God." unto all who believe on Him, " wisdom,

and righteousness, and sanctification and re-

demption." R. W.
15. The reader will be careful to notice the

contrast between these verses and the Messianic

passage (verses 9, 10) on the point of war with

deadly weapons. Under Messiah's peaceful

reign there shall be no chariots or horses of

war ; the battle bow shall be cut off and un-

known ; but here, in the age before Messiah

came, Judah is the Lord's bow, Ephraim his

arrow ; the Lord fights at their hcid, and they

loo fight with determined and almost furious

bravery. Manifestly it is his purpose in this

chapter to put the future kingdom of the Mes-

siah in the strongest possible contrast with

those militant features of the earlier age, and

to assure us that in the goiid time coming men
shall truly '" learn war no more." The Gospel,

having once developed its whole genius and

power, shall prove itself thoroughly and only
" peace on earth and goodwill to men." H. C.

16. The love He has for them and the relation

wherein they stand to Him ; they are the flock of

His people and He is their Shepherd ; they are

to Him as the stones of a crown which are very

precious and of great value, and which are kept

under a strong guard : never was any king so

pleased with the jewels of his crown as Goii is

and will be with His people, who are near and

dear unto Him and in whom He glories. They
are a crown of glory and a royal diadem in His

hand (Isa. 63 : 2, 3). And they shall be Mine,

saith the Lord, in that day when I make up

My jewels (Mai. 3 : 17). And they shall be lift-

ed up as an ensign upon His land, as the royal

standard is displayed in token of triumph and

joy. God's people are His glory ; so He is

pleased to make them, so He is pleased to

reckon them.

17. The provision He makes for them is the

matter of their triumph. For how great is His

goodness, and how great is His beauty ! All

the perfections of God's nature conspire to

make Him infinitely lovely in the eyes of all

that know Him. They are to Him as the

stones of a crown ; but what is He to them ?

Our business in the temple is to behold the

beauty of the Lord (Ps. 27 : 4) ; and how great

is that beauty ! How far does it transcend all

other beauties, particularly the beauty of His

holiness. This may refer to the Messiah, to

Zion's King that cometh. See that King in His

beauty (Isa. 33 . 17), who is fairer than the chil-

dren of men, the fairest of ten thousand, and

altogether lovely. Though in the eye of the

world He had no form or comeliness, in the eye

of faith how great is His beauty ! So they ad-

mire and give thanks for the gifts of God's

favor and grace ; His bounty as well as His

beauty ; for how great is His goodness ! How
rich in mercy is He I How deep, how full are

its springs ! How various, how plenteous, how
precious are its streams ! H.

After so glorious a vision of mercy and glorj',

benefits and blessings, in the economy of man's

redemption, well may the prophet cry out in a

pious rapture and holy astonishment, " How
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great is His goodness, and hnw great is His

beiuity !" Goodness unspeakable to fallen,

sinful man ! Goodness conducted by almighty

power, and beautified in the whole display

thereof by infinite wisdom, holiness and truth !

Holiness and truth with respect to His own
glory ! Wogan.

Cliap. 10. This chapter is a continuation

from the close of chap. 9, and hence has for its

ground idea the wars of the Maccabees against

the Syrian power. Verse 1 stands immediately

connected with 9 : 17, indicating the external

prosperity that succeeded those wars ; verse 3

falls back to note the apostasies which brought

on this Syrian scourge ; verse 3 the zeal and

jealousy of the Lord kindled against the cor-

rupt Jewish leaders, and the remedy for their

mischiefs ; in verse 4 men rise up capable of

filling positions of responsible trust ; in verse 5

they fight valiantly, because the Lord is with

them, and confounds their foes. In verses

6-12, on the basis of this great deliverance

wrought for His people, the prophet predicts

that in times more remote the Lord will work

similar but yet more glorious achievements for

His Zion. H. C.

This chapter connects itself so obviously

with the preceding one, that they should prop-

erly form but a single chapter. The vision of

temporal prosperity just revealed—peace and

security from external oppression—suggests to

the prophet's mind a warning that such bless-

ings are God's gifts, to be sought from Him by

prayer ; and not to be obtained by resorting to

idolatrous intercessions and to false teachers.

B. C. The same line of thought is continued,

but with the warning that they are to seek

their blessing from Jehovah, and not from idols

or diviners. And as in old time their shepherds

—i.e., their kings, had been their ruin. Jehovah

will now be Himself their Shepherd, and under

His rule they shall become like a glorious war
horse ; and out of Judah shall proceed the cor-

ner

—

i.e., the corner stone, upon which the

whole building of the State depends, the nail

or bracket which supports the most precious

articles for use and adornment, the weapons of

war for defence, and (not the oppressor, as the

Authorized Version renders the word, but) the

captain or ruler, who shall win for the Jews
dominion (verse 4). In the rest of the chapter

the happy effects of the union of Ephraim with

Judah are described ; and whereas in old time

tliey had been scattered among the heathen in

punishment, they are now to be sown among
them as a blessing, and also because their own
laud can no longer contain their increasing

numbers, though they are to recover their for-

mer boundaries, and possess Gilead and Lebanon

as in David's days. R P. S.

I. Ask ye of tlm Lord rain. The promise of

future plenty suggests the mention of the means
by which it might then be procured— viz., sup-

plication to Jehovah, and not to idols. Ahp.

Newcome. Under the ancie.it dispensation

the Lord gave timely rains and abundant li;ir-

vests to His people when they were obedient

and trustful, and sought Him in prayer. He
took care to have them understand this from

the outset. (See De, 11 : 13, 14.) " And it

shall come to pass that if ye shall hearken dili-

gently unto My commandments which I com-

mand you this day, to love the Lord your God,

and to serve Him with all your heart, and with

all your soul, that I will give you the rain of

your land in his due season, the first rain and

the latter rain, that thou mayest gather in thy

corn and thy wine and thy oil." Hence the

prophet says here,
'

' Ask of the Lord rain," it

comes for the asking, for the Lord your God
hears the prayer of His obedient people. Rain
" in the time of the latter rain" was especially

useful to perfect the maturing crops. " So the

Lord shall give," not "bright clouds," but
" lightnings," always portending rain. The
Hebrew words translated "showers of rain"

imply abundance, "the rain of great rain."

H. C.

Zechariah said nearly five hundred years be-

fore Christ, " Ask ye for rain in the time of the

latter rain." God had promised to give His

people the early and the latter rain. But He
wanted them to pray for it nevertheless. And
sometimes He withheld it because they did not

ask for it. And it is so in the spiritual king-

dom. He waits to be gracious. He is anxious

to bless and to save. He would not have His

word return unto Him void, but accomplish

that whereunto He has sent it. But He " will

be inquired of by the house of Israel to do it

for them." If, then, we would have showers

of blessings upon our congregations, if we
would see thousands converted in a day, we
must hold Pentecostal prayer-meetings. We
must ask earnestly, unitedly and perseveringly

for the outpouring of the Spirit. Interior.

a. All the light that came from these gods

and diviners was only darkness ; their guidance

only misled the people ; the hopes they inspired

were worse than vain ; consequently the whole

people were led off in a wrong and ruinous

way, going en masse, as a flock of sheep follow

the lead given them. They were in great afflio-

tion (the sense of the word rendered " were
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troubled"), because there was no competent

and real shepherd. Therefore the Lord comes

to the rescue.

4. When the Lord visits Judah in mercy, He
gives her the very blessings she needs—good

leaders in place of the bad who had been so

sore a curse upon her. Hence out of Judah

now come forth the " corner-stone" men, good

lor bearing the weightiest responsibilities : the

" nail" men, to hold things in their right place,

or to bear great burdens. "The battle bow"

are the men skilful in the line of war, but the

word rendered " oppressor" does not in this

passage imply any injustice, but only an active,

vigorous and capable ruler.

6. This conception carries us onward into the

Messianic age, and could have its fulfilment in

nothing short or less. The recall of the Ten

Tribes, in any age subsequent to Zechariah,

must, of necessity, be regarded as Messianic,

and to be fulfilled only in the New Testament

sense. With these principles of interpretation

before the mind, this entire passage (verses 6-

13) becomes not only clear and free from its

otherwise insurmountable difficulties, but rich

tn Gospel siguificance and in the fulness of

glorious promise for Zion in her latter days.

7-9. " Ephraim" contemyilates in its literal

sense the Ten Tribes ; but in its real prophetic

outlook, the ingathering of the nations to Jesus

Christ in the Gospel age. A Jew in the time

of Zechariah could conceive of no state of

things more desirable than the reproducing of

the good times of David and Solomon. Hence

language and figures are drawn from that

state to represent the best condition possible for

God's earthly kingdom—the sublimely glorious

conquests of peace and victories of love in the

latter days. In verse 8 Ephraim comes back

with heart full of joy ; the Lord lifts up His

shrill cry for them, as the keeper of bees whis-

tles for them, and they come to His call. They

multiply as of old (Ephraim took His name

from the idea of being prolific in population!

In verse 9 God will scatter them abroad among
the nations, and there, under the moral influ-

ence of this afHiction, they shall remember the

Lord their God and repent of their great sins.

So the Lord said by Hosea (2:4), "I will allure

her into the wilderness and speak to her heart."

H. C.

I have redeemed tliem. In its entire

scope and spirit, from Genesis to the Apoca-

lypse, one leading fact is disclosed in this Book

of God ; one grand idea is aflirmed, illustrated,

interwoven throughout its extended warp of

history, prophecy, psalm, evangel and epistle

—a voluntary redemption by a Divine IJedeem-

er, adeliverance/o)-m«;i, fallen and condemned,

by an appointed and accomplislied Deliverer.

This is the single key- thought of all inspired

revelation. This gives unity, order, consistency,

attractiveness to the whole and to all its parts.

Herein is exhibited one and the same Divine

Person, the sole Representative of the Godhead

in all dispensations represented as the Jehovah

of the Old Testament, the Christ of the New.

the one sole actor for the Godhead in all forms

of Divine working, the actual Achiever of

every purpose of the Godhead in creation and

Providence, in all deeds of judgment and of

mercy. But the leading character In which

this Divine Person appears through all the reve-

lation is as the Ddicerer—the great transaction

of the inspired records, to which everything

beside is tributary, is the deliverance. Pre-

eminently is this one and the same Being, the

Jehovah of the Old Testament and the Christ

of the Nevf exhibited in both testaments as

set apart to work deliverance for sinners, and,

through preparative and final steps, as actually

achieving such deliverance. And in the Apoca-

lypse (Rev. 19 : 10) the sole surviving apostle,

John, affirms this fact with great plainness :

" The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of proph-

ecy. " Uttered at the very close of the inspired

canon, at the close of the mystic volume, that

recites in outline the remaining events of time,

it reaches forward as well as backward and

covers with its meaning all history yet to be.

" The spirit of prophecy"

—

i.e., the intent and

meaning of all inspired disclosure, is to testify

of, to make known Jesus, the Christ of God. B.

9. I will sow them among the peoples. Their

scattering shall be like the scattering of seed in

the ground, not to bury it, but to increase it,

that it may bring forth much fruit. The Jews

are said to be dispersed into every nation under

heaven (Acts 2:5); and as it was their troubles

that dispersed some of them, so perhaps others

transplanted themselves into colonies, because

the land of Israel was too strait for them ; and

many were natives of other nations, but prose-

lyted to the Jewish religion ; now these were

sown among the people (Hosea 2 : 23). And
this contributed very much to the spreading of

the Gospel. The Jews that came from ail parts

to worship at Jerusalem fetched thence the

Gospel light and fire to their own countries, as

those (Acts 2), and the eunuch (Acts 8). And
their own synagogues in the several cities of

the Gentiles were the first receptacles of the

apostles and their preaching, wherever they

came. Thus when God sowed them among the
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people, that they might not get hurt by the

(Juntiles, but do good to them, lie took care that

tliey should remember him and make mention

of His name in far countries ; and by keeping

up the knowledge of God among ihem as He
had revealed Himself in the Old Testament,

they would be the more ready to admit the

knowledge of Christ as He has revealed Himself

in the New Testament. H.

10. These words must be understood as his-

toric allusion, and not as specific and literal

prediction. The sense is not—I will gather My
captives out of Egypt and out of Assyria, but

—I will do a similar thing to the great achieve-

ment of bringing My people out of Egypt under

Moses. I will redeem them from a second

Egypt, and save them from a second Assyrian

Sennacherib. That only Egypt and Assyria,

and not Chaldea, are referred to is explained by
the fact that the kingdom of the Ten Tribes

had disappeared before the Chaldean came into

notice ; hence Epiiraim never knew Chaldea as

an enemy. Note also that the propliet does not

say they shall return to Judah and Jerusalem
;

but, to show the enlargement of the Lord's

kingdom, He names "Gilead," the extensive

region on the east of Jordan, and " Lebanon,"

on the north, which lay outside the usual boun-

daries of the tribes of Israel ; and, indeed, he

says, " place large enough shall not be found

for them. " But this has never been fulfilled in

the lineal descendants of Abraham, nor can it

ever be. Their numbers, all told to-day, would
not meet the demands of this prophecy, inter-

preted however moderately. We must, there-

fore, find Israel and Ei)hraim in that new era

of Messiah's kingdom in which there is no dis-

tinction of Jew and Greek, but all are one in

Christ Jesus.

11. This verse begins with a change of per-

son from the first "I," as in verses 6-10, to the

third " He." But " He" must be understood

of the same Lord God. The " sea" can be no
other than the Red Sea, named by vcay of his-

toric allusion. The Lord passes through it at

the head ofi His people to achieve a like deliv-

erance to that of the exodus from Egypt.

12. Finally, they shall be made gloriously

strong in the Lord, and through His strength

alone. So shall they walk up and down, trav-

erse the land at their will, or in their duty,

without fear. No harm can befall them since

they walk with God. Many parallel passages

might be cited from Isaiah. Jeremiah, Hosea
and Micah, serving to confirm the general inter-

pretation here given, and to show that the

prophets harmonize remarkablj' in these views

of the general course of events in the great fu-

ture of Zion ; and also to show that they give

the same sense to individual and special phrases.

The reader will find in Isa. 11 : 11-16 a passage

remarkably similar to this in all Important re-

spects. It is beyond all question Messianic

;

so must this be also. H. C.

ZECHARIAH, CHAPTER XI.

11:1,2 Open tlij doors, O Lebanon, tliat the fire may devour thy cedars. Howl, O fir

tree, for the cedar is fallen, because the goodly ones are spoiled ; howl, O ye oaks of Bashan,

3 for the strong forest is come down. A voice of the howling of the shepherds ! for their

glory is spoiled : a voice of the roaring of young lions ! for the pride of Jordan is spoiled.

4, 5 Thus said the Lord my God : Feed the flock of slaughter ; whose possessors slay them,

and hold themselves not guilty ; and they that sell them say. Blessed be the Lord, for I am
6 rich : and their own shepherds pity them not. For I will no more pity the inhabitants of

the land, saith the Lord : but, lo, I will deliver the men every one into his neighbour's

hand, and into the hand of his king : and they shall smite the land, and out of their hand I

7 will not deliver them. So I fed the flock of slaughter, verily the poor of the flock. And I

took unto me two staves ; the one I called Beauty, and the other I called Bands ; and I fed

8 the flock. And I cut off the three shepherds in one month ; for my soul was weary of them,

9 and their soul also loathed me. Then said I, I will not feed you : that that dieth, let it die ;

and that that Is to be cut off, let it be cut off ; and let them which are left eat every one the

10 flesh of another. And I took my staff Beauty, and cut it asunder, that I might break my
11 covenant which I had made with all the peoples. And it was broken in that day : and thus
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13 the poor of the flock that ga^e heed unto mc knew that it was the woi-d of the Lord. Ami
I said unto them. If ye think good, give me my hire ; and if not. forbear. So they weiglied

13 for my Jiire t\\\Tly pieces of silver. And the Lord said unto me. Cast it unto the potter, the

goodly price that I was prised at of them. And I took the thirty ineces of silver, and cast

U them unto the potter, in the house of the Lord. Tlien I cut asunder mine other staff, even

Bands, that I might break the brotherhood between Judah and Israel.

15 And the Lord said unto me. Take unto thee yet again the instruments of a foolish shep-

16 hiTd. For, lo, I will raise up a shepherd in the land, which shall not visit those that be cut

off, neither shall seek those that be scattered, nor heal that that is broken ; neither shall he

feed that which is sound, but he shall eat the flesh of the fat, and shall tear their hoofs in

17 pieces. Woe to the worthless shepherd that leaveth the flock ! The sword shall be upon

his arm, and upon his right eye : his arm shall be clean dried up, and his right eye shall be

utterly darkened.

Chap. 11. This chapter contains a proph-

ecy of a very different cast from the foregoing.

The people would not always beliave as they

ought, and tlierefore would not always be pros-

perous. Before their final glorious restoratioa

an event of a most calamitous nature was

doomed to take place ; the destruction of the

city and temple of Jerusalem, which is plainly

here foretold and ascribed to its proper cause,

punishment for notorious wickedness. The

flock, meaning God's people, were under the

guidance of corrupt and unprincipled pastors,

who sacrificed them to their lucrative and am-

bitious views. The prophet, by God's com-

mand, assumes for a while the direction of

them, therein becoming a type of Christ, the

good Shepherd ; but is soon obliged to resign

his charge, with mutual dissatisfaction on both

sides. He receives thirty pieces of silver as

the reward for liis services, and casts them, by
Divine direction, to the pjtter. After this the

prophet is held forth as the type of a worthless

sheplierd. ora succession of evil governors, who,

heedless of the flock or seeking only to oppress

it, at once ruin the flock and bring destruction

on themselves. Blaymy.
If the Book of Zechariah be divided into two

portions, the lirst six cliapters being the first

division, and the remaining eight the second,

then this eleventh will be a digression from the

current strain of promised bles.sings in the sec-

ond portion, very analogous to tlie flftli chapter

in the first part. As the fifth was interposed

for the purpose of moral warning to the careless,

apprising tliem that the judgments of God
awaited the guilty, so here this eleventh chap-

ter is interposed for the same purpose. There

can be no doubt that it predicts judgments ou

the covenant people at some period of their his-

tory then future. The manner of presenting

this truth is very peculiar, essentiall> that of

symbolic vision—a case quite unique in tho re-

spect that, in vision only, and not in actuality,

,
and as personating, not himself, but others, the

I
prophet is required to perform the functions of

a shepherd to the Lord's people, considered as

His flock. On this theory of interpreting the

chapter the best modern commentators are

united. Despite of the unique peculiarities of

the case, it is generally agreed that the chapter

predicts the overthrow of the Jewish state and
' the ruin of their city and temple, effected by

,
the Romans about a.d. 70, in consequence of

I

their national corruption and of their blind and

mad rejection of their Messiah. The prophet,

' acting the part of a good shepherd (verses

I 4-14), personates the Messiah Himself. Acting

the part of the foolish shepherd (verses 15-17),

he personates the scribes and Pharisees of the

Saviour's day. The first three verses, wrought

up in high poetic imagery, predict the fall of

I

the nation before the Roman arms ; while

j

the remaining part of the chapter gives

j

the antecedent moral causes of that fall.

Whereas those morally blinded and hardened

Jews had said in the madness of their wratii

against the spotless Redeemer, " His blood be

on us and on our children," on them and on

I
their children His blood did come, and their

blood flowed likeriversof water ! TheSaviour
Himself had said, " Behold your house is left

unto you desolate."

j
1. Lebanon and her lofty cedars represent

j
Jerusalem ; her doors the gates of the city.

3. Here the figures turn from inanimate na-

ture to animate. The ornament and glory of

the sliepherds are their rich pastures—now laid

waste. (Cf. Jer. 35 : 36 : "A voice of the cry

j

of the shepherds, and an howling of the princi-

pal of the flock ; for the Lord hath spoiled their

pasture.") " The pride of Jordan," in which

the young lion made his lair, were the dense

thickets along his banks. This phrase was al-

ready in use by Jeremiah, whom Zechariah fol-

lows remarkaljly in his terms and phrases. (See

Jer. 13 ; 5, where the " swelling of Jordan" is
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tlie same original phrase here rendered " pride

of Jordan. " So also Jer. 49 : 19 ; RO : 44, in all

cases said of the thiek utidergrowths aloag the

Jordan, where the lions had their homes.) The
sentiment is here the same as above. All classes

of people are in distress, for tlieir choicest treas-

ures are wasted ; what they most love and value

is in ruins. A poetic imagination seizes on the

ruin of individual classes, and by a few strik-

ing details gives a vivid conception of the uni-

versal desolation.

4. " The flock of the slaughter" means the

flock doomed to slaughter for their sins—the

Jewish people, now ripe for the fearful retribu-

tive judgments of the Almighty.

5. The persons of the drama in this verse

are : 1. The flock, who are the Jews during the

period A.D. 30-70, conceived of as the flock of

the Lord's pastures. 2. Their buyers (" possess-

ors") and their nellers, the Romans. 3. Their

own shepherds, the priests, scribes and Pharisees,

who should have taught them the knowledge

of God, but who had no care or pity for their

deplorable moral condition. That " they who
sell them bless the Lord for their gains," cor-

responds tothcclause, "they are not punished"

("offend not"). They think they are doing

God service, and thank Ilim for the personal

selfish good they get as if all were morally

right. H. C.

6. For I will no more pity. This verse as-

signs the reason for calling the people" the flock

of the slaughter." Korean words more aptly

describe the calamities which befell the Jews, in

the war which ended in the taking of Jerusalem

by the Romans; when the people, having first

by their intestine broils destroyed one another,

as is set forth at large by Joscphus, at length

fell into the hands of him whose predecessor

they had owned for their sovereign, " We have

no king but Csesar" (John 19 : 15), at the same

time that mey disclaimed their Messiah ; and

who completely desolated the land for their re-

bellion against Him. Bhtyncy.

7. "So then I fed the flock doomed to

slaughter because of the poor of the flock"

—

i.e., out of My pity for the poor ones of the

flock—a pertinent and beautiful statement of

the labor and love of their own Messiah, who
was so often " moved with compassion when

He saw the people as sheep having no shep

herd." For the proud and self-righteous and

for those who were rich toward this world, b>it

not rich toward God, He manifested no spe-

cially tender pity ; but for the mRsses who had

no shepherd, and especially for the poor, His

heart was tenderly touched. In the line of

pure benevolence He rose indefinitely high

above all other religious teachers of every age

in this : "lie preached tlie Gospel to the poor."

These " staves" were the usual well-known

shepherd's crook, the only special instrument

used by tlie shepherd ; useful to him both in

the management of tlie flock and in repelling

its enemies. They represent here those provi-

dential agencies by which the Lord aided the

pastoral work of the Messiah over His people,

as appears from their significant names. The
one He called Orace (not so properly " Beauty"),

but grace in the sense of that Divine favor

which restrained hostile heathen nations from

assaulting the people of the Lord while they

faithfully served Him. The other, " Bands,"

was a crook of cords, significant of those provi-

dential agencies which held the people together

in peace. With these aids He acted the part of

a shepherd to the flock.

8. Here we must suppose that the prophet

takes the numbei three from precisely those

three established orders upon whom the pas-

toral responsibility of caring under God for the

covenant people devolved— priests, prophet

and civil magistrates. (See Jer. 3 : 8. 26 ; 18 :

18.) Those who represented these classes dur-

ing our Lord's public ministry must be spe-

cially intended here, probably the priests ; the

scribes in the place of the ancient prophets
;

and the civil magistrates. The Lord Jesus re-

jected them from their places of trust, not in-

stantaneously, but very summarily, as " one

month" shows. It was tne labor of His public

life. Tlie history of our Lord's public minis-

try, in its relation to the scribes, doctors of the

law, and Pharisees, shows that He and they had

not the least common sympathy. He loathed

them, as the Hebrew word implies ; He lost all

confidence in their moral integrity and even

honesty ; and, on the other hand, their soul re-

belled against Him because of the purity of His

character and the fidelity and pungeccy of His

rebukes of their sin.

9. The Messiah abandons the flock, the Jew-

ish people, to the sweep of terrible judgments.
" I will be yourshephcrd no longer." A throe-

fold judgment shall be your extermination

—

pestilence; the sword from without ; the sword

from within—the two last looking toward (1)

the Roman arms ; (3) those horrible conflicts of

hostile parties which made the very strength of

the nation its essential weakness and ruin. Let

the pestilence sweep away whom it will ; let

the Roman sword drink the blood of the vic-

tims so doomed by the will of the >Iost High ;

let every man's teeth be sharpened to devoui
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his neighbor's flesh. The reality set forth in

this prophetic language was fearfully terrific.

They had said. " His blood be on us and on our

children!" The Lord responded, "So let it

be !" Here is the prediction. History verifies

it to the letter.

10. The first crook, now broken, represented

the sundering of the covenaut which God is

supposed to have made with foreign nations

(the sense of " all the people"), to restrain them

from harming His chosen. This covenant lay

in the Divine mind—His purpose to restrain

heathen nations from making war on His peo-

ple. See the same sense in Hos. 2 ; 18 : "In
that day I will make a covenant for them with

the beasts of the field," etc.

1 1. The staff once broken, the Roman arms

came down upon the land. "Then the poor

of the flock," Christ's disciples, having been

apprised by Him {Matt. 34 : 15-21), knew
that the hour of judgment for the land had

come, and fled for safety to the mountains of

Pclla, on the east of Jordan. History records

the remarkable fact that not one Christian Jew
fell in that awful carnage. All who had faith

in their Divine Lord gave heed to His warn-

ings. The Lord by His special providence gave

them ample time to make good their escape be-

fore the city was invested by the Roman legions.

They fled to Pella in the mountains east of the

Jordan, and were all safe. H. C.

12. i:{. This whole transaction, performed

by Zechariah in a vision, was designed to be an

exact representation of the se veral circumstances

that attended the betraying of the Messiah by

Judas ; the price put upon Him by the chief

priests, to whom, as the governors of the tem-

ple, the money was returned ; and the use to

which the money was applied. (See Matt. 27 :

6, 10.) The Jews themselves have expounded

this prophecy of the Messiah. IF. Lowth.

The great Shepherd, about to close His ser-

vices, proposes in the business settlement that

they, the Jews, should give Him the wages

due. It is not implied by the original words

that He fixed the price Himself. " Give Me
My price," should rather read, " Give Me My
hire or reward." He manifestly left it with

them to fix the price. He only said, " Give Me
what wages you please, and let Me go. " They
weighed out thirty pieces of silver, the very

price for which Judas betrayed Him, and the

usual price for a slave. (See Ex. 21 : 32.)

Maimonides, one of the most reliable ancient

Jewish authors, speaks of this as the price of a

slave's services, but contemptible for a free

man's. The meagreness of it indicates how

low they estimated His services. Precisely

this is the intended showing ot the transaction.

" A goodly price," etc., is ironical, and shows

how keenly the insult was felt. It has, more-

over, a prophetic outlook toward the very deed

of Judas. The Lord said, " Cast it to the pot

ter. " He did so. This, too, was one of the

points of remarkable coincidence between this

symbolic prophecy and one of the prominent

scenes in the betrayal ot his Lord by Judas.

It should be noted tliat Mattiiew, having stated

that Judas, filled with remorse, returned the

price of blood (27 : 3-10), says that the chief

priests " bought therewith the potter's field to

bury strangers in," which thenceforth bore the

name of " the field of blood," and that " then

was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy

tJie prophet, saying. And they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price of Him that was
valued, whom they of the children of Israel did

value ; and gave them for the potter's field as

the Lord appointed Me." These words are

not found in the Book of Jeremiah, but the

general sense and nearly the same words occur

in this passage of Zechariah. How came it

to pass that Matthew named Jeremiah in-

stead of Zechariah ? It should be considered

that Zechariah's words, "the potter," etc.,

connect his prophecy closely with Jeremiah

(chaps. 18, 19). " The potter" of Jeremiah

worked down in the valley of the son of Hin-

nom, as the expressions " godown" and " went

down" (Jer. 18 : 2, 3) render probable, and as

the passage (19 : 2) proves, for here the " east

gate" is (iu Ileb.) " the entrance to the potter's

gate." There Jeremiah was to denounce upon

the people most solemn threatenings from the

Lord, and then break a potter's vessel before

them. The place, already made abominable
;

the breaking of the vessel, significant of a doom
for which there can be no remedy ; and the

fearful solemnity of the message—all conspired

to make the associations connected with this

potter's house specially solemn and portentous.

These things need to be understood in order to

get the full sense of this passage in Zechariah.

It may be supposed that Matthew had before

his mind the full account of Jeremiah as well

as the more brief one of Zechariah, and quoting

from memory, assigned to the former what is

found as to its precise words most nearly in the

latter. H. C.

In the quotations of all kinds from the Old

Testament iu the New Testament we find a con-

tinual variation from the letter of the older

Scriptures. To this variation three causes may
have contributed ; First, all the New Testa-
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raent writers quoted from the Septimgint ; cor-

recting it, imieed, more or less by tlie Hebrew,

especially when it was needful for tlieir pur-

pose ; occasionally deserting it altogether ; still

abiding by it to so large an extent as to show
that it was the primary source whence their

quotations were drawn. Secondly, the New
Testament writers must have frequently quoted

from memory. Thirdly, combined with this,

there was an alteration of conscious or uncon-

scious design. Sometimes the object of this

was to obtain increased force (Rom. 14 : 11 ; cf.

Isa. 45 : 23, etc.). Sometimes an Old Testament

passage is abridged, and in the abridgment so

adjusted, by a little alteration, as to present an

asp(ict of completeness, and yet omit what is

foreign to the immediate purpose (Acts 1 : 20
;

1 Cor. 1 : 31). At other times a passage is en-

larged by the incorporation of a passage from

another source : thus in Luke 4 : 18, 19, although

the contents are professedly those read by our

Lord from Isa. 61, we have the words " to set

at liberty them that are bruised," introduced

from Isa. 58 : 6 (LXX.) : similarly in Rom. 11 :

8 ; De. 29 : 4 is combined with Isa. 29 : 10. In

some cases still greater liberty of alteration is as-

sumed (Rjm. 10 : 11 ; cf. Isa. 28 : 16 ; 49 : 23, etc.).

In some jjlaces, again, the actual words of the

original are taken up, but employed with a new
meaning (tieb. 10 : 37 ; cf. Ilab. 2 : 3). Almost

more remarkable thKn any alteration in the

quotation itself is the circumstance that in

Matt. 27 : 9 Jeremiah should be named as the

author of this prophecy really delivered by
Zechariah : the reason being that the prophecy

is based upon that in Jer. 18, 19, and that with-

out a reference to this original source the most

essential features of the fulfilment of Zechariali's

prophecy would be misunderstood. Die. B.

14. The phrase " the brotherhood between

Judah and Israel" is a historic allusion to the

case of the two nations after the revolt under

Jeroboam. Under their mutual relations, broth-

erhood was peace ; brotherhood broken was
civil war. Hence the breaking of this second

staff or crook symbolized the withdrawal of

those providential agencies which had kept the

people together in friendly relations with each

other. Those agencies being withdrawn. Intes-

tine discoM at once broke out, hostile parties

arose, and civil war became their most fearful

curse. The history of the period, commencing
shortly before the invasion by the Romans, and

continuing till the city lay in ruins, is a mourn-

ful confirmation of this symbolic prophecy.

15-17. The object here is to show the char-

acter, life and doom of the faithless shepherd,

including under this term those priests, scribes

and magistrates whom the Good Shepherd cut

off " in one month" (verse 8). The judgments
on this worthless and wicked shepherd fall on

those bodily organs most useful to the shepherd,

the arm and the eye. As he would not use these

in the case of the flock, the Lord withers them
utterly and forever. II. C.

Since, through the misapplication of his

power and his understanding, signified by his

" arm" and his " right eye," the flock are sub-

jected to desolation or the sword ; therefore,

as of strict justice, he shall be punished with a

deprivation at least of those faculties which he

so fatally misused. Blayney.

ZECHARIAH, CHAPTERS XH., XHI.

12:1 The burden of the word of the Lord concerning Israel.

Thus saith the Lord, which stretcheth forth the heavens, and layeth the foundation of

2 the earth, and formeth the spirit of man within him : Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of

reeling unto all the peoples round about, and upon Judah also shall it be in the siege against

3 Jerusalem. And it shall come to pass in that day, that I will make Jerusalem a burdensome

stone for all the peoples ; all that burden themselves with it shall be sore wounded ; and all

4 the nations of the earth shall be gathered together against it. In that day, saith the Lord, I

will smite every horse with astonishment, and his rider with madness : and I will open mine

5 eyes upon the house of Judah, and will smite every horse of the peoples with blindness. And
the chieftains of Judah shall say in their heart, The inhabitants of Jerusalem are my strength

6 in the Lord of hosts their God. In that day will I make the chieftains of Judah like a pan of

fire among wood, and like a torch of fire among sheaves
; and they shall devour all the peo-
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pies round about, on the right hand and on tlie left. : and Jerusalem shall yet again dwell in

7 her own place, even in Jerusalem. The Lord also shall save the tents of Judah first, that

the glory of the house of David and the glory of the inhabitants of Jerusalem be not magni-

8 fled above Judah. In that day shad the Lord defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; and he

that is feeble among them at that day shall be as David ; and the house of David shall be

9 as God, as the angel of the Lord before them. And it shall come to pass in that day, that I

10 will seek to destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem. And I will pour upon the

house of David, and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplica-

tion ; and they shall look unto me whom they have pierced : and they shall mourn for him,

as one mourncth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is in bitter-

11 ness for his tivstborn. In that day shall there be a great mourning in Jerusalem, as the

12 mourning of Hadadrimmon in the valley of Megiddon. And the land shall mourn, every

family apart ; the family of the house of David apart, and their wives apart ; the family of

13 the house of Nathan apart, and their wives apart ; the family of the house of Levi apart,

14 and their wives apart ; the family of the Shimeites apart, and their wives apart ; all the

families that remain, every family apart, and their wives apart.

13:1 In that day there shall be a fountain opened to the house of David and to the In-

2 habitants of Jerusalem, for sin and for uncleanness. And it shall come to pass in that day,

saith the Lord of hosts, that I will cut off the names of the idols out of the land, and they

shall no more be remembered : and also I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit to

3 pass out of the land. And it shall come to pass that, when any shall yet prophesy, then his

father and his mother that begat him shall say unto him. Thou shalt not live ; for thou

speakest lies in the name of the Lord : and his father and his mother that begat him shall

4 thrust him through when he propliesieth. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the

prophets shall be ashamed every one of his vision, when he prophesieth ; neither shall they

5 wear a hairy mantle to deceive : but he shall say, I am no prophet, I am a tiller of the

6 ground ; for I have been made a bondman from my youth. And one shall say unto him,

What are these wounds between thine arms ? Then he shall answer. Those with which I

was wounded in the house of my friends.

7 Awake, O sword, against my shepherd, and against the man that is my fellow, saith the

Lord of hosts : smite the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered ; and I will turn mine

8 hand upon the little ones. And it shall come to pass, that in all the land, saith the Lord,

9 two parts thereiu shall be cut off and die ; but the third shall be left therein. And I will

bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as silver is refined, and will try

them as gold is tried : they shall call on my name, and I will hear them ; I will say, It is my
people ; and they shall say, The Lord is my God.

The closing section—12-14—is entitled " The
burden of the word of Jehovah for Israel." Is-

rael here is the nation at large, not Israel as dis-

tinct from Judah. The prophet beholds the

near approach of troublous times, when Jerusa-

lem should be hard pressed by enemies. But
in that day Jehovah shall come to save them,

and all the nations which gather themselves

against Jerusalem shall be destroyed. At the

same time the deliverance shall not be from

outward enemies alone. God will pour out

upon them a spirit of grace and supplicatit ns.

There shall be a deep and true repentance (12 :

1-13 ; 6). Then follows a short apostrophe

to the sword of the enemy to turn against the

shepherds of the people ; and a further an-

nouncement of searching and purifying judg-

ments. The prophecy closes with a grand and

stirring picture (chap. 14). All nations are gath-

ered together against Jerusalem
; and seem al-

ready sure of their prey. Half of their cruel

work has been accomplished, when Jehovah

Himself appears on behalf of His people. He
goes forth to war against the adversaries of His

people. He establishes His kingdom over all

the earth. All nations that are still left shall

come up to Jerusalem, as the great centre of

religious worship, and the city from that day

forward shall be a holy city. Die. B.

Chap. 12. This chapter manifestly opens a

new subject. The first leading inquiry should

respect its general scope and spirit, and the

period of time to which it relates. In chap. 11

the Jews of our Saviour's time reject Him,

their offered Messiah, and bring upon their city

and nation an avalanche of ruin. Now tlie

question may be supposed to arise. Is the king-

dom of the Messiah therefore utterly broken

down? To this inquiry, chaps. 12, 18 reply:

By no means. The Lord has yet a " Judah,"
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and a "Jerusalem," and a " House of David ;"

He will redeem them from their external enc

inies (sec 13 : 3-9) ; and what is yet more to the

ptirpose, He will pour upon them a spirit of

grace, supplication and penitence, which shall

make them in a far higher and nobler sense His

people, and shall insure their glorious prosper-

ity as His people and kingdom.

There is manifestly a close analogy between

the order of subjects in the first six chapters

(made up of a series of visions) on the one hand,

and chaps. 7-14 (not such visions) on the other.

As chaps. 1-4 promise good to Zion, so do chaps.

7-10. As chap. 5, on the other hand, predicts

the sin and doom of the guilty, so does chap.

11 ; and then as chap. 6 : 1-8 returns again to

God's loving care and protection of His people,

and specifically as manifested against hostile

nations, so does this chap. 13, and also chap.

14. As the last part of chap. 6 is eminently

Messianic, predicting also the ultimate recep-

tion of the nations into His kingdom, so we find

the same idea in these chaps. 13-14, and espe-

cially in chap. 14. Manifestly we are in chap.

13 borne on beyond the date of chap. 9, for

there the Lord was protecting His people

against Alexander and His Syrian successors
;

here against " all nations" (verses 3, 3, 9) ;
and,

moreover, here we have passed the crucifixion

of Christ (which is essentially involved in chap.

11), for the people bewail their guilt in that act

(see verse 10). The location of these events in

time must therefore be onward, after the advent

of Messiah.

It is a question of no trifling importance

whether the terms " Israel," " Jadah," " Jeru-

salem," " the house of David," are to be taken

here literally or figuratively. Is " Judah" in

these chapters (13-14) the very Judah of Zecha-

riah's time ; are her people the lineal descend-

ants of Abraham ; and does the lineal Jew here,

as then and there, represent and embody the

earthly kingdom of God ? Is Jerusalem still,

as of old, her capital, and the centre and throne

of Messiah's kingdom ? Do the Gentile hosts

besiege her literally, as the Chaldeans had done

80 recently when Zcchariah was writing ? I

cannot think so, for these reasons : 1. With the

events predicted (chap, 11), the literal Judah

and Jerusalem cea.sed to be the recognized visi-

ble Church and kingdom of God on earth. It

is the precise purpose of chap. 11 to affirm this

fact. Consequently, ever since the apostolic

age. Church history has taken on a new type.

No Church historian thinks of looking for the

Christian Church in the Jewish line. 3. What-

ever Old Testament prophecy is clearly shown

to refer to the New Testament age must, by all

legitimate rules of interpretation, be construed

in accordance with New Testament light, with

Gospel ideas, with the new principles of Mes-

siah's kingdom, then first fully brought out.

Hence the Judah and .lerusalem of Gospel

prophecy, standing as types and symbols of

Messiah's kingdom, must be construed, not lit-

erally, but figuratively—just as " the temple"

is no longer, as of old, the one place of God's

dwelling, and of all acceptable worship, but

the Christian " temple" is the living pious

heart. 3. That the Jews shall return again to

Jndamn restored after the order of Moses ; that

Jerusalem shall again become the living centre

of all visible worship, and of all the true re-

ligion of the world—this worship conforming

itself, as of old, to the Mosaic ritual ; and that,

as such, Judah shall be invaded and Jerusalem

besieged by all the Gentile nations of the earth,

according to the literal construction of chaps.

13, 14, are not things even supposable. It the

New Testament is held to be of any account,

Judaism, after the order of Moses, is dead, and

those ideas must hence be rejected. For, prac-

tically, that state of things must ignore all the

Christianity of the Gentile world—all the actual

Christianity of the whole world as it now is, and

as it has been since the death of Christ. Can

any sane man believe that all the Gentile Chris-

tian church(,'S are at some future period to be

annihilated ; the religious world be put back

to its condition and relations as in the age

of Zcchariah ; bloody sacrifices and passovers

and feasts of tabernacles be restored, and Judah

and Jerusalem stand as the sole representatives

of the Church of God \ipon the earth ? Or can

it be believed that all the great nations of the

present or of any future age shall gather in one

vast crusade against the converted Christian

Jews in their own land to besiege Jerusalem,

and to exterminate all true religion from the

face of the earth ? The literal construction of

chaps. 13-14 would hold us to such results :

therefore the literal construction must be

promptly rejected. 4. Nor let it be thought

that we do violence to the laws of language

when we reject the literal and adopt the figura-

tive sense under such circumstances as these.

Let the reader ask himself, How should a Jew-

ish prophet, writing in the midst of Judaism,

with no other history of the Church before him,

and no other conception of the Church in his

mind but that of Judaism, with no other first

readers but Jews, write of the future Church

and kingdom of God in the Gospel age ? Shall

we demand that he write of the Christian
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Church and of millennial times in New Testa-

ment words and phrases, and with fully devel-

oped New Testament ideas ? Let us remember

that the time had not come for such ideas. Let

us recall the striking fact that more than three

years' personal communion with Jesus Himself,

and no small amount of Ills personal labor,

quite failed to convert His disciples from Jew-

ish to Christian ideas ; that only the shock

given to the old system by His death, aided by

the subsequent teaching of the Holy Ghost,

availed, and then rather slowly, to effect this

great change. How absurd, then, to expect

that the Hebrew prophets and their first readers

could readily reach those new ideas and take in

the sense of Christian as contrasted with Jew-

ish phraseology ! Plainly, IIksi' J wisli proph-

ets and their first readers must tliihk nf Cliris-

tianity only as of Judaism cxknilLMl and puri-

fied ; must conceive of a world converted only

as a world coming up to Jerusalem to worship
;

and mustconceive of irreligion, infidelity, every

form of hostility to Christ, as the gathering of

nations for Avar against Jerusalem and Judah,

to crush them from the face of the earth. Hence

when we speak of Jewish costume and drapery

as clothing Gospel ideas in these sublimely

grand and glorious prophecies, we are not part-

ing company with common sense. We are sim-

ply interpreting in harmony ^vith the stern

necessities of their condition. Jewish minds,

with no other than Jewish training, must think

so and speak so, by the inevitable laws of hu-

man thought.

Consequently, it is no longer a question

whether, in these remaining prophecies of

Zechariah (chaps. 12-14), we are to find bless

ings for the Gentile world ; even the extension

of the Gospel to all the nations of the earth. If

these prophecies relate to times subsequent to

the death of Christ, they must predict the pros-

perity of the Christian Church, the conversion

of the world to ImmanueL It might be a much
more difficult question (were it needful to be

settled) whether the lineal Jew is here, and if

80, where and by what marks we shall identify

him. If he were named here alongside of his

brother Gentile, as Paul names them in Rora.

11, it would be easy to make this discrimina-

tion. But it is at least supposable that in the

greater part of these three chapters there is no

intention to discriminate between Jew and Gen-

tile. If so, how can it be expected that a dis-

creet interpreter should make any distinction ?

Interpreters should not be asked to make proph-

ecy, nor to put into it what was not there be-

fore ; but only to unfold the sense already

there. It may be well to remember also that

the change wrought in the transition from

Judaism to Christianity, fitly described as a

" breaking down of the middle wall of partition

between us" (Epli. 3 : 14), aimed not to thrust

the Jew out, but to let the Gentile in ; to abol-

ish henceforth all distinction as to Christian

lights and privileges, and make both one hence-

forth in Christ Jesus. Why, then, may not

Old Testament prophecy assume precisely this

state of the future kingdom of the Messiah ?

Chap. 12 is naturally in two parts, of which

the first (verses 1-9) represents Judah as invad-

ed and Jerusalem as besieged by the combined

powers of all nations ; but the Lord delivers

them. The second part (verses 10-14) repre-

sents the house of David and the people of Jeru-

salem as dcepl}' penitent for their sins, espe-

cially the sin of crucifying their Messiah.

1. This prophecy is a " burden vpon Israel"

only to a limited extent, for the assault of all

nations upon her and the siege of Jerusalem

were transient, ending soon in complete victory

on Zion's side. That help comes from the Lord

alone, who is mighty to save, is indicated by

the allusion to His great and glorious works of

creation. H. C.

Which stretcheth forth the heavens, etc. This

solemn assertion of the creative power of Jeho-

vah is an implicit claim to Divine inspiration.

He who has done such wonders in creation has

power to give effect to the words spoken by His

prophet and messenger. (Cf . Isa. 42 : 5 ; 44 : 34
;

Jer. 10 : 13, 13 ; Amos 4 : 13 ; 9 : 6.) B. C.

2. All the nations are thought of as gathered

against Judah and Jerusalem. In the last

clause the sense is, that what the Lord had said

of Jerusalem should be true of Judah also in

the siege of her capital. 11. C.

a. la that day. When the enemies of Judah

and Jerusalem shall be brought to judgment
;

and their designs against the city and people of

Jehovah frustrated. B. C. Jerusalem is com-

pared to a stone of great weight, which, being

too heavy for those who attempt to lift it up or

remove it, falls back upon them and crushes

them to pieces. Blayney.

4. The warring enemies of God's people

come on horses, this animal being associated

with human pride and rebellion against God.

This astonishment and madness are among the

effects of the cup of intoxication given to God's

enemies to drink. Note the beautiful antithe-

sis. God smites with blindness the warring

powers of His foes, but opens His own eyes

wide on Ilis people to sec and provide for their

wants.
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5-7. Only the Lord will make Judali safe

and mighty against her foreign foes, as a Iieartli

of Are to Its fuel, which itself burns not, but

only facilitates the burning of the wood, or as

a torch of fire to a sheaf, which consumes it

with no danger to itself. So shall they devour

the gathered nations who assail them. The

Lord saves Judah first that He may forestall

the pride of self-reliance on the strength and

glory of the city. So vital to true religion is it

to crucify all human glorying, to cherish the

spirit of absolute dependence on the Lord alone,

and to give Ilim forevermore all the glory as

the source of all spiritual life and of all power

for good to Zion.

8. The Lord defends Jerusalem, yet not with-

out their own concurrent agency. The doc-

trine that God saves His people must not be

abused to human inaction. He saves rather by

augmenting and reanimating their strength

than by superseding their agency. So here,

the feeble shall be as David, who is the type of

a most athletic warrior ; and the men of David's

cast and power shall be now as God, even as the

angel of Jehovah—the uncreated one who had

so often appeared in forms of majesty and

power. This is a strong figure, and must

represent a vast augmentation of spiritual

force in the people of God.

10. These terms are strongly in contrast

with those in verse 9. God will seek to pour

out vengeance and ruin on those hostile na-

tions ; but grace, mercy and blessings on Jeru-

salem. To " pour out" is to bestow in large

and abundant measure. It is the usual phrase

for the effusions of the Holy Spirit, as in Joel

2 : 28, " I will pour out My Spirit upon all

flesh." In thi:4 passage, "the Spirit" is the

Holy Spirit of God, and not a quality or grace

in man. It is thought of, however, as produc-

ing piety and prayer in the hearts of men, and

hence is called " the Spirit of grace and of sup-

plications'"—meaning that Divine Spirit, whose

special work it is to beget as to one's self a ten-

der, prayerful frame of mind, and as to others

a loving compassion for the souls of men, and

earnest prayer for their salvation. " Grace" in

man stands for that which is specially pleasing

to God, and which secures His favor. In the

case of sinners, the first buddings of grace are

penitence and prayer, a broken and contrite

spirit, which inspires prayer both for our own
pardon and for mercy on other sinners also.

The close connection between the gift of this

Spirit, begetting such grace and supplications,

and the " looking upon Him whom they have

pierced," shuts us up to this sense of the pas-

sage—its leading thought being the conversion

of sinners. To " look on Me whom they have

pierced" can mean nothing else than thinking

of their guilt in crucifying the Lord of glory.

They now look upon the Crucified One with

bitter penitence and grief for the sin of pierc-

ing His heart, and with iuiiilciriiig cries for par-

don. Thousands hav(' felt this bitterness of

grief for their sins against the Crucified One.

made doubly keen by the sense of His endur-

ing and forgiving love, despite of guilt so black

and ingratitude so vile ! This mourning for sin

is as when one mourns over an only son, lost in

death ; its bitterness is as that over a first-born.

H. C.

The speaker here must be the great God

Himself ; for He saj-s in the beginning of the

verse, " I will pour upon the house of David

and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the

Spirit of grace and of supplications ;" and who
can send down this Spirit fiom heaven but the

great King of heaven, the everlasting Jehovah ?

What prophet or angel would dare to say that

he would send Him ? But then we read here

that He who thus pours forth the Spirit has

been " pierced ;" and this represents Him in

another and lower character, as a creature, a

vulnerable man. And by this seeming contra-

diction, the te.xt discovers to us at once who is

speaking to us. It is the Lord Jesus Christ ;

He who is God and man in one flesh ; He who
is so high that He can give the Holy Spirit to

w homsoever He pleases, and who was once so

low that the vilest arm on the earth might

wound Ilim ; and wounded He was. " They

pierced My hands and My feet," He says.

John settles this point beyond all dispute.

" One of the soldiers," he says, " with a spear

pierced His side ;" and then he immediately

tells us why he was allowed of God to do so

—

that this very Scripture should be fulfilled,

" They shall look on Him whom they pierced.

"

C. Bradley.

I will pour the Spirit. There are, perhaps,

none of us who do not know from personal ex-

perience that ever and anon there come to the

soul times of visitation—hours of softened feel-

ing and deepened thoughtfuhiess, when the

things of time lose their hold upon us, and the

eternal world rolls nearer, with all its grand

realities, to the Spirit's eye. And are not these

the springtides of the soul, the seasons propi-

tious to the spiritual husbandry, every moment
of which gathers round it the importance of

that eternal harvest to which the rapid hours

are bringing us ? Are not these, in one word,

the times when the spiritual gales blow freshest
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and fairest from the licavens, and the soul, in-

stinct witli life, feels every expanded energy

yielding to tlie almost sensible impulses of the

Spirit of Truth aud Love ? How precious such

moments ! ''iVho that reflects on their worth

would not long and pray and watch for their

coming, aud, while they continue, strain every

energy to catch to the last breath the blessing

which they bring ? Gaird.

The prophet declares that the future restora-

tion of the communion of the covenant people

with the Lord will be effected on His part by

the outpouring of the spirit of grace and sup-

plication, and on that of the people by contri-

tion and repentance. Thus much is clear in

this much misused passage, that the piercing

of one, in whose person the Lord is as it were

Himself pierced, is spoken of. The pierced

One must be one who may be likened to King

Josiah, with whom, when he was mortally

wounded in the valley of Megiddo, the last

hope of the nation fell. And who else can this

be than that Shepherd and fellow of Jehovah,

who, according to 13 : 7, fell by the sword after

the last effort of deliverance which God made

through Him had proved vain, nay, had been

shamefully requited (1 1 : 4-14). Justice was so

far done to the Messianic interpretation by the

older Jewish theology, that since the acknowl-

edgment of a suffering and dying son of David

could not from its standpoint be conceded,

it invented for this passage a second Mes-

siah, " the Messiah, the son of Joseph," who
was to fall in the conflict with Gog and Ma-

gog. O.

They shall look upon Me whom they have

pierced. John plainly quotes these words (chap.

19 : 37) and applies them to our blessed Saviour,

of whom alone they can be understood, for none

could speak them but One who was both God
and man. That He wan God is plain from the

former part of the verse, " I will pour upon the

house of David . . . the spirit of grace and of

supplications ;" for the spirit of grace is not at

the disposal of any creature, and it is only in

the power of God to bestow it. That He was
man appears from the following words, " Me
whom they have pierced ;" for if He had not

been man He would not have been capable of

being pierced by them. Tliese words therefore

were spoken b}' Christ, the only person in the

world that ever was or pretended to be both

God and man. Bp. Bcvcridge.

The Jews themselves have applied this test

to the Messiah. David before described His

sufferings under the figure of " piercing His

hands and His feet" (Ps. 22 : 16) ; and Isaiah

foretold He should be " wounded for our trans-

gressions" (chap. 53 : 5). W. Loioth.

In these words, as applied by the apostle,

reference is made by the prophetic spirit of

Jesus as the Incarnate Son, very God and very

man (John 19 : 34 ; Rev. 1 : 7). " They shall

look upon Me . . . they shall mourn for Him."

In Isaiah mention is made of His death, but not

by whom He is slain ; here it is ascribed to His

own people. Andrexoi.

Whom thsy hate pierced. John applies this

passage to the piercing of the side of our Lord

upon the cross, and to the attractive power

which the spectacle of Christ crucified exer-

cises upon " all kindreds of the earth," when
those who have pierced Him with their sins

turn to Him in contrition and faith, and look

to Him as the Israelites looked upon the brazen

serpent, and were saved. B. C.

The " consummation of the ages" was reached

in the crucifixion of the Son of God. The sac-

rifice of atonement among the Jews summa-

rized and gave efficacy to all the rest. In ihat

great rite the high priest gathered up and car-

ried forward through the veil, and to a result,

the divers services which otherwise had been

incipient and incomplete. The liturgic ele-

ment in Abel's sacrifice ; the covenant in Abra-

ham's ; the redemption in the Passover lamb
;

the propitiatory in the " sin offering" of the

outer court—all blend and are crowned in the

" great day" of Israel's atonement. So Christ

becomes "temple," "altar," "high-priest,"

"veil," and "offering," "all and in all."

Abel, Melchizedek and Aaron— bullock, scape-

goat and incense—so unlike in themselves, con-

tribute their single elements to an accordant

harmony in one cross, in which all contradic-

tions are reconciled. J. B. T.

With the Christian believer, at the feet of

" Christ crucified," will the Jew yet find a

place to bow, in brokenness of heart, and in

humbled aud lively faith, and obtain pardon,

peace and salvation. His nation, with all the

Gentile nations—blessed be God, whose prom-

ises fail not !—shall yet be assembled around

the cross of Christ Jesus. They whose fathers

said, " Away with Him ! away with Him I

crucify Him ! crucify Him !" and iu.precated

His blood upon themselves and upon their chil-

dren, through infinite grace shall yet behold

and rejoice in Ilis as " a name which is above

every name," '

' Immanuel, God with us ;" ami

in Christ Jesus, shining in glory unspeakable

to their eyes, even as He who is " called Won-
derful Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Ever-

lasting Father, the Prince of Peace." Anon.
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It is true ot us all as sinners, we have pierced

Clirist ; iuasinuch as our sius were the cause of

His deatli, for He was wounded for our trans-

gressions, and they are the grief of His soul
;

He is broken with the defiant heart of sinners,

who therefore are said to crucify Him afresh

and put Him to open shame. Those that truly

repent of siu loolt upon Christ as one whom
they have pierced, who was pierced for their

sins, and is pierced by them ; and this engages

them to look unto Him as those that are deeply

concerned for Him. This is the effect of their

looking to Christ, it makes them mourn. This

was particularly fulfilled in those to whom
.Peter preached Christ crucified ; when they

lieard It, they who had liad a hand in piercing

Him were pricked to the heart anil cried out,

"What shall we do?" It is fulfilled in all

those who sorrow for sin after a godly sort

:

they look to Christ and mourn for Him, not so

much for His sufferings as for their own sins

that procured them. The genuine sorrows of

a penitent soul flow from the believing sight of

a pierced Saviour. Looking by faith upon the

cross of Christ will set us a mourning for sin

after a godly sort. H.

Repentance is the recognition by the fallen

self of its true self in Christ. As the touched

and troubled heart listens to the story of that

beauteous life ; as there rises before the spirit's

quickened eye the vision of a Perfect Inno-

cence in human form, of a sublime purity with

which no alloy of sternness miugles, a mental

and moral elevation in which no trace of self-

consciousness can be detected, a piety rapt as

an angel's combined with the unassuming sim-

plicity of a child, as we ponder the narrative of

a life of holiest fellowship witii God, main-

tained amid incessant toil and intercourse with

men, a life of persistent self-sacrifice, undimmed
by one thought of personal ease or one act of

selfish indulgence—a life in which love, tender

as a mother's, grew more fervent amid ingrati-

tude, waxed stronger and deeper amid insults

and wrongs received at the very hands of its

objects ; in one word, as inspiration summons
up to the awakened mind the spectacle of a

perfectly holy human life, tlie deepest instincts

of our nature are stirred to discern herein its

own lost ideal. Caird.

If there is one prediction which might drive

the expectant sinner to a pillow of thorns and

a couch of agony, it is, " They sliall look on

Him whom they have pierced." Asa God they

cannot escape His searching gaze, or shake His

firm justice, or overthrow His invincible pow
er, or contradict His everlasting love. As a

man, they shall see that He condemns them with

all the stirrings of a brother's lieart. As a Sa-

viour, " tliey shall look on Him whom they

have pierced," and it will he the bitterness of

that wrath under which they sink, that it is the

wrath of a bleeding Lamb. W B. Homer.

1 1 . The mourning of Hadadriininon. Most
probably the general mourning for the death of

the good King Josiah, who was slain in the val-

ley of Megiddo (3 K. 23 ; 29 ; 2 Chron. 35 : 2»-

24). Hadadrimmon is said by Jerome to have

been a place near Jezreel. The mourning for

Josiah became a proverb for a public anil sol-

emn lamentation. Such a national humilia-

tion, it is here said, shall the Jews observe for

having crucified the Messiah. Blayney.

la. This is so much a personal matter, lying

between each individual soul and his Saviour,

tliat each one is drawn to weep and mourn apart

and alone. Every instinct leads the mourner

to seek solitude and to pour out his whole heart

there under no other eye than God's. The
mode of presenting this thought is by Jewish

terms and historic allusions. The house of

David and the house of Nathan, one of his sons,

in the royal line ; then the house of Levi and

the house of Shimei, one of his sous, represent-

ing the priesthood ; these stand for the whole

people, and show that they all mourn apart,

and their wives apart. The first verse of the

next chapter belongs with tliis, showing that

such penitence and prayer bring pardon full

and free.

Cliap. 13. The first verse belongs very

properly to the previous chapter, since it stands

in the closest relations of thought with the

penitence of the people for their sins against

the Lord Jesus. The next point made is the

jmrifyinrj of the people from their sins, as

shown by specifying two most besetting sins of

the ancient Hebrews, idolatry and false prophe-

sying, both of which are thoroughly removed

from the land (verses 2-6). Then, by associa-

tion of ideas, the crucified Messiah is brought

to view (verse 7) ; finally, the ungodly portion

are cut off, only one-third part remaining, but

these are purified by stern discipline, and come

to know Jehovah as their God (verses 8, 9).

H. C.

I. It is a fountain opened ; for whoever will

may come and take the benefit of it ; it is

opened not only to the house of David, but to

the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; to the poor and

mean as well as to the rich and great ;
or it is

opened for all believers who as the spiritual

seed of Christ are of the house of David, and as

living members of the Church are inhabitants
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of Jcrusiilera. Through Christ all that believe

are j ustifitd, are washed from their sins in His

blood, that they may be made to our God kings

and priests (Rev. 1 : 5, 6). H.

This Fountain is open still. Fresh, effica-

cious, and free as on the day when His mighty

sacrifice was offered, the merit of Immauuel

still continues. I need not explain that this

Fountain is not literal. It is not the water of

baptism ; it is not the wine of the Lord's Sup-

per : it is not the literal blood of the Saviour,

for neither baptismal water nor sacramental

wine can wash away sin, nay, nor the actual

blood of Christ, understood in a corporal or

carnal sense. But the Fountain must be sought

in the written Word—in the testimouj which

God gives concerning His Son—in such sayings

as these :
' The blood (i.e., the atonement) of

Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin." "Come
and let us reason together. God hath sent forth

His Son, a propitiation for sin." This truth

concerning Jesus, published in the Bible, is the

Fountain opened to the world—the man who
beheves that truth is the man wlio has his sins

•washed away. And what I pray you to realize

and remember is, that the Divine atonement of

Jesus is of exhaustless value and unfading vir-

tue, and is this moment as dear to God as the

day when it first was finished. You that have

faith in the Fountain, /«g«e;)< it. Beware of

two errors which are very natural and very dis-

astrous. Beware of thinking any sin too great

for it ; beware of thinking any sin too small.

There is not a sin so little but it may be the

germ of everlasting perdition ; there is not a

sin so enormous but a drop of atoning blood

will dissolve it as utterly as if it were drowned

in the depths of the sea. Hamilton.

God does not tell us whether the fountain

opened in the house of Judah. for sin and for

uncleanncss, sends forth Its healing streams to

other worlds than our own. But He tells us

that the atonement itself, known, as it is, among

the myriads of the celestial, forms the high song

of eternity ; that the Lamb who was slain is

surrounded by the acclamations of one wide

and universal empire ; that the might of His

wondrous achievements spreads a tide of gratu-

lation over the multitudes who are about His

throne ; and there never ceases to ascend from

the worshippers of Him who washed us from

our sins in His blood a voice loud as from

numbers without number, sweet as from blessed

voioea uttering joy, when heaven rings jubilee

and loud liosanuas fill the eternal regions.

T. GiMlmers.

2. To show that the land is purified from its

great sins. He makes no general statements, but

simply individualizes two of the prominent and

most dangerous sins of the covenant people

—

idolatry and false prophecy—and represents

them to be effectually exterminated. " Cut-

ting off the very names of idols, so that they

should be no more remembered," implies that

idolatry is thoroughly expelled from the land.

(See Hos. 2 ; 17 ; 14 :'8
; Micah 5 : 12-14.) The

" prophets" named here in connection with

idols before and " the unclean spirit" after

must he false prophets, called prophets only be-

cause they falsely and foully assumed this

name. The Lord will drive them out of the

land, forcibly expel them. The reference to an
" unclean spirit" recognizes Satanic agency.

5, 6. He means to show that his position in

life has been such as should remove all suspi-

cion of his playing the false prophet. He has

been held as a servant all his days. But there

are palpable marks on his person that convict

him of lying even now ; hence, one replies to

him, " What mean those gashes on your

hands ?" He can only confess the truth :

" They were inflicted by my associates accord-

ing to the custom of idol worshippers, in their

temples." The word rendered " friends" means

properly lovers ; but is used in the bad sense,

and here of his fellow -idolaters involved like

himself in this harlotry to which the word
" lovers" refers. Jewish as well as profane

history shows clearly that cutting the flesh was

common in idol worship. (See 1 K. 18 \ Jer.

16 : 6 ; 41 : 5 ; De. 14 : 1.) The common idea

of penance may be supposed to lie at the bot-

tom of such practices ; a consciousness of guilt ;

the demands of remorse ; coupled with the no-

tion that the gods will exact some suffering for

such sins, and hence each man had best inflict

it upon himself rather than leave it for the

gods to inflict. H. C.

7. Amtke, sword, etc. thou, My sword

of aftliction, awake, arise and smite Him that

is nearest and dearest unto Me ; even Him that

is My coequal and coeternal Son, the image of

Me, the invisible God, saitli the Lord of Hosts ;

sndte thou this great Shepherd of My Church ;

and His sheep, His disciples and followers shall

be scattered, and shall both forsake Him and be

severed from each other ; for even against those

disciples also, as well as against their Master,

will I stir up enmity and opposition in the

world. Bj). Hall. Here begins a new proph-

ecy, importing that the Messiah, the great Shep-

herd, as He is described in this prophecy (chap.

11:4; Isa. 40 : 11 ; Ezek. 34 : 23), though with

respect to His Divine nature He be " equal with
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God" the Father (Phil 3 : 6), yet shall be dellv-

ercd up to death by God's dcterininate coun-

cil and appoiutment. (See Acts 2 : 23 ; 4 : 28.)

W. Lowth.
" Awake" (as if it had been asleep, at rest),

"awake against My Shepherd" (the Messiah),

described here as being " the man that is My
nearest friend"—for such is tlie sense of the

word rendered " My fellow." This word oc-

curs elsewhere only in the Pentateuch, and

there in such passages as Lev. 6:3; 19 : 11, 15,

17 ; 25 : 15, etc., " Ye shall not lie nor deceive

each man his near friend," etc. " If a man lie

unto his neighbor in that which was delivered

him to keep, or hath deceived his neighbor,"

etc. Tliis usage shows that the word is used

for the nearest human relationship, not involv-

ing consanguinity. It, therefore, well expresses

the relation between the Father and the Son,

when He is thought of as incarnate—in His

human nature. This human nature of Jesus

stood in this close relation to the Father. The
bold metaphor, "Awake. O sword," etc., has

its analogy in Jer. 47 : 6, 7 :
" O thou sword of

the Lord, how long ere thou wilt be quiet ?

Put up thyself into thy scabbard ; rest and be

still." This sword of the Lord is the Lord's

executioner. So in our passage the Lord of

Hosts commands the sword to its work, remark-

ably recognizing the Divine agency in the

death of the Lamb of God. 11. C.

Who is this Shepherd and Fellow of Jeho-

vah ? It might perhaps be any one who helps

Ilim in the care of His flock. But the Lord's

words applying it to Himself show that, as in

earlier passages of this prophet, it has its es-

pecial fulfilment in Him. He is the rejected

Shepherd, He is the Man, the Fellow of God.

Andreios.

"Awake, O sword, against My Shepherd."

These are the words of God the Father, giving

order and commission to the sword of His jus

tice to awake against His Son, when He had

voluntarily made His soul an offering for sin
;

for it pleased the Lord to bruise Him and put

Him to grief ; and He was stricken, smitten of

God, and afflicted (Isa. 53 : 4, 10). Observe :

1. How He calls Ilim. As God. He is My Fel-

low ; for He thought it no robbery to be equal

with God, He and the Father are one. He was

from eternity by Him, as one brought up with

Him, and in the work of man's redemption He
was His Elect, in whom His soul delighted and

the counsel of peace was between them both.

As Mediator, He is My Shepherd, that great

and good Shepherd that undertook to feed the

flock (chap. 11 : 7). He is the Shepherd that

was to lay down His life for the sheep. 2. How
He uses Him : Awake, O sword, against Ilim.

If He will be a saciiflce. He must be slain, for

without the slieddiug of blood, the life blood,

there was no remission. Men thrust Him
through as a foolish shepherd ; God thrust

Him through as the Good Shepherd (cf. verse

3), that He might purchase the flock of God
with His own blood (Acts 20 : 38 ; for Mes-

siah the Prince must be cut off, but not for

Him.self (Dan. 9 : 26). This sword must awake
against Him ; He having no sin of His own tc>

answer for, the sword of justice had nothing

to say to Ilipi of itself, till by particular order

from the Judge of all it was warranted to

brandish itself against Him. He was the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world in the

decree and counsel of God ; but the sword de-

signed against Him had long slumbered, till

now at length it is called upon to awake and

smite Him ; for God spared not His own Son.

H.

Let Divine and infinite justice turn itself

which way it will, it finds One that can tell

how to match it. For if it say, " I will require

the satisfaction of man," there is a man to sat-

isfy its cry ; and if it say, " But I am an in-

finite God, and must and will have an infinito

satisfaction," here is One also that is infinite,

even " fellow" with God ; fellow in His es-

sence and being ; fellow in His power and

strength ; fellow in His wisdom ; fellow in

His mercy and grace, together witli the rest of

the attributes of God. So that, let j ustice turn

itself which way it will, here is a complete per-

son and a complete satisfaction. Bunyan.

It was when, fresh from the celebration of

the paschal feast and His own supper. He had

retired with His disciples, under the shade of

night, to the Mount of Olives :
" Then said

Jesus unto them. All ye shall be offended be-

cause of Me this night : for it is written, I will

smite the Shepherd and the sheep of the flock

shall be scattered abroad" (Matt. 26 : 31). So

it had been written in Zech. 13 : 7, respecting

that peculiar Shepherd and His flock, who was
to be Jehovah's fellow, or rather His near re-

lation—for so the word in the original imports
;

and hence, when spoken of any one's relation

to God, it cannot possibly denote a mere man,

but can only be understood of one who, by vir-

tue of His Divine nature, stands on a footing

of essential equality with God. All other in-

terpretations, whether by Jews or Christians,

can only be regarded as shifts, devised to ex-

plain away or get rid of the plain meaning of

the prophecy. And it was here more especially
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chosen by our Lord, as, more distinctly and

emphatically perhaps than any other prediction

in Old Testament Scripture, it combined with

the peerless dignity of Christ's nature the fear-

ful depth of His humiliation and suffering
;

and so was at once fitted to instruct and com-

fort the disciples in respect to the season of

tribulation that was before them. P. Fair-

bairn.

This wondrous cry was obeyed. The sword

awoke against the Man, God's fellow. It was
' bathed in heaven." And now no more is the

cry raised, " Awake, O sword." Against the

people of God it is sheathed forever. Yet shall

this dread moment never be forgotten. For

even as in the glad valleys of earth, when sun-

Bhiue is resting ou the landscape, the sound of

thuuder heard remote only enhances the sense

of securit}' and deepens the feeling of repose,

so in the climes of heaven's day shall the mem-
ory of that hour so dark and that cry so fear-

ful be to the souls of the ransomed a joy for-

ever. Oiljillan.

7. A)id I will turn My hand upon the little

ones. The same hand turned itself back to pro-

tect and bless " the poor of the flock that wait-

ed on Me," as they are describeu, chap. 11 : 11.

A few of the Jewish people received Jesus as

their Messiah, became His disciples while He
lived or converts to His faith after H's death,

and these became objects of His special care

and love. The connection of this verse with

the one immediately preceding falls under the

law of association of ideas. The close analogy

between the false prophet, whose hands had

been gashed and pierced " in the house of

his friends," and the Messiah, whose hands

were pierced in a death by crucifixion

among those who ought to have been His

friends, suggested the latter case, and led the

prophet to speak of it liere. This accounts

for its coming in here out of place in the sense

of being both aside from the general course of

thought in this chapter and out of its chrono-

logical order—His violent death having been

assumed in chap. 11, and certainly thought of

as already past in 12 : 10 ; 13 : 1. This renewed

allusion to it is therefore due to the power of

this law of suggestion. H. C.

"He turns His hand upon the little ones."

Nothing less tlian this is His own promise by

the mouth of one of His servants, who paints

grapliically the blessings of Christ's reign.

How amazing is this promise of God when we
contemplate this hand in its omnipotence, and

think at the same time on our own utter insig-

nificance, our deep unworthiness, our woeful

weakness ! Almost before we are aware how
low and lost is our condition, the outstretched

hand of God presents itself, at once a token and

a pledge of communion, strengthening and

guidance. What need we more than the clear

certainty, that He thus turns His hand on us,

as evidence that there dwells u:> longer in His

mind the thought of wrath and vengeance

against us ? In communion with Him con-

science becomes pacified ; in His strength we
can accomplish all things, even the most difti-

cult ; under His guidance we go trustingly for-

ward. Van 0.

§. TiDO parts therein shall be cut off and die.

The severe judgments, foretold by our Saviour

(Matt. 24), shall consume two parts in three of

the nation ; but a third part shall escape the

general destruction and be left to be dispersed

over the world to preserve a posterity to future

generations. W. Lowth.

§, 9. The primary sense of these verses Is

clear. Over all the land two parts out of three

are cut off and die ; the third part remaining is

purified through the fires of earthly discipline.

These become far more fully than before the

people of the living God. H. C.

9. We have here, first, the trials, and then

the triumphs, of the Christian Church, and of

all the faithful members of it. I will bring

that third part through the fire of affliction,

and will refine and try them as silver and gold

are refined and tried. This was fulfilled in

the persecutions of the primitive Church, the

fiery trial which tried the people of God then

(1 Pet. 4 ; 12). Those whom God sets apart for

Himself must pass through a probation and

purification in this world ; they must be tried

that their faith may be found to praise and

honor. H.

It would seem as if even Omnipotence could

not sanctify a fallen and sinful spirit without

the employment of sorrow. It would seem

that there is in every believer a certain dross

which nothing except the furnace can dissipate

—on every character certain stains which noth-

ing but the sharp solvent, the severe corrosive

of affliction can expunge. But in applying

these painful processes, oh, how tender and

sympathetic the Saviour is ! He does not

break the bruised reed. He apportions the

trial to the exigency : and, mindful of the hour

when He drank the Father's cup and an angel

from heaven strengthened Him. in handing to

each disciple the cup of needful trial. His arm
of omnipotent ki^idness encircles and supports

the fatigued or fuiniiug soul. And it is a glo-
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nous infirmity which thus brings into tlie spirit

" the power of Christ." Hamilton.

Fiery trials make the lustre of faith appear

most, as gold shines brightest in the furnaee
;

and if any dross be mixed with it, it is refined

and purged from it by these trials, and so it re-

mains by the fire purer than before. And thus

the fire of suffering is tlie advantage of lieliev-

ers, both trying the excellency of faith, giving

evidence of it, what if is, and also purifying it

from earth and drossy mixtures and making it

more excellently what it is ; raising it to a

higher pitch of resignedness and worth. In

these fires, as faith is tried, the word on which

faith relies is tried, and is found all gold, most

precious. Leighton.

It would seem that if there be one element of

this human life more needful than another for

the liofectiiig of a sanctifying fellowship be-

tween the Saviour and the soul, it is the ele-

ment of suffering. Therefore it is the unchang-

ing law that we " bear about with us in the

body the dying of the Lord Jesus"—that we
" die daily" in Him—that we are " killed all

the day long." By such djing, nourishment

is seut down to the very roots of life. Peni-

tence feeds puritj'. The pangs exalt the joys.

The dearest love tryst is often kept in a pavil-

ion whose curtains are darkness, who.se thresh-

old is pain, whose " inhabitant" says daily, " I

am sick." Many a one—blessed be His name !

—in hard toil, or in sore disaster, or in constant

pain, or (sadder yet) in a constant sorrow, can

say, " All is good and well. 1 find " treasures

of darkness and hidden riches of secret places."

I am " winning Christ." This is " the power
of His resurrection, and t?i£ fellowship of His

sufferings," from which in due time fellowship

In glory will arise." A. Biileigh.

Slowly, and as it may seem to us quite im-

perceptibly, is God bringing this Divine work
to completion in us. Blessed are they who
shrink not from the sharper but not less needed

means of its accomplishment, those trials and

chastisements, those humiliations and self de-

nials, which are the pangs of transformation

tlirough which Christ is to be fullj^ formed

within us. " Though our outward man per-

ish, yet the inward man is renewed day by

day." "The more the marble wastes, the

more the statue grows," wrote Michael Angelo.

And impossible as it will be for nature, let it

not be impossible for grace to cry dailj', " Wel-

come cross, welcome trials, welcome all things

sweet or bitter, which shall bring forth within

us that perfect man, that Divine ideal, visible

ever to the eye of God, and growing more and

more upon our sight as w^e grow up into Ilim

will) is our Head." ^1. J. Oordon.

Tribulation comes, it will be as ye choose it,

either an exercise or a condemnation. Such as

it shall find you to be, will it be. Tribula-

tion is a fire : does it find thee gold ? it takes

away the filth ; does it find thee chaff ? it turns

it to ashes. Wherefore art thou disurbed ?

Thine heart is disturbed by the pressing troubles

of the world, as that ship was in which Christ

was asleep. Did not thy Lord tell thee the

world should fail ? So when the tempest beats

furiously against thine heart, beware of ship-

wreck, awike up in Christ. Present faith is

Christ present ; waking faith is Christ awake
;

slumbering faith is Christ asleep. Augustine.

A man who once went out from the face of

his Lord and wept says, " Think it not strange

concerning the fiery tiial." It is " fiery," there

is no denying that. I know and you know how
it burns, scorches, turns beauty to ashes ; but

the strangeness is not the strangeness of acci-

dent, or caprice, or mockery, or carelessness.

It has not " happened" to you at all. Love

that is infinite never mocks, never tantalizes,

never forgets. Did you ever do that with your

mother or your child ? and your love is not in-

finite. "If ye then being evil know how to

give good gifts unto your children, how much
more shall your heavenly Father," yes, even

when the good things come wearing the aspect

and the name of losses, or bereavements, or dis-

appointments ! Providence never blunders.

He who keeps the stars punctual and the wheels

of the universe running in order, who without

slumbering watches the sleep of all Ills fourteen

hundred million children every night, makes

no mistakes ; He is never taken unawares by a

disease or a cloud. The mystery is a mystery,

but it has a revelation within it. and it brings

heavenly gifts under its wings. F. D. H.

There is a wondrous power of explanation in

" afterward." This is the key which the Scrip-

tures give us for the solution of the strange

mystery of affliction. " No chastening for the

present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous :

nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peace-

able fruit of righteousness." There are many
things in God's way with His people which, at

the time, are dark and obscure, but which the

future makes clear and plain. S. S. T.

God tries, in order that we may stand, and that

our feet may be strengthened by the trial. " 1

cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue,

unexercised and unbreathed, that never sallies

out and sees her adversary, but slinks out of

the race, where that immortal garland is
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to be run for—not without dust and heat."

A. M.

No words can express how much the world

owes to sorrow. Most of the epistles were

written from a prison. Most of the psalms

were born in a wilderness. The greatest

thoughts of the greatest thinkers have all

passed through Are. The greatest poets have

"learned in suffering what they taught in

song." In bonds Bunyan lived the allegory

that he afterward indited, and we may thank

Bedford .jailforthe •' Pilgrim's Progress." All

the foremost worthies of our world, all the

spiritual heroes of our race, have been men of

sorrow and acquainted with grief. Take com-

fort, afflicted Christian ! you have often prayed

to be made of some service in the world before

you die, and now the answer to that prayer has

come. God tries you because in some way He

is about to use you ; for your history will fur-

nish no exception to the rule that when God is

about to make pre-eminent use of a man, lie

puts him in the fire. Charles Stanford.

The greatest of the proofs of Jesus Christ are

the prophecies. Even if oue man had made a

book of predictions of Jesus Christ, as to the

time and the manner of His coming, and if

Jesus Christ had come in conformity with these

prophecies, this would be of an infinite weight.

But there is here a great deal more. There is a

succession of raeu who, during four thousand

years, constantly and without variation, come,

one after the other, predicting the same event.

There is a whole people which announces Him
and which subsists during four thousand years

in order still to render their testimony of the

assurances which they have of Him, from

which they cannot be turned aside by any men-

aces or any persecutions which befall them.

This is in a very different degree important.

Pascal.

The very heart and essence of the old dis-

pensation, as its features are exhiliitcd In the

writings of historians, law-givers and prophets,

was the great and unquenchable Messianic

hope. In the Old Testament Christ is prefig-

ured ; in the New lie is revealed. In His teach-

ing we see in all their fulness those constant

elements which all religion strives more and

more clearly to e.xpress— the holiness and love

of God, the dignity and brotherhood of man.

And so He stands at the centre of all history as

tlie fulfilment of all the yearnings of the past,

the justification of all the hopes of the future.

Apart from Him all the deepest elements of the

Old Testament become unintelligible. Farrar,

The Man that is My Fellow, saith the Lord of

Hosts. We call Him man, and man He is in

everything but sin. The nature of man He
took upon niinself. True man He showed Him-

self to be in all that pertained to His life on

earth. As man He was born ; He had an in-

fancy, a childhood, a youth, a manhood. As

man He grew in stature. He increased in wis-

dom. He dwelt with dutiful obedience in the

humble home of His parents. As man He hun-

gered and thirsted, toiled and rested, frequent-

ed the streets of cities, and traversed the high-

ways of Galilee and Judea. As man He lived

among, conversed with men. As man He took

interest in everything human—He sympathized

with human joys and sorrows. As man He
evinced a human character, combining, as none

other ever did, all virtues, all excellences in

perfect proportion and absolute completeness.

Perfect Man He was, He is. He shall be ever-

more ! So wc call Him God, and God He is if

we have any proof that a God exists. God He
is shown to be by Heaven's attesting -voice again

and again ; by the radiance of its transfiguring

glory ; by its power evinced in the darkened

sun and rending rocks ; by its messenger angels,

visible at His advent and His tomb ; and by its

intervention in bearing Him upward on the

clouds when He was parted from Kis disciples.

God He is shown to be by the harmoniously

inspired assertions of prophets, psalmists and

apostles ; by the testimony of the Holy Ghost,

uttered through these. He it was, the Lord

God, who walked with Adam in the garden,

that appeared to the devouter patriarchs,- that

spake with Abraham as a Friend, that wrestled

with Jacob, that communed with Moses, that

uttered the Law in audible voice from Sinai,

that conipanied with wandering Israel in the

cloudy, fiery pillar, and shone in the shechinah

of the holiest, and that revealed Himself to

Elijah and the prophets as the Creator of the

heavens and the earth, and the Ruler of nations,

and as the Lord God, merciful and gracious,

who will yet by no means clear the guilty.

And the God, so divinely attested, He proved

Himself to be by knowledge and power, hy

word and dei'd. None of the thoughts of men
but He unerringly discerned, nothing in their

hearts but He fathomed to the depth. No
measure of wisdom or acuteness in their reason-

ings but He, without previous study or thought,

instantly apprehended, corrected, or overthrew.

His own sublime, majestic declarations, " I am
the truth, the light of the world," were proven

in the substance and the manner of Ills teach-

ing. Truth never disclosed before, truth for
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whose disclosure the mind and heart of man
h;id been long yearning, revelations of tlie

lieart, the purposes and doings of God, revela-

tions of the human soul, its intrinsic grandeur

and worth, its guilt, degradation, ruin, and its

jiossible redemption from all ; its inunortality

<if anguisli or blessedness, thrsr tr;insirnili.-at

trutlis, wilb many subordin:ilr ours as undful.

He disclosed plainly, fully iu the tuue ol abso-

lute authority, as one who spake from His own
resources of positive knowledge.

So He proved Himself God by His dcedn of

infinite jiower. The recorded assertions of His

apostles—that the Word was God ; that the

world was made by Him ; that by Him and for

Him all things that are in heaven and earth,

visible and invisible, were created and do sub-

sist, were substantiated by His own acts to men,

in the instantaneous restoration of sealed senses

and withered members, in the healing of in-

curable maladies, and in raising the dead to

life. His creative power was evinced in turning

water into wine and in multiplying tlie loaves

and fishes. His absolute Lordship of nature

was shown by tlie withering of the tig tree, by
walking upon the sea, and by tlie stilling of

the tempest at His word. His Divine power

was further illustrated in His victory over Satan

in Himself and Ilis disciple. And He proved

Himself God in the absolution He pronounced

for sins and the peace which He wrought in

penitent, believing souls. Such, so many, so

convincing proofs inrontrovertibly established

upon the highest conditions of testimony have

we that Jesus Christ, the Son of Mary, is Di

vine. Such, so many, so conclusive that we
have none equal to these to prove there is a God.

Man and God He is—perfect Man and perfect

God. God from eternity, the same yesterday,

to-day and forever ; man from the liour of His

incarnation, onward, forever ! So man and

God, He comes to us with absolute fulness for

all our wants. He stands before us in His

humanity and divinity. jVs a man and brother,

now, as when on eartli, entering into our feel-

ings, our experiences, side by side He stands,

His ej'es looking into ours. His heart bending

in sympathy to our fears and griefs, and swell-

ing with our hopes and joys, His voice speak-

ing and His hand extended to us in comfort

and help.

And as God, a Being utterly transcending

our tinite conception of knowledge, purity and

power ; a Being of infinite holiness, of limitless

might and love, whose sovereignty is universal,

absolute and eternal. He encompasses our

path and overarches our life, constraining us to

awe and reverence, to submission and obedi-

ence, and yet to trust and love. Such a Being,

so adapted to all the needs of our imperfect,

finite, and yet immortal nature ; such a Being,

80 near and yet so far above us, so lilce and yet

unlilie, whose resources immeiisurably exceed

all our deepest desires and loftiest aspirations,

we liave in the person of the God-JIan, Christ

Jesus. And this person, so divinely and hu-

manly constituted, so adapted to win our trust-

ing affection and our adoring homage, presents

Himself as taking this manhood upon His di-

vinity expressly and solely for us, for our ad-

vantage, to reveal to us by His realized ideal

of a perfect manhood the beauty and the great-

ness of unfallen human nature. And more, far
more, by His infinite sacrifice to lift from us the

burden of guilt, to meet for us the claim of

Gnd's violated law, to raise us from the death

of sin to the life of holiness, to restore the for-

feited image of God in our souls, to reconcile

us to God and bring us, self-alienated and out-

cast, back to the heart and liome of God, to

renew in us, and that forever, the life of God. B.

How deeply the doctrine of the incarnation,

of the Divine-human complex person Jesus

Christ, is involved in the whole Christian sys-

tem is evident from the fact tliat the denial of

this doctrine leails to the denial, one af t"r one,

of all tlie distinguishing doctrines of the Cliris-

tian faitli. A system without this doctrine

ceases to urge the doctrines of grace. It loses

its hold on the strongest feelings of the con-

science and of the heart. It refuses to grapple

with the great questions of theology. It praises

the moral virtues ; it wonders at all zeal. It

has lost the feeling of tlie constant presence of

that Captain of our salvation who has inspired

the faith, quickened the ardor, aroused the in-

tellect, and led forth the hosts of Christendom.
" Its relation to Christ," as has been well said,

" is a past, a dead relation ;" and so they eulo-

gize Him as they do a hero, and venerate Him
as they do a saint ; but such eulogy and sucli

veneration are faint and heartless wlien com-
pared witli the living energy of the faith of

Paul or with the devoted love and absorbing

contemplation of the beloved disciple who ever

spoke and lived as in the presence of a living

Lord. As a matter of fact, it is true that the

greatest earnestness, the loftiest faith, the deep-

est religious experience, the most heavenly spir-

ituality, the most awful senseof God's majesty,

and the most affectionate reliance upon His

love have been found in connection with the
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belief in an incarnate God. And surely if living faith in auch a Lord, who is not only a

anything can arouse all our powers, awaken Lord, but a brotlier also ;
in whom all that we

our intensesl love, make us self-sacrificing, fill can venerate as Divine and all that we can love

us with the holiest zeal and the purest enthusi- as human are combined in perfect harmony,

vism, and satisfy perfectly all our wants, it is II. B. Smith.

ZECHARIAH, CHAPTER XIV.

14 : 1 Behold, a day of the LoitD cometh, when thy spoil shall be divided in the midst of

3 thee. For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle ; and the city shall be taken,

and the houses rifled, and the women ravished : and half of the city shall go forth into cap-

3 tivity, and the residue of the people shall not be cut off from the city. Then shall the LonD

4 go forth, and fight against those nations, as when he fought in the day of battle. And his

feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the east,

and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward the east and toward the

west, and there sliall be a very great valley ; and half of the mountain shall remove toward

5 the north, and half of it toward the south. And ye shall flee by the valley of my mountains ;

for the valley of the mountains shall reach unto Azel : yea, ye shall flee, like as ye fled from

before the earthquake in the days of Uzziah king of Judah : and the Lord my God shall

6 come, and all the holy ones with thee. And it shall come to pass in that day, that the light

7 shall not be with brightness and with gloom : but it shall be one day which is known unto

the Lord ; not day, and not night : but it shall come to pass, that at evening time there

8 shall be light. And it shall come to pass in that day, that living waters shall go out from

Jerusalem ; half of them toward the eastern sea, and half of them toward the western sea :

9 in summer and in winter shall it be. And the Lord shall be king over all the earth : in

10 that day shall the Lord be one, and his name one All the land shall be turned as the Ara-

bah, from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem ; and she shall be lifted up, and shall dwell

in her place, from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate, unto the corner gate, and

11 from the tower of Hauanel unto the king's winepresses. And men shall dwell therein, and

12 there shall be no more curse ; but Jerusalem shall dwell safely. And this shall be the plague

wherewith the Lord will smite all the peoples that have warred against Jerusalem : their

flesh shall consume away while they stand upon their feet, and their eyes shall consume away

13 in their sockets, and their tongue shall consume away in their mouth. And it shall come to

pass in that day, that a great tumult from the Lord shall be among them ; and they shall

lay hold every one on the hand of his neighbour, and his hand shall rise up against the hand

14 of his neighbour. And Judah also shall fight against Jerusalem ; and the wealth of .all the

nations round about shall be gathered together, gold, and silver, and apparel, in great abun-

15 dance. And so shall be the plague of the horse, of the mule, of the camel, and of the ass,

16 and of all the beasts that shall be in those camps, as this plague. And it shall come to pass,

that every one that is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall go up from

year to year to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to keep the feast of tabernacles.

17 And it shall be. that whoso of all the families of the earth goeth not up unto Jerusalem to

18 worship the King, the Lord of hosts, upon them there shall be no rain. And if the family

of Egypt go not up, and come not, neithtr shall it be upon them ; there shall be the plague,

wherewith the Lord will smite the nations that go not up to keep the feast of tabernacles.

19 This shall be the punishment of Egypt, and the punishmsnt of aU the nations that go not up

30 to keep the feast of tabernacles. In that day shall there be upon the bells of the horses,

HOLY UNTO THE LORD ; and the pots in the I ord's house shall be like the bowls before the

21 altar. Yea, every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be lioV unto the Lord of hosts ; and

all they that sacrifice shall come and take of them, and seethe therein : and in that day there

ihall be no more a Canaanite in the house of the Lord of hosts.
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Cliap, 14. The principles of interpretation

which should rule in this chapter have been

fully discussed aud brought out in my remarks

introductory to chap. 13. The events which it

portrays are all yet in the future. Consequent-

ly there is no occasion to try to locate them in

history, or to define their precise historic char-

acter. Their general significance and results

may be inferred with reasonable certainty. The

entire costume is Jewish, as we ought to ex-

pect. Jerusalem is invested by the combined

forces of all nations ; the city taken and sacked
;

half its people go into captivity (verses 1, 2).

The Lord comes forth to fight against those na-

tions (verse 3) ; He stands on the Mount of

Olives aud cleaves it in twain for Ilis people to

pass through (verse 4) ; they flee, but ultimate-

ly the Lord and His holy ones appear for their

salvation (verse 5) ; a most peculiar twilight

period follows, breaking forth near evening

into the effulgence of full day (verses 6, 7) ; liv-

ing waters flow from Jerusalem perpetually

(verse 8) ; Jehovah alone is King over all the

earth (verse 9) ; the whole world becomes a

plain, and the temple-mountain stands alone

the only mountain (verse 10) ; the plague that

comes on those who fought against Jerusalem

(ver.se 12)—panic and mutual slaugliter con-

sume them (verse Vi) ; Judah aids .Jerusalem

in this great conflict against their common foes

(verse 14) ; God's judgments reach all the do-

mestic animals used by their enemies, as well

as their owners (verse 15) ; all the surviving

people of the world shall go up to Jerusalem to

worship (verse 16) ; the plague on those who
will not go up (verse 17), and especially on

Egypt (verses 18, 19) ; holiness to the Lord in

all inanimate things, universal and final (verses

20, 21). H. C.

The day of Jehovah comes, all nations are

gathered against Jerusalem, already it is cap-

tured, and is suffering the last horrors of war,

when Jehovah goes forth to battle for His peo-

ple. All nature trembles as He marches along,

Jlount Olivet is cleft asunder, the people flee,

the light of nature is shrouded, but Uving

ivaters go forth from Jerusalem, and Jehovah's

kingdom is established over all the earth.

Henceforward Jerusalem is safely inhabited,

and from year to year all nations go up thither

to worship, for she is now the holy city, and

upon all that she has is inscribed " Holiness

unto the Lord." R. P. S.

1. " Behold," calls special attention to what
follows, as of the deepest interest and greatest

importance. Remarkably, the usual form, "day
of the Lord," is materially changed here. It is,

" a day coflles/o?' the Lord," one day preemi-

nently for Him, In which He will fully vindi-

cate His name as the God of Zion, His power as

one mighty to save, and His faithfulness ivs one

who, having long ago promised, comes forth

now in the fulness of time to perform. The
other form—simply day of the Lord—occui-s in

Joel 1 : 15 ; 3 : 1. 11, 31 ; 3 : 14 ; Amos 5 : 18, 20 ;

Zeph. 1 : 14, and elsewhere ; but this is unique

and peculiar, occurring, however, substantially

in Jer. 51 : 6 :
" Flej out of the midst of Baby-

lon ; be not cut off in her iniquity ; for it is a

time of vengeance /oc the Lord." Also in Isa.

2 : 12 :
" Thy spoil shall be divided in the midst

of thee, "is of course said of Jcrisalem, and

implies that she is in the power of her enemies.

2. This verae gives somewhat the details of

the case, to show how it comes to pass that the

spoil of the city is divided among its captors

within her very walls. The Lord, by His provi-

dential agencies, brings all the nations up
against Jerusalem to battle. In this one promi-

nent feature, this prophecy harmonizes with

Ezek. 38, 39, and with Rev. 20 ; 8, 9. The city

is taken ; the horrible scenes usually conse-

quent on such a capture ensue. Finally, half

the people go into captivity ; the other half

remain in the city. We do not hear from these

captives again. They meet the doom of the

wicked, and doubtless represent the corrupt

and not truly pious portion of the people. This

cleansing of the nominal Church by which one

half is sloughed off, taken in connection with

the similar operation predicted (chap. 13 : 8, 9),

which cut off two parts out of three, gives

us a strong view of the fearful corruption of

the Church, aud of the amount of winnowing
and separation requisite before her great victo-

ries over the wide world can be achieved. Like

the host of Gideon, her host is to be reduced to

the faithful few.

3. " Then shall the Lord go forth"—this He-

brew verb being the common one for " going

out" to war and battle

—

e.g., Hab. 3 : 13 ; Isa.

26 : 21, which latter passage, like the one before

us. assumes that the Lord has been at rest,

waiting for the fit hour, and now comes forth

for special displays of His power against His

foes.

4. The commander of a vast army takes

some elevated position which overlooks the

battle-field. So Jehovah takes His stand on
the Mount of Olives, which overlooked the city

on the east, affording the best commanding
view of the city. To give the greater vivid-

ness to the scene as a reality, it is said " His

feet shall stand there." The mountain cleaves
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asunder in the middle, half removing north-

ward and half southward, leaving a wide val-

ley. There can be no doubt of a tacit histori-

cal allusion here to the very similar cleaving of

the Red Sea for Mis people to escape from Pha-

raoh's pursuing host. That wasdone literally
;

this, being a historical allusion, means only that

a deliverance is now effected like that, equally

glorious to the power that saved His people,

equally effective for their salvation. The anal-

ogy will be yet more complete if we may sup-

pose, with Hengstenberg, that the mountain is

cleft by an earthquake, which, while it opened

the mountain for their easy escape, swallowed

up their enemies. A.s the text does not affirm

this, however, it must stand as mere conjec-

ture. This earthquake alarmed the retreating

host and hastened their flight—of which fear

and flight the next verse speaks.

5. This earthquake in the days of Uzziah is

not noticed in the historical books, but is proba-

bly alluded to by Amos (1 : 1). That, like this,

was a time of panic and of earnest flight from the

city to the mountains for safety. " Now there

comes the Lord my God, and all the saints with

thee." With this the scene changes; Im-

manuel appears in pre-eminent splendor, and

all the holy in His train. The nearest parallel

to this scene as respects His retinue is De. 33 :

2, where Moses said :
" The Lord came from

Sinai ; Heshined forth from Mount Paran, and

He came with ten thousands of saints," etc.

The prophet speaks of this scene as it appeared

to him in prophetic vision. The scene was
peculiarly and pre-eminently impressive. He
had a vivid sense of Immanuel, " the captain

of the Lord's host," as Ms own Ood, and the

God of his own people, and therefore says,

" There comes the Lord my Ood!"
The next striking feature he puts in the form

of an address to Immanuel :
" All the holy

ones are with thee." The great aim of this

revelation is to impress the prophet, and

through his words all the people of God in

every age, with this great truth, that Jesus

Immanuel is the Almighty Saviour of His peo-

ple, and that He employs angelic spiritual

beings as His agents in the ministrations of His

mediatorial reign, both in the care of His peo-

ple and in His iudgments on the wicked.

Hence these agents sometimes appear in the

visions of prophecy. Isaiah "saw the Lord
sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up, and

above him were the seraphim." The same
thing was symbolized when (3 K. 6 : 17) Eli-

sha prayed in behalf of his young servant

:

" Lord, I pray Thee open his eyes, that he may

see. And the Lord opened the eyes of the

young man, and he saw, and behold, the

mountain was full of horses and cliaiiots of fire

round about Elisha." This was only bringing

before the prophet's mental eye the actual veri-

ties of things—those agencies, full of power,

though usually invisible to mortals, by which

Jesus Christ administers the prov dential gov-

ernment of this world. H. C.

6, 7. In a wide application, the words may
be regarded as describing the mixed character

of God's dispensations to the race. Looking at

the course of His providence and grace through

the long day of time, at the whole train of events

which have marked man's existence on the

earth, it is obvious that since holiness and sin

began thrir strife in the primeval paradise,

light and darkness, mercy and judgment, hap-

piness and suffering, have been blended in all

that God has done and man experienced. " But

it shall come to pass that at evening time there

shall he light." The long, long day of varied

light and darkness, the long world strife of

good and evil, of truth and error, of happiness

and misery, shall end in unclouded brightness,

in the triumph, complete and lasting, of holi-

ness, of truth, of blessedness. For at the even-

ing of the world the Lord shall come ! "He
shall be King overall the earth," there shall

be " one Lord, and His name one." The isles

shall receive His law, the nations shall become

His inlieritance and the uttermost parts of the

earth His possession. B.
" At evening time it shall be light." The

revolution of years is silently bringing nearer

and nearer the evening time of the moral world.

God's administration of this world's affairs is

approaching a glorious completion. The mys-

tery and darkness that now invest His throne

will be dissipated, and His ways shall be justi-

fied before the assembled universe. The hands

of the clock of Time are moving on, slowly and

silently, toward an hour which shall be uni-

versally known and felt, soon as it is reached,

as the end of Time. Oh, that last evening

time of the world, wliat pen can adequately

picture it ? The cloudy day of Providence will

end, and in the light of the great white throne

of judgment the grandest vindication of His

government will be made by Jehovah Himself 1

The reasons and equity of His acts will no
longer appear uncertain. A thousand queries,

suggested by as many strange things of our

present state, will be answered. The prayer of

the old reformer, that we offer, now and then,

as we are brought under darkness, " more
light, Lord ; more light, more light 1" will be
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granted in a manner that will awe us down
into the profoundest attitude of thankfulness.

Then will there be made ati ad j ustment of

contrary things Inequalities of rank and con-

dition will be rectified. Good and evil will be

forever separated. Truth and error will dis-

solve companionship. The right shall be estab-

lished and the wrong put down. Justice will

he aihiiinisti-i-Lil by One who cannot err. Merit

will be refouiiizrii nnd receive its due reward,

and mere pr; timr will lie put to shame. Oh,

what a cleaiiiig away of mists will there be !

What startling revelations will he made !

And as the finale of that wonderful scene of

the last judgment the voices of ten times ten

tliousand angels and archangels, joining with

the hosts of the saved from earth, shall be heard

exclaiming, " Blessing, and honor, and power,

and glory he unto Him that sitteth upon the

throne ! Great and marvellous are Thy works.

Lord God Almighty, just and true are Thy
ways, Thou King of saints !" Luckenbach.

In a personal application, these figurative ex-

pressions will describe the present mUxd condi-

tion of the righteous. By day and night, light

and darkness, are meant knowledge and igno-

rance, sin and holiness, prosperity and adver-

sity, hope and fear. ^\jid when it is said that

it shall be neither day nor night with the peo-

ple of God, we are to understand that their

condition in the world is neither perfectly good

nor perfectly evil, tliat there is mixture and

change in their portion. Out of compassion to

our infirmities, the Lord diversifies our state.

That we may not forget Him in the light. He
sends us darkness ; and then, that our feet may
not stumble, that our hearts may not fail us in

the darkness, He causes the light again to rise

on us, and we are comforted. This procedure

brings our graces into exercise ; it manifests and

strengthens them. Some of these are called

forth by prosperity only, at leiist they shine

then with peculiar brightness ; such are mod-

eration, deadness to the world, self-denial,

humility. Others again are seen only or chiefly

iQ the night of affile tion—submission, content-

ment, patience, all the suilering graces of the

Spirit. This diversified experience is designed

also ti) bring the people of God to a more simple

dependence on Himself. It accomplishes this

end by showing them their own weakness and

the Divine strength. C. B.

God in the end can turn even our failures

and mistakes to His glory and our own bless-

ing ; His wisdom can overrule our error, and

His mercy will forgive our weakness. If,

through our own fault, not His, our pastures

have not been as green, our waters not as still

as they might have beca, yet surely Jis we look

back and count up our past blessings, they will

make our heart full and our eyes dim. Dark

as the day may have been, " ateveutide it shall

be light." Sometimes our path in life seems

like a lane full of windings, where the steep

banks shut out the light and air, and all we can

do is to trudge steadily on through the thick

mire. But if we look high up in front of us

we shall see, as Israel saw, the faint blue hills

of the Land of Promise rising up against the

sky. The path will come out at length in full

view of tile celestial city ; and at last, at last

we shall be at home. Bp. Thorold.

Oftentimes we look with fi)rebodings to the

time of old age, forgetful that at eventide it

shall be light. To many saints old age is the

choicest season of their lives. A balmier air

fans the mariner's cheek as he nears the shore

of immortality ; fewer waves ruflie his sea

;

quiet reigns, deep, .still and solemn. From
the altar of age the flashes of the fire of youth

are gone, but the flame of more earnest feeling

remains. The setting sua seems larger than

when aloft in the sky, and a splendor of glory

tinges all the clouds which surround all his

going down. Pain breaks not the sweet calm

of the twilight of age ; for strengtli made per-

fect in weakness bears up in patience under it

all.

The Lord's people shall enjoy light in the

hour of death. Unbelief laments, the shadows

fall, the night U coming, existence is ending.

Ah, no 1 crieth Faith ; the night is far spent,

the day is at hand. Light is come—the light

of immortality, the light of a father's counte-

nance. Farewell, beloved one ; thou art gone
;

thou wavest thy hand. Ah, now it is light.

The pearly gates are open ; the golden streets

shine ia the jasper light. We cover our eyes,

but thou beholdest the unseen. Thou hast

light at eventide, such as we have not. Spur-

geon.

Into that unclouded day, into that perfect

knowledge and vision of God, into that com-

pletely satisfied experience of His fellowship

and joy, all our dead in Christ have entered.

Their darkness is ended ; their burdens laid

down ; their labor is terminated in rest, their

trouble in peace, their sorrow in joy, their exile

in home—an everlasting, blessed home with

God. To that home of rest and peace and joy

our exiled hearts aspire, and still we journey

on. To us the way is still, as it hath been thus

far, through weariness and trial. But He who
led and holds us on the way bids us remember
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the infirmities, the bui-dens, the griefs which

He has appointed as the means, needful, wise

and liind, of attaining that blessed end. Since

He appointeth our light afflictions which, in the

comparison of au endless being, are but for a

moment, to work out for us a far more exceed-

ing and eternal weight of glory, let us not faint

or be discouraged because of them. Since

these afflictions ire God's instruments in our

needed discipline of refinement and purifica-

tion, since in our every experience of trial He
is chastening us for our profit, tliat we may be

made partakers of His holiness, be it ours to

watch and labor and pray, that they bring

forth in us the fruit of patience, of trust, of

more perfect consecration, of more active en-

deavor of love to do His holy, blessed will ! B.

8. Water is a natural symbol of God's spir-

itual blessings, especially those in which the

agencies of the Holy Spirit are prominent. In-

deed, water is the special symbol of this Divine

Spirit, as may be seen in the explanatory clauses

of Ezek. 36 : 25, 27 ; Isa. 44 : 3. The latter

reads, " I will pour water on him that is

thirsty"—shown to mean, " I will pour My
Spirit upon thy seed, and My blessing upon

thy offspring. ' Ezekiel has it, " Then will I

sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be

clean," etc., shown to mean, " I will put My
Spirit within you, and cause you to walk in

My statutes," etc. Moreover, the very terms

which express the manner of giving the Spirit

indicate this :
" I will potir My Spirit upon

you," etc. Strikingly parallel to this passage

of Zechariah is Ezek. 47 : 1-12. There the

water flows from under the sanctuary, here

from Jerusalem ; there is one widening, deep-

ening stream, till it becomes a mighty river,

and sweeping through the desert eastward,

pours itself into the Dead Sea and heals its

waters ; here one half flows into the front sea,

which is, of course, the Dead Sea, and the other

half into the Mediterranean on the west. That

of Ezekiel carries on its bosom health, abun-

dance, undying verdure, and is of course to be

considered perennial ; this flows during the

arid summer as well as the rainy winter, which

amounts to saying that it flows all the year,

and year after year, never failing. Now, as

Palestine would be rendered almost an earthly

Paradise by such living streams as Zechariah

and Ezekiel have described, if they irere to be

miraculously created by the finger of Ood, and

become literal verities, so we must take these

figures as predictions of blessings of the rich-

est, most abundant, and most enduring kind

possible for God to bestow on human souls.

That Zechariah's stream of water flows from

Jerusalem and Ezekiel's " from under the sanc-

tuary" indicate plainly that the Spirit of God

will yet continue, as ever, to make the institu-

tions of the Gospel—the service and worship of

the sanctuary—the vehicles and the channels

through which He will pour abroad the fulness

of His blessings upon men.

9. And the Lord slmll be King oner all the

earth : in that day shall tliere be one Lord, and

His name one. The precious fact predicted

here is that the Lord Jehovah reigns supreme

over all the earth, and is recognized everywltere

as the only true God. The sense is not precisely

this—that now and henceforth there shall really

be but one God, as if to imply that in former

times there had been more true gods than one
;

but this—that now He is known, acknowl-

edged, honored, obeyed, as the one only God.

The very names of other gods are forgotten.

No other name than His is recognized as a name
for God. Now, therefore, " the kingdoms of

this world have become the kingdoms of our

Lord, and of His Christ, and He shall reign for-

ever." Now, at length, the long-offered pray-

er, the burden of pious hearts age after age, is

fulfilled :
" Thy kingdom come ; Thy will be

done on earth as it is in heaven." That good

promise by the mouth and pen of David (Ps.

22 : 27, 28) has now come to pass :
" All ihe

ends of the earth shall remember, and turn unto

the Lord, all the kindreds of the nations shall

worship before Thee ; for the kingdom is the

Lord's, and He is Governor among the na-

tions."

10. " All the land" should read, as it clear-

ly means, all the earth, being precisely the same

words rendered " all the earth" in the previous

verse :
" The Lord shall be King over all the

earth." " Turned" means changed, in its phy-

sical conformation, from a mountainous to a

plain, level country. The sense is that all the

earth shall become a plain similar to that from

Geba to Rimmou. Geba was on the northern

border of Judah (2 K. 23 : 8), and Rimmon on

the southern (1 Chron. 4:32). "It shall be

lifted up" means that Jerusalem shall rise in

lofty, towering grandeur, the only mountain

in all the world, and. of course, the chief won-

der and admiration of the world, all else being

a plain. It shall be crowned on its summit
with the glorious temple of the living God.

This carries forward the figure used (Micah

4:1; Isa. 3 : 2) at least one important step fur-

ther. Micah and Isaiah speak of the temple-

mountain as " established" (firmlyset) " on the

top of the mountains and exalted above the
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hills." Zechariah sees all other mountains and

hills sinking down to a plain, and the temple-

mountain, or rather Jerusalem herself as a

whole, is lifted up and becomes the only moun-

tain of the world. So magnifieeut, honorable,

and glorious is to be the future kingdom of

12, The prophet left the enemies of Zlon at

the third verse to follow the fortunes of Zion

herself, and to show us, through verses 4-11,

how signally the Lord appeared for her help,

and how gloriously He turned her darkness into

day, and then poured out for her living waters

and rebuilt her capital in greater and more en-

during splendor than ever. Now he returns to

inform us of the doom of those old enemies

who marshalled their hosts against Zion, aa ap-

pears in verses 1-3. They are smitten with a

living death. Their flesh, touched with some

consuming leprosy, perishes while yet they

stand upon their feet. Their eyes consume

away in their sockets ; their tongue in their

mouths. The eye and the tongue are specified

as being the most valued organs—those of sight

and of speech ; and probably, too, as having

been specially used in their war upon Zion.

With their tongue they had spoken proudly,

blasphemously, profanely. The type of their

spirit Lad been, " Let her be defiled ; let our

eye look upon Zion" (Micah 4 : 11). " Where
is the Lord thy God ? Mine eye shall behold

her" (Micah 7 : 10). The Lord is wont to make

His retributive judgments indicate the sin for

which they are sent. This plague wherewith

the Lord shall smite the open enemies and

actual assailants of His Zion is intended to be

terrible.

13. The word " tumult" rather means a

panic—the blended terror and confusion which

an awful sense of the fact that Almighty God
is against them would naturally produce. This

verse and the preceding should be located in

the events of this chapter, immediately after

the first three verses. We are not to suppose

that this plague of verse 12, and this panic

with mutual slaughter of verse 13, come in only

long after the scenes of the first three verses,

and after Jerusalem has become peaceful and

glorious. They rather go back to give us in

detail the manner in which the Lord disposed

of those enemies that fought against Jerusalem,

took and divided her spoil, and made captives

of half her people. All suddenly the plagues

of Jehovah smite them ; their flesh consumes

away ; this awful form of death serves to

panic-smite their hosts, and they fall upon each

other in the dread work of mutual slaughter !

" So let all thine enemies perish, Lord ; but

let them that love Thee be as the sun when he

goeth forth in his might " (Judges 5 : 31).

14. Judah fights in. Jerusalem, not agaimt

her. The meaning is that, with a mutually

good understanding, tlic peopli' of the country

rush to the helpof tlir rii\ . .iml lij;lit heroically

within the city for In rdcliiui-. The spoil from

the enemy is immense The ultimate truth

taught here is that real union shall be the

strength and glory of the millennial Church.

15. The same plague that came from the

Lord upoq incorrigibly wicked men falls also

on all their cattle, horses, mules, camels and

asses. They are supposed to be polluted by

the horrible corruption of their owners. More-

over, the Lord would make His judgments so

terrible as to inspire awe of His majesty and

justice. The cattle of a city given to idolatry

were to be destroyed. So were the animals in

some of those most vicked cities doomed of

God to destruction. H. C.

16-*il. In these words the future reception

of the true religion by all nations is foretold

under the symbols of the Mosaic economy, with

its ritual, its yearly feasts, and its central place

of worship. For ^iiis principle of interpreta-

tion we have the authority of the Ne w Testa-

ment (Rom. 13 : 1 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 5). Barrows.

16. The slaughter of the wicked nations, im-

plied in verse 3, and terribly indicated in verses

12, 13, leaves some yet living ; how many rela-

tively to the whole number, or to the number
slain, we are not told. But we are lold that

those who remain shall be converted to God.

They now come up to Jerusalem, no longer to

fight against her, but to worship the living God
in her temple, and to join heart and hand with

the Lord's people. They are changed men

—

changed from sinners to saints. The Jewish

idea of a convert made to the true God in dis-

tant Gentile lands must naturally imply that

he will come up year by year to Jerusalem to

worship God at their great festivals. This idea

they could not fail to carry over to the reign of

their expected Messiah. Prophecy makes Him
a second David, the great successor on David's

throne, to reign over all the nations from that

great central metropolis of His kingdom. It re-

mains for us to translate this Old Testament

phraseology into that of the New Testament,

and to modify those ideas which were the natu-

ral, not to say necessary, outgrowth of the an-

cient dispensation, and make them correspond

to the new type of things established by our

Lord and His apostles. So modified, we no

longer think of converts in the ends of the
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earth making their annual pilgrimage to Jeru-

salem to keep her lioly feasts and to worship

Jehovah there. We understand that every liv-

ing Christian heart is God's temple, and that

every sincere worshipper is accepted in the

New Mediator of the better covenant. Now
after Zion ha^ beeen redeemed from her sins,

made victorious over her foes, has received all

that survive of them to her bosom as friends,

and they are made welcome to her munificent

blessings from her King, why sliould they not

bring up their annual offerings of thanksgiv-

ing and praise ? Isaiah (66 ; 23) names the " new

moons and tlie Sabbaths" as the periods at

which all flesh should come up to worship be-

fore the Lord—showing, when compared with

this statement by Zechariah, tliat a literal com-

ing is not thouglit of by the Spirit of inspira-

tion. The essential idea is expressed as well

by one form of statement as by tlio other. This

idea is, that all the people of tlie earth will

worship the true God in the modes of His own
appointment, as Christ tauglit the woman of

Samaria (John 4 : 20-24), and as tlie converted

Jews were taught (lleb., chaps. 7-10).

17. Tliis cur.se is entirely in accordance with

the principles of the ancient tlieocrary which

promised rain to the people if obedient, but

threatened to withhold it if they turned aside

to idols. (See De. 11 : 13-17.) The ancient

economy provided for retribution in the pres-

ent world sufficiently full and sure to make the

sense of it efftctive in those early ages, and to

minister to an intelligent faith in God's actual

government of tlie world. The previous verse

speaks of "nations;" this, particularly, of

" families," because it was by families that tlie

Hebrew people came up to Jerusalem on their

great annual festivals.

1§, 19. The general sense is plain—viz.,

that Egypt shall be no exception to the general

law. If tliey go not up, tlie same plagues shall

fall on them for this neglect as on other nations.

The fact is, that the failure of rain around the

head-waters of the Nile is as fatal to Egypt as

tlie failure of rain in other countries. Let it be

noted that these threatened plagues (verses 17,

18) do not of necessity imply tliat any families

will refuse to go up to worsliip the Lord of

Hosts. They may only show that men are still

moral agents, acted upon by fear and hope, and

made responsible for their free moral acts.

20, 21. That holiness to the Lord shall be

not only very pure, but widely extended, is

taught here by three distinct statements : 1.

Things that have no special sanctity

—

e.g., bells

on horses, shall be consecrated as altogether

holy. 2. The less sacred things about the tem-

ple shall become as holy as those most sacred

were wont to be

—

e.ff., common pols for cook-

ing food shall become no less sacred than the

bowls which received the blood of animals

slain in sacrifice ; tlie latter being of old ac-

counted most holy, the former least so. 3. The

Canaanites shall be no more in the Lord's tem-

ple. Canaanite was the common Hebrew word

for trafficker, merchant—a business in bad re-

pute among the Hebrews because so much as-

sociated with fraud and deceit. (See Hos.

13 : 7, 8.) There is special force in the allusion

to the bells upon the horses because the He-

brew law and Hebrew sentiment had a prej u-

dice against horses, as associated with pride

and vain show ; with reliance also on some

other power than God, and with icar. This

prejudice was all the stronger because tlieir

most powerful enemies came upon them with a

strong force of cavalry and chariots ; while, on

the other hand, their own kings were forbidden

to multiply horses. (See De. 17 : 16.) The

pious Psalmist said,
'

' Some trust in chariots

and some in horsemen ; we, in the name of the

Lord our God." The pious in Hos. 14 : 3 say,

"We will not ride upon horses." But now,

in the purity of the millennial age, even the

bells, mere ornaments on the horses, shall bear

the same inscription as the ancient breast-plate

worn by the high priest
—

" HoUntss to t/w

Lord." How exceedingly expressive of the

absolute and universal consecration of all

things to the service and worship of the one

all-glorious God !

Reviewing briefly the course of thought in

this entire chapter, I call renewed attention to

the following points : 1. The whole chapter

must be taken as figurative, and not literal.

The literal sense, implying the actual cleaving

of the Mount of Olives, and the escape of half

the population of the city through its cleft

bowels ; two literal rivers flowing from Jerusa

lem, one east and the other west ; all the moun-

tains in the world levelled down to plains, save

the one on whicli Jerusalem and its temple

shall stand ; all the nations coming up to Jeru-

salem yearly to tlie Feast of Tabernacles ; Juda-

ism with its bloody sacrifices enjoined on all

the Gentile world, despite of the whole New
Testament to the contrary : such things, sup-

posed to take place literally, are simply incredi-

ble and absurd. Some of them, if they were to

take place literally, would inevitably defeat

tlieir own ends. All would defeat and crush

out New Testament Christianity. There can

be no sufficient reasons for giving this chapter
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a litenil construction. 2. I have studiously ab-

stained from tlie attempt to determine and de-

fine tlie fulfilment of any minute feature in this

grouping of Kebrew figures, because I have no

faith in such attempts. Wlwii these things

shall be fulfilled ; in wliat precise form tlie

wicUed shall assail the Church of God ; how
many of them .shall be cut off by the plagues

of the Lord, I'ud how many shall remain to be

converted—these points, and such as these, I

thinli it wise to make no attempt to determine.

Ungodliness has its group of specific forms to-

day ; who can tell whether they will change

essentially before this general onslaught upon
Zion ? The world has long since passed the

besieging of the literal Jerusalem, (M being her-

self tlie Lord's Zion; probably has passed the

era of religious wars, avowedly to destroy

Christianity. But stern conflicts with Satan

and his human aids await the kingdom of

Christ ere its great and final victory. 3. In

the exposition of this chapter the first main in-

quiry shouhl be, How would the Jews of ZecUa-

riah's time understand it V What would be the

general impression made upon them by this

grouping of Jewish images and ideas 1 Would
not they hail this chapter as God's word of

promise, that the worship of their own Jehovah

would one daj' become universal ; that their old

enemies would first be greatly reduced in num-

bers by fearful plagues, and the remnant be

converted to the living God, and that then the

worship of (!od would become pure and sub-

stantially universal? They could make of it

nothing less than this. No other language

could express these points more surely or more

forcibly than this. 4. Then this is the general

sense of the chapter. For it was written to be

read and to be understood by tlie Jews of his

time. The writer of it was himself a Jew, writ-

ing for first readers who were Jews, and there-

fore he used and could use only Jewish terms

and figures. The general sense of these figures

we get from that ancient economy. It only re-

mains (as already said) that we translate Jew-

ish into Christian terms, Jewish symbols into

Christian thought and meaning, and we liave

the truth which the Lord hath taught us with

so much clearness, beauty and force in this

chapter Let the name of the Lord be praised

for such and so much light upon the otherwise

unknown future of His earthly Zion ! We will

bless His name, not only that He has formed

such purposes of loving- kindness—not only

that He has determined to bring all the nations

of men to live joyfully beneath Messiah's scep-

tre, but that He has revealed to vs this purpose,

and delineated in such forms of beauty and

joy the glorious future which awaits Messiah's

kingdom among men. H. C.

aO, 21. It is in allusion to the golden fillet

around the high-priest's mitre, inscribed on the

forehead " Holiness to the Lord," that the

prophet Zechariah, preelicting tlie glory of the

future Church, declares, " In that day there

shall be upon the bells of the horses ' Holiness

to the Lord ;' yea, every pot that is in Jerusa-

lem and in Judah shall be holiness unto the

Lord of Hosts," meaning that a time shall come
that the consecration of all the people of God
and their daily avocations shall bo as complete

as that of the high-priest, whose forehead wears

this inscription ; they shall all be priests as holy

as the high-priest himself. S. R. Holiness

to tlie Lord hael been written only upon the

high-priest's forehead, but now it shall not be

so appropriated. All Christians shall be living

temples and spiritual priests dedicated to the

honor of God, and employed in His service.

Ileal holiness shall be more diffused than it had

been, because there shall be more powerful

means of sanctiflcation, more excellent rules,

more cogent arguments, and brighter patterns

of holiness ; and because there shall be a more

plentiful effusion of the Spirit of holiness and

sanctiflcation after Christ's ascension than ever

before. There shall be holiness introduced into

common things ; and those things shall be de-

voted to God that seemed very foreign. When
there shall be such an abundance of real holi-

ness, people shall not be nice and curious about

ceremonial holiness ; they that sacrifice shall

come and take of these common vessels and

seeth their sacrifices therein, making no distinc-

tion between them and the bowls before the

altar. H.

No scene or station of all the earth that can

eye Paradise or catch the gleams of the aton-

ing cross is trulj' ignoble or utterly forlorn.

He who promised that, in the last days, the in-

scription which shone on the front of the high-

priest's mitre, " Holiness unto the Lord," should

be written also on the very bells of the horses,

and that " every pot" in Jerusalem and its out-

lying streets should become holy as the conse-

crated furniture of His own temple and altar,

can in like manner render the lowliest scenes of

human art and toil and traffic the schools of

truth and duty and pctice, schools ministering

alike to the truest li;ipi)Hirss and to the most

perfect holiness of our race. He can make each

allowable task of our earthly life to become also

" Holiness to the Lord ;" and as the Christian's

body is made a temple oi the Holy Ghost, so can
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he render the Christian himself, in all his social re-

lations and enterprises,
'

' apricst and a king unto

Oud.
'

' And the great principle of conciliation

amid earth's jarring tribes and clashing inter-

ests, and of true and helpful communion among

manliind, is not external, but internal, not mate

rial, but spiritual, not terrene, but celestial ;
and

is found in the blending by this one Divine

Spirit of all earth's Inhabitants in a common

contrition before a common redemption, tend-

ing as these inhabitants are, under a common

sin and doom, to the same inevitable graves
;

but all of them invited, in the one name of one

Christ, to aspire to the same heaven of end-

less and perfect blessedness. W. B. Willianis.

Let " Holiness to the Lord" be written upon

your hearts in all that you do. Do no work

which you cannot entitle God to and truly say

He set you about ; and do nothing in the world

for any other ultimate end than to please and

glorify and enjoy Him. And remember that

whatever you do must be done as a means to

these, and as by one that is that way going on

to heaven. All your labor must he the labor

of a traveller, which is all for his journey's

end ; and all your respect of affection to place

or thing in your way must be in respect to

your attainment of the end ; as a traveller lov-

eth a good way, a good horse, a good inn, a dry

cloak, or good company ; but nothing must be

loved here as your end or home. Baxter.

With great distinctness the Scriptures of

truth affirm that religion demands the conse-

cration of everything connected with our life.

Rightly viewed, it sanctifies, sets apart to a holy

use and end every relation, every occupation,

with every necessary, natural and proper action

connected with business, v/ith friendly inter-

course, with solitary or social recreation.
'

' Not

slothful in business, fervent in spirit, serving

the Lord," is the Divine injunction for the gov-

ernance of all human toil. Diligence and pray-

erful dependence in order to secure the prosper-

ing favor of God, and a single aim to make the

prosperity He bestows tributary to His high

and holy purposes, these are the principles here

indicated as rightly directing and controlling

the temporal pursuits of men. To the Ciiris-

tian, pursuing his calling upon these principles

and with these ends, applying them faithfully

daj' by day to the details of that calling, how
blessed the ellects upon his temporal condition,

his spiritual character, his growth in grace and

increase in usefulness 1 How would he be in-

cited to patient persistence in laljor, thus avoid-

ing the temporal curse as well as the criminal-

ity of ignorance 1 How would his hardest toil

be lightened by a cheerful consciousness of

duty done ! How would his cares, anxieties,

and even reverses be relieved of their weightiest

pressure, under the assured conviction that an

Infinite wisdom and love were his, to which to

appeal, and an Almighty arm on which to lean !

How much more hopefully miglit he labor, ana

more confidently anticipate a satisfaatory re-

sult ! How much more just an appreciation

would he attain of the true value of wealth as

a means to a higher, holier end, and how much
more wisely would he use that wealth ! How
would his accumulations, his merchandise, his

flocks or herds, his lands or money, even the

very implements and appliances of his toll, re-

call his stewardship, perpetuate and deepen his

sense of obligation, and stimiUate him to per-

sonal effort for perishing souls ! And thus his

very business or toil would become a part of

his religion, an act of worship and a means of

grace to help him on in the Divine life. This

would identify his interests with the interests

of his Master ; in a word, he would be prompt-

ed to engage more and more in every good

work, to give more and more of his substance

to the diffusion of the Gospel, and so contribute

to the efficient, rapid progress of the Redeemer's

kingdom in the world.

Of the lite of such a Christian, one who thus

consecrates his daily toil by the recognition and

service of God, truthfully and beautifully it

has been written, " Thus ordered, his whole life

will be one prolonged act of consecration. The

psalm of a grateful heart will, with unremitting

flow, fill up all the interval of his visits to the

closet and the sanctuary. The life of godliness

will be devotional even on common days, in

familiar scenes and secular employments. Its

calendar will have its whole year hallowed,

while it keeps still its days of special sanctity,

the thrice hallowed. It will be worship at

work, kneading the leaven of Christian princi-

ple into the entire mass of its personal activity

and social influence.
'

' B.

Zechariah's prophecies of Christ are, in some

respects, the most remarkable in the Old Testa-

ment. In one of his visions the Fatlier sum-

mons the sword to awake against the Shep-

herd, and against the Man that is His fellow
;

in another, men are looking in agony on the

Lord whom they have pierced ; in a third, Mes-

siah rides as a conqueror on an ass into Jerusa-

lem ; and in a fourth, He is King of all the

earth, and on the very bells of the horses there

is in.scnbed "Holiness unto the Lord." The

Divine as well as the human nature of Christ,

and His office as an atoning Saviour, were thus

very distinctly made known. W. G. B. _
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PROPHECY OF MALACHI.

MALACHI, INTRODUCTION ; CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 The bunlcTi of the won] of the Lord to Israel by Malachi.

2 I have loved you, sailli tlie Loun. Yet ye say, Wherein hast thou loved us ? Was not

Z Esau Jacob's brother? saith the L&rd : yet I loved Jacob ; but Esau I hated, and made his

4 mountains a desolation, and gave his heritage to thei jackals of the wilderness. Whereas

Edom saith. We are beaten down, but we will return and build the waste places ; thus saith

the Lord of hosts, They shall build, but I w'U throw down : and men shall call them The

border of wickedness, and The people against whom the Lord hath indignation for ever.

5 And your eyes shall see, and ye shall say. The Loud be magnified beyond the border of Israel.

6 A son honoureth his father, and a servant his master : if then I be a father, where is

mine honour ? and if I be a master, where is my fear ? saith the Lord of hosts unto you, O
7 priests, that despise my name. And ye say. Wherein have we despised thy name ? Ye offer

polluted bread upon mine altar. And ye say. Wherein have we polluted thee ? In that ye

8 say. The table of the Lord is contemptible. And when ye offer the blind for sacrifice. It is

no evil ! and when ye offer the lame and sick, it is no evil ! Present it now unto thy governor
;

9 will he be pleased with thee ? or will he accept thj' person ? saith the Lord of hosts. And
now, I pray you, intreat the favour of God, that he may be gracious unto us : this hath been

10 by your means : will he accept any of your persons ? saith the Lord of hosts. Oh that there

were one among you that would shut the donrs, that ye might not kindle /)« on mine altar in

vain ! I have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of hosts, neither will I accept an offering at

11 your hand. For from the rising of the sun even unto the going down of the same my name
is great among the Gentiles ; and in every place incense is offered unto my name, and a pure

12 offering : for my name is great among the Gentiles, saith the Lord of hosts. But ye profane

it, in that ye say. The table of the Lord is polluted, and the fruit thereof, even his meat, is

13 contemptible. Y'e say also. Behold, what a weariness is it ! and ye have snuffed at it, saith

the Lord of hosts ; and ye have broiight that which was taken by violence, and the lame,

and the sick ; thus ye bring the offering : should I accept this of your hand ? saith the Lord.

14 But cursed be the deceiver, which hath in his flock a male, and voweth, and sacrificeth unto

the Lord a blemished thing : for I am a great king, saith the Lord of hosts, and my name is

terrible among the Gentiles.

The word " Malachi" means " my messen-

ger" or "my angel." As occurring in the

title to this prophecy, it may be understood to

be the name of the prophet who wrote the

prophecy ; or it may be a surname given him,

taken from 3:1; or it may possibly be merely

a designation for the book, taken from 3 : 1.

The first view is a convenient one to take, and

is at least as likely as either of the others. The

is, in so far as his personal history is concerned,

"a name, and notiiing more." The Sacred

Chronicles, even in the Book of Nehemiah, do

not so much as mention him, although he was

a zealous fellow-laborer with that patriotic gov-

ernor, and greatly aided him in his endeavors

to secure a willing and grateful obedience to

the Divine law. In this, however, he does but

share the fate of those Psalmists who, on the re-

book was written by a prophet of the time of turn from the Captivity, composed many songs

the second administration of Nehemiah, a man
|
for the temple service. The simple fact is that

of the same spirit with Ezra and Nehemiah. It we know nothing of the personal history of

was written either during the lifetime of Ezra

or very soon after his death. W. J. B.

Malachi is the last of the prophets, and is

therefore called " the Seal," his book closing

the Old Testament canon. Like Habakkuk, he

Malachi, and cannot even be sure whether
" Malachi" is a proper name or an appellative.

The Old Testament closes, as the New Testa-

ment opens, with the words of one who is " a

voice" to us rather than a man.
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But though we know nothing of the author,

we can fix the date of tliis prophecy with rea-

sonable accuracy. Indeed, it dates itself. All

the notes of time it contains point steadily, and

with one consent, to the second sojourn of

Nehemiah in Jerusalem

—

i.e., about B.C. 430.

It may even be said that the prophecy of Mala

chi, the last of the prophetic books, is simply a

commentary on Nehemiah, the last of the his-

torical books. From the whole tone of the

prophecy it is obvious that the temple had been

long rebuilt, its worship long restored—long

enough for grave abuses to have crept in, and

to have become habitual. Among these abuses

were the violation of the Sabbath law, the offer-

Ing of maimed and unclean sacrifices, the with-

holding of tithes, indifference deepening into

weariness of the worship of the sanctuary, and

intermarriage with heathen races on the part of

the priests as well as the people. These are the

sins which Malachi denounces, and these were

the sins with which Nehemiah had painfully to

contend. Cox.

The last of the long series of Hebrew proph

ets, Malachi stood in the same relation to Nehe-

miah during the latter portion of his work of

restoration and reform at Jerusalem which

llaggai and Zechariah had occupied in relation

to Zerubbabel. Not that his name is directly

mentioned as having been associated wilhNehe

miah in the events recorded in the thirteenth

chapter of the Book of Nehemiah ; but a com-

parison of his denunciation of the sins of the

people with the record of Nehemiah's reforms

is strong evidence of the fact that they were

contemporaries. The passages upon a com-

parison of which this conclusion is founded

are : Mai. 2 : 8 with Neh. 13 : 15, 39 ; Mai. 2 :

10-16 with Neh. 13 : 23-27 ; and Mai. 3 : 7-12

with Neh. 13 : 10, etc. B. C.

That he prophesied after the times of Hag-
gai and Zechariah is inferred from his omitting

to mention the restoration of the temple, and

from no allusion being made to him by Ezra.

The Captivity was already a thing of the long

past, and is not referred to. The existence of

the temple service is presupposed in Mai. 1 :

10 ; 3:1, 10. The Jewish nation had still a

political chief (1 : 8), distinguished by the same
title as that borne by Nehemiah (Neh. 12 : 36),

to which Gesenius assigns a Persian origin.

Hence Vitriuga, Kennicott, Hales, Davidson,

and most biblical critics conclude that Malachi

delivered his prophecies after the second return

of Nehemiah from Persia (Neh. 13 ; 6), and sub-

sequently to the thirty-second year of Arta-

Xerxes Longimanus—i.e., about u.c. 430. Prom

the striking parallelism between the state of

things indicated in Malachi's prophecies and

that actually existing on Nehemiah's return

from the court of Artaxerxes, it is on all ac-

counts highly probable (so Mr. Wright) that the

efforts of the secular governor were on this oc

casion seconded by the preaching of ' Jeho-

vah's messenger," and that Malachi occupied

the same position with regard to the reforma-

tion under Nehemiah which Isaiah held in the

time of Hezekiah, and Jeremiah in that of

Josiah. The last chapter of canonical Jewish

history is the key to the last chapter of its

pryphecy. Malachi (so Ayre) was commis-

sioned to reprove both priests and people, and

to invite them to " reformation by promises of

bles.sing and warnings of awful judgment."

The Book of Malachi is contained in four chap-

ters in our version, as in the LXX., Vulgate

and Peshito-Syriac. In the Hebrew the third

and fourth form but one chapter. Die. B.

Suhject-mntter. The prophecy of Malachi

forms one connected treatise, having for its

main object the denunciation of practices in-

consistent with the obedience and responsibili-

ties of God's people
;

practices which had

grown to a head during the absence of Nehe-

miah at the court of the Persian king. The
prophet's purpose was to strengthen the hands

of Nehemiah in the reforms wliieh he was labor-

ing to effect
;
yet not without reference to the

person to whom all the prophets with greater

or less clearness of language had borne witness,

and to the time when the spiritual kingdom of

the Son of David was to be established upon
earth. The writer addresses himself directly

to the sins which he found prevailing among
the people, and shows their inconsistency with

their profession of obedience to the will of God
and with the formal acts of worship which

were duly rendered. The gross idolatry of

earlier times had disappeared ; but the not less

dangerous error of practices not in harmony

with the professed and outward service ren-

dered to God had sprung up. B. C.

Not far from four hundred years before

Christ this last in the long series of inspired

prophets united his efforts with those of Nehe-

miah to call back the apostate people to their

forsaken God, to rebuke them for their great

sins, and to animate the believing portion by

some very distinct and precious promises of

the conversion of the Gentiles ; of the coming

of the glorious Lord, " the Messenger of the

covenant," to His earthly temple ; and also of

the coming of John Baptist, here designated as

" My messenger who shall prepare the way be-
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fore Me," and as " Elijah the prophet."

II. C.

In the early part of his sec:oiui adraiiiistratiou,

Xehemiah made strenuous efforts to place these

matters again on a true footing, as we learn

from Keh. 13. The contents of the Book of

Malaohi show that it was written just at this

juncture and in furtherance of these efforts.

It rebukes the priests (presumably including

the singers, gate-keepers and other Levites),

because they had not tlie courage and fidelity

to stand by their duties even at the cost of hard-

ships. It I'eminds them that such cowardice

was especially reprehensible at a time when Je

hovah's name was great among the nations.

On the other hand, it rebukes the people for

not bringing all the tithes into the storehouse,

so that the support of the temple would be pro-

vided for. It rebukes Judali because, in the

persons of its citizens and its priests, it Iiad

"married the daughter of a foreign god"

(2 : 11). It emphasizes the fact that this is the

second offence of the kind (2 ; 13). And it re-

bukes false swearing, along with adultery and

oppression (3 : 5).

A second characteristic of the book is that,

while it rebukes specific misconduct, it never-

theless gives principal attention to the bad

spirit that lies back of the specific misconduct.

It assumes that an evil habit of self-righteous

scepticism is prevalent, and deals with tliis

liabit as well as witli the wrong acts that spring

from it. The habit exhibits itself in two ways.

First, they answerback when Jehovah reproves

them, instead of listening obediently (Mai. 1 : 2,

6, 7 ; 2 : 14, 17 ; 3 : 7, 8, 13). This answering

back is mentioned eight times in the fifty-four

verses of the book. Second, the same sceptical

and self-justifying habit exhibits itself in cer-

tain sayings which Malachi quotes as current

among the people :

" Any one that doeth evil is good in the

sight of Jehovah, and He delighteth in them"

(2 : 17). " Where is the God of judgment ?"

(2 : 17) " It is in vain to serve God" (3 : 14).

" What profit that we have kept His ordi-

nances, and walked mournfully before Jehovah

of hosts V" (3 ; 14). " And now we congratu-

late the proud" (3:15). "[There have been

such things as that] doers of wickedness have

been builded up." " [Men] have tempted God
and escaped" (3 : 15). W. J. B.

Analysis of Contents. The book forms one

continuous composition addressed to an age of

overt, though unavowed, national discontent

and disaffection. Theocratic scepticism, born

of moral obtuseness, is the evil which Malaclu

ctmfronts. The people look at their slow and

hinnbling recovery, in place of the rapid and

glorious progress propliecy had led them to an-

ticipate, and they a.sk bitterly, " Is this God's

peculiar love of His people?" The prophet's

reply points them to the significant fact of Je-

hovah's persistent restoration of Israel to na-

tional existence, in contrast with the irretriev-

able downfall of their kinsmen the Edomites.

That the reverses of fortunes should be Edom's

destruction, but Isiael's discipline, is proof that

Israel possesses a unique place and destiny in

tlie Divine purposes (1 : 1-5).

Tlie answer is adequate, but requires to be

supplemented by an explanation of what is

painful and perplexing in the present situation

of tardy recovery. This is done by pointing

out that the delay in fulfilling Israel's destiny

is due not to Divine slackness, but to Israel's

unwovthiness and disloyalty to the covenant.

The indictment consists of two parts, of which

the first seizes and scathes with burning scorn

the degradation of Divine worship, the corrup-

tions of the priesthood and the social wrongs

among the people (1:6; 2 : 16), while the sec-

ond lays bare their roots in religious doubt of

God's moral earnestness, the profitableness of

His service, and His fidelity to fulfil the prom-

ises of the covenant (3 : 17 ; 4 : 6).

The people are unwilling to admit their cul-

pability, and it is necessary for the prophet to

drive his cliarges home. Sons honor their fa-

thers, servants their masters, but Israel has no

reverence, not even bare respect for God. For

His worship they select the sorriest beasts of

their flocks and the shabbiest remnants of their

possessions, such as they would never think of

presenting to the civil ruler, and in this love-

less insult priests and people are unblushiugly

combined. Better far to shut the temple and

to quench the altar's fire, for already in eveiy

land a worship ascends to Jehovah pure and

warm and acceptable in His sight (1 : 6-14).

The priests, chosen by God to be the foun-

tain of law and justice and religion, promised

therefore the Divine favor and the people's

honor and support, have perverted their oflice,

corrupted justice, alienated the laity from re-

ligion and morality, and have, therefore, in

just recompense forfeited their power to bless,

destroyed the dignity of their high vocation,

and incurred universal obloquy and contempt

(3 : 1-9).

The people, forgetful of the obligations of

theocratic brotherhood, reckless of the risk to

religion and the continuity of a holy seed, have

intermarried for sordid advantages with hea-
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then neighbors, and aggravated their guilt by

heartlessly putting away their Jewish wives,

whose tears and plaints ascending to heaven in

the temple court hide from God's eyes the sac-

rifice offered on the altar, and call down on the

transgressors His righteous vengeance to root

them and their houses out of His land and peo-

ple (3 : 10-16).

This moral degeneracy has its root in a deep-

seated religious scepticism. The delay in the

accomplishment of the covenant promises, con-

ceived selfishly and superficially as Israel's

material aggrandizement, has begotten doubt

of God's moral earnestness. Does God judge

on earth ? Is He on the side of the good and

against the wicked (Ps. 73) ? The prophet

meets the sneering misgiving with a stern dec-

laration of the certainty of the judgment, an

explanation of its delay because of Israel's un-

readiness for it, and a description of God's

speedy advent, in order that He may, first of

all, purge unsparingly people and priesthood,

and, secondly, execute relentless judgment on

all persistent wickedness C^: 17-3: 6). Fur-

ther, the depression in the material affairs of

the nation has produced scepticism as to God's

care for human homage—that is, in its material

form, doubt of the profitableness of God's ser-

vice. The prophet protests that it is precisely

this half-heartedness of worship and dishonesty

in giving God His dues, that is the cause of

their continued misfortunes. He challenges the

people to make experiment of a contrasted

course of conduct, and see what a wealth of

blessing it will bring (3 : 7-12).

Finally, the Divine delay to right Israel

among the comity of the nations has, on tlie

one hand, set the ungodly sneering in unbe-

lief, and on the other moved the devout to

mutual conference and sad but trustful prayer

and waiting. God is not blind as His silence

might seem to suggest. He marks tlie loyalty

of these, the defiance of those. Speedily He

will speak out, and in the triumph of the just

and the destruction of the unjust He will make

forever unmistakable the eternal distinction of

goodness and of evil. In a final manifestation

of Divine grace and judgment God will avenge

all wrong and establish all righteousness. He
will make an end of sin, and gloriously reward

His own, and so completely fulfil His covenant

promises. In anticipation of that day Israel's

duty is a loyal return to the spirit of tlie an-

cient law and prophecy. For that end Elijah,

the great prophet of fidelity and national deci-

sion, shall return. Thus prepared, Israel can

face the coining judgment without fear, and

welcome the consummation of the Divine cove-

nant (3 : 13 ; 4 : 6). Elmalie.

The book opens with a brief introduction or

preface (chap. 1 : 1-4) the theme of which is,

God's love to Israel a reason for a response of

love to Him. After the introduction come the

three main sections of the book : (1) On the im-

piety and profanity of the priests
; (2) on the

heathen marriages of the priests and people ;

and (3) on the day of the Lord.

Section I. extends from chap. 1 : 6 to chap.

3:9. It is addressed to the priests, who had

despised the name of Jehovah, and laid defec-

tive and polluted offerings on His altar. They
are rebuked for the mercenary and perfunctory

spirit of their service, and for despising the

worship which they themselves had rendered

despicable. They are threatened with the Di-

vine curse and punishment if they continue in

their sins, but are assured that the threatening

is designed to bring them to repentance and

amendment. Perhaps their severest rebuke is

contained in that fine sketch of the true priest

(chap. 2 : 5-7) with which this section draws to

a close—one of the most admired and sugges-

tive passages in the whole book :

" My covenant of life and of peace was with hira,

And I gave them to him,

For the fear which he phewed for Me,

And the awe in which he stood of my Name.
The law of truth was in his mouth,

And no iniquity was found in his lips ;

He walked with Me in peace and integrity,

And brought back many from guilt

;

For the priest's lips should preserve knowledge,

And men should seek the law at his mouth."

Section II. extends only from verse 10 to

verse 16 of chap. 2. This section is addressed

to the people as well as to the priests, and re-

proves a sin of which both had been guilty.

In defiance of the law of Moses, they had

treacherously and \vrongfully divorced their

Hebrew wives, that they might take to them-

selves consorts from the idolatrous daughters

of Moab and Philistia. The sighs and tears of

the wronged women " cover the altar of Jeho-

vah," so that He no longer regarded the offer-

ings that were laid upon it. They are warned

that, by these divorces and forbidden alliances,

they are violating not the law of Moses alone,

but the pure marriage law which God had

given to man " in the beginning."

Section III. extends from chap. 3 : 17 to chap.

4 : 4, and has for its main theme that " day of

the Lord," that day of judgment ushering in a

golden age of purity and concord, of which all

the prophets had spoken. The Lord will come,

though He tarry, come when they look not for
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Him, come to try and to refine His people. Let

them repent, therefore, and renounce their sins,

that they may be able to abide tlie day of His

coming and to stand when He appeareth. God
will be faithful to His promises ; they need not

question that, as though it were a vain thing

to serve Him. And when He comes to fulfil

them. He will divide the righteous from the

wicked ; He will deliver the wicked ivs stubble

to the flames, and cause the Sun of Righteous-

ness to arise on the righteous, with healing in

His wings.

The prophecy concludes with a brief admoni-

tion (chap. 4 : 4-6), in which they are enjoined

to remember the law of Moses, but to look for

the coming of a better law ; to stand in the old

ways, but to look for the new. In fine, Mala-

ohi is " like a late evening which brings a long

day to a close ;" but he is aUo like a morning
dawn, which brings with it the promise of a

new and more glorious day.

With more fulness and distinctness than most
of the prophets, he teaches us that that day of

blended judgment and mercy of which they

had all spoken dawned upon the world when,

for the fall and rising of many, the Son of ;Man

manifesteth forth His glory. Not only does

the last of the prophets foresee the Gospel day,

on which the Sun of Righteousness is to shine

out with unclouded splendor ; he also foresees

the bright morning star which is to herald and

announce its advent. And thus Malachi is a

link between the two dispensations and cove-

nants. As we close the Old Testament we
catch a glimpse of the Christ whom we are to

meet, and with whom we are to walk, in the

New Testament ; and of the Baptist who came
before Him, in the power and spirit of Elijah,

to prepare His wa}-, and to attest that this was
He of whom Moses and the prophets did write.

Cm.
Chap. 1. To show the people their great

guilt, the Lord testifies to His special love for

their nation, particularly as compared with the

posterity of Esau (verses 2-5) ; rebukes the

priests for their contempt of His worship (verses

6-10) ; a.ssures them that He will find countless

sincere worshippers among the heathen (verse

11) ; exposes and denounces their heinous sins

(verses 13-14).

1. This prophecy, as a whole, comprises so

much rebuke for sin and threatening of jiulg-

ment that it may fitly be called a " burden" in

the usual sense—sins and judgments, which it

is a heart-burden to think of and to reveal.

H. C.

2-5. The " oracle" or prophecy of JIalachi

opens with a few prefatory verses on Jehovah's

love for the sons of Israel—a theme of which

the whole book is but a series of variations.

And it is surely most appropriate that the clos-

ing Scripture of the Old Testament should

have for its ruling theme that Divine inalien-

able love the supreme manifestation of which

the New Testament was to record. Cox.

2. Tlie keynote is love. " I have loved you,

saith the Lord." The whole of the message

comes out of this. What is their present state

but an ungrateful rejection of Divine love, and
dishonoring of the Divine covenant ? Phelps.

2, 3. The Lord begins His endeavors to con-

vict the Jews of sin by setting before them the

special love He had borne for their nation ever

since Jacob was chosen to be the heir of His

promises and Esau was rejected. Tliis hating

of Esau was rather a not-loung, and looks espe-

ciallj' to the fact that God rejected him from

being the heir of the promises made to Abra-

ham and Isaac. The history shows that Esau

did not value the inheritance of those prom-

ises. The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
calls him " that profane person," as if to inti-

mate that his rejection was not an arbitrary act

of God in the sense of being irrespective of

Esau's ill desert. As to the words " I hated

Esau," let it be carefully noted that God's

hatred is never malign and never causeless.

The key to this passage, as to many others,

is the fact we are so apt to forget, that God does

nothing arbitrarily ; that He has a reason, a

good and kind reason, for all His choices and

acts. - We are not here told what His reason

for hating Edom was. Nor could we arrive at

all the reasons that wont to make up His reason

without reviewing the entire history of Israel

and Edom, -and the bearing of that history on

the history and welfare of the whole world.

If, for wise and kind ends that embraced the

welfare of the whole world, God loved Israel,

He could do no other than hate Edom, the in-

solent and implacable foe of Israel. And that

His love for Israel did embrace ends of mercy
that went beyond Israel is hinted in the closing

lines of this brief preface :

anil ye shall say,

of Israel.'"

Co,:

3. God loved Jacob and hated Esau. The
first of these sayings is uttered by Malachi, the

last of the prophets, at a time when God had

given Israel the most signal proof of His mercy

by bringing His people back from their captiv-

ity in Babylon. Before the prophet's eyes was
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Israel, restored against all human expectations,

ami at the same time the land of the Edomites,

the descendants of Esau, utterly devastated.

At this sight, comparing the opposite condi-

tions of those two kindred and neighboring na-

tions, he places upon the lips of Jeliovah these

words which sum up the whole of their his-

tory :
" I liave loved Jacob and I liave hated

Esau." Is it arbitrarily or capriciously that

God lias conceived this sentiment ? The Old

Testament says nothing of the sort. It repre-

sents Esau as a carnal and profane man, in-

capable in any way of serving the purposes of

God for the establishment of the reign of faith
;

and the nation descended fiom him had fol-

lowed in the footsteps of its first father. Was
it not the Edomites who rejoiced in the day of

the ruin of Jerusalem, who, with a diabolical

hatred, urged the victors to overthrow it even

to its very foundations, and who lay in ambush

along tlie wayside, waiting to rob and murder

the unhappy fugitives ? That is wh}', though

the older of the two branches, Esau and his

race, favored as they were with temporal bless-

ings, were morally rejected, while Jacob and

his descendants were substituted for them, in

view of the superior work which God meant to

accomplish. In this there is no arbitrary

hatred, no capricious preference ; there is a

free choice, independent, no doubt, of the hu-

man law of primogeniture, but a wise choice

akin to that of the artisan who adapts the tool

to the work he intends to perform. Oodet.

The Bible does not say that Esau lost the

birthright by Jacob's cheating him out of it.

It does not say that Jacob, by attempting to

steal the blessing that was designed for Esau,

actually secured any good for himself, or took

away any good from Esau. Esau lost the

birthright because he despised it. He showed
this in agreeing to the bargain. But he also

showed it in the habits of life he adopted. He
preferred a life of excitement, and he knew that

he was thus unfitting himself both for enjoying

the birthright and for performing the duties it

would impose. lie married Hittite and Horite

wives, knowing that this unfitted him for exer-

cising his birthright ; and, as a matter of fact,

these marriages, by drawing him to the Horite

country, ultimately effected the separation be-

tween him and the birthright. Of his own
free will he abandoned the promised land, thus

eventually losing all his claims there (Gen. 36 :

C-8). Meanwhile, Jacob, after wasting half his

life in a bootless contest with God over the

matt(!r, at last surrendered all his false claims,

and let God lead him • and God led him into the

possession of alt the blessings that Esau had

abandoned. W. J. B.

3, 4. Whenever the Edomites have set them-

selves to build themselves up, God has pulled

them down. To this day Petra and its de-

pendent towns are " desolate cities," the houses

of which " none should inhabit, ordained to be

ruins" by God Himself. To this day the rang-

ers of the desert hurry by the abandoned tene-

ments and temples, and through the long rock-

hewn avenues, deeming them perilous and ac-

cursed, and muttering prayers for the Divine

protection. Here, then, according to Malachi.

was the proof that God loved Israel. They
might be few, feeble, despised, and exposed to

a thousand calamities and dangers. Neverthe-

less, they were at least redeemed from their

captivity ; Jerusalem was fast rising from its

ruins ; the temple was rebuilt ; a bright pros-

pect of hope illumined their future. Whereas

they had but to look out on the mountain range

which formed the southern rampart of their

land to descry the home of other children of

Abraham who were still captives in a strange

land, whose cities were left unto them desolate,

whose prospect was darkened by an ever-deep-

ening gloom, a night to which there would be

no dawn. To what was this difference, this

preference, owing, but to the love of Jehovah V

Cox.

Most remarkably have these words been ful-

filled. The style of the remains existing in

Petra, the metropolis of Edom, shows that they

were framed at dates posterior to the time of

this prophecy ; and we know in fact histori-

cally, that it subsequently became a rich and

flourishing city. The intention of the Edom-
ites, as disclosed by the prophet, was therefore

accomplished by themselves and their success-

ors ; but the Lord's intention has also been ac-

complished. Of the Edomites themselves, not

even a name remains ; and their city has for

ages remained broken and desolate. The very

site, indeed, had long been uncertain, and its

place was undetermined in the maps. But, as in

the index which closes a book, the various

events of centuries are crowded into a few-

pages ; so in these latter days, events that used

to be spread over centuries are crowded to-

gether into days and years, and the old world

history seems tame to tlie history we live. In

this wonderful age events come in "Multi-

tudes, multitudes to the valley of decision ;"

and old cities and nations—Egypt, Assyria,

Edom ; Thebes, Nineveh, Petra, are called forth

from their tombs ; and rattling their dry bones

together, ami shaking off the time-crust of
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witness to God's truth. Edoni was called

—

and Petra answered to her name. There she

stands beautiful in her coat of many colors
;

but empty, and void, and waste. Singularly

beautiful even in ruin, and with the freshness

of youth still upon her brow, the utter desola-

tion in which " the daughter of Edom" lies

shut up amid the silence of her mountains, is

most impressive and even alTecting. Kilto.

6. This reasoning from the honor due and

usually accorded to a father is full of force as

applied to the great God. How much more a

Father is Ho than any of these " fathers of our

flesh," and how much greater ! Slost forcibly,

therefore, does He demand from us, " Where
is My honor ?" " Where is My fear ?" This

appeal was made with special pertinence to the

priests to whom God had given high responsi-

bilities and ample means of knowing His name
and His love. H. C. If God were disposed

to relinquish His claim, the usurpation of an-

other uiiister might be yielded to with the more

plausible pretence ; but this is not the case.

If we believe His word. He never means to part

with His right over Ilis creatures. " If I am
a Father, where is My reverence ? if I am a

master, where is My fear 1" He cannot sup-

pose, without the utmost absurdity. He will

ever divest Himself of His authority, which He
could never do without impairing His dignity,

and introducing confusion into His empire.

He owes it to Himself not to relinquish what

we owe to Him. R. Ilall.

The Fatherhood of God does not subvert the

authority of moral law. It does not excuse

sin. It summons and encourages to holiness.

Mercy does not exclude justice any more than

justice excludes mercy. Both are equally uni-

versal, and cooperate at every step. It is a

great doctrine of judgment which pervades the

writings of the minor prophets. These mighty

preachera taught that God chastised men be-

cause He loved them, that the fiercest retribu-

tion moved within redemptive lines. God lets

us cut the husks and experience all the bitter

harvrst . ;f wr. mg-doing, that we may be brought

to oursL-lvLs ;ind so return to Him in penitence.

No man, therefore, who makes real to himself

the unspeakable love of God for him can be-

come indifferent to his moral state. To him

God will always be a consuming fire. But on

the other hand, the reflection that the moral

rule of God is paternal, that love pervades holi-

ness as fire permeates a mass of molten metal,

that the perdition of a single soul entails an

irreparable loss upon Himself, to avert which

He exerts Himself to the utmost, is the might-

iest of all incentives to repentance, and the most
powerful argument to patience. He is waiting

and watching for every one of you, anxious to

give the signal which shall make all the bells

of heaven ring out because you have come
home. Behrcmh.

We may each of us charge upon ourselves

what is here charged upon the priests. We are

every one of us to look upon God as our Father

and Master, and upon ourselves as His children

and servants. Our relation to God as our Fa-

ther and Master strongly obliges us to fear and

honor Him. If we honor and fear the fathers

of our flesh, much more the Father and Master

of our spirits (Heb. 12 : 9). It is a thing to be

justly complained of, and lamented, that God is

so little feared and honored even by those that

own Him for their Father and Master. Where
is His honor ? Where is His fear ? H.

And ye say. From this verse to chap. 2, verse

9, the prophet reproves the priests and the peo-

ple for sacrificing the refuse of beasts, which,

according to the law, ought to have been re-

jected ; and denounces punishment against the

priests for not teaching the people their duty in

this respect. Abp. Newcome.

7. Mine altar; t/te table of the Lord. These

names mi.y be indifferently used for signifying

either the altar or the table of shewbread : and

by " polluted bread" may be understood either

bread, properly so called, or else the flesh of

the sacrifices ; so that whether we understand

by this variety of words the same or different

things—viz., the shewbread by some, and the

sacrifices by others, the scope will be the same
—that is, to declare the conlenipt they had of

God's service, and that not in one particular

kind only, but in all. Pocock.

1, 8. The ceremonial law specified, with al-

most extreme precision, what offerings should

be made and how prepared, laying the greatest

stress on their being the xery best of their kind.

The significance of this is obvious. No greater

insult could be offered to God than to turn Him
off with the refuse of their flocks and herds,

and with polluted bread for His altar ! Yet

this the priests of that day had done, and more-

over seemed still to have no sense of their hor-

rible sin ! Forcibly does the Lord say, " Offer

such presents to your governor ; will he feel

himself honored ?" H. C.

10. The sense of the passage is this : It were

better that the temple doors were closed, and

that the sacrifices should cease to be offered,

than that they should be offered in a form not

acceptable to God. B. C. The service they



fiitl render was done in supreme selfishness, for

they would not even close the doors of tlie tem-

ple or kindle the tire upon the altar without

special pay for it. So utterly mercenary and

heartless had they become in all their religious

duties ! No wonder the Lord declares to them,
" I have no pleasure in you !" The pure, lov-

ing heart is above all things else first and high-

est in His esteem ; it might almost be said to be

all He cares for. H. C.

The entire Christian life must bear the char-

acter of a daily renewed thauk-oifering to the

glory of Him who in grace bestowed a perfect

atonement in Christ Jesus ; a thank offering of

willing, undivided devotion of ourselves, with

all that is ours, to Him. How much easier

would it be once for all to die for the cause of

God than, throughout a long course of years,

day by day, to live to His glory ! How much
does it already cost to oifer willingly to Him
that which we most prize of our possessions

;

and bow much more does it include daily to lay

upon the altar before Him our hearts, with all

their wishes and desires ! But for what other

purpose is man, as head of earthly creatures,

placed below in such a temple, save that he as

priest should offer such a sacrifice, daily con-

secrating to Him the spiritual offerings of self-

denial, love and unconditional oljedience ? The
Israelite might not bring within the holy gates

aught that had blemish ; and can the Christian

dare to speak of faith or gratitude while in his

conscience anything remains impure or insin-

cere toward his God ? Van 0.

If we reflect that what we are called upon to

offer to God is nothing less than ourselves, our

souls and bodies, it must at once be seen that in

that perfect, holy, living sacrifice is included

every element of character, of endowment, of

circumstance, by which each one of us is made
to differ from others. Thus it is that not only

as men, or as citizens, or as members of fami-

lies, but as believers in Christ, we have sever-

ally a definite and personal work to do, for

which we have received in our powers and in

our positions the requisite equipment. Only
let us be faithful to the ministry which we have
received, without attempting to estimate its

value or measure its efficacy : only let us be

sure that religion is the consecration of our
whole nature and not the special attribute of

any one part of it ; only let us come to God
such as we are, bowed down it may be with the

burden of toil and care, without the oppor-

tunity, as it seems, of preparing an offering

for His acceptance : and He will welcome
and purify and hallow all that we lay before

Him. The results of silent service, of com-

plete self surrender, of patient trust, cannot be

measured by our present experience. They
survive us on earth and they follow us before

the very throne of heaven. We are called then

in Christ daily to bring to God our whole

selves. This, and nothing less than this, is our

rational service. And if so our religion will be

as mauifold and as personal as our lives, active

now through this gift, now through that, and

hallowing with the cross all that is truly hu-

man. Bp. Westcott.

When the hour came in which the true wor-

shippers worshipped the Father in Spirit and

in truth, then this incense was offered, even

this pure offering. Instead of His being wor-

shipped and served among the Jews only, a

small people in a corner of the world, He will

be served and worshipped in all places, from

the rising of the sun to the going down of the

same ; in every place, in everv part of the

world, incense shall be offered to His name ;

nations shall be discipled, and shall speak of

the wonderful works of God, and have them

spoken to them in their own language. This

is a plain prediction of that great revolution in

the kingdom of grace, by which the Gentiles,

who had been strangers and foreigners, came
to be fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the

household of God, and c:; welcome to the throne

of grace as ever the Jews had been. It is

twice said (for the thing was certain). My name

shall be great among the Gentiles. H.

Let us not contrast our sacrifices and zeal

merely with those of the Master whose name
we bear, and whom we have avouched as our

Great Exemplar : let us but measure our en-

deavors, in their number, and in the prudence,

liberality, and perseverance that mark them,

with the efforts and spirit of the men of this

world, who are without hope and without God.

Yielding up the comforts of home and the so-

ciety of friends, forswearing ease, perilling char-

acter, lavishing life, and venturing even upon

eternal ruin, as they do, the walks of this

world's business and of this world's pleasures

are strewed with the voluntary and costly sac-

rifices of time, property, comfort, life and sal-

vation. But vve, with a soul to save, a heaven

to lose or win, a Christ to publish, and a God
to serve—how shamefully calm are we found,

and timid and half hearted I And this, while

the world is rushing into ruin, and bearing on

its swollen and rapid stream our friends, our

neighbors and our children ; while the earth

which God has promised to bless (and that by

human instrumentality) lies as yet, prostrate
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and groaning, under the curse poured out

through all her coasts. The time is coming,

and prophecy has foretold it, when in every

land there shall be offered to God a pure offer-

ing—when, from the closet and the sanctuary,

from the hill top, the field, and the forest-side,

where the children of God shall, like Isaac,

walk forth at eventide to meditate, the voice of

pious supplication sliall ascend in one continu-

ous stream ; until our globe, as it rolls along its

orbit, shall seem but a censer revolving in the

iiand of the great Iligh-Priest, and pouring out

at every ajicrture a cloud, dense and rich, of

incense, fragrant and grateful to God. But, as

yet, the ascending cloud is one of far other

kind. Its skirts are dark with sullen gloom,

and its bosom is charged with indignation and

vengeance. Wailing and blasphemy, oppres-

sion and outrage, pollution and falsehood, have

swollen and blackened it ; and with it, a cry

goes up, like that from the cities of the plain,

piercing the ear of God. Day unto day utter-

eth speech of human wretchedness, and night

unto night showeth knowledge of human wick-

edness. What has our faith done for its re-

lief ? W. R. W.
12-14. The prophet returns again to the

sins of the priests, exposing and rebuking

them with deserved severity. Who can won-

der that the curse of Jehovah falls on such

priests and on all such worshippers at His

altar? How can He regard it as better than

intended insult ? Verily God is too great

and too holy to be so contemned ! Woe to

the man who offers such abuse to the Great

King whose " name is dreadful among the

heathen !" H. C.

The charge against the priests is resumed in

verses 12, 13, in which we have another graphic

picture of their listless and perfunctory minis-

try. As we study it, we see them lounging

about the temple courts, desecrating the name
of the Lord by the insolent contempt with

which they bring stolen and lame and sick

beasts for sacrifice, finding the service an in-

tolerable burden which ought to be their honor

and pride, snuffing at the pollutions they them-

selves have laid on the altar, despising the sac-

rifices which they themselves have rendered

despicable, and crying as they went about their

ministry, " What a weariness it is I" Such a

picture gives us a far clearer insight into the

moral ajid religious condition of the Hebrews
of tliis lime than the (acts chronicled in the

Bciiik ut Nihciiiiali, and helps us to realize the

utter debasement from which that brave and

disinterested governor attempted to raise them.

For it was "like priest, like people." When
the ministers of the altar treated it with super-

I

cilious contempt, how should the people honor

it ? They did not honor it. They took the

jjriestly infection only too readily, and showed

their contempt for the altar which the priest

despised by bringing to it illegal offerings and

sacrifices. Malachi gives us two instances of

such contemptuous and fraudulent violations

of the law, and leaves us to infer the rest from

these (verse 14). Voj;.

13. Slioiild I acccj}t this of ymir hand? Im-

agine that you go to your place of retirement

reluctantly, listlessly. Your mind, perhaps, is

in a state of reaction from the excitements of

the day. You are Indisposed to thought of any

kind. You have no eagerness of search after

God ; it is not the struggling cry of your heart.

" Oh, that I knew where I might find Him 1"

From sheer reluctance to endure the l:ibor of

thinking, you neglect preparatory meditation.

You read the Scriptures indolently
;
you do

not expect or seek for a spur to your own con-

ceptions, in the words of inspired thinkers. Or.

imagine that, in the act of prayer, your mind

dreams its way through a dialect of dead

words ; it floats on the current of a stereotyped

phraseology, whicU once leaped with life from

the lips of holy men who originated it ; but

some of which, your memory obliges you to

confess, never had any vitality in your own
thoughts. It was never original with you ;

you have never worked it out in your own ex-

perience
;
you have never lived it ; it has never

forced itself into expression, as the fruit of

self-knowledge or of self-conflict.

Imagine this as a scene of real life in the

closet. Is this a caricature of some possible

modes of secret devotion ? And if it is not, is

it marvellous that such devotion should be

afflicted with a want of enjoyment of the Di-

vine presence ?
" Should I accept this of your

hand ? saith the Lord." Phelpti.



MALACHI, CHAPTER II.

2 : 1, 2 And now, O ye priests, this commandment is for yo\i. If ye -will not hear, and if

ye will not lay it to heart, to give glory unto my name, saith the Lord of hosts, then will I

send the curse upon you, and I will curse your blessings : yea, I have cursed them already,

3 because ye do not lay it to heart. Behold, I will rebuke the seed for your sake, and will

spread dung upon your faces, even the dung of your sacrifices ; and ye shall be taken away

4 with it. And ye shall know that I have sent this commandment unto you, that my cove-

5 nant might be with Levi, saith the Loud of hosts. My covenant was with him of life and

peace ; and I gave them to him that he might fear, and he feared me. and stood in awe of

6 my name. The law of truth was in his mouth, and unrighteousness was not found in his

lips : ho walked with me in peace and uprightness, and did turn many away from iniquity.

7 For the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth :

8 for he is the messenger of the Loud of hosts. But yc are turned aside out of the way
;
ye

have caused many to stumble in the law
;

j'e have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the

9 Loud of hosts. Therefore have I also made you contemptible and base before all the people,

according as ye have not kept my ways, but have had respect of persons in the law.

10 Have we not all one father '? hath not one God created us ? why do we deal treacherously

11 every man against his brother, profaning the covenant of our fathers ? Judah hatH dealt

treacherously, and an abomination is committed in Israel and in Jerusalem ; for Judah hath

profaned the Iioliness of the Loud which he loveth, and hath married the daughter of a

12 strange god. The Loud will cut off to the man that doeth this him that waketh and him

that answereth, out of the tents of Jacob, and him that offereth an offering unto the Lord
13 of hosts. And this again ye do : ye cover the altar of the Lord with tears, with weeping,

and with sighing, insomuch that he regardeth not the offering any more, neither receiveth it

14 with good will at your hand. Yet ye say. Wherefore ? Because the Loud bath been wit-

ness between thee and the wife of thy youth, against whom thou hast dealt treacherously,

15 though she is thy companion, and the wife of thy covenant. And did he not make one,

although he had the residue of the spirit ? And wherefore one 1 He sought a godly seed.

Therefore take heed to your spirit, and let none deal treacherously against the wife of his

16 youth. For I hate putting away, saith the Loud, the God of Israel, and him that covereth

his garment with violence, saith the Lord of hosts : therefore take heed to your spirit, that

ye deal not treacherously.

17 Ye have wearied the Loud with your words. Yet ye say. Wherein have we wearied

him ? In that ye say. Every one that doeth evil is good in the sight of the Lord, and he

delighteth in them ; or where is the God of judgment ?

Cliap. 2. The corrupt priests are specially

exhorted, rebuked, and threatened (verses 1-9) ;

the sin of practically divorcing their Jewish

wives and marrying heathen women is con-

demned (verses 10-16) ; and finally the priests

are rebuked for denying the justice of God in

His providential government (verse 17). II. C.

1-3. If the people, and above all the priests,

despise and dishonor Him whom even the for-

eigner and the heathen are beginning to re-

spect, they cannot hope to escape condign pun-

ishment. Nor will they escape it. Jehovah

will repay their contempt for Him by expos-

ing them to the last extremities of ignominy.

If they do not repent, if they do not give glory

to His Name, He will convert their priestly

benedictions into curses, as indeed He has done

already ; He will make them as the refuse of

the festal sacrifices, and cause them to be swept

out of the Temple with it. Coc.

1, 2. The priests had been deeply guilty in

the great apostasy of that age. They had not

only failed altogether to teach the people faith-

fully and truly for God, but they had fearfully

seduced them into sin by their pernicious ex-'

ample. Hence the prophet gives them to un-

derstand very explicitly that this message of

command and rebuke is for them. The threat-

ening is not merely " I will send a curse"—
some unknown, indefinite curse—but tJie curse

(so the original has it), referring doubtless to

De. 27 : 14-26, " And the Levites shall say unto

all the men of Israel with a loud voice. Cursed

be he,'' etc., "and all the people shall say,
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Amen !" To this fearful catiiloguc of twclvi' I

curses the prophet must have referred. To i

"curse your blessings" is to change them to
|

curses. II. C.

a. This phrase. " I will curse your bless-

ings." is peculiar. It is to be explained as an

allusion to Deuteronomy, chap. 38. where

specific blessings are promised on condition of

obedience (" Blessed shalt thou be in the city,

and blessed shalt thou be in the field." etc.).

and corresponding specific curses denounced

for disobedience (," Cursed shalt thou be in the

city, and cursed shalt thou be in the field,"

etc.1. The phrases of Malachi. " if ye will not

hear," I " will send the curse upon you," are

substantially quoted from De. 28 : 15. 20, and

the rest of the statement in Malaclii is a. resume

of the contents of the passage in Deuteronomy.

Further, when Malachi says (2:3). "I am re-

buking the seed for your sake." he alludes to

the " rebuke in all that thou puttest thy hand

unto" of De. 28 : 20. In fine, Malachi here

formally cites the law of blessings and curses

as laid down in De. 28, and declares that it is

applicable to the priests of his time, and that

their unprosperous condition is to be thus ac-

counted for. Malachi follows this up by citing

another " commandment" (Mai. 2 : 4, 5). This

time the commandment is that of the covenant

of the priesthood (Num. 33 : 10-13), and per-

haps other places. These two instances are

characteristic. Malachi assumes that the laws

and promises of the times of the Exodus were

applicable to his own times. W. J. B.

Blessings may be made fatal curses. This

holds true with blessings of every kind : with

station and wealth, with bodily health and

vigor, with great powers of mind, with large

means of spiritual improvement. To whom
much is given, of him shall be much required.

It is required of us to enjoy our blessings by

using them : so will the}' be blessings indeed.

So it is with money and influence, with health,

with talents and with spiritual knowledge. T. A.

Gifts unemployed for Christ are stripped ofE

a soul yonder. How much will go from many
a richly endowed spirit, which here flashed

with unconsecrated genius and force ! We do

not need to wait for eternity to see that true

possession, which is use, increases powers, and

that the disuse, which is equivalent to not pos-

sessing, robs of them. A. M.

3. The words imply a doom both publicly

disgraceful and intrinsically loathsome. Them-

selves shall be thrown out and borne away

with the offal of their sacrifices, in one pro-

miscuous mass.

5. This seems to refer to stmie events in the

early history of Israel, in which the tribe ot

Levi manifested a special regard for the name
and honor of God, and for this reason was hon-

ored with the covenant of the perpetual priest-

hood. The reference may be either to Ex.

33 : 26-29, or to Num. 23 : 7-13, or to both.

In the former case the whole tribe of Levi came
forth promptly to the call of Moses, " Who is

on the Lord's side ?" and girding on each man
his sword, they slew the worshippers of the

golden calf wherever they were, sparing not

even a bfotlier, companion, or neighbor. To
this case Mo.ses reverts (Do. 33 : 9, 10) in his

last blessing upon the tribes. The other case,

that of Phineas, has in its favor the fact that

for his zeal the Lord said of iiim :
" Behold I

give unto him My covenant of peace." H. C.

6, 7. It is the ideal priait whom the prophet

has in his mind, the archetype to which every

true priest will seek to be conformed. The
true priest is one with whom, for his holy fear

and self-devoting zeal, God has made a cove-

nant of life and peace— that is, of being and of

well-being, for all the blessings that make up
human welfare were summed up for the He-

brew in one word—peace. "The law of truth"

—the truths which have their root in the Di-

vine law—is the staple of his instructions ; it

is ever in his mouth ;
" and no iniquity"

—

i.e.,

no sinister perversion of truth, inspired by
self-interest or class-interest—is " found in his

lips." He ' walks" with God in a happy con-

Kent and progress ; for " how can two walk to-

gether except they be agreed ?' And to walk

is not only to move, but to move onward and

forward. Not only does he walk with God, he

walks with Him "in integrity and peace:"

two lines of advance are specially marked out

for him—the generous uprightness, which saves

his teaching from sinister perversions, rules his

personal conduct, so that he is drawn aside by
no selfish or impure motive : and, moreover,

he possesses himself ever more fully of all the

blessings which conduce to peace or well being.

And thus, by his own pure and happy life, no

less than by his wholesome and unperverted

doctrine, he "brings back many from guilt,"

convincing the sinful of the mistake they have

made, and leading them, through repentance,

to that way of life and peace in which he him-

self is advancing. Nor in all this does he do
more than is required of him by his vocation.

For whose " lips should preserve knowledge"
—a knowledge of the Divine Will as revealed

in the law of truth, if not his at whose mouth,
as at its native home, men seek that law, " be-



cause he is the angel or messenger of the Lord

of Hosts ?" Cox.

His conversation was of a piece with his doc-

trine. God Himself gives him this lionorable

testimony, He walked with Me in peace and

equity. He did not think it enough to talk of

God, but lie walked with Him ; the temper of

his mind and the tenor of his life were of a

piece with his doctrine and profession ; he

lived a life of communion with God, and made

it his constant care and business to please Him.

He answered the ends of his office, he did turn

many away from iniquity, he made it his busi-

ness to do good, and God crowned his endeav-

ors with wonderful success ; he helped to save

many a soul from death, and there are multi-

tudes now in heaven, blessing God that ever

they knew him. Those ministers, and those

only, are like to turn men from iniquity that

preach sound doctrine and live good lives, and

both according to the Scripture ; for as one of

the rabbins observes here, When the priest is

upright, many will be upright. H.

S, 9. The priests of Malachi's time not only

fell short of this pure and lofty ideal—all have

done that, save only the great High-Priest of

our Confession—but they openly and insolently

renounced and reversed it. Instead of keeping

the way of integrity in their personal conduct,

they had " departed from the way" (verse 8).

Instead of shedding light on the path of peace

l)y their instructions, they had cast stumbling-

blocks before the feet of those who were striv-

ing to keep it, and turned them aside, " mak-

ing many to stumble at the law" in place of

smoothing the way for them. And thus they

had " corrupted the covenant with Levi ;" Je-

hovah no longer holds Himself bound by it,

since they no longer breathe the fidelity and

zeal to which it was granted. As they have

forsaken His ways, and have driven others to

forsake them by their injustice and greed. He
will make them as base and despicable in the

sight of all the people as His service and cove-

nant have become in their sight—unless, in-

deed, they should repent and amend,"" observe

His ways" and " give glory to His Name"
(verse 9).

Thus ends the section on the priests and their

sins. They are convicted of their guilt. They
are menaced with retribution. They are shown
what they ought to be, and invited to repent

and mend. And as the picture of the ideal

priest is the most beautiful passage of this sec-

tion, so also it is the most suggestive ; and

that, not simply because, since we are all priests

unto God by the grace of Christ, it teaches us

of men we ought to be, but also

because it illustrates the high moral tone of the

Hebrew prophets. When they speak of the

meaning and essence of sacrifice, they do not

represent Jehovah as requiring bulloclis and

rams. The cattle on a thousand hills are His.

They represent Him as speaking with a large

scorn of the oblations and offerings that were

laid on His altar. What He required was an

obedient will, a contrite spirit, a thankful

heart ; that men should do justice, show mercy

and walk humbly with Him. And when they

speak of the true priest, it is not his ceremonial

exactness in the service of the altar which they

hold up to admiration, but his truth, his in-

tegrity, his wisdom as a teacher, the moral

sweetness of his personal character. And it

really is very fine to observe with what native

ease Malachi rises into this higher region of

thought. While dwelling on the sins of the

priests, he moves in the lower, the ceremonial,

element ; he insists on the maimed rites and

blemished sacrifices, on the perfunctory and

contemptuous spirit with which they lounged

through the service of the Temi)le. But no

sooner does he attempt to frame a conception

of what the true priest should be than all that

is forgotten ; we hear no more of altar and sac-

rifice : his thoughts are riveted on the moral

aspects of the priestly vocation—how holy a

man, how wise a teacher, how careful and

friendly a guide, the priest should be. When
we are thinking only to hear that the sons of

Levi are to offer clean and perfect instead of

blemished and polluted sacrifices, to delight in

the ministrations of the sanctuary instead of

despising them, as much to our surprise as

pleasure he places before us a lofty spiritual

ideal of character and service well-nigh, if not

altogether, beyond the reach of mortal powers
;

he pronounces an eulogium on Levi which we
should hardly dare to inscribe as an epitaph

on the tomb of the holiest saint, or even on that

of an inspired apostle

—

" The law of truth was in his mouth.

And no iniquity wasfound in his tips ;

He walked with Me in peace and integrity.

And brought back manyfrom guitt^
Cox.

10-16. This passage is best understood

when considered as one distinct and entire sub-

ject. It refers to the sin of practically or actu-

ally putting away their Hebrew wives, and

taking wives from the idolatrous heathen.

Even the priests had done this ; and, indeed,

they seem to have been foremost. (See Neh.

13 : 28-29.) Willi a mastcriy hand the prophet
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calls their attention first in order to the very

liighcst moral considerations—to their obliga-

tions to God, their common Father, which bind

them to deal faithfully and forbid them to deal

treacherously against their fellow-beings, chil-

dren of the same common Father. In the

clause " every man against his brother." etc.,

the thing in mind is the obligation that binds

a man to fidelity with his wife. " Brother" is

used in the general sense of fellow-creature

—

one who is a child of the same Creator. " The
covenant of our fathers" is the covenant of

marriage, ordained of God, and given first to

the common father of our race. In the clause

(verse 11) " Judah hath profaned the holiness

of the Lord which he loved," I take the sense

to be, that the people of Judah had abused and

dishonored the sacredness which the Lord had

attached to His own people in forbidding in-

termarriages with the heathen, and requiring

them to marry within the pale of the covenant

people. The Lord had felt a special interest

in this law. It recognized a certain holiness

in His own people which He had valued as a

distinction vital to the preservation of morals

and piety among them. The priests and peo-

ple had profaned this sacredness by marrying

the daughters of strange gods—heathen idola-

trous women. In verse 12 it is said, " The
Lord will cut off the man that doeth this," be

he who he may. This is the ultimate sense of

the original rendered, " the master and the

scholar." Its proximate sense, however, is not
" master and scholar," but " the waker and the

answerer," with reference to the night-watch

of the priests or Levites in the temple where

the party retiring from their watch aroused

their successors, who answered to their call.

The two parties taken together might in-

clude all. The description should apply to the

priests ; this does, and, moreover, follows strict-

ly the sense of the original. Inverse 13, " done

this again," means ye have a second time re-

lapsed into this great sin, the first time being

that great apostasy from which they were re-

claimed under Ezra. (See Ezra 9) This reform

seemed for the time to be thorough, but subse-

quently the people and priests apostatized again.

They " covered the altar of God with tears,"

inasmuch as the Hebrew wives,' supplanted

in the affections of their husbands by heathen

wives, fled to the altar to lay their case before

the God of their fathers there, and to pour out

their sorrows into Ilis ear, and their tears upon

His altar. Such scenes as these touched the

heart of God, and He could no longer accept

the offerings brought to this same altar by

these adulterous and apostate priests. The
self justifying priests still say, " Wherefore V"

[Why make this ado about a thing so trivial ?]

Because Jehovah is witness between thee and
the wife with whom thou hast dealt treacher-

ously. The prophet closes with repeating the

exhortation no more to deal treacherously with

the wife of their first sacred covenant. II. U.

The children of Israel were to be a holy—i.e.,

a separate people, a people marked off and set

apart to Jehovah ; not because He did not love

other races, but because He did love them, and

chose one race to be the channel through which

His truth and mercy should flow to all races.

But if this one family or tribe was to be a bless-

ing to all the families of the earth, it must, at

least for a time, be set apart from and raised

above them. Hence the laws forbidding in-

termarriage with the heathen. From the very

beginning, too, the Hebrews were taught that

the marriage tie was a permanent \inion, and
that, save for the gravest cause, those whom
God had joined together should not be put

asunder. Though, as our Lord explains, owing
to their " hardness of heart," Moses was com-

pelled to write a precept of divorce, neverthe-

less his legislation marked an immense -advance

on the common morality of the time. He
taught them that marriage, in place of being a

merely natural and temporary alliance, was a

solemn covenant to which God Himself was
witness ; and, instead of permitting them to

break the conjugal bonds on any whim and

without any legal act, he allowed divorce only

in cases of flagrant infidelity, and enjoined that

a formal bill or writing be given into the hand
of the offending wife. It is to this legislation,

and to the influence of it age after age, that we
attribute the domestic purity and the aversion

to alien marriages which characterize the mod-
ern Jews. The influence of their code and his-

tory has been about them generation after gen-

eration like an atmosphere ; they have breathed

it unconsciously ; it has entered into their very

blood. But it was long before they learned

their lesson. For many centuries the ancient

Hebrews found it almost as hard to be content

with one wife as it was to be content with one

God, almost as diflicult to refrain from the

daughters as from the deities of their neighbors

—nay, they found it harder and more difiicult.

For during the Captivity they did learn that

there is but one God over all. and forever re-

nounced their idolatries ; but long after the re-

turn from the Captivity, Ezra and Nehemiah

saw, with indignation and dismay, that both

people and priests had taken to wife the daugh-
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ters of foreign races, and that thus " the holy

seed had been mingled with the people of

strange lands." Worse still, in order to ally

themselves with these strange women, many of

them liad violated the law, divorcing their He-

brew wives without cause. Against this double

crime under their law Malachi utters these

words of rebuke and denunciation in the name
of Jehovah. Cox.

13. Marriage involves a union altogether

peculiar. In its perfection it is a spiritual

union, and only in it does the life of each party

become complete. That this union should be,

and should be understood to he for life, is es-

sential to the interests of both parties, to the

welfare of children, and to the interests of the

State. Only on the condition of such under-

standing can there be a perfect commitment of

each to each, and that perfect community of

interest and of life which radically separates

marriage from all forms of prostitution and un-

lawful coliabitation. As thus peculiar and sa-

cred, the original institution of God was that

the union should be of one man with one wom-
an, and for life. Under the Mosaic dispensa-

tion divorce was permitted on various grounds,

but the original ground and sacreduess of mar-

riage was not lost sight of. This appears from

a remarkable passage in Malachi showing the

unreasonableness and evils of both polygamy
and divorce, and the displeasure of God toward

them. "And this," says he, "have ye done

again, covering the altar of the Lord with tears,

with weeping, and with crying out, insomuch

that He regardeth not the offering any more,

or receiveth it with good will at yonr hand."

What a picture I Poor wronged women bath-

ing the altar of God with their tears ; those

who did the wrong seeking to be religious by

offerings while they yet held on to the wrong
;

God rejecting their offerings, asserting the law

of marriage, declaring that He made one wom-
an for a perpetual union with one man that the

children might be trained for Himself, and im-

plying that this could be done in no other way.

The original law of marriage, thus asserted by
Malachi, Christ fully restored. M. Ho}Mm.
14. Because the Lord hath been witness between

tltee and Vie wife of thy youth. " Because the

Lord hath been witness" of the contract or

matrimonial promises, made according to His

law, and with solemn invocation of His name,
" between thee and the wife of thy youth"

—

that is, her whom thou tookest in thy youth,
but with whom thou now dealest treacherously,

though she were "thy companion," made so

according to the institution of God (Gen. 2 : 24 ;

Matt. 19 : 5) :
" and the wife of tliy covenant,"

by mutual covenant espoused to thee. The
conditions of this covenant, God, being witness

to it, regards as necessarily binding on both

parties, and requires the due performance of it

from both. Pocock.

15. The original formation of one man and

one woman into " one flesh" or conjugal body,

contemplated the rearing of a pious offspring.

Other and inferior ends were to be secured by
it, but this was its ultimate design.

'

' He did

not design it (remarks Howe) merely that there

might be a continual descent of human nature,

but that religion might still be transmitted

from age to age ; and this design He never

quits." Marriage was a divinely conceived

idea for the manifestation of God in man.

J. Harris.

Did not God at the beginning make but one

wife for man ? Yet liad he the residue, the

fulness, the excellency of the spirit. He might

have multiplied the human species without

number by separate acts of creation
;
yet He

made but one man and one woman. And
wherefore, asks tlie prophet, did He make but

one ? " That He might seek a godly seed"

—

that the family might become the educator of

the race in the knowledge and the love of God
;

that the father who should transmit to his son

his own pliysical likeness might al.so impress

upon him the likeness of God ; that thus holi-

ness might be hereditary and perpetual ; that

the life of God, Ijeginning in that mysterious

and sacred union in Eden, might flow on in

channels of love and purity till the end of time.

Alas, that the fountain became corrupt, and

has sent forth streams of bitterness and death !

J. P. T.

Well might the mind be liaunted, age after

age, with a family ideal never yet realized !

Life a sacred thing. Every child a Divine

promise. Every family beginning the race

anew from a higher point. Brothers and sis-

ters ministering angels to each otlier's piirity

and beneficence. Every addition a new ele-

ment of happiness. Education the rearing of

a living temple. Conjugal love a central foun-

tain in warm, fragrant, perpetual play. The

father the representative of God ;
feeding tliem,

as a prophet, with more than angels' food ; as

a priest, standing at the portico of the temple,

to guard it from pollution, or ministering at its

holy altar, and finding his spirit purified and

refreshed by the service. The mother, the

earliest to enter the infant heart, and to take

possession in the name of God ; radiating on

her children the light and life of her own in-
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tense affection, and invested in addition with

the delegated and solemn reverence of paternal

authority. Home, the home of the affections,

where law is superseded by love, wliere the

lowliest act is consecrated and ennobled by the

highest motive, and where separate individual

interests are forgotten in the aim of each for

the good of all. The family, sending forth its

youthful members—each with a heritage of

happy recollections and holy habits, impressed

with the sanctity and high responsibilities of

the domestic constitution, studiously trained

and qualified to enter on them, and determined

to raise still higher, if possible, in his own
new circle, the standard of his own early

home. Such are the capabilities of the fami-

ly, and the sunny visions at which it hints.

J. Ilarru.

17. The sins of the priests had at bottom a

deep apostasy in principle and theory from the

living God. They had ceased to vindicate the

ways of God to man ; had ceased to think and

speak well of His government ; had ceased to

regard Him as holy, just and good. H. C.

Tliey denied Him to be the righteous Governor

of the world. If He did not delight in sia and

sinners, yet it would serve their turn to believe

that He would never punish it or them. They

said, " Where is the God of judgment 1 That

God who we have been so often told would call

us to an account, and reckon with us for wliat

we have said and done—where is He ? He has

forsaken the earth, and takes no notice of what

is said and done there ; He has said that He
will come to judgment ; but where is the

promise of His coming ? We may do what we
' please. He sees us not, nor will regard us." It

I

is such a challenge to the .Judge of the whole

earth as bids defiance to His justice, and in

I

effect dares Him to do His worst. Such scof-

' fers as these there were in the latter days of the

r Jewisli'Cliureh, and such there shall be in the

latter days of the Christian Church ; but their

I
unbelief shall not make the promise of God of

i no effect, for the day of the Lord will come.

j
Behold, the Judge stands before the door ; the

God of judgment is at hand. H.

The scepticism indicated by the questions

\

Malachi puts into the people's mouth is as old

as time, and as new as to-day. It is common
to all ages and to every heart. The prosperity

of the wicked and the delay of Providence are

roots out of which doubt forever springs afresh.

In our turn we all ask, " If there be a God, and

ris is just and good, why does He permit good
to be overcome of evil ?" Coi\

MALACHI, CHAPTERS HI., IV.

8 : 1 Behold, I send my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me : and the

Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple ; and the messenger of the covenant,

2 whom ye delight in, behold, he cometh, saith the LoKD of hosts. But who may abide the

day of his coming '? and who shall stand when he appeareth ? for he is like a refiner's fire,

3 and like fullers' soap : and he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver, and he shall purify

the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver ; and they shall offer unto the Lord offer-

4 ings in righteousness. Then shall the offering of Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant unto the

5 Lord, as in the days of old, and as in ancient years. And I will come near to you to judge-

ment ; and I will be a swift witness against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and
against false swearers ; and against those that oppress the hireling in his wages, the widow,
and the fatherless, and that turn aside the stranger /tojh, his right, and fear not me, saith the

6 Lcii;n of hosts. For I the Lord change not ; therefore ye, O sons of Jacob, are not con-

sumed.

7 From the days of your fathers ye have turned aside from mine ordinances, and have not

kept them. Return unto me, and I will return unto you, saith the Lord of hosts. But ye
8 say. Wherein shall we return ? Will a man rob God ? yet ye rob me. But ye say, Wherein

9 have we robbed thee ? In tithes and offerings. Ye are cursed with the curse : for ye rob

10 me, even this whole nation. Bring ye the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not

open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room
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11 enough to receive it. And I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes, and lie shall not destroy

the fruits of your ground ; neither shall your vine cast her fruit before the time in the field,

13 said the Lord of hosts. And all nations shall call you happy : for ye shall be a delighisome

land, saith the Lord of hosts.

13 Your words have been stout against me, saith the Lord. Yet ye say. Wherein have we

14 spoken against thee ? Ye have said, It is vain to serve God : and what profit is it that we

15 have kept his charge, and that we have walked mournfully before the Lord of hosts ? And
now we call the proud happy ; yea, they that work wickedness arc built up

;
yea, they

16 tempt God, and are delivered. Then they that feared the Lord spake one with another :

and the Lord hearkened, and heard, and a book of remembrance was written before him,

17 for them that feared the Lord, and that thought upon his name. And they shall be mine,

saith the Lord of hosts, in tlie day that I do make, even, a peculiar treasure ;
and I will spare

18 them, as a man spareth his own son that serveth him. Then shall ye return and discern be-

tween the righteous and the wicked, between him that serveth (lod and him that serveth him

4 : 1 not. For, behold, the day cometh, it burneth as a furnace ; and all the prouil, and all

that work wickedness, shall be stuljble : and the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith

3 the Lord of hosts, that it shall leave them neither root nor branch. But unto you that fear

my name shall the sun of righteousness arise with healing in his wings ; and ye shall go

3 forth, and gambol as calves of the stall. And ye shall tread down the wicked ; for they

shall be ashes under the soles of your feet in the day that I do make, saith the Lord of hosts.

4 Remember ye the law of Moses my servant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb for

5 all Israel, even statutes and judgements. Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before

6 the great and terrible day of the Lord come. And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to

the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers ; lest I come and smite the earth

with a curse.

Chap. 3. The coming of John Baptist and

of Jesus the Messiah is foretold with some of

the results (verses 1-5) ; then exhortations to

repentance and rebukes for sin, especially \.\w

sin of robbing the Lord of His tithes and offer-

ings (verses 6-12). The spirit of the wicked is

contrasted with the spirit of the righteous

(verses 13-18).

1, The most ample proof is found in the

New Testament that " My messenger" is John

Baptist. Our Lord bore witness to John (Luke

7 : 27) :
" This is he of whom it is written. Be-

hold, I send My messenger before Tby face,

who shall prepare the way before Thee.
'

' His

father, Zacharias, when filled with the Holy

Ghost, said, " Thou, child, shalt be called the

prophet of the Highest, for thou shalt go be-

fore the face of the Lord to prepare His ways,"

etc. (Luke 1 : 76). Consequently, "the Lord

whom ye seek," " the Messenger of the Cove-

nant," can be no other than Jesus the Messiah.

But why is He called " the Messenger of the

Covenant" ? " Messenger" means angel. It

is the word usually translated angel. Jesus is

the Angel of the Covenant in the twofold sense :

(1) Of being the same personage so often called

in the Old Testament an " angel"— c.jr., Ex.

23 : 20-33, which if the reader will examine, he

will see refers to the uncreated angel who par-

dons sin, in whom is the name of Jehovah, and

who is a perpetual Presence with His Church

under both the old dispensation and the new ;

called " ths Angel of the Covenant" also, be-

cause so long promised by covenant with the

patriarchs and saints of old ; antl (2) of being

especially " the Mediator of the new covenant"

(Heb. 9 : 15) ; and of " the better covenant,

established upon better promises" (Heb. 8 : 6-

13). The person who speaks in this verse is

"Jehovah of Hosts." Yet lie says, "/will
send one who shall prepare the way before

Me," The testimony of inspiration thus makes

the promised Messiah no other than
'

' Jehovah

of Hosts." This name is given Him by Di-

vine authority. H. C.

Old Testament passages that speak of a cer-

tain being as the " Angel of Jehovah" occur

in many different books, and in connection with

different periods in the history. Those which

belong to the times of the Exodus are Ex.

3 : 2 ; 14 ; 19 ; 23 ; 20, 23 : 33 : 34 ; 33 : 3 ; Num.
20 : 16 ; 22 : 22 seq. This same angel of Jeho-

vah is very prominent in the thought of the

post-exilian prophets (Hag. 1 : 13 ; Zech. 1 : 11,

13 ; 3 ; 1, 5, 6, etc.). In their thought, there

are strong analogies between their times and

the times of the Exodus, and the Angel that

led their fathers into the promised land is lead-

ing them. Malachi here quotes, compositely,

from the two clauses :
" Behold, I send an an

gel" (Ex. 33 : 20), and " My Angel shall go"

(Ex. 23 : 23). The Messenger of t/ie Covenant

:
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better, " the Angel of the Covenant," the An
gel whom Jehovah in the time of the Exodus
covenanted to send before His people. By the

only unforced underelanding of the matter,

"My angel," "the Lord," and " the Angel

of the C'ovenant" are one and the same person.

The prophet represents that Jehovah is speak-

ing to these post-e.xilian people, saying, for

substance : When your fathers came out of

Egypt, I promised to be with them in the per-

son of My Angel. Later, one of My prophets

proclaimed that the way should be prepared

before Me. You profess that you are seeking

Me !is your lord. You profess that you would

be delighted with the presence of the covenant

Angel. And yet you aslv. Where is the God
of judgment ? You pretend to tliink that I am
pleased with tlie evil, as well as with the good.

In view of this, I announce that I keep My
word. I send My Angel. The way shall be

prepared for My coming. Suddenly you shall

be aware that your lord the Angel is in the

temple. And what then ? W. J. B.

That "Angel" had redeemed Israel from

Egypt, had led them through the desert, had

been the " Captain of the Lord's host." The

name of Jehovah was "in Him." He it is

whose coming is here prophesied, and in His

coming Jehovah comes to His temple. A. M.

He who should come was tlie Lord, again

Almighty (lod, since, in usage, too, none else

is called "" tlie Lord" (Ex. 23 : 17 ; 34 : 23 ; Isa.

1 : 24 ; 3:1; 10 : 16, 33 ; 29 : 4) as none else

can be. The temple also, to which He was to

come, the temple of God, is His own. The

Mesaerifferand the Angel of the Covenant, plainly,

even from the parallelism, is the same as the

Lord. Piisey. All Christian interpreters are

agreed that this Lord is Christ, whom God fiath

made both Lord and Christ, and w7io is Lord

over all (Acts 3 : 36 ; 10 : 36) ; by whom all

things were made, are sustained and governed
;

who is, as the root of the word imports, the

basis and foundation not of any private family,

tribe or kingdom, but of all ; by whom are all

things and we by Ilim ; and whose we are also

by right of redemption ; and so He is Lord of

lords and King of kings, deservedly called the

Lord. Pococke.

It is not possible to find any other perscm to

whom the words of this prophecy will apply.

From Malachi, to the destruction of the temple,

no one can be named, except the Lord Jesus,

who is able to make any pretension to the ex-

press characters in this prediction. Slark there-

fore had good reason to introduce his Gospel

with this unexceptionable text of Malachi, in

order to show the connection between the Old

and New Testament, and that one began where
tlie other ended. There was no Jew at that

time who did not agree to the application of

this prophecy to the Messiah, according to the

letter. No Christian since hath been so wild

as to fancy any other sense of it. Even the

learned Grolius, so willing and so capable, as

he appears to be at other times, to invent

doiible meanings, yields up this prophecy to

Christ, as concerning Him only, and no other

person. Dp. Chandler.

The first words of this chapter seem a direct

answer to the profane, atheistical demand of

the scoffers of those days, which closed the

foregoing chapter : Where is the God of judg-

ment? To which it is readily answered, " Here

he is ; He is just at the door ; the long-expect-

ed Messiah is ready to appear ; and He says.

For judgment am I come into this world ; for

that judgment which you so impudently bid

defiance to." One of the rabbins says, that

the meaning of this is that God will raise up
a righteous King, to set things in order, even

the King Messiah. And the beginning of the

Gospel of Christ is expressly said to be the ac^

complishment of this promise, with which the

Old Testament concludes (Mark 1 : 1, 2). So

that by this the two Testaments are, as it were,

tacked together, and made to answer one an-

other. H.

2. Who may abide: Jehovah, in the person

of His Angel, they had been taught, was to do

great things for His people, and especially for

the obedient among tliem ; but He was also to

be a severe judge (Ex. 23:21, 22; 32:34).

Whether His coming would be a joy to any

among them would depend on whether they

were prepared for it, so that they would re-

ceive Him trustingly and obediently. Fuller's :

A fuller, in Bible language, is not a workman
who thickens the cloth after it has been woven,

but a laundryman—one who washes garments

or cloths, to cleanse them. Incidentally, bleach-

ing is thought of as part of the cleansing proc-

ess. There is an implication here that wtoever

bears the character of base metal may well

dread the fire, and whoever bears the character

of foulness may well dread the processes by
which the fine linen is made clean. W. J. B.

2, S. " Who shall be able to bear the day of

His coming"—the searching ordeal of such

moral scrutiny ? Not those corrupt priests, so

recently before the prophet's mind. Ah ! full

soon will He -scourge them out of His templ.>,

and hurl them down from the high position

which they so shamefully desecrate 1 " Whc



shall stand when He appeareth ?" Some few

—those who " looked for redemption in Jeru-

salem"—will hail His coming as " the horn of

salvation for us in the house of His servant

David ;" but the sensual, the worldly, the

formal—however carefully they may have cov-

ered up their iniquity with the cloak of sanc-

timonious profession, will be put through such

processes of refining and proving as shall

surely reveal their dross
—

" for He is like a re

finer's fire, and like fuller's soap"—physical

agents which well illustrate the work of the

coraiug Messiah in purifying His Church.

The state of the Church and its leading men at

that time strongly suggested the need of this

purifying work to be done by " the Messenger

of the Covenant." H. C.

The process alluded to by Malachi in this

passage, and further described by Ezekiel

(Ezek. 22 : 20-23), is very like what is called

cupelling in modern metallurgy. The vessel

containing the alloy is placed in the midst of

the fire, and the blast is applied to the metals,

not to the fire. When this is done, nothing

but the precious metals, gold and silver, re-

main. Jeremiah also illustrates this method

(Jer. 6 : 29, 30). The silver there is mixed with

iron, copper and tin. Lead is put with it on

the tire. It soon melts. The leiid comes to

the top, forms a crust, and thus consumes away,

but does not purify. But why ? Because, as

the prophet says, "the bellows are burned."

There was nothing to send a blast upon the

molten metal, and it remains reprobate "sil-

ver." When the refiner has the blast prop-

erly directed on to the contents of tlie eartlien

vessel, he sits and watches it carefully. When
the mass has become thoroughly molten, the

surface has a deep orange red color, with a

kind of flickering wave constantly passing over

it. As the heat is increased, the color of the

fused metal becomes lighter. The refiner sits

watching until all tlie orange color and shad-

ing have disappeared, and the metal assumes

the appearance of a highly polished mirror, re-

flecting everything around. When the refiner

can see himself perfectly reflected, as in a look-

ing-glass, he knows that the metal is pure. U
he is not satisfied after he has removed it from

the furnace, he adds more lead, and repeats the

process. So does Jehovah try and sift His

people till tliey have been perfected in the fur-

nace of affliction. Trutntin.

The images of the refiner's fire and the fidl-

ers' soap imply painful processes, of which the

intention is In burn out the dross and beat out

the tilth It sounds like a prolongation of

Malachi's voice when John the Baptist peals

out his herald cry of one whose "fan was in

His hand," and who should plunge men into a

fiery baptism, and consume with tire that de-

stroyed what would not submit to be cast into

the fire that cleansed. Nor sliould we forget

that our Lord has said. " For judgment am I

come into the world." He came to " purify ;"

but if men would not let Him do what He came

for, he could not but be their bane instead of

their blessing. Judgment is the shadow of sal-

vation, and constantly attends on it. Neither

Malachi nor the Baptist gives a complete view

of Messiah's work, but still less do they give

an erroneous one ; for the central portion of

both prophecies is His purifying energy, which

both liken to cleansing fire. That real and in-

ward cleansing is the great work of Christ. It

was wrought on as many of His contemporaries

as believed on Him, and for such as did not He
was a swift witness against them. Nor are we
to forget that the prophecy is not exhausted

yet; for there remains another "day of His

coming" for judgment. A. M.

Many processes He lias, the great Spiritual

Refiner, who sits in the midst of His Church,

to make liker to Himself and thus more capa-

ble of reflecting His image those on whom He
has set His heart, and at whose hands He
would fain accept an offering not mean nor

poor. Having appointed to them a kingdom.

He appoints to them, first of all, to drink of

His cup and to be baptized with His baptism.

What way is there for any one of us but only

this ? It was well said long ago, " The way
to heaven is by Weeping Cross ;" and all true

pilgrims shall find it so. Trench.

Trials are among the most signal waymarks

in the pilgrimage of faith, trials at the begin-

ning, trials in the continuance, trials at the end.

Yet not trials always, nor trials unmingled.

but enough constantly, or at intervals, to prove

thee and show thee what is in thy heart, and

to lead that heart for healing and rest to God.

The history of faith, and of God's discipline

for its increase and perfection, ever has been

and ever will be a record of trials. Character

is read and known in the temper of the soul

sustaiiiiiin: them, and they themselves are the

cnsily iiisirunicnts of God in refining and es-

l;il.li,liin- i!ir sDul. We are in the shop of the

<!n ;ii Jiwcllir, preparing for our places in His

palace above ; and they whom He means to

make the most resplendent, said Leigh ton in

this beautiful figure. He hath oftenest His tools

upon. Until this discipline of God have been

applied to him. a man knows not of whatele-
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ments his nature is composed, nor what hidden

evils maj- be festering in his bosom. God
must bring tlicm out, and redeem liim from

tliem, or he can never be prepared for the king-

dom of heaven. G. B. C.

Tlie vpord " eharacter," in its origin, is sug-

gestive. It is from a word whicli signifies to

engrave, to cut into furrows. Thus it means

that which is engraved or cut on anything.

In life, therefore, it is tliat whieli is distinctive

in any individual. Or, to put it in a more

practical way, it is that wliich experiences cut

or furrow into the life. A baby has no char-

acter. Its life is like a piece of white paper,

with nothing yet written upon it; or it is lilio

a smooth marble tablet, on which the sculptor

as yet hiis cut notliing. Character is formed

as the years go on. It is the writing, the song,

the story, put upon the paper. It is the en-

graving, the sculpturing, which the marble re-

ceives under the chisel. Final character is

what a man is when he lias lived liis earthly

years. In tlie Christian it is tlie lines of the

likeness of Christ furrowed and scarred upon

his soul by the Divine Spirit, through the

means of grace and the experiences of his own
life. J. R. M.

By secret trials, chastenings, which none but

they and God can understand, the Lord is

cleansing them from their secret faults and

making them understand wisdom secretly
;

burning out of them the chaff of self-will, and

self-conceit, and self-vanity, and leaving only

the pure gold of righteousness. How many
sweet and holy souls, who look cheerful enough

before the eyes of men, yet have their secret

sorrows ! They carry their cross unseen all

day long, and lie down to sleep on it at night

;

and they will carry it. perhaps, for years and

years, and to their graves and to the throne of

Christ, before they lay it down, and none but

they and Chri.st will ever know what it was

—

what was the secret chastisement which God
sent to make the soul better which seemed to

us already too good for earth. So does the

Lord watch His people, and tries them by fire,

as the refiner of silver sits by his furnace watch-

ing the melting metal, till he knows it is purged

from all its dross by seeing the image of his

own face reflected on it. Charles Kingdaj.

There is not one stroke of superfluous agony.

Every pulse of anguish is felt by God, as the

refiner and purifier of silver watches the fur-

nace, sure to lift the molten metal out, or to

cool the fire, when the i;eeded change

wrought. The instant faith's deep discipline is

accomplished, Christ stays His hand. F. D. H

Affliction may be the fire, but Christ is the

Refiner. Whatever instrument may cause the

nerves to agonize and the heart to grieve, the

Lord Himself holds it. The tool may be malig-

nity, but the worker is love. We may be in

the hand of our enemy, but the enemy himself

is in the hand of God. That which aims to de-

stroy is used as the unconscious medium of

serving the purpose of that which designs to

bless. W*i\% present all through the operation

of the trial. As much as the act of refining

silver implies the presence of the refini;r, the

affliction of a Christian implies the presence of

Christ. The process could not be carried on

without Him. By the side of His attlicted dis-

ciple. He sits as a refiner and purifier of silver.

There He is, " a very present help in time of

trouble." Very present; closer than close,

nearer than near ; making him who is sorely

tried a wonder to himself and a wonder to me.

When he comes into the light of the living

again, he will look back upon this day's ex-

perience with surprise, and say, " I never could

have lived through it if Christ had not been

with me." There he is, to comfort vvith assur

anccs of Divine sympathy. No visible friend,

however loving, who sits by that poor man,

holding his hot hand, or I'aiiniiiu; liis fevered

brow, can even faintly unclir>tanil ilie gentle

tenderness of the unseen Saviour's heart, for it

is infinite. . . . Powers of great usefulness

can be educated in no other way. Powers of

endurance are unknown where there has been

nothing to endure. Powers of rule belong

alone to those who have learned to rule by
learning t" obey. The power of teaching is

the special faculty of men who have themselves

undergone stern discipline. The power of

sympathy is educated in the school of sorrow.

Leaders whose souls have never been crucified,

and whose plans have never had a failure, are

apt to be at best pitiless exactors of righteous-

ness, mere engines for doing duty ; iron men,

who never melt into compassion ; rough men,

who knock down weakness, and to whom the

fine offices of consolation are all mysteries. No
words can express how much the world owes

to sorrow. C Stanford.

We enter a world of antagonism and opposi-

tion the moment we resolve at Christ's feet to

be Christians, to be true men, to obey God, to

forsake sin, to do our duty. Tiiere never comes

a time when we can live nobly without effort,

without resistance to wrong influences, with-

out struggle against the power of temptation.

It never gets easy to be good. We are apt to

grow weary of this continued struggle, and to
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become discouraged that it never ends. But
out of this very struggle we get the nobleness

and beauty of character after which we are

striving. One of the Scotch martyrs had on

his crest the motto Sub pondere crcnco—" I grow

under a weight." On the crest was a palm-

tree, with weights depending from its fronds.

In spite of the weights, the tree grew straight

as an arrow, lifting its crown of graceful foliage

high up in the serene air. It is well known
that the palm grows best loaded down with

weights. Thus this martyr testified that he,

like this beautiful tree of the Orient, grew best

in his spiritual life under weights. This is the

universal law of spiritual growth. There must

be resistance, struggle, conflict, or there can be

no development of strength. Men pity those

whose lives are scenes of toil and endurance,

but God's angels do not look upon such witn

pity if only they are victorious ; for they are

thus climbing daily upward, toward the holy

heights of sainthood. The beatitudes in the

apocalypse are for those who overcome. Spir-

itual life needs opposition. It flourishes most

luxuriantly in adverse circumstances. We
grow best under weights. J. R. M.

4. ' Ancient years." The prophet has in

mind pre exilian times, long gone by, when
the temple worsnip was in its glory. It will

be 30 again, he says, when the winnowed tem-

ple ministers become pure in heart and correct

in practice.

5, 6. The severe purifying processes will be

applied to the people as well as to the priestly

classes, and especially to those who are person-

ally guilty of the wrongs for which God re-

bukes the nation. I will come: It is Jehovah,

in the person of His Augel, that will come to

judgment. Doubtless the prophet luis in mind

the same wrongdoers whom he condemns in

2 : 11-16, the same who are described in Ezra

and Nehemiah as forming illegal unions with

foreign women. It is noticeable that Malachi

condemns these unions on the ground of their

involving treachery to legal wives to whom
these men had been previouslj'- married, and

on the ground of their leading to divorces. He
says that Jehovah hates divorcing (3 : 16). Put

these facts along with the fact that Ezra and

Nehemiah, in describing the cases of these for-

eign women, never use the terms that proper!}-

signify either marriage or divorce, and it may
lead to the conclusion that the conduct of these

leaders was more humane than many have sup-

posed. Fulse gwearers : It should be "the

false swearers," those who had sworn (Neh.

10 : 28 aeq.) to keep Jehovah's laws and abstain

from foreign alliances, and see that the temple

revenues were maintained, and who had failed

to keep their oath. Along with tiiese, Malachi,

like most of the pre-exiliau prophets, rebukes

sorcerers, and those who, in various ways, op-

press the weak. W. J. B.

6. The connection of thought here turns on

the special significance of the name Jehovah—
the ever- faithful and unchanging One—the God
of the promises, who hath said and will surely

fulfil. If Fle had not made such promises of

enduring protection and mercy to the ancient

covenant people. He would even now cut them

off at once. It is only because He is Jehovah

that His faithfulness spares " the sons of Ja-

cob." There is a power in that name, " sons

of Jacob," that avails to save them yet, on the

score of those never-failing promises. H. C.

God, and all that is in God, is unchangeable.

His mercy is unchangeable, it " eudureth for-

ever." So His strength. He is called the Rock

of Ages. So also His counsel. He may change

His sentence, the outward threatening or prom-

ise, but not His inward decree. So also His

litBC is immutable ; His heart is the same to His

people in all the diversity of their outward

condition. We may change in circumstances

or In opinions, but God does not change.

T. Manton.

All our changes arise from the imperfection

of our nature. We lose what we have, because

of our feebleness ; and we receive accessions,

because we have not sufficiency in ourselves.

Defect, limitation and dependence characterize

our nature, and hence we change ; fulness,

infinitude and all-sufticiency characterize the

Deity, and hence, during the flow of ages, he

remains the same. Tl''»i. Cooke.

Every promise which He has made is guar-

anteed, as well by His natural attributes of

wisdom, power and sufficiency, as by His per-

fect moral rectitude. In this His character of

truth, the everlasting foundations of His relig-

ion are laid. That changes nut, because the

doctrines taught in it are in themselves true

without error, and can never be displaced by

nsvv and better discoveries ; it fails not, be-

cause every gracious promise must by Him be

accomplished ; and thus the religion of the

Bible continues from age to age, and from day

to day, as much a matter of personal experi-

ence as it ever was. In its doctrines, it can

never become an antiquated theory ; for truth

is eternal. In its practical application, it can

never become foreign to man ; for it enters

now and must ever enter into his concerns, his

duties, his hopes and comforts, to the end of
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time. Wc know what is true as an object of

belief, because the Goii of truth bus declared

it ; and we know what is faithful, and, there-

fore, the object of unlimited trust, because
" He is faithful that hath promised. " R. Wat-

son.

The different frames and feelings which dis-

tress us do not affect God nor cause any change

in His love to us. A changeable God must be

an unhappy being like ourselves ; but God
never changes in His love, purposes and grace

to us. He did not love us, choose us and set

His heart upon us on account of what Ho saw
in us, but as He viewed us in the Son of His

love. - We are unrighteous sinners in our-

selves ; but He sees in Christ an everlasting

atonement for our sins, an everlasting right-

eousness to justify us : therefore He is ever

pleased with us in Christ ; ever of one mind

concerning us ; ever rests in His love to us and

joys over us : no change in us can ever affect

His mind. His love or His joy. W. Mason.

It is a source of great comfort and strength

amid the changes of human life to know that

there is One who changes not. The imchange-

ablenessof God gives a solid basis upon which

our thought and hope may rest, and enables us

to believe that all the vicissitudes of our life

are held within the scope of a never-failing Di

vine purpose. The changelessness of God is

not like that which is found in the uniformity

of nature, but is the changelessness of personal

character—changelessness in the fundamental

principles of action and attributes of character,

with the utmost play of variety and change of

activity within the limits involved in an im-

mutable moral nature. It is the same change-

less love which manifests disapproval and con-

demnation of sin as manifests approval of good-

ness. The desire and effort on the part of God
to promote the highest good of His creatures

as truly require that He should disapprove and

condemn sin as that He should approve holi-

ness. God's love, then, in its essential charac

ter. is changeless. It is and ever remains the

desire and effort to bless, save, and bring to its

true life of godlikeness every soul of man.

But the mode in which it shall act and the

course which it shall pursue, in dealing with

individual men, must vary according to the

character and attitude of each man toward the

love which is seeking his highest welfare. . . .

AVhile the love of God is changeless in its ten-

derness and yearning to bless, it is also change-

lessly holy and unable to approve or overlook

sin. God will ever seek our truest welfare,

but He could never promote our truest welfare

if He did not condemn our sins. He is change-

less in His glorious and holy perfections ; but

within those perfections themselves there is all

the variety and play of jiassion, feeling and

action, which belong to a living, moral person-

ality perpetually exerting His infinite energies

in acts of wisdom, power and grace. 6. B.

Sten'7is.

This sublime idea of the one, absolute, inde-

pendent, perfect God which fills the pages of

the Old Testament, from the first phrase of

Genesis to the last of ]\Ialachi, which is assert-

ed with authority in the Law, whose breath

inspires the prophets, in presence of which

psalmists adore and Hebrew sages meditate ;

this idea which the Son of God has accepted,

hailed, confirmed, and which He has trans-

mitted to His Church, making of the God of

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob at once our God
and our Father ; this idei- which h<!Conies the

sentence of death of the nations which reject

it, the powerful support of all those that adopt

and preserve it ; whence did the Israelites de-

rive it ? It is their only intellectual treasure,

since they had no other grandeur, no other mis-

sion in the history of the world than to be its

bearers ; and it is their own peculiar treasure,

for no other nation has shared it with them.

We must accept the word which is claimed by

the verj' facts themselves ; we must admit that

there has been revelation. F. Godet.

To the moral education and development of

our race, a vivid conception of God's active

presence, and conscious, intelligent interest in

human affairs is indispensable. It was such

a conception which made the Hebrews a pecu-

liar people—nay, in spite of their conspicuous

faults, a great people. Their invincible vital-

ity, their distinctive, unconquerable homo-

geneity, against which so many tyrant perse-

cutors have hurled themselves in vain, would

have been melt<;d away in the course of any

two of the last twenty-five centuries, had theirs

been a pantheistic conception of God. Their

survival as a people, though long divested of

a countrj', and even of a chief, is a striking

proof of the conservative force that inheres in

the idea of a God to whom those who will may
draw practically, consciously nearer than are

those who know Him not ; though these, too,

are subjects of His care. The bloodless specu-

I
lation which vaunts itself philosophy and en-

lightenment has rarefied the other wherein it

works, until " the undevout astronomer" alone

can tell what it believes or aims to teach with

regard to our theme. But, whatever else may
be affirmed or denied thereof, it can hardly be
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doubted tliat tlie gentnil drift of this specula-

tion is toward a weakened sense of moral re-

sponsibility. It inspires no such horror of sin

or dread of divinely decreed and administered

retribution as do the canons of ancient faith.

" Choosing rather to suffer affliction with tlie

children of God than to enjoy the pleasures of

sin for a season," becomes absurd self-sacrifice

in the contemplation ef a philosophy which

precludes all retribution which is not the neces-

sary consequence of violating beneficent laws

—in whose regard punishment is but another

phase of gravitation. In such a philosophy,

self-denial finds no aliment, conscience no spur,

and the love and practice of virtue no safe-

guard in that "fearful looking for of judg-

ment" which pursues and overtakes the trans-

gressor. Horace Oreeley.

7-12. In the first chapter, Malachi had

scathingly rebuked the temple ministers be-

cause they did not stand by their duties, even

at the cost of hardships, when the people failed

to bring in the tithes and offerings. Now he

pays his respects to the people who have been

guilty of this failure. God counts as robbery

our failure to contribute our proper proportion

to the support of religious ordinances. With

a curse : Tlie Revised Version has, correctly,

"the curse." Probably the curse referred to

in the first verses of chap. 2—that is, the curse

described in Do. 28. In the second chapter,

Malachi applies tlie Deuteronomy passage to

the priests ; now he applies it to " tliis whole

nation." Their way to escape the curse is to

be obedient, and the specific obedience now re-

quired is that which consists in bringing in all

their religious dues. W. J. B.

The key-word of the Christian life is " sacri-

fice"—surrender, and that to God. That is to

be stamped on the inmost selves, and, by the

act of the will, on the body as well. " Yield

yourselves to God, and your members as instru-

ments of righteousness to Him." It is to be

written on possessions. Malachi necessarily

keeps within the limits of the sacrificial sys-

tem, but his impetuous eloquence hits us no

less. It is still possible to "rob God." We
do so when we keep anything as our own, and

use it at our own will, for our own purposes.

Only when we recognize His ownership of our-

selves, and consequently of all that we call

" ours," do we give Him His due. Such thor-

oughgoing surrender is the secret of thorough

possession. The true way to enjoy worldly

goods is to give them to God. The lattices of

lieaven are opened, not to pour down, as of

old, fiery destruction, but to malje way for the

gentle descent of God's blessing, which will

more than fill every vessel set to receive it.

This is the universal law, not always f iilfilled

in increase of outward goods, but in the better

riches of communion and of larger possession

in God Himself. He suffers no man to be His

creditor, but more than returns oar gifts—as

legends tell of some peasant who lirought his

king a poor tribute of fruits of his fields, and

went awa.y from the presence-chamber with a

jewel in his hand. A. M.

Return unto Me, and I will return unto you

(verse 7). Although God does not change, man
does. And when man changes his attitude

toward God, it makes it seem as though God
had changed His attitude toward man. If

man looks toward God, he sees the loving face

of God ; but if man turns his back on God, he

misses that loving face, and then he is inclined

to think that God has become his enemy. There

is only one cure for such a trouble as this, and

that is for the changeful man to turn back

again to the unchanging God. If man and

God seem to be in opposition, the fault is

wholly man's. JIan has turned away from

God, and brought about this seeming opposi-

tion between the two. If man will simply

turn back again, the old loving relations will

bo re-established. H. C. T.

7, 8. This is why God judges, but does not

destroy : He purges out the wicked, and refines

tlie good from their dross, in order that, in His

unchanging compassion. He may carry out His

purpose of redemption and grace. Thus " the

covenant is equipped at all points and sure ;"

for if the unfaithfulness of man cannot annul

it, what can ? And that man's unfaithfulness

cannot annul it is evident ; for " from the days

of your fathers ye have departed ^from My
statutes, and have not kept them."i/

This, too, is why God has delayed His com-

ing. It is not that He is slack concerning His

promises, but that they will not fulfil the con-

ditions of the promise. Generation after gen-

eration they have shown themselves to be a

disobedient and gaiusaying people. How can

Me come to them, while they still depart from

Him ? How can He come, bringing salvation,

while they do not keep His statutes ? The
blessing of the obedient cannot be given to the

disobedient. Lot them return to Him from

whom they have departed, and then see whether

He will keep them waiting for Him.

But " wherein shall we return ?" they ob-

ject. In what have we departed from Him,
that we should retrace our steps ? Are not we
the chosen race, the holy nation ? " Dare a
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man defraud God ?" replies Jehovah. " Yet

J-e have defrauded Me." " We I" respond the

people; "we defraud Thee 1 Pray, how V"

"Ye have defrauded me," answers Jehovah,
" even in that in which ye pride yourselves as

being most exact, in the least things ; how
niueh more, then, in the greatest ? Even the

tithes and offerings have not been duly paid,

although your neglect has been rebuked by a

curse, the curse of famine." Cox.

lO. This striking passage has the richer in-

terest to Christians because, under the priuci

pies of the ancient economy—viz., temporal

blessings to the faithfully obedient—it presents

to us the great law of His spiritual adudnistra-

tion as well, showing that there can really be

no limit (short of our utmost capacity) to the

spiritual blessings God will give those who,

really hungering for righteousness, " open wide

tlieir mouth that God may fill it," and hence

who honestly use all appropriate means for

this result. God is forever the same, and cer-

tainly is no less bountiful of blessings under

the Christian than tinder the Jewish economy.

"Prove Me;" put My words to the test.

H. C.

Malachi has told us how the people brought

blind and lame and sick—nay, even stolen,

beasts for sacrifice ; how they offered ewes on

pretence that they had no rams in their flocks,

and vowed their choicest oxen and sheep, and

then, when the moment of pressure was past,

brought " that which was corrupt ;" how the

priests offered " polluted bread" and " unclean

sacrifices," and cried, as they discharged their

function, " What a weariness it is I" Now
even the Hebrews knew that " to obey is bet-

ter than to sacrifice ;" but they also knew that

to sacrifice %oag to obey ; and so often as they

neglected the lesser obedience of sacrifice, they

still more neglected the larger obedience of

moral conformity to the Divine Will. In His

mercy God only puts them to the lesser test.

For the present it shall be enough if they bring
" all the tithe" into the store-chambers of the

temple. Let them but do that, and He will

open the sluice-gates of heaven, and pour down
on them the blessing of copious rain ; He will

rebuke the devouring locust ; the fruit of the

earth shall no longer be destroyed before it can

be gathered in, nor shall the vine miscarry of

its grapes. So happy shall be their condition,

so fertile their land, that all nations shall call

them blessed. Thus the Lord whom they seek

will come to them so soon as they are ready

for Uim, so soon as He can come in benedic-

tion. He will come, not only in His temple,

but also in their barns and homesteads and

fields. Co.v.

AVe are not only to worship God with our

lips and give Ilim praise with our tongue, but

He has required that we should worship Him
with our substance. Our services add nothing

to God, therefore it is our good which He seeks

in all His institutions of religion. It is our

good, our greatest good, that our whole trust

should be in the Lord, always and upon all oc-

casions ; because He cannot fail us, and every-

thing else will, and, therefore, we must be mis-

erable if wo place our trust iu anything else

than God, and our greatest happiness must con-

sist in a full and absolute dependence upon

Him. Now this trust and depeiulence is pro-

duced more by our deeds than our words ;

more by practising of it than by speaking of

it and praising it ; and the payment of our

tithe is a practise of it, a trusting in God that

He will not only accept it and give us spiritual

blessings of it, but even that we shall gain by

it, iis to this world, and prove the richer for it.

For it is His blessing only that givetli increase,

as to the fruits of the field, so to the labors of

our hands, to all our endeavors in whatever

vocation. The Lord bids us prove Him herein,

try Him, trust in Him, and see how abundant

He will be in His blessings to us, and whether

He will not return to us tenfold for the tenth

we give to Him. But if we dare not trust God
so far as to make this small experiment when
He provokes us to it, and grudge to give Ilim

the tenth, who gave us all, it is but just with

Him to take that from us wherein we trusted,

and not to leave us a tenth ; but to take the

whole from those who durst not trust Him and

His promises with a tenth. C. Leslie, 1700.

While men are allowed to handle and manage
to a certain limit what they are also permitted

in a kind of figure to call their property as a

part of the discipline of their moral liberty—to

try and prove them what manner of men they

are—they are also continually to be opening

their hands and parting with this substance,

putting it clean awaj' from them, cost what it

will, laying it on altars, burning it in the fire,

beating it small, scattering it as incense on the

air, making it the maintenance of the Lord's

priesthood, sending it away in the wilderness.

Bp. Huntington.

Self has got hold of the purse-strings, and

the Lord is likely to be robbed of His dues.

That is the real secret of diminished (jontribu-

tions in our churches, and that accounts for

the fact while God's Church is growing richer

at a rapid rate, so many grand institutions for
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the spread of His kingdom are often at starva-

tion ])oint. " The lust of tlie eye and the pride

of life" steal in, and under smooth pretences

commit their shameful larcenies of the moneys

which God loans to His stewards. When Chris-

tians undertake to cheat God, their sin is sure

sooner or later to find thera out. T. L. Cuylcr.

Ood's claim upon our money gains. In every

province of human life God requires His pro-

prietorship to be recognized. The seventh

part of our time is hallowed for His service.

The firstfruits of corn were to be devoted to

religious uses. The firstborn in the household

belonged to God, and was to be redeemed by

substitution. And now, of all their yearly

gains, one tenth was claimed by God. His

claim proceeds from His proprietorship. Tow-

ard the Hebrews He was obviously antl directly

landlord. He had put them into possession of

their estates, and rightfully could exact from

them a rent. And with respect to all national

substance, God is absolute Proprietor. He has

an original and indefeasible right as Creator
;

and it is His supreme power that maintains in

existence the treasures of the earth. Even the

power we have to accumulate wealth is de-

rived from the same beneficent Source. It is

His gift, not that He has conveyed to us the

irresponsible right in it, but simply in the sense

that we had nothing with which to purchase

it.
" The earth is the Lord's and the fulness

thereof." D. D.

God has made the outpouring of spiritual

blessing dependent upon man's faithfulness in

observing the law of tithes and firstfruits and

religious tributes of all kinds :
" Bring ye all

the tithes into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in Mine house, and prove Me now
herewith, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not

open you the windows of heaven, and pour

you out a blessing, that there shall not be room

enough to receive it." We may keep back

part of the consecrated price, but the loss will

be ours rather than God's. We may account

ourselves even clever in making calculations

as to how much we can save from the cost of

piety and charity, but the great law of com-

pensation will proceed disastrously in our case

because of this calculated and irreligious pen-

ury :
" He which soweth sparingly shall reap

also sparingly." This law of compensation

operates also in the other direction with noble

impartiality :
" He which soweth bountifully

shall reap also bountifully." We imagine that

all God's benefactions are spiritual ; we have

shut Him o>it from the field and the vineyard
;

but hear His word :
" The Lord shall command

the blessing upon thee in thy storehouses, and

in all that thou settest thine hand unto ; and

He shall bless thee in the land which the Lord

thy God giveth thee." But we must not at-

tempt to make an investment of our charity.

J. P.

We pray for the coming of the kingdom of

Christ, and wonder, at times, that our heart-

less, disunited, inconsistent prayers are not

more successful. But what do we expect '?

Let it be supposed that a convocation of all

the Christians upon earth should be held, to

implore the conversion of the world. How
j iistly might an ancient prophet be sent from

God to rebuke them, and say :
" The means for

the conversion of the v.orld are already in your

hands. Had you been dependent on human
charity for support, you might have then ex-

pected to see your Almighty Lord erect His

kingdom by miracle, or you might have war-

rantably come to His throne to implore the

means necessary for carrying it on by your

own instrumentality. But these means are

actually in your hands. You are asking Him
to do that, the very means for doing which are

at this moment locked up in your coffers, or

wasted in costly self-gratification. For what
purpo.se has He placed so much wealth in your
hands ? Surely not to consume it in self-indul-

gence. " Is it time for you, O ye, to dwell in

your ceiled houses, and this house to lie waste ?

Now, therefore, thus saith the Lord, consider

your ways. '

' Look abroad over your assembled

myriads ; calculate the immense resources of

wealth placed at your disposal ; imagine that

you were to be seized with a noble generosity,

like that which at different times descended on

the ancient people of God, and then say. what
enterprise would be too vast for your means ?

Make this consecration of your substance to the

cause of Christ, and then come and ask for the

conversion of the world. Till then, ask only,

and in common consistency expect only, that

He will bless you to the amount of your sacri-

fices for His cause. J. Harris.

Modern missions are maintained neither by
the zeal of the few nor by the mere zeal of the

many, but rather by the deep-seated impul-

sive power of a grave and irresistible convic-

tion, pressing on the conscience even of the

inert and the selfish ; and much more on the

hearts of the fervent and devoted. That a

Christian has no more liberty to withhold his

aid and service from these evangelizing asso-

ciations than he has to abandon the duties of

common life, and that for a man to profess

hope in Christ and to deny what he might
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spare to promote the diffusion of the Gospel,

is the most egregious of all praetical solecisms.

/. Taylor.

We have not penetrated to the centre of true

Christian activity, we have not risen to the

height of the apostolic view of duty to Christ

and to the world, until we give because we are

indebted to men whose faces we have never

seen ; to whom the world accounts us not un-

der the slightest obligation ; to whom we are

indebted simply because the God who made

both them and us has distinguished us from

them iu order that we might bless them, as we
may, with the powers and the knowledge

which He has given to us ! R. S. S.

It is the " multitude praying without"—be

they few or many, known or unknown—who
are the buildei'S of your churches, the senders

of your missionaries, the really efficient patrons

of your orphan houses, hospitals and Christian

education societies. The finest and firmest

machinery in the world is so much dead mate-

rial without these prayers. I suppose most of

you have seen some elaborate and costly speci-

men of mechanism standing still : every little

screw and bolt of the complicated system in its

place ; every post and bar, flange and transom

secure ; every bright lever and arm, wheel and

tooth, tempered and tested—the whole a splen-

did embodiment and trophy of intellectual in-

genuity and determination, yet silent and inert

as icicles, till some lifted gate or opened valve

lets in the mysterious 'motive power which makes

it a sure and mighty servant of a purpose be-

yond it. So are all our best religious measures,

till the breath of the Church's prayers joins

them to the Spirit from on high. Throughout

all its portions the Scripture has no other doc-

trine. " Be strong, all ye people of tee Lord,

for I am with j'ou, saith the Lord." " Not by

might, not by power, but by My Spirit."

"Prove Me if I will not open the windows
of heaven, and pour you out a blessing."

F. D. H.

II, 12. These verses still expand the prom-

ise commenced in verse 10. If you will truly

bring in all the tithes and meet all your obliga-

tions to God, then I will rebuke the devourer

for your sakes—the locust, put here for all

forms of destructive agents. All the nations

shall witness to your prosperity. II. C.

13-13 contain a rebuke of persons who were

impatient under temporal trials, and murmured
against God, because they did not at once reap

the fruit of their service in temporal prosper-

ity. B. C.

The antithesis between what God had said

before (verses 10-12), and what these wicked

gainsayers reply (verses 14, 15), is much more

apparent iu the original, especially of verse 15,

than in the received translation. First, the

pronoun "we," being expressed in full, is

slightly emphatic : you say one thing ; we, on

our part, not adniitliMg what you say, are

stoutly maintaining the opposite. Then the

verb, " call you i/lcssed" (iu verse 12), and the

corresponding verb, " call the proud happy"

(verse 15), are precisely the same ; as ii they

would say. You claim that the nations shall

call God'^ obedient people blessed ; we, for our

part, call the proud blessed. So the word ren-

dered "prove" (verse 10) is the same as is here

(verse 15) rendered " tempt." You have said,

Let My people prove Me. We have to say in

reply, that the wicked luive proved T/tee by

scoffing at Thy words ; and yet so far from

being punished, they are even delivered from

all fear and danger. H. C.

16, 17, In the third act of this dramatic

dialogue (chap. 3 : 13-4 : 3), in which the proph-

et is the mouthpiece alternately of Jehovah and

of the people, we once more hear the sceptical

murmurs of distrust. First comes the charge :

" Your words do Me wrong, saith Jehovah."

Then follows the " but," the objection :
" And

ye say, What do we speak against Thee ?"

And then comes the rejoinder, which gives us

a sample of the common talk of the day.

Wherever men met for converse they might be

heard saying, some. " It is vain to serve God !"

others, " What profit is it that we keep His

ordinances, and go about with sad faces and in

mourning weeds as those who lament the na-

tional sins ?" some, " We see that the proud

are blessed rather than the humble !" others,

" The wicked flourish rather than the just !"

and still others, " Those who tempt God by

their presumption and impiety are neverthe-

less delivered from peril rather than the meek

and the devout I" In short, the general senti-

ment of the time was that the very blessings

promised to the meek, the humble, the sorrow-

ful, were bestowed on the heedless, the proud,

the self-confident ; and the general mistake of

the time was that because they, the Jews, fast-

ed and observed certain outward forms, and

these not always the forms ordained by Jeho-

vah, they therefore possessed that piety which

He had promised to bless and reward.

Now j ust as in chap. 2 : 5-7, Jehovah had

rebuked the false and corrupt priests by plac-

ing before them a charming picture of the true

priest, the ideal Levi, so here He rebukes the

foolish and profane talk of the multitude by
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contrasting with it the conversation of tlie

faithful remnant, the little community of saints,

who feared Him and thought on His Name.
Unhappily, however, their talU is not reported,

at least by Malaohi, though, as wc have seen,

that of the ungodly is. All we are told of it

is, that it was full of the fear of Jehovah, and

that it was held to be of such value in heaven

that, just as the Persian monarch kept a book

in which the heroic deeds of any of his ser-

vants were recorded, so the King of Heaven
" hearkened and heard" when His servants

spoke well of Him in evil times, and had their

names written in a book of remembrance.

When we read,

*' Then they that feared Jehovah spake often one with

another

And Jehovah hearkened and heard.

And a book of remembrance was kejn before Him
For those that feared Jehovah,

And that thought on His Name,"

we are not only charmed with the stately music

of the lines ; we long that we could stand in

that happy company of saints, if only for a

few moments, and hear what they had to say

to each other, and learn what it was that drew
them so often and so close together. Is it alto-

gether impossible to recover the words which

Malachi has failed to report ? It is by no

means impossible. Our wish may be fulfilled.

We may hear of what they that feared the

Lord spake one to another ; we may give, on

the best authority, some of the very words they

used. While the nominal Israel said, "It is

vain to serve God," the true, the elect Israel

said, " Happy is every one that feareth Jeho-

vah, that walketh in His ways." While the

former said, " What profit is it that we serve

Him ?" the latter said, " They that put their

trust in Jehovah are like Mount Zion, which
cannot be moved, but standeth fast forever."

While the degenerate majority said, " The
proud are blessed, the wicked flourish, the

boldly bad are saved from all peril 1" the pious

few said, " Though the ploughers plough our

back, and draw long furrows, God will cut in

sunder the traces of the wicked ; though the

proud are green and flourishing for a time,

they are but as the grass on the village roofs

wherewith the mower fiUeth not his hand, nor

he that bindeth sheaves his bosom" (Ps. 135) :

" though we go forth weeping, sowing a mere
handful of seed witli tears, through the mercy
of Jehovah we come back to the homestead,

bearing many sheaves, with songs of joy"
(Ps. 136). That these words and the like were

used by the faithful few we know, for God

kept a book of remembrance in which they
were written, not only in heaven, but also on
earth ; and in the " Pilgrim's Psalm-book" we
may read them to this day, knowing that they

are the very words sung by the inspired poets

of MaFachi's time, and familiar on the lips of

as many as feared Jehovah and hated evil.

Cox.

le. They feared the Lord—that is the begin-

ning of wisdom and the root of all religion

;

they reverenced the majesty of God, submitted

to His authority. In every age there has been

a remnant that feared the Lord, though some-

times but a little remnant. They thought

upon His Name ; they seriously considered

and frequently meditated upon the discoveries

God has made of Himself in His AVord and by
His providences ; and their meditation of Him
is sweet to them and influences them. They
thought on His Name ; they consulted the

honor of God and aimed at that as their ulti-

mate end in all they did. Those that know
the name of God should often think of and
dwell upon it in their thoughts ; it is a copious,

curious subject, and frequent thoughts of it

will contribute very much to our communion
with God, and tlie stirring up of our devout

affections to Him. Tliey spake often one to

another concerning the God they feared and
that name of His which they thought so much
of ; for out of the abundance of the heart the

mouth will speak ; and a good man out of a

good treasure there will bring forth good
things. They that feared the Lord kept to-

gether as those that were company for each

other ; they spake kindly and endearingly one

to another for the preserving and promoting of

mutual love, that that might not wax cold

when iniquity did thus abound. They spake

knowingly and edifyingly to one another, for

the increasing and improving of faith and holi-

ness ; they spake one to another in the lan-

guage of them that fear the Lord and think

on His Name—the language of Canaan ; when
profaneness was come to so great a height as

to trample upon all that is sacred, then they

that feared the Lord spake often one to an-

other. H.

There is no sweeter entertainment than for

travellers to be remembering their country
;

their blessed home, and the happiness abiding

them there, and refreshing and encouraging

one another in the hopes of it ; strengthening

their hearts against all the hard encounters and
difficulties in the way ; often overlooking this

moment, and helping each other to higher ap^

prehensions of that vision of God which we ex-
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pect. Lcighton. And how often has it hap-

pened that, when holding saeiod converse with

one anotlier, Jesus Himself lias joined them,

as He did the two disciples on the road to Em-
maus when tln^y were conversing of the decease

which He accomplished at Jerusalem ? And
though their eyes are let so that they do not

see Him, yet their hearts burn within as He
talks with them and opens to them the Scrip-

tures, and they know that it has been the Lord.

M'Cosh.

We may sometimes be with Christians, the

conversation apparently about God's Word or

kingdom, and yet there may be no real ozone

in the atmosphere, no converse of heart with

heart, no nourishment and no refreshment.

On the other hand, there may have been no
" religious conversation," and yet the animat-

ing and restful influence of affection, friend-

shij) and the contact of minds living in the fear

and light of God. This is a large subject, and

yet one on which each one must find for him-

self what is right, safe and profitable. Only

let us be sincere, and avoid all Pharisaism.

The next best thing to grace is nature. Only

let us be heavenly-minded and avoid worldli-

ness. For, blessed be God, the coming of the

Lord draweth nigh.- A. Saphii:

He kept an account of them ; a book of re-

membrance was written before Him. It is an

expression after the manner of men, intimating

that their pious affections and performances

are kept in remembrance as punctually and

particularly as if they were written in a book
;

as if journals were kept of all their conferences.

Great kings had books of remembrance written

and read before them, in which were entered

all the services done them, when and by whom,
as Esth. 2 : 33. God, in like manner, remem-

bers the services of His people, that in the re-

Tiew of them He may say, " Well done, enter

thou into the joy of thy Lord. " God has a book

for the sighs and tears of His mourners (Ps.

56 : 8), much more for the pleadings of His ad-

vocates. Never was any good word spoken of

God or for God from an honest heart, but it

was registered that it might be recompensed in

the resurrection of the just, and in no wise

lose its reward. H.

God hearkens and hears, records and remem-

bers all that the righteous say. Every word
of encouragement spoken to a weary fellow-

toiler, every word of sympathy and comfort to

an afflicted spirit, every word of quickening

to diligence and activity in the Christian life,

every kind, generous, loving word that has

helped and cheered a struggling, tempted fel-

low soul, is heard, remembered and recorded,

and one day shall be disclosed again to the mu-
tual, grateful joy of the helper and the helped.

So, too, every good word spoken in .season to

him who owns no Saviour, who has no hope,

who is without God, and yet is journeying to

an eternal world where trust and hope in a

God and Saviour arc the conditions of happy
existence, every such word will be found on

record too ; it will contribute to the lasting joy

of its utterer and of him that has heeded it. B.

From one cause or another we shrink from

the responsibility of avowing our deepest con-

victions. Partly it is from the fear of ostenta-

tion and singularity, partly from self-distrust

and sincere humility, partly from more unwor-

thy motives. But from whatever cause it may
be, by so doing we wrong our friends. We
leave unspoken the word which might have

cheered or guided or turned them. By our

coldness we suffer them to remain in doubt

whether God has visited us. K the heart be

full, men argue, its feelings will find utterance.

If the Christian creed be accepted as the truth.

it cannot but color the whole life of the be-

liever. Not to speak t hen of our highest hopes,

not to talk, one with another, of what, as we
trust, God has done and will do for us, is to

cast discredit on our name. When that is at

stake we may well forget ourselves. No one

has ever ventured to cast aside his religious re-

serve without meeting with sympathy for

which he had not looked, and gaining courage

from the sense of spiritual fellowship. How
can it be otherwise ? It is not of ourselves we
speak, but of God whom we have seen. It is

not our own honor which we look for, but the

glory of our Father which is in heaven. It is

not of any special prerogative we make boast,

but of a blessing which is offered as the com-

mon heritage of men ; for Christ is tlie pi'opitia-

Hon for our sins ; and not for ours only, but for

the sins of tli£ whole world. So may we all see

Him as our Redeemer and our strength ; so

may we give Him glory ; so may we confess

Him before men ! Bp. Westcott.

What a world would this become were all

brought to do God's will 1 How would there

be in each individual soul that fulness of joy

which can flow only from thoughts and affec-

tions centred upon God, and a will conscious

of acting ever in harmony with His will ! How
would there be perfect agreement among com-

munities of men, that agreement which can

only be where the wills of men are brought into

union with one another by being in union with

the one great Will 1 How would the glory of
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God, the one great end of man's being on earth,

abound, so that God, looking down on His obe-

dient children, imaging His will on earth,

might declare Himself well pleased with the

children of men, and pour down on them His

blessings with an unsparing hand ! A'ars-

lake.

17. Those who thus thought on Jehovah

should be thought of by Him, affirms the

prophet. In the new day which He was about

to create, the day of His coming, they should

be a peculiar and choice possession to Him ;

on that day, while He punishes the ungodly,

who distrust and contemn Him, He will spare

the faithful even " as a father spareth the son

who serves him," and has been true to his ser-

vice in dark and perilous times. Cax.

All the goodness of the saints shall then be

revealed by the Judge. Their greatest excel-

lencies are invisible to the eyes of men ; the

sanctity of their aims and affections which

gives life and value to all the acts of obedi-

ence ; their secret duties, wherein the sincer-

ity and ardency of their souls is most expressed,

are only known to God. And such is the ex-

cellent humility of the saints, that the more

they are enriched and abound with the gra-

cious influences of the spirit, the less thej' dis-

cover to the world ; as the celestial bodies,

when in nearest conjunction with the sun and

most filled with his light, are least in appear-

ance to the inhabitants of the earth. But there

is a book of remembrance before Him, for them

that feared the Lord and thought upon His

Name. And they shall be Mine, saith the Lord

of Hosts, in the day when I make up My jew-

els ; and I will spare them as a man spares his

sou that serves him. Bates.

When the " jewels" are " made up," He will

pronounce, " they are Mine." What triumph

to hear it ! What congratulation with one an-

other ! What congratulation of the innumer-

able angelic " hosts ;" for it is " the Lord of

Hosts" that will say, " they are Mine !" And
what a situation must that be—in place, and

circumstances, and felicity, and glory— in

which He will assign their abode within the

immediate manifestation of His presence ! He
will also confer on them an inconceivably more

glorious brightness, and beauty, and value, as

in tJie.nueliies, than they had on earth. And this

to shine "as the stars, forever and ever."

Looking at this prospect, which of us can be

content that his soul should be wanting when
" the Lord of Hosts" shall " make up His

jewels"? Who can bear the thought of being

cast among the oaser rejected things of the cre-

ation, and for Him to say,
'

' that is not Mine—
take it away" ? Foster.

It is not too much to think that when God
shall have made up all His jewels, and the

number of the elect shall be compfete. He will

make it a part of their happiness to look back

from the height of heaven upon all their wind-

ing track and to see that every step has been

ordered in infinite love ; that their sorest trials

have been merciful ; that their freest choices

have been links in God's chain of purpose ;

that their very sins have been overruled for

good. And if this shall appear amazing in the

history of an individual, how shall it shine re-

splendent in the nations of them that are saved,

when ten thousand times ten thousand inter-

mingling and entangled lives shall visibly ac-

cord with one infinite plan, and centre in one

sovereign purpose ! The great end of creation

and providence and grace is God's own glory.

J. W. Alexander.

What a heaven will the true (Ihristian have I

Not only a heaven prepared for him, but a

heaven within him, to meet the heaven above

—a heaven of purity within, to meet the heaven

of holiness without, and all of God as a secu-

rity for its eternal duration. R. Hill. Treas-

ures in heaven are indefectible in their nature

and endless in duration. They are still full,

fresh, and entire, like the orbs above, which

shine with undiminished lustre and move with

unwearied motion. Nay, when these lights of

heaven shall be put out, the lighteous, being

fixed in the Divine presence, shall enjoy one

perpetual day—a day commensurate to the un-

limited eternity of God Himself. R. South.

18. " Then shall ye return, and discern be-

tween the righteous and the wicked, between

sinners and saints ; between those that serve

God and make conscience of their duty to Him
and those that serve Him not, but put con-

tempt upon His service. Ye that notv speak

against God as making no difference between

good and bad, and therefore say. It is in vain

to serve Him (verse 14), ye shall be made to see

your error
;
ye that would speak for God, but

know not what to say as to this, that there

seems to be one event to the righteous and to

the wicked and all things come alike to all. will

then have the matter set in a true light, and will

see to your everlasting satisfaction the differ-

ence between the righteous and the wicked. H.

Tlie reekonimi day mil shortly come ! Let the

righteous return after a little space, and they

will see a broad line of diverse destiny ranging
" between him that serveth God and him that

servethllim not." H. C.
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Him that §erTcth Ood. Do we not

know that lie who gave to the eai th its rich-

ness, and who set the sun to shine in the heav-

ens, antl wlio gave to >is t)iat wonderful frame

of body and mind, whose Iieallhful workings

are so delightful to us, that lie gave them that

we might use both body and mind in His ser-

vice ; that those faculties which we feel, as it

were, burning within us, have their work be-

fore thcni, a work far above their strength,

though multiplied a thousandfold ; that the

call to them to be busy is never silent ; that

there is an iufiuitc voice in the infinite sins and

suffeiings of millions which proclaims that the

contest is raging around us ; that every idle

moment is treason ; that now it is the time for

unceasing efforts ; and that not till the victory

is gained may Christ's soldiers throw aside their

arms and resign themselves to enjoyment and

to rest ? T. Arnold.

Cliup. 4. With no break in the continuous

thought, this chapter proceeds to contrast the

destiny of the wicked and of the righteous

(verses 1-3)
;
gives a general injunction to ob-

serve the law of Closes (verse 4), and a promise

of John Baptist under the name of Elijah, with

brief hints of the work he should do (verses

5, 6). IT. C.

I. For, behold, the day cometh. The connec-

tion of these words with the preceding is so ap-

parent, that there seems no reason why they

should have been separated and made the be-

ginning of a new chapter. The words them-

selves are an image or description of the final

judgment on the Jews in their destruction, and

an image or representation of the last general

judgment on all mankind. The former was
certainly then to come on the Jews, if not pre-

vented by their repentance, as it was not ; the

latter is yet to come, but shall in God's ap-

pointed time as certainly come as if it were

already present. Of both, therefore, it might

then be said, " Behold, the day cometh"—that

is, it shall certainly come
;
and the description

is so full of terror, that it may be well applied

both to one and to the other. The primary in-

tention, however, of the prophet seems to have

been to describe the judgment denounced

upon the Jews, to whom he was peculiarly

sent to reprove them for their sins, and to ad-

monish them of the consequences of impeni-

tence. Pocock.

In my view, the primary reference must be

to judgments on the wicked in time, providen-

tial inflictions, lilie that on Jerusalem by the

Romans, like the still earlier judgments tiiat

fell on the ungodly portion of the Jews in the

fearful Syrian wars during the second century

before Christ ; indeed, embracing all those

forms of special infliction which belong to

God's providential government over nations

and individuals too in the present world. All

these are to be taken as prophecies and pledges

of that far more terrific vengeance which shall

come down on all the finally wicked in the

world to come. I would not apply this pas-

sage to either this world or the next, to tlie en-

tire exclusion of the other, but assume that it

refers primarily to judgments in this world ;

then as ^a type, a liarbingcr, prophecy, and

pledge, it embraces also those heavier, sorer

jvidgments which execute full and immitigated

justice on the ungodly in the world to come.

H. C.

2. TJie Sun of Rif/hteoiisncss arise irith heal-

ing in His icings. The Messiah is called here
" the Sun of Righteousness witli healing in His

wings," to signify that His light clears up
men's understandings and chases awaj- the

darkness of their minds, and that His rays and
kindly warmth will heal all the diseases of

their souls. W. Lowth.

This is the joyous, far different lot of the

righteous. The fearers of God's name are in

strong contrast of character as well as destiny

with the proud blasphemers. The rising sun

is a glowing and glorious image of hope and

joy. " Righteousness" has here the not un-

common sense of deliverance, salvation, bless-

edness, with no implication of its being strictly

deserved on the score of simple justice, and by
no means excluding mercy. The reference is

mainly to the llessiah as the great fountain of

light, peace and joy to the saints of God. His

wings are the beams of His light. H. C.

Outward riches are but a shadow of the un-

searchable riches of Christ ; outward life is but

a shadow of Him who is the Way, the Truth
and the Life ; outward liberty is but a shadow
of that freedom that is to be had in Christ

;

" If the Son make you free, then are you free

indeed" (John 8: 36), importing that no free-

dom is freedom indeed and in truth but this
;

outward rest is but a shadow of the rest that

is to be had in Ilim. " Come to Me, all ye that

labor and are heavy laden, and I will gi ve you
rest." The sun in the firmament is but a

shadow of the Sun of Righteousness and of

His glory ; roses and lilies are but shadows of

His beauty, who is the Rose of Sharon and the

Lily of the Valley ; rivers and fountains are

but shadows of His fulness, who is the fountain

of living waters ; not a fountain closed, but a

fountain opened to us -, plants and trees are
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but a shadow of the verdure of Him who is

the plant of reuowu, the tree of life. All

things that have an excellency in them are but

shadows of Him in whom excellencies do con-

centrate. All the stars of creature-excellen-

cies are but shadows of Him who is the bright

and morning Star. Ralph Erskine.

With what other testimony is the whole of

Scripture charged but that of Christ. Christ,

Christ ? Christ, in the typical histories of the

Old Testament. Christ, in the typical cere-

monies of the Mosaic Law. Christ, in the

Psalms, as the source of the Christian's conso-

lation, and the key to unlock all the affections

of his heart. Christ, in the prophecies, as Cap-

tain of the great triumph over evil—predicted

with greater clearness as time wears on.

Christ, in the Gospels, as the Healer and Bene-

factor of the race. Christ, in the Epistles, as

the Wisdom of God. Christ, in the Revela-

tion, as the Coming One, whose advent is ever

imminent, the pole-star of hope, upon which

the Christian's eye is ever fixed. The Scrip-

tures are, indeed, full of Christ, and we have

His own testimony that we shall read them

amiss and discuss them amiss unless our study

and our discussion lead us to find Him in them.

E. M. G.

4-6. The final admonition. The closing

verses of Malachi are also the closing verses of

the Old Testament. As his voice, so also the

Voice of Inspiration dies away, and will be

heard no more for four hundred years. It was
but meet that a revelation so noble as that con

tained in the Old Testament Scriptures should

rise to a high and stately close. And what
close could be more lofty than the passage be-

fore us ? It is a true Hlouut of Vision on which
the prophet stands ; and as he looks across the

valley at his feet, peering into the years to be,

there rises before him the Mount of Transfigu-

ration, Moses, Elijah and Christ conferring to-

gether on its summit concerning the things

which pertain to the kingdom of God :
" Re-

member the law of Moses ;" " Behold, I send

Elijah;" " Jehovah Cometh.

"

In the previous section of his prophecy,

Malachi had predicted the coming of the Lord,

of Adonai, the present and active Ruler of men
(chap. 3 : 1). The day of His coming would
be a day of blended mercy and judgment, burn-

ing like a furnace for the wicked, shining like

a quickening healing sun on the righteous.

Who could endure the day of His coming or

stand when He appeared ? Only those who re-

membered and kept the law of God, who were
living in the obedience of faith. Therefore the

prophet exhorts the men of his time, as they

would escape the curse, to bear the law in

mind, and, as they would secure the blessing,

to walk in the statutes and judgments given

to Moses in charge for all Israel on Horeb.

The very form of his exhortation lends new
force, for he so frames it as to bring out the

Divine origin and authorit.y of the law. Moses

indeed spake the words of this law on Mount
Horeb ; but Moses, says Jehovah, was " My
servant," or minister, and only delivered the

statutes and judgments which " I gave him in

charge" and gave him in charge " for all Is-

rael"—not only for the men who heard his

voice, but for all their succeeding generations.

Thus, by a single stroke, the prophet reminds

the men of his own time that the Divine law

was binding on them no less than on their

fathers, and that it was Divine ; he eliminates

from it all that was merely human and tem-

porary ; Moses was only the channel, God was

the source from which the law came ; Moses

uttered, but God gave the law, revealing in it

His eternal will and goodwill. Cox.

4. Remember ye the law of Moses. Ye are not

to expect any prophets, for the time to come
till the forerunner of the Messiah appears ; so

your chief care must be to attend to the in-

structions which Moses has given in his law,

the most solemn part of which was delivered

to him in an audible manner upon Mount Horeb

(Ex. 19 : 9 ; De. 4 : 10). This your lawgiver

plainly speaks of the Messiah, and instructs

you to expect His coming and to obey His

commands (De. 18 : 15). W. Lowth.

With reference to the law, the last chapter

of the latest prophet closes with the admoni-

tion, " Remember ye the law of Moses My ser-

vant, which I commanded unto him in Horeb
for all Israel, with the statutes and judgments ;"

and in all the later books this is conspicuously

the ease. The law of Moses is regarded as a

Divine legacy at once inviolate and inviolable.

It is certain that at that period those who wrote

in such a way could have been conscious of no

substantial alteration in books which for long

ages had been so esteemed. Leathes. If

there was any truth in the critical hypothesis

that the Pentateuch was written by Ezra, how
absurd it Vi^ould be for Malachi, who as a con-

temporary must have known all about its re-

cent origin, to speak of it as he does in this

verse ! W. H. G.

Observe here, 1. The honorable mention that

is made of Moses, the first writer of the Old

Testament, in Malachi, the last writer. God
by him calls him Moses My servant ; for the
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righteous shall be had in everlasting remem-

brance. See how the penmen of Scripture,

though they lived in several ages at a great dis-

tance from each other (it was above twelve

hundred years from Moses to Malachi), all con-

curred in the same thing, and supported one

another, being all actuated and guided by one

and the same Spirit. 2. Tlie honorable men-

tion that is made of the law of Moses ; it was
wliat God Himself commanded, He owns it for

His law, and He commanded it for all Israel,

as the municipal law of their kingdom. Thus

will God magnify His law, and make it honor-

able. We are therefore concerned to keep the

law, because God has commanded it, and com-

manded it for us, for we are the spiritual Is-

rael ; and if we expect the benefit of the cove-

nant with Israel (Heb. 8 : 10), we must observe

the commands given to Israel, those of tlicni

that were intended to be of perpetual obliga-

tion. 3. The summary of our duty, with ref-

erence to the law ; we must remember it. For-

getf ulness of the law is at the bottom of all our

transgressions of it ; if we would rightly re-

member it, we could not but conform to it ; we
should remember it when we have occasion to

use it ; remember both the commands them-

selves and the sanctions wherewith they are

enforced. The oflice of conscience is to bid us

remember the law.

Prophecy was now to cease in the Church

for some ages, and the Spirit of prophecy not

to return till the beginning of the Gospel, and

now they are bid to remember the law of

Closes ; let them live by the rules of the latter,

and live upon the promises of the former. We
need not complain for want of visions and rev-

elations, as long as we have the writtsu word
and the canon of Scripture complete to be our

guide ; for that is the most sure word of proph-

ecy, and the touchstone by which we are to

try the spirits. Though we have not proph-

ets, yet, as long as we have Bibles, we may
keep our communion with God, and keep our-

selves in His way. H.

5, 6. These are the last words of the Old

Testament, there uttered by a prophet, here

expounded by an angel ; there concluding the

law, and here beginning the Gospel. " Be-

hold," saith Malachi, " I will send you Elijah,

the prophet;" and "he," saith the angel,

" shall go before Him in the spirit and power

of Elias." "And He shall turn the hearts of

the fathers unto the children," saith the one
;

and '

' to turn the hearts of the fathers to the

children," saith the other. Thus sweetly and

nearly do the two Testaments join together.

and thus divinely do they kiss each otlier ; like

the two cherubim in the temple oracle, as with

their outward wings they touch the two sides

of the house, from " In the beginning" to

" Come, Lord Jesus," so with tlieir inner they

touch each other, the end of the law with the

beginning of the Gospel. Dr. Li(jhtfo<il.

5. Behold, ItriUseiul you Elijah thi; prophet.

The same person who is called the "messen-

ger" o: forerunner of the Jlcssiah (chap. 3 : 1).

It was the unanimou.s Si;n.se of the Jews, that
" Elias should first come and restore all things"

(Mark 9 j 13 ; John 1 : 31). Tliis they under-

stood of the coming of Elias in person. (See

Ecclus. 48 : 10). Our Saviour has interpreted

this Elias to be John the Baptist (Malt. 11 : 14 ;

17 : 13, 13). TK Lowth. This prophecy was
to receive its fulfilment in the per-sou of John

the Baptist, who came in the spirit and power
of Elijah. This meaning of Ihe passage was
confirmed by our Lord on two several occa-

sions. B. C.

John Baptist was the Elias that was to come
(Matt. 17 : 10-13, and very expressly Matt.

11 : 14). This is Elias which was to come ;

and verse 10, the same of whom it is written.

Behold, I send My messenger (chap. 3 : 1).

Elijah was a man of great austerity and mor-

tification, zealous for God, bold in reproving

sin, and active to reduce an apostate people to

God and their duty ; John Baptist was ani-

mated by the same spirit and power, and
preached repentance and reformation, as Elias

had done : and all held him for a prophet, as

they did Elijah in his day, and that his bap-

tism was from heaven and not of men. When
God has such work to do as was formerly to

be done. He can raise up such men to do it as

He formerly raised up, and can put into a John
Baptist the spirit of an Elias. H.

The Gospels hardly record a single sentence

or figure of speech employed by John the Bap-

tist, the germ of which may not be found in

the prophecy of Malachi the messenger. So
that he who really "searches" the Scriptuies

with fidelity and patience, whatever sceptical

prepossessions he may bring to the quest, is

more and more impressed with the sense of a
vital unity in them which can only be account-

ed for by the guiding and controlling inspira-

tion of one and the self-same Spirit. Cox.

The Baptist was the only second Elijah

promised to the Cimrch, and we do not look

for another. Why, indeed, should another

come ? He would have no work to do. When
the day of final judgment arrives men will be

I divided into the two great ciasses in which
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they have chosen their respective places—the

believing, waiting Church upon tlie one hand,

the unbelieving world that has steeled itself

against Christ, upon the other. The former

need no Elijah-work. The latter would not

profit from it. No time of new probation then

begins, but only the full and perfect manifes

tation of a probation ended. Even now the

course of time is running on lines which do not

change, which only reach their terminal issues

in the world's great assize : "He that is un-

righteous, let him do unrighteousness still, and

he that is filthy let him be filthy still ; and he

that is righteous let him do righteousness still,

and he that is holy let him be mede holj' still"

(Rev. 23 : 11). W. MiUigan.

Tlw great and dreadful day of tlve Lord. The
Messiah is by this prophet contemplated chiefly

as a judge, the day of the Lord is regarded as

beginning with His first advent, since His work

of judgment really began then, and is carried

forward through its various phases and suc-

cessive steps, until its final consummation is

reached in the awful terrors of the last great

day. Moses and Elijah, who are here joined

together in contiguous verses, as representing

severally the law and the prophets, which testi-

fied alike of Christ's advent and sufferings, ap-

peared in glory with the Redeemer on the

Mount of Transfiguration (Luke 9 : 30, 31).

bearing to Him the homage and the witness of

the Old Testament, in which they are tlie most

prominent figures. It is after them that the

description of the two witnesses of the book of

the Revelation (Rev. 11 : 3) is evidently mod-
elled (see verses 5, 6), which lias led some to

the opinion that this prophecy of Malachi is to

have an additional fulfilment prior to Christ's

second advent. W. H. G.

To warn in mercy before He smites in judg-

m»nt, is evermore the order of God's throne.

Hence the second Elijah should come before

the Jewish people and polity should be smit-

ten down by the terrible Roman arms. They
were fearfully corrupt already. It was fore-

seen tliat they would become yet more so be-

fore and during the Messiah's incarnation.

Hence the last warnings of the Baptist came in

the hour of their greatest moral extremity.

6. How often do we see the hearts of parents

borne down with almost crushing solicitude in

tlie tenderness of their love for the souls of

their children ! What but this turning of the

hearts of parents to their children begets such

agonizing prayer of Christian parents for un-

godly children, and of converted children for

yet unconverted parents ? Hence it was the

Spirit of the Lord that moved this prophet to

touch by one master-stroke the central influence

of John Baptist's preaching. When the men
whom he called so mightily to repentance had

bowed their hearts to this high behest, their

next thought was that of renewed care and

love for their children. If we had been pres-

ent in that revival, we should have found it by

no means unlike all the true revivals of our

day in this one most precious feature. Such a

revival of the home and household affections is

eminently pleasing to God. In such a soil re-

ligion thrives. Where the hearts of fathers

turn with loving, tender interest toward their

children, and the hearts of children in like

manner to their fathers, the Saviour finds a

congenial home and takes up His abode. It

seems to be implied that if John's preaching

had altogether failed of this result, the gospel

of salvation from the lips of Jesus might have

fallen powerless upon the world, and left to

Judea and to the nations of the earth only the

remediless "curse." How forcibly, then,

comes the appeal to us to cherish the tender-

ness of mutual love and earnest care for others'

souls, especially within the dear circle of fam-

ily relationships, lest the Gospel should fail to

bless us, and lest we doom ourselves and those

we ought to love to a moral ruin for which

God has no remedy ! Thus close the admoni-

tions of the last prophet of the Old Testament

age, and with them the volume of Scripture as

it stood till in the fulness of time the

came. tl. C.

The Old Testament closes with a ch

curse ; and the omen has been fulfilled. In

vain came the law by Moses ; the Messengei

was sent in vain ; in vain did the Lord Him
self come to His temple. Israel would no:

hearken, repent, obey. And she was pro-

scribed. The doom was pronounced, the in

terdict felt. Her land was smitten with deso-

lation ; and, to this day, all her pleasant places

lie waste. Her children were driven forth to

wander, smitten and afllicted. through the earth,

aliens in every land ; and, to this day, they

stand before us a monument of the ^VTath of

God against sin. The Jews are to Christendom

what the cities of the plain were to the Jews.

The curses with which they drove their Lord

and Christ to the cross have in very deed come
home to roost ; and they who would not accept

the salvation of God have long been " scattered

and peeled" by His judgments. The fair olive

and stately palm of Israel have been stabbed

and rent and scathed as by stroke after stroke

of angry lightnings ; all the bolts of heaven
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having fallen on them, hurling the blackened

Bplinters to the very ends of the world, to bear

witness in all lands that therb is a God who

j udgeth in the earth. Cox.

With Malachi prophecy ceased, and Israel

was left to herself four hundred years. But

at last, immediately before the fulfilment of

the Messianic promises, the whole old dispen-

sation appears summed up and embodied once

more in the greatest ot them that are born of

women ; in one, who went before the Lord,

like the aurora before the sun, till, in unrivalled

humility, he disappeared in its splendor. John

the Baptist, by his earnest preaching of re

pentance, his abode in the wilderness and his

ascetic life, personified the hue ; while, at tlie

same time, pointing to Ilim, for wliom he was
not worthy to do the most menial office, wlio

should baptize with the Holy Ghost and with

fire, to the Lamb of God, which bears the sins

of the world, he also embodied the cheering

word of promim. Scliaff.

This last of the mighty line of prophets gives

stroijg utterance to the " hope of Israel" I

One clear voice, coming from we scarcely know
what lips, proclaims for the last time, " He
comes 1 He comes !" and then all is silence for

four hundred years. Here is the concentra-

tion, in this last prophetic utterance, of thf.t

element of forward-looking expectance which
marked all the earlier revelation. From the

beginning the selectest spirits in Israel had

set their faces and pointed tlieir fingers to a

great future, which gathered distinctness as

the ages rolled, and culminated in tlie king

from David's line, of whom many psalms sung,

and in the suffering pervant of the Lord, who
shines out from the pages of the second part

of Isaiah's prophecy. This Messianic hope
runs through all the Old Testament, like a

broadening river. " They that went before

cried, Hosanna
; blessed is He that cometh."

That hope gives unity to the OUl Testament,

whatever criticism may have to teach about

the process of its production. The most im-

portant thing about the book is that one pur-

pose informs it all ; and the student wlio misses

the truth that " the testimony of .lesus is the

spirit of prophecy" has a less accurate concep-

tion of the meaning and inter-relations of the

Old Testament than the unlearned who has ac-

cepted that great truth. We should be willing

to learn all that modern scholarship has to teach

about the course of revelation. But we should

take care that the new knowledge does not

darken the old certainty that the prophets

" testified beforehand of the sufferings of Christ

and of the glory that should follow." Here,

at the very end, stands Malachi, reiterating the

assurance which had come down through the

centuries. A. M.

In the interval between the closing of the

Old Testament ana the destruction of Jerusa-

lem One appeared m whom centred evei-y lirie

of history arid of pritpliscy. He led a life, as

man, in which the most daring gainsayer can-

not suggest a flaw. He also claimed to come
!W fulfilling the older Revelation, and Himself

foretold the downfall of the earthly Jerusalem,

since the' purpose of its separation from the

world had been accomplished. He, in fact,

commenced by tlie foundation of the Christian

Church a new kingdom, in which the prom-

ised King should reign, " to whom it was a

light thing that the Jews should be saved,"

since to Him all the Gentiles also were to be

given. Such an One rose from the gram after

having to tlie letter accomplished, both in life and
death, all that prophecy had foretold of His

earthly career, and then sent down the long-

promised gift of the Holy Spirit, the inward

teacher of the heart, the builder of that spirit-

ual temple which was to supersede the mate-

rial edifice on Mount Moriah ; and such temple

(though, alas ! too slowly and imperfectly) is

gradually rising throughout the civilized

woHd, to the honor and glory of the Triune

Jehovah. Surely this continuity of events es-

tablishes that the written word has its outward

counterpart, that the Old Testament is but the

germ of the New, and the one is connected

witli the other as indissolubly as the Word of

God made flesh is forever united to the nature

of regenerated man. Lord Hatherly.

Since the Old Testament has so many and

such vital connections with the New— connec-

tions whicli enter into the very substance of

both ; since its whole scope and aim is to pre-

pare tlie way for the Messiah, to adumbrate

His ofllces, and to educate the covenant people

for His coming, we need not wonder at the

constant appeals which the Saviour and His

apostles make to its pages. It is tliroiigliout a

perpetual prophecy of the Gospel, and so they

manifestly regard it. E. P. Burrows.

The Bible reveals God's purpose to form a

spiritual kingdom in the world, submissive to

His government, obedient to His law, and to

gather the members and the citizens of this

kingd im out of all countries and peoples of the

earth- a conception that was not possible to

either Glreek or Egyptian, and that certainly

was not more possible to the Jew, except as he
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was enlightened concerning it by that Divine

mind which was operating upon him tlirough

its ministers and messages. It reveals at length

the Head of this kingdom, personal and tran-

scendent, unique and supreme in both charac-

ter and power. At first, foreshadowed from

the distance and darkness of remote ages, He
is more and more distinctly brought to view,

tlirough continually increasing radiance of

prophecy ; through the voices of psalmists,

through the solemn and significant ritual of

the temple, through the office of the priest-

liood, through the royal majesty and supremacy

of kings. More and more definite become the

prophecies concerning Him. First, He is the

seed of the woman ; then He is of the seed of

Abraham ; then He is the descendant of Jacob
;

then He is of the tribe of Judah ; then He is

the son of David ; until prophecy begins to

focus itself at last upon the very time when
He shall appear, as in Daniel, upon the very

place where He is to appear, as in Isaiah and

Micah, upon the very office and character which

He is to fulfil and to exhibit ; till the Old Tes-

tament closes, with the latest voice of its proph-

ecy, through Malachi, predicting the rising of

this Sun of Righteousness, predicting the sud-

den coming of this Lord, preceded by the

prophet who is to prepare the way before Him.
The long series of prophecies closes here ; and

we are left, looking on to the histories—if such

there shall be—in which these predictions shall

be fulfilled.

Then comes a gap of time, but not an inter-

ruption in the sequence of thought, extending

over four hundred years, and the New Testa-

ment takes up its office of Divine instruction.

It presents to us this King, wlio has been fore-

shadowed from the beginning of human his-

tory, in a constantly brightening clearness of

prediction. He now comes into the world,

welcomed by the angelic song, yet coming as

a babe in Bethlehem
;
growing then into ma-

turity ; accomplishing then His works of won-

der, scattering miracles around His path,

speaking divinest thoughts to men in human
utterance, expressing before them the absolute

beauty of love in life, fulfilling at last His office

of priest through His sacrifice of Himself, then

arising from the dead, and ascending into

heaven. King of the saints, predestined and

glorious King of the world.

It shows the Spirit who comes afterward to

represent this King in the world, and to testify

of Him through all ages. It conveys to us the

instructions of the apostles, inspired by that

Spirit to testify of Christ ; instructions in truth,

and in practical duty, which are to continue

the law of the members of this spiritual king-

dom, while they and it continue to exist. And
finally it gives us the prophetic vision of the

amazing closing book, the Book of the Revela-

tion, in which is shown the consummation of this

kingdom, with the crash of conflict in air and

earth, the tumultuous collisions and overthrow

of nations, through which it marches to its

ultimate assured universality in the world.

R. S. Storrs.
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Thomas Biuuey, O.D., d. 1874.

E C. B. Edward C. Bissell, D.D., d. 189.3.

W. G B W. G. Blailiie, D.D.
Benj. Blayney, D.D.,d. 1801.

C. B. Rev. Charles Bradley, d. ISVl.

Bp. Phillips Brooks.
Thomas Brooks, d. 16S2.

J. Jtncliaiian, D.D.
J. M. Buckley, D.D.
John Buuyau, d. 1688.

G. S. Burroughs. D.D.
E. F. Burr, D.D.
N. C. Burt, D.D.

II B. Horace Bushnell, D.D., d. 1876.

B J. Glentworth Butler, D.D.
W A. B. Wm. Archer Butler, D.D.. d. 1S48

John Caird, D.D., d. 1892

John Cairns. D.D.
Augustine Calmet, d. 1757.

John Calvin.

R. S. Candlish, D.D.
Bp. W. B. Carpenter.

Joseph Caryl, d. 1673.

A. Casiiars, D.D.

A. E.

B. B. E.

Thomas Chalmers. D.D., d.lS47.

Talbot W. Chambers, D.D.
PruC. W. E. Chancellor.

Up Chandler.
stephin Charnock. d. 1680.

George B. Cheever, D.D.,d. 18S8.

Richard W . Church, D.D. ,d. 1890.

Adam Clarke. D.D., d. 1832.

Walter Clarke, D.D.
Rev. C. Clemance.
Rev. C. M. Cobern.
Bible (Speaker's) Commentary.
Pulpit Commentary.
E. R. Conder, D.D.
Wm. Cooke, D.D.
Henry Cowles, D.D., d. 1881.

Commentaries,

F. A. Cox. D.D.,d 1853.

Samuel Cox, D.D.
Ralph Cudworth, d. 1G88.

Howard Crosby, D.D.
John Cumming, D.D., d. ISSl.

T. L. Cuyler, D.D.

R. S. Dabney, D.D.
R. W. Dale, D.D.
L. Danaeus.
J. R. Dathius.

Prof. Denio.
Franz Delitzsch, D.D.
Dictionary ot Bible ( ll'm. SmUh).

Marcus Dods, D.D.
J. W. Dulles, D.D.

J. Oswald Dykes, D.D.

Alfred Edershcim, D.D., d. 1889.

BelaB. Edwards, D.n., d. 1844.

Jonathan Edwards, D.D., d. 1758.

C. J. Elliott, D.D.
Prof. W. G. Elmslie.

Ralph Erskine, d. 1752.

J. Eveleigh.

Patrick Falrbairn, D.D., d. 1845.

W. W. Farris. D.D.
Fred'k W. Farrar, D.D.



AUTHORS CITED, AND KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS.

D. W. Faunce, D.D.
John Flavel, d. 1691.

John Foster, d. 1843.

William Fraser, D.D., d. 1879.

R. D. H.

M. It.

r, D.D.
J. Jtt. Frost.

Fred'k. Gardii
J. G. Gilbert.

J. iXonro Gibson, D.D.
George Giltillan, d. 1878.

E. It. Gillett, D.D., d. 1875.

Francis Godet, D.D.
A. J. Gordon, D.D.
Edward .11. Goulbnrn, D.D.
Richard Graves, D.D., d. 1S04.

Horace Greely.
Andrew Gray, D.D., d. 1616.

Wm. Heiiryr Green, D.D.
Geo. S. Grey, d. 1885.

E. D. Griffin, D.D.
William Gurnall, d. 1679.

Thomas Guthrie, D.D., d. 1873.

Robert Ilaldane, d. 1842.

Wm. Hales, D.D., d. 1819.

B|). Joseph Hall, d. 1656.

Robert Hall, D.D., d. 1831.

Bp. Hallifax.
James Hamilton, D.D., d. 1867

H. Haveruick.
John Harris. D.D., d. 1856.

E. Henderson, D.D.
Commentarys.

E. W. Hengstenberg, D.D.
Matthew Henry, D.D., d. 1714.

P. S. Henson, D.D.
L. P. Hickok,D.D.
John Hill, d. 1746.

Roswell D. Hitchcock, D.D.,
1887.

Rev. Wm. B. Homer, d. 1811.

Mark Hopkins, D.D., d. 1887.

Up. George Home, d. 1792.

Bp. Samuel Horsley, d. 180 1.

Abp. Hort.
JUrs. L. !S. Houghton.
John Howe, l).D., il. 1705.

Wayland Hoyt, D.D.
Rev. E. Hull.
Up. Frederick D. Huntington.

Interior (OAiooffo).

Bp. John Jebb, d. 1S33.

E. T. Jeflers, D.D.
Jerome.
Herrlck Johnson, D.D.

C. F. Keil, D.D.
Bp. Ken.

J, P.

c. H.

;

John Ker, D.D., d. 1886.

Bp. Kidder.
Chas. Kingsley.
John Kitto, D.D., d. 1854.

Stanley Leathes, D.D.
Abp. Robert Iieighton, d. 1684.

C. Leslie, 1700.

Tayler Lewis. LL.D., d. 1877.

John Lightfoot, D.D., d.

Bp. J. B. Lightfoot.

Henry P. Liddon, D.D., d. 1890.

Wm. Lowth, D.D.
R. S. McArthur, D.D.
Alexander McCaul, D.l).,d. 1863.

J. C. McClintock, D.D.
H. C. McCook, D.D.
James McCosh, D.D.
Alexander Maclaren, D.D.

Sermons and Studies in many vols, and
serials.

W. W. McLane, D.D.
Norman McLeod, D.D., d. 1872.

Hugh Macmillan, D.J).
Thomas Manton, d. 16G7.

E. P. jnarvin, D.D.
Erskine Mason, D.D. d. 1S50.

J. M. Mason, D.D.
William Mason, d. 1791.

S. Merrill, D.D.

J. R. Miller, D.D.
Arthur Mitchell, D.D.
Prof. O. M. Mitchell.
W. E. Moore, D.I).

E. D. Morris, D.D.
J.G. Murphy, D.U.

Abp. W. Newcome, d. 1800.

Card. John H. Newman, d. 1890.

Bp. Thos. Newton, d. 1782.

G. F. Oehler, D.D.
Rev. J. Ogle.

Joseph Parker, D.D.
Chas. H. Parkhnrst, D.D.
Blaise Pascal, d. 1662.

Prof. J. S. Peters.

Austin Phelps, D.D.,d. 1890.

H. W. Philpot, D.D.
E. H. Plumptre, D.D.
Edward Pocock, D.D., d. 1691.

Bp. Rd. Pococke, d. 1705.

John Pnlsford.
E. B. Pusey, D.D., d. 1883.

Alexander Raleigh, D.D. ,d. 1880

George Rawlinson, D.D.
R. A. Redford, D.D.



AUTllonS CITED, AND KEY TO ADBRKVTATIONS.

M. Rhodes, D.I>.
I>. II. Riddle, D.I).

James H. Ri^'^-, U.U.
Wm. Robertson, (I. 1T',«.

F.W. Robertson, l).l).,a. 1853.

Archdeacon Rose.
John Raskin.

S. D. V. Salniond.
Bp. Robert Sanderson, >l. 1663.

.^dolph saphir, I).D.

Philip Schatl, D.D.
Geo. II. Schodde, D.D.
Abp. Seeker.
J. M. Sherwood, !>.!>., cl. ISiHI.

James Sime.
Henry B. Smith, D.D., A. 1ST7.

R. P. S. R. Payne Smith, D.I).

y S. Philip Smith.
Charles H. Spurgeou, d. 1S92.

Robert South, D.D.,a. 1716.

James Stacy. D.D.
Chas. Stanford.

A. P. Stanley, D.D., d. 1881.

Geo. B. Stevens, D.D.
J. F. Stevenson, D.D.
T. P. Stevenson, D.D.
A. L. .Stone, D.D.

K. S. S. Richard Salter Storrs, D.D.
John Stoughton, D.D.
William Symington, D.D., i1. 1863

I. T. Isaac Taylor, d. 1865.

Bp. Jeremy Taylor, d. 1667.

Jesse B. Thomas. D.D.
J. P. T. Joseph P. Thompson, D.D., d

1S79.

R. K. Thompson, D.D.
Wm. fli. Thomson, D.I).
J. H. Thornwell, D.D., d. 1863.

Bp. Anthony W. Thorold.
E. Thnrston, D.D.
Abp. Tillotson, d. 1604.

S. S. T. Sunday School Times (Pliila.y

li. T. Reuben Tinker.
F. T. Travell.
Abp. R. C. Trench, U. 1S86.

II. B. Tristram, D.U.
H. C. T. 11. Clay Trumbull, D.D.

Dean Tucker.
W. K. Tweedle, D.D.

J. J. Van Oosterzee, D.D., d. II

C. J. Vaughan, D.D.
lUarviu R. Vincent, D.D.
Alexander Vinet, D.D., d. 1847.

G. W. Von Raumer.

K. W. Robert Walker, D.D., d. 1783.

Bp. W. Warburton,d. 1770.

Ralph Wardlaw, D.D., d. 1853.

Bp. Rd. Watson, d. 1816.

F. W. Wayland, D.D.
Fdward Wells, D.D.,d. i:27.

Bp. Brooke Foss Westcott.
E. P. Whipple.
Edward White, D.D.

W. R.W. William R.Williams, D.D., d.li

E. C. W. E. C. Wines, D.D.
J. AVintle, d. 1814.

T. D. Witherspoou, D.D.
Wm. Wogan, d. 1754.

J. H. Worcester, D.D.
W. B. Wright, D.D.
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